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tlie City of Angels"
ALL

NEW
Los

Angeles

0.000

WATTS
THE NEW KGBS now covers all the Southern California market with ten times
the power. A magnificent music
policy ...expanded news and service
. . . every spoken word creatively scripted,
tastefully delivered. The center of the dial,
1020. Call Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., or
KGBS, Dunkirk 8-2345, another Great Storer Station
..338 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles 5, California.
/

WNAX FARM
SERVICE
PERSONNEL

Rex Messersmith
Farm Service Director

WNAXGeorge B. German
Inquiring Farm
Reporter

9s

Lyie Hansen
Associate Farm
Service Director

570

NATIONAL

TO

SPONSOR

PLOWING

WNAX, in co-operation with the Sioux Falls
Chamber of Commerce and the South Dakota
Association of Soil Conservation Districts, will
sponsor the 1960 Soil Conservation Field Days
and National Plowing Contest beginning September 21st.
Over 100,000 people are expected to visit the
contest site
during the three days of this bignational
event.
Already farm machinery and farm-related
product manufacturers have contracted for
the major portion of the available commercial
exhibit area. In addition to these commercial
exhibits, visitors will see soil conservation
developments and demonstrations, and the
National Plowing Contest with top plow men
from all over the United States competing.
Invitations have been extended to the Republi-

1960

CONTEST

can and Democratic presidential candidates to
attend. In 1952 and 1956 both presidential
candidates made major campaign speeches at
the National Plowing Contests.
Active in planning of the event are the members of the WNAX three-man Farm Service
Department: Rex Messersmith, George B. German and Lyle Hansen. This trio of farm experts travel the length and breadth of Big
Aggie Land for first hand information of
interest and benefit to the Midwest Farmer.
WNAX-570's
of this national
farm event issponsorship
one more indication
of the
station's leadership in farm broadcasting and
service
in Big Aggie Land — the nation's 40th
Radio Market.
To reach and sell this important five-state
area — you need only WNAX-570.

WNAX-570
RADIO
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS CBS
OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa Yankton, South Dakota
Repratented by Katz

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX, Yankton, S.D.
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Columbus,
WTTM,
Trenton, N.J.Ohio
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.

ONE

SHOT

TAKES

ALL

THREE

LANSING

JACKSON

The best shot in
outstate Michigan
pockets three major
markets ranking
11th* in retail sales
— gives you more
Grade A coverage of
Central Michigan
population and TV
households. Nationally,
26th**
ket.the Your
cuemarto
call Venard.Rintoul
& McConnell, Inc
*SRDS Consumer Market Data
■•Television
11/30/59 Age 100 Top Markets
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Everywhere
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saying

. . .

-T

V

is favored by viewers in Lancaster-Harrisburg-York,
plus Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,
Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro, and many
other communities. Profit-proved for advertisers, this
multi-city market Is important to your selling plans.

Lancaster, Pa»
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company, Inc.

New York

STATION

Clair McCollough,
•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles

•

Pres.
San Francisco
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CLOSED
New Blue Book? ■ FCC members were
given big gulp of homework last week
— 300-page-plus staff report on programming practices and recommendations for FCC program surveillance.
Report was work of Network Study
Staff under Ashbrook Bryant, and it
reportedly contains 78 pages of conclusions adding up to recommendation
that FCC assert authority to pass upon
program judgments of licensees. It's
said to be tougher version of principle
that major industry witnesses themselves
advanced during program hearings
early this year. Networks and NAB
agreed that FCC could examine overall programming and match promise
vs. performance in license applications.
Special FCC discussion of programming report will be held later this
month — after Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley returns from England {he's due
Wednesday, July 6) and all commissioners have had time to study thick
document. Meanwhile, there's tight security imposed; numbered copies of report were distributed personally to individual commissioners and few key
staffers.
Line economy ■ There's been quiet but
growing interest in use of less-expensive Class C lines instead of Class A for
radio station interconnections — so much
so that NBC Radio planned to convert all but transcontinental backbone
and major spurs of its network lines
from Class A to Class C over past
weekend. As explained to affiliates,
NBC concluded after tests that there's
been great technical improvement in
Class C lines which puts them virtually
on quality par with Class A, even
though they cost little more than half
as much; that most NBC Radio program ing isnews and other voice matter which for all practical purposes can
be handled as well by Class C, and that
changes in public's receiver habits — replacement of big consoles by table
models and portables — make Class A
transmission fidelity meaningless in
most
cases
clincher:
On test
basisanyway.
it fed NBC's
its network
via
equivalent of Class C lines for two
weeks without telling anybody, got not
one complaint.
As insurance for NBC Radio stations
that will be getting network service via
Class C lines (see above), NBC engineers developed what they call "transistorized Class C equalizer." One of
these will go to each converted station,
all of which are being assured that the
devices, easily installable by station en-

CIRCUIT.

gineers, will simulate Class A service.
Blue couches ■ Private eyes and cowboys may have to make room eventually for new standard character on
tv screen: psychiatrists. Headshrinkers
have been making fitful starts in past
seasons, and new ABC-TV daytimer
may help trend along. Road to Reality, starting in fall as dramatic fivea-week, is based on transcripts of sessions in group psychoanalysis. ABCproduced project recalls April 22 play
on CBS-TV Playhouse 90, Roger O.
Hirson drama, "Journey to the Day,"
which presented group treatment of
patients in institution. Subject matter
also is reminiscent of daytime House
on High Street which ran for while on
NBC-TV afternoon, dealing with professional help in domestic problems.
G-2 plans ■ Now before FCC, in form
of document for public release, is specific outline of functions of new Complaints &Compliance Div. Big push will
be made for document's approval as
soon as money for operation of office
is in commission hands (see story. At
Deadline). Document, originated by
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven, is designed to let licensees know exactly
what to expect from new compliance
branch, headed by John C. Harrington.
Earlier, Mr. Craven had asked FCC
to issue "clarification statement" of division's duties but this was tabled as
"unnecessary" after Senate had approved $200,000 for compliance activities. House Friday cut another $50,000
from that amount, leaving FCC with
one-half of $300,000 it had asked for.
Now for the news ■ ABC-TV's next
big program effort will be in area of
news andschedule
public affairs.
Withthrough
network's
sports
bolstered
its
acquisition of both NCAA games and
American Football League, and its entertainment programming competing effectively, AB-PT President Leonard
Goldenson has given green light on
more intensive news coverage through
expansion of organization and implementation ofpublic affairs programming.
Marked down ■ Price of Groucho
Marx's You Bet Your Life — still seeking a sponsor — has been falling. Set for
Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m. on NBC-TV
for 1960-61 season, show's weekly production cost had been pegged at $53,000; now is being offered at $46,000
(both prices exclusive of agency commission; NBC owns show). Groucho's
program is slotted against last half of
highly-rated Untouchables on ABC-TV.

CBS-TV has not programmed its counter half-hour; but now is peddling
Grindl, Screen Gems package (about
$48,000 per show). Comedy is anthology
created by Mr. Peepers creator David
Swift and centers around misadventures
of a domestic.
// it's not Grindl for CBS-TV's
Thursday period (see above), there's
good possibility — particularly if Talent
Assoc. gets advertiser for it— of Happy
Talk, edited-down half-hour version of
Open End talkfest by top comics aired
last month. David Susskind of Talent
Assoc. is moderator of Open End. Program would be on tape and TA is now
editing tapes of that Open End discussion into presentable pilots.
Seattle settlement ■ KIRO-TV Seattle,
which was co-defendant with CBS-TV
in antitrust suit brought by KTNT-TV
Tacoma, decided last week to follow
CBS example and settle out of court.
CBS settled by giving KTNT-TV joint
affiliation with KlRO-TV in SeattleTacoma market and, reportedly, by reimbursing Tacoma station for $400,000
expenses [Broadcasting, May 30].
KIRO-TV reportedly paid KTNT-TV
nothing but agreed, "reluctantly," officials said, not to counter-sue for losses
it assertedly has suffered since dual affiliation in same market was announced.
Original suit charged that CBS-TV and
KIRO-TV conspired to take network
affiliation from KTNT when KIRO
went on air.
No easing ■ Don't interpret action of
FCC in dropping revocation proceedings against KIMN Denver (Broadcasting, June 27) as softening of new
FCC crack-down on untoward programming. Issuance of cease and desist
order in lieu of revocation hearing (4-1
vote) came only after FCC lawyers
held that revocation could not be sustained in court test on basis of facts.
Burden of proof, in revocation proceedings, is on FCC, whereas in renewal
proceedings it shifts to applicant.
No sale — yet ■ Rumors flew again last
week of impending sale by Elroy McCaw of WINS New York, but Mr. McCaw insisted no deal was in negotiation.
So far Mr. McCaw is sitting tight despite
offers of as much as $10 million for
property he bought in 1953 for $450,000. At moment Mr. McCaw is planning new enterprise — investment company to provide equity financing for
all kinds of businesses. If plans jell,
several leading industrialists and financiers will be partners.

Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
Published every
1735 DeSales St.. N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C.

KPHO-TV, Phoenix, Arizona - America's Leading Independent —
begins its second decade by proudly announcing the
completion of its $400,000 improvement program.
Operating on low band Channel 5, KPHO-TV — first in Arizona
since 1949 - now serves the state with maximum power,
100,000 watts, authorized by the F.C.C.
The brand-new facilities include the most modern and
up-to-date RCA Victor TT/25/CL Transmitter and
self-supporting IDECO tower with the latest RCA
6-Bay Antenna, 1770 feet above sea level — the tallest
of its kind in Central Arizona.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY

A MEREDITH STATION

KPHO-TV CHANNEL 5 • Phoenix, Arizona • Affiliated with Better Homes & Gardens Magazine
Richard B. Rawls, Vice President & General Manager • Howard Stalnaker, Station Manager
Bob Martin, Program Director • George McClanathan, Director of Engineering
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Hard time
sell, the
not creative
humor, awards
should forwintv commercials
tv awards ■were
It's
about
presented where they belong, according to Kenneth S.
Barasch, who is leaving Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York, to become an independent
tv-radio creative consultant. He doesn't mean the
fancy, arty commercials either. He is talking about the
good, old fashioned hard sell commercials, those that
produce results in sales. Although others say the trend
Mr. Barasch
is toward wit and humor in tv commercials, Mr.
Barasch believes they are wrong. The trend is the other way, he says in
this week's Monday Memo. Page 22.
Stars and contracts ■ Those long-term deals made by the networks are
on the way out. The trend today is toward short-term contracts and
profit participation by the stars, influenced by such factors as high taxes,
sharper inter-network competition and the emergency of film programming and outside production houses. Page 27.
Big medium for little cars ■ Tv makes strong impression on prospects
and dealers in compact automobiles, NBC-TV annual automotive survey,
"Prospectivity," says. Page 29.
Network tv curve ■ It continues upward as advertisers place more than
$283.2 million gross for time January-May of this year. Page 38.
Another crack in Canon 35 ■ Ohio Supreme Court board holds that
recording of courtroom proceedings is not barred by Canon 35 if broadcast later from outside the court. Page 42.

LANSING
The

proves

'Chaos' in spectrum ■ Sen. Hartke calls for study of FCC, radio spectrum. Page 56.
Senate parries payola ■ Pastore subcommittee sets August hearing on
suspension and forfeiture features after bill rolls through House. Page 58.
A commissioner speaks ■ T.A.M. Craven takes verbal swipe at those
who advocate FCC programming content and balance; charge made that
no thought given to illegalities involved. Page 60.
Daylight look ■ Spot changes in networks' daytime lineups for fall show
number of new shows, some casualties and tug-of-war over one old show
but no radical departures in formats. Page 64.
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that

is the markets'

Suits and more suits ■ KRON-TV San Francisco files antitrust action
against principals in NBC-RKO General series of major-market station
sales; asks FCC to lump all applications into one big hearing. Page 50.

King to FCC ■ Charles H. King, Detroit law dean, was nominated to
the FCC last week by President Eisenhower but congressional recess
delays the planned recess appointment. Page 54.

Hooper

WILS

New fm project ■ Heritage Stations Representatives formed by International Good Music Inc., fm programming service being set up in 25
major markets. Politz survey shows fm households have above normal
buying power. Page 44.

Senate okays Sec. 315 plan ■ Senators vote to suspend equal time provisions for presidential, vice presidential nominees this year and send it
to House. Page 52.
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FCC

Approves $1 50,000;
Congress Friday approved $150,000
for FCC's proposed police unit to watch
stations for violations of Communications Act and FCC rules and other
misbehavior. There was some debate in
House on whether unit would get into
program censorship.
House acted in morning and Senate
in afternoon on compromise Independent Offices Appropriations bill
(HR 11776), which was approved by
House after amounts were worked
out Thursday by Senate-House conferees on fiscal 1961 budget for FCC,
Federal Trade Commission and other
independent agencies.
Congress-approved compromise gives
FCC total $13,085,000, which includes
$2 million for agency's proposed twoyear study of uhf propagation in New
York City. Total was $415,000 less than
original Budget Bureau request, but
$150,000 over amount originally approved by House and $50,000 less than
figure subsequently approved by Senate. Police unit figure of $150,000 was
half of $300,000 FCC requested when
matter was first brought up during Senate hearings. Senate had approvel $200.000 before bill went to Senate-House
conference to work out Senate-House
KTVU

strikes

at KRON-TV

back
charges

Bitter charges that KRON-TV San
Francisco had warmed-over old claims
previously shown to be unfounded were
made by NBC and KTVU (TV) San
Francisco, cited by KRON-TV in federal antitrust suit and FCC hearing petitions (story page 50).
NBC told Broadcasting KRONTV's statements attacking NBC's proposed acquisition of KTVU are "hardly
new," adding they are based "on many
of the same claims which the (San
Francisco) Chronicle had made in its
brief, jointly filed with Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., seeking to attack the
acquisition before the federal district
court in Philadelphia.
"At that time, the Dept. of Justice,
which had conducted an intensive investigation into every phase of the transaction, said the allegations 'do not enlarge upon facts disclosed by our investigation or upon theories considered
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE
POLICE

FUND

Senate goes along
differences. Bill sets FCC travel limitation of $165,000.
During House debate Friday Rep.
Edward Boland (D-Mass.) expressed
concern FCC police unit might set
"dangerous precedent" and might get
into program censorship, but Reps. Albert Thomas (D-Tex.) and Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) said FCC is prohibited from
censorship. (Similar concern had been
voiced by senators and Senate report
specified money could not be used for
anything "'remotely approaching" censorship.) Rep. Joe Evins (D-Tenn.) said
FCC is justified in checking broadcaster
promises versus performances in light
of abuses revealed by congressional investigators.
Bill, now to go for presidential signature, specifies $7,507,000 for FTC and
directs special attention to its new textile-labeling program activities.
Measure also provides for Office of
Civil & Defense Mobilization to hire
telecommunications expert or consultant at $75 per day and strikes language
earmarking $185,000 for OCDM Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee because "it is no longer necessary under the reorganization of
OCDM."
by
the government. Those facts and
theories in our view do not disclose any
violation either of the judgment or the
" KRON-TV and affiliantitrust
KTVU laws.'
charged
ated Chronicle "are attempting through
litigious conduct to indirectly efi'ect a
continuing and perpetual affiliation with
NBC" that could not be done directly.
Pointing out the Dept. of Justice had
found the charges without merit, which
was sustained later by Federal court
Judge Kirkpatrick in Philadelphia,
KTVU said:
"The extent to which the Chronicle
and KRON-TV have gone in bearing
false witness" by harassment and unsustainable charges shows "the complete panic it suffers when confronted
with the task of operating a tv station
with its own vast resources and without network help.
"We at KTVU as small businessmen
are proud that we have the courage and
competence to undertake a type of tv
operation that an organization as dominant and powerful as the Chronicle so
thoroughly dreads that it will go far

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON PAGE 27
beyond the bounds of decency, fairness
and honesty in persecuting a small
competitor.
"We shall in due course and in appropriate processes thoroughly vindicate
our conduct and reveal the shabby and
unconscionable motives of the ChroniPolitical jingles
With political pot beginning to boil,
Jingle Mill Inc., New York, announced
Friday it is prepared to create singing
commercials for candidates to their
specifications. Commercials will be sold
cle."candidate or his party for $68
to local
each for use on one station and charge
of $25 for each additional station use.
Mort Van Brink, president, said Jingle
Mill can offer 20- to 30-second jingles
at this cost because company has library
of more than 600 tunes already recorded on tape and only lyrics have to
be written. Candidate will have specific
tune exclusive in his area. Mr. Brink
reported that 75 political jingles already have been sold during past few
weeks and said he could accommodate
national candidates when they are selected. He observed Jingle Mill probably would create new tunes and lyrics
for them so they would not conflict
with melodies associated with local candidates throughout country.
WJZ-TV
WBEE

strike
denies

settled;
charges

Strike developments at weekend:
WJZ-TV Baltimore strike by AFTRA
settled after night session June 30;
WBEE Chicago (Harvey, 111.) strike by
AFTRA, started June 9, is acquiring
racial overtones.
Agreement at WJZ-TV followed 11day strike by seven freelance talent employes, with about two-score employes
refusing to cross picket lines. Station
said service was not interrupted. John
L. McClay, WJZ-TV general manager,
and Nelson Baker, one of strikers, issued joint statement saying, "We feel
we reached a very happy conclusion for
everybody concerned. It was fair all the
way around, with compromises on both
In Chicago, July 2 issue of Chicago
Defender, Rollins station explored
AFTRA charges and pointed out station is only one in Chicago area emsides."
ploying Negro help fulltime and servicing Negro community interests. Ad
asked why AFTRA hasn't insisted on
9

AT

DEADLINE

Negro employment at major broadcast
outlets. Station contends it is willing to
pay hourly rate sought by union and
parent company (Rollins Broadcasting
Inc.) has union contracts with Negro
personnel at other stations in group.
Contest
FCC

abandoned,

reprisal

feared

Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City agency
has withdrawn station promotion contest on behalf of client DX ,Sunray Oil
because promotion managers are reluctant to accept prizes for fear of
"implications" with FCC. Contest,
planned since last April, was for best
efforts promoting Grand Jury film
series, on about 35 stations. Prizes included trip to Hollywood for manager
and wife.
Letter signed by Ranson Bunnell,
agency's radio-tv director, explained
to station management that several promotion managers had said they could
not accept prizes. He added that in view
of payola and plugola investigations,
contest was postponed on advice of
attorneys
to stations.and to "avoid embarrassment"
Capital Cities traded
Stock of Capital Cities Broadcasting
Co. opened at 10 last week on first day
of trading on American Stock Exchange, New York. It was back at that
price by close of business second day,
(July 1), after dropping V4 in interim.
Firm is listed under symbol "CCB."
Lowell Thomas is largest stockholder
in Capital Cities and Frank Smith is
president. CCB stations are WROWAM-FM-WTEN (TV) Albany, N. Y.;
WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C; WPROAM-FM-TV Providence, R. L, and
WTEN's satellite, WCDC (TV) North
Adams, Mass.
Political

sale

Mutual's convention-election
package has been purchased by
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
(Oasis cigarettes), New York,
for price reported slightly over
$100,000. L&M will sponsor ten
25-minute programs at each convention, four special five-minute
"rograms on Election Day and
participation in 19 Friday programs of The World Today in
period between conventions and
election. Agency: McCann-Ericklon. New York.

10

CONTINUED
FTC

CITES

COLUMBIA

PAYOLA

Payments direct to radio-tv stations charged
Mercury Record Corp., all Chicago;
Columbia Record Sales Corp. and
Columbia Record Distributors Inc., three Mercury subsidiaries in Cleveland, New York and Chicago; Midwest
both New York, are among seven recDistributing Co., Commercial Music
ord manufacturing and distributing firms
Co., Interstate Supply Co. and Roberts
being cited for payola tomorrow (TuesRecords Distributing Co., all St. Louis;
day) by Federal Trade Commission.
Ric Records Inc., New Orleans; Astor
In addition to accusation that they have
Records Inc., Pittsburgh; Ace Record
made undercover payments to disc
Co.
and Record Sales Inc., both Jackjockeys to play their records, two Columbia firms and Interstate Electric
son, Miss.
Co., New Orleans, also are charged
Hearings on payola complaint against
Decca Distributing Corp., New York,
with making payments directly to radio
and tv stations.
will begin Wednesday (July 6) in
Washington before Hearing Examiner
Other firms being charged tomormor include Triumph Records Inc., J. Earl Cox.
Malverne Distributors Inc., Mayfair
Report on FTC activities for fiscal
Distributors Inc., all New York, and
year ended June 30, released yesterday
Concord Distributing Co., Cleveland.
(Sunday), shows that record number
This brings total payola complaints is- of complaints and orders against ilsued by FTC since last fall to 93.
legal business practices were issued
Trade Commission also announced
through
"sharply intensified policing."
last week that 15 firms have agreed to According to report, drafted by Acting
accept consent decrees prohibiting the Executive Director Basil J. Mezines,
157 (double fiscal 1959) complaints
giving of payola in future. All previously were cited by FTC. They in- were brought against monopolistic pracclude United Telefilm Records Inc.,
tices and 348 (up from 272 last year)
against deceptive practices, including
New York; Allstate Record Distributing Co., Vee-Jay
Records Inc.,
WSHE

Raleigh

sold

Sale of WSHE Raleigh, N.C.. from
John C. Greene and associates to Louis
P. Heyman for $175,000 announced
Friday (July 1). Mr. Heyman is former
executive of Schenley Distillers. WSHE
is 500 w daytimer on 570 kc. Transaction was handled by David Jaret Corp.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Overtime
awaits

measure

Senate

action

Legislation (HR 12853) granting exemption from overtime requirements of
wage-hour law to broadcasters in smaller marketing areas was passed by
House and sent to Senate where it was
awaiting action at weekend. Bill excludes radio-tv from overtime requirements in cities under 100,000 population. Clarifying language was adopted
specifying overtime requirements do
not apply in small markets lying within
boundaries of standard metropolitan
area if total population is under 100,000.
Overtime language is involved in bill
originally increasing federal minimum
wage gradually from $1 to $1.25 per
hour. This had been approved by Sen-

ate Labor Committee [Broadcasting,
June
27]. •
payola.
Parliamentary mixup by which 14
million workers were deprived of minimum wage through technical fluke
threatened to prevent Senate action.
SAG

contract

Screen Actors Guild Friday negotiated
new contract for actors employed on
tv films with Alliance of Television
Film Producers and Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers. It calls for immediate increases and also for future raises.
For example, minimum fee for halfhour program (with guarantee of 13
programs) goes from present $285 to
$315 and to $350 in 1962; retroactive to June 1, 1960. Present residual
schedule, which goes to total of 140%
of original payment, continues in effect,
but actors have option in 1962 of
changing system to minimum royalty
payment of 8% of world rights, in
which case contract runs until 1965.
Producers also agreed to support pension, health and welfare fund with
payments
to per
5% actor
of actors'
salaries up toequal
$2500
per half
hour program or $4000 per hour program.
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Let's be realistic.
More wages don't create prosperity.
Actually, unearned wages create inflation.
What is true prosperity? The increase of
material wealth.
What basically creates wealth? Not
education, culture, social agencies, government. They help spread it, help you enjoy
it, use it, control it.
Basically, industry creates wealth: by
creating more goods for everyone. By
keeping costs within reach through mass
production and product improvement. By
making more jobs for more and more

INFLATION

ROBS

US

ALL

people. Remember— 85% of us derive our
incomes directly or indirectly from industry
and business.
Let's be realistic: if you work with industry—against inflation, foreign competition,
idle waste of manpower— you are helping
create prosperity!

REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND

1, OHIO

One of Republic Steel's important pioneering
improvements, which greatly reduces costs
for home builders (thereby helping to
counteract inflation and promote prosperity),
is a new line of low-cost windows.
These handsome windows have been
specifically designed and produced to meet
the economic needs of home builders. Excess
cost has been engineered right out of them.
They will not warp, stick, or rot. Positive
closing. Weathertight seal. Installation is
fast, easy, and economical.
Combining quality and cost that home
builders and owners can live with, these superb
windows are sold under the famous name of
Truscon, a Division of Republic Steel.
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BRAND-NEW:
Out
SATURDAY
stories

read

of the

thousands

EVENING
and

loved

of

POST

by

millions

now

proudly

OCPCO
of Americans,
brings

to

ITC

television

for

the

first

first

run,

time,

the

99

The "best" known stars of Broadway and Hollywood appear in stories carefully selected by
the Editors of the Saturday Evening Post from the works of famed "POST" authors like
MacKinlay Kantor . . . James Warner Bellah . . . Stephen Vincent Benet . . . Conrad
Richter . . . Kay Boyle . . . Andrew Tully ... as ITC adds the dimension of television to
the finest in popular fiction — "Best of the Post."

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • New York 22 • N.Y. • PLaza 5-2100
ITC OF CANADA, LTD. 100 University Avenue • Toronto I.Ontario • EMpire 2-1166
13
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under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual 2-4
fall— meeting.
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on better
ment. cities)
Starved Rock
Lodge, radio
Utica,station
N.Y. manageSept.
15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Fla.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,

CBS

WHBF
RADIO

and

TELEVISION

RADIO
B[EIIN[

KFBK

KOH O RENO
O SACRAMENTO

KBEE

® MODESTO

KMJ
KERN

O FRESNO
^ BAKERSFI

ELD

delivers more for the
money in California's
inland valley and
Western Nevada
Check Paul H. Raymer Co. for the factis
M'CLATCHY
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COMPANY
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
JULY
July 10-22 — NAB Executive Development Seminar, Harvard Graduate School of Business, Boston.
July 11-15
— Institute Colorado
in Industrial
nical Communications,
StateandU., TechFort
Collins, Colo. Elwood Whitney, senior vice-president and director, Foote, Cone & Belding, w/ill
give opening address.
*July 17-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters seminar, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Possible formation of live radio network for noncommercial stations will be explored.
July 19-20 — Idaho Broadcasters Assn. convention. John Meagher, NAB vice-president, and Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will be featured
speakers. Sandpoint, Idaho.
*July 19-20 — NAB Tv Code Board personal products subcommittee, New York.
July Radio
20-24 —Artists
American
of Television
and
annualFederation
convention.
Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
July 24-Au9. 5 — Advertising Federation of America's second
management
seminar School,
in advertising andannual
marketing.
Harvard Business
Boston. A limit of 50 applicants has been set to
be selected from agency and advertiser marketing
executives, plus one representative from each major media association. Applications available from
AFA, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19.
July
29 — standards
Deadline forforfmcomments
technical
stereo. to FCC on
AUGUST
Aug. 1-12 — International Television-Radio Workshop, Interchurch Center, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York. Sponsored by Broadcasting and Film Commission and United Church Women of the National Council of Churches; the Protestant Council of N.Y.; New York State Council of Churches;
New Jersey
Council ofBroadcasting.
Churches, and World Commission for Christian
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga.
Those attending should make reservations at the
Wanderer Motel.
Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting. Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Weils.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Con^ve,ntlon. Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
/Aijg. Hills
26-27Lodge,
— Oklahoma
s-em
Wagoner.Broadcasters' Assn. West;Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
co'nvention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also

Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national
on space
electronics and telemetry,symposium
Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
*Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters
fall convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
.(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
OCTOBER
Oct.
2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium, Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorum, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radip Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-Oct.
2— AWRTMass.New England conference. Springfield,
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
—
Harrisburg, ^AWRT
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — ^AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
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Research

is the payoff

says it can be done... that

one commercial

can be forty

times more effective than
another for a competing
32
product. Swings like
this (and some

31

a lot
30

less spectacular)
can show up— faston the profit-and-loss
sheet. ... A fact which
dominates

our whole con-
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Detroit auto story

MIKE®

editor: I have just finished reading
your Detroit article in the June 20 issue (page 27, "Automen plan record
ad buying"). I have just one thing to
say: tremendous! — Jos. Killeen, Sales
Manager, WTMJ-AM-FM Milwaukee.
'Birth control' for radio
editor: Inin reading
editorial
the Juneyour
20 "Rate
issue, infamy"
I agree
that no matter which wins, local and/ or
national rate, we will have a rate problem in radio: off the card dealing, i.e.,
multiple rates still.
You mention that "local vs. national
... is no more than one element in a
much bigger problem confronting
broadcasting." It isn't, as you say, rate
cutting. It is the cause of the rate cutting. Not the disease, but the genes.
Yes, what radio needs is birth control.
We note that the FCC estimates that
there will be 2,000 more radio stations
in the next 10 years. To NAB, RAB
and equipment manufacturers this
means a tremendous growth in the
radio industry, the epitome of American business initiative. We, as Americans, frown on the over-populated
areas, like China, as backward nations
in which war affords an automatic and
necessary birth control. Is that why
radio, today, is going through a rate
war?
I think it is; . . . over-competition
does not lead to better radio, but to allover leveling, struggling, starvation
radio subsisting on payola records.
The lowering of engineering standards . . . the disregard for economic
backing . . . the misguided pride in
quantity versus quality . . . the inevitable need to get the business at any
cost ... all these are the cause of
radio's rate problem. . . .
The addition of 200 stations in 1960
will merely aggravate the problem. —
Florence M. Gardner, Manager, KTFl
Twin Falls, Idaho.
Alaska tv set count
editor: In case a question arises
about our Alaskan set count figures,
which appear somewhat confusing as
released by us, I am attaching an explanatory note: the total homes figures
for Alaska are for the entire judicial
districts. We found from the results
of a preliminary survey that 98% of
all television viewing in Alaska occurs
in and around the immediate vicinities
of Juneau, Anchorage, and Fairbanks.
Therefore . . . the figures printed in
the Broadcasting ARB set count are
the total homes figures for the entire
judicial district, with set counts for
Juneau, Anchorage,
Fairbanks and
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

means:

PEOPLE,

The new multi-million dollar Deering-Milliken Reseorc
Center on Interstate 85 near Spartanburg, S. C
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Prosperity breeds more prosperity! . . . and the booming
industrial growth of the area under the influence of WSPA
is a vast storehouse of BUYING POWER!
Here in the rich Lower Piedmont is an audience eager for
the products they see advertised . . . with the cash to buy
them! WSPA-TV is the ONLY CBS-VHF station serving this
fertile Spartanburg — Greenville SUPERmarket! . . . your
best buy in the South !

SPARTANBURG,
S. C.
AM • FM • TV •
National Representatives: GEORGE
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POWER!

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

their immediate vicinities only.
We would certainly like to thank and
congratulate you on the excellent treatment given these figures. We learned
more about agency attitudes on coverable age
to from
findyour
out story
duringthan
the we've
whole been
last

BALANCED

PROGRAMMING .

.

.

year. — James W. Seller, Director,
American Research Bureau Inc., Beltsvllle, Md.
Prospective giveaway client
editor: We would very much appreciate any information you could supply
us listing public relations firms who
can set up participations in giveaway
shows, network, regional or local. We
have a client who is very much interested in this type campaign; however,
we are unable to find any listings of
firms who could supply us with information as to availabilities, product requirements and costs per presentation.— Eleanor Werner, Radlo-Tv Director, Rldgway-Hlrsch Adv. Co., St.
Louis.
[A major report on this subject, "The busy
middlemen in giveaways" (page 10, Aug.
10, 1959),
has been sent to Miss Werner —
The
Editors.]
Word gets around
editor: Please be advised that we have

LOYALTY

KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .
blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than
4,000,000 people as:
* The news and information
sfaiion
* The variety station
* The network station
* The family station

50,000 WATTS - 740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
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(OPEN MIKE)

documentary
Broadcasting's
vast coverageproof
and ofcirculation.
After
getting a paragraph in your March 21
edition in Fanfare section (page 102)
regarding our Copy-Cat Kit (25^ handbook of contests and gimmicks for
would-be competitors), just the other
day we received an order for same
from Station 3XY, Efftee Broadcasters
Pty. Ltd., in Melbourne, Australia,
using an enclosure for three shillings to
pay for said copy of the Copy-Cat Kit.
— Verne Paule, General Manager,
WJPS Evansvllle, Ind.
The Telenews record
editor: Enjoyed the story in your June
27 issue on one of our worthy competitors. Bill Payette of UPI (Our
Respects to, page 107), but despite the
merger of INS-INP with UP some two
the "INS"to
eliminatedI wanted
whichletterhead,
ago, our
years from
slug
point out some facts simply for the
record.
You might interpret my feelings to
either loyalty or nostalgia; nevertheless, Iwanted to call them to your attention.
Telenews was the pioneer newsfilm
service for tv, in association with INS,
in 1948 — some four years prior to UPMovietone's entry into the field. This
pertains to the statement that Payette
helped evolve supplying of newsclips
to tv stations in 1951.
INS-INP-Telenews pioneered facsimile service to tv stations a year before
either UP or AP got into the act, in

January 1953, and had installed its
equipment in some 25 major markets.
This pertains to the statement that
"UPI, along with other pioneering
services,
the resent
use of that!
facsim.ile,"
etc. Even evolved
AP would
In passing, you might be interested
to know that Telenews is the only independent newsfilm syndicate that services one of the major networks — ABC.
And we're still going strong! — Robert
H. Reid, General Sales Manager, Telenews Sales Division, Hearst Metrotone
News Inc., New York.
Political aftermath
editor: Thought you might be interested in the following:
On or about the 13th of November
1959 six local state and county officials
filed a petition with the FCC for the
revocation of licenses and for other
relief against radio stations WBLO
Evergreen, Ala., and WEBY Milton,
Fla., owned by myself.
In the recent state and county election, those signing the petition and
seeking re-election were defeated. One
of the petitioners, Sheriff Bart D. Broxson, was killed in an automobile accident Dec. 24 and his son was appointed to fill his unexpired term. His
son was defeated for re-election by
Wade H. Cobb. Albert Golden did not seek re-election, but actively supported all signers
of the petition.
State Senator Newman C. Brackin
was defeated by myself. Morrison Kimbrough was defeated by Mayor W. C.
Byrom. Clifford Wilson was defeated
by Ezra Johnson. Richard C. Finlay
was defeated by Macon Wise.
The fact that these gentlemen tried
to close these two radio stations was a
major issue in the campaign. Possibly
their defeat can be attributed to the
filing of the petition.
As you know, the FCC failed to consider the petition. — Clayton W. Mapoles, Milton Broadcasting Co., Milton,
Fla.
[FCC on May 18 dismissed the petition
seeking revocation of the licenses of
WEBY and WBLO. FCC said local political factions and differences are not proper
subjects
consideration by the commission.— Thefor Editors.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weel<ly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35? per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES; Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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Interview;

Executive Vice President, Stockton-West-Burkhart
tells why he selects the WLW-TV

Advertising Agency, Cincinnati,

and Radio Stations for Hudepohl

Beer.

"You can always look to the
Crosley Stations for the latest
accomplishment of true
significance to the
broadcasting industry."

"This summer the WLW-TV
Stations are televising
night baseball in COLOR
for the first time in
TV history. Undoubtedly
color adds tremendously
to the appeal of the game
. . and to the effectiveness
of our commercials."

"This COLORCASTING of outdoor
night remotes under normal lighting
conditions is of real value to TV
advertisers and gives added weight
to the already heavy list of other
WLW-TV's advantages."
"The Hudepohl Brewing Company
is happy to receive this extra
programming and commercial
advantage as one of the WLW-TV sponsors
of these Cincinnati Reds games."
Call your WLW Stations' Representative . . .you'll be glad you did! The dynamic WLW Stations ,

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a service of>flKco
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Never mind the headrine! I

Statistics are like icebergs. The numbers you see may
be impressive, but it is often the footnote hidden below
that carries the most weight.
Consider the next network trade ad you see. Examine

two, or do they span a longer, more meaningful period?
{We embrace the whole season— see footnote.)
Do the numbers in big type report "total audience"
ratings, which include all viewers who dip in and out of

closely the figures that support the headline's claim.
Are they based on less than half of all the nation's
television families, or do they represent a true measure
of nationwide audiences? (We count the whole countrysee footnote.)
Do the statistics simply reflect an isolated week or

any program? Or are they "average-minute audiences,"
which more accurately measure how many television
homes were tuned to your commercials? (Our viewers
stay put— see footnote.)
Do the boundaries of "nighttime and daytime" include the full schedule of sponsored programs, or are

jt's the footnotes that count!

some time periods left out, foreshortening' either night
or day? ( We work the longest hours— see footnote.)
When you do look into our footnotes, you will find
that by all the measures that really count the CBS
Television Network again this season broadcast the
most popular program schedule in all television, with
...the greatest nighttime audiences: 167c larger than,
the second network and 17% larger than the third
. . . the largest daytime audiences: 207c larger than the
second network and 65% larger than the third

. . . more of the most popular nighttime programs than
the other two networks combined: 4 of the top 5, 6 of
the top 10, and 11 of the top 20
. . . more of the most popular daytime programs than the
other two networks combined: 3 of the top 5, 7 of the top
10, and 12 of the top 20
Which explains why advertisers, who can be counted
on to read the fine print, continued to commit more of
their budgets to the CBS Television Network than to
any other single advertising medium.

MONDAY

MEMO

from KENNETH

S. BARASCH, tv-n iio creative consultant, New

Hard

sell,

not

Recent articles discussing the trend
to tv humor present this art form as
the avant-garde of a new world of
advertising. However, the effort to create a witty, charming "different" tv
commercial which employs humor and
cartoons often results in a loss of sales!
[The opposite view was expressed in
the June 27 Monday Memo by Lincoln
Diamant, vice president in charge of
tv-radio, Daniel & Charles Inc., New
York. — The Editors.]
Research backs us up in this view.
According to Dr. Henry Ostberg of
Blankenship, Gruneau & Ostberg, research firm, "humor gets attention, but
may not get believability or seriousness."
Every
the awards.
"creative"Butcommercials year
receive tv
if the
awards were based on sales results instead of art direction, then the commercials at the bottom of the creative
rankings might well be the winners.
I need only cite Dristan, Rolaids and
Anacin as three commercials that artconscious experts would rate very low
on the "creative" level, yet these three
have produced outstanding sales results.
Re-define 'Creative' ■ This would
suggest a re-definition of "creative." I
would suggest that creativity in advertising should describe the type of presentations that promote sales. In these
terms the Dristan, Rolaids and Anacin
advertisements are works of art — -advertising art.
Too often, the cartoon-plus-wit approach to tv selling results in a high recall of the "gimmick" or presentation
factor used, but a very low recall of
the product's image or reason for buying. Awareness of the brand name increases, but, without a reason for buying the product, sales decrease. Furthermore, cartoons and humor that
tend to treat a product lightly will in
turn be thought of lightly by the consumer.
Therefore, humor not only can
rob a tv commercial of its believability
and serious import, but it can also hide
a good selling idea. For example, the
Piel Bros', campaign, "A beer that
holds its head, holds its flavor," is a
powerful idea. Along with visible proof
of two glasses side-by-side, it should be
all that's needed to make Piel's sales
soar. What's wrong? I think that Bert
and Harry sometimes get in the way
of the idea, make a joke of it and as a
result tend to steal the thunder of the
"head-test."
22

humor,

York

should

In contrast to tv humor or cartoons
is "continuous" or hard sell. Continuous sell has the advantage of being able
to tie together all aspects of the commercial and to relate its message to the
home audience. It uses real-life situations and diagrams to bring home its
sales point. Properly constructed, nothing is permitted to get in the way of
the primary message. Everything in a
hard-sell commercial works towards
credibility and seriousness.
Where the competition is great and
all advertisers are vying for a pre-determined market, it is the most promising and believable story that will make
the sale. Certainly wit and cartoons
would stand out in these markets — but
would they sell? I think not. A headache
is a serious thing. A mother wants to
buy the best, most nutritional foods. A
man wants to see the car he will buy
and at three thousand dollars he's serious about it.
Think Pictures ■ Television is not
radio with pictures. On the contrary,
it is a silent movie with sound. The
sound backs up a story told visually.
Every picture in a tv commercial should
work towards telling the primary sales

Kenneth S. Barasch started in advertising as tv writer on mail-order drugs
and cosmetics, has worked for Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather and with Ted Bates
on drugs and package goods. He now
is leaving Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, N.Y., to become tvradio creative cottsultant.

win

tv

awards

story, from beginning through demonstration, proof and close. Where the
picture may not tell the complete story,
supers can be used. But above all, the
pictures should be made to work for
the product.
How, then, do you know your pictures are working for you?
Test the commercial without sound.
A storyboard, with supers but without
the audio, should tell your full story
from beginning to end. If you have
difiiculty reading the board, if it doesn't
"play" from opening to close, if the
demonstration is not clear, the proof
not visible, the chances are that your
commercial does not have a strong
visual story. But, when the pictures
"track" and tell the story, then an already strong commercial is enhanced
by the audio. Existing television commercials also can be tested with a similar method. Just run them off and turn
off the sound. If you can understand
what the advertiser is telling you in
pictures and supers without the sound,
then the commercial is a good one.
Using these methods, you may find
that cartoons really aren't doing anything to help your sale. But by the
same token, a stand-up commercial
(the announcer talking to the camera)
may not stimulate consumer interest
either. Commercials must have action— but that action must be related
to the sales story.
Primary Sales Point ■ Of course, any
successful advertising vehicle must
have a primary sales point that sets
it apart from its competitors. Without
it, you don't have an advertisement.
With it, you don't need gimmicks, techniques, cartoons or wit to get in the
way. Look at it this way: a primary
sales point can get a response of, say
70%, before a test audience. Add cartoons and humor and they, too, will
get a response. But at what cost?
Chances are, at the cost of the primary
sales point.
Fortunately, the trend is away from
humor in advertising. As more and
more advertisers realize that recall of
the brand name is not enough, that recall must result in a "good reason why"
for higher sales, a return to hard sell
or "continuous
out the industry.sell" will occur throughSomeday soon, the giver of advertising awards will recognize that sales
come before beauty. And, such brilliant commercials as Anacin, Dristan,
Rise shaving cream, Bufferin and Colgate will get the credit they deserve.
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HOW

TO

PLAY

'Take
TAE
and
See'
It's simple. It's fun. Ask your Katz man for your free "Blindfold Kit," complete
with blindfold, pen, comparative "homes reached" and rates of the three Pittsburgh TV stations. Then follow simple instructions and let your secretary prove to
you— blindfolded— that in Pittsburgh, you'll reach more homes per dollar during
peak viewing hours when you take TAE.

ABC TELEVISION
REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ AGENCY

STORER

BROADCASTIING

35 Years

of Community

Service

COMPAIVY

WHEN

DO

YOU

mm

A

FORMAT

a

The answer is very simple — never!
At least, in 33 years, we have never quite been able to manage

it.

Public preference changes too fast and so do each community's needs. That is
why every Storer station is locally oriented to the particular community it serves.

Only by knowing community
able to help solve them.

problems from day to day have we been

Only through constant check on listener and viewer

preferences have we been able to build loyal, responsive audiences.
Keeping the public informed and entertained, and working for a better
community

is a day-to-day, often an hour-to-hour, even minute-to-minute job.

We've never found a way to format community service. It's too big... too
fluid... too much of a responsibility to be frozen — even for one day.

Radio

j Television

CLEVELAND-WJW
TOLEDO-WSPD
WHEELING-WWVA
MIAMI-WGBS
LOS ANGELES-KGBS
DETROIT-WJBK
PHILADELPHIA-WIBG 1

DETROIT-WJBK-TV
CLEVELAND-WJW-TV
MILWAUKEE-WITI-TV
ATLANTA-WAGA-TV
TOLEDO-WSPD-TV

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 22. PLaza 1-3940 / 230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1. FRanklin 2-6498

128,654
own

WWDC

stocks

above

or

homeowners
bonds...

the

total

Washington,

D.C.

A

to

sizable

make

market

your

33. 6%

sample

average.*
in

which

investment!
*PULSE Audience Image Study— July, 1959

WWDC
. . . the station that keeps people in mind
WASHINGTON, D.C— REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.—it's WWDC-owned

Radio WMBR
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EVOLUTION

■

30-year

■

High

deals

taxes,

IN

a la Berle,

increased

The network practice of committing
big money, for long terms, to lock up
a ""stable" of stars is going out of style.
Economics have caught up with the
type of deal that made a Milton Berle
synonymous with NBC, or an Arthur
Godfrey with CBS. There are still some
long-term
contracts left, but they're a
vanishing breed.
The new condition is evident in current programming. The big star is a
sometime thing. The steady work goes
to performers who carry the bread-andbutter programming that now constitutes television's regular schedules.
It's not that television has lost its
luster. But such mundane matters as
high taxes, sharper competition among
networks (and sharper cost accounting
within each network), a fickle public,
star corporations, the emergence of
film programming and of the outside
production house have dictated a new
set of negotiation ground rules. Among
them:
■ You can't buy anybody with money
alone.
■ Don't talk to the star; talk to his
tax counsel.
■ Don't buy anyone you're not sure
you can use.
■ Whatever the length of contract,
keep the options short.
Name talent, of course, has been and
continues to be essential in television.
But the ways of getting these names on
the air have changed. For series stars,
the current trend is to contracts from
three to seven years, with options to
cancel at least annually (and sometimes
after only 13 or 26 weeks). The ""show
stopper" today is signed simply for
three, six or eight appearances.
More often than not, stars come into
television under contract not to networks but to outside producers (the
Four Stars, Zivs, MCAs, etc.). And
one of the biggest "holdouts" to come
to television — Danny Kaye — won't be
under contract to either. He signed
directly with an advertiser. General
Motors.
Double Deal ■ The star who does
come in under network contract often
has two deals under his arm — a perBROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

STAR

Gleason

competition

now

CONTRACTS
passe

dictate

sonal appearance contract and a production contract. The personal appearance pact says He'll appear on the network in shows produced by a production company in which he has an interest (Perry Como on NBC, Ed Sullivan on CBS, Pat Boone on ABC, for
example).
The firm, long-term contracts developed when television was trying to
build up the excitement that would
build audiences. The logical course
was to follow the one laid down by
the movies and radio. Networks are
secretive about financial terms of their

at tv networks

new

ground

rules

deals, but the Celler Committee hearings in 1956 disclosed some of this
information.
For example, one CBS contract for
10 years required the artist to work
for only five years at a minimum guarantee of $300,000 annually; in addition, he was to receive $100,000 annually for the next five years without
any service to CBS but was prohibited
from appearing on any other network.
Another CBS contract contained similar provisions, with seven years of
active service at $176,000 a year followed by a 13-year restricted period

Uncle IVIiltie's story
Remembering the radio talent
In television's early days, Tuesday
raids of the late 1940s when NBC
night at 8 was the magic hour.
lost valuable properties to CBS
That was when "Mr. Television" —
alias Milton Berle — held forth for (Jack Benny, Amos 'n' Andy, Edgar
an hour on the Texaco Star Theatre
Bergen) on capital gains deals, NBCTV negotiated the first of the long
on
NBC-TV.
It
was
tv's
highest
rated program.
term tv talent deals with "Uncle
Miltie" in 1951. The network was
assured of the exclusive services of
Mr. Berle for a 30-year period, and
"Mr. Tv" was assured of an annual
salary for the same period.
A year or two later, the Texaco
Star Theatre was a victim of skidding ratings and Milton Berle was
without a show of his own. Since
then, he has made few guest appearances, but continues to receive
his NBC-TV paychecks.
Next season, he'll be back on
NBC-TV with bowlers instead of
jugglers for straightmen as he acts
as m.c. for the Jackpot Bowling
series.
Mr. Berle's plight has not been
unique. He's had plenty of company
— Jimmy Durante, Martha Raye,
Sid Ceasar, Jackie Gleason, Arthur
Godfrey and others.
Today the trend is to short-term
contracts (3-5 years) and profit participation bythe stars. The change
has been influenced by sharper competition between the networks and
'Uncle Miltie'
the increased role of the outside
Tv's new pinboy
27
production firms.

at $100,000 per year. An NBC contract specified a five-year active period
with a minimum guarantee of $176,000
a year and a 10-year exclusive period
during which the artist was to make
isolated guest appearances on NBC
for $50,000 per year. (None of the
talent in these deals was identified in
the Celler Committee information.)
By hindsight, it can be argued that
the networks were burned by having to
pay guarantees to stars whose popularity waned before their contracts
expired. The two networks most intimately concerned — CBS and NBC —
resist this conclusion, saying that although the deals may not look so good
now, they served their purpose at the
time.
Who Had the Deals ■ The granddaddy of the tv contracts — after the
radio talent raids of the late 1940s —
was signed between NBC and Milton
Berle in his "Mr. Television" days. It
called for a firm guarantee for 30 years
(from 1951). He has made only guest
appearances in the past several seasons,
but will have a regular series (Jackpot Bowling) this fall.
Reading down from Mr. Berle,
NBC's long-term contracts included
Eddie Fisher, Jimmy Durante and
Martha Raye (15-19 years); Sid Caesar, Perry Como, Dave Garroway, Jack
Webb, Paul Gilbert and Dr. Frances
Horwich (10-14 years); and Phil Harris and Jack Paar (over five years).
The Fisher, Horwich and Caesar contracts have been dissolved "'by mutual
consent."
At CBS the long-terms included Edward R. Murrow, Ed Sullivan and
Jackie Gleason (15-20 years); Arthur
Godfrey, Garry Moore, Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz (10-15 years); and
Keefe Braselle, James Arness and Phil
Silvers (over five years).
How It Started ■ It was traditional
among radio networks in that medium's
heyday to sign talent on a long-range
basis. When government action in 1940
forced CBS and NBC to disband their
artists bureaus, they resorted to the
long-term arrangement to assure continuity of programming. In the early
days of tv, networks supplied a high
percentage of their own programming,
produced within their own organizations. The percentage of house-created
shows has dwindled as film producers
and other organizations have flourished.
CBS and NBC signed up talent "right
and left," as one agent put, during those
early days. He said the panic button
was pushed when Jack Benny deserted
NBC for CBS in 1947 and was followed
by Amos 'n' Andy and Edgar Bergen.
Both networks then stocked up their
talent arsenal, but then ran into the
problem of finding the programs to keep
their new properties busy.
28 (LEAD STORY)

The rise of ABC-TV in recent years
has prompted both NBC and CBS to
keep a sharper eye on expenses and to
re-evaluate their programming approach. A former NBC executive noted
that in former years a name could be
kept on the payroll for occasional appearances and the network felt he paid
it back in "prestige, star value and ex-

of a series in which the star has a
financial interest.
Where Now ■ It is probable there
will be a few long-timers around for
some time to come, particularly at
NBC-TV and CBS-TV, which still program personality-variety shows, though
their number will decrease as current
pacts expire. ABC-TV may add a few
long-termers, but its pacts rarely run
for more than three years, and in recent years, only Pat Boone, John Daly,
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra have
had such arrangements.
A CBS-TV official is not convinced
that the long-term contracts are destined
for oblivion. He agreed that in recent
years the network has not signed such
contracts, but he added:
"But where are the top names that
we could sign? Where are the new
Berles and Godfreys and Durantes? If
they
develop,
up.
But, should
of course,
there we'll
has sign
to bethem
a need.
We have to make pretty certain they
areNBC-TV
saleable." and ABC-TV executives
active in negotiating with talent were
more pointed about the on-the-way-out
direction of long-term pacts. They believe that these agreements no longer
conform to changing patterns of the
industry,
and way:
an NBC-TV official elaborates in this

Short-termer Sinatra
ABC-TV contracts run three years
citement." But no longer. As an ABC
official puts it:
"Just figure it out. A tv network
rarely makes more than 5% on its
gross. If you guarantee a performer
$100,000
and you
then must
can't put
to
work, aityear,
means
sellhim
$2
million worth of business just to pay
himOutside
his salary."
Sources ■ The growth in film
programming and increased activity by
independent producers (Talent Assoc.,
Robert Saudek Assoc., Hubbell Robinson Productions, Henry Jaffe Enterprises and others) have reduced sharply
the number of network - produced
shows. Film companies traditionally
have operated under a contract structure binding a star to the studio for
periods from one to seven years, but
with options exercisable by the producer. The outside producer, too, shuns the
long-termer.
Taxes have persuaded many stars
that money in hand isn't everything.
They will seek, instead, an investment
in a series or a combination of money
plus an interest in a tv project in which
they will not appear. (Bing Crosby's
deal with ABC was on this basis.) Another gambit is to waive money for an
appearance on one or more tv specials
and ask the network or producer to
finance in whole or in part a pilot film

"It comes as no surprise to those of
us who have had Hollywood experience. Twenty years ago, the major film
studios had their stables of stars, many
under long-life term deals. But the
economics of the business today are
such that this enormous overhead cannot be sustained.
"We've seen the growth of the independent producer, who went out and
signed a star for one or two pictures.
And in recent years we have had the
star setting up his own company, like
Bill Holden and Kirk Douglas. Television is following the same pattern."
Networks regard the short-term trend
as one that can upgrade quality and
bringthesome
of the "holdout"
attractions
of
entertainment
field into
tv. A
vital consideration, officials say, is not
money but an appropriate property —
a vehicle the star always yearned to do.
"For instance," an NBC-TV talent
official recounted, "Ingrid Bergman always wanted to do The Turn of the
Screw. The producer knew this and
landed Miss Bergman. Probably nothing else could haveandmoved
Programming
talenther."
executives
know it will involve considerable persuasion, but they hope to evolve a
formula that will attract into tv, at
least on an occasional basis, such marquee names as Clark Gable, William
Holden, Jack Lemmon, Doris Day,
Marilyn Monroe, Mary Martin, and
others who are still "holdouts."
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

BROADCAST
TV

EFFECTIVE

NBC

study

shows

how

Tv is doing its part to get the small
car on the road, racking up a 64%
media preference among dealers in
NBC's fifth annual automotive study.
Prospective buyers like television, too,
the findings show.
Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, NBC's research chief, is giving automotive
groups an insight into their market and
distributorships, in addition to media
findings based on network research.
The 1960 study, titled 'Trospectivity," divides buyers into "declared prospects" and "undeclared prospects," each
accounting for roughly half of car sales.
Both groups spend more time with television than combined reading or magazines and newspapers (the only compared media), the study shows.
In tests before and after car introductions, tvimpressions crescendo with
both kinds of shopper. In the early
phase, declared prospects voted 48%
for tv, 26% for magazines and 20%
for newspapers and the undeclared
52% tv, 25% magazines and 17%
newspapers. Their answers five weeks
after introduction: 59% of declared
prospects said tv stands out most strongly, 26% magazines, 19% newspapers;
undeclared prospects, 70% tv, 19%
magazines, 11 % newspapers.
As to the new compact cars, the survey showed these results when dealers
selling compacts were asked what kind
of advertising had been most effective
in their sales — tv 64% of dealers, newspapers 41%, magazines 24%.

THE
CAR-BUYING
SPENDS
MORE
TIME

IN
medium

SELLING
promotes

The Big Game ■ The dramatic receptivity ofundeclared shoppers to television suggests the role of the auto
manufacturer. Dr. Coffin pointed out,
referring to the 1959 "Auto Motives"
study that showed non-prospects account for 51% of all sales.
Besides comprehensive treatment of
the small-car market, the primary part
of the study executed for NBC by R.H.
Bruskin Assoc., "Prospectivity" also
measured effectiveness of introductory
advertising last fall and dipped into
color tv's effectiveness for automobiles,
this part carried out by Trendex Inc.
Checking tv's effectiveness for specific NBC advertisers. "Prospectivity"
reports more viewers than non-viewers
of NBC auto-sponsored shows have
shopped for the advertised make. In
general, viewers think more of this
make, are more aware of slogans, more
interested in the sponsor's compact
model, are more likely to come to the
showroom and more plan to buy the
sponsor's car, it was found.
Three-Show Investment ■ A multipleshow sponsor stacks the cards in his
favor, NBC showed by a series of questions keyed to the three Ford shows.
Wagon Train, The Ford Show and Ford
Startime. Compared with those who
saw none of these, IVi times as many
people who viewed all three rated Ford
as "one of the best" cars and more
than twice as many said they will "most
likely buy" Ford. Other questions
showed enhanced opinion of the spon-

PUBLIC
WITH TV

Shoppers: Minutes spent on average day
124

ADVERTISING

122

TV
CAR-

sale

AUTOS
of new

models

sor, knowledge of slogans, likelihood
of shopping, buying interest and purchase potential.
To test introductory advertising,
"Prospectivity" uses 44 measures covering awareness, knowledge and attitudes
toward five makes of car. After watching one auto-sponsored show, viewers
gained
in knowledge
the from
car's
features.59%
Interest
in the car ofwent
36.4% before the program to 60.2%
after and viewers who said they liked
the car jumped 63%.
Auto color programs had a larger
share of audience and higher rating in
color homes. Homes with color sets
provide a select auto market, owning
more cars, buying more new ones and
having more recent models than their
neighbors, the study showed.
Asked what kind of advertising gave
the best idea of the new cars and presented them in the most natural and
lifelike manner, color tv won over color
magazine ads five-to-one. Color newspapers were not compared.
The Bruskin survey, conducted in
February, is based on 13,047 interviews— 662 with automobile dealers,
2,490 with shoppers in the showrooms,
5,876 with the general public and 4,019
additional general public interviews
conducted by Trendex for the color
phase. "Prospectivity" covered 122
counties in 40 states, including 18 domestic auto makes in addition to imports. Marvin W. Aiman, NBC manager
of research projects, supervised the job.

IMPRESSES
BUYING
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GENERAL PUBLIC "Wrnch advertising stands out
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COMPETITION
Censorship

and

controls

Competitive forces act as a disciplinary power in advertising, with selfregulation obviating any need for advertising censorship or control, James
A. Farley, board chairman of CocaCola Export Corp. told the Advertising Assn. of the West convention, held
June 26-30 in Mexico City.
"There is no governmental body
whose wisdom could be as great or
whose discipline could be as harsh as
that of the open competitive market,"
he said in challenging the place of government in advertising. "I know of no
field that needs regulation less or has
disciplined itself more," he added.
"The permanent manufacturer who
represents 98% of the products we live
by has long since learned that truth and
honesty in advertising are the only
policy that enable him permanently to
live with his public."
AAW's

winners
TELEVISION
60-Second Spots
First Prize — Calo Pet Food Co., Oal<land;
"Tired Dog"; Clayton Kentnor, adv. mgr.;
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco; Cascade Pictures, Hollywood, producer.
Second Prize — Tidy House Products Co.;
"Hold the Bottle Higher"; Sam Zaiss, adv.
mgr.; Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Franducer. cisco; La Brea Productions, Hollywood, proThird Prize — Hills Bros. Coffee, San Francisco; "Skiing"; T. Carroll Wilson, adv. mgr.;
W, Ayer & Son, San Francisco; Vic England, Hollywood, producer
Honorable Mentions — Crown Zellerbach
Corp.,
Francisco, & forWalsh,
"Sneezing
Flowers"
throughSanCunningham
San Francisco;
Sunkist Growers, Products Dept., Los Angeles,
for "Sunkist Fruit Punch" through Foote, Cone
& Belding, Los Angeles; Seven-Up Co., "Wedding," through J. Walter Thompson Co.
20-Second Spots
First Prize — Burgermeister Brewing Corp.,
San Francisco; "Long List"; Les IVlullins, adv.
mgr.; BBDO, San Francisco; Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, producer.
Second Prize — Ford Dealers of Southern
California; "Just the Commercial"; J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles; Playhouse Pictures, producer.
Third Prize — U.S. Navy Dept. (Bureau of
Navy Personnel);
and Dog"; Playhouse
Pictures,
Hollywood,"Cat
producer.
Honorable Mentions — Olympia Brewing Co.,
Olympia, Wash., for "Skiing," through Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle; Burger-

IS
are

BEST
unnecessary,

Some 400 AAW members and guests
were welcomed in Mexico City by
Everado Camacho, president, Assn.
Mexicana de Agencias de Publicidad,
and AAW President Richard E. Ryan,
general manager of KLOK San Jose,
Calif.
Elections ■ Donald Ostensoe, AAW
senior vice president, was elected president for 1960-61. He heads his own
public relations firm in Portland, Ore.
Other officers elected were: Gordon
Rowntree, James Lovick & Co. Ltd.,
Vancouver, B.C., senior vice president;
Florence Zimmer, First Federal Savings & Toan, Phoenix, vice president at
large; Harry L. Bright, Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., San Francisco,
secretary; Robert L. Hemmings, Smith
& Hemmings, Los Angeles, treasurer.
Winners in AAWs all-western advertising crafts competition were anmeister Brewing Corp., San Francisco, for
"Carried Away," through BBDO San Francisco; Tidy House Products Co., for "Pie
Throwing" through MPOIDs Productions.
First Prize — Burgermeister Brewing Corp.,
San Francisco; "More Than Most"; Les Mullens, adv. mgr.; BBDO San Francisco; Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, producer.
Second Prize — Western Airlines, San Francisco; "V.I.B.
Spanish
Dancer"; Quartet
Bert D. Films,
Lynn,
adv. mgr.;
BBDO
Los Angeles;
Los Angeles, producer.
Third Prize — J. A. Folger & Co., San
Francisco; "Bean"; Peter Folger, adv. mgr.,
exec, v.p,; Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
San
ducer. Francisco; Format Films, Burbank, proHonorable Mentions — Western Airlines, Los
Angeles,
for Burgermeister
"B.I.B. Electra"
through
Los Angels;
Brewing
Corp.,BBDO
San
Francisco, for "Refreshible," through BBDO
San Francisco; Western Airlines for "V.I.B.
Program Commercials
First Prize — Kaiser Steel Corp., Oakland;
Hank Hance,
adv. mgr.;
"Baby Food
Young
& Rubicam,
San Francisco;
UPA Can"
Pictures, Inc., Hollywood, producer.
Fan."
Second Prize — Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp.;
"Little Boy"; McCormick Advertising Co., Amarillo, Tex.; Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, producer.
Third Prize— Standard Oil Co. of Calif.,
San
"Kid San
in Car";
M. A.American
Mattas,
adv. Francisco;
mgr.; BBDO
Francisco;
Television Enterprises, Hollywood, producer.
Honorable Mentions — Olympia Brewing Co.,
Olympia, Wash., for "Rogue River," through

REGULATOR
AAW

meet

is told

nounced by William P. Dumont, chairman of the awards committee (see tvradio winners below). Among campaigns selected for display at the convention were station promotion campaigns for KRLA Los Angeles, produced by Eisaman, John & Laws, that
city, and for KABC-TV Los Angeles,
produced by Jack Brembeck, station
promotion-publicity director.
Speaking on the responsibilities of
media in helping to restore the public's
trust in advertising, Felix S. Coste, president. Outdoor Advertising Inc., had this
to say about television: "Television is
a potent selling
medium.
Let"s has
acknowledge that. Also
the audience
a selection which by logic — if not in
practice — should enable listeners to
weed out undesirable programs just as
the tv people say they can.
"But in tuning out one program,
Botsford, Constantine Sc Gardner, Seattle;
Kaiser Steel
through
YoungCorp.,
& Oakland,
Rubicam, forSan"Steelmark,"
Francisco;
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Francisco, for
"Snow Gauging," through BBDO San Francisco.
Color Tv
Winner — Carnation Co., Los Angeles; "Half
the Fat Calories"; Ervin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Los Angeles; Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, producer.
RadioEmpire Airways; 10
First Prize — Qantas
p.m. spot; Jack Kelso, adv. mgr.; Cunningham & Walsh, San Francisco, agency-producer.
Second Prize — Butternut Foods Co. Omaha,
Neb.; "Angry Generation"; Robert D. Cords,
adv. mgr.; D'Arcy Adv. Agency; Freberg Ltd.,
Hollywood, producer.
Third Prize — Bank of America, San Francisco; "Conveniences"; Charles R. Stuart, adv.
mgr.; Johnson & Lewis, San Francisco; Alan
Alch Productions, Hollywood, producer.
Honorable Mentions — Bank of America, San
Francisco,
for "Bankamericard"
son & Lewis,
San Francisco; through
Culligan JohnSoft
Water Service Operators, Los Angeles, for "I
Love
You," through
& Sons,
Los Angeles;
Fisher Dallas
BrewingWilliams
Co., Salt
Lake
City, for "F-60-6, What Goes Here, Fisher
Beer," through Gillham Adv. Agency; Salt Lake
City; E & J Gallo Winery, Modesto, Calif.,
for "Ripple — Ring-A-Ding Flavor," through
BBDO, San Francisco; KNX-CBS Radio, Holfor "Full
Range of Radio,
A to Z";
Union Oillywood,Co.
of California,
Los Angeles,
for
"The Sign of the Finest" through Young &
Rubicam, Los Angeles.

Carnation
30
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A stereo

Simoniz' N.Y. move
makes D-F-S shine

commercial

What is probably the wrold's first
stereophonic spectacular one-minute
commercial — and quite possibly the
last as well — occurred last Monday
(June 27) at 8:45 a.m. in Hollywood.
Heralded by a full page ad in the
Sunday Los Angeles Times, the spot
was a commercial for king size
Coca-Cola, recorded in stereo and
broadcast simultaneously by two am
radio stations — KNX and KMPC.
(Choice of these two stations added
to the jest: KMPC's Dick Whittinghill and KNX's Bob Crane are vigorous competitors for the morning
radio audience.)
Instructing the reader to arrange
what is the choice? Often it is another
of the same type and quality. People
who anticipate an evening of entertainment or diversion, and settle hopefully
down to it, are committed. They will
suffer a mediocre book rather than no
book at all. And they will accept less,
often far less than they want on tv,
simply because that seems to be all
there is."
Corvair commercial
festival award
The grand prize for tv commercials
in the International Advertising Film
Festival, held in Venice, Italy, last
month, was won by Alexander Film
Co., Colorado Springs, for a Corvair
commercial featuring Olympic skiers.
The Venice Cup, offered by that city
to the producer obtaining the highest
average of marks for not less than six
films entered, was awarded to Playhouse Pictures Ltd., Hollywood. Great
Britain took first prize in two tv commercial categories and four second
prizes; France was awarded two second
prizes and the United States swept all
others.
The winning U.S. tv commercials
were:

wins

GRAMD Film
PRIZE:Co.;
Aspen
Chevrolet,
entei-ed
Alexander
Campbell
Ewald,
agency;by
Bob Woodburn, director; Corvair, sponsor.
FIRST PRIZE (live action from 15-45 seconds); Hamlet, entered by Doyle Dane Bernbach,
same agency; Parkas Films, producer; Peter
Glushanok,
director;
sor for Utica
Club West
Beer. End Brewing Co., sponSECOND PRIZE (live action from 15-45 seconds): Speeding Ticket, entered by Doyle Dane
Bernbach, same agency; Farkas Films, producer;
Peter Glushanok, director; West End Brewing Co.,
sponsor for Utica Club Beer.
FIRST PRIZE dive action over 45 seconds):
Men and the Car, entered by Alexander Film
Co., same producer; Grant Adv., agency; Bob
Woodburn, director; Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp.,
sponsor.
SECOND PRIZE (live action over 45 seconds);
Buick Prestige, entered by McCann-Erickson,
same agency; Warner Bros., producer; John
Franck-William R. Duffy, directors; Buick Div.,
General Motors, sponsor.
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

two radios "tonight" with a footnote
reading "You say you'll do it in the
morning, but will you?", the Times
ad urged listening to the Freedle
Family Singers in stereo, stating that
"This spectacle will positively not be
repeated." A second note cautioned
"Immediately following we advise
you to turn off one or the other, as
a terrible garble will ensue otherThe special one-time one-minute
stereo broadcast and the newspaper
adwise."
were created by Freberg Ltd. in
cooperation with Murphy Assoc.,
agency for Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of Los Angeles.
FIRST PRIZE (cartoon over 45 seconds): Calypso, entered by McCann-Erickson, same agency;
Robert Lawrence Animation, producer; W. Workman, F. Broadhurst, Mai Whittman, directors;
The Nestle Co., sponsor, for Decaf Instant Coffee.
FIRST PRIZE (animation from 15-45 seconds):
Just the Commercial, entered by Playhouse Pictures, same producer; J. Walter Thompson, agency;
Chris Jenkyns, Sterling Sturtevant, directors;
Ford Dealers of Southern California, sponsor.
FIRST PRIZE (animation over 45 seconds):
Packaging 8, entered by D'Arcy Adv., same
agency; . Playhouse Pictures, Saul Bass, producers; Bill Melendez, director; Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp., sponsor.
FIRST PRIZE (series animation over 15 seconds): Mallet, Statue, Medal, entered by Playhouse Pictures, producer with Freberg Ltd.;
Young & Rubicam, agency; B. Melendez, S.
Freberg, C. Jenkyns and A. Barzman, directors;
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., sponsor, for
Kaiser Foil.
Citrus budget pends
Decision on the use of broadcast
media by Florida Citrus Commission
will come next September. In the fiscal
year ended June 30 the commission
spent only an estimated $400,000 out
of a $7 million budget for broadcast
media (nine minutes of CBS-TV's
What's
BentonMy & Line?").
Bowles, New York, the
commission's agency, said a main budget presentation will be made in September at which time media decisions will
be made. The seasonal citrus crop assessment on growers determines the
budget. This summer, the commission
will use print only.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample inherited
the $5 million Simoniz consumer advertising account last week as the business moved from Chicago to New York.
Announcement of the appointment
was made Thursday by Chester G. Gifford, newly-elected president of the
Chicago-based company. He reported
that Buchen Co. will continue to
handle the commercial division products, estimated to run about $500,000
in billings. Both Mr. Gifford and Paul
Greenfield, Simoniz marketing director, acknowledged they had analyzed
several agency presentations and felt
D-F-S "would best be able to meet
Simoniz'
advertising
needs."&
Leo
Burnettspecific
Co., Edward
H. Weiss
Co. and Clinton E. Frank were among
the top contenders for the account,
which leaves Young & Rubicam effective Sept. 1.
A Simoniz spokesman told Broadcasting the account would be handled
100% out of D-F-S' New York office,
with thevolvedagency's
Chicagoneeds.
branch
inonly in servicing
About
half of the client's billings are in broadcast media.
Spot

radio

sales

up

in 1960 first quarter
National advertisers maintained and
slightly increased their 1959 rate of
spending in spot radio in the first quarter of 1960, Station Representatives
Assn. reported last week.
SRA said estimates compiled for it
by Price, Waterhouse & Co., independent accounting firm, placed firstquarter spot radio expenditures at approximately $40,008,000 as compared
with $39,990,000 in the same period a
year
ago.
Lawrence
Webb, managing director
of SRA, also expressed the belief that
second-quarter figures would show
further gains to put the total for the
first half of 1960 clearly ahead of last
year's first six months.
The first-quarter estimates are subject to revision
upon release
of FCC's
official
1959 figures
later this
year.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each
day of the week June 23-29 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
Rating
ratings of America Research Bureau.
Date
Thur., June 23
Fri., June 24
Sat., June 25
Sun., June 26
Mon., June 27
Tue., June 28
Wed., June 29

Progi-am and Time
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
What's !Vly Line (10:30 p.m.)
Coke Time (9:30 p.m.)
Garry Moore (10 p.m.)
Wednesday Night Fight (10 p.m.)
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

Network
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
ABC-TV

27.4
24.3
19.7
22.8
19.7
23.3
19.0
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Fifteen network feeds by WSOC-TV within a recent
12-weeks period speaks for the stature of this station's
news staff. Ivy Bluff prison break, drama in the snow,
Bolivia plane crash, mass sit-down arrests. . .wherever
news breaks in the Carolinas, WSOC-TV is there! Here's
another reason why your best buy in Charlotte is
WSOC-TV. ..one of the nation's great area stations.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

T
CHARLOTTE
9-NBC C
and ABC.Represented
by V
H-R
Sf
W

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV. Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

OUT

OF

MANY,

SOME

0%

?

Three days and 1,400 pictures later, Producer Paul
m l-M Belanger of Kudner Adv., New York, had the 140 stills he
needed to make nine commercials for the Renault Dauphine.
The results of his labor, and that of Hollywood photographer John Engstead, covered most of a room before the
winnowing-down process began. (At left, Mr. Belanger
shows one of his choices to Mel Kane of Pacific Title &
Art
Co., Hollywood, whose company serviced the commercials.)
The chosen 140 were turned over to the tv commercials
division of Columbia Pictures, which used the "visual
squeeze" technique to give a sense of animation to the
commercial. The still portions were integrated with conventional action sequences in the finished series.
The six shots at top are from one of the nine commercials. It relates in a humorous vein how the Renault Dauisjustdiamonds,
the thing furs
for the
who growns.
likes to and
"drench"
herselfphine in
andwoman
beautiful
then
concludes with a pitch to the man of the house, who's told
that "every woman loves the husband who keeps her in
the height of style in . . . the stylish Renault Dauphine."
have written to thank us and pledge
B&H'S
Advertiser

HANDS-OFF
thrives

on

Who speaks for network control of
tv programming? One of the most influential voices in client circles is Bell
& Howell, Chicago-based photographic
supplies firm. In fact, its contract with
ABC-TV for continuing public service
projects in prime time makes express
provision for no sponsor control.
And last week, as a matter of idle
curiosity. Bell & Howell's agency, McCann-Erickson, Chicago, combed its
files for all available trade reports in
connection with the sponsor control issue, frequently raised by newspaper tv
critics. There's evidence that networks
will maintain a tighter rein on programming this fall (Broadcasting, May 16).
Simultaneously, B&H released reactions June 25 from nearly 500 letters
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

POLICY

controversy

shows

to its May 27 controversial documentary on CBS Reports', "Who Speaks
for the South?" All were unsolicited and
the majority
were G."enthusiastic,"
according to Carl
Schreyer, B&H
marketing vice president.
Despite threats of boycotts, loss of
dealerships, decreased sales and consumer resentment, client and network
received only 14 "unfavorable" letters
and "none of these predictions materialized," he reported. Most of them
lauded Bell & Howell for significant
public service in prime time hours, with
letters continuing to pour in from
throughout the country a month after
the telecast.
"The mail indicates the company has
apparently gained new friends who

support of our products," Mr. Schreyer
stated. dence"We
delighted
at this evithat ourarefaith
and confidence
in
the American television audience have
been
vindicated."
Equally
important, he stressed,
"there is no indication of a consumer
or a dealer boycott." Sales of B&H's
photographic products in June are running ahead of the same month last year,
he added, showing the same trend in
both the South and North. A good deal
of favorable reaction to the program itself also came from the South and
many letters indicated a closer understanding of the geographical viewpoints
involved.
Many of the letters specifically mention the company's products. Some
writers expressed pride in the equipment they own and others stated their
intentions of buying B&H photographic
products.
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SACK

SUITS

It's station rep day at the Annual Time Buyers Outing. By a series of
eliminations, our man from H-R and another from Nameless Reps, Inc.,
have achieved the finals of the sack race (not to be confused with Bag
Holding, which is another puzzle entirely). They are to race to a point
one hundred feet distant, and return.
Clockers have 'em cased, from preliminary heats, as a 3x2 one-gaiter up
against a 2x3 one-gaiter. (One covers three feet per bound and makes
two bounds while the other, covering two feet per bound, makes three
bounds. Neither can change his length of bound.) Both are adroit enough
to negotiate the turn without loss of time.
The prize, twelve unbreakable appointments with twelve time buyers of
twelve agencies of his choice, is won by the H-R man. Was he the 3x2er
or the 2x3er?
You too can be a winner. Each correct solution wins a fresh copy of Dudeney's
"Amusements in Mathematics," published by Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. C.

al-tv
wm
Channel 7, Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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Deputy

Dawg

is red hot!

In just 4 weeks his syndicated
series has sold in close to 60
markets. Regionally, Lay's
Potato Chips has snapped up
Deputy

Dawg

(26 half-hours

of Terrytoons-created
in 45 markets

throughout

Florida, Alabama,
the Carolinas,
Georgia,

delight)

Louisiana,

Kentucky,

Indiana,

Mississippi,

Virginia, West Virginia,
Tennessee. Local sales to date
include

New

Boston,

Los Angeles,

Philadelphia,
South

Bend

are burning

York, Chicago,

Minneapolis
and

Peoria.

as :

said before, everybody

will love Deputy

#

Orders

up the wires, so

call us fast ! Because,
we

Detroit,

CBS

Dawg.

^

FILMS

"...the best film programs for all stations." Sales
offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San
Francisco, St. Louis, Detroit, Atlanta, Dallas,
Boston. And in Canada : S.W. Caldwell Ltd.

MAY

NETWORK

GROSS

UP

6.8%

Billings hit $55 million, NBC down 1 .4%
$19.6 million in 1959 to $19.3 million
Advertisers placed more than $283.2
million in network tv gross time bill- in 1960. Together, the networks totaled
ings for the first five months of the more than $55.4 million in May, an increase of 6.8% over the same month
year. This represents 8.7% more billing than the $260.5 million grossed in last year.
CBS-TV showed an appreciable gain
the January-May period of 1959.
In May, ABC-TV climbed nearly for May, compiling a gross time billing
30% (29.5) in billing to reach the $12.8
of $23.1 million, or a 4% gain, in the
million level, while NBC-TV showed a figures released today (July 4) by Television Bureau of Advertising.
slump of 1.4% — dropping in May from
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS
Source: LNA-BAR
MAY
JANUARY-MAY
1959
1960
% Change
1959
1960
% Change
ABC-TV $ 9,946,570
$12,876,050
+29.5
$ 52,492,402
$ 65,001,870
CBS-TV 22,298,271 23,197,036
+ 4.0
110,576,419 116,275,396
+ 23.8
NBC-TV 19,674,494 19,396,704
— 1.4 97,496,306 102,015,515
TOTAL
$51,919,335
$55,469,790
+ 6.8 $260,565,127 $283,292,781
++ 4.6
5.2
MONTH BY MONTH— 1960
+ 8.7
ABC
CBS
NBC
TOTAL
January
$13,260,010
$23,477,358 .
$20,980,897
$57,718,265
55,577,993
February
12,677,110
22,977,171 19,923,712
March
13,487,460
24,043,799 21,072,164
58,603,423
55,923,410
April*
12,701,240
22,580,032 .
20,642,038
55,469,790
May
12,876,050
23,197,036 19,396,704
"'April 1960 figures revised as of June 29, 1960
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
■ Business
Time sales

briefly

New spin for 'Omnibus' ■ Aluminium
Ltd., which was one of the sponsors
of Omnibus for five seasons on network
tv, plans to return the program to
NBC-TV in seven hour-long productions under its full sponsorship, starting mid-fall. Negotiations were completed with Robert Saudek & Assoc.,
creator-producer of the series. The
time is not set, but 5-6 p.m. Sundays
is being considered. The program will
again feature Alistair Cooke as host.
In addition to Aluminium's seven, six
other Omnibus specials are planned by
Saudek & Assoc. for sale to other advertisers. J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.,
is agency for Aluminium.
Convention buy ■ Cowles Magazines
Inc., N.Y., is the fifth advertiser to buy
into NBC-TV's political convention
coverage. The one-sixth buy, made
through McCann-Erickson, N.Y., brings
to three-quarters the amount of NBCTV coverage sold.
First of three ■ General Motors Corp.,
which has signed a contract with Danny Kaye, entitling the firm to his exclusive services on television for three
years, (Broadcasting, Nov. 23, 1959),
has bought Sunday, Oct. 30 (8-9 p.m.
EST) on CBS-TV, for the first of three
GM-Kaye musical comedy specials.
Agency: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
Summer sales ■ NBC-TV has signed
Alberto-Culver Co. for summer runs
on M Squad (Tue. 10-10:30 p.m. EDT)
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and Wichita Town which returned June
24 with repeats on Fridays, 8:30-9 p.m.
Alberto-Culver's agency is Wade Adv.,
Chicago. The former, completing its
third season on NBC-TV, is co-sponsored by American Tobacco (Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.)
Astaire again ■ Chrysler Corp., Detroit, will sponsor Fred Astaire in another musical colorcast on NBC-TV
next season with date and time to be
announced later. Chrysler, in past two
years, has sponsored two hour-long
telecasts on NBC-TV starring Mr.
Astaire. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Radio smoke signals ■ Riviera, a
lightly mentholated, two-piece filter
cigarette, is continuing to use substantial radio schedules in several test markets, it was reported last week. The
new American Tobacco cigarette, which
has been tested since last August, continues with heavy radio spot. Company
hasn't revealed how soon the cigarette
will be distributed nationally. Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., is
the agency.
Heritage assured ■ Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States,
N.Y., renewed Our American Heritage
series for next season on NBC-TV with
the first show to start Oct. 21 (7:308:30 p.m.). A second hour-long show
in December and a third in January to
be followed by four half-hour shows in
the spring. Mildred Freed Alberg (Milberg Enterprises Inc.) again will produce the series in collaboration with the

editors of American Heritage magazine.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding.
Music documentary ■ Purex Co., sponsor of hour specials on NBC-TV this
season, has been signed by the network
for a fall Project 20 special. "Those
Ragtime Years," date to be announced.
Hoagy Carmichael will narrate and
perform in the taped song-dance
"chronicle" of American music from
1896 to H.World
I. Purex'
Edward
WeissWar
& Co.,
Chicago.agency:
Lipton to conventions ■ Thomas J.
Lipton Co. (tea and soups) has picked
up participating sponsorship of NBCTV's coverage of both the Republican
and Democratic conventions. Lipton
will also be an NBC-TV sponsor of
the election returns in November. Live
Lipton commercials will feature Eddie
Albert. Advertising agency: Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc.
Another AFL sponsor ■ Pabst Brewing Co. (including Blatz subsidiary),
Chicago, buys one-quarter of 17-game
American Football League tv schedule
on ABC-TV starting Sept. 1 1 for both
Pabst and Blatz products. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago. Other sponsors are General Cigar Co. and Sinclair
Refining Co., with one-fourth still to be
sold. Pabst co-sponsored U.S. Olympic
track finals July 2 and will co-sponsor
PGA golf tournament July 23-24, both
over CBS-TV. ABC-TV obtained exclusive five-year AFL rights for an estiJune 13).mated $10,625,000 (Broadcasting,
Agency Appointments
■ Remington-Rand Div. of Sperry Rand
Corp. (portable typewriters) appoints
Compton Adv., N.Y.
■ Shipstads & Johnson Ice Follies appoints Roche, Eckhoff & Assoc., L.A.,
to add radio and television promotion.
The agency has handled newspaper and
outdoor advertising and national promotions for the Ice Follies since 1938.
■ KITY (FM) San Antonio, Tex.
(formerly KONO-FM): Adam Young
Inc. Fm.
■ The House of Nine, a women's apparel chain with Los Angeles headquarters and 33 stores throughout the
country appoints Beckman • Koblitz,
L.A. House of Nine now employs 21
radio stations in 18 different markets,
according to the agency.
■ Six Pepsi-Cola bottling companies
(Jersey City, New Brunswick and
Teterboro, all New Jersey, New York,
Pittsburgh and Detroit) have named
BBDO (via New York, Pittsburgh and
Detroit offices) as their agency effective Aug. 1, official date also of parent
Pepsi-Cola Co's appointment of BBDO.
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Now

No.

1

for

in

FARGO

the

retail

is

U.S.A.,

sales

per

family!

"We've been telling you for years that our
hayseeds in the fabulous Red River Valley are
big earners, big spenders.
Now

every issue of SRDS

points out that Fargo has the

TOP

position among all American cities, for retail sales

per household. The national average is $3,944 per household . . . as compared to Far go's whopping $5,970!
Obviously, some of this buying is done by the
thousands of people who drive in to Fargo
from "all over." But ALL these people hear
WDAY regularly. Ask P.G.W. for the facts
and figures on WDAY's really amazing place
in the entire Red River Valley!
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WDAY
FARGO,
NBC

• 5000

N.

D.

WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES
•PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives

INC.,
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THE MEDIA
STATION
NAB

survey

PROFrTS

shows

Television stations in general enjoyed the higiiest profit in four years
during 1959. Radio stations, too,
showed a nationally improved profit
margin last year.
An NAB analysis of typical tv and
radio station income and expense for
1959 and the previous year shows tv
profit rose from 11.4% in 1958 to
14.3% in 1959. Radio profit rose from
7.2% to 7.7%.
The figures were compiled by the
NAB broadcast personnel-economics
department, headed by James H. Hulbert. They show increased operating
expenses in 1959 for both tv and radio
stations.
In breaking down the sales dollar of
the typical tv station, NAB found that
44% of income comes from national
and regional business; 29% from local
and 27% from networks. In the case of
the typical radio station, 15% of the
sales dollar came from national and
regional business and 85% from local.

curve

is up

RISE

for both

IN

television

Network income was less than 1 % at
the typical radio station.
Total revenue at the typical tv station was over $865,300, or up 10%
from 1958. Total expense was up 6%
to approximately $742,000. Programming costs decreased to 36% of the
expense dollar in 1959 compared to
38% in 1958. Technical cost ratio is
unchanged and both sales, and general
and administrative costs are up 1 % .
Salaries Up, Too ■ The wage and
salary bill for the typical tv station
increased about 6% from its 1958 level
but represented 44% of the expense
dollar in both years. Film expense was
nearly 12% of total tv station expense, the same ratio as in 1958. In
1960, broadcasters estimate an increase
in total revenue of the typical station
to $924,100, up 6.8%.
NAB's analysis showed revenue of
the typical radio station up from $99,200 in 1958 to $104,000 in 1959, with
stations estimating an increase of 3.2%

dollar
Typical
figures
$104,000
103,800
0
15,400
88,400
96,000
10,500
32,200
17,600
35,700

Typical
percent
figures
100.0%
0.0
14.8
85.2
100.0%
10.9
33.6
18.3
37.2

54,100
5,300
8,000
" Time sales plus incidental broadcast revenue minus agency and rep.
commission and payments to networks for sale of time.
For only those stations which were affiliated with nationwide networks,
the typical network revenue was $1,300.
Includes all promotion; excludes agency and rep. commissions.
to rate

cards,

Va. radio group told
Radio can increase its share of national advertising above the present 6%
if it solves the problem of over-commercialization and standardization of
rates and discounts, Allan Sacks, account executive of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, told Virginia Assn. of
Broadcasters June 30 at its 23rd annual
40

radio

Highest profit margin among tv stations was found in the case of outlets
in markets of 1 million or more population having over $2 million income.
Lowest margins were at stations in
markets of less than 25,000 population
and those with income under $300,000
where the typical station operated at a
substantial loss.
At the typical radio station highest
profit margin was noted in markets of
2.5 million or more population having
over $750,000 income. Lowest margins
were at stations in markets of 100,000250,000 population and those with incomes under $50,000.
NAB's study of typical or median
(middle) stations is based on returns
from 1,092 radio and 265 tv stations.
Following are the 1959 profit-expense
picture of typical radio and tv stations:
Typical tv station

Revenue and expense items

Stick

and

to $107,300 in 1960. The four radio
expense categories were divided in almost the same manner as in 1958.

Typical radio station

TOTAL BROADCAST REVENUE''
TOTAL TliVlE SALES
From:
Networks''& regional advertisers
National
Local advertisers
TOTAL BROADCAST EXPENSE
From:
Technical
Program
Selling"
General & administrative
SELECTED EXPENSE ITEMS
Total salaries & wages (including
supervision) and all talent expense
Depreciation & amortization
PROFIT (before Federal income tax)

1959

Revenue and expense items
TOTAL BROADCAST REVENUE"
TOTAL TIME SALES
From:
Networks
National & regional advertisers
Local advertisers
TOTAL BROADCAST EXPENSE
From:
Technical
Program
General & administrative
Selling"
SELECTED EXPENSE ITEMS
Total salaries & wages (including
supervision) and all talent expsnse
Depreciation & amortization
Film expense

dollar
Typical
figures
$865,300
921,600
248,700
405,300
267,600

100.0%
27.0
44.0
29.0

$741,600
127,600
270,700
249,900
93,400

100.0%
17.2
12.6
36.5
33.7

figures
Typical
percervt

323,400
81,400
90,500
PROFIT (before Federal income tax)
$123,700
" Time sales plus incidental broadcast revenue minus agency and rep.
commission and payments to networks for sale of time.
" Includes all promotion; excludes agency and rep. commissions.

meeting held at Virginia Beach. In 1959,
he said, radio realized about $248 million of the $6 billion spent for national
accounts.
A decade ago, the sudden loss of
business to tv created panic in radio,
resulting in frantic grabs for business
and over-commercialization of more
attractive time periods, Mr. Sacks said.
"Then came the special deals, neglecting established rate structures, in favor

of making a fast buck," he said, adding
that radio leaders are taking steps to
correct it.
Mr. Sacks said fm "is beginning to
reap the rewards of a more moderate
schedule of commercials and many of
the country's leading advertisers are
dabbing a toe in these waters to take
advantage of the commercial isolation
they find there."
Marcus Cohn, Washington communiBROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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Nielsen shows that during the key early evening
time from 6 to 9, WCKY not only reaches more
than a million different homes monthly but
reaches slightly more than ail the other stations
in the city put together. WCKY carves out a
massive Tri-State plus multi-State audience —
at a cost-per-million that's unbelievable! Tom
Welstead in New York and AM Radio Sales
everywhere else have the Cincinnati story in
black-and-white— a dollars and sense book that
proves WCKY is some buy!
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cations attorney, warned about troubles
ahead growing out of closer scrutiny
of station operation through the FCC's
new Complaints & Compliance Division
activities. He predicted grave consequences if pay television takes hold,
asserting it could well become the opening wedge for public utility regulation
and fixing of rates and profits of both
radio and television stations at "about
6% of investment."
He suggested station ownership or
managment should exercise the right
to be present when staff members are
interviewed and no written statements
should be provided investigators.
"Above all," he urged, "don't lie down
and play dead when an investigator
calls. You have rights under the Constitution and otherwise."
Pat Rheaume, manager, member
service of Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York, told the VAB that radio's
big challenge is to capture more of the
local business against entrenched newspaper competition. With population
movement toward the suburbs, he said,
current data shows that radio penetration is far more potent than newspaper
circulation and radio represents an infinitely better retail buy-per-thousand,
or on any other basis, than any other
advertising medium.

A legend in his oivn time. A personality ivithout veer. Philosopher,
story teller, neius maker, catalyst,
he brings to each listener an immediate sense of personal participation. As if that iveren't enough, he
just happens to be the greatest
salesman in broadcasting history.
In all radio, Godfrey is the kind of
company you keep . . .
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CANON
Ohio

35

board

recordings

DEFEAT
decides
not

barred

The barriers set up by the American
Bar Assn.'s Canon 35 do not prohibit
the taping of courtroom proceedings
for delayed broadcast.
This decision, which if universally
applied could open doors long locked
against broadcasters seeking to present actuality coverage of court cases,
has been reached by the Board of Commis ioners ofGrievances and Discipline
of the Supreme Court of Ohio.
The three-man board held unanimously that Canon 35's ban on "broadcasting from the courtroom" does not
apply to the tape-recording of courtroom proceedings for subsequent broadcast outside the courtroom.
The decision was issued in a radio
case. But if strictly interpreted, it might
be extended equally to television tape.
Observers at first had one reservation: They thought the victory for
broadcasting might be somewhat less
than clear-cut because the board's decision was also influenced by the fact
that the program involved did not record the testimony of witnesses. At

Milwaukee 'tourist attraction'
A modified verison of the famed
would attract tourists from all over
the world. He further stated that the
tv tower in Stuttgart, Germany
(model shown in picture) has been
U.S. tower would surpass its predecessor in flexibility of operation and
proposed for Milwaukee. The plan
design.
has been formulated by Gene Posner,
owner of the Milwaukee
The Milwaukee broadcaster said last week that
stations WMIL-AM-FM
and WXIX-TV. He has
his stations would lease
facilities in the tower and
asked the Milwaukee
that other area stations
County Park Commission
would be invited to do the
to construct a $2 million,
same. He said that several
$65 0-foot tower as a tourist attraction.
stations, including WRIT
Mr. Posner proposed
and WEMP-FM, have exthat the county itself erect
pressed interest in the
the tower on public land.
The Milwaukee County
He claimed that the cost
Park
would be recovered to the
project.Commission has
taken the proposal under
county by leasing facilities
consideration. WXIX-TV,
to radio-tv stations and by
which first publicized the
charging admission to visiaction, has hired an engitors to an upper-level
"crow's nest" restaurant
neering firm to study initial plans and send its
and observation platform.
He stated that the Stuttdrawings
the reported
commission. The to
station
gart operation has been
also that it has received over 200
so successful that a second tower
favorable
letters, commenting on the
has
been
erected
in
Dortmund,
Germany.
proposal. Mr. Posner also noted that
Pointing to the success of the to date he has received nine appliGerman towers, Mr. Posner claimed
cations for permission to open and
that such a tower in Milwaukee
operate the "crow's nest" restaurant.
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another point, however, the decision
did specifically reject — without reference to the policy of not recording
testimony — the argument that taperelayed broadcasts violated Canon 35.
'Spirit' Not in Question ■ The Board
also rejected the notion that delayed
broadcasts violated the spirit if not
the letter of Canon 35 and similar court
rules. If the intention was to forbid
taped delays, then the rules should say
so specifically, the board maintained.
It made clear, however, that its decision dealt with whether the canon and
the rules do prohibit such broadcasts —
not whether they should do so.
The program was Traffic Court, a
weekly half-hour on Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.'s KYW Cleveland
from April 5. 1957 to May 13, 1959.
It was discontinued by the presiding
judge after the question of Canon 35
was raised in the Cleveland Bar Assn.
For the broadcasts, KYW recorded
up to three hours once a week in a
Parma, Ohio traffic court presided over
by Municipal Judge George P. Allen.
The recording was then edited into a
30-minute program broadcast a night
later. The only cases recorded were
those in which guilty pleas had been
entered; these did not require sworn
testimony. Contested cases and those
in which defendants objected to the
microphones were not recorded. Broadcast matter consisted of the court's admonitions to defendants, imposition of
penalties, etc.
The Cleveland bar's professional
ethics committee called in Judge Allen
in May 1958 to explain why he permitted the tapings and what the public
reaction had been. The committee then
reported to the bar's executive committee that it considered the procedure a
violation of Canon 35 even though the
programs were limited to uncontested
cases. The question was referred to the
bar's grievance committee.
When he learned of the report, Judge
Allen went before the grievance committee, said he had been advised by
his counsel that he was technically in
violation of Canon 35 and reported that
he would therefore discontinue the
broadcasts immediately. A month later,
in June 1959. the Cleveland bar filed
a formal complaint with the Supreme
Court board, charging Judge Allen with
violating Canon 35. The board's decision thus overrules not only the bar
association but the judge's own counsel.
WBC authorities said they could not
predict immediately whether Traffic
Court would be resumed as a result of
the ruling.
As adopted in Ohio, Canon 35 holds
that: "Proceedings in court should be
conducted with fitting dignity and decorum. The taking of photographs in
the courtroom during such proceedings
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

An exception
KXYZ Houston is not troubled
by Canon 35 which bars broadcasters from courtrooms. With
the permission of the judge, defense attorneys and district attorney. KXYZ has tapped into
the courthouse public address
system to broadcast the murder
trial of Joseph Selby. News director Victor Emanuel announced plans to air the opening
of the trial live, use actuality inserts in newscasts as the trial develops and return to the courtroom for live pick-ups only when
occasions warrant. The MBS affiliate has been broadcasting
various trials by this method for
two years. No broadcasting
equipment appears in the courtroom.

and the broadcasting or televising of
such proceedings from the courtroom
tend to detract from the essential dignity of the proceedings, distract the
witness in giving his testimony and
create misconceptions ... in the mind
of the public and should not be permitted."
■ Rep appointments
■ KYME Boise, Idaho: Grant Webb &
Co. N.Y.
■ WOKY Milwaukee and KCBQ San
Diego (Bartell stations): John Blair &
Co.
■ WGIV Charlotte, N.C.: Bernard
Howard & Co., N.Y.
■ KXMC-TV Minot, N.D.: Andy McDermott Co., Toronto.
■ WWOK Charlotte, N.C.: The Weed
Radio Corp., N.Y.
■ KMHT Marshall; KLUE Longview,
both Texas; Jack Masla Assoc. as national representative. Clyde Melville
Co., Dallas, is stations' southwestern
representative.
■ CKTM-TV Three Rivers, Que., and
CJLR Quebec City, Que.: Stovin-Byles
Ltd., Toronto, as exclusive representative.
■ KSOO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D.: Harry
S. Hyett Co. for the Minneapolis-St.
Paul area.
■ KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.:
Young Television Corp.
■ WTIX New Orleans: Robert E. Eastman & Co., N.Y.
■ KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.: United
Spot Sales, N.Y.
■ WDOK Cleveland: H-R Representatives, N.Y.

SPORTS
TIME
Advertisers seeking a sports audience for their sales message find it
on CBS Radio. There's ex-Yankee
Phil Rizzuto and Sports Time, Monday-SaThrough
turday.
the weekend,
Dave Camerer is heard 10 times
with up-to-the-minute sports news.
There's full coverage of events like
Masters Golf, the Triple Crown, Sebring Sports Car Races. In all radio,
this is the kind of company you

ON

CBS

RADIO
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TV'S

INFLUENCE

ON

POLITICS

Westinghouse

Make

Every

Spot
Count

If you want every spot to count,
put it in KCRA's balanced programming that reaches a receptive, upper-income audience. Six
long -established local personalities . . . news gathered, edited,
and broadcast by 12 full-time
newsmen, supplemented by NBC
news coverage . . . leading sports
coverage from Little League to
the Worlds Series . . . phis the
services of a full-time merchandising department that produces
tangible results. And your commercial on KCRA is in a good
"climate", too. Spots are restricted to three minutes per quarter
hour (and we count promos and
public service spots, too!), so
your client's sales message can
really be effective. Availabilities?
Right now!
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surveys political scientists
Television exerts an important influ■ There is a greater efi'ort to create
ence on political campaigns, accorda good impression, and more concentration on nationally televised speeches
ing to Westinghouse Electric Corp..
sponsoring for the third consecutive
in place of "whistle-stop" campaigning.
time the CBS coverage of political con■ Public exposure on tv increases the
ventions, pre-election activities and
impact of the conventions, but there is
election night returns.
no assurance that they are now reBased on a survey conducted for
garded as more important than in the
Westinghouse by the research departpre-tv era.
ment of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
■ Political science students are conthe sponsor found that 28 political scisiderably better informed, though not
entists representing 28 colleges and unialways in '"depth." They get to know
versities in 23 states had divergent
personalities and procedures better.
views on tv"s political impact. Among
majority conclusions are these:
■ Educators are evenly divided on
■ Use of showmanship in presenting
whether tv exposure increases student
candidates on tv is not undesirable from
respect for democratic processes, with
the voter's standpoint if direction is a slight leaning on the side of decreaslimited to performance and does not
ing respect.
influence policy or ideas.
■
Tv
coverage makes political sci■ Television has increased voter inence
teaching harder in some respects
terest.
and easier in others.
■ Voters are now more critical of
■ Much can be done to improve concandidates'
appearance and pervention and campaign coverage.
formance.
FM
Heritage

AUDIENCE
study

shows

A depth analysis of the listening and
buying habits of fm homes, conducted
for International Good Music Inc.
(Heritage Fm Stations), shows abovenormal purchasing and an average tunein of 50%. The study was done by Alfred Politz Media Studies.
Highlights of the survey were made
available by a new subsidiary of International, Heritage Stations Representatives, formed to represent affiliated fm
stations in 25 major markets that will
carry the Heritage automated program
service (Broadcasting, April 11).
Operations of the Heritage group
will get under way on a nationwide
basis this month. KGMI (FM) Bellingham, Wash., the test station, took the
air in March, according to David
Mintz, executive vice president of
International. KGMJ (FM) Seattle
started Heritage programming May 25.
Other stations scheduled to start
Heritage service are: KFMU (FM)
Los Angeles, today (July 4); KFMW
(FM) San Bernardino and KBAY-FM
San Francisco, July 11; WLOL-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul and KGMG (FM)
Portland, Ore., July 25; WWOL-FM
Buffalo, and WIBC-FM Indianapolis,
Aug. 1; WSAI-FM Cincinnati and
KFMX (FM) San Diego, Aug. 15.
Definitely slated later in the summer
are stations in St. Louis, Chicago, Baltimore, Boston, Miami, Atlanta and

SURVEYED
high buying power
Memphis, Mr. Mintz said, but call
letters will not be announced at this
time. Negotiations are underway to
sign other fm stations in the top 25
markets, he added.
Sales Plan ■ HSR will sell time on
all or part of the group to national and
regional advertisers, based on a single
rate card, single contract, one billing
and similar programming. A West
Coast office has been opened at 625
Market ^t., San Francisco, in charge
of Hamilton Brosius. Fred Bernstein
directs the New York office at 28 W.
44th St. Rod McArdle is in charge at
the Chicago office, in Tribune Tower.
The Politz survey covers five West
Coast markets — Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Portland, Ore. and
Seattle. The West Coast figures have
been adapted to a presentation typifying national buying habits of fm homes.
The survey shows that 31.1% of all
California homes have fm sets, a considerably lower figure than some other
studies have found. Heritage contends
the figure is accurate and without inflation. Fm circulation of 25.4% was
found in Portland and Seattle. Tv
saturation in the five-market area was
placed at 90%.
It was found that 27.2% of all homes
in the study area have incomes above
$7,000 a year whereas 38.3% of fm
homes are in that income category.
Audience
Differences ■ Listening
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Ihabits of the fm audience were found
\ to differ sharply from am tune-in,
Ivarying only slightly from fm sign-on
jto sign-off. On the other hand, the am
Iaudience was described as highest in
[the morning with a 9 a.m. peak, a
jnoon peak and than a gradual decline
ijto a low listening level at night. Fm, it
!was stated, has a high tune-in at night.
I Other information in the study covI ers educational standards of the fm
I audience; home tenure; child status:
size of household; home listening of
Iindividuals by sex, age, position in
household; marketing characteristics
such as purchase of autos, appliances,
insurance, securities, charge accounts,
food product usage, cosmetics, travel,
ihome improvement, beverage and toIjbacco.
i Heritage has been making presentajitions to agency groups in New York.
' An extensive promotion campaign is
planned through Erwin Wasey, Ruth,|rauff & Ryan, San Francisco. It will
j;include page ads in consumer magaizines, radio and tv spots and local
I newspapers.
', Programming is on tape fed into
I Ampex automation equipment. "No
loud, jarring commercials or singing
jingles are allowed, and spots average
, four one-minute announcements per
{hour," it was stated. "The efficiency of
;Ioperation allows each station to profit,,ably add to their local staff top news
I and announcing personnel and will per:mit these people to work fulltime toll ward une.xcelled local programming,
'free from the worry of turntables and
(selecting records."
NBC

status

with

lis questionable

RAB

Throughout
A

famous

the

World

name

for

QUALITY

is

ROCHESTER'S
PFAUDLER
PFAUDLER

PERMUTIT

DIVISION

•

ROCHESTER

INC.
3, N. Y.

Vacuum chamber welding of "wonder metals"
for chemical and pharmaceutical equipment.
In the

vital

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

now

il NBC appeared last week to be half
jin and half out of RAB. Its owned
radio stations have been out since the
i;first of the year. Since RAB member:ship requirements do not normally per. mit a network to belong without its
|o&o's (and vice versa), there was
I speculation last week that either they
jiwould re-join or NBC Radio's member' ship would be terminated.
Neither RAB nor NBC would dis-

' Icuss the issues or the amount of dues
involved. Unofficially, it was undert [Stood that NBC authorities were ques> jtioning the importance — to them, at
■ (Iany rate — of some of the services that
' RAB offers. The differences may also
have an economic flavor: Privately the
J ; NBC stations' dues were estimated to
be in the order of $25,000 a year. RAB
^ Iobviously still hoped to persuade the
e stations to reconsider — ^just as it was
51 Iable to do when CBS Radio officials
expressed doubts about their own stations' membership earlier this year.
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The
Radio

QUALITY
Station

is

. . .

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
. LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
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Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex.: Sold by
John Buchanan to Robert W. Rounsaville for $300,000 (Closed Circuit,
June, 27). Two weeks ago, Mr. Rounsaville sold WQXI Atlanta to Esquire
magazine for $1.85 million, leaving him
with six owned stations, one under the
FCC limit. Other Rounsaville stations:
WCIN Cincinnati; WLOU Louisville;
WVOL Nashville; WYLD New Orleans;
WTMP Tampa; and WMBM Miami,
Fla. KKSN is on 730 kc with 500 w.
■ WSSB Durham, N.C. : Sold by Edgar
L. Clinton and associates to James S.
Beattie, operator of WPET Greensboro,
N.C, and WBUT Butler, Pa., for $250,000. Blackburn & Co. was broker.
WSSB operates on 1490 kc fulltime
with 250 w.
■ WSEL (FM) Chicago: Sold by
Maurice H. Kamm to WJJD Chicago
for estimated $50,000. Station, one time
in receivership, operates with 40 kw on
104.3 mc. WJJD is owned by multiple
broadcaster Plough Broadcasting Co.

TWO

APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For The
Record, page 76).
B WJDM-TV Panama City, Fla.: Sold
by Mel Wheeler to Harold Publishing
Co. for $340,000. The publishing company owns WALB-AM-TV Albany,
Ga., and publishes the Albany Herald.
■ WMAM Marinette, Wis.: Sold by
M&M Broadcasting Co. (Morgan
Murphy, president) to Marinette Central Broadcasting Co. for $167,500.
Purchasers are the Mining Journal Co.,
90%, and Frank J. Russell, president
of Mining Journal, 10%. Mr. Russell
has interests in WDMJ and WLUC-TV
Marquette, WLST Escanaba, and
WMIQ Iron Mountain, all Michigan,
and WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. Mining Journal publishes a daily newspaper.
■ WJJL Niagara Falls, N.Y.: Sold by
Niagara Frontier Broadcasting Corp.
(James T. Sandonato, 75%) to group
headed by Thomas W. Talbot for
$120,000 paid to Mr. Sandonato for
his interest. Mr. Talbot, who was already 25% owner of WJJL, has interest
in WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio.

WESTKII]^

STATI»]\S

Two top properties located in excellent market.
Consistently profitable, ideal for one owner, 29%
down.
Both
3§m

for $300,000.
ATLANTIC

.S2,W.OOO

Profitaljle fiilltimer in multiple-station market. Outstanding reputation.
Will pay its way after $75,000 down
and balance over 7 years.
SOUTHEAST

S20(L

OOO

Fifty thousand dollars cash will handle this profitable fulltime operation
in good three station market. Long
term payout can be negotiated. This
one will pay for itself.

■ WSCM Panama City Beach, Fla.:
Sold by Mel Wheeler to WSCM Broadcasting Inc. for $53,500. Purchaser is
Theodore M. Nelson, 90%, who has
interests in KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph
and KLIK Jefferson City, both Missouri.
RAB

asks

of station

1 0 questions
operators

Ten questions by which radio station operators can gauge their effectiveness with the public, advertisers and
government were outlined last week by
Kevin Sweeney, Radio Advertising
Bureau president, before a dinner meetWis. ing of Wisconsin stations in Baraboo,
The luncheon
ten questions
"Did you
have
with are:
customers
or
prospects twice or more often during
the past week? Have you spent an
hour or more with the largest local
advertiser in other media in the past
six months, showing him why he must
spend at least one-third of his budget
in radio? Would the governor of your
state be able to identify you as to your
occupation if he saw your name on a
long list of persons invited to a reception? Have you written either your
representatives in the House or either
of your senators in the U.S. Senate to
tell radio's side of the payola story?
Do you have a clearly enunciated and
understood policy on the music you
"Do you have one programming
play?
experiment
in progress? Do you have
at least one person who works exclusively on news? Have you editorialized
on any local, controversial issue in the
past year? Have you ever taken issue
with General Electric, Zenith, RCA,
Emerson on their distributors when a
co-op policy blocks the purchase of
radio by dealers in your area? Do you
insist on some standards of performance
from your salesmen in regard to the
number of daily calls, number of newbusiness calls, amount of business sold

xXEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS

and coverage of the prospect list?"
Mr. Sweeney asserted that an answer
of "yes" to less than five of those questions "means your station is not geared
to compete for audience, business or
the regard of the community in the

^lackfoiwn

next decade."

&

Qmipmu/

inc.

RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick— Washington Building, Washington, D.C.— ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST:
H. W— Financial
Cassill--Wmi
Chicago, Illinois
6-6460.am B. Ryan-333 North Michigan AvenueSOUTHERN: Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker- Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia— JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard-Beverly Hills, California— CRestview 4-2770.
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K's
all over
but
the
99.9% live clearance. 98.3% coverage of the U.S.
That's the count on the Patterson-Johansson
fracas — carried exclusively on ABC Radio. It has
to figure as the biggest figure ever in radio showmanABC

RADIO

count:
61,030,000
ship ... a record-smashing demonstration of network radio impact. As such, obviously a hit with
sponsors Fiat and Bristol-Myers. And a sample
of the big-audience programs ahead on ABC Radio.
NETWORK

•SOURCE: BASED ON SPECIAL 100 CITY U.S. TRENDEX, JUNE 21, 1960. PROJECTED AGAINST U.S. NIELSEN
COUNTY BREAKDOWN OF 1959 PATTERSON-JOHANSSON FIGHT. INCLUDING THE CANADIAN AUDIENCE
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Out-of-home
to reach

radios

record

high

Out-of-home radio listening reached
a new winter pealc this year and promises to go on to a new all-time summer
high, Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of
Pulse, said last week. He based his
report and prediction on a study of
trends found in out-of-home surveys
conducted by Pulse in 29 major markets. He thought the growth of the
pocket-size transistor radio would be
instrumental in carrying summertime
out-of-home listening, always the peak
of the year, to record heights.
The 29-city winter study was conducted between January and March
and found that an average of 4.6% of
all radio families — compared to 4.5%
a year ago and 4.2% in 1958 — reported
listening to radio in cars, at work or
in other out-of-home places between
6 a.m. and midnight. Dr. Roslow estimated that on a national basis this represented an average of 2,287,900 families engaged in out-of-home listening
during any given quarter-hour of the
day.
In the 29 measured cities, out-ofhome listening added an average of
28.7% to the in-home audience — two
percentage points more than during the
same period a year ago. But not all of

And

SO no force, however
however

the 29 markets showed out-of-home
gains; 15 dropped from last winter's
totals, mostly by small margins. These
losses were more than offset by gains
in 11 while the figures in the three
others were unchanged. Markets where
out-of-home listening was highest in
relation to the in-home audience were
Kansas City (37% added to in-home
audience). New York (32.9%), Dallas
(32.3%), Fort Worth (32.2%), Los
Angeles (30.1%), Birmingham (32%)
and Chicago (30%).
CBS

makes

etv

grant

CBS Inc. last week presented $75,000
in equipment and funds to help nonprofit educational tv station KETC
(TV) St. Louis to stay on the air. The
gift was presented by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS' president, who addressed the
St. Louis Educational Television Commission.
The gift included an antenna, a
microwave relay system and a cash
grant on behalf of KMOX-TV St.
Louis (CBS-owned). Ray Wittcoff, the
commission chairman, said the educational station would have been blacked
out were it not for the CBS help. A
gathering of 175 educational, business
and community leaders attended Dr.
Stanton's address.

great can stretch a cord

fine into a horizontal line^

*Williani Whewell
Elementary Treatise
on Mechanics"
No matter how you stretch it KROC-TV still averages over 80% of Rochester's
TV viewing audience.
$2,000,000 A DAY CHANGES HANDS IN THE ROCHESTER AREA
CHANNEL
ROCHESTER
10
MINNESOTA
KROC-TV
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnel
G. David Gentling, gen'l. mgr.
NBC
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Newsman's
reprieve
A technicality, that he had been
served with the citation less than the
statutory 10 days before his appearances in court, caused the dismissal of
a contempt citation against Pat
Michaels, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
newsman by Judge Russell S. Waite of
Riverside, Calif., Superior Court. The
citation had been issued when Mr.
Michaels refused to answer questions
of a grand jury regarding the source of
his information about anti-Semitism in
Elsinore, Calif., used in a tv expose.
City of Hate. In its citation, the grand
jury held that the section of the California Code of Civil Procedure giving
newspaper
"privilege"
not to
to
reveal news reporters
sources does
not extend
broadcast newsmen. District Attorney
William O. Mackey was expected to
file a new citation shortly.
■

Media

reports

These chosen will choose ■ Kenyon
Brown, KFOX Long Beach, Cahf., has
been named chairman of a committee
to nominate members and officers for
the 1961 Board of Directors of Radio
Advertising Bureau. Other committee
members are Victor C. Diehm, WAZL
Hazelton, Pa.; Harold Krelstein, Plough
Stations, Memphis, Tenn.; Elroy McCaw, WINS New York, and Weston C.
Pullen Jr., Time Inc. Election of the
board will be held at the annual RAB
membership meeting in December.
New ABC-TV affiliate ■ KBMB-TV
Bismarck, N.D. joins ABC-TV as a
primary affiliate effective Aug. 9, it
was announced by Robert L. Coe,
ABC-TV director of station relations
and John W. Boler, president and general manager of North Dakota Broadcasting Co. KBMB had been affiliated
with CBS-TV.
New affiliates ■ ABC Radio announced
June 24 signing of five new affiliates
and one reaffiliation. New affiliates are
KMED Medford, Ore.; WREA East
Palatka, Fla.; WALD Walterboro, S.C.;
WBRC Birmingham, Ala., and WMNI
Columbus, Ohio. WKVA Lewiston, Pa.,
has reaffiliated with ABC Radio.
Northwest expansion ■ Hugh Feltis,
owner of the Seattle radio-tv rep firm
bearing his name, has announced expansion of activities to include a marketing division and incorporation under
a new name. Now known as Feltis/
Dove/ Dever/ Cannon Inc., the firm
will continue to headquarter in Seattle
with a Portland, Ore. service office.
Officers of the new firm are: Hugh
Feltis, president; Doug Dove, vice
president — regional sales; Danny Dever, vice president — station services, and
Wynn Cannon, vice president — ^marketing division.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

TO

A

BROAI

Every

Every 31/2 days (or 84 hours) since its introduction, broadcasters have bought a brand
new, newest Gates BC-IT 1000 watt AM transmitter. What does tiiis mean? It means that
more BC-lT's have been sold to broadcasters
than all other 1 KW models combined. It
means that the Gates BC-IT is the largest selling 1000 watt broadcast transmitter manufactured in the world today. Here are 10
reasons why:
Lower low frequency response than any kilowatter made today— for the new sound.
• Crisp sparkling new sound highs through
extended high frequency response.
• Lower than low noise via the largest filter
system of any 1 KW made today.
• Inbuilt dummy antenna, full size for 100%
modulation with fail safe included.
• 50 cycle transformers throughout. 60 cycle
American users have a 20% bonus safety factor as 50 cycle transformers must be built that
much larger.
• No back door, all servicing from the front,
including dead front, too. Save valuable floor
space by installing near or against the wall.
• All relay control and protection, no circuit
breakers. Easiest transmitter manufactured to
remote control.
• Dual suction cooling with filtered air intake at bottom front.
• RF driver is modulated along with final
amplifier for lower distortion at high modulation.
• Big Gates-made edgewound variable inductors in final tank and Pi-Net ... no variable air condensers to flash over.
BC-IT price, $4,595.00 with tubes and crystal. For Class IV
operation, 1000/250 watts, $4,670.00 complete. Delivery
immediate. Terms where desired.

GATES

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lvtertype Corporation
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
Offices in:
Export Division:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Conodo: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

GOVERNMENT

NBC-RKO
■

KRON-TV

■

Move

DEAL

files antitrust

follows

failure

The largest station deal in history —
involving NBC and RKO General exchanges and acquisitions in four major
markets — is becoming the most disputed.
Several major developments took
place last week as KRON-TV San
Francisco, which stands to lose its
NBC-TV affiliation, initiated these
moves:
■ Filed a civil antitrust suit against
NBC, RKO General and individuals involved in ownership and operation of
the competitive KTVU (TV) Oakland,
which NBC wants to buy.
■ Asked FCC to set KTVU's license
application for hearing. (KTVU has
been operating on a construction permit since it took the air in March 1958.)
■ Asked FCC to consolidate in one
hearing all the applications involved
in the NBC-RKO deal, involving outlets in Philadelphia, Washington, Boston and San Francisco.
Court Action ■ A further development last week was a decision by the
U.S. District Court, Philadelphia, denying a Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. petition to intervene in the NBCRKO swap of Philadelphia and Boston
outlets. This removed one of the obstacles to the exchange.
Applications for the individual station transfers had been filed with the
FCC June 3 (Broadcasting, June 6).
The NBC-RKO deal involves: NBC
acquisition of WTvfAC-AM-TV and
WRKO-FM Boston in exchange for
WRCV-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia; NBC
purchase of KTVU; RKO purchase
from NBC of WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington. In addition RKO would sell its
WGMS-AM-FM Washington to Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, in denying the Westinghouse request to
intervene, denied a plea based on what
Westinghouse termed irreparable injury through loss of its Boston NBC
affiliation if the network takes over the
present RKO outlets in Boston. Reduced ability to compete in the sale of
advertising and elimination of competition in the market had been claimed.
The chain deal had developed last
autumn after NBC and its parent RCA
had signed a Dept. of Justice consent
decree requiring the network to sell its
Philadelphia properties and to clear
any additional station purchases through
the department. This decree had grown
50

IN

charges,

COURT
asks

of Westinghouse

full hearing
attempt

out of a government antitrust suit
brought in 1956 after Westinghouse
exchanged its Philadelphia outlets for
NBC's Cleveland stations. Westingchange. house got $3 million out of the exJustice Dept. has stated it had no objection to NBC"s latest moves, the
1959 consent decree requiring NBC
clearance of such transfers. On the
other hand Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN.Y.), calling the consent decree
"worthless," has threatened to reopen
NBC

seeks

AGAIN

to delay

rep divestment order
NBC has asked the FCC to allow
two years after judicial review for its
affiliated television stations to find new
spot sales representatives. Under an
FCC ruling, NBC has until Dec. 31,
1961 to divest itself of affiliate representation.
The network, which is appealing the
commission ruling prohibiting tv networks from representing affiliated stations other than network-owned outlets, told the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington that it is "entitled" to have
the status quo maintained during judicial review. This cannot be accomplished, NBC said, unless the two-year
period "commences after final judicial
determination." Otherwise, "it is inevitable that the represented stations
will begin taking active steps aimed at
severing their relationship with NBC."
This would "undoubtedly begin to occur prior to final judicial determination," NBC declared.
The network asserted that once a
station changed representatives, "it is
problematical" whether it would be
willing to return to NBC in the event
of a court reversal because of the expense and trouble involved.
The network said that "some" of its
affiliates also were filing similar requests for time extension and that they
would "summarize the various business
problems which would confront them"
if they were forced to engage in finding new representatives during the
period of judicial review. KOA-TV
Denver, KSD-TV St. Louis, WAVETV Louisville and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, all NBC affiliates, have joined
with the network in its appeal to the
court.

before

FCC

to intervene

his network
antitrust monopoly.
subcommittee's hearings
on
Barrier Removed ■ Judge Kirkpatrick's ruling thus removes one block
to the series of station transfers. KRONTV had entered the Philadelphia case
but later withdrew.
KRON-TV (Chronicle Publishing
Co.) charged in its antitrust suit, filed
June 29 in U.S. District Court, San
Francisco, that RCA and NBC have
conspired since 1954 to dispose of
Cleveland and Washington outlets so
they could get stations in two larger
markets (fourth to eighth in size —
Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, San
Francisco and Pittsburgh). They have
used NBC's "power to grant or withhold network affiliation," KRON-TV
charged.
In addition KRON-TV charged
RCA-NBC tried to eliminate competition from other station buyers in major
markets and to induce KTVU to withdraw from the broadcasting business.
If NBC acquires KTVU, it is claimed,
competition for NBC-TV San Francisco
affiliation will be permanently eliminated. This, it was contended, will cut
network program sources available to
KRON-TV and the Westinghouseowned KPIX (TV) by 50%. And CBS
is likely to buy a station in the market,
it was added, should the NBC package
deal go through, and the Bay Area station that doesn't sell to CBS will be
permanently denied a chance to affiliate with a tv network.
Impact on Spot " KRON-TV said the
opportunities to sell spot programs
would be substantially reduced by the
NBC-KTVU deal. It charged NBC's
spot rate at some of its o&o stations is
higher than the station rate for network programs and in some cases NBC
stations won't even quote a spot rate
because time is reserved for network
programs. The o&os are used by the
network as "price leaders" in alleged
efi'orts to force independent station
affiliates to boost their own spot rates
above the network scale, the petition
claimed. Finally KRON asks that the
tv station licenses of NBC, RKO and
KTVU be revoked for violation of
Sec. 313 of the Communications Act.
The charge is made by KRON-TV
that RKO, a General Tire & Rubber
Co. subsidiary, is "in command" at
KTVU. In its filings, KRON-TV says
"substantial questions of trafficking and
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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January 22. 1960
Andrew Corporation
P.O.Box 296
Westwood, Massachusetts
Attention: Mr. John Wyman
Gentlemen:
As you know we recently purchased one o[ your six-bay
Multi-V FM broadcast antennas, and over 1000 feel of your
H-1 Heliax for use on our new FM installation on the \VBZTV tower.
Our choice of the antenna was based on our previous
experience with antennas of this type, which have always
performed very well. We are happy to say that our new
antenna and co-ax are exceeding our best expectations, and
giving excellent coverage for both our main channel and our
multiplex transmissions.
We do not hesitate to recommend highly this Multi-V Antenna
to any broadcaster proposing new or improved FM facilities.
Yours truly,
PUchard L. Kaye /
Station Manager

"exceeding
our
best
expectations"
The ANDREW Multi -V is the standard of occur and can be added to units already in
service. Similarly, the VSWR tuner can be
the industry. Over 353 Multi -V units have
added to existing installations without
been installed to date, accounting for more
than 50% of the stations presently licensed.
modifying the antenna.
Installations have been made in all climates
A new warehousing program assures
and service is uniformly acclaimed both for quick deliveries of all standard units. Consult our Field Service group for installation
standard and multiplex operation. De-icers
are available for use when icing conditions
quotations.
^U.S. PATENT 2,637,533- Exclusive ANDREW design

-V
Measured VSWR on a 16-bay production
unit. Note bandwidth. VSWR tuner, Type 19893, is available for tuning
out tower effect, thus, assuring optimum performance
and eliminating need for field tuning individual boys.
16 -BAY MULTI
ANTENNA
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HELIAX
the flexible air dielectric cable
HELIAX is the preferred cable for FM. low VSWR,
greater mechanical strength and flexibility have
made it the favorite of broadcasters. Available in
continuous lengths in diameters up to S'/s inches.
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payoffs" are raised in the KTVU
transfer, citing the history of the KTVU
application and cp. Roles of Ward
Ingrim and William D. Pabst, former
RKO General (General Teleradio) employes and directors, are cited. And
Willet Brown, of the RKO Don Lee
system, was described as "very close"
to RKO ownership. Activities of Edwin W. Pauley (Television East Bay)
and Stoddard P. Johnston (Channel
Two Inc.), competing applicants for
the Bay Area facility, were reviewed.
They obtained stock interest in KTVU.
These individuals and Harry R. Lubcke
are named in the case as defendants.
KTVU has "no saleable assets,"
KRON-TV told the FCC, saying that
equipment and office furniture are
leased from Mr. Brown, its studio from
the city of Oakland and its transmitter
site and building from Crocker Estate
Co. Thus, it is contended, KTVU would
be trafficking by selling its only asset,
a cp, for $8 million.
Qualifications of RCA and NBC as
licensees are questioned in the petition
through a listing of 18 antitrust cases
involving RCA plus the Federal Trade
Commission consent decree involving
alleged payola activities of RCA's recording subsidiary.
Pressure Charged ■ KRON-TV recalled NBC's overtures to purchase its
facilities and charged NBC used "economic bludgeoning" in its negotiations.
An offer of $8 million was made by
NBC, to expire in 10 days, it was explained. Effects of the KTVU purchase
on competition in San Francisco are
projected in the FCC filings.
RKO's ownership in CKLW-TV
Windsor-Detroit, is reviewed by KRONTV in a discussion of RKO"s multiple
ownership of stations. RKO also is described as seeking "almost complete
coverage of the heavily populated area
extending from New York to Washington," thus becoming
dominant
broadcaster
in the "the
Middle
Adantictv
States area."
Aggregate value of the facilities involved in the NBC-RKO package deal
is placed by KRON-TV at more than
$60 million. It's all so complicated,
says KRON-TV, that an evidentiary
hearing should be held by the Commission. NBC is trying to swap stations in
Cleveland (10th market) and Washington (11th market) for Boston (sixth
market) and San Francisco (seventh
market), it is charged.
KRON-TV added, "NBC is receiving at least $500,000 more for the stations it is selling than it is paying out
for the stations it is buying. ... It could
only be accomplished — and it was accomplished— by using NBC's power as
a network to grant or withhold network
affiliation as the hidden persuader in
each purchase and sale negotiation."
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SENATE

SUSPENDS

SEC.

315

Now it's up to the House to follow suit
The Senate last week gave its ap- the formula or format for presenting
proval to a plan to allow broadcasters
presidential and vice presidential candidates will have to be worked out
to present major party presidential and
vice presidential nominees during this among the candidates, the national
election year without being subject to committees and broadcasters. Speaking
demands for equal time from minority
of Sen. Yarborough's proposal for a
debate format, he said there might be
and splinter party choices for those
offices.
"a thousand" reasons why a candidate
S J Res 207 was passed by a voice
would not wish to appear in a debate
vote after senators were told during
with his opponent. In the 1952 camdebate that the networks (and inferenpaign, he said, one candidate offered
tially, their affiliates) have promised to to debate, but his opponent refused.
make free time available on tv and
Other senators agreeing with Sen.
Pastore were Clair Engle (D-Calif.),
radio to the Democratic and RepubAndrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.), Hugh
nominees ifforallowed
the nation's
electivelicanoffices
to do ithighest
under
Scott (R-Pa.), A.S. (Mike) Monroney
their own formats and their own con(D-Okla.), Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.), Alcepts of fairness.
bert Gore (D-Tenn.) and Frank Carlson (R-Kan.).
Passed by the Senate Monday, the
resolution was sent to the House and
The Follow-Up ■ The measure calls
referred to the House Commerce Comfor the FCC to report by next March 1
mittee.
on how the suspension plan worked
Reaction to the senate suspension
during the 1960 election campaign and
was immediately forthcoming from all to recommend any legislation it thinks
three networks. NBC Chairman Robert
nently.
necessary to amend Sec. 315 permaW. Sarnoff wired an offer of eight
weekly hours of prime time to canSen.dogYarborough's
three-man
watchdidates. Dr. Frank Stanton called the
subcommittee has
been assigned
senate action "a critically important step the function of watching for broadcaster abuses of Sec. 315 as regards
in freeing radio and television." ABC
President Oliver Treyz again called for exemptions of the section enacted last
voluntary acquisition of three different
year for candidates' appearances on
news and panel shows and also under
prime evening time hours by the networks beginning nine weeks before elec- the Sec. 315 suspension for presidential
tion.
and vice presidential nominees, if enEqual Treatment ■ The only chalacted. The subcommittee's report also
lenge to the resolution came from Sen.
is to be made early next year.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has
Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Tex.), chairman of the Senate Communications
released a statement supporting S J Res
207. The American Civil Liberties
Subcommittee's watchdog unit. Sen.
Yarborough questioned whether broadUnion has gone on record as favoring
casters would treat both parties equally
legislation which would "affirmatively
and offered an amendment which would
require" broadcasters to make time
have required the exemptions of Sec.
available for political campaigning to
315 to apply to broadcast debates only.
all legally-qualified candidates for
But he withdrew the proposal after as- every office. ACLU also supports legissurance from Sen. John O. Pastore (Dlation to place the networks under FCC
R.I.), chairman of the Senate Commuregulation.
nications Subconimittee who explained
Mr. Sarnoff's offer of free time was
the proposal to senators, that both the
wired to House Speaker Sam Rayburn
networks and their affiliates are honor
immediately after the senate suspenbound by network testimony last May
sion. He said that NBC was ready to
that candidates of both major parties
offer an hour series entitled The Great
would receive equal treatment from
Debate, if the bill cleared congress.
broadcasters.
Debate would be given eight weekly
Sen. Pastore conceded broadcasters
hours of prime time, the first four
could favor one candidate over another
shows devoted to discussion between
without directly violating a law. but he candidates on issues. The second half
said any such action would amount to of the series would feature candidates
"bad faith" in their agreements with his being interviewed a la Meet the Press.
subcommittee and that the FCC still is Mr. Sarnoff said that his network will
remain open to suggestions by the
charged with seeing that licensees precandidates themselves.
sent public issues fairly and impartially.
The Rhode Island Democrat acknowTreyz
presented
ABC's proposal
thatMr.each
network
voluntarily
give up
ledged the FCC had not commented on
the suspension proposal and said that three different periods of prime time
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

nine weeks before the election. Each
hour, he said, would be rotated on the
different networks for the use of presidential or vice presidential candidates.
He said that after approval by the
Justice Dept., he would seek the "necessary acquiesence" by the FCC and ask
for a meeting with other network officials and political leaders to work out
a commonly acceptable schedule.
The ABC president warned that
candidates would end up debating a
total of 24 hours during the nine-week
period if each of the networks allocated eight hours. He suggested that
such lengthy exposure of candidates on
tv would contribute to sagging interest
on the part of both the viewing public
and the candidates themselves.
Film

firms

absolved

in anti-trust case
U.S. District Judge William Herlands
June 29 dismissed an anti-trust complaint brought by the government
against Columbia Pictures Corp., Universal Pictures Co. and Screen Gems
Inc. The trial was heard in New York
last spring (Broadcasting, March 28
et seq).
Judge Herlands ruled that the acquisition in 1958 by Columbia Pictures
of 657 pre- 1948 features from Universal for distribution by SG to tv did
not constitute price-fixing nor did it
tend to lessen competition in the tv
field. Judge Herlands' decision gave
Columbia the right to distribute the
Universal features freely. Since April
1958, when the government action was
initiated, Columbia was restricted by
court order to offer for sale no more
than 50 pictures during a given year.
Columbia spokesmen viewed as significant aportion of Judge Herlands'
decision which asserted that "feature
films are not a separate line of commerce and there is nothing unique about
feature films as tv programming." The
government had contended that features
were- different from other types of tv
programming and were sold and scheduled on the air in a different manner.
Blackout
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bill vote

The Senate last week voted 73-12 to
send back to the Senate Judiciary
Committee a bill which would allow
minor baseball clubs to impose blackouts in their cities of telecasts of major
league games on days when the minor
league team is playing at home. The
bUl proposes the same provisions for
professional basketball, hockey, football and collegiate football.
The bill provides as an alternative
that the sports team being telecast
could agree to split its tv receipts with
the home team.
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LAW
But

SCHOOL

appointment

of Charles

A Detroit law school dean, Charles
Henry King, is poised in the wings
ready to become the seventh member
of the Federal Communications Commission.
However, just when Mr. King will
assume his new post was very much
up in the air late last week with the
announcement that Congress would recess for the presidential nominating
conventions and then reconvene in
Washington. This action can delay the
beginning
Dean King's official duties
for severalof weeks.
President Eisenhower sent the name
of the dean of the Detroit College of
Law to the Senate last Monday (June
27) to fill the one-year (until June 30,
1961) remaining in the term of former FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.
"There is not a chance in the world"
that the Senate Commerce Committee,
which must act on the nomination before the full Senate, will take up the
King nomination this session, a committee spokesman said last week.
He was of the opinion that the committee was not expected to approve the
nomination during this Congress. Mr.
King's name, under law, had to be
placed before the Senate prior to adjournment before he could get paid
as a commissioner under a recess appointment.
Recess Appointment ■ A White
House spokesman said last week that
the President planned to give Mr. King
a recess appointment soon after the
86th Congress adjourned xine die. At
the time, it was expected that this adjournment would come no later than
this Saturday (July 9).
Now, however. Congress plans to return to Washington to continue the
present session Aug. 15. This means,
the White House said last week, that
unless the Senate confirms Mr. King
during the August session he will not
receive a recess appointment until after
final adjournment — probably sometime
in September.
There was considerable speculation
in Washington last week whether the
President has the power to put Mr.
King on the FCC while the Senate is
recessed for the conventions. A halfdozen legal opinions were received
from as many "experts." In any case,
the White House spokesman said, such
an appointment is not contemplated —
which means the commission will operate with six members at least until
September.
Under Senate rules, since the current recess is for more than 30 days,
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DEAN
King

SET

is tangled

the nomination of Mr. King will be
returned to the White House and must
be resubmitted in August. Although
a recess appointment was planned
eventually, the name was sent to the
Senate before adjournment to assure
that Mr. King could draw the $20,000
annual salary of a commissioner. Title
5, Section 56 of the U.S. Code provides that no money shall be paid to
a recess appointee until confirmed by
the Senate if the vacancy for which
he was appointed existed 30 or more
days prior to sine die adjournment. An
exception, covering the present situation, provides for the appointee to
be paid during adjournment if his
name was pending before the Senate at
the time of adjournment.
The present vacancy was created in
the middle of March when former
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer resigned. The President first appointed
Edward K. Mills Jr. to succeed Mr.
Doerfer,drawnbut
Mills' name
was withafter Mr.
a conflict
of interest
was
disclosed by the nominee himself
(Broadcasting, May 23).
Dean King's name first entered the
speculation as to who would be appointed to the commission some three
weeks ago (Closed Circuit, June 13).
After being tapped by the President
last week, Mr. King said that he had
no idea who proposed his name for the

FOR
in recess

FCC
legalities

FCC. He said that he has known
David Kendall, White House aide who
handles such appointments, for over 15
years and that Mr. Kendall is the only
person from the 'White House staff to
contact him. Mr. Kendall also is a
native of Michigan.
Administrator Extraordinary ■ In
1944, the fortunes of the Detroit College of Law almost had reached the
point of no return and the school was
about to have to close its doors. In a
move to keep the classrooms from being
locked permanently, the board turned
to one of the school's young graduates
and faculty member to place the college back in the good graces of lawyers
and prospective students.
That the selection of Mr. King as
dean and chief executive officer was a
wise choice is self-evident through the
tremendous advances made by the college under his administration. During
his tenure, the college has been fully
accredited by the American Bar Assn.
and the Assn. of American Law
Schools. The student body has grown
from 68 to 550 and there are now 24
faculty members compared to five in
1944.
Charles Henry King was born in
Gulfport, Miss., Aug. 8, 1906. Young
Mr. King did not have much trouble
choosing his life profession as his father,
grandfather and great grandfather all
were lawyers. After completing elementary school in Bradford, Pa., and
high school in Detroit, he entered the
law school which he now heads.
While an undergraduate he wrote a
book. An Outing of Evidence, which
sold enough copies to pay his final
year's tuition. "I still see a copy of it
lying
around
once He
in received
awhile,"
Mr. King
said every
last week.
his LL.B degree from the Detroit College of Law in 1933 and immediately
went into private practice in that city.
"In those days you took whatever you
could get," Mr. King mused when asked
if he specialized in his practice.
Two years after graduation, the
newly-appointed commissioner joined
the College of Law faculty on a parttime basis and in 1937 returned to his
alma mater as a fulltime professor.
In 1939, he began commuting to Ann
Arbor for graduate work at the U. of
Michigan and received his masters degree in law in 1940.
He has been with the law college ever

FCC Appointee King
Waits 'sine die' adjournment

since, the last 16
yearsDean
as theKing
school's
administrative
head.
also
has practiced law on the side, mostly
appellate cases before the Michigan
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Supreme Court. In addition, he has
gained state renown as the author of
several legal articles published in law
periodicals. In 1946, he received wide
recognition for an article on Michigan
law during the war years, designed to
bring returning servicemen-lawyers up
to date on state legal developments.
GOP Activities ■ Mr. King has been
an active Republican in state circles and
in 1952 headed the Michigan Robert A.
Taft for President Club. That same
year, he also was an unsuccessful
candidate for the state supreme court.
"I was highly
he remembers. He has unsuccessful,"
never been a candidate
for nor held any other elective or appointive political office.
A neophyte to the broadcasting industry, Mr. King freely admits that his
only experience with radio and tv has
been an occasion stint in front of the
camera or microphone on panel or
news shows. He also disclaimed any
particular knowledge of the unique
problems of the FCC and the industry
it regulates. The commission's annual
summer hiatus was well received by
the new commissioner as a chance to
give himmission
time
activities.to "bone up" on com"The August recess certainly will
give me a long period during which I
can acclimate myself, get my feet on
the ground and learn what the FCC is
all about," Mr. King said. "Fm sure
the problems before the commission
are going to be new to me and will
require a great deal of homework on
my part to act intelligently."
Mr. King, who is taking a leave
from the college to serve on the FCC,
tentatively plans to come to Washington about July 15 although the date he
will be eligible to be sworn in is still
indefinite. When asked if he would be
susceptible to a full seven-year appointment tothe FCC if the Republicans
win in November, Mr. King said only
"That's a bridge I am going to have to
cross when I come to it." His present
plans, he pointed out, are to return to
Detroit College of Law when the Doerfer-Mills-King term expires a year
from now.
Dominoes, Golf Are Hobbies ■ Ts
there anybody in Washington who plays
dominoes?" Mr. King asked while
being interviewed about his new job.
He confessed that a friendly game just
about every day with his lunch will be
one of the things he will miss the most
upon leaving Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. King (the former
Ouida Tolls of Detroit, whom he married in 1933) enjoy a round of golf
together as often as possible. He shoots
in the high 80's, about 1 0 strokes better
than Mrs. King's usual score, and is
on the board of directors of the Colony
Gowanie Golf Club.
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HARTKE

SEEKS

STUDY

OF

FCC

Charges 'chaos' in spectrum allocations
There is "chaos" in many parts of of "some kind" must come soon, he
the telecommunications field and "seri- said, "perhaps centralizing authority
ous overlapping" by government agenand clarifying development."
Sen. Hartke's resolution differs from
cies. Sen. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) said
resolutions introduced last year by Sen.
in introducing last week a resolution
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) and
(SJ Res 211) calling for a five-man
Commission on Organization of the Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
respectively of the Senate and House
FCC & Telecommunications Managecommerce committees, in that the two
ment to study:
■ The organization and method of resolutions last year (S J Res 76 and
operation of the FCC and the laws ap- H J Res 331) did not call for study
of the FCC organization and functions.
plicable to that agency;
■ The allocation, management and S J Res 76 and R J Res 331 envisioned
control of the radio spectrum under the possible reallocation as between governCommunications Act to determine how
ment and non-government uses. Sen.
the frequencies may be used to the Hartke's proposal is in more general
maximum degree;
terms. Magnuson and Harris proposals
provided for appointment of a five-man
■ The role of the federal government
commission by the President, who
in management of U. S. telecommunications resources;
would appoint only two members under
■ The organizational setup for carrySen. Hartke's plan. The Hartke resolution also differed substantially from a
ing out government responsibility, parresolution (H J Res 292) introduced
ticularly the "division of responsibility"
under the Communications Act to de- last year by Rep. William Bray (Rtermine whether changes should be Ind.). No action was taken on any of
made in existing organizations and/ or the proposals of last year.
the law to improve management of such
resources.
FCC says ch. 10 STA
■ Present FCC methods and prois in public interest
cedures used in carrying out its broadcast and non-broadcast functions to deThe reversal by the U.S. Court of
termine ifany changes should be made
Appeals last February of an FCC special temporary authorization to WABFto insure "efficient and orderly adminTV Baton Rouge was a special case involving special circumstances. It has
istration."
Two members of the five-man group
would be appointed by the President,
not affected commission policy concernone by the FCC, one by the president
ing temporary grants in comparative
cases.
of the Senate and one by the speaker
The FCC made this point last week
of the House, and would make a report
and recommendations to the President
when it filed opposition in U.S. District
within six months on any changes it Court to a stay against an STA in the
feels are needed in the FCC or other Vail Mills ch. 10 case. Requested by
government agencies. An identical re- co-applicant. Veterans Broadcasting
Co., the stay to a temporary grant made
port, leaving out classified data, would
in 1957 to Capital Cities Broadcasting
be made to Congress.
Sen. Hartke, a member of the Senate
Co. for operation on WTEN (TV)
Communications Subcommittee, said charged that continued operation of
station would deprive Veterans of
the FCC is "hampered by split deci- the
a fair and imparital hearing.
sions and by lack of power to function
The commission told the court that
in some fields of communications, sharthe operation of WTEN on a tempoing authority with a variety of agenrary basis is in the public interest, proRadio transmissions to and from outviding needed service to the Vail Mills
area. There is no similarity between
er space are overcrowding an alreadyovercrowded field, he said, adding that Vail Mills and the Baton Rouge case,
cies."
"no single individual or group of indi- the FCC affirmed. Baton Rouge, the
court was told, involved a different set
viduals knows what parts of the broadcast band are being used and on whose
of legal and factual situations which are
authority." He said he planned to offer not present in this proceeding. The
"some kind of legislation" next year commission again reiterated that "no
effect whatsoever will be given to
to try to "straighten out" communications problems, but that, meanwhile,
any expenditure of funds by WTEN
pursuant
to temporary authorizaa study
is "essential."
Sen. Hartke
said the radio communition. .. ." The commission said that the
grant was made on a tem|)orary basis
cations field has "grown like Topsy,"
with overlapping of agencies and of with the understanding "that such opercivilian and military control. Legislation
ations must cease as soon as any permaBROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

nent grantee is ready to go on the air."
Oral argument before the court has
been set for July 7.
In a tentative vote taken May 27
after FCC oral argument, the commission favored Capital Cities in staff instructions.
An August 1959 initial decision by
Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond to Capital
Cities took note of the fact that five
congressmen are minority stockholders
in the company and made it "manifestly superior" in the area of civic
participation. This decision was denounced as "political payola" by Sen.
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) on the
Senate floor (Broadcasting, June 27).
WHO

OWNS

FCC

to seek

in renewal

(Broadcasting, Dec. 21, 1959).

FCC

(Mr. Allen was "found" in Bufl'a'.o
by representatives of KFWB Los Angeles. KRLA at first refused to pay the
prize money to KFWB, later gave Robert Purcell, president of KFWB, a
check for $10,000.)

on

The FCC announcement also questioned whether the new KRLA owner
ever intended to fulfill the programming
promises made at the time the transfer
application was filed with the commission. A final issue will be whether Jack
Cooke, an alien, actually owns and
controls the station in violation of FCC
rules. Date for the hearing has not been
set.

switches

course

field strengths

Signals were changed by the FCC
for the third time last week in its proposed rulemaking to adopt new field
strength tropospheric curve charts for
vhf channels as part of an over-all plan
to reduce mileage separations (Broadcasting, June 13, May 9). Covered in
last week's change were the upper-band
(chs. 7-13) vhf channels only. This action supersedes an earlier change in all
12 vhf channels, announced early in
May, for the upper band only with
curves for chs. 2-6 remaining the same
in the lower band.

KRLA?
answer

hearing

growing

, growing
all

the

• • •
time

!

Because of past programming, contests and promotions and a question in
the FCC's mind as to who actually
owns the station, KRLA Pasadena,
Calif., is going to have to face an
FCC hearing on its application for
license renewal.
In announcing the hearing last week,
the commission set the following issues, among others, to be resolved:
whether program proposals made by the
present licensee. Eleven Ten Broadcasting Corp., when it purchased the station
were given in good faith; a September
1959 "find Perry Allen" contest and the
manner it was conducted; whether program logs were altered to show religious
programs that were not actually broadcast, and whether the actual owner is
Donald Cooke, as listed in FCC records, or his brother Jack Cooke, a
Canadian citizen.
Donald R. Cooke, a station representative, purchased KRLA (then
KXLA) last March for $900,000 from
Loyal King (Broadcasting, March 30,
1959). When he took over operation
of the station the following September.
KRLA programmed for three days only
a continual stream of announcements
heralding the change. Regular programming began with "KRLA's Top 50
tunes". Rocket News, chiefly one sentence bulletins delivered in high-pitched
staccato and separated by wailing whistles and time signals (At Deadline,
Sept. 7).
The station also held a "find Perry
Allen" contest to focus the spotlight on
a new disc jockey. On the Allen contest, the commission stated in a Sec.
309 (b) letter late last year that KRLA
has admitted Mr. Allen actually was
working for WKBW Buffalo, N.Y.,
on Sept. 4. 1959, the same day, the
commission charged when KRLA
stated over the air that he could be
found in a Los Angeles restaurant
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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PAYOLA
Senate

to hold

STEAMROLLER
hearing

The Senate last Wednesday slammed
the brakes on a snowballing, catch-all
payola bill (S 1898) that had passed the
House with ease the day before. Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) of the
Senate Communications Subcommittee
said his group will begin hearings in
early or mid-August on provisions in
the measure which would authorize the
FCC to suspend broadcast licenses for
up to 10 days and impose fines of up to
$1,000 a day for misbehavior.
During House debate on the bill,
members had batted down several floor
amendments — submitted by congressmen sympathetic to broadcasters- —
which would have softened or modified
the controversial suspensions and forfeitures. Before their overwhelming approval of the bill by a standing vote
(208 to 15), they also voted down two
attempts led by Rep. John B. Bennett
(R-Mich.), ranking Republican on the
House Commerce Committee and its
oversight subcommittee, to write amendments into the bill for FCC regulation
of the networks.
The Senate's recognition of the controversy over the suspension and forfeiture provisions and Sen. Pastore's
decision to hold hearings does not mean
the bill is dead. The August hearings
are scheduled so as to give the committee time to hear testimony on the controversial sections and make recommendations tothe full Senate on what
action it feels should be taken.
House Debate ■ The almost solid
House approval of the bill came after
debate spread over four days, which began with a 70-minute denunciation by
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of the House Commerce Committee
and the Legislative Oversight and Communications & Power subcommittees,
against Life magazine and the Knight
Newspapers for carrying stories which
charged that Rep. Harris and other congressmen had been living high on government expense accounts (Broadcasting, June 27). The series of stories has
brought drastic revision of expense account practices by House members.
In his speech which brought cheers
and handshakes from both Democratic
and Republican members. Rep. Harris
hinted that Time Inc. and Knight, both
broadcast licensees, were among the
chief foes of his payola reform bill
and that the stories were published in
retaliation for the oversight subcommittee's exposures of irregularities or irresponsibility involving the two publishers as broadcast licensees.
Before passing the bill, the House
58 (GOVERNMENT)

on

controversial

DETOURED
sections

rejected these proposed floor amendments:
■ That the $l,000-per-day forfeiture
not be invoked unless a violation continues for five days after written notice
has been served. By Rep. Charles R.
Jonas (R-N.C). 49 for, 90 against.
■ That the licensee be allowed to go
through a show-cause proceeding before a forfeiture is ordered instead of
going directly to court after the order.
By Rep. Jonas. 76 for, 105 against.
■ That the forfeiture be reduced to
a $200 maximum. By Rep. Jonas. Rejected by voice vote.
■ That the forfeiture provision be
deleted where a licensee has defied a
cease and desist order. By Rep. George
Meader (R-Mich.). 64 for, 91 against.

Ouch
At least four state broadcaster associations last week took positions against
the license suspensions and forfeitures
proposed in the payola bill (S 1898)
passed by the House and now in the
Senate.
Lee Ruwitch WTVJ (TV) Miami,
president of Florida Assn. of Broadcasters representing 131 radio and 12
tv stations, urged Florida Sens. Spessard Holland and George Smathers and
Chairman John O. Pastore of the Senate Communications Subcommittee to
call for a hearing before passage of the
"disastrous" provisions.
Tom Johnson, KTOK Oklahoma
City, president of Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., sent letters to the state's
congressional delegation urging "serious
and thoughtful reflection" on the problem of suspensions and forfeitures for
violation of "such vague or ambiguous
provisions as those now proposed."
Norman G. Gallant. WFAU Augusta secretary-treasurer. Maine Assn.
of Broadcasters, wrote the Maine delegation the association is opposed to
"punitive type" suspensions and forfeitures, saying the FCC already has
sufficient authority to correct abuses
and that broadcasters who intentionally
or unintentionally violate laws and rules
should have the opportunity to correct
such malpractices.
John Shott, WHIS-TV Bluefield,
president of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn., asked state broadcasters to
register "strong opposition" to suspensions and forfeitures with their congressmen and senators.

of House

bill

■ That the entire forfeiture section
be deleted. By Rep. J. Edgar Chenoweth
(R-Colo.). Rejected by voice vote.
■ That the FCC be required to regulate (but not license) all networks of
two or more stations; that the FCC require reports on network ownership
and operational policies, practices and
activities; that it classify networks and
issue rules requiring them to operate
so as not to adversely affect the ability
of affiliated licensees to operate in the
public interest. By Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.). 16 for, 101 against.
■ Motion to recommit the bill to the
House Commerce Committee with instructions to report it to the floor with
an amendment that would require the
FCC to license national (50-market)
networks for three-year periods under
conditions prescribed by the FCC in the
public interest. By Rep. Bennett. 35 for,
149 against.
Amendments adopted by the House:
■ That the license suspension may be
invoked only for false statements
"knowingly" made, "negligent or intentional" failure to operate as set forth
in the license and "negligent or intentional" violation or failure to observe
laws and FCC rules. (Thus, the FCC
would have to establish "knowing,"
"negligent" or "intentional" offenses before invoking suspension.) By Rep.
John Flynt (D-Ga.). Agreed to by voice.
■ That forfeitures be invoked only
where a licensee has "intelligently or intentionally" failed to operate his station
substantially as set forth in his license
or
has "negligently
or intentionally"
violated
or failed to observe
laws and
FCC rules. (The FCC would have to
establish deliberate failure to operate as
set forth in the license or negligent or
intentional violations or failure to observe laws and FCC rules). By Rep.
William Avery (R-Kan.). Agreed to by
voice vote.
■ That the existing provision in the
Communications Act allowing FCC
members to accept honorariums be
struck out. By Rep. Harris. Agreed to
by voice vote. (Rep. Harris explained
that this provision was non-controversial and that a bill to strike out the
honorarium provision already had been
approved by the Senate).
House opponents of the suspensions
or the forfeitures charged these provisions were:
■ Unnecessarily harsh, especially to
small stations (forfeiture).

of the "harm"
beginning
Onlybe the
Bailey
Rep. Cleveland
done.
that■ will
(D-W.Va.) asked whether proponents
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had considered broken program and
advertising contracts that would result
from suspension.
■ Duplicative. Rep. John Bennett
(R-Mich.) said either the suspensions
or fines would be adequate for FCC
sanctions, but both would be more than
necessary.
■ Confers excessive power on the
FCC. Rep. Ken Hechler (D-W.Va.)
felt it would give the FCC power to intimidate stations because of the variablity of the maximum and minimum
suspensions or fines that may be imposed. Rep. Robert Hemphill (D-S.C.)
thought it would lead to bureaucracy in
government.
■ Permits the FCC to impose censorship indirectly on station programming— Rep. J. Edgar Chenoweth (RColo.).
■ Set a precedent for other governmental agencies to ask for similar
powers, especially the forfeiture provisions— Rep. George Meader (RMich.).

■ Excessive. Rep. Jonas proposed
$200 instead of $1,000 forfeitures in
an amendment which was defeated.
■ Deprives a licensee, in forfeiture
cases, of show cause processes as in
cease and desist orders, and forces him
directly into court — where issues "will
be very narrow"- — without notice, without hearing and without opportunity to
"interpose a defense" — Rep. Jonas.
■ Inhibits growth of small businesses
(forfeiture) by imposing a fine on a
small station licensee "for each day he
contests and challenges" the FCC orMeader.der, plus cost of litigation. — Rep.
Rep. Avery's amendments to confine
suspension and forfeiture sanctions to
offenses committed deliberately, knowingly or negligently would remove objections to the two provisions. He acknowledged other agencies might ask
for similar sanctions, but said congressmen would "cross those bridges when
we come to them."
Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.) said the

provisions will deprive no licensee of
due process; that they are subject to
"full and complete judicial review at
every point"; and that it would be impossible for the FCC to act arbitrarily
or capriciously even if it so wished.
Rep. Harris said the forfeitures provision was added to the bill so the FCC
could impose that instead of a suspension where it saw fit, thus offering an
alternative to taking a station off the
air. The provisions not only assure that
licensees carry out their responsibility,
but affords them protection and proper
procedure, he said. Deletion of the forfeiture provision would make the
penalty more severe for the station, he
said.
Harms Stations ■ Rep. Bennett, in
opposing the bill, said the absence of
provisions for network regulation penalizes the stations for the sins of the networks. Noting the oversight subcommittee recommended licensing of networks, he said the networks dominate
tv programming, yet are not held re-

How Harris' payola strategy hit a snag
or suggest a Senate-House conferRep. Oren Harris' stratagem for (S 1898) the House group has been
ence to iron out differences.
sitting on since it passed the Senate
getting his multiple payola and other
amendments to the Communications
last year was made in the hope the
Shortly after the Senate commitAct enacted without a hearing on
Senate would agree to the House
tee adjourned its Wednesday mornthe Senate side ran into trouble last amendments, including a virtual reing meeting the plan to return in
week because of his insistence on
writing of an FCC pre-grant proAugust was announced and the committee was relieved of making that
cedure designed and approved by
license suspension and forfeiture
decision. Chairman John O. Pastore
features.
the Senate to replace the McFarland
His House Commerce CommitLetter and protest provisions of the
(D-R.I.) of the committee's ComCommunications Act.
munications Subcommittee theretee's decision a few weeks ago to
upon
promptly
announced that
Whether Rep. Harris' plan might
junk Rep. Harris' own bill (HR
11340) and graft its provision, in have worked became conjectural last hearings would begin in early or midredrafted form, onto a Senate bill week. The Senate Commerce ComAugust on the penalty provisions.
mittee, apparently well briefed on
the controversial nature of the suspensions and forfeitures, met Wednesday morning, the day after the
House passage of the bill. The Senate group knew Senate and House
leaders were at that moment in the
process of deciding whether to recess
at the end of last week and come
back after the national political conventions tofinish uncompleted legisuary. lation or to adjourn until next Jan-

Rep. Harris
Suspension and forfeiture . . .
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The Senate committee decided it
ought to hold hearings on the suspensions and forfeitures if Congress
were to return in August. It planned
to meet again the next day (Thursday) when congressional intentions
about an extended session would be
known. If it had been decided that
Congress would adjourn instead of
returning in August, the committee
then planned to face the problem of
whether to insist on hearings (and
thus kill the bill), ask for Senate
agreement on the House amendments

Sen. Pastore
. . . calls for a hearing
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sponsible for programming. At the
same time, he said, stations are held responsible for programming, but are unable to prevent such deceptions as tv
quiz fixes and such practices as the
payola and conflict of interest situations involving Dick Clark on ABCTV. He charged that Rep. Harris refused to hold hearings on his own,
milder bill for network regulation in
the public interest, despite numerous
requests.
The payola bill, without the network
regulation provisions, is a "farce and
a sham," he said. "It is mere window
dressing; a sop to the public for all the
big scandal headlines." He charged
Rep. Harris with "sidestepping" a
showdown on network regulation on
grounds no hearings had been held on
network regulation and said the oversight subcommittee's 3Vi years of hearings provide a valid basis for legislating.
Enaction of the payola bill without
network regulation, he said, "will take
off the heat which has been built up by
3V2 years of investigation. It will be
said, and the radio and television networks will do their best to spread the
word, that all the evils have been cured
by this bill. The public may swallow
this story and that will be the end of
any reform legislation. . . .
On Payoffs ■ Rep. Bennett also assailed the bill as it covers payoffs among

CRAVEN
states

ON
views

applicants and urged that anti-trafficking provisions (included in the networklicensing bill, HR 11340, not acted on
by the House Commerce Committee)
be added to the bill. The bill's provisions exempting mergers from prohibitions against payoffs exceeding actual
and prudent expenses, he said, "effectively destroyed" what the subcommittee tried to do to prevent blackmail
situations among applicants for new
facilities. "A merger can be a form of
payoff," he said, and "the same blackmail situation can occur." The bill provides amethod of evading the prohibition through merger, he said.
Rep. Steven Derounian (R-N.Y.)
supported
Rep.by Bennett's
views that
and
cited testimony
network officials
they should have exercised more diligence in the quiz rigging cases.
Answering Rep. Bennett's criticism.
Rep. Harris said the committee has not
yet held hearings on network regulation
and transfers; that perhaps "needed
changes" will have to be made.
But, he said, he is not satisfied that
licensing the networks might not be the
same as government control of proWhat About Others? ■ If networks
grams.
are to be regulated because they furnish
most of the programming, he asked,
should not independent producers be
regulated when they produce programs?
And how about advertisers and spon-

PROGRAM
in letter

A member of the FCC last week took
a verbal swipe at those who advocate
government regulation of programming
balance and content.
"Unfortunately, the advocates of this
philosophy of government intervention
in the processes of free speech are
vague as to how constitutional guarantees affecting freedom of speech should
be
applied,"
Commissioner
T.A.M.to
Craven
stated last
week in a letter
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee. Commissioner Craven continued:
they advance
the are
argument
that"While
radio broadcast
channels
in the
public domain and that broadcast licensees must operate in the public interest, they do not support this argument with any logical justification involving government intervention to enforce the 'right to speak' and the 'right
to hear' in the field of broadcasting.
Apparendy, adopting the theory that
the end justifies the means, they give
little or no thought to the illegalities
60 (GOVERNMENT)

to Sen.

CONTROL
Magnuson

and the impracticalities which surround
both the end and the means."
Commissioner Craven, an outspoken
critic of any FCC effort to get into
programming, wrote his letter to Sen.
Magnuson in answer to a statement
submitted by the American Civil Liberties Union on S 3171, requiring free
tv time for major presidential candidates. In that statement, ACLU maintained that the FCC "should have, and
energetically exercise," the power to
require radio and tv to provide the
means ". . . to the people's age-old
constitutional right of freedom to speak
and freedom to hear. The union looks
forward hungrily to the day when the
American people . . . will be assured
of an effectively modern right [through
radio-tv] to speak and to hear."
Commissioner Craven maintained
that the ACLU strayed far afield from
the
subject
matter of S3who
171.is "As
one
of seven
commissioners
charged
with the administration of the Communications Act, I find that the
philosophy advocated by the ACLU

sors, who contract for the programs?
Rep. Harris noted some sponsors were
"deeply involved in the problems" developed bythe oversight subcommittee.
"I think we had better be careful," he
said.
Rep. William H. Avery (R-Kan.)
said the amendment proposed by Rep.
Bennett provides nothing not already
in the bill and thus will '"accomplish t
nothing." If networks have been derelict, he said, he is certain they will now
assume "their full responsibility."
Adoption of the network regulation
proposal, he argued, might result in
defeat of the bill in the Senate.
Opponents
the since
Bennett
amendment also heldof that
it did
not
provide for network licensing, it would
be unenforceable.
The bill as finally passed by the
House provides;
■ Repeal of the existing honorarium
provision for FCC members.
■ Statutory authority for the FCC to
grant licenses for less than 3-year periods without going through rulemaking
proceedings presently needed to accomplish this purpose.
■ A 30-day waiting period before
FCC grant of an application for a new
broadcast facility, a major change or
a transfer.
■ A system to replace the existing
protest procedure whereby a party in
interest may file a petition to deny grant

would require that the commission take
actions which to my mind are contrary to the Constitution.
. . ."■ In his
Non-Existent
Legal Power
letter to the senator, the commissioner
said that it is abundantly clear that
the FCC does not have the authority to
regulate programming. He pointed out
that "even the most ardent advocate
of
of radio"be would
not government
require that control
an auditorium
made
available to someone who wanted to
make a speech — or force people to go
hear the speech. "And yet today," Commissioner Craven stressed, "there are
those who would have the commission energetically exercise a non-existent
legal power to force all broadcast stations to program so as to give maximum
range and balance in subject matter and
treatment of the people's constitutional
right of freedom to speak and freedom
to hear, apparently giving no thought to
the loss of private rights which flow
from a governmental act of this nature. .. .
"Aside from the abuse of constitutional rights and other possible adverse effects of government compulsion
in the use of private radio property,
there are practical limitations surrounding the use of broadcast stations
by citizens who choose to exercise what
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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of an application without hearing or
before a hearing begins, such petition
to contain information to show the petitioner is a party in interest and that
the grant would be against the public
interest and to include affidavits of persons with personal knowledge of the
facts alleged. The applicant would then
be allowed to reply and the FCC then
could deny the petition, giving reasons,
or order a hearing, allowing parties in
interest to participate upon qualification. The FCC could make temporary
emergency grants for up to two 90-day
periods, however.
■ Requirement for applicants for new
facilities or major changes to give
notice, according to FCC rules, in the
area to be served.
■ Requirement for the FCC to consider whether it would be in the public
interest to hold hearings in the area to
be served.
■ Prohibition of agreements by which
one pending applicant pays another
applicant for the same facility to withdraw unless approved by the FCC, the
FCC first to determine that the amount
involved does not exceed an amount
"legitimately" and "prudently" expended by the withdrawing applicant in
prosecuting his application.
■ Exemption, where merger is contemplated in the agreement of the
necessity for the FCC to determine
whether the amount of payment is exthey consider to be their constitutional
rights to address the nation over this
modern medium for mass communication. One does not need the mind of a
mathematician to understand that there
are insufficient channels and time to
permit all persons to use such limited

T.A.M. Craven
Hits at regulators
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

cessive.
■ Authorization for the FCC to suspend stations licenses for up to 10 days
for false statements "knowingly" made
in applications or reports, any grounds
warranting denial of an original application, "negligent or intentional" failure
to operate as set forth in the license,
"negligenttoor observe
intentional"
violation or
failure
Communications
Act provisions or FCC rules, violation
or failure to observe cease and desist
orders and violations of the U.S. criminal codes. Requires a show-cause order
to be issued before suspension is
ordered.
■ Relief for a station from having to
make an on-air announcement for services or property furnished free or at
nominal cost unless furnished in consideration for exposure beyond that
"reasonably related" to the use of such
property on the broadcast.
■ Authorization for the FCC to require "appropriate announcements" in
the case of program material furnished
for political programs or programs
treating controversial issues.
■ Authorization for the FCC to
waive requirements for announcements
where it sees fit.
■ Requirement for the licensee to
exercise "reasonable diligence" in seeing that announcements are made
when required.
■ Requirement for station employees.

It is obvious. Commissioner Craven
facilities."
continued, that careful discretion must
be exercised as to when and for whom
stations should be made available. "And
who is more qualified to exercise this
discretion — seven government representatives sitting in Washington who
logically cannot be appraised of the
needs and desires of the many heterogenous communities ... or the licensees
who must meet the needs of the persons they serveCraven
in order
to survive?"
Commissioner
asked.
"The answer is inherent in the question. Nevertheless, advocates of government control of expression would have
the commission substitute its judgment
for that of the licensees of the stations.
Apparently, no concern is given to the
fact that such substitution could be accomplished only through arbitrary action on the part of the commissioners
and by the most flagrant disregard of
the licensees' primary responsibility."
The FCC can best exercise its statutory functions by requiring licensees to
set forth reasons for believing their
programming is geared to the public
interest, Commissioner Craven said.
By following such a course, the commission would not be passing upon program contest or balance or arbitrarily

networks and their employees, independent program producers and their
employees or other non-licensees to inform the licensee of cases where payments or other services or property
are furnished and an announcement is
required and requires those who make
payments or furnish property to do the
same, with penalty of a $10,000 fine
and a year's imprisonment.
■ Authorization for the FCC to impose fines of up to $1,000 a day on a
broadcaster who "negligently or intentionally" fails to operate substantially
as set forth in his license or "negligently
or intentionally" violates or fails to observe provisions in the Communications Act or FCC rules, or who violates
or fails to observe an FCC cease and
desist order.
■ Prohibition of any person from
helping contestants in broadcast contests of intellectional knowledge or intellectual skill to influence the outcome; prohibits persuasion, bribery or
intimidation to cause a contestant to
refrain from using his skill or knowledge in such a contest; prohibits deceptive plans to prearrange the outcome
of such contests and games of chance;
prohibits participation in producing or
broadcasting a program knowing such
deceptions are taking place. Penalty for
violations: $10,000 fine and a year's
imprisonment.
deprive the licensee of freedom of expression, he stated. "Nor would the
commission be usurping authority in
areas from which it is precluded by
the Constitution and the Communications Act," he concluded.
Commissioner Craven asked that his
statement be incorporated in the files
of the Commerce Committee.
Vhf

booster

measure

goes to White House
The Senate last week concurred with
a minor House amendment to a bill (S
1886) to legalize vhf tv boosters and
the legislation went to the White House.
The bill excepts vhf tv boosters from
the Communications Act requirement
that transmitting apparatus of broadcasting stations must be operated only
by persons
holding
an FCCtheoperator's
license.
It also
authorizes
FCC to
waive the requirement for a construction permit for vhf boosters now in
operation.
Meanwhile, the FCC last week extended the period of "grace" for existing vhf booster stations 30 days from
June 30 (Thursday). The Senate originally passed the bill Sept. 9, 1959, and
it v/as approved by the House June 24,
with amended language.
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JUST

ANOTHER

Video tape not motion
A New York State Supreme Court
justice has ruled that under United Scenic Artists' contracts with the three tv
networlcs, video tape is just another part
of television broadcasting and does not
involve work entitled to extra pay.
Justice Samuel M. Gold made the
ruling in staying arbitration proceedings
sought by the Scenic Artists" New York
Local 829 against NBC, CBS and
ABC. The union had claimed that video
tape productions are in the same category as motion picture productions and
therefore should be governed by motion pictures' higher pay rates.
In denying this claim Justice Gold
noted that the union contracts with the
networks, signed in November 1958,
deal with employment "in connection
with [the networks'] operations in teleFCC

error

claimed

in Rochester

grant

A long time controversy centering on
the late Frieda Hennock. former FCC
Commissioner, and her participation in
the 1953 FCC sharetime grant of ch. 10
in Rochester, N.Y., has once again been
brought before the commission. Federal
Broadcasting System, licensee of 'WSAY
Rochester, losing applicant in the 1953
grant, last week protested the license
renewals of sharetimers WVET-TV and
WHEC-TV on the basis of the Hennock
affair.
Minutes of the FCC meeting at the
time the grant was made showed the
vote to be 3-3 but a final decision was
granted on a 3-2 vote with Miss Hennock abstaining. Miss Hennock later
told the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee that a legal quorum was
not present. Although not voting, she
issued a strong dissenting opinion saying that the grant was "the worst thing
that ever came out of the commission."
Broadcasting, April 7, 1958).
IN

THE

HILL

picture,

OF

TV

court

says

vision broadcasting in New York City,"
and that video tape at that time was already a part of the networks' television
operations.
On the union's claim that video tape
and film productions are closely akin,
Justice Gold had this to say: "It is to
be noted . . . that motion picture film
is produced in motion picture studios
and that the use of motion picture
cameras and equipment is required,
whereas video tape recordings are produced in television studios with television cameras and equipment."
The decision denied, too, the union's
contention that the contracts were limited to live broadcasting. The union
had advanced this claim as another argument for exempting vtr from the contract provisions.
Federal told the commission it had
received a letter from Rep. John E.
Moss (D-Calif.), member of the oversight subcommittee, which "shows that
the renewals were improperly issued
and . . . not in the public interest."
Federal said Rep. Moss received a letter from FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford on May 4, "which shows Miss
Hennock to have been present during
the vote . . . when in fact she had been
Federal quoted the following excerpt
absent."
from
Mr. Ford's letter:
"Following the March 11th meeting,
it was the understanding of the Minute
Clerk . . . that Commissioner Hennock
was not participating in consideration
of the Rochester ch. 10 applications
. . . Notations listing [her] as not participating were prepared . . . but Miss
Hennock's
legal assistant
clerk and informed
her . . called
. that the
the
entry was to show Commissioner Hennock as abstaining from voting ... It
appears however that during consideration of the Rochester ch. 10 applica-

tions Commissioner Hennock was absent from the meeting room intermittently and hence, under the standard
terminology used to describe such a
status, was not participating."
Federal told the commission the
court of appeals had treated Miss Hennock as being physically absent from
the meeting room. If, as it now develops, she was both present and absent
intermittently, the affirmative vote of
three members of the FCC was not the
affirmative vote of the majority present,
Federal asserted.
New

temporary

grant

for ch. 9 Baton

Rouge

Ch. 28 WAFB-TV Baton Rouge,
La., last week received its second special temporary authorization from the
FCC to operate on ch. 9 pending a
final grant for regular operation. The
special authority is for 90 days, or until a regular grant is made for operation on ch. 9. Modern Broadcasting
Co., which owns WAFB-TV, is the sole
remaining applicant for the vhf channel and holds a favorable initial decision (Broadcasting, June 20).
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington had upset an earlier FCC temporary authorization for operation on ch.
9 by WAFB-TV pending the outcome
of a comparative hearing (Broadcasting, Feb. 15). The channel was reallocated to Baton Rouge following its removal from Hattiesburg, Miss. A second applicant for ch. 9 Baton Rouge,
Community Broadcasting Co. (WIBR),
had its application dismissed, receiving
out-of-pocket expenses and an option to
purchase 20% of Modern.
On

policy

group

The two most important senators to
broadcasting — Sens. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) and John O. Pastore
(D-R.I.) — have been appointed to the
Democratic Policy Committee by Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.). Sen. Magnuson is chairman
of the Senate Commerce Committee
and
Sen. Pastore heads
the committee's
Communications
Subcommittee.
The

HOPPER

Here are capsulated versions of
new legislation of interest to broadcasters and advertisers:
HR 12625. Rep. Joseph E. Karth (D-Minn.)
— outlaw practice of advertising or offering a
product for sale at less than its delivered
cost (for purpose of inducing customers to
come to a place of business). Provides for recovery of triple damages to competitors injured by such "loss leader" or "bait advertising" practices and for injunctive relief through
the
courts. June
Penalty,
a year's imprisonmnt.
14. $5,000
JudiciaryandCommittee,
HR 12655. Rep. John Brademas (D-Ind.)—
repeal the manufacturer's excise tax on radio
and
mittee.tv sets. June 15. Ways & Means Com62 (GOVERNMENT)

PART

HR 12662. Rep. Joseph E. Karth (D-Minn.)
— prohibits advertising claims falsely representing that a product is being offered at
Vi(holesale
price. June 15. Commerce Committee.
HR 12758. Rep. Philip J. Philbin (D-Mass.)
— permit tax-exempt organizations to engage
in propaganda or in influencing legislation if
the purpose of such practices is relevant to
the purposes w/hich qualify such organizations
for
Meanstax-exempt
Committee. status. June 21. Ways &
HR 12831. Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.)—
term as scribed
"misleading"
advertising
predrugs by brandthe name
if theofbrand
name is not also accompanied by the generic
name
mittee. of the drug. June 27. Commerce Com-

policy group clears legislation for Senate consideration.
Broadcasters
FCC

Conelrad

oppose
plans

Broadcasters don't like the FCC's
proposal which would require them to
install standardized Conelrad alert signal equipment (Broadcasting, May 2,
March 21). This was the indication
from over 30 new comments on the
proposals which have been filed with
the commission.
In general, all broadcasters were
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

concerned about the added cost of the
new equipment which is estimated anywhere from SI 50 to S500. Both NBC
and CBS favored the rulemaking idea,
but stipulated that it should be discarded if cost to station owners is too
high. ABC supported the NAB comments which show that cost of the
equipment can run as high as $1,500
and would cost the broadcast industry
some $10 million.
The proposed rulemaking would
make all stations install equipment
making automatic broadcast of the
Conelrad attention signal and the triggering of public receivers. KHF-AMFM Wichita, Kan., stated that the plan
adds "more to the burden" already
borne by broadcasters. WCCO-AM-TV
Minneapolis stated that, in general,
there are no receivers which can receive the proposed attention signal.
Deadline for comments was June 13.
■

Government

briefs

Common carrier hearing ■ FCC has
granted protest of Springfield Television
Broadcasting Corp (WRLP [TV] [ch.
32]) Greenfield. Mass., and designated
for hearing applications of New England Microwave Corp., to provide common carrier tv relay service to a catv
system at Athol, Mass. The commission
authorized New England Microwave to
continue construction pending a final
decision.
Idaho grant ■ The FCC has granted
an application for ch. 10 in Pocatello,
Idaho. The grant was made to Sam
H. Bennion, sole owner, who proposes
to operate the station with power of
.595 kw visual and .296 kw aural. Mr.
Bennion. a petroleum distributor, has
also applied for tv stations in Idaho
Falls (ch. 8) and Twin Falls (ch. 13),
both Idaho.
Site change ■ The FCC has granted
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich, an application to change its transmitter site.
The station's transmitter will now be
located 22 miles north of Kalamazoo
and 18 miles south of Grand Rapids.
It will be changed from a location 7
miles north of Kalamazoo and 32 miles
south of Grand Rapids. In making the
grant to WKZO-TV, the commission
denied a petition by WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich., which sought to withhold
action or deny the Kalamazoo request.
Two repeaters ■ Grants were made by
the FCC last week for two Minnesota
translator stations. Owned by Leech
Lake Tv Corp.. the new stations will
translate programs of KDAL-TV and
WDSM-TV. both Duluth. Operating on
chs. 72 and 76, the repeaters will be
located in Walker, Minn.
Kahn comments ■ Kahn Research Labs
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Inc., Freeport, L.I., N.Y., has won a
point with the FCC. Its petition
for rulemaking to permit am stations
to operate with a compatible single
sideband will be the subject of further
FCC study (Broadcasting, Jan. 25).
The commission has invited comments
by Sept. 30 on the Kahn petition. The
firm claims that its system will better
reception, with less interference, by
existing receivers without modification.
FCC now seeks answers to specific
questions concerning the need and desirability for the proposed rulemaking.
No extra ID ■ A request for a waiver
of rules to allow WJPB-TV Harrisonburg, Va., to identify itself with two
other cities has been turned down by
the FCC. The ch. 5 station sought to
identify itself as Harrisonburg-Staunton-Wayesbro.
More on towers ■ At the request of
Storer Broadcasting Co.. the FCC has
extended to July 19 the time for reply
comments to its rulemaking proposal
regarding construction, lighting and
marking of antenna structures. The
commission has proposed amending
the rules to eliminate the Airspace
Panel and give its authority over antennas to the Federal Aviation Authority.

Court upholds FCC's
Red party questions
By a 2-1 vote, the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington last week upthe FCC's license
right to whether
ask the or
holder
of a held
broadcast
not
he has ever belonged to the Communist
Party or any organization advocating
the overthrow of the U. S. government.
Thewasquestion
right
put to of
the the
courtcommission's
by Morton
Borrow, holder of a first class operator's
license and employed by WPEN Philadelphia, whose application for license
renewal was dismissed in December
1959. Mr. Borrow refused to answer
the two questions and asked for a hearing which was granted. After revocation of his first class permit, he appealed to the court (Broadcasting,
May 30).
The court majority. Chief Judge E.
Barrett Prettyman and Circuit Judge
Wilbur K. Miller, said "it would be
difficult to imagine" a question more
relevant or more material to the qualification of a radio operator than the
one on seeking to overthrow the government. Power to use radio should not
knowingly be granted to those advocating such action, the court ruled. Dissent was issued by Circuit Judge George
T. Washington who said FCC should
not be empowered to deny a man his
livelihood and hit the "flimsy framework" of the commission case.

ks
woreFir
(fir'wurks) n.
1. a brilliant

display

of explosives.
2. e.g. the editorial
impact

of free

thought

as voiced

onwmca.
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WHAT'S
Network

NEW
plans

ABC-TV

Day in Court
Love That Bob
The Texan
Queen for a Day

1-1:30

About Faces

CBS-TV
News (8-8:15)
Captain Kangaroo
(8:15-9)
December Bride
Video Village
I Love Lucy
Far Horizons
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
(12:30-12:45)
Guiding Light
(12:45-1)
News
(1-1:05)

WGN-TV
to syndicate
Notre Dame football
The U. of Notre Dame will televise
all its football games this fall on a
national delayed basis, with WGN-TV
Chicago's syndication sales department
handling sales and distribution rights
for the video taped versions.
For Notre Dame, it will mark the
second straight year of delayed telecasts. For the Tribune Co.'s station, it
will assay WGN-TV's first solid entry
in the vtr syndication field. Among
other properties slated for distribution:
the award-winning Great Music from
64

DAYTIME

for fall show

Weekday television is shaping up
for the fall with program shuffles on
each network. New serials are born to
replace those that die. A mobile tape
show is added by one network as a
similar series is scuttled by another.
Two game shows will have their first
time out this fall on separate networks,
and a morning variety show is leaving.
Otherwise, viewers will have roughly
the same selection of games, drama and
reruns they are used to. One standard,
Queen or a Day, is sure to remain
but its dial address is uncertain between ABC-TV, which made a deal
to get the show, and NBC-TV, which
has it now and intends to keep it.
Major changes in the three schedules
are noted below, followed by the Monday-through-Friday, a.m.
7
to 6 p.m.
lineups.
ABC-TV to fill a new hour at the
top of its card, ABC is doubling Day
In Court, adding a "morning session"
in the 11-11:30 leadoff spot, and programming a new afternoon series,
Road to Reality, at 2:30-3 p.m. Two
established afternoon hours are being
acquired, while two others will be

8- 8:30
8:30-9
9- 9:30
9:30-10
10- 10:30
10:30-11
11- 11:30
11:30-12
12- 12:30
12:30-1

ON

there

are

TELEVISION

few

struck. Love That Bob moves from
12:30 to the half-hour 60 minutes
earlier. The network had announced
for this spot a new serial, Hope
Springs, but this apparently has been
abandoned with intended acquisition of
Queen For a Day. Reruns of The
Texan, currently on the CBS nighttime schedule, replace Restless Gun,
12-12:30, the latter banished. ABC
wants to start Queen For a Day in the
12:30 half-hour beginning Oct. 10 but
is prepared if necessary to fill with
something else until expiration of the
NBC contract at the end of the year.
NBC is contesting ABC's announced
acquisition of Queen, holding it has a
verbal agreement for renewal (Broadcasting, June 27). The rest of the
current ABC schedule stands, with
Road to Reality in for the Gale Storm
Show, which is dropped in the fall.
CBS-TV ■ Three new half-hours, a
game and two serials highlight the fall
lineup (Broadcasting, June 27). The
game. Video Village, replaces at 10:3011 a.m. Jack Linkletter"s mobile tape
show. On the Go. Far Horizon, which
may show up at 11: 30 under a different

changes

title, and Full Circle are the new 30minute serials, the latter already on the
air instead of For Better or Worse,
which left the network last month.
NBC-TV ■ Changes are localized in
the afternoon, with Queen For a Day
moved to the end half-hour of the day,
4:30-5 p.m., and a new entry, The Jan
Murray Show subtitled Charge Account, substituted at 2-2:30. This is
described as a game with elements of
comedy and marks the return of the
old Treasure Hunt m.c. after that show
was cancelled in last fall's purge of
prize programs. The network is enthusiastic about another addition,
Here's Hollywood, which will tour the
film capital on tape, presenting interviews, fashions, fan news, interior decorating and film-location features.
Here's Hollywood goes in at 4-4:40
p.m. in the place of Comedy Playhouse reruns which will be seen no
more. Make Room for Daddy, 3:30-4
p.m. reruns of the Danny Thomas
Show now on lately on CBS-TV Monday nights, will replace From These
Roots, which is being dropped.

1960-61 NETWORK DAYTIWIE SCHEDULE
(Monday through Friday)
NBC-TV
ABC-TV
2- 2:30
Today (7-10)
Day intoCourt
Road
Reality
1:30-2
3-2:30-3
3:30
Beat the Clock
WhoTrustDo You
Dough Re Mi
4- 4:30
Play
Your
Hunch
American
3:30-4
Price is Right
Bandstand
Concentration
Truth or Consequence;
It Could Be You
5-5:30
Strip
4:30-5
Action-Cartoon
5:30-6
Chicago and The Blue Fairy. Over 100
stations are expected to carry the 1960
ND football schedule.
A third principal in the agreement
is Newspix Inc., N.Y., which will provide transmission and network facilities. The fourth: Notre Dame's own
commercial property. WNDU-TV
South Bend, Ind.
Plans were announced Thursday by
Thomas Hamilton, general manager of
WNDU-TV; Mickey Greenman, president of Newspix, and Edward W.
(Moose) Krause, ND athletic director.
The telecasts will be produced by
WNDU-TV and video taped for de-

in store

CBS-TV
As the World
Turns
Full
Circle
Houseparty
The Millionaire
Verdict Is Yours
Brighter
(4-4:15)Day
Secret Storm
(4:15-4:30)
Edge of Night

NBC-TV
Jan
Murray
Loretta
YoungShow
Daddy
Theatre
Young Dr. Malone
Make Room For
Here's Hollywood
Queen For a Day

layed playback, in most cases for Sunday televiewing. Harry Wismer will
handle play-by-play and Mr. Krause the
color background. Games will be edited
to one complete hour with every play
and will be offered for sponsorship.
The telecasts will run Sept. 24 through
Nov. 26.
The fight box office
TelePrompTer Corp., New York,
announced last week that more than
half a million spectators paid a record
$2,274,662 to view the closed circuit
telecast of the Patterson-Johansson
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Is a charity
Is a charity telethon worth the
effort?
The National Foundation (polio,
arthritis and birth defects) and
WTTG (TV) Washington were asking themselves this question last
week after a detailed accounting was
made public of the expenses and donations involved in a 14-hour Jan.
9-10 telethon that the station aired
for the cause. The results:
Contributions — $6,000 from the
studio audience, plus $16,000 from
viewer pledges (viewers actually
pledged a total of $41,000, but later
$25,000 worth couldn't be collected); expenses — $21,850; net profit
for the charity — $150.
Where did ail the money go? Officials felt that was a question, considering the fact that WTTG donated $9,600-worth of air time, station
talent participated in various promotions and extensive free facilities
and cooperation were given by local

telethon

worth

food and transportation firms, hotels,
the telephone company and others.
According to the National Foundation's accounting for the total of
$21,850 in expenses, $5,000 was
spent for talent on the show, headlined by Eddie Bracken and John
(Sheriff of Cochise) Bromfield, plus
about 20 others; $3,500 went to
WTTG to reimburse the station for
union personnel (weekend overtime)
and other technical expenses; $2,500.
as fee to telethon producer Chris
Sheldon; $1,000 as fee to Kodinskey
Telethon Consultants, New York;
$1,500 for rental of George Washington U.'s Lisner Auditorium, plus
$500 to adapt the auditorium to telethon use; $1,000 fee to Theatre
Authority; $750 fee to William Morris Agency; $500 to telephone
company for 90 phones to use on
air for collecting pledges (bill was
actually $3,700, but the phone company said to forget $3,200 worth

it?
of it); $1,200 for orchestra, and
$4,400 for incidental expenses such
as press luncheons, art work, mailings and long distance phone calls
to arrange talent and other details.
Frederick Rummage, executive director of the Metropolitan Washington Committee of the National
Foundation, considered the telethon
was, overall, a success. He praised
Producer Sheldon and commented,
"for a UGF (United Givers Fund)
town, I think we did a good job.
Only an extremely poor percentage
of collection of pledged contributions (about 39% as compared to
the national average of about 85%)
prevented a financial success — which
wasn't our only objective. Publicity,
too, was a goal and we accomplished
WTTG officials were reluctant to
be quoted, but unofficially it appeared that the chances of any future telethons are nil.
that."

heavyweight championship bout on
June 20.
Irving B. Kahn, TPT president, said
that virtually complete reutrns from
229 viewing locations indicate that
484,894 paid admissions accounted for
gross receipts of $2,251,162. In addition, he said, the closed-circuit telecast
beamed to 13 community antenna systems will raise the gross to $2,274,662.
He said that other sources, such as
radio, motion picture and foreign tv,
will raise the gross by at least $450,000.
Detroit specialty fm
Jazz fans and classical music connoisseurs will each have fm stations devoted to their interests in Detroit soon.
WABX (FM), which schedules only
concert and classical music, went on
the air May 4. WIPE (FM), with an
all-jazz format, expects to begin broadcasting before the end of the year.
Cerritos Broadcasting Co., which operates KNOB (FM) Long Beach, Calif.,
another all-jazz station, has been granted a construction permit by the FCC
on 92.3 mc with initial power of 10
kw. The antenna tower will be 150feet tall, located atop the Cadillac Bldg.,
which will also house WIPE'S studios.
WABX has announced a policy of
accepting spot announcements only on
the hour and half-hour, guaranteeing
the listener 30 uninterrupted minutes.
The good music station operates on
99.5 mc with 36.4 kw. It is located
atop the David Stott Bldg. in downtown Detroit.
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FILM

COMPANIES

Packages
stations

include
are

SEEK

big post-48

probed

There was a new and sudden spurt
of activity last week by holders of feature films yet to be shown on television.
The activity included a probing of
stations on possible pricing for a Screen
Gem's package of Columbia Pictures'
product released theatrically in the post1948 period, and a dangling before the
tv industry
of Samuel Goldwyn's feature film holdings.
An SG spokesman acknowledged
that its sales officials have approached
stations throughout the country to ascertain their views on Columbia's post'48 features. He said that within a few
weeks, after collecting the opinions of
tv station executives throughout the
country, SG and Columbia will decide
whether or not to release the features.
The spokesman added that no sales
policies have been decided with regard
to the sale of the features as a bulk
package or in several groups. He estimated some 350 Columbia features are
in the post-'48 library.
The Goldwyn product actually is in
two parts: a package of 45 pre-1948
films and a number of post-'48 movies.
The pre-"48 pictures are being sold first.
Enter Erickson ■ Rodney Erickson,
a Warner Bros, consultant and ex- Young
& Rubicam executive, is handling the

on

DEALS
features;

possible

pricing

sale of films for the Goldwyn company.
For this purpose, he's reactivated Rodney Erickson Enterprises Inc., New
York, which has been assigned the sales
task. Mr. Erickson, who has completed
an assignment selling NBC-TV's political coverage this year, obtains a percentage of the sale gross.
At present, Mr. Erickson aims for a
network sale of such titles as "Wuthering Heights," "Pride of the Yankees"
or "Little Foxes." In the pre-48s also
such films as five Danny Kaye and two
Bob Hope features. Mr. Goldwyn's
"Hans Christian Anderson," which was
released in 1952, will be offered slated
for Christmas season showings. Once
the network phase is over for the few
top pictures, the package of films will
be
in syndication (via markets
and placed
stations).
It is expected that the Goldwyn package will bring one of the largest sums
of any theatrical film collection yet
made available for home viewing via
television. One of the package is "The
Best Years of Our Lives" released in
1946 and a winner of top awards. Many
of the movies date from the early days
of sound pictures, some films starring
Ronald Coleman and Eddie Cantor
(Broadcasting, May 9).
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EDUCATORS

GIVE

AWARDS

Networks, stations honored for programs
ABC, CBS and NBC were honored
79-station National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
with Silver Bell awards presented by
A number of individual stations were
the National Education Assn. for distinguished interpretive reporting on
education. The awards were made last presented awards for state or local reporting. Those stations are KRON-TV
week at the second general assembly of San Francisco: WNEM-TV Bay City,
the NEA at its convention in Los AngeMich.: KMOX-TV St. Louis. Mo.:
les.
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va., and
KOMO-TV Seattle. The award to
In television, CBS won two awards —
KRON-TV San Francisco was made
for documentary interpretation ("Who
for a 1 3-week series produced in coSpeaks for the South?" produced by
operation with the California Teachers
Fred W. Friendly), and for discussion
Assn. and carried by 20 stations. The
("How Can We Improve Our EducaNew Jersey Broadcasters Assn. was
tion for Leadership?") in the Great
given an award for cooperation with
Challenge series. NBC won two
the New Jersey Education Assn. in
awards — for documentary interpretaplacing
a daily five-minute radio protion ("Back to School" produced by
gram on 15 member stations.
Reuben Frank), and for dramatic inSimilar awards were made to newsterpretation ("The Secret of Freedom"
produced by Robert D. Graff). ABC
papers, magazines, press associations
and companies for public service adwon an award for dramatic interpretavertising on behalf of education.
tion for a segment of the Leave It to
Beaver series ("Teacher Comes to DinUAA files court suit
ner" produced by Joe Connelly and
Bob Mosher).
In radio, CBS won an award for against W. Va. catv
United Artists Associated Inc., New
documentary interpretation for "EduYork, filed suit last week in New
cation Limited," a segment of the Hidden Revolution series produced by ArYork Federal Court against NWL
thur Rabin. In the same category, NBC
Corp., operator of a catv system in
won an award for "Education in West Virginia. The suit charges infringement of copyright.
America," 90-minute program in the
Image America series produced by
UAA, which is affiliated with United
Peter Lasally. The National EducationArtists Corp., distributes Warner Bros,
al Television & Radio Center also won
features, Popeye cartoons and other
an award in this category for Everyshorts and cartoons. It has sold such
body's Mountain, a 14-week series profilms to tv stations in Pittsburgh, Steuduced by Robert Lewis Shayon and
benville, Ohio, and Wheeling, W. Va.
broadcast through the facilities of the
NWL operates catv's in Clarksburg and
Fairmont, both West Virginia.
The suit charges that NWL receives
IF YOU'RE
the telecasts of these tv stations and reCHARGED
WITH
produces programs over its own facilities "without payment and without
a .PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
consent of the copyright owner or the
INVASION OF PRIVACY
tv stations." UAA seeks an injunction,
damages and "an accounting of profits."
■ COPYRIGHT VIOLATtQN
A similar case (Broadcasting, June
Be ready with our unique
13, brought by KXLF-TV Butte-Helena,
EXCESS INSURANCE
Mont., ended with a court decision
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
that the tv station had no property inat amazingly moderate cost. Writel
terest "by copyright or otherwise" in
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
any programs broadcast or in any "sigCORPORATION
nals or programs" received on the catv
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New Yo.'k, Chicago, San Francisco,
system.
107 Williarr
175 W.
100 St.Bush
St. ' jackson
SEG wins support
Board of directors of Screen Extras
Guild Thursday (June 30) unanimously
voted to ask the guild's membership for
authorization to call a strike against
I see
the Alliance of Television Film Producers. A report on the situation will
be made at the annual SEG member2&13
pages
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ship meeting July 8. Following that,
the membership will be polled by a
secret mail referendum. Meanwhile, a
National Labor Relations Board hearing on SEG charges of unfair labor
practices by ATFP started last week. 1'
The guild alleges that ATFP is unfair
in refusing to bargain independently of
the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers.
SEG contracts with both organizations
expired April 2, 1959.
If the Screen Extras Guild calls a
strike against the Alliance of Television Film Producers and the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers and other
producers of motion pictures for tv
and theatrical release, it will have the
support of the Associated Actors &
Artists of America, AFL-CIO parent
of all U.S. performers' unions. Approval and support of such a strike was
voted by the AAAA international board
at its annual meeting in New York
SEG contracts with the producers expired April 2, 1959, and no new contract has been negotiated. SEG asked
for separate negotiations with ATFP,
contrary to previous joint ATFP- |
AMPP bargaining sessions, and on li
AFTP's refusal to bargain individually
SEG went to the National Labor Relations Board, which issued a complaint against ATFP on which hearings
began Wednesday (June 29).
SAG-AFTRA
now

seems

merger
unlikely

Possibility of a plan of mutual cooperation between the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
and the Screen Actors Guild rather
than a merger of the two talent unions
has arisen, it was revealed following a
three-day meeting of the merger committees of the unions in Hollywood,
June 24-26.
A joint statement issued following
the sessions said that "there was full
discussion of the Cole merger plan,"
but added that "both SAG and AFTRA
committees have reservations regarding the organization plan drawn by
Mr. David Cole." Mr. Cole was hired
joindy by the two unions to draw up a
plan for a merger if his studies should
prove that merger is a feasible idea.
His recommendations, issued early this
year (Broadcasting, Feb. 22), were
strongly in favor of a merger.
After the meetings, which included
a lengthy discussion of an alternative
plan of mutual cooperation between
the two organizations, both committees were to report back to their national boards. The SAG committee
made its report last Monday (June
27) and was instructed to continue its
exploration of the cooperation plan.
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■SoFCAsIIS] ®
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows Call times are EDT).
NBC-TV
July 5-8, 11-13 (11-11:30 a.m.) Price
Is Right, participating sponsors.
July 5-8, 11-13 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
July 5, 12 (9:30-10 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through Merman, Craig & Kummel.
July 6, 13 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogiivy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel.
July 8 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
July 8 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
July 9 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
July 9 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Redcfy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
July 9 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
July 10 (8-9 p.m.) Music On Ice, sustaining.
July 10 (9-10 p.m) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through J. Walter Thompson.

Writers

end

strike

against

tv films

The strikes of Writers' Guild of
America against the producers of filmed
programs for television, launched Jan.
16, are now at an end. At 5 a.m. June
25, following an all-night session, the
tv networks accepted for their tv film
productions the same six-year pact previously agreed to by the Alliance of
Television Film Producers and the
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers (for
the tv program operations of the major
movie studios) (Broadcasting, June
27).
Terms of the agreement negotiated
between WGA and the tv networks are
identical to those with ATFP and
AMPP, with one exception. Recognizing that networks may put tv films on
as sustaining programming or may sell
a time-and-program package at a special rate, the joint fact-finding committee (now expanded to include representatives of the networks along with
WGA, ATFP and AMPP) will determine in such cases what the writers'
royalty payments for reruns should be.
In normal circumstances of the producer's sale of rerun rights to an advertiser or broadcaster, the writer is to get
a minimum of 4% of the gross rerun
revenue and more if an analysis of past
sales indicates it is justified.
The royalty provision, replacing the
current system of rerun payments on
a percentage of the original sale price
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

of the tv film script, is to go into effect
in either two years (if the producers
agree) or four years (in any event).
Farm

directors

air problems
The role of radio and television in
telling the story of the American
farmer was the main topic of discussion at the spring meeting of the National Assn. of Television and Radio
Farm Directors in Fresno, June 23-26.
Attended by more than 200 members
of the association, the meeting re-emphasized the importance of farm broadcasting both for dissemination of news
to the farmer and also in keeping the
public informed about agricultural
problems.
William Warne, Director of Agriculture for the State of California, told the
meeting that farm broadcasting is-more
important than ever to farm families
across the nation who have "enormous
interest" in agricultural news provided
by broadcast media. Mr. Warne also
stressed that farm broadcasters keep
the public informed of farm problems
which influence our economy and politics.
Wally Erickson, NATRFD president
and farm director for Triangle Broadcasting stations, said convention members toured agricultural installations in
the San Joaquin Valley "to learn and
carry back information to the listeners."
■

Program

buy 4 TV markets with one
purchase, one film, one billing!
AND you can save enough (because of combination rates) to buy
an additional market! It's a BIG
market — so, you get the additional bonus of BIG co-ordinated promotion and merchandising assistance!

notes

Flamingo's radio plans ■ Flamingo
Films Inc., New York, has established
the Flamingo Radio Dept. headed by
Murray Grabhorn. former ABC vice
president for owned stations. Flamingo
President Ira Gottlieb said the move was
another step toward expansion since the
distributor was acquired by the BuckCorp. last year.
Radio'sof
first eye
undertaking
will Flamingo
be distribution
musical service announcements, offering a catalog of promotion spots, IDs
and introductions to time, weather,
news and business segments. Faillace
Productions, New York, will execute
the musical spots.
Programming assistance ■ Program
Dynamics, N.Y., will open shop on
August 1 as a new program consultant
company, under the direction of Hal
Moore, former WCBS New York program director. Mr. Moore will offer
radio stations and station representatives analysis of programming, production, promotion, music and 'station
image'. In addition to on-the-spot station program analyses, stations may
submit air checks or audition tapes for
analysis, criticism and recommendations
for alterations.

St
televi

texsLS
s ion

net-work:
'. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr.'
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising
Alexander H. Galloway elected
president of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., succeeding late Francis G. Carter.
William S. Smith Jr., sales manager,
appointed to board of directors.
Henry G. Fownes
Jr., vp and eastern
division manager of
MacManus, John &
Adams, N.Y., elected
to board of directors.
Mr. Fownes, who was
with Mildred Fenton
Productions, N.Y., as
Mr. Fownes
producer - director,
joined MJ&A in 1950. He was vp and
supervisor, radio-tv department until
his appointment to managerial post.
Howard E. Whiting, vp, account
supervisor and director of operating
committee, appointed vp and manager
of Montreal office of Leo Burnett Co.
of Canada Ltd. Mr. Whiting joined
Burnett at Toronto in 1957 as manager
of media-research and shortly later was
promoted to account supervisor. He
was named vp in 1958 and director
and operating committee member in
1959.
Sidney Wallach,
formerly vp of Grant
Adv., Hollywood and
Toronto, joins Massey-Ferguson Ltd.,
■J
North American Operations, Toronto, as
MhAl
advertising manager.
^ssmm
Prior to his associaMr. Wallach tion with Grant, Mr.
Wallach was western regional news director of ABC, and on editorial staffs
of New York Herald-Tribune and St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.

For the Sale or Purchase
of a Radio or
Television Station
SEE
HAMILTDN-LANDIS
R ASSOCIATES,
MEDIA BROKERS

INC.

Washington, D.C., Chicago,
Dallas, San Francisco
NATIONWIDE • NEGOTIATIONS •
FINANCING • APPRAISAtS
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FORTUNES

Maj. Gen. Harlan C. Parks, USAF,
leaves military service to join McCannEricksdn as general corporate executive. He will take over administrative
duties of Wilbert G. Stilson who retires this year as executive vp and general manager of McCann-Erickson Inc.
Roger A. Purdon, senior vp in N.Y.
office, named creative director.
James A. Gordon appointed assitant advertising manager of H.J. Heinz
Co.
Chester G. GiflFord named president
of Simoniz Co., Chicago (waxes and
polishes), succeeding Elmer Rich Jr.
who becomes board chairman.
Eugene C. Judd, formerly with
Narragansett Brewing Co., joins Coty
Inc. as advertising director.
Ira L. Joachim, advertising and sales
promotion manager, Pilot Radio Corp.,
joins copy department of Donahue &
Coe, N.Y.
David Herzbrun, formerly promotion director of CBS Radio, joins Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., copy staff.
Jim Wanke, formerly in news bureau of WCCO Minneapolis, joins Padilla & Sarjeant, pr firm, that city.

charge of all S-P marketing, advertising, sales and sales promotions.
Will C. Long, formerly copywriter,
Al Paul Lefton, N.Y., joins Fuller &
Smith & Ross, that city, as senior copywriter.
Richard F. Reynolds, in radio-tv
department of D.P.
Brothers & Co., Detroit, appointed vp
and director of radio
and tv. He has been
with agency since
1955. Previously, he
Mr. Reynolds
was general manager
of Cinecraft Productions, Cleveland.
Norman Cohen, controller, administrative assistant, Mogul Williams &
Saylor, N.Y., elected secretary.
David H. Kutner, formerly vp and
general manager of Motorola Sales
Inc., Chicago, appointed executive astries,sistantthatto vp
city.of Helene Curtis IndusAlbert H. Coleman appointed general sales manager, food products division of Pet Milk Co.
Richard F. Casey,
vp, director
of re-&
search at Benton
Bowles, N.Y., elected
member board of directors. Mr. Casey

Victor Keller joins pr staff of Gray
& Rogers, Philadelphia advertising,
merchandising and pr agency.
Robert A. Murphy named director
of radio and tv films for Allied Adv.,
Cleveland. He formerly was with
Cinecraft Films.
Kent M. Redgrave, formerly with
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, joins MacMellan Assoc., Baltimore advertising
agency, as consultant on radio-tv plans
and production.
Phyllis Cunnyngham, copy group
head of drug and cosmetic division of Kastor Hilton Chesley
Cliftord & Atherton,
N.Y., elected vp. Miss
Cunnyngham joined
Miss
agency in Fall of
Cunnyngham
1958. Previously she
was with Dowd, Redfield & Johnson,
that city, as copy group head on drug
and cosmetic accounts.
Bill Jay joins Los Angeles office of
BBDO as account executive on PepsiCola.
L. E. Minkel, formerly with Mack
Trucks, joins Studebaker-Packard Corp.,
as vp of marketing. He will have

joined agency in 1957
as project director,
J
was named to present
Mr. Casey
post same year. Prior
to his affiliation with B&B, Mr. Casey
was research executive with National
Analysts Inc. for 8 years.
Robert Miller, formerly of Cleveland Broadcasting, joins N.Y. sales staff
of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.
Helen Macarthy

: S" ^
i,
W
- -^ W^

Miss
Macarthy

diappointedformedia
rector
NahasBlumberg
Corp.,
on adverti
sing
Houst
agency. She formerly
was with ABC and
Henri-Hurst
& McDonald as media buyer.

Nelson Bond, executive vp of McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., named to
board of directors of Advertising Federation of America. He will be chairman of finance committee.
Audian Paxson, formerly sales manager of KROD El Paso, Tex., to White
& Shuford, advertising agency, that
city, as account executive.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Edward W. Harbert II, account
executive on Pepsi-Cola, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N.Y., appointed account
executive for K&E's corporate pr.
The

Media

Selvin Donneson,
sales manager of
WWRL and WRFM
(FM) both New
York, elected vp. Mr.
Donneson joined
WWRL in 1947 as
^^^NMp[ times salesman, later
1^^^ ^^Sk advancing to other
Mr. Donneson
positions in sales department.
Robert Churney, sales manager at
KGVO Missoula, Mont., promoted to
station manager. Previously, he was
sales manager at KBMN Bozeman,
Mont.
Ross Donaldson and W. Preston
Wood promoted to director of creative
services and manager of script services,
respectively, at NBC-TV. Mr. Donaldson was director of script services and
Mr. Wood programming executive.
James L. Tomlin, formerly with
WLUC-TV Marquette, to WLUK-TV
Green Bay, both Wisconsin, as general
sales manager.
Marvin W. Harms
Jr., Avery-Knodel,
Chicago, named assistant director of tv
sales. Mr. Harms,
who joined company
in 1955, previously
was with Edward Petry Co. and George
Mr. Harms HoUingbery Co., both
Chicago.
Albert Wasserman, formerly of
CBS News, joins Creative Projects,
NBC News, as producer-writer-director. Richard Kellerman, supervisor for
Information Services, CBS News, joins
NBC as coordinator of Community
Relations
for America's Future, public
affairs series.
John W. Kiermaier, assistant director of public affairs for CBS News, promoted to director of public affairs. He
will supervise all informational programming for both CBS-TV and CBS
Radio.
Frederick H. Garrigus, manager of
NAB organizational services depart-

acquired WNBC (TV), uhf outlet in
new Britain-Hartford, Conn., of which
he was general manager. He had been
with station since 1946, continued as
vp and general manager until network
sold it in 1959.

New directors
Five new directors have been
elected to board of Chicago
Broadcast Advertising Club for
1960-62 season. They are Genevieve Lemper, head timebuyer,
Foote Cone & Belding; Hovt^ard
B. Meyers, vp, Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell; Roger K. Houston,
CBS Radio Network sales manager, Chicago; Charles E. Gates,
sales manager, WGN and Robert B. Irons, advertising manager,
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana. The
board, including five holdover
members, is expected to meet
shortly and elect new BAC president, with Arthur W. Bagge,
midwest radio manager of Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, expected to
be named (Closed Circuit, June

A. B. (Bill) Hartman appointed sales
manager of WBZ Boston and WBZA Springfield. He formerly was
with WICE Providence, R.I., in similar
capacity. Prior to that,
he was account executive at WJZ-TV Baltimore.

William L. Woods appointed national
sales manager of WCTV (TV) Tallahassee, Fla.

6). He
tive vp. presently is BAC's execument since formation five years ago,
has resigned with abolition of unit by
association's policy committee. He formerly was with WEEI Boston when
station was managed by late Harold E.
Fellows. Organization functions taken
over by Howard H. Bell, NAB vp.
Cliff Yaney, formerly of WCHB
Inkster, to WABX-FM Detroit, both
Michigan, as chief engineer-program
director.
Peter B. Kenney,
station operations
consultant for NBC
International, named
station manager of
WRC-TV Washington. With NBC since
1956, Mr. Kenney
has been in Buenos
Mr. Kenney
Aires assisting NBC
International in formation, construction
and operation of ch. 9 (station CADETE), which went on air there June
9. Mr. Kenney joined NBC when it
America's

Mr. Hartman

Ray Vitale, promotion department
copywriter for WCBS New York,
named assistant sales promotion manager. Edward Hanna joins stations
public information department as copywriter.
Lou F. Daniels, formerly program
director of WBRY Waterbury, Conn.,
to WATR, that city, in similar capacity,
succeeding Jordan Kaplan.
Kenneth W. Heady

appointed director of
pubg and
progr
affairs for
lic ammin
KCMO
Broadcasting Co.,
Kansas City. He will
be in charge of all
ing activiprogramm
V.for KCMO
FM-Tties
He -AMjoined
station in 1939.

Mr. Heady

on superproducti
Berger,
Norman
V Youngst
own,
visor of WKBN-T
Ohio,
promoted to program director of
WKBN-AM-TV, succeeding Paul Turner, named assistant program director
for KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
Ginger

Leading

Brasher,
Business

formerly with
Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Joret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVIE?;
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KHEN Henrietta, Okla.. to KAIR Tucson, Ariz., as account executive.
Samuel T. Jones, certified public
accountant with The Katz Agency,
N.Y., promoted to assistant treasurer.
Joseph Fierro, formerly account executive at N.W. Ayer, Detroit, joins Katz
radio sales staff.
Lawrence Hannon joins KFMB-FM
San Diego, Calif., as account executive.
John R. Peterson, sports editor of
WFBM Indianapolis, appointed account executive. Francis Mulhall, formerly account executive with WGEE,
that city, to WFBM in similar capacity.
Jerry Sawyer appointed account
executive at KHAT Phoenix, Ariz.
Ralph Crosthwaite, professional
basketball player with Cleveland Pipers,
joins WHK, that city, as account executive.
Bill Baxley, assistant sales manager
of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, joins
KLAC, that city, as account executive.
Jack Murray, formerly on sales staff
of WFBL Syracuse, N.Y., to WHEN,
that city, in similar capacity.
Dick Gruber, formerly in sales division of 5/. Paul Dispatch, and Al
Lealesage, formerly announcer salesman at WZMN Superior, to radio
sales staff of WTCN Minneapolis-St.
Paul. Mike Hamlin, formerly air personality at WJIM Lansing, Mich., to
WTCN-AM-TV announcing staff.
Joyce M. Shannon, joins American
Baptist Convention, N.Y., as station
relations director of radio-tv department.
George Moynihan, formerly assistant program manager and director
of public affairs for WBZ-TV Boston,
appointed executive producer for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York.
Howard Gilreath, manager of
WVOP Vidalia, acquires WBBN (now
WPGA) Perry, both Georgia. Lowell

to KCBS San Francisco in similar ca- i
Mutual

elects

Herbert P. Buetow, president
and member of board of Minnesota Mining & Mfg., St. Paul,
elected to board of directors of
Mutual Broadcasting System. Also elected: Bert S. Cross, Joseph
C. Duke and Clarence B. Sampair, MM&M executive vps,
board members; Robert H. Tucker, MM&M secretary: Louis F.
Weyand, vice chairman, executive committee; James L. Hayes,
retired vp; John J. Verstraete,
director of communications for
3M, and Robert F. Hurieigh,
Mutual president.
Register, vp of Evans County Broadcasting Co. (WCLA Claxton, Ga.),
named manager of WPGA. Bob
Goode, formerly with WVOP, appointed sales manager and chief engineer.
Richard Loeb, manager of production services at KABC-TV Los Angeles,
named manager of program services at
ABC-TV western division, succeeding
Rowe S. Giesen, appointed manager of
programming western division. Donald
G. Kraatz, production coordinator of
live programs, becomes ABC Film coordinator. Kaslon Zoller succeeds Mr.
Kraatz.
Dick Westman resigns as vp of
KLAC Los Angeles. Before joining
KLAC year ago, Mr. Westman had
been west coast manager of Arkwright
Adv. on Robert Hall clothing account.
Previously, he was with Intermountain
Radio Network and KUTV (TV) Salt
Lake City.
Don Spots, commercial manager of
WVOP Vidalia, Ga., promoted to general manager.
H.S. (Hank) Basayne, formerly program manager of WCCO Minneapolis,

pacify.
Mark Smith, instructor and radio
school consultant, joins WGLLAM-FM
Babylon, N.Y., as news and special
events director.
Glenn Adkins Jr. appointed producN.C. tion supervisor of WLOS-TV Asheville,
Don Watt named administrative assistant in charge of Seattle studios of
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
Thomas F. Conley, Charles Dismukes and Sydna Altschuler join
WGBH-FM Boston (educational station) as producers.
Lee Armentrout, recording engineer
at Wilding Picture Productions, Chicago, joins WBBM, that city, as producer.
Robert D.C. Long named operations
manager for WKAZ Charleston, W.Va.
Robert J. Heller, formerly director
of special surveys for American Research Bureau, joins WXEX-TV Richmond. Va., as promotion director.
Mort Roberts, formerly on announcing staff of WOTW Nashua, N.H.,
joins WHIL Boston as news and public
service director.
Norman
Vaughn
joins WCBG
Chambersburg, Pa., as news director.
James R. Hickman, formerly with
KCMO-TV Kansas City, to WIS-TV
Columbia, S.C., as news director, succeeding William Minshall, now newscaster with KYW-TV Cleveland.
Ben F. McGuire, formerly continuity director of WESC Greenville, S.C.,
to WFBC-TV, that city, in similar capacity.
Mack David, vp and news director
for KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La., elected chairman of Louisiana-Mississippi
Associated Press Broadcasters Assn.
James A. Stabile, NBC vp in charge
of standards and practices, elected
president of Catholic Apostolate of
Radio, Television and Advertising
(CARTA).
Douglas Buck joins news staff of
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Armand Penha, formerly undercover agent for FBI, appointed Americanism director for WNAC-AM-TV
Boston and The Yankee Network. Position is newly created and part time.
It was established to aid heavy public
service programming schedule of
WNAC.
Programming
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Bud Austin, vp and director of sales
for Goodson-Todman Inc., N.Y., named
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

executive vp, N.Y. Mr. Austin, who
joined company in 1955, was previously director of sales for National Telefilm Assoc. and producer of pilot films
for NBC-TV. Harris L. Katleman, vp,
California, also made executive vp.
William H. Anderson, vp in charge
of studio operations for Walt Disney,
elected to board of directors.
Arthur Stolnitz, executive in business affairs department of Ziv-UA,
Hollywood, named director of new
program development.
Walter, Lowendhal, executive producer of Wilding Co., N.Y., joins
Dynamic Films Inc., that city, as executive vp and member of board of directors.
Renee Valente, production supervisor on Art Carney series for Talent
Assoc., N.Y.. named production chief.
Bernard Girard and Robert Lewis
form Girard-Lewis Productions, new
firm to produce tv films, motion pictures and legitimate plays. Mr. Girard
formerly was with Rosenberg-Coryell
Adv., Los Angeles. Mr. Lewis is producer-writer-director. New firm is located at Paramount Studios, Hollywood.
Frank Cleaver, formerly vp in
charge of programming for California
National Productions, joins Vortex
Productions as vp.
Marilyn Gold, director of promotion
for Flamingo Films, N.Y., appointed
director of advertising and publicity.
B. B. Kahane reelected president of
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. Other officers elected: Valentine Davies, 1st vp; Wendell R. Corey,
2nd vp; Hal Elias, secretary; Hal Mohr,
assistant secretary; Fred L. Metzer,
treasurer; John O. Aalberg, assistant
treasurer.
Chuck Worcester, news director of
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, named
chairman of Associated Press Radio
and Television Assn. Committee on
Wirephoto-Photofax.
Robert Lang rejoins west coast sales
staff of NTA, N.Y. He had been on
leave of absence.
Harry Sosnik, conductor, composer
and arranger, named musical director
of new CBS-TV program, Talent
Scouts, effective Aug. 1 .

Jerry F. Donovan, director of advertising and pr for AMF Pinspotters,
N.Y., named vp.
David Connell, on production staff
of Captain Kangaroo, named producer.
Equipment

&

EngVing

Moses Shapiro, executive vp of
General Instrument Corp., Newark,
N.J., elected president, succeeding
Monte Cohen, named vice chairman
of board.
Donald G. Clarke named president
of Birmingham Sound Reproducers
(USA) Ltd., College Point, L.I., New
York. BSR ( USA) is American distributor of BSR record changers and decks
for tape recorders.
Charles P. Ginsburg, leader in development of Videotape tv recorder
for Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
elected vp. He has been with company
for 10 years. F.D. (Dan) Meadows appointed manager of video project administration.
Glenn R. Lord, Fritz Gross and
Thomas Phillips elected vps of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass. Warren K.
Schoonmaker appointed manager of
advertising and sales promotion for
semiconductor division at Needham,
Mass.
Harold A. Goldsmith named president of Siegler Corp.'s Bogen-Presto
Div., Paramus, N.J., producer of hi-fi
components and tape recorders.
Paul J. Connery and Frederick H.
Wirths named vp of finance and comptroller, respectively, for American
Cable & Radio Corp., N.Y.
George L. Mallory appointed vp of
operations for Gates Radio Co., Quincy,
111. He formerly was manager of manufacturing for electronic section of Martin Co's Denver Missile Div.
Hugh J. Daley named vp of Magnecord sales for Midwestern Instruments,
Tulsa, Okla. He will be in charge of
sales and marketing for entire Magnecord line.
Walter D. Nolte, manager of Hammarlund Manufacturing Co. (control
systems and radio equipment). Mars
Hill, N.C., named vp.
George Friedl Jr., formerly vp of
Litton Industries, named director of operations for Houston Fairless Corp.,
Los Angeles.

COIVIBIiXIED
MARCH

HOMES
TOTAL BBIU
*60

SURVEY

Sid Weiss named regional sales representative, American Concertone Div.,
American Electronics, Culver City,
Calif.
^
OW

N
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Andrew Gombar appointed general
plant manager of Pace Circuits Corp.,
Mineola, N.Y.

pages
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Ed Straw promoted from staff to

Reps: Weed Television Corp.
Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd.
Scharf Broadcast Sales Ltd.

commercial and industrial representative for Crown International, subsidiary
of International Radio & Electronics
Corp., Elkhart, Ind., covering New
York and several Atlantic seaboard
states.
International
Patrick Dolan, president of BBDO
International, London, elected to board
of BBDO, N.Y. Mr. Dolan, who recently merged his agency, Dolan,
Ducker, Whitcombe & Stewart Ltd.
with BBDO to form BBDO International, fills vacancy caused by retirement of Alex Osborn, vice chairman
ATTENTION

of
board. Mr.
Osborn,in one
of agency's
founders,
remained
Buffalo,
N.Y.,
as head of that branch until 1938
when he became executive vp and general manager of firm.
Edmund J. Aleks, western district
sales manager for Ampex Tv Recording Equipment, appointed managing
director of Ampex Australia, Pty., Ltd.,
established as subsidiary of Ampex International S.A. of Fribourg, Switzerland.

! SMALLER

NOW

UHF

Alan Butler and Ed Welch named
representatives for retail sales department of CFRB Toronto, Ont.
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''Ruggedized

EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION

Someday your community
city'
SimpliMUST
and WILL have a LOCAL television station for LOCAL EXPRESSION and/or Education.
Electron Corporation is proving
daily that be it UHF or VHF—
Here is a sensible investment —
LOW COST HIGH QUALITY extremely reliable TV equipment.
-Scoreboard
In Operotion
KRET-TV
Richardson
Texas

In Process

KRNM-TV
Roswell, New
Mex.
Key West, Fla. KCDA-TV
Douglas, Ariz.
(Video-cable Grand Island,
only) Neb.; Santa
Fe, New Mex.

Before the FCC
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Alamosa,
Colo.
Missoula, Mont.
Lamar, Colo.
Gallup, N.M.
Salina, Kansas
Springdale, Ark.
Key
West, Ark.
Fla.
Ft. Smith,

IMAGINE!!!
FOR

MUCH

TV Station ALONE

LESS

than the cost of any competitive

Electron will supply . . .

• A Complete FCC Approved TV Station with guaranteed
coverage
• FCC Application processing
• All necessary converters to convert your community
UHF)

(if

• Engineering and installation
• Year to Year technical service
• Aid in obtaining special filmed programming

packages

INVESTIGATE NOW! ! !— DO NOT DELAY— THIS IS 19601 I !
ELECTRON
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CORP.
A Subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 5570 — Dallas, Texas

Allied

Fields

Perry B. Frank Jr., formerly account
executive at National Telefilm Assoc.,
N.Y., becomes president of Sport
Photos Inc., that city, marketing firm
dealing with pictures of sporting events.
Homer P. Metzger, formerly vp and
account supervisor for Dowd, Redfield
& Johnstone, (defunct N.Y. firm) joins
Henry Schapper personnel agency, that
city, as vp in charge of advertising
recruitment.
Lionel S. Wishneff, formerly in Sociology Dept., of Oregon U., joins Institute for Motivational Research, N.Y.,
as scientific coordinator.
Albert M. Wharfield, vp of A.C.
Nielsen Co. and reserve army Lt. Col.,
awarded Army Commendation Medal
for outstanding contributions to pr development for Army and Defense Dept.
Leonard H. Marks, Washington
radio attorney and formerly president
of Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
named treasurer of National Citizens
Committee for Lyndon B. Johnson. Mr.
Marks is also former assistant general
counsel of FCC.
Deaths
George Cranston,
64, for many years
general manager of
WBAP-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth, died June
22 following long illness. He had been
with station since
1930 and was execuMr. Cranston
tive until 1958 when
he became consultant. He was member
of Broadcast Pioneers. Survivors include daughter Pat Cranston, Professor of Communications at U. of Washington, and son Lt. Col. Robert Cranston, chief of American Forces Network, Europe.
John C. Appleton, 42, account
executive with Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
died of heart attack June 22. Previously he was with Grey Adv., that city.
William R. Goodheart Jr., 58, former
NBC Radio vp and
consultant, died June
26 in Phoenix, Ariz.
Mr. Goodheart, who
was with NBC from
1956 to 1958, was
Mr.
founder of Music
Goodheart
Corp. of America, as
well as former president of Official
Films, N.Y. He originated and supervised Guy Lombardo and Jack Benny
shows on radio, and helped bring
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Eddie Duchin and others to prominence.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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COMPACT

TUBE

&

ENGINEERING

FROM

GE

'Compactron' will reduce set cost and size
General Electric Co. last week (June
ful in color tv, reducing bulk, expense
and circuit complexity it was stated.
28) announced development of a new
A new anode material developed by
electronic device called ■"Compactron."
GE and a supplier is said to cut heater
a tube-like unit described as promising
significant cuts in size and complexity
power requirement of the cathode as
of radios, tv sets, hi-fi, electronic or- much as 40% .
gans and industrial gear.
Merger tall<s start
In disclosing the potential of the
Compactron, I. D. Daniels, general
for Ampex and TMI
manager of GE's electronic components plants at Owensboro, Ky., said
Ampex Corp., currently serving the
costs "will be reduced appreciably while
data processing and computer industry
preserving the superior performance
characteristics of tubes in relation to with magnetic tape handling equipment
through its subsidiary, Ampex Data
other existing miniaturized devices."
Products Co., hopes to strengthen its
A radio receiver using two Compacservice to this field through a merger
trons measures IVi inches high and
with Telemeter Magnetics Inc. Negotiadeep, IOV2 inches wide, with most of
tions are currently underway between
the two companies, with George I.
the width ascribed to "the generous
size of the speaker." Tv sets with the Long Jr., Ampex president, heading up
device would have 10 compactrons
company's representatives, while
compared to present 15-tube circuits his
Erwin Tomash, TMI president, is chief
using three diodies, or 24 transistors
spokesman for his company.
and 1 1 diodes.
TMI manufactures punched ferrite
W. F. Greenwood, marketing mancores of various sizes, which are magager at Owensboro, said savings in
netically bistable and are a basic memmaterial and labor would make possiory element in all modern computers.
ble a 20% lower price per function
I MI is 85% owned by Paramount Picthan tubes and considerably lower than
tures Corp. and is a spin-off from Paratransistors, with marked simplicity in mount's International Telemeter Division, whose engineers, in developing
production methods and integration
of more functions into a single unit.
memory apparatus for this company's
pay-tv system, came up with other
Sales potential is envisioned as "tens
of millions of dollars by the end of memory products not needed by pay tv
but usable by manufacturers of com1962."
puting equipment. So it was separated
Compactrons will be especially use-

from ITC by Paramount and set up as
a separate organization.
"We're both in the memory business," an Ampex spokesman said, "and
combining forces will enable us to serve
the computing and data processing industry more etfectively." Despite TMI's
previous relationship with IT, the telemeter pay tv system is in no way involved
in the projected merger, he emphasized,
nor has it any
relationship
Ampex's
operations
in tape
recordingto radio
and
tv programs.
Jerrold
1975

to redeem

debentures

Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia,
last week announced to stockholders
at the annual meeting that a call has
been issued for the redemption of the
company's
6% convertible
subordinated debentures,
due June 1,
1975.
The issue in the amount of $2,750,000
is Jerrold's only long-term debt, he
stated, and the redemption ofl'er is an
indication of the company's increased
financial strength. (For 1959 Jerrold
figures, see Broadcasting, June 13.)
Of the original convertible debentures, $400,000 worth was outstanding
as of June 24. These bonds may be redeemed at the redemption price of
105% of the principal amount or they
may be converted at the conversion
price of $5.75. Thus each bond of
$1,000 may be converted into 173
shares of Jerrold common stock, the
company announced.
At the meeting Mr. Shapp told
stockholders that for the first quarter
ended May 31, 1960, sales are running
at approximately
lastquarterly.
year's level. Jerrold does not report
Olympic
color

to produce

television

sets

Olympic joined the still relatively
small band of color television set producers last week.
The cludecompany's
1961console
line will
a 21 -inch color
with in-a
suggested retail price of $695 and a
"stereocenter" combination featuring
a 21 -inch color receiver, am-fm and
phonograph for $995. The suggested
prices are for mahogany cabinets;
blonde costs $20 extra; walnut $30.
The color sets are among 50 tv
Savers
space ■ development,
General Electric's
newest ofelectronic
the
Compactron, is described as a space
saver. Two Compactrons (right) are
said to do the work of five miniature
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

tubes (left) in performing identical
functions in a radio receiver. The diagrams show the functional role of the
old and new components. Research into
new uses continues.

models in Olympic's new line.
"stereocenter" combinations can
vide different audio programs at
locations simultaneously for am
fm stero broadcasts.

The
protwo
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NETWORK

SHOWSHEET

PROGRAMS,

TIMES, SPONSORS

Published first issue in each quarter
Networks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time,
program title in italics, followed by
sponsors or type of sponsorship. Ab-

breviations: sust., sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor; co-op,
cooperative local sponsorships. F, film;
L, live; T, video tape. All times EDT.

SUNDAY MORNING
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust.,
L.; 10:30-11 Look Up and Live, sust., L.
NBC-TV No network service.

CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lucy in Connecticut, Lever,
F; 10:30-11
beam, L. What's My Line, Kellogg, SunNBC-TV 10-10:30 Loretta Young Show, Toni,
Warner-Lambert,
alt., F; 10:30-11 No network service.

SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 No Network service. 12:30-1
Johns Hopkins File, sust., L.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1:30 College News Conference, sust,.
L: 1:30-2 No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
2-3 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NEC-TV Major League Baseball, Bayuk, Anheuser-Busch, various sponsors.
3-4 p.m.
ABC-TV
3-3:30 service.
Open Hearing, sust., L; 3:30-4
No network
CBS-TV Baseball Game of the Week, L.
NBC-TV Major League Baseball, cont.
4-5 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Baseball, cont.
NBC-TV work4-4:30
service. Baseball, cont.; 4:30-5 No net5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV
5-5:30 Matty's Funday Funnies, MatF. tel Inc., L; 5:30-6 Lone Ranger, Gen. Mills,
CBS-TV 5-5:30 No network service; 5:30-6
Face the Natioyi, sust., L.
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Baseball, cont.; 5:30-6 The
Silent Voice, sponsor TEA, F.
SUNDAY

EVENING

6- 7 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 FYI. sust., L; 6:30-7 Twentieth
Century, Prudential, F.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press, U.S. Tobacco,
alt. L.; 6:30-7 Edwin Newman Reporting,
sponsor TBA, L.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7-7:30 Broken Arrow, Mars, F; 7:30-8
Maverick, Kaiser, Drackett, F.
CBS-TV 7-7:30 Lassie, Campbell Soup, F; 7:308 Demiis the Menace, Best Foods, F.
NBC-TV Overland Trail, Lorillard, WarnerLambert, Breck, P&G, A.S.R., F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Maverick, cont.; 8:30-9 Lawman, Reynolds Tobacco, Whitehall, F.
CBS-TV Ed Sullivan Show, Colgate, Eastman
Kodak, L.
NBC-TV Summer on Ice, sust., L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 The Rebel, P&G, Liggett &
Myers, mour,
F; duPont,
9:30-10
The Alaskans,
L&M, Gen.
ArChevrolet,
Polk Miller,
Foods, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theatre, Gen. Elec, F;
9:30-10 Alfred Hitchcock, Bristol-Myers, F.
NBC-TV Chevy Mystery Show, Chevrolet, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 The Alaskans, cont.; 10:3011 Johnny Staccato, Alberto-Culver, F.
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11-11:15 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
Sunday L.News Special, Whitehall alt.
with Carter,
NBC-TV No network service.

nation, S.C. Johnson, Scott, Hoover, Bauer
& Black, Armstrong, L.
NBC-TV 2-2:30 Queen for a Day, Culver,
Heinz,
L; 2:30-3 Heinz,
LorettaF. Young
Theatre, Nabisco,
Nestle, Frigidaire,
3-4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Beat the Clock, part., L; 3:304 Who Do You Trust?, part., L.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Millionaire, Standard
Brands, Colgate-Palmolive, and sust., F;
3:30-4 The Verdict is Yours, American Home
Products, Toni, Lever, Sterling Drug, Scott,
Standard Brands, Esso, Helene Curtis, L.
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Young Dr. Malone, Procter
Elec, Sterling, Heinz, Miles, Block Drug,
P&G, Plough, Brown & Williamson, Culver,
Jergens,
Coty,Roots,
Mennen, Nabisco, L; 3:30-4
From
These
& Williamson,
L. Plough, Jergens, Brown
4-5 p.m.

MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Today, various sponsors, T.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 8-8:15 CBS-News, sust., L; 8:15-9
Captain Kangaroo, part., L.
NBC-TV Today, cont.

ABC-TV 4-5 American Bayidstand, part., L.
CBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, P&G, L;
4:15-4:30 Secret Storm, American Home
Products, Remington Rand. Standard
Brands, Gen. Mills, Scott, L; 4:30-5 Edge of
Night, P&G, S.C. Johnson, Armstrong,
Helene Curtis, Pet Milk, American Home
Products,
Sterling Drug, Nabisco,
and sust., Pillsbury,
L.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 Comedy Playhouse, sust. until
7/1
Procter
Time,forsust.,
F. Elec, F; 4:30-5 Adventure

9- 10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Today, cont.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 The Red Rowe Show, sust.,
L; 10:30-11 On the Go, J.B. Williams. F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Dough Re Mi, Nabisco, Jergens,
Proc. Hunch,
Elec, Sterling
Block Drug,
10:30-11
Play Your
Drug, L;Whitehall,
Brown & Wilhamson, Colgate, Heinz, Miles,

ABC-TV 5-5:30 American Bandstand, cont.;
5:30-6 Captain Gallant (Mon.); Rocky and
his Friends (Tues., Thur.) ; My Friend
Flicka,
(Wed.);
Foods, Gen.
Mills,RinF. Tin Tin (Fri.), Gen.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
6-7:30

L.
1 1 a.m. -Noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 I Love Lucy, Lever, Gerber,
U.S. Steel, Gen. Mills, Kodak. F; 11:30-12
December
Bride, Scott, Colgate, Helene Curtis, F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 The Price is Right, Sterling,
■Whitehall,
Heinz, Culver,
Culver, Lever,
Miles,
L;
11:30-12Frigidaire,
Concentration,
Frigidaire, Miles, Nabisco, Brillo, Whitehall, Heinz, Brown & Williamson, Mennen,
L.
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Restless Gun, part., F; 12:30Love That Bob, part., F.
CBS-TV Products,
12-12:30 Love
of Life,
American
Home
Gen. Mills,
Nabisco,
Toni,
Helene Curtis, Pet Milk, L. 12:30-12:45
Search for Tomorrow, P&G, L; 12:45-1
Guiding Light, P&G, L.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Truth or Consequences,
Miles, P&G, Whitehall, Nabisco, Culver,
Heinz, Frigidaire, Brillo, Procter Elec, L;
12:30-1 It Could Be You, P&G. Culver,
Miles, Whitelrall, Heinz, Procter Electric,
Nabisco, Frigidaire, Brillo, L.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV
1-1:30 service.
About Faces, part., L; 1:30-2
No network
CBS-TV 1-1:05 Network News, sust., L; 1:051:30 No network service; 1:30-2 As the
World Turns, Carnation, P&G, Pillsbury,
Standard Brands, Sterling Drug, Nabisco,
Quaker Oats, Gen. Mills, Helene Curtis, L.
NBC-TV No network service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-2:30 Day in Court, part., L; 2:30-3
Gale Storm Show, part, F.
CBS-TV 2-2:30 For Better or Worse, Lever,
sust. segments, Dumas Milner, Toni, L;
2:30-3 Art Linkletter's Houseparty, Kellogg,
Lever, Pillsbury, Chicken O' the Sea, Car-

5-6 p.m.

ABC-TV
6-7:15 L.No network service; 7:15-7:30
News, sust,,
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News, American Home Products, Philip
Morris,
service. Carter, alt.; 7-7:30 No network
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
Huntley-Brinkley
No network service.News, Texaco, L; 7-7:30
11:15-1 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Jack Paar Show, various sponsors,
MONDAY
EVENING
T.
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Cheyenne, J&J, American
Chicle, Armour, Ritchie, P&G Ralston, F.
CBS-TV
Products,KateL. Smith Show, American Home
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Riverboat, Noxzema, Sunshine, P&G, Del Monte, A.S.R., F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30
cont.; 8:30-9:30
Bourbon
StreetCheyenne,
Beat, Reynolds
Metals,
Brown
&
Williamson,
duPont,
AlbertoCulver, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 The Texan, Brown & WilliamwithLever,
All State,
8:30-9F. Father
Knowsson, alt.Best,
Scott F;
Paper,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Riverboat, cont.; 8:30-9 Tales
of Wells
American Tobacco, alt.
with
P&G, Fargo,
F.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Bourbon Street Beat, cont.;
9:30-10:30 Adventures in Paradise, Liggett
& Myers,
Reynolds
mour, Chevrolet,
Gen. Metals.
Foods, F.duPont, ArCBS-TV 9-9:30 Talent Scouts, sust., F; 9:30-10
Spike Jones Show, Gen. Foods, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Peter Gunn, Bristol Myers,
R.J.
Reynolds,
F; 9:30-10
Alcoa Goodyear
Theatre,
Alcoa, alt.
with Goodyear,
F.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30

Adventures in Paradise,
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cont.; 10:30-11
Amateur Hour, Pharmaceuticals, L.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Hennesey. P. Lorillard, alt.
with Gen. Foods, F; 10:30-11 June Allyson,
duPont, F.
NBC-TV Purex Specials, Purex, F.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7 -30-8:30 Bronco, alt. with Sugarfoot,
Brown & Williamson, Carnation, Haggers.
duPont. Chevrolet, Polk Miller, F. Last
plav
6. service.
CBS-TVdate,
No Sept.
network
NBC-TV Laramie, L&M, Warner-Lambert,
Ansco Camera, P&G, Sunshine Biscuit,
Del Monte, A.S.R., Philip
Miles, Colgate,
Morris,
F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Bronco, or Sugarfoot, cont,F.
8:30-9 Wyatt Earp, Gen Mills, P&G,
F;
Girl, sust.,
Bad Morris,
Peck'sPhilip
8-8:30Gillis,
CBS-TV Dobie
alt. with
8:30-9
Pillsbury, F.
+
o on q TBA.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Laramie, cont.; 8:30-9 tra
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9-30 Rifleman, Miles Labs., Ralston,
F- 9:30-10 F.Colt 45, Brown & WilhamP&G
son, Whitehall.
icals,
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Tightrope, Pharmaceut
L; 9:30-10 The Comedy Spot, S.C. Johnson,
Pet Milk, F.
, ^ .„ ^
NBC-TV 9-9-30 Richard Diamond, Lorillard.
9:30-10 Arthur Murray Party, Steralt., L;
ling alt. -with Block Drugs, L.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Alcoa Presents, Aluminum
of America, F; 10:30-11 No network
Co.
service.
Unknown, Plymouth
Diagnosis
CBS-TV
Chemstrand, S.C. Johnson, Polaroid. L.
10-10:30 M-Squad, American TobacNBC-TV
co, alt., F; 10:30-11 No network service.
WEDNESDAY

EVENING

7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Music for a Summer Night,
sust.. L.
.
■ „
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Reckoning, American Home
Products, Hazel Bishop, Manhattan Shirts,
Helene Curtis, F.
NBC-TV tional
7:30-8:30
Train,F. Ford, NaBiscuit. R.J.Wagon
Reynolds,
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Music for a Summer Night,
cont.; 8:30-9 Adventures of the Nelson
Family, Eastern Kodak. Quaker Oats, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Reckonina, cont.: 8:30-9 Men
Into Space, American Tobacco, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Wagon Train, cont.; 8:30-9 The
Price is Right, Lever, Spiedel, L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Hawaiian Eye, Carter, Whitehall,
Ritchie, American Chicle, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 The Millionaire, Colgate, F;
9:30-10 I've Got a Secret, R.J. Reynolds.
alt. with Bristol-Myers, L.
NBC-TV F.9-9:30 Happy, Kraft, F; 9:30-10 Tate,
Kraft,
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:45 Wednesday Night Fights.
Miles
Brown
& Williamson, L; 10:4511 No Labs..
network
service.
CBS-TV U.S. Steel Hour. U.S. Steel, alt. with
Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong Cork,
L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 This is Your Life, P&G. F:
10:30-11 People Are Funny, Glenbrook alt.
with Block Drug, F.
THURSDAY

EVENING

7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Steve Canyon, sust., F.
CBS-TV Inuisible Man, sust., F.
NBC-TVera, Law
the Plainsman,
CamSunshineof Biscuit,
Renault, Ansco
F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Donna Reed Show, Campbell
Soup, F.J&J, F; 3:30-9 The Real McCoys.
P&G.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Playhouse of Stars, Gen.
Foods,son alt.F;with
8:30-9
Johnny Ringo,
S.C. JohnP. Lorillard,
F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Bat Masterson, Sealtest, Hills
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Bros., F; 8:30-9 Producers Choice, various
sponsors, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Jeannie Carson Show, P&G,
American Chicle,
F; 9:30-10:30
The H.F.
Untouchables. L&M, Colgate,
Carnation,
Ritchie. 7-Up, duPont, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Zone Grey Theatre, S.C. JohnGen. with
Foods,
F; 9:30-10
Markham,
Schlitz,son,alt.
Renault,
F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Bachelor Father. American
Tobacco,
alt. with
F; 9:30-10
The Wrangler,
Ford, Whitehall,
F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 The Untouchables, cont.;
10:30-11 TBA.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Star Theatre (sponsor TBA),
F: 10:30-11 To Tell the Truth, (sponsor
TBA), L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 You Bet Your Life, Lever,
alt.
with service.
Pharmaceuticals, F; 10:30-11 No
network
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Walt Disney Presents, Ward
Baking. Canada Dry, Hills Bros., F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Rawhide, Parliament, H.C.
Moores. Nabisco, Wm. Wrigley, Colgate, F.
NBC-TV F.7:30-8:30 Cimarron City, (sponsor
TBA).
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Walt Disney Presents, cont.;
8:30-9
ManF. From Black Hawk, Miles, R.J.
Reynolds.
CBS-TV 8-3:30 Rawhide, cent.; 8:30-9 Hotel
de Paree, Carter, Liggett & Myers, F.
NSC-TV
Witchita8-8:30
Town,Cimarron
(sponsor City,
TBA),cont.;
F. 8:30-9
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 77 Sunset Strip, American Chicle,
Whitehall, Ritchie, R.J. Reynolds, P&G, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30Bride,
Video(sponsor
Village,TBA),
sust. F:
December
F. 9:30-10
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Play Your Hunch, L; 9:30-10
Masquerade Party, Block Drug, Hazel
Bishop, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Robert Taylor's Detectives,

SUMMER

SPECIALS

ABC-TV
July
9-15:
Democratic
National Convention.
July
23-28: National Convention.
Republican
Aug. 12: 9 p.m. to conclusion.
All Star Football, R.J. Reynolds,
Carling Brewing, Revlon.
CBS-TV
July
11-15:
Democratic
National Convention,
Westinghouse.
July 23: 5-6 p.m.; July 24: 4:30-6 p.m.
P.G.A. son,Golf
WilliamDickie, Tournament,
Pabst.
July Republican
24-28:
National Convention,
Westinghouse.
Aug.
26-Sept.Olympics,
12. various
Summer
part.times.
NBC-TV
July
11-15:
Democratic
National Convention,
Goodrich, Brown & Williamson,
Lipton, Field Enterprises, Cowles
Magazines.
July
25-28:
Repubiican
National Convention,
Goodrich, Brown & Williamson.
Lipton, Field Enterprises, Cowles
Magazines.
Aug.
: 10-11Age,
p.m.Purex.
The 5 Jazz
Aug.
8: 10-11
p.m. Cypress Gardens,
Esther
Williams,
U.S. Brewers' Foundation.
Aug.
9:30-10:30
The 13:Great
War. p.m.
Sept. 3: 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Nightmare in Red.

P&G,
10:30-11 F.Black Saddle, Alberto
Culver, F;Chevrolet,
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Twilight Zone, KimberlyClark, alt.
with Gen. Foods, F; 10:30-11
Person
State. F. to Person, Carter, alt. with All
NBC-TV Moment of Fear, Lever, F.
SATURDAY MORN. & AFTERNOON
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:15 Heckle and Jeckle, Gen.
Mills, F; 10:15-10:30 Mighty Mouse, ColgatePalmolive,
work service.alt. wks., F; 10:30-11 No netNBC-TV 10-10:30 Howdy Doody, Continental
Baking, Nabisco, L; 10:30-11 Ruff and Reddy. Gen. Foods, alt. wks., F.
1 1 a.m. -Noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Lone Ranger, Gen. Mills, &
sust.. F; 11:30-12 I Love Lucy, sust., F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Gen. Foods, with
Sweets
F; 11:30-12
Circus Boy, Miles,
alt. withCo..
Nestle,
F.
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Lunch with Soupy Sales,
(Hiatus from July 2 to August 20). Gen.
Foods. L; 12:30-1 No network service.
CBS-TV
12-12:30 Sky
King, Nabisco, F; 12:301 No network
service.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 True Story. Sterling Drug,
F;
p. Detective's Diary, Sterling Drug,
F.1-212:30-1
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
1-1:30 Saturday
2 No network
service. News, sust., L; 1:30NBC-TV
1-1:30
Mr.
network service. Wizard, sust., 1:30-2 No
2-5 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-3 No network service. 4-6 Big
League Baseball. Gillette, L.
CBS-TV Baseball Game of the Week, part., L.
NBC-TV Major League Baseball, various
sponsors,
5-7:30 p.L.
ABC-TV BasebaU, cont.; and no network
service.
ice.
CBS-TV
Baseball, cont.; and no network servNBC-TV Baseball, cont.; and no network
service.
SATURDAY

EVENING

7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Dick Clark Show, Beech-Nut, L.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Perry Mason, Colgate, Gulf,
Hamm, Philip Morris, Sterling Drug. F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Bonanza. RCA, L&M, Brylcreem, duPont, P&G, Gen. Foods, F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 John Gunther's High Road,
Ralston. F.F; 8:30-9 Leave It to Beaver,
Ralston.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Perry Mason, cont.; 8:30-9
Wanted — Dead or Alive, Brown & Williamson, alt. with Kimberly-Clark, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Bonanza, cont.; 8:30-9 Man
and
the
Challenge,
Chemstrand. alt. with
R.J. Reynolds,
F.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV Block
Lawrence
Dance Party,
Dodge,
Drug, Welk's
L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Mr. Lucky, Lever, alt. with
BrownTravel.
& Williamson.
F; 9:30-10F. Have Gun,
Will
Lever. Whitehall,
NBC-TV 9-9:30 The Deputy, Kellogg, alt. with
Gen. Cigar, F; 9:30-10:30 Project 20, sust., F.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TVter, Polk
Jubilee
Massey-Ferguson,
CarMiller,USA.part.,
L.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Gunsmoke, Liggett & Myers,
Remington
Rand, F; 10:30-11 no network
service.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Project 20, cont.; 10:30-11
Man from Interpol, Sterling, F.
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Station

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
June 23 through June 29. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Marathon,
Bcstg. Co.
Granted
Abbreviations:
1300
kc, 500 wFla.D.— Key
P.O. address
% John
W.
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
Betts,tionMaysville,
Ky.
Estimated
construccost $87,740, first year operating cost
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhl
$50,000. revenue $60,000. Ownership: Gil— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fremore
N.
Nunn, Tenn.);
I3 (30% J.M.
of WBIR-AM-FMquency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
aural,
vis.
—
TV Knoxville,
Finch Sr. and
visual, kwr — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megaCharles P. Clarke, each 22.22%, (each 48%
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. of WFTM Maysville, Ky.), and J.W. Betts,
22%
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
23. (WFTM general manager). Ann. June
subsidiary communications authorization.
Barnesville, Ga., A.S. Riviere; Thomaston,
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — speciGa.; Radio Georgia — Designated iior
consolidated hearing applications for new
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
am stations to operate D only on 1590 kc;
New Tv Stations
Mr. Riviere with 1 kw and Radio Georgia
ACTION BY FCC
with 500 w. Ann. June 23.
San Angelo, Tex. Abilene Radio & Tv Co.;
Ocilla, Ga. — Ocilla Bcstg. System. Granted 1380 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Ocilla, Ga.
E.C. Gunter; Dornita Investment Corp.
Estimated
construction cost $20,596. first
— Designated
for tvhearing
applications for new
stationscompeting
to operate
on
year operating cost $32,000, revenue $48,000.
ch. 3, San Angelo. Ann. June 23.
Sole owner Robert H. Thompson is former
owner WWNS Statesboro, WRHT Griffin
Existing Tv Stations
and WSYL Sylvania, all Georgia. Ann.
June 23.
ACTION BY FCC
Sun Valley,
Idaho
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted
Granted
1340 kc.
250— wRadio
unl. Sun
P.O. Valley
addressInc.%
application to change trans, site from about
7 miles north of Kalamazoo and 32 miles
Roger L. timated
Hagadone,
Hotel
Boise,
Boise.
Esconstruction cost $10,620. first year
south of Grand Rapids to 22 miles north
operating cost $32,500, revenue $40,500.
of Kalamazoo and 18 miles south of Grand
Owners are Mr. Hagadone, president and
Rapids; condition. By letter, denied petiLakeSaginaw,
Huron toBcstg.
Co. action
(WKNX-or general manager of permittee of KCIX-TV
TV ch.tion by57),
withhold
Nampa,
Idaho, Jr.,
50%.50%.
and Mr.Mr. Roberson
and Mrs. isDa-in
vid Robinson
deny application. Ann. June 29.
specialty products. Ann. June 29.
Tv Translators
Towanda, Pa. — Vical Bcstg. Co. Granted
ACTION BY FCC
1550 kc, 500
D. P.O. address
Box 93, cost
Towanda, Pa.w Estimated
construction
Leech Lake Tv Corp. Walker, Minn. —
first year operating cost $24,000,
Granted cps for two new tv translator sta- $19,432,
revenue $30,000. Equal, V3 partners are T.
tions on chs. 72 and 76 to translate proMyers Sr., operator insurance agengrams of Duluth stations KDAL-TV (ch. 3) Justincy; Victor
A. Michael, school teacher and
and WDSM-TV
(ch. 6), respectively. Ann.
operator radio sales and service company,
June
29.
and M. Alan Poole, school art supervisor.
New Am Stations
Ann. June 29.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Fountain City, Tenn. — Radio Fountain
City Inc. Granted 1430 kc. 1 kw D. P.O.
Huntsville,
Ala. 3.071
— Hughey
Francke construction
Fox, WHLN cost
Radio.$16,100,
HarGranted
92.9 mc,
kw. P.O. Bcstg.
address Co.% address
Ky.%Estimated
Mitchell Jerome Hughey, 2409 9th Ave., first lan,year
operating cost $60,000. revenue
Huntsville. Ala. Estimated construction cost $75,000.
Mr. Fox, 86.9% owner of WHLM,
$12,750, first year operating cost $18,000, owns 45%.
Mr, and Mrs. James M. Welch
revenue $45,000. Principals are Austin
(he
has
been in coal mining) own 50%.
Hughey, 55%, and Mitchell J. Hughey, 45%.
Ann. June 23.
Austin Hughey is employe of chemical corWinchester, Va., Frederick County Bcstrs.;
Ann. Juneporation.
29. Mitchell Hughey is in advertising.
Shippensburg, Pa., Town Radio Inc.;
Wickenburg, Ariz. — Wickenburg Radio Co. Berryville,
Va., Jesse J.
Goodman
— Designated for consolidated
hearing
applications
Granted 1250 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box
for new am stations to operate on 1480 kc
1254, Wickenburg. Estimated construction
D. Frederick and Mr. Goodman with 1 kw
cost $14,741,
year Equal
operating
cost $47,and Town Radio with 500 w; made WARK
200,
revenue first
$54,000.
partners
are
Paul E. MuUenix, deputy sheriff. Maricopa
Hagerstown,
Md., party to proceeding. Ann.
June 29.
County, Ariz., and Mamie E. Gander, recAPPLICATIONS
June 23. reation director. Flying "A" Ranch. Ann.
Abbeville, Ala.— Abbeville Radio Inc. 1480
Barstow, Calif. — Beam Bcstg. Co. Granted
1310 kc. 500 w D. P.O. address Box 120. kc. 1 kw LS. P.O. address Abbeville. Ala.
Estimated construction cost $18,700, first
Newberry, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $31,631, first year operating cost $55,000, year operating cost $18,250, revenue $20,000.
revenue $60,000. Sole owner is Henry R. Principals include John V. Mizell, 43.5%,
James F. Crawford, 15%, and others. Mr.
Phipps, former employe KUVR Holdrege,
Neb. Ann. June 29.
Mizell is with Department of Army. Mr.

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
j
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
:
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

22.
Crawford is in meat processing. Ann. June
Burlington,
Moines
County
Bcstg.
Co. 1150Iowa
kc, — 5Des
kw D.
P.O. address
210 Washington
St., cost
Beardstown,
111. Estimated construction
$39,392, first
year
operating cost $60,000, revenue $70,000.
Principals include Robert W. Sudbrink,
75%, and Margareta S. Sudbrink, 25%, owners of WRMS Beardstown, 111. Ann. June
13.
St. Martinville, La. — St. Martin Bcstg. Co.
1570 kc. 250 w LS. P.O. address 406 Laurence Ave.,structionLafayette,
La. Estimated
concost $18,190, first
year operating
cost $43,200, revenue $60,000. Applicant is
Dlerrell Hamm, insurance agent and former
manager
June
28. of KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. Ann.
Mt.
Holly,
N.C.—D. Harry
A. Epperson
1520 kc,
10 kw
P.O. address
Box Jr.
87,
Petersburg, Va. Estimated construction cost
$31,958, first year operating cost $48,000,
revenue $55,000. Applicant is owner of
WPVA Petersburg. Va. and cp for WLLY
Wilson. N.C. Ann. June 28.
Existing AmACTIONS
StationsBY FCC
WFMH Cullman, Ala.— Granted change
from D to unl. with 500 w-N, DA-N, conon 1460
kc, 5 engineering
kw-D; remote tinuing
control operation
permitted
D only;
conditions. Ann. June 23.
KLRA Pasadena, Calif. — Designated for
hearing applications for renewal of licenses
and license to cover cp. Ann. June 29.
WPOP Hartford, Conn.— Waived sec. 3.63
and granted authority to use 1 kw auxiliary
trans, with DA each night from midnight
to 6 a.m.. local time. Ann. June 29.
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. — Designated for
hearing application to increase D power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1230 kc. 250 w-N; made WTCJ TeU City,
Ind., and WHCO Sparta, 111., parties to proceeding. Ann. June 23.
WNBC New York, N.Y.— Granted application
to
change
from on
type6601 kc,
DA 50to kw
non-DA,
continued operation
unl.;
engineering
conditions,
and
without
udice to any further commission actionprej-in
inquiry
into compliance
by network
broadcast study
station licensees
with sec. 317;
report; related studies and inquiries; pending anti-trust proceedings involving NBC
and RCA and action concerning 660 kc.
Denied cludepetition
by KPHO Ann.
Phoenix,
to incertain conditions.
June 23.
KOMB Cottage Grove, Ore.- Granted
mod. of license to change specified hours
of operation (1400 kc, 250w). Ann. June 23.
KAGI Grants Pass, Ore. — Granted increased D power from 1 kw to 5 kw. continuing operation on 930 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N;
remote dition.
control
permitted;
engineering conAnn. June
23.
KGON Oregon City, Ore. — Designated for
hearing application to increase power on
1520 kc from 10 kw to 50 kw, continued
2:i.
unl. operation; made KOMA Oklahoma
City, Okla., party to proceeding. Ann. June
WKBI St. Marys, Pa. — Granted increased
D power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation
on 1400engineering
kc, 250 w-N;
remote Ann.
control permitted;
condition.
June
23. Barnwell, S.C. — Granted increase
WBAW
in power from 500 w to 1 kw. continuing
operation on 740 kc D. Ann. June 23.
KENE Toppenish, Wash.— Modified June 1
grant of renewal of license to extent of
adding udicecondition
grant commission
is without prejto whateverthataction
may
deem appropriate in light of any information developed
in
inquiry
concerning
compliance with sec. 317 of Communications
Act. Ann. June 29.
APPLICATIONS
WPRC Lincoln, 111. — Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans.
(1370kc). Ann. June 28.
WNIA Cheektowaga, N.Y. — Mod. of cp
24.
to increase D power from 500 w to 1 kw.
and install new trans. (1230kc). Ann. June
WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa.— Cp to change
frequency from 1080 kc to 1070 kc, change
hours of operation from D to unl., using
nower of 500 w N-D (decrease power from
1 kw to 500 w). install DA-D N (DA-1).
changetrol and
studio
location
delete
remoteto conchange
station
location
Mt.
Oliver, Pa. Ann. June 20.
KRIO McAUen, Tex.— Cp to increase D
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, make changes
23.
in
DA system,
change
from Ann.
DA-1Juneto
DA-2.D install
new trans.
(910kc).
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Fremont, Calif. — Triumph Bcstrs. Granted
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

r
EQUIPPING A RADIO STATION ?

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

OF COAAMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING June 29
CP
TOTAL APPUCATIONS
Lie. ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
Cps.
89
836
3,436
59
682
163
135
51
473
59
76
109
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING June 29
VHF
UHF
453
78
35
11
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through May 31, 1960
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

3,42356
86
634
3,565
197
831
661
219
880
0
0

46
TV
531
FM
163
661
890
66
80
44
11
44
124
55
0
0

TV
43
74
652
64
107
37
17
472^
0
0

54
^ There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
104.9 mc, .814 kw. P.O. address 1201 Van
Ness Ave., San Francisco, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $14,224, first year oper$13,200, J.revenue
$18,000.Lawrence
PrincipalsatingarecostRussell
Hyde, 40%,
Loughran and Leon A. Crosby, 30% each.
Messrs. Crosby and Loughran are employes
of KAFY San Mateo, Calif. Mr. Hyde is in
automobile sales. Ann. June 29.
Pensacola, Fla. — MeUo-Tone Inc. Granted
94.1 mc, 2.45 kw. P.O. address 703 S. Madison Drive.structionPensacola,
concost $15,746, Fla.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. Principals inEarl D. Hutto,
58.14%, Mr.
Reubin
Askew,clude13.95%,
and others.
HuttoO'Dis
employe
of
WEAR-TV
Pensacola.
Mr. Askew is attorney. Ann. June 23.
Honolulu, Hawaii — KPOI Bcstg. Co.
Granted 97.5 mc, 2.45 kw. P.O. address %
H.G. lulu.
Feamhead,
1701 Ala Wai Blvd., HonoAnn. June 23.
Highland Park, 111., Elizabeth G. Coughlan,
North Suburban Radio Inc. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications for
new class A fm stations to operate on 103.1
mc. Ann. June 23.
Skokle, 111., M. Earlene Stebblns; WEHS,
WFC, Inc.; Chicago, 111., WFMT, Gale Bcstg.
Co. Inc. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications of M.E. Stebbins for
new class A fm station to operate on 98.3
mc; WEHS to change ERP from 21 kw to
110.4 kw and ant. height from 200 ft. to 197
ft.; and WFMT to change ERP from 29.5
kw to 197 kw and ant. height from 550 ft.
to 537.2 ft. Ann. June 29.
Atlantic95.1 City,
N.J.kw.— P.O.
Melvin
Gollub.
Granted
mc, 3.55
address
624
Galahad mated
Rd.,construction
Plymouth
Meeting,
Pa.
cost $8,500, first Estiyear
operating cost $10,000, revenue $12,000. Applicant is 50% owner of WIFI (FM) Philadelphia. Ann. June 29.
Miamisburg,
-Miami
tion Bcstg. Assn.Ohio—
Granted
93.9 Valley
mc. 6.533Chriskw.
P.O. address Box 222, Miamisburg, Ohio.
Estimated construction cost $19,250, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000.
Miami tion.Valley
religious associaAnn. Juneis nonprofit,
29.
APPLICATIONS
Denver, Colo. — Multi-Casting Inc. 101.3
mc, 17.8 kw. P.O. address 311 S. Akard,
Dallas, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$18,915, first year operating cost $38,400,
revenue $48,000. Principals include E.F.
Weerts, 51%, and A.L. Herzog, 49%, owners
of KLRO San Diego. Calif. Mr. Weerts is
also permittee of KARO Houston, KQRO
Dallas,
both22. Texas, and KEFW Honolulu.
Ann. June
Lewiston, Idaho — Lewis Clark Bcstg. Co.
96.7 mc, .903 kw. P.O. address % Eugene A.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Hamblin, Box 673, Lewiston, Idaho. Estimated construction cost $6,150, first year
operating cost $4,800, revenue $6,000. Principals include John H. Matlock, 60%, and
Eugene A. Hamblin, 40%, owners of KOZE
Lewiston,
Ann. June and
22. KLER Orofino, both Idaho
Crestwood, Mo. — Rudolph E. Ceries. 94 7
mc, 7.72 kw. P.O. address 1035 Westglen Dr.,
Crestwood, St. Louis 26, Mo. Estimated construction cost $23,758, first year operating
cost $28,010. revenue $31,250. Apphcant is
employe
Ann.
June of24. KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, Mo.
Scottsbluff, Neb. — Platte Valley Bcstg.
Corp. 94.1 mc, 5.6 kw. P.O. address Box 2,
Scottsbluff, Neb. Estimated construction
cost
$13,798. first year operating cost $10,000,
28.
revenue $10,000. Applicant fm will duplicate
programs of KNEE Scottsbluff. Ann. June
Celina, Ohio — Celina Bcstg. Co. 94.3 mc
.250 kw. P.O. address 126 W. Fayette St.,
Celina, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$10,210, first year operating cost $6,000, revenue $8,000. Principals include Elmer E.
Schweizer, Frank J. Hawkins and J.P.
Moore,
331/3%
each.
Schweizer
owns
retail music
store.
Mr. Mr.
Hawkins
is in chemical
manufacture.
Mr.
Moore
is
teacher.
Ann. June 6.
Oakwood-Kettering, Ohio — Speidel Bcstg.
Corp. 99.9 mc. 31.5 kw. P.O. address % Joe
Speidel III, Box 565, Columbia, S.C. Estimated construction cost $3,000, first year
operating cost $26,000, revenue $30,000. Principals include Joe Speidel III, 90%, and
others. Mr. Speidel has interests in WOIC
Columbia, WPAL Charleston, WWBD Bemberg and
lina. Ann.WYNN
June 24.Florence, all South Caro*Lubbock, Tex. — Texas Tech. College. 91.9
mc, 10son,w.Speech
P.O.Dept.,
address
'■/„ P.Tech.,
Merville
LarTexas
Lubbock.
Estimated construction cost $3,000, first
year
operating
educational.
Ann.cost
June$500
23. Non-commercial,
Existing Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WHBF-FM-TV Rock Island, 111.— Granted
request for waiver of section 4.603 of rules
to permit multiplexing fm program material
from studio to its new fm transmitter by
means of second subcarrier on its tv STL
station KSJ-97 until Dec. 1, 1961. Ann. June
23.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WJDM-TV Panama City, Fla.— Granted assignment of license to Herald Pub. Co
(WALB-AM-TV Albany, Ga.); consideration
$340,000. Ann. June 29.

Get More Coverage
58=

With The RCA
BTA-IR 1000-WATT
AM Transmitter
The ability of the BTA-IR 1000watt AM transmitter to achieve
and maintain a higher average
level of moijulation assures more
program coverage. Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in
provisions for remote control, and
low operating cost make the RCA
Type BTA-IR
your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red or
umber gray. Whatever your equipment needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Write for complete information and descriptive literature to
RCA, Dept. J-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, New Jersey.

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) (

WSCM Panama City Beach, Fla. — Granted
assignment of license to WSCM Bcstg. Inc.;
consideration $53,500 and assignor to be paid
$200 a month for four years not to compete
in service area. Theodore M. Nelson, assignee president, has interest in KLIK Jefferson City. Mo., and KTEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph. Mo. Ann. June 29.
WDMF
Buford,
transfer
control from
CharlesGa.—S. Granted
Conklin and
Robertof
L. Schuessler to Habersham Bcstg. Co.
(WCON Cornelia, Ga.); consideration $6,000.
Ann. June 29.
WDTM(FIVI) Detroit, Mich.— Granted assignment of cp from Mary W. Carpenter to
WDTM Inc. (Mary W. Carpenter, president);
stock transaction. Merle H. and Ophelia L.
Miller, assignee officers, have cp for new
fm station (call letters to be assigned) in
Milwaukee. Wis. Ann. June 29.
KOOO Omaha, Neb. — Granted assignment
of cp and license to Pier San of Nebraska
Inc. (Webb Pierce, president); consideration
officials and
have WBRO
interests $275,000.
in WJATAssignee
Swainsboro.
Waynesboro,
Ga.,
and
KSIR
Wichita,
Kans.
Ann. June 23.
WJJL
Niagara
Falls,
N.Y.
—
Granted
transfer of control from James T. Sandonate to
Thomas W. Talbot, Edmund K. Morden,
John K. Price
siderationand
$120,000 Howard
for 75TrWyrauch;
interest. conMr.
Talbot
already
had
25%
interest.
Ann. June
29.
WONGment of positive
Oneida, control
N.Y. — Granted
by John relinquishJ. Geiger
through transfer of 507e interest to Richard
W. and Irenitta M. Mills for one dollar plus
covenant that Mr. Mills assume full responsibility for day-to-day operation. Ann. June
23.
KKID
Grantedto transfer
of controlPendleton,
from Fred Ore.
W. —Stevens
Vernon
G. Ludwig; latter to obtain 53V3% interest
for about $20,800 subject to adjustments.
Ann. June 29.
WANB Waynesboro, Pa. — Granted transfer of control to George E. McGary Jr.;
consideration $75,000 and cancellation of
$6,300 in notes, Ann. June 23.
KBYPment of license
Shamrock,
— Granted
assignfromTex.
Merita
Bumpers,
M.
W. Yarborough and Robert G. Purrington
to Merita Bumpers consideration $14,450 for
remaining 51% interest. Ann. June 29.
WAXX Chippewa Falls, Wis.— Granted
assignment of licenses to Chippewa Bcstg.
Inc. (Jack H. Holden, president); considAnn. Wis.
June— Granted
23. '
WECL eration
Eau$106,000.
Claire,
transfer
of control to Gambo Inc.; consideration
$50,000. G. LaVerne Flambo (who, with wife,
controls Gambo) has interest in KBIZ Ottumwa. Iowa; KWEB Rochester, Minn., and
WQUA Moline. 111. Ann. June 23.
WMAM Marinette, Wis. — Granted assignment of licenses to Marinette Central Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $167,500. Assignee is 90%
owned by Mining Journal Co. and assignee
president, Frank J. Russell, owns WDMJ
Marquette, and WLST Escanaba, Mich., and
has interest in WROD Daytona Beach, Fla.;
WLUC-TB
Marquette,
Mountain, Mich,
Ann. Juneand29. WMIQ Iron
WIXK
New
Wis.—II,Granted
transfer of controlRichmond,
to Zel S. Rice
Alfred
Gentile,
Donald
W.
Johnson,
George
A. Diefenderfer Jr., and Victor J. and Nicholas
Tedesco;terest,
consideration
inTedescos have $1,750
interestforin75%,
KCUE
Red Wing, Minn., and KFNF Shenandoah,
Iowa. Ann. June 23.
APPLICATIONS
WEZB Birmingham, Ala. — Seeks assign-

ment of license from WEDR Inc. to Radio
Birmingham Inc., merger into parent corporationAnn.withJune
no financial
consideration involved.
23.
KMYR (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of cp from Sherrill C. Corwin
to Franklin James for reimbursement of
expenses not exceeding $6,000, Purchaser is
owner of KSPA Santa Paula and has interests in KNOB-FM Long Beach and KCAL
Redlands, all California. Ann. June 24.
WZFM (FM) Jacksonville, Fla.— Seeks
assignment of license from Irving Glick to
WZFM Inc. for cancellation of $110,000 note
due to Radio Jax Inc., licensee of WZOK
Jacksonville. Purchaser is Carmen Macri,
president of Radio Jax. Ann. June 22.
WSEL-FM Chicago, 111. — Seeks assignment
of license from State Wide Bcstg. Corp. to
Plough Bcstg. Co. for $50,000. Plough Bcstg.
is
wholly-owned of
subsidiary
of Plough
Inc.,
manufacturers
medicines,
cosmetics,
household items, etc. Firms own WCOPAM-FM Boston; WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore,
Md.; WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.: WMPSAM-FMcago. Ann.
Memphis,
June 23.Tenn.. and WJJD ChiWPEO Peoria, 111. — Seeks transfer of control of Radio One Corp. from group headed
by
William
B. Dolph
J. W. O'Connor
and
Frank
Babcock,
equalto partners,
for $25,000.
Mr.
O'Connor
has
interest
in
WBOW
Terre
Haute, Ind.; WCVS Springfield and WJRL
Rockford. both Illinois; and KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa. Mr. Babcock is 5070 owner of
KWNT Davenport. Iowa. Ann. June 23.
WBTC Farmville, N.C.— Seeks assignment
of license from Farmville Bcstg. Co. to
Farmers
Bcstg. are
Co. Carl
for approximately
000. Purchasers
V. Venters Jr. $35.and
H. Cloid Wade Jr., equal partners. Mr.
Venters is employe of WUNC-TV Chapel
Hill, N.C. Mr. Wade is employe of WFSC
Franklin, N.C. Ann. June 22,
KRTN Raton, N.M. — Seeks assignment of
license from Colfax County Bcstg. Co. to
Raton Bcstg. Co. for $95,000. Purchasers are
Jay W. Howe and Marvin H. Shute, equal
partners, both in electronics. Ann. June 23.
WTPA-TV Harrisburg, Pa.— Seeks assignment of license from Patriot-News Co. to
Newhouse Bcstg. Corp. for $700,000, Newhouse (group headed by E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president), is licensee of WSYR-AMFM-TV Syracuse, and WSYE-TV Elmira,
both New York; WAPI-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; and has interests in KOINAM-FM-TV
Portland,
Louis.
Ann, June
23. Ore.; KTVI (TV) St.
WEKRment of license
Fayetteville,
Tenn. — Seeks
assignof Fayetteville
Bcstg.
Co.
from G. Paul Crowder and Irene C. Norman, executors of estate of John R. Crowder, 50%. and James Porter Clark and
James W. Tate, 25% each, to Mr. Crowder
and Mrs. Norman, 507r,, Mr. Clark, 50%, for
$22,500. Ann. June 22.
KJAM Madison, S.D. — Seeks assignment
of license
Bcstg.Principals
Co. to Madison Bcstg.from
Inc.Madison
for $7,700.
are
Clare J. DeKoster, 34%. Catherine and Dr.
J. A. Muggly, 33% each. Mr. DeKoster is
general manager of KJAM. Former 50%,
partner,terest inwith
Muggly,
stationMrs,
to Dr.
& Mrs.forfeited
Muggly in-in
default of $7,500 loan.— Ann. June 23,
KBBS Buffalo, Wyo. — Seeks transfer of
control of Northern Wyoming Bcstg. Corp.
from Malcolm D. Wyman, 40%. Donald F.
Boggs, 11.117o, Jack Rosenthal, 33%, and
Jeanette Maxwell, 15.55%, to Malcolm D.
Wyman, 51.11%.
Rosenthal,
33»/3%, Ann.
and
Jeanette
Maxwell,Mr.15.55%,
for $2,850,
June 23.
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(FOR THE RECORD)

Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately May 10 initial decision and (1)
granted applications to Shelby County
Bcstg, Co, for new am station to operate on
1520 kc,
w unl.,
DA-1, in Shelbyville,
Ind..
and 250
General
Communications
Inc., for
new station on same frequency with 500 w
unl,, DA-1, in Lafayette, La., and (2) denied application of Storz Bcstg, Co. to
change nighttime pattern of DA of station
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla., continuing
operation on 1520 kc, 50 kw unl,, DA-N;
also grant
dismissed
moot Shelby's
for
withoutas hearing,
Ann, Junepetition
23.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately May 11 initial decision and
granted application of Sam H, Bennion for
new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in Pocatello, Idaho. Ann. June 29.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond issued
initial decision looking toward granting
application of Bill S. Lahm for new am
station to operate on 1220 kc, 500 w D, in
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis, Ann. June 29.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission on June 22 directed preparation of document looking toward granting petition by respondent International
Bcstg. Corp. (KWKH), Shreveport, La., for
rehearing of April 13 decision to extent
that it seeks addition of special conditions
to grant of application of Radio Dinuba
Co, to change facilities of station KRDU
Dinuba, Calif,, from 1240 kc, 250 w unl,, to
1130 kc, 1 kw, DA, unl. Ann. June 23.
■ Commission on June 22 directed preparation of document looking toward denying applications of Capitol Bcstg. Co. and
W.A. Pomeroy for new am stations to operate on 730 kc, DA, D— Capitol with 500 w
in East Lansing, and Pomeroy with 250 w
in Tawas
City-East Tawas, Mich. Ann.
June
23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed "petition to intervenerected
and against
protest"
by B.H.
Ingle Sr.,
ditheof May
18 grant
assignment of license
station
WSHE of Raleigh,
N.C, from Merchants and Farmers Radio
Sation WMSN Inc., to Raleigh Bcstg. Corp.
The station was formerly owned by Mr.
Ingle. Ann. June 23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
petition by theof Broadcast Bureau denied
for reconsideration
March
14 grant of petition by WENT Bcstg. Corp.
(WENT), Gloversville, N.Y., intervenor, to
enlarge issues to include economic issue in
proceeding on application of Martin Karig
for new am station in Johnstown, N.Y.
Ann. June 23.
By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Paul A.
Brandt for reconsideration and rehearing
directed against March 9 decision denying
his application
for lOO
new w amunl,station
to operate on 1450 kc,
in Gladwin,
Mich. Comr. Lee dissented. Ann. June 23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Southern
Wisconsin Radio Inc, (WCLO), Janesville,
Wis,, and severed groups 1 and 2 from
consolidated proceeding on am applications
for new stations or increase in power by
existing stations involving 1220-1250 kc, and
retained the
severed applications
respondents in separate
consolidated and
hearing
to resolve
issues
pertaining
to
them.
Severed applications are: Voice of Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich,; Iowa Great Lakes Bcstg,
Co, (KICD), Spencer, Iowa; WSBC Bcstg,
Co. (WSBC), Chicago, 111,; Cornbelt Bcstg,
Corp, (KFOR), Lincoln, Neb.; WTAX Inc.
(WTAX), Springfield, 111.; WJMC Inc.
(WJMC). Rice Lake, Wis.; Bloomington
Bcstg. Corp. (WJBC), Bloomington, 111,;
Granite City Bcstg. Co. (WJON), St. Cloud,
Minn,; Southern Wisconsin Radio Inc.
(WCLO). Janesville, Wis,; Marshall Electric
Co, (KFJB), Marshalltown, Iowa; Radio
Moline Inc, (WQUA), Moline, 111,; KODY
Bcstg. Co. (KODY), North Platte, Neb,,
and Wapello County Bcstg. Co. (KBIZ)
Ottumwa, Iowa. Severance shall neither
pre,iudice
strengthen
of Dowagiac.
WSBC or nor
Anderson
Bcstg.Voice
Corp.
(WHBU).
Anderson. Ind.
(latter
in
group
in and
determinations tobe made under 3073) (b)
3.28 (c) issues in both proceedings. Comr.
Lee dissented. Ann. June 23.
■ By memorandum
opinion and
order,
commission
denied supplemental
request
by
Voice of Dowagiac to sever its application
for new am station in Dowagiac. Mich.,
and that of WSBC Bcstg. Co. to increase
daytime power of station WSBC Chicago,
111., from consolidated proceeding and to
hear two severed applications in separate
proceeding. Ann. June 23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition for reconsideration
by Beloit Bcstrs, Inc, removed from conBROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associafes
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestvievir 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Sox 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snewville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson «-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
Son Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. S-3100

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washingtoit 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, BR. 1-2338

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Soles
Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers AM-FM
SPBCIALIY TV
209A LaSalle Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-0158

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV— Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

service
ir e ctotj

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

JOHN

Munsey Building
District 7-821S
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-S8S1
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic E«sgine®r
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
J

JOHN A. MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES
RADIO KEMOIE
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Box 3192,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Woodland 7-1469

solidated hearing and granted its application to change directional pattern of station WBEL South Beloit, 111., from DA-2
to DA-N, continuing operation on 1380 kc.
5 kw unl. Ann. June 23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission sideration(1)by Mile
granted
recon-to
Highpetition
Stationsfor Inc.,
extent of vacating Dec. 8, 1959 order and
terminating
proceedings
revocation of license
for its inammatter
stationof KIMN
Denver, Colo., and (2) ordered KIMN to
cease and desist practices which were subject of proceeding, effective July 5. Chmn.
Ford dissented with statement. Ann. June
23.
■ Granted applications by following 8
fm stations for SCA to engage in background or storecasting service on multiplex
basis: KYEW Phoenix, Ariz.; WAVY-FM
Portsmouth, Va.; KIHI Tulsa, Okla.: KBCA
Los Angeles, Calif.; KPRI San Diego, Calif.:
WFMM-FM Baltimore, Md.; KNUZ-FM
Houston, Tex., and WRFL Winchester, Va.
Ann. June 23.
■ Commission extended for 30 days, from
June 30, period of grace for existing tv
repeaters (boosters) which operate on vhf
channels.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted request of Modern
Bcstg.
of Baton
ch. 28),Co.Baton
Rouge,Rouge
La., Inc.
for (WAFB-TV,
STA for 90
days to operate on ch. 9 with ERP 24.1 dbk
(257 kw) vis. and 21.3 dbk (135 kw) aur.,
ant. height
500 ft.;
that temporary operation
willconditioned
expire automatically
upon commencement of operation on ch. 9
in Baton Rouge by any grantee for regular
operation. (June 13 iniial decision looked
toward granting application of Modern for
regular operation on ch. 9 and dismissing
without prejudice competing application of
Community Bcstg. Co.; appUcants had
agreed to consolidate their interests.) Ann.
June 29.
■ By decision, commission granted (1)
applications of Russell G. Salter Inc., for
new am station to operate on 1460 kc, 1
kw, DA, D, in Dixon ,111., and WRAC Inc.,
to change trans, site and increase radiation
of station WRAC Racine, Wis., continuing
operation
1460 Bcstg.
kc. 500 Co.
w, D,to and
(2) petition by on
Dixon
dismiss
its
similar
application
for
new
station
in
Dixon. Sept. 14, 1959 initial decision looked
towardtionsgranting
WRAC applicaand denyingDixon
Salterandapplication.
Ann.
June 29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by Tri-Counties
Public Service Inc., severed from consolidated proceeding and granted its application for mod. of cp of its classs B fm station KUDU-FM Ventura-Oxnard, Calif., to
increase ERP from 24 kw to 28 kw and reduce ant. height from minus 16 ft. to minuc
27 ft., and make equipment changes, on
95.1
mc;
engineering condition. Ann. June
29.
■ By makingfurther
noticeon ofinterim
proposed
in proceeding
policyrule-of
shorter-spaced
vhf
tv
channel
assignments
and amendment of part 3 concerning tv
engineering standards, commission substituted field strength charts for chs. 2-6 and
chs. 7-13mentstoand bedatausedand,for inpreparation
comabsence ofof more
refined data with respect to radio wave
propagation, are proposed to replace charts
for vhf channels in sec. 3.699 of rules.
Charts
chs.issued
2-6 are
same,5 notice,
except and
for
label, asforthose
in May
charts for chs. 7-13 were derived by merging present high vhf ad hoc groundwave
curves
with latestwill
RPAC
tropospheric
curves. Commission
continue
to seek
additional data- and measurements as well
as refinements of methods of analysis and
prediction, in effort to improve accuracy
and
29. reliability of these charts. Ann. June
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■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied request by Guinan
Realty Co., Mt. Carmel, Pa., for stay of
April 12 decision which granted application
of Louis Adelman for new am station to
operate on 1300 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Hazleton. Pa., and which denied application of
Guinan for same facilities in Mt. Carmel.
Comr. Cross dissented. Petition by Guinan
for reconsideration of April 12 decision is
pending. Ann. June 29.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
■ Granted joint petition by applicants and
extended to July time to respond to petition
by Broadcast Bureau to set aside initial
decision and consolidate applications of
Catskills Bcstg. Co., Ellenville Bcstg. Co.
and Ulster County Bcstg. Co., for new am
stations
in 28.
Ellenville, N.Y., in hearing. Action June
■ Granted petition by WTTT Inc. (WTTT)
Arlington, Fla., and extended to July 15
time to respond to petition by Whiteville
Bcstg. Co. for enlargement of issues in proon WTTT's
application
(Action ceeding
June
22); am
Granted
petitionet byal
Broadcast Bureau and extended to June 24
time to respond to joint petition by Onslow
Bcstg. Corp. (WJNC) Jacksonville, N.C.,
and Capitol Bcstg. Co., (WRAL) Raleigh,
N.C., for severance and grant of their am
applications which are consolidated for
hearing. Action June 24.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
■ Pursuant to determinations made on
record at June 22 further hearing in Biloxi,
Miss., tv ch. 13 proceeding, continued
further hearing to a date to be fixed by
subsequent order and certified to commission for appropriate action entire record in
proceeding. Action June 22.
■ Pursuant to procedures agreed upon at
June 22 further hearing, continued further
hearing to July 15 in proceeding on am
application of High Fidelity Stations Inc.
(KPAP) Redding, Calif. Action June 22.
■ Granted petition by E. Anthony & Sons
Inc. for
its application forleave
new to
tv further
station amend
to operate
on ch.
6 in New stances,
Bedford,
Mass.,
to
reflect
circumterms, and conditions pursuant to
which merger of interests by all applicants
may be effected so that applications of
Eastern States Bctg. Corp. and New England Tv Co., may be dismissed in accordance with their pending petitions, and certified record to commission for appropriate
action. Action June 24.
■ Granted request by Cosmopolitan Bcstg.
Co., applicant for am stations in New Orleans,
Tenn.,29 and
tendedLa.,fromandJuneMemphis,
29 to July
time ex-to
file oppositions to petitions by Springhill
Bcstg. Co., Mobile, Ala., and Northwest
Mississippi Bcstg. Co.. Senatobia, Miss., to
enlarge issues in proceeding on their applications which are consolidated for hearing. Action June 27.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted joint motion by applicants to
extent of continuing dates for exchange of
cases, conference, freeze of cases, and first
hearing date from June 20, June 27, July 5
and July 7, respectively, to July 5, July 12,
July 19, and July 21, respectively, and denied request for extension of further hearing date from July 18 to Aug. 3; on own
motion, continued further hearing from
July 18 to July 28 in proceeding on fm
applications of Bible Institute of Los Angeles
(KBBI)Oceanside,
Los Angeles,
and Benjamin C.Inc.Brown,
both California.
Action June 21.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to July 1 time to respond to
petition
of examiner's
ruling
pertainingforto review
field strength
measurement
data in proceeding on applications of Alvarado Tv Co., (KVOA-TV) and Old Pueblo
Bcstg. Co. (KOLD-TV) Tucson, Ariz. Action
June 23.
by 22Broadcast
Bureau
and■ Granted
extended petition
from June
to June 29
time
to file proposed
findings
of
fact
and
clusions in proceeding on applicationscon-of
Alkima
Bcstg.
Co.. forHerman
Handloff
and
Howard Wasserman
am facilities
in West
24.
Chester, Pa., and Newark, Del. Action June
■ Scheduled further hearing for July 14
and ordered that, among other timely and
valid matters which parties may wish to
proposehend inquestions,
hearing.
compre(a) Hearing
of closingshall
record
and,
(b) date for filing proposed findings or fact
and conclusions of law in proceeding on
applications of Voice of Dowagiac for new
am station in Dowagiac, Mich., et al. Action
June 27.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at pre-

hearing conference, continued hearing
from July 11 to Oct. 11 in proceeding on
am applications of Clarke Bcstg. Corp.
(WGAU) Athens, Ga., et al. Action June 23.
■ UponKisco,
request
SuburbanfromBcstg.
Mount
N.Y., ofcontinued
June Co.,
24
to July 11 date for exchange of exhibits
and continued from July 5 to July 25 date
for hearing
in proceeding
on fmBcstg.
applications of Suburban
and Camden
Co.,
Newark, N.J. Action June 23.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled final date
of Sept. 12 to file proposed findings of fact
and conclusions and Oct. 3 for replies in
proceeding on application of M & M Bcstg.
Co. (WLUK-TV,
Action
June 27. ch. 11) Marinette, Wis.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Hunttlng
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for 2
p.m., July 21, in proceeding on application
of Storer Bcstg. Co. (WWBA-FM) Wheeling, W.Va. Action June 22.
Dismissed petition and supplement by
Consolidated Bcstg. Industries Inc.. for leave
to amend its application for new am station
in Natick. Mass. Action June 24.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Dismissed as moot request by John P.
Rabb for additional time to exchange engineering
exhibits in
proceeding
on (WRHI)
am applications of York
County
Bcstg. Co.
Rock Hill, S.C., et al. Action June 22.
■ Received in evidence exhibit 5 and
closedtion record
proceeding
on am applicaof Booth inBcstg.
Co. (WTOD)
Toledo,
Ohio. Action June 22.
■ Granted petition by TOT Industries
Inc., and continued hearing from July 12
to Sept. 13 in Medford, Ore., tv ch. 10
proceeding. Action June 22.
■ Granted petition by Lawrence Shushan
for leave to amend his application for a
new tv station in Albany, Calif., to change
from 100.5 mc to 100.9 mc and removed
amended application from hearing and returned to processing
application
is con-of
solidated for hearingline;with
application
United Bcstg. Co. (KEEN-FM) San Jose,
Calif. Action June 27.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ On own motion, continued hearing
from July 27 to Sept. 1, and ordered that
ground ference
rules
established
at prehearing
confor conduct
of hearing
and exchange
of exhibits shall remain unchanged except
to extent that parties may, if they desire,
agree among themselves upon changes in
dates for exchange of exhibits provided
they advise examiner thereof by appropriate letter and such changes will not adversely affect orderly and expeditious conduct of hearing
proceeding
on am(WBSY)
applications of Hub inCity
Bcstg. Co..
Hattiesburg, Miss, et al. Action June 28.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Scheduled hearing for July 13 at 11
a.m., in proceeding
Independent Bcstg. Co.. on
and applications
High Fidelityof Music
Co., for new fm stations in Darien, Conn.,
and Port Jefiierson, N.Y. Action June 22.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted
motion
(KLIV)
San Jose,
Calif.,byandCal-Radio
substitutedInc.it
for former licensee of such station. Santa
Clara dent,
Bcstg.
Co.. appearance
(KSJO) as of
party
respon-V.
and noted
Charles
Wayland and Grover C. Cooper as counsel
in
proceeding
application
Bay Areain
Electronic
Asso.on for
new amof station
Santa Rosa, Calif. Action June 23.
■ Granted petition by Tidewater Bcstg.
Co.. Smithfield, Va., and extended to June
24 time to submit for reconsideration, clarification and other relief directed to commission's memorandum opinions and orders,
released May 31, in proceeding on Tidewater's am application
for hearing.
Action Junewhich
23. is consolidated
■ Granted petition by Fayetteville Bcstg.
Co. (WEKR) Fayetteville, Tenn., for leave
to amend its am application to reflect assignment of license to new partnership; application isconsolidated for hearing. Action
June 23.
■ Granted joint motion by Richmond
Bcstg. Co.,
Centerville,
con-3
tinued dates
scheduled Ind..
Aprilet 18al,forandstep
of
group
2
pending
action
by
commission
with respect to consolidation of Muskingum
Bcstg. Ohio,
Co. application
for 940 kc atcommisZanesville,
sion actioninto
on proceeding;
Muskingumafter
application,
further conference will be held and new
dates scheduled for proceeding. Action June
■ Reopened record in proceeding on am
23.
applications of Radio Muscle Shoals Inc.
(WOWL) Florence, Ala., et al., for purpose
of
receiving
Radio record.
Muscle
Shoals
exhibit inno.evidence
4 and closed
Action June 27.
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BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of June 24
KBLO Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted involuntary in
assignment
of license to Stan Morris, trustee
bankruptcy.
WEMJ Laconia, N.H. — Granted assignment
of cp to New Hampshire Bcstg. Corp.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted authority to sign off at 6:05 p.m., daily.
WYALcense for Scotland
am station.Neck, N.C. — Granted li■ Granted
licenses Walnut
for following
stations: KWIVIE-FM
Creek. fmCalif.:
KHOL-FM Kearney-Holdrege, Neb.: WIFE
Dayton. Ohio; KADI St. Louis. Mo.: WGHJ
Lawrence. Mass.; WMLS-FM Sylacauga.
Ala.; WSMI-FM Litchfield, 111.; noncomJuan. P.R.mercial education station WIPR-FM San
WJAX-FM Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted license covering changes in trans, equipment.
WTOL Toledo, Ohio — Granted license covering
of oldcontrol
main trans,
as auxiliary installation
trans.; remote
permitted.
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted license to operate auxiliary trans, using ant.
system authorized for main trans.; change
ERP to 4 kw and ant. height to 940 ft.
WFYI Mineola, N.Y. — Granted licence covering increase in power, installation of new
trans, and DA-D. change in ant. -trans, lotem. cation and changes in ant. and ground sysWTMJ Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted license
covering
changes
in non-DA
make changes
in ground
system.system and
KNOB Long Beach, Calif.-— Granted license
covering increase in ERP to 79 kw, installation of new ant. -trans.; decrease ant.
height to 410 ft.
KETO-FM Seattle, Wash. — Granted license
covering increase in ERP to 17.7 kw.
*KCVN (FM)— Stockton. Calif. — Granted
license covering installation of new trans.
WWXL Manchester, Ky. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WFBM Nashville, Tenn. — Granted license
covering increase in ERP to 3.4 kw; ant.
height
location.to 180 ft., and change in ant-trans,
*KWGS (FM) Tulsa, Okla.— Granted license covering change of facilities and
equipment: ERP 3.2 kw.
KSL Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted mod.
of license to operate trans, by remote control (by employes of station onlv).
WIBW Topeka, Kans. — Granted mod. of
license to operate auxiliary trans, by remote control with DA-N; conditions.
KSL Salt
— Granted
cp to
install
new Lake
trans,City,
to beUtahused
as auxiliary
trans; remote control permitted.
WLBG
cp to for
install new Laurens,
trans, at S.C.
main— Granted
trans, location
auxiliary purposes.
WRAY
Princeton,
Ind. removal
— Granted
make
changes
in ant. by
of tvcp ant.to
from
top
and
side-mount
fm
ant.
near
top.
WFBG-FM Altoona, Pa.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant.
KNDI Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted mod. of
cp to change tvpe trans.
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted extension of completion date to Dec. 8.
KVOB Bastrop, La. — Remote control permitted.
KOIL-FM Omaha, Neb. — Remote control
permitted.
Actions of June 23
WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich.—
Granted authority to remain silent July 4
and Sept. 5.
KVRH Salida, Colo.— Granted extension
of authority
to sign-off
at 8 p.m., for period ending Aug.
1.
■ Granted licenses for follovv^ing am stations: KKAN Phillipsburg, Kan., and
change type trans.; WJBM Jersey ville. 111.;
KYAP
Ruidoso.
WSUG Clewiston.N.M.;
Fla. WAMR Venice, Fla.;
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WABX Detroit, Mich.; KFIL Santa
Ana, Calif.; KHUL Houston. Tex.; WCOWFM Sparta, Wis.; KCVR-FM Lodi, Calif.
WTOB Winston-Salem, N.C— Granted license covering installation of new trans,
to be used as alternate main nighttime,
auxiliary daytime, using DA-N.
WKNX Saginaw, Mich.— Granted licen.se
to use old main trans, and ant. as auxiliary
trans.; granted license covering increase in
power, install of new trans., change in ant,trans. location and changes in ground
system.
KCMS-FMlicenseManitou
Granted
covering Springs,
increase inColo.—
ERP
to 21.5, ant. height to 2080 ft., installation
of
new
type
trans,
and
ant.
and
change
in
trans, location.
KURY Brookings, Ore, — Granted license
covering increase in power, changes in
ant. and
new
trans.ground system and installation of
WHOS-FM Decatur, Ala.— Granted license
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

coveringcrease ininstallation
ERP to 2.35 ofkw;newant.trans,
heightand30 deft.
KYFM Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted
hcense covering change in type trans.; ERP
1.5 kw.
WTYN Tryon,
— Granted
covchange in N.C.
facilities
and license
installation
of new ering
trans.
WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn. — Granted license
coveringandincrease
power, change
in ant.-of
trans.
studio inlocation,
installation
DA and new trans., changes in ant. and
ground system; condition.
KPAL Palm Springs, Calif,— Granted licenseandcovering
change of
in ant.
tion
installation
new-trans,
ant. locaand
ground system; waived sec. 3.188 of rules to
permit operation from trans, site specified;
engineering condition.
WFTC Kinston, N.C. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, (main).
WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio — Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant. and make changes
in trans, equipment.
KDB-FM Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted
extension of completion date to Dec. 21.
KEFW
Honolulu, Hawaii
sion of completion
date to— Granted
Sept. 29. extenActions of June 22
WBRX Berwick, Pa. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by John S. Booth
through purchase of stock from Thompson
K. Cassel.
KUOH Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted request for cancellation of license and auto operate noncommercial educationalthorityfm station.
■ Granted
for following
am stations: licenses
WCNF Weldon,
N.C; WKYN
Rio
Piedras, P.R.; KJAM Madison, S.D.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — Granted license
covering change in hours of operation, instal ation of DA-N, changes in ant. and
ground system.
WCRI Scottsboro, Ala. — Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, and studio
locations,
type trans., ant. and ground system.
WLPM Suffolk, Va. — Granted license covering change of facilities, installation of
DA for nighttime use; changes in ground
system and installation new trans.
KCBScenseSan
coveringFrancisco,
installationCalif.
of —newGranted
trans, lias
auxiliary trans, without prejudice to such
action as commission may deem warranted
as result of its final determinations with
respect dations
toset forth
(1) conclusions
recommenin report ofand
network
study
staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now
being considered or conducted by commission; (3) pending
matters, and
(4) pending
inquiryanti-trust
into compliance
by
broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of Communications Act, and related matters.
KORN Mitchell, S.D.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans., change
in studio location and remote control operation.
KDRO Sedalia, Mo. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
KFLWcense Klamath
Falls, Ore.—
Granted
covering installation
of new
trans. liKERN Bakersfield, Calif .—Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
KORN Mitchell, S.D.— Granted license to
use old main trans, as auxiliary trans.
WEMB Erwin, Tenn. — Granted license
covering
increase in power and installation
of new trans.
KQTY Everett, Wash.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
KROD El Paso, Tex.— Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, location,
changes in stal aant.
ground system and intion of newand trans.

More

than

WFNC Fayetteville, N.C— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, to be
used as main trans.; granted license covering installation of new trans, to be used as
auxiliary day and alternate main night
KBUD Athens, Tex.— Granted license
covering increase in power to 1 kw, and
change in type trans.
WAZY Lafayette, Ind. — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location.
WBOP Pensacola, Fla. — Granted license
covering increase in power, changes in
trans, equipment, and specify type trans.
KGFL Roswell, N.M.— Granted license
covering installation
change of facilities,
ant. -trans,
location,
of new trans,
and
DA-N. motechanges
in
ground
system
control operation daytime. and reKSIL Silver City, N.M.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power to 1
kw and installation of new trans.
WHFI mitted
Detroit,
— Remote
control per-of
at secondMich.point,
by employes
station only.
KRHM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
change of remote control authority.
KCBS San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
mod. of license and cp to operate main
and auxiliary trans, by remote control
usingtion DA-2
without may
prejudice
to such ac-as
as commission
deem warranted
result of its final determinations with respect to (1) conclusions and recommendations set forth in report of network study
staff: (2) related studies and inquiries now
being considered or conducted by commission, and (3) pending antitrust matters;
engineering conditions.
KANI Kailua, Hawaii — Granted cp to
make changes in ant. system (increase
height)
and make changes in ground system.
KBMT Beaumont, Tex.— Granted extension of completion date to Dec. 15.
Actions of June 21
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WAUB Auburn, N.Y., and specify
studio location; WDLM East Moline, 111.,
and specify studio location; WAZE C!learwater, Fla.. and change studio location:
WETC Wendell-Zebulon, N.C; WCHP Tuscumbia, Ala.
WAAX Gadsden, Ala. — Granted license
covering change in hours of operation, ant.trans.
location,
installation
of DA-N.
in ground
system
and type
trans., change
studio
location, and delete remote control operation.
WJEFcenseGrand
Rapids, Mich.—
Granted
covering increase
in daytime
powerlito 500 w and install new trans, daytime and
specify two main trans., using present licensed trans, for night use.
KSSS covering
Coloradoincrease
Springs,in Colo.—
license
power, Granted
change
in hours of operation, ant. -trans, location,
installation of DA-2 and new trans., make
changesmote control
in ground
system
and delete reoperation
of trans.
WDBM Statesville, N.C— Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WJAZ Albany, Ga. — Granted license covering change of facilities, installation of
DA. change in ant. and ground system and
installation of new trans.
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. — Granted license
coveringtion, ant.
change
in studio
and trans, locasystem
and installation
new
trans.
Actions of June 20
WZFM thority toJacksonville,
Grantedending
auremain silent Fla.
for — period
Aug.
20.
■ Granted
licenses for following fm staContinued on page 87
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
California
Here
Join theSixties!
California Gold
RushYouof Come!
the Golden
Here's your big chance to make the move
to
California.
We're building
a brand
newsunny
station
(the second)
in a California
market that is really booming with a gigantic military installation. We need a manager,
a sales maiaager, and sales staff. We'll pay
top salaries portu.nities.for advancement
. you'll have with
excellent
our opexpanding station group. You can name your
own deal as manager or sales manager if
you are worth $750.00 per month guarantee
plus some form of profit-sharing. Apply in
detail (including photograph) to Box 986A,
BROADCASTING. All replies treated with
strictest confidence.
FM station majiager, sales oriented, for upstate N.Y. station with excellent ratings.
Opportunity to purchase stock, if desired.
Good salary plus override. Box 124B.
BROADCASTING.
Station manager for Michigan station — immediate opening — 1st ticket, announcing exMust have
and bonus
staff directionperience.
abilities.
Good business
salary and
on
gross for the right man. Send resume Box
147B, BROADCASTING.
Radio manager. Excellent opportunity. Must
have
proven
sales record.
Top-rated
Network
affiliate.
Five figure
salary.station.
Send
full details. Box 149B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Permanent career in radio sales at prestige
adult manappeal
station for initiative
solid, creative
saleswith experience,
and desire
to make money. Southern coastal medium
market: well rounded economy. Account
list with excellent potential. Write Box
812A, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for S.C. station in good market
must be hustler interested in eventual
management opportunity. $100.00 weekly
plus incentive
Furnishage.detailed
information as tobonus.
experience,
education
and photo. Box 909A, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for radio-television
stationslanticunder
same ownership.
Atstates. Excellent
opportunityMiddle
for man
seekingtails. Boxpermanent
location.
Give
full
de939A, BROADCASTING.
Growing Carolina-Virginia group looking
for salesman. Only those with solid background and desire for future management
need apply. Box 135B, BROADCASTING.
Our men are earning $150-$250 weekly and
campaign managers $12.000-$15.000 annually.
Conducting
award
contestscommunity
now in Newpromotions-cash
York, Penna..
and
New
England.
Write Box 138B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fulltimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial requirements to Box 163B, BROADCASTING^
Radio time salesman for #1 fm station in
St. Louis.eraged $280
Oura week,
previouswhich
sales can
manager
easily avbe
verified, but he worked hard and earned it.
He is now with a #1 station in San Francisco. If you think you can fill his shoes,
contact KCFM Radio. St. Louis. Mo.
Account executive salesman, steady, secure,
sales opening for experienced man who can
produce results. Radio Station KGKL, San
Angelo, Texas.
Is there
an outstanding
radio time
salesman in New
Mexico, Arizona,
Colorado,
Utah, Idaho who is looking for an opporwork.tunity?
Will beQualityinprogramming.
Utah. Idaho ABC
early NetJuly
for interviews. Phone or write Radio Station KRSN, Los Alamos, New Mexico.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)

Proven high earnings available with MadiWisconsin's
easiest-to-sell
stationPhone
— top
rated son,
in an
ideal city
for your family.
William R. Walker, WISM Radio.

Wanters. 3No deejays.
mature, Personal
experienced
staff announcintegrity
required.
Can be lifetime for best men. Top listening,
top prestige,
sophisticated
station. Tape and
resume. good-music
KASE. Austin,
Texas.
We need a young, energetic man to handle
our day shift. No top forty boys need apply.
Single station market. If you are interested
in a steady job in a swell little city, call
Denny Hawkins, Manager, KRAL Radio,
East 4-2711, Rawlins, Wyoming.
Immediate opening aJinouncer. Experience
preferred. Apply KSDN, Aberdeen, South
Dakota.

Experienced salesman — New England: Group
owner in N.H. has an opening you should
investigate. Good wages, excellent working
conditions, chance for advancement, many
fringe benefits. Contact R. C. Hale, 155
Front Street, Manchester, N.H.
Announcers
Have immediate
for ability.
good announcer with right opening
attitude and
No
floaters,
not
top
40
operation.
Box
722A,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer-salesman with firstclass ticket by am-fm station in southern
California, state's 4th largest market. Run
own
If you'retape,
good,resume,
name your
price.board,
Send sell.
returnable
pic.
Box 134B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone engineer for 250
watt New Hampshire daytimer going on
the air mid-July. Major emphasis on anCASTING. nouncing. Send details to Box 145B, BROADAre you
pd? inBright,
music
and ready
news for
station
medium fast-paced
midwest
market. Send expendable tape, photo and
resume to Box 152B, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer for modern format station,
number one in excellent Great Lakes market. Married. Combo-man. 1st class ticket
advantageous. $100 or up for riglit man.
Substantial chain operators. Resume, photo,
tape including news, recent earnings to Box
165B. BROADCASTING.
Topnotch announcer-engineer with tight
boardtinesliowmanship.
First Iowa.
class $100.00.
ticket, roumaintenance. Eastern
Box
169B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first phone;
experienced
announcer-commercial
man-is
ager; experienced
announcer. Location
large city in Louisiana. Big opportunity to
right persons. Box 175B, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
announcer for adult operation in Michigan.
Send
tape and resume to Box 177B, BROADCASTING.

WBMK, West Point, Georgia needs combo
announcer - engineer, some maintenance,
good morning shift. Contact: Win Maxwell,
WBMK, West Point, Georgia.
Central Pennsylvania daytimer will have
an August 7 opening for a competent staff
announcer. Send tape and other data to
Station Manager, WCPA, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.
Announcer-engineer, experience not required. Must have good speaking voice.
Rural station near Wallops Island, Virginia.
If interested send audition tape or call
Brooks Russell, WESR, Tasley, Virginia.
Announcer with 1st class ticket, immediate
opening. Send resume, tape. WJUD, St.
Johns, Michigan.
Morning announcer. Adult music, award
winning news station. Latest equipment.
Good working conditions. Top pay for top
personality. Advancement opportunities.
Commercial experience necessary. Tape and
resume first letter. Manager. WRTA, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
Excellent opportunity for experienced newsman-an ouncer inleading integrated radiotv operation. Must be good air salesman
both radio and on-camera. WSAV RadioTelevision, Savannah, Georgia.
Announcer — replacing drafted afternoon
man. Know music, farm market reports,
good commercial and news delivery. Restrictedground,
or higher
license. Box
References,
backtape to WTVB,
32, Coldwater,
Michigan.
Women — Opportunity to earn extra money
by
recording
goodTampa
local 9,accounts.
audition.
Box for
10513.
Florida. Send
Send $5.00 for honest appraisal of Phoenix
and Arizona am-tv markets. Living costs,
job
salaries etc.
We will act
the openings,
form of personal
management
givingin
the best advice. No other fee. Write Red
Mcllvaine Productions. 701 West Solano
Drive, Phoenix, Arizona.
Amioimcers. Many Immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential, Professional
Placement,
458 Peach tree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Give your ratings a shot in the arm with
Professional
Services'
D-J for
comedy
material — written
for exclusive
radio — send
current selection. . . . just $2.98 — Professional
Services, Box 5815, Baltimore 8, Maryland.
Announcers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
7-6938.
. . . showcase?
New
York
School
of
nouncing, 160 West 73rd Street, NYC, AnSU

Deejay for modern radio format, with personality. Versatile — come news. Boston.
Tape, resume. Box 180B, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas seeking experienced
staff announcer.

Technical
Engineer for Washington, D.C. area station.
Some experience required. Box 854A,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-chief engineer for 1 kw small
town daytimer . . . Good engineering job
and fair announcing required. $100.00 weekly plus free hospital insurance for man
and family. Send complete details in reply.
Box 908A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to hire: A combo man with first
class ticket. Emphasis on announcing. Send
particulars to Box 940A, BROADCASTING.
Early morning d.j. with first class ticket.
Opportunity for sales also. Box 106B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile announcer wanted for
soutliwest Virginia market. Must have good
sense of tight production. 40 hours, $70. Box
117B. BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man for western New
York community. Excellent future with
multi-station group. Solid adult programming. Send tape and resume. Box 132B,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
S.E. Virgmia 1,000 watt station needs reliengineer-announcer.
Engineering
ity able
first consideration.
Detailed
resume abiland
tape requested in first letter. Reply Box
918A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, chief engineer with experience
NYS. Good pay. Box 922A, BROADCASTING.
Man or woman with first class ticket who
can also do some annoimcing and selling.
Box 107B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer — 5 kw Carolina
regional. Box 136B, BROADCASTING.
Florida station needs real engineer. Maintenance, construction in challenging position with opportunity for extra money for
part-time announcing if desired. No drifters
or
cranks considered. Box 137B, BROADCASTING.
Maryland independent needs experienced
engineer
first phone
for am equipment.
fm operation withwith
remote
and mobile
Replv in full giving background experience,
references and salary requirements. Box
188B. BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer, or engineer-salesman.
Salary Winona,
open. Write
General Manager,
KAGE.
Minnesota.
Opening for first class engineer. Must have
car. Insurance and vacation benefits. Contact Chief Engineer, KSDN, Aberdeen,
South Dakota.
Chief engineer, north Texas am. Must be
sharp on audio and willing to work. KTXO,
Sherman, Texas.
Wanted, engineer-announcer morning wakeup, sales, progressive and successful popular
music station. Good base salary and numbertact
of good
accounts. ConWATC, commissionable
Staunton, Virginia.
Chief engineer, WDUN, Gainesville, Ga.
Must
enced. be thoroughly qualified and experiChief engineer, 50kw directional. Must be
experienced with good references. Confidential. Contact A. Zucker, WINZ, 340 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, Florida.
Need first phone engineer with or without
experience,perience.
withContactorWSYB,
withoutRutland,
announcing
Vt. exProduction-Programming, Others
News director. Excellent opportunity for
man who desires responsibility. Direct radio
and tv first department of multiple ownership, supervise second department. Send
photo
ING. and details Box 148B, BROADCASTNewsman-announcer, experienced, at rapidly expanding adult program station in New
Jersey. Salary commensurate with ability.
Box 172B, BROADCASTING.
If
in the
news north
field,
andyou're
wish a to"pro"
locate
in aradio
growing
central market, with a station that beinformational
programming contactlievesBoxin 182B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced reporter-writer for newsroom
of outstanding 50 kw clear channel. No air
work. Good pay based on experience and
ability. Company benefits. Contact Lincoln
Harner, News Director, WHAM, Rochester,
N.Y.
Experienced continuity writer. Adult music
station. Good production library, latest
equipment. Advancement opportunities. Revania. sume. Manager, WRTA, Altoona, PennsylAttention New England: Wanted, announcer
with first class license for 5000 watt station.
Excellent working conditions, good wages,
many fringe benefits. Contact R. C. Hale,
155 Front Street, Manchester, N.H.
Do you want to live in southern Oregon
and work in radio or tv? Write Jerry Paulos,
KBES-TV, Box 1189, Medford, Oregon.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-salesmanager experienced in national, regional, local sales. Excellent
record. Box 575A, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding twenty year record in sales,
general operations and management. Available immediately. Box 879A, BROADCASTING.
Radio executive. Deep background in
major-market sales, programming and promotion. Hard worker with creative approach to problems. Will leave present lucrative Job for one offering broader opportunities. Married, early forties, substantial type individual.
you want
to permanently strengthenIf your
organization,
here's
a
rare
change
to
do
so.
Box
128B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-top-flight, available 30 days. Experienced al phases, formula or middle-ofthe-road
Prefer Wisconsin.
Box 139B, programming.
BROADCASTING.
Strong background including sales, news,
administration. .Imaginative, sober, family
man. Box 156B, BROADCASTING.
Golden rule policy pays off by doubling
sales. You've tried everything else . . . try
this! I'll cure
professionallyyour
with Rx:station
adultprofitably,
programming
showmanship, creative sales and staffing,
unique promotions, realistic administration,cation
highestimmaterial
community
identification.
. . . earnings
open .Lo..
highest qualifications and recommendations
furnished. 15 years successful experience.
Write Box 18'7B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman-announcer or commercial manager. Sober, familiar all phases with ten
years experience. With present location 4
years. Prefer small to medium market in
Texas. Box 115B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — former radio newsman desires
position in sales in Minnesota or Wisconsin.
College, vet, 26. married. Available August
15. Box 122B, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience includes sales and
servicing, copy-writing, announcing and
production-spots,
including
mercials. Family man
wants singing
step up. comBox
155B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — 3 years experience major market
radio, college degree, 34, family. Wishes to
build future New York, Penna., Ohio. Box
164B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer D.J. 4 years, married. Would like to settle. GR 7-2391 or
MU 6-3879, Herb Anderson, 47 West 28th
St.. N.Y. 1.
Announcers
Multi-talented combination man seeks
multi-faceted position in multi-station
eastern market. Box 737A, BROADCASTING.

DJ

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Attention!
"Good
music-news-sports
station"—lege5 graduate.
years
announcing
experience, Box
colAvailable immediately.
954A, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-dj-newsman, experienced, 22,
Columbia College
graduate.
Available, immediately. Box 960A,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj experienced. Tight format.
Want to settle. Married. Not a prima donna.
Box 992A, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Announcer, tight production,
4 years experience. Married, want to settle.
Not a floater. Box 993A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, sincere, versatile.
Seeks radio/tv opportunity. Also sports. Box
116B, BROADCASTING.
Major or medium market adult operation
looking for experienced dJ? Box 121B,
BROADCASTING.
Top-rated
show, allstrong
news, Write
produc-or
tion. Havejock
worked
formats.
wire Box 125B, BROADCASTING.
1st fone dj news and production. Worker
with ideas. Box 126B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
Experienced.
Excellent
radio
voice. First class
licence. Ohio.
Box
127B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experience, vet, married, tight
format, willing to work, not a floater. Box
140B, BROADCASTING.
Western states only! Sports play-by-playsales-public relation man. 12 years experience. Family man. $150 weekly. References.
Write Box 142B, BROADCASTING.
Air personality; fast-paced, young, enthusiastic, ambitious. 3 years announcing experience.143B,
Desire work
in leading top 40 market. Box
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Nine years experience.
Excellent references. Tape. Strong news,
football. Box 153B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced. Tight format. Will
travel, want to settle, not a floater or prima
donna. Box 158B, BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer: Experienced combo,
tight format, 23, married, not a drifter or
prima donna, have car — travel. Box 160B,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious, news, dj 3V2 years. Married,
N.Y.. N.J., Conn., Mass. only Box 161B,
BROADCASTING.
Staff dj, 3 years experience, married, dependable. East, northeast preferred. Box
162B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — dj. Commercial specialist.
Pleasant, mature voice. Beginner. Married.
Box 174B, BROADCASTING.

TALENT

SEAT

The last three men who sat in this seat are now featured
personalities on WLS CHICAGO— WCKY CINCINNATI and KYW
CLEVELAND. If you're a potential 50,000 watt personality you may
^
be ready for the "HOT" TALENT SEAT! Right now, the afternoon
spot is open on WHOT and we're ready to hand over a 50% audience share in the big
booming HALF MILLION plus, YOUNGSTOWN market to a swinging, fast paced, modern
radio dj who has the voice, the imaginative know-how, and the ambition to do a
top-flight job. If this sounds like YOU, and if you feel you're ready for your last step
before the really BIG TIME, rush immediately your best tape with references to MYRON
JONES, PRESIDENT, c/o WHOT RADIO— YOUNGSTOWN 5, OHIO. It may be the best
move you'll ever make!
THE GOLDEN

TRIANGLE GROUP— WEEP-PITTSBURGH;

WJET-ERIE; WHOT-YOUNGSTOWN.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer — disc jockey, with fourteen
years in radio and television. Seven years
with 50,000 watt station in one of the ten
largest markets. I pitch to the adult audience— swing, pops, and corn — no rock and
roll. $170
weekBROADCASTING.
minimum. Prefer midwest. Boxper171B,
Annoimcer. Experienced, young, ambitious,
married, veteran. Professional school background. Tight format. Box 176B, BROADCASTING.
Mature newsman, staff. 25, vet, college
graduate. Experienced, versatile all phases,
employed,
best $95.
references.
Hear and you'll
hire. Minimum
Prefer Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Michigan. Box 181B, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tvlikegraduate.
Strong personality.
Would
initial opportunity.
Married.
Box 184B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Desire position as announcer and salesman.
Must have $125. Presently employed. Can
do,
will do, for you. Box 185B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Terrible announcer with consistently more
audience than all other five stations combined, contemplating stronger challenge,
stronger paycheck, fast, foolish but warm.
Top
thirty
markets only. Box 186B,
BROADCASTING.
Are you looking for an announcer that is
sincere and
learn?he We
recommend thatwilling
man andto know
will can
develop
into
a
valuable
staff
man
within
a
year's
time. Call collect WNCO, Ashland, Ohio.
Combo-man, strong news, top 40, iniddle,
c/w, all types. First phone, family, to locate
Reno, northern California area. Write/call:
Dixon Clay, 607 W. 95th Street, Los Angeles
44, Calif. PL 5-2070.
1
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Creative production air personality just left
million market looking for better opportunity. Wicked man with an Ampex, a few
turntables and a mike. Distinctive, intelligent, mature with network voice. 3',2 years
experience plus NBC-TV announcing. 29,
Ivy grad.. good looking, cooperative and
friendly. Go anywhere for right price. Must
be heard to be appreciated. Tapes, resumes,
pictures available. Bill Bolte, 213 Summit
Ave., Jersey City 6, N.J. HEnderson 4-5390.
Versatile, young air personality locking for
outlet ences
withfrom the
current
pop format.
Top Irefer3 stations
for which
have
done top job. Will consider any market size
or location. Proven record of holding all
age groups
withtime
current
music. looking
Experienced in all
slots. pop
Married,
for permanent position. Available at once.
Jack DuLong, 7731 Forest Preserve. Chicago
34, ME 7-0238.
Announcer, evening, write and read poetry.
1st ticket, good slow commercial delivery,
no rock. Box 94, Jasper, Indiana. Phone 666.
Young, single announcer. Graduate of
broadcasting school. No experience, but has
a desire to gain success. Prefer south. Write
Larry Evans, Almwell, Louisiana.
Announcer - salesman, experienced, will
travel. Fred Facey, 1076 Findlay Avenue,
Bronx 56, N.Y. Phone WY 2-0723.
Announcers, newscasters, experienced.
Good voices. Tight boardmen. Contact New
York School of Announcing and Speech,
160 West 73rd St., NYC.
Experienced combo, main line sports. Prefers midwest
attractive offer.area,
Dick will
Saby,consider
RedwoodanyFalls,
Minn.
College educated-announcer, dj, continuity
writer, and news man. Available immediately! Four years experience, write or phone
Owen Sherman, KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas.
No. 1 c&w disc jockey and salesman. East
coast preferred. Send mail to Henrv Tuck,
% N.B. Williams. Route 4, Reidsville, N.C.
Received 1000 adult letters last promotion.
Announcer, 1st ticket, no rock. Box 94, Jasper, Indiana. Phone 666.
DJ's experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech. 160 West
73rd St., NYC.
Technical
First class perience,
engineer,
6 months
board 938A,
exavailable July
15. Box
BROADCASTING.
4 years experience 10 kw da wants job as
chief.
$100.00 minimum. Box 130B, BROADCASTING.
First phone, 10 years experience radio and
television — installation, maintenance and
operation. Responsible, excellent references.
Box 151B, BROADCASTING.
Chief, 7 years experience, good announcer.
Sales, ence.
directional
and construction
experiBox 94, Jasper,
Indiana. Phone
666.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
84

□ Bill

Production-Programming, Others
New England, New York station managers:
12 yr. veteran, announcing, production,
sales, desires to relocate your area. Now
program,
production
of prosperousIf
N. Carolina
kilowatt.manager
Best references.
you're
looking
for
a
competent
manyouwhowant,
can
take orders and turn out the job
contact: Box lOlB, BROADCASTING.
Matureics" andvoice.
years
experience production,
in "classfine 7arts
announcing,
writing. Seeks PD position with quality station. Box 118B, BROADCASTING.
Production director, nine years with eastern
network.ried, Full
production position
experience,western
marwant production
states. Leaving present position August 15.
Box 119B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Tired of second-rate newsroom? Ready for
aggressive, rounded newsman who'll transform yours from Tip-n-read' stagnation
into
on-the-spot
journalism?
If so,vital,
contactliving
experienced
radio-tv.
newspaper, wire service reporter-newscaster.
Box 133B, BROADCASTING.
PD — nine years experience radio-tv. Qualified and experienced PR-organization man
for new station setup. Married, family.
Available now. Box 141B, BROADCASTING.

rebuilding
pd? Top Box
market144B,
as1 Need
sistantyoung
readv.
Five figures.
! BROADCASTING.
1 Program director of solid number one sta[ move
tion Inup.metro
of nearly
readypro-to
Let
showadult
you'2 asmillion
personality
gramming thatmewins
well as teens.
Box 183B. BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Corporation president (two radio and two
television stations) needs administrative assistant. Must have thorough knowledge of
corporate and administrative affairs and
know bookkeeping. Must be willing to acING. cept responsibilitv. Box 150B. BROADCASTSales
Sales representative. State capitol vhf in
the southeast seeks experienced local sales
representative. Sales promotion background
considered. Productive account list available. Station
owned working
by long-established
company.
Pleasant
conditions,
group insurance and pension plan. Those
interested send full resume, including photo
to Box 170B. BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for experienced tv
salesman in local, regional sales position.
Liberal commission and high income potential for right man. Send resume and photo
to
Sales Manager, KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
Announcers
Wanted: Television weather forecaster. To
do three 10 minute weathercasts daily—
that's all — but
In your
profession.
You you
mustmust
be be
abletops
to hold
an
audience you will inherit from the news,
and perhaps build on it. You must know
your business and be a strong personality.
You will face competition but this period is
presently number one in its time with more
audience than our two competitors combined. Weyears
ha^'e had
weathercaster
for four
and ahegreat
is leaving
for a
better job. We will need a top man to fill
his shoes, but we will pay you handsomely
if you are the right man and leave you
alone to do your job — weathercasting only
— no commercials. If you think you qualify,
amd like the southwest, please write or
wire immediately
Box immediately
936A, BROADCASTING. Positiontoopen
but
we expect you to give adequate notice if
you arestand presently
underyou will be employed.
thoroughly Please
investigated.
Announcer for established, top rated CBS
affiliate (WSBT-TV). Good opportunity for
the young man with 2-3 years experience
wanting to move to larger station. Must be
veteran or draft exempt. Salary plus talent
arrangement.
Excellent
insurance,
ization and pension
benefits.
Send hospitalresume,
tape and photo to Personnel Director, South
Bend Tribune. South Bend 26, Indiana.
Technical
Do you have TT25BL experience? Do you
have supervisory capabilities? If so, write
Box 892A, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted with qualifications for
supervisory duties. Pioneer basic major
network station in upper south. Opening
requires
firstvtrclass
license
with studio,
and radio-telephone
transmitter experience.
I Excellent
working
conditions
with
ance, vacations and holidays. Sendinsurfull
! resume
CASTING.with picture to Box 962A, BROAD-

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Wanted — Engineer with first ticket for midwestern ferred,
all butuhf
Experience
prenotmarket.
necessary.
Box 131B,
BROADCASTING.
California medium market needs good, practical experienced television engineers, both
studio and transmitter. Must be excellent
operator television control board, projectors,
switcher, microwave, etc. Also need alert,
experienced transmitter man. Both men
should be good on maintenance, mechanical
work, and electrician. Reply box 191B,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer Gulf Coast vhf.
Thorough studio maintenance background.
Send resume, picture and salary. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Need to add male or female copy writer to
staff. Send pic. resume, requirements. Station located in midwest. Ideal working
conditions plus company benefits. Box
976A, BROADCASTING.
Educational tv producer-directors with substantial community program or in-school
broadcast experience. Up to $6,500. 1-year
contract, begin September. Send full background, experience details and salary needed to William Manschot, Production Manager, WTTW, Chicago.
Newsman wanted. Must be able to gather,
write and present the news. Salary open.
Contact
Tennessee.Reeve Owen, WTVC, Chattanooga,
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Assistant manager-sales manager. Exceptional background, productive sales record.
Box 157B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales manager-sales. Excellent record — sales
and management of sales personnel. Box
168B, BROADCASTING.
Veteran sportscaster radio-television. Authoritative, colorful play-by-play football,
basketball, baseball, boxing. 12 years all
phases
plus
news-interviews-special
events.
Solidly commercial.
High ratings. Excellent
references. Box 747A, BROADCASTING.
Desire television news position. Degree in
Speech and History. Radio background.
Would accept announcing lending to news.
John
DuVal, 2715 Alabama, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.
Technical
Chief, tv-am. Available for south or southwest. Handled large and small operations.
Box 912A. BROADCASTING.
1st phone license, experience, currently
CREI student. Will relocate for permanent
position. Box 173B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
6 years professional, on-camera experience.
4affairs,
years special
producing-performing
public
events, weather news,
and sports.
Will consider offers on basis of challenge
and potential.
staff in top metro market. Box 123B, Now
BROADCASTING.
Director, first class engineering license, desires opportunity with small/medium station to work
utilize
2 1/2 years
of thorough
all phases
broadcast.
Boxground159B,
BROADCASTING.
Stop gambling on new employees. Duds and
hot-shots never complete our comprehensive studio production and operating program. Contact: Intern Supervisor, WTHSTV, Miami.
FOR SALE
Equipment
New, unused Schafer 400-R remote control
system, list $1,695 for $1,200. Never removed
from cartons. Box 860A. BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
RCA television rack equipment: TA-IA distribution amplifier, TA-5D stabilizing amplifier, TM-6B master monitor, WP-33B
power
supply,
580-D
supplies,
two video
patcli two
panels.
Bestpower
offer accepted.
Box 129B, BROADCASTING.
Gates dynamote portable remote amplifier
ING.
—brand new— $250. Box 166B, BROADCASTSteelman transitape, portable all-transistor
2-speed
tape recorder — $100. Box 167B,
BROADCASTING.
Multiplex receivers — 12 Bogen (RM2), 1
Bogen
2 Browning
(XR-100
with
adapter),(RM2A),
one teletronix
(MXllA).
All about
one year old and now in use and operatabout July 15th.
going
out ing.
of Available
the background
musicWe're
business.
Total cost to us was $2400. Will sell at 25%
ING.
off or $1,750. Write Box 190B, BROADCASTTape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half
and 15Radio
ips. Excellent.
$1000
each track,
$1050 71/2
crated.
Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, California.
12 slimline base light fixtures #TV664G. Excellent condition. Transformer box #TV664BG5 included. $100 each. KHOU-TV, Box
11, Houston, Texas.
Magnacord complete.
PT16-J recorder
PT6-A
transport,
Recently and
completely
factory reconditioned.
$150.00'. WCRA, Effingham, Illinois.
For sale on ground — 1 Truscon 400 foot
guyed tower, complete with base insulator
and lighting. Will support small tv or fm
antenna. 1 RCA AGC amplifier BA-21A. 1
Tapak portable
batterydutyoperated
recorder. 1Taco heavy
72 ohm tape
Channel
3 antenna. 1 RCA TKIC monoscope camera
in use two years. Contact Chief Engineer,
WINR-TV, Binghamton, New York. Telephone—RA 3-8251.
A 1000 watt Collins transmitter in operating
condition. Will sell reasonable. Radio Station WMOZ, Post Office Box 228, Mobile,
Alabama.
For
— 1 260'immediately.
Lehigh selfContact:
supporting
tower.saleAvailable
Bill
Angle, Ace High Tower Erector Company,
Greenville, No. Car. Tele: PL 8-2640.
Thermometer, remote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike position. Installed in less
than an hour. Send for brochure. ElectraTemp Co., Box 6111, San Diego 6, California.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also am monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service. Eidson Electronics Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Two 270-foot heavy-duty Fisher guyed
towers
by October
1st. 146
W. D'Orr
Cozzens, available
Intermountain
Network,
South
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Get into fm power cheap. 10 kw Western
Electric transmitter 506 B-2, with brand
new Gates exciter, new tubes throughout.
GE 8 bay antenna BY 8 B. Make offer. L.E.
Latham, Box 77, Atlanta, Ga., DR 8-8808.
Dehydrators, automatic and complete, rigid
coaxial transmission line, with fittings and
hardware. Write for listing. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor
Road, Oakland 20, California.
Tower erection, tower painting, coaxial line
repairs, mechanical inspections, grounding
systems, lightning rods, lightning protection systems. Financing if desired. Tower
Maintenance Co., Inc., 410-7th Ave., N.E.,
Glenbumie, Md. Day phone SO 6-0766 —
Nigjht
phone SO 1-1361.
Write orandcallemergency
collect.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc. metal cabinets
starting at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru 24" Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
Paul, Minn.
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FOR SALE

RADIO

TELEVISION

Equipment — (Cont'd )
General Precision Laboratory 16mm kinescope recorder, model PA-303 with Maurer
sound oftronicfilm
and utilizing
elecshutter.system
For further
information
contact the Director of Purchasing, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Schafer automatic program equipment. Used
less
than $8,000.00.
one year. Call
Manufacturer's
4 years.
Olean, N. Y.guarantee
20161.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations

Help Wanted — Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Want station in northeast city over 100,000
population. To 150M up to 40M down. Principal. Box lOOB, BROADCASTING.
Want west coast am. To $250,000. Ready
Confidential. Will protect brokers. Box 146B,
BROADCASTING.
Used
good
Want
price
field,

Equipment
Gray Telop model 2-R. Must be in
condition. KBTX-TV, Bryan, Texas.
used PT-6 Magnecord. Send condition,
to George Williams, KGHM, BrookMissouri.

Wanted
— Used
transmitting
antenna
equipment
for maximum
powerand
on Channel
3 installation. Write or call Harold Thorns,
75 Scenic Highway, Asheville, N.C., phone
ALpine 4-4448.
Western Electric 702A oscillator unit, complete in good working condition. Contact:
S. E. Hawkins, Chief Engineer, WITH, 7
East Lexington St., Baltimore 3. Maryland.
3-5 kw fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick Street,
New York 13.
Convert your excess equipment to casli.
Anything bought and sold from a tube to a
tower. Electrofind, 550 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 GilUiam Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January
4, 1961. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden. Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. five days a week. Tuition $300. We
have no failures. The Pathfinder Method,
510 16th St., Oakland, California.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins
School 35,of Texas.
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas
MISCELLANEOUS
Funniest one-liners ever created. Produced
on tape especially for your show or staletterheard
request for sample
tapes! tion.
BoxRush 732A,
BROADCASTING.
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Broadcast Sales Engineers
Collins Radio Co., a leader in the manufacture of quality broadcast equipment,
has an unusual opportunity for a
Broadcast Sales Engineer in Washington, D.C. Knowledge of equipment used
in broadcasting is essential. Broadcast
Sales and Engineering experience helpful. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Complete company
benefits. Send resume to:
Mr. E. S. Gagnon
Broadcast Sales
Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

WASHINGTON NEWS CORRESPONDENT
Wanted: News conscious TV station to
join 2 or 3 other stations in sponsoring
a Washington news correspondent as a
unit of station's news department for
general assignment, news coverage in
depth and special events.
Box 189B, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment

COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK

Cartridge Tape Equipment
NOW IN 150 STATIONS

Production-Programming, Others

For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.

SALES PROMOTION

contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man

MAN

or
WANTED TO BUY
Static

Large service organization has opening for well-rounded creative promotion man at its Chicago headquarters.
Experience with media sales and
promotion in radio, TV, or related
fields is essential. Responsible for
direct mail campaigns, trade advertising, brochures, etc., in co-operation with established operations.

SELL— LEASE YOUR
STATION?
Capable-proven California operator
interested small market AM station.
West Coast preferred but will consider other locations. Confidential.
Box 154B. BROADCASTING.

Salary open. Immediate start. Please
submit resume including age, education, past experience and salary
earned.

WANTED
TO BUY
Profitable Eastern Radio Stations

Box 958A, BROADCASTING

If you wish to sell your profitable
radio station for the best price, we
would like to offer your property to
our financially qualified clients. Our
firm handles a limited number of
sound properties on an individual
basis. A completely documented personal presentation of your property
assures you of the highest price and
maximum protection from disclosure.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER. INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Tv and Radio
Licensed
Consultants
Brokers

Record Librarian Wanted
Leading Midwestern station in major
^ market looking for librarian able to ^'
administer and program adult record format. Excellent salary and
working conditions. Bright future for
creative "self starter." If you are
^ young program man and management type send resume and phototo:
Box graph108B,
BROADCASTING.
^■G ■& ■S
& -8
8MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT
>

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
&OX 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbaro^ California
I

SERVICE

FINGER ON THE PULSE
Experienced personnel . . .
. . . Opportunities in many markets.
PAUL BARON, BROADCAST MANAGER
MAUDE LENNOX PERSONNEL SERVICE, Inc. (Agcy)
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 20, N.Y.
Circle 6-0276
Intervie'ws by appointment.
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Employment Service
JOB HUNTING?
Let us fit you into the job you want. We
place ALL broadcast personnel in eight
Upper-Midwest
states. If you're looking to
step
— write
III.UPWis.
Minn.NOW.Neb. Mo. Dakotas
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division F
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

MISCELLANEOUS

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV Spot
OS recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Groups
1,000 — $6.95, 2,000 — $11.00, 5,000 —
$24.00. Check with order. Delivery
within 3 days. Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

tar

you can't
beatgetting
a
classified
ad in
top-flight personnel
STATIONS
Southern single. ^40,000 terms —
Southwest medium regional. Big
profits. ^97,500 29% — Southwest
medium fulltime. Making money.
^115,000 29% — Southern major
daytime regional. ^75,000 with
^23,750 down. — Southern major
power fuUtimer. In black. ^350,000
terms. — West Coast regional. Good
earnings, ^350,000 29% Southwest
major daytime. ^225,000 29% —
Southwest fulltime regional. Top
profits. ^200,000 29% Midwest fulltimer, medium market. Very profitable. $150,000 29% — Record company for sale. PATT McDONALD,
Box 9266, Austin Texas. GL. 3-8080,
or Jack KOSTE, 60 E. 42nd., NY
17, N.Y. MU 2-4813
Local
Fla.
29%
Small
Local
120M
N.C.
29%
Small
$50M
15
dn.
N.C.
75M
Small
Ikw-D
250w
Small
Ida.
terms
50M
25 dn.
Va.
Single Ikw-D
80M
140M
Miss.
Single 250w
10 yrs.
Tex.
25M
Single 250w
8 dn.
terms
III.
Single Daytimer 95M
low dn.
Single Fulltime 65M
Cal.
N.Y.
cash
Single Daytimer 105M
Fla.
Medium Regional 175M
53 dn.
Ala.
Metro Ikw-D 175M
58 dn.
175M
Metro Local
Cal.
29%
Large
Fla.
Regional 165M
cash
150M
SE
Maj-Sub
Ikw-D
35
dn.
Mid All Major Fulltime 330M
25%
Central Major Daytimer 415M
cash
250M
Fla.
Major 250w
29%
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa
BROADCASTING, July 4, 1960
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FOR

SALE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FULLTIME
An unusual opportunity for an acceptable buyer to acquire ownership of a
prestige California property with a
history of high billings and ownership
earnings for the very low down payment of $25,000.
Box 179B, BROADCASTING.

STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN— Full time. Exclusive. $80,000 average annual gross for
last 5 years. Asking $90,000 for 29%.
CALIFORNIA, large market. Powerful
daytimer. Very profitable. $300,000
with 29%.
TOP MARKET. Daytimer. Doing better
than $200,000 a year. Asking $310,000
with 29%.
SOUTHEAST. Profitable daytimer. Did
$84,000 last year. Ahead time year.
Asking $125,000 with 29%.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Network.
Profitable. Asking $100,000 with 29%
down.
NORTHWEST. Daytimer near large market. Asking $70,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Continued from page 81
tions:
WNSL-FM Laurel,
Miss.; WFLM (FM)
Fort Lauderdale.
Fla.
WCOL Columbus, Ohio — Granted licenses
covering installation of new main trans,
and to use old main trans, at location of
main trans, as alternate main trans.
WALM Albion, Mich. — Granted license
covering change in hours of operation, instal ation of DA-N. change ground system
and ant. -trans, and studio locations.
WCMR Elkhart, Ind.— Granted license
covering increase in power, installation of
new trans., changes in DA and ground
systems and DA pattern.
WCSC-FM Charleston, S.C.— Granted license covering increase in ERP to 50 kw,
ant. height to 700 ft., installation of new
ant.
and
locations. change in ant. -trans, and studio
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.— Granted mod.
of license to specify trans, and studio location change and waived sec. 3,613 of
rules.
KDXU St. George, Utah— Granted mod.
of license to change studio location and
remote control point.
KQTY Everett, Wash.— Granted mod. of
license to change remote control point, to
be operated bv employes of station only.
KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo. — Granted cp to change type trans, and make
equipment changes.
WNAD Norman, Okla. — Granted cp to
install new tvpe trans.
(FM)changes
Kalamazoo,
Mich.—
Granted
cpWMCR
to make
in trans,
equipment.
WVNJ Newark, N.J. — Granted cp to install new type trans.
WHIO-FM
increase
ERP Dayton,
to 35 kw,Ohio—
ant. Granted
height tocp1,060to
ft., change ant. -trans, location, install new
type ant. and make changes in ant. system.
KWCS-TV Ogden, Utah— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 5.25 kw, aur.
2.63 kw. install new ant. system, change
type trans, and make changes in equipment.
KRNM-TV Roswell, N.M.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to aur. 9.162 kw, vis.
18.281 kw, change trans, and studio locations, type trans., type ant., ant. structure
and ant. height to 122 ft.; waived sec. 3.613
of rules.
WDBN (FM) Barberton, Ohio— Granted
mod.
cp to change
-trans toand430main
studio oflocation
and ant.ant.height
ft.;
engineering conditions; waived sec. 3.317
(a)(1) of rules to permit use of trans, with
power output rating of 15 kw.
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type of daytime trans.;
condition;
extension of completion
date to Oct.granted
31,
WAMO Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted mod. of
cp to specif.y studio location, change type
trans, and make changes in ant. system;
conditions.
Actions of June 17
WICA-FM
Ashtabula,
Ohio — Granted
change of remote control authority.
KMON
Great Falls, Mont. — Granted
change of remote control authority.
Action of June 15
WLOB-FM Portland, Me.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit for new fm station.
License Renewals
■ Following tv translator stations were
granted renewal of license: K70AH. Parker,
Ariz.; K76AO. K71AM, K82AH, Olivia, Minn.;
K70BG, K74AR, Deer River, Minn.; K72AT,
K75AM. Bemidji. Minn.; K78AK, K82AF,
Cass Lake. Minn,; K75AC, Farmington, N.M.;
K75AH, Indio, Calif.; K76AL. Canby, Calif.;
W78AB. Johnson City and Vestal. N.Y.;
W81AB, Hillcrest and Chenango Bridge,
N.Y.;
Jackson.W79AC.
W.yo. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; K72AO
B alFollowing
granted renewof license:stations
WFEA were
Manchester,
N.H.;
WYSL Amherst, N.Y.; WCNX Middletown,
Conn.; WESX Salem, Mass,; WREB Holyoke, Mass.;
Conn.;
WFGM WSTC-AM-FM
Fitchburg. Mass.;Stamford,
WAGE
Chicopee, Mass.; WICY Malone. N.Y.;
•WKCR-FM New York, N.Y,; KEPR Kennewick-Richland-Pasco. Wash,; WBIC Islip,
N.Y,; WKRT Cortland. N,Y,; KBRV Soda
Springs. Idaho; WERI Westerly, R,I,; KPAL
Palm Springs. Calif,; WLIR (FM) Garden
City. N.Y.;
Pasco. Wash.;
WOSC
Fulton,
N.Y.;KEPR-TV
WTKO Ithaca,
N.Y,; WFPG
Atlantic City, N,J.; WLEA Hornell, N.Y.;
KHAS-TV
Hastings,
*KCTS (TV)
Seattle, Wash.;
WTRY Neb.;
Troy. N.Y.
■ Granted renewal of licenses of Midcontinent Bcstg Co. stations KELO-TV, Sioux
Falls, and KPLO-TV Rehance, S.D,, and
Triple-CityS.D,Bcstg
Co, reminded
station KDLO-TV
Florence,
By letter,
licensees
of requirement for full identification of
source and/or
sponsor
as
result
of telecasting by their tv stations of kinescope
summaries of 1958 "Kohler" hearings.
(FOR THE RECORD) 87

WHICH

JOB

WOULD

If you're like most of us, you'd take the
job with the more tempting salary and
the brighter future.
Many college teachers are faced with
this kind of decision year after year. In
fact, many of them are virtually bombarded with tempting offers from business and industry. And each year many
of them, dedicated but discouraged, leave
the campus for jobs that pay fair, competitive salaries.
Can you blame them?
These men are not opportunists. Most
of them would do anything in their power
to continue to teach. But with families
to feed and clothe and educate, they just
can't make a go of it. They are virtually

YOU

TAKE?

forced into better paying fields.
In the face of this growing teacher
shortage, college applications are expected to double within ten years.
At the rate we are going, we will soon
have a very real crisis on our hands.
We must reverse this disastrous trend.
You can help. Support the college of your
choice today. Help it to expand its facilities and to pay teachers the salaries they
deserve. Our whole future as a nation
may depend on it.
It's important for you to know more about what
the impending college crisis means to you. Write
for a free booklet to: HIGHER EDUCATION,
Box 36, Times Square Station, New York 36, N.Y.

Sponsored as a public service,
in co-operation with the Council for Financial Aid to Education

HIGHER EOUCATIOM
KEEP IT BRIGHT
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RESPECTS

Joseph

TO
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Louis
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Joe Herold has been credited by his
I industry friends with what was, and
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may still be, a world's television record
— ^from a box of paper clips to station
programming in 28 days. This deft
maneuver was accomplished in the
Sept. 1-28 period in 1952, at KBTV
(TV) Denver, second post-freeze stall tion to go on the air.
At the time Joe had accumulated
extensive experience as technical midwife to new tv stations. His first effort
in this new art had taken place at
WOW-TV Omaha, where he had been
technical director under the late
Johnny Gillin (WOW-AM-TV; KODY
North Platte, Neb.). In 1947 Joe started
his tv career by setting up a closedcircuit training program for the anticipated WOW-TV operation. With the
title of tv manager, he had a staff already trained when WOW-TV took the
air in the summer of 1949.
Two other developments important
to his career took place in 1949. First

he became
interested in selling, a
natural transition for any alert young
man who had served many years under
Johnny Gillin, one of the industry's
top managers. Second, he agreed to a
blind date with Lillian Mary Dixon,
secretary to Harry Bannister at WWJ
Detroit. Miss Dixon was stopping in
Omaha on her summer vacation. The
date eventually led to the altar.
I
Goodbye Omaha ■ After Johnny GilII the
lin's loss
deathofinhis
Julybest1950,
Joe'sdeveloped
grief at
friend
! into a case of itchy foot and he left
Omaha after living there for two decades. Incidentally, he had been active
in tv training at Creighton U. there,
and many of his students are now in
the industry. Many of the techniques he
pioneered in Omaha are still standard
. operating procedure. Among industry
"firsts" he is credited with microwave
I innovations, remote originations, edu, cational programs and low-budget live
commercials. He had conducted detailed costs analyses through weekly
surveys of station operating costs.
All this tv experience equipped Joe
for the assignment that took him from
Omaha in 1950 — television consultant
for Union Radio & Television (CMURHavana, Cuba), where he superl
I vised staff training and installation of
the new station. A year later he performed asimilar job at Radio Televisao, Paulista, at Sao Paulo, Brazil.
RCA called him next in anticipation
I of the end of FCC's freeze on tv sta, tion grants. With RCA he operated as
an independent station-planning conBROADCASTING, July 4, 1960

Herold

sultant, assisting in the design and organization of more than 20 U.S.
stations. His "Tv Station Planning"
series, worked out while at RCA, was
circulated all over the world.
Denver Debut ■ Shortly after the
freeze was lifted in the summer of 1952,
Joe received an offer from the late
Tom Eckerman of KVOD Denver to
manage the then-authorized KBTV. He
had helped put KFEL-TV, first postfreeze outlet, on the Denver air. There
was a stock interest in the KBTV deal
and he accepted. Work was started
Sept. 1, programming was under way
Sept. 28 and the formal debut took
place Oct. 12.
"We were the only tv station ever
written up in Field & Stream magazine," he recalls, explaining: "There was
a fishing-worm hatchery in the basement of our temporary rented quarJoe Herold is still at KBTV, serving as manager, but he retains a deep
interest
ters." in the engineering side of television, atrait that dates back to the
youthful
dayssteamers.
spent as "sparks" on
Great Lakes
He's on the extrovertish side, earthy,
often blunt, pleasant and mixes easily
in a crowd. He oozes enthusiasm, especially when he starts talking about
his mountain ranch in the Clear Creek
Canyon area 35 miles west of Denver.
This secluded paradise, at an elevation
of 9,600 feet, provides a weekend hide-

KBTV's Herold

away, fine fishing for guests and a
chance to display what he describes as
an outstanding talent at a charcoal
grill. Even at meetings in distant cities
— the NAB Tv Code Review board in
Washington, for example — he's apt to
get a faraway look as he yearns for the
whispering aspens and rainbow trout.
Tv Code Planner ■ The tv code connection provides an industry-service
outlet he takes seriously, recognizing
the need for nationwide video programming and advertising ethics that will
meet the critical storm. He is chairman
of the code board's planning subcommittee, which has been directing expansion of board membership and code operations.
Joe recognizes the need to show the
public and government that voluntary
regulation will work. His station was
one of the first to join the code structure when it was set up in 1952. He
loses his infectious grin when he hears
the familiar charge that the NAB code
group consists "of fat cats who can
afford to throw out borderline and
banned
citing the board's
diversifiedaccounts,"
membership.
Joseph Louis Herold was born March
8, 1907, in Falls City, Neb. He took his
secondary school training at Ursuline
Convent. At 19 he moved to Valparaiso, Ind., attending Valparaiso U.
He transferred after a year to the
School of Engineering, located at Milwaukee. There he specialized in electronics and radio engineering, learning
the
code and getting his operator's
ticket.
His first job was on the SS
Puritan, a passenger steamer.
Back Ashore ■ After a couple of years
on the lakes, he developed a yearning
for his native Nebraska and joined the
engineering staff at WOW, not far from
his old home town. Johnny Gillin was
a student at Creighton U. and parttime announcer at WOW. The two became close friends. "We grew up together at WOW," Joe recalls. "When
Johnny became manager, he made me

technical supervisor."
He'll long be remembered for his
role in staging the courtroom demonstrations that led the Colorado Supreme Court to admit cameras and
microphones to court rooms. Besides a
long list of civic roles, he is chairman
of the Denver Area Tv & Radio Assn.,
formed to stage the court tests.
In his tv code function, he contends the ethical document must be
thoroughly understood by all station
personnel right down to the traffic girl
who makes up the log.
He feels a moral obligation in his
code service. "The industry has been
good to me," he says. "The least I can
do is to serve in what I regard as the
most important of all industrywide

A long list of 'firsts' in tv
functions."
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EDITORIALS
Last

stand

IT'S now or never if broadcasters are to be spared imminent danger of being suspended or fined or both for
infractions of any of the FCC's endless regulations.
The Harris amendments, incorporating the suspension and
fine provisions, passed overwhelmingly last week after the
author. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), had mesmerized the
House on a subject wholly unrelated to the legislation. His
oration was directed against the expose of congressional
expense accounts in the Knight newspapers and Life. But
the nation's broadcasters will take it on the chin unless there
is a near-miracle between now and adjournment which,
fortunately, is delayed until after the political conventions.
The penalty amendments, authorizing the FCC to suspend stations for up to 10 days and fine them $1,000 for
each "offense", can be stopped only in the Senate, or by
the unlikely extreme of presidential veto. Rep. Harris, by
attaching his amendments to a Senate-passed bill (S 1898)
covering unopposed procedural changes in the Communications Act, skillfully spirited this loaded legislation through
the House. But his strategy boomeranged when the Senate
Commerce Committee last week, instead of appointing conferees, decided on further hearings, since Mr. Harris & Co.
had totally changed the nature of the Senate bill.
Broadcasters object only to the suspension and fine
amendments. Contrary to what the House was told, there
has been no opposition from responsible quarters to the
provisions that would outlaw payola or quiz-rigging. Broadcasters welcome it. Certainly Time Inc., which publishes Life.
and the Knight newspapers can't be accused of seeking to
block the Harris amendments. They have been among the
most vitriolic of the many newspapers and magazines that
have attacked broadcasting.
Mr. Harris' anger
over theFree
expense
expose ofis
understandable.
The Detroit
Press account
stands accused
highly questionable ethics in publishing a purported elbowbending picture of Rep. Harris which the congressman
brands a phoney. And he was given the run-around by
Knight executives when he tried to get an explanation. Mr.
Harris made the most of this in his impassioned speech.
Practically every member of the House, irrespective of party
line, was sympathetic. The expense account expose smeared
all. Thus it was easy for the adroit Arkansan to sell his colleagues his amendments, lock, stock and loaded barrel.
However contrived, the deed is done in the House. We've
said before that it would be far better to have no legislation at all at this session than to accept the Harris amendments with the suspension and fine provisions. Every Senator should be so importuned so that the word gets to the
Senate Commerce Committee. And broadcasters must be
prepared to put their best foot forward when hearings are
held by the Senate Committee to expunge from S 1898 those
House-imposed sanctions that sprang from frenzy rather
than calm legislative deliberation.
Somewhere

short

in number, do not promise to change the face of nighttime
television in any significant degree. The percentages have
changed somewhat, but not enough to avoid the impression
that adventures have been replaced with adventures, westerns with westerns, situation comedies with situation comedies.
Television's critics will find nothing to cheer in this prospect, and little to applaud in the news that only about half
as many specials — the glamor packages on today's tv shelves
— are being planned this year as last. But the critics never
cheer a schedule anyway, and are not apt to until it is
dominated by whatever happens to be their private program fetish at the moment. They cry for more publicaffairs programs, and there will be more of them this fall
than ever before, both in the regular evening lineups and
among the specials, but it is unarguable that there won't
be enough to satisfy the professional belittlers.
We must confess that we would like to feel more excitement than we do in contemplating the regular weekly
shows in the fall schedule. They contain an inadequate
measure of the creative vitality that ought to be associated
with television. For $6.8 million worth of weekly programming it looks awfully uninspired.
It is true, of course, that it is necessary to attract masses
of people most of the time in order to inform or inspire
them some of the time. Certainly, without audiences there
would be no television — and this means the kind of television the critics like as well as the kind the people like.
The new fall schedule cannot be accused of ignoring this
fact of life. We have no doubt that the people will like it;
indeed, we think it almost certain that audiences will be
bigger than ever. Advertisers certainly cannot complain.
But we cannot escape the nagging question: Is it enough
for this medium to be good — when it could be great?
No reasonable person expects that greatness can be
achieved in program after program, night after night throughout a season. At best, the majority of regularly scheduled
programs
elevating. can provide entertainment that is diverting if not
Yet the opportunity — and the urge — to do an occasional
piece that will rise above the level of simple diversion must
exist in television if the medium is to take maximum advantage of its unequalled physical resources.
It is this opportunity that seems lacking, in at least some
degree, in the schedules that have been fashioned for next
autumn.

of greatness

THE most descriptive word for the television networks'
1960-61 nighttime program schedules, so far as they
can be judged from paper plans, is "competitive." If any
network gains a measurable advantage, it will do so through
superior production and execution rather than novel or even
particularly imaginative program concepts.
An examination of the regular lineups, which were charted
in detail in these pages a week ago, shows an astonishingly
high number of new entries — 46 programs or more than
40% of the weekly total. What makes the figure astonishing is that these new programs, though uncommonly large
90
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"A beer? I thought you advertising men favored martinis!"
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commercial

On the water or on the shore, it's smooth
sailing for your sales-message when you
use Spot Radio. Multiply this listening habit
by millions of vacationers, and you'll know
why Spot Radio pays off BIG for national
advertisers on these important stations.
K08
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGN
Chicago
WFAA . . Dallas-Ft. Worth
WKMH
Detroit
KPRC
Houston
KARK
Little Rock
WINZ
Miami
WISN
Milwaukee
KSTP.Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTAR
Norfolk
Edward

Retry
&
^ The Original Station
Representative

Co.,

Inc

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

KFAB
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
KPOJ
Portland
WJAR
Providence
WRNL
Richmond
KCRA
Sacramento
WOAI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
KOBY
San Francisco
KMA
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane
WGTO . . . Tampa-Orlando
KVOO
Tulsa

California National Productions proudly announces itsnew adventure series, "The Blue
Angels." Here, close-up, are human -interest
stories of the U. S. Navy's famous precisionflying team. The series' sharpest focus is on
the men themselves, their pleasures and problems—the kind that are within everyone's
experience. The Blue Angels are the men who
man the Navy's Tiger Jets, the men who work
in the clouds at 600-miles-an-hour and up
. . . then come down to earth to face situations just as dramatic as those in the air.
Matching courage, skill and team spirit against
incredible
aerial duties,
the Navy's
Blue with
Angels have thrilled
35,000,000
Americans
their breathtaking feats. And millions more in
every part of the country will see them fly
in the next 12 months in 75 scheduled demonstrations that are promotion "naturals."
Hard -hitting realism characterizes this entire
series. The Blue Angels' former skipper. Commander "Zeke" Cormier, tJSN, as technical
advisor for all shooting, ensures program
authenticity. Sam Gallu, creator- producer of
the successful "Navy Log," is in charge of
capturing all the excitement on film. The Navy
Department has pledged "full cooperation."
Continental Oil Company (CONOCO)has already
purchased
"Theis Blue
Angels"
its powerful
marketing area. Now
the time
to putforthis
series of warm, inspiring, human dramas to work for you.
NBC TELEVISION FILMS. A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS CNP
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HERE, in this huge Metropolitan Market of over 1,700,000
people, WCBM delivers the quality audience . . . and the quantity
audience! "Balanced Programming" makes the difference . . . the
reason why Baltimoreans, in large numbers, consistently turn to
WCBM for Top Talent Radio!
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CLOSED
Republican ad strategy ■ Republican
party will use special house agency this
year to plan and place its campaign advertising. Agency will be called Campaign Assoc. and will be headed by
Carroll P. Newton, BBDO vice president. For past several presidential campaigns BBDO has been GOP agency.
Among reasons for change to special
agency set up for single purpose: it'll
cut campaign costs; experts from several different agencies can be drafted
for short-term service on behalf of
GOP.
Campaign Assoc. will be self-liquidating. It will collect 15% on business
it places, will return to party any money
it has left after its dissolution next January. Agencymen loaned to GOP agency will continue to be paid by their
agencies (thus retaining all benefits and
seniority in their own shops), and their
agencies will bill Campaign Assoc. for
their time. Some of campaign experts
now on staff of Vice President Nixon
will be consultants to Campaign Assoc..
though remaining on Nixon staff.
Among them will be Ted Rogers. Holproducer, who's Mr. Nixon's
broadcast lywood
advisor.
Revlon build-up ■ With switch of Ted
Bergmann from presidency of Parkson
Adv. (agency for J.B. Williams) to vice
president in charge of advertising of
Revlon, step-up in Revlon's broadcast
budgets is beheved in offing. Revlon in
1959 spent $4.2 rnillion in network tv
and $3.2 million in spot — better than
65% of its total ad budget.
Mr. Bergmann, who formerly was
vice president for tv-radio at McCannErickson, had been in active negotiation with one of tv networks for
executive vice presidency. Intra-mural
personnel complications, however, persuaded Mr. Bergmann to complete transaction with Revlon where he will report
directly to Charles Revson, president.
Study period ■ Although FCC this
week is expected to give preliminary
consideration to thick staff report on
programming practices prepared by
Network Study Staff (Closed Circuit,
July 4) there's no likelihood of immediate action. Chances are that provocative report, labelled another '"Blue
Book," will go over until after August
recess, which would mean post-Labor
Day consideration at earliest. Report is
another effort of FCC staff to assert
supervisory controls over programming
short of censorship.

CIRCUIT.

Reducing program ■ NBC-TV is now
in process of cost reduction-profit expansion readjustment occasioned by reevaluation of fall programming schedules. Personnel reduction is being effected primarily in technical studio staff
because of increased film programming
by outside producers and decrease of
live production. Streamlining to eliminate "lu.xuries" accumulated during past
year also is being effected in other departments.
Ad-news mixture ■ One condition of
Mutual of Omaha's buy of ABC-TV
convention coverage (see page 40) was
network's agreement to use Bob Considine, who will deliver insurance company's commercials, as commentator
helping with news coverage. NBC-TV
which was after Mutual of Omaha business, lost out at least partly because it
refused to accept outside man as member of news team.
Reinsch
Butler? Reinsch,
■ There'sexecutive
outside
chance J.forLeonard
director of Cox broadcast stations, may
succeed Paul Butler as chairman of
Democratic National Committee. Mr.
Reinsch, who's executive director of
party's national convention this week,
is being supported for party chairmanship by several leading Democrats. Sen.
B. Everett Jordan (D-N.C.) has sent
letter to national committee members
urging them to back Mr. Reinsch. It's
customary for party's presidential nominee to pick chairman. Sen. Jordan
pointed out that Mr. Reinsch is "persona grata" to all leading candidates for
nomination. Would Mr. Reinsch take
job?
He says
he's been
convention
to think
abouttooit. busy with
Penalty
settlement?
There's
of
compromise
with Rep. ■Oren
Harristalkover
some of his amendments to omnibus
broadcasting bill (S 1898) passed by
House and now scheduled for Senate
hearing. Deal would be elimination of
present proposal to give FCC authority
to suspend station licenses for as long
as 10 days as penalty for infractions of
law or regulations — and retention of
day.
provisions
for fines up to $1,000 per
Broadcasters have opposed both suspension and fines, though they have not
objected to other Harris amendments
clarifying sponsor identification rules
and outlawing quiz-rigging and payola.
Sen. John Pastore's Senate Communication Subcommittee has scheduled
hearings Aug. 10.

Vacation schedule ■ FCC is sticking
to its plans for August recess despite return of Congress Aug. 8 (Senate) and
Aug. Chairman
15 (House).Frederick
But it's expected
FCC
W. Ford that
will
be on hand Aug. 10 to testify, if called
upon, before Senate Communications
Subcommittee on Harris amendments
(see above). FCC supported punitive
provisions in House testimony.
Boomerang
■ FCCwith
members
weren't
happy
last Friday
publicity
they
got
from
Lar
Daly's
appearance
on
Jack Paar Show night before (story
page 45). Mr. Daly, tireless seeker of
equal time for political broadcasts, was
put on NBC-TV network show at FCC
order, and while on air, profusely
thanked FCC for its gift of network exposure. One commissioner said Friday
his decision would have been different
"if I had known what I know now."
Another said, on reflection, he wished
FCC had voted by common sense instead of by law. Third thought Daly
appearance might have served good
purpose in exposing him to public.
Fourth called it "a travesty." FCC had
voted 5-1 (Chairman Ford dissenting) to
put Mr. Daly on air.
Disappearing soaps ■ There are signs
— again — that one of network radio's
oldest and once biggest attractions, the
daytime serial, may be approaching
oblivion. CBS Radio, only network that
still shelters this vanishing breed, has
been having trouble selling them lately,
but officials say this doesn't mean
they'll be dropped. They point out that
serial sales run hot and cold, hope
they'll soon get hot again. Sales or no,
their audiences remain relatively high
— fact which up to now has been
answer enough for affiliates who regularly suggest they be dropped. But
unless sales pick up. question is sure
to get serious review this year.
Counter-attack ■ Because of success
of its New York clinic on radio programming, promotion and public relations June 7-8, Quality Radio Group
has now officially decided to hold
second clinic at Waldorf in New
York, Oct. 11-12. Through these
clinics, asserts Ward L. Quaal, vice
president-general manager of WGN
Inc. and president of Quality, group
made up of large-coverage radio stations, hopes to "bring an upgrading and
improvement in radio's image as an industry." In so doing they hope to counter "the experts of expediency, the
Johnny-Come-Latelys and the quick
capital gains boys," he said.
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF.

AFA's role: protecting ad freedoms ■ An answer to
some of the confusion and controversy about whether
the Advertising Federation of America should move its
headquarters office from New York to Washington is
offered in this week's Monday Memo by AFA Board
Chairman James S. Fish, vice president and advertising
director of General Mills Inc. He points out that the
Washington office is not a lobby, but rather an alert
Mr. Fish
and educational facility. He says AFA's role of protecting advertising freedoms starts at the grass roots.
AFA's progress should be judged by its program, not by the location
of its headquarters, Mr. Fish states. Page 24.

ONE
SHOT
TAKES

ALL

THREE
LANSING
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK

Sponsors to lose protection? ■ Guaranteed separation of advertisers from
their competitors may be forced to yield to the hard realities of television
growth, product diversification and splintering of sales formats. Some
experts think it will disappear in two years. Page 27.
Talent talent ■ Tv commercials have turned agencies into mass auditioners, making ad VIPs of casting directors. Broadcasting profiles
important half-dozen. Page 32.
All's ready in L.A. ■ Broadcasters and networks set for biggest and best
political convention coverage yet as Democrats convene. Page 40.
Sometime shows ■ Tv special season will be cut down by about half in
fall, with some experimentation in 30-minute format, mostly familiar
sponsor faces and greater status for public-interest specials. Page 54.

CHANNEL

More woes for quiz winners? ■ Another New York grand jury is
impaneled to listen to evidence and determine whether criminal charges
should be lodged against witnesses reported to have testified falsely in
previous investigations of tv shows. Page 68.

Communication by light rays ■ Interference-free communication by
light waves for space age is produced by new "laser" device out of
Hughes Aircraft research lab. Development could eventually free more
frequencies for non-military spectrum users. Page 79.
How much business should you do? ■ Station broker Paul H. Chapman has a formula to arrive at the answer. Page 82.
British commercial tv gain ■ Figures show sales are up 39%. Page 91.
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three major markets ranking 11th* in retail
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Nationally, the
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*SRDS Consumer Market Data
"Television Age 100 Top Markets — 11/30/59
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Forsooth! Sir Stan Shields, WELI, New Haven, rescues fair ladies from the clutches of boredom mid-morning to 1:30 p.m. week
days! It's a sparkling, lively, music and news show that makes legions of broomwielders sing at their work — opens the mind for
sales closers all morning long— from Hartford, Conn, all the way to Long Island's South Shore!
H'
Buy New Haven's BIG 5000 watt station —
960
"THE kilocycles
SOUND

AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
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MARKET

Ch. 12 deleted by FCC; KFRE-TV
to ch. 30
Rulemaking finalized by FCC last mountainous areas of their only dependable tv service, now provided only by
Friday deletes ch. 12 from Fresno,
Calif., thereby making that city all uhf KFRE-TV. Commission majority, howmarket. At same time, commission
ever, ruled these people could be served
shifted ch. 30 from Madera, Calif., to satisfactorily through increased powers
Fresno and assigned that facility to of uhf stations and/or boosters and
KFRE-TV, currently licensed on ch. 12. translators.
Late move to stop Fresno deintermix
Final disposition of ch. 12, FCC
ture was made last week by Paul R.
stated, will be considered in pending
rulemaking to make Bakersfield, Calif., Bartlett, former majority owner of
all uhf by deleting ch. 10. Comments
KFRE-TV, who urged Fresno City
Council to intervene with FCC. Mr.
were invited on assigning two vhf chanBartlett maintained ch. 12 shift would
nels to Santa Maria, Lompoc-Santa
cost
public to convert; would cause loss
Maria, San Luis Obispo or Santa Barbara, all California. Comments in of service and claimed Triangle, which
Bakersfield rulemaking are due Aug. 8. now owns five vhf stations (maximum
Fresno now is assigned chs. 24 under FCC rules), was going along with
(KMJ-TV), 30, 47 (KJEO [TV]), 53 move so it could buy another vhf.
In Friday counter, Roger W. Clipp,
and educational 18. KFRE-TV consented to change in its authorization
vice president in charge of Triangle
from ch. 12 to 30 and was permitted
stations, said Mr. Bartlett's arguments
to continue operating on vhf facility "indicate that he has little knowledge
until April 15, 1961.
of the technical and practical consideraAt same time commission renewed
tions leading to the conversion of
license of KFRE-TV, owned by Tri- Fresno to an all-uhf market or he is
angle Publications Inc., but noted re- motivated by purposes which have not
newal was taken without prejudice to been made clear to the council." He
said uhf would give service equivalent
final action in FCC's payola investiga- to
vhf and that 95% of sets have been
tion involving Triangle stations.
Commissioner John S. Cross dis- converted.
Mr. Bartlett and associates sold
sented to removal of ch. 12 from
Fresno because it would deprive per- KFRE-TV to Triangle for $3 million
cash Dec. 30, 1959.
sons living in isolated foothills and
Two

held

for bribery

on Treasure Hunt'
Extensive kickbacks on defunct NBCTV Treasure Hunt program were revealed last Friday when two warmup
men on program were arrested in New
York on conspiracy and bribery charges.
Police are seeking third man, not identified, who is reported out of state.
Arrests followed investigation of winners on program by New York district
attorney Frank S. Hogan, who said
more than 125 of 150 participants on
program had been quizzed. He said 30
confessed they had split their winnings
with warmup men Bernard P. Martin,
Artie Roberts and unidentified man.
Police said trio arranged to place their
friends on program in return for share
of winnings. Program, featuring Jan
Murray, was on air for two years until
it was cancelled last December when
NBC-TV itself announced it had evidence there had been kickbacks to individuals associated with program.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Mr. Hogan emphasized that both
NBC and Mr. Murray had cooperated
in investigation and network had supplied tips to district attorney's office.
Mr. Roberts, Mr. Martin and unidentified man were accused of criminal information on one count of conspiracy
and 10 counts of commercial bribery.
If convicted, each face maximum penalty of one year in prison and $500 fine
on each count.
Lar

Daly

claims

Paar

exposure inadequate
Lar Daly feels that he did not get all
time that was coming to him in his
Thursday
appearance
on NBC's
Jack Paar(July
Show7) (see
story, page
45).
In Friday telegram to FCC, Mr. Daly
complained that Sen. John F. Kennedy
(D-Mass.) appeared on Paar show for
47 minutes while he (Daly) received
only 25 minutes.
Mr. Daly asked same day (Friday)
ruling that NBC be required to put him
back on air for additional 22 minutes.

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON PAGE 27

"I'll do it any place they say — their
studios in Chicago or Los Angeles,"
Mr. Daly said. FCC wired Mr. Daly
that time would not permit decision
last Friday on his demand.

Pre

'48

films

bring

43% of IVIGM's profit
Rentals of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
pre- 1948 features and shorts to tv accounted for 43% of consolidated profit
of $7,317,000 earned by company in
first 40 weeks of 1960, Joseph Vogel,
president, reported last Friday. Motion
picture revenues brought in 40% and
remainder came from other activities,
such as recording company, music publishing organizations and overseas
exhibition company.
Mr. Vogel noted that rentals of
MGM's pre-48 features and shorts to
tv have earned $34 million for company to date and contracts outstanding
will bring in another $24 million. Mr.
Vogel said MGM has about 250 post48 features but added company is in
"no hurry" to sell them to tv.
He reported that MGM is in "close
touch" with "a certain development"
in pay tv field, but declined to elaborate. He said that MGM intends to
become active in this area if such activity "can be shaped up significantly
andCompany's
profitably."net profit of $7,317,000
for first 40 weeks of 1960 was said
to be increase of almost 19% over
figure for comparable period in 1959.
New profit amounts to $2.92 per share,
said to be 12-year high.
Vick buying radio-tv
for CARE
crusade
Spot and network tv will take a
healthy dosage of Vick Chemical Co.'s
$657,000 media budget to promote the
"$1 million Vicks CARE Crusade,"
starting Oct. 10. Public service venture,
which was announced in New York last
Friday, represents departure from Vick's
normal "hard sell" effort. Agency is
Morse International Inc, New York.
Americans in all 50 states and District of Columbia will be asked to complete, in 25 words or less — "Americans
should CARE about their neighbors
abroad because . . ." and send minimum
of 50 cents to CARE. No Vicks product need be purchased. Total of 51
winners and their wives or husbands
will be sent on two-week trip to Europe.
Vick's campaign includes participa9

AT

DEADLINE

tions in 10 CBS-TV shows and 10-second hitchhikes on every Vick's product
spot commercial for three-week period,
from 19 spots per week in minor markets to 35 weekly in key markets. Network shows to be used: / Love Lucy,
As the World Turns, Edge of Night,
Far Horizons, Verdict Is Yours, Millionaire, December Bride, Video Village, Brighter Day and Aquanauts.
KTVE

El Dorado

to Simon

sale

approved

FCC on July 8 announced sale approval of KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.
(Monroe, La.) to William H. Simon,
widower of former FCC Commissioner
Frieda B. Hennock. Mr. Simon purchased ch. 10 facility for $1.1 million
from Dr. Joe F. Rushton, W.C. Blewster and WilHam Bigley.
Other commission approvals:
KDEO El Cajon, Calif.; sold by Robert Sharon and Kenneth Greenwood to
Howard Tullis and John Hearne for
$475,000. Buyers own KFXM San
Bernardino and KAFY Bakersfield,
both California. Mr. Tullis is owner of
KVEN Ventura, Calif., and KUAN
Guam.
WVMI Biloxi, Miss.: Sold by Odes
E. Robinson to M.F. Kahlmus, H.E.
Sanders, Frank E. HoUaday and Joseph
W. Carson for $100,000 and land lease
at $200 per month for 10 years with
option agreement to purchase for $15,000. Messrs. Holladay and Carson have
interests in WLSM Louisville, Ky.;
WNSL Laurel and WOKK Meridian,
both Mississippi; and WACT Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Radio

gains

noted

Brisk national radio buying is reflected in six-month report by Robert E.
Eastman & Co. New York radio representative isreporting 43% increase
in national volume for January-June
WEEK'S

CONTINUED
1960. President Eastman said this is on
top of 44% increase in 1959 over preceding year. Eastman list is made up of
major and medium-market outlets.
Bartell

opens

Caribbean

tv outlet

Bartell Broadcasting Corp. will open
its second Caribbean tv station, Telecuracao, July 31, operating on ch. 8
week-around, 6-11 p.m., covering islands of Curacao and Bonaire. Boris
Frank, Bartell director of Caribbean
operations, will manage station.
Broadcaster opened Telehaiti last December and plans to put another station
next year in Netherlands Antilles, Telaruba. Domestic properties are WOKY
Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta, KCBQ San
Diego, WADO New York, WYDE Birmingham and KYA San Francisco.
Telecuracao, located in Willemstad,
capital of Curacao, is being equipped by
Philips and will have 500 w transmitter,
delivering
2 kw power from 200-foot
tower.

Garbage suit
Loew's Theatres Broadcasting
Corp., owner of WMGM New
York, filed suit against owners
of garbage company in Hackensack, N.J., claiming that garbage
dumped next to station's tower
interfered with station's signal.
Loew's Theatres, seeking $100,000 in damages in New Jersey
Superior Court in Hackensack,
asserted that garbage company
employes had trespassed on tower
site by dumping garbage to height
of 15 feet and burying copperwire radials that radiate from
base of tower. Issue will be argued
in Superior Court tomorrow
(July 12).

P&G

examiner
in merger

cites
case

Procter & Gamble's acquisition of
Clorox Chemical Co. (Clorox household bleach) in 1957 violated antimerger law because P&G's combined
purchases in tv and other media enabled
it to advertise at up to 30% discount
to promote Clorox, Federal Trade
Commission examiner Everett F. Haycraft said in initial decision announced today (Monday).
Initial decision, ordering P&G to divest company acquired in $30 million
stock exchange, is not final and may be
appealed,
stayed or docketed for review.
Under P&G's aegis, Clorox in two
months in 1957 used heavy advertising
to "command consumer acceptance"
of product and increase share of market from 48.8% of market share to
49.6%, examiner said, and in 12
months saved $138,500 under P&G
combined ad purchases.
Rival Purex in October 1957 started
market test in Erie, Pa., area where
Clorox had 50% of market, used
premium offers and dealer allowances,
and for time equaled Clorox, examiner
said, but P&G moved in with bigger
premium offers and spent more than
$4,000 for tv, its first tv buys in
area. Result: Purex dropped to 7% by
March 1, 1958.
Compton's coup
Compton Adv., Chicago, inherited
strong Alberto-Culver account, effective
Sept. 1, from Wade Adv. (see page 37).
Announcement was made jointly Friday by Charles Pratt, A-C advertising
director, who estimated overall billings
at $10 million (about 99% in tv), and
E. Dean Landis, vice president in
charge of Compton's midwest operations, who acknowledged agency would
add "considerable additional personnel"
to service account.

HEADLINER

Theodore G. Bergmann, president of
Parkson Adv., New York, resigns to become vp of advertising for Revlon Inc.,
New York, effective July 18. Mr. Bergmann replaces Evan William Mandel,
who will devote his full time to duties as
assistant to president of Revlon. Mr.
Bergmann began his career in 1941 as
„
NBC
page and advanced to program proiSERGMANN
,
ducer.
In June 1947 he joined sales staff of WABD (TV) New
10

second

FTC

York (now WNEW-TV), then owned by DuMont network.
He transferred to network sales next year, became director
of sales in 1951, general manager of DuMont network in
1953 and managing director in 1954. In January 1956 he
joined McCann-Erickson as vice president and associate director of radio and television. While at M-E he handled
about 50% of agency's national tv programs. He became
president of Parkson agency in September 1957. Parkson's
principal accounts are Pharmaceuticals Inc. and J.B. Williams Co., parent of Pharmaceuticals. It has billed predominantly intelevision. Mr. Bergmann is 39 years old.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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CHANNEL

5

MOBILE,

ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative
or C, P. Persons, Jr,, General Manager
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The defiant voice of a 1 6-year-old killer, the anguish of
the victim's mother, the outspoken views of the Police
Commissioner and the Mayor were highlights of an
unforgettable radio program as WCBS probed the
depths of teen-age violence. "They Kill For Kicks" is
that kind of responsible programming which typifies
a C-0 radio station— sets it apart from all other stations inseven great markets of America. Enlightened
programming such as this has brought these stations
21 major awards since the beginning of the year:

KNX Los Angeles California Associated Press 7
vision-Radio Association— 2 Awards of Excellence: Best ovei'
news operation: Best documentary— "Image of America" Aw
of Merit: Best sports sliow— "Tom Harmon Sports Final"
WBBM
Chicago Oliio State University. Institute
Education by Radio and TV— 3 Honorable Mentions: "This Is 1
Song," "A Question of Age" and "Heroes In Science" Ameri
Association for State and Local History and Broadcast Music,
—Third Prize: "This is Folk Song" National Sportscaslers :
Sports Writers Awards: Outstanding Illinois Sports Writer of
year: John Carmichael Freedoms Foundation Gold Medo'
Honor: "This Is Folk Song"

"TH

EY

^

t

FOR
KILL

KIC

KS"

^CBS New York hio Slate University, Institute for
kcation by Radio and TV— 2 First Awards: "This Is New York"
j;."They Kill For Kicks"
^CAU Philadelph 13 English Speaking Union:
;:ard to the U.S. radio station for the greatest contribution to
cer understanding among English speaking peoples Freedoms
'^fitndation Gold Medal of Honor: "I Chose America"
nox St. Lou IS Ohio State University, Institute for
ideation by Radio and TV— First Award: "Operation Medico"
.^(ional Headliners Club Award: For outstanding Public Service
iedoms Foundation Gold Medal: "What is an American"

WEEI Boston United Press International Broadcasters
Association of Massachusetts For Excellence of News Coverage:
Coverage of the Walpole Prison riot
KCBS San Francisco California Associated Press
TV-Radio Association— 3 Awards of Excellence: Best sports show—
"Sports Notebook"; Best special events coverage— "Khrushchev
Visit"; Best editorial or commentary— "Don Mozley Reports"
Award of Merit: Best documentary— "European Holiday"
CBS OWNED
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

STATIONS

under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept. fall
2-4 —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Starved Rock Lodge, Utica, l\I.Y.
Sept.
15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Fla.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,

A9K
THE

laoY

WHO

LIVES
HERE

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
JULY

Year in and year out, KOIN-TV
has never deviated from the principle of genuine service to its
audience, its clients and its industry. Dedication to this principle
has made KOIN-TV one of the
nation's truly influential advertising media.
Questionable advertising has
been consistently refused. On the
other hand, no pains or expense
have been spared to bring our
audience in and adjacent to Portland, Oregon, the best in entertainment and information. Forexarnple, many live KOIN-TV programs are backgrounded by the
Station's full-time staff orchestra.
Observance of these principles
has earned for KOIN-TV the
frie,ndship and confidence of its
audience... a factor which, combined v^ith v/idest area coverage*
and highest ratings, makes
KOIN-TV one of America's
soundest advertising buys.

PORTLAND CHANNEL 6

One of the Nation's Great ISILVENCE Stutinns
Representee! Nationally by CBS-T\' Spot Sales
*7 of everyrounding10Oregonhomes
in Portland and
32 surand Washington
counties.
14

July 10-22 — NAB Executive Development Seminar, Harvard Graduate School of Business, Boston.
July 11-15 — Institute in Industrial and Technical Communications, Colorado State U., Fort
Collins, Colo. Elwood Whitney, senior vice-president and director, Foote, Cone & Belding, m\\
give opening address.
July 17-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters seminar, U. of Wisconsin, IVladison.
Possible formation of live radio network for noncommercial stations will be explored.
July 19-20 — Idaho Broadcasters Assn. convention. John Meagher, NAB vice-president, and Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will be featured
speakers. Sandpoint, Idaho.
July 19-20 — NAB Tv Code Board personal products subcommittee. New York.
July Radio
20-24 —Artists
American
of Television
and
annualFederation
convention.
Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
July 24-Aug. 5— Advertising Federation of America's second
management
seminar School,
in advertising andannual
marketing.
Harvard Business
Boston. A limit of 50 applicants has been set to
be selected from agency and advertiser marketing
executives, plus one representative from each major media association. Applications available from
AFA, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19.
July
29 — standards
Deadline forforfmcomments
technical
stereo. to FCC on
AUGUST
Aug. 1-12 — International Television-Radio Workshop, Interchurch Center, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York. Sponsored by Broadcasting and Film Commission and United Church Women of the National Council of Churches; the Protestant Council of N.Y.; New York State Council of Churches;
New Jersey
Council ofBroadcasting.
Churches, and World Commission for Christian
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga.
Those attending should make reservations at the
Wanderer Motel.
Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting. Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Aug. ern26-27^
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also

Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)Lodge,
on better
radio Ohio.
station management. Lincoln
Columbus,
*Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept.
22-24
Tenth District— Advertising
convention. Federation
Little Rock, ofArk.America
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight agement.
cities)
betterHollywood,
radio stat'on
DiplomatonHotel,
Fla. manOCTOtER
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorum, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
better radio
ment. Town
House,on Omaha,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. Technical should
papers tiave
requested
— titles
abstracts
be been
submitted
to Dr.
Harry andF.
Olsen, RCA Labs, Princeton, N.J., by June 22.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section. Central Canronto ada Broadcasters Assn.. King Edward Hotel, ToOct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers anBROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Faster and faster the potter's wheel
spins . . . from a mere mound of clay
there suddenly arises a cherished piece
of pottery— a visible reflection of
one who possesses a quality touch.
Oftentimes this all-important quality
reflection is not visible. Nevertheless,
it is there ... to be sensed and valued.
Such is the case when quality enters

WFAA

TELEVISION

the operational scene in today's better
radio and television station operations.
Represented by

RADIO obc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Statioyi Representative
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
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WTHI-TV
the

Number

single

One

station

market
n
m
America!

WTHI-TV

is a

An advertising
dollar on WTHI-TV
delivers more TV homes
than many dollars in a
multiple station
market.

WTHI-TV

HAUTE,

INDIANA
Represented by THE BOLLING CO.
16 (DATEBOOK)

Sept. 30-Oct. 2 — AWRT New England conference. Springfield, fVlass.
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 4-6 — ^AWRT Pennsylvania conference.
Harrisburg, Pa.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention.
Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
nual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. anleans. nual meeting. Sheraton Charles Hotel, New OrNov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 13-14
—
Oklahoma
Broadcasters' Assn. Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City.

single station market
of 217,400 TV
homes.

TERRE

AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25
ference,—SkirvinAWRT
Hotel,southwest
Oklahoma area
City. con-

BOOK

REVIEW

"Politics U.S.A.," editor James M.
Cannon, Doubleday & Co., Garden
City, N.Y., 348 pp., $4.95.
Subtitled "A Practical Guide to the
book's
Office,"by this
of Public
Winning
23 chapters
are written
practicing
politicians of both parties and other experts in political campaigning. Sig
Mickelson, president of CBS News,
contributes a chapter on the use of
television in politics.
Among his conclusions: Though tv
hasn't changed election results it has
broadened the American's participation
as a citizen in democratic processes,
made trends and issues clearer, given
the voter personal acquaintances with
leaders and aspiring leaders, increased
independent thinking and decreased
party influence and resulted in balloting
based more on reason than emotion.
Because of tv, Mr. Mickelson notes,
there were bigger voter turnouts in 1952
and 1956 (62.7% and 60.7%) than at
any prior election.
He compares the advantages of political appearances in regular tv news
coverage and on paid political broadcasts, mentions high points in tv's
struggle for equality with other news
media and observes tv has developed
its "own brand" of journalism. Tv, he
said, can make an obscure political
figure prominent overnight and can
mercilessly expose sham and insincerity.
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... the Art Institute boasts the world's largest collection of French
Impressionist paintings. And over the years, it has painstakingly
acquired a priceless collection of El Grecos — including his incomparable masterpiece shown here— "The Assumption of the Virgin."

In

Chicago

WGN

RADIO
reaches more homes
than any other
Chicago advertising medium.

WGN
Quahty

IS

CHICAGO

• Integrity • Responsibility

DOWN TO
GEHENNA
OR
UP TO A THRONE...
or wherever else you want to go, old
time-snagger . . . the way to go Is with
the best, as Wade Hampton used to
say when I rode with his South Carolina Redshirts. "Ambrose," he said
(that's me. Major Ambrose W.
Sellingforce),
"some
you'llState
be
able
to reach the
wholedaygreat
of South Carolina, or plumb near,
with one buy, WIS-TV, in Columbia,
at the hub of the state with that ^-

OPEN
Senator Proxmire replies
editor: In the June 27 issue of your
publication you carried an editorial entitled, "Proxmire's Quagmire." This
editorial is as wrong as it can be.
You argue in the course of the editorial, "Under Mr. Proxmire's theory,
they (members of Congress) could not
properly hold such (radio or tv)
You then proceed to bat me all over
interests."
the lot for this alleged contention that I
have proposed that members of Congress be barred from holding stock in
radio or television corporations.
At no time and under no circumstances have I ever taken such a position.
I have never said that congressmen
should not be allowed to own stock in
radio or television companies. What I
have said and said consistently, is that
congressmen should not enjoy a specially privileged position over any other
citizen in the award of television and
radio franchises . . . — Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.).
Fall network schedule
editor: In the June 27 issue of your
good publication, the lead story carried the headline, "Fall tv schedules
buttoned up." However, I would like
to point out that there were several
slip-ups in the night-by-night charts
that accompanied the story.
For instance, S.C. Johnson's sponsorship of the Garry Moore Show on
Tuesday night and Zane Grey Theatre
on Thursday night is placed via Needham, Louis & Brorby, not as indicated.
Then it might also be noted that our
client. State Farm Insurance Cos., is
purchasing The Jack Benny Program on
Sunday night from J&M Productions,
not Gomalco . . . — Harold A. Smith,
Vice President, Tv-Radio Promotion &
Merchandising Manager, Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

the first
timeutter
you aever
sawBeta that's
live human
being
map.

WIS-TV
NBC/ ABC
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY Of TNE SOUTH
W1S-1V. Channel 10. Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV,
Ala.
WIS, 560, Channel
Columbia,12, S.Montgomery,
C.
WIST, 930, Charlotte, N. C.
20

editor: . . . you inadvertently left out
the fact that To Tell the Truth is a
Goodson-Todman Production, which
would give us five network programs
per week — excluding our daytime programming, which includes Beat the
Clock, Play Your Hunch and The Price
Is Right. — Harris L. Katleman, Goodson-Todman Enterprises Ltd., Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Major market growth
editor: a decimal point can change a
story, can't it?
In "Focus on the prime U.S. markets"
June 27) Jacksonville's "out(pageside46,
central city" showed a population
increase of 15.4%. Actually it is closer

MIKE®
to 154.0%. . . .—Tom W. Mahaffey,
Advertising-Promotion Director, WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.
[U.S. Census Bureau has corrected the
figure to 153.9%.— The Editors.]
Prank on Bill Payette
editor: Congratulations on the excellent article about UPI's Bill Payette
(Our Respects to, page 107, June 27).
Afiling:
newsman first and last, I do recall
one story that he had some difficulty in
The year was 1939 (or maybe 1937)
and Bill was covering the Montana
State Legislature in Helena. Bill, despite
that 6 foot 5 inch length, drove a foreign sports car even in those days — a
Fiat as I recall, and the only one, undoubtedly, inMontana.
The parking lot in the rear of the
Montana capitol building had a sixinch high cement railing around it and
on the closing night of the legislature
a number of Bill's friends including, as
I recall, Tom Mooney, now of the Montana Standard in Butte, Roy Roberts,
now with the AP in San Francisco,
Colin Raff, vice president of Montana
Power, and I carefully picked up the
Fiat and put the two front wheels over
the cement rail, then, after completing
the final story on the legislature, adjourned to one of the local bistros. I
never did find out how Bill got his car
operational and back to the office to
write the story, but I have heard he considered the whole thing highly unfunny.— Del Leeson, General Manager,
KPAM and KPFM (FM) Portland,
Ore.
Bostic 'expansion'
editor: Thanks very much for your
kind remarks on my election as chairman of the NAB Radio Board in your
June 20 issue (page 63).
However, there is one phase of my
activities on which you have not kept
current. We now have three children:
Elizabeth, 10; Carolyn, 2, and David, 1!
— Thomas C. Bostic, Vice President and
General Manager, KIMA-AM-TV
Yakima, Wash.
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RCA-5820
mage

Orthicon...

Stage"
n Years "On
and still a star performer
More than a decade of refinements in design and manufacturing techniques
have improved the performance of this popular black-and-white
camera tube to meet or exceed modern TV requirements.
First introduced when TV was in its infancy, RCA-5820 was an
immediate success. It is still the most popular black-and-white camera
tube in the industry. But very few of the 1949 tubes would meet
today's minimum requirements. The entire state of the art has advanced
tremendously, and the 5820 has paced the advance with a steady
flow of design innovations and manufacturing improvements.
By 1951, for instance, poor resolution had been completely
eliminated as a life problem. 1952 and 1953 saw a general tightening
of picture quality limits and the opening of a new,
ultramodern manufacturing facility.
In the mid-fifties, two important innovations were added: Micro-Mesh
and Super-Dynode. Micro-Mesh made it possible to eliminate mesh
pattern and moire eflect without defocusing, while Super-Dynode
reduced dynode texture in "low-key" sceneseffective
and lengthened
tube life.
During 1957 RCA further tightened spot and blemish limits to
improve general picture quality. The following year resolution was
improved again with the development of a new target glass, and
the warranty was increased from 350 to 500 hours. By 1959, average
tube sensitivity had been increased by 50% .
Today, resolution, signal-to-noise ratio and signal uniformity
are controlled by the most rigid tests possible. Measurable electrical
characteristics are checked-out in special test gear, and the tubes are given a thorough
operation test in a TV camera. In addition, all RCA-5820's are stored for 7 days
and rechecked before shipment. No effort is spared to assure you of top
performance at all times.
For complete information about RCA-5820 and the entire line of RCA camera tubes,
call your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor today. He'll give you fast,
dependable service. RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Some

say that television cannot be expected to produce great programs

of mass communications.
audiences

because it is a medium

We hold a different view. As we see it, the one sure way to attract

(and advertisers as well) is to produce the best possible quality of entertainment

and information. This, apparently, is also the way television's most distinguished juries see it.
Recently, for example, the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences awarded 13 Emmys to the

A

.ABULOUS FIFTIES

Different

View

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
*CMMY AWARDS: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY . . . THE TWILIGHT /.ONE . . .THE JACK BENNY PROGRAM . . . LEONARD BERNSTEIN AND THE NEW YOlJK l'ini.iL\RMONIC . . . TONIGHT WITH BELAFONTE . . . WESTI NGHOL SE-DKSILL" I'LAYHOUSF
—THE rNTOl.CHABLES ( 2 AWARDS ). . . I960 WINTER OLYMPICS . . . HOWARD K. SMITH. AV WESTIN — CBS REPORTS ... THE FABL'LOUS FIFTIES . . . JACK BENNY HOUR SPECIALS . . . PLAYHOUSE 90 . . . FATHER KNOWS BEST , . . SVLVAHIfl
TELEVISION AWARDSi SMALL WORLD ... THE LOST CLASS OF '.59 . . . LOOK UP AND LIVE ... BIOGRAPHY OF A MISSILE ... THE POPULATION EXPLOSION ... CBS TELEVISION NETWORK — SPOT NEWS COVERAGE, EISENHOWER ANi
KHRUSHCHEV TOURS ... NEHEMIAH PERSOFF-FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS ... COLLEEN llEWHURST-I, DON QUIXOTE ... PROJECT IM MORTALITY — PLAYHOUSE 00 ... TONIGHT WITH BELAFONTE ... Y'OU CAN'T RAISE CHILURE>
BY THE BOOK— woman! . . . OEORCE rOSTER PEABOOV AWARDS: THE POPULATION EXPLOSION ... SMALL WORLD . . . THE LOST CLASS OF '59 . . . ED SULLIVAN — INVITATION TO MOSCOW . . . THOMAS AUVA EDISON FOUNDATION AWARDS
CONQUEST . . . NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERTS . . . OVERSEAS PRESS CLUB AWARDS: CBS NEWS — EYEWITNESS TO HISTORY . . . MARTIN BARNETT — THE POPULATION EXPLOSION . . .DAVID SCHOENBRUN .
ERIC SEVAREID ... MARIO BIASETTI — COVERAGE OF NICARAGUAN INVASION ... INSTITUTE rOH EDUCATION BY RADIO AND TELEVISION AWARDS: THE LOST CLASS OF '59 . . . HOFFA AND THE TEAMSTERS ... CBS REPORTS ... LEONAPI
BEBN.STEIN AND THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC . . . NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERTS . . .GENERAL FCDERATION OFWOMEN'S CLUBS AWARDS: CAPTAIN KANGAROO . . . THE TWENTIETH CENTURY . . . CBS REPORT

CBS

Television Network,

as compared

to 5 for the second network

and 2 for the third. This

makes a total of 67 awards* that our programs have received since the year began -more
than the other two networks combined. Looking at it from this point of view, we feel it is no
accident that this network, which consistently wins the largest number of awards for program excellence, should also consistently attract the largest audiences in all television. QgS ®

UTr SCHOENBRXm

LEONARD BERNSTEIN AND THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

THE TiVENTIETH CENTURY
35 RUE DE MARCHB
- ..KATFirr. KNOWS Hi:<
nrSK <.H) . . . VALLKV OF IIKCISION . . . NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS aROTHERHOOD AV/ARDS: THE LOST CLASS OF '59 . . . ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE-GS RUE HE MARCHE . . .
IK TWKNTIKTH CKNT t. K Y - TM I-: RKIi SFCLL . . . PLAYHOUSE 90 — THE BLUE MEN . . . LEONARD BERNSTEIN IN MOSCOW . . . GEORGE POLK MEMORIAL AWARD: AV WESTIN, PRODUCER; HOWARD K. SMITH,
I■ FREEDOMS
FOUNDATION 1'
NAKrfATOFi-WrtlTf.li-TIif:
: LATION KXPLOSION ... UNITED STATES ARMY. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CITATION: EDWARD R. MUItROW. FRED W. FRIENDLY, PALMER WILLIAMS — BIOGRAPHY OF A M ISSI LF ... ROBERT J. FLAHERTT
'i AWARD: CBS NKU'S— Hit^KA I TFIF. TKA,\ISTKI!S . . . ALFRED I. DU PONT AWARD: DAVID SCH0EN8RUN . . . NATIONAL HEADLINERS CLUB AWARD: MARIO BIASETTI — NICARAGUAN INVASION . . . SATURDAY REVIEW EIGHTH ANNUAL ADVERTIS' ING AWARDS: SMALL WOliLl .NKVV YORK PHILM \riMOMr X H N'i PI oi'LL'S CONCERTS WITH LEONARD BERNSTEIN ... THE TWENTIETH Cf^NTURY . . . THE POPULATION EXPLOSION . . . ALBERT LASKER MEDICAL JOURNALISM AWARD:
LD AWARD: THE TWILIGHT ZONE . . . ADVERTISING CLUB OF BALTIMORE AWARD:
THF; IM.pl LATION EXPLOSION . . . NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BETTER RADIO AND TELEVISION AWARD: SMALL WORLD . . . SCREEN PRODU
UiCHAP.Ii BOONE - HAVE OUN -WH.L TRAVEL . . . MARC'I OF DIMES AWARD: J ACK BENNY —"HUMANITARIAN OF THE YEAR". . . NATIONAL ASSOC :ers- CIOF WOMEN LAWYERS AWARDS: RAYM' ND BURR AND GAIL PATRICK J ACKSON — PERRY
MASON . . . SIGMA ALPHA IOTA AWARD: NEW YcHtK I' H 1 L H AliMON IC YOlNt; PEOPLE'S CONCERTS WITH LEONARD BERNSTEIN

MONDAY

MEMO

from JAAAES S. FISH, vice 'president and advertising director of General Mills Inc. and hoard chairman of
Advertising Federation of America.

AFA's
role:
At the risk of adding fuel to what
may be some personal debates being
aired in the advertising trade press on
matters of Advertising Federation of
America policy and strategy, I appreciate this opportunity to present some of
my own viewpoints on some of the
important issues facing us at this time.
Before commenting on some of the
specifics
AFA's
present the
program,
me reviewof for
a moment
nature let
of
this organization and its relationships to
other segments of organized advertising.
I stress the word organized because
there is still a substantial portion of the
I I billion dollars spent this year in advertising which has no affiliation with
any advertising organization. And it
may well be that some of our more
perplexing problems stem from these
mavericks who have only the enforceable laws of the land as the influence
which guides their practices.
The Advertising Federation of America is a federation of most of the vertical associations of our business joined
together with 135 advertising clubs
from Denver east. Additionally, there
are several hundred "company" members— advertisers like my own company, agencies, networks, individual
magazines, newspapers, radio and tv
stations, outdoor advertising companies,
etc. AFA has a close working relationship with the Advertising Assn. of the
West and our organization and membership parallels in many respects.
Voluntary ■ No one has to belong to
AFA, so presumably those who have
affiliated have done so because they are
convinced that advertising does need a
horizontal organization to carry on a
broad program in areas where the individual cannot go it alone. This fundamental concept is recognized in all the
programs that AFA does elect to undertake. Putting it another way, we have
neither the means nor the intent to take
on projects which peculiarly belong in
the programs of the networks, or NAB,
or the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, or the Assn. of National Advertisers. We do subscribe to the belief
that there must be coordination among
these groups on major issues.
The AFA board of directors is a
large one, with almost 60 members representing all facets of advertising as
well as the ad clubs. It meets quarterly
and has a remarkable record of attendance. A smaller executive committee
meets nine times a year and is charged
with the development of policy and the
24

protecting
ad
directing of the activities and scope of
operations of the appointed committees. No major projects or programs are
launched until they have been presented
to the full board and approved by them.
Responsibilities ■ In AFA, unlike
some associations, policy and strategy
are largely developed and approved by
the elected (non-paid) officers rather
than by the paid staff. This does not
take away from the effectiveness of our
small paid staff (both in New York and
Washington) whose job is that of implementing the programs. It was the board
of directors who voted at the March
meeting to postpone the move of AFA
headquarters to Washington, not the
paid staff.
The overall AFA program is concentrated in the areas of education (in, for
and about advertising), legislation and
government relations, and public service. At the recent AFA convention in

James S. Fish (b. 1915, Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa) spent year with National Tea,
Chicago, before joining General Mills
in 1938. He started in GM advertising
department premium sect'on and in
1941 moved into grocery products advertising as product representative. He
was named advertising manager for
home appliances in 1946, assistant director ofadvertising June 1 , 1955, and
vp in November 1956. Mr. Fish was
re-elected board chairman of AFA last
month.

freedoms
New York, 12 specific challenges for
AFA associates, particularly the clubs,
were laid out.
Ready to Act ■ We chose to call our
legislative and government relations
program that of the pursuit of "Advertising Freedoms," for isn't that what we
are really striving for? And it recognizes that with any freedom goes great
responsibilities. We have made great
progress this past year despite the setbacks resulting from acts of an unprincipled few. Our Community Action
Plan (CAP) developed at the time of
the Baltimore tax crisis is ready for use
in 135 ad clubs, each of whom have
strengthened their boards in this area.
Our historic ties with the Better Business Bureaus have been re-examined
and already many of the clubs have
moved forward with their ethics committees, advertising panels and the
other mechanisms blueprinted for them
by AFA. The machinery exists, and it
is being increasingly and effectively
used. Through the experience of two
mid-winter conferences in Washington
we are fast developing one of the most
effective means possible of favorably influencing legislators — at the local and
state levels as well as in Washington.
And finally, we have established a Washington office.
The principal debate today seems to
center around the location of AFA
headquarters and I want to again stress
that the decision for deferment of the
move to Washington was made by our
board and not by members of our staff.
It was debated at great length at more
than one meeting of our executive committee and of our board. It took into
consideration that a basic policy in connection with our establishment of a
Washington office was that it would not
be set up for lobbying purposes, but
cility.
rather as an alert and educational faI suggest that you examine what this
office has done since it was opened last
October under the direction of Don
Wilkins before you pass judgment on
whether we have made progress here.
I am convinced that we have made
much progress in a year when we could
have been hurt much worse and I predict that a year from now we can show
as much more progress as we would
with headquarters moved to Washington. After all, it is the program^ — the
deeds — of any organization that really
determine its worth, not the location of
its headquarters.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

The buyer was hardly
encouraging. "Sorry, Bub,"
he told the HR&P man,
"but in this particular
Southern market your station doesn't get even a crumb of our bread advertiser's
budget. It all goes to your competition because: (1) I

here's

to

how

de-horn

can't economically split the budget; and (2) on total
coverage, you lose hands down."
a

To some salesmen, this might seem
as final as a shot in the head. But not

dilemma...

to one so determined and resourceful as this HR&P man. He went out,
studied the bread company's delivery routes - and found just the clue he needed.
The bread trucks, you see, didn't go beyond our station's grade A coverage area. This plainly indicated the
buy should be based on metropolitan coverage alone —
not on rural coverage which had dictated the adverse
decision. So he went back to the buyer with the facts.
:Result: By using his head, our man
got the business. It was the HR&P
station — instead of the competitor
'T^-^

— that now won hands down!

Challenges like this aren't unusual at HR&P. That's
one reason why we choose our salesmen for their creative ability and resourcefulness. Another is because —
representing just one medium — we have no barriers to
wholehearted creation of new business for the spot
TV field. Uniquely, we can afford to be creative both
ways — for the stations we represent, and for all spot
television ahke.

Frank Grindley,
New York office
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For the third consecutive year,
WIBG is the number one choice for
Ustening among Philadelphia business
establishments . . . 111% greater adult
audience appeal than the second station,
according to C. E. Hooper, Philadelphia
Business Establishment Survey, March,
1960. Another reason WIBG is first in
quality and quantity audience.

A STORER

QUALITY

RADIO STATION
represented by

TheKATZ AGENCY, INC."
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■
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■

Now

PROTECTION:

competitors

in sight:

the

far apart

same

One of the most cherished institutions of broadcast advertisers is crumbling and appears inevitably doomed.
The imperiled institution is the
Ibroadcast practice — unique among
Imajor media — of guaranteeing adverJtisers specific, measurable protection
against the advertising of their competitors. Its impending doom stems from
the constantly mounting pressures of
'^television's creasingly
growth,
and insplinteredeconomics
sales formats.
Advertisers and agencies will resist
and mourn its passing while broadcasters heave a vast sigh of relief.
Protection already has been whittled
to less than half of what it used to be.
But the smaller it gets, the more
troublesome it becomes. "The biggest
juggling act in television" is the billing
one broadcaster gives to the enormously complicated task of seeing that hundreds of advertising messages are scheduled where their sponsors want them
without impinging on the separation
rights of competitors.
Two Years to Go ■ The consensus
among authorities charged with administering protection at the networks
— where the practice was born but is
now being kept alive only at great pains
— is that it cannot survive much longer.
Some give it two years at most.
This does not mean that they foresee
a day when competitors will see their
messages back to back — at least not on
the same program. Nor does it anticipate a time when stars will be selling
competitive products. It does mean that
they expect the day to come when
strict separation policies will be replaced by a rule of reason akin to that
which governs the placement of competitive ads in newspapers and magazines.
The opposition that may be expected
from advertisers and agencies, who
have nourished the protection privilege
since its earliest days in radio, may be
judged from the importance they put
on it now. In ordering television time
they carefully delineate the products
against which they expect to be protected, and when their messages are on
the air they check adjacencies closely —
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

rules

ON

is getting
of reason

WAY

liopeless
used

at both network and local levels — to
make sure no competitor is allowed to
get too close.
Yet it is the opinion of many broad(iasters that buyers, too, will in time
accept as inevitable the departure of
protection as it is now known. They
point out that as the problem has become greater, both advertisers and
agencies have accepted curtailments in
the amount of protection granted.
Where they
to get anthey
hour's
aration fromused
competitors,
now sepget
15 minutes. And because even this 15
minutes is getting harder to assure, the
network consensus is that it eventually
will have to be reduced further and in
time must disappear altogether.
Size of Problem ■ Just how big a
problem it has become is reflected in
unofficial estimates that more than
3,000 product conflicts — measured by
today's standards— occur in network
and spot television every week. Virtual-

Plotting protection ■ Two hundred
square feet of board space may not be
absolutely necessary to keep a television network's product protection commitments straight, but NBC-TV finds
it
helps.
Shown
here is board,
part of NBC's
commitment control
which
shows contracts for past, present and
future — including positioning of com-

OUT

in television

by the

print

media

ly all of these are created, inadvertently or not, by 'spot advertising placed on
individual stations or by" short-notice
changes in products advertised on network programs; conflicts within network shows are more easily foreseen
and far more easily policed by both
network and agency officials.
Broadcast Advertisers Reports, whose)
checking service tallies product conflicts!
tor its subscribers on the basis of moni- '
tored telecasts, declines to disclose publicly hew many it finds. But it does say
that the volume of such conflicts is
greater than any other commercial irregularity itis called upon to check,
including triple spotting, over-commercialization within programs and the
clipping of network programs to make
way for local spots.
So stations will be as pleased as networks to see the practice go. Although
there is not much they can do about
it except subscribe as long as their net-

mercials within shows — over an 18month span (currently: October 1959
through March 1961). Board also is
over-all aid to long- and short-range
sales planning and source of sales information for NBC-TV operational departments. Checking it is Palmer Dixon,
supervisor of contracts, commitments
and discounts.
27

works do, affiliates have consistently
urged that protection be curtailed. For
it's not only a headache in scheduling
but often costly in terms of spot business that cannot be accommodated because of it.
The growth of television as a medium, the growing number of advertisers in it, the trend toward product
diversification by major advertisers, the
increase in network programs sold on
a participating basis and the circumstance that the biggest advertiser
categories in network are also among
the biggest in spot have all compounded the dilemma for both networks and stations.
Simple No More ■ It is no longer a
question of simply protecting a cigarette against other cigarettes, foods
against foods, beers against beers. Often
it is hard merely to decide whether two
products are competitors.
One network, for example, has been
tussling with a problem which started
when an advertiser who sells a denture
cleanser bought time in a program in
which another sponsor is a toothpaste.
It was not too difficult to decide that
denture cleaners and toothpaste are
not ordinarily used by the same people
and accordingly are not "competitive"
under the network's protection policy.
But that was only the beginning.
The dentures-cleanser maker also
sells a mouthwash which, its copy
claims, sweetens the breath. The toothpaste already in the program claims to
sweeten the breath too. Is the tooth-

paste therefore entitled to protection
specifies — in its rate card — that it not
only can require that commercials be
against the mouthwash?
placed to provide 15-minute separation
If the answer is yes, then the netbetween competitors, but if necessary
work must make sure that the comcan even schedule them next to one
mercials for the competitive products
another, though thus far it has been
are properly separated from one another. And this separation must be able to avoid this extreme.
maintained week in and week out, even
NBC-TV tries to put 15 minutes on
though one of the products is to be each side of a sponsored segment in the
promoted only every other week while
case of the major sponsor and 15 minutes on each side of the commercial for
the other is promoted every week, or
every three weeks. And affiliates must
the minor sponsor. ABC-TV counts its
make sure that they do not sell to a \ 15 minutes from the opening and
closing of the program, regardless of the
competitor of any of these products —
or competitors of any other products
placement of the commercials within
on the show — a station break too close
the program.
to the commercial for the network j The three networks also have differadvertiser.
ent standards for determining the numCurrent Policies ■ "Too close" is deber' of products a single advertiser -is
fined fairly uniformly by all three net- entitled to have protected, the answer
usually depending upon the degree to
works as anything less than 15 minutes.
This is the yardstick for protection of which his sponsorship is shared.
competing network sponsors and also
Participating Shows ■ The magnitude
the yardstick which the networks ask of the problem is dramatized by the
their affiliates to use in protecting netnetworks' 1960-61 schedules, which
work sponsors against competitors in contain more participating programs
national spot. But the I5-minute rule than ever before — more than a dozen
is applied somewhat differently by the shows which, much as the networks
difi'erent networks.
dislike the term, are sold on a spotcarrier basis.
CBS-TV figures 15 minutes between
commercials for competing products,
ABC alone has a Monday-night linewhich means that a cigarette commerup of three shows which together accial at 8:55, for example, may be folcount for 18 advertisers — and still have
room for two more. What this does to
lowed by a commercial for another
cigarette at 9:10. CBS-TV also can re- the people in charge of maintaing product protection at ABC and to the people
quire that the cross-plug at the end of
a program be moved back 15 minutes
trying to sell and schedule station breaks
to avoid conflict with a sponsor in the noncompetitively at ABC affiliated stations becomes enormously difficult to
succeeding program.
CBS-TV also

The biggest slice of the melon went
The top 100 advertisers, for the vision Bureau of Advertising.
TvB reported that expenditures in
first time, spent more money in television than in all other measured
the measured media for the top 100
media combined during 1959, ac- advertisers amounted to $1,681,533,569 in 1959, of which network
cording to an analysis by the Tele-

How TvB analyzed last year's top 100 advertisers
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to television
and national spot tv represented
$850,361,281, or 50.6% of the total.
TvB noted that the 1959 total investment of the group rose 11.4%
over the 1959 figure, and pointed out
that tv was responsible for 60.3%
of this increase.
The TvB analysis shows that of the
top 100 advertisers in 1959, 97 used
tv (two liquor companies and American Cyanamid Co. were missing);
68 placed more money in tv than any
other medium: 48 allocated more
than 50% of their budgets to tv;
25 spent more than two-thirds of
their expenditures in the medium,
while 15 spent more than 80% and
nine spent more than 90% of their
budgets in tv.
Average sales of the 42 heavy advertisers in tv were more than $2.1
million, while the average of the 58
others amounted to almost $1.1 million. Sales of the heavy tv advertisers,
TvB said, increased by 11% in 1959,
while the others rose by 9%.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

reaches

than

single

more

any

medium

may have recently read an advertisement
You
that said Iowa is one of the top ten U. S.
markets — because its "population of 2,747,300 ranks
after New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Los Angeles and Boston."
You may also question the propriety of comparing
a state with a city. However, NCS
that WHO

No. 2 proved

Radio's population coverage made it in

fact America's I4th largest radio market — that sta-

in

lowaf

tions in only thirteen other markets in America
reach more people than WHO
reaching people is concerned, WHO

Radio. So far as
Radio belongs on

any media list of 14 or move ^'largest U. S. markets."
As an advertiser in the Middle West, you are concerned with people you can reach, rather than with
population figures within city limits, within trading
areas, or within state lines. WHO Radio does just that!
Ask PGW

for "the numbers."

WHO
for Iowa PLUS I
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Warts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatives
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describe when it is remembered that
these 18 or 20 network sponsors may
promote a total of 50 or more different
products, each of which may have anywhere from half a dozen to 40 or 50
"competitors," real or imagined, that it
wants to be protected against.
Cheyenne, at 7:30-8:30, is an example. It now has seven sponsors who say
they may promote close to 30 products,
and an alternate-week sixth is still
available for sale.
Procter & Gamble proposes to promote its dentifrices, package and liquid
detergents, bar soaps, deodorants and
baking mixes. Bristol-Myers and Reynolds Tobacco plan to advertise one
product apiece, Bufferin and Winston
cigarettes. Peter Paul expects to use its
time for Mounds, Almond Joy, Dreams
"and other confections." Union Carbide is down for Prestone anti-freezes,
Prestone windshield de-icer and Ever-

Jr. to Vicks. Arrid Whirl-In deodorant
lists 17, including Arrid cream deodorant. Schmidt's beer names 18 other
beers. Chiclets specifies "all gums" and
also "all weight reducers," while Clorets
names 1 1 products and then adds "all
dentifrices." Beeman's gum specifies "all
gums" plus Alkaids, Amitone, Phillips
tablets and Tums. Preparation H, a
hemorrhoid treatment, identifies seven
competitors it wants nothing to do with,
not counting the NAB Code Review
Board which doesn't want it on at all.
The problem of providing protection
has been further complicated by product diversification among major advertisers. Philip Morris is no longer a
simple tobacco company; its purchase
of American Safety Razor brought it
into competition with Gillette, Remington, Ronson, Schick, Sunbeam and Universal, for instance. Procter & Gamble
long ago ceased to be merely a soap

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day
of the week June 30-July 6 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
ratings of America Reseach Bureau.
Rating
Date
Thur., June 30
FrI., July 1
Sat., July 2
Sun., July 3
Mon., July 4
Tue., July 5
Wed., July 6

Program and Time
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Rebel (9 p.m.)
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Diagnosis: Unknown (10 p.m.)
People Are Funny (10:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

Network
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

24.4
22.4
20.6
16.0
14.7
21.6
18.9

It is evident, too, in the schedules:
American Tobacco, Reynolds Tobacco
and General Cigar are in consecutive
get off." in NBC-TV's Saturday night
programs
lineup for next fall (Bonanza, Tall Man,
Deputy). Protection will be accomplished by staggering the major-minor commercials so there's no problem by today's standards. But even that much
proximity would not have been tolerated
in earlier days. It's certainly a long way
from the mid- 1930s when Lever Bros,
demanded and received a full hour's
protection — for all Lever products,
whether being advertised or not — on
each side of its Lux Theatre.

■J

ready products. Ralston-Purina expects
company; its interests now include bakto promote Wheat Chex, Rice Chex,
ing mixes, peanut butter and a paper
Corn Chex, Instant Ralston and Purina
company that manufactures toilet tissue. This does not mean that P&G will
dog chow. A.C. Spark Plug Co. has put
in for spark plugs, oil filters, fuel pumps,
be protected against Betty Crocker
mixes (or vice versa) unless P&G is
valve lifters, guide head lamps, autronic
advertising its own Duncan Hines
eye, gyros, inertial guidance systems,
mixes; but it does point up the imafter-burner controls, speed switches
and engineer recruitment.
portance of constant alertness in selling and positioning.
Lacking the services of an electronic
computer, observers would not estimate
Notice Required ■ To simplify the
immediately how many competitors this problem as much as possible the networks ask advertisers and their agencies
array of products and services might
not only to supply lists of products to
have. But they guessed the total would
be advertised, but also to furnish at
be "in the hundreds." Even allowing
for limitations on the number of any least two weeks' notice of product
one advertiser's products eligible for changes. The networks keep their affiliates informed as to both products
protection, the example was cited to
and changes, but last-minute revisions
show how complicated life could get —
just through product changes — not only often require fast footwork to avoid
for a network but also for its affiliates in playing hob with existing schedules.
trying to clear a regular schedule for
Affiliates are not obligated by contract to protect network sponsors, but
spot advertisers without somewhere
network officials say they usually do,
striking a sensitive nerve.
Advertisers List Competitors ■ The
that conflicts are generally due to cleriextent of the protection complexity may /cal errors and that stations are quick
also be gauged by a fast look at the ;to correct lapses when detected.
There is the further problem for
lists of products which advertisers reantithetical advertising. Cigarettes do
gard as their competition. BAR has
published some of these, based on in- not like to be associated too closely with
cough drops or cough medicines, for
formation compiled in its checking servexample, or foods with stomach aids.
ice. They show, for example, that Anahist cold remedies designate 58 products
The usual practice, if it can be genas competitive, ranging from Absorbine
eralized, isto protect against competi30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

tive uses rather than against competitive
categories, whenever that distinction
arises. Thus Zest, for instance, which is
described technically as a detergent, is
protected against toilet soaps because
it is used as toilet soaps are used, and
is not protected against detergents in
the laundry and dishwashing families.
Refining the distinctions further, a
toothpaste which claimed to give a high
gloss not only to the teeth but also to
furniture would not be protected against
furniture waxes and polishes because its
ordinary use is not in the furniture line.
Crisis ■ An unexpected crisis developed a few years ago when the
Florida Citrus Commission bought into
a show with Alka Seltzer. Everything
went fine until wintertime, when the
Citrus Commission decided to advertise the value or orange juice in treating
or preventing colds. This being Alka
Seltzer's line, the citrus group was required to change its copy on the ground
that curing colds was not an ordinary
use of orange juice.
Tobaccos and cosmetics are among
the most competitive advertisers and
therefore most insistent in demanding
product protection. This is true whether
the protection is against another network advertiser or against competitors
buying national-spot time adjacent to
their network programs.
One reason for the difficulty in crossprotecting network and spot advertisers
may be seen in product spending figures:
the biggest categories on the networks
are also big in spot, and vice versa. Tobaccos, foods, drugs and cosmetics account for heavy shares of the spending
in both branches of television. Thus the
companies in each major product group
are fighting one another for the best
positions in network and spot at the
same time, increasing the chances of
conflict.
How far product protection has been
watered down is evidenced in the remark of one network executive: "If we
were still following the standards we
had in radio 20 years ago, half the
sponsors on this network would have to
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WKZO-TV Puts You "On Target'
i
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NSI SURVEY— KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA
In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!
(February, 1960)
STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK
When it comes to straight-shootin' market dominance,
few television stations can stand up to WKZO-TV.
PERCENT OF TOTAL
HOMES DELIVERED
39%
There are more than 600,000 television homes (NCS No.
STATION
B
4
STATION
B
4
3) in the WKZO-TV coverage area, including Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
WKZO-TV
48%%
617o
567o
Mon. thru Frl.
and Grand Rapids, two of America's 51 fastest growing
52%
markets. WKZO-TV has daily nighttime circulation in
9 a.m.-Noon
59,600 37,800
37%
73,900 57,200
35%
Noon-3 p.m.
64% of these homes. And finally, in the Kalamazoo-Grand
63%
68,000 61,600
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Rapids Area, WKZO-TV delivers more homes than Station
65%
Sun. thru Sat.
'B' in 387 of 454 competitive quarter hours surveyed,
158,200 90,600
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday
through Saturday (NSI — February, 1960).
9 p.m.-Midnight 130,500 67,700
Remember, for all the rest of outstate Michigan worth
having,
add WWTV to your WKZO-TV schedule. If you
German, Berthold Schwartz, is generally
credited with constructing the first guns in 1313.
want it all, give us a call!

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPfDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WWTV — CADIllAC, MICHIGAN
KOIN-TV — UNCOLN, NEBRASKA ,

100,000 WATTS
. CHANNEL 3 . 1000' TOWER
Studios
Both Kalamazoo
andT
GrandF
Rapids
OKinZ
W
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive Nafional Representatives
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FINDING

THE

RIGHT

TV

SPOKESMAN

That's the job of the casting director at major ad agencies
She became casting director only last
A good tv advertisement is not just Showtime USA (for Dodge on ABCTV).
She
joined
J.
Walter
Thompson
in
year at Young & Rubicam after a five"copy." It is also the selection of the
1955 as casting director. She directed
year stint as copy supervisor at the
best face, voice and personality to repin summer theatre for eight years.
resent acorporation or product.
agency — a total background of 12 years.
Unlike most of her colleagues Miss
Nan Marquand at BBDO. A former
While tv billings continue to spiral
and the output of commercials in- Broadway actress who has appeared in Sokole is advertiser-oriented and knows
creases, the competitive demands of ad- such shows as "Kiss & Tell" and "I something about theatre. Other casting
directors are mostly theatre-oriented inRemember Mama." She acted in radio
vertisers tofind the "image" spokesman
advertising.dividuals who know something about
and in television but "unfortunately
or the "just right" personality has imposed a new demand on agencies.
never in commercials." She's also the
casting director her colleagues say
But it's not only ability that's placed
Many of the bigger shops are now operought to cast herself in commercials as the casting director in the ascendancy
ating their own casting units of experts
trained and knowledgeable in talent
at the major advertising agency. There's
she's the perfect "type" for a role.
the practical dollars and cents reason.
selection.
Ruth Levine at Benton & Bowles.
A client in television is investing a lot
Coupled with a drive to continually
Initially in production work, then with
of
his money. It's an investment that
CBS
in
program
coordination.
Miss
improve commercial quality, the conthe casting director of necessity, must
stant search for talent has made the Levine joined Benton & Bowles in 1956
help protect. A hit tv show gets the
casting director an integral part of most
as casting director. She's pert and petite people inside the tent but the commerand is known for her memory of faces
large agencies. In the context of years
cial has to sell them.
spent in advertising and the number of and names in the talent field.
Chuck
Kebbe at Bates puts it this
commercials cast, a few such casting
Chuck Kebbe at Ted Bates. He's been
way:
"Basically,
we seek
directors have emerged as leading ta- casting director at Bates since May
And this
search never
seems salesmen."
to have a
lent scouts in their new trade.
1954, had been in the theatre as well as
beginning
or
an
end.
Mr.
Kebbe,
for exSome of them are:
in tv and radio. In tv, his main areas
ample, estimates he auditioned roughly
were as writer, producer and director.
Evelyn Barnes Peirce at J. Walter
1,560 persons and interviewed some
Lucile Mason at Compton. She was
1,250 in 1959, though he only hired 450
Thompson. Miss Peirce came to Compat ABC in promotion writing and as an people during the entire year.
ton from the theatre in 1943 as director
of daytime radio. She joined the tv assistant director on shows. She joined
Output ■ The output continues to
Compton as assistant casting director in mount. At BBDO, Miss Marquand refield in 1948, served as associate pro1951.
ducer with Willis Cooper on tv drama
ports more than 80 commercials were
Volume
One; executive supervisor.
Lucy Sokole of Young & Rubicam.
produced by the agency for the first
three months of this year. In the same
period a year ago the figure was 67.
The same thing is true of other agencies.
For example at Compton about 90 commercials of all lengths were turned out
in the first six months of last year. In
the same period of this year 155 were

Casting session ■ Chuck Kebbe (c),
Ted Bates casting head goes over scripts
and story boards with tv commercial
"stars" Dick Callinan and Rita Hayes.
Miss Hayes'
includeandFabSudden
commercials withcredits
Ed Sullivan
32
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beauty preparation commercials (via
Whitehall). She's an ex-singer with
bandleader Vincent Lopez. Mr. Callinan's credits include Colgate dental
cream and Schinidts' beer. He also appeared in "Operation Petticoat."

At major agencies, the agencies
produced.
themselves cast every commercial.
In a field where there are always exceptions, not every commercial is meant
to be a hard-hitting sales message. Some
are supposed to entertain the viewer as
well as sell the product.
There's "no season on commercials,"
comments Miss Marquand. Commercial
production is a steady flow. To meet its
demands for talent, the casting department keeps voluminous files.
Talent Source ■ New talent comes
from agents, from correspondence sent
to the agency and from personal visits.
No casting office will discourage hopefuls— "at Y&R we see everybody who
asks," Miss Sokole notes — but neither
can it offer encouragement. "We get
thousands. Where they all come from
we Each
do notcasting
know."director has a different
appraisal of why there are so many
people looking
spot on expressed:
a tv commercial. Some offorthea reasons
(1) decline in live tv drama, (2) actors
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

no longer feel tv commercial work is
degrading, (3) the money is good and
getting better, (4) many female Broadway hopefuls who came to New York
years ago failed to find their niche, marand now are
back" and
to
show riedbusiness
via "coming
the lucrative
shorter-termed tv commercial route.
Mr. Kebbe says it's "no longer a
matter of just pretty girls to go with
pretty things" in tv commercials but a
search for "commercial stars."
The search in commercial casting is
for actors who are, able to adjust to
the business of selling emotional ideas
and possess a strong and warm personality "plus the strength to get
through the restrictions" (such restrictions in tv as rigidly of the medium
and of little time to do the job).
Run Through ■ This, it's explained,
is what makes Rex Marshall so highly
respected (and paid) in the field. Mr.
Marshall has been known to run
through without a fluff as many as 16
different commercial scripts for a product in a single evening.
An "exciting" experience in casting
can be earned by any one of the directors in the business full-time. Mr.
Kebbe cites preliminary work with
Joyce Gordon whom he helped in her
climb to prominence (Broadcasting,
May 16). Miss Mason at Compton
estimates she's seen some 2,000 babies
over her nine-year career in the search
for new Ivory babies (the latest Ivory
baby, Jill Robin Lewis, already has
earned enough to permit her to go to
college on the residuals). Miss Mason
has cast more than a dozen Ivory
babies during this period of years.
Miss Levine has an extremely good
memory. She recalls that three years
after an interview with a woman puppeteer the woman was hired (chiefly
of course because she kept dropping
a note to Miss Levine periodically). It
was all that was needed to prompt
her memory.
It's not only a business for memory
but also one made up of anecdotes.
Miss Marquand once used Vanderbilt
Ave. sidewalks near Grand Central
(and BBDO) to audition a group of
young roller skaters for a Campbell
commercial. Miss Pierce when she first
started at JWT hired a baby and her
mother off the street in front of the
Graybar Bldg. (the agency's headquarters on Lexington Ave.) because of the
baby's
looks Mashed
and appetite
for
French good
Instant
Potatoes.
Miss Mason about three years ago
played piano for 55 Calypso singers
when auditioninglfor a Drene shampoo
radio jingle.
Some Shows Cast ■ Three of these
agencies continue to cast a few programs, holdovers from the years when
several radio shows were cast and proBROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Perfect type
■ That's
way her colleagues describe
Nan theMarquand
(r)
casting director at BBDO. They say
she ought to cast herself in tv commerduced by agencies. Compton casts
Guiding Light, which is on CBS-TV
five times weekly (at one time the
agency cast four radio serials for Procter & Gamble alone), Y&R still casts
Brighter Day for P&G, and Benton &
Bowles has the casting chore for Edge
of Night.
Not every agency, of course, works
the same in the casting business. While
some (Benton & Bowles and BBDO.
for example) work with the producer
from storyboards, other agencies use
different approaches. But in any event,
the casting department seeks the best
talent available, and each agency has
its own objectives. Compton for example is on a lookout for that Ivory
"Look" in the girl leads for their soap
commericals.
A value to the agency of the casting
director: To bridge the gulf between
a competitive commerce and a sensitive art. The top casting director must
be able to understand and sympathize
with talent yet be fully aware of the
agency's need for commercial person-

cials.
and a
scripts
at the

The former Broadway actress
commercial star hopeful check
before an audition-like interview
agency's studio.

alities who can sell. (The super salestype personality announcer can make
upwards of $50,000 a year.)
The casting director is the trigger
the commercial producer pulls once
concept and storyboard are prepared.
The casting
department's
leg work
includes interviewing
prospects,
auditions
(often three to four for every role being cast but sometimes up to 25 for
some parts).
No Cattle Calls ■ The sentiment
among the six casting directors intercalls."
As call
it's
expressedviewed is against
in the "cattle
field, the
cattle
is a general call to round up certain
types — for example, "get me five
mothers, six teen-agers and two little
blonde-haired kids fast." Instead each
role is carefully selected through auditions.
Each mentsofis well
the staffed.
agencies'The
casting
total departvaries
from the three people at BBDO and at
Benton & Bowles to the seven at JWT,
Compton or Young & Rubicam.
Agencies today keep cards and data
33

on prospects and on talent who have
appeared. The extensive JWT file system is centralized at Miss Peirce's desk.
There are all types of forms with notations showing a talent's move from application to job handling. Miss Marquand keeps a similar system going.
There are not only thousands of names
and facts on file but pictures of the
talent, too.
In addition to the search for regular
talent for routine commercial activity,
the casting director hires name talent
for endorsements (sometimes print
and/ or tv) and more often a name
spokesman on specials (for example,
Betsy Palmer for Westclox).
This department must make checks
on whether or not talent has paid union dues (it's sticky if he hasn't); must
clear dates and times for talent to appear at the studio or location, and must
relay confirmation to the commercial's
producer. Often it's necessary for the
casting director to negotiate with name
talent as well as to compute for those
who work for scale.
Demands are so great on the casting
director to keep up with new, potential
talent that various practices have been
devised to keep pumping a flow of data
into casting offices.
For this reason, most agency casting officers are regular theatre goers on
a continual lookout for new and different talent. (At most agencies, theatre attendance for the casting expert is
part of the job. And it's paid for by the
agency.)
Nan Marquand, for instance, to
avoid some of the pressure of continual
talent searching has scheduled two

Big new sponsor ■ Wide ID and
network saturation is in full swing
for Brown & Williamson's newest
brand in a campaign that will share
34
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hours each Friday morning to interview
applicants. Each applicant gets five
minutes at the BBDO studio. Thus, she
can see as many as 24 people in the
one morning.
As in any part of the agency or tv
business, the casting director's job can
become a shotgun affair. For example,
an air date is quickly set — and as it has
happened- — an audition is set for that
same day with the shooting date scheduled for the day following.
■ Business
Time sales

briefly

Prince's plunge ■ Prince Macaroni
Mfg. Co., Lowell, Mass., has launched
a saturation radio campaign of 2,235
announcements per week in New England markets. Each station carrying
Prince schedules will be broadcasting
a spot for its macaroni products or Heat
'N' Serve Italian foods every 15 minutes throughout the 18-hour broadcast
day, seven days a week. The spot
schedule is in addition to sponsored
5-minute newscasts. Ten stations in
five markets are being used. Agency is
S.E. Zubrow Co., Philadelphia.
Kellogg 'plans' ■ Kellogg Co. (cereals),
Battle Creek, Mich., adds new Mister
Magoo film series to group of properties {Huckleberry Hound, Quick Draw
McGraw) in prime time periods on tv
stations in over 100 markets starting in
fall. Series, for which 26 half-hour programs are currently in production, supplements high-rated Kellogg package
bought on spot tv basis. Contract was
negotiated by Henry G. Saperstein,
in an estimated $30 million annual
budget, 80% of the six-brand figure
in broadcast. Featuring an all-tobacco filter (finely ground "plug"), Kentucky Kings will dominate the B&W
spot pool in big-smoking markets
with a filter story the advertiser and
agency Ted Bates & Co. believe fits
easily into eight seconds. The new
brand is featured on several halfhours Brown & Williamson has on tv
now, the NBC-TV convention-election coverage and four new shows
in the fall. Checkmate on CBS-TV,
Surfside 6, Stagecoach West and
Naked City, all on ABC-TV. Wanted, Dead or Alive continues for the
tobacco firm next season on CBS-TV.
Other B&W brands on the air are
Viceroy, Kool, Raleigh, Life and
Belair. Allegedly containing 25%
more tobacco than other filter cigarettes, Kentucky Kings caught on in
10 weeks of testing in Florida and
Texas and in Louisville, the manufacturer's home town.

president of Television Personalities
Inc. UPA Pictures Inc. continues production of animated series. Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
More 'Witness' buys ■ Knomark Inc.
(Esquire shoe polish), Brooklyn, and
Schick Inc., Lancaster, Pa., have
bought the remaining alternate-week
half hours of CBS-TV's The Witness
dramatic series (Thur., 7:30-8:30 p.m.),
which begins on Sept. 29. Agencies are
Mogul Williams & Saylor, N.Y., for
Knomark and Benton & Bowles, N.Y.,
for Schick.
Gas-house ■ American Gas Assn.
(through Lennen & Newell) has bought
half of an NBC-TV rerun anthology
which began last Tuesday, July 5, 8:309 p.m. The series runs until fall, alternating as Gas Company Playhouse and
NBC Playhouse (the latter yet unsold).
Dan'l Boone ■ Movie actor Dewey
Martin has been signed by Walt Disney
Productions to play Daniel Boone in
a projected series
on the
frontiersman's
adventures.
William
H. Anderson
will
be the producer.
Up from supporting ranks ■ Pete &
Gladys offshoot story from the December Bride plot, starts on CBS-TV in the
fall (date to be announced) on Mondays,
8-8:30 p.m. EDT, sponsored by Carnation Co. (through Erwin. Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) and Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. (Young & Rubicam). Starring secondary characters from the elder
series (which also is continuing in the
fall), Pete & Gladys is written by Parker
Levy and Bill Manhoff and produced
by Mr. Levy. Cara Williams and Henry
Morgan star.
National gets Colts ■ National Brewing Co. (National Bohemian beer),
Baltimore, is understood to have signed
for half sponsorship of full 12-game
schedule of Baltimore Colts professional
football team over Mutual on Sunday
afternoons, starting Sept. 25 and ending Dec. 18. Agency: W.B. Doner &
Co., Baltimore. Under MBS' format for
special events and sports, remaining
half is available for sale locally.
Agency appointment
■ Toyota Motor Distributors has named
Compton Adv., L.A., as agency in
charge of the $750,000 advertising account. The new Toyota line will be
competitive with Volkswagen and
Renault.
■ Swift & Co., Chicago meat packer
and $15 million advertiser (with perhaps $4 million in tv), appoints Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample to handle its
canned meats account. McCann-Erickson will continue to handle bulk of
company's other products.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

nose were Putnam s words at the battle of Bunker

Hill, June 17, 1775. Those

muskets

had a

essage for the British ... and it was a message that got through! We think there's a lesson here,
rst, aim your fire and then get the best dispatcher you know to carry it, be it muskets or a radio
-.ation. Balaban

Stations are famous

for carrying messages

tation, your message rides on top-flight programming,
Know-how".
fHE

Day in, day out, the message

BALABAN

NIL-ST.

direct to the buyer. On a Baiaban

strong, popular personalities and keen selling

gets through with Balaban -couriers

STATIONS

par excellence.

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

LOUIS
WRITSold
Nationally by Robert
E. Eastman &MILWAUKEE
Co., Inc.

/ KBOX-DALUIS
Sold Nationally by the Katz Agency

the

well-fed

market

THE BETTMAN ARCHIVE

68,

MULTI-CITY

food

MARKET

sales

The people in the WGAL-TV

coverage area

appreciate and buy the good things in life.
This Channel

8 station delivers an audience

greater than the combined audience of all other
stations in its coverage area — and at less cost.
(see ARB or Nielsen surveys).

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
36

Company, Inc.

New York

STEINMAN
STATION
•Clair McCollough, Pres.
Chicago

•

Los Angeles

• San Francisco
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WADE

RE-COURTS

Alberto-Culver
undecided

on

still
agency

Some S20 million in Alberto-Culver
broadcast advertising billings was still
without an agency last week.
The big fortune was Alberto-Culver's
estimated $10 million-plus tv business
officially cut adrift from Wade Adv.
July 1 but apparently still being wooed
by the agency as of Thursday in a
series of power plays that stirred
Chicago's Michigan Avenue.
Alberto-Culver executives were tied
up in a series of conferences stemming
from (1) Wade's re-pitch for the account, and (2) the prior choice of another agency from the ranks of Leo
Burnett Co., Tatham-Laird. Compton,
Clinton Frank and other agencies in
Chicago.
Charles Pratt, A-C advertising manager, said Wednesday that the company
had reviewed several presentations, but
had encountered "certain differences of
opinion" on the actual selection. He reported Thursday that an agency had
been "chosen" and would be announced momentarily.
As a buffer to the possibility of
losing the Culver account — or about
half all its billings — Wade reportedly
was in contact with the Toni Co. Div.
of Gillette Co. in a direct pitch for its
cosmetics business, now serviced principally by North Adv. and Clinton E.
Frank, which inherited Prom and
White Rain from Tatham-Laird, (that
move was seen in some trade circles as
the preamble for T-L's gaining the Alberto-Culver account). Burnett was understo d towithdraw for unvolunteered
reasons.
Despite official termination of the
Culver-Wade relationship, no wholesale dismissals had taken place at Wade
as of Thursday, doubtless pending
final outcome of the placement of the
lucrative account.
The Culver account represents a
goodly share of an estimated $30 million billings loose or shaky in Chicago
the past fortnight, about two-thirds in
broadcast media. First development
was Simoniz' appointment of DancerFitzgerald-Sample to handle its $5 million account separated from Young &
Rubicam (Broadcasting, July 4).
There also has been speculation that
Toni is considering more account
switches apart from the Tatham-Lairdto-Frank transfer.
Alberto-Culver's apparent termination of its relationship with Wade
caught the agency by surprise, even
though it was known the client had been
reviewing presentations from several
agencies. It also surprised the trade.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS Rating
Tv report for May
Rank
4.2,
40.9
1. Gunsmoke
Train
39.3
3. Wagon
34.8
Red Skelton Show
Father Knows Best
5.7. Danny Thomas Show
6. Real McCoys
30.8
30.3
77 Sunset Strip
32.4
29.8
30.1
8. Garry Moore Show
Price is Right
28.9
10. Phil Silvers Special
28.7
9.
Rank
No. viewrs
1.
(000)
4.2.
Gunsmoke
39,690
Wagon Train
5.3. Red Skelton Show
38,770
31,730
Father Knows Best
31,330
Real McCoys
29,900
29,850
Phil Silvers Special
29,720
7. Danny Thomas Show
6. Ed Sullivan Show
28,015
77 Sunset Strip
27,475
10.8. Dennis the Menace
26,460
9.Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending June 5, 1960
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
Rank
1.
No. homes
(000)
Gunsmoke
17,040
2.4, Summer on Ice
15,956
15,368
Wagon Train
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
13,922
3.5. Red Skelton Show
13,650
77 Sunset Strip
13,063
7. Ed Sullivan Show
12,882
8.6. Garry Moore Show (10 p.m.)
12,430
10. Danny Thomas Show
12,340
Ford Show
12,294
9.1.
Rank
Gunsmoke
Summer on Ice
35.8
% homes*
38.2
34,7
Train
4.2. Wagon
31.3
Gun, Will Travel
3.7. Have
Red Skelton Show
30.7
29.6
6. 77 Sunset Strip
28.9
5. Ed Sullivan Show
8. Thrills of 1960 Circus
27.6
28.0
28.2
9. Garry Moore Show (10 p.m.)
Danny
Thomas
Show
10.
AVERAGE AUDIENCEt
1.
Rank
No. homes
(000)
16,182
2. Gunsmoke
Summer on Ice
12,927
Have Gun, Will Travel
12,701
3.
inasmuch as Wade was credited with
helping Culver achieve a phenomenal
sales track record within the relative
short span of half a dozen years, largely through use of television (Broadcasting, Oct. 19,is 1959).
estimatedin
annual volume
about A-C's
$50 million
the highly competitive cosmetics field.
Wade currently bills about $25 million, with 80% in broadcast media, the
bulk of that in tv. Projected to year's
end. Culver's account was said to represent about $12-13 million in overall billings, with approximately $10
million in television.

4
5
6
1087
9

ll'481
12,566
11,707
11,210
10,848
10,984
10,667

Red Skelton Show
Wagon Moore
Train Show (10 p.m.)
Garry
Danny Thomas Show
Ford Show
Garry Moore Show (10:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip

Rank
4.1. Gunsmoke
2 Summer on Ice
Have Gun, Will Travel
7.3 Red
Skelton Show
5.
Train Show (10 p.m.)
6. Wagon
Garry Moore
Danny Thomas Show
8. Ford Show
9. Garry Moore Show (10:30 p.m)
10. 77
Sunset Strip

%

29.0
28.5
28.2
36.2
25.9
26.4
25.1
24.6
mes''
ho
24.4
24.2

t Homes reached by ali or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program,
t Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
Copyright 1960 A.C. Nielsen Co.
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tionwork,
is in number
following
order:
program
name,
of stations, sponsor, agency, netday
and time.
Dennis the Menace {CBS-167): Kellogg (Burnett), Best Foods (GBB), Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-155): Lever Bros.,
Scott Paper (both JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Ford
Show p.m.(NBC-186): Ford (JWT), Thur.
9:30-10
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever Bros.
(JWT), American Home Products (Bates),
Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Garry Moore Show (CBS-160): S.C. Johnson
(NLB) and Pittsburgh Plate Glass (BBDO)
alternating in first half, Kellogg (Burnett)
and
(DDB) alt. in second, Tue.,
10-11 Polaroid
p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-158); Lever (OBM),
Speidel (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Phil Silvers Special (CBS-174): Carling (B&B),
Sat., IViay 7, 9-10 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-148): P&G (Compton),
Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.
Red Skelton Show (CBS-170); S.C. Johnson
(FCB), Pet Milk (Gardner), Tue. 9:30-10
77 Whitehall
Sunset Strip
Amrican-Chicle,
(both (ABC-174):
Bates), R.J. Reynolds
(Esty),
Brylcreem (K&E), Fri. 9-10 p.m.
Edp.m.Sullivan Show (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive (Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun.
8-9 p.m.
Summer on Ice (NBC-198): Brewers Foundation (JWT), Thur., June 2, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-202): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Thrills of 1960 Circus (CBS-121): Top Value
Enterprises (C-M), Fri., IVIay 27, 9-10 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-184): Ford (JWT), R.J.
Reynolds (Esty), (National Biscuit Co.
(M-E), Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.
Fm

rep

agency

starts

20%

commissions

Western Fm Sales, Los Angeles representative of 16 fm stations, has announced an increase in commission
from 15% to 20% for all recognized
advertising agencies, effective today.
"15% no longer provides adequate margin to agencies for the purchase of
media on behalf of their clients," Bj
Hamrick, general manager, explained.
Miss Hamrick credited Doug Anderson, partner in Anderson-McConnell,
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 37

Los Angeles agency, with inspiring the
action in an address made at the annual Broadcast Producers Awards
Luncheon of the Hollywood Advertising Club (Broadcasting. Feb. 22). At
that time Mr. Anderson stated that the
most valuable contribution broadcasters
could make to agencies would be to increase their commissions.
"My feeling is," Mr. Anderson said,
"with a commission hike agencies could
afford to raise their salary levels and
the media departments in particular
could be staffed by more competent personnel. The optimum situation of course
is where a buyer is so wise in buying
broadcast time that he buys with a
minimum of error at a maximum in results. Thus, if advertising works better,
the broadcaster would have even less
sales costs than he currently has. From
a Utopian standpoint, broadcast time
probably should not be sold. It should
be bought — carefully, wisely and with
minimum error."
Noting that fm rates are relatively
low in relation to other broadcast
media, Miss Hemrick pointed out that
some agencies cannot afford the specialized copy and campaigns needed to
take full advantage of the specialized
fm audience on present commissions.

■

Also

West

Coast

merger

Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes,
pioneer West Coast agency, will
merge with Grant Advertising on
Aug. 1, according to a joint announcement today (July 11) by
Elwood J. Robinson, president of
RF&H, and Eliott Plowe, president
of Grant. The merger adds more
than $4 million in billing to Grant's
international total of over $90 million and will give Grant a West
Coast billing of nearly $10 million.
Mr. Robinson will become executive vice president of Grant, in
charge of operations in Southern
California, and RF&H vice presidents David R. Fenwick, John W.
Haynes, Robert C. Neuman and
Lee Laufer will become vice presidents of Grant. John M. Cody, manager of Grant's Hollywood office,
will continue as vice president and
account supervisor for the Dodge

with

Grant

Dealers of Southern California and
other accounts; Robert L. Dellinger,
vice president and account supervisor of Grant-Hollywood, will continue in that capacity. The Grant
Hollywood staff will move to 1111
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, present
headquarters of RF&H, some time
in the fall, after additional space has
been remodeled for them.
No account changes and no
changes in personnel are expected as
a result of the merger, Mr. Robinson said. National and regional
RF&H accounts moving to Grant
include: Breast 'O Chicken Tuna,
Packard Bell Electronics, Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co.'s Guided Missile
Div., California Dried Fig Advisory
Board, Los Angeles Dept. of Water
& Power. Loma Linda Food Co.,
Leo's Quality Foods and a division
of the Schick Safety Razor Co.

in advertising

One-siding question ■ With entry of
client Aluminum Co. of America into
sidings (for homes, other buildings).
Fuller & Smith & Ross, N.Y., and the
Ruberoid Co., N.Y., are terminating
their relationship the end of this year
because of product conflict.
Advertiser honored
fornia Broadcasters
a recognition award
Sight & Sound, San

■ Southern CaliAssn. presented
to the House of
Fernando Valley

444
IVIADISOIV

AVEIMIJE

Office For Rent

Building.

This space divided into two
offices.
i
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CALL:
PLAZA 5-9236
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Mr. Grant

retail record and stereo equipment
center, for "consistent and creative
use of radio, proving the effectiveness
of radio through the exclusive use of
the medium." The advertiser currently
sponsors 30 program segments per
week on KMPC, KLAC and KGIL, all
Los Angeles. Its agency is Tilds &
Cantz, that city.
New agency ■ S.I. (Chick) Rosenfeld
has formed his own advertising agency,
bearing his name, at 7316 Colgate St.,
St. Louis 30. For 34 years he was
with Shaffer Brennan Margulis Adv., a
partner for 13 years. New telephone
number is Parkview 5-0801.

300 square feet with private
entrance available in Tower
of Premium

Mr. Plowe

I

Grey merger ■ Grey Adv., New York,
and L.H. Hartman Co., New York, are
merging. Announcement from Grey
noted that $4 million will be added to
Grey's billing, which now is estimated
at $52 million. Hartman's only account
active in radio-tv is Grand Union

Mr. Robinson

Stores, which buys spot radio-tv.
Name change ■ With the retirement
of Jim Daugherty, the name of HoranDaugherty Inc., St. Louis advertising
agency, has been changed to Winfield
Adv. Agency Inc., according to President J.J. Horan. The new name was
adopted to allow for additions to key
personnel without affecting the companys' corporate identity, Mr. Horan
said. It will entail no change in address or personnel.
Latinized ■ The Jingle Mill Inc., N.Y.,
producer of singing commercials, plans
to enter Latin American markets with
Spanish language jingles. According to
Mort Van Brink, president of the company, several contracts have been
signed with radio stations in the border
sections of Texas to provide singing
commercials to the Spanish speaking
population of that state and in neighboring Mexico.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Some

allegedly

about

(with a

• A lady, seeking public alms, described her plight: "My baby has no
bed to sleep in." "Tch, tch," said the
case worker, "how do you manage?"
the lady answered, "We have to use
The box the television came in."

comments

television

very transparent

We've been peering over shoulders
with our ear to the ground and
slightly dampened finger to the wind
while keeping a weather eye peeled
on the horizon, and wish to report
the following items.

overheard

device

at the end)

half of the tv homes in the WMT-TV
area are tuned to WMT-TV."
• Overheard at CBS: "WMT-TV,
Channel 2, is CBS Television for
Eastern Iowa."
• Overheard at the post office:
"Why don't they say mail address
Cedar Rapids?"

• Two well-heeled gentlemen were
waiting for a train. Said one, "The
television commercial / want to see
is one where the forces of evil — all
those ugly bacteria — overwhelm the
medicine. Man — think of the bacteria
they'd sell."
• Man watching tv: "Can't stand
those short commercials somebody's
thought up. Hardly give you time to
get the refrigerator door open, let
alone find a bottle opener."
• Sign in a grocery: We
handle Brand X.

don't

• Overheard at the Katz Agency:
"More than half of Iowa's 775,950
tv homes are in the WMT-TV area."
• Overheard in three consecutive
ARB's:

"An average of more than
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Scene is set ■ The Sports Arena in Los Angeles was quiet
last week. But behind the partitions was a flurry of activity
as radio and tv networks and stations and others were
readying tons of equipment. By tonight (Monday) the
equivalent of a small city will have moved in — 3,042 delegates and 1,467 alternates plus almost that many wives and
other famQy members, and 16,600 accredited representatives of the broadcast and print news media. The auditorium
has seats for 3,150 delegates and pages and 950 working
newsmen. The balcony holds 11,500 spectators, about
l/20th of the number trying to get seats last week. In the

RADIO-TV
Broadcast

army

AT
poised

A small army of broadcasters, proud
of its record of election year public
service to its audience of American
voters, stands ready to surpass past performances this week in Los Angeles,
where the Democratic National Convention opens today to signal the start
of what promises to be the hottest presidential election year campaign since
1948.
Compared to the televised political
convention coverage that year — when
television brought the presidential nominating conventions to an audience es40

L.

A.

to cover

arena are platforms to support tv and other cameras, high
above the delegates. Behind the balcony are booths for tv
and radio networks. On the lower level are network operating quarters, where pickups from roving cameras and
microphones will be received. Each of the three networks —
ABC, CBS, NBC — has spent an estimated $250,000 in constructing and equipping its working space. Add costs for
MBS, the stations, the Democratic Party, telephone company, print media and news services and the total will top
$1 million — all to be demolished and equipment moved
July 15 to Chicago for the GOP convention.

BATTLE
Democratic

timated at 10 million and first became
an important factor on the national
political scene — the three tv networks
and their affiliates this year expect a
possible total audience of 120 million —
12 times the 1948 figure.
Broadcasters have marshalled a total work force of nearly 1,500 correspondents, technicians, editors, cameramen and other specialists — the networks
1,000 and individual stations and other
broadcast entities more than 400 — to
cover this week's doings in Los Angeles.
Then after a little more than a week's

SCENE

convention

events

time for the logistics of shifting people
and
equipment
be ready
to do itacross-country
all over again they'll
when
the Republican National Convention
opens in Chicago July 25.
As in past national election years,
the public service rendered to the country and its voters and the prestige that
thus accrues to the networks and the
broadcasters will be offset by heavy
losses resulting from the wide margin
between costs of coverage and revenues
received. In 1956, the networks alone
had combined losses of $5 million for
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

PROGRAMMING
conventions coverage and although
they were unable last week to estimate
anticipated losses, the figure was expected to exceed that of four years ago.
A Good Outlook ■ One of this year s
sunny spots in convention coverage is
that television, with three sets of conventions under its belt, will be in much
better position to attract — and keep —
the voter-viewer by selective coverage
of high-spot and sidelight convention
events rather than the gavel-to-gavel
coverage that turned many viewers in
past years from their sets.
Broadcasters also have another good
reason for high optimism during the

conventions and the following fourmonths scramble down to the Election
Day wire next Nov. 8:
For the first time their presentation
of political candidates on news and
panel shows will be exempt from the
equal time requirements of Sec. 315.
And the chances also are excellent that
the House next month will follow the
Senate in approving a resolution that
would suspend Sec. 315's equal time
provisions altogether this year in the
case of presidential and vice presidential nominees, thus giving broadcasters
a chance to present the nominees selected at this month's conventions with-

NBC planners ■ Before moving the network's news headquarters to Los Angeles, NBC News executives built a
mock-up of the network's Convention Central to work out
operational plans. Here Jack Sughrue, senior director, standing in the mock-up control room, explains a technicality to

ABC planners ■ The top command of ABC convention
coverage at Los Angeles comprises (1 to r) Francis N.
Littlejohn Jr., director of news and public affairs; Donald
G. Coe, director of special events and operations: John
Daly, ABC vice president in charge of news, special events
and public affairs, and Thomas Velotta, vice president and
executive producer of convention coverage.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

out having to give valuable time to
audience-boring nominees of numerous
splinter parties.
Here are some of the plans the networks and broadcasters will use in convention coverage:
CBS-TV & CBS Radio ■ CBS will
have a force of more than 300 correspondents, technicians, editors, cameramen and others in the midst of the
convention frays. The network has been
planning technical coverage for 14
months and in February made specific
assignments to correspondents. Work
crews started setting up equipment in
Los Angeles and Chicago in the spring

William R. McAndrew, NBC news vice president, who is
seated in the administrative control room and facing the
on-the-air control room at right, and to Reuven Frank,
producer, seated behind Mr. McAndrew. NBC's Convention Central will control all of the network's coverage.

CBS team members ■ These are some of the more than
300 CBS News staffers covering the Los Angeles convention. In the middle is Nancy Hanschmann. In front center is
John F. Day, CBS News vice president. Counterclockwise
from Mr. Day are Walter Cronkite, Charles Kuralt, Larry
LeSueur, Stuart Novins, Dallas Townsend, Robert Trout,
Richard C. Hottelet and Douglas Edwards.

41

at convention halls and party headquarters.
The network's 40-odd correspondents
and reporters have been deployed to
keep everybody covered who might
make news. Walter Cronkite will continue his anchor man role as in 1952
and 1956 to handle the 28-camera coverage. Edward R. Murrow and Howard
K. Smith, head CBS News Washington
correspondent, will analyze significant
developments.
In Los Angeles, Bill Downs will dog
Adlai Stevenson's footsteps, Paul Niven
will follow Sen. Stuart Symington,
Charles von Fremd and Blair Clark will
go with Sen. John F. Kennedy, Harry
Reasoner will be with Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey and Nancy Hanschman will
tag after Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson. Lewis
Shollenberger will cover Democratic
National Chairman Paul Butler.
In Chicago, Wells Church will accompany Vice President Richard Nixon,
Tom Costigan will be with Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller and Lewis Shollenberger
and George Herman will cover Sen.
Thruston Morton, GOP national chairman.
Other CBS newsmen will cover delegations from specific geographical areas
or states. Ron Cochran will cover color
and features and Elmo Roper will provide opinion analysis. CBS News reporters will use the new four-pound,
self-powered "Eyewitness" camera (plus
a shoulder-slung 15-pound battery) on
the convention floor and outside the hall
three mobile units will roam the streets
with Ernest Leiser, Neil Strawser and
Bill Downs. Vice President John F. Day
will handle the central news desk and
CBS News President Sig Mickelson will
formulate strategy and operations.
CBS-TV reported that all non-interconnected affiliates will receive special
one-hour film digests of the network's
coverage of both conventions. The digests will be flown to the stations for
use the following day. The special films
will be prepared in New York from
CBS News' coverage of the conventions.
NBC-TV & NBC Radio ■ NBC's
Today show has been transported lock,
stock and Dave Garroway in what the
network claims is the biggest crosscountry move of people and gear for
any single tv program to cover the
Democratic sessions in Los Angeles.
Included are Frank Blair, Martin Agronsky, Joyce Davidson and Burr Tillstrom
(and Jack Lescoulie joins the NBC-TV
series when it moves to the GOP convention in Chicago starting July 25).
the STORE R station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
42 (PROGRAMMING)

Today's accompanying production
staff includes 50 writers, technical directors and engineers. Today will originate from specially-constructed studios
in both cities and will be telecast live
from 7-9 a.m. EDT in both Los Angeles

and Chicago. Taped recaps of important
events of the day before will be presented as highlights on Today. The show
also will tape interviews with key
figures after each day's sessions for
telecast next day. Most of Today will
be live, however.
NBC, too, wiU assign specific men to
specific tasks, personalities or groups.
At the convention hall control center
will be NBC News Vice President William Mc Andrew and News & Public
Affairs Director Julian Goodman, along
with producer Reuven Frank, operations
manager Elmer Lower. For tv coverage,
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley will
occupy the anchor booth over the floor.
On the floor itself will be Merrill Mueller, Frank McGee. Martin Agronsky,
Herb Kaplow (Los Angeles) and Sander
Vanocur (Chicago). Richard Harkness
and Lee Hall will be on roving assignment and Bill Henry will cover the

;

i
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platform.
Other tv news shows will be Texaco
Hiintley-Brinkley Report and Edwin
Newman Reporting.
Radio shows will include News-onthe-Hour and Emphasis. Morgan Beatty
and Robert McCormick will be newsmen in the anchor booth, with Russ
Tornabene producing. On the floor will

i
\
\
j

be Robert
Abernathy,
PeterRash.
Hackes,
James
Hurlbut
and Bryson
Ed
Arnow will handle a mobile unit in Los
Angeles and Sam Saran in Chicago.
Special assignments: Sander Vanocur
to Sen. Kennedy, Arthur Barriault to
Sen. Symington, Joseph Harsch to Mr.
Stevenson, Ray Scherer and Lesley and

'
I
j

Elizabeth
Carpenter
to Sen.
and
Rep. Sam
Rayburn.
Herb Johnson
Kaplow
to Vice President Nixon, Bill Ryan to
Gov. Rockefeller and Ray Scherer to
President Eisenhower. Others will cover
state and area delegates.
ABC-TV & ABC Radio ■ ABC-TV
and ABC Radio have scheduled a combined total of more than 42 hours of
convention coverage from Los Angeles and Chicago, with a staff of some
350. The broadcast schedule gets underway tonight (July 11) at 8 p.m. EDT.
John Daly, ABC vice president in
charge of news, special events and
public affairs, will head the operation.
Mr. Daly will be assisted by executive
producer Thomas A. Velotta, vice
president for special projects, who will
have charge of over-all production and
planning. In the news operation, Mr.
Daly has assistance from Francis N.
Littlejohn, ABC director of news and
public affairs, who will supervise news
content of all programs; from Donald
G. Coe, director of operations and
special events, in charge of arrangements and logistics, and from Marshal
BROADCASTING, July IT, 1960
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IN CENTRAL

WEST

VIRGINIA
CHANNEL

-)< Clarksburg

Fairmont

Morgantown

YOUR

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Exec. V-P. — AT 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL
28% taller and 29%
and sells 152,000 TV
million annually. The
Plus Shopper Topper

PRODUCT'S
BEST

9

12

more povi^erful. Tells
homes who spend 750
best of CBS and ABC.
Merchandising.

D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

FRIEND
IS

C HA

N N E L

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-R

TheFRIENDLYGroup's

CHANNEL

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC
Networks.
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
IN CLARKSBURG:
Roger Garrett— MAin 4-7573
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
In Television too, a station is known by tlie companies it keeps!
Here
at WBOY-TV
our advertisers.
sponsor list Yes,
reads Iron
like the
in local
and national
City"Who's
Beer, Who"
Lever
Brothers, Ford Dealers, Gulf Oil, Carlings Beer, Domino Sugar,
Carnation Milk, Hope Natural Gas, Procter and Gamble and
U.S. Rubber are just a few of the firms who buy BOY to tell and
sell 150,000 TV families in the heart of Central West Virginia-families with almost ONE BILLION DOLLARS TO SPEND,
Member The FRIENDLY Group

John J. Ldux, Managing Director

A N N E L

12

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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PHILADELPHIA

(Sonny) Diskin, chief tv director for
the conventions.
ABC will use special small cameras
to move into caucuses and council
rooms, regular cameras to cover the
normal news centers and crash units,
mobile units and long-range cameras
to focus on events outside the convention hall.
Mr. Daly's team of more than 30
reporters includes Quincy Howe, Edward P. Morgan, Bill Shadel, John
Secondari, Don Goddard, John W.
Vandercook, John Edwards. Robert
Fleming, Charles Ashley, Paul Harvey,
Virgil Pinkley, WiUiam Winter and
Erwin D. Canham. ABC News will also have four newswomen at the conventions: Ruth Hagy, Helen Jean
Rogers, Peggy Whedon and news
editor Mary Laing.

REACHES MORE FAMILIES
IN ALL CATEGORIES THAN
ANY OTHER PHILADELPHIA
STATION -

i CALL KATZ

Handling the video "pool" for the
tv industry at the Democratic convention, ABC will have six tv cameras to
feed the pool shots to all networks.
These scenes will be fed into the pool
control room directly behind the speakers rostrum and adjoining the ABC
studios. There the pool director and
producer will select the one picture to
be fed to all networks. ABC-TV will
have an additional 25 or more cameras
at each city.
Mutual ■ Convention Review and
Preview programs (Mon.-Fri. July 1115, 25-29) 9:35-10 a.m. EDT. Convention Wrap-up programs (Mon.-Fri.
July 11-15, 25-29) 11:35-12 midnight
EDT. Actual convention business coverage may delay this nightly feature.
About 50% of the network's scheduled news shows will originate at the
conventions. Two special convention
forecast programs are scheduled for the
Sundays preceding the meetings, July
10 and 24 (8:05-8:30 p.m. EDT).
On

hand

in L.A.

More than 400 individuals and organizations have been accredited to
cover the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles. The following, furnished by the Democrats last
Thursday, is a preliminary list and does
not necessarily include all broadcast
representatives accredited to the convention. Nor does it include major
radio and tv networks.

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
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Individual Stations
(in state & city order)
WRLD Alexander, Ala. — J.C. Henderson
WATV Birmingham, Ala. — Stann Vainrib
WANA Anniston, Ala. — Bill Giddens
WAAX Gadsden, Ala.— F.F. Lacleon
WETO Gadsden, Ala.— C.L. Graham
WSFA IViontgomery, Ala. — Bill Henry
WPID Piedmont, Ala.— Hank Smith
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska — Lynn C. Thomas
KOY Phoenix, Ariz. — Jack Williams
KRUX Phoenix, Ariz. — Joe Patrick
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz. — John Harrington
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz. — lames Loper
KFSA Ft. Smith, Ark.— Donald W. Reynolds

KEZY Anaheim, Calif.— Art Kevin
KPAS Banning, Calif. — Don Metzger
KGEI Belmont, Calif. — Carl Lawrence
KCBH Beverly Hills, Calif.— John J. David
KAIWP El Centro, Calif.— Robert E. Baker
KMAK Fresno, Calif.— Walt Novell
KWIJ-TV Fresno, Calif.— Dean Well
KIEV Glendale, Calif.— Allin Slate
KAVL Lancaster, Calif.— Jack Hill
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif. — David F. Cassidy
KBCA Los Angeles— Jack Staudt
KBIG Los Angeles — Larry Berrill
KCOP-TV Los Angeles— Baxter Ward
KDAY Los Angeles — Mel Leeds
KFI Los Angeles — Kerwin Hoover
KFWB Los Angeles— Bill Crago
KGBS Los Angeles — Bill Thompson
KHJ Los Angeles — L. F. IViawhinney
KLAC Los Angeles — James McNamara
KMPC Los Angeles — Hugh Brundage
KFPK (FM) Los Angeles— Gene Marine
KNX Los Angeles — Barney Miller
KPOL Los Angeles — Lewis K. Irwin
KRCA-TV Los Angeles — John H. Thompson
KRLA Los Angeles — Bill McMillan
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles — George Lewin
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles— Bill Welsh
KUSC (FM) Los Angeles— William Sprague
KSFE Needles, Calif.— Frank Strauss
KDIA Oakland, Calif.— Walter Conway
KWKW Pasadena, Calif,— Robert Griffin
KACE Riverside, Calif. — Ray Lapica
KDUO Riverside, Calif. — Howard Hodgins
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.— Tom Breen
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif.— Hank Thornley
KCBR San Bernardino, Calif. — Mike Perlman
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif. — John Quimby
KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif.— Ray Wilson
KFSD San Diego, Calif.— Pat Higgins
KGB San Diego, Calif. — Jim Brown
KCBS San Francisco — Don Mozley
KEAR San Francisco — Dick Palmquist
KFAX San Francisco — Ed Salzman
KGO-TV San Francisco — Robert Healy
KPIX-TV San Francisco— Jere D. Witter
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.— Roger A. Orr
KNTV-TV San Jose, Calif.— Roger A. Orr
KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif.— E.L. Spencer
KJOY Stockton, Calif.— Joseph Gamble
KOVR-TV Stockton, Calif.— Dr. Alonzo Baker
KCOK Tulare, Calif.— Kenneth R. Clifford Jr.
KTUR Turlock, Calif.— Charles R. Palmquist Jr.
KVEN Ventura, Calif.— Fred M. Hall
KRDO Colorado Springs, Colo. — Sheldon Singer
KOA Denver, Colo. — John Henry
WLAD Danbury, Conn.- — Abe Najamy
WTIC Hartford, Conn. — Tom Eaton
WCNX
Middletown,
Conn. —— George
William T.J. Phillips
O'Brien Jr.
WAVZ New
Haven, Conn.
WSTC Stamford, Conn. — James Elliott
WDEL Wilmington, Del. — Arnold Zenke
WFAN (FM) Washington, D.C.— Richard Eaton
WOL Washington, D.C. — Henry Rau
WTOP Washington, D.C. — Steve Gushing
WWDC Washington, D.C— Robert E. Robinson
WTAN Clearwater, Fla.— Howard W. Hartley
WSUG Clewiston, Fla. — James H. Broadwell
WCKT (TV) Miami— Wayne Farriss
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.— Crawford P. Rice
WSB Atlanta, Ga. — Ray Moore
WJBF Augusta, Ga. — J.B. Fuqua
WLYA Gainesville, Ga.— John H. Bennett
WMAZ Macon, Ga. — Howard Absalom
WBIE Marietta, Ga.— James M. Wilder
KGMB-TV Honolulu, Hawaii — Robert W. Sevey
KNDI Honolulu, Hawaii — Jim Ownby
WJBC Bloomington, III. — Timothy R. Ives
WGN Chicago— A. C. Field Jr.
WJJD Chicago— Ralph Blank
WMBI Chicago — Ed Ronne
WSMI Hillsboro, III — Hayward Talley
WKAN Kankakee, III.— Robert J. Hawkins
WHBF-TV Rock Island, III.— Bill Ellison
WTAX Springfield, III— Bill Miller
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind.— Harold M. Cessna
WPTA Ft. Wayne, Ind.— Oliver Miller
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind. — Robert Gamble
VI'NDU South Bend, Ind.— Bob Young
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind. — Joe Higgins
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa — Craig Tenney
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iov« — James Shirek Jr.
WHO Pes Moines, Iowa — Jack Shelley
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa — Russell Lavine
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa— Russ Van Dyke
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Icwa— V^/arren Mead
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broadcasting

There's still enough of the federal
equal time law left to produce situations like the one pictured above. At
government direction Lar Daly,
wearing an Uncle Sam suit and a
sign soliciting funds, was given a
half-hour of national television exposure.
Mr. Daly appeared on NBC-TV's
Jack Paar Show last Thursday night
after the FCC, by a 5-1 vote, decided
he was entitled to equal time as a
rival to .Sen. John Kennedy for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Sen. Kennedy had appeared on the
program June 16.
During his performance, Mr. Daly
KOFO Ottawa, Kan.— Bill Dahlsten
KTOP Topeka, Kan.— Wlerle Blair
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.— Thad IW. Sandstrom
Kr-"H Wichita,
Kan. —Ky.George
DoyleDrew
WVLK
Lexington,
— Charles
WHAS Louisville— Bill Small
WNOP Newport, Ky. — James Long
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. — Tom E. Gibbens
WAIL Baton Rouge, La. — Elayn Hunt
WDSU New Orleans — Bill Monroe
WBAL Baltimore — Galen Fromme
WCBM Baltimore — Edward T. Fenton
WINX Rockville, Md.— J. Stanton Boteler
WHIL Boston-Medford, Mass. — Sherwood T. Tarlow
WNAC Boston, Mass.— Leiand C. Bickford
WHRB-FM Cambridge, Mass.— James F. Flug
WALE Fall River, Mass. — George L. Sisson Jr.
WJDA Quincy, Mass. — James D. Asher
WORC Worcester, Mass. — Budd Clain
WUOM Ann Arbor, Mich. — E. G. Burrows
WJBK-TV Detroit — John T. Dempsey
WJR Detroit — William Sheehan
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

law

in action

advocated isolationism and a nuclear
war against the Communist countries— the platform on which he has
historically campaigned. He told the
audience several times that the
choice was "America first or death."
"I frankly appeal for your dollars," he said.
He said he had requested facilities
at the Democratic convention and
that a delegate was prepared to put
his name in nomination "if I give
theAtconsent."
one point Mr. Paar, noticing
Mr. Daly's costume, asked: "Is this
trick or treat tonight?"
Mr. Daly concluded his appearWXVZ Detroit— Thomas V. Waber
WSWM East Lansing, Mich. — John A. Matters
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich. — Richard Cheverton
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich. — Tom Gaston
WJIM Lansing, Mich.— H. F. Gross
WTTH Port Huron, Mich.— Ronald E. Mires
WSAM Saginaw, Mich. — Emmett Robinson
WCCO Minneapolis — Jim Bormann
WCTN Minneapolis — Sheldon Peterson
KCMO-TV Kansas City — Jim Monroe
WDAF Kansas City— Bill Leeds
KMOX-TV St. Louis— Spencer M. Allen
KSD-TV St. Louis — Fran Eschen
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont. — Fanney H. Litvin
KRVS Lexington, Neb. — Richard Hewitt
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. — Byron Krasne
WOW Omaha, Neb.— James M. McGaffin
KRAM Las Vegas, Nev. — Alan Jarlson
WDCR Hanover, N.H. — Harold G. Levenson
WPRP Princeton, N.J. — Bruce G. Dunning
KQEO Albuquerque, N.M. — Ed Pennybacker
WPTR Albany, N.Y.— Jerry Cartledge

ance by saying: "God bless the
The FCC ruling to which Mr.
Daly paid his respects found that
as a legally qualified candidate he
was entitled to the same amount of
'
time
Kennedy had occupied
FCC Sen.
during his June 16 appearance. The
Jock Poor Show, the commission
ruled, was not a news program and
hence not exempt from the equal
time provisions of Sec. 315, the political broadcasting law.
FCC Chairman Frederick Ford
dissented. He said he was not convinced that Mr. Daly was a legally
qualified candidate.
In the same week the FCC unanimously ruled against other petitions
of Mr. Daly for equal time on (1)
NBC-TV's Today because of an appearance by Sen. vStuart Symington
and (2) CBS-TV and NBC-TV because of news conferences featuring
Harry Truman, Sen. Kennedy and
Sen. Lyndon Johnson. The FCC
unanimously ruled that all those appearances were news broadcasts and
therefore exempt from equal time
requirements under the 1959 amendments to Sec. 315.
Mr. Daly, during most recent election years, has been a frequent petitioner before the FCC for equal
time. An FCC decision granting him
time during the Chicago mayoralty
race last year was one of the principal reasons cited for the congressional vote to amend the law. The
amendment removed news broadcasts, news interviews and coverage
of news events from the equal time
requirement.
A further, but temporary, modification of Sec. 315 is now pending in
the House. Before recessing for the
political conventions the Senate
adopted a resolution suspending all
provisions of Sec. 315 for presidential and vice presidential candidates
during the 1960 election. The resolution awaits House action after the
convention recess.
WJTN Jamestown, N.Y. — J.M. Dawley
WVIP Mt. Kisco, N.Y.— Richard K. Doan
WLIB New York— Harry Novik
WMCA New York — R. Peter Straus
WNEW New York— Martin Weldon
WNTA New York— Jerry Johnson
WOR New York — George Brown
WPIX (TV) New York— Walter D. Engels
WFBL Syracuse, N.Y. — David Mendelsohn
WBT Charlotte, N.C.— Joseph M. Bryan
WSOC Charlotte, N.C.— Carroll B. McGaughey Jr.
WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C.— Jack Williams
WTOB Winston Salem, N.C.— Charles F. Eldridge
WTLC Canton, Ohio — Morton Frank
WLW-TV Cincinnati— Gilbert W. Kingsbury
WERE Cleveland— Art Schreiber
WEWS (TV) Cleveland- George A. Grant
WGAR Cleveland — Arthur Schofield
WJW-TV Cleveland— Warren Guthrie
WBNS Columbus, Ohio — Richard A. Borel
WHIO Dayton, Ohio — Thomas J. Frawley
WONE Dayton, Ohio — Ronald Woodyard
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WMOH Hamilton, Ohio — Ray C. IVlotley
WTIG Massillon, Ohio — Richard J. Scholem
WTOL Toledo, Ohio— Oscar Huff
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City— Bruce Palmer
WKY Oklahoma City— Bob Flournoy
WKY-TV Oklahoma City— Dick John
KTUL-TV Tulsa, Okla.— Bill Reeves
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — Dave Hoss
KOAC Corvallis, Ore. — Bob Hinz
KEED Eugene, Ore.— Glen M. Stradler
KGW-TV Portland, Ore.— Tom L. WlcCall
WRTA Altoona, Pa. — Warren Weiner
WLRN Bethlehem, Pa.— Robert Walters
WESB Bradford, Pa. — Joseph M. Cleary
WISR Butler, Pa.— Robe.t L. Kaufman
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.— Arthur Wl. Ingram
WCWIB Harrisburg, Pa,— Pete Wambach
WCAU Philadelphia— George E. Lord
WFIL-TV Philadelphia— Robert Nassau
WARWl Scranton, Pa. — Donald Stevens
WDAU Scranton, Pa. — Tom Povi/ell
WEJL Scranton, Pa. — Robert R. Flanagan
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Roy E. Morgan
WAIWI Anderson, S.C.— Wilton E. Hall
WKAZ Charleston, S.C.— Ken R. Kurtz
WTMA Charleston, S.C.— Charles E. Smith
WJWIX Florence, S.C.— David N. Thomas
WSPA Spartanburg, S.C.— Walter Brown
WTJS Jackson, Tenn.— Mrs. Earl Midyett
WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn. — Cecil EIrod Jr.
WKDA Nashville, Tenn.— Roger L. Schutt
WLAC Nashville, Tenn.— Roy A. Smith
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. — James E. Drake
KNOW Austin, Tex. — Louis R. Cook
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex. — Paul Bolton
KVET Austin, Tex.— Wiliard Deason
KSKY Dallas, Tex.— Carle E. IVIcDaniel
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Bill Camfield
KHOU-TV Houston, Tex.— Dan Rather
KTHT Houston, Tex.— Sam H. Bennett
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.— F.C. iVIcCall
KBYP Shamrock, Tex. — IVI.W. Yarborough
KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. — Walter E. Hussman
KCNT-TV Waco, Tex. — Mrs. Frank Mayborn
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City— Doug Mitchell
WRVA Richmond, Va, — Jack B. Clements
WDBJ Roanoke, Va. — John M. Patterson
KPUG Bellingham, Wash. — Edvi/ard A. Ryan
KRKO Everett, Wash, — Jack Barney
KHQ Seattle, Wash,— Henry E, Portin
KING Seattle, Wash,— Charles Herring
KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash,— Herb Robinson
KTNT Seattle, Wash,— William E. Borah
WSAZ Huntington, W.Va. — Bob Johnson
WECL Eau Claire, Wis. — Steve Henry
WIBA Madison, Wis. — George R, Stephenson
WOKY Milw/aukee, Wis,— Don Sherwood
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee — Jack E. Krueger
WCOW Sparta, Wis,— John D, Rice
CFPL London, Ont„ Canada — Ward Cornell
XETV (TV) Tijuana, Mexico — Harrison Eagles
Station Groups, News &
Programming Services, etc.
Armed Forces Radio and Television Service, Los
Angeles — Lother B, Sibert
Associated
Press Radio, Washington— W. L, Beale
Jr,
BBC, Washington
— Douglas
Stuart
British
Commonwealth
International
News Film
Agency, Washington — George M. Dorsey
Broadcast
dolph News Bureau, Washington — F. M. RanCBC, Toronto, Canada — James M. Minifie
Tris Coffin Assoc., Washington — Tris Coffin
Corinthian
Corp., New York — Herman W, Broadcasting
Land
Deadline Washington, Washington — Joe Phipps
Edward M, Edwin, New York
Fox Movietone News and United Press Movietone
News, Washington — Ellen McDonnell
French Broadcasting System, New York — Pierre
Crenesse
B, GayB. Gay Enterprises, Washington — Connie
Connie
German Radio Tv Network, Chevy Chase, Md. —
Dr. Peter E. Pechel
Granada TV Network — Jeremy Isaac
Italian Radio, New York — Dr. Ruggero Orland
Japan Broadcasting Corp., Washington — Akira
NEWEH
Ogata Productions, Hollywood — Norman E.
Woodruff
News Assoc., Washington — I. Herbert Gordon
North & West German Radio, Washington — Peter
Von Zahn
Drew Pearson, Washington
Radio Free Europe, New York — Horst S. Petzall

NETWORK RADIO & TV
CONVENTION SCHEDULES
(all timesConvention
EDT)*
Democratic
Monday, July 11: ABC, CBS (8 p.m.-midnight); NBC (7:30 p.m.-conclusion).
Tuesday, July 12: ABC, CBS (7 p.m.-l a.m.);
NBC (7 p,m,-conclusion),
Wednesday, July 13: ABC (6 p.m.-mldnight);
CBS (6 p.m.-closing uncertain); NBC (6
p.m.-conclusion),
Thursday, July 14: ABC (8 p.m. -2 a.m.; possibility of 1 p.m. session); CBS (6 p.m.closing
sion). uncertain); NBC (6 p.m.-concluFriday, July 15: ABC (10 p.m.-ll:30 p.m.);
CBS (10 p.m. -midnight); NBC (9 p.m.conclusion).
Republican
Monday, July
25: ABCConvention**
(11 a,m.-2 p.m.; 7
p.m.-ll:30 p.m.); NBC (11 a.m.-conclusion of organizational meeting; 8:30 p.m,conclusion),
Tuesday, July 26: ABC (5-7 p.m,; 8-11 p.m.);
NBC (8:30 p.m.-conclusion),
Wednesday, July 27: ABC (7:30 p.m.-l:30
a.m.); NBC (8:30 p.m.-conclusion).
Thursday, July 28: ABC (7:30 p.m.-ll p.m.);
NBC (8:30 p.m.-conclusion),
* Schedules subject to change depending on
convention developments; ending times ap** proximate,
CBS Radio and CBS-TV schedule not available for Republican Convention.
Radio Prague, Whitestone, N.Y. — Ludvik Cermak
Radio Press International, New York — William
ScottSpalla Productions, Hollywood — Rick Spalla
Rick
Jeff St. John Enterprises, Washington — Jeff St.
JohnNews Bureau, Washington — Edward H. Sims
Sims
David Suskind Enterprises, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Telenews-Hearst Metrotone, Washington — Charies
E. Shutt
Televideo News, Hollywood — Henry B. Otto
Time-Life
Roberts Broadcasting, Washington — Robert W.
Voice of America — Washington — Stan Miller
UPI Radio Bureau, Washington — Julius Fransden
Washington Radio Features, Washington — Chris
Sheldon
Washington
Stringer Reporters, Washington — Harry R.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Washington — Jim
Snyder
TAB

PAYERS

'Big Show'

sponsors

climb aboard slowly
A number of advertisers will be
aboard the various network convention
coverages, but only one network managed a complete sellout of both its tv
and radio versions. CBS sold both to
Westinghouse in a deal which includes
both conventions and elections, plus
eight half-hour special reports in between.
NBC-TV sold the last sixth of its tv
coverage last Wednesday to RCA. The
sale made it a seven-way split among
advertisers, comprising Lipton Tea
(one-sixth) , Brown & Williamson (onesixth), B.F. Goodrich (one-sixth),
Cowles magazines (one-sixth), BristolMyers (one-twelfth) and Field Enterprises (one-twelfth). NBC Radio signed
Mennen Co. last Thursday to sponsor
one-quarter of its coverage, and another
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
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Spot Sales

quarter to S.C. Johnson Wax Co. The
remaining half will be turned over to
affiliates for local sale.
ABC-TV sold slightly over 80% of
its coverage, roughly half of that to
Mutual of Omaha in an eleventh hour
sale July 1 (eleventh hour in the sense
that the network had promised to turn
back to affiliates for local sale all time
not sold by that date). The ABC-TV
sponsor lineup: Mutual of Omaha (twofifths), 20th Century-Fox (one-twelfth),
Avco Mfg. Corp. (one-twelfth), and
DuPont (one-fortieth). ABC Radio
turned half of its coverage over to
affiliates for local sale and sold the
other half to Mennen Co. (also an
NBC Radio sponsor) .
Mutual sold segments of its convention coverage to Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. for Oasis cigarettes. That
company will sponsor 20 25-minute segments during the convention plus five
25-minute segments on election day.
Mutual says the L&M buy amounts to
20% of its convention coverage and
that the other 80% will be sold locally
by affiliates.

'Lassie'
ONLY

the only home owned primary network affiliate can be so
at HOME in the heart of Central California ... to program
best to get you results where
they count.*

*Ncrworkwise, of 3 TV stations here,
KJEO delivers to this billion dollar
market i of the top 10 network shows.
Add to this locally 6 of the top 10
syndicated programs and you know
why this market looks first to KJEO.
(Source: Current Nielsen)
Check for yourself. KJEO-TV rates
arc still right with the lowest. See
your H-R Representative now for
your prime time buys.

Fresno,

awards

.Sumner Long, writer of "The
Homing Pigeon" episode of the Lassie
series on CBS-TV, won first place in
the "Lassie $15,000 Writer Awards for
Merit" for the 1959-60 season. His
award, $5,000, was presented Wednesday (June 29) by Jack Wrather, president of Lassie Productions Inc. Second
award, $3,000, went to the writing
team of Monroe Manning and Alan
Woods for "Lassie, the Mascot." J.E.
Selby and Richard Sanville won third
prize
of $2,000
Five
additional
awardsforof"Clementine."
$1,000 each were
presented.
Ryder Sound expands
Ryder Sound Services has taken
over operation of the dubbing-scoring
facilities and stage at California Studio in Hollywood from Roderick,
Sound, whose president, Rod Roderick,
is retiring. Acquisition of California
Studios operation makes four such
facilities to be operated by RSS in
Hollywood, including two scoring stages
at its own Vine St. headquarters and a
transfer-dubbing stage at Ziv-United
Artists, plus a reciprocal arrangement
with Magnapix in New York which
provides bi-coastal service for the clients of both companies.

California

J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager
W.O. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'R'fl't'i
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Film

sales

state Trooper (MCA-TV)
Renewed by Liebmann Breweries,
N.Y. (Rheingold Beer) for WNBC-TV
New York; Falstaff Brewing for more

than 66 markets; Schmidt & Sons, for
three states, as well as by Carling's Red
Cap Ale; Kroger Supermarkets and
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel and
Winston).
Mel-O-Toons (UAA)
(first listing)
Sold to WGN-TV Chicago; WBZTV Boston; WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.; KPRCTV Houston; KTVK-TV Phoenix;
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.; KGMB (TV)
Honolulu; KLAS (TV) Las Vegas;
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.; WFPGTV Altoona, Pa.; KFRE-TV Fresno;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y., and
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.
Background: Mel-O-Toons is a series
of 104 six-minute color animated cartoons based on the 104 most popular
children's records. The titles include
"Treasure Island," "Cinderella," "Sleeping Beauty," and "The Ugly Duckling."
Now in 14 markets.
The Brothers Brannagan (CBS Films)
Sold to WGN-TV Chicago; KLZ-TV
Denver; KFSD-TV San Diego; WCSHTV Pordand, Me.; KOMO-TV Seattle;
KGUN-TV Tucson; KOTV (TV) Tulsa;
KSL-TV Salt Lake City; KXLY (TV)
Spokane; and KOOL-TV Phoenix
Now in 50 markets.
I Led Three Lives, and Man Called X
(Ziv-UA)
Sold to WISN-TV Milwaukee;
WEHT (TV) EvansvUle, Ind.; WGANTV Portland, Me.; WCTV (TV) Talahassee, Fla.; WNBQ (TV) Chicago;
WOI-TV Ames-Des Moines; KSL-TV
Salt Lake City; KPAC-TV Port Arthur,
Tex.; KCOR-TV San Antonio; WNEWTV New York; WHDH-TV Boston;
WESH-TV Orlando-Daytona Beach,
Fla.; WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C, and
WNCT (TV) Greenville, N.C.
/ Led Three Lives now in 86 markets, Man Called X in 62.
Highvk'ay Patrol (Ziv-UA)
Sold to WISN-TV Miwaukee; WOCTV Davenport, Iowa; WTVY (TV)
Dothan. Ala.; KOVR (TV) Stockton,
Calif., and KSOO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D.
Now in 156 markets.
Milestones of the Century (CinemaVue) (First listing)
Sold to KCOP (TV) Los Angeles;
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.; KIROTV Seattle; WFIL-TV PhUadelphia;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.; WLYHTV Lebanon, and WFBG-TV Altoona,
both Pennsylvania; WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn.; KFRE-TV Fresno,
Calif, and KPLR-TV St. Louis, Mo.
Produced by Pathe News Inc., consists of 365 5-minute segments reporting major news events of the past covBROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
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TOP ACCEPTANCE . . . WCCO Radio, the people's choice. Majority leader for more
than 35 years. Only radio station in America voted the coveted Peabody award in 1960!
MORE LISTENERS . . . WCCO Radio wins by a landslide. 54.5% share of audience.
More votes than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND . . . really down at the grassroots level. Less than
one-third the average cost of all other Twin Cities stations. Reach out to 1,022,610 radio
families in WCCO Radio's 114-county basic service area. It's the powerful way to button
up ANY campaign!

RADIO
Minneapolis
St. Paul

Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1 -A Clear Channel Station / Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Source / Nielsen Station Index, March-April, 1960 / Station Total, 6 AM-Midnight, 7-Day Week
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a

ered by Pathe, and designed to be used
in conjunction with news programming.
Vue)
Now in 10 markets.
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fSchool19S9-60
Beil Award

150 Feature Films (Screen Gems)
Sold to TCN Sydney and HSV Melbourne, both Australia.

The Michigan Education Association, at their 1960 representative assembly, cited WNEM-TV "FOR DISTINGUISHED INTERPRETATION AND COVERAGE OF EDUCATION THROUGH
NEWS REPORTS, FILMED SERIES, LIVE PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMMING AND NATIONAL NETV/ORK PRESENTATIONS
DURING 1959."
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. . . another in a long line of distinguished
awards and honors bestowed upon V^NEM-TV,
Eastern Michigan's FIRST VHF STATION.

"This 1959 School Bell Award was received
with deep gratitude and appreciation. Please
join me in sharing this signal honor, and rest
assured that WNEM-TV will always strive to
measure up to its responsibilities to our many
associates."
Most Sincerely,
James Gerity, Jr.,
President
Gerity Broadcasting Corp.

serving
WNEM-TV
FLINT • SAGINAW
66©
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Sold to WABC-TV New York;
KPLR-TV St. Louis; WCKT-TV
Miami, and to stations in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane, all
Australia.
Now in 12 markets.

BAY CITY
(^3)

Lock Up (Ziv-UA)
Sold to KFYR-TV Bismarck, KMOT
(TV) Minot, KUMV-TV Williston,
and KDIX-TV Dickinson, all North
Dakota; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
K ERG-TV Bakersfield, Calif; KCSJTV Colorado Springs - Pueblo, and
KTVB (TV) Boise -Nampa, Idaho.
Also sold to these advertisers signed to
alternate with American Tobacco:
Ragu Packing Co., V^HEC-TV Rochester; E.W. Edwards & Sons, WSYRTV Syracuse, and Childs Big Chain
Stores, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. Other
buyers are Morris Plan Savings Assn.,
WISH-TV Indianapolis; Economy Food
Center, WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.;
Hiland Dairy, KTTS-TV Springfield,
Mo.; and Superior Dairy, KTBC-TV
Austin, Tex.
Now in 82 markets.
135 Animated Cartoons (MGM)
Sold to WABC-TV New York.
Now in 25 markets.
13 Columbia Features (Screen Gems)
Sold to WCBS-TV New York and
WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Assignment: Underwater (NTA)
Sold in Los Angeles; Minneapolis;
Schenectady; Tampa; San Diego; Jacksonville; Chicago; Salt Lake City; Albuquerque; Colorado Springs; Phoenix;
Honolulu; El Paso; Miami; Columbus,
Ohio New Orleans; Indianapolis; Portland, Seattle, and Spokane.
Now in over 50 markets.
Manhunt (Screen Gems)
Sold to Drewry's beer. South Bend,
Ind., through MacFarland, Aveyard,
Chicago, for 16 midwest markets;
Genesee beer, Rochester, N.Y., via
McCann-Marshalk, N.Y.; for 10 markets in upstate N.Y., and Miles of California (Alka-Seltzer), through Wade
Adv., L.A.. for 10 West Coast stations.
Bozo the Clown (Jayark Films)
Sold for four markets in Japan, one
in Guam, four in the Philippines, two
in Australia and 26 in Central and South
American countries.
In 131 U.S. and 37 foreign markets.
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KOAT-TV Max A. Sklower, Station Mgr.
KVOA-TV Fred L. Vance, Station Mgr.
Owned jointly by ALVARADO TELEVISION COMPANY, INC., Clinton D. McKinnon— President and General Mgr.
Check these sales-building points:
KOAT-TV's Metropolitan Area has greater retail sales than
markets such as El Paso, Amarillo, Lubbock, to name a few.
Population up 78.7% in the last decade.

KVOA-TV's home county population has jumped 86%
in the past decade — one of the West's Major Markets
. . . second fastest growing city, too.

KOAT-TV is highest rated, 6 p.m. to Midnight, 7 day average
(ARB, March) ...evidence once again of KOAT-TV's commanding audience position.

KVOA-TV not only dominates its Metropolitan Area
but also delivers more total homes during prime time
and 9 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday through Saturday
(ARB, March).

KOAT-TV telecasts from the Nation's tallest TV antenna —
10,851 feet above sea level — with maximum authorized power.

BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

KVOA-TV is your "must buy" in Southern Arizona.
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FEWER
SPECIALS
No new sponsors as old ones
Networks are still busy scheduling
next season's extra-schedule television
specials, but already it's plain it will be
a shrunken season starting in the fall.
No new sponsor names have appeared
and the old stalwarts are experimenting
with smaller formats, pre-empting halfhours in at least three cases. Numerically, it looks as if there will be roughly
half as many specials as in the season
just ended, leaving election news preemptions out of the count. There were
more than 400 specials in the 1959-60
season.
ABC-TV, with fewer than half as
many specials as its counterparts, will
introduce a trio of new Hollywood
faces to the medium. CBS-TV and
NBC-TV each has some 60 specials on
the books. Both contemplate about
half that many more apiece, but few
dates are ready yet. Danny Kaye will
make his commercial debut on CBSTV in a one-night stand, and Jackie
Gleason returns for two shows. At
NBC-TV the news may be more in
shows than stars with acquisition of
eight David Selznick movie properties
for tv remakes, other drama specials
under negotiation and the return of Omnibus after a season's absence.
Quickie Specials ■ Three advertisers
are trying a half-hour special format.
Four of Equitable Life Assurance's
seven shows in the NBC-TV American
Heritage series will be 30 minutes.
Bell & Howell, which is taking its public-affairs account from CBS Reports

54

ON
TV'S
experiment with

to ABC-TV in the fall, will sponsor 10
half-hours among a total 15 news-public affairs specials. The others will run
60 minutes. General Electric is preempting half-hours adjacent to the regular Sunday GE Theatre spot on CBSTV to build public affairs specials. In
addition, the sponsor will pre-empt
some hours for 90-minute entertainment
shows.
Another new pattern may emerge
from the scheduling of All-Family Classics on CB-S-TV, using the same hour
on two successive nights. The first of
the new series, being produced by Talent Assoc., has been set for 7:30-8:30
Monday and Tuesday nights, Oct. 24
and 25. The story has not been selected, but such standards as Three Musketeers and Kidnapped are under consideration.
Two-hour pre-emptions will be for
such rarities as CBS-TV's "Wizard of
Oz" movie and the "Miss America
Pageant" on CBS-TV and an NBC
opera.
News and public affairs will enjoy
greater status in the special class, with
campaigns and elections sure to preempt a good bit of time throughout the
fall and the ambitious CBS Reports going on every other week the year-round.
General Electric on CBS-TV, Purex on
NBC's Project 20 and scattered other
advertisers are investing in what they
consider the public interest.
Here are the networks early plans for
additions to next season's regular

MARQUEE
shorter formats

weekly television schedules.
On ABC-TV
■ AmongReynolds
ABC-TV'sdebut
attractions, the Debbie
has been sold to Revlon (which is dividing its budget among the networks)
and scheduled Thursday, Oct. 27. 9:3010:30. Hollywood producer William
Goetz will star Jeff Chandler in a twopart Life of David to be filmed in Israel and telecast in two 60-minute
parts (date and sponsorship to be announced). John Wayne will take the
9:30 hour Monday night, Nov. 14 for
a special built around his motion picture, "The Alamo," sponsored on ABCTV by Pontiac. Bing Crosby will be
back for Oldsmobile in two variety
shows, the first set for 10-11 p.m.,
Wednesday, Oct. 5, in addition to the
Bing Crosby Golf Tournament Sunday, Jan. 22, from Pebble Beach, Calif.
Victor Borge will appear for Pontiac
on ABC this season rather than NBC
as last, scheduled Thursdav, Oct. 6,
9:30-10:30 p.m.
Plans and dates for the only publicaffairs specials yet announced by ABC,
the 15 Bell & Howell programs, still
are being
by theDepartment
network's
News
and worked
Public out
Affairs
under Vice President John Daly. In the
special-events category, the Tournament of Roses parade goes on again
Jan. 2 for Quaker Oats.
On CBS-TV ■ Ingrid Bergman, who
made her tv bow on NBC last year,
this year is on CBS' schedule for a
taped play. Four and 20 Hours in a

Harry Belafonte
Dkubiii Reynolds
Tv/o Revlon shows
Her tv debut
(PROGRAMMING)

Fred Astaire
Back for third year
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Woman's Life, still unscheduled. Danny Kaye goes on for General Motors
Sunday, Oct. 30, 8-9 p.m. Jackie Gleason will return to living rooms with a
90-minute comedy drama and an hour
variety show but has no date or sponsor
yet. Red Skelton is down for two one
hour Timex shows and may do others.
Revlon will bring back Harry Belafonte
in two hour-long shows. Phil Silvers
will do another hour for Carling Brewing Oct. 8 and Art Linkletter will join
the special talent.
CBS' Playhouse 90 is being trimmed
to a 4-6 show basis and is being offered
for sponsorship. DuPont Show of the
Month will return Sept. 30 for seven
Fridays.
Thebedurable
"Wizard
of Oz"
movie will
back Dec.
11 for
last
year's sponsors. Whitman's and Benrus.
Ford is underwriting two 90-minute
concerts by Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philharmonic on Sunday
afternoons to be selected. Four of the
hour-long Young People's Concerts
by the same orchestra will probably go
on Saturday afternoons, but sponsorship has not been settled. U.S. Steel
again will augment its alternate-week
CBS program with three hour specials.
The new All-Family Classics will use
up 12 hours altogether for six twonight shows, with Breck signed for half
the bill.
CBS Reports, pre-empting an hour
of prime time every other week of the
year, will lead the network's roster of
public service specials, starting in October. Olin Mathieson is an unconfirmed but highly probable sponsor.
Among other new-public affairs programs to go into the schedule later is
an hour documentary. The Hatemongers, planned for the fall. General Elec-
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CALIFORNIA

$325,000

Top-rated, powerful, low-frequency
(laytimer in fast growing multiple station market. With 29% down and 6
year payout, this one will pay for
itself. Exclusive with Blackburn &
Company.
NORTHEAST

$325,000

Excellent daytime facility in a top 50
market. Operating in the black. $100,000 down and long-payout.
NORTHWEST

$75,000

Good daytime facihty in major market. Has done poorly under absentee
ownership. Owner-operator can move
in with $10,000 down and Uberal payment and make this click. Exclusive
with Blackburn & Company.
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS

^lackbiwn & Compmu/ inc
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick— Washington Building, Washington, D.C.— ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William B. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: CUfford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker— Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California — CRestview 4-2770.

In Roanoke
the

Selling

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
Many people, much wampum,
in Roanoke. Heap big voice is
WDBJ-TV, serving over 400,000 TV
tepees in Virginia, N. Carolina
and W. Va.
» Roanoke not get-rich-quick
market, but plenty steady. Growing, too! That's why smart ad chiefs
are going western . . . Western
Virginia, where they'll sell like
sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV.
Maximum power, highest tower.
Superior programming for braves,
squaws and offspring.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

trie is pre-empting its Sunday night
half-hours in October and November.
The Oct. 2 topic is undecided, but the
November 9-10 p.m. time will be given
to education, with executive producer
Fred W. Friendly and writer-producer
Arthur D. Morse of CBS Reports assigned to the project. There will be
similar 90-minute pre-emptions for
longer GE entertainment shows and
maybe more public affairs specials in
the GE Theatre. In special events, CBS
again has scheduled the Atlantic City
beauty pageant, sponsored half by Philco and smaller portions by others, and
the preceding Miss America Preview
parade of contestants. This hour has
not been sold.
On NBC-TV ■ NBC star-power is
still uncertain but could be considerable when Hallmark, Selznick, American Heritage, Dow and other dramas
among 100 planned specials have been
cast. Rex Harrison and Tammy Grimes
will lead off five or more stories to be
staged in the Dow Hour of Great
Mysteries. Judith Anderson and Maurice Evans are filming "Macbeth" for a
two-hour Hallmark Hall of Fame in
the fall, to be followed by five more
90-minute plays. Fred Astaire will be
back the third year in an hour for
Chrysler, and probably the selection of
specials also will include Jerry Lewis,
Dean Martin, Jack Paar and Bob Hope.
Aluminium Ltd. is bringing seven
hour-long editions of Omnibus back to
NBC-TV, probably late Sunday afternoons. Additional Omnibus shows are
being offered to other advertisers.
American Heritage will be back under
Equitable Life Assurance sponsorship,
seven shows assorted between three

GE

pre-empts

GE

GE's pre-emption of its own
entertainment half-hour to telecast an informational hour Sunday, Nov. 13, came as a pleasant
shock to CBS. The idea for hour
insertions next fall in the Sunday
9-9:30 GE Theatre was the sponsor's own and could signal a turning of the tide in public-service
sales appeal, Robert E. Lang, administrative vice president of CBS
News, thinks. He credits such audience successes as Firestone's
Eyewitness to History (going from
special to regular status next season) and Prudential's
Sunday
20th Century
with upgrading
the

CHANNEL

W

reputation of informational programs. Beside public interest programs, GE also will sponsor entertainment specials running over
into adjacent hours and halfhours next season.

Roanoke, Virginia
56 (PROGRAMMING)
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Now

Available

NOTRE

The

1960

in your
allow

gridiron

Fall

DAME

Notre

market

for ten

for

Dame
. . . ten

football

FOOTBALL

games

big audience

commercial

Scheduling

minutes,

are

now

building
featuring

available

hours

which

the following

action:

September 24 — California
October 1 — Purdue
October 8 — North Carolina
October 15 — Michigan State
October 22 — Northwestern

October 29 — Navy
November 5 — Pittsburgh
November 12 — Miami
November 19 — Iowa
November 26 — So. California

For further information and costs for your market, phone or wire Bradley R. Eidmann,
WGN Syndication Sales Manager, Room 1804, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
Illinois, Phone Michigan 2-7600.
IN ASSOCIATION
A

WGN

Syndication

Feature

WITH

NEWSPIX, Incorporated

Peabody Award Winning Programs Available: "Great Music from Chicago" and "The Blue Fairy'
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"Of course he's successful . . .
He advertises on K-NUZ, Houston.

hours and four half-hours. Top Value
Trading Stamps will present a 60-minute skating show by the Holiday on
Ice troupe, still unscheduled. Purex,
which is underwriting two of a planned
five-or-more Project 20 hours, wDl
sponsor five other specials, some of
which could turn out to be drama.
Producer Irving Gidin who moved
from CBS to NBC this year will contribute at least a half-dozen documentaries in the public affairs area, and
NBC hopes to sell them. The network
also may insert an occasional music or
service special in the daytime lineup.
Annual attractions of the NBC special list again will include the NBC
Opera Co. in its 12th season, with four
old and new works ranging from an
hour to the two-hour "Deseret" (about
Brigham Young) by Leonard Kastle,
by the network for Saturday, Nov. 12,
4-6 p.m. The springtime Oscar and
Emmy award shows also will be back.
Entries

returned

in

'suspended' contest
A year-old contest to find and
finance new pilots for tv series, announced by Financial Credit Corp.,
New York (Broadcasting, May 4,

Put your advertising dollars
on the No. 1* BUY

in HOUSTON...

. . . lowest

per

cost

K*NUZ

thousand!

*See Latest Surveys for Houston

1959),
been L."suspended"
ing to has
Bernard
Goldenberg,accordwho
conducted the contest in association
with Financial Credit.
The contest, as announced last year,
would have paid $100,000 to the first
prize winner, $30,000 for second prize,
$20,000 for third prize and $1,000 to
each pilot accepted for the contest. Mr.
Goldenberg said the contest gained interesting response, but that many entries
were not sufficiently complete to allow the competition to be held. No
payments were made, he said, indicating there are plans to re-shape the
contest under new conditions.
Mr. Goldenberg said all but two or
three of the submitted pilots had been
returned to their owners, and that persons desiring information about their
entries can contact him at 1697 Broadway in New York.
Big

MEMBER OF
TEXAS QUADRANGLE
58 (PROGRAMMING)

10

football

Sportlite, Chicago, announces plans
to produce and distribute a 13-week
Big 10 Football filmed series on a
syndication basis starting Sept. 18. The
series will feature highlights of Big
Ten conference and intersectional
games, with Al Levine of Sportlite as
producer. The series also will be made
available, through William Morris,
New York, for network exposure. Program rights were obtained from the
Western Conference for an estimated
$150,000. The series will be produced
in Chicago. Formerly titled Big 10
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

thanks

Gee,

Mr.

RICHMOND

FACTS:

LOVES

. . . AND

WRVA-TELEVISION

network affiliation with local station

became ABC.

RESULTS:

THE

Station B became CBS.

FIRST

(Mon. Thru Fri. 7:30—10:30

WRVA

ABC

On May 30th WRVA-Tele vision of Richmond,

Virginia, swapped
B. WRVA

Treyz!

TELEVISION

SHARE

WEEK

— ARB

P.M.)

40.2

STATION

B

30.7

STATION

C

28.7

MARCH

SHARE

25.0
50.0
25.0

Evening-By-Evening Breakdown Available.
THE

SECOND

WEEK

— TRENDEX

(Sun. Thru Sat. 7:30 — 10:30 P.M.)

WRVA

TELEVISION
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SHARE

43.1

MARCH

SHARE 30.4
(ARB)
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Unequal

for

the
from

Time

Delegates
Corinthian

When the smoke clears away from the political conventions in Los Angeles and Chicago
this summer, someone may well point out that
Corinthian's
"delegates"
weretheseen
and heard in
their home areas
more than
candidates.
The reason is simple: They went as electronic
reporters, complete with cameras and mikes,
curiosity and zeal.
In the first major TV-group effort of its kind
Corinthian is fielding a 14-man team for convention coverage.
Why go to such expense, when national coverage is on tap at the flick of a CBS switch?
Because we want local and regional coverage to
complement
CBS's
superb
nationalstory
coverage.
Because we want
to tell
an intensive
of our
respective state delegations. Because we want
to view national events with local eyes.
Each Corinthian station news director, working with his own cameraman, saturated with
knowledge of local political situations, interprets
events for his specific local audience. Through
video tape, sound on film and voice over silent
film, we provide audio-visual coverage; through
on-the-spot reporting via telephone we fuse TV
and radio into one electronic medium. And, at
a time when the conventional pattern of convention coverage is to sell station breaks as commercials, we're integrating them with special
political reports.
In a special sense, Corinthian is playing politics for all it's worth— the politics of intensive,
explicit local news coverage. This is not group
journalism. It is individual station journalism
through group organization.
Our five TV and two radio stations thus
achieve even greater identification with their
regional audiences— and vice versa.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

Highlights, the program is now in seventh year of syndication. Production
formerly was handled by Sports Tv and
now-defunct Sportsvision Inc. on the
West Coast. Mr. Levine reported anticipated commitments in 50 markets compared with 35 in 1959. Among past
regional sponsors: Prudential Insurance
Co. of America, Phillips 66, Swift and
Co., Ford Dealers and Pure Oil Co.
■ Program notes
Union Carbide award ■ WISN Milwaukee won Union
Carbide
Corp.'sin
seventh annual
award for
excellence
programming and received a special
plaque in conjunction with National
Portable Radio Month during ceremonies at the WISN Broadcast Center
there June 24. The Hearst outlet was
cited for "excellent programming of radio music, news and special features."
Inside the USSR ■ KRON-TV San
Francisco has published a booklet documenting the views of two of its reporters who accompanied the city's
mayor, George Christopher, on his visit
to Russia. Newsreel films of the journey
were shown in two half-hour programs
and an hour-long roundup. The narration on these programs by George Martin, the KRON-TV reporter who made
the trip, was the basis of the book with
written comment added on some aspects which had been covered visually
in the films. The station reports that an
immediate demand developed for the
illustrated booklet, especially from students. In addition to special requests
From

KOTV
JVLSA (H-R)
KHOU-TV
Houston rcBs-rv Spot Sales)
KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne C«-/?;
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (H-R)
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne rw-/?)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

bums

Skid Row bums, a lady whose
hobby is standing on her head on
bar stools and small curly horses
with pelts like Persian lamb are
among the many guests who have
been interviewed on the unusual
News Profile program on KGW-TV
Portland, Ore.
News Profile, shown Sundays 1010:30 p.m., has progressively minimized "headline" news in favor of
short features. However, a capsule
treatment of the latest regional, national and international news is included. Next comes a recapitulation
of the week's events in a newsreel
format and then the features, filmed
all over the state, which range from
20-second interviews to 15-minute
documentaries. Among the many
subjects explored: obscene literature
on newstands, sports attendance in
Portland, the city's gypsy colony,
flying
making.saucers, beatniks, and cigarBernie Carey, KGW-TV

produc-

some 3,000 copies were mailed to public officials, civic leaders, educators and
businessmen in the San Francisco area.
Expose
■ Fourandnewsmen
of WSB-AMTV
Atlanta
The Atlanta
Journal
invaded the illegal slot machine dens
of North Georgia to present viewers
and readers with an expose of the
rackets operating in their own back
yard. Cameras the size of cigarette
packages were used to photograph the
players at the machines and the purchase of illegal whiskey.
Fee dispute
■ Victor
formeris
personal
manager,
HarryBorge's
D. Squires,
suing the performer for $750,000,
which Mr. Squires says is due him in
commissions and expenses since 1953
in connection with all Borge appearances, including television. The action
was filed in the Supreme Court of New
York County.
Arabian nights ■ Sounds of the East,
an educational cultural series on
WGMS Washington, has been fully
sponsored for its initial 13-week series.
The program is written and produced
by William Spencer, lecturer on Middle
East politics at George Washington U.
and a recognized authority on that region. It has been sponsored locally
by KLM (airlines), two local restaurants, a travel agency and American
Friends of the Middle East. Composed
of commentary on customs and culture
of various Arab states, the program
features the music of different individual states on each segment. The program budget runs around $200 per
to bankers
tion manager, is in charge of producing News Profile. He claims, "If
it's about people, it can be interesting." He originated the show with
Vic Collins, account executive with
Cole & Weber, Portland, and KGWTV Program Director Tom Dargan.
Northwest Natural Gas Co., a Cole
& Weber client, bought the show.
Public reception has been so enthusiastic that a survey is underway
for expansion of the program into
additional markets, the station reSuch care is taken assembling the
program that an entire documentary
was once scrapped because Mr.
ports.
Carey was not satisfied with the way
it turned out. Although this put the
show's shooting schedule a week behind, 800 feet of film went into the
ashcan. For the two-minute episode
featuring the new breed of curly
horse, the show's camera team
traveled 600 miles to Pendleton,
Ore., and back.
(PROGRAMMING) 61

week. The United States Information
Agency has written a feature on the
series and plans to re-broadcast selected
programs to the Middle East. Sounds
of the East is currently featured each
Friday on WGMS, 8:15-8:30 p.m. The
series is available to other stations on
tape through Mr. Spencer, at $55 for
13 programs and $25 for five.

"We had tried (product) strictly on the strength of
your advertisements. I lilte your planned programs
with an idea behind them that
Mrs. eliminates
D. A., Lon( monotony."
BMch

. tested the new approach exclusively
on KBIG. Response was immediate and unmistakable
. . . proved indisputably that Southern California
people listen alertlyRobart
to Radio
Catalina."
S. Suttia
Vica Prasidant t Salai Manigar
Arrowhaad Puritas Water Inc.

Copyright suit ■ Columbia Pictures
Corp. and its tv subsidiary. Screen
Gems Inc., both New York, started a
copyright infringement suit against
Morris Kleinerman and Cinepix Inc..
N.Y., in U.S. District Court there last
Tuesday (July 5). Plaintiffs alleged that
defendants distributed 13 cartoon films
owned by Columbia and SO to television without authorization. They asked
for an injunction to halt further distribution and recover negatives and positives of the films, and requested $250
for each infringement.
ABC-TV's silent treatment ■ ABC-TV
is scheduling Silents Please as a summer replacement for Ernie Kovacs'
Take A Good Look on Thursday
(10:30-11 p.m.), starting Aug. 4. Films
starring Rudolph Valentino, John Barrymore, the Gish Sisters. W.S. Hart,
Buster Keaton, Charlie Chaplin and
others will be shown.
Show of champs ■ Ring Classic Inc..
New York, has signed retired heavyweight champion Rocky Marciano to
host a new half-hour tv sports show,
currently up for sale. The 39 episodes,
featuring championship fight films from
An

-rated
performance
. . . 365 days a year. And by people who really count! Listener letters and sponsor reports daily endorse (in depth ) the popularity and sales power of FRESH
AIR programming, . .. an unaided, unsolicited sampling of the attention and
respect your advertising gets from a responsive, high-income audience everywhere in Southern California. Isn't this, after all, also a reliable indication of
profitable radio coverage?
Radio Catalina 740 kc/10,000 ivatts
John Poole Broadcasting Company, Inc.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28 • HOllyivood 3-3205
NATIONAL representative: WEED RADIO CORP.

alliance

Hallmark Cards and a foreign
production company, British Lion
Films, are in a television-motion
picture alliance to reduce costs
and overseas labor problems.
The two are filming a two-hour
"Macbeth" at a cost of $1.2 million for use on the Hallmark Hall
of Fame on NBC-TV in the fall
and distribution to movie theatres
in other countries. The Kansas
City greeting card company puts
up most of the money — one
source estimates it may run 6075% of the budget — and gets television rights, covering contemplated reruns. Since the filming is
being done by a British company,
primarily with British actors, it
avoids limits on foreign production and qualifies for United Kingdom subsidies. Shooting is going
on in Hawick, Scotland. George
Scheafl'er is directing, with Judith
Anderson and Maurice Evans
starring.
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EASTERN
ANNOUNCES

FLYING

ITS

NEW

ft

J

OVERNIGHT

NEW

YORK-

DELIVERY

YORK-MIAMI-SAN

ATLANTA-

NEW

ORLEANS

JUAN
- MOBILE

CHICAGO-ATLANTA-MIAMI-SAN
* Reserved

space

* Pressurized

and

on

every

Freighter

- HOUSTON

JUAN

flight.

temperature-controlled.

* Flights daily except

Saturday

* Pickup

service

and

OF

miGHTERS

^-A^--^'^

NEW

FLEET

delivery

and

Sunday

nights.

available.

In addition. Eastern offers freight space on over 400 daily passenger flights — including DC 8-B Jets
and Prop-Jet Electros — to 128 cities in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.

easternIair
32 YEARS
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Madison Square Garden since 1951,
will be ready for October starting dates,
it was reported last week. Mr. Marciano will be seen discussing the respective bouts with guest personalities.
Produced by Jacic Rieger and Ed Gray,
series is titled Ring Classics.
Special report ■ Corinthian Stations,
the only non-network organization to
accompany President Eisenhower on
his Pacific trip with a production crew,
wound up a two-week series of news
specials last week. Topper was a halfhour prime time assessment of the trip
by KHOU-TV Houston newsman Dan
Rather. Show featured a documentary
film and an exclusive interview with
news Secretary Jim Hagerty, Corinthian Stations include KOTV (TV) Tulsa ;WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, WANEAM-TV Fort Wayne, both Indiana;
KHOU-TV Houston, and KXTV (TV)
Sacramento.

'W

Bt

OR

NOT

TO BE:

THAT

IS THE OOESTIOH.'

" 'Tis nobler, oh, Prince, to program "DRUMMERS"*
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune."

than to suffer the

"Though this be madness, there may be method in it, Pooratio."
"Then take arms agamst a sea of troubles. Lord Omiet. with these newborn production aids, themes and sales starters."

Stereo studio ■ Radio-Universal Recorders, Hollywood, has initiated new
Studio 10, major stereo-monaural recording facility to be used by such
clients as Warner Bros., MGM, Columbia, Verve and Tops records. A
special electronic mixing console permits four-track stereo recording. A
portable three-track unit also is available. Studio lO's 3,000 sq. ft. can
accommodate a 75-piece orchestra.
WMCA's newsmen ■ As part of an
effort to increase the scope of its local
news coverage, WMCA New York has
retained the services of three New
York newspapermen — Marvin Sleeper
of the Journal American, William Haddad of the Post and Murray Davis of
the World Telegram & Sun. They will

" 'Tis recorded, no doubt?"
"One play's the thing wherein you'll catch the conscience of the sponsor."
"Come give us a taste of thy "DRUMMERS"*

quality."

"Harken, Lord OmIet."
"But this is wondrous, Pooratio, to hear what I have heard."
"Good, my lord."

"Alas, poor Yorick. He would have given his skull for "DRUMMERS."*

A SAMPLE
UPON

'mmmB.z"'AuoiTioN

REQUEST

WHEN

YOU - WRITE,

me
WIRE

wiu be sent
OR PHONE:
* Trademarks

RECORDINGS'
SESAC
THE COLISEUM TOWER • 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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Agency films
In unusual transaction, Pitluk
Adv. Co., San Antonio, has purchased distribution rights to
Campy's Corner, 15-minute tv
film and five-minute radio series
for 47 markets in Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico for two
years. Total price is estimated at
$300,000.
Series were purchased from
Heritage Productions, New York.
Jack Pitluk, president of agency,
has set up Alamo Television Distribution Co. as subsidiary of Pitluk Adv. to sell properties to his
own clients, other advertisers and
stations. Mr. Pitluk said, "It is
the first time in agency annals
that a major agency has purchased distribution rights in an
outright buy from a film production-distribution outfit."
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

The
of

sound

and

the

spirit

Independence

At the end of a year of independence, there's a file at
WTAG bursting with the best tribute of all — unsolicited kind
words of appreciation from all over Central New England.
They applaud the new sound of originality, the tone of quality
and the fresh variety that characterize WTAG's approach to
programming. In short, they justify the belief that the majority in all age groups prefer to be treated as adults, a fact
others have forgotten or failed to heed.
WTAG has something for everybody; it's self-evident in
this resume of highlights in a year's activity. It serves the
broad interests that exist in the listening audience and in the
market place of the sponsors' products.
Music in good taste — big and small bands; opera — pops and concert; current name singers. News Reporting
— Eisenhower journey to Europe; complete eye-witness report of Korean uprising by former WTAG news analyst;
Foreign Interviews taped on the spot in a dozen countries by WTAG staff travelers. Special Documentaries
Public School Education in state; "The Unseen Enemy," Communist indoctrination and brainwashing.
Panel Discussions — Education; juvenile delinquency; alcoholism; mental health; old age. Civic — series from
City Manager's office; quiz on Plan E government; interviews with superintendent of schools, commissioner of
Public Health, Public Library officials. Noted Names — interviews with Dr. Dooley, Dr. Margaret Mead, Drew
Pearson, Bishop Fulton Sheen. Youth — "What bothers me," panel discussions by teen-agers. Sports — at home
and away coverage of Holy Cross College football and basketball. Agriculture — County Extension Service programs on home economics, grounds, poultry, dairy, etc. Special Observances — Dramatic programs commemorating all holidays, anniversaries. Actors — interviews with William Bendix, Danny Thomas, Red Buttons, Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Sport Figures — Talks with Bob Cousy, Bill Jurgess, Harlem Globetrotters, Wilt Chamberlain,
Willie Pep, Jim Turnesa. Human Interest — Bootblack sends four kids to college; rookie cop on beat; G.I.'s
wedding day in jail; birth of a baby; life of an intern; college senior looks at future; and many, many, more.

WORCESTER,
REPRESENTED
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MASSACHUSETTS
BY HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

CO.
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State U.; U. of Florida; U. of British Columbia; WHYY Philadelphia;
WUOM, U. of Michigan, and WHA,
U. of Wisconsin.
NBC film entries ■ California National
Productions, NBC's film subsidiary,
adds eight new series for a busy production season ahead. Series as announced are RCMP (39 half-hours on
Royal Canadian Mounted Police), The
Blue Angels (U.S. Navy precision-flying team) and The Jim Backus Show —
Hot Off the Wire (on an editor of a
press association), all for syndication.
Also entered on the production scale:
The Lawless Years (additional series
for showing on NBC-TV); Henry &
His Claymates (104 five-minute stories
in color stop-motion) ; The Funny
Manns (situation comedies for youngsters) and two series not yet titled, one
a "historically - documented" western
series and another on present-day police adventures in an outdoor setting.

Deep water ■ Esther Williams and
Dick Pope, owner of Cypress Gardens, are shown as they inspected
plans and pictures on location of the
large marine stage to be used for a
special telecast Aug. 8 (NBC-TV, 1011 p.m. EDT). The show will star
Miss Williams in a book musical (also
Fernando Lamas and Joey Bishop
will co-star). It is the second of three
color specials planned this year by
the U.S. Brewers Foundation (via
J. Walter Thompson). The water
supply WMCA with immediate news
breaks, gathered during their reporting duties for their respective papers.
They received permission from their
newspapers to provide this service for
WMCA.
Faillace-Vincent merger ■ The Faillace
Co. (jingles) and the Chick Vincent
Co. (programs) have merged, retaining the Faillace name and address in
New York. Producer-packager Vincent
becomes a partner and vice president
in charge of programs and productions.
Offices are at 59 E. 45th St., N.Y.
Press directory out ■ The 6th edition
of the Mike & Screen Press Directory
and Newsguide is now available. The
directory, published by the Working
Press Assn., N.Y., contains a listing of
newsmen at networks, news services,
and stations.
Playhouse returns ■ Playhouse of
Stars, a series of 10 drama reruns
sponsored by General Foods, makes its
66 (PROGRAMMING)

stage was built at Cypress Gardens,
Fla., at a cost estimated as high as
$500,000. Some of the figures:
Water area goes 1 65 by 80 ft. with a
31 ft. extension on one side to permit
extra space for water skiers to start
off; 3.5 million pounds of concrete,
89,243 pounds of steel, and a 42,000pound finish of marblite. Tv cameras
will operate in a special underwater
gallery, peering through any one of
nine 10 by 4 ft. submarine windows
located on two sides.

bow on Thursday, July 21 over CBSTV. The series replaces The Danny
Thomas Show (8-8:30 p.m. EDT) for
the summer.
WBC's 'Purpose' ■ Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. has produced a series of
nine 25-minute programs titled The
National Purpose, based on the Life
Magazine articles. The series is being
presented on six WBC stations. WBC
will offer the programs free to stations
that will carry them as a public service.
Participants on the programs include
such well-known Americans as Adlai
Stevenson, Walter Lippmann, David
Sarnoff, Billy Graham and others.
Educational grants ■ The National
Educational Television and Radio
Center and the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters have announced that grants totaling more than
$24,000 have been awarded in their
joint educational radio programming
project. The winning stations and colleges are KUT, U. of Texas; Michigan

Red's plans ■ Red Skelton, president
of Sursum Corp., which produces his
tv programs, has announced plans for
next season. Ten programs will be filmed or taped at the new Skelton studios
in Hollywood with the remainder to be
done live from TV City. The studios
are being revamped and modernized.

Who's to be paid —
AFM or MGA members?
When a post-'48 theatrical motion
picture is released for use on television,
the producer must make an arrangement to pay the musicians who worked
on the production for this extra use.
That seems to be clear enough. The
problem is: with whom is the producer
to work out the terms of this payment?
The Musicians Guild of America
has notified the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, representing the major
studios,
any producers
post-'48 movies
are soldthatto before
tv, the
must
negotiate the musicians' payment with
MGA, with whom AMPP has a contract covering the employment of musicians. The American Federation of
Musicians has notified AMPP that it,
not MGA, is the proper representative
of the musicians and the union that
must be dealt with. MGA's contract,
AFM points out, dates from 1958; films
made between 1948 and 1958 fall under AFM jurisdiction, as during that
decade, musicians working in motion
pictures were doing so under contracts
negotiated by AFM.
MGA now denies AFM's claim of
jurisdiction, asserting that when it
negotiated its agreement with the major
studios in 1958, it reserved all rights
of musicians to music recorded under
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

previous contracts. Crux of the matter,
according to MGA. is that under the
AFM contracts all residuals and royalties would go into the AFM trust funds,
while MGA insists that they should go
to the individual musicians.

Flamingo

gets

25

post -'53 films for tv
The acquisition of 25 post- 1953 feature films by Flamingo Films, New
York, was announced last week by Ira
Gottlieb, president. The purchase price
was said to be slightly in excess of $2
million.
The majority of the films, all produced abroad at a reported cost of
more than $25 million, were obtained
from Essex-Universal Corp.. while the
remainder were acquired from various
independent companies. Flamingo will
distribute the features to tv under the
name of "The Imperial Package."
Among the pictures are such titles as
Fernandel in The Sheep Has Five Legs,
Return of Don Camillo and Pantaloons;
Gina Lollobrigida in Beauties of the
Night; Eddie Albert in Orders to Kill.
and Marcelino, Back to the Wall and
Demoniac. Mr. Gottlieb announced the
new package already has been sold to
WNBC-TV New York, WTIC-TV
Hartford, WBAP-TV Fort Worth and
KOLD-TV Tucson.

Here at-e the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
Note: Regularly scheduled l\IBC-TV evebe pre-empted
ning colorcast programs will of
Democratic
fay coverage
(July
n.
conventio11-15)
NBC-TV
11-15, 18-20 ng(11-11:30 a.m.)
JulyIs Right,
participati sponsors.
Price
July 11-15, 18-20 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
p.m.) Arthur Mur12, 19 (9:30-10
July Party,
P. Lorillard through Lennen &
ray
IMewell and Sterling Drug through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
concl.) All-Star
p.m.through
(12:45
July 13Game,
IVlaxon.
Gillette
Baseball
Right,
July 13, 20 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price& IsMather
Lever through Ogiivy, Benson
Speidel through, Norman, Craig &
and
Kummel.
July 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
July 15 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
July 16 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
July 16 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
July 16 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
July 17 (8-9 p.m.) Music On Ice, sustaining.
July 17 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show,
son. Chevrolet through J. Walter ThompJuly 18 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Rlverboat, Del
Monte through McCann-Erickson.
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TO

ALL

A STATEMENT

BROADCASTERS:
OF

POLICY

Our new company Record Source, Inc. (RSI) has been
created to serve the broadcast industry with a fast, inexpensive, one source for records . . . the ten best of each week's
new single releases . . . selected by the experienced record
review panel of The Billboard. We ask you to try our service.
We will guarantee satisfaction.
Hal B. Cook
President

RECORD

^SERVICE

O

FOR

BROADCASTERS
will provide:
#

A SINGLE SOURCEiFOR

#

THE BEST OF THE NEW RELEASES

#

AT A PRICE TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

#

SHIPPED TO YOUR STATION AS SOON AS ANNOUNCED

HOW

SELECTIONS

NEW RECORDS

ARE

MADE

Single recor(is selected to be serviced by ESI will be chosen by the
five-man editorial review committee of Billboard. The Billboard
Review Committee auditions all new record product submitted by
record manufacturers. The consensus of the committee's opinion is
used to select records for the coveted "Spotlight Winners" position
in each week's issue of Billboard.
Thus, RSI will supply to Broadcasters a fundamental library of
new single releases which have the greatest possibility of becoming
the most popular.
MAIL

f

COUPON

TODAY

RECORD SOURCE, INC.
333 East 46th Street, New York City 17, New York
Telephone: Yukon 6-0155

No. of Services
$160. For One Full Year
$ 30. For Eight Week Trial Period
If you wish to receive
Subscription to RECORD SOURCE INC.'s One-Stop Programming
Service
your shipments via Air
Parcel Post include an
Company Name
additional $30 for each
Attention:
Full Year's Service, $5
City
for Trial Period of 8
Street
Weeks.
Zone
State
It is a condition of this subscription that records supplied by RSI wUl be used for and by broadcast
personnel only.
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GOVERNMENT
QUIZ
New

RIGGING:

York

grand

jury

The New York District Attorney's
office last Wednesday (July 6) began
presenting evidence to a special grand
jury that will determine whether criminal charges should be lodged against
witnesses believed to have testified
falsely in the investigation of tv quiz
shows.
The grand jury was impaneled at the
request of District Attorney Frank S.

SAN

DIEGO

HERE

considers

WE

charges

after

AGAIN

hearing

evidence

Hogan. During the past eight months,
Mr. Hogan said, his office has investigated more than 100 persons and "a
great many of them are believed to
have testified falsely" before a previous

Legislative Oversight Subcommittee
and subsequent revelations about irregularities on tv quiz programs.
Charles Van Doren, NBC personality,
told the House subcommittee last November that he had lied before the

panel.
Is was Mr. Hogan's investigation into the rigging of tv quiz shows in New
York, launched in September 1958,
that led to an inquiry by the House

grand jury and, in actuality, had received aid on the Twenty-One program. Mr. Hogan then reported that a
number of persons had lied before the
New York grand jury and directed
preparation of the facts for another
grand jury. Assistant District Attorney
Joseph Stone presented the evidence to
the new grand jury, starting last
Wednesday. A spokesman said the appearances ofwitnesses, including many
of the major money winners on rigged
programs, probably would begin this
week and last about a month.
It was learned that in presenting
evidence last week, Mr. Stone had
court stenographers read portions of
the testimony of witness appearing
before the September 1958 grand jury.
Mr. Hogan announced that evidence
was being presented to the grand jury
so that it might determine whether the
crimes of perjury, subornation of perjury, obstruction of justice or conspiracy
has been committed. Convictions of
perjury or subornation of perjury in the
first degree are felonies, punishable by
a maximum penalty in New York of
five years in prison and a $5,000 fine.
The same offenses in the second degree
are misdemeanors, punishable by sentences of up to a year in prison and a
fine of up to $500. Obstruction of justice and conspiracy are misdemeanors,
carrying up to a year in prison and a
$500 fine. It could not be ascertained
which contestants or tv personalities
would be called.
In a related development on Wednesday, the appellate division unanimously
upheld a ruling by Judge Mitchell D.
Schweitzer, in General Sessions court,
which sealed the presentment drawn by
the September 1958 grand jury. The
sealing had the effect of keeping the
presentment from being made public.
The appellate division, dismissing an
appeal by the Grand Jury Assn. against
Judge Schweitzer's ruling, asserted there
was no "'statutory mandate" requiring
that such a presentment be made public. Judge Schweitzer had ruled that no
grand jury had the right to return a
report concerning the activities or
morals of a private individual or corporation.

CALIFORNIA
is a national center
for scientific research . . .
a year-round mecca for tourists...
an exciting home town
for hundreds of thousands of
very important people who
read two remarkably
influential newspapers:

Evening

Tribune

■THE RING OF TRUTH"
15 DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA— GREATER LOS ANGELESSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS— AND NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
SERVED BY THE COPLEY WASHINGTON BUREAU
AND THE COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST- HOLLI DA Y CO , INC.
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Expressway

a

without

traffic

jam

It's 218,000 miles
it didn't cost you
taxes. With only two
a railroad expressway

long- and
a cent in
sets of track,
can handle

the traffic of twenty four-lane highways built with public funds.
Truck trailers in ever -increasing
numbers are deserting crowded
highways for this steel expressway.
More and more, standardized vans
and containers interchangeable
with other forms of transport are
riding the rails "piggyback". . . bringing you the things you need, the
things you buy.
Piggyback is a spectacularly successful example of the forward
thinking on the railroads today.
This is railroad progress that benefits everyone — for we'll need railroads more than ever in the boom
years ahead.
That's why an enlightened public
policy, giving railroads equal opportunity with competing forms
of transportation, is in everyone's
interest. America's railroads — the
lifeline of the nation — are the main
line to your future.

ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN

OF

RAILROADS

WASHINGTON

6, D. C.
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POSSIBLE
Among
promote

SHORTCUTS

ideas:

hearing

examiners

FCC

should

to qualified applicants
FCC for these actions:
A proposal that FCC hearing examiners be encouraged to bring competing
■ To adopt rules which would bar
station applicants together in merger
persons who have misused commissettlements has been made by a comsion procedures to file so-called
mittee of communications lawyers in "strike" applications for delay or
Washington.
"blackmail."
The recommendations, considered
■ To permit examiners to confer
far-reaching in communications phil- with each other on procedural matters
osophy, were based on the premise that and techniques.
after the FCC has found applicants
■ To establish workload status relegally, financially and technically
ports on individual examiners so that
the
hearing
calendar be more evenly
qualified there isn't really very much
difTerence which one is finally chosen
distributed among those who are overloaded with work and those who work
for the grant.
more rapidly.
A committee of the Federal Com■ To revise its procedures so that
munications Bar Assn. made these suggestions in a 29-page document which
where there is an engineering controversy the commission engineer be put
has been circulated among FCBA members. It was one of two reports on
on the stand to assist in resolving the
a study of commission procedures by issue.
FCBA committees. Two other commit■ To state publicly the exact retees are due to submit their recommenquirements to be satisfied on an apdations soon. The purpose of the studplicant's financial qualifications.
ies is to suggest means to shorten and
■ "To limit continuances, the number of witnesses and the length of
cut down the expenses of FCC processes.
cross examinations. Also to cut down on
All reports will be made available to voluminous and detailed exhibits by anthe Commission, FCBA President
nouncing that no preference will be
Frank U. Fletcher announced. Somegiven for "planning."
time shordy after July 15, the FCBA
executive committee will consider all
recommendations and decide which
EX PARTE' BILL
New Harris measure
proposals to back, he added.
The committee which studied hearing
awaits House action
procedures, headed by Jack P. Blume,
One item of business on the House
suggested that hearing examiners be
floor
when Congress returns next month
given authority to "explore" the posfrom its convention recess will be the
sibility of settlement during the pretrial or post-trial phase of a contested
"Independent Regulatory Agencies Act
case.
of J 960." The bill (HR 12731) was reIn talking of post-hearing settleported unanimously by the House Comments, the committee stated:
merce Committee just before Congress
recessed nine days ago.
". . . after hearings the examiner
should be in a particularly advantageous
Introduced by Rep. Oren Harris IDposition to encourage a settlement or Ark.), HR 12731 prohibits ex parte
compromise where, in his opinion, the contacts with members of the FCC and
qualifications of the applicants would,
five other regulatory agencies, requires
the commissions to establish procedures
in the absence of competing applications, serve the public interest."'
to act on complaints concerning ofl"Not only would this save FCC time,
the-record contacts, establishes a code
of ethics and gives FCC the right to
the committee stated, but it would expedite grants and construction. It then
discuss pending cases with members of
added:
its staff, among other provisions.
The bill is a combination of HR
All Or Nothing Is Wrong ■ "From
6774, introduced at the request of the
a private equity point of view, in most
such closely contested cases the dif- American Bar Assn., and HR 4800,
ferences between the parties would not
authored by Rep. Harris. Hearings were
held on these two measures in March
justify one party's winning everything
and
April with particular emphasis
and the other parties' losing all. In such
given
to the question of where to draw
cases
it should make
difi"erence
the commission
whetherno the
settlementto the line between permissible and proper
takes the form of a merger or an ar- contacts with commissioners. Several
rangement for compensating the other
other provisions of HR 4800 were incorporated into S 1898 as passed by
applicants."
The committee also called on the the House. Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.)
70 (GOVERNMENT)

mergers

FOR

has scheduled hearings on the House
amendments in August (Broadcasting,
July 4).
A report accompanying HR 12731
to the House floor stated: "The committee feels very strongly that public confidence inthe integrity of these agencies
has been affected adversely by improper
conduct involving some of their members, some of the members of the industries which they are supposed to
regulate and some of the attorneys and
other persons who have represented
parties before such agencies and that
the independence and integrity of these
agencies has to be protected more effectively than is the case under present
laws, regulations and
Important Change
amendment, as far as
gress are concerned,
bill as reported out.
"inquiries" as to the
cases.

procedures."
■ One important
members of Conwas made in the
It would permit
status of pending

The code of ethics section prohibits
any employe of an agency (1) to engage
in any transaction with any person who
has a pecuniary interest in any matter
before the agency over which the employe has jurisdiction; (2) to accept or
solicit anything of value from any person with a pecuniary interest in matters before the agency; (3) to use his position for personal profits; (4) to allow
conflicts of interest and (5) to have associations incompatible with unbiased
exercise of official judgment.
Four sections of the bill deal with
ex parte contacts and distinguishes between those types of proceedings when
off-the-record presentations would be
presented. These would include certain
types of rulemaking and the commission
would be required to state, at the time
the rulemaking is announced, whether
such contacts are permissible. Oral as
well as written communications are covered. Violations of these sections call
for a $10,000 fine, one year in jail, or
both.
A separate section gives the President the right to remove a commissioner
from office for neglect of duty or malfeasance but for no other cause. In addition to the FCC, the bill also applies
to the Federal Trade Commission, Civil
Aeronautics Board, Federal Power
Commission. Interstate Commerce
Commission and Securities & Exchange
Commission.
Booster bill signed
The bill (S 1886) legalizing vhf tv
boosters was signed into law by the
President last Thursday. The FCC has
indicated plans to make rules for future
operation of the boosters and the new
law provides "grandfather" legal protection for existing boosters.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

analyzes

copper

ores

The unique application of the X-Ray Quantrol*, now
in use at Anaconda, Montana, can sample and assay
copper values in approximately two minutes. By contrast, previous methods took anywhere from 2 hours
to 2 days. As a result of this important speed-up,
it is now possible to obtain far more reliable data,
contributing to improved extraction of metal values
from the ore.
The Process Control System developed by Anaconda, isone of many ways by which the Company
constantly improves quality and expands basic knowledge about nonferrous metals. For another example,
look to The American Brass Company, a 100%
owned subsidiary of Anaconda. The Brass Company
has recently broken ground for a $1,500,000 research
center in Waterbury, Connecticut. Facilities will

more

efficiently

include metallurgical, corrosion and chemical laboratories in addition to equipment for experimental
production. This opens the way to new, significant
advances in the area of product development.
All along the line, through extensive mineral exploration and geological investigations, as well as
through laboratory research. Anaconda keeps pace
with industry's ever-changing requirements. As new
applications for nonferrous metals multiply, so does
the need for a constant and dependable supply.
Through Anaconda, these demands are met not
only in quantitative terms, but qualitative as well,
with a continuing supply of copper, brass and bronze
precisely suited to specific product requirements, including those in the minds of men as well as those on
the board and in production.
•Quantrol is an Applied Research Laboratories trademark.

AnacondA
SUBSIDIARIES OF ANACONDA MANUFACTURE: COPPER AND ALUMINUM ELECTRICAL
WIRES AND CABLES; ALUMINUM FOIL, SHEET, ROD AND BARS, STRUCTURALS, TUBING
AND EXTRUDED SHAPES; COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE SHEET, PLATE, TUBE, PIPE, ROD,
FORGINGS AND EXTRUSIONS; FLEXIBLE METAL HOSE AND TUBING.
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cense suspensions and forfeitures.
Other witnesses scheduled as of last
week will include representatives of the
American Federation of Musicians and
the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
Tim Elliott, president of WICE
Providence, last week asked Sen.
Pastore for an opportunity to submit a
statement at the hearing in opposition
to suspensions and forfeitures.
Meanwhile, the Florida Assn. of
Broadcasters has approved a resolution
urging the state congressional delegation
to oppose the bill in its present form
and that FAB be given a chance to
testify. FAB in its resolution charged
the provisions would "further consolidate control of broadcasting in federal
hands and make it impossible for station owners and operators to determine
in advance what they may or may not
do, thus rendering broadcasting an ineffectual and powerless instrument."
NBC

wins

a point

in Philadelphia
Donation to the archives ■ Melville P. Dickenson (c), senior vice
president of the Equitable Life Assurance Co., presents films of the
NBC-TV series Our American Heritage, sponsored by that company, to
Jennings Wood (1), chief of the LiCapehart
Evansville

opposes
shift

Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.)
led congressional opposition against the
FCC s shift of ch. 7 from Evansville,
Ind., to Louisville, Ky., and the transfer
of Evansville's WTVW (TV) from ch. 7
to 31. The senator and two midwest
congressmen spoke out sharply against
the ruling which, they allege, would deprive thousands of southwest Indiana
residents of tv service since they are
unable to receive uhf telecasts on ch. 31.
Sen. Capehart told the FCC that he
was opposed to the move of ch. 7 "unless itcan be proven without a question
of doubt that the people . . . are going
to get television service, and I have my
doubts as to whether they can do it if
you move the channel." The senator
declared that "Evansville is the only
city in the country with respect to
which the FCC has been holding a
hearing the purpose of which is to deprive the residents of their superior
vhf service so that another area which
already has vhf service over two channels may still have more."
Reps. William G. Bray (R.-Ind.) and
George E. Shipley (D.-Ill.) told the
commission that depriving Evansville of
its only vhf station would also hamper
service in the Illinois-Indian a-Ken72 (GOVERNMENT)

brary of Congress' Exchange and
Gift Div. Robert Stevens, coordinator for the Development of Collections of the Library, looks on. The
series was telecast in 1959-1960
season and featured incidents in the
lives of famous Americans.

NBC won a minor skirmish last
week on the fringe of the major battle centering around the network's ch.
3 WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia. The
FCC refused to hold an evidentiary
hearing on its 1957 license renewals
of the NBC stations and dismissed a
protest filed by Philco Corp., Philadel-

tucky area surrounding Evansville.
The Evansville shift was one of many
deintermixture moves made by the FCC
in March 1957 (Broadcasting, March
4, 1957). The commission moved ch. 7
from Evansville to Louisville, giving
that city its third vhf facility. It also
added ch. 31 to Evansville and moved
ch. 9 from Hatfield, Ind., to Evansville, where it was reserved for noncommercial educational use. These
shifts left Evansville with all uhf commercial television service.

The commission earlier had dismissed
the protest but this decision was reversed in June 1958 by the court of
phia.
appeals and the case was remanded to
the commission. On Jan. 26, 1959, the
Supreme Court denied an NBC petition
for writ of certiorari and the FCC subsequently held an oral argument on the
case last October (Broadcasting, Oct.
12, 1959).
Since the original protest was filed
three years ago, NBC has entered into
a consent decree with the Justice Dept.
requiring the network to dispose of the
stations. NBC, in turn, has contracted
to exchange WRCV-AM-TV for RKO
General's WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston
as part of a complicated package deal
also involving stations in Washington
and San Francisco (Broadcasting,
July 4).

FCC,

NAB

set

for

payola bill hearing
The FCC and NAB will be among
witnesses when the Senate Communications Subcommittee begins hearings
Aug. 10 on the payola bill (S. 1898).
The Senate group headed by Sen. John
O. Pastore (D-R. I.) plans to concentrate on the controversial license suspension and monetary forfeiture provisions
of the House-passed amendments to the
Senate measure (Broadcasting, July
4).
The FCC, which is on record as
favoring the suspension and forfeiture
provisions, will be represented by Chairman Frederick W. Ford. Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government affairs
vice president, is expected to oppose li-

With the current WRCV-AM-TV licenses expiring Aug. 1, Philco attacked
NBC from a new front last May by
filing its own application for ch. 3
Philadelphia (Broadcasting, May 9).
Philco maintains that NBC has nothing
to sell since it has been ordered by
Justice to dispose of the radio-tv stations.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented to last week's decision and Commissioner John S. Cross did not particiBROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
pate.

Hard-boiled

rating

Let's face it: The toughest rating service
of all is determined by the sponsor's pen; |. j—
he either signs a renewal or he doesn't. '/^^^'^^
And, by this standard especially, we shine ^
with a gem-like brilliance. For example,
Esso Standard has sponsored our 11 P.M.
Re^ji-tstnted bij

news for five years without an interruption. Sealy Mattress has sponsored the
11:10 P.M. weather show for eight years.
Ratings like these from top national advertisers pay off — for our clients and for
us — against any competition.

WJARTV
CHANNEL

10,

PROVIDENCE,
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service

R.I.

The
YOU

KCANT

KCOVER
TEXAS
without

shoe

Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.) has asked
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) to
try the shoe on his own foot in the
Albany, N.Y., ch. 10 case.
Sen. Proxmire's criticism of the
FCC's proposed award of ch. 10 to
Capital Cities Tv Corp. before the
final decision is made amounts to an
attempt to be the judge in a case he
hasn't heard and in which he speaks
as an advocate of only one side.
Sen. Scott said. Thus, he said, Sen.
Proxmire opens himself to the allegation that he is engaging in an
ex parte attempt to influence the
FCC — "the very type of activity the
junior senator from Wisconsin deSen. Proxmire has been vociferous

KCEN-TV

in criticism of the FCC's expressed
intention
plores." to affirm a hearing exami-

Court

M.

P. !

also stands for military
pay roll ... tlie buying
power of 6 Central
Texas bases zero-ed
in on our call signal.

CHANNEL
I
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BUAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National ReprtienUtivei
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denies

stay

in ch. 10 appeal
The U.S. District Court denied a
request by Veterans Broadcasting Co.
for a stay against special temporary
authorization of WTEN (TV) in the
Vail Mills ch. 10 case last Thursday
(July 7).
The two-judge board heard Veterans
reiterate its position that the commission's 1957 temporary grant to Capital
Cities Broadcasting Co., would deprive
Veterans of a fair and impartial hearing. "It is impossible for the FCC not
to take into consideration the amount
of money being spent by Capital Cities
during the course of their temporary
authorization," Frank U. Fletcher, attorney for Veterans, argued.
Circuit Judge David L. Bazelon
asked Mr. Fletcher whether Veterans
"wants the court to step in now after
commission hearings have been held
andMr.a Fletcher
final decision
pending?"
answered
affirmatively,
on the basis, he said, of the reversal of
an FCC special temporary authorization to WABF-TV Baton Rouge, La.,
by the U.S. Court of Appeals last
February.
Judge Bazelon told Veterans that the
court would not intercede in the case
"as far as Fm concerned."
Max Paglin, of the FCC's Genera!
Counsel's office, characterized Veteran's
attempt
the
him"a inbatter
on as
strikesstay
has fortwoa court
who
9th inning and wants the court to rule

contest." Judge Henry W. Edgerton
no Presiding
denied the stay, saying that Veterans
had no grounds for such an appeal.
In a tentative vote taken May 27

may

pinch

ner's award of ch. 10 to Capital
Cities Tv Corp. (Broadcasting,
June 27). Sen. Proxmire said the
examiner's finding — that participation in Capital Cities ownership by
five members of Congress is an indication of the applicant's ability to
respond to community needs — is an
admitted policy of the FCC and that
he has been so assured by FCC
Chairman Frederick W. Ford. The
FCC chairman, who is not participating in the case, came to his office
and told him the FCC's policy is to
give preference to applicants who
number congressmen among their
stockholders. Sen. Proxmire said.
Sen. Proxmire entered in the
Congressional Record a Milwaukee
Journal editorial criticizing the alleged FCC policy.

after FCC oral argument, the commission favored Capital Cities in stafi" instructions.
An August 1959 initial decision by
Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond to Capital Cities took note of the fact that
five congressmen are minority stockholders in the company and made it
"manifestly superior" in the area of
civic participation. This decision was
denounced as "political payola" by Sen.
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) on the
Senate floor (see box above).
New payola complaints
The Federal Trade Commission
lodged three more payola complaints
last week bringing the total number of
complaints to 96.
The three firms charged in the latest
FTC action were the ARC Distributing
Co., and the B&H Distributing Co.,
both of Detroit; and the General Distributing Co. of Baltimore.
All three firms are record distributors
and were charged with having made
payoflis for the purpose of increasing
sales of records through "exposure."
Company officials were listed in each
complaint.
FCC succession
The Senate agreed to a House amendment and sent to the President a bill
(S 1965) providing that a member of the
FCC whose term has expired may continue to serve until his successor is appointed and qualified, but may not serve
later than the end of the next session
of Congress following expiration of the
term. But any person chosen to fill a
vacancy could not serve beyond the unexpired term to which he is appointed.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

NEW

Look!

. . . tlie

NEW

First

Picture

All-New

TV

Qiaality ! NEW
Studio

4V2

Camera

incli
in

I.O.

8 Years!

RCA's new monochrome television camera Type TK-12 is new in every sense of the word
. . . including startling new improvements in picture quality, significant new savings in
operating costs and manpower, new features that help you sell!
4V2 INCH IMAGE ORTHICON. This new camera uses a larger image orthicon picture
tube — 41 2 inches in diameter. The 50 per cent greater tube size makes it possible to obtain
far better picture detail than has been possible before.
FUNCTIONAL STYLING. A "new look" to identify this camera with the "new
picture" has been given the TK-12, in the form of a distinguishing keystone shape.
Functional in advantage, too, it provides space for an 83^ inch view finder instead of
the usual 5 or 7 inch.
NEW SAVINGS IN OPERATION. High stability and rehability coupled with a
brand new control concept, permit a single video operator to handle as many as six cameras.
For the normal run he need be concerned with only two operating controls per camera.
ONE MINUTE WARM-UP. Camera set-up is the easiest ever! Turn it on and in one
minute the picture is there. Quality pictures "snap in" each time you turn on camera.
THE BEST PICTURE IN TOWN! The extremely sharp picture, the beautiful rendition
of gray scale and freedom from halo effect make this camera ideal for both "five" broadcast
and TV tape recording.
Ask your RCA Representative for complete
information. Or write to RCA, Broadcast
and Television Equipment Division, Dept.
JB-22 Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Sale
IT'S
cherry Festival
Time
in

PAUL

BUNYANLAND

Bonus

Summer

Audience
An

additional 250,000 potential

viewers per day fill the area's 27,000 TV-Equipped Motel Rooms!!
Paul

Bunyan

WPBN-TV

Television
WTOM-TV

Traverse City Cheboygan
One Rate Card
The

Only Principal City

Grade and Grade A coverage to
Traverse City, Cheboygan and a big
chunk of resort-rich Northern Michigan.
Regular Year-round
PBN Coverage
89,654 TV Homes
25 Important Counties
Parts of Canada

challenged

because of baseball
The sale of a minority interest in
WJPB-TV Weston, W. Va., to Thomas
P. Johnson, 25% stockholder in the
league-leading Pittsburgh Pirates will
cost a rival West Virginia facility $10,000 in revenue.
This representation was made during
a hearing on the controversial transfer
of control held before Hearing Examiner Sharfman last Thursday (July 7).
The hearing was requested by
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, which told the
commission that the sale of 50% of
WJPB-TV to Mr. Johnson and George
W. Eby by J. Patrick Beacom for $100,000, would cause it considerable economic damage. WBOY-TV said that
loss of the Pirate telecasts will cost the
station $10,000 in lost revenue. WBOYTV said it was powerless to compete
for the telecasts with the Johnson interests.
Mr. Beacom, whose position as a delegate to the Democratic convention
necessitated a special night session so
that he could catch a plane to Los
Angeles, admitted that he pressed Mr.
Johnson to get the Pirate games for his
station. However, he said, Mr. Johnson
said he "had nothing to do with it." Mr.
Beacom alleged that the Pirate stockholder told him to contact N.W. Ayer
& Son, the agency handling the Pirates.
He said that the agency offered to make
the games available on a gratis basis
and that he took them free because it
was "good business for the new staThe proposed transfer followed a
merger agreement when Messrs. Johnson and Eby as principals of Telecasttion."
ing Inc., opposed WJPB-TV for ch. 5.
The station, now on ch. 35, holds a
permit for ch. 5, granted Nov. 4, 1959.
Messrs. Johnson and Eby are principals in the now-dark ch. 22 WENS
2).
(TV) Pittsburgh (Broadcasting, May
Monroney

charges

FCC is ^stalling'
The FCC has been "stalling" more
than five years in bringing "competitive" television to 19 metropolitan
markets. Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.) charged in a talk on the
Senate floor.
Dates for comments and reply comments on the FCC's proposed rulemaking to waive minimum vhf co-channel and adjacent-channel mileage separation requirements now have been
postponed until September, he said.
Though it's possible for the U.S. to
communicate with its space satellites,
he said, "we are . . . going backward
76 (GOVERNMENT)

as regards our attempts to solve the
mysteries
Noting of
FCCbureaucracy."
Chairman Frederick W.
Ford's statement to the Senate that
the FCC won't know until about Aug.
1 whether military frequencies will be
made available for additional vhf tv
channels, Sen. Monroney said he
wouldn't be surprised to find the tv
situation unchanged nine months from
now. There's little evidence, he said,
that the FCC will take steps to permit
proper utilization for tv of the parts
of the spectrum other than those now
being used.
The markets cited by Sen. Monroney
were: Providence, Louisville, Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo, Charlotte, Syracuse, Rochester, Birmingham, Wheeling Steubenville,
Johnstown - Altoona,
Dayton, Champaign-Urbana, Toledo,
Jacksonville. Raleigh-Durham, Shreveport. Knoxville, Binghamton, Fresno,
and Bakersfield.
■ Government
briefs
Decca case postponed ■ The hearing
in the Federal Trade Commission payola complaint against Decca Distributing Corp., New York, was postponed
indefinitely last week. At a brief session
Wednesday (July 6), FTC counsel John
T. Walker asked for the delay because
the government was not ready to present its case. Hearing Examiner J. Earl
Cox granted the request after Decca
counsel Henry Cohen said he had no
objection.
Seeks channel switch ■ CaliforniaOregon Tv Inc., licensee of KIEM-TV
Eureka. Calif., has requested FCC rulemaking to switch ch. 9 from Alturas to
Redding, both California. The firm said
it would apply for the channel if the
rulemaking was adopted. Redding is
already serviced by KVIP-TV (ch. 7),
but the firm claimed that reallocation
will provide a competitive tv service to
the city and improve the economic and
program aspects of tv service. Ch. 9 is
not now occupied by an operating
station.

■ WAVE-TV
problem St.
Complex
ville and KSD-TV
Louis have Louisasked
the FCC to suspend the effective date of
its rule requiring them to stop using
NBC as national spot sales representative. Both of the NBC affiliates said
that they are confronted with complex
problems in finding new station reps in
their particular areas. Under the present commission ruling, all NBC affiliates must find new spot sales representatives by Dec. 31, 1961. The network
and some of its afiiliates are seeking
court action
casting, Julyto4).delay the order (BroadProtest dismissed ■ The right of a
broadcaster to sell his station even
though in debt for his original purchase
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

has been upheld by the FCC. B.H.
Ingle Sr., former owner of WSHE
Raleigh, N.C., protested the sale of the
station by owner John C. Greene Jr. to
Raleigh Broadcasting Corp. In his protest, Mr. Ingle alleged that a note
owed to him by Mr. Greene for purchase of the property was not fully paid
and that the application for sale was
contrary to the note agreement. The
commission, which had granted the sale
without hearing, found that Mr. Greene
had made ample provision to secure the
note, that the matter was outside the
jurisdiction of the commission and the
realm of public interest, and was a
private matter between Messrs. Ingle
and Greene.
Consent decree ■ The Department of
Justice has announced settlement of the
antitrust suit against Audiofidelity Inc.,
a New York marketer of high-fidelity
and stero records and tapes. Under
terms of a consent decree entered in
U.S. District Court, the firm agreed
not to fix prices, allocate exclusive
sales territories for distributors or
withhold supplies from sellers failing
to heed such agreements. Audiofidelity
was charged with these practices in violation of the antitrust laws.
Tall tower ■ KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La., has been granted permission to construct a 1,600-foot tower near the
site of its present tower near Mooringsport. The grant came from the Regional Air Space subcommittee in Fort
Worth, Tex., which gave approval with
a proviso that establishes that height as
the maximum for any structure.
Wants multiplex ■ The National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters asked the
FCC to amend its rules to authorize
the establishment of subsidiary services
by non-commercial educational fm stations on a multiplex basis. The NAEB
said that permissible uses of multiplex
by educational fm stations would be
for transmission of in-school educational programs; transmission of programs of interest to limited segments of
the public and for transmission of information in connection with government activities.
Hearing ordered ■ A hearing into the
application of Frank K. Spain for a
three-hop point-to-point common carrier tv microwave system between Jackson and Greenwood, both Mississippi,
has been ordered by the FCC. Mr.
Spain hopes to connect his system
with existing AT&T facilities in Jackson to provide ch. 6 WABG-TV
Greenwood with live network programming. The telephone company, however, has told the commission that it
is not willing to permit the proposed
microwave to be connected with its
Jackson facilities.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
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REPORT

Rochester Metropolitan Area
March, 1960
(4 weeks average)
The nice thing about our "climate," here at CHANNEL 10,
Rochester, N. Y., is that it gets better all the time! Year
after year, the surveys agree that we offer the best buy in
Rochester TV!
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In

FILM

does

TV

too...

the

Impossible"!

'I'VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU" . . .
"Sure, I'm Ford's shaggy dog . . . rated one of
the brightest, even if I do say so myself. But,

Again, the dog is right. Film, and film alone,
does three things for you: (1) gives animationcrisp, exciting; (2) provides the optical effects

frankly, I'd get nowhere, if I weren't on film. And
that, I'm told, goes for thousands of other TV
commercials — animated and otherwise. "

you've always required for high-polish commercials; (3) assures you the coverage and
penetration market absorption requires.

For more information, write Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coasf Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.

Midwest Division
30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.

West Coost Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale
and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

ADVERTISER: Ford Motor Car Company
AGENCY: J. Walter Thompson Company
PRODUCER:

Playhouse Pictures— Hollywood
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Hughes device indirectly could help tv, radio
A scientific advance announced last up could be concentrated in an area
about 200 feet wide.
week by Hughes Aircraft Co. — a "coDr. Maiman said there is a "distinct
herent"' light generator — offers hope for
additional commercial tv and radio fre- possibility" for eventual commercial
quencies, depending on its acceptance
radio-tv use, but no study of the laser's
and eventual use in communication by role in this area has been conducted.
The scientist indicated that if the new
the military users of the present radio
transmitting system were adopted by
spectrum.
the military, it could relieve the military
The new device is called a "laser,"
demands on the current radio spectrum
an abbreviation for " light amplification
sufficiently enough to allow a greater
number of commercial stations.
by stimulated emission of radiation,"
and is said to mark the world's first Through the use of an optical shutter, it
source of "coherent" light (comprised
would be possible for the laser to transof beams that are parallel, or non-difmit voice or picture intelligence, he
fusing). Although still in the developsaid.
However, receivers would have
mental stage and untested in the comto be in the direct path of the visible
munication field or in any of its many
beam. Not counting research costs, Dr.
other practical applications, the new
Maiman said, the actual cost of making
solid-state electronic instrument operthe laser (an aluminum shell containing
ates in the optical spectrum at 500,000
the light source and rod-shaped ruby
billion cycles — 10,000 times higher than
crystal) is approximately $100.
the upper microwave region of 50,000
million cycles, the highest currently
Briefly, the essential steps in the operuseable level in radio.
ation of the laser are these: A light
The laser is smaller than a water
source, in the form of a powerful flash
tumbler. It contains a synthetic ruby tube lamp, irradiates a synthetic ruby
crystal that absorbs energy over a broad
crystal as its "heart" and generates a band
of frequencies. This optical energy
beam of light that is described by its
excites the atoms to a higher energy
developer as "an 'atomic radio-light'
state from which the energy is re-radisun."
of the Hughes
center
than the H.
brighter
Dr. Theodore
Maiman,
ated in a narrow band of frequencies.
Aircraft scientist who headed the laser The excited atoms are coupled to an
atomic resonator and stimulated to emit
research team, reported the achievement in New York Thursday (July 7). the radiation together. This is in conHe attributed these advances to the new
trast to ordinary light sources where
the atoms radiate individually at randevelopment:
■ True amplification of light for the
dom and are responsible for the incoherence (diffusion) of these light sources.
first time in scientific history.
■ Vast increases in the number of
Dr. Maiman said the laser could
available communications channels.
generate "the purest colors known." It
■ Focusing of light into high-intensity
could produce light waves more than a
beams for space communication.
million times as monochromatic (single■ A new scientific tool for investigating properties of matter and performing basic experiments of physics.
New satellite
■ Utilization of high light concentration for industrial, chemical and
The Defense Dept. has anmedical purposes.
nounced plans to launch its first
communications satellite soon
'Light Radar' ■ Dr. Maiman said the
from Cape Canaveral. The sphere
could be used as a "light radar"
laser
to
direct light waves, rather than radio
will weigh some 500 pounds, be
waves or microwaves, to a ground tarequipped with five tape recorders
get or an outer space target. Because
capable of storing 6 million bits
of information. The satellite is
the laser's almost perfectly parallel
beam spreads only a slight amount, a
more than four feet in diameter
signal from a man on the moon would
and is designed for instantaneous
illuminate an area less than 10 miles
relay of radio communications
wide on earth. For use in tv and voice
from
one ground station to ancommunication, the needle-sharp light
other and to record messages and
read them back later on comwould provide a secure "private
beam free
line"
from static or any attempts
mand from the ground. It has
been dubbed Courier lA.
at deliberate jamming, he stated. In
space communication, a beam directed
at the earth from a satellite 1,000 miles

r
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hued) as those from a mercury or neon
lamp, he said. When the laser is focused
to a pinpoint beam (the head of a pin
actually is 2 million times larger in
cross-sectional area than that of a
focused beam"), intense local heat is
generated. It was indicated the beam,
when so focused, could vaporize bacteria, small plants or other particles and
induce chemical or metallurgical
changes in the surface upon which it
were directed.
STEREO
Receivers

FM

TESTS

slated

for

first on-air testing
Stereophonic fm radio today (Monday) gets its first on-the-air tests.
These first tests, set to run through
July, will involve monophonic reception on experimental stereo-fm receivers made by several electronics
firms participating in the project.
Testing will be conducted by the
National Stereophonic Radio Committee Panel 5 using the transmission
facilities of KDKA Pittsburgh. The
exams will take place at Uniontown,
Pa., where special equipment has been
installed.
Five firms will take part in the experiment, itwas revealed by A. Prose
Walker, manager of the engineering
department at the NAB and chairman
of NSRC Panel 5. EMI Electronics
Ltd. (a British firm) will have its receivers tested July 12-14. Crosby-Teletronics Corp. is scheduled for July 1516. General Electric will be tested July
17-18 followed by Zenith Radio on
July 19 and 20. Multiplex Development Corp. and Calbest Electronics
Co. will be checked July 21-22 and
23-24 respectively.
A second series of tests will be
conducted at a later date at WMMN
Fairmont, W.Va., and Fairmont State
College. Transmission will continue to
originate from KDKA.
The Electronic Industries Assn. established NSRC last year to analyze
proposed stereo systems. It was asked
by the FCC to conduct a series of tests
to gain information to be used in
establishing standards for stereo fm
transmission and reception. Deadline
for the study was set by the FCC for
July 29, but EIA will ask the commission for a 90-day extension of time.
Six NSRC panels are presently
working on proposals for compatible
broadcasting. Out of their extensive
experiments and studies will come
proposed transmission specifications
for each form of broadcasting stereo
along with over-all evaluation of system performance covered by specifications (Broadcasting, Sept. 21, 1959).
Final report by Panel 5, and all
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Receiver
Color

sales

zoom

A 300% increase in the sale of
new color tv sets over last year
was reported by Jack S. Beldon,
president, RCA Sales Corp., last
Friday (July 8).
Mr. Beldon singled out these
developments: The number of key
RCA dealers across the country
has increased by nearly four times
in the last month; increased color
set sales were particularly marked
in Boston, up 528% over last
year; Cincinnati, up 1,072%; Chicago, up 493%; Los Angeles, up
1,000% and New York, up
400%. Heavier than expected
orders also were placed by dealers
during June for new black-andwhite tv receivers, as well as for
radio and stereo instruments.
reports of the various panels, will be
made available to the FCC, the public
and to the electronics industry. NSRC
chairman is Frederick R. Lack, director of the EIA engineering department.
Revere's sale to 3M
nears consummation
Negotiations for Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co.s acquisition of Revere
Camera Co. are getting down to the
wire with likelihood the sale will be
consummated in the next week or two.
The acquisition, if it materializes,
would be the outgrowth of earlier discussions involving possible participation
by Revere in 3M's new tape-cartridge
system for home recording use. Purof the deal,
it's distribution
understood, of
would
be to poseachieve
wider
the
system in which Zenith Radio Corp.
and CBS Labs also are participants.
Revere produces tape recorders as well
as photographic equipment and has
approximate annual sales of $20-$30
million. It got into the tape recorder
field in the early '50s utilizing 3M tape
and has enjoyed close relations with
the company ever since. Last year Revere unveiled a new high-fidelity, dualspeed, electronically-controlled recorder.
The system was initially demonstrated this spring at the Institute of
Radio Engineers'
international
vention in New York.
Zenith is setcon-to
develop the first commercial machine
for the recorded system, expected to be
on the market sometime next year.
Each of six cartridges is capable of 64
minutes' playing time, though the
cartridge changer could handle more if
desired. Ease of handling and quality
of professional tape equipment reproduction are among the features of the
system, developed originally for 3M
by CBS Labs.

output

up,

but tv set sales lag
The Electronics Industries Assn.,
last week, announced that radio production increased during May by more
than 46,000 sets over the corresponding production period in April and that
television output rose nearly 20,000
units.
Retail radio sales were up approximately 1,000 units. However, television
sales slumped nearly 17,000 units, according to EIA. All cumulative totals
for 1960 remained larger than for
the
IVIay like period in 1959. The complete
figures :

Tv and Radio Production (Units)
Tv with UHF Tuner
442,176
Television
442,551
32,295
Apr.
39,240
Mar.
549,500
45,411
Feb.
503,453
May
526,494
'60 to-date
43,537
Jan.
50,119
'59 to-date
210,602
2,444,174
151,379
2,211,712
Total Radio Auto Radio Fm Radio
463,165 65,438
1,277,040
399,963 61,953
1,230,323
Apr.
Mar.
633,761 83,127
1,667,550
Feb.
1,442,368
596,872 50,963
Jan.
632,461 33,816
'60
to-date
1,355,788
May
'59 to-date
2,726,222
295,297
6,973,069
5,677,421 2,262,390 172,640
Tv and Radio Retail Sales (Units)
Radio (excluding auto)
Television
334,283
548,322
Mar.
547,839
Apr.
501,829
Feb.
351,214
507,673
664,441
611,479
590,867
803,388
'60 to-date
Jan.
'59 to-date 2,285,866
3,175,469
1,919,162
2,480,686
RCA
for

redemption
1980

call

debentures

RCA has announced it is calling
for redemption Aug. 3 its 3V2 %
convertible debentures due Dec. 1,
1980. The move was attributed to a
desire to "broaden the corporation's
equity base to provide greater flexibility
in financial planning for RCA's accelerating growth in electronic data processing and other promising areas."
Redemption price for the debentures
will be 1043^%. RCA said a group of
investment bankers headed by Lehman
Bros, and Lazard Freres & Co. would
purchase all debentures offered through
July 19 at a price higher than the redemption price, and then convert these
debentures into common stock.
■

Technical

topics

Tape & 'tenna ■ RCA reports shipments of a vhf traveling-wave antenna
to KSOO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D.; six tv
tape recorders (all monochrome) to
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

The NASA-USAF-Navy

X-15

X-15 manned rocket gets a vital part . . . delivered with' jet-age speed by AIR EXPRESS

part

flies

first

3000

miles

by

Air

Express

The scene: Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. Crack engineers worl< 'round ttie clocl< to ready the X-15
for its flight to the brink of outer space. Its engine, built by Thiokol in Denville, New Jersey, packs
a 400,000 HP punch — more than the power of two giant ocean liners! Because of an accelerated
assembly schedule, some parts — like this turbine pump control — are installed right on the flight line.
They must be shipped fast, with kid-glove handling. In
short, a job for low-cost Air Express. Give your business
^ ^

these advantages,
Call AlR EXPRESS
to speed
products
FIRST TOtoo.MARKET.
. . . FIRST
TO SELL.
your
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY

^Xl

J9

E)C'^^§9ESS

GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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foreign countries: three to United Arab
Republic, one each to France, Mexico
and Japan, and four in this country
(also black-and-white): one each to
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.. Graphic
Pictures, N.Y., KSTP-TV St. PaulMinneapolis, and KOCO-TV Enid,
Okla.
One in 40 ■ Things have changed since
the pre-World War II days when electronics meant broadcasting and practically nothing else. This summer's
Western Electronic Show & Convention, Aug. 23-26 in Los Angeles, includes a program of 40 technical sessions on various electronic problems
and developments. Of the two score,
only one is devoted to broadcasting, a
session on "Stereo Multiplex Broadcasting." Speakers at this session will be:
A. Prose Walker, NAB manager of
Engineering; R.J. Farber, Hazeltine Research Corp.; chairman is I.J. Karr,
Hoffman Electronics; panelists are Carl
Filers, Zenith Radio; William H. Beaubien, GE; Murray G. Crosby, CrosbyTeletronics; Harold Parker, Calbest

Engineering & Electronics; William Halstead, Multiplex Development Corp.
Altec console ■ Altec Lansings new
250 SU console offers the greatest flexibility obtainable for stereo, single or
multiple-channel operations, according
to Altec President Alvis A. Ward. He
stated that the 250 SU exceeds FCC,
EIA, NAB and recording requirements.
Its flexibility is achieved by the use of
newly designed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, program amplifiers and
utility input devices. All units are
identical in size to allow variation in
the number and type of amplifiers used
per console. Mr. Ward said that single
unit construction is also used because
of simplified, less expensive installation.
New SSB ■ Kahn Research Labs, Freeport, N.Y., announces a new single
sideband receiver designed for relaying radio broadcast signals, program
monitoring in difficult reception areas
and various Conelrad applications.
Model RSSB-59 lA receiver minimizes
selective fading distortion and improves
THE

HOW

MUCH

Chapman

There's an easy way to get an answer
to one of broadcasting's perennial questions: "How much business should this
station do?"
A simple formula to compute the
business potential of a radio station
has been developed by Paul H. Chapman, head of the Paul H. Chapman
Co. firm of media brokers.
Using available information sources,
Mr. Chapman has completed a study
of proven averages that provides a
rule-of-thumb way to compare past
performance and project future goals.
The answers will guide applicants in
buying existing stations or applying for
new stations, he said.
Mr. Chapman started with the annual FCC reports showing broadcasting industry's annual financial condition. "The most recent of these, cover-

firm

has

New transmitter ■ KOA Denver has
purchased a new General Electric 50kw transmitter to replace its old GE
50-kw transmitter which has been in
continuous use since 1933. The equipment is designed for future remote
control
new studiooperation
building. from the station's

SHOULD

a formula

to compute

ing 1958, were digested in Broadcasting (Sept. 28 and Oct. 5, 1959)," he

said.
"Next," he continued, "take the annual 'Survey of Buying Power' published by Sales Management magazine,
in which total retail sales for the previous year are estimated for each market in the nation. They are checked for
accuracy against U.S. Dept. of Commerce reports on County Business Patterns and the U.S. Census of PopulaThe Formula ■ With these basic information sources, the formula begins
tion."
to taketween retail
shape.
relationship
besales "The
and broadcast
income
is well understood by the time salesman calling on the prospective advertiser," Mr. Chapman said. "The advertising budget is normally expressed in
TABLE I: PROVEN

Ratio of Broadcast Revenues to Metropolitan Area/Home County Retail Sales
Broadcast income
Retail sales
Market group
(in thousands)
Cin thousands)
Major
.0019
New York$ 102,752
34,078
$18,838,362
.0023
46,769,550
Next 11 markets^
Ratio^
51,619
20,066,790
Next 15 markets*
.0027
.0030
140,662
50,098,440
Metropolitan^
.0035
25,601
7,666,550
Medium"
.0036
121,407
Smair
35,322,450
Notes to Table I:
^ Adjusted to include revenue from incidental broadcast activities, an
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Midwest representatives ■ Standard
Electronics Div. of Reeves Instrument
Corp., Farmingdale, N.J., manufacturer of fm and tv transmitting equipment
has named the following midwest representatives: Beacon Electronics Inc.,
Milwaukee, for eastern Wisconsin, the
lower peninsula of Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois; K&M Electronics
Inc., Minneapolis, for western Wisconsin, the upper peninsula of Michigan,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the
Dakotas.

MEDIA

VOLUME

brokerage

the signal-to-noise ratio of conventional
am and compatible single-side band
transmissions. The new receiver operates on 110 volts AC and comes
equipped with an emergency battery.

YOU
the

DO?
answer

percentage terms.
"Now, compare the total broadcast
income (FCC) with retail sales {Sales
Management) . This shows that radio
broadcasters, for example, receive V4
of 1% (.0025%) of all dollars spent
in the ultimate market place, the retailer.
"Most station operators figure their
particular market is different from
others. They want a ratio figure that
can be used for their own market.
"The relative wealth of that market
has been shown by its retail sales. For
this study, all markets have been divided into four types — Major, Metropolitan,these
Medium and
Small."
How can
markets
be separated?
Mr. Chapman offers this approach:
"In large markets, the metropolitan
area is considered to be the market. In

AVERAGES
additional 5.2%, to broadcast revenues as per FCC report in each group.
- New
York with
metropolitan area population in excess of
14 million
ranks itsby estimated
itself.
^ In order of population and all in excess of IV2 million. Includes Chicago
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, San Francisco, Oakland,
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Washington, Cleveland and Baltimore.
Range from 3/4 to IV2 million. Included are Dallas-Ft. Worth, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Buffalo, Houston, Providence, Seattle-Tacoma, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Miami, San Diego, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Portland and Denver.
"All Metropolitan areas in FCC report except top 27 shown above.
° Non-Metropolitan areas of 3 or more stations, FCC report.
' Non-Metropolitan areas, one and two-station markets, FCC report.
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sleight

of hand,

II

broadcaststyle

SYLVANIA
QUICK GUIDE TO POPULAR SYLVANIA
HIGH-POWER TUBES FOR VHF
TRIODES
Type
357B
5530
5541
5681
5736
6256
6257
6258

Max. Plate
Dissipation
(Watts)
400
3,000
10,000
75,000
2,500
5,000
5,000
3,000

TETRODES
iVIax.
Freq.
(Mc)
100
110
110
110
60
110
110
110

Type

Max. Plate
Dissipation
(Watts)
4-125A 125
4-250A 250
4-lOOOA 1,000
4X500A 500
6166 10,000
7007 10,000

Max.
Freq.
(Mc)
120
110
110
120
60
220

HIGH-POWER

TUBES

Pick a tube, any tube— every one's a winner! Every one's a
Sylvania High-Power Tube. They're wizards at "finessing"
time, stretching out tube life. Sylvania Tube longevity means
lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance
time — maximum assurance of on-air continuity.
Pick a winner from your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor. He can deliver from one of the widest lines of high-power
tubes available -tubes for AM, FM, VHF, and UHF. Ask him,
too, for your copy of the informative "Sylvania Industrial
Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc. , Dept. 125, 1 100 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y

Ik

Subsidiary Of GENERAL
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TELEPHONE

&ELEOTRONICS
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man,

that WSUN

RADIO
Small Market
$15,000,000
X.0036

TABLE II: EXAMPLES
Medium Market
Metropolitan Market
$250,000,000
X.0030
$ 70,000,000
X.0035

is strictly from

Retail sales
Ratio

SQUARESVILLE!

Avg. Best. Income $54,000
Share of Market X100%'
Station Share
$54,000

I mean, man, for me it's
nowhere. Like there's no
real
swingin',. . .screamin
announcers
none of tlien^

the others, the home county was used
as the basis. These are frequently the
same
the Metropolitan
His inbreakdown
of the group."
four market

crazy sirens, gongs and all
that cool noise. And the
music doesn't come on
w ith a crash and really rock
\ ou. I mean, Dad, if you
want to be shook . . . like

BUT . . .
If you want to reach the solid,
I mean the really solid, like
buyers . . .
"SUNNY"

$245,000

$3,450,000
$570,000
X33 1/3% =
Notes to Table$157,500
II:
$ 207,000
Single station.
$ 81,667
^ Three approximately1%equal
facilities.
'
^ Share computed X2
on percentage
of rate-hours.

types (Table I) shows proven averages
in which the ratio of broadcast revenue
to metropolitan area home county retail sales has been compared.

really to
rattled . . . don't
listen
RADIO
WSUN
62

is the

ADULT
WESTERN
STATION^
s

At this point it's simple to figure a
particular market's share of broadcast
income by multiplying the ratio for
market type by its retail sales, Mr.
Chapman explained.
"Carrying this one step further," he
said, "the individual station income can
be projected within its market. In the
case of markets with approximately
equal facilities an equal share per station can be shown by dividing the market's total income by number of staThe arithmetic can be adapted to
tions."
markets of unequal stations, too. "Here
the individual station's percentage share
of the market's total "rate hours' should
be used," Mr. Chapman said. "This is
simply a matter of multiplying the
hours on the air daily by the station's
hourly rate, which can be obtained
from Standard Rate & Data Services

*LIKE
WEST FLORIDA,
MAN!

NO. 1 in adult listenership 24 hours a day! And
WSUN delivers yoU the
Tampa-St. Petersburg
Market at the lowest cost
per thousand achilt
listeners]

620 KC
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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Major Market
$1,500,000,000
X.0023

The 'burning' index
Forest fires are a real hazard in
the community which KLTV (TV)
Tyler, Tex., serves. Last year not
only forests, but homes, barns and
other property were destroyed by
flames. The station has set out to
do something about it.
On a daily weathercast, KLTV
presented a short narrative film presenting the work of the Texas Forest
Service which showed how it measures and records weather data. The
film explained the "burning index"
the Forest Service compiles to indicate the danger of fires starting,
spreading and doing damage at a
given time, as well as the difficulty of
controlling one then. This index has
been used since as a regular feature
of KLTV's weathercasts to alert the
citizens. In addition to the burning
index on the weather reports, the
station has been active in supporting
the county's fire protection and control program.

'Spot Radio Rates and Data.' Use of
X6%=
the station's own rates once again provides a proven yardstick."
Examples of this application of the
formula are shown in Table II.
"The fact that the ratio increases as
market size decreases," Mr. Chapman
said, "may be accounted for in part by
less competition. That is, the smaller
the market, the less likely it is to have
a tv station or daily newspaper.
"Generally the experience of media
brokers has been that a purchaser
bringing in new blood and enthusiasm
will be on the top side of the average.
Sound business principles, however,
rule that only the average should be
projected in making an estimate."
Purdue

study

claims

tv is unwholesome
Most television programming today
is not a force for good in society. This
was the result of a survey taken by the
Purdue U. Opinion Panel for the Methodist Television, Radio and Film Commission of the Indiana area.
Nearly 1,600 Methodist pastors,
church lay leaders and local presidents
of Woman's Society of Christian Service were quizzed on both general and
religious broadcasting. Participants
were asked to indicate whether they
agreed, probably agreed, probably disagreed, or definitely disagreed with
about two dozen statements regarding
broadcasting.
Almost 38% said that they definitely
agree that most tv programs today are
unwholesome influences, while another
26.5% said they probably agreed.
New

radio

rep

firm

A new radio station representative
to serve stations in markets below the
top 50 opened for business July 1. It's
Spot Time Sales Inc., headed by William Heaton and located at 38 E. 57th
St., New York 22. Mr. Heaton was
Chicago manager and assistant New
York sales manager of the Daren F.
McGavren Co. before joining the new
company as president. Prior to that he
was with KULA Honolulu, KTTV
(TV) num Los
Angeles and Kaiser Alumiin Chicago.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

ENTERPRISE
When you are told about railroad "progress" abroad, you are being told only half the story.
In these countries, the Government owns and runs public transportation. Private investment is
discouraged. Government permits only limited competition, or none at all. Patrons get
little or no choice of services and rates. Requests or complaints must thread a maze of officialdom.
In the United States, privately-owned transportation companies must compete steadily
to win public favor, survive and prosper. The American idea has produced at reasonable
rates the finest transport in ail the world's history.
Prime example is the trucliing industry, made up of tens of thousands of companies, mostly small,
family-owned or partnerships. The owners direct the services. A handful of companies, mostly
larger ones, have issued public shares. More will do so as capital needs expand.
But besides the owners, more than seven million trucl^ing employes have a direct stake
in this industry which employs more people than any other except agriculture. And many millions
more work at jobs made possible only by efficient, flexible highway transport.
Here is American enterprise, ingenuity, and effort invested in an industry that pays
big dividends in prosperity and progress for everyone.
AMERICAH
TRUCKING
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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Iowa

stations

adopt

single-rate system
While many New York station representatives were researching their
answers to N.W. Ayer & Son's crusade
to clarify ratecards, at least one of
them had some action to report last
week.
The Tall Corn Radio Sales group,
represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, has adopted the single-rate system, eliminating national, local and
other rate differentiations. While not
directly linked to the Ayer crusade, the
Iowa stations' move comes at a time
when L.D. Farnath, the agency's media
vice president, is asking for reports
from representatives giving specific
station reaction to his demand for fair
ratecard treatment.
The single rate accomplishes what
Mr. Farnath and his agency want:
equal treatment for all comparable advertisers. Widespread adoption of it,
however, is not realistic to hope for,
Mr. Farnath has said. Instead, he
would like to see industry-wide action
to standardize the various ratecard
definitions among national, local, retail,
regional and other classifications of
business (Broadcasting, May 30, et
seq).
The Tall Corn Radio Sales stations,

some of which were on the dual national-local structure, agreed at their
last meeting to maintain a single rate.
The move will mean a slight upward
revision on some of the stations, Lloyd
George Venard, president of the representative firm, said. Members of the
group are KROS Clinton. KSIB Creston, KDTH Dubuque, KVFD Fort
Dodge, KXIC Iowa City, KOKX Keokuk, KFJB Marshalltown, KSMN Mason City. KWPC Muscatine, KOEL
Oelwein, KBOE Oskaloosa and KICD
Spencer, all Iowa.
At the same meeting the group
elected Ben Sanders of KICD, president, Mrs. George Volger of KWPC
Muscatine, vice president and Glen
Stanley of KBOE Oscaloosa, secretary.
The member stations individually owned
but sold as a group, cover urban and
rural markets in 78 counties, accounting for 500,000 radio homes, or 65%
of Iowa's population.
KPHO-TV
ups power
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., will complete what it terms its "new tower,
more
month power"
with a expansion
switch fromprogram
17.5 kw this
to
100 kw, maximum power authorized
by the FCC on low band ch. 5. KPHOTV has undertaken the $475,000 project to replace its present tower atop

A MAJOR

I'/H WE mF-w

multi-billion dollar market
where advertisers are

you o/ii p/iOMOT/o/i
y mmmm/J

in BIG results ; where two
million people spend over 1% billion

wirr
7, West

Virginia

Merchandising • Videotape • Equipped for Network Color
National Rep., George P. HoUingbery Company
(THE MEDIA)

tv stations

on co-op promotion
Cooperative program promotion by
all the tv stations in two major markets
— Chicago and Los Angeles — has
been commended by the NAB Tv
Board of Directors. A draft of the resolution, approved in principle at the
recent board meeting (Broadcasting.
lune 20), has been approved.
The tv directors voiced appreciation
"on behalf of the industry for the
leadership and devotion to the common
cause displayed by these broadcasters
in this activity and also to Television
Information Office for assisting in this
TIO was formed last year to provide
a two-way information bridge between
tv stations and the public. Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations, is chairman of the TIO policy committee with
project."
Louis Hausman serving as director.
Stations in seven other cities are expected to begin publication of cooperative program bulletins. The plan was
developed to improve understanding of
tv's contributions in informing and
widening the cultural awareness of the

sells

Disneyland

activates folks in the

Wheeling Market to "go buy" !

86

lauds

AB-PT

dollars in retail sales annually.

WHEELING

NAB

Cooperating tv stations in Los Angeles are KABC-TV, KCOP (TV).
KHI-TV, KNXT (TV). KRCA (TV).
KTLA (TV) and KTTV (TV). Chicago stations are WBBM-TV, WBKB
public."
(TV), WGN-TV and WNBQ (TV).

wheelin

WTRF-TV

the Hotel Westward Ho jn downtown
Phoenix with new equipment on the
peak of South Mountain, SVi miles
outside the city. The new facilities include an RCA Victor TT/25/CL transmitter and self-supporting Ideco tower
with RCA 6-bay antenna. The 300foot tower reaches 1770 feet above
sea level. In addition the station purchased and installed a new RCA tv tape
recorder in its downtown studios.

Its
holdings

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc. has sold its 35% interest
in Disneyland Park to Walt Disney
Production and Disneyland Inc. for
$7.5 million. Leonard H. Goldenson,
AB-PT president, announced last Thursday duly 7).
The stock was sold at the mutually
agreed fair price of $1,500 per share.
Disneyland Inc. paid $2,002,500 in cash
for the stock purchased by it, and
Walt Disney Productions gave $5,497.500 in notes payable equally over a
five year period. A subsidiary of AB-PT
will continue to operate its concessions
in the park.
Mr. Goldenson also announced that
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

New

General

Reduces

Electric

Portholing

Field-Mesh

and

White

Camera

"Edge

Tube

Effects"!

You can be sure of this: a lot more tuning

standard 5820 camera tubes. Furthermore, the

knobs will dial your frequency — and stay there

new tube in most cases requires less set-up time
than the types now being used.

— once you put General Electric GL-7293's in
your television cameras! Leadership in picture
quality is mighty good business for you and
your program sponsors.
Let's answer one question immediately. The
new General Electric GL-7293 is interchangeable, electrically and mechanically, with all

The price is favorable. You take delivery from
a General Electric tube distributor who's close
by, ready to serve you, ready to go. Be first
with the finest ... it pays! Distributor Sales,
Electronic Components Division, General Electric Company, Oivensboro, Kentucky.

NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE GL-7293 .
with special
field mesh (arrow) mounted in back of target. This
design feature, by equalizing the decelerating field
which the scanning beam encounters, causes the beam
to strike the target in a more evenly perpendicular
direction over the whole target area. Gives a "flatter,"
more uniform picture, reduces white edge effects, increases corner resolution, and helps prevent distortion.

"Progress Is Our Most /mporfanf Product
GENERAL^

ELECTRIC

Far ' Reaching

ABC-TV will continue to hold the exclusive rights to the Walt Disney Presents program over its network for the
! 1960-61 season. The program will be
carried in a new time period at 6:307:30 p.m. on Sunday, starting Sept. 25.
Mr. Goldenson reported that litigation
between the companies involving the
prior tv contract has been terminated.
It was learned that AB-PT invested
$500,000 in 1954 for the 35% interest in Disneyland.
AB-PT

Yep, gonna build a
motel right here.

Sure, we

plan to advertise

overseas

prospects

plans

to back

Besides this fellow, there are
263 other local and national advertisers who know what to expect from Six's "Far-Reaching
Effect."
If you don't already know,
ask your Weed TV man about
our 6 straight years of surveys.

WCSH-TV
NBC for
PORTLAND
6

MAINE

MAINE BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

WCSH-TV 6, Portland WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio, Portland
WLBZ Radio, Bangor WRDO Radio, Augusta
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study

prospects
for AB-PT"s
its The
television
activities
in the increasing
Far East
will be explored by Simon B. Siegel,
financial vice president, in a four-week
visit in Australia, Hong Kong and
Japan starting July 15. AB-PT is the
parent
Radio. company of ABC-TV and ABC
Authorities indicated that AB-PT
was primarily interested in acquiring
ownership interests in television stations in that area, especially Japan and
Australia, but that expansion of program activities also would be explored.
Extension of the distribution of Am-Par
records into the Far East also will be
investigated during the trip.
ANPA

on WCSH-TV

under

new

unit

newspapers

American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. announced last week that plans
for the ANPA Newspaper Information
Service, a new unit that will institute a
broad public relations program for the
newspaper industry, have been prepared by an advisory committee of the
association. Stanford Smith, who becomes ANPA general manager on Aug.
I. reported that an initial budget of
$50,000 has been allotted for NIS.
NIS will function as a department
of ANPA and will be located in the
association's New York office. A fulltime NIS manager will work under the
direction of the ANPA general manager.
Operation by Sept. 1 is planned. The
NIS program will have two objectives:
to create and maintain a better understanding of the daily newspaper and
its functions in the social and economic
life of the individual, the community
and the nation, and second, to cultivate
the active interest of young people in
newspaper careers.
■

Media

reports

They're KHIP ■ With its change from a
diversified program format that included sports, nostalgic old 78 rpm records,
witty disc jockeys, show tunes and jazz

to an all-jazz schedule, KPUP (FM)
San Francisco has become KHIP (FM).
With nothing but jazz from 7 a.m. to
1 a.m., KHIP hopes to capitalize on
what has been the most popular part of
its previous programming. Jimmy
Lhons of the Monterey Jazz Festival
will conduct a two-hour nightly program and Ralph J. Gleason, author,
columnist and jazz authority, will be in
charge of a 60-minute show nightly.
Live as well as recorded broadcasts are
planned, with pickups from various
clubs in the Bay Area.
New San Diego fm ■ KPRI-FM San
Diego signed on the air June 26, the
eighth fm operation in that city. Lawrence Shushan is president and manager of the new station, which broadcasts at 106.5 mc with 25 kw. He has
stated that the present 16-hour broadcast day will be expanded to 24 hours
"in the near future." The format is
described by Mr. Shushan as "variety
. . . good listening music, women's and
children's programs, programs featuring
record albums by top comedians, movie
and Broadway show albums, light
classics and dinner music." The station
is equipped for stereo broadcasting.
Offices and studios are at 2850 Fifth
Ave., San Diego 3.
News moves ■ CBS- TV news bureau.
New York, now located in the Grand
Central BIdg., which will be razed, is
reported to have leased the entire 29th
floor and a portion of the 28th floor of
the Graybar Bldg.
KBS adds 20 ■ Keystone Broadcasting
System announced June 30 it has signed
20 new affiliates: KBRI Brinkley and
KBHC Nashville, both Arkansas; KHSJ
Hemet, Calif.; KGEK Sterling, Colo.;
WQXQ Daytona Beach and WSRA
Milton, both Florida; WKLE Washington, Ga.; KYME Boise, Idaho; WMIC
St. Helen, Mich.: KEYL Long Prairie,
Minn.: WXTN Lexington, Miss.;
KTNC Falls City, Neb.; WBMT Black
Mountain and WCNF Weldon, both
North Carolina; KEYD Oakes, N.D.;
WWCH Clarion, Pa.; WCAY CayceColumbia. S.C.: WLIJ Shelbyville.
Tenn.; KARI Blaine, Wash., and
WCLG Morgantown, W.Va.
News internship ■ Winners of the
1960 Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Electronic News Internships have been
added to the staffs of three WBC stations for the summer. The purpose of
these honors is "to single out potential
creative manpower from the nation's
universities and colleges for future employment in one of (WBC's) 11 stations," according to Paul O'Friel, general manager of WBZ Boston. The internes will be supervised and instructed
by experienced newsmen and will also
write and edit news. Kenneth Knox of
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Success

story:

correspondence school help
able to take over directorial duties durHow good are "correspondence
ing his first week with only a few days
school" broadcasters? More and more
indoctrination.
station operators are asking this question as graduates of study-by-mail radioPlaudits are heaped upon the gradutv schools pour into the market each
ates by most broadcasters who hire
them. Station operators are finding that
year.
the correspondence school employes
Within the past ten years, more than
350 tv and radio stations have hired
often have stronger motivation to sucgraduates of correspondence courses as
ceed, come to their jobs informed and
with the basic tenets of broadcasting
beginning employes. Hired as men-ofalready in mind.
all-work or gal-Fridays by broadcasters
The National Home Study Council
hard-pressed for novice help, they have
advanced to posts as announcers, senior
in Washington. D.C.. reports that tv
and radio courses are among the most
cameramen, transmitter and station engineers, and even directors.
popular offered by correspondence
The best evaluation of the homeschools. Some of the schools provide
study graduate as a station employe
resident training to finish up broadcastcomes from the broadcasters. KLZ-TV
ing courses given by mail. Most of
Denver has stated that a woman grad- these have completely equipped radio
and tv facilities available for training
uate "has been a valuable asset in our
purposes.
One school. Northwest, has
continuity
WDAY one
Fargo,to
N.D., has department."'
hired two, advanced
three such operations going in Portland,
senior cameraman, the other to sales- Ore., Hollywood and Chicago.
service manager.
The best tribute to the "mail order"
broadcaster, and the schools which train
WREX-TV Rockford. 111., commented, "The length of 'break-in' time is a them, comes from those station operators who have hired one as a beginner,
good indication of the value of a directhen hired others. And this seems to
tor's training and experience." A homebe the rule rather than the exception.
study graduate hired by WREX-TV was
Northwestern U. has joined the WBZWBZA news staff; Gary Schmedding is
interne at KDKA Pittsburgh and Tom
Bryson, both of the U. of Missouri, at
WPIX (TV) San Francisco. All three
are journalism students.
Single card ■ WAME Miami has
adopted a single rate card effective July
1. The station claims that increasing
criticism of the industry practice of
maintaining separate cards for national
and local advertisers prompted the
move. In making the announcement,
General Manager Ted Wilson also stated that there will be no triple spotting
on WAME at any time.
All-Spanish outlet ■ WHOM New
York, which has devoted part of its
broadcast day to Spanish programming
since 1947, has become the market's
first full-time Spanish language station,
with 18 hours of Spanish programs a
day (6 a.m. -midnight).
Perimeter network ■ Cliff Johnson,
Chicago air personality formerly associated with several local stations, announced the formation of a Chicagoland Perimeter Radio Network, designed to appeal to housewives. Network
will include WTAQ LaGrange. WEAW
Evanston and WRMN Elgin, all Illinois,
and will carry Cliff Johnson women's
interview program produced by Marvin
E. Tench Adv.

Moving day in Bangor ■ WLBZ
Bangor, Me., has moved from its 30year-old quarters on Main St. to its
modern Radio Bldg. on Outer Broadway. The new facility, designed by
Eaton W. Tarbell & Assoc.. houses studio, a production center, newsrooms,
offices and the transmitter.
Now its 104 ■ KVIP-TV ReddingChico, and KVIQ-TV Eureka, both
California, have signed as primary
affiliates of ABC-TV, bringing the network's total to 104. The two stations,
currently NBC-TV primary affiliates,
will continue to carry some of NBC's
programs after the new ABC-TV contract becomes effective on Jan. 1, 1961.
Safety first ■ The 1 1 radio stations in
Baltimore are cooperating in a campaign to reduce the number of pedestrian traffic deaths. It is planned that a
total of 67,000 safety announcements
be broadcast in a one-year period. The
monetary value of this donated time
would exceed $250,000. Under this
schedule each radio station will carry
such an announcement each hour of
the broadcast day. Baltimore advertising agencies are cooperating with the
11 stations with each furnishing a
minimum of 50 announcements built
around specific safety problems.

Captive
(kap tiv) adj.
1. one captivated
as by affection.
2. e.g. the millions
of New

Yorkers

who

are in love

with

wmca.

wmca

Crusade changes name ■ The Crusade
for Freedom, which supports Radio
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Free Europe beaming programs to countries behind the Iron Curtain, will conduct all fund-raising operations from
now on under the name Radio Free
Europe Fund, according to W.B. Murphy, campaign chairman and president
of Campbell Soup Co. He said the
change will make it easier for the public to associate the fund with the work
it does and that the organization's purpose remains unchanged.
Prizewinner ■ Warren Doremus, news
and program director of WHEC Rochester, was honored by the New York
State Bar Assn. for the station's fourpart series called Pursuit of Liberty —
Our Freedom Under Law. The program was produced in cooperation
with the Monroe County Bar Assn. and
presented three Rochester lawyers who
gave their views on how the law guarantees individual civil liberties. This is
the first year the New York group has
presented an award specifically for
radio and tv.
Quick relief ■ Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, acted swiftly to come to
the aid of KFSA Fort Smith, Ark.,
when the station was struck by lightning, knocking out all transformers
and meters. The company dispatched
a 20V-2 transmitter which arrived the
day after it was sent. KFSA and Collins field service engineers installed the
off-the-shelf transmitter while the station continued to operate with an
emergency 50 watt transmitter. Four
days later regular operations were resumed.
All-night bandstand ■ WRCV Philadelphia has extended its broadcast
schedule to 24 hours per day, five days
a week. The plan was activated by
listener acceptance of the station's
"big band music" policy, according to
Station Manager T.E. Paisley. Tom
Reddy will be host of the 12:30-5:30
a.m. show, which will be sponsored by
Anheuser Busch, maker of Budweiser
beer, for the five hours. D'Arcy Adv.,
St. Louis, represents Budweiser.

Newest

among

leaders

serving

Americans
radio

greatest

market!

,More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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Radio treks, too
Coincident with a report from
the U.S. Census Bureau that nearly two-thirds of the increase in
the population in the U.S. since
1 950 has been in the suburbs, the
Radio Advertising Bureau claims
that "radio currently is running a
full 72% ahead of newspapers" in
penetrating U.S. suburban areas.
RAB bases its claim on a study
conducted in 10 metropolitan centers from coast to coast. The survey found that newspapers cover
78.1% of families in the city
zone but penetrate less than half
(48.2) of families in suburbia.
Radio, the survey points out,
reaches more than 80% of families, both city and suburban.
Cities covered in the survey include Baltimore, San FranciscoOakland. Miami, Philadelphia,
Providence, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles.

Arizona scholarships ■ Four $500
radio-tv scholarships, two for students
at the U. of Arizona and two for students at Arizona State U., were presented to the presidents of the two universities during the spring meeting of
the Arizona Broadcasters Assn. in
Tucson. Two of the awards, one to
each institution, were given by ABA.
The Metropolitan Phoenix Broadcasters gave one award to ASU, located in
its area; the Tucson broadcasters gave
their award to U. of A. in their city.
WCCO

scholarship ■ WCCO-TV Minneapolis will award a four-year $1,200
scholarship to a beginning freshman in
the field of radio-tv at Minnesota U.
In making the announcement, F. Van
Konynenburg, the station's executive
vice-president, said this was the first
scholarship to be used specifically in

DIAL n 10 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

the School of Journalism and that the
station plans to award a similar scholarship annually.
Revamped ■ KITE San Antonio has
opened new studios in the Calvert
Bldg., 535 S. Main Ave., Suite 301.
NAEB going live? ■ Possible formation of a live radio network for noncommercial stations will be explored
at a seminar to be held by the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters at
the U. of Wisconsin in Madison July
17-21. Approximately 45 representatives of NAEB member stations are
expected to attend the meeting. General network operation, including such
aspects as financing, programming and
engineering, will be discussed.
Power boost ■ WSYR-FM Syracuse.
N.Y., plans to boost its power from 10
kw to 100 kw. Construction is underway. Under the direction of Albert J.
Eicholzer, WYSR chief engineer, the
present 84-foot, four-bay antenna is being replaced by a 245-foot, eight-bay
antenna. It is expected that the greater
power will double the station's present
coverage area. The changeover will take
about three months.
Newest WANN ■ The newest fni outlet in the Baltimore-Annapolis-Washington area is WANN-FM Annapolis, Md.,
sister station to WANN. Operating on
107.9 mc with 20 kw power, the new
station features semi-classical music,
show tunes, light opera and standards.
daily.
It operates from 5 p.m. to midnight
Fm move ■ WXFM (FM) Elmwood
Park, 111., announces the move of its
general offices and some studio facilities
from that suburb to Chicago's Fine Arts
Bldg., 410 S. Michigan Ave. (Tel.: Wabash 2-1000).
New Illinois station ■ WJRL Rockford, 111., a 500 watt daytimer, signed
on the air June 18. The station operates on 1 1 50 kc and will serve 1 1
counties in northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin with a population over
600,000, according to John R. Livingston, president and majority stockholder
in the licensee. Town & Country Radio
Inc. WJRL uses a format of good music,
news and farm coverage. Its policy is
one rate for national and local accounts, according to Mr. Livingston.
WIVY has new studios
A new home and new remote gear
are the latest additions to WIVY
Jacksonville, Fla. The station has completed its move into a new $110,000
building at 1639 Atlantic Blvd. near
the downtown section of Jacksonville.
New equipment for the 1050 kc station
includes a new 1 kw transmitter.
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INTERNATIONAL
39%
Tv

GAIN
revenues

in Great

rise

Britain

Television Press Agency Ltd., London, an associated service of A.C. Neilsen Co. Ltd., has released the May figures for British commercial tv which
show a 399c increase over those of
May 1959. The information is compiled
from TPA's independent monitoring
service and is calculated from contractors' rate cards excluding agency and
frequency
revenues: discounts. The contractors'
Contractor
May 1959
AR London
£1,054,858
ATV London
570,630
ATV Midland
541,330
ABC Midland
289,379
Granada North
888,809
ABC North
421,205
STV Scotland
302,821
TWW Wales &
West
298,516
Southern
288,919
229,615
Tyne Tees
Anglia (On air
October 1959)
Ulster (On air
October 1959)
Total revenue £4,886,082
Radio-tv

ads

to overcome

May 1960 Increase
£1,424,067 35%
652,595 14%
691,150 28%
357,270 24%
47%
1,305,016 24%
521,889
394,154 30%
393,440 32%
430,320 49%
332,625 45%
191,506 — %
83,040 —39%%
£6,777,072

in Valencia. Only one, however, can be
received in the interior. There are 170,000 tv sets. The programs consist of
live drama, musical and variety shows,
plus filmed U.S. programs. The foreign
programs are dubbed with Spanish
voices. Both live and filmed commercials are used. All commercial talent
must be Venezuelan and licensed."
He also pointed out that there are
a large number of advertising agencies
in Venezuela, with branch offices. The
majority charge a 20% gross commission, others charge 17.65% on space
and 15% on production if the billing is
sufficiently large.
Authors,

CBC

talk

Negotiations for a new contract between the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and the Canadian Council of Authors
and Artists, covering 1,600 actors, singers and artists, have stalled. The contract, which expired last February, had
been renewed to this month. The union
claims there have been no increases in
basic rates for five years. CBC offered

two per cent increases in three of 12
categories of performers and substantial decreases in four others. CBC
spokesmen stated the corporation was
prepared to continue negotiations for
the new contract.
Canadian

BBG

under

fire from Parliament
The Board of Broadcast Governors
has been severely criticized in the Canadian Parliament at Ottawa for recommending alicense for a television station to the Toronto Telegram, evening
daily newspaper, with strong Conservative party leanings. (The Conservative
party is in power at Ottawa, and many
of the BBG appointed members are
Conservatives.) The Telegram has been
licensed for the second tv station at
Toronto.
A Parliamentary Committee on
Broadcasting has been set up to investigate the BBG, private broadcasters represented by the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters,

and

the government's

used
illiteracy

For advertising popular consumption
products, radio and television are
chiefly used in Venezuela, according to
J. E. Montgomery, assistant commercial secretary at the Canadian Embassy
at Caracas. In a report to the Canadian government he points out that
■'radio offers the best opportunity of
reaching the largest possible audience
and assists in overcoming the illiteracy
handicap. This is particularly true of
the interior, where the highest rates of
illiteracy occur and which is easily
reached by radio.
■"There are about
ng
stations in Venezuela, 45of broadcasti
which most

are independent and exclusively local.
Three radio networks with six stations
are in operation throughout the country; these stations reach approximately
250,000 radio sets. All radio broadcasts must be made using Venezuelan
artists and material exclusively.
'"Television is a particularly popular
medium. Local advertis
ers have not

been slow in realizing the advantages
of putting across their messages through
a medium that combined both aural
and visual impact. It has been found
particularly useful for consumer goods
with a widespread appeal.
"There are seven television stations —
one government and four commercial
in Caracas, one in Maracaibo, and one
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LAND"
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industrial,iS
progressive
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
40,355,000
Automotive Sales
299,539,000
Households
423,600
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
m. to
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a
midnight 7 days a week.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
H-R
Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: International Paper Company installation in Bastrop. Louisiana, including two of its
ten Southern Kraft Division paper mills, producing quality bleached papers and container
board; ducing
the multiwall
Single bags.
Service Division, producing milk cartons; and the Bag-Pak Division, pro-
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Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Criticism of CBC by opposition party
members included the government's appointment of Robert L. Dunsmore last
fall as CBC chairman. The appointment was kept a secret for several
months. CBC's handling of public affairs programs was criticized as being
"gutless." Opposition members claimed
CBC's handling of provincial elections
and other Canadian political events
showed the CBC to be "scared stiff"
following last year's hearings before
the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting. On the other hand, they say,
CBC gives detailed and frequent coverage of foreign events.
Opposition members also singled
out the sale of CKGN-TV North Bay,
Ont., to Roy Thomson. Toronto, owner
of a number of radio-tv stations and an
international newspaper chain. The sale
has yet to be approved by the BBG.
Thomson owns CFCH North Bay.
BBC Tv Centre opens
The BBC launched its ultra new
Television Centre in London on June 29
with its first telecast as the first of seven
studios under construction became operational. Calling his $45 million plant
the largest and best equipped "factory" in the world, BBC-TV Director Gerald Beadle said it would produce 1,500 program hours a year and
predicted the BBC would soon be the
international counterpart in electronic
programming of Hollywood in film.
The BBC Television Centre occupies
a 13-acre site in Shephards Bush, West
London. Four more studios will be
opened in the next year and the others
later. Hugh Carleton Green, directorgeneral of the BBC, called the Centre
opening an important step in the evolution of public service broadcasting
and mentioned color tv experiments as
the latest in a progression that led to
the BBC's pioneering role in Eurovision
and development of cable film transocean transmission.

Two
have

Canada
British

stations
backing

British television gained its first Canadian foothold with a recommendation on Tuesday by the Board of
Broadcast Governors for a second English language television station at Ottawa and for a television station at Pembroke, Ontario. The Granada Tv Network, London, England, has minority
holdings in the new licenses awarded
at Ottawa to Ernest L. Bushnell and associates on ch. 13, and to CHOV Pembroke, on ch. 5. Mr. Bushnell resigned
as a vice president of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. about a year ago.
Four other applicants for the Ottawa
station were turned down. CBC was
denied a satellite station at Pembroke,
one hundred miles north of Ottawa.
CJCH Halifax, N.S., was recommended for a second Halifax television
station on ch. 5. The sale of CKGNTV North Bay. Ont., to Mrs. C.E.
Campbell, Port Credit, Ont., daughter
of international broadcaster and newspaper chain owner Roy Thomson, was
approved. CKFH Toronto was recommended for a daytime power boost
from 5-kw to 10-kw. CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., ch. 13, was recommended
for maximum power increase to 325kw video and 1 60-kw audio.
British

writer

pact

An agreement has been reached between Great Britain's Television &
Screenwriters' Guild and four of the
country's main independent tv programming commercial outlets which
guarantees a minimum of £200 for a
one-hour tv script. The agreement is
the first involving minimum rates for tv
writers and comes after several years of
negotiation. The guild's secretary has
pointed out that all tv writers are protected by the agreement whether or not
they are members of that union. There
are additional provisions for royalties
based on the original selling price when

■
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Paul
Wagner, Fifth Third Bank Bldg.,
DtJnbarE. 1-7775
Lincoln Dellar & Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.,
woodland 9-0770
Paul R. Fry, P.O. Box 1733 (Benson). TErrace B455

41 E. 42nd St., MUrray HUl 7-8437

there is an option of reselling abroad,
which will be paid regardless of whether
such sale is consummated. BBC is not
affected by the agreement.
■

Abroad

in brief

Changing hands ■ CKCR Kitchener,
Ont., 31 -year old station with 250 w
on 1490 kc, owned by the widows of
its two founders, has been bought by
J. Irving Zucker, Hamilton, Ont., who
last year was granted a license for
CHIQ Hamilton. The transfer was
sanctioned at a recent meeting of the
Board of Broadcast Governors.
CKCR also owned a quarter interest in CKCO-TV Kitchener. This
has been sold to Carl Pollock, station
manager, who had owned a quarter
interest when the station was founded.
Pollock now shares equal ownership
of CKCO-TV with Canadian Famous
Players Corp., Toronto, which owns
major interest in CFCM-TV and CKMITV Quebec City, Que., and in the
Toronto, Ont., pay-television operation.
Beer boom in Canada ■ Liquor and
beer companies have begun negotiations with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. over possible fall programs,
CBC officials at Ottawa announced.
This follows new regulations for beer
and liquor advertising recently announced by the Ontario government,
which until now has not permitted any
such advertising on the air (Broadcasting, June 6). Advertising agencies
as well as a number of breweries have
approached the CBC on sponsorship
of fall football radio and television
broadcasts and other sporting events.
Rep. change ■ CJBC Toronto, Ont.,
has dropped Stovin & Byles Ltd., Toronto, as national representative, and
will use the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Toronto, commercial department's staff as its representative.
Block that rock ■ The state-sponsored
British Broadcasting Corp. and the
commercial network. Independent Television Authority have come to similar
conclusions about impending doom for
rock 'n' roll. Two BBC rock programs,
Drumbeat and Dig This, failed to win
big
Wham! and
Boy audiences
Meets Girl and
wereITA's
also unsuccessful.
Admiral down under ■ Admiral International Corp. has completed arrangements for the manufacture of its
tv receivers in New Zealand later this
year. The sets will be produced under
license by Collier & Beals, Wellington.
The agreement marks the 10th foreign
country signed thus far by Admiral for
its receivers. Collier & Beals has three
factories in Wellington and makes radio
receivers and phonographs.
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Broadcast

&

FORTUNES

Advertising

Charles A. Pooler, senior vp at
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., appointed
member of executive committee of Advertising Research Foundation, that
city.
Cecil K. (Mike)
Carmichael, account
supervisor at Benton
& Bowles, N.Y., elected vp. Mr. Carmichael, who joined
agency's publicity department in 1947, became account execuMr. C.\rmichael
tive in 1956 and
supervisor in 1958. Prior to joining
B&B, he was assistant general manager, NBC owned & operated tv stations.
James N. Harvey, vp and creative
director of Richard K. Manoff Adv.,
N.Y., elected senior vp.

Mr. Feebler
Mr. Hounshell
Charles D. Feebler Jr. and Russell
E. Hounshell promoted to vps at Bozell
& Jacobs, Omaha, Neb. Mr. Feebler
will have charge of business development for agency's 1 3 offices. Mr. Hounshell is account executive specializing
in food advertising.

Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
N.Y., appointed vp in charge of media.
Larry Woolf to Graphic Pictures Inc.,
Chicago as producer-account executive.
Formerly, he was agency supervisor at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

Mr.
Frankenberry

James R. Franken berry, formerly vp
and account supervisor with Doherty,
Clifford,
Steers &
Shenfield, N.Y., to
Richards,
Fletcher
Calkins I : Holden,
that city,
in similar
capacity.

Billy James, director of advertising
for Flamingo Films, N.Y., forms Ads/
Infinitum, pr and advertising service,
located at 369 First Ave., N.Y.
T. Peter Zachek, formerly advertising manager of Associates Investment
Co. to Jim Moran Assoc., New York
and Hollywood publicity firm. He will
cover midwest in conjunction with
product publicity for Studebaker-Packard Corp.
Anthony C. DePierro, special assistant to Sam M. Ballard, president, of
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the NEW
WCOL
ACTION: Client purchases spot

Harry Stoddart, copy supervisor at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., named tv
group head on Ford Motor Co. account.
John C. laniri, account executive
and brand supervisor; Charles Jones,
account executive, and William S.
Robinson, account executive and brand
supervisor, all promoted to account
supervisors at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Messrs. laniri, Jones and Robinson formerly were with Grey Adv.,
Maxon Inc. and Earle Ludgin & Co.,
respectively.

THE NEW

package
. . . WCOL
prepares "fluffproof" message
taped
commercials
. . .
sales
is single spotted,
delivered during "selective , proments fromgramming",
9 rated
a.m.
FIRSTto inmidnight.
60' seg(Pulse, Hooper, Nielsen)
REACTION: People listen . . . people hear . . . people buy!
MORAL: Get greater sales action
through listener reaction, on the
NEW WCOL!
[CAPITAL
COLUMBUSSTATION
15, OHIO

'^^■^
Represented
by:
a-day-broadcasting
24-hours-robert
I 1230 ™AM (^t)
^(■HK*^
e. eastman o CO., l

Dale Dickson, formerly with William Hart Adler Inc., and Ruth Green,
previously with Wentzel & Fluge, both
Chicago, to copywriting staff of R.
Jack Scott, that city.
Lawrence R. Mcintosh, executive
vp andtroit office,
headhasof announced
Grant Adv. resignation.
Inc.'s DeDan
Ryan,ofexecutive director
commercial production at
Tatham-Laird, Chicago, and 25-year veteran of advertising, radio and theatre fields,
announces resignation effective Aug.
15. Mr. Ryan also

Stuart E. Hample, copy supervisor
at BBDO, N.Y., and W.S. (Si) Mowat,
Montreal office manager, elected vps.
Lisle Shoemaker, partner in Teawell & Shoemaker, elected president of
San Diego Assn. of Advertising agencies. Orva H. Smith, radio-tv director
of Phillips-Ramsey Co., elected vp;
William Neitfield, owner of 'William
Neitfield & Assoc., elected secretary.

on

Mr. Ryan
was member
of agency's executive
committee and strategy planning staff.
At one time he headed commercial department at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
supervising Falstaff baseball broadcasts,
and handled first experimental tv commercials for General Mills in 1947.
Tlie

BUY

THE

III
t

SUPERLATIVE
STATION

Shreveport
in
Louisiana

Media

Robert C. Walker, WCHV Charlottesville, elected president of Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Tom
Chrisman, WVEC-AM-TV HamptonNorfolk who becomes member of
board. N. Wilber Kidd, WAYB
Waynesboro, elected vp with Hamil-

E. Nevi/ton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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ton Shea, WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, succeeding Mr. Kidd.
Elmer O. Wayne,
formerly general sales
manager of KFI Los
Angeles. appointed
general manager of
KGO San Francisco.
Prior to joining KFI,
Mr. Wayne was vp in
charge of sales for
Mr. W.\yne
WJR Detroit.
Don L. Pierce, formerly radio-tv
sales executive and air personality in
North and South Carolina, joins WNCA
Siler City. N.C., as general manager.
John Walker, with Daren F. McGavren Co. Chicago, named manager
of new St. Louis office.
John J. Heetland, formerly account
executive with KFDA Amarillo, Tex.,
to KIXZ, that city, as general manager, succeeding Ed Routt.
Frank Merklein, formerly in technical operations of NBC-TV, joins Television Bureau of Advertising, N.Y., as
director of member sales presentations.
Mr. Merklein will supervise color,
black & white television tape recorder
operations.
Marc Bowman, formerly operations
manager of KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.,
appointed manager of KGMG-FM
Portland, Ore., which is slated to go
on air middle of this month.
Abe Voron, general manager of
WQAL-FM Philadelphia, elected to
third consecutive term as president of
Communications Assn. of America.
Richard Jungers, on sales staff of
WMAQ Chicago, appointed executive
in NBC Radio Spot Sales Central Div.,
that city. Before joining WMAQ, he
was on sales staff of WGN Chicago.
Ed Denten, formerly with Robert Eastman & Co., station rep., Chicago, to
WMAQ sales staff.

1735

Eugene N. AleinikofF, formerly on
legal staff of CBS-TV, joins National
Educational Television and Radio
Center, N.Y., as director of legal and
business affairs.
Tom Hanserd, formerly with
WKRM Columbia, to WSM Nashville,
both Tennessee, as operations manager.
Lou Tappe becomes sales manager
of WPNC Plymouth, N.C. C.T. West
and Jesse Carroll join WPNC as news
director and announcer-personality,
respectively.
Hugh F. Del Regno, manager of accounting and budgets at NBC Owned
Stations and NBC Spot Sales, promoted
to director of business affairs, that division.
Robert Doherty, formerly with
KROY Sacramento, to KRAK Stockton-Sacramento, Calif., as account executive.
Mollis M. Seavey,
formerly
work radio
newsman netand
Washington legislative
representative, appointed member of
government affairs
staff of NAB. Appointment is part of
Mr. Seavey
NAB program to
widen government relations activities.
Mr. Seavey has been active in Washington since 1946 except for part of
last year when he owned and operated
WCUM Cumberland, Md.
Walter B. McQuillan joins Radio
Advertising Bureau, N.Y., as national
account executive.
Kenneth L. Ross joins KFMB
Diego as account executive.

Val Linder promoted from assistant
program director to program director
at WCCO Minneapolis. Wally Olson,
music director, named assistant program director.
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John
R. Canty,
grams.
acting station and
commercial manager
of WCCM Lawrence,
Mass., appointed
tion manager staof
WCCM and WGHJ
(FM), that city. Previously, he was news
director and program
manager of WCCM.

Mr. Canty

James J. Wychor resigns as general
manager of WKEE-AM-FM (formerly
WHTN) Huntington. W.Va.
Arthur H. Simmers, formerly sales
manager of WMCK McKeesport, Pa.,
to WOMP Bellaire, Ohio, as general
manager, succeeding O.C. Halyard,
named vp and general manager of
WCMI Ashland, Ky.
Richard G. Salerno, formerly commercial manager of KGLU Safford,
to KCKY Coolidge, both Arizona, as
general manager. Jim Garchow, air
personality at KCKY, succeeds Mr.
Salerno. Both stations are part of Gila
Broadcasting Network.
Richard Dreyfuss, formerly with
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh in various capacities, joins WSAZ-TV Huntington.
W.Va., as program director. Mr. Dreyfuss, who joined KDKA-TV in 1950,
previously was in program department
of WMAQ Chicago and programming
liaison manager to CBS-TV New York.
Welles Hangen, with NBC News in
Cairo, appointed head of new bureau
in New Delhi, India. Tom Streithorst,
formerly in Beirut bureau, succeeds Mr.
Hangen. In other changes, William
Boyle moves from New York to London, replacing John Chancellor who
moves to Moscow to succeed Joseph
Michaels who returns to New York.
Lou F. Dennis named program director of WATR Waterbury, Conn.,
succeeding Jordan Kaplan. Mr. Dennis earlier (Broadcasting, July 4) was
incorrectly identified as Lou F. Daniels.
John Brookman, formerly sales
planning and promotion assistant at
NBC-TV Central Div. network sales,
to American Dairy Assn. as product
program director.
Peter Allen, formerly of WXYZ-TV
Detroit, joins John Blair & Co., that
city, as sales executive.

company name

Send to home address

San

Gene King, formerly director of
programming of Radio Liberty, joins
WCBS New York as director of pro-

state
zone

ArthurBoston,
King, announcer-producer
at
WEEI
becomes director of
community and public affairs. Frederick M. Cusick appointed news director.
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He won't be stopped
Muscatine and the surrounding area.
Joe Roth, moderator of a Hvely
noon hour discussion show on
He has raised money, spearheaded
school bond issues, conducted polls,
KWPC Muscatine, Iowa, very Hkely
is one of the most influential and imand in general has led the fight for
portant men in town. His broadcasts
the will of the people. But Joe Roth
— over 2,000 — have resulted in does not move. He is paralyzed from
numerous
civic improvements in the waist down, a victim of polio.
Since 1953, when he began
Ramblin With Roth, Joe has been
a tireless public servant through
broadcast facilities that KWPC has
built in his living room.
Ramblin' With Roth has hosted
various state and political dignitaries— once during a heated Iowa
gubernatorial battle that Joe predicted almost to the exact count.
Discussions, which pretty much
highlight Ramblin' With Roth, "bring
out the worst on both sides — and
results," says Joe, shown in photo
with station manager George Volger
(standing) as they discuss a point.
But broadcasting itself does not
end Mr. Roth's job. He is a semi-account executive — even has some
regional accounts. And to top it ofl",
Joe is the coordinator of Muscatine's 24 hour volunteer emergency
rescue service and is a honorary
Joe Roth
fireman.
Many think he'd run a good
race as mayor.
Rambler at work
David G. Lee, formerly news director at WMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
joins WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg,
Fla., in similar capacity. Irwin Brown
named assistant news director. George
E. (Chip) Collins, formerly news director of WCLY St. Petersburg, joins
WSUN-AM-TV as reporter-photographer.

WHLI Hempstead, N.Y.

Stanley Bernard, formerly of WBAI
New York, joins announcing staff of

Bill Gittler, formerly
Columbus, Ohio, joins
Pa., as announcer. Gary
Edwin Meek join WERC

For the Sale or Purchase
of a Radio or
Television Station
SEE
HAMILTQN-LANDIS
S. ASSOCIATES,
MEDIA BROKERS

INC.

Washington, D.C., Chicago,
Dallas, San Francisco
NATIONWIDE • NEGOTIATIONS •
FINANCING • APPRAISALS
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Watching

habit

in Fresno
(California)

KMJ

first station in Fresno
KMJ-TV • Fresno, California
McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY
The Katz Agency
National Representative

Robert W. White, formerly of
WMCA New York, joins WMGM. that
city, as supervisor of music.
Jack Hartig and Mike Wilton join
WABX-FM Detroit as engineer and
chief announcer-promotion director,
respectively.
with WVKO
WERC Erie,
Strobei and
as engineers.

Arthur Fiedler, conductor of Boston
Pops Orchestra, named "man of the
year in music" by Better Music Broadcasters, nationwide organization composed of good music stations.
Frank Sweeney, formerly disc
jockey at WHOT Youngstown, to
KYW Cleveland, both Ohio, in similar
capacity.
Hal Heller and George Sima,
formerly of WPOM Pompano, Fla.,
and WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y., respectively, join WBAB Long Island,
N.Y., as air personalities.
Jay Barrington, assistant to general
manager of WDAF Kansas City, re-

HANDLED
with
Signals

CARE

I |3

MULTIPLEX RECEIVERS
Better sound sells FM on main carrier
and subs. Better sales result with
carefully engineered and reliable receiving equipment. At Continental
rigid quality ufacturing
control
and extreme
care guarantees
you manand
■your listeners the finest reception . .
•whatever your requirements.
Lease (wHhouf down payment) and
Lease Purchase Plans available.
Write or call
CONTINENTAL MANUFACTURING. INC.
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ceived Sam Casey Award from Kansas
City Chapter of Society for Advancement of Management for "significant
accomplishments in telecasting."
Richard A. Keating, manager of
The Boiling Co.'s Boston ofUce, elected
president of Broadcast Executive Club
of Boston.
Martha Crane, women's program
director of WLS Chicago, honored
with Headliner award of Theta Sigma
Phi. national women's journalism
sorority.
William H. Galbraith joins staff of
CBS News in Washington. He had
been with United Press International.
Stuart Brent, Chicago book store
owner and reviewer at WBKB (TV),
that city, also signed for similar series
by WLS there.
Albert Voecks joins KTIV
Sioux City, Iowa, as announcer.

(TV)

Don Armstrong, formerly of WGMA
Hollywood, Fla., to WQAM Miami as
air personality.
Bill Bernard and Alan
join KGBS (formerly KPOP)
geles as announcers. Seymour
rill and Allen Todd named
of news staff.
Connie Balfour joins KUTT
N.D., as air personality.

Hi neighbor
Mary Margaret McBride comes
out of retirement today, July 11,
to begin broadcasting three times
a week over WGHQ Kingston,
N.Y. The hour broadcasts will
originate from her home in the
Catskills, where she will interview
local residents and notables.
Harry
WGHQ's
manager and Thayer,
Martin Stone,
president
of the Herald-Tribune Radio Network, enlisted the longtime network radio personality (ABC and
NBC) and assigned as her assistant WGHQ staffer Cay Conway, who formerly worked with
Miss McBride in New York. The
show is called Your Hudson Valley Neighbor — Mary Margaret
McBride. Early guests will include Jinx Falkenberg and Te.x
McCrary, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Gore Vidal and Fannie HUrst.
Thirteen advertisers have signed
for the show.

Douglas
Los AnS. Mermembers

C. Leslie Golliday, owner and operator of WEPM Martinsburg, W.Va.,
elected mayor of Martinsburg.

Fargo,

Ted J. Simon, formerly air personality at WPBN-TV Traverse City,
Mich., to WCCW. that city, as production manager.

Lonny Starr, formerly of WNEW
New York, joins WBIC Bayshore,
N.Y.. as air personality.
Johnnie Rowe, formerly air personality at KOBH Hot Springs, S.D.,
to KTLN Denver in similar capacity.
Dale Adkins, formerly air personality at KLIN Lincoln, Neb., to announcing staff of WAIK Galesburg.
Mitchell Lebe, formerly disc jockey
at WINS New York, joins WBIC Bay
Shore. Long Island, N.Y., in similar
capacity.
America's

Bartley W. Curran promoted from
staff announcer-air personality to production manager at KGLO-TV Mason
City, Iowa.
Bernie Mann, formerly account
executive at WADO New York, joins
WPTR Albany, N.Y., in similar capacity.
Programming
Drummond Drury, with Filmways
Inc., N.Y., named vp in charge of
photography.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you ore assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOfClYN 1, N.Y,
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JARET
CORP.

Walter J. Kaufman, formerly manager of business affairs at Punch Films,
N.Y., named assistant to president of
Flamingo Telefilm Sales, that city.
Alan Barzman, writer for Freberg
Ltd., Hollywood, resigns. Future plans
call for completion of screen play and
numerous free lance assignments.
Edward J. Broman, vp of regional
sales at Ziv-UA, Chicago, named vp in
charge of Chicago
sales department. Ray
McGuire, formerly
manager of North
Central Div., Chicago, promoted to Mr. Broman
regional sales manager. Don Brogdon,
previously division sales manager,
South Central Div., Dallas, named syndication sales manager, headquartering
in N.Y. Jack Puler, spot sales manager,
succeeds Mr. Brogdon as division manRobert Reis, formerly acager,
Dallas.
count
executive, spot sales manager,
chosen sales manager, Chicago. Michael Kievman, spot sales manager, Chicago, named sales manager, Cincinnati.

James Orchard, formerly sales executive at CBS Films, joins Lux-Brill
Productions, N.Y., as account supervisor and director of client service.

formerly national creJack Elliott,
ative director for W.B. Doner Co., Detroit, resigns to form own organization. Jack Elliott Productions Ltd. with
offices in New York, Detroit, Las Vegas
and Paris. New company will produce
radio and tv commercials and industrial motion pictures. Address: 35 W.
53rd St., New York, N.Y. Telephone:
Circle 6-2274.
Henry S. White,
director of program
procurement. Screen
Gems, N.Y., named
national sales manager. Mr. White,
president of N.Y.
Chapter of Academy
of Television Arts
Mr. White
and Sciences, founded
World Video Inc., in 1947. William
Russell signs to direct first 10 episodes
of Dennis The Menace and several
stanzas of My Sister Eileen. William
Sackheim to direct new hour-long
Dan Raven, slated for NBC this fall.
Matthew Rapf, producer of Two Faces
West, becomes writer on all 39 episodes.
Howard Rodman signs with Herbert
B. Leonard as story consultant in creation of new material for The Naked
City and Route 66, new hour-long tv
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

series to be seen on ABC-TV
CBS-TV, respectively, this fall.

and

Henry G. Saperstein, packager of
All-Star Golf, Championship Bowling.
Ding Dong School and other tv programs, becomes president of UPA Pictures, succeeding Stephen Bosustow,
founder of UPA, who becomes board
chairman and relinquishes active management of company, which he will
now serve as consultant. Peter Demet,
Chicago packager (Major League Baseball Presents and National Pro Football) becomes vice chairman of UPA.
in which he and Mr. Saperstein have
purchased controlling interest.
Alice Young, formerly story editor
of Perry Mason series for CBS-TV,
named to similar position on new hourlong Michael Shayne series which
debuts this fall.
Equipment & Eng'ring
Royal Little elected president of Textron Electronics, N.Y., succeeding
George W. Miller who becomes president and chief administrative officer
of parent Textron Inc. Joseph B. Colli nson elected vp and treasurer, and
Charles K. Mills named vp and assistant to president.
W. Walter Watts, group executive
vp, at RCA, N.Y., assigned executive
responsibility over Home Instruments
of RCA Victor Distributing Corp.
Gerald F. Rester and Frank Gonzales Jr. appointed eastern and southwestern regional sales manager, respectively, for video products division
of Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.
Ralph B. Knapp Jr. named manager
of operations for Raytheon Co.'s distributor products division, Westwood,
Mass. He formerly was eastern zone
manager.
William H. Cotton, formerly manager of systems department at Fleischmann Mfg. Div., Standard Brands,
N.Y., joins Reeves Soundcraft Corp.,
Danbury, Conn., as secretary-treasurer.
Paul Wilson joins Crown International, Elkhart, Ind. (tape recorders),
as industrial and commercial repre-

In the Radio-TV Publisfiing Field
only BROADCASTING is o
mennber of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated Business
Publications
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sentative for Michigan. Ohio, West
Virginia and western Pennsylvania.
International

ONE OF THE RESTAURANTS
WORLD'S
DISTINGUISHED

Harold G. Burley, representative of
CHCH-TV Hamilton. Ont., at Toronto,
to commercial manager of CHCH-TV,
succeeding J. Ray Peters, named manager of CHAN-TV Vancouver, B.C.
Jack Dawson appointed program director of CFRB Toronto. Bill Baker
named director of operations.
Louis Leclerc named program manager of CFCM-TV Quebec City. J. P.
Riopel appointed publicity manager of
CFCM-TV and CKMI-TV, there, and
George Lovett becomes program manager of CKMI-TV.
Roy Partidge, radio-tv director of
Brooks Adv.. Toronto, to copy chief of
D'Arcy Adv. Agency, that city.
William Tierney with National
Broadcast Sales, Ltd., Toronto, station
rep, to Radio & Television Sales, there.
Jack Weatherwax, manager of
CHEX Peterborough. Ont., elected
president Peterborough Sales and Advertising Club. Bill Williamson,
CHEX, elected club's bulletin editor,
and Keith Packer, CHEX-TV, elected
director.

VOI^IN
575 Park Avenue at 63rd St.
NEW YORK
LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS
DINNER
SUNDAY BRUNCH
Open seven days a week
BANQUETS & PARTIES
Credit Cards Honored
For Reservations: Michel,
TEmpleton 8-6490

Irene Fowler, secretary to manager
of CJOB Winnipeg, Man., elected
president of Women's Sales and Advertising Club of Winnipeg.
Donald F. McLean, formerly farm
director of CFAC Calgary, Alta.,
named farm service director of CJAYTV Winnipeg. Man.
P.D. (Doug) Scanlan, formerly with
Northern Broadcasting Group, joins
Broadcast Div. of A.C. Nielsen Co. of
Canada Ltd.
Government
Walter Boehm, business analyst and
program technician with U.S. Dept.
of Commerce in Philadelphia, appointed minority staff member of Senate
Freedom of Information (watchdog)
Subcommittee.
Deaths
Walter Sterne Davis, 63, records
officer with FCC for 23 years, died
July 1 after short illness. He joined
commission in 1938 and worked in administrative posts until appointment
last year as supervisory management
analysis officer.

For answers to your tape problems, see
your 3M representative or write: 3M Company, Dept. MBX-50, St. Paul 6. Minn.
"SCOTCH" is a registered trademark o\ the 3IVI Co.. St. Paul 6, Minn.

Emmett R. O'Connell, 61, executive
vp and director of Pepsi-Cola Co., died
July 6 in New York Hospital following
brief illness.
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FANFARE
Chance

of a lifetime

Sports Network Inc. and Videotape
Productions of New York did a turn
at selling the salesmen. They caught
prospects at a relaxed moment during
the all-day outing of the Sales Executives Club of New York. Between sessions of golf and other games, members participated in another form of
play. They made believe they were doing commercials before Sports Network-Videotape Productions cameras,
the former company providing remote
crews and the other personnel.
As salesmen pitched their products
before a live audience of colleagues,
others in an adjoining bar area watched
on monitors. The tape was played back
after each spiel. Announcer Rex Marshall, more accustomed to appearing in
front of cameras for Esso, Gleem. Reynolds Aluminum and other products, was
content to act as m.c. for the Sales Executives" show and let talent take its
chances on the closed-circuit.
Although the feature was programmed just before dinner, it lasted 45
minutes and drew a house of 850.
Pitchmen in the programmers' presentation included John W. Hubbell, merchandising-advertising vice president of
Simmons Mattress Co.; Robert S. Larkin, chain store sales director, Philip
Morris Inc.; Col. Edward P. F. Eagan
(Olympic Committee) of the law firm
Fennelly, Eagan, Nager & Lage; W. A.
Garrett, AT&T market engineering and
Robert M. Graham, field sales manager
of Indian Head Mills Inc.
WINS' key to happiness
WINS New York is promoting apartments in the new Park West Village
there with a contest that calls for listeners to send their old keys to the
station, one of which will be good for
a year's lease to one of the development's apartments. The winner of the

"Keys to Happiness" contest will be
named Aug. 7, when all the keys received by WINS, tagged with the
sender's name, will be spread on the
ground in front of the apartment project's rental olTice. A 20-story crane,
manned by five blindfolded steeplejacks, will dip into the pile to pick the
winner.
A Creole

style

wake

KFMB-FM San Diego celebrated a
switch in format rather lugubriously by
holding a Creole wake, complete with
Dixieland band. The last rites were for
a jazz format; at the end of the funeral,
the station's "Golden Girl" descended
from a helicopter to usher in the new
"golden sound of refined musical fare,"
according to KFMB-FM. Over 200 San
Diego ad agency and press people attended, with some of the agencies falling into the spirit of the occasion by
sending
funeralwith
sprays.
was
supplied
his Each
own "mourner"
jug and a
black armband at the Mission Valley
Inn. The funeral oration in the Mission
Hills was delivered by Deacon Jack
Keiner, the station manager. Thereupon the "spirit of the deceased," a
helium balloon with wings, ascended
heavenward and the Golden Girl appeared on the scene.
A sure

thing

Storer Broadcasting Co. changed the
call of its Los Angeles station from
KPOP to KGBS— at 5 p.m., June 29.
At the same time, the station increased
its power to 50 kw and changed its
program format to "the sound of music
over the city of angels" (show tunes of
the Jerome Kern, Rogers and Hammerstein variety plus subdued swing). The
change was accompanied by all of the
usual promotion activities, including a
cocktail party for advertisers and agency executives held under a gaily striped

marquee pitched alongside the KGBS
offices and studios.
But KGBS added a piece of flackery not to be found in the average
glossary of promotional gimmicks. On
June 28, John J. (Chick) Kelly, director
of advertising and promotion for KGBS,
notified each Southern California radio
editor or columnist that on June 30,
Hollywood Park racetrack was running
the "KGBS Special." "We are purchasing a $2 win ticket for you on post position Number — in the sixth race. As
soon as the horses have been assigned
post positions, we will wire you the
name of your horse. Should your horse
win, you will be mailed a check for the
amount of your winnings; should he
lose, you will be mailed a $2 win ticket
that can go right into your wastebasket.
Should your entry be scratched, we'll
mail you the $2 and you live to bet anday." 1, Broadcasting's HollyOn other
July
wood
editor received one of the losing
tickets with a letter listing the winners
and losers and hoping "this doesn't start
you off on a sinful life."
Trans-Canada

radio trip

Daily ten-minute broadcasts for a
month are being heard on the TransCanada Network from a trio of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. commentators
and engineers making a trip across
Canada on the new Trans-Canada Highway, which is nearing completion. The
trio started out on June 28 from St.
John's, Nfld. for the nearly 5,000-mile
transcontinental trip to end July 28 at
Victoria, B.C. They are traveling in a
1960 Chevrolet Impala (General Motors of Canada, Oshawa, Ont., is sponsoring the programs) and are carrying
300 pounds of broadcast tape recording equipment and baggage.
The Trans-Canada Highway, the first
all-paved road across Canada, has been
a decade in the building, and has already cost $900 million. The CBC trio
will travel about 170 miles a day and
do their broadcasts from a different
city each day.

asmoji
•to

any
oddiiion

Kieuisftxm

'Millionaire' for a day
Checks made out for $1 million each
were sent to advertisers and prospective advertisers by KXLR Little Rock,
Ark. None of them were signed, but a
letter explained how some listener
would become a millionaire for one
day. He would be entitled to 5% interest on the millon for one day (about
$136) as well as to a chauffeur and
Cadillac, a butler or maid, a baby
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

What
Radio fan mail changes with the
phases of the moon. In unsolicited
requests, listeners most often write
asking money or offering marriage.
These were some of the trends
noted at a symposium on fan mail
in New York by the manufacturer
of Eveready batteries as part of Eveready's '"Portable Radio Month"' promotion for the area. Representatives
came from stations and networks to
be
as heroes,
"unsungtoo)
heroines"'
(theretoasted
were two
and to
exchange fanmail trade talk at a
luncheon meeting June 28. Cartoonist Roger Price, presided.
Eveready also took the opportunity
to introduce Miss Portable Radio of
sitter and a night on the town for two.
The lavish one-day accommodations
were to go to the first listener who
could identify all elements of a composite commercial made up of 10 different commercials broadcast by KXLR
during a specific two-day period. The
station's letter pointed out to the advertiser that everyone would be listening to all commercials very carefully
during that period.
■

Drumbeats

Crown Chicago winners ■ The winning team of the Crown Stations' Treasure Hunt (Broadcasting, June 27) for
Chicago agency buyers included Lincoln Bumba, Leo Burnett Co.; Dale
Arvidson, Grubb Adv.; Larry Claypool,
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Elliott Johnson, McCann-Erickson, and Francine
Goldfine, Arthur Meyerhoff Assoc. Men
buyers all won RCA color tv sets, while
Miss Goldfine won a Volkswagen automobile.
Swap ■ KFWB Los Angeles has offered the schoolchildren in its area new
pencils for old. The station announced
that if a child contributed the old pencils he had used in school this year so
they could be sent to friendly countries
where there are shortages of pencils, it
would send brand new KFWB pencils
to replace the old ones before school
begins in the fall. In one week, 15,000
old pencils were received.
Royal room service ■ WBAL-TV
Baltimore made a housewife's dream
come true when she was served breakfast in bed (by an air personality). The
lady had expressed her wish on the
One O'clock Show on an opinion
panel. She said she preferred luxury
hotels to rustic lodges because there
one could have breakfast in bed — a
treat she said she had never enjoyed.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

the

fans

write

I960, Teddi
NBC'sof
Monitor.
It wasThurman
the local of
climax
an annual promotion that Eveready
stages in some 20 markets around
the country.
In addition to money and marriage, radio fans most often write for
pictures of air personalities, to ask
for silence or for a radio job,
Eveready "s guests replied to a poll.
This is discounting serious response
to radio offers.
Fan mail expediters offered these
as samples from their collections of
"weird" requests: A listener had
twins and wanted to know what to
do. One wanted Beethoven to write
a 10th symphony. Another wanted
Bob Jones, m.c. of the show, arranged
for a caterer to prepare the breakfast
of her choice. On the appointed day
the lady's house was thronged by
friends and well-wishers as she partook
of the lavish meal in regal fashion.
Appreciation ■ Early this year professional artists from WCCO-TV Minneapolis presented art students of the
Minneapolis School of Art with examples of some of the problems which
station artists work on — trade ads, brochures and IDs. The students tried their

Indonesian cricket scores on news
programs. And when a station offered copies of El Greco's picture,
"A View from Toledo," one listener,
already familiar with Toledo, asked
to have instead "A View from CleveAs for the psychological side of
fan mail, one station staffer said
families of sick listeners sometimes
are contacted with suggestions for
medical help. Another mail jockey
generalized that writers most bitterlyland."'
critical of talent often are the
most faithful listeners. Inmates of a
jail wrote NBC to proclaim Monitor
the "convicts sputnik, our only

hands at the work and the professionals
escape."
were agreeably surprised. WCCO-TV
adapted one brochure layout and commended many of the others. As a gesture of appreciation the station presented the school with a Bolex movie
camera and Zoomar lens, while expressing hope there would be future interplay between station and classroom.
Guessing game ■ A Philadelphia advertising executive's accurate guess of
1,699,149 persons won the "South
Florida Census Contest" sponsored by
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WTVJ (TV) Miami. Elmer Jaspan,
vice president for radio-tv, Bauer &
Tripp, who was awarded a vacation
trip for two to Miami Beach, topped the
more than 900 contest entries when he
came up with the exact figure released
as the official census population of the
area. WTVJ (TV), which aimed its
census contest among some 2,500 national agency and client personnel, had
asked them to guess the combined
population total for the 12 counties in
the station's coverage area. The new
figure reportedly represents a 109%
increase over the 1950 census figure of
815,299.

yard race on Lake Washington recently. Dave Robinson, program manager
of KOMO, was first under the wire and
promptly
claimed
a world's
speed record
for the
course. rowboat
He was
awarded an ornated gold hand, complete with blisters — the Blistered Palm
Trophy. The race was part of the Family Boating Festival sponsored by local
civic organizations, which have promised to make the "thrilling" event an
annual affair. Other radio stations competing were KAYO, KING, KJR, KOL
and KVI.

On the track ■ WNBC-AM-TV New
York has sent a switch engine desk
piece to timebuyers and clients throughout the country with a note stating:
"YouTe on the right track when you
switch to NBC— WNBC-TV and
WNBC Radio . . . Happy railroading — •
and broadcasting." The switch engine
model has the stations' call letters imprinted and is intended to serve as a
reminder to timebuyers and clients.

'Copter capture ■ WSB Atlanta was
able to help capture an escaped prisoner
in less than five minutes with the aid
of its traffic helicopter. During a
routine morning run (7-9 a.m.), the
'copter patrol (newsman Ted Hightower and Louis Pendergast of the Atlanta Police Dept.) heard a police
broadcast of a city prisoner who
jumped a work detail truck. Rushing
to the scene, the 'copter spotted the
suspect about a mile from the dragnet
and notified
the authorities who picked
him
up.

Boat race ■ Six Seattle radio stations
were represented by 12 two-oared
boats manned by disc jockeys in a 200-

KELP'S jumpathon ■ KELP El Paso,
Tex., in an unusual stunt to promote
FOR

Station

THE

June 30 through July 6. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
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New Tv Stations
APPLICATION
*San Antonio, Tex. — Southwest Texas
Area Educational Tv Council, vhf ch. 9 (186192 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur.; amt.
height above average terrain 966 ft., above
ground 830 ft. Estimated construction cost
$365,235, first year operating cost $76,803
revenue
$78,000.
Radio-Tv,
U. of Texas,
Box P.O.
8038,address
Austin, %Tex.
Studio
location 1031 Navarro St., San Antonio, Tex.
Trans, location Texas Farm. Rd 306, north of
New Braunfels, Tex. Geographic coordinates
29° 50' 12" N. Lat., 98° 07' 02" W. Long. Trans.
RCA TT-25BH, ant. TW-15A9. Legal counsel Cohn and Marks, Washington, D.C. Con-
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Triple threat ■ WEAV-AM-FM Plattsburgh, N.Y., sponsored a contest for
baseball-minded boys in the fourth
through eighth grades with a day at
Cooperstown's Hall of Fame to the
winner. The contest, run in conjuction
with WEAV's annual broadcast of the
Hall of Fame ball game, required the
entrant to write an essay stating which
ballplayer active today he thought
would be elected to the shrine and why.
On the day of the game, the winner attened ceremonies at the Hall of Fame
and met many immortals of the sport.
He was the station's guest at a banquet
and in the afternoon watched the
game between the Cleveland Indians
and the Chicago Cubs.

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. D— day. N — night. L.S — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— vuilimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.

the opening of a new trampoline center
in that city, staged a jumpathon among
its disc jockeys. Results: Three successive world jumping records and a crowd
of more than 2,000 persons, assuring
the officials of the trampoline center
a successful opening. Dick Spangler,
KELP disc jockey, in 2 hours and 17
minutes jumped 13,169 times for which
KELP is claiming the world record.
Spangler also is said to have set an
underwater broadcasting record when
he was a disc jockey in Hawaii.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
AAUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenuei
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
District
1625 Eye7-8531
Street, , N.W.' .

suiting engineer A. Earl Galium Jr., Dallas,
Tex. Non-profit, educational. Ann. July 1.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Americus, Ga. — John T. Williams, 1250 kc,
500 w D. P.O. address 834 W. Solomon St.,
Griffin, Ga. Estimated construction cost $14,545, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$35,000.
50% owner of WHIE
Griffin, Mr.
Ga. Williams
Ann. Juneis 29.
Casey, 111.— Paul Dean Ford, 800 kc, 250
w D. P.O. address 4341 South Eighth St.,
Terre Haute, Ind. Estimated construction
cost $3,220, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue $30,000. Mr. Ford is employe of
WMFT Terre Haute, Ind. Ann. July 1.
East Syracuse, N.Y.— Wide Water Bcstg.
Co., 1540 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 210 Concord PI., Fayetteville, N.Y. Estimated construction cost $35,646, first year operating
cost $83,000,
$90,000.
Principals
include Clauderevenue
A. Parton,
Albert
R. Webb,
30% each, and others. Mr. Parton has been
employe of various Syracuse stations. Mr.
Webb 29.is employe of WNDR Syracuse. Ann.
June
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KHOT Madera, Calif.— Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw, change from DA
to non-DA and make changes in trans,
equipment (1250 kc). Ann. June 29.
KVCV Redding, CaUf.— Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, change studio location change
DA-1 June
to DA-2,
instaU
new trans.
(600 from
kc). Ann.
29.
WVJS Ownesboro, Ky.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, make
changes in DA system (DA-1 to DA-2)
changes in ground system, and install new
trans. (1420 kc). Ann. June 29.
KEEE Nacogdoches, Tex. Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. July 1.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KGBS
Angeles.
Calif.— Standard
Bcstg. Co. Los
Changed
from KPOP.
WNUE
Fort
Walton
Beach,
Radio Inc. Changed from WFBS.Fla.— Smith
KGUC Gunnison, Colo. — Gunnison Bcstg.
Co.
WPGAWBBN.
Perry, Ga.— Ra'dio Perry. Changed
from
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

EQUIPPING A RADIO STATION ?

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 6
ON MR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
3,443
45
89
339
706
35
163
142
473
61
76
110

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 6
VHF
UHF
Commercial
453
79
Non-commercial
35
12
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through May 31, 1960
AM
163
Licensed (all on air)
66
661
CPs on air (new stations)
3,423
86
CPs not on air (new stations)
56
890
Total authorized stations
3,565
634
80
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
44
197
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
124
831
Total applications for new stations
44
219
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
661
11
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
880
55
Total applications for major changes
0
0
Licenses deleted
0
0
CPs deleted

TV
532
.47TV
74
43
652
64
107
17
2^
370 47
540

' There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
KREB Shreveport, La. — Radio Shreveport
Inc. Changed from KENT.
KCLU Rolla, Mo.— RoUa Bcstrs.
Winston-Salem, N.C. — ReisenweaverWPEG
Communications.
KRVC
Ashland. Ore.— Faith Tabernacle
Inc.
WNTT Tazewell, Tenn. — Claiborne Bcstg.
Co.
WODI Vinton, Va.— WYTI Inc.
WTMB
Tomah, Wis. — Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WTOJ.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
*San Francisco, Calif. — U. of San Francisco, 90.1 mc, 1.39 kw. P.O. address % Rev.
F.J. Spieler, S.J., U. of San Francisco, San
Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$1,250, first year
cost June
$1,000.29.Noncommercial,operating
educational. Ann.
*San Mateo, Calif. — San Mateo Junior College, 90.9 mc, .273Sankw. Mateo,
P.O. address
Peninsulaand Delaware,
Calif. Estimated
construction cost $37,000, first year operating
cost
Ann. $5,000.
June 29.Non-commercial, educational.
*Pella,
Iowaaddress
— Central814 U.Peace,
of Iowa,
mc,
.01 kw P.O.
Pella,89.1Iowa.
Estimated construction cost $3,592, first year
operating cational.
costAnn. July
$1,000.1. Non-commercial, edu*Grand Rapids, Mich. — Regents of U. of
Mich., 104.1 mc, 110 kw P.O. address 504 S.
Starte St., Ann Arbor, Mich. Estmated construction cost $59,515, first year operating
cost
Ann. $18,000.
June 29. Non-commercial, educational.
Dover, N.J. — Drexel Hill Assoc., 103.1 mc,
1 kw P.O. address Convent Station, N.J.
Estimated construction cost $20,083, first year
operating cost $28,184, revenue $30,576. Sole
owner, Peter L. Arnow, owns sound recording studio. Ann. July 1.
Marion, Va. — Mountain Empire Bcstg.
Corp., 93.9 mc, 3.7 kw P.O. address Park
Blvd., Box struction
470,cost $22,661,
Marion, first
Va'. Estimated
conyear operating
cost $6,000, revenue $6,000. Principals include
PauUne Collins, 28.57%, Robert C. Wolfenden, 18%, Leon D. BeVille, 14.57%, and
others. Applicant is licensee of WMEV
Marion, Va. Ann. July 1.
Shorewood, Wis. — Great Lakes Bcstg.
Corp., 100.1 mc, .25 kw P.O. address 3514 N.
Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. Estimated
construction cost $14,170, first year operating
cost $36,000,
$42,000.
include Harveyrevenue
J. Kitz and
HaroldPrincipals
R. Murphy,
equal partners. Mr. Kitz is in printing. Mr.
Murphy has interests in WIGM Medford. and
WDXJZ Green Bay, both Wisconsin. Ann.
July 1.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KXJK-FM
City Bcstg. Co.Forrest City, Ark.— Forrest
San Luis Obispo, Calif.— John
C. KVEC-FM
Cohan.
KSGV (FM) West Covina, Calif .—PacificSouth Bcstg. Co. Changed from KDWC
(FM).
WIRA-FM
Bcstg.
Co. Fort Pierce, Fla.— Indian River
WVST
Crawford. (FM) St. Petersburg, Fla.— Donald
KBFICorp.
(FM) Boise, Idaho— Good Music
Bcstg.
WKBV
Bcstg. Corp.FM Richmond, Ind. — Central
KCMB-FM Wichita, Kan.— James F. Kramer.
WKAY-FM
Glawgow, Ky. — Glasgow Bcstg.
Co.
WKOF (FM) Hopkinsville, Ky.— Pennyrile Bcstg. Co. Changed from WKOA-FM.
WQTI (FM) Detroit, Mich.— 560 Bcstg.
Corp.
WFMK
tawa Bcstg.(FM)
Corp. Grand Rapids, Mich.— OtWBBC
(FM)
Jackson.
Co. Changed from
WQIXMich.—
(FM). Booth Bcstg.
KOLL
(FM)Inc.Kansas City, Mo.— Radio Station KBKC
*KTSR
Kansas Radio
City, Corp.
Mo.— Nazarene
Theological(FM)
Seminary
WTSB-FM
Bcstg.
Corp. Limiberton, N.C — Robeson
WDBM-FM
Statesville, N.C. — Iredell
Bcstg.
Corp.
WAVI-FM Dayton, Ohio— WAVI Bcstg.
Corp.
U.
*WDUB (FM) Granville, Ohio— Denison
KIOO
mar Inc. (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.-^anWPCA-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Young People's Church ofGreenville,
Air Inc. S.C.— Bob Jones
U. WMUU-FM
Inc.
Co.KPSD (FM) DaUas, Tex.— Prowell-Stroud
KITY (FM) San Antonio, Tex.— Mission
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KONO-FM.
WMLW (FM) Milwaukee, Wis.— M unco
Bcstg. Corp.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks transfer of
control of KAIR Bcstg. Co. from Jerome K.
McCauley and Andrew J. Griffith, equal
partners, to Josephine Griffith and Andrew
J. Griffith, equal partners, for $30,000. Miss
Griffith is sister of Andrew J. Griffith and
has no business interests. Ann. June 29.
KDOL Mojave, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of cp from Mojave Bcstrs. to Forrest W.

Get More Coverage
58"

With The RCA
BTA-1R 1000-WATT
AM Transmitter
The ability of the BTA-IR 1000watt AlVl transinitter to achieve
and maintain a higher average
level of modulation assures more
program coverage. Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in
provisions for remote control, and
low operating cost make the RCA
mitter buy.
Type BTA-IR
your best transColor styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red or
umber gray. Whatever your equipment needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Writetion andfor
completeliterature
informa-to
descriptive
RCA,
Dept.
JB.22,
Building
15-1,
Camden, New Jersey.

RADIO eORPORATtOM
of AMERICA
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99.95%
ACCURATE

SPEED

WITH
TURNTABLES

Fast acceleration and 99.95% perfect speed
regulation of Collins Turntables assure you
of highest fidelity — the closest possible reproduction of the live performance in the
recording studio. The accuracy of Collins
Turntables is due to precision machining
and a rim-driving, neoprene idler wheel,
which does not affect the speed of the turntables even after years of normal wear.
Collins TT-400 and TT-200 Turntables are specially designed for radio broadcast use. They are
available In four models: 12" or 16", with synchronous or four pole motors.
These dependable turntables are mounted
on a strong, cast aluminum base. They
feature a simplicity of design which requires only three moving pans in the drive
mechanism. There is no complicated linkage system to break down or add to wow
and flutter.
Collins rim-driven turntables provide the
fastest possible acceleration. For example,
at 33-1/3 rpm, the 16" turntable comes to
full speed in I/lOth of a revolution; the
12" a turntable
of
revolution.attains full speed in l/16th
Write for complete literature on Collins
Turntables; compare specifications and
quality with any other turntable on the
market; see why the best seller label is
Collins.
COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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(FOR THE RECORD)

Ogan and Alta I. Ogan for $5,500. Alta Ogan,
80% owner, is employe of food chain, Forrest Ogan, 20% owner, is employe of KISN
Portland, Ore. Ann. June 29,
WFLM (FM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Seeks
assignment
of license
from Harold
Heminger
to Findlay
Publishing
Co. forH.$50,000.
Findlay is group headed by R.L. Heminger,
president, and is licensee of WFIN-AM-FM
Findlay, Ohio, and owner of White River
Bcstg.
Co.. 29.
licensee of WCSI Columbus, Ind.
Ann. June
WJOB Hammond, Ind. — Seeks transfer of
control of South Shore Bcstg. Co. from
David Smerline, Julian Colby, 25% each, and
others, to Julian. Colby, 50%, and others, for
$27,000. Ann. July 1.
WITB (TV) Bowling Green, Ky.— Seeks
assignment of license from George A. Brown
Jr. to Argus Bcstg. Co. Change to corporate
ownership
with June
no financial
consideration
involved. Ann.
29.
WTYM East Longmeadow, Mass. — Seeks
assignment of license from Springfield
Bcstg. Co. to Stanley Ulanoff for $140,000.
Principals are Stanley Ulanoff, 30.11%,
George Friedman, 15.057o, and 18 others. Mr.
Ulanoff is in wholesale packaging materials.
Mr.
owns retail liquor store. Ann.
June Friedman
29.
KLOS
Albuquerque,
N.M. — Seeks
transferE.
of control of B&M Bcstrs.
Inc. from
Boyd Whitney, 60%, and George Oliver,
40% Ann.
to George
sole owner, for $45,000.
July Oliver,
1.
WZIP Cincinnati, Ohio — Seeks transfer of
control of Greater Cincinnati Radio Inc.
from Edward D. Sketch, Donald Balsamo
and Monte Fassnacht, 33V3% each, to Carl
H. Lindner, Robert D. Lindner and Richard
E. Lindner, 33V3% each, for $183,000. Purchasers are in dairy business. Ann. June 23.
WCHI ChlUicothe, Ohio — Seeks assignment
of license from Chillicothe Bcstg. Co. to
Court House Bcstg. Co. for $80,000. Purchasers are W. N. Nungesser, 57.36%, William Kingsbury, 19.73%, and others. Court
House Bcstg. has interests in WCHO Washington Court House and WKOV Wellston,
both Ohio. Ann. June 29.
WSRW Hillsboro, Ohio— Seeks transfer of
control of Highland Bcstg. Co. from Tom
Archibald and estate of Mack Sauer, equal
partners, to Tom Archibald as sole owner
upon election of surviving partner to take
business
June
29. of parties under Ohio law. Ann.
KWCO
Chickasha,
Okla. — Seeks
ment of license
from Washita
Valley assignBcstg.
Co. to Bayard C. Auchincloss for $150,000.
Mr. Auchincloss is teacher in private high
school. Ann, July 1.
KAGO Klamath Falls, Ore.— Seeks transfer
of control of Gibson Radio Inc. from Riley
Gibson, 527p, Marco Hanan, 18%, Douglas
Anderson and George McConnell, 157 each,
to Klamath Bcstg. Co. for $202,000. Principals
include A. J. Krisik, 42%, Theodore J. Wolf,
287, and others. Messrs. Krisik and Wolf
have interest in KFIV Modesto and KFAX
San Francisco, both California. Mr. Krisik
is
507f 1. owner of KGYW Vallejo, CaUf.
Ann.alsoJuly
WCRK Morristown, Tenn. — Seeks transfer
of control of Cherokee Bcstg. Corp. from
W. E. Hodges, H. S. Walters, and estate of
W. J. Walters,
Barron, 33','3
7: each,
to Messrs.
and
equal
partners,
for Hodges
$55,000.
Ann. June 29.
WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.— Seeks assignment of licenses from Northern Virginia
Bcstrs. Inc. to U. S. Transdynamics Corp.
for $287,000 plus $75,750 for agreement not
to compete. Real property is sold to R & M
Land Corp. for $188,000. Purchaser is Arthur
A. Arundel, president and stockholder in
R & M L^nd Corp. Mr. Arundel has interest
in WEER Warrenton. Va., was formerly employe of CBS and UPI Washington news
bureaus. Ann. June 28.
WILA
Danville,
Va. —Bcstg.
Seeks Corp.
assignment
license from
Eastern
to Baronof
Bcstg. Corp. for $85,000. Purchasers are
Ralph J. Baron, 60%, and Judith Baron,
40'7 . Mr.more, Md.Baron
employe
Ann. isJuly
1.. of WBMD BaltiWKOW-AM-TV Madison, Wis.— Seeks assignment of licenses from Monona Bcstg.
Co. to Midcontinent Bcstg. Co. for $925,000.
Midcontinent. group headed by N. L. Bentson, president,
itself
through Florence,
subsidiaries, is licensee
of and
KDLO-TV
KELO-AM-TV Sioux Falls, all South Dakota; WLOL-AM-FM Minneapolis, Minn.;
KSO Des Moines, Iowa. Ann. June 29.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Kingsport Bcstg. Co., to change
facilities of station WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.,
from 1400 kc, 250 w, unl., to 1550 kc, 10 kw,
D, and denying application of John K.
Rogers for new am station to operate on
1550 kc, 1 kw, D, in Bristol, Tenn. Ann.
July 5.

■ Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of WORD Inc., to increase
daytime power of station WORD Spartanburg, S.C., from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, continuingofoperation
kc, 1 Co.,
kw-Nfor without change
DA; onKTM910 Bcstg,
new
am station to operate on 910 kc. 500 w, D,
in North Charleston, S.C.: and denying application of WJIV Inc.. to increase power
of station WJIV Savannah, Ga.. from 1 kw
to
5
kw,
continuing
operation on 900 kc, D.
Ann. July 5.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward grantapplications
of Don M.on Lidenton
am ing
station
to operate
1340 kc, for250neww,
unl, in Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Phoenix Co. to
change facilities of station KAAB Hot
Springs,
1350 250
kc, w-N,
500 w-N,
1 kwLS, DA-N,Ark.,to from
1340 kc,
500 w-LS,
using nondirectional rooftop antenna at
different site; White River Valley Bcstrs.
Inc., to increase daytime power of station
KBTA Batesville, Ark., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continuing operation on 1340 kc. 250 w-N,
and denying application of Cecil W. Roberts
and Jane A. Roberts, for new am station
to operate on 1340 kc, 250 w, unl, in Poplar
Bluff, Mo. Ann. July 5.
■ Hearing
Examiner
Walther
W. toward
Guenther
issued initial
decision
looking
granting application of Coast Ventura Co.
to change Calif.,
trans, to
site6 ofmiles
station
KVEN-FMof
Ventura,
northwest
Ventura, increase ERP from 12 kw to 38.6
kw, and ant. height from minus 180 ft. to
1,285 ft.,
operation on 100.7 mc.
Ann.
Julycontinuing
6.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Coirmiission on June 30 directed preparation of document looking toward granting
application of Clifford C. Harris for new am
station to operate on 1440 kc, 1 kw, D, in
Oswego, N.Y., and denying competing application of with
Standard
Bcstg.
similar facility
500 w.
Oct. Corp.
7, 1959forinitial
decision looked toward this action. Ann.
July 1.
■ Commission
June 30 toward
directed granting
preparation of documenton looking
application of Nick J. Chaconas for new
am station to operate on 1150 kc, 1 kw-D,
500 w-N, DA, in Gaithersburg, Md., and
denying mutually exclusive applications by
Tri-County Bcstg. Co., Laurel, Md., and
TCA Bcstg. Corp., College Park, Md. Aug.
12. 1959 initial decision looked this action.
Ann. July 1.
■ Commission
preparation of documenton June
looking30 directed
toward denying
application of WMAX Inc., to increase
power of station WMAX, Grand Rapids,
Mich,, ation
from
1 kwkc,to D.5 kw,
operon 1480
Feb.continuing
4, 1960 initial
decision looked toward this action. Ann.
July
1.
■ Upon
request by Storer Bcstg. Co,,
comsnission on June 28 extended to July 19
time for reply comments in rulemaking
proposal to amend Part 17. Ann. June 30.
■ By notice
of comments
proposed rulemaking,
commission
invites
by July 27
to proposals to make Bakersfield, Calif.,
all-uhf, similar to proposals of March 25
looking toward deintermixture of adjoining
Fresno tv market in San Joaquin Valley.
Bakersfield is presently assigned chs, 10
(KERO-TV), 17 (KLYD-TV), 29 (KBAKTV) and 39 (KBFL, not operating I.
Alternatives for ch. 10 are: (1) Delete
ch. 10 at this time, reserving for future
decision alternative possible uses for that
channel. (2) Reserve Ch. 10 at Bakersfield
for noncommercial educational use. (3) Reassign ch. 10 to either Santa Barbara. Santa
Maria, Lompoc-Santa Maria (on hyphenated basis), or San Luis Obispo.
Alternative possibilities for addition of
two uhf channels at Bakersfield are: (1)
Assigning ch. 23 and either ch. 50 or 51 to
Bakersfield. This would require substitution of ch. 45 for ch. 37 at Delano. (2) Assigning chs. 45 and 51 to Bakersfield.
Reassignment
of channels
consideration would require
consentunder
of Mexican
Government
and,
at
appropriate
time,
commission will institute procedures to obtain
necessary consent.
At same time, commission issued order
to KERO-TV to show cause by July 27
why, in event rulemaking is adopted, its
license should not be modified to specify
operation on ch. 23 or ch. 45 instead of
ch. 10. ment.
Comr.
Cross23.issued dissenting stateAnn. June
■ By memorandum opinion and order
and notice
missionof
invitesproposed
commentsrulemaking,
by July 22com-to
proposals
by
WHP
Inc.
(WHP-TV
and Rossmoyne Corp. (WDTV ch. ch.
71, 55),
not
operating), Harrisburg, Pa., to assign lower
uhf channels to that city. Although there
appears less basis now than formerly for
regarding lower uhf channels as preferable
to higher uhf channels, commission feels,
in view of fact that WTPA operates on
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
OfRces and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4fi00
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
Notional Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montcloir, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Diilard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
39 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendole 2-3073

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., N.
Washington,
D. C.W.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520
1
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-SS62
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE
PETE JOHNSON

ir ectory

A. E. Tov/ne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applicotions — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, BR. 1-2338

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRovi/bridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
engineering
home studyTVandElectronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Soles
Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers AM-FM
SPEOALIY W
209A LaSolle Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington
RE 7-045*6, D. C.

er

Vice

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER
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ch. 27 in Harrisburg. WLYH-TV on ch. ]5
in Lebanon, and WSBA-TV on ch. 43 in
York, public may be convenienced by having uhfgetherreception
in this area. on channels located toWHP-TV
proposes
deletion of and
ch. WDTV
55 and
addition of ch.
21 in Harrisburg,
would55 add
to that city's
present chs.
27,
and ch.
71. 33Proposals
also involve
following uhf assignment shifts: Delete ch.
21 from Lancaster and add either ch. 55 or
ch. 33; substitute ch. 48 for ch. 40 in Dover,
Del., and ch. 40 for ch. 48 in Wildwood,
N.J.; delete
substitute ch. 66 ch.
for 33ch.from
18 inReading,
Baltimore,Pa.;where
unused educational reservation could be
shifted mittee
fromWTLFch.could
*24 go
to ch.
thatto perfrom*66 ch.so 18
ch.
24 (instead of to ch. 66); substitute *69 for
*48
for
educational
use
in
State
College,
Pa.; and either substitute ch. 73 for ch. 36
in Williamsport, Pa., or substitute ch. 26 for
ch. 36 in that city and ch. 60 for ch. 26 in
Shinglehouse, Pa.
Comments to these proposals should also
discuss (1) whether ch. 21 or ch. 33, or
both, should be assigned to Harrisburg;
(2) if ch. 33 is to be removed from Reading,
what could be used to replace it and, if
none is available, whether public interest
would be served by assignment of only
one channel at that city, and (3) in case of
permittees supporting or opposing any of
channel assignment changes, what use they
would make of channels they seek to get
or retain, including specific details as to
past tion
andof their
proposed
construction and operafacilities.
Certain petitions seeking changes in vhf
assignments at Harrisburg and Lancaster
are still pending before commission, including requests to shift ch. 12 from Wilmington to Harrisburg and ch. 8 from Lancaster to Altoona-Johnstown and either
Philadelphia-Wilmington or Atlantic City.
Commissionmodification
denied WHP-TV
immediate
of its petition
license forto
specify ch. 21 instead of ch. 55. However,
orders to show cause why their operations
should not be modified were issued to:
Peoples Bcstg. Co. to specify ch. 33 or ch.
55 instead of ch. 21 for WLAN-TV in Lancaster; WGAL Inc., to specify ch. 26 or ch.
73 instead of ch. 36 for WRAK-TV Williamsport, and United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern
Maryland Inc., to specify ch. 66 or ch. 24
instead of ch. 18 for WTLF in Baltimore.

All submissions must be filed in writing.
Ann. June 23.
■ Designated for hearing applications of
Gila Bcstg. Co. for renewal of license of
stations KCKY CooUdge, KCLF Clifton,
KGLU Safford, KVNC Winslow, and KZOW
and KWJB-FM
all Arizona,
issues relating to Globe,
unauthorized
controlon and
other
operational
and
technical
violations.
Ann. June 23.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to July 11 time to respond to
petition by Taft Bcstg. Co., Houston, Tex.,
for reconsideration and grant without hearing, or mod. of issues, in proceeding on its
am application and that of M-L Radio Inc.
(KMLW) Marlin, Tex. Action July 1.
■ Granted petition by Minnesota Radio
Co. and extended to July 25 time to file
exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on its application for new am station in
Hopkins-Edina, Minn., et al. Action July 5.
■ Granted
Eastern Conn.,
Connecticut Bcstg. Co.petition
(WICH) byNorwich,
and
extended to July 15 time to file replies to
exceptions in proceeding on am application
of Suburban Bcstg. Co., (WVIP) Mount
Kisco, N.Y. Action July 5.
■ Continued
scheduled to resume without
on July date
5 in hearing
proceeding
on
applications
of
Consolidated
Bcstg.
Industries for new am station in Natick, Mass.,
et al. Action July 5.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petitions by Hugh M. McBeath,
WACO Radio Co., and Radio Bcstrs. Inc.,
and dismissed
prejudiceto their
applications for newwithout
am stations
operate
on
&40 kc, 250 w, D, in Waco, Tex., and retained
in
hearing
status
application
of
Belton Bcstrs. Inc., for am facilities in Belton,
Tex. Actions June 30.
■ Continued without date hearing scheduled
July Bell
6 in and
proceeding
on applications offorFloyd
Belton Bcstrs.
Inc.,
for am facilities in Texarkana and Belton,
both Texas. Action July 1.
■ Scheduled hearing for Sept. 19 in pro-

?OWiR

mi
ALL POWERS -low TO 50KW
ITA FM transmitters are "power
misers" — waste less power — give
more watts per dollar. They are
easier to run — require no neutralizing— save you costly floor space
too. Is it any wonder ttiat ITA
leads in FM sales? Let ITA help
you in FM.

ITA 15KW/10KW FM15000B
SPECIALISTS IN FM BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS & ANTENNASJNC.
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*Based on anolysls
of lotest FCC data
• LANSDOWNE, PENNA.

ceeding on applications of Gila Bcstg. Co.,
for renewal of licenses of stations KCKY
Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford,
KVNC Winslow, KZOW Globe and KWJBFM Globe, all Arizona. Action June 29.
■ Designated
Hearing
Examiner
H. Gifford
Irion to preside
in further
proceedings
on applications of Radio Associates Inc.,
and WLOX Bcstg. Co., for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 13 in Biloxi, Miss. — vice
J.D. Bond, Esq. Action June 28.
■ Scheduled hearings in following proceedings on the dates shown: Sept. 20: am
applications of A.S. Riviere, Barnesville,
and Radio Georgia, Thomaston, Ga., fm
applications of Elizabeth G. Coughlan and
North Suburban Radio Inc., Highland Park,
111.; Sept. 22: am applications of Clackamas
Bcstrs. (KGON) Oregon City, Ore.; Sept.
26: Hopkinsville Bcstg. Co., (WHOP) Hopkinsville, Ky.; Sept. 27; San Angelo, Tex., tv
ch. 3 proceeding. Action June 29.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
■ Pursuant to determinations made on
record tionsatof Cookeville
further hearing
applicaBcstg. on
Co.,amCookeville.
Tenn., et al., continued to date to be fixed
by subsequent order further hearing upon
applications in group 1. Action June 28.
■ Certified to commission for appropriate
action records in following proceedings:
New Orleans, La., tv ch. 12 proceeding;
am applications of High Fidelity Stations
Inc. (KPAP) Redding, Calif.; Northeast
Radio Inc. (WCAP) Lowell, Mass.; Ralph J.
Silkwood, Klamath Falls, Ore.; Waco Radio
Co., Waco, Tex., et al. Action June 30.
■ Certified records to commission for appropriate action in following proceedings:
am applications of Cookeville Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville, Tenn., et al; am application of
Pioneer Bcstg. Co. (KNOW) Austin, Tex.;
am applications of Shenandoah Life Stations
Inc. (WSLS) Roanoke, and Edwin R. Fischer, Winchester, Va. Action June 30.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
July 8 in proceeding on application of Rex
O. Stevenson for new am station in Ojai,
Calif. Action June 28.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from June 24 to July 1 date
for filing proposed findings of fact and
conclusions in proceeding on fm applications of Eastern States Bcstg. Corp. (WSNJFM) Bridgeton, N.J., et al. Action June 29.
■ Granted petitions by Boyertown Bcstg.
Co., Boyertown, Pa., and Dinkson Corp.,
Hammonton, N.J., and extended from July
1 to July 6 date for exchanging lay exhibits
and from July 8 to July 13. date for exchanging engineering exhibits in proceeding
on their am applications and that of Brandywine30. Bcstg. Corp., Media, Pa. Action
June
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Fairview Bcstrs.
for leave to amend its application for am
facilities in Rensselaer, N.Y., to reflect merger agreement with other applicants in consolidated proceeding — Sanford L. Hirschberg
and
McGuire,
Cohoes-Watervliet,
N.Y. Gerald
Action R.June
29.
■ Granted petition by Tucson Tv Inc.
(KGUN-TV) Tucson, Ariz., and extended to
July 12 time to file replies to oppositions
of Broadcast Bureau and applicants to its
two petitions for review of rulings of examiner in proceeding on applications of
Alvarado Tv Co., (KVOA-TV) and Old
PuebloAction
Bcstg.
Ariz.
JuneCo.29. (KOLD-TV) Tucson,
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
July 20 in proceeding on applications of
Elizabeth G. Coughlan and North Suburban
Radio Inc., for fm facilities in Highland
Park, 111. Action July 1.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Received in evidence Revised Exhibit
4 of WMFJ Inc. (WMFJ) Daytona Beach,
Fla., closed record, and directed applicants
to submit not later than Aug. 8 proposed
findings and conclusions of law and reply
findings not later than Aug. 18 in proceeding on am applications of Hartsville Bcstg.
Co.
Hartsville, S. C, et al. Action
June (WHSC)
28.
■ Dismissed as moot petition by Medford
Bcstrs. Inc. (KDOV) Medford, Ore., for
leave to amend its am application which
is consolidated for hearing. Action June 29.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ For reasons reflected in transcript of
June 30 hearing session, continued hearing
to July 13 at 2 p.m., and ordered that parties
shall be prepared at resumption of hearing
to present all matters deemed by them to
be necessary so that record may be closed
no later than July 15 in proceeding on
applications of Creek County Bcstg. Co.,
for am facilities in Sapulpa, Okla., et al.
Action June 30.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Pursuant to June 27 hearing, scheduled
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

further hearing for Sept. 7 on order to
Douglas
H. McDonald,
trustee,
permittee
of tv station
WTVW (ch.
7) Evansville,
cause why authorization for
show
to
,
Ind
station WTVW Evansville, should not be
modified to specify operation on ch. 31
in lieu of ch. 7. Action Jime 28.
confer29 prehearing confer■ Pursuant to June
further
ence,for scheduled
in proceeding on
1961, prehearing
Feb. 24.
ence
appUcations of Chronicle PubUshmg Co.
Broadcastingand American
(lOlON-TV) Theatres
Inc. (KGO-TV San
Paramount
Calif. Action June 29.
Francisco,
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
conference pro■ Formalized prehearing
on appUcedural agreements in proceeding
and Associated Encations of Simon Gellerstations
in Gloucester
am
terprises for new Mass.;
continued hearing
and Brockton,
27.
from July 22 to Sept. 7. Action June
Crittenden
evidence
■ Received into
West Memphis, Ark.,
Co.,
Bcstg.
County
exhibit No. 7-A in proceeding on its am
Newport Bcstg. Co., West
and Action
application
June 29.
Memphis, Ark.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ On request by applicant and without
objection by Broadcast Bureau, continued
prehearing conference from July 14 to Mark
July
on application of
29 in proceeding for
of
renewal of license
Co.
Twain Bcstg. KHMO
Hannibal, Mo. Action
am station
June 29.
^
„
■ On request of Wilmer E. Huffman,
Pratt, Kans., and without objecton by other
parties, rescheduled dates previously set in
proceeding as follows: final exchange of
engineering and lay exhibits— July 6 to Aug.
8; notification of witnesses— July 14 toAction
Aug.
from July 21 to Sept. 14.
17, hearing
June
30.
„ ^ -r
■ On request of Mid- America Bcstrs. Inc.
(KOBY) San Francisco. Calif., and without
continued preparties,
other from
by conference
objectionhearing
July 7 to July 22
on am applications of KOBY
proceeding
in
and that of Robert L. Lippert, Fresno,
Calif. Action July 1.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
KWrV Douglas, Wyo. — Granted authority
to sign-off at 6 p.m., MST, for period
through Sept. 30, except for special events
when
station may operate to licensed signoff time.
Actions of July 1
KNOE Monroe, La. — Granted assignment
of licenses and cp and license to KNOE Inc.
Honohina, station.
Hawaii — Granted license
forK76BB
tv translator
■ Granted
for following
am stations: KOUR licenses
Independence,
Iowa; KOHI
St.
Helens, Ore.; KASE Austin, Tex.; KARI
Blaine, Wash.
KUBO San Antonio, Tex. — Granted license
covering installation new trans, as aux.
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WD OK Cleveland, Ohio — Granted license
covering
main trans.installation new trans, as alternate
KGDN Edmonds, Wash. — Granted license
covering
in power,changes
changein ant.trans. and increase
studio locations,
ant.
and ground systems, and installation new
trans, and remote control operation.
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted license covering increase in daytime power, change
from DA-N to DA-2, installation of new
trans, for daytime use (2 main trans.).
KHOB Hobbs, N.M. — Granted license covchange in installation
facilities, ant.
and
studio ering
location,
of -trans,
new trans,
and changes in ant. and ground systems.
KUDI Great Falls, Mont. — Granted license
covering increase
in daytime power and instal ation of new trans.
WELY Ely, Minn. — Granted license coveringtion increase
daytime power and installaof new intrans.
KGLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
cp to Increase ant. height to 3,100 ft., change
ant.-trans. locartion; remote control permitted.
(FM)ant.Buffalo,
Granted
cp
to WBUF
install new
and makeN.Y.—
changes
in ant.
system.
K76BB Honohina, Hawaii — Granted mod.
of cp to specify remote control point.
KMET Paradise, Calif. — Granted mod, of
cp to remove top-loading from ant. system.
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.— Waived sec.
3.613 (a) and (b) of rules and granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 21.1 kw, aur.
11.3 kw, change type trans., make changes in
equipment and change studio location.
WKOP-FM Binghamton, N.Y.— Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 33 kw,
change type ant. and make changes in ant.
system.
K72BB, K80AS, K76AW Texhoma, Tex.—
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Granted mod. of cps to change ERP to 1566
w, add principal community Guymon, Okla.,
change trans, apparatus and change in ant.
system.
■ Following
stationsdates
were asgranted
sions of completion
shown: extenWOI
Ames, Iowa to Sept. 24; WHRW Bowhng
Green, Ohio to Oct. 15; WNTE Naugatuck,
Conn, to Dec. 21; WFBG Altoona, Pa. to
Sept.
Dec. 30.28 and WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss, to
Actions of June 30
WCHU
Champaign,
HI. —TvGranted
assignment of Ueenses to Plains
Corp.; without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem warranted as result of any final
determinations reached by commission in
connection with its pending inquiry into
comphance by broadcast licensees with sec.
317 of Communications Act, and related
matters.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
fm stations: KOSE-FM
Osceola,
Ark.; KNOF
St.
Paul, Minn.; ERP 750 w; KHIQ Sacramento,
Calif.; ERP 17.3 kw; KGFM Edmonds, Wash.;
KHBR-FM HiUsboro, Tex.; KBBM Hay ward,
Calif.; WAMV-FM East St. Louis, 111.;
KOGM-FM Tulsa, Okla.
KMFM
Corpus change
Christi, of
Tex.—
ed license(FM)
covering
ant.Grantand
studio location; increase ERP to 10 kw, ant.
height 290 ft., installation of new ant. and
remote control operation.
Wis. —to Granted
mod.
of WITI-TV
license toMilwaukee,
decrease ERP
50 kw (main
trans. & ant.); without prejudice to whataction commission
may deem
warranted ever
as result
of any final
determinations
reached by commission in connection with
its pending inquiry into compliance by
broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of Conamunications Act, and related matters.
WOC-FM Davenport, Iowa — Granted cp to
increase ERP to 43 kw; ant. height to 860
ft.; change trans, location; install new type
ant. and
make permitted.
changes in ant. system; remote control
KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash.— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 214 DA, aur. 120 DA;
changetem and
typemake
trans.;
modify
ant. to changes;
DA sysother
equipment
ant. 780 ft.; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem warranted
as result of any final determinations reached
by commission in connection with its pending inquiry
by broadcast
licensees
withintosec.comphance
317 of Communications
Act, and related matters.
(TV) Washington,
Granted
cpWTTG
to maintain
auxiliary ant.D.C.—
incorporated
in STA as auxiliary ant. at main trans, site;
without prejudice
whatever as
action
mission may deem towarranted
resultcom-of
any final determinations reached by commission in connection with its pending inquiry into compliance by broadcast licensees
with sec. 317 of Communications Act, and
related matters.
(TV) alternate
Washington,
cpWTTG
to install
main D.C.—
trans,Granted
(main
trans. & ant. & alt. main) without
prejudice
to
whatever
action
commission may deem warranted as result of
any final determinations reached by commission in connection with its pending inquiry into 317
compliance
by broadcast Act,
licensees
with sec.
of Communications
and
related matters.
WRC-TV Washington, D.C.— Granted cp to
incorporate precise frequency control unit
as part of present trans, (main trans. &
ant. & aux. trans. & ant.); without prejudice to such action as commission may
deem recommendations
warranted as result
its final
deterand
set offorth
in report
minations with respect to: (1) conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report
of network study staff; (2) related studies
and inquiries
now being considered
or conducted by commission;
and (3) pending
anti-trust matters; and without prejudice to
whateverranted asaction
deem warresult commission
of any final may
determinations
reached by commission in connection with
its pending Inquiry into compliance by
broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of Communications Act. and related matters.
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted cp to
maintain former part of old main ant. incorporated as auxiliary ant. (composite)
near main trans, site (aux. ant. & aux.
trans.);
without
whatever ac-as
tion commission prejudice
may deemto warranted
result of any final determination reached
by commission in connection with its pending inquiry
by broadcast
licensees
withintosec.compliance
317 of Communications
Act, and related matters.
KLYD-FM Bakersfield, CaUf.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ant.-trans. location,
studio location,
typekw,ant.,andtype
trans., ant.
increase ERP to 3.2
decrease
height to 430 ft.
Continued on page 111

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

TOWERS

Joseph O. Per/no
President
CHANNEL
7
KCMT
ALEXANDRIA,

MINNESOTA

Glenn W. Flint
General Manager
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,

inc.

NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<^ per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25>t per word— ^2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
c No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1733 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
California
Here
Join theSixties!
California Gold
RushYouofCome!
the Golden
Here's your big chance to make the move
to
California.
We're building
a brand
newsunny
station
(the second)
in a California
market that is really booming with a gigantic military installation. We need a manager,
a sales maiaager, and sales staff. We'll pay
top salaries portu.nities.for advancement
. you'll have with
excellent
our opexpanding
station
group.
You
can
name
own deal as manager or sales manageryourif
you are worth $750.00 per month guarantee
plus some form of profit-sharing. Apply in
detail (including photograph) to Box 986A,
BROADCASTING. All replies treated with
strictest confidence.
Station manager for Michigan station — immediate opening — 1st ticket, announcing exMust have
and bonus
staff directionperience.
abilities.
Good business
salary and
on
gross for the right man. Send resume Box
147B, BROADCASTING.
Complete staff for new station opening soon
in southeast. Manager, salesman, announcengineer. hard
Want and
experienced
willingers,to work
take part men
in small
community activities. Good opportunity for
sober, dependable persons. Write Box 203B,
BROADCASTING.
Our station is number one in three station
market. We are proud of this property. The
man we choose
as manager
must have Send
experience and excellent
qualifications.
full details. Box 226B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Permanent career in radio sales at prestige
adult manappeal
station for initiative
solid, creative
saleswith experience,
and desire
to make money. Southern coastal medium
market; well rounded economy. Account
list with excellent potential. Write Box
812A, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for S.C. station in good market
must be hustler interested in eventual
management opportunity. $100.00 weekly
plus incentive
Furnishage.detailed
information as tobonus.
experience,
education
and photo. Box 909A, BROADCASTING.
Our men are earning $150-$250 weekly and
campaign managers $12,000-$15,000 annually.
Conducting
award
contestscommunity
now in Newpromotions-cash
York, Penna.,
and New England. Write Box 138B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fulltimer
(not acanjukesellboxat rate
operation)
desiresresume
salesman
who
card. Mail
and
financial
requirements
to
Box
163B,
BROADCASTING.
Chain station in southwest needs good, energetic salesman. Far better than average
draw and commission. Chances for advancement to manager excellent. Box 196B,
BROADCASTING.
Are you ready to step up in sales work?
Here
is an opportunity. 'Texas. Box 253B,
BROADCASTING.
Experience required. Topnotch salesman.
$7,500.00 plus opportunity. Must be a self
starting hustler. Al M. Farber, Manager,
KXGI, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Proven high earnings available with MadiWisconsin's
easiest-to-sell
stationPhone
— top
rated son,
in an
ideal city
for your family.
WiUiam R. Walker, WISM Radio.
Midwest placement! Write Walker, Broadcast Division, 83 So. 7th St., Minneapolis
2, Minnesota for application.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer-chief engineer for 1 kw small
town daytimer . . . Good engineering job
and fair announcing required. $100.00 weekly plus free hospital insurance for man
and family. Send complete details in reply.
Box 908A, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to hire: A combo man with first
class ticket. Emphasis on announcing. Send
particulars to Box 940A, BROADCASTING,
Experienced, versatile announcer wanted for
southwest Virginia market. Must have good
sense of tight production. 40 hours, $70. Box
117B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man for western New
York community. Excellent future with
multi-station
group.andSolid
adult Box
programming. Send tape
resume.
132B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman with firstclass ticket by am-fm station in southern
California, state's 4th largest market. Run
own
If you'retape,
good,resume,
name your
price.board,
Send sell.
returnable
pic.
Box 134B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone engineer for 250
watt New Hampshire daytimer going on
the air mid-July. Major emphasis on anCASTING. nouncing. Send details to Box 145B, BROADAre you
for pd? inBright,
music
and ready
news station
medium fast-paced
midwest
market. Send expendable tape, photo and
resume to Box 152B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first phone;
experienced
announcer-commercial
man-is
ager; experienced
announcer. Location
large city in Louisiana. Big opportunity to
right persons. Box 175B, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
announcer for adult operation in Michigan.
Send tape and resume to Box 177B. BROADCASTING.
Deejay for modern ladio format, with personality. Box
Versatile —180B,
someBROADCASTING.
news. Boston.
Tape, resume.
Northern California 5kw, formula, wants a
nighttimer who can swing, ticket preferred.
Salary open. Air check required. Replies
confidential. Box 212B, BROADCASTING.
Immediate job at top rated adult station in
Pittsburgh suburban area, for announcer
with minimum IVz years coimnercial ejcperience. Must
available
for personal
interview. Goodbestarting
salary,
regular raises.
Send tape with resume. Box 217B. BROADCASTING.
Tremendous opportunity for bright, versatile, experienced staff man at 50 kw station
in Southwest. Send tape, resume and recent
picture to Box 237B, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Texas. Network station. Box
254B, BROADCASTING.
Want 3 mature, experienced staff announcers. No deejays. Personal integrity required.
Can be lifetime for best men. Top listening,
top prestige,
sophisticated
station. Tape and
resume. good-music
KASE, Austin,
Texas.
KBUD, Athens, Texas seeking experienced
staff announcer.
Have immediate opening for announcer with
first phone. Single station, adult market
located in heart of vacation wonderland.
Excellent working conditions, side benefits.
Send resume. Tape and photo to Jack Hinman, KPRK Radio, Livingston, Montana.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening announcer. Experience
preferred. Apply KSDN, Aberdeen, South
Dakota.
WAYE, Baltimore, needs staff announcer
with 1st phone or pd experience.
Kentucky staff: Permanent position open
mid-August. Adult music, tight format.
Must be experienced. News delivery important. Salary open. Send resume and past
earnings.
No tapes. WBLG, Box 1417, Lexington, Kentucky.
Immediate opening in suburban Detroit
station for intelligent, enthusiast dj. 2 years
commercial
experience.
on production. Call or
rush tapeStrong
to WBRB,
Mt.
Clemens. Micliigan.
Central Pennsylvania daytimer will have
an August 7 opening for a competent staff
announcer. Send tape and other data to
Station Manager, WCPA, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.
Announcer-engineer, experience not required. Must have good speaking voice.
Rural station near Wallops Island, Virginia.
If interested send audition tape or call
Brooks Russell, WESR, Tasley, Virginia.
Announcer with 1st class ticket, immediate
opening. Send resume, tape. WJUD, St.
Johns, Michigan.
Women — Opportunity to earn extra money
by
recording
goodTampa
local 9,accounts.
audition.
Box for
10513,
Florida. Send
Needed immediately — announcer with first
phone. tionPermanent
position. Send
Brand tape
new staon air by August.
and
resume, Henry Phipps. 835, Alta Vista, Barstow. California.
Opening for staff announcer. Promising beginners should air mail tape, resume and
photograph.
opening
announcer
with
first classAlso
ticket.
Ralnh for
L. Hooks,
The
Dixie Stations, Box 46. DeRidder, Louisiana.
Give your ratings a shot in the arm with
Professional
Services'
D-J for
comedy
material — written
for exclusive
radio — send
current
selection.
.
.
.
just
$2.98
—
Professional
Services, Box 5815, Baltimore 8. Maryland.
Midwest
placement!
WriteSt.,Walker,
Broad-2,
cast Division,
83 So. 7th
Minneapolis
Minnesota, for application.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
.7-6938.
. . showcase? New York School of Announcing, 160 West 73rd Street, NYC, SU
Technical
Engineer for Washington, D.C. area station.
Some experience required. Box 854A,
BROADCASTING.
Florida station needs real engineer. Maintenance, construction in challenging position with opportunity for extra money for
part-time announcing if desired. No drifters
or cranks considered. Box 137B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Must be experienced. Know
maintenance, top rated station 1000 watt full
time. Automation. Good pay. Texas, all details first letter. Box 256B, BROADCASTING.
Maryland independent needs experienced
engineer
first phone
for am equipment.
fm operation withwith
remote
and mobile
Reply in full giving background experience,
references and salarv requirements. Box
188B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer-announcer, or engineer-salesman.
Salarv open. Write General Manager,
KAGE. Winona, Minnesota.
Wanted, engineer-announcer morning wakeup, sales, progressive and successful popular
music station. Good base salary and numbertact
of good
accounts. ConWAFC, commissionable
Staunton, Virginia.
WAYE, Baltimore, needs staff announcer
with 1st phone or pd experience.
Suburban Chicago. Must be experienced. 1
kw am going to 5 kw; 36 kw fm going to
180 kw and multiplex. Write or call with
completements.details
salary- requireImmediate including
opening. Wheeler,
WEAW,
Evanston. IlUnois, UN 4-7600.
Need first phone engineer with or without
experience, with or without announcing experience. Contact WSYB, Rutland, Vt.
Chief engineer experienced In high power
directional and fm. Progressive, expanding
organization. Not a swivel chair job. Major
upper midwest city. Open now. Call collect.
John Davis, Riverside, Illinois, HI 7-2402.
Midwest
placement!
Walker.
Broadcast Division,
83 So. Write
7th St.,
Minneapolis
2, Minnesota for application.
Production — Programming, Others
Can
use "Gal
Friday"- — music,
Good knowledge
promotion,
armouncing,
copy writing,of
etc. Box 221B, BROADCASTING.
News director radio and tv network affiliate.
Multiple
withdetails.
top-rated
personnel. ownership.
Send pic Work
and full
Box
225B, BROADCASTING.
Do you want to live in northern California
and work in radio or tv? Write Don Telford,
KIEM-TV, Box 1011, Eureka, California.
Beautiful coUege city. 25,000 population. We
are seeking a young family man. interested
in good Uving and well oriented in radio,
to be our program director and morning
personality. Our's is a 5 kw. twenty year
old, intelligently programmed station that's
getting better and better. You'll join a
happy, professional team that's going places.
You'll
make money,
your
family live
will well,
love you'll
this growing,
attractive
community. Send resume, references, picture, and tape to: J.T. Snowden. Jr., Manlina. ager, WGTC Radio, Greenville, North CaroExperienced reporter-writer for newsroom
of outstanding 50 kw clear channel. No air
work. Good pay based on experience and
ability. Company benefits. Contact Lincoln
Harner, News Director, WHAM, Rochester,
N.Y.
Experienced continuity writer. Adult music
station. Good production library, latest
equipment. Advancement opportunities. Revania. sume. Manager, WRTA, Altoona, PennsylProgram director, educational station. Must
know something of language and serious
music, radio production, progranrmiing
duties. College graduate required, time to
work on graduate degree given. Starting
$400 month. Kenneth Wright, WUOT, University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Tennessee.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Outstanding twenty year record in sales,
general operations and management. Available immediately. Box 879A, BROADCASTING.
Very successful small station manager (ten
years) had to try the city. Still very sucbig station
sales station.
manager.Midwest
Longs
for smallcessful astown
and small
or midsouth. Box 195B, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager presently employed
wants to move up. 11 years experience sales,
news, announcer. $150 per week minimum
plus
ING. bonus plan. Box 218B, BROADCASTAm qualified — can manage — proven success
record
— looking for
BROADCASTING
. permanency. Box 233B,
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Commercial manager 5 kw seeks relocation
in northeast due to sale of station. Sixteen
years' management.
experience — sixProven
tv sales,ability
ten radio
sales,
past
employer references. Familiar New England
markets. Mature, married, reliable. Box
200B. BROADCASTING.
Station manager
— 13Presently
years' experience
phases
of radio.
employedin all
in
small market with net profit up and expenses
down.
A
stable,
enthusiastic
administrator currently selling, programming and
announcing. Would prefer Tennessee or
southeastern coastal states, with opportunity for profit-sharing
part-ownership.
34, married,
one child, no ordrinking.
Present
employers know of this advertisement and
will supply excellent references. Box 204B,
BROADCASTING.
General manager — Tops in sales, programand promotion.
-is building
up runming down
property.Specialty
Presently
director
of small chain of medium market stations
that's
for
sale.
Doubled
original
value
two years by tripling billing and gettingin
#1 ratings. Finest references national and
statewide. Western states only. Box 207B,
BROADCASTING.
Small station owners ... I want to learn
management. Young, ten year background,
family. Box 243B, BROADCASTING.
10 years experience. From combo — to engichiefin and
— to Box
manager
of #1neer— to
station
firstproduction
100 markets.
245B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman — former radio newsman desires
position in sales in Minnesota or Wisconsin.
College, vet, 26, married. Available August
15. Box 122B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer D.J. 4 years, married. Would like to settle. GR 7-2391 or
MU 6-3879, Herb Anderson, 47 West 28th
St., N.Y. 1.
Announcers
Attention! "Good music-news-sports station"—lege5 graduate.
years announcing
experience, Box
colAvailable immediately.
954A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj experienced. Tight format.
Want to settle. Married. Not a prima donna.
Box 992A, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Announcer, tight production,
4 years experience. Married, want to settle.
Not a floater. Box 993A, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, vet, married, tight
format, willing to work, not a floater. Box
995A, BROADCASTING.
Major or medium market adult operation
looking for experienced dj? Box 121B,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
Experienced.
Excellent
radio
voice. First class
licence. Ohio.
Box
127B, BROADCASTING.
Radio school,
graduate,
experienced, prefercollege
Philadelphia
or 24,
California.
Box 197B, BROADCASTING.
Annoxmcer — college graduate. Strong on
news, commercials, dj. Tapes, references at
request.
CASTING. Will travel. Box 198B, BROADDynamic,
married
rock news
jock'
with
four young,
years news.
Storz'topmobile
experienced. Box 199B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — dj. New commercial delight.
Excellent voice. Stable, beginner. Box 208B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj; news and sports. Adult,
professional, versatile, ambitious. Box 209B,
BROADCASTING.
Dreaming
of a castle
in the
station can have
a Kastle
on air?
the Your
air. Best
offer gets me. Write for tape. Box 210B,
BROADCASTING.
Gal announcer. Thoroughly trained radio/tv.
Good commercial delivery, pleasing voice
personality. Can assume Gal Friday duties.
Versatile background. Tape available. Box
211B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer, young, married,
have car and 1st phone, non-maintenance!
Tight production and enthusiasm are my
keynotes. Box 215B, BROADCASTING.
Major market jock, announcer, news rewriter and reporter with pd and music prospotservices
with pro-of
motiongramming
minded experience
stationdesires
seeking
real pro. Minimum starting salary of $150
weekly. Box 216B, BROADCASTING
Announcer — pd with country-western leanings. DJ. sales, news, musician. Many years
experience. Relaxed radio only. Employed.
Box 223B, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding personality wants to break into
major inarket. Finest references. Consistently top rated. Will become major talent
in your city. Married, reliable, personable.
Presently
CASTING. employed. Box 224B. BROADSports,experience,
pd and announcer
— play-by-play,
years
college graduate,
26, fam- 7
ily. Excellent character and references. Employed. Box 228B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, 10 years
experience. Presently manager in Rocky
Mountain, desire announcer, or pd, California, Arizona, Nevada, with desert region
preferred. Authoritative news and commercials. Box 232B. BROADCASTING.
Recent college graduate, two years educational radio engineering and announcing,
desires start in any phase of radio. Willing
to
locate
anywhere in East. Box 234B,
BROADCASTING.
Country and western disc jockey, well seasoned, good ad lib, good on promotion and
personal appearances, now in major market,
desires more opportunity, preferably in
Western
CASTING. half of U.S. Box 236B, BROADYoung, married, experienced combo, presentlygressive
employed,
position
promidwestseeks
station.
$100 with
minimum.
Box 239B, BROADCASTING.
Southland: Eight years, solid radio, with
references from every employer. Knows
standard and formula radio. News and
Music. Veteran
withBROADCASTING.
college. Best of background. Box 241B,
Veteran announcer available August 1st as
programvania.director.
Ohio,Box
PennsylMake your Indiana,
best offer.
244B,
BROADCASTING.
Modern pd-dj, top market, top ratings.
Samples on request. Box 248B, BROADCASTING.
Top notch top 40 man. 3 years experience.
Age 25. Married. Hard worker, aggressive,
professional sound. Box 255B, BROADCASTING.
Permanent position in medium market for
qualified sportscaster - staffman. Consider
radio-tv. Employed, 28, married, college.
Larry
Colorado.Myers, 1202 Harrison, Canon City,
Morning man. Deep voice. Experienced. 302
West Union St., Telephone HE 7-4199, Morganton. No. Car.
Good, versatile announcer. Production wise.
Available immediately. $125.00. Tom Edwards. 6733 Placid Place, Telephone TWeed
1-3837. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Annoimcers, newscasters, experienced.
Good voices. Tight boardmen. Contact New
York School of Announcing and Speech,
160 West 73rd St., NYC.
DJ's
lib personalities.
Fast experienced.
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd St., NYC.
Experienced play-by-play sportscaster with
6 years' radio experience. Primarily sports.
Family encedman.
Holder of professional
B.A. Degree. baseball,
Experiin broadcasting
boxing, racing and golf. College football,
basketball, and track. High school football,
baseball and basketball. Presently sports
director of metropolitan station. Supervise
all writing and airing of sports activity.
Management
aware 212
of this
ad. Write
William Schellhammer,
Commerce
Building,
Erie, Pennsylvania.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer — experienced. David Lipman,
1829 Caton Ave., Brooklyn 26, N.Y., BU
4-1016.
Negro disc jockey, looking for work. Dick
Wilson, 101 W. 143rd St., NYC. AD 4-4180.
Technical
Engineer with one year of transmitter experience would like to relocate in upper
midwest near Mason City, Iowa. Box 202B,
BROADCASTING.
First sirephone.
Negroadvance
with sales
ability.
Deto learn and
in Negro
market.
College,
Single.
Reliable.
Box
238B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: qualified to design. Build or supervisestallations,
radio, nowtelevision
or microwave
infield engineer
for nationally
known consultant, is seeking a position that
requires Uttle traveling. Box 240B. BROADCASTING,
Chief engineer ten years experience including 10tenanckw
directional
— installation
maine— studio
production.
Multiple — station
responsibility. Box 246B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — wants return to broadcast engineering as chief. Over 17 years combined
electronics experience. 8 years in broadcast
(3 as chief)
plus 9 yearsReliable.
mobile communications maintenance.
Box 249B,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, eight years experience radio and
television. Experienced in directional optown, Ga.eration. South only. P. O. Box 241, CedarOverseas (Far-East only), radiotelegraph.
2-way, operation or maintenance position.
Age 29. First phone, second radiotelegraph.
Strohmeyer, Box 2131, Kansas City, Kansas.
Field engineer — ticket, travel, know-how.
W. MacTammany, 116 W. 8th St., Scotland
Neck, N.C., Valley 6-3231— Now!
Production-Programming, Others
Quantity of quality programming with
purse-nudging production available for the
discerning
interested
in ideals,
results and station
commercially
profitable
sound,
without sacrificing good taste. 13 years experience — college
grad. BROADCASTING.
— currently P.D.
metro market.
Box 235B,
Program director available . . . Ohio stations only. Box 242B, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Administrative assistant to president of
Broadcasting Company. Multiple ownership.
Must have experience
corporate must
and administrative affairs andin integrity
be
above reproach. Send full details. Box 227B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales representative. State capital vhf in
the southeast seeks experienced local sales
representative. Sales promotion background
considered. Productive account list available. Station owned by long-estabUshed
company. Pleasant working conditions,
group insurance and pension plan. Those
interested send full resume, including photo
to Box 170B, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for experienced tv
salesman in local, regional sales position.
Liberal
and high
income
tial for commission
right man. Send
resume
and potenphoto
to
Sales
Manager,
KCRG-TV,
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa.
Wanted: Salesman for aggressive local tv
selling — radio or tv experience equally ac— goodcoverage,
commission
available. ceptable.
ABCGood guarantee
station, best
first
place
6-Midnight
ratings.
Need
hustler
likes to make money. Send photo who
and
background to: Lee Colee, WTVH, 621 Main
St., Peoria, Illinois.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer wanted with qualifications for
supervisory
duties.
Pioneersouth.
basicOpenmg
major
network
station
in upper
requires
first
class
radio-telephone
license
with studio, vtr and transmitter experience.
Excellent
ance, working
vacations andconditions
holidays.with
SendinsurfuU
resume
with
picture
to
Box
962A,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer with first ticket for midwestern aU uhf market. Experience preferred, but not necessary. Box 131B,
BROADCASTING.
California medium market needs good, practical experienced television engineers, both
studio and transmitter. Must be excellent
operator television control board, projectors,
switcher, microwave, etc. Also need alert,
experienced transmitter man. Both men
should be good on maintenance, mechanical
work, and electrician. Reply Box 191B,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer Gulf Coast vhf.
Thorough studio maintenance background.
Send resume, picture and salary. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840. Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman wanted. Must be able to gather,
write and present the news. Salary open.
Contact Reeve Owen, WTVC, Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Situations Wanted — Management
General manager. 5 years tv management.
Top sales
direction.
Saleable employed.
program creation excellent.
Presently
Box
219B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Executive-type
experience — six salesman
tv sales,with
ten sixteen
radio years'
sales,
management available due to sale of station. Past commission earnings well above
average but primarily interested in sound
permanent connection. Northeast preferred.
Mature,ences.married,
reliable. Excellent referBox 201B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer . . . Excellent commercial and
news delivery . . . wants opportunity to
earn in larger market . . 8 years in small
market radio and tv . . now in upper
midwest . . . will move anywhere ... 35
. . . family man . . . sober . . . best referING. ences. Please write Box 229B, BROADCASTTV-announcer desires work in a western
state. Prefer booth job. 3 years experience
in leading market. Young, enthusiastic, ambitious. Box 247B, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer: qualified to design. Build or supervise radio, television or microwave installations, now field engineer for nationally
known consultant, is seeking a position that
requires
httle
traveling. Box 240B, BROADCASTING.
Graduating
interns,
technicalfully
and equipped
production, trained
in modern
studios by commercial minded instructors,
now available. Contact Intern Supervisor,
WTHS-TV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
Excellent television newsman and personality. 13 years'
radioas and
tv manager
experience.in
Presently
employed
station
small radio market. Former tv experience
consisted of news and IV2 hour morning
show across the board. 34, married, no
drinking. Present employers know of this
advertisement and will supply excellent
references. Box 205B, BROADCASTING.
20 years cluding
experience
radio/television,
inmanagement. inCreative
programming
my forte. Seeking program directorship of
quality operation. Box 220B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
7 years radio announcing, sales, programming, ownership, 1 year tv news . . . would
like tv programming-announcing in new
station.
CASTING.Single, sober! Box 250B, BROADAiring, writing, editing, gathering news—
metropoUtan market. Six years radio-television. Ready to step up. Former resident
NYC-Philadelphia
area. Box 252B, BROADCASTING.
News director, 7 years experience all phases
radio-tv news; family man, 27. Currently
employed major market. Box 257B, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
Gates dynamote FOR
SALEremote amplifier
portable
ING.
—brand
new— $250. Box 166B, BROADCAST
-

Steelman transitape, portable all-transistor
2-speed
tape
BROADCAST
ING.recorder — $100. Box 167B
Multiplex receivers — 12 Bogen - (RM2) 1
Bogen (RM2A), 2 Browning (XR-100 with
adapter), one Teletronix (MXllA). All about
one year old and now in use and operatgoing
about Julyd 15th.
mg. Available
business.
musicWe're
of the backgroun
out
Total cost to us was $2400. Will sell at 25%
off
ING.or $1,750. Write Box 190B, BROADCAST2 each Auricon Pro 1200 Cameras— with
magazine, and 1 inch lens, with var. den
galvo. Price $2,750.00 each. 1 each 16mm
Hallon Film Tape Recorder. Like new
$750.00. Box 222B, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half track,
and 15 ips. Excellent. 11000
each
$1050 7'/2
crated.
Radio Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, California.
12 slimline base light fixtures #TV664G. Excellent condition. Transformer box #TV664BG5 included. $100 each. KHOU-TV, Box
11, Houston, Texas.
Gates model 31B console. Gates model 250-C
transmitter, Gates type CB-4 control desk.
Recently removed from service, in fair condition. First reasonable offer takes. Radio
Station KIMP, Mt. Pleasant, Texas.
One Mole-Richardson microphone — boom
complete with perambulator. Like new —
$1,000.00 Good used automatic film cleaner
and conditioner, Neuvator model No. CL-16
made by Nu-Made. Contact Jim Sims, Station WAPA-TV, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Microwave tower— 75 foot, self-supporting,
three bolted sections. 12 foot base, 8 foot
top. Sturdy platform, guard rail, ladder.
Inquire Engineering Dept. WAVE, Inc., 725
South Floyd, Louisville, Kentucky.
CoUins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition. Now available. Examine
under operating conditions. Excellent quality. Ten years old. Price $4,500. Terms. Address Radio Station WISE, 75 Scenic Highway, AsheviUe, N.C.
A 1000 watt Collins transmitter in operating
condition. Will sell reasonable. Radio Station WMOZ, Post Office Box 228, Mobile,
Alabama.
One Raytheon three channel remote with
power supply, model RR 30, good condition,
in use at present. One Raytheon control
board, model RC-ll with power supply, has
been put in good condition by competent
engineer. Two Gates CBll turntables, just
completely overhauled by qualified repair
firm. Still in crates, new idlers, felt, switches, springs, and include 1 mil and 2.5 mil
stylus (complete with arms), 1 Travis tapak
duplex
multispeed
newscaster,
vari-track.
Good working
condition.
The entire
group
yours for $900.00 or sold separately. Will
crate, you pay shipping charges. WWNS,
Statesboro, Georgia.
Tape recorders, stereo: Ampex 350-2, $1100.00
(list $1900.00); Berland 33, $550.00 (list
$1,115.00). M. Bates, 3200-16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. (Decatur 2-6400, ext. 619).
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Dehydrators, automatic and complete, rigid
coaxial transmission line, with fittings and
hardware. Write for listing. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor
Road, Oakland 20, California.
Get into fm power cheap. 10 kw Western
Electric transmitter 506 B-2, with brand
new Gates exciter, new tubes throughout.
GE 8 bay antenna BY 8 B. Make offer. L.E.
Latham, Box 77, Atlanta, Ga., DR 8-8808.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru
24"
Paul,
Minn.Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Ampex 300 7 track recorders, 2 decks
& 7 chassis $3,000. Daven 12a new $500.00.
Reeves 16mm $6000 mag film rec system
$1,500. Sobin, 39-44 49th St., L.I.C. 4, N.Y.
II 8-9516.
Schafer automatic program equipment. Used
less teethan
year. Manufacturer's
4 years.one$8,000.00.
Call Olean, N.Y.guaran20161.
General Precision Laboratory 16mm kinescope recorder, model PA-303 with Maurer
sound oftronicfilm
and utilizing
elecshutter.system
For further
information
contact the Director of Purchasing, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
Two 270-foot heavy-duty Fisher guyed
towers
by October
1st. 146
W. South
D'Orr
Cozzens,available
Intermountain
Network,
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Want station in northeast city over 100,000
population.
To 150M
up to 40M down. Principal. Box lOOB,
BROADCASTING.
Want Broadcast Station — Western — qualified
individual—
CASTING. Principals. Box 231B, BROADTexas operator wants second station within
200 miles
Dallas. smaller.
Top full-time
preferred
but
will of
consider
Our No.
0882.
Indiana Corporation wants 250-1000 watt
full time, non-directional one-market town
10 to 20 M, or will buy permit and build.
Our No. 0862. Indiana station will buy another: New England, N.Y., Pa., Ind., $100M
all cash or down payment on larger. Our
No.
0832.
May Brothers, Binghamton, New
York.
WANTED TO BUY

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd )
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January
4, 1961. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6have
p.m. nofivefailures.
days a The
week.Pathfinder
Tuition $300.
We
Method,
510 16th St., Oakland, California.

Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Funniest one-liners ever created. Produced
on tape
especially
for request
your show
station. Rush
letterhead
for or
sample
tapes! Box 732A, BROADCASTING.

MISCELLANEOUS

YOUR HANDY CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
ISSUE DATE(s)
□ TF (until forbid)
RATES
□ Situations Wanted — 200 per word — $2.00 minimum (Payment in advance)
O Help Wanted — 250 per word — $2.00 minimum
□ Display ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space
□ All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum
(No charge for blind box number)
Indicate whether Radio or TV
□ Radio
□ TV
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE
f~| management
nQ announcers
sales
□ technical
□ production-programming
SITUATIONS WANTED
n management

WANTED
TO BUY
□ equipment

sales
□□ announcers
□ technical
□ production-programming
DISPLAY SPACE
□ 1 in.
COPY

Q□ Business
InstructionsOpportunity

n stations
□ equipment CATEGORIES
ADDITIONAL

0 2 in.

Q Miscellaneous
□ 3 in.
Q 4 in.

□ other

Equipment
350 to 400 foot guyed triangular tower capable of 2supporting
14,000tv pound
Channel
superturnstile
antenna.six-layer
Write,
stating location, condition, manufacturer,
and price. Box 230B, BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 702A oscillator unit, complete in good working condition. Contact:
S. E. Hawkins, Chief Engineer, WITH, 7
East Lexington St., Baltimore 3, Maryland.
Wanted: Used am modulation monitor, am
frequency monitor, audio console. Price
must be right. E. Holley, WOKS, Columbus,
Georgia, CY 7-4515.
Western Electric 506B-2 transmitter, 10 kw
— for standby rig. State hours, condition,
terms and spare parts. Also BMTA monitor.
Gatev/ay Broadcasting Corp., 11600 Tesson
Ferry Road, St. Louis 23, Missouri.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 GilUiam
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $

., 1
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□ Bill

RADIO
STATIONS

-

FOR
FLORIDA

SALE

RADIO

STATION

Medium market. ^1 rating, sold
solid.
Box 206B, BROADCASTING

An unusual opportunity for an acceptable buyer to acquire ownership of a
prestige California property with a j|
history of high billings and ownership J(
earnings for the very low down payment of $25,000.
Box 179B, BROADCASTING.

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Metro
Large
Major
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
Ga.
Va.
Cal.
IVIiss.
III.
La.
Tenn.
Fla.
W.Va.
Fla,
Cal.
Fla.
Cal.
Fla.
East

250w
Ikw-D
250w
250w
Daytimer
Regional
Fulltime
Fulltime
Local
Regional
Ikw-D
Regional
Daytimer
Regional
5kw

$45M
80M
68M
39M
95M
53M
55M
55M
40 M
175M
70M
230M
175M
185M
350M

terms
terms
15 dn
15 dn
29%
terms
cash
terms
10 dn
terms
29%
29%
terms
29%
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville
New York San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address
I 182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9
.GUNZENDORFER.
NORTHWEST. $95,000 with 29% down.
A 250 watt fulltimer in 2 station market.
CALIFORNIA. $17,500 down. $300 a
month payout for a fulltimer in
northern city of 15,000 people. Owner
must sell. Full price. $60,000.
CALIFORNIA.
Southern
area. in$125.000
for a 1000 watt
fulltimer
one
station community of 12,500 people.
CALIFORNIA. 500 watt daytimer. A
earner in growing area. Asking $150,000. 29% down. 10 year payout.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, California
Licensed Brokers — Financial Consultants
Phone OLympia 2-5676
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

STEP UP TO A BETTER
JOB THE EASY WAY! !
Many announcers and others have found
that it paysfessionalto placement.
get your job through proTOP JOB PLACEMENTS
IN THE SOUTHEAST
Free registration — — Conf. Service
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
JA 5-4841
Atlanta, Ga.
no

Rocky Mt. Fulltime $63,000 — Rocky
Mt. Day regional $40,000 — Southwest fuUtime $115,000 — South medium, day $97,500 — Texas single regional day $47,5 00 — South medium
Fulltime $125,000— South Major day
regional $95,000 — Midwest medium
fulltime. Money-maker. $150,000
Incl. valuable real estate — Southwest Fulltime regional. Big profits.
$210,000 — Southwest Major, day regional. $225,000 — West Coast power, medium market. $3 50,000 —
South single. $40,000 — Texas single,
day regional $100,000. PATT McDONALD, Box 92 66, Austin, Texas.
GL. 3-8080, or Jack Koste, 60 E.
42nd., N 17, NY. MU. 2-4813.

Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
NEWS DIRECTOR
Immediate permanent opening due to illness present News Director. Must have
thorough news and broadcasting background. Good air man with authoritative
voice. Good salary plus car allowance and
other earnings for right man. Not interested in itinerants or alcoholics. This station has finest reputation for news broadcasting. Please send qualifications,
references, and tape to Mort Silverman,
General Manager, WJBO, Box 496, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
Situations Wanted — Technical
TOP-NOTCH
I
ISETWORK ENGINEER
I
I With supervisory experience, colI
I lege degree, seeks administrative
Box 213B, BROADCASTING
I
I position.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
READY

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATID
Brokers — Contullanti — Approiiert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wlde Service
Experienced Broadcqiters
Confidenligl Negotiations
Security Bidg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS

FOR SALE

WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Doing $12,000 a month. Asking $150,000
with 29% down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Doing $6,000 a month. Asking $100,000
with 29% down.
NORTHWEST. Daytimer. Near large
market. $70,000. Low down.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Top market.
Asking $225,000 with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Top 100 Markets. Full
time. Asking $275,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Exclusive. Average $80,000 annual gross
for last 5 years. Asking $90,000 with
29%.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
MISCELLANEOUS

TO MOVE

UP!

Top - notch Operations Manager
(assistant General Manager) presently employed in "first fifty" eastern market, ready for a larger station or station Managership in
medium market. Eighteen years
experience producing commercial
results. Consistentljr outstanding
ratings, comprehensive budgeting
know-how and top national programming awards high-light the
resume you must see if "making
this product right" means profit to

you.

Write Box 251B,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment

Cartridge Tape Equipment
NOW IN 150 STATIONS
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
or

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbara, California

NEW
Low cost modulator-oscillator. Convert
color or monochrome receivers to video
monitors. Low differential phase, wide
frequency response, constant time delay.
$49.50. Write: TELSON ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS, INC., Rapid City, South
Dakota.
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quishment of negative control by Abe D.
cense covering increase in ERP and ant.
height, installation new ant. and change of Waldauer through sale of treasury stock to
Donel Lynch, George P. Mooney and D.F.
ant. -trans, and studio locations.
KPLC Lake Charles, La. — Granted license Prince and corporate reorganization.
covering installation of new trans.
WHLO Akron, Ohio — Granted assignment
of license to Radio Akron Inc.
KBIQ (FM)
Angeles, Calif.—
WREA East Palatka, Fla.— Granted license
licenses
to useLospreviously
licensedGranted
main
trans, as auxiliary; and increase in ERP,
for am station.
change type trans., changes in ant. system
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WQRS-FM Detroit, Mich.; antenna
and specify type trans.
280 ft.:
Wis.; antenKEFM
(FM)
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.—
na 245WMIL-FM
ft.; WRNWMilwaukee,
Mount Kisco,
N.Y.;
Granted license covering change in ERP,
ant. -trans, and studio locations.
WTTV-FM Bloomington, Ind. ERP 37.2 kw.
KAYO
Seattle,
Wash.—
Granted
license
WFHR
Wisconsin
Rapids,
Wis.
—
Granted
covering installation new trans, at main
license covering change in facilities, installtrans, location as auxiliary trans.
ation of DA-N, make changes in ant. and
WABJ Adrian, Mich. — Granted cp to in- ground system and installation new trans.
(2 main trans.).
stall old main trans, (composite) as auxiliary trans.
WLDY Ladysmith,
— Granted
increase in Wis.
daytime
powerlicense
and
KWK St. Louis, Mo. — Granted cp to in- covering
installation
of
new
trans.
stall
new
alternate
main
trans,
(present
loN).
WJPD Ishpeming,
Mich.
—
Granted
license
cation of main trans.), employing DA. (DA- covering
increase in daytime power.
WMTW-FM Mt. Washington, N.H.— GrantWNAV Annapolis, Md. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
ed mod. of SCA to change sub-carrier fre- installation
of new trans.
quency from 67 kc to 41 kc.
KULA Honolulu, Hawaii — Remote conWGNY Newburgh, N.Y. — Granted license
trol permitted.
covering
ant.-trans.
type
trans,
and change
make changes
in location,
ant. system.
Actions of June 28
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted license
KICY Nome, Alaska — Granted license for covering installation of new trans., ant. and
am station and specify trans.
ground system for auxiliary purposes. \
■ Granted
for following
fm staWGTO covering
Cypress installation
Gardens, Fla.
tions; WNOBlicenses
Cleveland.
Ohio; KPUP
San license
of —oldGranted
main
Francisco, Calif.; KELT Harlingen, Tex.; trans, as alternate main trans.
WKIS-FM Orlando, Fla. — Granted license
KSBW-FM Salinas, Calif.; KSTL-FM St.
Louis,Grand
Mo.; Junction,
KSPL-FM Colo.;
Diboll,KLSN
Tex.; Seattle,
KREXcovering decrease in ERP.
FM
WTEL Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted license
Wash.
type trans.
WMVA Martinsville, Va. — Granted license covering
WGOV Valdosta, Ga.— Granted license
covering
installation
of new trans.
coveringlation ofincrease
daytime
power
and
instalnew trans.
WPRB (FM) Princeton, N.J.— Granted liWKEY Covington, Va. — Granted license
cense
covering
change
in frequency, incovering increase in daytime power and
creasestal ERP,
decrease
installation of new trans.
ation of new
trans, ant.
and height
ant. and inKFAB-FM Omaha, Neb. — Granted cp to
WINAcense Charlottesville,
Va.—
Granted
liincrease ERP to 115 kw and install new
covering increase in daytime power
and installation of new trans.; condition.
type trans.; remote control permitted.
WFGM-FM Fitchburg, Mass. — Granted
WHGRcense Houghton
Mich.—of Granted
covering changeLake,
in hours
operation,li- mod. of cp to change type ant.
installation of DA for nighttime use; and
WTTT
— Granted
to remain Arlington,
silent for Fla.
period
of sixtyauthority
days.
make changes in DA and ground system.
KOLR Sterling, Colo. — Granted change of
KYCA Prescott, Ariz. — Granted license
remote control authority.
covering increase
in
daytime
power
and
instal ation of new trans.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WRUL
KLER Oroflno, Idaho — Granted license Scituate,
Mass. to September 30; WDTM
covering installation of new trans.
(FM) Detroit, Mich, to November 15;
KNEV (FM) Reno, Nev.— Granted license
*KERA-TV Dallas, Tex. to September 15;
covering increase in ERP and make changes
KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La. to January 9.
in trans, equipment.
KMCScense(FM)
Wash.—
li- 1961; KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla. to July 29.
covering Seattle,
installation
of Granted
new trans.
Action of Jime 24
KUOM Minneapolis, Muin. — Granted liWOIA Saline, Mich. — Granted authority to
cense covering installation of new trans.
KISW (FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted li- sign-off at 6:30 p.m. for period ending
cense
coveringtrans.
increase in ERP and instal- August 31.
lation of new
Action of June 15
KLVL Pasadena, Texas — Granted license
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. — Granted acquicovering
installation
of
new
trans,
as
alternate main trans.
sition of positive control by Herbert Bloomberg through corporate reorganization and
WBAL-FM Baltimore, Md.— Granted li- sale of
stock by Murray Grossman and
cense covering decrease in ERP, increase
Herbert Saxe to Ruth R. Goddard.
in ant. height, change type trans., change
ant.-trans. and studio locations and make
Action of June 2
changes in ant. system.
Rochester,
N.Y. — Granted
license
KWLM Willmar, Minn. — Granted license for*WIRQ
noncommercial educational
fm station.
covering installation of new trans, and make
changes in trans, equipment.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
WNVY Pensacola, Fla. — Granted license
National Assoc. of Educational Bcstrs..
covering
changein inant.ant.-trans.
location
make changes
and ground
system.and Urbana, 111. — Requests that Sub-part C. of
WHGR Houghton Lake, Mich.— Granted
rules relating to non-commercial educationlicense to use presently licensed auxiliary
al fm broadcast stations, be amended to authorize establishment of subsidiary services
trans, on 1290 kc. 1 kw, DA-N, for auxiliary pijxposes only.
by such stations on multiplex basis, as folWMIX-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.— Granted lilows:mittee
(a) Anauthorized
fm broadcast
perunder thislicensee
sub-partor may
cense
coveringtrans.
increase in ERP and installation of new
apply
for
(SCA)
to
provide
limited
types
WANTED TO BUY
of subsidiary services on multiplex basis.
WTMJ-FM Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted li- Permissible
uses must fall witliin one or
cense
coveringandchange
in frequency, increase in ERP
ant. height.
both sionofof in-school
following educational
categories: programs:
(1) TransmisEquipment
(2)
WIKY-FM
Evansville,
Ind.—
Granted
license covering change in ERP, change type Transmission of programs which are of
trans., changes in ant. system and remote
broadcast nature, but which are of interest
primarily to limited segments of public
§
WANTED
f control operation.
WNEP (TV) Scranton, Pa.— Granted cp to wishing to subscribe thereto. Illustrative
§ One radio BHF
mobile unit, § install auxiliary trans, at main trans, site. services include: background music; deKABC Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted cps to
weather forecasting;
special timenature
sig^ ready to go, and one television & install
new type trans.; and install new
nals;tailed
and other
material of broadcast
auxiliary
trans.
expressly designed and intended for any
^ mobile unit. Must be in first class c
Birmingham, Ala. — Granted cp
^ condition. What have you to offer ? y to WAPI-TV
groups engaged in any lawful activity.
install auxiliary trans, and auxiliary ant. public
(3) Transmission
of signalsof which
are diat
location
of
present
main
trans,
rectly related to operation
fm broadcast
§ Box 214B, BROADCASTING § system
and ant.
stations; for example; relaying of broadcast
KFBCstall aur.Cheyenne,
cp towith
in- material to other fm and standard broadcast
...rj
auxiliary Wyo.
trans,— Granted
to be used
stations; remote cueing and order circuits:
existing
main
vis.
trans.
remote control
telemetering
functions and
asI
WANTED TO BUY
[
sociated with authorized
STL operation,
Actions
of
June
27
■ Two Houston Fearless Camera i
similar uses. (4) Transmission of informaWFTG from
London,
tion for use
in (b)
connection
wth for
govern; Cranes: Type BT. Describe condi- ; control
Elmo Ky.—
MillsGranted
to Elmo transfer
and Johnof
activities,
Applications
SCA
; tion, where located, and cost. ; P. Mills (a family group) through sale of shall be mental
submitted
on
FCC
Form
318.
Apstock
by
Elmo
Mills
to
Herman
G.
and
John
plicant
for
SCA
shall
specify
particular
■ CHARLES MICHELSON, INC. ■ B. Dotson.
nature
or
purpose
of
proposed
use.
■
45 West 45th St., New York
■
KRCW (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif.— GrantFurtherpanded requests
proceedings
be ex:
Plaza 7-0695.
:
ednelassignment
to include that
stereophonic
broadcasts
Bcstg. Co. of licenses and SCA to Chanby noncommercial educational stations on
WKGN Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted relin- multiplex basis. Ann. July 1.
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960
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Continued from page 105
WLOB-FM Portland, Me.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, and reduce ERP
to 3 kw; condition.
American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.
New York, N.Y.— Granted extension of permit to supply tv programs broadcast in
U.S. over tv stations licensed to American
Bcstg.
-Paramount
Theatres
Canadian
tv stations
CBFT and
CBMT. Inc.
bothto Montreal,
Quebec;
CELT
Toronto,
Ontario,
CKCO-TV
Kitchener, Ontario, CBUT Vancouver,
British Columbia, et al., for broadcast by
these stations in Canada. Program material
may be cilities,
delivered
via common
microwavecarriers,
relay faoperated by
air
or rail express. Authority herein granted
is for period beginning 3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1,
1960 and ending Feb. 1, 1961; and for renewal of permit to locate, maintain, and/or
use studios or apparatus at 7 W 66th St.,
New York 23, N.Y. and other points throughout U.S. under control of American Bcstg.Paramount Theatres Inc., for purpose of obtaining or producing tv programs consisting
of musical, tertainment
dramatic,
and enmaterial, toeducational
be transmitted
or
delivered by film or tv recordings by various
methods missionorby cable
by electrical
energy
for
transand/or other means to tv
station XETV Tijuana, Mexico for period
ending April 29, 1961; without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem warranted as result of any final determinations
reached by commission in connection wath
its pending inquiry into compliance by
broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of Communications Act. and related matters.
KASL. Newcastle, Wyo. — Granted authority to operate Saturday between hours of
6 a.m. and 6 p.m only except for special
events for period ending Oct. 2.
KWPR Claremore, Okla. — Remote control
permitted.
WDVL Vineland, N.J. — Granted authority
to operate from sign-on at 9 a.m. to signoff at 5 p.m. for period through Oct. 31.
WKRS Waukegan, 111. — Granted authority
to sign-off at 7 p.m., CDT, for period July
1 through Aug. 31.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion Calif,
dates to
as shown:
KLYDFM Bakersfield.
December
31;
WRBS (FM) Baltimore, Md. to September
30; KVOR-FM Colorado Springs, Colo, to
September 1; WIBC-FM Indianapolis. Ind.
to December 11, and KFRC-FM San Francisco, Calif, to October 15.
Actions of June 29
KQAQ
Austin,
Minn. — studio
Grantedlocation.
license for
am station and specify
KVILcense forHighland
Park,
Tex.
—
Granted
liam station.
*KPPS-FM
Parsons,
Kans.
—
Granted
license for noncommercial educational fm
station.
*KBYUcense for(FM)
Provo, Utah—
Granted fm
linoncommercial
educational
station.
KWIXcense for(FM)
St. Louis, Mo.— Granted lifm station.
KJLM (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted
license
with with
fm ant.
ed on ato 160operate
ft. tower
ERP side-mountof 4.5 kw.
KOWB Laramie, Wyo. — Granted license
covering changes in facilities, ant. -trans,
and studio location, installation of DA N-D
(DA-2), makenewchanges
installation
trans. in ground system and
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted license
covering installation trans, for auxiliary
purposes.
*KCPS (FM) Tacoma, Wash.— Granted li-

A

moderate

low-fat
well-balanced
breakfast

for

children
years

It has been found that those who develop obesity in
childhood appear to have more of a dietary problem
than those who develop obesity in the adult years. As a
service to those advising about the obese child, a basic
cereal and milk breakfast is worth consideration. Its fat
content of 10.9 gm. provides 20 per cent of the total

Reco7mmnded Daily Dietary Allowances*
and Milk Moderate Loiv-Fat Breakfast

10-12
of age

calories, thus it is moderately low in fat. It is wellbalanced as shown in the chart below. The Iowa Breakfast Studies demonstrated that children of about this age
have better grades and attitudes at school when they eat
a well-balanced basic cereal and milk breakfast each
morning.

and the Ntitritional Contribution of a Basic Cereal

Menu: Orange Juice — 4oz.;
Cereal, dry weight — 1 oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — / teaspoon;
Toast {white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. {about 1 teaspoon);
Nonfat Milk — 8 oz.

Nutrients
Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast
Recommended Dietary
Allowances — Children, 1 0 to
12 Years (36 kg.— 79 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

Calories

Protein

Colcium

503

20.9 gm.

0.532 gm.

2500
20.1%

70
gm.
29.8
%

4 3%
1.24.gm.

Cereal Institute. Inc.: Breakfast Source Book.
Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1959.
Food & Nutrition Bd. : Recommended Dietary Allowances, Revised 1958,
Natl. Acad. Sci.—Nall. Research Council Publication 589, 1958.
Watt, B. K., and Merrill, A. L.: Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed, Prepared. U.S.D.A, Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

Vitamin
iron A
Tiiiamine Riboflavin
0.46 mg. 0.80 mg.
2.7 mg.
588 I.U.
35.4%
44.4%
1.3
mg.
1.8 mg.
13.1I.U.
12 .5
mg.% 4500
%
22

Niacin Ascorbic
equiv. Acid
7.36 mg. 65.5 mg.
87.3%
43.3%
75 mg.
17 mg.

*The allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age,
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC,
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3
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A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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William
Bill McDaniel is in a radiant mood
these days — Because NBC Radio is back
in the black after eight long, lean years
i (Broadcasting, June 20).
•
It was a high point of Mr. McDaniel's
^ career several weeks ago when the net' work announced proudly that it was
operating profitably for the first half of
1960 and the future was even brighter.
As vice president in charge of NBC
Radio, Mr. McDaniel is understandably
I jubilant about the network's new place
ji in the sun.
McDaniel's
with NBC
jj hasBinbeen
pleasant association
on several scores.
He
i started there in 1938 as a page and last
March was named the top executive of
I the radio network. Perhaps even closer
I to his heart, he met Jean Caulkins on a
■j blind date on the second floor of NBC's
I ofl5ces in New York. And they have
!j been married for 21 years.
'

il
(I
I
i
ji
i'
1
j

Hard Work, but Fun ■ Mr. McDaniel, trim and young-looking, remembers
those early days of his business life as
"full of hard work but lots of fun."
Among his friends then "working their
way up" were Tom McFadden and Bill
Davidson, now NBC vice presidents;
Monty Miller, a Young & Rubicam vice
president; Herb Boas, executive vice
president of the Budd Co.; Tony Faillace, an independent tv producer, and
singer Gordon MacRae.
He's a "clean desk" executive and
believes
staff conferences
("those
are
things I inlearned
while I was
in the

Kirltwood

job — one that was stimulating and
showed future promise. Young Mr. McDaniel soon displayed the qualities of a
man with a future — resourcefulness,
courtesy and brisk efficiency. He was
promoted to guide. One day an important visitor was so impressed with the
manner Mr. McDaniel conducted a tour
of the NBC studios that he was moved
to write a "fan letter" to the young
guide's superior. Robert Saudek, then
vice president of sales for NBC's Blue
Network, noted that Mr. McDaniel was
a youngster to watch. In 1940 Mr. Saudek recommended Mr. McDaniel for a
sales post with the Scripps-Howard
Radio Corp. in Memphis; he landed the
job and his career in radio was in orbit.
He remained with Scripps-Howard
until he went to Hollywood as an account executive for KMPC in 1941. In
succession followed a string of progressively better posts: account executive
and then sales manager for KECA-TV
Hollywood, 1948-51; manager of ABC's
western division network sales department, 1951-52; western division manager of NBC Radio Spot Sales, 195253; sales manager of KNBC San Francisco, 1953-54; general manager,
KNBC, 1954-56; vice president in
charge of sales for NBC Radio, 195660; vice president in charge of NBC
Radio, efl:ective last March.
Mr. McDaniel's association with network radio spanned an era in which the
medium was king throughout the 1940s;
then slid downward as tv ruled the roost.

Navy"). Colleagues say he is "eventempered, forceful but tactful and quietly energetic." He is said to be a combination of a "homebody and a business
body."
He likes to lunch frequently with top
executives of leading corporations, and
has an extensive first-name acquaintance
j with company officials. He flies frequently on business, adding: "Though
I'm supposed to be an administrator, I
J cannot imagine myself not trying to
j sell.William
I'll always
be a salesman."
Kirkwood
McDaniel was
' born in Scarsdale, N.Y., on June 18,
1918. He attended Scarsdale High and
went to Duke U. for three years. In the
summer of 1938, itching to go to work,
he spent several months pounding the
hot pavements of New York. Jobs were
still scarce, and it wasn't until the fall
that NBC notified him that he could
have a job as a page there — if he wanted
it.
i Branded ■ Mr. McDaniel acknowledges that he had no burning desire to
become a broadcaster. He wanted a
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

McDaniel

NBC Radio's McDaniel
An 'innage' for co-existence

Today, the silver lining is shining
through the clouds. Mr. McDaniel is
confident that radio can flourish in the
future — certainly not on the grandiose
scale of the past — but on a level that
can pay its way and return a margin of
Individuality ■ He points to a trend
profit.
in network radio programming: "In the
past, all radio networks have broadcast
basically the same types of programming— soap operas, quiz shows, mystery
dramas and music programs. In 1960,
for the first time in radio history, each
network is beginning to create a distinctive image. At NBC, the accent is
on news — the Emphasis segments, sports
and weekend Monitor, and the Image
series of authoritative documentaries
on Mr.
important
issues."
McDaniel
is confident that NBC
finally has devised a formula that enables the medium to co-exist with tv.
He credits the radio network's improved billing picture to the new program concept, higher percentage of
station clearances for network time
(ranging between 95% and 98%), advertiser acceptance of the new policy
and "more realistic" price structures (a
general increase in participation announcements has been implemented
over the past few months). He is particularly proud that in recent weeks,
NBC Radio has signed contracts with
15 advertisers new to network radio:
these include E.I. Du Pont de Nemours,
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Union
Carbide Corp., Champion Spark Plugs,
General Insurance Co., Guardian Maintenance Div. of General Motors, Fedders Corp. and Sinclair Refining Co.
During World War II, Mr. McDaniel
had a distinguished career with the
U.S. Navy. He participated in four
landings with the U.S. Marines, and
also served on the staff of Rear Admiral
Calvin Burgin, commander of escort
carriers of the Seventh Fleet in the
Pacific. He served for more than four
years and was released as a lieutenant
commander in 1945.
The family home is in Pelhara Manor,
N.Y., where Mr. and Mrs. McDaniel
live with their two children — Ann 18
and Lee 16. He is a member of the
Radio & Television Executives Society,
the Broadcast Pioneers and the Press &
Union League Club in San Francisco.
His youthful appearance can be a
testimonial to his interest in athletics.
He is an avid golfer and enthusiastic
hunter, and works out regularly at the
New York Athletic Club.
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EDITORIALS
Enough

for trouble

THE FCC will have to operate a skimpier detective bureau
than it wanted. Congress has given it only $150,000,
half of the amount the agency requested.
Still, $150,000 can buy a lot of trouble for broadcasters.
Having made so strong a pitch for the money, the FCC will
have to show next year that the money was well spent. The
staff members of the new Complaints & Compliance Division will be aware that their jobs depend upon the record
of the cases they turn up.
In such circumstances there is a danger of extremes.
The temptation will be strong to make big cases out of little
ones, to magnify wrongs as a means of magnifying their
disclosures and corrections. It would take an act of exceptional courage for the FCC to admit a year from now that
it had blown $150,000 in a useless search for serious irregularities inradio and television.
The formation of the Complaints & Compliance Division
is symptomatic of a general attitude that now dominates
the FCC. The attitude is founded on the vague assumption
of something-ought-to-be-done although nobody is quite
sure what it is that something ought to be done about. Is it
television quiz rigging that the FCC is trying to correct, or
payola or objectionable advertising? All these things have
already been brought under control by existing laws and
enforcement procedures.
Yet the FCC, or, rather, the present FCC leadership,
persists in suggesting that irregularities are vicious and
widespread. The trend is toward sterner rules and sterner
enforcement, applied in haste as though an emergency
existed. The sirens are screaming and the squad cars are
rushing through the streets on the possibility they may
somewhere run across an urchin stealing milk bottles.
The next few months will be difficult for broadcasters.
Some stations will undoubtedly be visited by the Fearless
Fosdicks of the FCC's new gumshoe branch. Others will
be obliged to submit detailed replies to letters of inquiry
like those that have already been sent to some 600 stations
that are suspected of somehow violating the new, if still
unclarified, standards for license renewal.
Broadcasters must meet their difficulties with confidence.
They must not be terrified into acceding to unreasonable
FCC demands. They must first set a course of action which
they are willing to defend and then defend it vigorously
if it is questioned.
The cops have been reinforced and are on the prowl, but
there is no reason for respectable citizens to run for cover.

They're off
THE biggest and most critical audience in history will observe broadcast coverage of the political conventions and
of the ensuing presidential campaign.
Biggest because of international and domestic tensions
and because more people are interested in politics and the
personalities involved. Most critical because radio and television have been singled out these past three years for cruel
and unusual punishment at the hands of politicians goaded
by broadcasting's competitors and by reform elements.
Coverage plans of the tv and radio networks — and of
many independent stations — have been months in the making. They are the most comprehensive and expensive ever.
The broadcast corps covering the conventions will be larger
than the press corps. Four years ago the networks estimated
their accrued losses for convention coverage alone at in
excess of $5 million. The figure included pre-emption
charges and production costs not made up by revenue ob114

tained from sponsorship of tv-radio coverage, which in
1956 amounted to $14.5 million.
It is too early to predict the loss this year. All of the
chips are bigger — -more stations, more networks, more preemptions of prime time, and higher staff and facilities overheads. But costs will be greater because normal budgeting has
been jettisoned in the all-out effort to surpass anything ever
undertaken. And the income, proportionately, may be less
because of difficulties encountered by all networks except
CBS in pre-selling packaged coverage.
Convention coverage should be more efficient and should
have greater audience appeal than four years ago. Gavelto-gavel coverage is a relic of the past. Programming for
this week's Democratic convention in Los Angeles and for
the GOP convention in Chicago two weeks later has been
tailored for the broadcast audiences, and with a particular
eye for television. The candidates are interested in exposure
to the millions that constitute the electorate and not the few
thousand faces in the convention halls.
Blueprinting of the Democratic convention has been in
the capable hands of J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director
of the Cox Stations. A broadcaster of wide experience, he
has geared the scheduling, to the extent that it can be
charted, for maximum broadcast coverage without the disruptions of the past occasioned by gavel-to-gavel sessions.
GOP planning is following a similar pattern. Because
Vice President Nixon appears to be a first-ballot, shoo-in,
there isn't the same degree of excitement. Mr. Nixon has
demonstrated an awareness of the importance of broadcast
coverage and is adept before camera and microphone. His
organization, including such personages as Herbert Klein,
his news secretary, and Ted Rogers, front-rank Hollywood
producer, is in a position to move over to GOP national
committee assignments once the convention is concluded.
In this presidential year broadcasters take on their most
critical assignment. They cannot expect kudos, except from
the winners.
Senate
"watchdog"
committee
sniff and
monitor
and Acount
minutes.
The FCC
is underwill
mandate
to
report
Congressdegree
by next
on "fairness.'"
To ato greater
than February
ever before
the 1960 conventions and elections are programmed for television and radio.
Electronic journalism will emerge a winner too by doing an
honest, objective and dispassionate job of coverage.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hlx
"Tell him a man from an industry that is spending over
$3 million in television wishes to see him!"
BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960

You perhaps know how we gently persuade
famous people to say nice, sincere-sounding things
about KPRC-TV. WE PAY THEM MONEY! Take
Victor Alessandro. We approached the conductor
of The San Antonio Symphony recently while he
was in Houston to guest-conduct the Houston
Symphony. He was rehearsing, and at first he
mistook us for a music critic and picked up his
largest baton. But, we handed him a violin-case
full of money and asked him to say something nice
about KPRC-TV.
"Television?" he shouted. "Surely you're joking! Television is jor children and grown-ups who
know no better. Do you mistake me jor a
politician?"

We begged, we pleaded, we implored. Then
we filled a bass-fiddle case with money. Dr. Alessandro agreed
watchhe Channel
he
cried aloud.
"Canto this
television?2. It"Viola.'"
looks exactly like Mozart, or Beethoven. Why it would indeed be a shame to waste this splendid art on
children or unappreciative grown-ups. May I loatch
As longer?"
Dr. Alessandro discovered (and you can.
a little
too) — KPRC-TV is the one television produced
on purpose to please. KPRC-TV in Houston alone
gives
you the true, exact flavor of GRADE A
television.
No other television looks or sounds or stays
pleasant and persuasive like KPRC-TV, because
no other television is produced like KPRC-TV.
EDWARD PETRY S. CO.
National Representotives

COURTESY OF
SKIPPY PEANUT BUTTER

if you like TV, you'll love KPRC-TV,

Houston

Kcop is a station apart. In seven-station Los Angeles, an

our policy of showing really good and refreshingly different

independent must be . . . and kcop is! variety calls us "the
station with a gambling spirit and a programming con-

programs does provide unexpected tv treats — oases in the
desert of shoot-em-ups and tired reruns. Most important,
though, is the cold cash fact that our viewers appreciate the

science!' TIME Magazine says, "Los Angeles televiewers
have learned to expect the unexpected from kcop!' Both
statements are true. We do gamble . . . but on viewers' good
taste and maturity. We do program worthwhile tv and
documentaries in prime evening time, not just once a
month, but every night. And, if we can believe our viewers.

difference . . . and show it by buying and buying and buying! Why aren't you using kcop, where the difference is
exciting and always profitable! Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
A
Bing Crosby • Chairman of the Board

KCOP

^ Kenyon Brown • President

TELE\/ISK>N^13
Los Angeles

Th
drive nf hunianits. and it takes nii:!;
forms. In a child it is the feel and
touch of the faniiliar. In the mass,
["•uhhc securitx is based \n great measure on a balanced, healthy econ<,mi\
that showers d(nvn the blessings o\
vccl\(m^ and raises the living
tandarels of all.
The d\ iKiinic eciMionn' of the Htnisto!^.
area gi\c^ iiir
lhat KTRK
T\ serves the \ l l AL. sccuntx o-'
present plenty -and boun
'opportiinitx in the futur;
rH AVENUE NEW yoR>
' c.'Ai. ftH'OGE COM Mi.
KTRK-TV

Everywhere

people

are

saying

. , .

Lancaster-Harrisburg-York
is one TV market when
you

use WGAL-TV

KEYSTONE PRESS AGENCY. INC.
MULTI-CltV

TV

MARKET

y¥GAL-TV
is favored by viewers in Lancaster-Harrisburg-Yorl<,
plus Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,
Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro, and many
other communities. Profit-proved for advertisers, this
multi-city market is important to your selling plans.

f

V
WG
/»/AL-T
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

316,000 WATTS
Representatii/e: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
t Chicago
Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Bigger house ■ Last week's Democratic
convention's tv audience was 30% bigger thanclusionaudience
in 1956. That's
conof NBC researchers.
Checking
results of American Research Bureau's
new national Arbitron ratings (see page
62) against Nielsen ratings of 1956
convention, they compared figures on
same events during three days — 1960
nominations against 1956 nominations,
1960 keynote session against 1956 keynote, for example — and found threenetwork rating totals within tenth of
point of each other: 35.5 by Nielsen
1956, 35.6 by Arbitron last week. On
this same-period basis they estimated
average three-network audience at 15,636,000 homes this year against 1 2,0 1 1 ,000 four years ago. Thirty percent increase was attributed to ( 1 ) 6% increase in coverage, via longer network
lineups, and (2) 249c increase in tv
homes since 1956.
Measuring measurers " One reason
NBC did fast comparison of 1960 Arbitrons against 1956 Nielsens (see
above) was to validate results of new
Arbitron service, which NBC and CBS
may be using exclusively after this
month. Their contracts for Nielsen
rating service expire July 31 and renewals thus far have been blocked by
several differences including, not surprisingly, one involving money. On this
point networks and Nielsen apparently
face unusual impasse. CBS and NBC
reportedly want their payments reduced to same level as those paid by
ABC; yet ABC has contract running to
October 1962 which by its own terms
provides — for all practical purposes —
that ABC will pay less than either of
its competitors.
This seemingly irresolvable conflict,
according to insiders, is merely extension of long-time formula used to divide
Nielsen service's costs among networks.
These sources say it works this way:
Total cost to networks is pegged at
$84,000 per month. Half of this is divided equally among the three, or $14,000 each. Other half is pro-rated according toeach network's share of gross
billings. Total payments vary according to various discounts and surcharges,
but since ABC's gross billings are considerably below other networks, its payments invariably are lower. Whether
this situation will block CBS or NBC
renewal of Nielsen contracts is another
question; word last week was that negotiations were continuing on this and
other points.

CIRCUIT^

Unknown quantity ■ How does Democratic presidential nominee John F.
Kennedy stand on broadcast regulation?
Answer isn't easily obtainable because
his confidantes say he has never been
called upon to express himself on subject either publicly or privately. They
said he isn't likely to comment until he
thoroughly grounds himself on pros
and cons, but they insist that he is allout advocate of free competitive enterprise wherever it will work.
Broadcast campaign activities of
Kennedy-Johnson campaign at this stage
will be directed by Pierre Salinger,
West Coast newspaperman in over-all
charge of press activities. But in wings
for policy guidance and counsel will be
J. Leonard Reinsch. executive director
of Cox radio and tv stations, whose
performance as directing head of
Democratic convention last week won
plaudits down line. Mr. Reinsch has
served, without pay, as communications
advisor to Democratic administrations
since third Roosevelt administration
and probably will function in similar
capacity if Democrats return to White
House in November.
Code previewing
Television
Code
Review Board■ NAB's
will step
up its
before-the-fact prevention of commercial violations this week by setting up
liaison with Station Representatives
Assn. at New York luncheon. Stockton
Helfl[rich, ex-NBC copy-clearance chief
joins code board Aug. 1 as head of new
office in New York, will make first
official appearance at SRA session, interrupting vacation. SRA will be represented at luncheon by its Television
Trade Practices Committee; NAB by
personal products subcommittee and
staff executives. Year ago NAB's code
board began series of conferences with
agencies and advertisers as step toward
pre-broadcast reviews of controversial
commercials.
Next problem facing NAB's tv code
group will be glamorous antics of live
models displaying bras and girdles.
Personal products subcommittee of
code board meets July 19-20 in New
York to review compaints about commercials for these products. Code
board is given credit for achievement
in another phase of personal products
advertising — disappearance from air of
revolving Roman statues used by Bristol-Myers' Ban.
Wired toll nucleus? ■ TelePrompTer
is jockeying for position from which it

will be able, at least technically, to
move deeper into special closed-circuit
programming.
It'sfacilities
asked AT&T
regular network tv
linkingfor eight
major cities from New York, Boston
and Philadelphia westward to Chicago.
Immediate use would be in TelePrompTer's regular business and industrial
closed-circuit operation. But President
Irving B. Kahn also wants to avoid repetition of problem faced in closedcircuiting Patterson-Johansson fight last
month, when lack of lines kept TelePrompTer from adding some key areas
to its lineup of 229 theatres in 161
cities, plus 13 community antenna systems. If AT&T approves his order, he
figures he can loop at least 14 other
important cities onto basic eight and
tie in some catv systems for special
subscription tv programs, when and if.
Rate dealing ■ N.W. Ayer & Son seems
to mean business about negotiating time
directly with stations whenever agency
thinks it can't get fair shake through
station representative. Pressure is on,
both from clients and within agency
itself, with some agency branches apparently reporting better deals than
Philadelphia can get.
Threat originally was made to bypass
reps (although rep's commission still
would apply) at luncheon in New York
last month hosted by Ayer vice president L.D. Farnath caul mediamen of
his agency (Broadcasting, May 30 et
seq.). Since then, Mr. Farnath has been
collecting reports from reps on station
reaction to ultimatum to make rate
cards equable and clearcut. Several of
them carried their summaries to Philadelphia. Others have written and some
still are researching. Early scattered reports are that although Ayer is pleased
with rep cooperation, agency is resigned to necessity of some direct negotiation with stations and probably
will put several men on road for that
purpose.
Payola bill ■ Networks will add their
opposition to NAB's (page 9) on license suspensions and fines in payola
bill at Senate hearing Aug. 10. ABC
will file statement opposing both; CBS
currently plans to have witness, probably Thomas K. Fisher, CBS-TV vice
president-general attorney, giving its
opposition to both; NBC will file statement opposing suspensions but is taking
no
position
on forfeitures. It's said Pastore subcommittee
is encouraging filing
of
written
statements
to shorten hearings.
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WAVE-TV

28.8%
(therefore

need

new

Viewers

MORE

Have

WRECKS!

automobiles

today,

NOT

tomorrow!)

I^fl^ From sign-on to sign-off in any average week,
^fc^at least 28.8% more families watch WAVE-TV
than any other television station in Kentucky. All this
extra viewing just automatically means extra buying!
WAVE-TV

costs less per 1,000 than any other

station around here. Much less! Don't just sit there
and doubt it. Ask us or NBC Spot Sales for the proof!

CHANNEL

3 • NBC
MAXIMUM

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, National Representatives
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Mr. Sholty
Page 20.

IN

BRIEF

There's sound selling in a selling sound ■ The right
sound in your commercial can draw up a host of favorable associations in the memory of your prospective
customer, but it takes creative skill to find the right
sound for your product. Some reflections on this important aspect of selling are olTered in this week's Monday
Memo by Lester J. Sholty Jr., account executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los Angeles. His word of caution :
too many commercials today are talking out of the
advertiser's mouth instead of into the listener's ear.

Oh, those tv labor contracts! ■ So long, so detailed, so precise and so,
so many of them — that's why labor negotiations and contracts injv are
called ""the most complicated in the world." Page 27.
Radio's reach ■ RAB turns out a facts-and-figures profile of the
medium's ever-increasing reach. Page 30.
FCC plays rough and tough ■ Commission voids Miami and Boston
tv grants; disqualifies all but one Miami ch. 10 applicant and grants that
channel to L.B. Wilson. Inc., orders WPST-TV off the air by Sept. 15;
orders a new proceeding in Boston ch. 5 case but permits WHDH-TV to
continue under temporary order. Grant to L.B. Wilson contains a snapper;
the license will only be for four months. Page 42.
Space allocations uiider consideration ■ FCC hears views beginning
today on need for allocations above 890 mc for space communications.
Preliminary filings indicate divergence of opinion as to whether space
circuits can share earth allocations. Page 48.

LANSING
The

latest

proves

Hooper
that ...

WILS

Was it worthwhile? ■ Vast facilities, extensive personnel covered Democratic convention at Los Angeles but after it was over there was questioning about whether it all was worth the trouble and cost. A roundup of
what happened in the Sports Arena. Page 50.

is the markets'

Convention audiences ■ Almost 14.5 million homes watch during average minute. But independents find audiences for regular entertainment
soaring while network stations concentrate on politics. Page 62.

STATION

Warner's post-'48 deal ■ Warner Bros, makes its first deal on its
post-'48 features, granting Creative Telefilm and Artists a seven-year
license to distribute about 110 post-'48 features to free tv. Price reported
to be $11 million. Page 75.
The tv success story of western star Roy

He keeps ridin' and singin'
Rogers. Page 78.

Paar goes color ■ NBC-TV adds nightly variety show to color stable
along with two more daytime color shows, boosts weekly total to 28
hours. Network will have programmed 1,100 hours in color this year,
be set to program at annual rate of 1,500 hours beginning with the fall
season. Page 80.
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For complete accurate Marine information 1,000,000
boat owners can rely on WINS wherever they go. From
Cape Cod to the South Jersey shore, Inlet conditions,
tides, storms, squalls, off shore forecasts, emergencies
are compiled from the official direct reports of the U.S.
Coast Guard, U.S. Weather Bureau, U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary, Organized Power Squadrons, WINS ship-to-

according fo official Coast Guard figures there are over one
million licensed boats in the primary coverage area of WINS.

AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
NIXON
Carroll

ON THIS PAGE AND
TASK

Newton

AGENCY

heads

Nixon-for-President headquarters confirmed Friday that special "task force"
agency has been set up to handle campaign advertising (Closed Circuit,
July 11). Agency is Campaign Assoc.,
headed by Carroll P. Newton, BBDO
vice president, and has set up shop at
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.
Associated with Mr. Newton as
agency principals are Ted Rogers, who
operates his own tv production company in Hollywood, and James Bassett, on leave as assistant managing
editor of Los Angeles Mirror-News.
Messrs. Rogers and Bassett have been
key lieutenants in Nixon-for-President
organization.
In memo to Nixon staff Leonard
Hall, Nixon campaign manager, said
Mr. Newton had already engaged John
Steer, vice president of Kudner agency;
Bruce Allen, of Lennen & Newell; and
Paul Keye, of Hixon & Jorgensen, to
work at Campaign Assoc. They and
others recruited for Campaign Assoc.
will continue to be paid by their home
agencies, so they may retain regular
income and other benefits. Home agencies will bill Campaign Assoc. for time
executives spend with it.
In his staff memo Mr. Hall said
"modern political advertising requires
131

million

convention

viewed
pickups

Democratic convention's first four
nights amassed total tv audience of
approximately 131,269,600 persons, according to estimate made Friday before
final session that evening.
Estimate was reached by totaling
average-audience figures (homes tuned
per average minute) as compiled nightly by American Research Bureau's new
national Arbitron service and multiplying by 2.2 (representing, conservatively,
average number of viewers per set).
Thus cumulative figures for four nights
—59,668,000 homes or 131,269,600
viewers — include unascertainable number of homes and people viewing more
than one night. Figures are also limited
by fact they do not include viewing of
convention coverage past 1 1 p.m. New
York time.
ARB's Arbitron report for Thursday
night session showed 16,208,000 homes
tuned per average minute. This was
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE
SET

UP

special campaign unit
facilities and personnel which no one
agency is prepared to release for such
a short-term operation . . . This 'task
force' agency will facilitate putting together the most efficient and expert
team possible by utilizing the special
talents, interests and services of profes ionals ina number of agencies."
Mr. Hall said Campaign Assoc.
would "function in all regards as a fullfledged advertising agency." It was
formed under "Anchor and Loan" plan
evolved by American Assn. of Advertising Agencies at its annual meeting
last winter.
Earlier it had been reported that
Campaign Assoc. would be self-liquidating and, at end of its life, would return to Republican party any money it
had earned above expenses. Last week
Nixon spokesmen said this was not so,
that agency would collect conventional
15% commissions, would keep whatever profit it made. As practical matter,
it's anticipated that expenses of Campaign Assoc. will absorb most if not all
of its income, Nixon sources said.
For past several political campaigns
BBDO has been GOP agency. New arrangement was undertaken with full
knowledge and, reportedly, encouragement of BBDO.
second highest evening of convention,
1.1 million behind 17,314,000 average
on Wednesday, nominations night. Peak
half-hour Thursday night averaged 18,736,000 per minute, exceeded by four
half-hours Wednesday evening (earlier
details page 62) .
Westinghouse
shows

18%

income

increase

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, reported net income after taxes
up 18% for first half of year, to $1.14
per common share, compared with 96
cents for first six months of 1959. Announcement, made Friday (July 15) by
President Mark W. Cresap Jr., and
Board Chairman Gwilym A. Price, put
net sales for 1960 period at $953,844,000, up 4% over 1959 six months' report of $914,203,000. Net income was
$40,454,000, compared with $34,150,000 last year and before-tax profit margin rose to 7.1% from 6.8%. Secondquarter net income set record at $20,-

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON

PAGE 27

958,000, equal to 59 cents per common
share. New orders booked first half of
1960 increased 9% over 1959 period,
with all segments of Westinghouse contributing except major appliances, which
declined slightly.
NAB

will oppose

penalty legislation
NAB policy committee Friday announced determined opposition to 10day license suspension and $l,000-perday forfeiture provisions of payola bill
(S 1898) after strategy session to plan
assocation's testimony on measure at
Senate hearing Aug. 10.
Use of such sanctions against communications medium "opens up a whole
new concept of governmental regulation," said Clair R. McCollough, chairman of NAB policy unit and presidentgeneral manager of Steinman Stations,
Lancaster, Pa., after Friday meeting.
Amendments,
he said, are matter of
try.
"serious concern" to broadcast indusVincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government affairs vice president, will testify
for association at hearing starting Aug.
10 before Senate Communications Subcommittee headed by Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R.L). NAB won't oppose
bill's other provisions, most worked out
in conferences between industry and
House Communications & Power Subcommittee headed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) to meet broadcaster objections
against original committee proposals
they
tive. thought too strict, rigid, or restricRep. Harris grafted omnibus proposals onto Senate-passed bill before
House approval of legislation June 28,
but Senate refused to concur without
hearings on controversial provisions.
Other NAB policy committee members at Friday meeting were G. Richard
Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C.,
and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111.
Gov.

Collins

convention

lauds
coverage

Praise for news media with emphasis
on television and radio was voiced by
Florida Governor LeRoy Collins, permanent chairman of the Democratic
National Convention, at Thursday
night's session.
Presumably designed to offset condemnation of radio and television in
party platform adopted previous day
9

AT

DEADLINE

(page 62) oral comments were made
after formal routine resolution thanking news media for their services had
been adopted.
"I am informed that the television and
radio networks have expended in excess
of $10 million in order to provide the
very complete coverage which has been
provided and is being provided to the
people of what goes on here. I think
this is an outstanding contribution to
good government and to the progress
of our nation. It is rendered in a wonderful spirit.
"I want, and I know 1 speak for you.
also," Gov. Collins said, "to pay special
appreciation to these television networks and radio networks and press
people for their wonderful help that
has been given."
Accord

reached

in WBEE

Radio

code

will meet

board

Aug.

29

NAB's new Radio Code Review
Board will meet in Washington August
29, it was announced Friday, following
report to NAB Policy Committee that
response to two-week old code has been
"widespread
broadcasters. and gratifying" from all
Before July 1, radio code operated
strictly on honor system open to NAB
members only. New code includes enforcement procedures and established
nine-man board. It is open to all radio
broadcasters whether or not members
of NAB.
Policy committee at meeting Friday
also heard reports on : ( 1 ) opening of
New York tv code office; (2) appointments of broadcasters to fill committee
vacancies and schedule of committee
meetings; (3) participation in 1960

dispute

Rollins Broadcasting Inc. and American Federation of Tv & Radio Artists
in Chicago reached agreement Friday
settling strike dispute involving company's WBEE Harvey, 111. Settlement,
for which three-year contract was being
drawn over weekend and details of
which are to be announced this week,
covers salary, pension-and-welfare and
other considerations of four Negro stafT
announcers at Rollins" station, struck
since June 9. Agreement culminates
bitter dispute involving charges and
counter-charges with racial implications
[At Deadline, July 4], plus spot campaign purchased by union on WGES
Chicago (which airs some Negro programs), picketing of Rollins' headquarters and attempted sponsor boycott.
WEEK'S

CONTINUED

Wade

dismissals

While Wade Adv., Chicago
won't confirm it, agency last week
understood to have served dismissal notices to approximately a
dozen key people in wake of loss
of Alberto-Culver's $10 million
account to Compton. Cutbacks
reportedly involved account, creative, broadcast and copy levels,
plus handful of secretarial-administrative help as part of expected retrenchment. In effect.
Wade loses about 40% of its
overall billings ($26 million), effective Sept. 1, bulk of it in
broadcast media, but was busy
last week pitching for new clients.

■

Business

briefly

May use tape ■ Pharmaceutical Products Inc., Summit, N.J., which has
used tv sparingly in past, is considering
sponsorship of syndicated tape program
series in large number of markets
throughout country. Company's decision
will be made in several months. Agency:
Sudler & Hennessey, N.Y.
One dozen specials ■ Purex Corp.
(bleaches, detergents, soaps). South
Gate, Calif., signed for five nighttime
and seven daytime specials on NBCTV during ]960-"61 season. Nighttime
programs consist of two Project 20
shows and three dramas based on incidents in lives of real people, to be
produced by Robert Alan Aurthur. Daytime specials, to be supervised by
Irving Gitlin, executive producer, creative projects, NBC news and public
affairs, will deal with problems of special interest to women. Agency: Edward
H. Weiss Co., Chicago.
Boards 'Riverboaf ■ Block Drug Co.,
Jersey City, N.J., has purchased onethird
in NBC-TV's
Riverboat sponsorship
(Mon., 7:30-8:30
p.m. NYT)
next season. One-third of program remains available. Agency: Sullivan.
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y.

HEADLINERS

Howard G. Barnes, vp in charge of
programs for past five years for CBS
Radio, New York, appointed director of
programs and administration for CBS-TV,
Hollywood, effective Aug. I. He succeeds
Norman Felton, who recently joined
MGM-TV. Mr. Barnes joined CBS Radio
in 1938 as a producer-director and after
service in World War II with U.S. Navy,
Mr. Barnes
In shifted to Dorland Adv. as vp in charge
1953, he returned to CBS Radio to create
of radio-tv
and develop new programs.
George H. Lesch, president, Colgate-Palmolive Co.. N.Y.,
named chief executive officer. Edward H. Little, chief officer
for 22 years, remains chairman. Mr. Lesch, who joined company in 1932
as auditor,
became
manager
of firm's
Mexican
subsidiary
seven years
later.office
In 1955.
he was
made

vp of Colgate-Palmolive International, in charge of sales and
advertising for Europe. He was elected president last April.
Mr. Little. 79. joined old Colgate Co. in 1902 as salesman.
After working in sales capacities, he was elected director in
late 1920"s. Mr. Little was made chief executive officer in
1938. He will continue with company in advisory capacity.
William H. Miller, general sales manager of Standard Oil
Co. (Indiana), will serve as vice president in charge of
marketing for proposed reorganized new American Oil Co.,
effective Jan. 1. Though advertising assignments have not
yet been made, it was indicated Mr. Miller would ride herd
on advertising functions under parent Standard Oil Co.
Dwight F. Benton, new Standard vice president-sales, will
continue as vice president of that company, coordinating
marketing and other functions. He will report to Robert C.
Gunness, who will coordinate activities of American Oil
and other affiliates as executive vice president.
FOR OTHER NEWS
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fall conferences (eight to be held in
October and November); (4) status of
activities of Assn. for Professional
Broadcasting Education.
Policy committee members, who are
running affairs of NAB pending selection of new president to succeed late
Harold E. Fellows, are Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations, chairman;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C., and Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111.

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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One of a series appearing in The Wall Street Journal
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Sales executives
salute this unique spot radio plan
lilen responsible for meeting sales quotas judge advertising media by experi'Sl Blair Stations
Sell
Hce. In several mass-market industries, such men consistently use the Blair
and these are the BLAIR STATIONS:
iroup Plan.
New York
WABC
Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News
WGH
Chicago
WLS
Inproducts as varied as April Showers or Tanfastic ; Beech-N ut, Marlboro,
Indianapolis WIBC
Los Angeles KFWB
Columbus
WBNS
Philadelphia WFIL
• Scot Tissue; Dodge, M-G-M or United Artists— sales records testify to
San Antonio
KTSA
Detroit
WXYZ
ae power of the Blair Group Plan.
WBBF
Boston
WHDH Rochester
San Francisco KGO
Tampa-St. Petersburg. . ..WFLA
otal Reach: 142,592,300. Over 40 stations in major markets are represented
Pittsburgh WWSW Albany-Schenectady-Troy. WTRY
St. Louis
KXOK
y Blair— the most powerful group of radio stations in America. Together
Memphis
WMC
Phoenix
KOY
Washington
WWDC
ley can deliver your selling message to 80.4' ; of the national market each week.
Omaha
WOW
Cleveland WHK
Jacksonville WMBR
Baltimore WFBR
uy with Confidence. In using Blair Stations, you have confidence in getting
Oklahoma City
KOMA
Dallas-Ft.
Worth
KLIFKFJZ
\e best possible buy, because of the integrity of station management. And
Syracuse
WNDR
WSM
pnfidence in sales results, because through long experience Blair Stations
Minneapolis-St. Paul.WDGY Nashville
Knoxville
WNOX
Houston
KILT
Irovide an established audience. For a Blair Group Plan custom-built to fit
Seattle-Tacoma KING
Wheeling-Steubenville. . . . WW VA
our marketing areas, call our nearest office.
Providence WPRO
Tulsa
KRMG
Cincinnati WCPO
Fresno
KFRE
Miami
WQAM Wichita
KFH
Kansas City
WHB
Shreveport
KEEL
and Company
New Orleans WDSU
Orlando
WDBO
Portland, Ore
KGW
Binghamton
WNBF
National Representative of Major Radio Stations
Denver
KTLN
Roanoke
WSLS
717 Fifth Avenue, New York, PL 2-0400
Louisville WAKY
Bismarck
KFYR
Offices in Atlanta • Boston
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Chicago • Dallas • Detroit ♦ Los Angeles • Philadelphia • St. Louis • San Francisco • Seattle
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Largest share:
WNBQ wins Chicago's
biggest nighttime
audience sharean average of 31.7%
per quarter-hour,
6 pm to midnight,
Monday through Friday.
Most adults:
And it's the audience
you want most to
talk to-88%

adult!

Biggest buying power:
The biggest share
of audience and
the most adults among
all Chicago stations,
means the greatest
purchasing power.
For the power to
sell in Chicago, use...

NBC Owned • Channel 5 in Chicago
Sold by NBC Spot Sales

Source: NSi May 1960 & NSI April-May 1960

RADIO
EEMEMBEE

THAT?

AUG.

IT'LL

OLD
HAT

BE...

PRODUCTIONS

PAMS

In Joplin,

1

OF

DALLAS

Missouri
WSTV-TV
CHANNEL
9
SteubenvlileWheeiing

YOUR

R

ODUCT'S
PRST
BE

WRGP-TV 3
CHANNEL
Chattanooga, Tennessee

FRIEND
IS

WRDW-TV
CHANNEL
12
Augusta, Georgia

e FRIENDLY

Group'
WBOY-TV
CHANNEL
12
Clarksburg, West Virginia

287o taller and 29% more
powerful - tells and sells 152,000 TV
homes who spend 750 million annually.
For Rotes and Avails
• IN JOPLIN: D. T. Knight, MA 3-7260
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Goynor, OX 7-0306
Exclusive Shopper Topper Merchandising
14

KODE-TV
CHANNEL
12
Joplin, Missouri

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first er revised listing)
JULY
July 17-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters seminar, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Possible formation of live radio network for noncommercial stations will be explored.
July 19-20 — Idaho Broadcasters Assn. convention. John Meagher, NAB vice-president, and Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will be featured
speakers. Sandpoint, Idaho.
July 19-20— NAB Tv Code Board personal products subcommittee. New York.
July
20-24 —Artists
American
of Television
and Radio
annualFederation
convention.
Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
July 21 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
membership luncheon. Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim,
chairman of the Radio Code of Good Practices
Board of the MAB, will speak. Noon at Hollywood
Knickerbocker Hotel.
July 24-Aug. 5 — Advertising Federation of America's and
second annual
management
seminar School,
in adveitising
marketing.
Harvard Business
Boston. A limit of 50 applicants has been set to
be selected from agency and advertiser marketing
executives, plus one representative from each major media association. Applications available from
AFA, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19.
July
29 — standards
Deadline forforfmcomments
technical
stereo. to FCC on
AUGUST
Aug. 1-12 — International Television-Radio Workshop, Interchurch Center, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York. Sponsored by Broadcasting and Film Commission and United Church Women of the National Council of Churches; the Protestant Council of N.Y.; New York State Council of Churches;
New Jersey Council of Churches, and World Commission for Christian Broadcasting.
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
ineeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga,
Those attending should make reservations at the
Wanderer Motel.
Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting. Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
■inder consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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MANHUNT
In rapid-fire time, 128 key advertisers and stations have
signed up for a second big season of MANHUNT.
Reason? In market after market, MANHUNT'S swiftlypaced action has triggered big— and still bigger— ratings.
Take 7-station Los Angeles where it's been No. 1 in its
time period for seven straight months— or 3-station Pittsburgh where, over the full season, it shot up from a thirdplace 15.6 rating, against two network competitors, to a
blazing first-place 28.5!'^
It's no wonder then that many major sponsors have made
MANHUNT the No. 1 syndicated renewal of the year!

39

ALL

NEW.

EXCITING

Included are these regional buys:
Chicago BEER
DREWRY'S
Detroit
Indianapolis
Toledo
Evansville
Ft. Wayne

Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo-

ALKA-SELTZER
Los Angeles Portland
San Francisco StocktonSacramento
GENESEE BEER
Buffalo Schenectady
Rochester Utica
Syracuse Plattsburgh

HALF

HOURS

For more information on how MANHUNT can call the sales shots for you, contact
* Source: ARB

Bay
City-Flint
Lansing
Rock Island
Davenport-

SCREEN
fr^ GEMS, INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

South Haute
Bend
Terre
Des Moines
Peoria
Marquette
Cadillac
Seattle
Spokane
Binghamton
Watertown
Erie

MORE

ance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
2-A —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual fall
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, Mew York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)Rock
on Lodge,
better radio
ment. Starved
Utica, station
N.Y. manageSept.
15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Fla.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,

THAN

HOURS

„ LOCAL

EACH

WEEK

I.
programming
This is the PLUS factor that makes
WOC-TV more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, more local
programming for homemakers,
for sports fans, for youngsters . . .
all this in addition to NBC,
top ABC shows and the best of the
syndicated shows.
These are the people that buy
products
the nation's
TV
market.
Morein than
2 billion47th
dollars
in retail sales ring on the
retailer'sTVcashhomes
register.
Over 438,000
are within
the 42

PRESIDENT Col. B. J. Palmer
VICE PRES. & TREASURER
O. D. PBimer
EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
E»ant
I
D- Wagner
II
SECRETARY Wm. Ralph
I SALES MANAGER
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE
PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC. fXR
tXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES C .

1735

counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.
And to help you get the maximum
number of these dollars WOC-TV
specializes in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising your buy at
every level — the broker, wholesaler,
direct salesman, key buyer as well as
the retail outlet.
Your PGW Colonel has all the facts,
figures and other data as well as
day by daySeeavailabilities.
him today.

BROADCASTING
TMe BUSINeSSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
52 weekly Issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name
address
city
Send to home address
18 (DATEBOOK)

state
zone

Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
*Sept. 22 — AP Wlichigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
OCTOBER
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorum, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
aMiami
hung ch.
jury). 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25
ference.—SkirvinAWRT
Hotel,southwest
Oklahoma area
City. conSept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT southern area
Musicson City,
USA conference,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. Andrew JackSept. 30-Oct.
2—
AWRT
ference. Springfield, Mass.New England conOct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6 — ^AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention.
Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
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ROBERT

MCLEAN

IS THE
PACESETTER
IN ICE
He covered

SKATING

50 yards in 5 seconds!

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAi

STATION

offers Cincinnati's most comprehensive drug and

cosmetic

plan . . guaranteed

merchandising

display in 42 high-

traffic drug stores, plus counter cards and
window
WSAI

streamers.

Your

product as the

Special of the Week

response from the thousands
who

make

WSAI

In Merchandising

insures sales
of shoppers

a daily listening habit.
. . in Programming

. .

in Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.
Represented Nationally by GILL- PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSAI - Cmcinnaa; WIH - Philadelphia; ^MT-Tampa
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MONDAY

MEMO

from LESTER J. SHOLTY JR., account executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los Angeles

There's

sound

The sound of selling is the sound of
the sixties. It's the Good Humor man's
bells. It's the Helms' Bakery wagon
with its Helmsman's whistle.
But the sound of selling isn't new. It
goes back — way back. Those who lived
in the days of the steam engine surely
remember, with a touch of nostalgia,
the plaintive tone of the locomotive
whistle in the still of the night as the
train hurried across the lonely countryside. "Awaaay . . . Awaaay . . . Come
awaaaay with me," it seemed to say.
Railroad men may not have realized it,
but they had an exclusive on one of the
greatest sounds for selling travel in the
history of transportation.
More recently, the sound of selling
was Winston Churchill's confident and
reassuring voice as he made his famous
"blood, toil, tears and sweat" radio
speech in World War II to the British

selling

in

a
selling
sound
on human consciousness appears to be selves with a sound — a natural, readily
recognized sound. And this is where the
underestimated. This doesn't mean
that it should intrude, interrupt, jangle creative and production rub comes in.
or be rude to make an impression. It An advertiser that can't use a cash
should be implemented effectively to register ring like a finance company or
compliment the product and to aid the a jet engine for an airline must build
message, but not to detract from or to the sound of selling another way.
impede its delivery.
The sound of selling is the sound that
Creative Challenge ■ Now, not all captures a slice of the human mind and
products immediately associate themconvinces
"This isIt for
you."
It need notthe belistener
bombastic.
must
be
pleasant. It must be memorable. It
must create desire. It can be humorous,
if the product lends itself to it. And
finally, as David Sarnoff once advised
an aspiring but nervous young performer in the early days of radio,
"Speak to the microphone as though it
were an ear, not a megaphone."
Probably the single most important
value in sound is its capacity to convert
to practical use the immeasurable
quantity of memory material stored in
the human mind. But to draw on this
accumulation of mental memorabilia —
to convert it to the advertiser's best
advantage, to impart the sound of selling— ask yourself this question before
taking typewriter in hand, hiring talent
or engaging studio facilities: "Does it
sound like my client's product?" The
answer to this question is the key to the
sound of selling.

people when Hitler's invasion of the
British Isles was expected hourly and
England was taking the worst pummelling in its long history.
Emotional Impact ■ There are so
many sounds that make a dent in our
conscious and emotional structure in
one way or another. There's the sound
of disaster. Did you ever hear the
broadcast of the Hindenburg explosion
in 1937? Then there's the sound of life
— like the first squall of an infant when
brought into the world. And surely,
nothing better describes the sound of
speed and power like the deep roar of
an Atlas missile as it struggles to leave
the
pad. and
Thenmemories
there's like
the
soundlaunching
of sentiment
Jackie Gleason's misty music.
With the enormous improvements in
high fidelity reproduction and with
radio and recording techniques at their
all-time best, an increasing appreciation
of the value of sound in selling has
evolved. This is evident in an abundance of commercials that wield the
sound to sell merchandise.
But there also seems to be a corresponding rise in mediocrity in the application of sound in radio commercials.
Too many of them listen alike — talking
out of the advertiser's mouth instead of
into the listener's ear.
In so many cases the effect of sound

Les Sholty Jr. cut his advertising eye
teeth as copywriter on Hotpoint account
at Maxon Inc., Chicago. During World
War II he was Navy aviator and ended
his service as lieutenant commander.
He has worked as account executive on
Ford account with J. Walter Thompson
Co. in Chicago and was account executive on Ford institutional account for
Kenyon & Eckhardt in Detroit during
Ford's 50th anniversary. He currently
serves as account executive on Los
Angeles District Mercury Dealer account which recently received award
from Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. "in recognition of PDQ Mercury
as one of the most creative and effective campaigns by an advertiser in

Copy and Ideas ■ All this doesn't
mean that a single sound will ever replace agood selling and copy idea and
the right words — the words that snap,
crackle and pop, the words that sizzle
with consumer benefits and create desire. After all, words were the first, the
original sounds.
The name of the game is to sell. And
crisp creative concepts, combined with
bright, easily understood picture words
and intelligent sounds make for the
sound of selling.
People are ear conscious. There are
more ears and eyes tuned to air media
than ever before. The numbers of radio
and tv sets in homes are the highest in
history. Sound has bloomed and is an
integral part of our everyday life. It
represents companionship. Use it effectively. Convert the sound of life to the
sound of selling.

I960."
But
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it

must

'sound'

like

your

product
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Absinthe

Frappe

As served at La/itte's Blacksmith Shop

WWL

-TV.

Easy
to make:

Fill 10-oz. tumbler with
finely crushed ice. Pour in a
dash of simple syrup, a dash
of anisette and T/i jiggers
of any absinthe substitute,
such as Herbsaint. Drip water
over ice until tumbler is filled.
Voila— frappe! If you prefer it served as a cocktail,
remove ice.

. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Romper Room, WWL-TV's standout morning
show, delivers the audience at the lowest cost-perthousand of any kid show in the New Orleans
market — even lower than afternoon kid shows.
It makes sound sales sense to catch the kids in the
morning before mom goes to shop — not in the late
afternoon, when she has already completed her
day's shopping. ARB (April, 1960) shows Romper
Room leading all competition with a 9 rating.
Represented nationally by Katz

-IV
WLORLEANS
W
NEW
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Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
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H. H. Tash
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B. T. TaishoflF
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas.. . .Lawrence B. Taishoff

Unsold products cost you money. Unbycustomers,
they'reandthe
goods thatclaimedeat
up your profits
space . . . time and confidence. Put
the KTVH Brand on your goods
and corral the profits, just as
thousands of manufacturers,
producers, distributors, and
merchants have done.

the
brand
sells

that
in WICHITA

The KTVH branding iron is always hot.
Just get the brand on your goods or
services, and sales will begin to
sizzle. Meanwhile, back at the
ranch . . . you'll round up increased
profits from new customers and lasso
repeat sales, as well; for KTVH is a
brand of confidence. As sure as the
good guy wears the white hat, you'll
protect your profits from slow-sale
rustlers
... and who
you'llknow
spur from
on prospective customers
experience they can rely on the
KTVH brand. Buy KTVH with unduplicated CBS coverage in Wichita and 14
other important Kansas communities.

ILAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Kepresentatives

KANSAS
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON
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MIKE®
OPEN
St. Louis tv home count
editor: Data shown in our recent release of ARB estimates of television
households, pertaining to St. Louis, Mo.
(issue of June 20, page 80), should be
corrected to read: St. Louis — total
households, 465,900; television households, 428,100; percent with tv, 92%.
The corrected figures include both St.
Louis County and the independent city
of St. Louis. The earlier figures for St.
Louis were incorrect due to clerical
error. — Maurice Abrams, Manager, Research Planning and Design, American
Research Bureau Inc., Beltsville, Md.
Knight Newspapers' reply
editor: Some statements in your July
4 editorial (page 90) on Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) are completely erroneous and unfair.
You said Mr. Harris' anger over the
Congressional expense account expose
in Knight Newspapers is "understandable" and that the Detroit Free Press
stands accused of "highly questionable
ethics."
founded. Any such charge is entirely unThe picture The Free Press used with
the story about [Rep. Harris'] Hawaiian junket was taken from our files.
There was nothing "phony" about it,
as you suggest. It was not distorted in
cropping. It was taken by a freelance
photographer at a Washington party.
Our presentation did not imply in any
way that it was an on-the-spot photo
taken in Hawaii. . . .
Mr. Harris was not given a runaround when he tried to get an explanation. On the contrary, we went to
unusual lengths to contact the Washington photographer to get the complete
details and send them to Mr. Harris.
He also was given every opportunity to
tell us what was wrong with the story,
and never did.
It is also unfair to say the expense
account stories "smeared" all members
of the House. Our stories and editorials
repeatedly pointed out that only a few
congressmen were involved. A patient
search of over 25,000 vouchers by our
reporters turned up the examples of
abuse. Rep. Harris happened to be
among them.
You state it was easy for the "adroit
Arkansan" to sell his colleagues on his
amendment. It is important that this
same adroitness not divert your attention, or the
facts.
The final
factpublic's,
is that from
within the
a month
Congress, to its credit, voted to stop
the abuses which we disclosed.
The story on page 70 of your June
27 issue on Rep. Harris' speech also
gives an erroneous impression of Knight
Newspapers in connection with our
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

What

On

Do

Politicians

Their

Day

Do

Off?

These days, chances are they do exactly what they do on their days
on; they talk about pohtics. And some of their topics might be:
"Planning

Our Foreign Pohcy," "The

Farmer," "The

Middle

East,"

or "Building A Highway." It is no coincidence that these happen to
be four of the more than 700 titles in the Encyclopaedia Britannica
Film Library — pioneered
Corporation.

and

presented

by Trans-Lux

Television

Politicians — and just plain people — particularly young people — are
alert to the need for more basic knowledge about the world in which
we hve. EBF has produced the films — Trans-Lux has packaged them
into solidly successful programs — and today, scores of TV station
managers, program directors, and film directors know that this is
an invaluable source of material.
EB

Films cost no more than ordinary films. Get the facts TODAY!

TRANS-LUX
I

TELEVISION

625 Madison Ave. • New York 22, N.Y.
PLaza 1-3114-5 • For infornnation contact
RICHARD
CARLTON,
Vice President
NEW
YORK
• CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
In Charge Of Sales

C

I

3rd in a series
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stories about House expense abuses. . . .
The second paragraph reads: "Cheering congressmen, who gave Rep. Harris
a standing ovation from both the Democratic and Republican sides of the aisle
when he got through, found it impossible to ignore — even if they had so
chosen — the angry Arkansan's charge
that two of the payola bill's opponents
are none other than Knight Newspapers
and Time; and that their stories about
congressional spending of public money
were attempts to intimidate his Legislative Oversight Subcommittee into laying off the two companies' tv and radio

OUTIDELIVEPtS
^LL
I3Sr
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THE

r^UT

OTHEJ^S
MI^rtKET

TOOETHEFt

While it says this was a "charge," the
use
of the words, "found it impossible
properties."
to ignore — even if they had so chosen,"
clearly leaves the impression the charge
is true or that Broadcasting believes
it to be.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. . . . Jack Knight wrote his
"Editor's Notebook" on this last Nov.
22, 1959, and [our] editorials and cartoons . . . show that the Free Press
had editorially demanded, not opposed,
cleanup of the payola situation. Similar
editorials appeared in other Knight
Newspapers. — Lee Hills, Executive Editor, Detroit Free Press.
'Captain Kangaroo' schedule
editor: I note in your television network showsheet contained in the July 4
issue (pages 74-75) that there is an
error with respect to the Saturday morning schedule.
The Captain Kangaroo program is
carried on the CBS network on Saturday mornings from 8-9 a.m. as well
as Monday through Friday 8:15-9 a.m.
— Arthur Zeiger, Robert Keeshan Assoc.. New York.

Outdelivers . . . and outperforms . . . and outcirculates every other station in tiie Cincinnati
market! So much so that in one important threehour time period, WCKY delivers more different
homes monthly than all other stations in the
market put together. Next time you buy Cincinnati ask Tom Welstead in New York or AM Sales
anywhere else to prove to you why that 'CKY is
some buy.

"W^OKY

• RADIO

"W^ATTS
50,000
OIKTCIIsrisrATI
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(OPEN MIKE)

'Evolution in star contracts'
editor: ... it would appear that it
was about high time some "Spirit of
Independence" was exercised in the
star-contracting business. . . . There
has long been a great reservoir of competent talent, as is being revealed every
day on both radio and tv . . . the networks may be getting just about what
they bargained for but did not anticipate.— Iva Biirris, Marietta, Ga.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weel<ly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35(t per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St, N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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impassioned charges and counterciiarges liave raised questions in tlie minds of many.Tlie need for a
re-evaiuation was weiglied by a panel of distinguished guests on a recent WBBM-TV

program. This is but

one more example of the provocative local f are Chicagoans lookfpr-and expect-on CBS Owned WBBM-TV.
People who value their time find more that is worth watching on WBBM-TV. Which is why time is so
valuable on Channel 2, Chicago's top-rated television station for 60 consecutive Nielsen reports.
WBBM-TV,CHANNEL

ORGANIZED

LABOR-CRUSADE

OR RACKET?

2 IN CHICAGO-CBS

OW^ED

lOiti Tinsley, Presideni
rvin Abeloff, Vice Pres. WXEX-TV
larvey Hudson, Vice Pres. V/LEE, Radio
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Richmoml!

Caitnmunity

Awards. 5,095,320
'
Pepsi bottle caps are
impressive!
EspeOJI
C
cially when you have to count them, as we
did. Just one of the many Community Club
Awards

Club

sponsors in Richmond . . . and all

from Just one 73 -week cycle I Put your
product on the next CCA cycle in Richmond
. . . most sociable advertising you can do!
CCA stations in Richmond and centra/
Virginia:

NATIONAL representatives: SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in Ncw York, Baltimore, Washington ai
Philadelphia; adam young in Boston, Detroit. Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapol
Milwaukee, Cineiniuiti, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; clajrke brown company in the South and Southwe
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TV'S
COMPLEX
An ever-thickening paper
Closed doors in Washington's Sheraton-Park Hotel this week will shield the
latest strategy moves in what has become one of the most complicated
labor-management mazes in any industry.
Delegates to the annual convention
of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists will frame their
demands to be incorporated into a new
union contract for presentation to the
networks later this summer. The resultant AFTRA pact will be typical of
the perplexing myriad of agreements
negotiated in the television industry,
and undoubtedly will reinforce a conviction e.xpressed by a tv executive last
week that "tv labor negotiations and
contracts are the most complex in the
world."
Union officials and labor relations
directors at the networks and at film
producers" associations interviewed by
Broadcasting accept this description
as an industry fact-of-life. They concede, too, that contracts likely will become more complex, as both unions
and management insist upon provisions
that are detailed and precise to protect
their respective rights in a fluid industry. They confess, too, that the Utopia
of protection has yet to be attained.
This summer and fall promise to
provide one continuous round of headaches to the contract negotiators. The
four major contracts at the networks
expire either late this fall or before the
end of the year. The unions involved, in
addition to AFTRA, are Local 1 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes, covering stagehands:
the Directors Guild of America; the
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
& Technicians at ABC and NBC and
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers at CBS. NABET and
IBEW represent technicians at their respective networks.
More of Same ■ Networks and unions
are reluctant to discuss the direction of
negotiations, but it is reasonable to assume that a new wave of wage increases, improvement in re-issue fees,
and a strengthening of job security provisions will be sought by labor. One
certainty: the contracts will be detailed,
precise and voluminous.
The weightiness of network conBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

LABOR
CONTRACTS
jungle threatens to stifle the medium

tracts is exemplified by the present
AFTRA code with the networks, which
expires Nov. 15. It runs 40 full-sized
pages and ranges over these topics:
Fees for principal performers, announcers (off camera and on camera),
dramatic
shows, extra
commercial"
ers, news shows,
rehearsal,performchorus
dancers, chorus singers, specialty acts,
sportscasters, walk-ons and extras, sustaining programs, live repeat programs,
programs in excess of two hours, retakes, previews and warm-ups.
Also: after-shows, models, stand-ins.
understudies, hazardous performances,
remotes, compensation for traveling,
program auditions, talent auditions,
doubling, definition of a line ("not more
than
ten words"),
definition
and extras,
and cast
credits. of walk-ons
Also: rehearsal day and overtime,
minimum call, incidental rehearsal, extension of rehearsals span, overtime beyond 40 hours, rest periods, meal
periods, wardrobes, wigs and appurtenances ("performers are not required to
furnish special wardrobe, special wigs
or appurtenances") wardrobe hygiene,
dressing rooms, over-scale contracts,
additional services, cancelled programs,
postponed programs, payment schedule,
disability insurance, non-waiver of
rights, individual contracts, deduction
How

For

many

details

unions

of social security and withholding contracts.
The complexity of labor relations in
broadcasting can be gauged by these
signposts:
■ The awesome number of contracts
signed. The tv networks hold pacts with
approximately 80 different unions and
locals, and tv film producers in New
York, Hollywood and other cities are
under contract to more than 25 different
unions.
■ The classifications within a single
union or local often are numerous and
provisions have to be signed for each
group. For example, the Directors
Guild of America (formerly the Radio
& Television Directors Guild) signed
23 different contracts with the networks
for various categories of directors in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington. Another example: a film
producers'
with a Alliance
New Yorkof
local
of thecontract
International
Theatrical Stage Employes covered
wages and working conditions for 17
different types of workers.
■ Contracts are lengthy, precise and
detailed. These characteristics are said
to result from the nature of the broadcasting industry, since it utilizes such a
vast variety of talent and employes, each
with peculiarly unique working condiare

in this

of jurisdictions

picture?

turn

page
27

How

many

unions

On this NBC-TV special, the color cameras, the camera
dollies and the dolly pushers are manned by NABET men,
who also handle the cameras and the boom mikes. The stage
manager is a member of the Directors Guild of America.
The busy men who move the props are with Local 1 of
lATSE, but the props were created and put together by
members of Local 829 of the Scenic Designers, Scenic
Artists and Costumer Designers Union. The chandeliers,
fireplaces and furniture were fashioned by scenic designers,
transported to the front of the studios by truckmen belonging to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, and
carried into the premises by Local 1 of lA workers. The
dancers and extras belong to AFTRA; their costumes were
tions. Precision is needed to forestall,
if possible, problems involving property
rights and union jurisdictional disputes.
Number of Members ■ Television's
complicated labor contract structure
exists even though broadcasting is not
regarded as highly unionized. Latest
figures issued by the NAB show that
at networks and stations, approximately
16,000 (19%) of about 85,000 employes are unionized. This figure may be
deceptive in that it does not reflect the
substantial number of radio-tv workers
who are administrative, executive and
clerical personnel. Statistics for workers
employed in tv film are difficult to compute, since these workers are engaged,
to varying degrees, in theatrical films,
documentary films, industrial films, as
well as tv films.
Technicians holding cards in NABET
and IBEW form the hard core of stalT
union membership, estimated by NAB
28
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are

in this

picture?

altered and fitted by employes belonging to lATSE Local
764, wardrobe attendants union and their coiffures were
handled by members of lATSE Local 798, make-up artists
and hair stylists. The music was performed by musicians
belonging to the AFM. The script was by writers belonging to the Writers Guild of America East. The visible wiring
comes under the jurisdiction of IBEW Local 3 since it concerns maintenance electricity (if wires are attached to a
camera or other broadcasting device, that's NABET's territory). Behind the scenes the flip cards and other visual cues
were created by artists of lATSE Local 841. And to be
certain the set was properly air conditioned, NBC used
NABET members.

to total approximately 8,500 workers at
networks and stations. Other unions
with large memberships are AFTRA,
3,000 workers (not including the substantial number of free-lance performers who work on a casual basis); Local
1, lATSE, approximately 1,200 stagehands and associated employes; Directors Guild of America, more than 1 ,000
directors and stage managers.
Statistics are not always meaningful
because many of the unions involved in
tv consist of employes who are not
staff and earn part of their livelihood in
other communications and entertainment areas, such as the theatre, the
motion pictures, publishing. This is particularly true of members of the American Federation of Musicians, the Writers Guild of America, Directors Guild
of America, lATSE, and Screen Actors
Guild.
Adding to the complexity of contract

negotiation is the multiplicity of locals
within a union, for which the networks
and film producers must negotiate
separate contracts. This is particularly
true of the AFM, WGA, DGA, lATSE,
NABET and IBEW. But there are many
smaller unions on the contract scene,
including United Scenic Artists (scenic
designers and artists); International
Brotherhood of Teamsters (parking lot
attendants and truck drivers); Affiliated
Property Craftsmen (prop maker, furniture handler, draper); American Federation of Guards (policemen and firemen); Screen Extras Guild (extras and
stand-ins); Screen Story Analysts (script
readers) and others.
How did it all happen?
Management and union officials agree
that their headaches mounted with the
evolution of television. They point out
that tv inherited the amalgamated labor
pains of radio, motion pictures and the
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

theater, and cite these observations:
■ Television began largely as a live
medium and labor contracts were
shaped after the pattern of radio and
the legitimate theater. The growth of
film brought in a host of motion picture
unions and one major issue that had
not been dominant until that time —
re-use provisos.
■ Television, which draws upon a
multiplicity of talents and skills, developed largely along craft lines. The
locals with craft unions often are most
zealous of their prestige and attendant
rights, and they insist upon separate
negotiations and contract provisions
they may have gained in other entertainment fields. Probably lATSE is the
most dramatic example. The networks
have more than 30 agreements with
lATSE locals, covering such titles as
stagehands, soundmen and electricians
as well as make-up artists, hair stylists,
film editors, graphic artists and even
drapery workers. The range of occupations makes pin-pointed provisions a
necessity.
■ The question of rights has become
more acute in tv in recent years because
of the emergence of film and video tape.
At the outset, a writer's script was used
once and shelved. Today, scripts may
be used several times. The rights of the
writer and the network or the producer
must be spelled out fully in the contract.
Management agrees that contracts covering writers are the "most difficult" to
fashion. They run about 80 pages and
cover rights, re-issue provisions, subsidiary uses and management and writer
restrictions.
■ The spreading re-use payment
principle created the need to devise
detailed formulas to cover various types
of creative personnel, including conditions for replays, fees covering number
of markets, and other contingencies.
One indication of the preciseness with
which contracts are framed is underscored in this clause in the AFTRA
pact with the networks:
"In the event that the program for
which the performer is engaged is complained of and any prosecution, civil
or criminal, private or governmental,
shall follow, producer agrees at his expense to defend the performer and to
pay all charges and judgments incurred.
This paragraph does not apply to a case
where the prosecution is in respect of
material furnished by the performer or
acts done by the performer without the
authorization of the producer."
The large array of job classifications
covered by tv film labor contracts includes the following off-beat occupations: truck driver, car hop, auto mechanic, dog trainer, dog handler, seamstress, floorlady, greensman, foreman,
policeman, painter, paperhanger, upholsterer, sign writer, tailor, custumer.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

millinery maker and licensed powderman.
Contracts often contain clauses applicable only to a specific craft operating
under certain conditions. The AFTRA
pact, recognizing the geographical expanse of Los Angeles and the expense
of transportation, has this provision:
"Each extra shall be paid $1.50 as
transportation expense whenever called
for a second audition or interview within Los Angeles
AFTRA
alsoCounty."
insists, for example,
that dancers have a wooden floor upon
which to rehearse. In New York, because of a lack of facilities, dancers
in the past often had to use marble
floors in halls. This group rose up in
arms and persuaded AFTRA to press
for the wooden floors. This is now
standard in the union's contracts.
An lATSE contract takes note of
hazardous work that its members have
to perform and covers it this way:
"In the event that any soundman,
electrician, propertyman, grip or shop
craftsman is assigned work involving
aerial flights, submarine diving or artificial air helmet diving, he shall be
covered by a personal accident insurance policy, insuring against death
and/ or dismemberment in the amount
of $20,000 and providing for weekly
indemnity of $100 in the event of total
disability, as such term is commonly
understood in the insurance field, for
a period of 52 weeks."
The possibility of pay tv hovers over
some of the industry contracts. The
recently-negotiated contract covering
film writers at studios and networks
contains a clause under which producers agree to negotiate an agreement

for pay tv before releasing films made
for free tv to pay tv. If no agreement
is reached, the Writers Guild of America may cancel its free tv contract.
Union and management officials
agree that as conditions shift in the
industry, provisions will be inserted in
pacts to reflect the changes. The rash of
overseas originations, for example,
prompted some of the unions to insist
upon insurance to safeguard members
travelling to foreign countries.
And so it goes. Detail upon detail
upon detail.
Postscript ■ But despite the complexity and meticulous attention paid to contracts, one group apparently has been
overlooked: cats and dogs. The teamsters have not yet insisted upon transporting acat or a dog to a studio and
talent unions have shown scant inclination to cover any kind of animal under
their contracts. The owners of animals
to date have been negotiating as skillfully as they can to obtain a square
deal for cats, dogs and other animal
performers.
But a spokesman for Animal Talent
Scouts Inc., New York, which supplies
a wide assortment of animal performers
to New York and Hollywood tv, motion
picture and theatrical organizations, is
miffed by the lack of protection given
to his charges and adds:
"We've been trying for several years
to get AFTRA. SAG and Equity to
cover animals under their contracts.
After all, many of them have become
stars or distinct personalities and have

helped
production
s. Aren't
entitled many
to minimum
rates
and to they
the
protection given to other talented per-

formers?"
in a crowded field
was said to be up from $65 to $80 a
Still another union is moving in on
week,
top pay from $107 to $112.
broadcasting.
the Communications Workers It's
of America
and it has Other provisions described by the
union were three-week vacations at
just signed a contract with WFMYTV Greensboro, N.C., its first in the the end of nine years' service and
double time for the first five hours
field.
The electronics communication
on holidays plus IVi time.
Gaines Kelley, general manager
union, with 300,000 members, is understood to be active in both the of WFMY-TV, said the long-standNorth and South. Its southern
ing company operating manual specifies the same overtime and vacation
strength of 100,000 members infeatures in the CWA contract for all
cludes Southern Bell and Southwestern Bell, according to union sources.
station employes. "This union conIn announcing the Greensboro
tract isnot an outgrowth of discrimcontract the union said it had negotiination," Mr. Kelley said. "Many
ated a 13.9(^ hourly basic wage in- provisions of the contract have been
crease, or $5 a week for eight of nine in effect for all employes over a petechnicians and $10 for a new emriod of many years." He said
ploye. Another $5 is provided in a WFMY-TV had begun development
year. The contract was effective the of new working conditions for the
entire staff last Feb. 4, a month befirst week in July. Progression schedules were cut from 8 to 3V2 years,
fore it heard of the technicians'
29
according to the union. Starting pay organization move.
Another

entry
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JUST

LIKE
TOPSY
RAB's new sales ammunition tells statistical story of growth
Need to convince yourself — or adrroTile: the when & who of listen!
vertisers and agencies, if you're a salesWomen
man— that radio is a good buy?
Time
Teenagers
Children
Audience
Men
The Radio Advertising Bureau thinks
AM
26
47%
4%
3%
46%
6 AM— 7 AM
AlVl
44
44
9
3
7Q AM—
23
you'll find most of the basic answers
10,171
A ft/1 Q8 AM
50
39
8
3
you need in a pocketpiece it's releasing
5
5
25
9 AM— 10 AM
today (July 18). The booklet packs
9,961
67
23
5
5
7,964
10 AM— 11 Noon
7,337 4'
67
24
4
5
into 34 pages, statistics on such basic
11 AM — 12 PM
4,23
64
45
65
5
5
6,908
12
Noon
—
1
10
elements as radio's size and reach, its
42
5
5
1 PM — 2 PM
PM
6,848
63
26
7
4
growth, the composition of its audi6,486
48
2 PM— 3 PM
60
12
4
6,599
ences and their tuning habits, and its
10
3 PM — 4 PM
67
45
45
3
6,606
43
4 PM — 5 PM
cost and how this compares with that
45
38
11
3
8,891
5 PM— 6 PM
of other media.
42
2
11
24
8,343
6 PM— 7 PM
2
PM
45
7 PM — 8 PM
7,394
45
,
For the most part the material rep49
2
9
6,270
46
8 PM — 9
44
2
resents a recapitulation and updating
9
9 PM— 10 Mid
47
7
1
5,174
of existing basic research rather than
4,416
10 PM — 11 PM
44
5
Add
000
'Above
strictly new data. One exception is an
11
PM—data
12
3,763
2,550conducted survey in 27 major metropolitan markets.
on recently
'■"'Less
than based
1% figures
hour-by-hour delineation of audience
to
the audience
to get Radio's total hour-by-hour reach (in these 27 marl<ets only).
composition (see chart), a type of
breakdown seen much more frequently
mental that there were almost 156.4
for television than for radio in recent
in its concentration of such a mass
million radio sets in working order in
years. But the biggest overall value of of radio statistics in one place.
the booklet Radio I960, it was felt, is
the U.S. on Jan. 1, 1960, as against
Among them — aside from the funda-

How a tv station
WHNB-TV New Britain-Hartford,
Conn., cracked the department store
trade with a Christmas promotion
that turned into a year-around boon.
On the books to date: two department store accounts in a market
where this business previously had
been a virtual newspaper monopoly.
The pioneer department store was
E.J. Korvette, eastern discount chain
based in New York. Results were so
satisfactory that Korvette came back
after the holiday for successive campaigns, varying the approach.
Results must have been obvious in
the marketplace as well. Another
department store. Sage Allen of Hartford, took 1 3-week sponsorship of a
five-minute news commentary twice
weekly on WHNB-TV.
When station account executive
Robert H. Gruskay approached
Korvette last December, he took a
presentation inspired by a store campaign conducted on New York tv
some years back. (He used to be a
Ted Bates timebuyer in New York.)
The plan calls for a battery of ID's
throughout the day on one or two
items of merchandise. The concentrated barrage is designed to produce
immediate sales impact the next day.
Store manager Earl Perlov and
Mrs. Eve Nelson, promotion manager for the chain, bought the idea
30

broke the department store barrier
for the Christmas season. They took
vette's symbol, "Mr. E.J." (see picture) and a television set. Traffic at
about 25 id's Wednesdays and Frithese counters persuaded the client
days, starting at 8 a.m. and riding
to extend the tv campaign into 1960.
through the day, winding up past
Tv merchandise has included frymidnight with Jack Paar Show ading pans, electric mixers, pajamas,
jacencies on the NBC-T'V affiliate.
Wednesday spots alternated between
steam irons, raincoats, men's suits,
two items marked as Thursday sale dishes, games, ladies' sweaters, coats
and dresses.
specials and the Friday flight proThe store found that much of the
moted two more for Saturday. Mr.
Perlov and Mr. Gruskay personally
tv advertised goods would sell out
set up each day's campaign, using a by the end of the sale day and sometimes would all go by noon. While
one-two slide sequence, showing the
some items sold better than others,
store title-address and individual
the tv schedule produced a sustained
merchandise featured. Sale immediacy and price were stressed both in response in every case. With the
new year, Korvette converted the ID
copy and art.
Point of Sale ■ The tv specials
idea to boost traffic in entire departments of the store.
were marked in the store with KorSchedules of both stores have expired now, but WHNB-TV looks for
their return in the fall. Meanwhile,
Korvette is riding out the hiatus by
participating in the third annual
"Miss Channel 30 Contest." which
offers participating sponsors a combination card of commercials, shared
promotional announcements and
contest activities over a 10-week
period. The package is available for
a fee plus donated prizes. Korvette
is contributing a half dozen cameras
10 second salesman ■ "Mr. E.J."
identifies tv-advertised bargains in to a jackpot that includes an automobile, fur stole, clothes, television sets,
broadcast ID's and at the E.J.
Korvette store counter.
watches and trophies.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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outstanding
excellence
in

AMERICA!

W N E M -TV
. . . the only Television Station to win the distinguished
SCHOOL BELL AWARD in Michigan . . . now joins 5 communityminded colleagues in receiving the Notional Education Association's coveted SCHOOL BELL AWARD for America!
Conferred upon WNEM-TV, Channel 5, in recognition of outstanding excellence in Education reporting and programming.

Penobscot BIdg.
DETROIT

Another outstanding FIRST for WNEM-TV
gan's award-winning FIRST VHF Station!

.

Eastern Michi

WNEM-TV
serving

FLINT

• SAGINAW

• BAY

CITY

• MIDLAND
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146.2 million a year before — are such
diverse measurements as:
1949;
98% growtii in set ownership since
More than 18 million sets sold in
1959, or almost twice the total for
1949, with portable-set sales quadrupling and auto-set sales tripling in that
period;
7% gain in radio's daily reach in the
last two years, rising from 68.9 million
persons a day to almost 73.7 million;
U.S. sales of Japanese transistor sets
up from 641,000 in 1957 to 4 million
last year.
"The most significant figures emerging
from, our analysis," RAB President
Kevin B. Sweeney said, "are those pinpointing the accelerating growth of
radio during the 50's despite the fact
that this was television's initial decade
of fast growth and development."
According to RAB's booklet, all indications point to an even more profitable
future for radio in the 1960's, dispelling any thoughts that it is a waning
media.
The information was compiled from
various research sources, including independent studies as well as a number
commissioned by RAB.
RAB oflftcials said that by the end
of this month 15,000 copies will have
been distributed to RAB members —
stations, networks and stations representatives— and advertising agencies.
Copies also all will be furnished to advertisers on request.
Manischewitz

50,000 WATTS

RADIO

ONLY 50,000 WATT NETWORK STATION IN AREA
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL BLAIR
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account

added by Grant Adv.
Grant Adv.. New York, last week
added the million-dollar Monarch Wine
Co. (Manischewitz) account. Current
Manischewitz billings, through its former agency, Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv., New York, are estimated from
"more than $1 million" to $1.85 million. Television Bureau of Advertising
reports $869,000 spent in spot tv last
year for the brand.
The transfer, official the first of next
month, is the latest development in an
aggressive new-business-expansion program Grant has conducted since losing
$17 million in national Dodge billings
early this year. Since then the agency
has hired new executive talent under
President Elliott Plowe, moved headquarters from Chicago to New York
(international headquarters remains in
Chicago under founder-chairman Will
C. Grant), merged with Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes in Los Angeles and
added new business billing around $11
million, including an automotive client.
Fiat cars.
In Broadcasting's report last week
of the Grant-Robinson,
Fenwick &

Haynes
were
should
Grant,

merger, pictures inadvertently
mis-captioned. Identifications
have read, left to right, Mr.
Mr. Robinson and Mr. Plowe.

HOW
ANPA

TO

WIN

tells

VOTES?

politicians

to use print media
The American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. Bureau of Advertising is using
1956 tv ratings in Detroit to help sell
politicians on newspaper advertising
this campaign season. The research appears in a sales brochure, "How To
Win Votes and Influence People."
Campaign funds are hard to come
by, and "it's important to try to determine which medium gives you the
most value for your money," prospects
are reminded. The booklet then gives
television and radio four pages, supporting athesis that these are entertainment media, and "in the area of entertainment, political telecasts generally
fare poorly." These sample ratings,
identified as ARB reports, are included:
Detroit Tv Coverage
Sept. 12
Sept. 13 20.5
Movie
Eddie 4.0
Movie
CKLW-TV
Arnold
WXYZ-TV
4.2
3.8
Kraft
Stevenson
I've Got A
17.4
Theatre
WWJ-TV
9.0
Stevenson
WJKB-TV
11.8
Secret
Stevenson
Not only do
36.1 political telecasts pull
small audiences, but in many instances
they stir resentment by pre-empting
popular shows, the ANPA bureau
claims. Tv ratings from the following
October are ofi"ered with an added note
Buy

big

Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York, has published a new
pocket presentation on soft drinks,
titled "To Top Any Sales Quota,
Buy Radio Big." Prospects are
reminded that radio's audience
soars in summer months when a
third of all soft drink sales are
made, that radio is a prime medium with teen agers who influence more than 70% of soft drink
sales, that radio blankets the
country with an average three
sets per household, that radio
reaches housewives who are the
biggest buyers
consumed at homeof soft
and drinks
that radio
"offers the biggest advertising
buy for the money." Points are
all documented in the latest addition to RAB's pocket series covering bread, tire, beer, gasoline
and airline advertising.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Coke
and
the
'Copter
give a cheerful
lift to Atlanta
motorists

Home base for "traffic-copter" is helipad installed by Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottlinf^ Co. atop their building in downtown Atlanta.
A sure formula for community acceptance is at work when
a responsible station and a civic-minded sponsor join hands
to perform an urgently needed public service. The Atlanta
Coca-Cola Bottling Company and WSB Radio do this by
providing helicopter traffic reports for motorists and the
Atlanta Police Department.
A uniformed police officer flies beside our reporter as the

'copter cruises above rush-hour traffic arteries . . . and
^-^^ Votce of the South / At/anta
^
thousands of car radios hold firm on 750 for reports on hot/^""^/"^^/^"A
tlenecks ahead, possible hazards, and guidance to more open
rEdw.rdYp.try aYco., incj
routes. Helicopter service plus WSB's auto traffic patrol
rounds out one of the best radio good-will builders anywhere.
— ^
^ ^- — ^

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Retry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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that "half the potential tv audience in
Detroit didn't have their sets turned on
Oct. 9
WWJ-TV
at all." Eisen- hower 7.7
WJBK-TV
Broken Arrow 16.4
WXYZ-TV
Herb Shriner 31.3
CKLW-TV Movie 3.9

^^^^^^^^

m

.N Toledo

FOR

33

YEARS!

6.1
21.8
14,2

5.7
No Better ■ In radio, it's worse, acto "How To
Win Votes."
There
are more cordingstations
to divide
the audience
and the radio audience is smaller anyway, the booklet says. In both media, it
concludes, people tune in candidates on
whom they've already decided, so "in
tv and radio a political party talks mainInly tothe
case for newspapers, documenitself."
tation includes findings of a bureaufinanced study by Leonard J. Bisbing of
Milwaukee during the 1960 primaries.
Comparing newspapers, television, magazines and radio, 62% said papers give
the most information about what candidates stand for, with 17% citing television and 2% radio. Asked which is
best to help a voter make up his mind,
43% said newspapers, 30% television
and 2% radio. (Magazines scored 8%
on the first question and 2% on the
second and "don't know" 1 1 % and 23%
respectively.)
The ANPA also quotes a book by the
U. of Michigan Survey Research Center,
The American Voter, stating that print
media project a much stronger image
of a candidate than radio or television.
Success capsules are given on campaigns of Republican Gov. Mark Hatfield of Oregon, Democratic Gov. Abe
Ribicofl" of Connecticut and testimonial
quotations from various state and local
officials and such national officeholders
as Sen. A.S. (Mike) Monroney (DOkla.).

Political

sales

Mutual has reported that substantial number of its affiliates
have made local sales on MBS
special coverage programming of
conventions and election. Under

the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL
34

KATZ

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

TOP

20

Pepsi-Cola leads
Nielsen Radio Index

Oct. 10
Stevenson
Climax
Wire Service

RADIO'S

MBS" pattern the network sold
20% of programming to Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. (Oasis)
(At Deadline, July 4), and affiliates are making 80% of the
package available for local sale.
Frank Erwin, assistant to MBS
president, announced that of 347
affiliates replying to MBS survey,
61% have sold all their availabilities; 34% have sold more than
50% and 5% have sold half or
less.

A general rise in both total home
broadcasts delivered and total commercial minutes delivered is noted in the
National Nielsen Radio Index of network radio's leading advertisers, based
on the four weeks ending June 5. The
ranking of the top five advertisers in
terms of home broadcasts is the same
as on May 8, with only Electric Autolite and Renault, in second and third
place respectively, showing a slight drop
in the number of broadcasts. PepsiCola, in the number one spot since
February, increased its total home
broadcasts delivered by more than 71
million over the total a month ago.
Metropolitan Life, which was out of the
rankings completely last time, landed
high up in both categories in the most
recent Nielsen Index.
B'dcsts
The complete Top 20 report:
HOME BROADCASTS
B'dcsts
Total
Home
1.
No.
2.
Delivered
Rank
Advertiser
(000)
168
4.
234,535
166
122,938
Pepsi-ColaAutolite
Electric
544
119,322
3.7. Renault
of
Reynolds
125
8.5. R.J.
80
108,446
Pharmaco
Kellogg
94,989
300
6. Metropolitan Life
85,063
224
88,372
General Mills
125
58,160
10.9. Time Inc.
382
85
Ex-Lax
57,212
48
12.
88
49,007
50,243
11. Radio Corp. of America
Motors
88
Automotive-Amer.
14.
49,007
144
13. Liggett & Myers
40,048
Chevrolet-G.M.
16.
33,282
42
15.
39
Electric
17. Wagner
33,229
39
18, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
39
19. Grove Div. -Bristol29,574
27,298
30,757
20. General Insurance Myer
25,964
Aluminum Co. of America
Sylvania
25,713
^el'd
52
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
Total
34
No.
Min.
Mins.
(000)
Rank Advertiser
Aired
1.
Pepsi-Cola
91,612
2. General Mills
187
87,534
126
Comm'l
3. Electric Autolite
247
125
86,149
Comm'l
4. Renault
105
83,867
5. Metropolitan Life
70,068
64,583
6. Pharmaco
193
7. R.J. Reynolds
287
72
62,881
Kellogg
10.9.8. Chevrolet-G.M.
96
46,597
Wrigley Jr. Co.
43,854
11. Wm.
63
Time Inc.
37,026
36,511
66
12. Radio Corp. of America
66
13.
flotors
33,916
33,719
76
Ex-Lax
14. Automotive-Amer.
57
43
86
15. Sterling Drug
31,824
43
17.
112
16.
28,789
&
Myers
18. Liggett
39
28,243
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
28,186
27,668
19.
20. Sylvania
Oldsmobile-G.M.
27,001
Curtis Publishing
27,148
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
44
for InCommercial Minutes Delivered
by Totaldividual
AdvertisersNetworks
by All Programs
tion on all Radio
Used. and ParticipaCopyright 1960 — A.C. Nielsen Company
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Nothing is quite like the sound of a healthy human
heartbeat. To

describe it they had to coin a word —

"lub dub."
We haven't found the proper single phrase to describe
the sounds of the healthy, pulsating Greater Oklahoma
City Market.
Maybe

it's the "clinking" of coins dropping into cash

registers.
Maybe it's the crisp rustling of paper money
invested in industrial expansion.

being

Or maybe it's the sounds of WKY RADIO AND
TELEVISION, in the role of prime communicators to
the people of the market, aiding in the profitable sale
and distribution of the products you have to sell.
Whatever it is, it's a profitable sound, measured in
dollars rather than decibels. That is the basis of this part
of the story of the industrial and economic growth of the
Greater Oklahoma
RADIO
more

AND

City market ... a story of how WKY

TELEVISION

are selling more things to

people.
This chapter is . . .

I

/

FINANCE

Economic
As

sound

expansion

in Greater

Oklahoma

City

as it is bright !

The growth and vitality of the market is shown in the volume of bank clearings
as well as in the savings of its people. One shows the money in circulation. The
other shows individual surplus available to spend.

Bank Clearings —
FAC

T

S :

1959
. . . .
1950
. . . .
An increase of 101.7%

Savings accounts in Savings
& Loan Associations
1959
. . . .
1950
. . . .
An increase of 214%

$9,471,518,490
$4,696,653,017

$205,055,589
65,371,216

The expansion of Greater Oklahoma City is supported by a chain of dollars
with no weak links. It starts with venturesome investors who have faith in the
market creating business and industrial expansion. This leads to ever-increasing
payrolls to people with the desire to spend and improve their family life. Through
all of this there is the safety valve of diversification, so that no one industry setback
can cause cash register cobwebs.
Money-circulated and money-saved make Oklahoma City a good place in
which to do more business.
Reaching the people with money to spend is the first step in increasing your
business. Some of the reasons WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION do this so
effectively are told on page 4.

Our

is

Business

"HEARTBEATS

AND

too.

FiNANCE,"

We stay close to the hearts of our audience with fine
local programming, public service, and genuine pride in
our market.
Because of this, WKY

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

have a certain "authority" that furnishes sales power to
sponsor's messages.
The result is that dollar for dollar, WKY-TV and/or
WKY RADIO will outsell any other tv or radio station in
the market. We're experts in the nicest kind of "finance"
. . . making money for our advertisers. Which, in turn, makes
money for us (last year, we enjoyed our biggest volume on
both stations in history).
It all adds up this way: The Greater Oklahoma City
market is vitally prosperous . . . making, saving, spending
money. WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION have more influence on the people who live in this market than any other
media. That's why ... OKLAHOMA CITY IS A GOOD
MARKET IN WHICH TO DO MORE BUSINESS.

Good

Stations

ON

which

to do More

RADIO

Business!

AND

TELEVISION
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System. Inc.
WTVT. Tampa -St. Petersburg, Fla.
Represented by The Katz Agency

MOVIEMAN

j
I
I

I
I
ii

WARNS

Print may lose movie
Unless newspapers can provide motion pictures with the promotional cooperation that is extended by radio and
television, newspaper advertising schedules are going to suffer, while the air
media stand to gain an increasing share
of the movie advertising dollar.
This warning was issued by Paul N.
Lazarus Jr., vice president of Columbia
Pictures, who declared before the Newspaper Advertising Executive Assn. in
San Francisco Tuesday (July 12) that
"the assured budget is a thing of the
past. Certain pictures cry for radio and
television coverage . . . and based on
our experience of recent years — they're
going to get it even if the newspaper
schedules have to suffer." Mr. Lazarus
represented member companies of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America.

The movie
topics included
national
andexecutive's
local amusement
rate
structures, the content of the amusement page, tv and what the newspapers
are doing to and for tv, and censorship
of movie ads in newspapers. He defined
a sound motion picture page as "one
which is well-balanced between motion
picture advertising, editorial comment,
illustrations, Hollywood columns, reviews, drawings or art and no outside
ads." He stated that a survey of 160
newspapers representing every major
market showed that "more than one out
of every five newspapers adopts a de! finitely uncooperative attitude towards
j motion pictures," while "33% of the
papers checked do not even review new
I movies for their readers."
Made Whipping Boy ■ Mr. Lazarus
told the advertising executives that they
can do something about the situation:
"There are areas of promotion, of contests, of tie-ups which will indicate the
good will of the papers toward the
motion picture industry. Radio and tv
find no moral problem in cooperation;
why should the daily press?" He added
that the rate structure could use correction and the national-local rate structure
could "bear a bit of soul searching. As
a matter of fact, we're damned tired of
being a whipping boy of both the
editorial and business departments of
the press," he asserted.
Pointing out that Columbia Pictures'
share of cooperative newspaper advertising was $2 million for the first nine
months of the current fiscal year, Mr.
Lazarus put his company in perspective
by comparing this figure with the total
of $2,127,000 spent nationally last year
by radio and television for newspaper
space.
Spend $35 million ■ He estimated
that the eight major movie companies
will spend close to $22 million in this
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

NEWSPAPERS
ad money to radio-tv
fiscal year on co-op newspaper advertising expenditures. "Add to this some
$500,000 in national newspaper advertising and an estimated $12 million
of theatre advertising expenditures and
the total hits a tremendous $35 million,"
he said.
Mr. Lazarus said he realizes that
editorial space is not awarded on the
basis of advertising volume and that
public interest is the primary criterion,
"but, given two entertainment media of
equal public appeal, does it seem right
that the lesser advertiser should receive
the greater attention? Particularly when
it is an advertising medium competing
fiercely with you for the motion picture
■dollar."
Business
Time sales

briefly

Daytime shoppers ■ New ABC-TV
daytime program sponsorships include:
Peter Paul (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Inc.), Curtis Publishing for Saturday
Evening Post (BBDO), Dow Corning
(Anderson & Cairns), Miles Labs
(Wade Adv.) and Ex-Lax (Warwick
& Legler), for a combined purchase of
134 quarter hours.
New Advertiser ■ Crown Colorfilm
Service, Brooklyn, N.Y. (film developing) is test maketing in spot radio in
Utica, N.Y. agency, Philip J. Perlman,
N.Y., plans more testing in upstate
New York markets, Columbus, Ohio,
and areas in Pennsylvania. If tests are
successful, advertiser will go national.
Back to school and after ■ Paper Mate
Co. (Div. of The Gillette Co.) plans
an extensive network spot tv advertising campaign keyed to price reductions on its pens and a back-to-school
theme within the framework of a threemonth sales drive. Client will push promotion through seven network prop-

erties (ABC-TV's American Bandstand
and
Game
of the
Week;
CBS-TV's
Verdict Is Yours,
Voice
of Life,
Clear
Horizon, and Full Circle; and NBCTV's Loretta Young Show around
Labor Day, and follow up with participations on Gillette's World Series
and NCAA football telecasts later. Additionally, Paper Mate is buying saturation availabilities in about 70 top
markets for two or three weeks after
holiday. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
Rocky's newed
road
■ General cartoon
Mills hasseries
rethe animated
Rocky and His Friends for 26 weeks
beginning in September. The program,
which is produced by Jay Ward Productions, will shift to Thursday and
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. on ABC-TV, replacing The Lone Ranger in the Sunday slot. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
represents General Mills.
Summer special ■ Carter Products has
bought California All-Star Rodeo, Friday, Aug. 5 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT) on
CBS-TV for Rise shaving cream. The
show will be taped at the Salinas, Calif.,
rodeo field. Carter's agency: Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y.
"Riverboat" buys ■ Warner Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains,
N.J., through Ted Bates & Co., N.Y.,
and Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N.J.,
through Grey Adv., N.Y., are reported
to have bought alternate week, onethird sponsorship of Riverboat over
NBC-TV (Mon., 7:30-8:30 p.m.), starting in fall. One-third sponsorship is still
open.
Agency appointments
■ Kemper Insurance (American Motorists' Insurance Co. and Lumbermen's
Mutual Casualty Co.), Chicago shifts
estimated $ 1 million account from John
W. Shaw Adv. Inc. to Clinton E. Frank
Inc., both Chicago.
n D'Arcy Adv. Co., Chicago, continues
as national product and service advertising agency for Standard Oil Co. (of

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day
Ratingof
the week July 7-13 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant ratings of
American Research Bureau.
20.8
Date
Program and Time
Network
Thur., July 7
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
17.3
ABC-TV
Fri. July 8
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
20.3
29.1
Sat., July 9
Miss Universe (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
12.7
Sun., July 10 What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
*Mon., Julyll All Star Game (2:45 p.m.)
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
23.3
**Mon., July 11 Democratic National Convention
*Tue., July 12 Search for Tomorrow (12:30 p.m.)
21.1
CBS-TV
**Tue., July 12
Democratic rjational Convention
9.4
8.1
*Wed., July 13 1 Love Lucy (ll:30 a.m.)
**Wed., July 13 Democratic National Convention
CBS-TV
* Highest rating during the day for all shows other than the Democratic National Convention.
30.4
'■ * Antion from
average
total11 audience
of all three networks during the Democratic National Conven8 p.m.ofuntil
p.m.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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Some
The usual procedure in developing an animated commercial campaign for television is to create a
character, identify him with the
product or service being advertised,
and use him over and over in a
series of more or less varied situations. Each situation presents a problem which he solves through use of
the product or service. Continuity is
the key to this technique, whose
motto is the tried and true advertising saw: repetition means recognition.
The new series of recruiting spots
which Playhouse Pictures has produced for the Navy Dept. represents
a complete break with that traditional technique. Each of this series
of five 60-second and five 20-second
animated films concerns distinctly
individual characters. None appears
in any of the other nine spots. Each
has his own particular problem, his
own peculiar worry. What links the
10 individual spots into a series is
that the solution to all 10 problems
is the same: Join the Navy, young
man. Well, that's virtually true but
not exactly so. In one or two of the
films the answer is: Join the Navy,

new

characters

for the

young woman.
The films, shipped to all tv stations in the country for use as public service material, were aimed
specifically at the young men and
women of Navy enlistment age. To
reach that group, they must "combine salesmanship with entertainment, fusing solid facts with elements of whimsy, humor, striking
artwork and modern musical backgrounds," says Commander
J. "B"
Stewart, Bureau
of Navy Personnel,
Navy.coordinated the project for the
who
Commander Stewart also appreciates that there are other realities of
tv life which must be considered.
"We realized that there is a great
deal of public service film competing
for free television time," he states,
"and wanted our spots to be original
and interesting enough to capture
the attention of television station
program directors. Once accepted
and scheduled . . . (they) must then
compete for attention with the steady
flow of commercial spot announcements and must therefore be of
equal or superior quality to the best

Navy
The presentation is done in a
variety of ways. There's the cat and
dog, gazing at their absent master,
agreeing "it's kind of lonesome" but
they're "awfully glad he did enroll
in Navy Officer Candidate School."
There's the graduate, wondering
which branch of the service offers
him the best opportunities and singing his problem with a chorus of
professors in an operetta spot which
gives the Navy man the chance to
sing: "Oh, see what the Navy ofl'ers
you. Travel and adventure, yes,
and good pay, too. We have many
jobs that you might do." And so on
to the chorused conclusion that "He
willThere's
join thethe
NA-AA-VEE."
excitement hunter,
with his head in the lion's mouth;
the kid who's given up his "idle
childish dream" of being a cowboy
and "after considerable deliberation
— decided to join the Navy"; the
man who has devoted his youth to
inventing a machine to crack a nut,
then realizes he is the nut and it's
time he joined the Naval Reserve
and learned a trade. And so on.
The new spots will shortly make
their tv debut.

of these."

'Cat and Dog'
It's kind of lonesome

Indiana) under company's proposed reorganization plan effective next Jan. 1.
Standard, $20 million advertiser and
blue-chip midwest radio-tv client, would
operate as parent management company, funneling advertising-marketing
and other operations into newly-formed
American Oil Co., comprising subsidiaries, American Oil (now handled by
Joseph Katz Co.) and Utah Oil Refining
Co. (handled by Gillham Adv. Agency.)
■ Pearl Brewing Co., San Antonio,
Tex., appoints Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas,
effective Oct. 1. Pearl's annual billing
has been approximately $1.5 million.
■ Gaylord Products Inc. (pins, nets,
other hair accessories), Chicago, appoints R. Jack Scott, that city, to handle
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

'Opera'
Join the Na-aa-vee

advertising for all its divisions. Account
has used tv.
■ Detroiter Mobile Homes Mfg. Co.:
MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
■ Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, which has handled recent
test market advertising for Lever
Brothers' new detergent. Hum Laundry
Liquid, has lost the account to J. Walter Thompson, N.Y. The loss was counteracted by Lever's re-assignment of
Rinso Blue detergent and Rinso Soap,
formerly with JWT, to SSC&B, which
also handles Breeze, Silver Dust and
Lifebuoy soap for Lever.
■ Sterling Silver and Stainless Steel
Flatware Divs. of Oneida Ltd. silver-

'Lion'
Hunting excitement

smiths to BBDO, N.Y., which has handled the firm's Community silverplate
account since 1936. Oneida said the
Sterling and stainless divisions were being moved from J. Walter Thompson
to BBDO. effective Jan. 1, in order to
consolidate within one agency.
TvB

in new

quarters

Television Bureau of Advertising today (July 18) opens its new headquarters at 1 Rockefeller Plaza, the
General Dynamics Building in New
York. The organization has increased
its space to 6,600 square feet and added
elaborate television tape, projection and
library facilities, which it was unable to
accommodate at its old address, 444
Madison Ave. Phone: Plaza 7-9420.
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Music?

Make

mine

Cha-Cha-Cha

As long as people are human they will continue to
change their minds, their interests, their needs and
tastes. And from this gem of wisdom we've arrived
at the conclusion that the radio station that stays in
tune with the times is bound to get the lion's share
of the listeners' time. Right now there is a keen
desire for enlightenment. In keeping pace with this
trend, WJR emphasizes enlightening programs. The
audience response has been overwhelming.
For example: a large group of housewives formed
the "Don't Call Between 10 A.M. and 11 A.M."

... TCHAIKOVSKY!

Club. That's when WJR's "Adventures in Good
Music" is on the air. Cha-Cha-Cha-inclined listeners have not been abandoned, but good music
and its equivalent in informative programs are receiving more and more time. Our listeners demand
a finer grade of entertainment and they get it. We
never could buy that ridiculous "12-year-old mentality" bit. If you don't either, call your Henry I.
Christal representative and see what WJR . . . the
station that's in tune with the times . . . can do for
you in this enlightened area.

DETROIT
760 KC^^ 50,000 WATTS
WJR
RADIO WITH ADULT APPEAU

Fine Arts programming is a part of complete
range programming — something for everyone.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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GOVERNMENT
FCC

MOVES

ON

INFLUENCE

CASES

Takes Miami from National Airlines, will re-examine Boston ch. 5
"The Commission, after careful
The FCC last week showed its musmitted to the circuit court in Washington. The court retained jurisdiction in evaluation of the facts," the FCC said,
cle in the toughest action yet under the
both instances.
"is of the opinion that the misconduct
new regime of FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford. It took these actions in
The Miami action was taken by of WKAT Inc., North Dade Video
Inc. and Public Service Television Inc.
Chairman Ford and Commissioners
the first decisions in the ex parte cases:
[National Airlines subsidiary] reflects
■ Gave National Airlines 60 days to Rosel H. Hyde and John S. Cross.
so adversely upon their character as to
Commissioner Robert E. Lee disagreed;
go off the air and authorized Miami
ch. 10 to L.B. Wilson Inc., the only he wanted to vacate the grant but per- demonstrate that they lack the qualifications to operate the station sought in
mit WSPT-TV to continue under temone of the four applicants it said was
the application . . . each of them
untarred by the influence brush.
porary authority while the commission
■ Vacated the ch. 5 Boston grant to reconsidered the entire case.
sought to influence the results by factors unrelated to the merits of the case
The Boston decision was taken by
the Boston Herald-Traveler (WHDH),
and
not a part of the hearing record.
Messrs.
Ford,
Hyde,
Lee
and
Cross,
but told the newspaper it could conWillingness thus to pervert the process
and Commissioner Robert T. Bardey.
tinue WHDH-TV on the air under temporary authority pending the outcome
Commissioner Bartley did not partici- of administrative adjudication is conof reconsideration of the comparative
pate in the Miami decision.
vincing proof that the requisite characCommissioner T.A.M. Craven did
hearing.
ter
qualifications
lackingand. .WKAT
."
Both National are
Airlines
In both instances the commission
not participate in either decision.
were accused of attempting to influence
Washington attorneys for the various
went beyond the recommendations of
the vote of former FCC Commissioner
applicants reserved comment. It was
its special hearing examiner, retired
Richard A. Mack. Mr. Mack resigned
presumed they needed time to study
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Chief
the documents and confer with their after allegations were made before the
Justice Horace Stern.
Judge Stern had recommended that clients before making public their next
House Legislative Oversight Commitmoves.
tee that he had been swayed by Miami
the 1957 Miami grant to National AirIt is an accepted belief that both of attorney Thurman A. Whiteside. Both
lines be withdrawn and that the commen were tried on a conspiracy charge,
parative hearing be reopened to de- the stations losing their grants would
termine the eventual winner. In the
petition the federal court to reverse the but the first trial resulted in a hung
FCC action.
Boston case. Judge Stern held that no
jury. The second trial is scheduled to
in federal court in Washington
behind-the-scenes representations had
More Stringent Attitude ■ In dis- begin
on Oct. 4.
in substance been made and had recomqualifying "absolutely" three of the
North Dade was found to have hired
mended that no penalties be exacted.
four Miami ch. 10 applicants, the comformer
FCC member and former Ohio
The Boston grant was also made in
mission went one step beyond the
1957.
Republican
Congressman Robert F.
examiner's recommendations.
The commission apparently accepted
Judge Stern had suggested that in a Jones to try to persuade Congress to pass
the position taken by its own staff, and
new hearing adverse points be placed
legislation
prohibiting an airline from
ing.
that of the Dept. of Justice, which
owning a tv station. This Judge Stern
against National Airlines and WKAT
urged these courses of action in both
termed imprudent, but not disqualifyMiami, and that North Dade's activiinstances.
ties were "imprudent" but not disWith this the commission did not
qualifying.
In giving Miami ch. 10 to L.B. Wilson (which owns WCKY Cincinnati)
agree. It stated it felt that Mr. Jones
was retained to assist North Dade by
the commission added a cryptic proviso.
This was that the first license term for
No newfangling
some form of political and extrathe ch. 10 facility would run only for
adjudicatory pressure. The FCC then
A committee of communicasaid:
four months. Normally, licenses run
tions lawyers has recommended
for three years.
"When to this is added the extrathat the FCC become more prejudicial approach to the commission . . .
Up for Grabs? ■ Although speculacedent conscious. If the commistion on this condition in the grant ran
by the principals of North Dade, an
sion were to rely more on estabapproach which, although apparently
the gamut of considerations, it was belished criteria in comparative
lieved that what the commission had in
non-productive, reflects no credit on
hearing cases, all elements of the
mind was that the short-term license
North Dade, we believe that the conhearing
process could be speeded
clusions regarding the misconduct of
might encourage other applications for
the facility.
up by the
elimination
of
extraneous
and
irrelevant
material.
North
Dade
. . . are
amply
The commission
found
that justified."
since all
The commission, it is understood,
This,
among
other
suggestions,
used this stratagem to come as close as
the applicants except L.B. Wilson Inc.
was made by a special committee
were unfit to become licensees, the
possible to its general inclination to
of the Federal Communications
grant should go to that applicant.
throw open the Miami channel to all
Bar Assn. studying pre-hearing
comers.
It added, however, that it is "aware
procedures. It was chairmanned
Since the case had been remanded
and has considered that the peculiar
by
Vincent
B.
Welch.
It
is
one
of
circumstances of this matter have reby the federal court of appeals — a
a series of FCBA studies aimed at
sulted in a type of award by default.
situation which protected the original
tightening up pre-hearing, hearfour contestants from new applicants —
Consequently the license period coning and post-hearing procedures
templated herein will be for four
the commission took this way to par( Broadcasting, July II).
months subsequent to construction,
tially gain this objective.
Both FCC decisions must be subrather than for the three-year period
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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LIGHT

FREE

to

A New

TIME

your

station!

public service children's
religious TV series
Fred A. Niles Productions Co.
#

39 weeks

#

15 minutes

#

for children

#

non-denominational, in cooperation
with the National Council of Churches

#

exclusive

0 air-release
#

of programming
weekly
8-12 years

to one

station

old

in a market

date, September,

1960

professionally produced in Chicago's
largest film studio . . . Fred A. Niles Co.

with Emmy

Award Winner JIM

STEWART

and Kenny Bowers; Digby, the duck; Reggie, the rhinoceros
FOR AUDITION
FILM
and additional information . . . MAIL TODAY

LIGHT

TIME

Radio-Television Dept.
National Lutheran Council
50 Madison Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.
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r TV Station
is interested in an
for its consideration tov/ard programming
dren's religious
series beginning
in the
that LIGHT
TIME TV
is exclusive
to one station

audition film of LIGHT TIME
this free public service chil1960. It is understood
inFall,
a market.

NAME
POSITION
ADDRESS

DATE
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which has been customary."
National Airlines' WSPT-TV which
began operating August 1957, was told
to cease operating by Sept. 15.
Commissioner Lee, in dissenting to
the majority's action in the Miami ch.
10 case, said he would prefer to accept
the examiner's recommendations, and
call for a comparative re-evaluation of
the applicants on the basis of the
original record and of the ex parte
proceeding. In that way, the commission should make a final decision. In
the meantime, he said, he would permit
National Airlines to continue operating on ch. 10 under temporary authorization.
Boston Move Tough Too ■ The FCC
decision in the Boston ch. 5 case was
based predominantly on its determination that the conversations of Robert
B. Choate, Herald-Traveler publisher
and president of WHDH Inc., with
then FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey; and of Forrester A.
Clark, vice president of Massachusetts
Bay Telecasters Inc., and others with
prominent political figures and also
with Chairman McConnaughey were
attempts to influence the outcome of

The

case

of the

If you want to spy on your wife,
FCC field engineers strongly recommend that you do not use radio to
monitor her conversations.
Tracing strange chatter heard over
radio receivers in the Long Beach,
Calif., area, FCC field engineers
were led to a private home and a
red-faced husband. He confided that
he had installed a listening device in
his living room in order to overhear
his wife's "private" chats. He had
no idea that his secret spy network
had actually become a sort of community broadcast radiating on several am broadcast frequencies.
He removed the eavesdropping
device.
The latest roundup of the experiences of the commission's field engineer and monitoring bureau mentions this incident and several others
to illustrate the varied routine of
these staffs. A few typical incidents:
■ An irate tv viewer in Rochester,
N.Y., was so positive that a neighborhood ham operation was the cause
of interference that he drew up a
petition, got his friends to sign it
and appealed to his congressman to
take action. The FCC's Buffalo field
office went to work to track down
the cause of the interference and
finally, after 100 hours of search,
traced the interference to a refrigerator in the Rochester man's own
44 (GOVERNMENT)

the Boston Channel 5 decision.
Although these were not considered
absolutely disqualifying, the commission decided that it should have another look at all the applicants, and
acknowledged that both the HeraldTraveler and Massachusetts Bay would
have a black mark against them because of this.
The FCC held that Mr. Choate
"demonstrated an attempted pattern
of influence." Mr. Choate indicated
that his reason for meeting with Mr.
McConnaughey was to "size up" the
new chairman, but the commission declared that "in the normal course of
events its contacts with the commission
would be conducted through its professional representatives and its appraisal of the individual commissioners
would be formulated from the opinions
of these gentlemen."
"The record contains no persuasive
explanation of why Choate felt it necessary to seek a personal relationship
with McConnaughey, and we conclude
that his reason was to afford the chairman an opportunity to 'size him up',
that is to demonstrate by his demeanor
and presence that he was a responsible

spying husband
home, and another red face.
■ Police in Florida apprehended a
man transmitting race information
from Tropical Park by a radio in his
car. The FCC Miami office investigated and discovered that this was
the same man that Boston engineers
had been forced to release a short
time before. The Boston office had
discovered the transmitting equipment but, since it was not being
used, had no choice except to release the suspect.
■ In Norfolk, Va., a young man
rigged up a teen-age circuit in the
citizens band as a means of talking
with his best girl. Their parents did
not know of this "romance of the
airways,"
but the
off the
air
when field
menstation
talkedwent
about
the
consequences of operating unlicensed
transmitting equipment.
Even shrimp boats come under the
scrutiny of the monitoring bureau.
The operator of one such boat used
the international distress frequency
for gossip and chatter. When conditions became difficult his language,
too, measured up to the situation.
Warned by the FCC, the salty
shrimper promised to guard his
tongue and his transmitter. However,
within two months he was back at
it and this time at the cost of $200
and a transfer to more remote fishing areas.

man representing responsible interests
who merited favorable consideration of
their application. . . ."
The FCC found that Mr. Choate's
attempt to present to Mr. McConnaughey abrief on pending legislation
concerning newspaper ownership of
broadcast outlets at a second luncheon
was an attempt to influence the chairman. Mr. McConnaughey refused to
accept the document.
"That McConnaughey did not accept and, therefore, could not have
been influenced by the brief is irrelevant to the fact that Choate attempted,
in efl'ect, to influence the outcome of
the case by presenting argument on a
portion thereof to a member of the
commission ex parte," the FCC said.
The commission continued:
"The very attempt to establish such
a pattern of influence does violence to
the integrity
the Commission's
processes. Such anofattack
on the integrity
of
the processes of any adjudicatory body
brings into play its inherent right to
protect such processes, and one of the
remedial measures available is its discretion in the voiding of any previous
action that may have been tainted by
such an attempt . . ."
Briefs in 60 Days ■ The commission
instructed the parties in the Boston
ch. 5 case to file briefs on or before
60 days from the release of the decision
re-evaluating their comparative merits
on the basis of the record in the original
hering and in the remanded hearing.
It said that oral argument would be
held before the commission en banc.
The FCC discussed the role of the
Boston Globe in the case, but did not
make any finding. This was on the
ground that it would be dangerous to
the possibility that any interopen up
ested person not a party to an FCC
proceeding could, by talking about the
case to commissioners, cause disqualification. The Globe had claimed that
the Herald-Traveler intended to use its
prospective tv station to injure the
other newspaper.
Other applicants in the Boston ch. 5
case are Greater Boston Television
Corp. and Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc.

Jury hearing continues
The New York district attorney last
week continued to present evidence to
a grand jury that will decide whether
criminal charges can be lodged against
witnesses believed to have testified falseinvestiattorney's
ly during
fall
in the
quiz programs
tv district
gation intothe
of 1958 (Broadcasting, July 11). A
spokesman reported that several witnesses have volunteered to testify before the grand jury, and he said that
they may appear this week.
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FCC

GETS

Eisenhower,
Charles

King

SEVENTH

in recess

MEMBER

appointment,

for unexpired

Doerfer

names
term

name withdrawn, however, when he
The FCC will muster a full complerevealed a conflict of interest which
ment of seven commissioners this week
could not be resolved (Broadcasting,
— for the first time since former FCC
May 23).
Chairman John C. Doerfer dramaticalThe new FCC commissioner was
ly resigned last March — when Detroit
born in Gulfport, Miss., in 1906. He
College of Law Dean Charles Henry
King takes an oath of office to fill the was educated in Bradford, Pa., and Detroit, and is a 1933 graduate of the
remaining year of Mr. Doerfer's unexschool he now heads. He joined the
pired term (until June 30, 1961).
President Eisenhower named Dean
College of Law faculty in 1935 as a
King to the. FCC as a recess appointee
part-time instructor and in 1937 as a
last Wednesday. The announcement
full-time professor. In 1946 he was
named dean of the school. In 1940 he
was made from the President's vacation White House in Newport, R.I.
received his master's degree in law
Mr. King told Broadcasting last from the U. of Michigan. He has engaged in appellate practice in Michigan,
week he planned to motor to Washington over the weekend and report to and is the author of numerous articles
in law reviews.
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
Dean King headed the Michigan Taft
Monday morning. At that time, he said,
he will make arrangements to take his for President Club in 1952. He ran for
oath.
the state supreme court in that same
The name of the Detroit College of year, but was defeated.
He is taking leave of absence from
Law dean was submitted to the Senate by President Eisenhower on June -his academic endeavors to sit on the
FCC, but plans to return to the college
27 (Broadcasting. July 4). Congress
when his term expires next year.
recessed for the political conventions on
July 9, but plans to reassemble August
15.
Theatre owners ask
No Senate Action ■ The Senate has
no plans to act on the nomination this pay tv hearing
session, a committee spokesman said
Two organizations, composed mainly of theatre owners, have asked the
earlier this month when Mr. King's
name was first submitted. There has
FCC to hold a full evidentiary hearing
been no indication of a change in this before an examiner in the case of the
attitude when Congress resumes in AugHartford Phoneyision Company's apust.
plication for pay tv over WHCT (TV)
Hartford, Conn. The Hartford group
Mr. King will serve, it is presumed,
as a recess appointee until the end of submitted its application to the comthe first session of the 87th Congress.
mission on June 22 (Broadcasting,
June 27).
The 87th Congress assembles in January
1961.
The Joint Committee Against Toll
In any event, Mr. King may not TV, a national organization, and the
Connecticut Committee Against Pay
serve longer than June 30, 1961 — unless
he is confirmed by the Senate. This is TV have jointly written to the commisdue to a law which was passed in the
sion to state that the application
closing days of Congress earlier this should follow the normal established
month and which was signed by the procedures. It is further contended that
President last Wednesday (July 13).
a hearing before an examiner would
afl:ord interested parties a more adeThis provides that an FCC commissioner may continue in his post after
quate opportunity to participate in the
his term expires until his successor has proceeding. The letter suggested that
been nominated and confirmed. It spe- the commission do everything within
cifically precludes from this provision
its power to encourage the widest poscommissioners who are serving out the
sible participation of interested parties
in the hearing.
unexpired terms of predecessors. They
must leave the commission at the end
In its original application, the Hartford firm appended a letter requesting
of this period. Mr. King falls in this
that its application be designated for a
category if he is neither confirmed nor
hearing before the commission en
rejected before June 30 next year.
banc. It requested such a move, it said,
Second Nominee ■ Mr. King actually
was the second nominee to fill Mr. Doerto avoid "delaying procedures." RKO
General, which owns the Hartford
fer's unexpired term. The first, last May,
group, felt that if the FCC itself heard
was when the President nominated Edward K. Mills Jr. Mr. Mills had his the case there would be no "bog down"
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in the process of submitting evidence,
offering proposed findings, waiting for
the examiner's report and waiting for
the commission's final judgment, a procedure which could, conceivably, take
The theatre owners state, in their
letter to the FCC, that no matter what
years.
the forum is, "it would appear obvious
that . . . the submission of testimony
is mandatory and that proposed findings would aid the commission in acting upon the application."
Fresno groups differ
on deintermixture
The Fresno City Council last week
asked the FCC to reconsider its action
deintermixing that California city and
making it all uhf (At Deadline, July
11). At the same time, opposing proponents talked the Fresno County
Board of Supervisors into doing nothing— or at least taking no action now.
The council telegram to the commission urged that the FCC's decision two
weeks ago be rescinded and that the
KFRE-TV be permitted to continue
on ch. 12 or that more vhf channels be
assigned to the city. The council said
that fringe area viewers would lose
service if all stations became uhf.
The supervisors at first voted to voice
their objections to the FCC, but later
rescinded this action. The first move
came after the supervisors heard Paul
R. Bartlett former majority owner of
KFRE-TV. Also read was a letter from
a local businessman, seconding Mr.
Bartlett's views. The turnabout came
after the supervisors heard Leslie H.
Peard Jr., KFRE-TV. and Joe C. Drilling, ch. 47 KJEO (TV), argue against
such action.
Fresno's dual uhf outlets also includes ch. 24 KMJ-TV.
Capital

Cities

finally

gets cp for ch. 10
The FCC made it official last week
by granting a construction permit to
Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp. for a
tv on ch. 10 in Vail Mills, N.Y. An
earlier initial decision and staff instructions in May of this year had looked
toward this final action.
At the same time, the commission
denied the competing application of
Veterans Broadcasting Co. The U.S.
District Court denied a request by Veterans for a stay against Capital's special temporary authorization on July 7
(Broadcasting, July 11).
Capital, which was authorized the
STA in 1957. shifted the ch. 10 operation of WTEN (TV) Albany to Vail
Mills in that year. The station has been
operating under temporary authority
since that time.
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SUPER

YALU

Every
food

important
chain

WDAY-TV,

uses

Fargo!

These four big food chains make approximately 75% of ALL
the retail food sales in the big WDAY-TV
75% equals nearly $116,000,000 per year!

area — and that

Advertising isn't the whole answer, of course, because the
Fargo area is a fabulous one. But it is significant that the
four important food chains in the area all use WDAY-TV
a year-round basis.

on

Certainly you can be sure that the biggest merchants in
North Dakota know a lot abovit the best media values! Ask
PGW for all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL

6

Affiliated with NBC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super Fair
in the Phil Silvers Show on WDAY-TV

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in their
very heavy spot schedule on WDAY-TV

Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly
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on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV
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STUDY
FCC

SPECTRUM

to hear

seven

FOR

witnesses

SPACE
give

space communications allocation views
Views on the allocations of spectrum
vide 600 telephone cricuits and tv circuits.
space for space communications at freA key divergence among those filing
quencies above 890 mc starts today
before the FCC. The commission has was apparent on the question of
whether space allocations should be
scheduled seven major witnesses, represeparate from other allocations or
senting the gamut of U.S. communicawhether space circuits could use the
tions and electronics companies.
same frequencies now used for microThey are: AT&T, Electronic Induswave relays on Earth.
tries Assn., General Telephone & ElecAT&T and the American Rocket
tronics Corp.; National Assn. of ManSociety maintained that space allocaufacturers' Committee on Manufactions must be separate. EIA, Motorola,
turers Radio Use and American TruckCollins Radio and others held that
ing Assn.; Lockheed Aircraft Corp.;
space transmissions and reception could
RCA and RCAC and American Rocket
utilize the same wavelengths as other
Society. AT&T has four witnesses
relay circuits without great problems
scheduled; EIA, two; the other one
of interference.
each.
Most all those filing recommended
In statements submitted to the FCC
that
space allocations must be estabtwo weeks ago, RCA suggested that a
lished in bands running from about
transspecial allocation be made for
1,000 mc to 10,000 mc.
oceanic space relaying of television
There also were a number of comprograms.
ments which suggested that the comAT&T presented a voluminous statemission hold in abeyance any action at
ment proposing a $170 million worldthis time until the requirement of a
wide system of space communications,
space communications system become
utilizing active relay satellites, to promore definite.
The most exciting filing was that by
AT&T. Charles M. Mapes, AT&T asFCC soap
sistant chief engineer, said a system of
50
active
satellites in 3,000-mile high
Denver disc jockey Royce L.
random
polar
orbits could provide comJohnson figuratively had his
munications between the U.S. and all
mouth washed by the FCC last
other areas of the world.
week. Accused of making offSuch a system, he said, would recolor on-the-air comments, Mr.
quire 26 transmitter-receiver pairs of
Johnson was reprimanded by the
ground stations, sited around the world.
commission.
The cost of establishing such a sysThe Denver announcer, who
tem, Mr. Mapes said, would be $115
was fired by KIMN following the
million — $50 million for the satellites
allegations (Broadcasting, Oct.
and $65 million for the ground sta5, 1959), holds a radiotelephone
tions.
first class operator license. The
Provision for world-wide tv, he said,
commission warned him that any
could be provided for $55 million more.
further transmission "of this
nature" would raise question of
■ Government
briefs
his qualification to hold such a
license. Commissioner Robert E.
To hearing ■ Seattle, Wash., stations
Lee dissented with the majority
KOL-AM-FM have been advised by
the FCC of the necessity of a hearing
opinion in favor of a 60-day suson
their applications for license renewal
pension.
and sale. The commission noted that
In an earlier explanation to the
FCC of his robust comments on
a variance between planned programthe air, Mr. Johnson called himming and actual programming was sufficient to indicate the hearing proceself a "frustrated comic, working
dure. Seattle Broadcasting Co., owner
on a tight format radio staof the station, has proposed selling the
tion . . ." At that time he issued
am facility and the fm cp to KOL Inc.
an apology for his humor.
The commission only last
(Archie Taft Jr., principal stockholder).
month gave KIMN a sharp warning over the incident after vacatPayola denial ■ Apollo Records, New
ing a hearing to show-cause why
York, last week categorically denied
the station's license should not be
the Federal Trade Commission charge,
revoked (Broadcasting, June 27).
made in June, that the firm had taken
part in payola.
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Denying "each and

every allegation," Apollo and a company official also charged, Melvin Albert, requested that the FTC dismiss
the complaint. All told, 96 firms have
been charged with payola by the trade
commission.
3M charged ■ The Federal Trade Commission last week charged the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.
with violation of the anti-trust laws because its purchase of two competing
distributors of electrical insulation products. The FTC charged that the acquisition of Prehler Electrical Insulation
Co., Chicago, and Insulation and Wires
Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., in 1956 tended
to create a monopoly in the manufacture, distribution and sale of electrical
insulation products. 3M recently acquired the Mutual Broadcasting System (Broadcasting, April 25).
Ike okays bill
President Eisenhower last week
signed into law S 1965, which provides
for members of the FCC and two
other federal agencies whose terms
have expired to continue in office until
their successors have been appointed
and qualified. But the law provides that
such agency members may not serve
longer than the end of the next session
of Congress following the expiration
of their terms. It also prohibits an
agency member from serving beyond
the end of a term to which he is appointed to fill a vacancy.
Programming

control

sought by ACLU
The American Civil Liberties Union
has come out four-square for FCC requirement that broadcasters present a
gamut of viewpoints on political, social,
economic, religious and cultural subjects. The statement was made in a letter to FCC Commissioner T.A.M. Craven as a rebuttal to his June 22 letter
to Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
which was in answer to an ACLU statement in support of the bill for free
tv time for presidential candidates
(Broadcasting, July 4). The letter
from ACLU was signed by Patrick
secretary. Malin, the Union's executive
Murphy
The ACLU stated that it "becomes
an imperative necessity that every station owner, who . . . holds a public
trust," offer a balanced programming
schedule. It was further reiterated that
the commission should require broadcasters to give concrete proof that their
programming
geared Ato copy
the public's
"more urgent isneeds."
of the
letter was sent to Sen. Magnuson, chairtee, man of the Senate Commerce CommitBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

don't

buy

beer...

In the Johnstown- Altoona area, W J AC -TV
is 'way out in front, according to both ARB
and Nielsen figures. But statistics don't mean
very much if the buying pubhc isn't affected.
That's where WJ AC-TV

really shines!

For example, read what Mr. Joseph Incardona
of the Inco Beverage Company

says:

"In my business, I know it pays to advertise . . .
and I naturally want my dollar's worth. WJACTV sees that I get it ... by reaching the most
people around here. Result? More business for
Inco Beverage Co."
If you want to increase your sales, look up
W J AC -TV ... it delivers the viewers,

get all the

details

from

HARRINGTON,
AND
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RIGHTER
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SPECIAL
TOO

MUCH

Politicians,

LOS

network

Television and radio packed the most
facilities and reporters ever assembled
for one story into the Los Angeles
Sports Arena for last week's Democratic convention. They will repeat the
performance July 25 at the Chicago
GOP convention.
At the weekend the major networks
and many stations were asking this
question:
"Was it worth the effort and expense?"
The major parties, getting a free
broadcast ride, indicated the coverage
is worthwhile
and they'd be distraught
without
it.
The public wasn't so certain, judging
by early survey reports of tune-in. Nonnetwork programs often had better
tune-in than the network convention
pickups. About 14.5 million homes
were tuned to the convention at any
given moment (see story page 55).
The three tv networks, widely praised
for their efficient and dramatic coverage, used better equipment and politically-wise personnel. They're dedicated
to the responsibility posed by these outstanding quadrennial events.
Ideal Formula ■ News vice presi50

brass

REPORT

ANGELES
pleased,

but

COVERAGE?
their

audience

strayed

dents of the tv networks believe they
have reached close to ideal formulas
for convention coverage — so long as
conventions continue to be conducted in
the traditional, flamboyant manner (see
box page 56).
Individual stations and the major
group-owned properties far eclipsed
any past convention coverage (see
roundup story page 57). Some 2,000
radio-tv credentials were issued, according to Robert M. Menaugh, superintendent of the House Radio & Television Gallery. He said about 1,000
passes went to the networks, which had
them for their executive teams as well
as working personnel, and a similar
number went to individual stations and

he had picked Lyndon B. Johnson, defeated candidate, as his vice presidential running mate. This pulled the plug
from the Thursday night convention
coverage, some broadcasters complained, since an aware public was
likely to be less inclined to sit out another evening when no suspense was
involved.
Executive Suite ■ All network brass
were on hand for the five-day coverage.
William S. Paley and Dr. Frank Stanton for CBS; Robert W. Sarnoff and
Robert E. Kintner for NBC; Leonard
Goldenson for ABC. They were backed
— several echelons deep — by their vice
presidential brass in both news and
administration.

groups.
Interest in last week's coverage
reached a peak Wednesday evening
as delegates went through the ritual of
nominating a Democratic presidential
candidate — a task not completed until
post-midnight hours in the eastern time
zone.

For the first time in his life, J. Leonard Reinsch (Cox Stations), executive
director of the convention in Los Angeles, was dogged by a bodyguard. F.
L. Brittell, plain-clothesman, said his
toughest job was to keep pace with
"the body I'm supposed to protect."
Mr. Brittell also doubled as chauffeur
in the frequent trips to and from headq'uarters
at the Biltmore and the sports
arena.

Many broadcasters were irked at the
Thursday political jockeying, when
John F. Kennedy, presidential nominee,
announced during the afternoon that

"Reinsch's Fortress" was the name
BROADCASTING, July 18, I960

given the elaborate platform located in
center of convention hall. This twostory housing project was the nerve
center of the convention — an electronic
house of magic. Everything was controlled from the platform which was
surrounded by a "moat"^ — a wide corridor that prevented newsmen and
photographers from vaulting to the
platform from operations areas.
Production Costs ■ Production costs
for the three tv networks for coverage
of both conventions were estimated at
S9 million to 10.5 million, about equally divided among the three, but the
final tally cannot be known until the
-Republican session is over and all the
costs are tabulated.
There was a general reluctance to
estimate the other costs, but CBS-TV
said that, assuming the Democratic
convention was over at 11 p.m. Friday,
the week's work in Los Angeles would
mean for CBS-TV a loss of $500,000
in net sales (after discounts) plus
$250,000 in reimbursment of client
program expenses.
Against this sort of production and
other outlays the three networks have
about $11 million coming in, according
to their reports on sales to sponsors.
This figure also covers both conventions, and in CBS-TV's case further includes eight special half-hour programs
between conventions and elections.
Officials hesitated to segregate radio
expense-and-income figures which in
some cases seemed inextricably woven
into the television figures.
Westinghouse is picking up the tab,
estimated at about $6 million, for the
CBS package on both radio and television. NBC reportedly is getting $3
million to $3.5 million for its televi-

sion package, split among seven advertisers (Lipton Tea, Brown & Williamson, Goodrich, Cowles Magazines,
Bristol-Myers, Field Enterprises and
RCA), and sold half of its radio
coverage to Mennen and S. C. Johnson,
turning the other half over to affiliates
for local sale. ABC-TV sold about 40%
of its coverage to Mutual of Omaha and
about the same amount to 20th Century-Fox, Avco Mfg. and duPont, for
a total estimated at $2 million, while
Mennen added half of the ABC Radio
schedule to its NBC Radio buy and
ABC turned the rest over to affiliates.
Mutual sold about 20% of its coverage to Liggett & Myers (Oasis cigarettes) and let affiliates sell the rest.
Problems & Praise ■ Minor flubs and
trampled toes were inevitable in the
confusion but the complaints didn't add
up to much when evaluated from a
post-convention perspective.
An unhappy sponsor enlivened the
opening
BartLytton
Lytton, headday's
of proceedings.
the sponsoring
Savings & Loan of Los Angeles,
walked on the KHJ-TV Los Angeles
set of The Future Lies Ahead, protesting he didn't agree with some of the
convention comments on the program.
Mort Sahl, series conducter, was talking to Dore Schary, movie producer,
and Gov. Robert B. Meyner of New
Jersey about
Stevenson's
qualifications as a Adlai
candidate.
Mr. Lytton
protested the program was being turned
into a Stevenson rally. Later in the
program he apologized for the outburst.
Two days later, Drew Pearson, in a
full-page ad in the Los Angeles MirrorNews which carries his syndicated
column, charged Mr. Lytton and his
firm with cancelling a contract for daily

telecasts of his comments on the convention only a few minutes before air
time Monday. Mr. Pearson filed a
$250,000 damage suit in Los Angeles
Superior Court.
Gov. Leroy Collins of Florida, permanent chairman, told UPI he would
have stopped delivering the last half of
his speech had it not been for the tv
audience. "A convention speaker is discouraged simply because so many people on the convention floor do not listen
to what
is going
on,"interviews
he said. and
"Theyin
are
involved
in news
hob-nobbing with acquaintances. The
almost unlimited right granted to news
media people to go where they please
on the floor is at the base of a large part
of NBC
the confusion."
affiliates were delighted with
the network's coverage, according to a
message sent William R. McAndrew,
NBC news vice president, by Jack Harris of KPRC-AM-TV Houston, chairman of the board of delegates, NBC
Affiliated Stations. He described coverage as "unparalleled from HunUey and
Brinkley all the way." He said that the
NBC stations "are proud to be a part
of this great service to the American
Audience Migration ■ The biggest
beneficiaries of the networks' Democratic convention coverage — in audience
terms — were the independents.
people."
Their regular entertainment drew audiences that together often rivaled —
and sometimes surpassed — those of all
three networks combined. The only evidence available last week — a one-market, one-time-period analysis — indicated
that the network outlets almost invariably suffered losses in share of audience,
sometimes by big margins.
No networks - vs. - independents — or
convention-vs.-regular entertainment — •
figures were immediately available on a
national basis. But American Research
Bureau's multi-city Arbitron measurements in seven major markets showed
that in these cities, as a group, the
convention's share of audience reached
70% for only one half-hour period
during the first three convention nights
and the rest of the time was mostly in
the middle and low 60's and 50's and
once dipped to 48.3% (Tues., 10-10:30
Three of these seven cities — Philap.m.).
delphia, Baltimore and Cleveland —
have no independents to which audiences could turn for convention relief.
Hence the independents' score in the
four other cities — New York, Chicago,
Washington and Detroit — would have
to be considerably higher than the
seven-city averages indicate.
Although details on the audience
split-up in the individual cities were
still being compiled, ARB prepared an
analysis of one presumably typical time
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EAST,

SOUTHEAST
Baltimore
Detroit
Hartford
Providence
Asheville, N. C.

FREQUENCY

WCBM
WWJ
WDRC
WHIM
WLOS
WCHS
CharlestonWPLH
Huntington, W. Va
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIST
Charlotte
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
WSIX
Nashville
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Richmond
WRVA
WOBJ
Roanoke
MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
Des Moines
woe
Davenport
WDZ
Decatur
WDSM
Duluth—
Superior
Fargo
WDAY
WIRE
Indianapolis
KMBC
Kansas City
KFRM
WMBD
Peoria
KFDM
Beaumont
KRYS
Corpus Christ!
WBAP
Ft. Wortli-Dallas
WBAP
KTRH
Houston
KENS
San Antonio
50,000
680
MOUNTAIN
KBOl
KHOW
KGMB
KHBC
KPOP
XEAK
KIRO

AND
Boise
Denver

WEST

Honolulu— Hilo
Los Angeles
San Diego
Seattle

950
630
590
970
1020
690

710

5,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
50,000
50,000

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

P

ETERS,
NEW YORK
ATLANTA

G
CHICAGO
DALLAS

MFFIN,
DETROIT
FT. WORTH

WOOBWARD.
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON
ST. LOUIS

INC.

On
The calmest place in the Los
Angeles Sports Arena last week was
the studio where three advertising
agencies fed live commercials to
CBS for Westinghouse Electric
Corp.
Betty Furness and her daughter,
Barbara Green, waited for commercial calls in a simulated patio. Fred
Davis, of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, was the Westinghouse corporate voice, at the other
end of the room. Equipment was in
between.
Grey Adv. was responsible for
radio-tv reciever commercials; McCann-Erickson for all other consumer products, and Ketchum, McLeod & Grove for corporate commercials. Lansing B. Lindquist.
KM&G vice president in charge of
broadcasting and media, coordinated
commercials into the convention
programming.
Miss Furness changed costume as
often as three times an evening. She
rehearsed words and gestures alone
or with her daughter. A hairdresser
was on duty in her dressing room.
Producer-director Perry Lafferty
of CBS produced the commercials,
an assignment he takes every four
years (Broadcasting, June 20). The
apparent calm of the studio masked
a high-voltage nervous tension. "It
looks as if they'll break in about five
minutes so get ready," the studio
p. a. warned, only to reverse itself
three minutes later with a prediction
no commercial was in sight for anI
period in New York: 10-10:30 p.m. on
each of the first three convention nights
as compared to the same half-hour on
the same three nights of the preceding
week.
This showed that with one exception
— NBC on Monday night — -the network
outlets uniformly suffered losses in their
respective audience shares during convention week. And the independents
almost as uniformly gained, sometimes
with shares three to five and in one
case 15 times as high as in the preceding week.
Case Studies ■ Diagnosis Unknown,
Armstrong Circle Theatre and Hennesey
on WCBS-TV; M-Squad and This Is
Your Life on WNBC-TV and Alcoa
Presents, boxing and the last half of
Adventures In Paradise on WABC-TV
all racked up higher shares of audience
during the week of July 4 than the convention coverage that replaced them
last week. Only NBC's "One Loud Clear
Voice, a July 4 special, trailed its convention successor in this analysis.
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the

patio

in Los

Angeles

Veteran Westinghouse spokeswoman and daughter
Other half-hour at least.
Westinghouse commercial time in
the 1956 conventions averaged 3
minutes, 20 seconds per hour against
an allowance of six to seven minutes.
The feeling last week was it probably
would total up to less than that when
1960 figures are tabulated.
Mr. Lafferty was aided in his task
of helping Westinghouse get $6 million worth of Westinghouse commerSome of the drops for the network
outlets, as well as some of the gains
for independents, were dramatic, as inStation
WCBS-TV
WNBC-TV
WNEW-TV
WABC-TV
WOR-TV(TV)
WPIX
WNTA-TV
Station
WCBS-TV
WNBC-TV
WNEW-TV
WABC-TV
WOR-TV
WPIX (TV)
WNTA-TV
Station
WCBS-TV
WNBC-TV
WNEW-TV
WABC-TV
WOR-TV(TV)
WPIX
WNTA-TV

cials (including production and merchandising) on the air by a studio
crew of 20 and another score of
agency representatives. (Westinghouse is paying $6 million for full
convention-campaign-election night
coverage on CBS.) A fourth of commercials were institutional, another
fourth were for electronic developments and equipment, and half for
consumer products.

dicated in the following share-of-audience table prepared from information
compiled by ARB:

IVIONDAY 10-10:30 P.iVl.
July 4 Program and Share (%)
Hennesy 37.3
Loud Clear Voice 19.2
Winchell File 11.4
Paradise Adventures 16.2
IVIartin Kane 9.6
IVIr. Adams & Eve 5.8
Playbacl< (music) 0.5
TUESDAY 10-10:30
July 5 Program and Share
Diagnosis Unknown 49.7
IVl Squad 12.9
Wrestling 9.1
Alcoa Presents 11.6
Movie 1.2
Baseball 15.4
Dance Party 1.5

July 12 Program and Share
Convention 10.7
Convention 12.1
Wrestling 19.2
Convention 10.8
Movie
Movie 18.4
20.3
Dance Party 7.9

WEDNESDAY 10-10:30
July 6 Program and Share
Armstrong Theatre 28.2
This Is Your Life 37.1
Wrestling 13.7
Boxing 7.0
Harness Racing 5.4
Decoy 10.9
Dance Party 1.9

July 13 Program and Share
Convention 20.8
Convention 26.7
Wrestling 13.6
Convention 2.8
Harness Racing 4.9
Decoy
Dance 30.1
Party 3.0

July 11 Program and Share (%)
Convention 18.8
Convention 24.3
Winchell File 26.0
Convention 0.1
IVIartin Kane 12.8
Wlr. Adams & Eve 11.7
Playback (music) 6.3
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Have

networks

found

medium ever devised. Here below
us are 1,000 reporters who feel a
responsibility to report what is going on here, and so do we.
"Since television came into being
— and that's only for two conventions—up to 1952 and even in that
year, television was only a stepchild
of radio. So only in 1956 and this
year has television had a chance to
show what it can do in covering conventions.
"In these two tests there has been
a lot of thinking as to how we can
do a better job. We're trying, experimenting, learning in an attempt
to marry this new medium of tv to
the old way of conducting a convention. In the future our concept of
convention coverage will, of course,

Responsibility to the public outweighs the enormous expenditure
on the convention coverage, the
three network news vice presidents
agree. And they defend the networks
against charges of "waste." They do
have different perspectives on the
way this responsibility should be
carried out, however. Each feels his
network has evolved a highly workable formula:
John Daly, ABC vice president in
charge of news, special events and
public affairs:
"This is the way to cover a convention, and, of course, I think our
ABC way is the best way.
"Television is two things. It is an
entertainment medium and it is also
the most efficient communications

L.A.

NETWORKS
blocked

out

coverage

formula?

CBS' MiCKELSON

ABC's Daly

HOW

a convention

CLEARED

regular

All three tv-radio networks last
week cleared their decks on Mondaythrough-Thursday nights to accommodate live coverage of the Democratic
convention. Starting times were later
on Friday night, permitting a few prime
time shows to go through. The complete list of sponsored programs hit
by pre-emption:
CBS-TV (Mon. 7:30 p.m.-conclusion)
Kate Smith Show, Whitehall; The
Texan, All-State; Father Knows Best,
Scott; Danny Thomas, General Foods;
Ann Sothern, General Foods; Hennessey, General Foods, and June Ally son,
du Pont. (Tue. 7 p.m.-conclusion)
News, Whitehall; Dohie Gill is. Pills56 (SPECIAL REPORT)

shows

en

TIME
masse

bury; Tightrope, Pall Mall, and The
Comedy Spot, S. C. Johnson. (Wed.
6 p.m.-conclusion) Two Whitehall-sponsored news shows, 6:45-7 p.m. and
7:15-7:30 p.m.; Men Into Space,
American Tobacco; I've Got a Secret,
R. J. Reynolds. (Thur. 8 p.m.-conclusion) Johnny Ringo, P. Lorillard; Zane
Grey Theatre, S.C. Johnson; Markham,
Renault, and To Tell the Truth, Helene
Curtis. (Fri. 9 p.m.-conclusion) the
following programs were not shown
and no sponsor commitments for them
had been made: Video Village, December Bride, Twilight Zone and Person
to Person.
CBS Radio simulcast the tv coverage

be refined and typed and perhaps
the networks will give thought to
revising our present feeling as to the
proper definition of "full coverage."
Sig Mickelsou, president, CBS
News:
"This is the way. I don't believe
there is duplication because each
network covers the story in its own
way. This extends even to the
choice of time to present the full
picture. The big news at conventions frequently develops outside the
convention hall, in corridors, hotel
suites,in and
conferences
—.
and
even
the press
str
eet

^

:^
,^
; p.
i^

j

,j
j
|, ,
|,
j^
.
1j j^

"The public should have a choice i i
of coverage among three fiercely |
competing networks just as they have v ;
a choice of different newspapers cov- i

and as a result was forced to pre-empt
the following shows on Monday
through Thursday nights: World Tonight, sponsored locally by affiliates;
Backgrounding the News, participating; Amos & Andy, participating;
Kingston Trio, Seven-Up; In Person,
with Ron Cochrane, participating; Bob
Richards, Wheaties, and two dance
orchestra programs, participating. Friday night programs were not affected
as coverage started later. Because of
earlier starting time on Wednesday,
these also were pre-empted: A fiveminute news show, participating;
Lowell Thomas, participating, and
Sports Time with Phil Rizzuto, Camel
Cigarettes and Midas Mufflers. Some
of the programs listed above were
broadcast in the eastern time zone only
because of time differences.
NBC-TV

(Mon. 7:30 p.m.-concluBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

event.
samedistinc
iringitstheown
E'
tiveEach
es andk
policinetwor
las
echniques in covering the story. To
|sum up: What the three networks
(present does not amount to duplicaition but rather to competitive cov|erage and — as in other segments of
lour free economy — it is the public
Ithat benefits from this competition.
■'The equipment is better and
' people are becoming more profestsional in using it." Mr. Mickelson
. said cost of time alone on the three
networks for the two conventions
I would be around $12.5 million.
William R. McAndrew, vice president in charge of NBC News:
"As long as we have the convention system of picking Presidential
nominees, then I believe we should
[have this type of coverage. If we
didn't have the convention on NBC
our stations would raise hell.
"Any other solution wouldn't be
acceptable. There's the rotation sysI tem or letting one network buy exclusive rights to the convention as
i done for the World Series. That
I might be fine for underwriting the
party deficit but such a proposal
would certainly be fought tooth and
nail.
"Every four years the same thing
comes up. There's a tremendous
amount of duplication which seems
wasteful and we all lose money do111ing it, but if we are going to live up
I'!to our responsibilities we'll have to
continue this type of coverage, using
all the ingenuity we can muster to
keep what we're putting on the air
l| interesting and informative. The biggest change? We're using newsmen
with political sawy instead of an! nouncers."
sion) Wells Fargo, Procter & Gamble;
Peter Gunn, R.J. Reynolds; Alcoa Theatre, Alcoa (Tues. 6:45 p.m. -conclusion)
News, Texaco; American Gas Playhouse, American Gas Assn.; Arthur
Murray Party, Glenbrook; M-Squad,
American Tobacco. (Wed. 6:45 p.m.conclusion) News, Texaco; Wagon
Train, R.J. Reynolds, Ford; Price Is
Right, Lever; Happy, Kraft; Tate,
Kraft; This Is Your Life, Procter &
Gamble, and People Are Funny, Glenbrook. (Thurs.-8 p.m. -conclusion). Bat
Masterson, Sealtest; Producers Choice,
R.J. Reynolds; Bachelor Father, American Home Products; Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show, Ford; You Bet Your Life,
Lever. (Fri. 9 p.m.-conclusion) the following shows were cancelled and no
sponsor arrangements for them had
been made: Play Your Hunch, Masquerade Party and Moment of Fear.
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Earlier in the week Riverboat, Laramie
and Richard Diamond also were uncommitted and fell away.
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show was preempted in full on Wednesday, but on
Monday and Tuesday nights the program was picked up while in progress
after the convention coverage concluded, a situation that was likely to
be repeated on Thursday and Friday.
All advertisers pre-empted from the
show will receive rebates.
NBC Radio, which aired the convention from 8 p.m. to conclusion from
Monday through Friday, only preempted 15 minutes of the Sunoco 3Star Extra on Wednesday night and 10
minutes of the same news show on
Tuesday. Regularly scheduled News on
the Hour programs continued in their
entirety, but several were delayed to
later periods in the hour to avoid interference with particular convention reporting.
ABC-TV (Mon. 8 p.m.-midnight)
Cheyenne, American Chicle, Johnson
& Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Ritchie,
Ralston; Bourbon Street Beat, AlbertoCulver, Reynolds, Brown & Williamson,
du Pont; Adventures in Paradise, Chevrolet, Reynolds, General Foods, Armour; Amateur Hour, Pharmaceuticals.
(Tue. 6 p.m.-l:30 a.m.) Bronco/
Sugarfoot, Carnation, du Pont, Brown
& Williamson; Wyatt Earp, Procter &
Gamble, General Mills; Rifleman, Miles
Ralston, Procter & Gamble; Colt .45,
Brown & Williamson, Whitehall; Alcoa
Presents, Alcoa. (Wed. 6 p.m.-3:19
a.m.) Music for a Summer Night, spot
carrier; Ozzie & Harriet, Quaker Oats,
Eastman Kodak; Hawaiian Eye, Carter,
American Chicle, Whitehall, Ritchie;
Wednesday Night Fights, Brown &
Williamson, Miles Labs. (Thur. 8 p.m.conclusion) Donald Reed, Johnson &
Johnson, Campbell; Real McCoys, Procter & Gamble; Jeannie Carson, Procter
& Gamble, American Chicle; Untouchables, Liggett & Myers, Ritchie, du
Pont, Armour, Carnation, Whitehall;
Take a Good Look, Dutch Master
cigars. (Fri. 10 p.m.-conclusion) Robert Taylor in The Detectives, Procter &
Gamble; Black Saddle, Chevrolet, Alberto-Culver, Carter.
ABC Radio's broadcast schedule corresponded with that of ABC-TV, but
there were no pre-emptions reported.
Networks face approximately the
same pre-emptions next week when they
shift their newsmen, technicians, cameras and other paraphernalia to Chicago. There, the Republicans will hold
forth with a similar schedule of events.
Only the setting and the political cast
will be changed.
With the Chicago convention in the
Central Daylight time zone, broadcast
schedules will be slightly different from
those of the west coast sessions.

LOCAL

INITIATIVE

Independent
much

seen

stations
and

heard

Independent radio-tv stations and
station groups expended more time,
energy and money last week than ever
before to cover a national political convention, that of the Democrats in Los
Angeles. They will repeat the feat in
Chicago
vention. during the Republican conCollectively, the manpower of the
independents deployed to cover the
Democratic event equaled that of the
major networks, but individually their
efforts appeared to be concentrated on
their local delegations and color features.
Here are highlights of this coverage
as reported by stations last week. A
preliminary list of those accredited to
cover the Los Angeles event, as reported by the Democratic National
Convention, was published earlier
(Broadcasting, July 11).
Corinthian
Broadcasting
Corp. —
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, WISH-AM-TV
Indianapolis; WANE-AM-TV Fort
Wayne; KHOU-TV Houston; KSTV
(TV) Sacramento, Calif.: Corinthian
had a staff of five news directors and
four cameramen, co-ordinated by Herman Land, special projects director,
and headed by C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
Corinthian president, who acted as general reporter and high level contact.
They'll also be in Chicago next week.
Each newsman was assigned to a
state delegation. For constant communication, each had a private telephone and
rented car and each wore a paging
unit to receive messages leading to
good stories. Camera crews covered
delegate hotels in the morning and carried out roving assignments afterward.
Two Telenews camera crews were
hired for interviews and floor coverage,
sound being recorded on the film by
wireless mikes carried by correspondents on the floor. Hot news was relayed immediately to individual stations by beeper phone and film was
sent by air to Chicago where it was
processed for early morning shipment
to stations.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.:
WBC used a dual-tape technique for a
July 14 Convention Impressions feature in which Los Angeles and San
Francisco tape material was programmed on KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
The experiment was so successful it
will be repeated at the GOP convention
Taking part were Wanda Raney, WBZTV Boston newswoman; Mike Wallace,
interviewer; John Weston, KPIX, and
Terrence O'Flaherty, San Francisco
Chronicle tv critic. The Los Angeles
57

end of the program was flown to San
Francisco.
Jerry Landay, WBZ Boston radio,
landed a place on the Kennedy plane
for Hyannisport, Mass. He'll also travel
with the Nixon entourage to Chicago.
WBZ covering both conventions in their
entirety.
Taft Broadcasting Co. Stations —
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, WBRCAM-FM-TV Birmingham. WTVN-AMFM-TV Columbus, Ohio, WBIR-AMFM-TV Knoxville and WKYT (TV)
Lexington, Ky.: A five-man news crew
directed by WTVN-TV Promotion Manager Harry Mohr is furnishing more
than 200 special convention news bulletins directly to Taft's nine am and tv
outlets during the Democratic and GOP
conventions, according to Lawrence H.
(Bud) Rogers II, vice president.
WKRC-TV Tv News Director Nick
Basso and Taft Washington bureau
chief Ralph de Toledano keep close

watch on state delegations in areas
served by Taft outlets with tape and
film reports sent through a network circuit four times daily. Shell Oil Co. has
bought the coverage in Columbus, Cincinnati and Lexington and local sponsors were lined up in Birmingham and
Knoxville. The same crew covers both
conventions.
Triangle Stations— WFIL-AM-FMTV Philadelphia, WLYH-TV Lebanon,
WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa.; WNBFAM-FM-TV Binghamton, N.Y.,
WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven,
Conn., and KFRE-AM-TV and KRFM
(FM) Fresno, Calif.: Triangle's 10-man
news team of reporters and cameramen,
headed by Roy Nassau, community relations director of WFIL, furnished the
outlets with first-person reports from
the convention floor, side conferences
and delegates headquarters.
The "Eyewitness" team, supported by
more than 50 regular newsstaflfers,
working at the local stations around the

clock, made more than a hundred direct
feeds and used 3,000 feet of film on
pre-convention activities before formal
sessions began. The same group will
cover the GOP convention except for
three men from the Fresno outlet.
WHTI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.: Bent
on doing a state job with its Indiana delegation, WHTI-TV got nationwide promotion for itself with perhaps the most
unique camera coverage. A portable
camera was carried by a camerawoman
with a bracing contraption which resembled aflag-pole toter. She wore skintight western garb embossed all over
with station call-letters. General Manager Joe Higgins was on hand to direct
news operations.
Paramount Television Productions:
PTP, licensee of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, the only one of that city's four nonnetwork tv stations to carry the convention proceedings live from the Sports
Arena, also fed specially prepared quarter-hour convention programs to seven

The
many
broadcast
leaders
with delegate
buttons
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.): his wife,
Broadcasting not only had a
Claudia T. (Lady Bird) is board chairman and
large representation for news covermajority stockholder in KTBC-AM-TV Austin;
KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, both Texas.
age of the Democratic and RepubliSen. Olin D. Johnson (S.C): his wife,
can national conventions, but had
Gladys, alsoS.C.a delegate, is stockholder in WFGN
Gaffney,
many representatives taking active
part as delegates.
Rep. Paul Jones Sr. (Mo.), President KBOAAM-FM Kennett, Mo,
Sen. B. Everett Jordan (N.C), stockholder,
A scanning of both parties' preconvention lists of state delegates
WBBB-AM-FM Burlington, N.C. wife stockholder in WHKY-AWI-FM Hickory, N.C.
(Democrats did not complete deleVann M. Kennedy, president, KSIX and
gate lists for California, Connecticut,
KZTV (TV) Corpus Christi, Tex.
Mississippi and Puerto Rico) and inRep. Eugene J. Keogh (N.Y.), minority stockholder. Capital Cities.
formation from other sources turned
Sen.
Robert S. Kerr (OIka.), he and family
up a total of 38 names.
own KVOO-TV Tulsa; WEEK-AM-TV Peoria;
WEEQ-TV La Salle, III.
Many broadcaster delegates themRep. Richard Lankford (Md.), part owner,
selves hold public office, ranging
WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis, Md.
from U.S. senators and representaMurray D. Lincoln, president. Nationwide
tives and state governors down to Insurance Co., owner Peoples Broadcasting Co.;
WRFD
Worthington, WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland,
offices on the local level. The list is Ohio; WNAX
Yankton, S.D.; KVTV (TV) Sioux
headed by Senate Majority Leader
City, Iowa; WMMN Fairmont, W.Va.; WTTM
Trenton,
N.J.
Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.), the Pa.Edward J. Lynett, owner, WEJL Scranton,
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.)
Democratic vice presidential running
The vice presidential candidate
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (Wash.), minority
mate of Sen. John F. Kennedy (Dstockholder, KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle.
Mass.). The broadcaster list:
Tracy S. McCraken, family controls KFBCRepublicans
AM-TV
Cheyenne and KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff,
Democrats
Neb.
Eugene
ton, Ohio. Carr, president, WHBC-AM-FM CanSen. Clinton P. Anderson (N.IVI.), part ownFormer Arizona Gov. Ernest WIcFarland, part N.D.Ethel H, Cooley, president, KLPM, IVlinot,
Fe. er, KGGM-AM-TV Albuquerque; KVSF Santa owner, KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.
Luke Medley, owner, WHUB Cookeville,
Frank E. McKinney, director, WISH-AM-TV
Walter J. Brown, president, WSPA-AM-FIWIndianapolis; WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.; Tenn.
Harry
N. Pollock, director, KFSA Fort
TV Spartanburg, S.C.
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh.
Smith, Ark.
New Mexico Gov. John Burrougtis, co-owner, KENM Portales, N.Wi.
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (Wyo,); his wife TV Franklin
D. Schurz,
South Bend,
Ind. president, WSBT-AMAgnes is stockholder in ownership of KFBCPennsylvania Lt. Gov. John M. Davis, maAM-TV
Cheyenne,
KSTF
(TV)
Scottsbluff,
Neb.
Edward Shattuck, part owner, KNGS Hanjority stockholder, WALL Wliddletown, l\I.Y.;
Edwin W. Pauley, part owner, KTVU (TV) ford,
Calif.
WSPB Sarasota, Fla.
San Francisco.
Robert Taft Jr., secretary, Taft Stations:
Rep. James J. Delaney (N.Y.), minority
N. Joe Rahall, president, Rahall Stations: WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati; WTVN-AM-FMstockholder. Capital Cities Bcstg. Corp.
Columbus;
WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham;
WQCY-TV Allentown, Pa., WNAR Nor- TV
WROW-AM-FIVl and WTEN (TV) Albany, WKAP
ton, Ky.
WBIR-AM-TV
Knoxville, WKYT (TV) Lexingristown.
Pa. WWNR Beckley, W. Va.; WLCY
WCDB (TV) Hagaman, all N.Y.; WCDC (TV) St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Adams, Mass.; WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C.;
Sarkes
ownerInd.;
WTTS-AM-FMFrank Rao, president, WRIB Providence,
WPRO-AIVl-FM-TV Providence, R.I.
WTTV
(TV)Tarzian,
Bloomington,
WPAT (TV)
R.I.
Roanoke,
Va.;
WFAM-TV
Lafayette,
Ind.;
Ga.J.B. Fuqua, president, WJBF (TV) Augusta,
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director, James WPTH (FM) Fort Wayne, Ind.
M. Cox Stations: WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta;
Rep. L.H. Fountain (N.C.) secretary-treasThomas G. Tinsley Jr., president, WITHWHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton; WSOC-AM-FM-TV
urer and stockholder, family-owned WCPS-AMAM-TV
Baltimore,
FM Tarboro, N.C.
TV
Petersburg,
Va. WLEE Richmond, WXEXCharlotte, N.C; WCKR-WCKT (TV) Miami.
James H. Gray, president WALB-AM-TV
J. Frank Warmath, president, WIRJ HumAlbany, Ga,
Ga.Hoyt Wimpy, president, WPAX Thomasville,
boldt, Tenn.
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Dominant

in

First

•
of

Audience

Total

TV

Homes

39%

KETVY . . ,
i Station
i
^tntion Z

1
1 St in

Places

r™~~
Omaha.'
Nighttime
6:00 P.M
— 9:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M. — Mid. j

1 St in
Share

KETV

.

36%
.29%

42,200
.
36,800

Station Z , ,

.

.

40%
30%
29%

1

9:00 P.M. — Mid.

1

37,600
30,000

1

6:00 P.M. — 9:00 P.M.

1 KETV
.
Station Y ,
I

.

38,800

34,700

KETV has the largest audience in more nighttime*
quarter hours than both competing stations combined:
1 St in

89
KETV
Station Y
34
Station Z
45
*6:00 P.M. — 1 2 Mid., 7 nights a week

Quarter
Hours

Share of Audience
1st

in

KETV

21.9

Station Y
Nighttime
News

17.9
7-night-a-week average rating

KETV

42,142

19.5

6-night-a-week average

Movies
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U.S. stations and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Three 15-minute segments
a day, including UPI newsfilm, a panel
of Newsweek reporters and commentary
specially tailored, were sent live to
WGN-TV Chicago, WNEW-TV New
York and WTTG (TV) Washington. Video taped programs, using local station
personalities, were produced by PTP
for KMBC-TV Kansas City, KIRO-TV
Seattle, KHVH-TV Honolulu and
WGR-TV Buffalo. A special 15-minute
program was sent each day to CBC.
Time Inc.'s WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul: Coverage was furnished
by
WTCN's
Director head
Sheldonof
Peterson
and News
Bill Roberts,
WTCN's Washington bureau. Mr.
Peterson's on-spot coverage of the Minnesota delegation and other convention activities were recorded on film
and flown to the Twin Cities for showing on regular tv news shows and recorded from phone reports for WTCN
radio newscasts. Similar coverage is
planned in Chicago.
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., and
WTRY Troy, N.Y.: These sister radio
stations are airing up to 10 broadcasts
daily from both conventions by George
Phillips, WAVZ news editor, for audiences in the New Haven and AlbanySchenectady-Troy area.
WRUL, international shortwave station with studios in New York: WRUL
is broadcasting the proceedings of both
conventions to its audience in Latin
America, where, the station says, there
are eight million homes equipped with
shortwave sets. Each half-hour WRUL
airs a five-minute summary of the sessions in Spanish. They are offered to
several Latin American local broadcast
stations for rebroadcast.
Philco International Corp. is one of
the major sponsors for the WRUL
broadcasts. WRUL uses 11,830 kc,
15.380 kc and 17,750 kc.
WLIB New York: special attention
is being given to the civic rights angle
by WLIB, which programs for the Negro audience. General Manager Harry
Novik presented half - hour reports
nightly during the Democratic convention and he and News Director George
Goodman will supply similar reports
during the Republican sessions. In addition, convention highlights and bulletins are being carried in beeper-phone
reports throughout the day during both
conventions.
WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.: A team
including Carroll McGaughey, news
director, and Fred Barber, reporterphotographer, kept Carolinians up to
date on their own delegates' activities
with daily telephone and film reports.
Mr. McGaughey also covered the
Democratic convention as part of an
NBC team covering southern delegation development.
60 (SPECIAL REPORT)

WNAC-AM-TV Boston: President
Norman Knight headed a trio angling
the New England aspects of the convention story to its audiences, interviewing New England delegates and
candidates in addition to coverage provided by RKO General Teleradio.
Filmed reports, with the New England
point of view, were flown back to
Boston.
WTOP-TV Washington: The activities of District of Columbia, Maryland
and Virginia delegates were shown to
area listeners in a series of special news
programs highlighting exclusive coverage. Tony Sylvester acted as anchor
man for reports by Steve Gushing,
Roger Mudd and Mike Turpin. The
same plan is set for Chicago.
WWDC Washington: News Director
Robert Robinson will air frequent reports on the Republican convention on
the activity of Maryland, Virginia and
District of Columbia delegations, according to President Ben Strouse. He
said this year's coverage is the most
extensive ever made by a Washington
independent station. Daily reports are
planned by Jim Snyder of Westinghouse
Broadcasting as well as interviews by
Mike Wallace and interpretive reports
by Vincent Sheean.
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles: Baxter
Ward, former Gov. Goodwin J. Knight
and Cal Tinney aired all regular news
and commentary directly from the convention and Tom Duggan conducted
nighdy broadcasts.
WATV Birmingham: Long distance
beeper reports were aired on the station
by Betty Frink, Alabama secretary of
state. Bob Harper of the Alabama governor's staff also filed reports from the
Democratic convention.
KFAX San Francisco: More than
50% of the KFAX broadcast day was
devoted to direct convention coverage
in Los Angeles. KFAX inaugurated an
"all news" format last May 16. The
station had a four-man team at the
convention, concentrating on the California delegation.
WINS New York: Jim Randolph, the
station's Washington correspondent,
headed a WINS staff at the convention,
presenting special pickups from the
convention floor and special features
pre-arranged with major contenders for
the presidential nomination. The station
aired morning recaps of events which
happened the night before for early
risers. The WINS group also will go to
Chicago.
Cleveland Broadcasting Inc. — WERE
Cleveland. WLEC Sandusky, both Ohio,
and WERC Erie. Pa.: Newsman BiU
Jorgenson aired his twice-daily One
Man's View program from Los Angeles, plus special editorial reports to
the three stations. He also did special
features for Radio Press International.

which services 80 independent stations.
He was assisted by Ray T. Miller Jr.,
Ohio state senator and president of the
stations.
WJR Detroit: Extensive coverage by
a 10-man team headed by Jim Vinall
was furnished to the Detroit area audience, with Mr. Vinall presiding over an
afternoon Convention Caucus and an
evening Convention Roundup, the latter
program reviewing the major events of
each day. The keynote and other major
addresses were carried on a non-scheduled basis. Convention reports were
carried on regular station news programs. WJR newsman Jack Hamilton
will head the station team at the GOP
convention.
WNTA-TV New York: H. V. Kaltenborn, who covered his first political
convention for radio in 1924, hosted a
convention program series on WNTATV. Mr. Kaltenborn, who was 82 on
July 9, came come out of retirement to
discuss the conventions with newspaper
reporters in a panel show titled Convention Wrap-Up. The program resumes July 24 for the duration of the
Republican convention. The series originated in a WNTA-TV studio but is
carrying live audio reports direct from
Los Angeles and Chicago.
WNTA radio used the combined facilities of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. and MBS from 6 a.m. (sign-on) to
1 a.m. (sign-off) during the Los Angeles
convention. Programs included a daily
Convention Today roundup at 9:30 p.m.
WNTA carried the Wednesday night
balloting live and on Friday aired the
acceptance speeches of both the presidential and vice presidential nominees.
One WNTA feature program carried
convention music and voices from the
past, including William Jennings Bryan,
Grover Cleveland and Franklin Roosevelt.
KRAM Las Vegas: Commentator
Alan Jarlson headed a five-man news
team covering the Los Angeles convention, following up planning which began last October. The station shipped
10 tape recorders, broadcast amplifiers,
a dozen microphones and miles of
cables to the Democratic meeting and
will do the same when the Republicans
gather. Ted Oberfelder, vice president
and general manager, claimed KRAM's
effort is the first independent convention coverage ever attempted in Nevada
radio-tv history. KRAM's convention
coverage is part of a series. Campaign
'60, on significant election year events.
The series has four local sponsors.
KUSC (FM) Los Angeles: To help
senators and congressmen at the convention keep constituents at home informed on what they are doing, 25 telecommunications students at the U. of
Southern California offered facilities at
the educational station for making fiveBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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minute voice tapes to mail to radio stations in home communities. Donating
their services without charge, the students also offered to airmail the tapes
at their own expense. At least 12 senators and three representatives accepted
the offer. The student broadcasters also
offered opportunity to make tv reports
on film, but regretfully levied a charge
to cover the cost of the film.
Payola, quiz-rigging
condemned
in platform
Payola, quiz-rigging and government
corruption are roundly condemned in
the platform adopted July 12 by the
Democrats. There's no freedom-ofbroadcasting plank, however, reportedly because Chairman Oren E. Harris
(D-Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee felt it would embarrass his legislative crusade. Chairman Harris was a
member of the committee that produced
the platform.
Freedom of information was endorsed. The platform rejected "the Republican contention that the workings
of government are the special private
preserve of the Executive."
The Democrats criticized the Republican failure to reverse a national mood
that accepts payola and quiz scandals,
tax evasion and false expense accounts,
soaring crime rates, influence-peddling
and "the exploitation of sadistic vioHOW

MANY

Close to 14.5 million U.S. homes were
watching the Democratic Convention
during any given minute of the first
three sessions. Last Wednesday night,
when the delegates got down to the
business of picking their nominee, the
audience reached a peak of 17,314,000.
homes per average minute. During
three half-hour periods the per-minute
average exceeded 20 million and during
one of these it surpassed 21 million.
These figures, based on Arbitron national ratings, reflect tune-in to the three
national networks during their convention coverage up to 11 p.m. on each of
the three nights. They do not include
viewing of special convention coverage on independent stations, or viewing of network coverage past 11 p.m.
On a competitive basis, NBC-TV
scored a clean sweep in the battle for
audience on each of the three nights,
according to the findings. On Wednesday night its average tune-in was
higher than those of CBS-TV and ABCTV combined. CBS-TV was a clear
second on all three nights, with ABCTV lagging throughout.
American Research Bureau, whose
national Arbitron system of instant
62 (SPECIAL REPORT)

lence as popular entertainment."
Reform of government processes was
promised along with a code of federal
ethics that should attract able people
to public life. A cleanup of administrative agencies was promised, with restoration of the integrity and powers of these
agencies.
A plank referring to "flagrant profiteering" in the drug field proposed creation of a consumer council to represent
consumers in the formulation of federal
policies and at administrative proceedings. This, it was suggested, would have
a direct bearing on the Federal Trade
Commission and advertising.
More effective presentation of America's image by the U.S. Information
Agency was urged.
And GOP's preparing
for its Chicago turn
While the nation and important segments of broadcasting were immersed
in last week's Democratic convention
another job was underway at Chicago
— completing the communications faciHties for the GOP convention starting
July 25.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. has installed arooftop platform at the International Amphitheatre with 40 microwave dishes aimed at Chicago's Loop
and another 40 at other spots. A team
of 200 technicians set up the communiWATCHED

THE

cations, including 250 teletypewriters
and sheafs of underground cables.
Hal Carlson, Illinois Bell plans committee chairman, said telephone facilities are 10% greater than was the case
at the Democratic convention held in
Chicago four years ago. Facilities will
feed the Bell 87,000-mile coaxial-microwave network linking tv stations in 425
communities plus 1,000 radio oudets.
Bell anticipates a potential viewing audience of 45 million homes.
Most convention activities will be
concentrated in the amphitheatre and
the Conrad Hilton Hotel. A fleet of vehicles, including a mobile telephone
center and 75-foot snorkle tv towers
and trucks, will be placed at strategic
points for special pickups.
Other vital statistics: 3,500 telephones, capable of servicing a city with
about 10.000 population; 40 tv and 100
audio circuits, fanning out from the
amphitheatre to likely "hot spots" (the
Hilton, airports, railroad stations); 25
special switchboard positions, 200 teletypewriters and 200 public telephones;
28 microwave systems (transmitters and
receivers), which Illinois Bell is borrowing from other Bell System companies
and now testing, plus other prewired
apparatus. A 510,000-mile cross-country telephone network will serve 1,800
newspapers and wire services, with teletypewriters alone covering a 470,000mile network serving 9,500 locations.

DEMOCRATS?
Ratings
ratings was making its commercial de- ABC
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
but in the convention measurements,
4.4 5.8 5.9
10.6 11.7 12.2
declined to disclose the scores of the CBS
14.4 12.5 20.6
NBC
three networks individually. But it did
The
figures
are
based on information
reveal that, on a half-hour by halfcompiled
by
a
combination
of Arbitron
hour basis, total network tune-in per
instant-ratings
devices
installed
in teleaverage minute was as follows (in numvision sets, and coincidental telephone
/londay
ber of homes, OOO's omitted):
calls (which will gradually be replaced
12,475
Tuesday Wednesday
6- 6:30
by Arbitron equipment). Approximate*8,545
7- 7:30
ly 800 television homes, selected to be
13,982
11,790
6:30-7
representative of the U.S., were sampled
16,313
14,760
8- 8:30
10,829
7:30-8 p.m.
11,333
15,902 every half-hour.
10,647
12,063
13,068
When installation of equipment is
9-8:30-9
9:30
18,005
20,564
12,201
14,622
completed,
homes in 100 so-called
13,937
■'
14,028
S and
9:30-10
10- CB10:30
20,244
21,386 "tracts" throughout the U.S. will be
15,217
17,776
12,200
16,176
10:30-11
19,512
NBC only; ABC coverage had not yet sampled automatically and continustarted.
ously in the same way that ARB's local
and seven-city Arbitrons currently are
While ARB did not show a comoperated. At present, homes in 24
breakdown as between net- "tracts" of the national Arbitron
petitive works, itwas learned that on a nightly sample have been equipped with the
basis — up to 11 p.m. — the ratings and continuous sampling devices and the
homes-reached figures lined up as folrest, pending completion of installalows:
tions, are sampled by telephone every
half-hour. The national Arbitron probaomitted)
Homes reached per
average minute (OOO's
bly will get its second commercial run
Monday
Tuesday Wednesday
— not counting a test conducted in
ABC
1,713 2,210 2,577
CBS
4,863 5,324 5,561
mid-June — during the Republican conNBC
6,450 5,586 9,176
vention in Chicago starting July 25.
TOTALS
13,026
13,120 17,314
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COMMERCIAL?
We

think so! DATELINE

SHREVEPORT,

a station-produced public-service program that focuses
attention on local current events and happenings
of interest in the area, has been commercial for two years!
Following the Early Edition News,
DATELINE

SHREVEPORT

is KSLA-TV's

"feature page'' complementing our regular
nev\'s co\'erage with items of current
interest to our viewers.
This "commercial" public service program has
gained the confidence and loyalty of viewers that is
reflected in the ratings as well as the results
advertisers tell us thev get.
DATELINE

SHREVEPORT

is just part of

KSLA-TV's successful six years of continually building
a better medium for a continuously growing audience.
Harrington, Righter ir Parsons, Inc.,
can fill you in on all the dynamic details
. . . including ratings!

annel

shreveport,

la.
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Westinghouse
Stratovision

gets
contract

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, has been awarded a $2.2 million
contract to equip and staff the two aircraft needed to launch an etv program
announced last fall by the Midwest
Council on Airborne Television Instruction (Broadcasting, Oct. 26, 19, 1959).
Reported jointly last week by Buford
M. Brown, vice president of the Westinghouse Baltimore Div., and Dr. John
E. Ivey Jr., president of the Midwest
Council at Purdue U., the contract calls
for two planes equipped with special
transmitting facilities and for three
broadcasting engineers, who will operate all of the broadcasting and monitoring equipment, tape recorders and other
gear. The FCC has allocated tv broadcast channels.
The program is scheduled to start
Jan. 30, 1961. with a four-month demonstration period consisting of three
hours of broadcasts from one of the
planes four days a week, Dr. Brown
said. During the regular school year
beginning September 1961, the telecasts
will operate six hours a day, Mondaythrough-Thursday. Instructional programs will be transmitted directly from

WfU/ea/ece^.

A

MEDIA

tapes carried aboard the plane. One
plane will serve on a standby basis.
Six-State Coverage ■ Developed by
Westinghouse, this "Stratovision" technique for transmitting tv signals from a
high-flying (altitude of 23,000 feet) airplane will bring tv classes to millions of
students in an area covering all or parts
of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
The Midwest Council is assisted in
the program by Purdue Research
Foundation and Purdue U., where the
courses will be prepared. The Westinghouse technical program is under the
direction of Charles E. Noble, who
originated and demonstrated Stratovision in the mid-forties and is currently
manager of surveillance radar projects
at the Westinghouse air arm division.
Merger
avoid

plans

duopoly

would
charge

When multiple broadcaster Transcontinent Television Corp. takes over its
fifth vhf outlet — and its sister am station (WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City; see
Changing Hands, page 65) — there
are a couple of agreements that may
or may not go into efl'ect depending
on the merger plans of two giant corporations— General
Railway Signal

. .m

GIANT

ers).
and Regina Corp. (waxers and polishGeneral and Regina are in the process of a merger which when consummated (stockholders are due to vote in
next couple of weeks) would lead to
this "duopoly" problem:
General Railway owns about 15% of
the Class B stock of Transcontinent.
Among the stockholders of Regina are
John Hay Whitney and others associated
with him in the ownership of the Corinthian stations.
If the merger between General Railway and Regina goes through this would
mean that Corinthian principals would
own significantly over 1 % of General
Railway stock and thus be counted in
Transcontinent ownership.
Transcontinent owns four vhf (and
with Kansas City, five) and Corinthian owns five vhf outlets. Since
FCC rules prohibit any one entity
from owning more than five vhf, arrangements have been made to —
■ Place General Railway Transcontinent stock into voting trust agreement insulating General Railway from
corporate afi'airs of TTC.
■ Remove General Railway director
on TTC board. He is Herbert Chamberlain who has tendered his resignation effective upon the merger between
his company and Regina.

greenville-^spartahburg-ashevilu

Market

ranking

with

Birmingham,

Orleans and Richmond*
Nashville, New
'■Here's the comparison, front TELEVISION Magazine
Data Book. March I960 (Note: Add (000) to all figures).

MARKET
WFBC-TV
Birmingham
Nashville
New Orleans
Richmond

TELEVISION
HOMES

TOTAL
HOMES

394.5
427.3
345.2
383.4
272.5

502.4
549.1
463.4
468.8
329.2

POPULATION
1,971.6
2,096.6
1,731.4
1,710.7
1,315.5

RETAIL
SALES
$1,517,766
1,724,231
1,426,693
1,556,221
1,266,846

Represented Nationally by
DOMINANCE IN THE RATINGS!
Beginning in 1953, WFBC-TV was
first to serve all three metro areas of
Greenville, Spartanburg and Asheville.
From sign-on to sign-off, WFBC-TV
has dominated every major survey
covering these three areas.

CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

AVERY-KNODEL,

INC.

Ask the Station or our
Representatives for complete
information, rates, and availabilities inthe "Giant Market"
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Help to Colorado U.
KBTV (TV) Denver has donated 27
units of television equipment, valued at
time of purchase at more than $30,000,
to the U. of Colorado for use in its
projected educational television development. The gift was made by John
Mullins, president of TV Denver Inc.,
who said the units have been replaced
at KBTV by more modern models. The
equipment consists of all components
needed to operate a tv station except
camera chains and a synchronizing
generator. KOA-TV Denver had made
a similar gift of used equipment several years ago.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W.Va.:
Sold by Tierney Co. to Rollins Broadcasting Co. for reported $3 million.
Multi-broadcaster Rollins owns WPTZ
(TV) Plattsburgh, N.Y., and WEARTV Pensacola, Pla., and radio stations
WNJR Newark, N.J.; WBEE Harvey,
111.; WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.; WAMS
Wilmington and WJWL Georgetown,
both Delaware, and WRAP Norfolk,
Va. John T. Gelder Jr., present vice
president-general manager, will con-

Outstaiidiog

tinue in active executive capacity as
will present
persbhn'el,'
it was
announced. Tierney
Co. also owns
WPLH
Huntington. W.Va. WCHS, which was
founded in 1927, operates with 5 kw
on 580 kc and is affiliated with CBS.
WCHS-TV on ch. 8 went on the air
in 1954. It is affiliated with ABC.
■ WWIL Fort Lauderdale, Fla.: Sold
by Lester M. Browning and Carey H.
Blackwell to William A. Roberts for
$400,000. Mr. Roberts is senior partner in Washington law firm of Roberts
& Mclnnis. He is former president of
Federal Bar Assn. and is a director
and stockholder of Trailways bus lines.
WWIL is 1 kw on 1580 kc, with a cp
for 10 kw daytime. Broker was W.B.
Grimes & Co.
■ KEOS Flagstaff, Ariz. : Sold by E.O.
Smith to CLEM Inc., owned equally
by Edythe Walker, her husband, Lee
Walker, Rev. Claud Pettit and Mrs.
Pettit for $45,000. Mrs. Walker is onethird owner of KLAK Lakewood, Colo.
Mr. Walker is associated with U.S.
Army Film Library at Fort Carson,
Colo. KEOS is on 1290 kc with 1 kw
daytime. Broker was Wilt Gunsendorfer & Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for

Exclusive

Properties;

MinW^EST
MAJOn
MARKET
Fulltime facility covering one of the
top midwest markets. 29% down, balance on favorable terms.
FEOHIHA

FVEETIME

S330Jf00

^50,000

Located in one of Florida's very attractive growth markets. This fulltime facility is breaking even under
absentee ownership. $15,000 down,
balance over five years.
CALIFORNIA

EARNER

miOjmO

This consistently profitable property
dominates one of California's most
desirable areas. $75,000, balance
over six years.
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS

^lackbu/tm & Ccmpxmii inc
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick — Washington Building, Washington, D.C. — ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William B. Ryan— ^33 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: Chfford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker— Robert M. BairdHealey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California — CRestview 4-2770.
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Correct English
Because of what it feels is the
broadcaster's "responsibility to set
a good example for the public in
the correct use of the English language," WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., has issued a style book
for its reporters and copywriters.
The book urges writers to keep
sentences short, simple and effective. It includes abbreviations of
terms commonly used in news
copy and continuity. Emphasis is
placed on the necessity for conversational tone and for taking
into account the limitations of the
announcer. Particular attention
is paid to cliches traditionally over-used on radio and writers are
instructed to avoid them.
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 92).
■ WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City,
Mo. — Sold by National Missouri Tv
Inc. to Transcontinent Tv Corp. (Edward Petry, 91% owner) for $9.7
million. Transcontinent is licensee of
WROC-TV Rochester, WGR-AM-FMTV Buffalo, both New York; 60%
owner of WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes
Barre, Pa.; 100% owner of KFMBAM-FM-TV San Diego and KERO-TV
Bakersfield, both California. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ WUSN-TV Charleston, S.C.— Sold
by Southern Broadcasting Co. to Reeves
Broadcasting and Developing Corp. in
a deal which involues merger and stock
transaction. Hazard E. Reeves will own
43.4%, Christiana Oil Corp. (Louis W.
Douglas Jr., president), 13.3%, and
Jay Drayton Hastie with three relatives,
11.8%. Southern Broadcasting stockholders retain a 7.4% interest. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
Mr. Reeves was advised that any
change in his stock interest should be
reported to the commission.
■ KCVR-AM-FM Lodi, Calif.: Sold by
Lloyd Burlingham to George Snell,
B. Floyd Farr and George M. Mardikian for $157,500. Purchasers have
75%' interest in KEEN-AM-FM San
Jose, Calif.
■ KGNS Hanford. Calif.: Sold by A.L
Krisik and Ellsworth Peck to John C.
Cohan for $360,000. Mr. Cohan recently sold KSBW-AM-FM-TV SalinasMonterey, and KSBY-TV San Luis,
Obispo, both California. He also owns
KVEC San Luis Obispo. Mr. Krisik is
majority owner of KFIV Modesto and
board chairman of KJBS San Francisco, both California.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Newsman

released

An NBC News correspondent on duty
in Cuba arrived safely in Miami
Wednesday night (July 13) after being
jailed by Cuban military intelligence
authorities for approximately 24 hours.
NBC News had reported late Tuesday
that John Hlavacek, a reporter and
cameraman, had been picked up at his
Havana hotel and taken to intelligence
headquarters for questioning after he
was caught taking pictures of two other
American newsmen who had been released from custody a few hours earlier.
Charges were not announced, but the
following night Mr. Hlavacek was
escorted to a plane bound for Miami,
NBC said. At week's end he was awaiting further developments in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
■ Media reports
New subcriber ■ WPRO Providence,
R.I.. WGSA Ephrata, Pa. and WABW
Annapolis, Md. have become subscribers to Radio Press International,
voiced news service.
Fm companion ■ WBCM-FM Bay
City, Mich., is slated to sign on the
air today (July 18) on 96.1 mc with
41 kw. The station is operated by
Michigan Broadcasting Co., which also
runs its am companion, WBCM, and
WBCK Battle Creek, Mich. It is managed by Leo Jylha. manager of WBCM.
The broadcast schedule is 1:58 — 11
p.m. Monday through Saturday and
1:58-7:30 p.m. on Sunday. Mr. Jylha
says the format will emphasize good
music — classical, semi-classical and
popular but not rock "n' roll. The schedule will include programs produced by
the French Broadcasting System, the
U. of Michigan and Michigan State U.
Profit sharing ■ A pension and profit
sharing plan instituted by Farris E.
Rahall during the period he owned
WFEA Manchester, N.H. paid off
for 16 employes as they divided $13,546. The checks ranged from $116 to
$3,225. Mr. Rahall said the plan was
sponsored in its entirety by the company as was a group life insurance

MEN WHO READ
BUSINE5SPAPER5
MEAN BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING Is a
nnennber of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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plan. His company operated WFEA
from 1954 to March 1959. Of the 16
employes receiving checks, 10 have remained at the station. Mr. Rahall said
he has similar plans at his current stations, WKAP Allentown; WNAR Norristown, both Pennsylvania: WWNR
Beckley, W. Va. and WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla.
A retainer ■ National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters has retained Jansky
& Bailey Inc., Washington, D.C., as its
engineering counsel. Dr. Harry K.
Skornia, NAEB president, reported that
the firm would aid NAEB on a "proposed survey to determine education's
needs for spectrum space throughout the
nation." Jansky & Bailey services several universities and other educational
institutions in the radio and electronics
consulting field.
Vtr shipment ■ Wometco Enterprises
Inc. has purchased six Ampex Videotape recorders. Each of the units includes the new inter-sync tv signal
synchronizer which permits the recorders to be locked to any other signal source affording complete versatility. Two black and white machines go
to WTVJ (TV) Miami; two other black
and white recorders go to WLOS-TV
AsheviUe, N.C., and the remaining two
— color machines — are for WFGA-TV,
Wometco-affiliated station in Jacksonville, Fla.
Studio move ■ KRHM (FM) Los Angeles has moved its studios and offices
to 3421 W. Eighth St., Los Angeles 5.
Telephone number remains Dunkirk
5-7421.

PROPERTI

FOR

o WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul: Broadcast Time Sales.
■ WFMM
Rawalt.
B KGHL

(FM) Baltimore: Walker-

East-ern suburban market daytimer now
showing $35,000 annual cash flow, priced
at $160,000. This is a terrific station for
an owner-operator. Terms available.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwest fulltime station grossing excess
of $100,000 annually, priced at $132,000
on terms. This station serves metropolitan
area of 90,000 population.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
This station is just a little over a year old.
It is now doing $10,000 per month. Fully
equipped. Rents transmitter land for $12.50
month on long lease. Rents studio at $150
per month. Here's a real money-maker in
a small station. 29% down, 5 years to
pay. Available only to qualified buyer.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
West Coast major market FM station
priced at $105,000, with 29% down, 10
years payout. All equipment brand new.
California television station, major network outlet grossing over half million,
making substantial profit. $875,000 cash.

Billings. Mont, and WVEC

SAN FRANCISCO
111 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F, HARDESTY

Hampton, Va.: Devney-O'Connell.
■ WKTY La Crosse, Wis., and WJCAN
Kankakee, 111.: Radio-TV Representatives.
■ WEEP Pittsburgh: Gill-Perna.
■ WOL Washintgon, D.C.; WNAV
Annapolis, Md.; WDOV Dover, Del.:
all Capital City Group Stations: Breen
& Ward.

SALE

EASTERN

Agency appointment ■ KOMO-AMTV Seattle appoints McCann-Erickson
to handle all of its advertising.

■ Rep appointments
B WLYN Lynn, Mass.: Kettell-Carter,
Boston, as local and regional representative.

ES

Hamilton-Landis

INC.
6l Assoc.

NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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BRAND-NEW:
Out of the thousands of
SATURDAY EVENING POST
stories read and loved by millions
of Americans, ITC now proudly
brings to television first run,
for the first time, the

Pat O'Brien
. . . hard-hitting
action

June Lockhart
. . . tender
romance

Everett Sloane
. . . Western
adventure

Charles Coburn
. . . tonguein-cheek
farce

Pulitzer
authors
Conrad
Benet .

Prize-winning
like MacKinlay Kantor,
RIchter, Stephen Vincent
. . and many others.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 . PL 5-2100
68
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Emergency-proof fm
Standard Electronics Div. of Reeves
Instrument Corp., Farmingdale, N.J.,
has put out a series of fm transmitters
with "patchover" protection to keep a
station on the air despite emergencies.
The transmitters have capabilities for
simplex, fm stereo and other multiplex
services, with the patchover principle
adopted from that used by Standard on
tv transmitters since 1951. The 10-kw
fm transmitter consists of matched
units: a 1-kw driver with serrasoid
modulation and two 5-kw amplifiers
with a power combiner. The driver is
available separately as a 1-kw transmitter or with one amplifier to radiate
a 5-kw signal. Driver output and amplifier input and output impedances are
identical, 50/51.5 ohms, facilitating
rapid rerouting of the rf signal to patch
over a temporarily inoperative driver or
amplifier.
■

Technical

topics

Cue tapes ■ W.H. Brady Co., Milwaukee, ofi'ers highly conductive, pressure-sensitive aluminum foil tabs to be
applied to magnetic recording tape for
automatic stop-start-repeat operation.
The Quik-Cue Contact Tabs are made
of .001 -inch foil which becomes part
of the tape. They are applied wherever
automatic switching or cueing is desired. When the tab reaches the contact points of a relay on the machine,
it actuates the mechanism to stop and
shut olT the player or to reverse and
repeat the program. They are for professional or amateur use and work on
video tape and regular recording tape,
according to the manufacturer. The tabs
come attached to cards in units of 42
individual tabs to be peeled off at a
cost of less than two cents per tab.
Range controller ■ Westrex Corp., a
division of Litton Industries, has introduced a new general purpose audio
compressor-limiter for use where the
amplitude of the original sound is
greater than the useful range of the recording or broadcasting equipment. The
system consists of an RA-1593-A amplifier and RA-1594-A control unit. After
initial settings are made on the control
unit from a preliminary audio level
test, the amplifier automatically compresses its output or chops peaks to
keep the volume to within limits of the
system. For further details, write Leo
Call, sales supervisor, Westrex Corp.,
Recording Equipment Dept., 6601 Romaine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Catalogs available ■ Two new catalogs covering parabolic antennas for
standard microwave
service, mobile

ENGINEERING
communications base station antennas
and associated cables and mounting
accessories are available from Prodelin
Inc., Dept. G-20, 307 Bergen Ave.,
Kearny, N.J. Pertinent data regarding
each Prodelin antenna and accessory is
contained in the catalogs, the manufacturer states. They are available on
request.
Speedy
delivery trailer-truck,
■ A "Tapemobile,"
30-ton tractor-cab
has inaugurated a new delivery and pick-up
system for Audio Devices, Stamford,
Conn., manufacturer of magnetic tape,
film and discs. On a two-way transcontinental run, Audio's products will
be delivered to company warehouses,
and material used to make them will
ride home "free" on the return trip.
Delivery is expected to be speeded up
by four days on the cross-country run
and the firm claims that the Tapemobile
could mean a saving of as much as
$100,000 a year.
New turntable ■ Fairchild Recording
Equipment Co. has scheduled its new
Model 440 turntable for August 1 delivery. The turntable will have two
speeds (,33V3 and 45 rpm), single belt
drive, and a control that varies turntable speed by plus or minus l-V2%. It
is priced at $69.95 less base and mounting board.
Greentree branch ■ American Recording Tape Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif.,
manufacturers of audio and industrial
magnetic recording tapes and accessories, has begun operating as a division
of Greentree Electronics Corp., which
has manufacturing facilities in Costa
Mesa and administrative-sales offices in
Los Angeles.
Canadian development ■ Canadian
General Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto,
Ont., has developed a 10 kw modular
television transmitter with complete
standby. The standby equipment will
ensure no less than half-power operation under any circumstances. Designated TTC-100 series, the new unit is
a 10 kw sync peak visual, 5 kw aural
transmitter, has three chains of amplifiers, two visual and one aural. It has
a standby first amplifier and a driver
unit. The transmitter has separate power
supplies for each chain, and two blowers, either of which will cool the transmitter. The transmitter comes in three
models, with TTC-IOO-C completely
automated. It is the first such transmitter designed specifically for Canadian operational needs. It is designed
to take care of any kind of failure at
the touch of a button, with less than
five seconds lost air time, according to
C. E. Spence, manager of broadcast
equipment sales.
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GATES

Phasing

Systems

Lead

to

Gates produces more than half of all phasing systems today . . .
twice as many as all other manufacturers combined. And, Gates
phasing systems are built by the largest full time phasor production
department in the country ... a department made up of men specializing in the design and manufacture of the finest possible phasing
and antenna coupling equipment.
The outcome of this unexcelled background has resulted in
the following Gates exclusives:
The use of Gates manufactured silver plated coils for
better conductivity, more stable operation and greater
system efficiency.
Easy accessibility to every part for adjustment and maintenance.
The use of Gates "full grip" variable conductors providing a high degree of stability for all front panel controls.
The use of "make-before-break" meter switches that have
inductance loops opposite the meter. These switches provide complete compensation for the inherent meter inductance, extremely important today because of increasingly
tight directional patterns.
All directional phasing equipment is manufactured
to the exact specifications of the customer's consulting engineer, and work is not initiated until the
consultant approves the design.
Gates manufactures phasing equipment up to 100
KW in power and for any number of elements.
Prices are quoted promptly upon receipt of specifications. Many phasing systems can be quoted
within one working day. We invite your inquiry
GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
Export Sales:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C. 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

INTERTYPE

INTERNATIONAL

BRITISH

TV

SOARS

35%

IN

1960

Total increase of 22 million pounds for entire 1960 predicted
crease in tv expenditure during 1960
The figures for the first six months
year as against 1959's £58 million.
of 1960 as compared to those of the over the previous year is not too much
The six month's increase represented
in the tables below is 35%. Revenue is
comparable period of 1959 have confurther speculated that program
calculated from contractors' rate cards
vinced Geoffrey Irwin, managing di- to He
expect."
and it excludes agency and series disrector of Great Britain's Television
contractors' gross revenue, before dis- counts.
counts, islikely to be £80 million this
Press Agency, that "a £22 million inMonth
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.

Total A.R. A.T.V. A.T.V. A.B.C. Granada A. B.C.
Expenditure London London Midland Midland North North
1960 £5,557,321 1,128,970 621,510 496,170 320,786 1,102,720 514,441
1959 £3,822,710
824,917 434,670 423,031 210,616 765,623 363,578
1960 £6,004,249 1,294,495 532,369 613,363 317,781 1,171,037 524,650
1959 £4,589,372
996,989 518,860 488,265 248,897 855,080 427,175
1960 £6,757,644 1,483,405 556,186 704,714 321,250 1,363,062 541,909
1959 £5,236,928 1,178,129 586,200 555,632 305,011 953,024 419,657
1960 £6,410,345 1,351,820 616,410 656,197 344,666 1,257,827 489,807
1959 £4,959,189 1,162,843 475,165 580,561 230,803 964,383 377,096
1960 £6,777,072 1,424,067 652,595 691,150 357,270 1,305,016 521,889
1959 £4,886,082 1,054,858 570,630 541,330 289,379 888,809 421,205
1960 £5,880,567 1,387,711 452,345 575,412 292,018 1,251,496 397,969
1959 £4,245,719
990,126 410,070 483,800 186,537 886,065 318,409
1960 £37,387,798 8,070,468 3,431,415 3,737,006 1,953,771 7,451,158 2,990,665
1959 £27,740,000 6,207,862 2,995,595 3,072,619 1,471,243 5,312,984 2,327,120

CBC'S
BBG

COMPETITION
proposes

for second

rules

tv network

A 49% interest in any company licensed to operate a television network
competitive with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., must be held by at least
six second tv stations in Canada's major markets. This basic ground rule
was proposed by the Board of Broadcast
Governors at Ottawa on July 7.
The BBG proposed 12 rules for a
second tv network. A public hearing
will be held on these proposals on Sept.
1 and 2 at Ottawa. Following the hearing, final regulations for licensing a
competitive network will be announced
and applications received until November 1.
Until now, national networks in radio and television have only been permitted to the government-owned CBC.
With competitive tv stations licensed
and soon to be in operation in eight
major markets, need for a competitive
network has arisen.
The BBG proposed that a company
be licensed to operate a network, that
it must prove its ability to obtain microwave facilities and adequate microwave
network time for live and taped programs; that such a company be licensed
for an initial five years, with renewal in
five year periods; that half the directors
of the company must be elected by six
or more basic tv stations holding stock
in the company; that BBG must approve
share transfers. The second network
70

S.T.V. T.W.W. Southern Tyne-Tees Anglia Ulster
Scotland Wales/West 271,903
266,586
296,891 324,520
159,924 52,900
117,537
190,108 302,030
252,308 240,322
289,132 208,998
68,106
367,271 354,838
169,177
243,763 347,236
302,645 298,700
328,681
198,082
418,621 407,531
86,967
361,636 320,506
310,446 246,687
190,506
320,174 324,444
387,867 388,886
214,901
81,741
334,267 306,975
312,195
191,506
430,320
83,040
332,625
394,154 393,440
288,919
229,615
302,821 298,516
151,306
366,925
252,125
334,121 351,461
67,678
243,644 192,305
244,846 289,917
2,198,925 2,220,676 2,001,818 1,830,363 1,060,501 440,432
1,798,523 1,754,936 1,589,075 1,210,043

stations could only be affiliated with one
network, but individual stations could
obtain special programs from another
network with BBG approval.
Stations must have an affiliation
agreement with the network. The
agreements would be subject to BBG
approval. The network must provide
for distribution of studio produced programs and remote facilities. All programs produced by the network must
be offered all affiliated stations, but if
not taken within 30 days, can be offered to competitive stations in the area.
The agreement between the network
and its affiliates may provide for reserve
time periods; but the affiliates may have
only first option on any additional programs offered it by the network.
No network may have an exclusive
contract to take programs only from
one program supplier or non-Canadian
network. BBG regulations applying to
stations must be observed by the network, and final responsibility for programs and program policy of the network will rest with the network company.
Football sponsors
British American Oil Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and Dow Brewery Ltd.,
Montreal, Que., will share the sponsorship of 21 games of the Eastern Canadian Football Conference, plus three
play-off games and the final Grey Cup
championship game on the eastern Canadian English and French-language
CBC television networks. This marks
the first time a brewery has sponsored

the games outside the province of Quebec.
In western Canada, CBC has announced the Western Interprovincial
Football Union games, covering 1 1
league games and four or five play-offs,
plus the Grey Cup game, will be 50%
sponsored by British American Oil Co.
Ltd. Negotiations are continuing for
sale of other 50%. The western games
will be carried by the CBC's western tv
network.
Liquor

ad

code

proposed in Canada
The principles and objectives of a
proposed national code for liquor advertising have been endorsed by the
Canadian Assn. of Provincial Liquor
Commissioners at their July meeting at
Jasper, Alta. Nine provinces and the
Yukon Territory had representatives at
the meeting. Only Newfoundland was
not represented. The code is the first
drawn up to guide liquor advertising on
a national level. It will not be made
public until the various provincial governments adopt it and make it public.
The conference was told by Ontario
representatives that the province will
implement the code in stages between
Aug. 1 and Nov. 1 this year. This will
permit legal liquor advertising in all
media for the first time in the most
populated province, where radio and
television advertising of beer has been
seen only from U.S. border stations
or Quebec stations. Publishers have
circumvented the law by printing outside the province.
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SAUVE

QUI PEUT
(or women and schedules first?)

A heavyweight H-R salesman (195 pounds), two
secretaries (small, 105 pounds; petite, 90 pounds)
and a 75-pound carton of indispensable WMAL-TV
schedules* are trapped on the third floor of a hot
agency. In fact, the building is burning.
Two baskets are attached to opposite ends of a rope
which is strung across a pulley outside a window.
When one basket is grounded, the other is at thirdfloor-window level. However, there is only one way
to utilize this device: by placing a heavier weight in
one basket than the other. The weight of human
being(s) in the descending basket must not exceed
that of the other by more than 15 pounds, because
lives would be endangered. This restriction does not
hold for the WMAL-TV schedules. They can take it.
Naturally,
How
did heyou
savecan
all? depend on the H-R salesman.
Burn up the mails — send solution pronto. Firsttime winners will receive a free copy of Dudeney's
hot opus "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications. Repeat winners will receive other
valuable prizes.
■''Weighly,Oneindeed
— due audience
to WMAL-TV's
emergence
as the
Number
nighttime
leader (ARB
and Nielsen).
Summer advertisers on WMAL-TV's Straw Hat Plan win
ex officio via audience increases of as much as 15% without
additional cost.

-tv
el
wm
Channel
7
Washington,
D. C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-B. Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAI.

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va»
7T

NEW

STANDARD

UPRIGHT

(VR-1001A)

incorporates all the components of the performance-proven DeLuxe Console in a pint-size IIV2
sq. ft. . . . just 5' 3" high . . . the perfect answer for
mobile-unit use ... or anywhere else space is tight.
Easy to operate sitting down. And, it's got accessibility plus . . . for servicing, every component at
your fingertips. You get this same kind of convenience in tape handling, too . . . working with standard, side-by-side horizontal reel operation when
threading tape or splicing on the tape-stacking
work shelf. The compact Ampex VR-IOOIA ... a
new standard in TV tape recording.
Ampex VTR's . . . the Detnocratic choice! 25 Ampex I
VTR's ivere vsed to cover the Democratic National
Convention. At the local level, campaign spots and
speeches can pay for an Ampex for your station. Hop
on the tape bandwagon , . . and help yourself to neiv
profits . . . now!
I

N0W...N0T1BUT2

*TM Ampex Corp.

NEW

DELUXE

CONSOLE

(VR-1000C)

unites years-ahead features with years-proven,
table-top convenience. Just slip tape reel on spindle
. . . lift off. No hold-down knobs. No pins to line up.
The only recorder that "works so fast" you can
schedule tapes back-to-back . . . (and profit from
it) ! Use work surface for stacking reels . . . holding cue sheets . . . splicing tape. And accessibility
— from either front or back — is virtually as easy
as "swing-out" shelves. For the facts on all the
features you expect — and get — only from Ampex,
write for detailed information.
Ampex tapes are made and played around the ivorld.
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, Calif.

RECORDERS...NEW...AND

I

ONLY

FROM

AMPEX

Canadian

BBG

okays

two new tv stations
New tv stations have been recommended for Antigonish, N.S., and Mont
Blanc, Que., by the Canadian Board of
Broadcast Governors.
Atlantic Television Co., Antigonish,
will be licensee of a new station in Antigonish on ch. 9 with 73 kw video and
36.5 kw audio. The new Mont Blanc
station on ch. 80 with 401 w video and
200.5 w audio will be a satellite of
CHAU-TV New Carlisle.
The BBG also recommended a
foreign language radio station for C.
Stanczykowski, who applied for such a
license a year ago. It will be on 1410
kc with 1 kw. The BBG studied the
foreign language broadcast problem in
the Montreal area before recommending the new operation.
Set sales dropping
Sales of radio and television receivers
in Canada continue to drop, with 117,033 tv sets sold in the first five months
of 1960, compared with 139,744 in the
same 1959 period. Radio set sales in the
January-May period this year totalled
189,012 against 220,547 in the same
1959 months, according to figures released bythe Electronic Industries Assn.
of Canada at Toronto.
Ontario continued to lead in purchases accounting for 43,954 tv sets of
the total and 89,300 radio receivers,
with Quebec in second place with 29,751 tv receivers and 47,134 radio sets.

BACKGROUND
Edward R. Murrow returns— with
a major innovation in news programs. Every Sunday he and crack
CBS News correspondents abroad
examine the week's most significant news in a 25-minute international "conference call." The objectivto
e : impart fresh insight into
the meaning of the news. In all
radio, Edward R. Murrow is the
kind of company you keep . . .

ONLY
ON

CBS

RADIO
74 (INTERNATIONAL)

Dutch station illegal
An unlicensed radio station operating
on board a ship off the coast of Holland
has been declared an illegal operation
by the Dutch government. Commercial
broadcasting is not allowed in Holland
and the 1620-kc station is violating that
statute. Operated by Vrije Radio Omroep Nederland, VRON programs popular music principally. It is following
a pattern established some months ago
by Radio Mercur, a ship-station transmitting in Danish. It is reported that
similar operations are planned off the
coast of Scandanavia.
BBG's tv plans
Applications for second television
stations in all Canadian cities, not just
the eight major markets, are expected
to be heard by the Board of Broadcast
Governors starting this fall. No applications have been filed with the BBG,
but the board is expected to announce
soon that it will entertain such applications in September. Not all cities
which are now served by one station
have a second tv/vhf channel available by international agreement between

the United States and Canada. Recommendations will be made by the BBG
if the market permits the economic establishment ofa second station in these
smaller cities. Third tv stations in major
cties where vhf channels are still available, such as Vancouver and Winnipeg,
may also be licensed after the second
stations have had a chance to become
established.
Record year predicted
Gross commissionable national billings in Canadian television were up
29% in the first three months of this
year to $14,484,460, according to a
report of the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, Toronto, a branch of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. At
this rate, Karl A. Steeves, tv sales director of BAB points out, Canadian tv
stations could produce $60 million of
national business this year, a record in
Canadian tv advertising.
■ Abroad in brief
Animals star ■ Riverbank Productions,
Toronto, Ont., has sold its 13 episode
film series, Tales of the Riverbank, to
the British Broadcasting Corp., London,
England.
The children's
film are
series
about animals.
All the actors
smallis
animals including hamsters, mice, frogs,
chipmunks and a raccoon. The series
has been shown on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Negotiations are in progress for their use in Russia. They also
have been shown at the Stratford (Ont.)
Film Festival and the Moscow Film
Festival. David Ellison and Paul
Sutherland of Toronto are producers.
The films' budget was as low as $2,500
each.
Mobile Canadian vtr ■ Taylor Video
Corp., Toronto, has ordered for fall
delivery a mobile video tape television
production studio-on-wheels costing
over $250,000 from Canadian General
Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto. The 50-foot
truck will be equipped to produce both
feature television programs and tv commercials in any location. Equipment
will include three British E.M.I. AV2 inch
image orthicon tv cameras, the first such
units sold in Canada since Canadian
General Electric reached a marketing
agreement with the British firm. The
mobile studio will also have the latest
Ampex Videotape recorder, associated
studio gear for the cameras, complete
16-channel audio system, telechrome
special effects and other facilities.
Compton's British affiliate ■ Compton Adv., N.Y., has acquired an interest
in S.T. Garland Advertising Service
Ltd., London. The agencies will make
their international facilities available to
their clients. The Garland organization
will be known as Garland-Compton Ltd.
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PROGRAMMING

WARNERS
Canadian

group

SELLS

POST-'48s

to distribute

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc. has
granted a seven-year license to Creative
Telefilm & Artists Ltd., Toronto, to
distribute about 110 post-'48 feature
films to television. Though the purchase
price was not disclosed, it was reported to be approximately $ 1 1 million.
Warner's move is expected to touch
off similar action by other major studios, including Columbia Pictures, 20th
Century-Fox and Samuel Goldwyn
Productions. The Warner group is not
the first major U.S. product of post-'48
vintage to have been released to television. Matthew Fox, who purchased
the entire RKO library in 1955, has
sold the 83 post-'48 films in the group
to tv, starting in 1957, after making
payment to unions representing writers,
actors and directors.
Details Later ■ Details of the Warner
transaction with Creative Telefilm were
sketchy. David B. Stillman, president
of Creative Telefilm, said that additional
information would be released at a
news conference in New York this
week. He declined to give titles of the
features included in the package but
confirmed that the group included "A
Star Is Born," "Battle Cry," "East of
Eden," and other films issued to theatres between 1950 and 1956.
Creative Telefilm is listed on the
Toronto stock exchange. A leading investor in the company is Louis Chesler,
Canadian industrialist, who provided
the financing for the purchase of the
pre-'48
library.
Hyman,
who wasWarner
associated
for Eliot
a time
with
Mr. Chesler in Associated Artists Productions, which distributed the pre-'48
Warner features, has renewed his business affiliation with Mr. Chesler in Creative Telefilms. It is reported that a
U.S. subsidiary of Creative Telefilms
will be formed, with Mr. Hyman in a
top level post, for the purpose of selling the post-'48 Warner features.
The recent agreements concluded by
the motion picture producers paved the
way for the release of post-'48 films to
tv. A major obstacle was that talent
guilds had insisted upon a share of
the profits in the rentals of these films
to tv. The latest contracts with actors
and writers provide that they will not
share in post-'48 features' revenue but
will in films produced in 1960 and
thereafter.
Post- '48 Rush Seen ■ All major producers leased or sold outright their pre'48 features. Most are reported to be
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movies

to tv

formulating plans for offering their
post-'48 product to tv, though United
Artists has reported recently it is biding
its time.
Many post-'48 films produced abroad
or by independent companies here already have been sold to tv. Broadcast
Information Bureau reported last week
that there are almost 2,000 titles already available. BIB's latest issue of its
"Tv Feature Film Source Book" indicates that a total of 9,200 features
have been released to tv.
Post-'48s

offered

by Alexander Prods.
M. & A. Alexander Productions has
assembled a star-studded "VIP" package
of 35 post-'50 theatrical features which
are being offered to tv stations. The
package already has been sold in more
than a dozen top markets from Atlanta
to Spokane. "When stations can offer
big names . . . they can be assured of
top ratings and ready interest on the
part of sponsors," Arthur Alexander,
president of the firm, said.
The "VIP" package includes: "Pandora and the Flying Dutchman." with
Ava Gardner, James Mason and Nigel
Patrick (a 1952 release); "The Warriors," starring Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru
and Peter Finch (1955); "Tonight's the
Night," with David Niven, Yvonne DeCarlo and Barry Fitzgerald (1955); "SeT^erkins
curity Risk," with John Ireland and
Dorothy Malone (1954); "Seven Angry
Men," with Raymond Massey, Debra
Paget and Jeffrey Hunter (1955); Her story is the oldest, continuous
Mickey Rooney and Wendell Corey in daytime drama in radio, but Ma
"Bold and the Brave" (1956); "High- Perkins is as up-to-date, as freshly
way Dragnet,"
with Joan
Bennett and confident as the youngest face in
Richard
Conte (1954),
and others.
Rushville Center. Her point of
view, her new^est adventure always
Survey analyses
hits home, no matter where home
radio sports shows
is across America. Sponsors find
Two out of three locally produced her sales message hits home too.
sports programs on radio stations are In all radio, Ma Perkins is the
sponsored, according to a survey conOn youykeep . . .
ducted by Karl Klages, director of the kind of company l
Utah State U. sports news division.
Based on a study of 225 returned
questionnaires, Mr. Klages found that
sponsorship of sports shows ranges from
OnG
Bg
60% of total coverage at large stations to 70% at medium and 78% at
small stations.
Football was found to be the favorite
play-by-play sport, followed by basketball, baseball, hockey, track and other
events. Football sportscasts are carried
75

What

the

viewers

Concerned by critcisms of tv in
newspapers and magazines, WHIOTV Dayton, Ohio, decided to take a
poll to determine how local viewers
felt about tv in general. Purpose of
the survey was to investigate general
public attitudes on programming
rather than measure the popularity
of WHIO-TV. The first mailing was
1,500 questionnaires, of which 33%
were returned. The second mailing
was 250 with identical questions.
The results were compared separately as a check on the accuracy of
the sampling. The percentages were
approximately the same, convincing
the station the margin of error on a
sampling of that size would be relatively small.
Detective adventure programs
Were first-choice favorites of the
greatest percentage of viewers, while
only one-third as many preferred
educational programs. Perry Mason
and 77 Sunset Strip were the bestby 63% of the surveyed stations, with
stations averaging better than 14 games
in the 1959-60 sports year. This includes high school, college and professional games originated by the stations.
Nearly four-fifths (78%) of small stations originated football; 84% of all
replying stations originate play-by-play
coverage of various sports.
Two out of three of the stations employed sports directors, with 64% of
stations saying these directors doubled
in news, sales and other station functions. Thus only 36% of radio stations
have fulltime sports directors.
Salaries of station sports directors
match and in many cases exceed those
paid to newspaper sports editors in communities of comparable size, it was
found. Average salaries: Large stations,
$11,500 for fulltime directors, $11,600
for combination men (many of these
also get tv talent fees); medium stations, $8,200 for fulltime, $7,400 for
combination men; small stations, $6,200 for fulltime, $5,900 for combination men.
Talent fees for play-by-play were
found to average $37.50 per game at
large stations, $31 at medium and $22
at small stations. Over half of the sports
directors or play-by-play men are college graduates.
The 5-7 p.m. period was found the
most popular sports period (56% of stations), followed by 7-9 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Sports scoreboards and 1-2 minute
capsules are becoming popular, Mr.
Klages' survey found. He pointed out
that the survey figures came, to a considerable extent, from stations which
76 (PROGRAMMING)

think

liked shows in the former category.
Questioned
network
"specials,"
54%
of the onviewers
favored
them,
though some of these added qualifying comments such as "if worthwhile," or "if they really are special." However, 42% replied they
preferred regular programs. Many
of the comments expressed disappointment in spectaculars, but there
was favorable response to such documentaries as Population Explosion.
It was learned that 47% of the
respondents had watched that
show — 40% liked it; 6% didn't, and
1 % offered no opinion.
WHIO-TV requested comments
in addition to straight answers to
the questions and reports that 45%
cooperated in this, with comments
running from one line to a full page.
Less than 1 % of the comments could
be construed as hyper-critical or
anti-tv, the station reports.
have won acceptance through local
sports and/ or news coverage. Replies
were from the management level.
■ Film sales
"Assignment: Underwater" (NTA)
Sold to WNEW-TV
New York;
WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C., and
WBZ-TV Boston.
Now in more than 55 markets.

"Greatest
(OtTicial) Headlines of the Century"
Sold to WTVJ fTV) Miami; WFMJTV Youngstown, Ohio; KOMO-TV
Seattle; KYW-TV Cleveland; KCRA
(TV) Sacramento, Calif.; WFBM-TV
Indianapolis; WXYZ-TV Detroit;
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WFBC-TV
Greenville, S.C., and KELP-TV El
Paso, Texas.
Now in 17 markets.
"Pre-1948 Paramount Features"
(MCA-TV)
Sold to WDEF-TV Chattanooga;
WDBJ-TV Roanoke; WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.; WKTV (TV) Utica, N.Y.,
and WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio.

"V.I.P. Package" (35 post-'50 feature
films) (M&A Alexander)
Sold to WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.;
WJBK-TV Detroit; WISH-TV Indianapolis, Ind.; KRON-TV San Francisco,
Calif.; WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.;
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.; WRECTV Memphis, Tenn.; KFSD-TV San
Diego, Calif.; WWL-TV New Orleans,
La.; KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.; WKBWTV Buffalo, N.Y.; KRLJ-TV Las Vegas,

Nev.; KGNS-TV Laredo, Texas.
"Two Faces West" (Screen Gems)
Sold to Labatt's Beer for Rochester,
Buffalo and Watertown, all New York:
and Erie, Pa.; Coors Beer for Denver
and Colorado Springs, both Colorado;
Yuma, Ariz.; El Paso, Amarillo, Midland-Odes a, al Texas; Drewrys Beer
for stations in Grand Rapids and Flint,
both Mich., and Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
and to Standard Oil of Texas for 6 southwest markets. Also sold to KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles; WGN-TV Chicago; WWJTV Detroit; WDSU-TV New Orleans;
WLWA (TV) Atlanta; WTVJ (TV)
Miami; WSM-TV Nashville; WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WTCN-TV Minneapolis; KFMB-TV San Diego; WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N.C., and WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va.
Now in 115 markets.
"Have Gun, Will Travel" (CBS Films)
Sold to Lever Bros, and Whitehall
Laboratories, Div. of American Home
Products for alternate sponsorship on
the full Canadian Broadcasting Co.
English network.
"Award Theatre" (Screen Gems)
Renewed by Quaker Oats Co., for
21 Western markets, including San
Francisco, San Diego, Spokane, Seattle,
Salt Lake City and Portland. Ore.
"Lock Up" (Ziv-UA)
Sold to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee;
WBAL-TV Baltimore; WWJ TV Detroit; KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark.;
WMAZ-TV Macon, Ga.; WJAR-TV
Providence; WSTV(TV) Steubenville,
Ohio; WRCV-TV Philadelphia; KFYRTV Bismarck, N.D.; WTVM (TV) Columbus, Ga., KMOT (TV) Minot,
KUMV-TV Williston, KDIX-TV Dickinson, all North Dakota; WCTV (TV)
Tallahassee. KLAS-TV Las Vegas, and
KOOK-TV Billings. Mont.
Also sold to Old Kent Bank and
Trust Co.. Standard Oil of Indiana,
both on WOOD-TV Grand Rapids.
Ziv-UA policy change
In a change of programming policy
at Ziv-United Artists, the company last
week announced it has signed a contract with John Robinson, head of
Libra Ltd., Hollywood, under which
that organization is to produce an action tv film series for Ziv-UA. Richard
Durso. Ziv-UA vice president in charge
of programming, New York, said the
agreement covering the still untitled
series is the first of a group of similar
transactions to be negotiated with producers, writers and directors as part of
the new programming principle at ZivUA. He noted that in the past, the company relied on its own production organization for its tv output.
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Food, toys, candy, clothing — all youthinspired items plus merchandise for adults

library of famous featurettes, 210 are professionally integrated into daily programs
of interesting variety.

get effective exposure in this new WBENTV late-afternoon entertainment package.

THE

Youngsters revel in the kiddie acts, circus
features and adventure segments. Adults

for you in Western New York. With backto-school planning and holiday promotions

From

of a bygone day.
Warners'

SHOW

can do a big job

Show on Ch. 4 — where your dollars
always count for more.

2000-plus
get the facts
inournew

MAC

coming up, now's the time to make your
move. A good place is the BIG MAC

enjoy the nostalgia of seeing big
names

BIG

\

^
C
BIG MA
brochure
. . . from
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS
National Representatives
or write

TV
NE
WB
The Buffalo Evening
News Station
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CBS CH.
in Buffalo
Affiliated with WBEN Radio
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HE

JUST

KEEPS

RIDIN'

ALONG

ON

TV

Syndicated Roy Rogers' re-runs bring big results for Nestle
Nestle has been projecting sponsorship
There is some creative material — a which everyone expects will be taken.
few books, a lesser number of plays The programs are also syndicated in of the Roy Rogers Show in Australia,
and still fewer movies — that seems to another 60 U.S. cities for other adverFrance, Germany, Puerto Rico, Cuba,
be endowed with eternal life and the tisers.
Brazil and Bermuda and is going into
Still a firm believer in contests.
Belgium in the fall. The series has been
ability to go on entertaining people
Nestle is preparing to stage a big one
dubbed into French, German and Spanyear after year, generation after generation.
this fall based on naming a Palomino
ish and provided with Portuguese, Mr.
To this select band of immortals,
pony which is almost a duplicate of Roy
Koenig said, adding that he now has
add a tv entry, the Roy Rogers Show.
Rogers' own Trigger. First prize will contracts for it in Nigeria, Lebanon,
For five years it occupied a weekly
Hong Kong and Ghana. "We've had
half-hour time period on NBC-TV,
an offer from Japan, but we're holding
with General Foods as sponsor. Then,
off here, waiting until they lift their
present price limitation of $300 per
in the fall of 1958, 100 of those programs were put into syndication.
half-hour
program." that is Roy Rogers
The phenomenon
Scarcely had that move been announced before the Nestle Co. debegan to pick up steam 21 years ago
cided that this might be a good adverwhen the newly titled "King of the
tising medium for its beverages, bouilCowboys" shook hands with his present
manager. Art Rush, on what is perhaps
lon cubes and flavorings. Nestle proposed atest to Roy Rogers Syndication.
the most unique deal in show business.
The terms of that test, as set up by
No formal contract exists between them.
Nestle and its agency, McCann-ErickTop Movie Star ■ For 12 years Roy
son, were simple but difficult: (1) Get
was the top western star of the movies,
the Roy Rogers Show into good time
measured by box oflSice receipts. Today
slots on top stations in 35 major marthe 86 pictures in which he starred are
kets, including New York, Chicago and
still to be seen on television where their
Los Angeles, and do it in approximateratings
bely any notion that the old
ly one month. (2) In three months, the
style hard-riding, hard-fighting, fast acRoy Rogers Show must equal or beat
tion westerns have lost their popularity.
the rating and cost-per-thousand of the
As a movie star. Roy amassed a comLone Ranger (solidly entrenched on
fortable small fortune. But it was not
CBS-TV after eight years, three of
until ten years ago, when he entered
them with Nestle as sponsor). (3) Detelevision through his original 100 halfliver proof of sales of Nestle products
Roy
Rogers
hour films sponsored by General Foods
directly traceable to the program.
over the NBC-TV network, that he beThe Results ■ "We cleared time on
Happy tv trails
came the tycoon of the western field.
31 stations, 85% of them within the
To handle the deluge of ideas offered
be
a
family
vacation
for
one
week
instipulated 30 days," Ned Koenig, presicluding avisit to the Roy Rogers ranch.
by various manufacturers, merchandisdent, Roy Rogers Syndication, exSecond and third prizes will be 15 other
ing expert Larry Kent was brought into
plained. "At the end of three months,
actually two of broadcasting the pro- Palomino ponies, complete with westthe company as vice president and genern saddles, stirrup and bridle, and 50
eral manager of Roy Rogers Enterprises
gram for most of the stations, the Roy
Inc.. of which Roy is president and Dale
Rogers Show had an average rating of German shepherd Bullet-type puppies.
There will be 10,000 additional prizes Evans vice president.
14.9 versus 10.3 for the Lone Ranger,
of Roy Rogers merchandise, from
and a cost-per-thousand of $1.61, comPresently there are more than 400
boots to pajamas.
pared to the Ranger's $2.02.
items bearing Roy's Double R Bar
Proof of Purchase ■ Tailored to ap- brand. They range from toy guns and
"So far, so good. Then came the
peal to children under 14 years of age cowboy paraphernalia to such prosaic
test of our program's selling power. We
offered a calendar, something everyone
with the objective of stimulating mass
things as lunch boxes. For the past
expects to get for nothing. But to get display and sales of the Nestle Quik
eight years this merchandise has averours the viewer had to buy a can of product, the proof of purchase angle
aged $30 million annually at retail level
Quik and tear off the label and take is covered by entrants attaching any
with Roy receiving 5% of the gross on
portion of a Quik label or tracing the a royalty basis. Mr. Kent attributes this
it and a dime and put them in an envelope and send them in. Despite the Quik brand name. The contest begins
huge volume to two factors: Roy's 25
trouble and the cost, we got roughly
on Sept. 12th, 1960 and closes Oct.
year reign of popularity, now sustained
100,000 orders in one month from only 22nd. 1960. with the Reuben H. Donduring which Roy's
seven spots on the 31 stations. Later,
nelley Co. of Chicago handling all the largely by television,
original fans have grown up and predetails.
we did the same thing in Canada and
sented him with a second generation
The contest will be advertised through
sent out 150,000 calendars."
of equally ardent fans. Of almost
Convinced, Nestle has continued its one-minute tv commercials on each Roy
importance is the high quality
equal
sponsorship of the Roy Rogers Show
Rogers half-hour show during the six- level of his merchandise, every item of
ever since. Today it is in 110 U.S. marweek contest period, and on Circus Boy.
which bears a personal pledge to parkets, plus Canada, where Nestle shares
an NBC show. In print, two one-half
and Dale, reading: "Dale
from Roy
full color comic strip advertisements will and Ientsare
sponsorship with General Mills. Nestle's
proud of every product that
contract runs through May of next
be employed in all major markets.
bears our name and we use these items
year, with options for two more years
In addition to the U.S. and Canada,
for our own children. You pay no
78 (PROGRAMMING)
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Successful

baseball

WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., is
scoring points on several fronts this
summer with its daily telecasts of
the area's Junior League and Babe
Ruth League baseball teams. The
Monday - through - Friday (4 - 5 : 30
p.m.) series began in mid- June and
will continue through August, when
championships will be decided.
According to W. Thomas Hamilton, WNDU-TV general manager,
the plan was to revive sagging local
interest in teenage and pre-teenage
baseball. The daily ball game has not
only accomplished its goal but has
developed into a "surprisingly unexpected commercial bonanza."
Commercially, the games have attracted strong support from local and
regional advertisers, it was reported.
Station personnel helped the various teams in the two leagues find
sponsors to underwrite the expense
of furnishing uniforms. The station
also had a specially designed baseball field set up adjacent to Notre
Dame U.'s stadium.
The novelty of playing on tv has
premium for our name. Rather, it is
your assurance of authenticity and
quality."
Tv Specials, Too ■ The syndicated
half-hour shows are but part of the
Roy Rogers tv activity which supports
the vast merchandising campaigns. For
three years, the cowboy king and his
queen. Dale Evans, have put on a
half-dozen western spectaculars in the
Chevrolet-sponsored NBC-TV Sunday
evening hour normally occupied by
Dinah Shore. They've just contracted
to do seven more during the 1960-61
.season. These specials during 1959
turned
in three of Chevy's most highly
rated shows.
Sports-minded Roy, who owns a gun
club with a trout lake and a 9-hole golf
course complete with lights for night
play, is also president of National Football League Enterprises, the newest
mushrooming area of his enterprises.
Roy's executives smile over his
periodic gestures toward the easy life.
This summer he completed a book titled
My Favorite Christmas Story for fall
release. While relinquishing interest in
two automobile agencies, he matched
this "cut-back" by acquiring part ownership of the Shelter King tent company and several new real estate ventures, in addition to his Big Bear, California boat landings and Arizona ranch
holdings.
Friends say that Roy believes that
land is the best possible investment.
Before his departure on an extended
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

tv without

a Mickey

created tremendous interest among
the families, friends and relatives of
all the youngsters playing the national pastime, Mr. Hamilton says.
Moreover, recreation and civic offisummer fishing tour with his sons,
Dusty and Sandy, Roy was asked what
division of his enterprises he considered
the best prospect for the future.
His reply: "Television. Dale and I
enjoy doing the Chevy shows and hope
to be on them for some years to come.
There seems to be no end in sight for
the growing foreign market for our
films or for the domestic re-runs.
"We have just developed a format
for a new series ... I can't divulge the
premise because there are so many imitators around, but it will be aimed at
the western-loving youngsters, a new
crop of which blooms every year. If
it weren't for the kids Fd be nowhere
and as long as they'll have me on tv
I expect ril be around trying to keep
'em happy."
■

Program

notes

Company is coming ■ FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford will be interviewed by Charles Collingwood on
CBS-TV's Person to Person July 22
(10:30-11 p.m.), originating in Alexandria, Va. Actor Cesar Romero will
appear in another segment of the show.
Strike call? ■ Board of Screen Extras
Guild is asking members for authorization to call a strike against the Alliance
of Television Film Producers if the
board feels such action necessary to
obtain a fair collective bargaining contract. Ballots were mailed Wednesday
(July 13); deadline for their return is

Mantle

cials are said to have hailed the
WNDU-TV action as the biggest
boost the area's overall recreation
program that has taken place in
many years.
next Monday (July 25). SEG contracts
with both ATFP and the Alliance of
Motion Picture Producers expired more
than a year ago, April 2, 1959, but
board letter states that "the strike if
called will NOT be against the major
studios. ONLY the Alliance."
Format moves ■ Format Films has
moved to new quarters, over 10,000
square feet in area, at 4741 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood. The new
building is twice the size of the former
one in Burbank and will permit Format
to offer a self-contained unit complete
with sound and cutting equipment for
the production of tv commercials and
animated cartoon series.
Navy time ■ KALB-TV Alexandria,
La., gave over full sponsorship of a
one-hour dramatic show to the U.S.
Naval Reserve as a public service. The
program was part
of Stars package
in
prime time.
The
department
altered

of NTA's Tv Hour
and was presented
station's
the
creditsproduction
and titles

of the program to present them against
the background of a naval officer's
cap, thus associating the program with
its "sponsor." The commercials were
written and prepared by stationkeepers
at the local Naval Reserve base. They
were directed by Harold Thom for the
KALB-TV department of public affairs.
In command ■ British Field Marshal
Bernard L. Montgomery recreates his
79
own campaigns in a tv documentary

series starting Sept. 11 on the 47 affiliated stations of the National Educational Television and Radio Center,
N.Y. The British Broadcasting Corp
series, titled Command in Battle, consists of eight half-hour shows.
Overseas report ■ CBS Films Inc.,
N.Y., reports international business
during the first five months of 1960 increased 45.2% over the same period of
1959. CBS Films' business rose 455%
in Europe, 159% in Japan, 56.9% in
Australia, 50.9% in Canada, 44.6% in
Latin America and 15.2% in the United
Kingdom. Growth is expected to be
maintained during the remainder of the
year because of new stations going on
the air soon in both Canada and Australia, the new quota in Japan and
other factors, according to Ralph M.
Baruch, director of international sales.
RTNDA awards ■ William Small, president of Radio Tv News Directors Assn.
and news director of WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville, Ky., has announced a new
system to be adopted in judging
RTNDA's 13th annual awards competition. Northwestern U."s Medill School
of Journalism, which has judged all
entries in the past, will handle tv and
Indiana U."s School of Journalism will
judge radio. Entries must be submitted
on official RTNDA entry blanks by
September for programs broadcast between Sept. 1, 1959 and Aug. 31, 1960.
Blanks may be obtained from the
RTNDA Bulletin, Communications
Center, Iowa State U., Iowa City and
should be submitted to the judging
universities. Written presentations will
not be returned to competing stations.
Outlets in the U.S., Canada and territories are eligible. The winner will
be announced with the winner of the
Paul White Memorial Award, at
RTNDAs international convention in
Montreal Oct. 5-8.
Quick listening ■ Radio Programming
Service is making available to stations
four series of 60-second Minit-Mats
programs. Twenty of each are moved
every week. Shows are mailed the day
they are produced. They may be programmed separately or spliced to make
five-minute programs. Stars are Don
Dunphy. sportscaster; Earl Wilson,
Broadway-Hollywood reporter; Dr. Paul
Popenoe. marriage counselor, and Sam
Shulsky, market expert.
Syndicated singers ■ Living Opera
with Alan Wagner, heard for two years
on WNYC New York, is being syndicated by Fred B. Tarter Productions.
On the show the m.c. plays and discusses recordings, interviews opera
luminaries and reports opera news. It
has universal appeal, the syndicator
says, but especially attracts upper-income listeners. Audition reels are avail80 (PROGRAMMING)
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
Note: Regularly scheduled NBC-TV evening colorcast programs will be pre-empted
(July 25-27) by coverage of Republican
convention, as well as those daytime shows
scheduled between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
July 25. ■
NBC-TV
July 18-22, 25-27 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price Is Right, participating sponsors.
July 18-22, 25-27 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
July 18, 25 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Riverboat,
Del Monte through McCann-Erickson.
July
19, 26
p.m.) Arthur
ray Party,
P. (9:30-10
Lorillard through
LennenMur-&
Newell and Sterling Drug through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
July 20, 27 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogiivy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel.
July 21 (9:30-10 p.m.) Ttie Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
July 22 (9:30-10 p.m.) IVlasquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
July 22 (10-11 p.m.) IVIoment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
July 23 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
July 23 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
July 23 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
July 24 (8-9 p.m.) IVIusic On Ice, sustaining.
July 24 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy IVlystery
Show, Chevrolet through J. Walter Thompson.
able from Fred B. Tarter Productions,
26 W. 47th St., Room 700, New York,
N.Y.
New bureaus ■ The Associated Press
has begun operation of two new radio
news bureaus, one at Columbus, Ohio,
the other in Charleston, W.Va. The outlets will supervise all service in their
local areas.
Musical memorabilia ■ WFAA Dallas
and its parent organization, The Dallas
News, have presented the station's library of 15,000 copies of sheet music,
valued at $40,000, to North Texas
State College, Denton. The music has
been collected for 38 years and ranges
from jazz to classical. Included are
2,947 classical arrangements for orchestra, said to be as valuable today as
when they were written, and such
curiosa as nine arrangements of "Yes,
We Have
No Bananas."
The available
college
said
the collection
would be
to worthwhile musical groups on a free
loan basis, as well as to scholars.
Soap aria ■ Described by its producer
as "the essence of the soaps," Listen
to Joe, a daily taped five-minute radio
series has been released by KBK Productions, Hartford, Conn. The program is based on the question "Do you

understand your husband?"
and is
beamed to women, giving them advice
on how to learn about and discuss Intelligently the subjects husbands are interested in.

n
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Harlem headliners ■ Lone Star Tv
Productions,
Dallas,
has
acquired
worldwide distribution rights to Harlem
Variety Review, a musical half-hour
series featuring more than 30 top
Negro entertainers, from Pathe Pictures. Lone Star President Robert
Montgomery announced that the 13
half-hour films will be ofl'ered initially
nationwide in the U.S. Among the
singers, dancers and comedians featured
are Count Basic, Duke Ellington, Martha Davis & Spouse, Nat (King) Cole
and Bill Bailey.
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Race problem ■ WBT Charlotte, N.C.,
originated a six-hour broadcast of the
World 600, a stock car race of 600
miles for a purse of $106,775, which it
fed to a network of 40 stations from
Pennsylvania to Georgia. The race
marked the opening of the $5 million i
Charlotte Speedway. The Pure Oil Co. I
sponsored the program on WBT.
NBC-TV

to add

Paar

to tv color schedule
NBC-TV will administer another shot
to color tv this September when it adds
the Jack Paar Show to its string of
colorcast programs, boosting the network lineup to 28 hours a week. That
addition, plus two daytime half hours
also being added this fall, will bring the
network's color programming to 1,100
hours this calendar year, up 50% over
the 720 hours last year.
The Paar show (Mon.-Fri., 11:15
p.m.-l a.m. NYT) will be taped in color
the first four nights of the week, with
the Friday night repeat version (The
Best of Paar) catching up later in the
season. The two daytime shows going
color are Play Your Hunch (10:301 1 a.m. NYT) and the Jan Murray
Show (2-2:30 p.m.), both across the
board.
NBC-TV credits the decision to colorcast the Paar shows and the two daytimers to development of RCA's new
4401 image orthicon tube which permits shooting color with the same
amount of light used for black and
white. This will permit the shows to
originate from their present studios
without extensive alterations.
Already
planned
NBC-TV's
fall
color
lineup:
the for
weekly
Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show, AT&T Musicals,
Price Is Right, Perry Como Show, Bonanza, Shirley Temple, Dinah Shore
Chevy Show, and the daily Continental
Classroom, Price Is Right and It Could
Be You.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960
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KFMB-TV
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FANFARE
'Opry' talent hunt
Pet Milk Co.'s third annual Grand
Ole Opry talent contest drew 5.000 entrants.
Finals of the 1959 country-western
music contest were held in Nashville
June 25 through the facilities of WSM
there. The winner, Johnny Milnor,
who auditioned over KBWD Brownwood, Texas, received a contract for
appearances on six Grand Ole Opry
shows and a recording contract with
Hickory Records. Six contenders appeared in the finals, culminating talent
searches on 200 Keystone Broadcasting
System stations.
Pet Milk Co. executives, including
Ted Gamble, president, and Robert
Piggott, advertising manager, served as
hosts to the finalists; the agency, Gardner Adv. Co.; WSM, which originates
Grand Ole Opry locally; KBS representatives, including Sidney J. Wolf,
president, and Edwin R. Peterson, senior vice president and station managers.
Finalists and the stations they represented (KDBS Alexandria, La.;
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.; KLCO Poteau, Okla.; WLET Toccoa, Ga.;
WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., and KBWD)
received scrolls at the awards dinner.
Principals were guests of recording star
Roy and Mrs. AcufT at an all-day picnic on their estate on Hickory Lake.
Radio brings home the bread
American Bakeries Puts the Whole
Loaf in Radio" is the title of a fourpage brochure just released by Radio
Advertising Bureau. It tells how the
baker (58 plants in 26 states) earmarked its entire budget of $500,000
for
running "good music" spots
in 33radio,
markets.
American needed a medium to influence the housewife in her threetimes weekly bread buying, Robert

Nem^est

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

market!

.More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
'station in greater tos Angeles!
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Rip-and-read
Rip-and-read may not be the
approved form for radio wire
news, but the idea may have possibilities for timely promotion.
CBS Radio network promoters
have refined the format for program-promo copy to the point
where rip-and-read is almost all
an affiliate promoter has to do for
continuously fresh announcements.
Stations are getting a "weekly
calendar" with separate, daily
copy for CBS shows and special
events. Each page of the calendar carries a half-dozen announcements, numbered and dated, with
show time and call letters to be
filled in. A sample week's calendar from the CBS program promotion office might include 30 announcements.
Llewellyn, the company's advertising
manager tells in the book. Radio was
picked for its frequency and economy.
The advertiser then commissioned six
melodies and used up to 17 pieces to
record them. A subsequent record-album offer drew 1,000 listener requests
in one market, the RAB booklet says.
'Clutch Cargo' Awards
Wheeling, W. Va., police and local
station WTRF-TV collaborated on a
joke that turned into a serious youth
project, the Clutch Cargo awards.
The original, lighthearted Clutch
Cargo Humanitarian Award was tied
in with the cartoon show seen MondayFriday, 6:55-7 p.m. over WTRF-TV.
It was presented by police to a parkinglot attendant who was singled out as a
humanitarian for letting police store
gear in his shack until it was needed.
The gimmick got such wide publicity

DIAL 1110 50,000 WATTS

KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

that police and the station got together
to launch the legitimate Clutch Cargo
award. First winner was a 12-year old
girl who saved a drowning friend.
Future awards will be made as the occasion arises and the sponsors hope they
will be an inspiration to Wheeling teenagers.
KREI

Boulevard

The Board of Alderman of Farmington, Mo., has voted to rename East
Webster Street in honor of KREI, that
city. Henceforth it shall be known as
KREI Boulevard. In announcing the
change a city official said, "The change
in names of this street is to publicly
acknowledge the 12 years of public
service to the entire community by
KREI and its owners, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil W. Roberts. KREI has never
failed to use its facilities to the fullest
extent for the betterment of the community, and this act expresses the deep
appreciation of the people of Farmington to the station and its owners."
■ Drumbeats
Grocery boy ■ WING Dayton, Ohio,
has instituted a promotion which it
claims builds audiences and sponsors
goodwill at the same time. A manager
of a local Kroger grocery store is
named "Manager of the Day" and his
name is mentioned over WING twice
during the morning. Listeners who have
submitted entry blanks are called and
asked to identify this manager. The
prize is $25 in groceries and the pot is
raised by $5 each time a call is not
answered correctly. So far 10,000 entry blanks have been received and the
bonus has not grown larger than $40.
Five tons of sales power ■ KKIS
Pittsburg, Calif., tied in with a local
circus promotion involving the opening
of a food market as a Norge appliance
dealer in that town. Besides animal
acts, stars of Ring Bros. Circus performed and a five-ton elephant was
used to demonstrate the durability of a
Norge FV-F9 home freezer. KKIS
taped circus sounds and aired them during the three-day event. Affinito's Quality Food Market reported it sold several
freezers and home laundry appliances
through the overall circus-manufacturer-dealer-station promotion.
Nose for weather ■ WCBS New York
offers a barometer to listeners which
tells them the weather by the change in
color of a chemically-treated nose on a
caricature and urges them to listen to
the Jack Sterling Weather Watch show.
Under par ■ WIP Philadelphia has organized a"Hole-in-One Club" for golfBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

AS

"BALTIMORE"

ThaPs WMAR-TV

programming!

AS

The rating pic-

ture proves our point! in tliis huge 3-station
market WMAR-TV delivers MORE of the audience you're looking for . .
Viewers*— MORE quarter-hour
. . . MORE Homes Viewing*—
hour firsts-homes** . . . and

. MORE Adult
firsts-ratings**
MORE quarterMORE Homes

ffi Maryland

CRAB

CAKES

Potential.*** No doubt obout it— if you want
MORE— Channel 2 is the "buy" for you!
*ARB — March, 1960 — Based on aggregate of all quarter-hours
for one week, sign-on to midnight, where audience composition is
given for all three Baltimore TV stations,
**NIELSEN — May, 1960 — Aggregate for all quarter-hours in one
week {4-week average), sign-on to midnight, when all three
Baltimore TV stations were on the air.
*** ARB— March-April, 1960
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WMAR-TV!

WMAR-TV
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2f Baltimore
Nationally
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AGENCY,

Inc.
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AND you can save enough (because of combination rates) to buy
an additional market! It's a BIG

Tailing it easy ■ Relaxing in Chicago are four of the 20 midwest
NBC affiliate tv promotion managers who attended a special promotion planning session. The meeting
took place July 8 following similar
sessions in New York and New Orleans and before one in San Francisco. The purpose of the session

was to familiarize the promotion
managers with NBC's fall programming plans. Left to right are Caley
Augustine, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh;
Al Rhylander, NBC director of exploitation; Carol Geerdes, KROCTV Rochester, Minn., and John
Keys, WNBQ (TV) Chicago.

market — so, you get the additional bonus of BIG co-ordinated promotion and merchandising assistance!

ers within its listening area. Each golfer
who accomplishes the feat up to Labor
Day is rewarded with a transistor radio
and the mention of his name on a
sports show, provided he presents documentation of the ace made during 18hole play from his golf club's pro or
official.
What's your CHQ? ■ CHQ stands for
Charleston Quotient and was the name
of a nationwide contest for timebuyers,
conducted by WCHS-TV Charleston,
W. Va. Contestants were asked a series
of 10 multiple-choice questions in which
one answer was directly pertinent to
the station's location or operation. Part
two of the contest required 10 words or
less on "why WCHS-TV is a good television buy." The winner was Greg
Sullivan of Ted Bates & Co., New York,
who received a long weekend for two
at the Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., plus $200 to cover
"babysitting" costs.
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W. D. "Dub" Rogers, Presiident and Gen. Mgr.
NAIION«t SEPRESENTATIVE- THE BSANHAM COMPANY
84 (FANFARE)

BPA mailing
■ Broadcasters'
Promotion
Assn.piece
is distributing
to its
membership a brochure designed to acquaint non-organization members with
what BPA is and what it offers in services. In letter signed by Gene Godt,
KYW-TV Cleveland and BPA president,
members are urged to pass along copies
to those "who should be in BPA". The
folder was developed by Ken Chrenin,
Triangle Stations' WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia and BPA membership chair-

man, and explains various facets and
aims of the organization. The accompanying folder is a reprint of trade
headlines and stories about its 1959
convention in Philadelphia.
After its personality ■ WBAY-AM-TV
Green Bay, Wis., has named a railroad
caboose after its kiddie-show personality
Colonel Caboose and attracted over
1,000 children for a dedication ceremony. The car was constructed by the
Green Bay and Western Railroad and
includes two-way radio equipment.
Noting that June is Dairy Month, the
colonel christened his namesake with
a bottle of Wisconsin milk.
Program director for a day
Agency personnel in and around Santa Ana, Calif., were urged to listen day
and night — at their convenience — to
KWIZ, that city, for 10 days. Then they
were to submit ideas on how to improve programming, thus making each
of them what the station dubbed a "program director pro-tem." Carole Weeks,
formerly with Ideas Unlimited, was
grand prize winner; Dorothy Bowers,
public relations consultant with Geier
& Assoc., took second; Armand Hanson, head of the agency bearing his
name, won third prize. All agencies are
located in Orange County, Calif. Prizes
included a Las Vegas holiday, dinner
at the Skyscraper Penthouse Executive
Club and businessman's lodging at a
Hollywood hotel.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

radio

in celebration

of

WWJ's
40th
ANNIVERSARY...
The World's First Commercial Radio Station — WWJ-The Detroit News — invites all
advertisers and personnel of their advertising agencies to participate in celebrating
WWJ's 40th Anniversary.
To join the celebration, just match dates with events as listed on this page, and mail the
whole page to: 40th ANNIVERSARY, Radio Station WWJ, Detroit 31, Michigan.
Senders of the first 40 correct or most nearly correct answers will each receive a new
transistor radio as an Anniversary Remembrance from WWJ.
One entry per person. In case of ties, first postmarked entries will be declared winners.
Contest will close at midnight, August 20, 1960. All entrants will be notified of winners

Dates and events
are jumbled. Have
fun straightening
ttiem out by writing
the letter that
signifies the correct date the event
occurred in the box
next to the event.

by mail.
□ WWJ becomes an original affiliate of NBC
□ vs.
WWJCleveland)
broadcasts first play-by-play direct-from-the-scene baseball (Detroit
□ WWJ broadcasts first radio newscast of election returns and general
news items
□ WWJ inaugurates first regularly scheduled religious broadcasts (Easter
Sunday from St. Paul's Cathedral, Detroit); services have been broadcast
every Sunday since
□ WWJ originates first broadcast of a complete symphony concert (Detroit
Symphony Orchestra)
□ WWJ first goes on the air with regularly scheduled daily programs
□ WWJ
broadcasts first play-by-play direct-from-the-scene football (Michigan
vs. Wisconsin)
□ Thomas E. Dewey, "a baritone from Owosso, Michigan" sings over WWJ
□ WWJ does first broadcast of national election returns (Harding vs. Cox)
□ WWJ makes
"missing
person"as result
broadcast; later Detroit Police Department station,first
WCOP,
is founded

NAME_

%
W

COMPANY OR AGENCY_

Detroit's

C/TY
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Basic
NBC

STREET ADDRESS
_ZONE_

I
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WU

a. August 20, 1920
h. October 25, 1921
c. ISovember 15, 1926
A. April 19, 1927
e. August 31, 1920
f. l\oiember2,1920
g. April 16, 1922
h. February 10, 1922
i. March 15, 1922
j. June 9, 1922

AM and FM
RADIO

Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPESENTATIVES; PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC,
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising
Norman B. Mullendore and Hermine Lueders elected vps at Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y. Mr.
Mullendore is manager of art department; Miss Lueders is copy group
head.
Harold Graham, Jr., manager of client planning, McCann-Erickson, N.Y.,
and Thomas F. Greenhow, manager
of program services at M-E, Los Angeles, named vps of M-E Productions.
Betty Thomas and Robert Nourse
named vps at Adams & Keyes
Inc., Los Angeles. Mrs. Thomas, formerly supervisor of packaged products
at Grant Adv., will be western division
vp. Mr. Nourse, formerly vp and west
coast supervisor for Compton Adv.,
will be inter-otfice liaison vp. Thomas
N. MacBurney Jr. appointed west
coast district office coordinator.
R. Bruce Baldwin, formerly vp and
creative director at John W. Shaw Inc.,
Chicago, to Clinton E. Frank Inc., that
city, as copy supervisor.
Stafford Clark appointed vp and
general manager of Pat McDermott
Co., New York pr firm. Lynne Mapel
joins McDermott as account executive.
Walter Mayer, formerly account
supervisor for BBDO, advertising director of Carnation Co. and consultant
to Hixson and Jorgensen, Los Angeles,
joins Wade Adv., that city, as media
director.
Archibald McG.
Foster, member board
of directors, senior vp
and account group
head on Brown &
Williamson, at Ted
Bates, N.Y., elected
to executive committee. He joined Bates
Mr. Foster
in 1954 after serving
as vp, member, executive committee,
Cecil & Presbrey Inc.

&

FORTUNES

Edwin J. Heaney and Roland G.
James, both of Geyer, Morey. Madden & Ballard, N.Y., elected vps. Mr.
Heaney is account executive for Sinclair Refining Co.'s public service advertising. He has been with agency
since 1952. Mr. James joined firm in
1947. He is art director on American
Motors Corp. Prior to his affiliation
with GMM&B, Mr. James was assistant
art director at Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y.

Julian L. Watkins rejoins N.W.
Ayer & Son's Los Angeles office with
responsibilities for expanding agency's
operations on west coast. He first joined
Ayer in 1924.
William H. Hallahan, formerly copy
supervisor, M. Russell Berger, Philadelphia, joins copy department, N.W. Ayer
& Son, that city. Jean M. Hoffman,
fashion writer and publicist at Russeks,
N.Y., also joins Phila. copy department.
James A. Milne Jr., formerly product manager at General Mills' product
mixes, to plans and marketing division.
David L. Webber, formerly associate
city. supervisor at Kenyon & Eckhardt,
copy
Detroit, joins Ayer's copy staff, that

Mr. James

Mr. Heaney

Jim Blair, formerly eastern sales
manager for Telescript, N.Y., to N.W.
Ayer, Detroit, as radio-tv account
executive on Plymouth, Valiant and DeSoto. Mr. Blair formerly was with
TelePrompTer, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, WTOP-TV Washington and
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Harry D. Moore, joins Creative Adv.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., as pr director.
Douglas K. Burch, formerly media
director at Reach, McClinton, N.Y.,
joins P. Lorillard Co., that city, in
similar capacity.

Thomas J. Ellis, formerly media director at Grant Adv., N.Y., joins Allston, Smith & Somple, Greenwich,
Conn., as director of media planning
and purchasing.
O.V. Tracy, president of Esso Standard Div. of Humble Oil and Refining
Co., retires, efi'ective Aug. 1. William
W. Bryan, marketing vp in Houston
office, will succeed Mr. Tracy.
Roy B. (Buck) Rogers appointed vp
of pr for midwest division of Borden
Co.
Scrappy Lambert, formerly in charge
of network sales for Independent Television Corp., joins Telescript Corp.'s
new Hollywood office in contact and
liaison with advertising agencies.

Betty Mandeville McGarrett, producer-director of The FBI in Peace
and War, joins program unit, broadcast
department at Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, N.Y.
Stephen I. Simon, formerly of
Compton Adv., N.Y., joins Television
Audience Research (TAR), that city, as
director of client services.

Maxfield S. Gibbons,
supervisor onaccount
American
Gas Assn., Columbia
Gas Co., County Fair
bakery division
of Continental Baking
Co.,

Al Bennett, formerly president of
Alvin Adv., Buffalo, joins grocery
products division of Donahue & Coe,
N.Y.

Westinghouse BroadMr. Gibbons
casting Co. at Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove, N.Y., promoted to vp.

Reeves Bros., and

Jack Sidebotham Jr., head of tv
art department at Young & Rubicam,
N.Y., appointed vp in charge of tv
commercial production.
More

than

a decade of Constructive

to Broadcasters

and

the Broadcasting

HOWARD

Service
Industry

E. STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

PhilipJohn
Wolf,
formerly
Manus,
& Adams
and with
CharlesMacA.
Mottl Inc., both L.A., appointed radio
and tv director of Eisaman, Johns &
Laws Adv., that city.
Robert C. Will, formerly reporter
with Los Angeles Times, to Harshe
Rotman, Los Angeles, as account executive.
Gene Hill, formerly of J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y., joins Doyle Dane
Bernbach, that city, on copy staff.
Bonnie
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Who

covers

Ashtabula

County

ARB'S 1960 TV COVERAGE STUDY reports in depth the full
story of TV coverage in Ashtabula and all 3,071 other counties
in the 50 United States.
All counties ... all TV markets ... all TV stations are covered in ARB's big 1960
"encyclopedia of television" soon to be released. It not only provides the most
recent data available (reflecting the changes that have taken place at over 200 TV
stations since the last county-by-county study two years ago ) , it offers this information based on a sounder technique of measurement than has ever been attempted.
Two Nationwide all-county sampling sweeps were conducted utilizing more than
500,000 home interviews backed by ARB's proven Interviewer Supervised Viewing
Diary. Each sweep was specifically designed to simultaneously gather viewing and
coverage information. Viewing data, already delivered to clients as the most comprehensive market summary of local audience size, was the first phase of these
Nationwide sweeps. Phase two, ARB's 1960 TV Coverage Study, now locates these
viewers, by county, for a finite evaluation of television in every area of the country.
Your ARB

AMERICAN
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
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Representative has the details!

RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC.
4320 Ammendale Road, Bellsville, Md., WEbsler 5-7600
400 Park Avenue, New York 27, N. Y., PLaza 1-SS7T
1907 Tribune Tower, Chicago 11, III., Superior 7-33S8
6773 Seima Ave., Hollywood, Calif., Hollywood 9-1663

WTHI-TV

vertising director of Exchange National Bank of Chicago, to H.M. Gross Co.,
that city, as account executive.
David C. Watrous,

the
Number

single

One

station

market
in
America!

Mr. Watrous

formerly account supervisor (on Butter
Nut Foods' coffee and
Ovaltine food products accounts) at Tatham Laird, Chicago,
joins Earle Ludgin &
Co., there, as vp and
director. He also will

serve as chairman of agency's executive committee. Mr. Watrous previously was with Benton & Bowles, N.Y.,
and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago. Howard L. Ballard, previously
marketing executive at McCann-Erickson, and Albert C. Mullen, account
executive at Holtzman-Kain Adv., join
Ludgin as account executives. Marge
FSotron, formerly time and print buyer
at Leo Burnett, to Ludgin in similar
capacity.

Broadcasting Corp.'s New York sales
office as director of marketing communications. Mr. Nunan formerly was
with Steinman Stations in Lancaster,
Pa., with responsibilities for overall
operation, sales and programing.
H. George Carroll, station manager of WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N.Y.. appointed operations manager of KFRE-AM-FM-TV Fresno,
Calif. Both are Triangle stations.
Norman Hawkins, national sales
manager for CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont.Detroit, appointed general sales manager. Charles E. Gunn, local sales
manager of CKLW-TV, becomes general sales manager of CKLW. Previously, he was general manager of KXLYTV Spokane, Wash.

Nelson O. Argucontroller of Sullivan,
eso, previously
Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles. N.Y., named
treasurer. Prior to

WTHI-TV is a single
station market of

joining SSC&B in
1958, he was treasurer of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & ShenN.Y., for 15 years.

217,400 TV homes.

An advertising dollar
on WTHI-TV delivers
more TV homes than
many dollars in a
multiple station
market.

The Media
Richard R. Nason,
formerly radio sales
manager at CKLW
Windsor, Ont.-Detroit,
appointed general
manager of KFRC
San Francisco. Prior
to joining CKLW, he
was withWGBI ScranNason
Pa.; ^r.
ton-Wilkes Barre, Lansing,
WJIM-AM-TV,
Mich., and
KABL Oakland-San Francisco.
Dick Burrls, formerly salesman with
WLDM (FM) Detroit, becomes owner
and general manager of WBAX (FM),
that city.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL
TERRE

10

HAUTE,

INDIANA
Represented by THE BOILING CO.
(FATES & FORTUNES)

Bill Wells appointed vp of Marshall
Broadcasting Corp. and general manager of KADO Marshall, Tex.
Edward B. (Tex) Kimball, veteran
of 34 years in broadcasting, retires. He
formerly served as program director for
KSL Salt Lake City, manager of KSLFM, sales manager of KSL-TV and
manager of music services for Radio
Service Corp. of Utah which owns
KSL-AM-FM-TV.
Thomas R. Nunan Jr. joins Crosley

Mr. Gunn

Mr. Hawkins
Wendell Mayes Sr., A. Louis Read,
and Harold Thoms, named to Plans
Committee of Radio Advertising Bureau, N.Y. Mr. Mayes is president of
Wendell Mayes Stations, Mr. Reed, vp
and general manager of WDSU Broadcasting Corp., Mr. Thoms is president
of Harold H. Thoms Stations.
Alfred N. Greenberg, formerly director of advertising and pr for TelePrompTer Corp., N.Y., joins CBS Radio
as manager of stations promotion services for owned outlets.
Thomas Stanwood, formerly air
personality at WSBA York, Pa., joins
WAQE-AM-FM Baltimore as program
director.
Jim DeCaro, formerly salesman for
KFSD San Diego, named station manager of KPRO Riverside, both California. Russ Barnett, news director of
KPRO in 1957-58, rejoins station in
same capacity following service at
KORD Pasco, Wash.
Perry S. Samuels, formerly account
executive at WMCA New York, appointed general manager of WBNY
Buffalo, N.Y.
Al Racco, formerly
account executive at
KNX Los Angeles,
appointed general
manager
AM-FM, ofthatKLACcity.
Mr. Racco began his
radio career with
KLAC in 1952 as
Mr. Racco
sales service representative, and later, account executive.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Wanted
The FBI last
week asked
broadcasters to
be on the lookout for a former radio advertising salesm a n who is
wanted for mail
Thayer
fraud and bail
jumping in Boston. The fugitive
is Donald F. Thayer (see photo)
who is known to have been a time
salesman from 1951 to 1953 and
is suspected by the FBI of having
since worked in radio or advertising. Thayer was arraigned in
federal court in Boston July 21.
1953, on charges of fraudulent
interstate transactions, mail fraud
and conspiracy and was released
on bond. When he failed to appear for a court hearing on Feb.
14, 1955. a warrant was issued
for his arrest. A federal grand
jury indicted him later for bail
jumping. Thayer was born Jan.
18, 1904, in Maiden, Mass. He
is 5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs
170-180 pounds and has a ruddy
complexion.
Armin N. Bender, in sales department of WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y.,
promoted to assistant sales manager.
Walter E. Bartlett,
acting general manager of WWLC Columbus, Ohio, since
death of James Leonard (Broadcasting,
June 20), appointed
general manager. Previously he was sales
manager of WWLC.

Mr. Bartlett

Kent Fredericks appointed account
executive for WXYZ-TV Detroit. Jan
Coil, radio traffic manager, promoted
to local sales service manager.
Jerry O'Brien joins WICE Providence, R.I.. as account executive. He
formerly was president and treasurer of
Sports Nets Inc. of Rhode Island.
Jay Walters, formerly of DancerFitzgerald-Sample. N.Y., joins N.Y.
sales staff of Harrington, Righter &
Parsons. Richard Gardner joins firm's
Chicago office. He was with Weed Television Co., that city.
George C. Carpenter III, formerly
local-regional sales representative for
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb., to KCRG-TV
Cedar Rapids. Iowa, as general sales
manager.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Howard Reifsnyder, formerly assistant producer at NBC, joins sports
department of CBS News as producerdirector. Previously, he was with Young
& Rubicam, N.Y.
Dick Allen, formerly air personality
at WALT Tampa, to WLCY TampaSt. Petersburg, Fla., as associate program director. Murph McHenry, air
personality at WLCY, promoted to
news director.
Malcolm B. Laing, formerly regional
manager of tv station relations at ABC,
joins NBC in simUar capacity.
Vern Jones on news staflf of WAVYAM-TV Norfolk, Va., promoted to
news director. Previously, he held
similar position for WHYN-AM-TV
Springfield, Mass.
Richard Beesemyer, with CBS Spot
Sales, N.Y., rejoins
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles as sales manager. He had been account executive at
station from 1956-58
before joining CBS
Spot Sales.
Allen Long, formerly of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., joins AveryKnodel, that city, on tv sales staff.
Kenneth L. Miller joins KABC sales
staff as account executive.
Howard Zacks and Edwin Charles,
formerly manager of WLLY Richmond, Va., and KENT Shreveport,
La., respectively, join WKAT Miami
as account executives.
Norman Holve, sales coordinator at
WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va., promoted to
account executive. Al Owens appointed peninsula representative for WAVYAM-TV. James Boswell joins station
as air personality.

Vote

(vot), V.

1. to express

or

signify the mind,
will or preference.
2. e.g. the New
nomination

York

of

Chap Rollins joins KXO El Centro,
Calif., as assistant manager. He will
be in charge of local sales and will host
own show.

Wmca

as its leading,

Don Ben net, formerly account executive at KOYN Billings, Mont., to
KWRL Riverton, Wyo., as commercial
manager.
Robert D.J. Leahy,
formerly member of
FCC stafl[ for 24 years
until retirement in

radio station.

independent

1958, appointed manager of business affairs for WSUN-AMTV St. Petersburg,
Fla. He was FCC's
financial
advisor toand
Broadcast Leahy
Bureau.
chief investigator
89

William Venell, director of sales development for WPBC Minneapolis-St.
Paul, promoted to national sales manager. Previously, he was assistant sales
manager at WHO Des Moines, Iowa.
Perry Lafferty, CBS-TV writer-producer, named producer of Person to
Person for new season.
James K. Ward, formerly in promotion department of Cleveland Plain
Dealer, joins WGAR, that city, as sales
promotion manager, succeeding Dale
F. Palmer who now is in charge of
national sales.
Joan Ward joins KQED (TV) San
Francisco as assistant to director of
promotion and publicity.
Bob Link promoted from production
supervisor to production manager at
WBBM-TV Chicago.
Jack Macdonald, formerly with
Cole & Weber Adv., Seattle, Wash.,
joins KVI, that city, as director of promotion.
James Light Jr., formerly with
WMVA Martinsville, Va., to WBIG
Greensboro, N.C., as announcer-technician.
Robert

Alan

Aurthur, NBC-TV

YOUR
UP
TO

B.R.F.*
DATE?

Students ■ Tom W. Judge, director
of CBS-TV Production Sales, CBSTV Network (c), and Fred Ruegg,
general manager of KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles (r). talk things over
with Hoke S. Simpson, director
of Columbia U.'s 16th annual
program in business administration.
The executive program, a six-week

■
90

(FATES & FORTUNES)

■
H

concencovering
adminisaffecting
effective

executive action."
pointed continuity director. Bill Hitchcock, continuity director, named continuity coordinator.

James Collis joins news staff of
WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.

Programming

Lisle Shires, formerly WHO Des
Moines; Tom Murray, WDSM-AMTV Duluth, Minn.; Ed Vennon, WLOI
LaPorte, Ind., and Vito Frank, United
Press International, all to news staff at
WITI-TV Milwaukee, Wis.

Mel Knoepp joins KFMB
as staff announcer.

13 EAST 20TH STREET
BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND
* BALTIMORE RADIO FILE

has been described as "a
trated short-term program
problems in international
tration, economic forces
business leadership, and

writer-producer, signs new contract to
produce three original dramas for fall
season.

Dick Ford, formerly news director
at WPTZ-TV Plattsburgh, N.Y., to
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.Va., as
member of news staff.

Here's the latest on WFBR coverage,
programming, air personalities, merchandising support, special features,
and market data. WFBR Brochure
includes results of a Pulse qualitative
survey of the Baltimore audience.
Write direct or ask your John Blair representative
i1

(June 12-July 23) course ot study
for senior executives, is part of the
Graduate School of Business and

San Diego

Herb Shein, formerly air personalityprogram director of WBAZ Kingston,
N.Y., to WGHO, that city, as announcer.
Frank Pierce, formerly meteorologist
with U.S. Air Force for 25 years, joins
weather staff of WLW-AM-TV Cincinnati.
Joe Niagara, formerly air personality at WIBG Philadelphia, to
KBIG Catalina, Calif., in similar capacity.
Gordon Spencer, formerly of Concert Network, N.Y., joins WHLI Hempstead, N.Y., as staff announcer.
Carlyle Stevens, assistant operations
manager at WGN-TV
Chicago, ap-

Herbert Pearson, vp in charge of
sales for Heritage Productions, N.Y.,
named executive vp.
signs as vpNathan
and board
Wynn
remember of MCA-TV
Ltd. and MCA International to open tv
producers'
representative company
in New
York. Location for
the new firm, as yet
Mr. Nathan
unnamed, is 550 Fifth
Ave. Telephone: Judson 6-5363. Branch
offices will be established in Beverly
Hills, Calif., and Chicago, according to
Mr. Nathan. He joined MCA-TV in
1954, following position as vp in charge
of sales for United Television Programs, later purchased by MCA-TV.
Richard Jacobson, formerly station
manager of KLAS-TV Las Vegas,
Nev., joins RKO General, N.Y., as director of eastern sales development.
Russell Karp, in Screen Gems, N.Y.,
legal department, named director of
contract negotiations and assistant secretary of company.
Stanley M. Swinton, world service
general news editor of Associated Press
since 1957, named world services director.
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Ev Wren, formerly manager of Skyway Adv., Denver, forms own company, Ev Wren Radio-TV Productions,
that city.
Robert Pelgram, currently producing South of the Border, joins Bill Burrud Productions as creator of new
properties.
William Ashworth, account executive assigned to United Artists Assoc.
national sales division, transfers to
eastern sales division.

Equipment & Eng'ring
Thomas C. Clark, assistant vp and
general manager of Los Angeles division
of Houston Fearless Co., promoted to
vp.
Dr. Martin Schilling, vp of government programs and
planning for Raytheon
Co., Needham, Mass.,
promoted to vp of
engineering and research with overall
Dr. Schilling
responsibility for coordination and guidance of company's 12 operating divisions in U.S., Canada and overseas. He
joined Raytheon in 1958 following
service as chief of project management
staff of Army Ordnance Missile Labs
Research and Development Div., Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala. Leonard D. Sullivan, appointed senior corporate representative in Washington,
D.C., for Raytheon.
Neff Cox Jr. promoted from assistant sales manager to merchandising
manager for broadcast equipment division of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind. F.R. (Russ) Ida named
marketing manager.
Frederick S. Kerr and Chester J.
Penza named sales engineers for Semiconductor Div. of Sylvania Electric
Products Co., Woburn, Mass. Mr. Kerr
will handle New England area and Mr.
Penza will cover lower Connecticut,
New York and New Jersey.
Ed Straw becomes industrial and
commercial representative for Crown
International, subsidiary of Radio and
Electronics Corp., Elkhart, Ind. He
will cover New York.
E.E. Ferry, pr director of Hoffman
Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, appointed manager of Western Electronic
Manufactures Assn. (WEMA). Group
is composed of more than 300 electronic firms in 11 western states.
Rene Snepvangers, formerly of
Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp.,
joins Electro-Sonic Labs, Long Island
City, N.Y., as director of engineering.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Campbell

rites

Funeral services were held
in suburban Winnetka (Chicago)
last week for
Chesser M.
Campbell, 62,
president of
Tribune Co.
Mr. Campbell
(WPIX [TV]
New York and WGN-AM-TV
Chicago) and publisher of Chicago Tribune. Cause of death
was apparent heart attack, suffered while on fishing vacation
in Bale Comeau, Quebec. Mr.
Campbell started with Tribune
as salesman for Paris edition in
1921, rising to advertising manager in 1935, position he held until 1949. He was elected treasurer
of Tribune Co. in 1946, vp in
1951 and president in 1955, succeeding late Col. Robert R. McCormick. At time of his death,
Mr. Campbell was on boards of
WON Inc. and WPIX Inc., was
director and vp of Newspaper
Adv. Executives Assn. and board
member of American Newspaper
Publishers Assn.

accounts office.
in Canada out of agency's
Toronto
Harold N. Butler, managing director
of VOCM St. John's, Nfld., named managing director of new 1 kw station at
Corner Brook, Nfld., recently licensed
to Humber Valley Broadcasting Co.
Joseph V. Butler, vp and station manager of VOCM succeeds his brother as
managing director.
Spencer Moore, Ottawa regional director of programs of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., named CBC representative in London (England), succeeding
Don Bennett. Mr. Moore will do
Corp. work with British Broadcasting
liaison
Michael HindSmith, formerly CBC
tv producer, named
manager of CBLT
(TV) Toronto, key
CBC English-language
network originating
station. He will be reMr.
sponsible for new deHind-Smith
velopment in local
programming and sales promotion.

Howard P. Munday named training
and communications coordinator for
CBS Electronics.
Government
Robert M. Parrish appointed executive director of Federal Trade Commission, eff'ective immediately. He has
been FTC secretary since April 1954,
serving as chairman of commission's
Merger Task Force from April 1955
to January 1956. Basil J. Mezines
named to newly-created post of associate executive director. He has been
serving as acting executive director
since the resignation last March of
late Harry A. Babcock. Mr. Mezines
has been with FTC since 1949.
William H. Bauer, who retired as
FCC patent attorney in 1957, leaves
Washington law firm of Watson, Cole,
Grindle and Watson, to devote full
time to practice before U.S. Patent
Office and related matters.
International
Ray Gilbert, formerly vp in charge
of marketing at Young & Rubicam Ltd.,
to Leo Burnett Co. of Canada Ltd. as
vp, account supervisor and member of
operating committee. He will supervise
Salada-Shiriff-Horsey and Green Giant

RENT
CAMERA

LENSES

Now.' It you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics— since 1936.'
TV

and CINE' OPTICS
UNLIMITED!!

For Color and
Block and White
. . . Choice of Focal-lengths, Apertures and Speeds direct FROM B & J
STOCK, or Special Custom Fittings
from B & J's Modern Lens Lab. B & J
is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW!
Widest selection of Cine
Lenses
16mm etc.)
(Pathe',
Filmo, —Bolex,
and
35mm (Eyemo — Mitchell) — Normal, WideAngle,
Telephoto,
Write for
Special 8Zoom!
page
Optics and Accessories Listing.
FREE — T32 pg. catalog of
Photo Equipment,
Lenses ond
Accessories,
for the
sionoll
Profes91

FOR
Station

Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 7 through July 13. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
49% owner
of KMOPOdom
Tucson,
is Mr. BamAbbreviations:
ford. Housewives
and asBamford
are
each 1% owners of KMOP. Ann. July 13.
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
APPLICATIONS
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
—very high frequency, uhf— ultra high fre-—
Agana,
Guam
— Guam Bcstrs. Inc., 990 kc,
1 kw unl. P.O. address 5293 Oio Drive, Honquency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis.
olulu 16, Hawaii. Estimated construction cost
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N— night. LS — local sunset, $28,500,enuefirst
operatinginclude
cost $60,000,
$75,000.year
Principals
Thomasrev-F.
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. HoUinger,
32.5%, Joseph Flores, 30%. and
—unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
others, Mr. HoUinger is manager of KPOI
subsidiary communications authorization.
Honolulu. Mr. Flores is in savings and loan
business. Ann. July 13.
SSA— special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — speciHohenwald, Tenn. — Hohenwald Bestg.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
Corp., 11.50 kc, 500 w, kw D. P.O. address
% Malcolm L. Barrett. Estimated construction cost $20,149, first year operating cost
Existing Tv Stations
$24,000,colm L.revenue
Applicant
MalACTIONS BY FCC
Barrett, $25,000.
real estate
operator,is Ann.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III. — Returned requests July 12.
Wye— BGH Corp., 1050 kc, .250 kw
for STA to operate on ch. 25 (WIRL-TV per- D. Lovell,
P.O. address % A.D. Gaddis, 231 E. Main,
mittee) and for waiver of 90-day provision
of Sec. 1.331(b). and dismissed application Lovell, Wyo. Estimated construction cost
for mod. of cp to change from ch. 43 to $14,500. first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue $24,000. Principals include A.D.
ch. 25. Comr. Hyde and Lee dissented. Ann.
.July 8.
Gaddis, 50%, Conrad E. Bales and Joe C.
Henry, 25% each. Mr. Gaddis, who formerly
WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw, Mich. — De- held
interest in KIML Gillette, Wyo., is in
nied request for waiver of Sec. 3.652(a) to electronics.
Messrs. Bales and Henry are
permit
it
to
identify
itself
as
Bay
City-Sagistockholders in KWIV Douglas and KIML
naw-Flint station. Comrs. Hyde and Craven
Gillette, both Wyoming, and KIMB Kimball,
dissented. Ann. July 8.
Neb. Ann. July 13.
APPLICATION
KVDO-TV Corpus Christi, Tex. — Cp to Existing Am Stations
change
frequency
from ERP
ch. 22.
518-524
to
ch. 3.
60-66 mcs.;
from
vis. mcs.
16.6
ACTIONS BY FCC
kw, aur. 8.91 kw to vis. 100 kw, aur. 50 kw;
Radio Carmichael, Sacramento, Calif.;
change trans, and studio locations from 409 Redwood
City
Bcstg. Co., Palo Alto, Calif.;
South
Christi,
to 2 KVON Napa, Calif.;
KSAN San Francisco,
miles Staples
south St.,
of Corpus
Petronila.
nearTex.,
Corpus
Calif.; Trans-Sierra Radio, Roseville, Calif.
Christi, Tex.; change type of trans, and ant.;
for consolidated
applichanges in ant. system and ant. height above — Designated
cations for new
am stations hearing
to operate
on
average to 616 ft. (Request waiver of sec. 1430 kc.
DA-D — Radio Carmichael and
3.613 of rules). Ann. July 12.
Trans-Sierra with 500 w, and Redwood City
with 1 kw; KVON to change operation on
New Am Stations
1440 kc from 500 w. DA-1, unl. to 500 w, 1
ACTIONS BY FCC
kw-LS, DA-2, unl. and KSAN to increase
Liberal, Kan. — The Plains Enterprise Inc., daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, conGranted 1470 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box
tinuing operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N made
432 Alva, Okla. Estimated construction cost KMYC Marysville; KSTN Stockton, KAGR
KROG parties
Sonora toandproceeding,
KARM Fres$17,300, first year operating cost $19,270 Yubano, allCity,
California,
and
revenue $43,000. William Bowman Jr. (56.8%
owner) is in radio-tv sales and service. Ann.
KVON isting
Napa,
party
with
respect
to its exoperation. Ann. July 8.
July 8.
WGGG Gainesville, Fla.; WBML Macon,
William R. Packham, Hendersonville, N.C.;
Ga.; WSOK Savannah, Ga.; WBHB FitzWPCC dated
Clinton,
S.C. — Designated
consolihearing applications
of Mr.forPackham
gerald, Ga.: WXLI Dublin, Ga.— Designated
for new am station to operate on 1410 kc, for hearing applications to increase daytime
500 w, D, and WPCC to increase power from
power
from
250 w to 1 kw, continuing op500 w to 1 kw. continuing operation on 1410
eration on 1230 & 1240 kc, 250 w-N, in conkc, D; made WPCC party respondent with
solidated
proceedingInc.,
withto application
of Radio Station WAYX
increase daytime
8.respect to its existing operation. Ann. July power of station WAYX Waycross, Ga., from
250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1230
San Antonio, Tex. — Alamo Bcstrs. Granted
1400 kc. 1 kw D. P.O. address Tucson Inn, kc, 250 w-N; made WLAG LaGrange, WTWA
Tucson. Ariz. Estimated construction cost Thomson,
Statesboro,
WBIA Augusta, WPAX WWNS
Thomasville,
all Georgia;
WULA
$16,195, first year operating cost $36,000, Eufaula,
Ala.; WALD Waterloo, S.C: WSBB
revenue $50,000. Owners are Ray Odom, A.V. New Smyrna
Beach and WMAF Madison,
Bamford (each 49%) and Betty Odom and
Maxine Bamford (each 1%). Mr. Odom is both Florida, parties to proceeding and
i.iimjiii)jp
mm

EDWIN
&
M

92

TORNBERGl

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
rir'trJCiAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
Murray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

made following stations parties with respect
to their existing operations: WAYX, WBML,
WSOK, WBHB and WXLI; order supersedestoJan.
14, 1959
order 8. with respect
issues
only,hearing
Ann. July
WMJM Cordele, Ga.; WSNT, Sandersville,
Ga. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications to increase daytime power of
WMJM from 250 w to 1 kw and WSNT from
250 w to 500 w, both continuing operation
on 1490 kc, 250 w-N; made WRLD Lanett,
Ala.; WSFB Quitman, WSYL Sylvania, and
WMRE Monroe,
ceeding. Ann. Julyall 8.Georgia parties to proKSCB Liberal, Kans. — Granted change on
1270 kc from 1 kw, D, to 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS,
DA-N;
absent. engineering
Ann. July 8.conditions. Chmn. Ford
WICY Malone, N.Y. — Granted increase in
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1490 kc, 250 w-N; reAnn. mote
Julycontrol
8. permitted. Chmn. Ford absent.
Saratoga
N.Y.—
ByWRSA;
letter, WSPN
commission
deniedSprings,
joint petition
to expedite
processing
of
their
cations—WRSA (1280 kc, 1 kw, D) to applimove
to Troy and operate on 900 kc, 1 kw, D,
and WSPN to change its facilities (900 kc,
250 w, D) to those presently used by WRSA
in Saratoga (1280 kc, 1 kw D). Ann. July 8.
WHLFcrease in South
— Granted
daytimeBoston,
power Va.
from
250 w toin-1
kw. continuing operation on 1400 kc, 250
w-N;
absent. engineering
Ann. July 8.condition. Chmn. Ford
KOL-AM-FM Seattle, Wash.— Is being advised that applications for (1) renewal of
am license and (2) assignment of am license
and fm cp to KOL Inc. indicate necessity
of hearing
of programming
ance. Comr. because
Craven dissented.
Ann. Julyvari13.
APPLICATIONS
KVRH Salida, Colo.— Mod. of license to
change hours of operation from unlmtd. to
specified hours: Mon. thru Sat,: 6:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. Sunday: 7:45 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.
(1340 kc). Ann. July 12.
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky. — Cp to change
from
Ann. employing
July 12. DA-ND to DA-N. (1410 kc).
WGEM
time powerQuincy,
from 1111.kw— Cp
to 5tokw,increase
changesday-in
DA-D pattern (DA-1 to DA-2); and install
new trans. (1440 kc). Ann. July 6.
KRSC Othello, Wash. — Mod. of license to
change hours of operation from unlmtd to
specified hours: Mon. thru Sat.: 6:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Sunday: 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Ann.
July 12.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Anchorage,
Alaska
Northern
Tv Inc.
Granted
105.5 mc,
.751— kw.
P.O. address
4th
& Denali St., Anchorage, Alaska. Estimated
construction cost $16,640, first year operating cost $19,000, revenue $20,000. Principals
include A. G. Hiebert, 32.675%, Jack M.
Walden, 6.476%, and others. Northern Tv
Inc. is licensee of KTVA (TV) Anciiorage
and KTVF (TV) Fairbanks. Ann. July 8.
Anchorage,
RadioP.O.Anchorage
Inc.
Granted
102.1 Alaska
mc, 3 — kw.
address Box
1960 Anchorage,
AJaska.
Estimated
construction cost $10,234, first year operating cost
$18,000,cants arerevenue
PrincipalGordon,
appliJ. Chester$24,000.
and Josephine
35.82% each. Radio Anchorage Inc. owns
KBYR Anchorage and KFBR Fairbanks,
both Alaska. Ann. July 8.
*Amherst, Mass. — WGBH Educational
Foundation granted, 88.5 mc, 34.4 kw. P.O.
address Western Massachusetts Bcstg. Council, mated
Amherstconstruction
College,cost
Amherst,
$34,050,Mass.
first Estiyear
operating mercial.
costAnn. $1,200.
July 8.Educational, non-comWesterly,
— Rhode
Radio
Corp., R.I.
granted
103.7Island-Connecticut
mc. 17.5 kw. P.O.
address li Railroad Ave., Westerly, R.I.
Estimated construction cost $13,145. Principals are Dr. Augustine L. Cavallaro,
621/2%, and Augustine L. Cavallaro Jr.,
37'/2%, owners of WERI Westerly, R.I. Ann.
July
8.
Dallas,
Tex. — Merchants Bcstg. System
Inc., granted 94.1 mc, 4.82 kw. P.O. address
605
Wynnewood
Village North,
Dallas, Tex.
Estimated
construction
cost $16,768,
first
year operating cost $23,452, revenue $36,000.
Principals include Mr. & Mrs. Charles E.
Ames, 68.15%, Ellis D. Ames, 16.85%, and
others. Charles Ames is in sound equipment
sales. Ellis D. Ames is owner of adjustment
business. Ann. July 8.
Lynden, Wash. — Sidney Baron, granted
106.5 mc. 1.20 kw. P.O. address 525 Front
St., Lynden, Wasli. Estimated construction
cost $6,820, first year operating cost $6,400.
revenue $6,500. Applicant is in electronic
equipment sales and service. Ann. July 8.
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Green Bay, Wis. — Green Bay Bcstg. Co.,
granted 98.5 mc. 2.85 kw P.O. address 225
N. Adams St., Green Bay, Wis. Estimated
construction cost $14,552. Principals include
Ben
A. Laird,
^r, and
of WDUZ
Green 85Bay.
Ann. others,
July 13.licensees
APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — Fine Music Inc. 98.9
mc, 10 kw. P.O. address 1469 Ann St., Montgomery. Ala. Estimated construction cost
|4,300.nue $7,000.
first Principals
year operating
$6,000,
reveincludecostIsaac
E. Cohen,
Ronald A. Martin, and Dwight M. Cleveland, 33^3'~c
each. Martin
Mr. Cohen
in vending
machines.
Messrs.
and is
Cleveland
are
employes
of telephone company. Ann. July
13.
VisaUa,
Calif. —address
Air Waves
mc,
2.89
kw. P.O.
Box Inc.
1429 92.9
Visalia,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $8,801,
first year operating cost $5,000, revenue
88,000. Applicant fm will duplicate its am
outlet. KONG Visaha. Ann. July 13.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark. — Granted assignment of CP (on air) to Home Bcstg. Co.
(William
H. 000,
Simons
sole to
owner);
consideration SI. 100,
subject
condition
that
assignment proposed herein not be consummated until assignor has reduced existing KRBB antenna structure located at
north latitude 33° 07' 40", west longitude
92°
38' of28",300toft.level
to exceed
overall
height
abovenotground.
Commission
shall be scribed
advised
in
writing
when
above
detower has been reduced to height
specified. Comr. Craven absent. Ann. July 8.
KDEO newalEl
Cajon, and
Calif. (2)
— Granted
(1) re-of
of license
assignment
license to Tullis and Hearne Bcstg. Co.;
consideration $475,000. Howard L. Tullis and
John
own KAFY Tullis
Bakers-is
field, P.andHearne
KFXM together
San Bernardino;
majority stockholder in KEAP Fresno, and
Hearne has interest in KVEN-AM-FM Ventura, and KUAM-AM-TV Guam. Comr.
Craven absent. Aim. July 8.
KNGS Hanford, Calif.— Granted (1) relicense Bcstg.
and (2)
assignment
of licensenewaltoofKings
Corp.;
consideration
$360,000. John C. Cohan, assignee president,
owns KVEC San Luis Obispo, and has interest in KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo, and
KSBW
SalinasMonterey.Salinas,
Comr. and
HartleyKSBW-TB
not participating.
Ann. July 13.
KCVR-AM-FM Lodi, Calif. — Granted assignment of license, cp and SCA to George
D. Snell, B. Floyd Farr and George M.
Mardikian,
d/bAssignees
as Radio have
KCVR;75%consideration $157,500.
interest
in KEEN-AM-FM San Jose, Cahf. Ann.
July 13.
KPSR (FM) Palm Springs, Calif .—Granted
assignment of license, cp and SCA to KPSR
Inc. (in which Richard Sampson has 20%
interest); stock and note considerations.
(Tomr. Craven absent. Ann. July 8.
WBGC Chipley, Fla. — Granted assignment
if license to Lee-San Corp. (John Sanders,
president); consideration $20,474. Ann. July
13
KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Granted transfer
of control
Samuel
tion $85,000.toAnn.
JulyR.13.David; consideraWVMI
Biloxi,
Miss.
— Granted
assignment
of licenses to New South
Communications
Inc. (M. F. Kahlmus, H. E. Sanders, Frank
E. HoUaday and Joseph W. Carson); consideration $100,000 and land lease for 10
years at $200 per month with option to
purchase for $15,000. Comr. Craven absent.
Ann. July 8.
WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.—
Granted assignment of am and tv licenses
and fm cp to Transcontinent Tv Corp.;
consideration $9,750,000. Comr. Bartley dissented. Assignee is licensee of W(iR-TV
Buffalo, and WROC-TV Rochester, both
New York; owns KFMB-TV San Diego, and
KERO-TV. Bakersfield. both Cahfornia, and
has 60%, interest in WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.
Ann. July 13.
KBBS Buffalo, Wyo.— Granted acquisition
of positive control by Malcolm D. Wyman
through purchase of 11.11% of stock for
$2,850 to give Mr. Wyman 51.11% interest.
Ann. July 13.
KXLLment ofMissoula,
— Granted
assign-B.
licenses toMont.
June
Inc. (June
Wilson, president) ; consideration $98,000
and lease of land and buildings for $175
per month with option to buy for $20,000.
Comr. Craven absent. Ann. July 8.
Granted
of KRTN
license Raton,
to Jay N.M.—
W. Howe
and assignment
Marvin H.
Shute,tion d/b
as
Raton
Bcstg.
$95,000. Ann. July 13. Co.; consideraWJMK North Syracuse, N.Y.— Granted asBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

signment of license to Sol Panitz and Barry
Winton (WQSN Charleston. S.C.); consideration $75,000 plus $50,000 not to compete for
six years within 50 miles of Syracuse. Ann.
July 13.
WBTCment of license
Farmville,
Granted
fromN.C.—
James
H. andassignR.E.
Mayo to Carl V. Venters Jr., and Herbert C.
Wade Jr., sideration
d/b $35,000.
as Comr.
FarmersCraven
Bcstg.absent
Co.; Ann.
conJuly 8.
S.D. — Bcstg.
GrantedCo.assignment
of KJAM
licenseMadison,
to Madison
( Clare J.
DeKoster, president); stock transaction.
Ann. July 13.
WHLP
Centerville,
Tenn. —Flood
Granted
fer of control
to Harold
and transO.O.
Smith; consideration $4,000. Ann. July 13.
WSNO Barre, Vt. — Granted assignment of
cp to Robert I. Kimel and Bessie W. Grad
(who own WWSR St. Albans); consideraJuly 8.tion $58,373. Comr. Craven absent. Ann.
KEDOment ofLongview,
assign-L.
license toWash.
KEDO— Granted
Inc. (Don
Veith, LaVern
L. Eaton,
Marvin
E. Johnson): consideration
rental
of $600
per
month. Ann. July 13.
KUDY Renton, Wash. — Granted transfer
of negative control from Music Concessions
Inc., to KWG Bcstg. Co.; consideration
$56,000sent.forAnn. half
Comr. Craven abJuly interest.
8.
APPLICATIONS
WAPI-AM-FM-TV
Birmingham, Ala.—
Seeks assignment of license from Alabama
Bcstg. System Inc. to Newhouse Bcstg.
Corp., subsidiary
merger into
parent corporation
consideration
involved.withAnn.noJulyfinancial
13.
WSLA-TV Selma, Ala. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Deep South Bcstg. Co. to Selma
Tv Inc., change in corporate name. No financial
holders. Ann.consideration,
July 13. no change in stockKBLU Yuma, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license from Desert Bcstg. Co. to Robert W.
Crites for
$13,450.
Mr. assignment,
Crites, partner
KBLU
previous
to this
is 50%in
owner of KAPP Redondo Beach, Calif. Ann.
July 12.
KWKW
Pasadena,
— SeeksCalifornia
assignment of license
from Calif.
Southern
Bcstg. Co.chaserstoare KWKW
Inc.
for
$700,000.
John F. and GeorgienePur-A.
Mally, 70%, and Stanley G. and Theresa
Loewy M. Breyer, 30%. owners of KLIQ
Portland, Ore. Ann. July 13.
KTIP Porterville, Calif. — Seeks transfer
of control of Gateway Bcstrs Inc. from
Gareth F. Garlund, Anna White Garlund,
Henry C. Lindgren and Leo G. McClatchy,
25% each, to same principals, 15.15% each
plus Robert J. Byrne, 30.30% and Lawrence
D. Cotta, 9.10% by new stock issue of 130
shares at $100 per share. New stockholders
are employes of KTIP. Ann. July 13.
KOBY-AM-FM
Francisco,
Calif.—
Seeks
assignment San
of license
(am) and
cp
(fm) from Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc. to
Gordon Bcstg. of San Francisco Inc. for
$600,000 chaserinis Sherwood
cash or $700,000
in terms.
R. Gordon,
ownerPur-of
KBUZ-AM-FM Mesa, Ariz, and KSDO San
Diego, Calif. Ann. July 13.
KPEN (FM) San Francisco, CaUf.— Seeks
assignment of license from Peninsula FM to
Pacific FM Inc. Kenneth F. Warren, 25%
ownerandwithJohn
GarryS. M.
Gielow,withdraws
James J. from
Gabbert
Wickett,
partnership. His interest in firm equally
divided among remaining partners at 33 1/3%
each,
change to corporation. Mr. Warren
11.
received
$12,000 for his interest Ann. July
WTYS
Fla. —Howard
Seeks assignment
of licenseMarianna,
from Jack
Mann to
James W. Tate for $37,750. Purchaser has
interest in WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn. Ann.
July 13.
WNSM Valparaiso-Niceville,
— Seeks
assignment
of license from Bay Fla.
Bcstg.
Co.
to Bay chaser
County
Bcstg.
Co.
for
$55,725.
Puris E.L. DuKate, owner of WPCF
Panama City, Fla. Ann. July 11.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Seeks transfer of
control of Vidalia Bcstg. Co. from M.F.
Brice and R.E. Ledford, equal partners to
R.E. Ledford and T.H. Brice, executor of
estate ners.
of No M.F.
Brice,consideration
deceased, equal
partfinancial
involved.
Ann. July 13.
WDAN-TV Danville, 111.— Seeks assignment of license from Northwestern Publishing Co. to Plains Tv Corp. for $75,000.
Plains Tv Corp., group headed by Elmer
Balaban, is 50% owned H&E Balaban Corp.
Transcontinental Properties Inc. owns remaining 50%. Plains is licensee of WICS
(TV) Springfield, and is owner of WCHU Inc.,
licenseenois.ofPlainsWCHU-TV
Champaign,
both Illiis also owner
of Connecticut
Tv Inc., licensee of WHNB-TV New Britian,
Conn. Ann. July 12.

EQUIPPING A RADIO STATION ?

Get More Coverage
With The RCA
BTA-IR 1000-WATT
AM Transmitter
The ability of the BTA-IR 1000watt AM transmitter to achieve
and maintain a higher average
level of modulation assures more
program coverage. Simplifie(J tuning, ease of installation, built-in
provisions for remote control, and
low operating cost make the RCA
Type BTA-IR
your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red or
umbergray. Whatever your equipment needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Write for complete information and descriptive literature to
RCA,
Dept.NewJC-22,
Building 15-1,
Camden,
Jersey.

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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WALP-AM-FM Lexington, Ky.— Seeks
transfer of control of WLAP Radio Inc.
from John B. Poor, sole owner, to
Tlioroughbred
Bcstg. R.
Co. Sweeney,
for $230,000.former
Purchaser is William
stockholder in WBNC Conway, N.H. Ann.
July 12.
WSOC Charlotte, N.C. — Seeks assignment
of license from Carolina Bcstg. Corp. to
Henderson Belk for $200,000. Purchaser has
interest in WGUS North August. S.C. Ann.
July 11.
KTES-TV Nacagdoches, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from East Texas Bcstg.
Co. to G.P. of"Pat"
Scoggins for
and
assumption
all liabilities.
Mr.$5,000
Scoggins
owns business colleges. Ann. July 8.
KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Kissin' Radio Inc. to
Rounsaville
of Dallas
Inc. for $300,000.
chaser is Robert
W. Rounsaville,
ownerPur-of
WQXI and WATL-TV Atlanta. Ga.; WCINAM-TV Cincinnati. Ohio; WTMP Tampa,
Fla.; WLOU Louisville, Ky.: WMBM South
Miami, Fla.: WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.;
WYLD New Orleans, La. and WTAM-TV
Louisville. Ann. July 12.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately initial decision of May 31 and
granted applications of H and R Electronics
Inc., and North Carolina Electronics Inc.,
for new daytime am stations to operate on
1550 kc,
in Greenville
and and
Raleig'h
both
North1 kw,
Carolina,
respectively,
dismissed application of Poston-Larson Bcstg.
Co. for new 500-w daytime station on same
frequency in Graham, N.C. Comx. Bartley
dissented. Ann. July 13.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately initial decision of May 27 and
denied, for failure to prosecute, application
of Greentree Communications Enterprises
Inc.. for naw tv station to operate on
ch. 9 in Flagstaff, Ariz. Ann. July 13.
■ By order, commission made effective
initial decision of January 13 and granted
Sherrill C. Corwin mod. of cp for KGUDFM Santa Barbara. Calif, to change trans,
site, increase ERF from 29.5 to 30.7 kw and
ant. height from minus 800 to 2,939 ft. which,
on March 2, was stayed by commission
pending further review. Ann. July 13.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Frank James for new
class B fm station to operate on 107.7 mc
in Redwood City, Calif. Ann. July 11.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By cationdecision,
granted
appliof Hoyt C.commission
Murphy and
G. Russell
Chambers, d/b as Carnegie Bcstg. Co., for
daytime am station to operate on 1590 kc,
1 kw, DA, in Carnegie, Pa., and denied
mutually exclusive application of John J.
Keel and Lloyd W. Dennis Jr., d/b as
Jeannette Bcstg. Co., for similar facilities
with 500 w in Jeannette, Pa. Comr. Bartley
not participating; Comr. Cross dissented
withNov.statement.
initial
of
12, 1959, Examiner's
looked toward
this decision
action.
Ann. July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied in all respects June 21
petition by Price Bcstrs. Inc.. Frederick,
Md.. for
"prior
or simultaneous
tion, or for
consolidation,
and/or considerafor other
relief"
in
proceedings
involving
Price
and
other am area.
applications
in the
Frederick
Ann. July
7. Gettysburg■ By cation
decision,
grantedforappliof Musicalcommission
Heights Inc..
new
daytime am station to operate on 1370 kc.

United

Press

Facsimile
United

50O w, DA, in Braddock Heights, Md. Comr.
Bartley
not
Examiner's initial
decision
of participating.
Sept.
denial. Ann.
July 7.25, 1959 looked toward
■ By memorandum
opinion
and protest
order,
commission
dismissed Aug.
15. 1957
by Philco Corp. to July 18. 1957 conditional
grant of renewal of licenses of National
Bcstg. Co. (Ch.
Philadelphia,
stations WRCVAM-TV
3) and Pa.,
auxiliaries.
Comr.
Bartley dissented;
Comr.
Cross
participating. (June 19, 1958 Court not
of Appeals
decision
reversed
commission's
Sept. and
11.
1957 previous
dismissal
of Philco protest
remanded case to commission, and Supreme
Court on Jan. 26, 1959 denied NBC petition
for writ of certiorari. Oral argument was
thereafter mission.)
heldAnn. July
on Oct.
7. 8, 1959 before com■ By memorandum opinion and order on
joint petition by Palmdale Bcstrs. (KUTY)
Palmdale, Calif., and Voice of Orange Empire Inc., (KWIZ) Santa Ana, Calif., commis ion1( ) reconsidered
without hearing
application of and
KWIZgranted
to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
change from DA-N to DA-2, continuing
operation on 1480 kc with 1 kw-N, engicondition,to and
(2) retained
appli-1
cationneering
of KUTY
increase
power from
kw to 5 kw. continuing operation on 1470
kc. D in hearing status for future consolidation on interference issues with proposal of KTYM Inglewood, Calif., to improve
facilities
1460 kc. Ann.
if suchJulyconsolidation is found onnecessary.
7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition and supplement
by Independent Bcstg. Co., Darien, Conn.,
for clarification and enlargement of issues
in proceeding on its application and High
Fidelity Music Co., Port Jefferson, N.Y., for
new fm stations. Ann. July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted joint petition by protestant John A. Barnett (KSWS-TV, Ch.
8) Roswell, N.M.. and Microrelay of New
Mexico Inc., dismissed protest, vacated stay
of Dec. 16, 1959 grants to Microrelay for
common carrier microwave tv relay system
to carry programs of KOB-TV, KOAT-TV
and KGGM-TV,
all Albuquerque,
into Roswell for distribution
there by community
antenna tvceedings.
system,
and
terminated
proComr. Bartley abstained from
voting. Ann. July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by KOWBoy
Bcstg. Co. (KOWB) Laramie, Wyo., for enlargement of issues byin Laramie
proceeding
involving am applications
Bcstrs.
and
othersing aminstation
Wyo. in
andLaramie,
Colo. KOWB.
only
existis an intervenor.
Ann. July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Raymond I.
Kandel and Gus Zaharis for review of examiner's application
ruling denying forthem
amend their
new leave
daytimeto
am station to operate on 940 kc, 250 w, in
Zanesville,
Ohio, and affirmed
examiner's
ruling.
Application
of some
30 involved in proceedingis one
concerning
proposed
operations on 930, 940 and 950 kc. Ann.
July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by WMBO Inc.
(WMBO) Auburn, N.Y., to extent of making
effective immediately initial decision of
Marchtion of11,WMBO
1960, insofar
as granting
to increase
daytime applicapower
from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on
1340 kc with 250 w. N. Ann. July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Charles E.
Springer to extent of making effective immediately May 2 initial decision and grantingtion Sprifiger's
to operate application
on 1450 kcfor250neww, am
unl.,sta-in
Highland Springs. Va. subject to condition
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that he
accept
objectionable
interference which
may any
be caused
to his operation
as a result
of grant
of still-pending
cation of James
J. Williams
seeking applisame
facilities in Williamsburg. Va. May 2 initial
decision looked toward granting Springer
application and denying Williams. Ann.
July 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
petition byShreveport,
International Bcstg.granted
Corp. (KWKH)
La., to extent of modifying decision of
April 13 to include two special engineering
conditions (concerning phase monitor and
ant. pattern) in grant made at that time
to Radio Dinuba Co. to change operation
of
latter's
in Dinuba,
Calif.,
from am1240station
kc, 250KRDU
w. unl.
to 1130
kc. 1 kw, unl. DA. Chmn. Ford not participating. Ann. July 7.
■ Commission consolidated into single
hearing separate am proceedings involving
Mid-America Bcstg. System Inc., Highland
Park, 111., et al and Chester Bcstg. Co.,
Chester, 111., et al and added following 8
other applications for increased daytime
power on ceeding:
1400,Booth 1450
1490 (WJLB)
kc to sameDetroit,
proBcstg.or Co.
Mich.; Southern Michigan Bcstg. Corp.
(WELL) Battle Creek. Mich.; Knorr Bcstg.
Corp. (WSAM) Saginaw. Mich.; WSJM Inc.
(WSJM) St. Joseph, Mich.; Green Bay Bcstg.
Co. (WDUZ) Green Bay. Wis.; Racine Bcstg.
Corp. (WRJN) Racine. Wis.; WPFA Radio
Inc. (WCVS) Springfield. 111.; and Paul A.
Brandt (WCBQ) Whitehall, Mich.
Made parties to proceeding are: WMAN
Mansfield. Ohio; WCER Charlotte, Mich.;
WAMM Flint. Mich.; WTCM Traverse City,
Mich.; WIMS Michigan City, Ind.; WRDB
Reedsburg. Wis.; WRIG Wausau, Wis.;
WRMN Elgin, 111.; WGES Chicago, 111.;
WAOV Vincennes, Ind.; WASK Layfayette.
Ind.; WKEI Kewanee. 111.; WHFC Cicero,
111.: WMBD Peoria, 111.; KIRX Kirksville,
Mo.; KADY St. Charles. Mo.; WDSG Dyersburg. Tenn.; WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., and
WRAJ Anna, 111.
This consolidates more than 50 applications which raise questions of potential
interference
to more
150 existing
domestic 8.stations
and than
3 Canadian
stations.
Ann. July
■ Designated for hearing on engineering
proposal specified in reinstated application
of Muskingum Bcstg. Co., Zanesville, Ohio,
for new am station to operate on 940 kc,
1 kw, DA-D. in consolidated proceeding in
Michigan Bcstg. Co.; dismissed engineering
part of amendment submitted May 4 by
Muskingum;
following
proceeding:made
KXJK Forrest
City,parties
Ark.; toWPFB
Middletown, Ohio; WWJ Detroit, Mich.;
KFVS Cape
Girardeau,
WLIV Livingston, Tenn.;
WPEN Mo.;
Philadelphia,
Pa.:
WXLW Indianapolis, Ind.; WNCC Barnesboro. Pa.; WSLI Jackson. Miss.; WESA
Charleroi, Pa.; WGRP Greenville, Pa.;
WFMD Frederick. Md.; WCNR Bloomsburg,
Pa.; WH'YL Carlisle, Pa., and WEOL Elyria,
Ohio; tiesmade
"WPET, toWMIX
WXGIoperaparwith respect
their and
existing
tions; order supersedes Michigan Bcstg. Co.
hearing randum
orderopinionofandOct.orders
21, 1959
and 31,memoof May
with
respect to issues only. Ann. July 8.
■ Voice of Three Rivers, Three Rivers,
Mich.; Florence Bcstg. Co., Florence, Ore. —
By order, denied requests for waiver of
Sec. 1.354(h) of rules; new file numbers
will be assigned their am applications as
of date of their respective amendments for
change of frequency. Ann. July 8.
■ By memorandum
opinion
and order,
commission
denied petition
by Dodge
City
Bcstg. Co. to consolidate its application for
new am station to operate on 600 kc, 500
w, DA-2, punl.
in Liberal,
Kans.,
aplications of Plains
Enterprise
Inc.. with
for new
station in Liberal, Kans., and Seward County Bcstg.Liberal.
Co., to Chmn.
change operation
of station
KSCB
Ford absent.
Ann.
July 8.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
denied
motion by
lUiana
Telecasting Corp.
to schedule
early
argument
in proceeding involving its application and
that of Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WTHITV) for operation on tv chn. 2 in Terre
Haute. Ind. Ann. July 13.
■ By
decision,
commission
granted
Capital Cities
Tv Corp.
cp for new
tv station
to operate on chn. 10 in Vail Mills, N.Y.
and denied
Veterans Bcstg.competing
Co. Chmn.application
Ford and ofComr.
Bartley curred
not withparticipating;
Comr.
Cross
constatement. Initial decision of
Aug. 11, 1959 and staff instructions of May
26, 1960 looked toward this action. Capital
shiftedAlbany
chn. 10to operation
'WTEN special
(TV)
from
Vail Millsof under
temporary authority issued in 1957. On July
7, 1960, U.S. District Court denied request
by Veterans (WBET-TV chn. 10 Rochester,
N.Y.)
to stay Ann.
WTEN's
special temporary
authorization.
July 13.
■
By
decision,
commission
Jane
A. Roberts license for daytimegranted
am station
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
& TELEVISION
527 Munsey
BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr
& Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
leesburg, Vo.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-M46
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
•200 Snowville Read
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson «-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
Son FranciKO 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

s

ervice

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee's
Me. 1 -2338
Phone KansasSummit,
City, BR.

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Bex 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineer!
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Aaeociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

Uirectory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300
PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers AM-FM
SPBOALJY W
209A laSolle Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-045S
JOHN A. MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES
RADIO KEMOTE
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Box 3192,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Woodland 7-1469
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KCFI, 1250 kc, 500 w, DA, in Cedar Falls,
Iowa with direction to file amendment to
cp to conform
certain
ments noted in latter
licensewith
grant.
Comrs.requireHyde
and
Craven
not
participating;
Comr. to Bartley dissented. This grant is pursuant
staff
instruction of Nov. 27, 1959; initial decision
of May 28, 1959, looked toward denial. Ann.
July 13.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission,
petition
Elmira StarGazette Inc., on
severed
from ofFredericksburg,
Va., proceeding
and
granted
Elmira
application to increase daytime power of WENY
Elmira, N.Y., from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation oncondition.
1230 kc, Ann.
250 w-N,
to engineering
July subject
13.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted motions by Myron A.
Reck (WTRR) Sanford, Fla., and Zephyr
Bcstg. Corp., Zephyrhills, Fla., to extent
of deleting issues in proceeding on their
applications,
permitting
Zephyr
file affidavits in lieu
of hearing,
and toproviding
that grant to Zephyr shall be subject to
interference
from,13. grant of Reck application. Ann. July
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
to correct in various respects transcript of
oral argument
in proceeding
on am
application of Musical
Heights Inc.,
Braddock
Heights, Md. Action July 7.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Ordered that Hearing Examiner Thomas
H. Donahue will serve as presiding officer
in proceeding on am applications of Shenandoah Life Stations Inc. (WSLS), Roanoke,
and Edwin R. Fischer, Winchester, both
Virginia. Action July 6.
■ Ordered that Hearing Examiner Charles
J. Frederick will serve as presiding officer
in New Orleans, La., tv chn. 12 proceeding.
Action July 6.
■ Designated for hearing following proceedings on dates shown: Sept. 14: Frederick County Bcstrs., Winchester, Va., et al
fm applications of M. Earlene Stebbins,
Skokie, 111., et al Sept. 26: applications of
Eleven Ten Bcstg. Corp., for renewal of
license of am station KIILA and aux., Pasadena, Calif., and for license to cover cp.
Action July 6.
■ Continued prehearing conference from
July 13 to July 22 at 9 a.m., in proceeding
on am applications of Macon Bcstg. Co.
(WNEX) Macon, Ga., et al. Action July 8.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Since presiding officer originally designated in following proceedings became unavailable to commission prior to taking of
testimony, ordered following hearing examiners to serve as presiding officers in
proceedings at hearings on dates to be specified by them: Thomas H. Donahue on am
applications of Floyd Bell, Texarkana, and
Belton Bcstrs. Inc.. Belton, Tex.; Millard
F. French on am application of Northeast
Radio Inc. (WCAP) Lowell, Mass.; Basil P.
Cooper on am application of Pioneer Bcstg.
Co. (KNOW) Austin. Tex.; Elizabeth C.
Smith on am application of Ralph J. Silkwood, Klamath Falls, Ore.; Herbert SharfAmerica's

man in New
Bedford,
ceeding. Action
July 6.Mass., tv chn. 6 pro■ Ordered that in view of circumstance
that presiding officer originally designated
in proceedings
on am
applications
of Cookeville
Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville,
Tenn.,
et al,
has become unavailable to commission,
scheduled hearing conference for July 12
at 9:30 a.m. for purpose of determining
future course of proceeding. Action July 6.
■ Granted petition by Taliesin Bcstg. Co.
for dismissal
without
its application for new fm
stationprejudice
in Cleveland,
Ohio;
retained in hearing status application of
Douglas G. Oviatt & Son Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio. Action July 6.
■ Ordered that in view of circumstance
that presiding officer originally appointed in
proceeding
on Inc.
fm application
of HighCalif,
Fidelity Stations
(KPAP) Redding,
has become unavailable to commission, designated Examiner Walther W. Guenther to
serve as presiding officer in proceeding and
hearing will be held at date to be specified
by him. Action July 6.
■ Due aminer,
to illness
presiding
continued ofhearing
fromhearing
July 8 ex-to
9:00 a.m., July 18, in proceeding on am
application of Canandaigua Bcstg. Co.,
Canandaigua, N.Y. Action July 6.
Grantedthatpetition
by Upland
Bcstg.of Co.
to■ extent
it involves
dismissal
its
application for new am station in Upland,
Calif.; dismissed application with prejudice;
retained in hearing status applications of
Southland Communications Co., Anaheim
and Robert Burdette & Asso. Inc., West
Covina, both California. Action July 6.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled
prehearing
conference for July 6further
at 2:00 p.m.,
in proceeding
on am applications of Brandywine Bcstg.
Corp., Media, Pa., et al. Action July 5.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 12 in proceeding on application of
Bunkie Bcstg. Co., for new am station in
Bunkie, La.; granted m;otion by applicant
and continued date for evidentiary hearing
from July 29 to Oct. 24. Action July 6.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for July 18 in proceeding on am
applications of Washington Bcstg. Co.
5.(WOL) Washington, D.C., et al. Action July
■ On own motion, continued hearing
from July 11 to date to be determined at
July 11 prehearing conference in proceedon fm application of
O'Keefe
Bcstg.
Co.. ingLevittown-Fairless
Hills,
Pa. Action
July 6.
■ Granted request by Bible Institute of
Los Angeles Inc. (KBBI) Los Angeles,
Calif., and continued certain procedural
dates in proceeding on its fm application,
et al.; hearing continued from July 21 to
Sept. 8 and further hearing from July 28 to
Sept. 14. Action July 6.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted motion by Harlan Murrelle &
Assoc.. Lakewood, N.J., for extension of
time to July 8 to file revised engineering
exhibit in proceeding on its am application
— applicant in group 6 in consolidated proceeding. Action July 5.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to July 12 time to reply to
petition
Long Island's
First applicant
Station Inc.in
(WGBB) byFreeport,
L.I., N.Y.,

Leading
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Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUI STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
Ulster 2-5600
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CORP.

am proceeding for reconsideration of May
18 action granting application of Petersburg
Bcstg. Co. (WSSV) Petersburg, Va., for
increase in power. Action July 6.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to July 12 time to reply to
petition by Norfolk Bcstg. Corp. (WNOR)
Norfolk, Va., applicant in am proceeding
for
severance
Action
July 6. and grant of its application.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from July 1 to July 8 time
to respond to petition for review of examiner's ruling
pertaining
to field onstrength
measurement
data
in proceeding
applications of Alvarado Tv Co., (KVOA-TV)
and
OldAriz.
Pueblo
Tucson,
ActionBcstg.
July Co.
7. (KOLD-TV)
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by David L. Kurtz,
Philadelphia, Pa. for leave to amend his
fm application to specify frequency of
101.1 mc in lieu of frequency of 100.3 mc;
removed from hearing docket Kurtz application and returned to processing line;
and retained in hearing application of
Brandywine Bcstg. Co.. Media, Pa. Action
July 6.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted petition by Washington State
Univ., Pullman, Wash., for postponement of
hearing and exchange dates in proceeding
on its am application, et al.; exchange of
final engineering and lay exhibits — Sept. 1;
notification of witnesses desired for crossexamination
Action
July — 6.Sept. 8; and hearing — Sept. 15.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for July 21 in proceeding on am
application of Mercury Bcstg., Colorado
Springs, Colo. Action July 6.
By Hearing Examiner H. Giflord Irion
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for permission to file late pleading and
accepted proposed findings and conclusions
filed on June 24 in proceeding on am application of KDEF Bcstg. Co. (KDEF) Albuquerque, N.M. Action July 7.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ By notice and order, scheduled oral
argument to begin at close of July 13 further
hearing on joint petition by Tinker Area
Bcstg. Co. and M.W. Cooper, both Midwest
City, OkJa., for leave to amend their am
applications
in technical
uled oral argument
for 4 respects;
p.m., July sched7 on
opposition by Tinker Area Bcstg. Co., MidwestofCity,
Okla.,Cooper,
to notice
to takeCity
deposition
M.W.
Midwest
and
one other on July 11, at Oklahoma City,
in am proceeding. Action July 7.
■ Granted motion by Tinker Area Bcstg.
Co., Midwest City, Okla., to quash notice
to take west,depositions
M.W. depositions
Cooper, Mid-of
and ordered ofthat
Cooper and his proposed station manager
shall not be taken, and that parties wiU
be prepared to complete all aspects of
their presentations beginning on July 13,
date scheduled for commencement of
further hearing sessions, so that record
may be closed not later than July 15 in
proceeding on am applications of Tinker
Area, M.W. Cooper, et al. Action July 8.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted motion by Radio Station WESB
for dismissal without prejudice of its apfor newretained
am station
in Canandaigua, N.Y.plicationand
in hearing
status
remaining
application
in
consolidation
Canandaigua Bcstg. Co., for am facilities— ■
in Canandaigua. Action July 1.
■ On own motion, due to absence from
office on military leave, continued hearings
on following am applications: Zephyr
Bcstg. Corp.. Zephvhills and Myron A.
Reck (WTRR) Sanford, both Florida from
July
July July
25: Martin
Karig,
tovvn, 19N.Y.to from
11 to July
22. JohnsAction
July 6.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Pursuant to July 6 prehearing conference, scheduled further prehearing conferencetinued
for Sept.
13 at July
2:00 p.m.,
hearing from
18 to and
Sept.con-27
in proceeding on application of WDUL Tv
Corp. (WHYZ-TV) Duluth, Minn. Action
July 6.
■ On request
Radio Inc.
(KMLW)by
Marlin,
Tex., by
andM-Lwithout
objection
other parties, continued hearing from July
26 to Sept.
26 and from
extended
exchange of exhibits
July time
12 toforSept.
15 and for notification of witnesses and
receipt of other material from July 19 to
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Sept. 20 in proceeding on am application
of M-L Radio Inc. (KilLW) and Taft Bcstg.
Co., Houston, Tex. Action July 7.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 8
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted assignment of licenses to Newhouse Bcstg.
Corp.
KIXZ Amarillo, Tex. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Jay J.G. Schatz
through
and Co. purchase of stock from G. E. Miller
Granted
of KOKE
positiveAustin,
controlTex.by— G.E.
Milleracquisition
and Co.
through purchase of stock from Jay J.G.
Schatz.
wrrz Jasper, Ind. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WEST-FM
— Grantedant.
cp height
to decrease ERP toEaston,
10 kw:Pa. increase
to 440 ft.; change frequency to 105.7 mc,
trans, location, install new ant., make
changes in ant. system (side mount fm
ant. on WLEV-TV tower), install new trans.,
and change
type ant.; remote control permitted; condition.
WOLS Florence, S.C. — Granted extension
of completion date to December 30.
Actions of July "
WROD qDaj-tona
acuisition of negativeBeach,
controlFla.by— Granted
each Mining
Journal Co., and Iron Mountain Publishing
Co. through purchase of stock from James
F. McDonough.
WEZB Birmingham, Ala. — Granted assignment of Ucense to Radio Birmingham Inc.
WITB (TV) Bowling Green, Ky. — Granted
assignment of cp to Argus Bcstg. Co.
KJEM Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted
mod. of license to change name to KJEM
Inc.
VTSYE-TV, WSYR-AM-FM-TV, Elmira and
Syracuse, both New York — Granted mod. of
licenses
and cp
house Bcstg.
Corp.to change name to NewWKNX Saginaw, Mich.— Waived sec. 3.30
(a) of rules and granted mod. of license
to change studio location.
KLIZ-FM
Minn.— Granted license for fm Brainerd,
station.
WHYS Ocala, Fla. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
W.^LA-rv Mobile, Ala. — Granted cp to
change ERP to aur. 159 kw, trans, location,
type ant., and make changes in equipment
and ant. height; ant. 1.250 ft.
K70BZ frequency
Bemidji, from
Minn. —ch.Granted
cp 70
to
change
72 to ch,
of tv translator station.
*WGTS-FM Takoma Park, Md. — Granted
cp to increase ERP to 1 kw, ant. height to
90 ft., and install new trans, and new ant.
KEFW (FM) Honolulu, Hawaii— Granted
mod .of cp to change type trans.
KDOL Mojave, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. -trans, and studio location
and make changes in ant. system (increase
height).
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WFAAFM Dallas, Tex. to December 30; WISK
(FMi Medford, Mass. to December 28. and
WINZ-FM Miami, Fla. to January 2, 1961.
Actions of July 6
WICU-AM-TV Erie, Pa. — Granted mod.
of licenses to change name to Gibraltar
Enterprises Inc.
WXYZ Inc. Detroit, Mich. — Granted cp
and
ice. license for 1 trans, in low power servKARO (FM) Houston, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; remote control
permitted.
WGAL Lancaster, Pa. — Remote control
permitted.
WNIB control
Chicago,authority.
111. — Granted change of
remote
KHOL-FM
Kearney-Holdrege,
Neb.— Remote control permitted.
Actions of July 5
WSSV Petersburg, Va. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.; without prejudice
to such further action as commission may
deem warranted as result of petitions now
pending before commission filed by Harry
Epperson Jr. on May 27, 1960, and by Long
Island's First Station Inc., on June 20, 1960.
Actions of July 1
KDWT Stamford, Tex. — Granted authority
to operate
ing Aug. 1.6 a.m. to 10 p.m. for period endWPRE Prairie Du Chien, Wis.— Granted
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

authority to sign-off at 7 p.m., CST, for
period ending July 31.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING
*WGBH-FM
Boston, Mass. — Requests
amendment of rules so as to permit noncommercial educational fm broadcast stations to engage in multiplex operations.
KIEM-TV Eureka, CaUf.— Requests amendment of rules with respect to tv allocations
at Redding
and Alturas, both Calif, as follows ;
Present Proposed
Redding, California 7
7, 9
Alturas, California 9
13License Renewals
■ Following stations were granted renewal of license: WADP Kane, Pa.; WCPA
Clearfield, Pa.; WD AD Indiana, Pa.; WEDO
McKeesport, Pa.; WEJL Scranton, Pa.;
WESB Bradford, Pa.; WFLN Philadelphia,
Pa.; WGET Gettysburg, Pa.; WHVR Hanover, Pa.; WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WJAC
Johnstown, Pa.; WJUN Mexico, Pa.; WKEN
Dover Del.; WKOK Sunbury, Pa.; WLOA
Braddock, Pa.; WMRF Lewistown, Pa.;
WNCC Barnesboro, Pa.; WPAM Pottsville,
Pa. WRAK Wilhamsport, Pa.; WRTA Altoona. Pa.;mington,
WSCR
Scranton,
Pa.; Pa.;
WTUXWWPA
WilDel.: WVCH
Chester,
Williamsport, Pa.; WANB Waynesburg, Pa.;
WATS Sayre, Pa.; WBCB Levittown-Fairless
Hills. Pa.; WBRE Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WBRX
Berwick, Pa.; WBUX Dovlestown, Pa.;
WCHA Chambersburg. Pa.; WCHA-FM
Chambersburg, Pa.; WCOY Columbia, Pa.;
WEST Easton, Pa.; WEST-FM Easton, Pa.;
WGSA Ephrata. Pa.; WKMC Roaring Spring.
Pa.; WLSH Lansford, Pa.; WBRE-FM WilkesBarre, Pa.; WFLN-FM Philadelphia, Pa.;
WIFI (FM) Philadelphia, Pa.; WLBR-FM
Lebanon. Pa.; WTTC-FM Towanda, Pa.;
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WTPA (TV)
Harrisburg, Pa.; WWNH Rochester, N.H.;
*WAMr (FM) Amherst, Mass. WNLC New
London, Conn.; WCAP Lowell. Mass.; KIEM
Eureka, Calif. KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.;
KJEM Oklahoma City, Okla.; KIXZ AmariUo, Tex.; WADS Ansonia, Conn.; KOH
Reno, Nev.; KUGN Eugene, Ore.; WAAT
Trenton. N.J. KHFM (FM) Albuquerque.
N.M.; KZTV (TV) Corpus Christi, Tex.;
WPAW Pawtucket, R.I.; WWHG Hornell,
N.Y.; KTHE Thermopolls, Wyo.; WPAC-FM
Patchogue, N.Y.; WJAC-FM Johnstown, Pa.;
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh,
(FM)
Philadelphia,
Pa.; WIIC Pa.;
(TV)*WXPN
Pittsburgh,
Pa.; WMRC Milford. Mass.; WBSM-AM-FM
New Bedford, Mass.; *WBUR (FM) Boston,
Mass.; *WRTC-FM Hartford, Conn.; *WSCB
(FM) Springfield,
Mass.; Remsen,
WBET-AM-FM
Brockton,
Mass.: WREM
N.Y.;
WVOX New Rochelle, N.Y.; *WVHC (FM)
Hempstead,
N.Y.;
WGPA-FM
Bethlehem,
Pa.
■ Following tv translator stations were
granted renewal of license: K72AE. K80AQ
Needles. Calif., and Gas City. Davis Dam
and Bullhead, all Arizona; K77AD, K80AE.
K83AC Globe and Miami, all Arizona;
K71AB, K75AD, K79AA Blythe, Calif.;
K73AP, K77AO, K83AJ Quincy, Washington; W78AA Frostburg, Md.; K78AH Jophn.
Chester. Inverness and Rudyard, all Montana, and K71AC Farmington, N.M.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning August 13, commission has announced. Any new applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with those that
follow must be filed with FCC by close
of business August 12, in order to be
considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-12468— New, Tampa Fla., Tamark
Co. Req: 810kc. 500w, DA-1, unl
Bcstg.
BP-12811—
New, Lemoore, Calif., Elbert H
B.L. Golden. Req: 1240kc, 250w
and
Dean
unl.
BP-12821— WEED Rocky Mount, N.C., Wilham Avero Wynn. Has: 1390kc, Ikw,
5kwLS,
DA-N,DA-2,
unl. unl. Req: 1390 kc, Ikw, 5kw-LS,
BP-12952— New, Edensburg, Pa., Cambria
County Bcstg. Co. Req. 1580kc,
Day.
Ikw, (CR)
BP-12997— New, Troy, N.C., Montgomery
County
Bcstg. Co. Req; 1390kc, 500w, D
BP-13033—
New, Fowler,
Mindel. Req: 1220kc, 250w, D Calif. Morris
BP-13235— WMOA Marietta, Ohio, Marietta
(Continued on page 103)
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TRANSMITTER

The"BauerKit"Model 707 is the only
1000/250 watt AM transmitter with
Silicon Rectifiers in all power supplies, aVariable Vacuum Capacitor
and a Constant Voltage Transformer.
Your assurance of maximum reliability and optimimi performance.
All components are standard items
available at local sources.

Kit" is
of the
Assemblyeasier
actually
than "Bauer
many consumer
audio kits — the wiring harness
y pre -fabriis furnished
completel
cated and coded.
And when
you
complete the transmitter it will be
fully inspected, tested and guaranteed by the Bauer Electronics Corporation.1 Kw Transmitter
Bauer
(In Kit Form) $3495.00*
Bauer 1 Kw Transmitter $4495.00*
*FOB Burlingame, California

1^
%

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
1011 Industrial Way ■ Burlingame, Calif.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(cpuld t>e YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SL.EEPSthe accusation of
UBEl-SlAmER
PIRACY -PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO .
.New
York. Chicago
107 William
l?5 W. San 100Francisco,
Bash
St. Jackson / St.. i
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CLASSIFIED

AD

VERTISEMEIVTS

(Payable in mdvance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE- — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25i per y/ord— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
I • No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1733 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Apflicakts: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bkoaocasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Radio station manager 5 kw am top station
in market.
SalaryBROADCASTING.
excellent. Send full details Box 305B,
Sales
Our men are earning $150-$250 weekly and
campaign managers $12,000-$15,000 annually.
Conducting
award contestscommunity
now in Newpromotions-cash
York, Penna.,
and
New
England.
Write Box 138B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman— Mid-Atlantic top rated fulltimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial
CASTING.requirements to Box 163B, BROADSalesman — young, agressive. Good closer.
Excellent
opportunity.
station market. Indiana.
Box 267B, Single
BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman for north Texas market
fulltlme-regional established 1935— good opfor rightincluding
man. Give
full particulars first portunity
letter
experience
and
personal references. Box 285B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for new Pennsylvania station
starting in Fall. Permanent position. No
floaters. Box 290B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced young salesman, with some announcing wanted by south-western station
in growing group. Prefer sober, married,
college trained. Write Box 295B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Unusual opportunity in Florida
with number one rated regional fulltimer.
Excellent
to move
Guaranteed salary,opportunity
fringe benefits.
Give up.references:
tell
all
in
first
letter.
Box
298B,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer for new station, midwest. Potential most important. Send tape,
picture, resume,
salary. Box 311B, BROADCASTING.
Growing am-tv group interested in people
We'll help you
ifinterested
you help inus.broadcast
Box 316B,sales.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman to manage Boston regional office
of leading radio station representative. Opportunity for dynamic young radio salesman.
Please send replies and resume to Box
318B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman who sells hard in a soft manner
needed by southern New England am "Good
that competitive
is building prestige
aMusic"
future.station
Sizeable
market. plus
Box
335B, BROADCASTING. I
Radio tv time salesman for advertising
agency. Draw plus bonus. Opportunity for
sales managership. Call Chestnut 1-6656 or
write
Suite 601—705 Olive St., St. Louis 1,
Missouri.
Now — Aggressive, young salesman for single
station market.
nation's
fastest
growing Real
area.opportunity
Write or incall
G.M.
Lyle Richardson, KUDE, Oceanside, Calif,
Experienced salesman — Florida west coast,
where radio is respected, it gets the job
done. Salary and commission. Top station,
ideal community. Reply Manager, WBRD,
Bradenton.
Salary plus guaranteed commission and
bonus to aggressive local salesman in 47th
market. Contact
Hammond,
Indiana.Leslie Atlass, Jr., WJOB,
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers
Announcer
with
1st class ticket, immediate
Experienced morning man for western New
opening. Send resume, tape. WJUD, St.
York community. Excellent future with Johns,
Michigan.
multi-station
group.andSolid
adult Box
programming. Send tape
resume.
132B, Versatile announcer for quality 5 kw CBS
BROADCASTING.
prestige station. Adult music show and production work in growing metropolitan marNorthern California 5kw, formula, wants a
ket. Fringe
benefitstape,
— modern
— immenighttimer who can swing, ticket preferred.
start. Send
photo, plant
resume
and
Salary open. Air check required. Replies salary diate
requirements in first letter to: Proconfidential. Box 212B, BROADCASTING.
gram Manager, WTAR Radio. Norfolk, Va.
Immediate job at top rated adult station in Immediately, announcer or combo engineerPittsburgh suburban area, for announcer
Must run own board. WVOS,
with minimum l',2 years commercial experi- announcer.
ence. Must be available for personal inter- Liberty, New York.
view. Good starting salary, regular raises. Announcers losing jobs? Lack that profesSend
tape with resume. Box 217B, BROADsional sound? Audition tape not a polished
CASTING.
. . . showcase? New York School of An7-6938.
nouncing, 160 West 73rd Street, NYC, SU
Tremendous opportunity for bright, versatile, experienced staff man at 50 kw station
In Southwest, Send tape, resume and recent
Announcer-engineer. Immediate opening for
picture to Box 237B, BROADCASTING,
experienced man. South Georgia, top salary
($10O-$125
Many other
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
ings aroundweek).
the southeast.
Rush good
tapes,openpicSend resume. Texas. Network station. Box
tures and resumes Professional Placement,
254B, BROADCASTING.
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga,
Long-established
50-kw
North
Carolina
network affiliated auditioning for staff vacancy.
Needed immediately — announcer with first
News, tions
record
shows, someandsports.
from southerners
nativeApplicaNorth phone. Permanent position. Brand new staair by August. Send tape and
Carolinians given preference. Tape and resume.tion onHarry
Phipps, 835 Alta Vista, Barphoto to Box 263B, BROADCASTING.
stow,
California.
Northern IlUnois 1000 watt full time. Heavy
on local news. Presently carrying major Announcers. Many immediate job openings
announcers throughout the S.E.
leaguetain onbaseball,
nextpattern
year's calls
plansfornotusecer-of for good
this. Music
registration. Confidential, Professional
Ga,
about half of the average Top 40 or Top Free
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
50 list ... no rockers. Every 4th number
from albums by top pop artists. Tempo is
up-beat, fast, production must be tight. Give your ratings a shot in the arm with
We move,
we'reto alive,
we'reoveralso17,000
adult. We
Professional
Services'
D-J for
comedy
want
man
up
material — written
for exclusive
radio — send
curerstop
leaving
plantspickbeginning
at 3:30workPM,
rent
selection,
.
,
.
just
$2.98
—
Professional
ride home with them, then keep us on top Services, Box 5815, Baltimore 8, Maryland.
through the early evening. 3 station market.
Salary open, but average start would be Announcer-salesman for WGAT Gate City,
$125 for man who can do the job. 40 hour
Permanent position. Good salary.
week, six days. Best employee benefit plan Virginia.
Contact: W.V. Ramsey, Mountain City,
in the industry. Run your own board music
Tennessee.
Phone Park 7-4321.
and program content material, engineers
Technical
must spin commercial ET's. Box 272B,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer,
Philadelphia
station. State
Like adult radio? West Michigan 24-hour
am-fm station has opening for intelligent,
salary expected. Resume of experience. Box
mature, stable announcer who can handle
279B, BROADCASTING,
equipmentterview
andpreferred.
classical
Sendmusic.
tape, Personal
resume in-to Have immediate opening for engineer-announcer at one kilowatt daytime AB(i staBox 283B. BROADCASTING.
tion on Florida east coast. If interested,
Combination announcer local news man
sended totape,
photo and salary expectwanted for middle Tennessee station. Send
Box resume,
287B, BROADCASTING.
complete information about yourself includCASTING.
ing expected salary. Box 294B, BROADChief engineer needed for New York City
area am and fm network station. Must be
thoroughly familiar with all technical
Announcer-engineer (chief). Need immephases ofcellent
broadcasting.
Good job
with exdiately for south Georgia. Excellent workfuture. Progressive
organization,
ing conditions. $100-$125 week. Experienced
free hospitalization, paid vacation and other
only. Box 296B, BROADCASTING.
benefits. Box 319B, BROADCASTING,
Maryland independent wants announcer
with
some
experience
for
am-fm
operation.
Chief engineer-announcer.
Must be experiEvening shift. Forward resume, tape. Box
enced in directional and construction.
Call
262B, BROADCASTING,
Lyle
Richardson,
KUDE,
Oceanside,
California.
Wanters. 3No deejays.
mature, Personal
experienced
staff
announcintegrity required.
Can be lifetime for best men. Top listening,
Wanted, engineer-announcer morning wakesales, progressive and successful popular
top prestige,
sophisticated
sta- up,
tion. Tape and resume. good-music
KASE, Austin,
music station. Good base salary and numTexas.
bertact
of good
accounts. ConWAFC, commissionable
Staunton, Virginia.
Good announcer for community station In
35.000 market. $100.00 per week start. No
Chief engineer — announcer, Easton, Marytop 40. Full details to KBRZ, Freeport,
land. Directional. Transmitter arrives AuTexas.
gust
Advancement
opportunities,required.
multiple1st.station
owner. References
Announcer — first phone only. For Montana's
Reply WEMD, 3855 North 30th St., Arlington,
fastest-growing multi-station group. State Va.
University
town, 38,000.
Top tophunting,
fishing and scenery.
Must be
announcer,
first phone, prefer some sports. Sincere de- Opening for first class engineer. Must have
sire to grow
job, 30-year,
5,000 watt
CBS
car. 5000 watt directional station. No anstation
underin new
owner. Send
complete
nouncing. Will train, but experienced man
resume and photo: Manager, KGVO, P.O. welcomed. Contact immediately, Chief EnBox 1405, Missoula, Mont.
gineer, WLEE, P.O, Box 8765, Richmond, Va.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Need first phone engineer with or without
experience, with or without announcing experience. Contact WSYB, Rutland, Vt.
Engineer or combo engineer-announcer.
Wanted immediately. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Production — Programming, Others
Can
use "Gal
Friday" — music,
Good knowledge
promotion,
announcing,
copy writing,of
etc. Box 221B, BROADCASTING.
Traffic manager — female, heavily experienced for major south Florida market. Send
photo, resume and references. Knowledge
of copy helpful, but not necessary. Box
268B. BROADCASTING.
Northern Illinois 1000 watt full time station
wants early morning newsman. Shift would
begin at 4:00 am five of the six days you
would be on duty for 40-hour week with
time-and-one-half. Police, sheriff and hospital check before reporting to station. Then
prepare and air five minute newscasts plus
a 15-minute cast at 7 am. Dominant local
news. 3-man news staff. 2 mobile units.
Beepers. Finest employee benefit plan in
the industrv. Salary open to $125 per week
for right man. Box 271B, BROADCASTING.
Program director — Must have good sense
of tight sirable.
production.
class inticket
deMusic and newsFirst
station
Midwest.
Send tape, photo and resume. Box 277B,
BROADCASTING.
If you are not satisfied with your present
position and are willing to work hard and
activelyment, direct
radiomanandwetv want
news fordepartyou are the
news
director. Net affiliate. Fully equipped department. Send picture and details Box
304B, BROADCASTING.
Crew deal personnel. Experienced, reliable.
Send photo, resume, first letter. Box 334B,
BROADCASTING.
Do you inwant
in Southern
OregonGreen,
and
work
radioto live
or tv?
Write Dick
KOTI, Box 732, Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Girl Friday with experience in copywriting
traffic.
in America's
finest climate
—andgrow
withLive
a fast
growing station.
Write
or call Lyle Richardson, KUDE, Oceanside,
California.
Beautiful college city. 25,000 population. We
are seeking a young family man, interested
in good living and well oriented in radio,
to be our program director and morning
personality. Our's is a 5 kw, twenty year
old, intelligently programmed station that's
getting better and better. You'll join a
happy, professional team that's going places.
You'll
make money,
your
family live
will well,
love you'll
this growing,
attractive
community. Send resiune, references, picture, and tape to: J.T. Snowden, Jr., Manlina. ager, WGTC Radio, GreenviUe, North CaroProgram director, educational station. Must
know something of language and serious
music, radio production, programming
duties. College graduate required, time to
work on graduate degree given. Starting
$400 month.
Kenneth Knoxville,
Wright, WUOT,
University of Tennessee,
Tennessee.
Experienced newsman wanted as part-time
assistant in radio news, beginning September. Can take graduate work. School of
Journalism, University of Iowa, Iowa City.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager
— 13Presently
years' experience
phases
of radio.
employedin all
in
small market with net profit up and expenses down. A stable, enthusiastic administrator currently selling, programming and
announcing. Would prefer Tennessee or
southeastern coastal states, with opportunity for profit-sharing or part-ownership.
34, married, one child, no drinking. Present
employers know of this advertisement and
will
supply excellent references. Box 204B,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 18, I960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General manager — Tops in sales, programming and promotion. Specialty is building
up small
run down
of
chain property.
of mediumPresently
market director
stations
that's
for
sale.
Doubled
original
value
two years by tripling billing and gettingin
#1 ratings. Finest references national and
statewide. Western states only. Box 207B,
BROADCASTING.
Am qnalified — can manage — proven success
record— looking for permanency. Box 233B,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial, general manager. Experienced.
Believe prolific use speculation sales tapes.
36, married, college. Northeast only. Five
figures. Box 274B, BROADCASTING.
Manager: 7 years in sales. Small or medium
market. Prefer midwest or upper midwest.
Presently in management. Box 278B,
BROADCASTING.
Young tion.
family
presently
staExcellentman
profit
picture.managing
Experienced
in all phases. Have first phone. Box 288B,
BROADCASTING.
Ready for management. Have handled all
other phases broadcasting-programming,
sports
play-by-play,
news, man.
disc 31shows,
Real idea
and promotion
yearssales.
old.
Married, 4 children. 10 years experience.
Box 307B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
adult,
family
radio man.in Fifteen years in
radio,
experienced
all
phases; have
firstPrefer
phone.south
Successful
agement record.
or west. manFive
figure man. provement.
Presently
desire imBox 309B, employed,
BROADCASnNG.
Manager. Ten years experience, all phases,
including manager of No. 1 station; a top
100 market. Station being sold. Box 314B,
BROADCASTING.
Productive sales record, good administrator,
married, veteran, with 1st ticket. Box 323B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager peror
— 11 years
exience in allnumber
phases 2 ofman
station
operation.
1st phone, employed last five years and
presently as number 2 man and program
director. Strong sports play-by-play and
announcing.
Family man — best references.
Box
338B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Major market pd seeking sales experience
as air personality-salesman. Box 289B.
BROADCASTING.
3 years experience major market radio,
selling, vision
servicing,
copywriting;
degree. 34. family.
Wishesradio-teleto build
future in radio or television. Box 300B,
BROADCASTING.
Reputable,
mature, long
experienced,
man-salesmanager.
Expert,
creative salessales,
merchandising, promotions. Eight years in
present location. Solid record, references.
FM considered. Box 321B. BROADCASTING.
Announcers
First phone announcer: Experienced combo,
tight format, 23, married, not a drifter or
prima donna, have car — travel. Box 160B,
BROADCASTING.
Radio school, college graduate, 24, experienced, prefer Philadelphia or California.
Box 197B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — college graduate. Strong on
news, commercials, dj. Tapes, references at
request.
CASTING. Will travel. Box 198B, BROADSports, pd and announcer — play-by-play, 7
years experience, college graduate, 26, family. Excellent character and references. Employed. Box 228B, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding personality wants to break into
major market. Finest references. Consistently top rated. Will become major talent
in your city. Married, reliable, personable.
Presently employed. Box 224B, BROADCASTING.
Recent tional
college
graduate, two
educaradio engineering
and years
announcing,
desires start in any phase of radio. Willing
to locate anywhere in East. Box 234B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young, married, experienced combo, presentlygressive
employed,
position
promidwestseeks
station.
$100 with
minimum.
Box 239B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young, realistic, ambitious.
Cheerful style. Tape available. Also copy.
Box 260B, BROADCASTING.
News staff, 24, college and broadcasting
school training,
seeking
time position.
Available
now. Box
261B, full
BROADCASTING.
Maryland independent wants announcer
with
someshift.
experience
am-fm tape.
operation.
Evening
Forwardforresume,
Box
262B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Negro — newcomer, N. Y. U.
trained CBS method. Relocate eastern area
—$100 week. Box 270B, BROADCASTING.
Adept in all phases of sports announcing,
can do good news and dj show. Box 282B,
BROADCASTING.
Young radio and tv personality — Returning
from European Army service, desirous of
position with a progressive radio and tv
group with stations which feature better
quality
and good keen
music.awareness
Promotionally programs
minded, productive,
of advertising values, willing to take part
in
ING.civic functions. Box 286B, BROADCASTFirst - phone announcer, beginner, well
trained all phases including board work,
reliable, hobby — electronics, 23, married,
have car — travel, not afraid of work. Box
292B, BROADCASTING.
First-phone
beginner, hobby
— electronics,
want
some announcing
also, reliable.
Box
293B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Canadian acquiring U.S. visa,
9 years radio, tv. Married, 33. Employed by
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Toronto, Canada. Prefer New York State radio-tv
locale. Box 297B, BROADCASTING.
Happy,ing, notbright
"good personality
morning" man.
screaming,
dj. 5 Swingyears.
Box 299B, BROADCASTING.
Versatile man desires Minnesota or Wisconsin. Ten years experience. Programming,
copy, traffic. Play-by-play all sports. MiUtary
and economically
sound.completed.
Box 302B, Mature
BROADCASTING.
Attention southeast: Pro for a good station.
8 years experience in all phases of radio
and tv. Have held audiences on "Good
Music" station and afternoons on "Modern
Sound"tion,top
rated station.
Tops looking
on produccan handle
news. Not
for
station
that
pays
beginners'
salaries.
Box
303B, BROADCASTING.
Mature personality dj, 24, masters degree,
6 years experience. Currently employed
leading
chain station,
majorBROADCASTmarket. "All
replies
Box 308B,
ING. answered.
Personality dj: Young ambitious, currently
employed in large midwest market. Box
315B. BROADCASTING.
Announcing,
5 years,college,
motionbusiness.
picture Seek
production experience,
radio orment.tvPrefer
leading
to
position
in
manageeast. Current salary $6200
Family, tape. Box 324B, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, beautiful voice, young, photogenic, experienced, reference, college, vet,
travel. Box 326B, BROADCASTING.
Semi-classical announcer. Talker! Looking
for
a "placeeast
in the
in radio. Box
Will settle
anywhere
of sun"
the Rockies.
327B
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, news, first phone, capable
maintenance, experienced, versatile. Prefer
ING.
northeast
states. Box 328B, BROADCASTExperienced, versatile staff background.
Emphasis on clean, authoritative news —
commercials that sell— adaptable style on
record shows. Strong background in all
phases of sports, including play-by-play.
Will stay with job that offers future. Prefer
midwest. Box 329B, BROADCASTING.
Four years
basketball.play-by-play,
News: gathering, football
editing, and
writing.
Box 330B, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd >
Announcers
Modern dj, 3 years experience in major
market. College, vet. 24. Wanted, chance for
advancement. Box 331B, BROADCASTING.
SmoothIn field
announcer
alsoDesire
good professional
production
man.
since —1947.
type operation. Box 322B, BROADCASTING.
Mr. Manager is your station down in the
dumps'?
Then uBox
need339B,
me. BROADCASTING.
Tape on request,
no obligations.
Adult appeal, married, 28, would like to
settle down. Have low resonant voice,
strong erate
onown news
Can opboard,andovercommercials.
2 years experience
and
college
grad.
Box
340B,
BROADCASTING.
Adept in all phases of sports announcing,
can do good news and d.i show. Box 282B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers,
newscasters, experienced.
Good voices. Tight boardmen. Contact New
York School of Announcing and Speech,
160 West 73rd St., NYC.
Presentlyrector, employed
mianager,
news diand announceras with
experience
as
copywriter and salesman. Tired of Florida.
Wish to relocate in New England area although any offer carefully considered. 25,
married, reliable, no drifter. Looking for
permament job with future. If you need
an aggressive, hard worker, who loves radio,
write ences
forby return
tape, picture,
resume,
and refermail to Box
477, Avon
Park,
Florida. Can leave with five days notice.
Announcer, 3 years experience N. Y. metropolitan area. Resonant voice, conversationalist, for good music station N.E. area-fm/
am. Evening, night-classical, semi, jazz,
folk,
1546 Second Avenue,
New pop.
York F.28,Benenson,
N.Y.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
5,000 jazz sides and Jim Dougherty availyears Muscatine,
KWPC. BA.Iowa.
SUI, am-tv. 103
Middleable. 8Road,
Sportscaster, strong play-by-play and color,
some
dj. College
in journalismspeech.news,
College
station degree
manager,
sports and
news director. 6 years on air, have tapes.
Hal Dutton, 514 Terry Road, Syracuse 4,
N.Y.
Good, versatile announcer. Production wise.
Available
Edwards, 6733immediately.
Placid Place, $125.00.
TelephoneTomTWeed
1-3837. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Country music dj and salesman. 18 years
experience, 3 years with Tx)wn and Country
Network. Run own board. Will go anywhere,
prefer southern states. Call Cousin Johnny.
Forest 1-8117, Gretna, or write 1004 Remain,
Gretna, Louisiana.
Young Negro announcer, vet. Professionally
trained
phone.
Available
car, will— 3rd
travel
anywhere.
Will now.
work Have
hard
if given a chance. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel,
Chicago, Illinois.
Permanent position in medium market for
qualified
sportscaster 28,
- staffman.
radio-tv. Employed,
married, Consider
college,
Larry
Myers,
1202
Harrison,
Canon City,
Colorado.
Personality dj. Ten years experience. Leavingket ofpresent
— eastern
marone location
half million
for seaboard
better opportunity. Have been here four and a half
years. tures,
Available
of September
15th. Picfilm, lettersas and
tape on request.
No
top 40. Will audition live — if offer right. Call
—8:00 a.m. to 2:45 p.m. South Orange 2-5912.
Write — Bruce Parsons — 12 Washington Park,
7-1450.
Maplewood, N.J. Studio phone — Charter
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance, $85,
no car. Berkshire 7-6721. after 5. Walter
Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Experienced play-by-play sportscaster with
6 years' radio experience. Primarily sports.
Family encedman.
Holder of professional
B.A. Degree. baseball,
Experiin broadcasting
boxing, racing and golf. College football,
basketball, and track. High school football,
baseball and basketball. Presently sports
director of metropolitan station. Supervise
all writing and airing of sports activity.
Management
aware 212
of this
ad. Write
William Schellhammer,
Commerce
Building,
Erie, Pennsylvania.
Country
music — djcomf1st salary.
phone Rec.
married
settle
— ^northwest
DOV— •
Martin Grad. Phil Sutton, 349 E. Queen St.,
Inglewood, Calif.
Announcer — graduate of announcing school.
Low, mature voice. Enthusiastic beginner
with
some Dukeshire,
board experience.
NormMichigan.
Swenson, 3741
Royal Oak,
Liberty 9-4159.
DJ's experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech. 160 West
73rd St., NYC.
Technical
Engineer: qualified to design. Build or supervisestallations,
radio, nowtelevision
or microwave
infield engineer
for nationally
known consultant, is seeking a position that
requires little traveling. Box 240B, BROADCASTING,
Responsible employed engineer, experienced,
construction and maintenance permanent.
Midwest desired, no announcing. Box 265B,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter position, 2 yrs. experience.
Director. Exp., car, 1st radiotelephone. 266B,
BROADCASTING.
3V2 years experience, transmitter, studio,
remotetion,and
microwave, installation,
and maintenance.
1st phone. operaKnow
RCA, DuMont, Raytheon and Marconi.
Qualified pervisor.
for Boxsmall
medium market su310B, and
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, married, seven years experience.
George L. Davenport, 2931-A N. 24th St.,
Milwaukee 6, Wisconsin.
Man 20, first phone, 6 months with 5000
watt station. Seeks trans watch. Nathan
Osbourn, Box 62, Ensign, Kansas. Ph. 56.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Quantity of quality programming with
purse-nudging production available for the
discerning
interested
in ideals,
results and station
commercially
profitable
sound,
without sacrificing good taste. 13 years experience — college
grad. BROADCASTING.
— currently P.D.
metro market.
Box 235B,
Young, versatile, experienced announcerprogram director, 3 years experience, currently employed as morning man-program
and sports director southeast network station.
Looking or
for Gulf
greater Coast.
opportunity.
Prefer Florida
Box 284B,
BROADCASTING.
News,
sports
market,
desires
change director,
radio, tv.nation's
Box 325B,#2 BROADCASTING.
Do you need a good news director? Have
8 years experience,
and want
to locate
permanently near Chicago,
within
150 miles.
Presently at 5 kw #1 station in four station
market. Married, $110. min. Permanency
only. Box 336B, BROADCASTING.
Collegesitiongrad,
poas script26,or single,
news desires
writer. trainee
Will accept
any type of position for experience. AvailING. able September 1. Box 337B. BROADCASTLet my
experience
benefit
your Top
organization. 14 years,
all phases
of radio.
rated
disc- jockey, competent newsman, programmingployedandin medium,
sales. Still
growingmarket.
at 33. Good
Em5 station
pay but no chance for advancement. Seekingnity major
with What
opportuto workmarket
into affiliation
programming.
can
you offer? Box 341B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced teen program director, knows
what they want. Young (17 years), aggressive, 4 years knowledge as pop dj, news,
sports, personality interviewing, radio programming, interested
in gaining Willing
opportuni-to
ty with growing
organization.
contribute to its improvement. Martin
Green, WSGS Radio, 3120 W. Jarvis, Chicago 45, Illinois. References furnished upon
request.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Northwest mountain vhf transmitter seeks
experienced maintenance and operational
engineer. Living quarters, good pay for long
hours. Box 333B, BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer Gulf Coast vhf.
Thorough studio maintenance background.
Send resume, picture and salary. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Chief television engineer. For leading uniusing Marconi
4V2" image
orthicon
camera. versity
Design,
development,
construction,
administration: closed circuit system, communication, experimental tv. E.E. degree
or related; at least 5 years broadcast audiovideo engineering experience; first class
radiotelephone license. Send full resume to
University of California, Personnel Office,
Berkeley, California.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted — Sales
Top local tv salesman, educated, executive
type, veteran, excellent background. Box
322B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Tv announcer, 7 years experience one station. Employed executive position medium
market midwest; wish to specialize announcing, metropolitan area. Family man,
ING.master's degree. Box 264B, BROADCAST35,
Good appearance, live and booth commerchildren's show,First
sports
program
and
directorcials,experience.
phone.
Box 275B,
BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer 13-years radio experience, seeks
immediate position in television station.
Midwest. Personal interview and audition
only. Contact Don Christensen, 513 Prospect
Avenue, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. Telephone:
Turner 5-4354. '
Technical

Sales representative. State capital vhf in
the southeast seeks experienced local sales
representative. Sales promotion background
considered. Productive account list available. Station
owned working
by long-estabUshed
company.
Pleasant
conditions,
group insurance and pension plan. Those
interested send full resume, including photo
to Box 170B, BROADCASTING.

Engineer: qualified to design. Build or supervisestallations,
radio, nowtelevision
or microwave
infield engineer
for nationally
known consultant, is seeking a position that
requires little traveling. Box 240B, BROADCASTING.
6 1/2 years experience, studio all phases.
Heavy mc, td, vtr, construction. Now at top
midwest vhf. Wish to relocate east, northeast. Caninterview.
be available
1. Anticipate
Box 313B,September
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Excellent television newsman and personality. 13 years'
radioas and
tv manager
experience.in
Presently
employed
station
small radio market. Former tv experience
consisted of news and IV2 hour morning
show across the board. 34, married, no
drinking. Present employers know of this
advertisement and will supply excellent
references. Box 205B, BROADCASTING.
Best producer
engineer
experienced, licensd.— director
Foote, —2673
Hubbard
St.,
Brooklyn.
FOR SALE

Immediate opportunity for experienced tv
salesman in local, regional sales position.
Liberal
and high
income
tial for commission
right man. Send
resume
and potenphoto
to
Sales
Manager,
KCRG-TV,
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa.

Equipment
Gates dynamote portable remote amplifier
—brand
new—
$250.
Box 166B, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Presently
Interviewing
assistant to president
radioforandexecutive
tv. Excellent
opportunity for man experienced in corporate and administrative phase of broadcastING. ing. Send details Box 306B, BROADCASTSales

Permanent career in television sales at
prestige CBS & ABC station in western
South Dakota. Good opportunity for family
man interested
growing
with radio
our or-or
ganization. If youin have
previous
television sales experience, contact William
F. Turner. KOTA-TV, P.O. Box 1752, Rapid
City, South
Dakota,
sume. No phone
calls.with letter of full reWanted: Salesman for aggressive local tv
selling — radio or tv experience equally ac— goodcoverage,
commission
available. ceptable.
ABCGood guarantee
station, best
first
place
6-Midnight
ratings.
Need
hustler
likes to make money. Send photo who
and
background to: Lee Colee, WTVH, 621 Main
St., Peoria, Illinois.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1V60

Multiplex receivers — 12 Bogen (RM2), 1
Bogen (RM2A), 2 Browning (XR-100 with
adapter), one Teletronix (MXllA). All about
one year old and now in use and operatabout July 15th.
going
out ing.
of Available
the background
musicWe're
busmess.
Total cost to us was $2400. Will sell at 25%
ING.
off or $1,750. Write Box 190B, BROADCAST550 footDesigned
Blaw-Knox
H-21
tower.
for fmself-supporting
and Tv antennas.
Dismantled, ready to ship. $15,000. Box 273B,
BROADCASTING.
New, unused, still in original crating, 10 kw
Westinghouse FM-10 amplifier complete with
rectifier and power supply. Needs 2.5 kw to
3 kw for driver. $5,000.00 F.O.B. Washington, D.C. Box 280B, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
FM-four bay General Electric antennas.
Both
Gain 3.6. and
Mounted
angle iron input.
for assembly
tuningon on2"
ground. Lift complete and strap to side of
tower. Tuning information and instruction
book included. In service, available October
1. Photo on request. One General Radio
731-A modulation monitor and one Dolittle
FD-l-A AM frequency monitor with plug
in crystal oven. Both $275.00 available
August 1. Box 281B, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half track, 7V2 and 15 ips. Excellent. $1000
each $1050 crated. Radio Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, California.
12 slimline base light fixtures #TV664G. Excellent condition. Transformer box #TV664BG5 included. $100 each. KHOU-TV, Box
11, Houston, Texas.
Berlant — Model 30 monaural — easily adapted
to stereo, broadcast recorder. Very little
wear, leather cases never used. Cost over
$800 new. 2V2 years old. Make an offer.
WGTS-FM, Washington 12, D.C.
One Raytheon three channel remote with
power supply, model RR 30, good condition,
in use at present. One Raytheon control
board, model RC-11 with power supply, has
been put in good condition by competent
engineer. Two Gates CBll turntables, just
completely overhauled by qualified repair
firm. StiU in crates, new idlers, felt, switches, springs, and include 1 mil and 2.5 mil
stylus (complete with arms), 1 Travis tapak
duplex
multispeed
newscaster,
vari-track.
Good working
condition.
The entire
group
yours for $900.00 or sold separately. Will
crate, you Georgia.
pay shipping charges. WWNS,
Statesboro,
Gates model CB 11 33-78 rpm turntable with
RCA 16 in. arm, lateral and vertical. Price:
$150.00. All inquiries to Box 1032, Welch,
W.Va.
$495.00 Ampex 910 stereo recorder, $295.00.
Viking
7'/2" playback
3022, Philadelphia
50. tape deck $45.00. Box
Collins 4-channel remote amplifier. Needs
tube, otherwise excellent condition. Make
offer. WGTS-FM, Washington 12, D C.
Disc recording equipment all or part. Altec
1568A power amplifier, Altec 439A compressor amplifier. Presto ID head. Cinema Engineering #7095 equalizer,
RCA BA-IAsystem.
preamp. Reason:
buying feedback
Draeger Recording, 1910 Taylor, Racine,
Wisconsin.
Gates 250 watt am auxiliary transmitters. 6
years old and in good condition. $600.00
WFMB,ville, Third
National Bank Bldg., NashTenn.
Dehydrators, automatic and complete, rigid
coaxial transmission line, with fittings and
hardware. Write for listing. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Company. 1401 Middle Harbor
Road, Oakland 20. California.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
startlnff at 1199.00. 30 dlfJerent models V
thru 24" Miratel. Inc.. 1080 Dionne St., St.
Paul, Minn.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video L.aboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Radio station for under $25,000 down . . .
consider anything . . . prefer Midwest
. . . AH replies answered . . . confidential.
Give
all details possible. Box 269B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to lease, with option to purchase,
a sick daytimer or unlimited station. 250 to
1000. Located midwest, preferably Missouri
or Illinois. We have top men for rebuilding
job. would also option to seller V3 of station
after build-up.
Need complete details. Box
291B.
BROADCASTING.
Want single station or package. Will consider any size, any location (within U.S.).
BROADCASTING.
To
$1 million. No brokerage fee. Box 301B,
Part interest in small Florida station. Couple, with 10 years radio experience, have
$20,000 to invest. Would be permanent working
ING. partners. Write Box 317B. BROADCASTT01

WANTED

TO BUV

Stations — (Cont'd )
Want low power am station in city of 40,000
or less. L. Strauss, 439 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N.Y.
Equipment
350 to 400 foot guyed triangular tower capable of 2supporting
14,000tv pound
Channel
superturnstile
antenna.six-layer
Write,
stating location, condition, manufacturer,
and price. Box 230B, BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 506B-2 transmitter, 10 kw
— for standby rig. State hours, condition,
terms and spare parts. Also BMTA monitor.
Gateway Broadcasting Corp.. 11600 Tesson
Ferry Road, St. Louis 23, Missouri.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
RCA power supply for 76B console urgently
required. State condition and price. E.G.
Panissidi, 1042 E. Walnut. Burbank, California.
Wanted— Used PT63AH mech. unit. United
Radio Supply, 22 N.W. 9th Ave., Portland,
Oregon.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. EHkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road. Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January
4, 1961. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. five days a week. Tuition $300. We
have no failures. The Pathfinder Method.
510 16th St.. Oakland. California.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Furmiest one-liners ever created. Produced
on taoe especially for your show or station. Rush letterhead request for sample
tapes! Box 732A, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment

102

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Static

Equipment — (Cont'd )
FLORIDA
Cartridge Tape Equipment
NOW IN 150 STATIONS
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
or
WANTED

TO BUY

RADIO

STATION

Medium markef. #1 rating, sold
solid.
Box 206B, BROADCASTING

PACIFIC NORTHWEST §
Regional fulltime station in excellent
market. Price of $185,000 includes valuable real estate. 25% down and a long

Stations

Box 320B, BROADCASTING
payout.

WANTED:
AN EXECUTIVE
Who Likes to Sleep Late
Fish, play golf, dabble at his favorite
avocation,
and enjoy the relaxed easy
life.
This executive must be the owner of
a profitable radio station, willing to
trade it for a lifetime income, tax
free, he'll
receive
invests
from
the on
saletheof principal
his stationhe
to our fully qualified client.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Tv and Radio
Licensed
Consultants
Brokers
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

BETTER SITUATION?
Dozens of announcers, salesmen, engineers,
writers, directors and executives ore findingperourmidwest
PLACEMENT
states isSERVICE
the wayin toeightfindup-o
better radio or tv job. For PROFESSIONAL
placement, write NOW for application.
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division E
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Federal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV Spot
as recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Groups
1,000— $6.95, 2,000— $11.00, 5,000—
$24.00. Check with order. Delivery
v/ithin 3 days. Send copy for your im-

Presto PB 17c eight hour tape player
complete with A909 Pre-amplifier at attractive console. Have two units designed for background music service.
Never used, our cost $875.00 each.
Make ofFer to: Karl Troeglen, Technical
Director, KCMO Broadcasting, Kansas
City 8, Missouri.

FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
print.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

NEW
Low cost modulator-oscillator. Convert
color or monochrome receivers to video
monitors. Low differential phase, wide
frequency response, constant time delay.
$49.50. Write: TELSON ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS, INC., Rapid City, South
Dakota.

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter links
John A. Moseley Associates
Bex 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbara, California

Fla.
Local $50M
29%
Local
29%
Ikw-D 120M
75M
15terms
dn.
250w
107M
Ikw-D 80M
25 dn.
250w 140M
Miss.
Tex.
10 yrs.
250w 25M
8 dn.
lil.
Daytimer
95M
terms
Fulltime
65M
low dn.
Cal.
Fla.
N.Y,
cash
Daytimer 105M
Ala.
Medium
Regional
175M
53 dn.
Metro Ikw-D 175M
58 dn.
Large
Local 175M
Metro
cash
Regional
165M
Cal.
Fla.
29%
25%
Major Fulltime 330M
Mid
All
Central H Major
.
Major
Daytimer 415M
Fla.
29%
cash
Daytimer 250M
And Others
PAUL.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address:
I 182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.
N.C.
La.
M.C,
Va.

Small
Small
Single
Small
Small
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

■GUNZENDORFER
California. $12,500 down with $300 a month
payout for a 'JSO watt fulltimer in retail trading
area of 85,000. Asking price $60,000.
Pacific Northwest. $27,550 down with balance
in 10 years, A 2-station market. Total price
$95,000 for 250 watt fulltimer. An earner.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Financial Consultants
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.

Texas sing le $47,5 00 — South single
$40,000 — Rocky Mt. single $40,000
— Rocky Mt. fulltime $63,000 —
Southwest medium $115,000 — South
medium $125,000 — Southwest medium $97,500 — Southwest Major $90,000 — Southwest Major — $225,000 —
Midwest medium $150,000 — West
Coast power $3 50,000 — South Major
$3 50,000 — Southwest regional money-maker $200,000 — Texas single
$100,000. PATT McDonald, box
92 66, Austin, Texas. GL. 3-8080, or
JACK KOSTE, 60 E. 42nd, NY 17,
NY. MU. 2-4813.
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

FOR SALE
SUMMARY

Stations
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Contultanti — Approiiert
RADIO-TEtEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wlde Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS

FOR SALE

CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Absentee owned.
Fair size market. Asking $50,000 with
29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Powerful daytimer. Absentee owned. Did $72,000 last year. Asking $135,000 with 29%. Can be negotiated.
UPPER MIDWEST. Full time. Asking
$100,000 with 29% down.
ATLANTIC COAST STATE. Full time. Asking $75,000 with 29% down.
NORTHWEST. Profitable full time operation. Large and growing market. Asking $200,000 with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Very profitable daytimer
with plenty of power. Asking $300,000
Including physical assets. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't
beat a

classified ad
in getting
top-flight
personnel
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

AM
FWl
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 13
TOTAL APPUCATIONS
For new stations
ON AIR
Not167on air
Lie.
Cps.
88
840
3,443
48
CP
137
707
37
76
110
473
61

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 13
VHF
79
UHF
Commercial
453
Non-commercial
35
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
12
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1960
AM
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

41
3,442
628
29
194
3,581
656
822
68501

47
TV
FM
700

TV

17140
912
74
114
41
46
35
11
0
4

74
653
39
65
104
39
17
56
1
0

47 1'

' There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
98 ■
" There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operatlen and one which has not started operation.

Continued from page 97
Bcstg. Co., Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1450
kc.BP-13239—
250w, Ikw-LS,
WSPB unl.Sarasota, Fla., WSPB
Bcstg. Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1450
'
250w, Ikw-LS,
kc,BP-13241—
WCLW unl.
Mansfield,
Ohio, Mansfield Bcstg. Co., Has: 1570kc, 250w, DA, D.
Req: 1570kc, Ikw, DA, D.
BP-13242 — New, Bonita, Springs, Fla., Lee
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1440 kc, 5kw, DA, D.
BP-13243 — New, Spokane, Wash., Independdent Bcstg. Co. Req: 1440kc, 5kw, DA-N, unl.
BP-13244— WLAG LaGrange, Ga., LaGrange Bcstg. Co. Has; 1240kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1240kc,— WJPF
250w, Ikw-LS,
BP-13246
Herrin,unl.111., Egyptian
Bcstg.
Co.,
"Voice
of
Has: LS,
1340 unl.
kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1340kc, Egypt".
250W, Ikw—
BP-1324T — WLAS Jacksonville, N.C., Seaboard Bcstg. Corp. Has: 910kc, 1 kw. Day.
Req; 910kc, 5kw, Day.
BP-1324 — KMHT Marshall, Tex., Harrison
County Bcstg. Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1450kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13249 — WCLS Columbus, Ga., Muscogee Bcstg. Co. Has: 1580 kc, 1 kw, Day. Req:
1580kc, Ikw, DA-N, unl.
BP-13250 — KFAN St. Cloud, Minn., Times
Publishing Co. Has; 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1450kc. 250W, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13251— WSKI Montpelier, Vt., Green
Mountain Bcstg. Co. Has 1240kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1240kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13252— WASK Lafayette, Ind., Lafayette
Bcstg. Inc. Has; 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req;
1450kc,
250w,New,
Ikw-lkw-LS,
unl.Ky., i NlchoBP-13253—
Nicholasville,
lasville Bcstg. Co. Req: 1250kc, 500w Day.
BMP-8624 — KTOD Sinton, Tex., Southern
Bcstg. Corp. Has CP: 1590 kc, 500w, Ikw-LS,
DA-2, unl. Req MP; Change nighttime directional antenna system.
BP-13256 — KATI Casper, Wyo., KATI Corp.
Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req; 1400kc, 250w,
Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13258— WKLK Cloquet, Minn., Cloquet
Bcstg. Co. Has; 1230kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1230kc,
250w,
Ikw-LS,Natchitoches,
unl.
BP-13259
— KNOC
La., Natchitoches Bcstg, Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req;
1450kc,— New,
250w, Englewood,
Ikw-LS, unl.Tenn., EngleBP-13260
wood Bcstg. Co. Req; 1360kc, Ikw, Day.
BP-13261— KSUM Fairmont, Minn., KSUM
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1370kc, 1 kw, DA-2, unl. Req:
1370kc, Ikw, 5kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP- 1363 — New, Mauston, Wis. John D.
Rice. Req: 1270kc, 500w, D.

BP-13265— WPPA PottsvUle, Pa., Pottsville
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1360kc, 500w, Ikw-LS, DA-N
unl.
Req: 1360kc,
5kw-LS,Ga.,
DA-2,
unl,
BP-13266—
New, 500w,
Cumming,
Sawnee
Bcstg. Co. Req; 1410kc, Ikw, DA, D.
BP-13267— KRSD Rapid City, S.D., Heart
of Black Hills Station. Has; 1340kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1340kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13269 KLOG Kelso, Wash., James D.
Higson. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1490 kc.
250w, Ikw-LS, unl,
BP-X3272— New Newnan, Ga., Radio Newnan. Req; 1300kc, 500w, D.
BP-13275— New, Bartlesville, Okla., B-D
Bcstr. Req; 630kc, 500w, D.
BP-13276— New, Victorville, Calif., George
Shane. Req: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13277— New, Victorville, Calif., Jerry
Carr. Req: 1590kc, 500w, D.
BP-13278— New, Yauco, P.R., Ponce Bcstg.
Corp. Req: 1550kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13279— KVEN Ventura, Calif., Coast
Ventura Co. Has:; 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1450kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, DA-D, unl.
BP-13280-^WSWW Platteville, Wis., Southwest Wis. Co. Has: 1590kc, Ikw. D. Req1590kc,
500w, New,
Ikw-LS,
BP-13281—
BlueDA-N.
Ridge,unl Ga., Fannin
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1440kc, 500w, D.
BP-13285— WBNY Buffalo, N.Y., WBNY
Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1400kc,
250w.
Ikw-LS,WVOS
unl.
\
BP-13286—
Liberty, N.Y.,
Sullivan
County Bcstg. Corp. Has; 1240kc, 250w. unl.
Req;
1240kc,
250w,
Ikw-LS,
unl.
BP-13288 — New, Indianapolis, Ind., WIFE
Corp. Req; llSOkc, Ikw, D.
BP-13289 — KANA Anaconda, Mont., TriCounty Radio Corp. Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 580kc, Ikw, D.
Applications on which 309(b) letters
have been issued:
BP-13236— KENM Portales, N.M., Plains
Bcstg. Co. Has; 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req; 1450
kc,BP-13240—
250w, Ikw-LS,
New, unl.
Shippensburg, Pa., Town
Radio Inc. Req; 1480kc, 500w, D.
BP-13264— WMAS Springfield, Mass.,
WMAS Inc. Has: 1450kc. 250w, unl Req;
250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
1450kc,
BP-13268— WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., Value Radio Corp. Has: 1490kc. 250w, unl. Req •
1490kc,
250w,WMIN
Ikw-LS,
unl. Minn.,
i
BP-13270—
St. Paul,
Franklin
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1400
kc,BP-13271—
250w. 500W-LS.
unl.
New, Greenville, Tenn., Greene
County
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1450kc, 250w, unl
BP-113274—
WWSC Glens Falls, N.Y., Normandy Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req; 1450kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
(FOR THE RECORD) 103
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SALES

STRENGTH?

WESTERN

UNIOIVI

ADD

THE

"PULL"

TELEGRAM-PLUS

OF
SERVICE!

Your product sample, booklet . . . whatever you want
to promote

... is delivered to everyone on your list

together with an interest-compelling telegram. That's
the double impact of Western Union Telegram-Plus
Service. All you have to do is supply the message,
list and material.
Wire us collect for complete details. Address: Western
Union, Special Service Div., Dept.7-B,

WESTERN
SPECIAL

104

w York, N. Y.

UIMIOIM

SERVICES
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OUR

RESPECTS
Pinckney

TO

. . .
Brewer

Reed

In 1952 P.B. Reed, more familiarly
hailed as "Pincky" by his host of friends,
was one of 10 men among the vast
RCA work force who were awarded
the RCA Victor award of merit, highest
honor bestowed by the giant electronics
firm on an employe.
What did he do to deserve the honor?
Very simple. In 1950 RCA handed
over to Mr. Reed the Government Service Dept., then comprising 37 people
and doing about $300,000 worth of
business a year.
When he left the job in 1957, the
department employed more than 5,000
and was doing $35 million annually.
RCA explained the award went to
Mr. Reed because of the "dynamic
growth of the Government Service

brought 90% of them under one roof
last May in what is now known as the
RCA Building at 1725 K St., N.W.
Mr. Reed joined RCA in the depression year 1930. He started with
the Photophone division in Chicago
and in the next seven years covered
the midwest, installing and repairing
this motion picture sound gear. He
became a regular sales engineer for
RCA equipment in that time, selling
broadcast and communications equipment as well as movie projectors and
sound apparatus.
When war came in 1941, he was a
natural as a tech rep in this industrymilitary program which assigned civilian experts to military units to instruct and trouble shoot the immensely

Dept."
The ability to do a superior job is
one of the attributes of 51 -year-old
Pinckney Brewer Reed, now vice president in charge of RCA's Washington
office handling commercial and government business and soon to be named
vice president of government marketing in charge of the electronic data
processing division.
Structural Savvy ■ Another attribute
is Mr. Reed's wide ranging knowledge
of the RCA complex. Company-wise,
the amiable Chicagoan was weaned on
Photophone, served as a tech rep with
the Navy during World War II, sold
broadcasting, communications and other
engineering products in postwar years
and was in charge of RCA's International Sales before coming to his present Washington job early in 1959.
He probably knows a little more
about his company's divisions, products
and people and about Washington governmental activities and people than
anyone else on the commercial side of
the RCA empire.
That makes him a natural for the
supervisory job he now holds: overseeing such burgeoning RCA activities
as data processing, astro-electronics, defense electronics, laboratories, electron
tubes and semiconductors, broadcast
and tv equipment, communications apparatus and international sales.
He's a member of the RCA executive
council and of the general managers
group. He reports to Fred M. Farwell,
RCA vp for marketing. In his new
position he will report to D.H. Kunsman, electronic data processing division
vice president.
Togetherness ■ One of Mr. Reed's
early accomplishments in Washington
was the fruition of a decade-long attempt to centralize the numerous RCA
offices in the Nation's Capital. He
BROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

complicated and brand new "Buck
Rogers" devices coming from war-time
military and industrial laboratories.
Sub Chaser ■ He was assigned to the
Navy where he worked mainly on sonar
and radar. He was stationed at East
and Gulf Coast shipyards and later
with the Fourth Fleet at Recife, Brazil.
Several times he was aboard destroyers
and PT boats in live pursuit of enemy
submarines off South America. This
period is recalled by a shingle at his
home identifying him as an honorary
member of the Brazilian navy.
In 1944, with victory in sight, Mr.
Reed was assigned to the Navy's
Bureau of Ships in Washington. The
following year he was reassigned to

RCA's Reed
He had no time for training

RCA's Washington office as a specialist
in government contracts.
This was the period when television
began reaching for its present eminence.
Radio also awoke from its wartime hibernation and resumed its unparalleled
Although Mr. Reed was the governgrowth.
ment contracts man, he found himself
selling tv transmitters and other gear to
broadcasters. He sold two or three of
the first few tv transmitters bought by
broadcasters. He also sold the first postwar 50 kw am transmitter.
Old Friend ■ Mr. Reed's interest in
radio is of long standing. During his
high school days in the 1920s he was
bitten by the radio bug, but his interest
was more than amateur. He soon had
worked up an income building $100
and $150 radio sets for friends.
In 1947, he left Washington to become regional sales manager of engineering products, with headquarters in
Cleveland. In 1948 he was brought
to Camden as national field sales manager for all engineering products (including broadcast equipment).
In 1950 he was made a vice president of RCA Service Co. and took over
the Government Service Dept., and in
1957 was made a vice president and
placed in charge of RCA's International
Sales, handling the multi-million-dollar
export business. In May 1959 he was
assigned to Washington.
This fits, too. In his 30 years with
RCA, Mr. Reed has made one trip
around the world, 10 round trips to
Europe and four round trips to the Far
East. This is good experience to have
in Washington where you never know
whom you will run into.
Chicago Start ■ Mr. Reed was born
Jan. 21, 1909 in Mobile, Ala., and
brought up in Chicago by his widowed
mother (his father died when he was
9). After high school, Mr. Reed went
to work for Zenith Radio Corp. and
Temple Radio Co., while attending
Armour Institute of Technology.
Mr. Reed's given name, Pinckney,
comes from his mother's southern
heritage. She's related to the South
Carolina signer of the U.S. Constitution.
The RCA vice president lives with
his wife, the former Imogene Groff of
Birmingham, in Fairfax County, Va.
They were married in 1937 and have
two sons. Mr. Reed has one hobby,
deep sea fishing, but he seldom finds
time for it these days.
There's one skeleton in the Reed
closet.
When he first joined RCA in 1930
he was scheduled to receive two weeks'
training. After the first day, RCA
rushed him out to Dubuque, Iowa, on
an emergency repair job and kept right
on assigning him to other jobs. He never
did complete that two weeks.
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EDITORIALS
Cases

in point

IN THE past two weeks there have been dramatic illustrations of (1) the idiocies of federal editorial control over
a medium of journalism and (2) the virtues of freedom.
On July 7, by government decree, a national television
network was obliged to present a freak show featuring Lar
Daly, a candidate for the Democratic nomination for president recognized by no one but himself and the FCC.
Last week, in the absence of a government decree, television and radio covered a national political convention more
thoroughly and more informatively than any similar event
had ever been covered before.
Mr. Daly was exposed to a national television audience
because the law requires broadcasters to give equal time to
all candidates, however obscure, on all programs except those
in the general category of news.
The Democratic convention was accorded wide-ranging
coverage because, for the first time in 33 years, broadcasters were able to interview all newsworthy participants
without worrying about granting equal time to their rivals in
local political races. The convention, a special news event,
was exempt from the equal time requirements. A 1959
amendment to Sec. 315, the political broadcasting law,
removed newscasts, news interviews and coverage of news
events from the provisions of the section.
In previous political conventions broadcasters had been
forced to avoid on-the-air discussions with many convention participants who were also candidates in local races.
A station or network that interviewed a delegate who was
also a candidate in his home town or state ran the risk of
having to give equal time to his opponents from other
parties. Under such circumstances newsmen were given
lists of convention participants to avoid, even though
those who were avoided were in possession of significant
convention news.
The removal of that absurd restriction gave broadcasters
last week the freedom to interview at will. And the result was
a heads-up job of coverage.
When Congress reconvenes next month, a further modification of Sec. 315 will be up for House consideration.
Already passed by the Senate is a joint resolution suspending Sec. 315 for presidential and vice presidential candidates during this campaign.
This resolution deserves the support of all broadcasters.
But it must be considered no more than a preliminary to the
final job that must be undertaken when a new Congress
meets next year — the total repeal of Sec. 315.

Bowles, the Connecticut congressman who made his fortune in the advertising agency business.
Next week it will be the Republicans in Chicago. They
too will have a platform that can be stood on or walked
around, as their candidates wish. Will they grasp the opportunity that their Democratic opposition muffed? Or will
they too echo those libels against all broadcasters because
a few feet slipped way back a year or more ago?
Put

it in writing

SOMETIMES
the air at all.we're surprised that television ever gets on
We're not talking about the difficulties to be overcome
in covering a sprawling, brawling political convention,
which by its nature is an adventure in loosely organized
chaos. The problem we have in mind is closer to a daily
than a quadrennial consternation and is getting worse.
We're talking about the sheer volume of paper work
necessary nowadays to do business with all the people making a living in television production. Nobody stirs without
a contract. At last count — which was made last week by
Broadcasting and is described elsewhere in this issue — the
networks had contracts with 80 different unions and locals,
some of which require more than a score of subcontracts to
spell out different terms for different member categories, including parking-lot attendants. These terms are meticulous
in their detail, often prescribing lunch hours and carfare
as minutely as job assignments and pay scales. Many of the
specifications sound ridiculous or unnecessary.
Union and management people both argue that such
detail is essential to self-defense, that unless everything is
spelled out, down to the last cofTee break, the other side —
or some other union — will take advantage of the omission
and the result will be endless wrangling if nothing worse.
Perhaps so.
The evolution of labor-management relationships certainly has not reached the Utopian point where complete
mutual trust can be expected. But are they still at the point
where unions and employers must suspect each other at every
turn? What is to be gained by either side from the feeling
that a man will refuse to turn around unless his contract
requires him to do so — or that he will be asked to move
mountains unless his contract forbids it?
Unless some sense is introduced into employe-employer
relations, the business of broadcasting will remain unnecessarily complicated and costly, and some of tv's most imaginacive writing will continue to be found in union contracts.

The political payoff
BROADCASTERS took it on the chin again last week in
Los Angeles. At the very least they expected a pat
on the back from the Democratic national convention. Instead the party's platform picked up those ugly epithets
payola, quiz-rigging, corruption and sadistic violence, born
of the House Oversight inquisition and magnified beyond
any reasonable resemblance to the facts. These subjects
had no place in the party platform.
The gratuitous slaps were spliced into the platform in
lieu of a plank on freedom of communications. Informal
overtures had been made to the committee to reassert the
party's faith in the freedom of broadcasting as the modern
extension of the free press.
Why? We need not look beyond the membership of the
platform committee. Oren Harris of Arkansas was a member. He wanted nothing in the platform that would undercut
his Oversight freeway to the headlines. Evidently no one
else on the committee cared — not even its chairman, Chester
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"I've found a new way to lose weight fast . . . Be investiBROADCASTING, July 18, 1960

In

these

days

of

confusion

. . .

. . . concerning "single," "national," "local" and "retail" rates, and flying
charges and counter-charges of "rate-cutting" and "deals," the KSTP

Gold

Seal remains — as it has for 32 years ^ your pledge of honesty and integrity in
the commercial

operation of Radio and Television.
At

Every advertiser
receives the same
rate

for

equal

schedule

and

facilities

RADIO

TELEVISION
CHANNEL
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For 16,000,000 people Triangle was their first source of
information on the 1960 Democratic Convention. Utilizing an Eyewitness Team and a "hot
Los Angeles, Triangle Stations interrupted
air nearly 1,500 reports and 200 special
television 70,000 feet of unedited film was

line" from
programs to
shows. For
supplied to

six stations — convention coverage without precedent
in local programming.
For Triangieland delegates and visitors to Los Angeles,
Triangle was their first means of communication with
home. Reporters and cameramen worked around the
clock to tell the story of key delegations from California,
Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania.
Triangle will record similar achievements at the Republican National Convention in Chicago this week.

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WLYH-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / KFRE-AM • TV • KRFM, Fresno, Cal.
iy, New York
York
New
Avenue,
4-85 Lexington
Office,
Sales
National
Triangle
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CLOSED
More paper work ■ Broadcasters for
first time will be required during this
year's campaign to keep record of
political broadcasts. FCC has prepared
several-page questionnaire to be sent
to all licensees in week or two. Requested also will be narrative report on
stations' policies on political broadcasting. Move implements suggestion
by Sen. A.S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.)
at Senate hearings last May on amendment of Sec. 315. FCC may schedule
preview session for Washington communications lawyers and station representatives, with H.H. Goldin, FCC
economics chief who drew up document, as briefing officer.
Shortcut ■ House Rules Committee will
be bypassed by leadership in putting to
House vote Senate-passed resolution
(SJ Res 207) suspending Sec. 315 for
this year's presidential and vice presidential candidates. Normally, legislation of this kind goes to House Commerce Committee for action and then
requires clearance from Rules Committee, bottleneck for such major legislation in past. Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.) has kept SJ Res 207 on his
desk, however, and will send it directly
to floor — tentatively scheduled for debate Aug. 22. Commerce Committee
will hold informal meeting Aug. 16, day
after House recess ends, to formulate
recommendations for floor consideration.
Triple threat ■ Those 40-second nighttime station breaks that ABC-TV has
promised its affiliates (Broadcasting,
June 27) definitely won't include license to use them for triple-spotting.
Affiliates will be asked to indicate afthat they don't
intend to
use extra 10firmativelyseconds
for commercial
abuses. Fear of triple-spotting is one
big reason network advertisers are
fighting so hard against lengthening of
30-second breaks on any network (see
page 29). ABC goes along with station
arguments that increased operating
costs make station rate rises inevitable
unless new sources of income are found
and that advertisers thus can be spared
additional spot costs if they accept 40second breaks.
New rep ■ If certain of CBS-TV's affiliated stations, represented by network
spot sales organization, complete present negotiations (which seems likely)
new rep firm named Television Spot
Sales will be organized, staffed by several members of present CBS unit, operating in conjunction with but sepa-

CIRCUIT«

rate from Branham Co. Stations regarded as favorable to plan are Washington Post outlets — WTOP-TV Washington and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville —
WBTV (TV) Charlotte and long-time
Branham-repped KRLD-TV Dallas.
Unit would be headed by Arthur C.
Elliott, eastern sales manager of CBS
Tv Spot Sales.
Tentative plan contemplates Branham providing office space and accounting, along with initial financing. Other
stations repped by CBS Tv Spot Sales
already have made new arrangements
stemming front FCC's order of Oct. 30,
1959, ordering separation of networks
from representation of affiliated tv stations other than those in owned and
operated category. Several NBC affiliates, along with network, are opposing
order (BROADCASTING, July 4) on
grounds of illegality.
Law at
work ■ch.There's
question
losers
in Miami
10 and noBoston
ch.
5 ex parte cases are going to use every
legal avenue to attack FCC's decisions,
although none will publicly state position at this time. One approach, however, has been subject of public and
private discussion. This is view that
commission is in error in issuing decisions in both cases. Both are under
jurisdiction of Court of Appeals in
Washington, holders of this viewpoint
contend, and argue that commission
cannot issue decisions until court remands to permit this.
Political problem ■ Symptoms of softness in spot television market — particularly in new orders — have had some
stations and reps concerned, but majority of reps report marked gains in
activity in past couple of weeks and
feel confident upward trend will continue. "As our peaks get higher," said
one, "our valleys seem lower." Some
reps, describing situation as spotty with
big variations market to market, saw
parallel to 1956 presidential election
season, attributing slack to general advertiser reluctance to commit big
budgets during uncertainty over political outcome and, more immediately,
hesitancy to have new spot campaigns
disrupted by political pre-emptions.
With networks offering presidential
nominees big gobs of free time, there
was speculation that largest share of
political money would be spent in
spot, but how much would be placed
nationally rather than locally was another question.
Bartley or Ford ■ Who will be chair-

man of FCC if Democrats win in November? With Lyndon B. Johnson on
ticket as vice presidential candidate,
expectation is he will urge appointment
of Commissioner Robert T. Bartley,
fellow Texan and nephew of Speaker
Sam Rayburn. Mr. Bartley has been
member of FCC since March 6, 1952,
and before that served as executive assistant to Speaker Rayburn. His broadcast experience included vice presidency
of Yankee Network.
// GOP wins in November, assuming
Nixon nomination, incumbent Chairman Fred W. Ford would be more
firmly
than move
ever. toThere's
thought entrenched
that he might
even
higher administration post. He is solid
with Attorney General William P.
Rogers, who is close adviser to Vice
President Nixon. Anomaly is that FCC's
new, tough regulatory policy would continue under either official since Messrs.
Ford and Bartley see eye-to-eye on
issue of broadcaster responsibility.
Change in PCP? ■ CBS Radio and its
affiliates association are understood
close to agreement on plan for refinements of network's Program Consolidation Plan, adhering closely to proposals
made by affiliates group. Preliminary
sessions already have been held with
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, with prospect that meeting of
affiliates group may be called early next
month.
While details of plan were not disclosed, it's believed to embrace more
emphasis on news, lengthening of network news programs, elimination of
daytime serials, reduction in network
option time. Members of affiliates committee are John S. Hayes, chairman,
WTOP Washington; E.K. Hartenbower,
KCMO Kansas City; Larry Haeg,
WCCO Minneapolis and Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, N.Y.
Full circle ■ History repeats with appointment ofJ. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of Cox stations as communications consultant for KennedyJohnson ticket (story page 76). Senator
Kennedy, it's learned authoritatively,
contacted James M. Cox Jr., president
of Cox newspapers and broadcast operations, to request
Mr. Reinsch's
for duration
of campaign.
Sixteenservices
years
earlier, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, running for his fourth term, asked
James M. Cox Sr. for Mr. Reinsch's
services as radio director for presidential
campaign.
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WEEK

Mr. Ommerle

IN

BRIEF

It's time for tv's 'agonizing reappraisal' ■ The
movies didn't kill vaudeville. It died of self-poisoning
by inertia, smugness and self-indulgence. Similarly, radio
didn't kill the movies, nor did tv kill radio. Harry G.
Ommerle, senior vice president, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, refuses to believe the popular
cliches. But he does feel it's time for tv to carefully
re-e.xamine itself for signs of the same old symptoms.
It's this week's Monday Memo on page 18.

How buyers rate the networks ■ Key agency executives evaluate ABCTV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV according to their personal views and preferences in Broadcasting survey of biggest network spenders. Page 27.
Top network advertisers Jan. -May ■ Most product categories were
up, but foods advertisers, the biggest buyers, show a very slight drop.
Page 34.

WIUTV

Script and cast tampering ■ Three tv playwrights leave censorship
charges on Madison Avenue's stoop. Page 40.

LANSING

Tv commercials cleaner now ■ That's the word from code board's subcommittee on personal products advertising, though it sees work still to
be done in bra-and-girdle and motion picture categories. Page 40.

26th

Performers gird for negotiations ■ Radio-tv performers work out wage
and working conditions demands for upcoming network negotiations in
AFTRA convention. Delegates vote to join with Screen Actors Guild in
negotiating and administering contracts for tv commercials — whether
live, taped or filmed — and for tv taped entertainment programs. Page 46.
FCC and programming ■ A special commission meeting today will consider two separate rulemaking proposals dealing with federal jurisdiction
over programming. Alternate course of action submitted following
charges of censorship over first proposal. Page 58.

TV market nationally*—
Lansing, Jackson, Battle Creek

JACKSON
WILX-TV
nth
Lansing, Jackson, Battle Greek
in population**—

FTC to take hiatus ■ As payola complaints near hundred mark, FTC
plans a breather to let the industry catch up with the law. Page 60.

WILXTY

Full steam ahead ■ FCC is up to full seven-member force as Charles
King is sworn in. Page 62.

BATTLE
46.2%

Chicago: just like Los Angeles ■ Major networks move executives, reporters and tons of gear to the Midwest for a Republican repeat of the
Democratic performance. Intensive coverage is again the bill of fare.
Page 68.
The post-'48 market ■ More Hollywood companies are planning to make
post-'48 films available to tv. Page 72.

CREEK

outstate Michigan population**
Lansing, Jackson, Battle Greek
SERVING
GOLDEN
MICHIGAN'S J
TRIANGLE
J

Income up, profit down ■ That's the story at RCA. Profit decline laid to
heavy investment in electronic data computing equipment. Page 74.
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Yes! That's right! Baton Rouge is the 4th largest market in the
states of Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi . . .the area known as
the Gulf
and New

South. Ranking just below Dallas-Ft. Worth, Houston
Orleans, the Baton Rouge market served by television

station WBRZ

has a population

of 1,561,000,

$1 ,285,000,000 — too big a market
Call your Hollingbery man.
NBC
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8

R

2
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Won't rush to fill
in spite of pressure
Despite pressures for faster action in
choosing new president of NAB, selection committee won't be pushed to hasty
decision.
That was word of Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations, chairman of
NAB Policy Committee, in speech last
Friday to 63 broadcasters participating
in NAB Harvard management seminar. Mr. McCollough said presidential
selection committee, headed by C.
Howard Lane, KOIN - AM - FM - TV
Portland, Ore., still had "long" list of
candidates under consideration. "I do
not know when the work of the committee will be completed," Mr. McCollough said.
NAB presidency has been vacant
since death of Harold E. Fellows last
March.
Psychological Warfare ■ At final session of two-week Harvard seminar (see
earlier story page 48), broadcasters in
attendance adopted resolution asking
NAB to study way for broadcasters to
help supplement America's eflFort in psychological war with Russia which, seminar participants said, U.S. is losing.
Mr. McCollough and Charles rH.
Tower, NAB tv vice president, promised seminar they would start work on
project at once.
Better

conventions

Is role of politicos
Robert Sarnoff, NBC chairman,
thinks it's up to political parties, not to
television broadcasters, to cut "drab
preliminaries" and unessential activities
from political conventions. In letter to
Tadio-tv editors, Mr. Sarnoff said teleAFTRA

honors

Radio and tv performers Friday
gave gold life membership card to
network executive for his activities
on
behalf
welfare
fund.of union's pension and
George Heller Memorial Award
was made by American Federation
of Television-Radio Artists to I. S.
(Zack) Becker, vice president in
charge of business affairs, CBS
Radio. Mr. Becker has been co-chairman of AFTRA's pension and wel-

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

vision has done imaginative and meaningful job of convention coverage deactivity.spite dull stretches of convention inBut dullness is fault of convention
apparatus, he said. As broadcaster, Mr.
Sarnoff has "healthy respect for prime
evening time on three national television networks," and he said he found
it hard to understand why parties frittered away peak hours on "drab preliminaries" and put off some of most
important and exciting business "until
only the hardiest viewers are awake."
Despite experience with television
coverage of conventions in 1948, 1952
and 1956 "politicians have barely made
the first step toward using the medium
effectively," Mr. Sarnoff said.
His observations last week were in
conflict with those he made few years
ago. At that time he suggested networks
might be in position to streamline convention coverage by rotating coverage
among themselves and eliminating live
pickups of unimportant activities.
MIAMI

CH.

10

FCC

tells court

new

order

its

is final

FCC told U.S. Court of Appeals Friday that its July 14 decision in Miami
ch. 10 case — in which it revoked 1957
grant to National Airlines and disqualified all applicants except L.B. Wilson
to which it made grant (Broadcasting,
July 18) — -is final order and thus supersedes all pending appeals in court.
If its July 14 decision is appealed,
commission said, then pending appeals
should be held in abeyance until after
court resolves most recent litigation. If
July 14 order is not appealed, or if
court after appeal upholds FCC, pending appeals become moot, commission
said.
CBS

official

fare fund as industry representative
for six years of its existence. He
shares chairmanship with Donald F.
tary.
Conaway,
AFTRA executive secreMr. Becker is first industry figure
to receive award, now in its fourth
year. Award previously went to
Henry Jaffe, AFTRA counsel; Frank
Nelson, former AFTRA national
president, and Bud Collyer, last
year's national president.

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON

PAGE 27

Commission two weeks ago revoked
1957 ch. 10 grant held by WPST-TV
in Miami and gave channel to L.B. Wilson Inc. It said revocation order was
effective Sept. 15. In assigning grant to
L.B. Wilson, commission said it would
give that applicant license of only four
months' duration after construction.
This is predicated on hopes of FCC
commisisoners that other applicants
would apply in competition with L.B.
Wilson when short-term license runs
out.
'Ex Parte' Issue ■ Miami ch. 10
case is in court because of WKAT
Miami appeal against FCC grant in
1957 to National Airlines. In final order July 14 commission found National
Airlines, WKAT and North Dade Television Inc. disqualified because of offrecord conversations with FCC commissioners. Court had remanded case
to FCC to look into allegations of ex
parte representations, but retained jurisdiction.
Earlier in week FCC reported to
same court action in Boston ch. 5 ex
parte case which it held not to be final
action. Commission vacated grant to
Boston Herald-Traveller after finding
off-record contacts had been made by
newspaper (WHDH Inc.) and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc., but not
serious enough to disqualify them (see
page 62). It continued WHDH-TV on
air under temporary authority, and ordered further proceedings.
La. survey

law

Radio and tv rating services which
operate in state of Louisiana will be required to have their employes register
with state, according to new law which
has been signed by Gov. Jimmie Davis.
Law requires employes of rating
firms to register with state if companies
operate in Louisiana. Original bill included stringent registration fees, but
this was deleted before final passage.
Wood appointed
No executive changes are spelled out
for WGN Inc. (WGN-AM-TV Chicago)
in appointment of J. Howard Wood as
president-publisher of Chicago Tribune
at board meeting of Tribune Co. Friday.
He succeeds Chesser Campbell who
died two weeks ago. Mr. Wood remains
president of WGN Inc., with Ward L.
Quaal continuing as vice president and
general manager of Tribune broadcast
properties.
Mr. Wood's tonewspaper
position will correspond
that of F.M.
(Jack)
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DEADLINE

Flynn,

president-publisher of
9

AT

DEADLINE

New York Daily News and president of
Tribune Co.'s WPIX (TV) New York.
Mr. Quaal earlier this year signed
long-term contract with WGN Inc.
Nielsen in Japan
Nielsen Television Index service will
be extended to Tokyo and Osaka in
Japan. A.C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, said
last Friday it has signed five-year
contract with Nihon Television Corp.,
Tokyo. NTI service already is provided
in United Kingdom and Canada as well
as U.S. Service in Japan will be available to all stations, advertisers, agencies and others.
Signal

Corps

is host

to FCC in Ariz, visit
Six of seven members of FCC may
be a bit travel-weary when they hold
special meeting today (Monday) on
program inquiry (see page 58). Commissioners left Washington Thursday
(July 21) for inspection of Army Signal
Corps proving grounds at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., and were due to return to
Washington Saturday night. FCC and
Signal Corp studied mutual problems
in frequency interference and commissioners inspected newly installed
Electronic Environmental Test Facility,
which measures interference caused by

WEEK'S

Mr. Topmiller

electronic equipment.
Trip to Arizona was made in World
War II vintage airplane and took IOV2
hours each way, plus 50-mile bus ride
in Arizona desert. Making journey were
Frederick W. Ford (chairman), Rosel
H. Hyde, Robert T. Hartley, Robert E.
Lee,
King. John S. Cross and Charles H.
■

Business

briefly

Westinghouse buys ■ Westinghouse
Electric Corp. has purchased nev/ hlmed
tv series starring Nanette Fabray, ending long search by advertiser for program to fill its recently acquired Friday
8:30-9 p.m. period on NBC-TV that
starts in early January. New series is
owned
advertiser.
series onbyelections
ends Westinghouse's
on CBS-TV in
November, then advertiser resumes with
new Fabray show on NBC-TV Jan. 6.
McCann-Erickson, N.Y., is agency.
Mennen appoints ■ Mennen Co., Morristown, N.J., appoints Tatham-Laird,
Chicago, to handle advertising for
Speed stick deodorant, new Shasta shave
lotion, Quinsana and Athlecin, plus four
new products, effective Dec. 1. T-L
joins Grey Adv. and Warwick & Legler
on "equal status" basis, according to
Charles Detinger, Mennen advertising
manager.

Best of beauty ■ Lestare Co. through
Sackel-Jackson Co., Boston, and P.
Lorillard Co. (Newport cigarettes)
through Lennen & Newell, N.Y., will
sponsor more than 12 hours of live tv
coverage of International Beauty Congress at Long Beach, Calif., on special
tv hookup in early August. KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles will feed KOVR (TV)
Stockton, Calif., and KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco, with possibility of
others to be added.
Avon's fall call ■ Avon Products Inc.
(cosmetics), N.Y., active in seasonal tv
spot use, resumes activity in 150 markets from end of August to early
December. Varied schedules of daytime
and early for
evening
20"s are
planned
full minutes
line ofandcosmetics.
Agency; Monroe F. Dreher Inc., N.Y.

HEADLINERS

Mrs. Heinze

Mr. Welstead

Charles H. Topmiller, president of L.B. Wilson Inc.,
which operates WCKY Cincinnati, and formerly general
manager of that station, adds duties of general manager of
ch. 10 Miami, Fla., which was granted recently to company
by FCC (Broadcasting, July 18) and is expected to become WLBW-TV. Mrs. Jeanette Heinze, formerly secretary-treasurer ofcorporation, relinquishes post of secretary
and assumes that of vp and general manager of WCKY.
Mrs. Essie Rupp, assistant secretary, named secretary.
Thomas A. Welstead, vp in charge of eastern sales for
WCKY, elected vp in charge of all sales operations for
Miami and Cincinnati outlets.
Mr. Topmiller joined WCKY in 1930 as transmitter engineer and in 1933 was appointed chief engineer. He served
with Office of War Information during World War II and
was named station manager in 1947. He was promoted to

executive vp in 1953 and to president upon death of L.B.
Wilson in 1954. Mrs. Heinze started as switchboard operator at WCKY in 1931. After working in traffic department,
she became private secretary to Mr. Wilson in 1935 and
remained in this post until his death. She was elected secretary of corporation in 1949 and treasurer in 1954. Mr.
Welstead holds law degree, has been radio time salesman
with George P. Hollingbery, N.Y.; became New York sales
representative for WCKY in 1948 and vp and eastern
manager in 1954.
Richard P. Jones, vp and manager of media, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N.Y., named director of media succeeding
Arthur A. Porter, who will devote full time to account
management. Post places Mr. Jones in direction of one of
largest media departments in agency field. Mr. Jones worked
for six years at Leo Burnett, Chicago, and prior to that for
eight years with D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis. He joined JWT
in 1955 as associate media director. He was elected vp and
appointed manager in 1958.
Frank Brill, account executive in New York office of MCA
Tv Film Syndication Div., appointed manager of New York
office succeeding Wynn Nathan, who has resigned (Broadcasting, July 18). Mr. Brill joined MCA Tv five years ago.
Earlier he had been account executive with United Television Programs, New York.
FOR OTHER NEWS

10

Little Leaguers on tv ■ General Foods
Corp. (Jello-O), White Plains, N.Y.,
will sponsor championship game of 1 3th
annual Little League world series Aug.
27 on ABC-TV, first live telecast of
event to be viewed nationwide. Jello-O's
special will originate in Williamsport,
Pa., and will be seen 2-4 p.m. EDT over
102 ABC-TV stations. Young & Rubicam is agency for advertising, and General Foods will handle publicity.

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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LET'S
COMPARE
WBTV — CHARLOTTE
ATLANTA
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
LOUISVILLE
BIRMINGHAM
NEW ORLEANS
NASHVILLE
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH
RICHMOND
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596,600
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459,400
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346,000
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Philadelpliia's
prize
reporter*
The Pennsylvania Associated Press Broadcasters recently honored WRCV and WRCV-TV
with six awards for outstanding news operations — the largest number won by any radio
and television news department in the Commonwealth. These citations are particularly
meaningful, coming as they do from a "jury" of professional broadcasters. And from the
people of Greater Philadelphia comes further recognition of the superior news service
being rendered by both of these stations. WRCV-TV 's 11PM News and Weather programs,
for instance, attract the largest viewing audience in Philadelphia, according to Nielsen.*

award.

"NSl Jan-April, 1960

tinguished Contributions to Freedom of
Information. For reportinrom
g f Trenton,
New Jersey, on the
July 1959 incident
when one WECV-TV
newsreel camera was

award
Special membership
citation for Outstand-

and held off authorities with a shotgun
for several hours.

ing Membership
Cooperation. For many
news contributions
made to The Associated Press. Specifically for providing
A.P. members with an
exclusive interview i

I

NBC Owned Stations in Philadelphia . Sold by
NBC Spot Sales
WRcy«v-Ty

*'•■.--. . s

award
First Place for Outstanding News Operation. For its "overall
news operation," station WECV-TV won
the coveted first place
award. This is the
highest award given
by the Pennsylvania
Associated Press
Broadcasters.

award
Second Place for Outstanding Reporting.
For the WECV-TV
overall coverage of
the long steel strike.
Of the 35 individual
film stories made during the strike, 15 were
"fed" to major NBC
network news shows.
This operation gave
WECV-TVmore local
originations than any
network affiliate.

award
First Place for Out
standing Coverage of
a Special Event. For
the special program
ming WRCV Radio
broadcast during the
Congressional hear
ing conducted in Phil
adelphia by Congresswoman K. Grranahan.

MUSIC
all day long to suit every
mood of the day. Freedom from weird sounds
. . . freedom from gimmicks . . . just wonderful
entertainment.

NEWS
More newscasts per day
than any other local station. Z.0C0/ news gathering as well as reporting.
National and international
coverage all through the
day
staff. from NBC's excellent

PERSONALITIES
that are well-known and
welcome in every home
. . . selected to suit the
program . . . and backed
by vigorous promotion.
NETWORK
Monitor for the week-end,
plus NBC's on the spot
coverage of events when
they happen — where they
happen.
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other pertinent
information are at the
fingertips of your PGW
Colonel. See him today.
Col. B. J. Palmer
VICE-PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evans
SECRETARY
Wm. D. Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER Pax Shaffer

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

IOWA

ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

ILL.

PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
JULY
July 24-Aug. 5 — Advertising Federation of America's vertising
secondand annual
management
seminar School,
in admarketing.
Harvard Business
Boston. A limit of 50 applicants has been set to
be selected from agency and advertiser marketing
executives, plus one representative from each major media association. Applications available from
AFA, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19.
July 29 — Deadline for comments to FCC on
technical standards for fm stereo.
AUGUST
Aug. 1-12 — International Television-Radio Workshop, Interchurch Center, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York. Sponsored by Broadcasting and Film Commission and United Church Women of the National Council of Churches; the Protestant Council of N.Y.; New York State Council of Churches;
New Jersey Council of Churches, and World Commission for Christian Broadcasting.
*Aug. 3-5 — Annual Defense Communications Seminar, including meeting of National Industry AdPa. visory Committee, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg,
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga.
Those attending should make reservations at the
Wanderer Motel.
Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting. Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. West*Aug. 29 — NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for
assignments.
is continu?nce useof inJuneplotting
20 deadline.
Reply This
comments
now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
2-4 —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual fall
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)Rock
on Lodge,
better radio
ment. Starved
Utica, station
N.Y. manageSept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.

Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Fla.
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)Lodge,
on better
radio Ohio.
station management. Lincoln
Columbus,
*Sept. 16-18 — DPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on Inn,
betterWilliamsburg,
radio stationVa.management.cities)
Williamsburg
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29 — CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
OCTOBER
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorum, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
*Oct. 5 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
on Omaha,
better radio
ment. Town
House,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12— Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
*0ct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention. Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. Technical should
papers havebe been
requested
— titles
abstracts
submitted
to Dr.
Harry andF.
Olsen, RCA Labs, Princeton, N.J., by June 22.
Oct. 16-17— Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Educational Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 18-21— National Assn. of Educational BroadBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960
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;}C Most Recent Pulse and Hooper
Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA • New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
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casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section, Central Canada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 14-16
Broadcasters'
Assn. New/
annual convention.
Sheraton Promotion
Charles Hotel,
Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,
w/ill be keynote speaker. Among topics on agenda:
color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other
probes, audience surveys and the role of video tape,
graphic arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
JANUARY 1961
Jan.
13-14
—
Oklahoma
Broadcasters'
Assn. Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City
.

Your market for drug-store sales in the WWTV
Area — Cadillac and Northern Lower Michigan — is
greater than that in any one of eight entire U.S.

NCS No. 3 shows thaf WWTV has
daily circulation, both daytime and
nighttime, in 36 Michigan countiet.
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KAIAMAZOO-BATTIE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADIlUC, MICHIGAN
KOIN-TV — UNCOIN, NEBRASKA

states*!
And remember too, you need only WWTV to
reach all of Northern Lower Michigan . . . and most
of its drug product consumers. WWTV has NCS
No. 3 circulation — daytime and nighttime — in 36
Northern Lower Michigan counties. To approach
this coverage with other media, you'd need 13 daily
newspapers or 16 radio stations!
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having! // you want it
all, give us a call!
*WWTV Area drug sales {$30.6 million) exceed those in
Idaho, New Hampshire, Delaware, North Dakota, Montana,
Nevada, Alaska and Hawaii.

316,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL
13 • 1282' TOWER
CBS and
ABC in CADILLAC
Serving Norlhern Lower Michigan
Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

m
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BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSaies St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
n 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached
□ Please Bill
name

title/ position'^

company name
address
ctty
Send to home address
16

state
zone

AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT southern area
IVlusic City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-Oct.
2— AWRTMass.New England conference. Springfield,
Oct. 7-8— AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 4-6 — ^AWRT Pennsylvania conference.
Harrisburg, Pa.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
BOOKS
■ "I960 Development Advertising Reports," Edited by W.H. Long, 5347 N.Santa Monica Blvd., Milwaukee, Wis.,
76 pp; $15.
This loose-leaf manual covers in detail the advertising budgets of the 50
states for industrial development and
tourism, the personnel who administer
these budgets and the allocation by
media and source. The different sections of the nation are keyed by different shades of paper. Advertising
agencies employed by the states are
listed and specific publications or stations as well. A small amount of the
total budgets of the states goes into
broadcast media. The report serves as
a handy reference work for those interested in the commerce promotion of
the 50 states.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Absinthe

Frappe

As served at Lafitte's Blachsmith Shop

WWL-TV.

. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Romper Room, WWL-TV's standout morning
show, delivers the audience at the lowest cost-perthousand of any kid show in the New Orleans
market — even lower than afternoon kid shows.
It makes sound sales sense to catch the kids in the
morning before mom goes to shop — not in the late
afternoon, when she has already completed her
day's shopping. ARB (April, 1960) shows Romper
Room leading all competition with a 9 rating.
Represented nationally by Katz

-IV
WLORLEANS
W
NEW
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MONDAY

MEMO

from HARRY G. OMMERLE, senior vice president, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New

It's

time

for

A character I know and love had the
following thoughts about television
while on the jet to Hollywood. His
thoughts may be slightly exaggerated- — •
but, to my way of thinking, only
slightly.
"The movies killed vaudeville!"
"Radio killed the movies!"
"Television killed radio!" (and the
movies again).
How many times have you heard
these historical pronouncements from
assorted pundits in show business or on
its fringe? Often enough, I'd guess,
since they are generally accepted as the
facts of life.
Well, I'd like to stand up and be
counted. I don't believe a word of these
cliches.
The movies did not kill vaudeville.
Vaudeville simply committed suicide.
It died the slow way, the hard way,
simply by absorbing its own poisons of
inertia, smugness and self-indulgence.
From the stars on down, the process
was the same. Put together an act, rehearse it in the smaller towns, get it
down pat and then — the big time. Tour
the same big cities over and over, play
that act before the same audiences again
and again. But change it? Get some
new material the customers haven't
seen before? Take those chances?
Never!

tv's

'agonizing

Diagnosis: Not homicide, but suicide
by the same old poisons.
Tv vs. Radio ■ The case of television
vs. radio?
Here, too, the defendant is, at worst,
guilty only of being an accessory after
the fact. The same evil poisons were
present, if only an autopsy could have
been taken. The coroner would have
found an added starter — a lethal little
bug called the transcription (and, subsequently, tape).
"Do my show live? Have to be in
the same studio at the same time, week
after week? Are you kidding? I can
record it when I want to — here in Hollywood or in New York — and not louse
up my picture assignments, my personal
appearances, or even my fishing plans.
No problem. And I can do two or three
in advance and take it easy for a while.
Audience reaction? That's a cinch.

"Nonsense!" said the producers.
"We've got the formula that pays off.
Let's stick with it, boys, and keep pouring them out of the same old mold."
"Story values? Never heard of 'em!
If one star won't do the business, give
them two stars, three stars, even six
stars. Load the picture so they can't
stay away. We can afford it, can't we?"
You know what happened.
18

reappraisal'

We've got it on records — little chuckles,
slow builds and boff laughs — we've got

"Oh, and one more important thing.
them
We canall."
do away with fluffs. If I goof or
my guest comic lays an egg with a joke
or two, or my singer — God forbid —
hits a clinker, we just take them out
and do that part of the tape over. As I
said before — 'No Problems!' "
True enough. All too true. But with
the advent of this convenience, this
"make-sureness," the life and breath
went out of radio. The sense of immediacy disappeared. The listening audience lost the thrill of eavesdropping
on something exciting, something funny, something interesting that was happening then and now.
And, losing these things, it lost, to a
large degree, its interest.
Finding: Death by suffocation due to
virus — tape virus.
Tv's Future ■ What's happening to
television today? Only a few short years
ago, television was an infant. Now it is
an economic giant. But it was a lusty,
vital, fighting infant that demanded
your attention and your affection. It
fell on its face a few times, to be sure.
But you had to admire it for daring
to run and trying to climb high and
fast when it really should have been
content to take things easy, to crawl
before it walked.
And television was live!
What you saw on your home screen
was happening at that moment and you
vicariously were an active part of it.
Hell, you were a participant! And, it
made no difference if the submarine on

Slow Death ■ The result was inevitable. Slowly, but relentlessly, public
apathy grew and grew. And, when a
new form of entertainment — the movies
— came along, they naturally flocked
to it. But vaudeville had already virtually become a corpse. The movies were
simply a last-minute adversary administering the coup de grace to an
inert form.
Radio vs. the movies?
The plot's the same. Only the protagonists and the gimmicks change.
Again it was a case of death by selfpoisoning.
Make fewer pictures, but better pictures?

York

Studio One wasn't quite as real as the
one in the U-boat movie you saw last
week. There were many things pictures
could do better. Chases, for example,
on horseback or in cars. And so on.
But somehow television was more fun.
Harry Ommerle left N.W. Ayer & Son.
Philadelphia, in 1935 (where he had
been vp in charge of radio) to become
producer with CBS. Later he held posts
with William Morris Agency in New
York and with Riithrauff & Ryan, also
in New York, and in 1948 operated his
own talent agency and package-producing office. He rejoined CBS as program
director in 1950 and was elected vp in
1955. He was made senior vp and member of plans board of SSC&B in New
York July 1, 1959.

You got more "kick" out of it.
Today, more than 80% of television
product is on tape or film.
Is it to be another case of suicide?
This time by the same poisons plus that
antibiotic-proof germ — economics?
I hate to say it, but unless we take
a good hard look at just what's happening, unless we in the industry have the
courage to make what has been described as an "agonizing reappraisal," it
may well be that, "Here we go again."
P.S. From now on, I'm taking the
train.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

HOW
DOES A NAIL SOUND?
It sounds like a board that's been nailed to a board that's been nailed to
a board . . . again and again, until a house is built. Another house ... ad infinitum. This is the house that Maryland and a lot
of jack are building. These are the homes of millions of old and new Marylanders. The people who are working at, living in
and investing in "Housing" in this part of the country. The people you can reach — the people who are interested in your
message about "anything for the home". These are the millions who are spending millions to re-build a city. . . a city of tradition into a city of the future. These are progressive, far-thinking people who want to learn . . .who want to know. . .who
want to buy. These are the millions who listen to WBAL-RADIO every day... the people who will hear any message you
have for them and will pay attention to it. WBAL-RADIO, your progressive Maryland station with the sound of the
sixties, the new era of elegance they have come to know so well. YlfBAim''§^ADIOm'^ BJ\ LTiMIOS^E
Broadcasting in the Maryland tradition / Associated with WBAL FM-TV/ Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co., lnc.(^

OPEN
MIKE®
Hard sell or humor?
editor: Many points Mr. Barasch covers in his Monday Memo rebuttal on
tv commercial humor are good sense
[Kenneth S. Barasch wrote "Hard sell,
not humor, should win tv awards," page
22, July 4, in reply to Mr. Diamant's
"How well does humor sell on tv?,"
page 22, June 27]. But the basic problem is something more than a matter
of taste.
The solely "fast, fast, fast" approach
he seems to be recommending may sow
a tv viewer whirlwind. Mr. Barasch believes strongly in the hard hard sell,
pays obeisance twice to the "real-life
situations
and Anacin
diagrams"commercials
of the Dristan,
Rolaids and
and
ends by stating "the trend is away
from humor in advertising."
It is to violently disagree — and mention such past and present humorous
super-salesmen of the hard smart sell
as Luckies' marching cigarettes, Ajax'
pixies, Muriel's sexy cigar, Bardahl's
private eye, Alka-Seltzer's Speedy, Jello's busy housewife, Piel's Bert & Harry,
Seven-Up's woodpecker, Maypo's kids,
Maxwell
House's percolator, and many
more.

II

W

No one argues that the only proper
yardstick for all advertising elforts is
sales figures. But why must every poor
soul who wins an art directors' award
always be ready to defend himself
against the inference that he really cares
nothing about selling the product? —
Lincoln Diamant, Vice President in
Charge of Tv-Radio, Daniel & Charles
Inc., New York.

Off!

"Something's wrong, Splash."
"Check the instruments, Dr. Sparkov."
"Everything seems okay."
"Are the "DRUMMERS"*

intact?"

"Yes."
"Good. I feel safer with the "DRUMMERS"* aboard. These all-new, recorded
production aids, themes and sales starters will win friends, influence
sponsors and tame bug-eyed monsters."
"Right. You can't tell who you'll meet in outer space."
"Yes, "DRUMMERS"*

are attention-getters wherever they're heard."

"Shall we try to blast off again, Splash?"
"Wait, Dr. Sparkov. Let me check the ship out."
"Well, find anything?"
"All right, who's got the key to the launching pad?"
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Telethons for charity
editor: We have read with interest the
article in the July 4 issue, page 65, "Is
a charity telethon worth it?" Based on
rather wide experience, our answer to
the question posed is an unqualified
"yes." That the telethon for the March
of Dimes in Washington, D.C., was financially unsuccessful can be attributed
solely to lack of sound planning, not the
least of which was the belief that the
running time of the show could be a
great deal less than normal without having any significant effect on the final toBROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weel<ly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00
issues 35< peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

The birth of a skyscraper. . . a vision
soon to become reality. Here in the
hands of one who possesses a quality touch
every minute detail must be perfect
before the first steel is formed— the
first spade of earth turned. The
same important attention to details,
no matter how small, is also what
provides that quality atmosphere in
today's better television and radio
station operations.

Represented by

WFAA

TELEVISION
RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Representative
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In

Chicaefo

. . . the Museum of Science and Industry is the most versatile
museum of its kind in the world. Its exhibits range from Space
Age Technology — to an actual operating Coal Mine — to the
only German Submarine ever captured in wartime, the U505!

In

Chicago

WGN
TELEVISION

— owned

and operated by

Chicagoans — is dedicated to
quality programming
community

WGN

and

service.

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

BRAND NEW:
Out of the thousands of
SATURDAY EVENING POST
stories read and loved by millions
of Americans, ITC now proudly
brings to television first run,
for the first time, the

Pat O'Brien
. . . hard-hitting
action

June Lockhart
. . . tender
romance

Everett Sloane
. . . Western
adventure

Charles Coburn
. . .in-cheek
tonguefarce

Pulitzer
authors
Conrad
Benet .

Prize-winning
like MacKinlay Kantor,
Richter, Stephen Vincent
. . and many others.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 . PL 5-2100
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(OPEN MIKE)

tal of pledges phoned in.
Statistics prove unequivocally that the
application of a formula involving minimum fees, maximum air time and prepublicity invariably means excellent results for the charity involved and amazing good will for the station.
To this I would add, of course. The
National Foundation's responsibility to
see that the formula is applied, something we failed to do in this instance.
Condemnation of telethons because
of one failure out of the many successful ones the broadcasting industry has
so generously directed for the March
of Dimes is, I believe, not only completely unsound but quite unfair to station executives. Just last January, for
example, Cleveland raised $125,000
with a 16% expense ratio; St. Louis,
$75,000 on 22%; Madison, Wis.,
$13,000 on 12.8%o; Sacramento,
$65,000 on 26%; and last September
Flint, Mich., raised $79,000 on 20.8%-.
Telethons can be a great vehicle if
both the station and the charity exercise prudence. The March of Dimes
pledges it will exercise such prudence. —
George P Voss, Vice President for
Public Relations, The National Foundation. New York.
Louisville: $1.1 million
editor: Was tremendously interested
in your account of the telethon catastrophe on WTTG (TV) Washington. It
is this sort of stupid experience that
justifiably has given telethons a bad
name.
We have done them for the last eight
years and there is another side to it.
The first two were for cerebral palsy.
This cause we abandoned because we
felt that a mass medium should not be
dedicated to a problem which, at best,
represents marginal medicine when it
comes to children.
At the same time we recognized that
tv did have a tremendous capacity for
raising money and so we established
our own "WHAS Crusade for Children." We persuaded the ministers on
our Moral Side of the News panel to
assume the burden of allocating the
funds and in the succeeding six years
we have raised almost $1.1 million. —
Victor A. Sholis, Vice President and
Director, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville,
Ky.
Evolution in star contracts
editor: May I commend you on "An
evolution in star contracts," a most
informative and thought provoking article (page 27, July 4). Although hindsight ismost always 20-20, it is difficult
to understand how network executives
can justify the economics of the longterm star contracts. — Joseph A. Brandt,
Attorney, New York.
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CENTRAL

WEST

VIRGINIA

Fairmont

Morgantown

CHANNEL
i< Clarksburg

YOUR

PRODUCT'S
BEST

9

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Exec. V-P. — AT 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL

12

28% taller and 29% more powerful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million annually. The best of CBS and ABC.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

FRIEND
IS

CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager
OX B-1505
Represented by H-R
TheFRIENDLYGroup's
111
CHANNEL
A

SHOPPER

TOPPER

1^

STATION

®

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serv*
ing over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC
Networks.
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

IN CLARKSBURG:
Roger Garrett-MAin 4-7573
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
In Television too, a station is known by tlie companies it l<eeps!
Herelocal
at WBOY-TV
our advertisers.
sponsor list Yes,
reads Iron
like the
in
and national
City"Who's
Beer, Who"
Lever
Brothers, Ford Dealers, Gulf Oil, Carlings Beer, Domino Sugar,
Carnation Nlilk, Hope Natural Gas, Procter and Gamble and
U.S. Rubber are just a few of the firms who buy BOY to tell and
sell 150,000 TV families in the heart of Central West Virginiafamilies with almost ONE BILLION DOLLARS TO SPEND.
Member The FRIENDLY Groupi
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John J. Laux, Managing Director

CHANNEL

12

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Announcing the opening of our new,

NOW...

million-dollar Broadcasting Center, with maximum power and the tallest tower in the Coastal
Empire. Reaching more homes, more people
than ever before . . . more than any station
serving the Savannah-Coastal Empire area!*
Population of this 36-county market nears
%-million, according to preliminary figures, 1960
U. S. Census. Clearly your best buy in

times
SAVANNAH
more

powerful

* Even before increase to full power NBS #3 gives WSAV-TV
5 more counties than the competitor.
March, 1960, ARB gives WSAV-TV 3,100 more homes
than the competitor.

WSAV-TV

ch

3

Clearly . . . Savannah's Preferred Channel Station
Represented nationally by Blair Television Associates

Also new
26

home

Radio 630 Savannah's Most
ofWSA^/
Represented by rohert e. eastman & co., inc.

Powerful

Voice
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AGENCIES
major

buyers

candidly

The biggest buyers in network television have their own personal opinions
of the networks with which they do
business — but you could never tell what
their attitudes are from what they buy.
Their quest for the program-periodprice combination that is best for their
clients often cuts violently across their
private evaluations of the networks —
and the network officials — with whom
they spend (or don't spend) millions
of dollars a year.
The chasm that frequently exists between what they feel and what they buy
was pointed up last week in a Broadcasting survey of agency executives
who control two-thirds of all network
television billings. The survey, granting
anonymity in order to be assured of
candid answers, brought replies from
top television officials in virtually all of
the top 25 television agencies. The
agencies represented in the survey accounted for $529 million, or 67%, of
network tv billings in 1959.
The findings showed, with inevitable
deviations, a fairly uniform "image" for
each of the three networks on questions
of quality, integrity, initiative and audience appeal.
If buyers invested their money according to program ''quality," management reliability and integrity, they
would buy CBS.
If mass appeal and low cost-per-thousand were the criterion, they would go
for ABC.
If they were looking for originality,
flexibility and initiative in a network
they would buy NBC.
But in buying by any one of these
sets of standards they would have to

RATE
appraise

THE
the

long

disregard other elements which, at least
in their own minds, keep any one of
the three networks from being ideal to
do business with.
CBS-TV. for instance, is rated a lo.v
second to ABC-TV in cost-per-thouand values, is sometimes considered
stuffy and with some agency executives
seems to be losing some of the respect
and esteem which, nevertheless, still put
it high in that category.
There is a feeling that NBC juggles
its brass too much — that an air of instability comes from frequent realignments of top executives — and that its
ratings and cost-per-thousand are dragging.
ABC is accused of being hard to pin
down on a deal — "you'd better have a
lawyer along," to paraphrase one executive— and of having trouble delivering as many markets and as much
audience as it promises.
None of the networks escaped strong
indictments from a number of agency
executives — for lack of creativity, especially, and for their increasing control
over programming. Not many agencymen failed to criticize on both scores,
and some linked the two charges in a
cause-and-effect relationship.
There was divided opinion as to
which network is easiest to deal with —
as well as on the unrelated question of
which is easiest to make a deal with —
and there was some feeling that both
individually and as a group they're becoming harder to get along with. "Highhanded" was the adjective sometimes
used to describe this attitude, which
sometimes was ascribed to developments stemming out of the quiz scan-

NETWORKS
&

short suits of each
dals and to the near-sold-out status of
prime network time.
On one point there was almost unanimous agreement: that the fact that it's
on one network does not give a commercial greater
"acceptability"
viewers than
it would
have on among
either

of the other networks. There was
but still substantial, agreement
there are fewer ofl'-card deals now
there used to be. and that when

less,
that
than
they

occur they're more apt to involve reductions in program costs than in time
charges.
Here is an extensive sampling of the
opinions expressed in the survey:
Agency Man No. 1 ■ A vice president
and radio-tv director points to CBS as
the network his agency preferred to do
business with because there "seems to
be a higher caliber of integrity in their
dealings." He says that CBS officials
were "just as sharp" as others but seem
to With
"inspire
confidence."
respect
to program quality, he
ranks them: CBS, NBC. ABC. Ratingwise, he places ABC on top, followed
by CBS and NBC, and in terms of costper-thousand. the ranking is ABC-NBCCBS.
In general, he declares, he is not satisfied with the product the networks
have been offering in the past few years
because they rely on the programming
created by "a few outside production
houses," which leaves little opportunity
for choice. Agencies, he claims, should
have "more of a say" in programming.
His respect for networks, except CBS,
has diminished in recent years because,
he asserts, they have become "highhanded since they are in control of pro-

o

To customers, network images are as different as their
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trademarks
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and ABC. He also says that at ABC one
has to be careful to make the deal with

How

agencies

rate

tv networks

gramming."' Networks, he says, have
become less creative because "there is
little need to be creative.""
In terms of programming and sales
management, he ranks CBS at the top,
though he respects ABC's "aggressive
salesmanship." He takes a dim view,
however, of some of ABC's gambits,
claiming that network often promised
more than it could deliver in terms of
audience and markets. He commented:
"Even when dealing with Ollie Treyz
(ABC-TV president) it's a good idea
to have a lawyer present." Their salesman may "promise you one thing; a
top-level executive something else, and
Treyz still something else."
He characterizes NBC as having "an
amorphous quality."" Its programming
and sales executives change so often,
he notes, that this tends to create uncertainty innegotiating with NBC.
He says there is "a stiffening" of the
rate card, but observes that in past
years ABC was not loath to make a
deal. He says, however, that certain
bargains still can be made today — it
might mean fewer markets or that a
radio campaign would be thrown in,
but the rate card usually is upheld.
Agency Man No. 2 ■ Another vice
president and radio-tv director declines
to express a preference for the network
he "liked to do business with," insisting he finds them all "acceptable.""
In terms of quality programming, he
tabs CBS number one, followed by
NBC and ABC in that order. For ratings and cost-per-thousand, he lists them
this way: ABC, NBC, CBS. This agency
places most of its business with CBS.
He is dissatisfied with much of the
programming the networks offer, pointing out the agency has "too little say.
because we don't have much choice on
programs or time slots."" The programming control assumed by the networks,
he adds, has made for a little less
creativity — "they"re using a 'copy-cat'
formula." His respect for the networks,
he says, has not changed materially,
though he says they have become "more
dictatorial" as an outgrowth of the quiz
scandals. He says that even though his
particular agency wanted to renew a
certain show in a certain time slot, the
network decided to throw it out and offered him another program which the
agency found unacceptable.
Though
this executive feels that
23 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

continued

CBS has "the edge" in terms of sales
and programming personnel, he prefers to negotiate with ABC. He observes: "At ABC, we can deal directly
with Ollie Treyz and work out a suitable
arrangement. This does not mean that
we are not negotiating an up-and-up
He says he has no evidence that "illegal deals" are worked out at any of
the networks, though negotiation for a
time-and-production
package can be
deal."'
rugged. His agency places most of its
business on CBS. whose "overall image
is the best," and ABC. which "delivers
a mass audience."
Agency Man No. 3 ■ At another
agency the vice president and media
director calls CBS "the overall No. 1
network." He explains: "It seems to
me that CBS is the most professional
of the three. It is more candid than the
others and is most willing to keep all
parties in a deal — our sales people, our
programming people, our media people
— apprised of what is going on. CBS
seems to make our job more pleasant.
The other two often are shocking in
their amateurism.'" This agency spends
more money at CBS.
He characterizes program quality of
the networks this way: "CBS is at the
top; NBC is the most experimental;
ABC hits the lowest common denominator but delivers an audience." He
contends there is a three-way battle for
ratings. Of cost-per-thousand, he says:
"CBS is still the best overall because it
delivers audiences most often where
you want them; ABC is the most efficient; NBC can offer good programs
and good time slots. One word of caution about ABC — it promises a lot
but sometimes cannot deliver these
His respect for ABC has increased,
promises."
he
says. He points out that ABC has
programmed much "junk" and a substantial part of its schedule is "still
junk,"
but
neverthelessandABCno today
"is
a serious contender,
one can
dispute that." On the whole, his respect
for networks generally has diminished
because of diminishing creativity on
their part. But he is adamant on one
point that disputes many of his agency
counterparts: the ad agency does not
belong in the programming business.
In terms of personnel, this executive
places CBS on top, followed by NBC

the top man — Mr. Treyz — or "you
can"t
be sure
a firm
deal."'an Though
rate cards
are of
firm,
he says,
agency
can bargain in the areas of program
costs and discount structures. Another
way to bargain cited by this executive:
"We bought one-half of a network
show. Nobody else wanted to buy the
other half. The network came to us
and made an attractive offer to buy the
other half too. Though we had some
feeling we were stuck with a 'dog' since
nobody else wanted it, we bought it
because the price was right."
Agency Man No. 4 ■ Another agency
radio-tv director picks NBC as the network he prefers to do business with because NBC is the "most flexible,
imaginative of all — not cut and dried."
He ranks NBC, too, as the spearhead
of "program quality," followed by CBS
and ABC. This agency places a larger
percentage of its business on NBC.
He is satisfied with the product offered by the networks, but acknowledges that the problem is most complex. The volume of production offered
by networks is large and unless there
is a change in concept, whereby the
networks would be responsible for half
of the present output, he envisions no
program
improvement.
He from
adds: an
I don't
know whether
a change,
advertising
point
of
view,
is
advisable."
He ventured that he does not have
the same respect for CBS that he had
in the past. That network's actions during the quiz controversy, resulting in
tighter controls by the network, helped
shape his new attitude toward CBS. He
also singled out "the way CBS fired
Lou Cowan" (e.x-president of CBS-TV).
This official rates ABC the "most
difficult"' to pin down when negotiating
for a program. He claims that two
executives at ABC, for example, would
have different versions of a deal that
is being negotiated. In the final analysis,
he says, an agency man might have to
"go to Ollie Treyz."
Agency Man No. 5 ■ A media vice
president, who said his agency places its
largest share of business with ABC, and
NBC second, prefers to do business with
CBS because, he feels, CBS personnel
seem to have an edge in competency and
cooperation. For program quality he
ranks CBS first and NBC second, but
his rankings in terms of both ratings
and cost per thousand put ABC on top
and CBS second.
For certain products appealing to the
mass audience this executive is satisfied
with the networks' program offerings,
but he adds that there are not enough
programs that are of high enough quality or low enough cost to be submitted
to the "corporate image" type of purchaser. His respect, or liking, for the
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

networks has changed in recent years:
Only one of the three, ABC, is now
harder to do business with — the other
two are easier, he says.
He beheves the networks are less
creative at present, but that this is not
entirely the networks' fault, because
creative ventures ( Wide Wide World for
one) in the past have been mainly sustainers at high cost to the networks.
No one network has an edge in terms
of management, he says. He finds that
the networks generally stick to their rate
cards, no one network "deals" more
than the others. He gets equal "right
treatment" from the networks. He
thinks ABC offers more of a "sellers
market" attitude, but that this varies
with each season and with the top network adopting the attiude.
Agency Man No. 6 ■ ABC's new
competitive strength and the all-network
issue of program control are exerting a
strong influence on the shopping and
thinking of a vice president-television
director of an agency with an interest
in a dozen shows.
The network image changes each
year and always comes down to whathave-you-done-for-me lately, in this
agency man's view. He adds that ABC
wins the popularity stakes this summer,
although that network and NBC get
about equal shares of his client's money,
with CBS trailing, a pattern that at one
time was the reverse.
ABC is the least complicated of the
three. You deal with two people, Ollie
Treyz or Tom Moore [programming
vp], for management decisions, bypassA

longer

pause

But this time last year, this network
plains.
buyer would have named CBS as his
favorite to do business with, citing
efficiency and knowledge of client problems. He still puts CBS first in program quality and ratings, NBC No. 2
in programs, and ABC No. 2 in ratings.
Although the ABC plan of selling
nighttime minutes has been criticized
(the others are copying it, he adds),
there's no diminution of commercial
effectiveness so far as he can see.
There is an adequate selection of
programs generally available, this buyer
feels, although he finds networks generally are harder to deal with now than
in the past because of changing supply
and demand. What particularly worries
him is program control, which he says
simply means financial participation in
a great to
many
instances.
He thinks and
it's
foolish
exclude
the advertiser
short-sighted to push the customers
around.
In what he calls the last remaining
area of network creativity, public affairs
and live specials, he thinks CBS has the
best record. He says ABC heretofore
has demonstrated least of what columnists call "responsibility," but is beginning to develop in this area.
On the management side, CBS has
been best over a period of years, he says.
But you can't deny the effectivness of
the two-man ABC set-up, he adds, although he doesn't know how long
Messrs. Treyz and Moore can continue

for station

A determined drive was reported
last week to be building up among
affiliates of all three tv networks in
an effort to get nighttime station
breaks expanded from 30 seconds to
40.
What luck they might have was
still a moot question.
The bid for 40-second breaks — to
increase stations' national spot and
local business potential by accommodating two 20's or a lO-and-30
combination — already has been
taken to ABC-TV and NBC-TV by
their respective affiliates boards, and
ABC-TV has said it would provide
one 40-second break each night, beginning in the fall (Broadcasting,
June 27). At NBC, which agreed to
consider the 40-second proposal,
there were indications that three or
four might be allowed each week
(Closed Circuit, June 27).
CBS-TV authorities say they have
not felt any real pressure from affiliates on this score — that perhaps
10 or 15 have recommended such a
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

ing the boards and elaborate organizationalfolderol"
"
of the others, he ex-

identification?

lengthening from time to time over
the past three months.
Among stations, however, reports
were widespread that the drive was
gaining momentum and would be
pressed at all three networks — including ABC-TV, where the push
apparently would be for more than
the seven 40-second spots per week
already planned. Some advocates
insisted that all nighttime breaks
should eventually be 40 seconds in
length.
Reps Have Stake ■ The campaign
is known to have the support of a
number of leading station representatives, although they indicated that
they had abandoned any active role
on the ground that the drive was
now being pushed through the respective affiliates boards.
Stations and their reps argue that
the 10-second expansion of current
breaks would not diminish the effectivenes ofcommercials — after all,
they point out, the number of commercials need not be increased — and

to spread themselves that thin.
"Dealing" on ratecards has disappeared, in his view. There are deals
now, but they are mostly on programs
costs, for example CBS' Aquanauts,
ABC's Hong Kong and NBC's Dan
Raven.
Agency Man No. 7 ■ A network invariably loses face with an agency when
it changes too many of its executives'
faces. That's one important criterion
used by a top radio-tv agency official in
naming the network with which he
prefers to do business. He prefers CBSTV, though it happens his agency bills
most with NBC-TV and then second
with CBS-TV. He ranks CBS-TV on
top because of a strong image (though
he admits there have been some sudden changes on its executive level).
NBC-TV is known to him as the network, that periodically undergoes upheaval, and ABC-TV as the one that
often has trouble clearing stations.
CBS-TV he also picks for program
quality and ratings but points out that
NBC-TV would get a better shake in
the ratings picture if specials were
counted on the nighttime scoreboard.
He has no preference as to type of
product provided by the networks
though he deplores the trend to film —
"there's no reason to have a network
when it supplies only film programs;
the idea of a network is to originate live
programs for stations." CBS-TV, he
adds, probably "does more about this
than the other two networks," though
much
what
it's doing isthe"longhair."
The of
ease,
or conversely
difficulty.
in fact should increase commercial
effectiveness through the added selling time available for one of the
messages.
They also point out that networks
themselves have increased the number of tv commercials through the
introduction and expansion of participation or spot-carrier selling
within network programs. The extra
10 seconds needed to make a 40second break, they insist, could be
provided by shortening network promotional material on each side by
five seconds. Some — but not all —
advocates say 40-second breaks are
the only alternative to rate increases.
Networks generally resist the 40second idea on the ground that commercial effectiveness would be
diluted by either more or longer
commercials, and network advertisers as a group take the same position. There also is a less openly
mentioned fear that the extra time
would not always be used for just
ting.
two local spots but would tempt stations to indulge in more triple-spot-
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He feels his commercials get more
an agency has in dealing with a network now, compared to former years,
acceptability when they are on CBSTV only because of the higher caliber
depends mostly on personal contacts —
"it's important whether or not one has station the network has on the average
— "you obtain greater commercial aca The
mutualnetworks
respect."are less creative now
ceptability through stations, not netthan in the past, he feels, but "there
now appears to be a great need expressed for creativity from the networks. Idetect a 'comeback drive.'
The networks, he feels, now are coming out of a "buy film" period.
Agency Man No. 8 ■ A tv department head who also is a programming
expert says ABC-TV ranks first in programs with the most popular appeal
while the other networks are tops in
the dramatic or special fields.
Theto ABC-TV
"image",
he
finds
be in flux.
Where however,
once it was
"entertainment, per se," the image is
changing in that the network has been
"awakening in the public service area
heretofore dominated by an NBC or
CBS." In short, he says, ABC is creating "a more overall network image."
As to which network has the edge:
"It's anybody's ball game" and "no one
network is easy to work with." (This
agency bills most at ABC, second at
CBS.) The most marked effect in networking today, he finds to be the entry
of film studios giving agencies "large
inventories from which to pick." As a
network customer, "we find the agency
is no longer only a buyer but also the
catalyst which must help develop a new
tv idea." The networks, he notes, are
purchasing more and acting more as
suppliers rather than developing programs themselves. But, he cautions,
there's an apparent "network resurgence" coming about and the networks
are "now going back into the program
business."
This executive finds "deals are always being made "but one network is
no more guilty than another, though
the size or strength of the network could
fiiake a difference "in what can be
worked out."
Agency Man No. 9 ■ An account
man at another top agency says: "I'd
rather do business with CBS-TV bej;ause the network is more realistic —
ihat is, it will deliver — in terms of
pricing and in values." In program quality, he ranks CBS-TV first, NBC-TV
second and ABC-TV third. In terms of
ratings, he makes it CBS-TV, ABC-TV
and then NBC-TV.
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

As an account man, he finds a general satisfaction with what product the
works."
networks offer though he is explicit
in noting a lack in recent years in
pioneering new programming vehicles
and an absence of new program forms.
He says it's easier for the agency to
do business with the networks now compared to years past, basically for two
reasons: (1) the fading of must-buy
lists of stations in favor of dollar-volume requirements and (2) the relinquishment bythe networks of the 52week, firm order. Networks, he finds,
are by and large less creative today
than in past years (he defies the naming
of a single show that's unique "actively
promoted on the networks in the last
three
years.")of the people running the
In terms
network, he votes for CBS-TV, and as
for which network will deal more he
nominates NBC-TV. This agency has
heavy billing on all three networks but
particularly on CBS-TV and NBC-TV.
Which network has more of a "sellers'
market" attitude? CBS-TV, followed by
ABC-TV with NBC-TV the network
most actively operating in a climate of
a buyers' market."
Detroit

agencies

plan Aug. 1 merger
Two Detroit ad agencies will merge
effective Aug. 1 . Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance and Ross Roy Inc., both
headquartered in the Motor City, will
become Ross Roy-BSF&D Inc.
A joint announcement by the two
agencies predicted an annual billing of
about $25 million for the new firm.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance
has had a reported billing of $9 million for the last two years in all medium. Ross Roy, which formerly handled
a major share of Chrysler Corp. advertising, had 1959 billings reported at
$14.4.
President of the new company will be
Walter C. Ayers, now president of
BSF&D. Ross Roy will serve as chairman of the merger group.

Agency Man No. 10 ■ One media
director likes all networks the same — the situation changes as rapidly as their
personnel, he says. If a network happens
to be rich, it's hard to do business with.
If hungry, it's easier. He judges CBS
first on program quality and says the
ratings race is close between CBS and
ABC, although CBS is on top at the moment. ABC wins on cost-per-thousand
because of lower rates, but he thinks
this situation is evening out.
Creatively, he feels, the networks
have been stirred up a little by government pressure. They're putting more
time, effort and money into what will
make them look better in Washington
and more advertisers want to sponsor
these shows.
Agency Man No. 11 ■ A senior, seasoned broadcast veteran quickly assembled his rankings of the networks and
then raked all of them over the coals.
This agency man selects ABC-TV as
"the easiest to do business with" and
more inclined to "listen to your point
of Ranked
view, maybe
because
is younger."
in terms
of it
ratings
in the
coming season: (1) CBS, (2) ABC and
(3) NBC. This will be true in the relative shares of audience, he thinks, with
NBC-TV obtaining the best balance of
programming (including public service).
In this area he predicts NBC-TV
would take over the leadership which
CBS-TV has maintained for the past
five years — the Democratic convention
coverage, he felt, already has dramatized this new trend. In cost-per-thousand ABC is lowest, then CBS-TV and
NBC-TV.
The tv executive's blast at the networks came in answer to questions of
whether he is satisfied with the type
of network product he is able to buy
and whether he might suggest changes.
He's not satisfied with the product
and hurls two distinct charges:
(1) The networks, he complains,
have failed to achieve a balance in entertainmentnor
programming.
They've
had
neither judgment
perhaps
courage
to "inject elements of participation, of
live drama and of variety" in programs.
(2) In scheduling programs they are
influenced by the network ownership
of those shows, he charges.
He goes on to picture a more difficult
climate for agencies in doing business
with networks "only because of their
ownership and interests in more properties, of a strong editorial judgment
favoring
the owned heproperty."
The networks,
contends, are at
their "nadir in creativity in the past 10
years," claiming nearly every network
to be "staffed with editors but not one
chief or key executive officer who
could be positioned or identified with
program
creation
or development."
He ranks
the people
who run the inBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
EVERLASTINGLY

AT

IT!

WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Serve or sink! Things are just that simple in any
competitive television market. At WHO-TV we stay
everlastingly at the job of serving.

WHO-TV

There are more than 270,000 television homes in the
area served by WHO-TV (see chart below). WHO-TV
spares no effort or money to bring this big audience the
very finest programming and talent. Our studios are
equipped with the finest production and transmission
equipment available. Our film library* is stocked to the
"teeth" with award-winning properties.
And WHO-TV has a steadily growing audience. For
example, NSI shows WHO-TV's "Early Show" (4 p.m.6:05 p.m.) delivered 12,680 more viewers per quarter
hour in February, I960 than in November, 1959.

WHO-TV

Ask PGW for the details on WHO-TV
growing Central Iowa television market.

WHO-TV

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

and the

*MGM Package * WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard''
if "Showcase Package" ir NTA "Dream," "Champagne,"
"Lion" ★ SCREEN GEMS "Sweet 65" ★ HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" -k M and A ALEXand others.ANDER "Imperial Prestige ' * PARAMOUNT LIBRARY

t Net
Population Income
($000)
WHO-TV
COVERAGE
AREA
IOWA
WHO-TV
PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Retail
Sales
($000)

Food
($000)

1,227,400 $2,094,294 $1,540,375 $325,412
45%
45%
717,261
44%
3,464,099
2,747,300 4,696,007
44%

Drugs
motive
Auto($000)
$269,757
47%
596,958

($000)
43%
$43,823
99,774

tSourte: SRDS
WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WMO-TW
Channel

13 * Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

WHAT

TV

SPECIALS

NBC-TV has a new persuasion
tool to sell the special slots next
season. It is a "Special Report"
documenting effectiveness of one
special on two audiences, the viewer
at large and the dealer.
"Special Report" is on Music
From SInibert Alley and the job the
show did for Sinclair Friday, Nov.
13, 1959, 10-11 p.m. Significant
gains are shown for Sinclair in attitudes of viewers over those held
by non-viewers. Dealer attitudes
about Sinclair's use of television
were found enthusiastic. The study
was conducted by R.H. Bruskin
Assoc. and released last week by
Thomas E. Coffin, director of research for NBC-TV.
Viewer Education ■ More specifically, these are some of the findings
of the consumer phase.
Brand awareness: 41% of viewers
spontaneously mentioned the sponsor's brand when asked about the
product category, gasolines, whereas
only 27% of non- viewers named
Sinclair as a brand of gasoline, giving the sponsor a 52% gain.
Slogan and trademark associaPERCENT

DID

FOR

tion: Association
the sponsor's
trademark
was 88%of higher
among
viewers. Similarly, viewers correctly
identifying two slogans chalked up
88% and 375% pluralities over nonviewers.
Brand rating: 73% more viewers
than non-viewers placed Sinclair in
the group of best gasolines.
Favorable opinion: 30% of viewers said they had recently seen or
heard something that made them feel
more favorable toward the sponsor
and his products, against 1 1 % of
non-viewers.
Company image: Five questions
covered this, and on the average,
29% more viewers than non-viewers had a favorable image of the
company.
Dealer Phase ■ These are study
highlights, demonstrating influence
of the tv special on Sinclair dealers.
Attitude toward media: 8 of every
10 dealers selected tv as the most
effective national medium for selling
their products.
Awareness of effective advertising:
Of dealers who saw the show, 86%
reported they had recently been ex-

RATING SINCLAIR'S PRODUCT
"AMONG THE BEST"

Viewers

SINCLAIR
posed to effective advertising for
their company, while only 22% of
the non-viewing dealers said this.
Effect on consumers: 88% of the
viewing dealers said Music From
SInibert Alley made people feel more
favorable to Sinclair and the same
percentage thought it made people
more interested in buying the product.
Special requests: More than 9 of
10 dealers wanted Sinclair to put on
more specials.
The consumer sample was made
up of 1,010 telephone interviews
with men and women in 23 cities in
the Central and Mountain Time
Zones, so located because of the
late clock-time of the show, 10-11
p.m. EST. Interviews took place right
after show sign-off. The 1,010 broke
down into 187 viewers, or 18.5%
and 823 non-viewers, 81.5%.
A total of 208 Sinclair dealers
were questioned by telephone the
morning after the show, with 132
or 63.5% reporting they saw it.
The interviews are summarized
and graphed in NBC's 24-page
"Special Report."

PERCENT MADE TO FEEL MORE
FAVORABLE TO SPONSOR
Viewers

30%

19%

Non-viewers

n-73%
Sponsor Advantage

11%

11%

dividual networks in this order: ABCTV first, followed by CBS-TV and
NBC-TV "based on the record and
projection of what's coming up." Leonard Goldenson (president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, parent of ABC-TV), is nominated by this
agency official as the network executive
on the management level who has done
an "outstanding job of the past five
years."
Deals are being made, he contends.
As
explains stuck
it: "Upto to
all
threehe networks
the lune
rate 1card
but since then each is equally guilty of
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Sponsor Advantage

Non-viewers

breaking the card for unsold time. It's
unfair to advertisers who signed earlier
but all three networks are indictable.
Since NBC-TV has more unsold time,
it's reasonable to assume it has made
more deals." He agrees with other
agency executives that the common
method of "dealing" is for a network
to absorb a percentage of or even the
total of a production cost.
Which network was the most difficult this season (that is, the most arbitrary as to both show and time)? CBSTV and NBC-TV, and ABC-TV to a
lesser degree, in that order, he says. His

agency
bills most on CBS-TV and ABCTV.
Agency Man No. 12 ■ A strong
agency negotiator says he has no preferences among the networks in doing
business. In ranking for program quality, he places CBS-TV first followed by
ABC-TV and then NBC-TV. In ratings it is CBS-TV again with ABC-TV
and NBC-TV "about even."
He's not satisfied with the type of
product he can buy on the networks,
and as a top customer of the networks
he would suggest they change the program pattern, achieving greater balBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Here's where it all started— the dynamic program
structure, the superb facilities that have brought about
such a marked shift in Carolina viewing habits. Listed are
only a few of the services and features that are building
the "big new picture" in Charlotte. For this 25th largest
television homes market in America, your best buy is
WSOC-TV. One of the nation's great area stations.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

BUYERS

AT

THE

TV

NETWORKS

Data released July 22 by Television Bureau of Advertising
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Jan. -May 1960
Jan.-May 1959
May 1960
$ 992,484
$ 1 125
197 592
986
AgricultUf'P & fsrmi 119
3 512 995
Appar6l, footw68r &. Accessories
$ 2 273,084
879,970
Automotive automotive
accessories &. eq u ipment
23,258,155
5,056,159
19,666,652
Beer wine
3 321,260
599,147
2,179,525
Building materials, equipment
1 366 803
1 188 601
&L fixtures
446 472
5 443,755
7 189 164
1 021 745
Confectionery &. soft drin[<s
1 930 697
r^n n CI 1 m pk cpi'\/irp<;
252 540
1 516 475
Drugs & remedies
30,116,808
35,882,545
6,261,659
143 517
1—F IILCFP LctlrlMICIIL
3 i n m P itI" CxRi dl3 miIILOCIIICI
icpidp n^"IL
226 920
9V , n^7/ , 1J. 11 Dh
4R 9f^?
269
PrinH
nk'niHiiP+c
rUUU Oi}i, fAAiH
lUUU JJrUUUl-Li
HO,'TiiO,DJJU
IF^'pinhf
ICIvJIlL, InHiictflj^l
JIIUU->LIICll RjOC
247
530
11 770
agricultural development
235 587
Gasoline lubricants St.
■ 1 187 103
6 530 576
1 635 889
nt h p K f 11 p 1<;
240 016
HnKflpiiltiicp
37 1 250
51 712
11,121^912
Household equipment & supplies
12, 0281875
Household furnishings
639,943
2,971,479
1,663,040
2,724'oiO
Industrial materials
1,671,032
9,239,072
8,959,917
Insurance
4,903,838
931,272
4,508,297
Jewelry, optical goods &
cameras
5,077,456
1,520,727
5,670,777
Office equipment, stationery
& writing supplies
1,442,596
1,756,890
387,742
27,904
Publishing & media
20,650
Radio, tv sets, phonographs.
musical instruments, accessories
1,828,837
361,054
2,727,521
Retail or direct by mail
36,792
36,792
Smoking materials
32,751,351
32,098,488
6,410,294
29,780,465
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
28,474,727
5,754,977
227,558
Sporting goods & toys
1,162,740
1,042,187
45,598,627
Toiletries & toilet goods
42,927,912
8,815,850
Travel hotels & resorts
121,646
699,092
685,212
Miscellaneous
597,242
3,263,651
3,667,036
TOTAL
$283,292,781
$ 55,469,790
$260,565,127
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
of
TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY
ADVERTISERS
May 1960
May of1960
2.
Anacin tablets
1.
1. Procter & Gamble
$3,953,704
4. Texaco (general promotion) $821,004
2. American Home Products
671,953
2,784,201
Dristan
3. Lever Brothers
2,182,396
648,779
4. General Motors
Ford
passenger
cars
646,146
2,043,083
3. Pall Mall cigarettes
609,788
1,786,932
5.
Colgate-Palmolive
Phillies cigars
6. General Foods
1,705,306
597,644
7.
5,
7. Sterling Drug
Bayer aspirin
1,394,469
596,698
497,356
3.6. Winston
cigarettes
8. R^ J. Reynolds Tobacco
1,346,950
477,863
9. Tide
9. Ford Motor
Camel cigarettes
1,266,694
10. Texaco
1,018,110 by 10.
469,044
11. Phillips Milk of Magnesia
430,198
975,649
11. Philip Morris
12. Chevrolet passenger cars
954,950
429,954
12. American Tobacco
13.
Bufferin
422,512
13. Brown & Williamson Tobacco
935,416
421,766
14.
926,403
14. General Mills
L & M cigarettes
15. Gleem toothpaste
15. Gillette
418,737
926,274
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS
DAY PARTS
- 3.0
JANUARY— MAY
- -13.41.3
1959
1959
1960 %
1960
% Change
.6
. 84,466,221
$16,312,289 $15,829,952
$
89,949,595
69,179,879
73,797,385
13,866,750
13,398,547
15,286,342
13,152,210
2,445,539
2,431,405
173,615,532
198,826,560
39,639,838
35,607,046
$51,919,335 $55,469,790 + 6.8 $260,565,127 $283,292,781
MAY

Daytime
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.-Sun.
Nighttime
TOTAL

ance and denoting "where the network
is going." What's needed in his mind
are
"new and with
freshtheideas"
presented
the networks
networks
able to
to
"accept them as such," intimating that
the networks ought to listen to the
agencies "as long as the advertiser is
paying the bill." Failure in this area has
given rise to such programs as Candid
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

~— 2.9
6.3

Change
+
++

14.5
168.7
.2

Camera and To Tell The Truth, which
in his eye are not of nighttime network
calibre.
This tv executive believes it's become
"harder" to deal with the networks,
because they are "getting fat and makmore deals,
money."he says these crop up
Asing to
as thick or as fast as a network must

solve trouble spots. He thinks probably
NBC-TV is the easiest to make deals
with because it has lagged behind the
others in selling for 1960-61.
There are deals on the networks all
the time, he asserts, "if you have the
program the network wants, it will offer
all kinds of deals" or if the network
holds a period it cannot sell it similarly
will be amenable to offers. Most of
these deals are made through talent
contributions (the network picks up
part or all of the cost ) . ABC-TV probably ranks second to NBC-TV in this
regard as he sizes it.
Which network treats the agency
"right"? It's all a law of supply and
demand: "If you are a potential big
customer you are a big hero." Agencies, he finds are treated quite well in
general. As to the "sellers market":
CBS-TV is toughest, ABC-TV not so
much and NBC-TV even less so.
In its billing, this executive's agency
piles most chips on CBS-TV, next on
ABC-TV and third on NBC-TV.
Agency Man No. 13 ■ A tv-radio
vice president whose clients' money
goes to CBS and NBC in about equal
shares ranks CBS first on program
quality ("balance") and ratings. He
rates ABC and NBC about evenly behind CBS on show quality and places
NBC third in ratings. The networks
read alphabetically, ABC, CBS, NBC,
on cost-per-thousand.
He's fairly happy with programs offered, although he regrets that under
increased network control it's hard to
take the program initiative. Networks
are less creative than formerly, acting
as purchasers rather than creators, according to this view.
He feels ABC is fairly easy to do
business with because "you wind up
doing
businessNBC,
with he
Ollie
Treyz."
He's
"reachable."
feels,
is having
programming difficulties and also seems
to be behind in the sales parade, while
CBS is in a top-dog position and can
negotiate more than others with a
prospective buyer. He thinks ABC and
CBS have the edge in management.
Networks manifest a "sellers market"
attitude, but in his view this doesn't
mean customers are being treated unfairly. His one-two-three ranking in this
regard (in order of independence): CBS,
ABC and NBC.
Expectations for this season: He
hopes the specials will be more special.
He looks forward to pay television, a
medium to which he says, advertisers
would like to gain access.
Agency Man No. 14 ■ The broadcast business manager of a New York
agency, a man with some few millions
to spread around the networks, refuses
to talk generalities about those he does
business with. His money is about evenly split between ABC
and NBC,
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

NOW.. .real power

for your Baton

Rouge

lineup!

Famous old "28" (UHF) hangs up his suit
after winning every laurel in his league (including 25 out of 26 national merchandising
campaigns In which he competed). His replacement isa husky young slugger wearing
a big red "9" (VHF). This "9" reaches all of
"28's" loyal fans, PLUS a huge new bonus
market. Now "9" serves 268,400 homes in
the Central Gulf Area.

JON

LOUISIANA®

CHANNEL

goes
the

farther
nation's

—

sells

more

ROUGE

—

fastest-growing

in one

of

markets

'—first in TV in Baton Rouge— is a 9-inning hustler, draws all-time-record
attendance of loyal fans. And what fans! Annual retail sales ($270,882,000)
Louisiana average and 45%

above the U. S. average! Food sales ($53,187,000)

the state, 19% above the national! Furniture/appliance/household
above Louisiana, 80%

77%

above the
61%

above

sales ($17,851,000)

107%

above the U. S.!

Why not have "9" in your lineup right from the start! Call Blair TV Associates
quick rundown.
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for a
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WITH THE
Inter

Mountain

Network

HOTTEST
THE

COMBINATION
IN
GEM

STATE

Intermountain Network's
IDAHO

STATE

GROUP
KGEM— BOISE
KIFI— IDAHO

FALLS

KLIX— TWIN

FALLS

KWIK— POCATELLO
KBAR— BURLEY
FfRST

ALL

WAYS!

Capture Over A Half
Billion In Retail Sales
ASK YOUR
KNODEL

,

AVERYMAN

YOU

too

will get
the

GREATEST

SALES
when

you

results
use

—

The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery Knodel Man
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Ratingof
Listed below? are the highest-ranking television shows for each day
the week July as rated 14-20 by the multi-city Arbitron Instant ratings of
American Research Bureau.
Progi-am and Time
Network
Plainsman (7:30 p.m.)
9.5
tThur.,
14
*Thur., July
July 14
Democratic National Convention
NBC-TV
-*Fri.
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
tFri., July
July 15
26.2
ABC-TV
Democratic National Convention
20.1
Gunsmoke
(10
p.m.)
Sat, July 16
20.2
17.7
15.0
30.2
Sun., July 17
What's My Line? (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Mon., July 18
CBS-TV
20.3
Tue., July 19
Comedy Spot (9:30 p.m.)
16.6
CBS-TV
Wed., July 20
U.S. Steel Hour do p.m.)
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
ratingof during the day for all shows other than Democratic National Convention,
*t AnHighest
average
total audience of all three networks during the Democratic National Convention,
from
** An average 8 ofp m. until 11 p.m.
total audience of all three networks during the Democratic National Convention from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
and CBS gets a much smaller share.
Pressed, he will admit that his agency
is in a better trading position with
ABC, although he concedes management laurels to CBS, which always has
been the leader by a "Harvard yardstick," he thinks.
There are areas where this spokesman is dissatisfied with two or all
three networks. One aspect that has
distressed him is the magazine concept
of participation selling, and he says the
trend soon will be back to individual
sponsorship. Sponsors will get this by
spending more money, because they
need the identification and prestige of
sponsorship, and they'll continue in tv
because they need it as a trade vehicle,
he asserts.
All the networks are selling the country's economy short by not gearing for
client's marketing needs, in one official's opinion. Marketing research
should be added to the standard audience research networks offer. (Another
marketing minus-factor this adman deplores is out of networks' hands. That
is the spectrum problem involving a
number of markets being limited to
two networks, handicapping ABC and
advertisers.)
Networks nowadays are delivering
less creative material than in other
years, he says, but they are on the threshold of tremendous creative improvement, this agencyman predicts, a trend
accelerated by government pressure.
Creativity, he maintains, has been suffering because networks are preoccupied with selling.
CBS takes the number-one management rating in his book because of a
close-knit organization team that seems
to respond to the same signals. At the
other networks he senses a degree of
disorganization resulting variously from
growing pains and/ or interdependence
on a larger corporation and the intricacies of this kind of financial situation.
~CBS sticks to its ratecard, says this
buyer, but it is possible to get incentives
from the others in the form of extra
commercials or program concessions.

depending always on the season and the
network's SRO condition. The speaker
thinks it time that networks did something about flexible discounts, a rate
factor that fluctuates "emotionally," being offered and then withdrawn at any
time and devised on complicated structures subject to widely different interpretations. This, he says, reminds him of
a few years ago in spot radio.
While ABC is easy to get along with,
this spokesman finds CBS still a little on
the stuffy side. NBC, he feels, has been
forced out of this position by ABC
competition.
This agencyman pinpoints daytime tv
as an area of deficiency. The CBS
schedule shows planning, he thinks,
while the other networks lack stability.
Agency Man No. 15 ■ A radio-tv director with an agency that places the
largest share of its business with CBS
first and ABC second says CBS is more
cooperative, gives more direct answers
and offers better follow-through on the
servicing end.
His ranking of the networks in terms
of program quality: CBS, NBC, ABC;
in terms of ratings and cost-per-thousand, CBS, ABC, NBC.
He is not satisfied with the type of
product made available by the networks, but as a customer he would not
suggest any changes.
His respect or liking of the networks
has not changed in recent years although he says they are harder to do
business with because today's is very
definitely a seller's market and the
networks are acting accordingly. He believes the networks are less creative, with
all programming geared toward gaining
big audience. He says CBS has an edge
in terms of the people who are running
it; CBS will "deal" more than the others
in offering distress merchandise for reduced program costs.
Agency Man No. 16 ■ Another
agency man prefers "from a technical
standpoint" to do business with CBS
but "from an over-all facilities standpoint" with NBC. CBS, NBC and ABC
are in the one-two-three positions in his
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

After

Ratings

3

Are

Than

Years,

Healthier
Ever!

These heavy audience favorites keep growing stronger every year. After three years, U.A.A.'s
Popeye and Warner Bros. Cartoons tip the scales with a hefty ARB Average of 15.1 and 12.8
respectively. And this includes every market — regardless of station, time period or competition
— for which ratings are available. Weigh these facts carefully. And keep your ratings healthy
for years to come with Popeye and Warner Bros. Cartoons.

y
I
I
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
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NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES

247 Park Avenue, MU 7-7800
75 E Wacker Dr., DE 2-2030
1511 Bryan St.. RI 7-8553
400 S. Beverly Drive, OR 6-5886

©u.a.a.
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Advertisement
For Members of Advertising Agencies
and Advertisers, this summer project:
Pulse invites all users of Pulse data, subscribers and «07T-subscribers alike, to
participate in a rewarding project closing September 1. Just answer . . .
"HOW I USE PULSE DATA
TO SOLVE A SPECIFIC PROBLEM"
A letter of around 400 words will do, no
thesis! And a committee of experienced
judges will pick the 20 best answers,
announce who won what October 1, as
Pulse enters its 20th year of service:
• Frank G. Boehm, Vice President
Research-Promotion-Advertising
Adam Young Companies
• Daniel Denenholz, Vice President
Research-Promotion
The Katz Agency, Inc.
• W. Ward Dorrell, Vice President
Research Director
John Blair & Co.
Blair TV
Blair Television Associates
• Robert M. Hoffman, Director
Marketing & Research
Television Advertising Reps.
• Lawrence Webb, Managing Director
Station Representatives Ass'n, Inc.

$500 Cash Av/ard — Uncle Sam's own
engravings for spend-it-yourself use
$349.95 Handsome RCA Console TV,
the Chadwick, 21 -inch, twin-speaker
model
#2
$275 magnificent all-transistor Zenith
portable; supersensitive, 9 wave-bands
#3 Radios, the
And 17 Bulova Bantam
tiny $41.95 pocket-size, "jewelry-designed" gold and ebony model, only
3V4 X 2V4 X 1" in handsome gift case.
Precision-crafted, 6 transistors, 6 oz.,
including mercury battery. Big-set volume— amazing!
"Nothing to buy — no boxtops." Get
your entry certificate and details now
from Pulse, 730 Fifth Avenue.
I lakes the
place of
ISTERVIEWS
in thehome

730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19
ULSE

PULSE
^ 'I,)DOORRINGS
« BELLS
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• Inc.
INTERVIEWS
IN
FAMILIES
THEIR
HOMES

assessment of program quality, but he
adds that ABC is all on film and it's
much easier to judge in the live area.
This man's agency bills pretty evenly
among the three networks.
Screenings beginning last Christmas
showed a terrible sameness in new
shows, he reports, but he also feels that
agencies must share the blame. Sometimes when they've been venturesome
in buying, they've lived to regret it. The
viewer, in his book, is perhaps most responsible of all. He thinks CBS has the
most balanced programming.
Speaking from a production point of
view, this spokesman has a good word
for each of the networks.
Network creativity has lessened not
only because of the need to play it
safe, he says, but also because of "ugly
and rather senseless" congressional investigations. Moreover, with increasing
demands on network time and facilities,
there is less time to experiment.
CBS gets his vote for management.
NBC has got rid of more good people
than anybody ever is going to have
again, he contends.
Any steady, large advertiser can do
better than the rate card at the networks, this executive contends, but he
says ABC will deal more.
Agency Man No. 17 ■ The executive
producer of a smaller New York agency
has a personal feeling that ABC is the
"nicest" network, the most cooperative
to do business with, but he goes on to
quote Leo Durocher: "Nice guys finish
last." CBS has all his shop's money
at the moment and NBC will have customary daytime-late night participation
allocations in the fall.
For management, anybody gets his
vote except NBC. He cites red tape and
a history of bad experiences here, with
little grievances turning into big grievances. A lot of "little Lord High Executioners" complicate the situation, in
his opinion.
Networks have done great things in
programming but not enough. Specials
too often grab the glory on the award
show, while bread-and-butter fare, a
Danny Thomas Show that does a good
job the year around, loses out.
Agency Man No. 18 ■ The agency
media director calls NBC the "most cooperative" and, therefore, the network
that he personally preferred to do business with. But as for program quality,
he rates CBS on top, trailed by NBC
and ABC in that order. He observes:
"If I had complete latitude in picking
a program and the time slot, I would
pick CBS as the network to carry the
show." The agency splits its billing almost evenly between CBS and NBC,
uses ABC on an infrequent basis.
He believes networks have become
"less creative" with respect to popular
programs but "more creative" in spe-

cials and documentaries.
Asked which network has "the edge"
in terms of people running it, he replied: "ABC. Only because it has Ollie
Treyz, who practically runs both the
programming and the sales side of that
It is his opinion that all networks
make
"some kind of deal." He points
tonetwork."
the segmentation type of sponsorship,
which permits many advertisers to buy
into a particular show, as a cause of
"dealing." He says he has known cases
of a participation ofiiered to one advertiser at one price and to another at
a substantially lower price. This is true
at all networks, he adds.
Agency Man No. 19 ■ Speaking for
an agency that will place most if its
money next season on ABC-TV, an
executive rates CBS-TV as the network
he prefers to do business with, as tops
in ratings and of program quality and
one which has an edge in terms of
people running it. ABC-TV ranks high
with him as the network with the lowest
cost-per-thousand, the one with which a
"deal" can be made more readily. He
also finds ABC-TV, however, to have
the least "built-in" acceptability and
identity for commercials because of
spot carrier programming and local
breaks within hour-long shows.
Agency Men No. 20 & 21 ■ A radiotv director says he is not satisfied with
the programs offered by any of the networks, and in dealing with network personnel allows only that he gets sore
less with CBS than with the others. In
terms of talented people, CBS has it
all over the other two, he says, with
ABC coming in second and NBC last.
A media director at the same agency
says that for program quality — meaning
development of new shows and formats
— ABC is on top followed by CBS and
NBC. He also notes the kind of treatment you get at the networks is in direct proportion to the size of your billings.
Winchell

negotiates

Hazel Bishop and ABC-TV last
week were negotiating for a new
Walter Winchell news program
that would be aired 10:30-11
p.m. on Sundays beginning Oct. 2
and then becoming a 15-minute
program on Nov. 27 (11-11:15
p.m.) when the Churchill series
starts at 10:30. Mr. Winchell has
appeared on ABC-TV in the
filmed The Walter Winchell File
and is narrator of The Untouchables also on that network. In
1955 he left newcasting in a dispute with ABC, filing a $7 million
suit against the network which he
withdrew two years later.
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They

loved

us

in

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas -Ft. Worth
Des

Moines -Ames
Detroit
Houston

Indianapolis
Kansas

City

Memphis
Miami
Minneapolis -St. Paul
Nashville
New

York

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San

Antonio

Washington,

D. C.

Average Share of
Audience *

ABC-TV

ABC

37.1

Television

Q

*Basis: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, 3 network share of 24 market audience, 2 weeks ending July 10, 1960, 8-10:30 P. M., Monday through Sunday
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THE

SPONSOR'S

LONG

credits" — the commercials, he said, are
never dropped nor shortened.
Miss Mannes in a sum-up of the
views expressed, noted that the chief
throttling factor for the creative writer

REACH

Drama shows victims of agencies' whims;
Subject matter, casting scored by panel
Advertisers — particularly the agencies which represent them- — have been
charged with tampering in the writing
of scripts and in casting of dramatic
tv shows.
The accusations came from a group
discussion conducted by the Fund for
the Republic. The Fund today (July
25) released 31 pages of excerpts from
the discussion entitled "The Relation
of the Writer to Television." Participants included a representative threesome associated with the Fund, three
top tv dramatists — playwrights Robert
A. Aurthur, Rod Serling and Irve
Tunick — tv critic Marya Mannes, and
Evelyn Burkey, executive director.
Writers" Guild of America.
Most of the attack centered on the
advertising agency, where the participants alleged instances of interference in the production of a drama.
Among the various situations and/
or types of "censorship" said to have
occurred: The casting of Negro Sidney Poitier in the lead of a play, "A
Man Is Ten Feet Tall," on Philco
Playhouse drew sponsor interference
because of fear of arousing the wrath
of the south. Basis of the complaint
was: tv sets are sold in the south and
a controversial casting could hurt sales.
Controversy in Theme ■ A story of
the Emmett Till case (kidnapped and
murdered in Mississippi) was not permitted by either the Theatre Guild or
sponsor U.S. Steel {U.S. Steel Hour)
until the action of the play was relocated in New England and all references which could be taken as being
below the Mason-Dixon Line were

Teen girl data
Radio, television and records
take a lot of time out of the
average teen girl's life, as reported
by Seventeen magazine in a new
study, "The Teen-Age Girl:
1960." The average among the
country's 9.75 million teen girls
spend 2 hours and 13 minutes
daily with radio, 2 hours and 12
minutes daily listening to records,
59.3 minutes daily watching television on the five weekdays and 1
hour and 23 minutes daily watching tv on weekends. Of the girls,
53.4% own portable radios,
35.8% table models and 23.8%
clock radios. On radio, 76.2%
favor disc jockey shows.
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(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

appeared to be the sponsor's power
"over the word" and "domination"
over the medium. The writer also
should have the right to question the
tone and placement of a commercial if
it intrudes in the mood or continuity of
a script, she said.

eliminated. Mr. Serling, the author of
the play, asserted the agency for U.S.
Steel and the Guild went so far as to
remove "any reference to Coca-Cola
and removed bottles of Coca-Cola from
the set because they said that was a

Mr. Serling intimated that the advertiser is forcing more commercial
breaks into the programs he buys,
some half-hour shows having four
breaks and hour programs as many as
six. Deplored by the participants were
the pressure groups with which they
said drama on television must contend.
There was some expression of a threeway choice for the public possibly becoming inevitable: commercial tv, pay
television and educational tv.

southern drink."
Mr. Tunick charged that "there is
provincialism and an isolation about
Madison Ave. that enters into all of
this," noting the casting difficulties he
had with a play for Armstrong Circle
Theatre dealing with the discovery of
the Dead Sea scrolls.
Mr. Serling noted that the first thing
cut in a play that runs too long "is
the play and the second thing is the
PERSONAL
NAB

praises

TV
most

ADS
but

"Amazing improvement in good
taste and acceptability" of personal
products commercials on television was
notde last week by the NAB Code Review Board subcommittee in charge of
this area — but it thought some commercials for bras, girdles and theatrical
motion pictures are still inclined to go
too far (Closed Circuit, July 18).
Gaines Kelley of WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N.C., chairman of the
subcommittee on personal products advertising, reported after a two-day
meeting and review of current commercials in this category, that the task
had been much more encouraging than
the
experience" of a
similar"pretty
review grim
last April.
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV
Kansas City, chairman of the code
board, issued the caution about commercials in the bra-and-girdle category
and those promoting motion picture
theatre features. Of the former group
he said: "Some commercials in this
classification need revision, and there
appears to be a tendency on the part
of some advertisers and agencies to go
beyond the limits of acceptable good
taste. Our code staff has been instructed
to discuss specific commercials with
the proper agencies and arrange to
modify some of these objectionable
Mr. Hartenbower also said the board
techniques."
is "seeking to have movie distributors
use more care in the material selected
for television display. Some theatre promotional commercials have been totally unacceptable. Scenes involving sex,
violence and horror clipped from a

IMPROVED

singles out sinners
theatre feature film are not suitable for
theCode
familyauthorities,
viewing audience."
it was learned, also
have solicited the cooperation of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America in
work on this problem.
Session with SRA Group ■ The
subcommittee's meeting, held Tuesday
and Wednesday in New York, included
a get-acquainted luncheon with Station
Representatives
Assn.'s Television Trade
Practices
Committee.
Stockton HelfFrich, who becomes director of the New York office of television code affairs when it opens late
next month, was among the code officials at both the subcommittee sessions
and the luncheon with the SRA group.
Others included Messrs. Hartenbower
and Kelley; subcommittee member
George Whitney of KFMB-TV San
Diego; NAB Television Vice President
Charles H. Tower, Television Code Affairs Director Edward H. Bronson; Assistant Director Harry Ward, and NAB
Chief Counsel Douglas Anello.
Lawrence Webb, SRA managing
director, headed the SRA delegation at
the luncheon. Tv Trade Practices committeemen on hand were Ed Shurick,
Blair-Tv, chairman, and Walter Nilsen,
Katz Agency; Lloyd Griffin, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward; Richard Foote,
Blair Television Assoc.; Thomas White,
Avery-Knodel; Jack White, Harrington, Righter & Parsons; James
O'Grady, Young Television Corp., and
Robert Dudley of Robert Meeker
Assoc. representing Charles Standard
of Meeker.
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for complete
and

radio

tv coverage

facts

NCS '61 will separately report all
U. S. counties including some 20 city

NCS '51 — RADIO & TV

areas in Alaska and Hawaii. NCS '61
will provide basic broadcast media
data, coordinated with 1960 U. S.
Census data and capable of being combined to meet any media or marketing
requirement.
Since 1952, Nielsen Coverage Service
has had industry-wide acceptance as
the authentic and detailed source of
tv and radio media-market information
. . . county-by-county. Now NCS '61
is being readied by a permanent staff
of coverage specialists and expert technicians intime for tie-in with the 1960
U. S. Census.
NCS, produced with proven techniques for maximum usefulness, is the
only service providing authoritative
coverage facts in complete county-bycounty detail on:
SET OWNERSHIP
Total homes . . . tv homes . . . radio homes
(from the 1960 U. S. Census of Population)
STATION CIRCULATION (daily, weekly, daytime, nighttime)
Each tv station . . . VHP or UHF
(including direct or wire-line service)
Each radio station . . . AM or FM
(including out-of-home listening)
Total radio use, county
by county
FOR

NCS -SQ-RAL.O

Nielsen

i

NCS '52---TV

Coverage
Service
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-44-00
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ALL

THE

FACTS

Send for complete information on NCS
'61 and find out how you can take advantage of substantial "multi-media" and
"prompt purchase" discounts.
CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAV
CHICAG01, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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This mark identifies modern, dependable steel.
Look for it on consumer products.

The

world's
radio

biggest
telescope

This is an artist's concept of
telescope will use radio waves
out in space. The dish-shaped
size of Yankee Stadium. It will
has ever known.

the world's biggest radio telescope. This giant
to locate objects that are billions of light years
mirror will be 600 feet in diameter— about the
be the biggest movable radio telescope the world

As you'd imagine, it is going to take a lot of material to build an instrument
this size. The American Bridge Division of United States Steel, as a major
subcontractor, is fabricating and erecting 20,000 tons of structural steel for the
framework alone. The U. S. Navy, through the prime contractor, is supervising
the entire job. When it's completed, there'll be a power plant, office buildings
and personnel facilities for a permanent 500-man crew. The site is near Sugar
Grove, West Virginia.
United States Steel produces many materials that are essential for construction: structural carbon steel; high strength steels; alloy steels; stainless steels;
steel piling; steel drainage products; cements; slag; reinforcing bars; welded
wire fabric; wire rope; steel fence; electrical cable; and other allied products.
The most important building projects in our nation depend on steel.
VSS is a registered trademark

United

States

Steel

DAYTIME
Audiences

NETWORK
are

growing,

TV

costs

are

IMPACT
dropping,

new promotional study by TvB discovers
The television networks today (July figures scooped up by the bureau: aver25) received a promotional assist from
age net time and talent cost by telecast
the Television Bureau of Advertising:
of the average network quarter-hour
A new presentation that points up the program in the January-February peeffectiveness of network tv during the
riod this year came to $16,300. But in
week and in the daytime.
1958 the comparative average was
$19,600, and in 1956 it was $15,400.
TvB is telling the advertising world
In the meantime, homes watching the
that cost per thousand homes reachea
average minute of weekday daytime
by programs in these periods has gont
down 13.4% in the past five years. Itt tv this year totaled over 8.8 million
Advertisement

ADVERTISING
DISCOVER
TO

NEW,

KEEP

people, don't have time for
daily exercise. So they make
things worse by trying to do
in a Sunday afternoon what
they should do seven days a
week. When it's all over,
they're really knocked out.
How can busy clients fit healthful, regular exercise into their
schedules? Exercise at home,
at their leisure, on the world's
smallest gym— the remarkable
EXERCYCLE!
Thousands of busy peoplemany doctors who have never
been on TV among them —
have found in the all-electric
EXERCYCLE the answer to
the problem of finding the time
and the place to get regular
exercise. The EXERCYCLE is
an automatic exerciser that
goes into any corner of a room.

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

AUTOMATIC

CLIENTS

Clients are people, too. And
people get over-tired, tense,
from too much pressure, no
time to relax, no outlet. Regular, daily exercise could provide the outlet, keep your client
more relaxed, happier.
But clients, like most busy
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AGENCIES
WAY

HAPPY!

Your client comes home and
just sits— can watch TV while
he uses it-and the EXERCYCLE gently creates simultaneous, rhythmic actions of the
shoulders, arms, thighs, legs,
abdomen and back. It's like
rowing, cycling and horseback
riding — all in one with no
strain, or pushing.
With daily, relaxing exercise
on the EXERCYCLE. your client will be helped to overcome
that tired-out feeling, to relax
his nervous system. Daily exercise like this — by helping
sluggish circulation— will help
him look and feel better,
younger, happier than he has
in years.
not afor
testfurther,
ad. If you'd
likeThisto issend
free
information on the EXERCYCLE, itwon't prove a thing
to anyone— except, perhaps, to
your
Callclient.
or write : Les Williams
at The EXERCYCLE Corporation, Dept. BR-1, 630
Third Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y.— YU 6-4590.

compared with 5.6 million homes
watching the same minute in 1955.
The bureau came up with still more
statistics:
Fact Sheet ■ TvB found, for example,
that more than half (32) of all new
network advertisers (59) in 1959 were
in the daytime: 72 advertisers in daytime network tv in January of this
year came from 18 different product
categories: tv homes increased 46% between 1955-60 but the number of tv
homes watching daytime tv went up
57% in that period.
Daytime home viewing hours this
year hit 106.2 million a day, the average tv home spending 2 hours 21
minutes watching daytime tv every day,
the TvB statistics continue. The average network weekday daytime program today reaches 3,489,000 homes
against 3,254,000 homes reached in
1956 despite the fact that there are
three networks now programming
weekdays against but two in 1956.
Taking this still further along the
statistical road, TvB noted that the
average daytime network program
reached 12.2% more homes in first
quarter 1960 (3,648,000 homes per
telecast) than in the same period last
year; that advertisers invested $171.2
million plus in gross time billings in
weekday network tv in 1959 or $25
million more than in 1958, $65 million more than in 1955.
TvB boasts that last year 57.8% of
all network commercial minutes were
weekday daytime compared with 48.7%
in 1956, or an increase "in share of
18.7%." Top daytime user: Procter &
Gamble. It spent more than $29 million in gross time billings for weekday daytime tv last year and in April
1960 used 100 commercial messages
per week in daytime network.
'Oscar'
seeks

awards
new

show

sponsor

After three years of acting as sponsors of its own "Oscar" awards broadcasts on the NBC radio and tv networks, the Motion Picture Assn. of
America has tossed in the sponge and
regretfully will open the 1961 broadcast to commercial sponsorship.
In making the announcement, B.B.
Kahne, president of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, said
'It is regrettable that our show —
which consistently enjoys the largest
world-wide listening and viewing audience of any comparable program — will
not continue to be sponsored by the
industry," Mr. Kahne commented.
The annual "Oscar" awards show
has been a tv-radio simulcast for eight
years, starting in 1953, and all eight
have been on NBC. The first five were
made with commercial sponsorship.
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Profile

of a fast

John W. Shaw Adv., which has
tripled its overall billings and personnel in the past six years, is
gradually inching up to within striking distance of the nation's top 50
agencies in radio-tv billings.
Started in 1947, the agency recently moved into its own building at
200 E. Ohio St., Chicago. Shawclaims a stable of blue-chip accounts,
and billings of about $9 million, with
an estimated 50.7% in broadcast
advertising.
On the fringe of the country's top
100 agencies last year, John W.
Shaw last week boasted it would
make the select circle by year's end
— and rank ninth among Chicagoheadquartered agencies. It also has
managed to build up new affiliate
groups in the Midwest, while espousing a unified marketing committee
operation.
Shaw's clients currently include
Monarch Foods Div. of Consolidated Foods Corp., M.K. Goetz
Brewing Co., Horlicks Corp., Mercury Records Corp.. John Morrell
& Co., Dormeyer Corp. and Quaker
Oats Co. (Quaker & Aunt Jemima
Corn Goods, Aunt Jemima Easy
Mixes and Corn Meal Mix, and
speciality products), plus others.
(Only the past fortnight, it lost the
$1 million Kemper Insurance account [several groups] to another
fast-growing Chicago-based agency,
Clinton E. Frank.)
Shaw attributes its success to these
factors: (1) making entities out of
non-entity products; (2) increasing
sales and profits of "already successfulwardproducts";
downsales curves(3)ofreversing
others, and
(4)
developing and introducing new
products. A case in point: Shaw took
on Quaker's corn goods division and
■ Business
Time sales

briefly

'Miss America' bankrollers ■ The 40th
annual Miss America pageant from
Atlantic City will be sponsored over
CBS-TV Sept. 10 (10 p.m. -midnight)
by the Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
through BBDO, N.Y.: the Toni Co.,
Chicago, through North Adv., Chicago,
and the Oldsmobile Div. of General
Motors through D.P. Brother, Detroit.
In addition, Philco will sponsor the
Miss America parade over CBS-TV
Sept. 6 (8-8:30 p.m.).
New advertiser ■ The U.S. Gypsum
Co. made its debut as a tv advertiser
July 17 with the sponsorship of BuildBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

growing

agency

helped develop, introduce and market Aunt Jemima Easy-Mixes. ReQuaker boostedto Shaw's
budget
fromsult:$150,000
$2 million.
Another: Though it's since departed,
Shaw helped Kemper Insurance
Companies double premium volume
(sales) from $100 to $218 million,
with the client increasing its national

Mr. & Mrs. Shaw and Building
advertising budget from $200,000
to $1 million.
Broadcast Emphasis ■ Much of its
success is undeniably due to emphasis on broadcast advertising —
and key personnel. Reporting to
Richard L. Rogers, media director
and account executive are the time
(June Kemper, Marie Lehan, Marilyn McDermott. Isobel McCauley)
and space buyers. Radio-tv director
is H. Lydon.
ers Showcase in Detroit, Kansas City,
and Houston. The company will expand its tv advertising with the show
to 23 more cities within the next six
months. The show is a merchandising
program aimed at the promotion of the
homebuilding industry. The sale was
announced by Fred Olsen, president of
Ray-Eye Productions Inc.
Nestle for Yankee ■ The Nestle Co.
has started an all-new radio campaign over the 32-station Yankee Radio
Network. The long-term campaign
throughout the six state New England
area will promote Instant Nescafe
Coffee. 'William Esty Co., N.Y., is
Nestle's agency.
Person to Polaroid ■ Polaroid Corp.

Top echelon includes Mr. Shaw,
nearly 30-year veteran of advertising. In the mid-'30s he became merchandising director and account executive at Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis. He later served as general
sales manager of Purity Bakeries
Corp.; plans account executive at
Henri, Hurst & McDonald; account
supervisor at Leo Burnett Co. and
co-owner of Shaw-LeVally Inc., Chicago. The actual impetus for the
Shaw agency came with the formation of Shaw-LeVally, built around
Lumbermens Mutual Div. of Kemper Insurance and Household Finance Corp. They parted company
and formed their own agencies in
1947. Also at top level at Shaw are
William C. Pullman, vice president
and assistant to president, and David
E. Guerrant, executive vice president and director of the marketing
and executive committees.
Last week the agency proudly
noted after getting straightened out
on the top two of five floors in the
new John W. Shaw Bldg., that it had
only eight people and $800,000 by
1948 but had increased both ever
since. The latest tally — $9 million
billings and 72 people as against
$3,197,000 and 25 people in 1954,
plus three affiliate agencies — Aves,
Shaw & Ring, Grand Rapids and
Chicago (which handles WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.);
Grabin-Shaw Inc.. Milwaukee, and
Shaw-Hagues (which specializes in
pharmaceutical advertising). Chicago. The agency also has an office
in Los Angeles.
As with many aggressive and creative agencies, Shaw also has its
own working credo (quoted from an
architect): "Make no little plans:
they have no magic to stir men's
blood and probably themselves will
not be realized."
Reportedly has signed for one-half of
new Person to Person show that will
go into Thursday, 10-10:30 slot on
CBS-TV starting Sept. 29. This was
the remaining hole to be filled in the
CBS-TV fall schedule. Agency: Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y.
Agency appointments
■ Another group of Pepsi-Cola bottling
companies have appointed BBDO effective Aug. 1. The new group is in the
Boston area and includes five firms
located in Boston, West Lynn, Milton,
Wakefield and Natick.
■ Garrett Laboratories, Sherman Oaks,
Calif., has appointed Adams & Keyes,
L.A., to handle a new personal odor
protection product.
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Almost solid front ■ Eight of the most powerful unions in
broadcasting, embracing more than 310,000 members (in
broadcasting and other fields), were represented last week
at the 23rd annual convention of the American Federation
of Television-Radio Artists in Washington. Officials of the
unions were at the head table when Secretary of Labor
James P. Mitchell addressed the convention. They are (1 to
THE

AFTRA
Union

TO
may

ask

PUT
for scales

Shirt-sleeved radio and tv performers, minus their usual glamor, buckled
down last week in Washington to draw
up a list of demands for new pay scales
and better working conditions.
Some of the possible changes could
drastically revise the industry's method
of doing business with the entertainers.
Late last week delegates to the 23rd
annual convention of American Federation of Television-Radio Artists were
hard at work hacking out a plan for
soon-to-come negotiations with the networks.
The present two-year contract between AFTRA and the networks expires
Nov. 15. Negotiations customarily begin
60 days before then.
Late last week, artists were caucusing by specialties, striving to nail
down recommendations. Among performing groups meeting together in separate units were announcers, actors,
singers, dancers, sportscasters and specialty acts.
The final, official pay and working
conditions program was scheduled to be
voted by the full convention late Saturday.
More than 160 delegates, representing 15,000 AFTRA members, were in
attendance.
Among its first major actions, voted
Thursday afternoon, was the acceptance
by AFTRA of an offer by the Screen
Actors Guild for the establishment of
joint negotiating and administration in
live, tape and film tv commercials and
taped tv entertainment programs.
46

r) : George Smith, president. National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians (10,000 members); Albert Hardy,
director, radio, tv and recording division, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (12,000 members);
Angus Duncan, executive secretary, Actors Equity Assn.
(12,000 members); Evelyn F. Burkey, executive director.
Writers Guild of America (East) (4,000 members); NewMEDIA

BITE
based

ON
on

NETWORKS

eight-hour

The AFTRA delegates also agreed
to explore the possibility of setting up
reciprocal membership arrangements
with SAG in these two fields and of establishing across-crediting system in
these same two areas for respective
AFTRA and SAG pension and welfare
benefits.
Higher Scale Seen ■ There was general agreement among delegates that
higher payments would be requested in
the forthcoming negotiations.
The most significant change would
come about if suggestions to change
the basis of the entire wage scale were
adopted.
The present wage scale is on a perprogram basis.
The proposed revision is a wage scale
tied to a full working day.
As a corollary of this, there were suggestions that rehearsal time be condensed to a working day format. Instead of permitting four days of twohour rehearsals, the advocates of this
new look would require a full, single
eight-hour rehearsal day.
Scale Demands ■ Among the items
where rate increases may be sought are
those involving residual payments, rates
for foreign replays, and changes in
"wild spot" pay scales.
The present tv residuals formula calls
for 75% of scale for the first repeat,
and down to 5% of the original rate
for the eighth and all additional replays. There have been recommendations that residuals for replays beyond
the eighth be spelled out.

working

day

Repeats of American shows in foreign areas have been tied to estimated
1958 sets and tv activity; another look
at overseas tv is advised. Replays for
foreign countries begin with 20% of
scale for Great Britain, 10% for Europe, and 5% for Africa, Southwest
Asia and Latin America (excluding
Caribbean islands). Full overall foreign
repeats can be had by paying the
original performers 45% of the payments they received when they performed in the original program.
Changes tvin commercials
the "wild spot"have
ratesbeen
for
recorded
suggested to peg them on a per-city
basis. Wild spots are commercials recorded for a 13-week national spot
campaign. Under the present agreement the rate is based on the number of
cities in which the announcement will
be used. There is no mention of repeat
use. If the rate for these spots is revised to tie them on a per-city basis,
the major cities likely would be weighted
to require
a higher
performers" scale
than
the smaller
markets.
Joint AFTRA-SAG Area ■ In its action Thursday night accepting the
counter-ofi'er by SAG to join forces in
tv commercials and taped entertainment programs, the convention followed the recommendation of its national board. The board by a 70 to 10
vote Wednesday evening voted to recacceptance ofemphasized
the SAG ofi'er.
AFTRAommendofficials
that
they still believe total merger between
the two unions is desirable and feasible.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

man H. Burnett, executive director, Radio-Tv Directors
Guild (2,500 members): Al Manutti, president, Local 802,
American Federation of Musicians; Herman Kenin, president, American Federation of Musicians (255,000 members); Bob Segal, AFTRA (Boston); Nellie Boothe, AFTRA
(St. Louis); Secretary Mitchell; Virginia Payne, national
president, AFTRA (15,000 members); Donald F. Conaway,
They explained that the acceptance of
the SAG offer might be a first step in
that direction.
AFTRA offered to merge with SAG
two years ago, but ran into opposition
on the part of SAG leaders. About a
year ago both unions agreed to have
the matter studied by an impartial labor
expert.
This was done by David L. Cole,
who submitted his report last January.
He found it both desirable and feasible
for the merger to be accomplished and
listed various methods of accomplishing unification.
SAG Opposition ■ SAG spokesmen
have continued their opposition and last
week sent out ballots to 12,000 film
actors on the subject. Accompanying
the ballots was a letter from the SAG
board urging a "nay" vote.
"It is the guild board's considered
judgment that the Cole plan — with its
complicated, cumbersome and intricate
system of local boards, divisional
boards, national boards and conventions— is unworkable," SAG officers
said.
They claimed that the merger would
endanger the motion picture actor's
control over his working conditions, put
his bargaining rights under the control
of non-film actors, and remove the national executive council too far from
the motion picture field.
Power would be concentrated, they
said, in the hands of an executive because working actors could not man
the
heavy"
dues"top
would
be structure;
increased film
over actors'
what
they pay now and motion picture actors would lose their present autonomy
in governing themselves. SAG officials
recommended a "yes" vote for the
joint efi'orts in the tv commercial field
and in the tv taped entertainment area.
SAG represents all film actors,
whether the film is for theatrical exhibiBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

executive secretary, AFTRA; Mortimer Becker, counsel,
AFTRA; Harold Laramy, associate secretary, American
Guild of Musical Artists (4,000 members); and John
Heiman, Smith, Barnee & Co., AFTRA investment counsellors. Unions not represented, although invited, were
Screen Actors Guild-Screen Extras Guild, 12,000 members,
and American Guild of Variety Artists, 13,000 members.

tion or for television use.
AFTRA Side ■ AFTRA's position is
that the performer today ranges the
gamut of the entertainment media —
motion picture theatre exhibition to tv
to night clubs. Donald F. Conaway,
AFTRA executive secretary, said last
week, that film actors now earn more
from tv programs and commercial endeavors than they do from theatrical
production.
He declared that the advent of tv
tape was the catalyst that made amalgamation between AFTRA and SAG imperative. AFTRA claims jurisdiction
over all video tape or other tv recording devices.
In 1958, AFTRA petitioned the National Labor Relations Board to order
an election among film actors to determine if they desired to be represented by SAG or AFTRA in tv commercial video tape work. NLRB has
not yet rendered a decision.
Among other highlights of the early
days of the five-day AFTRA convention:
■ Mr. Conaway announced that
AFTRA would oppose a provision in
the pending minimum wage law (HR
12,677) exempting from its $1.25 minimum hourly wage requirement broadcast stations in communities of 100,000
or less population.
■ AFTRA collected $2,544,953 in
all categories of rates for 16,610 members for the fiscal year ending April 30.
More than $1 million came from Los
Angeles, $1.3 million from New York
and a low of $775 from ColumbusDayton, Ohio. More than $46,000 excess of income over expenses was reported. AFTRA's net worth is $628,000.
■ Among the 1 1 1 contracts negotiated last year, eight were new. These
were with 'WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich.;
KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif.; WEEP Pitts-

burgh; KVI Seattle; KTNT-AM-FMTV Tacoma; WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N.Y., and WCAO and
WMAR-TV both Baltimore, Md.
■ AFTRA board authorized 13
strikes last year. Of these, seven took
place and were settled; four were settled
before strike action and two are still
pending.
■ AFTRA's pension and welfare
fund now covers 6,343 performers. A
performer must earn $1,000 or more
per year to be covered by the fund
which is based solely on employer contributions.
■ Kenneth Groot, New York local
executive secretary, was named eastern
regional director.
Scheduled to be heard were reports
on pay tv, automation and other new
techniques in radio and tv, programming trends, and a vote on a resolution to delete specialty acts from performer categories. New officers also
were to be elected.
WTOP
settle

announcers
after

3 days

Eighteen radio-tv announcers of
WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington returned to work July 20 after settlement of a dispute with management.
The group, represented by American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists, walked out July 15.
A setdement was reached July 18
by John S. Hayes, president of the
Washington Post stations, and Evelyn
Freyman, executive secretary of the
AFTRA local. Negotiators met with
James A. Holden, federal mediator.
The stations operated with supervisory and executive personnel. Picket
lines had been stationed in front of the
stations and the Washington Post. Mrs.
Freyman indicated the picket line was
intended only to notify the public of
47

the union's grievances, which centered
around job security and taped station
breaks.
Mr. Hayes said the tv station retained the right to record station-break
announcements in advance and did not
yield on a demand that the contract
mention individual employes in a job
security clause. A severance pay clause
was included in the contract.
HARVARD
NAB

NOW!
NUMBER
ONE
IN

CITY
ILLINOIS
(OUTSIDE CHICAGO)

R-E-M-A-R-K-A-B-L-E
ROCKFORD
TOPS IN . . . POPULATION
RETAIL SALES . . . NEW
HOMES
AND ... IN THIS RICH
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND OF
MID-AMERICA . . .
APR.
ARBT^/oAnd Nielsen; 960
— AG R E E —
WREX-TV DOMINATES
ROCKFORD AREA VIEWING
• AT NIGHT
49 of the Top SO Shows
• IN THE DAYTIME
All 20 of the Top 20 Shows
• TOP WESTERNS
7 of the Top 8
• TOP FAMILY SHOWS
All 5 of the Top 5 Shows
f^ftfi
WiPl I VI..i-Pr.fM. BArSCH
.-0.n. M»r. Repratanled
H-R T.l.viflon,ByInc. MCBSM

WREX-TV
channel
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SEMINARS

session

to be

permanent procedure
A permanent training procedure for
top broadcast management, providing
executive instruction for the industry
on a regular basis, will develop out of
the NAB seminar concluded last week
at Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration in Boston.
At a "commencement" for the second annual NAB seminar at Harvard,
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations and head of NAB's interim Policy
Committee, said NAB had committed
the association to a third class next
year. "Thereafter we shall try to select the eventual pattern which will
meet executive training needs on a
regular and long-haul basis," he said.
Discussing industry problems, Mr.
McCollough defined the two key issues
this way: "Responsibility and freedom
— responsibility which falls upon each
broadcaster to constructively serve his
community as well as himself; freedom
from the ever-present specter of government control of the substance of our
A three-point program is ready as
service."
broadcasting
prepares to fight back
against charges based on the misdeeds
of the few, he said. "First we are taking steps to clean our house," he said.
"Second, we will tell as vividly as we
can the tremendous story of broadcasting. Finally we are acting to preserve
unimpaired our essential freedom."
The 63 students attending the seminar participated in 6:15 a.m. -to-midnight study, discussion and classroom
sessions. William P. Gormbley Jr., assistant dean in charge of advanced
management at Harvard, was administrator. Dr. J. Sterling Livingston
of the school directed academic work
and took part in classroom sessions.
Charles H. Tower, NAB tv vice president, handled organization of the project for NAB. Broadcast executives in
the seminar were:
Kenneth R. Giddens, WKRG-AIVl-TV Mobile,
Ala.; Carter Hardwick, WSFA-TV Montgomery,
Ala.; Homer Lane, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix; Charles
J. Saunders, KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.; Robert W.
Breckner, KTTV (TV) Hollywood; Charles H.
Kinsely, Jr., KHSL-AM-TV San Francisco; Allen
T. Gilliland, Jr., KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.;
Louis S. Simon, KPIX (TV) San Francisco; Jon

S. Kelly, KCRA-TV Sacramento; Clayton H. Brace,
KLZ-AM-TV Denver; Robert D. Ellis, KCHX,
KKTV (TV), KFWIH (FM) Pueblo, Colo.; Robert S.
Tyrol, WTIC Hartford, Conn.
William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, III.; Robert B.
King, WSOY Decatur, III.; Joe Baisch, WREX
Rockford, 111.; John B. Babcock, WLWI (TV)
Indianapolis; Eldon Campbell, WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis; Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; Lew Van Nostrand, Jr., WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Cleve J. Brien, WNOE New
Orleans; T.B. Lanford, KALB-AM-TV Shreveport,
La.; Francis H. Farnum, Jr., WGAN Portland,
Me.; William H. Rines, WCSH-AM-TV Portland,
Me.; James E. Allen, WBZ-TV Boston; Israel
Cohen, WCAP Lowell, Mass.; Theodore Jones,
WCRB Waltham, Mass.; Joseph F. Butler, WKI2
Kalamazoo, Mich.; Herbert W. Lester, WOIA Ann
Arbor, Mich,; C. Wayne Wright, WALM Albion,
Mich.; James Schlavone, WWJ-TV Detroit.
G. David Gentling, KROC Rochester, Minn.;
Lawrence F. Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis; Samuel A.
Burk, KIRK Kirksville, Mo.; James F. Jae, Jr.,
KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; Chester L. Thomas, KXOK
St. Louis; Dale G. Moore, KGVO Missoula, Mont.;
A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.; Vi/illiam
A. Martin, KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.; Joseph 0.
Jasmin, WKNE Keene, N.H.; Paul Adanti, WHENAM-TV Syracuse, N.Y.; Van Beuren DeVries,
WGR-AM-TV Buffalo; Selvin Donneson, WWRL
Woodside, L.I.; C. George Henderson, WSOCTV Charlotte; Kenneth I. Tredwell, Jr., WBTV
(TV) Charlotte; William A. Ekberg KFYRAM-TV Bismarck, N.D.; Carl E. George, WGAR
Cleveland;cinnati;Roger
Read,WLWD
WKRC-AM-TV
CinGeorge J.B.Gray,
(TV) Dayton;
Warren Williamson III, WKBN-AM-TVYoungstown,
Ohio; William A. Hillebrand WMHE-FM Toledo;
Norman P. Bagwell, WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City.
Robert H. Sauber, WTIV Titusville, Pa.; Raymond W. Welpott, WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia;
Joseph P. Dougherty, WPRO-TV Providence, R.I.;
Irving C. Waugh, WSM-TV Nashville; Norman A.
Thomas, WDNT Chattanooga; Bob A. Roth, KONOTV San Antonio; George K. Utiey, WFAA Dallas;
Jon A. Holiday, WHYE Roanoke, Va.; Dan Hydrick,
WGH Newport News; Saul Haas, KIRO-AM-TV
Seattle; and John T. Gelder, WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va.
Access

case

appealed

The right to take pictures on streets
and sidewalks adjacent to Fulton County courthouse, Atlanta, is asserted by
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB-AMFM-TV) Atlanta in an appeal to the
U.S. Supreme Court. Appeal papers
and transcript of the case have been
filed with the court.
A ban in such photography was imposed by Superior
wood Pye,
the orderCourt
beingJudge
upheldDurby
the Georgia Supreme Court. The appellantabridgement
argues that Judge
Pye's ban
constitutes
of freedom
of
the press. The Constitution, it is declared, gives a newspaper the same
right to gather news as to publish it.
Three win RFE award
Three broadcast stations have been
named winners of a nationwide competition to promote the 1960 Radio Free
Europe Truth Message program. The
three, KBIG Catalina Island, Calif.,
WAMS Wilmington, Del., and KGLOTV 'Mason City, Iowa, were chosen as
those stations which made the best promotional effort to enlist public participation in the Truth message program.
An inspection tour of RFE s European headquarters in Munich and the
shortwave transmitter site near Lisbon
will be awarded a representative from
each station.
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CHIEF

ENGINEER'S

REPORT

ON

RCA-5762

r

all

No

Signs

After
Larry Larson

of

Seven

Deterioration

Years

— Acting Chief Engineer

On-Air

at KSTP-TV,

St. Paul says:

"Seven RCA-5762s were placed in service in our aural transmitter in January, 1953. Five of them are still
in service after Jf7,600 hours. One tube v^as removed at 37,620 hours, and another after 45,481 hours. The
five originals still in service show no signs of deterioration, and look like they've got a good many more
hours in them. These tubes have been working mighty hard at KSTP-TV. I think this is outstanding tube
performance."
Such extremely long life is exceptional, but many TV broadcasters are discovering, like KSTP-TV, that
proper care of their RCA-5762s can help to extend tube life well beyond normal expectancy. And this
means substantial reductions in transmitter downtime as well as lower cost per tube hour of operation.
Your RCA

Distributor of broadcast tubes is the man

to call whenever you need tubes for broadcasting

or telecasting operations. He'll always give you prompt, efficient service.
RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week subject to FCC approval:
■ WKTG Thomasville, Ga.: Sold by
James E. Rivers to Boiling Branham
and Mrs. Emma Behan for $90,000.
Mr. Branham is the former owner of
the weekly Douglas County (Ga.) Sentinel. Station is 1 kw daytimer on 730
kc. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
B KRNR Roseburg, Ore. : Sold by Roseburg News-Review to Robert Johnson
and associates of Tucson, Ariz., for
$80,000. KRNR is on 1490 kc with
250 w. Transaction was handled by
Wilt Gunzendorfer & Assoc.
■ WSFB Guitman, Ga.: Sold by Emerson W. Browne to J.E. Boyd of Landrum, S.C.. for $45,000. Mr. Browne
retains interests in WRFB Tallahassee,
Fla., and WCLB Camilla, Ga. WSFB
is 250 w daytimer on 1490 kc. Transaction was handled by Paul H. Chapman Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see FoR
The Record, page 83).
■ WKOW-AM-TV

Madison, Wis.: Sold

Oiitsitandiog

by Stewart Watson and associates to
Midcontinent Broadcasting Co. for
$925,000. Midcontinent principals are
N. Lawrence Bentson, Joseph L. Floyd
and E.R. Ruben who also own WLOLAM-FM Minneapolis-St. Paul, KSO
Des Moines, and KELO-AM-TV Sioux
Falls, KPLO-TV Reliance, KDLO-TV
Florence, all South Dakota. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ WDAY-AM-TV Fargo, N.D.: A
55.56% interest sold by E.C. Reinecke
and wife to Forum Publishing Co.
(Fargo Forum) for $900,000. Forum
Publishing Co. is headed by N.D. Black
Jr., who with family already owned remainder of WDAY Inc. Mr. Reinecke
holds a 10% interest in KCMT (TV)
Alexandria, Minn., and in KSOO-AMTV Sioux Falls, S.D. He will remain
with WDAY as president. Commissioner
Robert T. Bartley dissented and stated
that in the light of the local objection
to the sale and the concentration of
media of communication in the area,
he favored a 309 (b) letter to determine whether the public interest would
be served through such concentration
in a single area.
■ KGIL San Fernando. Calif.: Sold
Pierce P. Brooks and associates
Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp.
California for $600,000. Principals
clude Richard D. Buckley and John

Exclusive

Properties

Nftv M'Jngittnd Ind^pcttdcnt
Powerful daytime station in a major
New England market. Showing consistant gains and has real growth features. 29% down, halanee 5 years.

Miountain

Sttwies

HK200.000

mJOJfOO

A long estahlished 5 kw network station. Excellent opportunity for ownermanager. 29% down, halanee 5 years.

Very profitable fulltime operation in
excellent Midwest medium market.
One half down, balance 5 years.
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS

& Compmu/ inc
^lackbmm
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick — Washington Building, Washington, D.C. — ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William B. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN : Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker— Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard—Beverly Hills, California— CRestview 4-2770.
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Jaeger. Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting is
owner of WHIM Providence, R.I.,
WDRC Hartford, Conn., and is proposed purchaser of WORL Boston.
« WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.: Sold by
Robert R. Feagin and James R. Stockton to WPDQ Inc., which is owned by
Ohio Broadcasting Co., for $507,000.
Ohio Broadcasting is headed by Eugene
Carr and is a subsidiary of BrushMoore Newspapers (Canton Repository,
etc.). It is licensee of WHBC-AM-FM
Canton, Ohio. Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley dissented.
■ WIST Charlotte, N.C.: Sold by
Broadcasting Co. of the South to Carolina Broadcasting Co. (Cox group) for
$507,500. Carolina Broadcasting owns
WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte and purchase of WIST there is contingent on
disposal of WOSC. Cox group in addition owns WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta,
WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio, and
42.5% of WCKR-WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ KIUP Durango, Colo.: Sold by R.E.
(Pat) O'Brien and associates to Ralph
Louis Atlass, son of the vice president
of WIND Chicago and most recently
with Am Radio Sales, Chicago, for
$330,000.
■ KOME Tulsa, Okla.: Sold by Charles
W. Holt and associates to Franklin
Broadcasting Co. for $315,000 including $15,000 consultation fee. Franklin
Broadcasting is part of William F.
Johns groups, which also includes
WMIN St. Paul, WLOD Pompano
Beach, Fla.; KRIM Mason City, Iowa,
and WYFE New Orleans. Johns group
is also buying WILD Boston. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ WCBC Anderson, Ind.: Sold by Civic
Broadcasting Corp. to Radio WBOW
Inc. (J.W. O'Connor, president) for
$185,000. Radio WBOW is licensee of
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., while Mr.
O'Connor has interests in WPFA Pensacola, Fla., WCVS Springfield, 111.,
and KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa.
■ WZIP Cincinnati, Ohio: Sold by Edward D. Skotch and associates to Carl
H., Richard E. and Robert D. Lindner
for $183,000 plus consulting agreement
and assumption of liabilities. Messrs.
Lindner own a number of retail food
and dairy outlets in the greater Cincinnati area.
■ KGEE Bakersfield, Calif.: Sold by
Marterto Productions Inc. and Seer
Inc. to KMO Inc. for $110,000. Owners
are Carl D. and Carl E. Haymond, who
also own KWG Stockton, Calif., and
KIT Yakima, Wash.
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PROPERTIES

FOR

SALE

EASTERN

More power ■ Dedication ceremonies were held Saturday (July 23)
at the new broadcasting center of
WSAV-AM-TV Savannah, Ga.
When the switch was thrown to
activate the new transmitter, the
ch. 3 tv station became three times
as powerful, going from 33 kw to
100 kw. The ceremonies were atby Georgia's
Ernest
Vandiver,tended Sen.
HermanGov.
Talmadge
(D.-Ga.), Gov. Ernest Hollings of
South Carolina and other dignitaries.
A televised "guided tour" of the new
plant was aired for viewers with
actual open house held the following
day (Sunday).
The tv tower is 521 ft. high and
Oregon
15

stations

market

form

network

Formation of a 15-station radio
group in Oregon, the Big-O Network,
has been announced by Alan Torbet,
president of the station representative
firm of Torbet, Allen and Crane.
The group comprises KGRL Bend,
KURY Brookings, KYNG Coos Bay.
KFLY Corvallis, KORE Eugene.
KAJO Grants Pass, KLAD Klamath
Falls, KMCM McMinnville. KBOY
Medford, KNPT Newport, KKID
Pendleton, KQEN Roseburg, KSLM
Salem, KODL The Dalles and KTIL
Tillamook.
In addition to this 15-station group
which can now be bought with one order, the Tri-Mart stations — KLSM.
KFLY and KORE— will continue to
be sold in two- or three station combinations, as are the Jefferson Empire
stations — KGRL, KLAD, KNPT.
KAJO. KQEN and KYNG.
Rollins' strike settled
Rollins Broadcasting Inc. has settled
its labor dispute with the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers in
the wake of an earlier agreement with
the American Federation of Tv &
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

weighs over 100 tons. The foundations consist of three huge concrete
and steel pads, which are anchored
to clusters of heavy steel beams extending 90 feet into the ground.
The building, located on West Victory Drive, has a glass front which
permits passers-by to look through
the reception area into the main tv
studio. It is constructed of cut
stone and old Savannah gray brick
reclaimed from a razed historic
building. The plant, with all-new
equipment and landscaping, cost
about $1 million, according to Harben Daniel, president and general
manager. The center occupies an entire block.
Radio Artists (At Deadline, July 18).
Details of contracts with both unions,
involving Rollins" WBEE Harvey, are
expected to be announced after the
pacts are signed Saturday (July 23).
The station was strikebound by
AFTRA and IBEW last June 9 in a
controversy over salary terms, pensionand-welfare program and other demands.
■ Rep appointments
■ WCKY Cincinnati: AM Radio Sales
as national representative. Firm previously had represented the station only
in Chicago, the Midwest and on the
West Coast.
■ Gray Tv Network (WALB-TV Albany, Ga., and WJHG-TV Panama
City, Fla.): Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N.Y.
■ KTNT-AM-FM-TV Tacoma. Wash.:
H.S. Jacobson & Assoc., Portland,
Ore., as its rep. in that city.

Profitable daytimer in one of the top
twenty markets. Unlimited potential.
Excellent frequency with 1000 watts
power. Priced to sell at $450,000.00.
29% down and seven years payout.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
5000 watt fulltime Midwestern station in city of over 100,000 population. Present owners under financed
and anxious to sell. Grossing about
$90,000 and priced at $125,000
with terms available.
Midwestern daytimer in rich agricultural area now grossing an average of $11,000 monthly and showing
good
profit, priced at $180,000 on
fair terms.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV/ER
DELAWARE 7-2743
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
This station is just a little over a
year old. It is now doing $10,000 per
month. Fully equipped. Rents transmitter land for $12.50 month on
long lease. Rents studio at $150 per
month. Here's a real money-maker in
a small station. 29% down, 5 years
to
pay. Available only to qualified
buyer.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Fulltime radio station in sunny
growth state. Sale includes $20,000.00 land-building. $75,000.00
with $20,000.00 down and balance
over ten years.
SAN FRANCISCO
111 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

■ WTOD Toledo, Ohio, and WTRX
Flint, Mich., both properties of Booth
Broadcasting Co.: Broadcast Time
Sales, N.Y.

HAMILT0N-LAND[S& Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS

■ WMOU-AM-FM
Carter, Boston.

NEGOTIATIONS

Berlin, N.H.: Kettel-

• APPRAISALS • FINANCING

VOA
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GRASS
radio

provide
WTHI-TV
the
Number

One

single station
marl(et
in
America!

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL
TERRE

10

HAUTE,

INDIANA
Represented by TH£ BOILING CO.
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ROOTS

stations
USIA

shows

The story of America, from its "grass
roots" level, is being aired overseas
through the cooperation of American
broadcasters. The U.S. Information
Agency announced that 18 radio stations have already produced, or have in
production, "local scene" documentaries
for overseas broadcast by the Voice of
America. Nine more stations have programs in the planning stage.
The cooperative arrangement between American radio stations and the
VOA "is designed to project an effective
and positive picture of the U.S. to the
rest of the world," Henry Loomis, VOA
director, said. The purpose of the project is to give overseas listeners an "onthe-scene" view of American life.
These contributions from the radio
industry are in addition to many existing shows which VOA has been acquiring from domestic stations and networks
for overseas broadcasts.
John Wiggin, director of the project
for VOA, lists the following programs
which have already been broadcast or
are being readied:
"The Story of a Valley", a half-hour program
on the 50th
anniversary of Harllngen,
produced by KWKH Shreveport, La., was Tex.
broadcast
April 25.
A 30-minute program on the Central California
Valley was
Waterbroadcast
Project,June
prepared
Calif.,
13. by KFRE' Fresno,
"Fourth
of July, 1960", a half-hour program by
WFIL Philadelph
ia, was scheduled by both the
Voice and Radio Ceylon for that day.
"Portrait of New England", one-hour program
on June 3,
which was broadcast by WBZ aBoston,
be aired by VOA in two half-hour installments
will
in August.
WJR Detroit, and Wayne State U. provided complete coverage of the Third Annual McGregor Conference, the so-called "Detroit Adventure."
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has done the "Amana
Story"
in
two ofhalf-hour
programs have
and been
photographs
for promotion
the broadcasts
sent to
USIA overseas posts.
WBAP Fort Worth, has in production a docuentitled,Texas
"Do writers.
Texans Brag?", which featuresmentary
prominent
WBT Charlotte, N.C., is workmg on five halfhour programs projecting the Southeastern States.
WDSU Mew Orleans, is readying a documentary
on the Port of New Orleans.
WKRS
Waukegan,
III., will offer
the Voice's
overseas audiences
documentaries
on the
skyrocketing
American demand for outboard motors. The Evinrude-Johnson factory is in Waukegan.
KING Seattle, Wash., has begun four programs
on the Puget Sound area.
WFPG Atlantic City, N.J., will do a series of
man-in-the-street interviews on the boardwalk
which will give listeners in the Soviet orbit a
chanceown.to compare our workers' vacations with
their
WHLI Hempstead, L.I., is working on a documentary of a typical community-service radio station in a large but non-metropolitan market, and
a documentary on Nassau County, L.I.
KEX Portland, Ore., is beginning a comprehensive documentary on the Pacific Northwest.
WIBW Topeka, is producing a documentary on
the State of Kansas.
WDTR (FWl) Detroit and the Detroit Board of
Education has in production a half-hour documentary illustrating the operation of educational
radio, including examples of classroom radio.
WMBD Peoria, III., has in the developmental
stage
a documentary
"Peoria,
Railway Center."
WNBF
Binghamton onN.Y,,
is developing
a half-
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hour documentary on the American shoe industry,
as exemplified by the Endicott-Johnson factories.
Radio stations with special VOA
"Grass Roots" programs indicated for
production this fall are: KMOX St.
Louis, Mo.; WOW Omaha, Neb.; KSL
Salt Lake City, Utah; WNYC New
York City; KVOS Bellingham, Wash.;
WTMJ Milwaukee, Wis.; KLIK Jefferson City, Mo.; WBUD Trenton, N.J.
and KSTP Minneapolis, Minn.

AB-PT
over

profit

first-half

up 45%
1959

American Broadcasting -Paramount
Theatres Inc. chalked up record net
operating profits during the first six
months of 1960 and the second quarter
of the year, Lonard H. Goldenson, ABPT president, reported last Friday
(July 22).
Net operating profit for the first six
months of 1960 was reported at $5,653,000, or $1.35 a share, said to be
an increase of 45% over the $3,886,000,
or 90 cents a share, for the corresponding period of 1959. For the second quarter, estimated net operating profit was
listed at $2,317,000, or 55 cents a
share, as against $1,573,000, or 36
cents a share, reported last year.
Mr. Goldenson stated that the ABC
broadcasting division "continued the
improvement
year,"
and added thatshown
for theearlier
secondthisquarter,
ABC-TV showed "a larger increase in
gross time billings than that of the
other networks — an increase of approximately 30% over the same three
months of last year."
Code

membership

urged by Cliff Gill
Members of the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. were urged Thursday (July 21) to take out "business interruption insurance" by subscribing to
the NAB Radio Code, now open to all
radio broadcasters, not only NAB members.
Cliff Gill, owner of KEZY Anaheim,
Calif., chairman of the Radio Code
Board, told his fellow SCBA members
that "not since the days of the Blue
Book" has broadcasting faced such a
hostile attitude from persons high in
government. The FCC under Chairman Frederick Ford, is "taking a much
tougher attitude than at any time since
the New Deal," he stated.
Warning that the amendment to the
law empowering suspension of station
licenses is much more than an idle
threat and could well become a reality,
Mr. Gill declared that only a definite
showing that the broadcasters are
strongly behind their own industry
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

now

more

Keystone

makes

and

here's

than

ever

sense

dollars

too

how:

Keystone has 1100 locally programmed radio stations
covering 54% of ail radio homes in the U.S.A.

Keystone has 86% coverage of all farm markets in the country.

Keystone offers plus merchandising tailored to your
campaign needs at no cost to you.

Keystone covers Hometown

and Rural America at the lowest cost.

Write for our complete station
list and our farm market survey.
They're yours for the asking.
San Francisco
57 Post St.
Sutter 1-7400
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Detroit
Penobscot Building
WOodward 2-4505

Los Angeles
3142 Wilshire Blvd.
Dunkirk 3-2910

New York
527 Madison Ave.
Eldorado 5-3720

Chicago
1 1 1 W. Washingto
State 2-8900

A Media

Without
Radio

Plan

codes can convince Congress that this
legislation is unnecessary.
"Our licenses are at stake," he
warned. "Now is the time to stand up
and be counted, to subscribe to the
Radio Code. At a maximum cost of

Negro

$30 a month, it's pretty cheap insur-

Is Like Ham

Without

Eggs !

No matter what other media you're
using, if you haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio's six Negro markets you are
overlooi<ing an 824 million dollar consumer group. That's what 1,433,000
Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio area
have ready to spend AFTER taxes each
year. More than 80% of their money is
spent on consumer items alone. Incomes
are up 192% since World War II ! To make
sure
you'redollars,
gettinguseyour
share of Radio!
nearly
one billion
Rounsaville
All six Rounsaville Radio stations are
Number-One Rated by BOTH Pulse and
Hooper. Get the facts! Call Rounsaville
Radio in Atlanta, John E. Pearson, or
Dora-Clayton in the Southeast today!
Personal Letter
An Advertiser's dream is a
captive audience pre-conditioned to buy his product.
The nearest ttiing to this is
Rounsaville toRadio—
1 00' <
programmed
the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or you miss this market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broadcasters inNegro Radio. HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. & Nat'l Sales Mgr.
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL
5,000 Watts Station!
— Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WYLDNegro-Programmed
1,000 Watts- NewStation!
Orleans' only full
time
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All — Discounts With Two or More!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
,1 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN
E. PEARSON CO. V.P.DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Rep.
Southeastern Rep.
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■
Media reports
ance."
KBCO ad rules ■ Commercials at
KBCO(FM) San Francisco are programmed at quarter-hours only, included in the station breaks or following 12'/2 minutes of uninterrupted
musical or feature programming and
are limited to eight minutes per hour,
Orville C. Schumacher, general manager, has announced. KBCO is also
following the example set by Western
FM Sales, Los Angeles station representative (Broadcasting, July 11), and
is allowing 20% commission to agencies instead of the traditional 15%.
New MBS stations ■ Mutual reported
last week that nine new affiliates joined
during July. They are KDUB Lubbock,
Tex.; WEEP Pittsburgh; WHBO Tampa, Fla.; KJOE Shreveport, La.;
KOKK Keokuk, Iowa; WGEA Geneva, Ala.; WPTX Lexington Park, Md.;
WMSR Manchester, Tenn., and WEAT
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Upstate friends ■ Three upstate New
York stations got together to insure a
Buffalo showing of the July 10 Meet
the Press (with Senators Kennedy,
Symington and Johnson). When it became certain that WGR-TV, because of
previous commitments, would not be
able to air the show, it gave permission to that city's etv station WNEDTV to go ahead. WNED-TV, because
of cost problems, was unable to bring
the show into Buffalo over special telephone transmission lines. WSYR-TV
Syracuse came to the rescue by videotaping the Meet the Press segment to
be shown in Buffalo the following day.
WNED-TV
etv station. is New York State's only
Video tape for L.A. ■ New studios for
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, to be completed within the next month, will house
two separate video tape recording instal ations, anew, fully-equipped mobile
video tape unit and three special effects
systems for the station's commercial
video tape department. Facilities for
KCOP are now undergoing major construction and remodeling at the Hollywood headquarters of the broadcast division of the NAFI Corp., 915 N.
La Brea.
Cutback ■ Cascade Television will cut
down the number of personnel employed by its KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho, effective Aug. 1, and almost all

programs will originate from its KIMATV Yakima, Wash., of which KLEWTV is a satellite. Ben Shropshire, manager of the Lewiston station, will maintain offices at Cascade's KEPR-TV
Pasco, Wash., where all Lewiston advertising will be filmed and produced.
The KLEW-TV staff will be cut from
16 to 5 men, who will function as a
technical and engineering staff. Cascade
will retain at least five of those cut in
the reduction in other capacities within
the parent company, it was reported.
PGW expansion ■ Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc., station rep firm, has
increased the office space of its New
York headquarters at 25(3 Park Ave.
The entire 18th floor and part of the
16th floor are now in use as PGW's
central offices. Extensive alterations
have been completed on the 16th floor
for the radio division, which has a
complete operating unit of its own.
The tv division will expand into additional office space on the 18th floor.
Big-sound policy ■ WAMP Pittsburgh
has announced a new music policy
which emphasizes records with "full
orchestration" and excludes small jazz
combos, rock 'n' roll and instrumental
solos. Vocal numbers will be kept to a
maximum of two per half hour. Talk
will be kept to a minimum with no interruption between records and time,
temperature, name of selections and
commercials being the only announcements sanctioned.
Co-op venture ■ Cooperation between
catv and etv has paid off in Alabama.
Muscle Shoals Tv Cable Corp. (Jerrold Electronics) installed a micro-wave
and additional cable on its service to
program telecasts of the Alabama etv
network. To promote the move of the
cable company, the etv office prepared
numerous articles and stories for publication in two daily newspapers and two
weeklies published in the northwestern
section of the state. To insure that the
articles were published. Muscle Shoals
bought quarter-page ads in the publications.

Colorful WGN-TV
WGN-TV Chicago will boost
its color programming schedule
to nearly 33 hours this coming
week, primarily because of a substantial number of baseball telecasts. The Chicago Tribune station will carry 25 hours of color
on CUBS coverage alone, starting
yesterday (July 24), plus regular
tint fare, bringing the color total
to a new station high.
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...WHAT

IT

CAN

MEAN

TO

YOU

SOMEDAY you may wear this key and when you
do the initials C.L.U. will appear after your
name in print— on your business card.

ance advice and service precisely shaped to your

It's a very important designation, that of Chartered Life Underwriter, and you earn it by proving
that you qualify by experience, moral character
and by long and thorough study of insurance and
its many allied subjects.

Each year, more and more experienced life underwriters study for the C.L.U. designation. They
do it because they are proud of their profession, and
want to bring an ever higher degree of competency
and skill to it.

In order to earn your key, you must have passed
demanding examinations in all forms of life and
health insurance as well as in related areas of law,
taxation, economics and finance.
This means that the American College of Life
Underwriters has found you qualified to give insur-

clients' needs— to solve complex problems of business and group insurance.

Metropolitan Life
INSURANCE COMPANY
A MUTUAL COMPANY
1 Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

THAT r\
[ THE LIGHT \
NEVER FAILS -fjiff
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WBC
Daily

MAKES
leased

voice

Establishment of a daily leased-wire
telephone interconnection among all
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations
to augment news programming was announced last week by WBC. After the
Republican convention, the principal
origination point will be Washington.
This new step in the continuing expansion of independent news coverage
by the multiple-station radio-tv group
was taken following successful use of
the voice-wire facility for WBC's extensive coverage of the Democratic convention in Los Angeles. It will play a
major role in WBC news activity in
Chicago this week during the Republican convention. A 20-man WBC news
staff will supply news in depth, commentary and discussion, and facilitate
inter-station networking of live, taped
and film programs for both radio and
tv.
The new leased voice wire will be operated two hours daily, seven days a
week. It will be used one hour in the
morning and another hour in the late
afternoon. After the Chicago convention, the wire will be fed chiefly by the
WBC
news bureau in Washington,

In Roanoke
the

Selling

in ^60
Signal

is Seven...
Wig-wagging will get you
^Tiowhere, but your selling message
on WDBJ-TV will go info over
400,000 homes in Virginia, N.
Carolina and W. Va. ... a rich
and growing Television Market of
nearly 2,000,000 people.
You can sell like sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is V/DBi-TV . . .
best in sight, day or night, for higher
ratings at lower cost. Your only
station in this area offering CBS
network shows — p/us superior local
programming, plus hard-hitting
merchandising assistance.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke/ Virginia
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OWN
wire

NEWS

interconnects

NETWORK

all of group's

where WBC's European coverage also
will be inserted, but in the event of spot
news breaks in the area of any of the
WBC outlets, the origination of the feed
can be shifted. Jim Snyder heads
WBC's Washington bureau.
WBC's news staff has quadrupled in
the last few years as permanent bureaus
have been set up not only in Washington but also in London and the Far
East.
Interconnected by the new voice
news line are these WBC outlets:
WBZ-AM-TV Boston. WJZ-TV Baltimore, KDKA-AM-TV Pittsburgh,
KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, WOWO Fort
Wayne, WIND Chicago, KEX Portland, Ore., and KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
Chicago Repeat ■ At Chicago, as at
Los Angeles, WBC newsmen are assigned to state delegations from their
own station areas.
Richard Pack, WBC vice presidentprogramming, said, "This adds a dimension and expert insight into news not
possible unless the reporter is totally
familiar with state leaders and delegations." WBC claimed a series of im-

WBC

stations

NEWSMEN GO TO THE SOURCE

Jim Snyder (r) interviews Kennedy
portant news exclusives and beats at
Los Angeles, including "firsts that made
news for newspapers." Mike Wallace is
credited by WBC with an exclusive interview with Sen. Jack Kennedy, breaking news of his civil rights views.
Much of this specialized service was
fed to two correspondent stations —
WNTA New York and WWDC Washington— ^as well as the WBC group.
In what is called a "massive news-indepth" thesis, WBC takes the position
that first-class news sells. Advertiser
response to the convention coverage
and election night service was good.
KYW was bought by Thorofare Markets, WOWO by First Federal Bank
and KYW by Miller's beer.
Sponsor Interest ■ "We live in a contemporary world," said Bink Dannenbaum,
WBCknows
salesthis,
vice which
president.
"Theis
advertiser
perhaps
the reason sponsors are more enthusiastic than ever before about news and
public service programming." The tv
portions of WBC's political coverage
were not for sale as they are integrated
into existing programs.
WBC likes to recall such "beats" as
the first U.S. telecast of Sputnik I, later
made available to networks and other
media; exclusive interview with the
Dalai Lama after his escape from Tibet;
interview with Prime Minister Nehru
of India; interviews with East German
government officials; coverage of the
Lebanon crisis when a WJZ-TV newsman is claimed to have landed ahead of
the Marines.
A WBZ-TV news team recently covered 20.000 miles in Africa. Betty
Adams, newswoman, and Richard Smilgis, camera, brought back 10,000 ft. of
film for a series on the Dark Continent.
At the same time another team, Mel
Bernstein and Phil Galligan, was doing
a documentary in Korea.
Here's the way the Chicago convenBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

tion team will work: Mr. Snyder will
cover the Pennsylvania delegation and
Vice President Nixon; Mike Wallace
from New York will cover the New
York state delegation and Gov. Rockefeller as well as handle interviews; Mr.
Sheean, far eastern bureau chief, will
be roving correspondent at caucuses;
Jerry Landay, WBZ-TV news director,
will handle New England; Ann Corrick, Washington, will follow the Maryland delegation and Sen. Everett Dirksen; John Bell, WIND, will cover Illinois delegates; Sid Davis, Oregon and
California; Hal Cessna, Indiana delegation, and Gary Franklin, the Ohio
delegation.
Getting Ready ■ WBC coverage of
the primaries began in March when
WBZ provided a news team for the
New Hampshire voting. Similarly Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio and District of
Columbia primaries were reported.
The campaign will be reported through
whisde-stopping tours, with local WBC
stations assisting.
Months of planning have gone into
election night coverage. Each station
will have its own information center,
fed from polling places by stringers,
mobile units and the New York WBC
headquarters which will coordinate efforts of the London and Washington
news bureaus.
Separated from the news operation is
WBC's editorial programming policy.
The radio and tv on-the-air editorials
are usually delivered by the local WBC
vice president or area vice president.
A wide range of topics is covered. The
only requirement — editorials must deal
with something significant.
Syndication ■ In a concurrent development, WBC has gone into the syndication business in a preliminary way.
American Civil War, a tv documentary,
is being syndicated to a large number
of stations through Trans-Lux. Washington Viewpoint, on radio, is carried
by WNYC New York and WWDC.
American Forum of the Air has been
carried by WNEW-TV New York and
WTTG (TV) Washington.
Does all this news activity pay?
"Yes, it pays," said Donald H. McGannon, WBC president. "First, the
commercial status of our news programming isstrengthened and they are more
constantly sponsored. Second, we further recoup costs by the improved acceptance of our stations in their markets."
As to syndication, he said,
we want to develop our own"Frankly,
station
service to our satisfaction before entering syndication seriously. When we're
satisfied, we may expand. Currently
our syndication provides greater circulation for public service programming,
where there is nothing basically competitive."
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960
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. . . and all you have to do to prove it, is match
yesterday's, today's or any day's Nielsen
Station Index of homes reached against cost.
You'll come up with a cost-per-million that'll
shake the machine down to the last decimal.
That NSI is clear proof that the one way to
use one station to cover that market is to put
the marbles on WCKY. Check Tom Welstead
and AM Radio Sales.
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CONTROL

It rears its head again at special FCC
Two documents of vital interest to
Major Agreement ■ One area in
which both documents agree, and where
licensees and the programming of their
stations will be before the FCC at a Chairman Frederick W. Ford already
special meeting called for 10 a.m. to- has given his public endorsement, would
completely revise the programming
day (Monday).
One, which maintains that the comsections of applications for new facilities and renewals. It has been proposed
mission should pass on programming
that applicants and licensees be required
judgments of broadcasters, was submitted four weeks ago under FCC edict
to give a detailed, narrative account of
by the Network Study Staff (Closed
programming plans. This would entail
(1) a description of each program, (2)
Circuit, July 4). It has been called
outright censorship in some quarters.
steps taken to determine the broadcast
needs of the community served, (3)
The second proposal is more limited
in scope and draws a well-defined dis- what has been done and will be done to
fulfill these needs.
tinction between the commission's lack
Any licensee who does not live up to
of authority to control individual programming and areas where the FCC
the promises made — does not have an
can and should exert proper regulaadequate explanation — can expect a
tion over licensees and certain network
rapid and decisive crackdown by the
functions. It was submitted at a special
commission, it was reported.
The two documents are said to differ
FCC meeting July 14.
The second course of action was of- on whether the commission can require
fered following early discussions — and
certain types and amounts of programsevere criticism in some corners — of
ming in specified hours. Yes, says the
the Network Study Staff document, preBryant proposal, while the second papared under the direction of Chief Ashper takes the position that this would
brook P. Bryant. It encompasses over
be censorship and therefore a subject
guaranteed broadcast freedom by the
300 pages and reportedly recommends
that stringent controls be exerted in First Amendment.
certain areas of programming.
This view places emphasis on the

FCC takes Horace Greeley's advice
Hollywood tv film producers are
Bryant, chief of the Network Study
next in line to face the scrutiny of Staff, and James Tierney.
the FCC in a continuation of that
agency's programming inquiry.
Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham announced last
week that hearings would begin in
Los Angeles Oct. 5 with special emphasis on film tie-ins in network
program selection practices. The
California sessions will constitute
the third phase of hearings in the
commission investigation begun in
February 1959.
Earlier testimony was taken last
fall in New York from advertisers
and their agencies and Decemberthrough-February in Washington
with the FCC en banc sitting for
statements from networks, broadcasters, trade associations and the
public (Broadcasting, Dec. 7,
1959).
The sessions will be held in the
U. S. Court House, 312 N. Spring
St., with Mr. Cunningham presiding.
Witnesses, most of whom will come
from the tv film producing field,
will be announced later. Commission
counsel
will include Ashbrook
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ISSUE

meeting today
freedom of speech constitutional provision as applicable to broadcast stations
as well as street corner orators. It also
specifies that whether a program is
commercial or sustaining is of no concern to the commission and has no
bearing
on the "public service"' output
of
the station.
Both documents have been submitted in the form of proposed rulemaking and are a continuation of the commission's broad inquiry into programming practices in general. Mr. Bryant's
office was instructed last May to propose new rules to meet the changing
needs of broadcasting (Broadcasting,
May 9).
Commission Thinking ■ It was reported that a majority of the commissioners are leaning toward the less-restricting second proposal although the
final rulemaking order probably will
contain portions of both. A spokesman
said last week that it is doubtful if any
action will be taken prior to the August
FCC recess, which begins next week.
Another line of thought holds that rulemaking should be issued as soon as
possible, assuming the seven commissioners can come to agreement this
week.
The subject under present FCC consideration had its genesis with the Barrow Report issued on tv network practices three years ago. An overall inquiry into programming was begun
early last year and two rounds of
hearings have been held. The latest
included 19 days of testimony before
the commission en banc covering two
months and nearly 100 witnesses last
December-January. A new phase will
begin Oct. 5 in Los Angeles (see box,
this page).
FCC

seeks

for N.Y.

FCC's Cunningham
Hollywood-bound

uhf

committee
study

An industry advisory committee to
study the problems inherent in the
FCC's New York uhf study has been
urged by the commission. The FCC set
July 29 as a conference date in which
"interested persons" may discuss with
the commission the formulation of the
committee and plans for the project.
The conference will be held in the
New Post Office Building, Room 7134,
in Washington at 10:00 a.m.
The commission specifically called
upon the NAB, the Electronic Industries Assn., the Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters, the Institute of Radio Engineers, the Joint Technical AdBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

INSURANCE INFORMATION INSTITUTE

Now

about

one
The

you

can

property

dependable

Insurance Information Institute has just

been established, as a pubhc service organization, to help create a better public understanding of all types of property and casualty insurance
— fire, automobile and other casualty lines,
fidelity and surety, and inland marine insurance.
It is intended to serve the same purpose in the
field of property insurance as the Institute of
Life Insurance does in its field.
Property insurance is an integral part of our
national economy. It is vital to business enterprise and to the establishment of credit. Nearly
every individual American is directly affected
by it.
The resources of the Insurance Information

INSURANCE

get

the

facts

insurance

central

from

source

Institute are available to researchers, editors,
writers, educators, students, librarians, civic
groups, and the general public.
We invite you to visit any of our offices listed
below. We shall be glad to arrange interviews
with authorities in any line of property insurance.
Written or telephone inquiries are welcome.
The Insurance Information Institute is supported by more
than 300 capital stock insurance companies and eight
stock company associations: The Association of Casualty and
Surety Companies, Inland Marine Insurance Bureau, Inland
Marine Underwriters Association, Inter-Regional Insurance Conference, National Automobile Underwriters Association, National
Board of Fire Underwriters, National Bureau of Casualty
Underwriters, and Surety Association of America.

INFORMATION

INSTITUTE

HEADQUARTERS: 60 John Street, New York 38, N. Y. DIgby 4-4760
MIDWEST: 175 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois. WAbash 2-5584. SOUTHEAST: 319 Trust Company of Georgia Building, Adanta
3, Georgia. JAckson 5-8323 or 201 West Park Avenue, Tallahassee, Florida. Phone 4-2812. SOUTHWEST: 901 Colcord Building, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. CEntral 5-0253. PACIFIC: 315 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 4, California. EXbrook 2-3185.
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It TaKes

2

To Match

KJEOi

TOP

Share

TEH

Networkwise, of 3 TV stations
here, KJEO delivers to this billion
dollor market 5 of the top 10
network shows. Add to this locally 6of the top 1 0 syndicated
programs and you know why
this market looks first to KJEO.
(Source: Current Nielsen)
ONLY the only home owned
primary network affiliate can
be so at HOME in the heart of
Central California ... to program
best to get you results where
they count.
channel 47^^
Q

O

for Fresno, California

J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H'R'^^^ representative
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visory Committee, the Joint Council
on Educational Television, the Television Allocations Study Organization,
and the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers to send
representatives to the conference.
With the blessings of Congress in the
form of $2 million (after $250,000 had
been lopped off by the House), the FCC
is set to construct two superpower uhf
tv transmitters in New York to test uhf
operations in urban areas. Current
plans call for one uhf transmitter to be
installed on the Empire State Building
with the second located within appro.ximately 15 miles of the first on a separate channel to study any improvement

which might be obtained with the
simultaneous broadcasting of a single
program by two stations on two different frequencies.
The project, long championed by
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
(Broadcasting, April 25), will be under the direction of the FCC's Chief
Engineer
Mr. relating
Allen's
office willEdward
handle W.all Allen.
contracts
to the project.
The best offer so far received by the
FCC came in a $446,000 lease deal
from General Electric for the two transmitters. RCA was reported to have
wanted $668,000 for outright purchase
of its equipment.

FTC

PAYOLA

TO

TAKE

A

Will allow industry to
The first phase of the Federal Trade
Commission's attack on the multi-million-dollar payola racket is about to
end, it was learned last week.
There have been 98 complaints issued against record manufacturers and
distributors since the trade unit leaped
into the payola scandal last December.
Less than half-dozen more FTC citations are expected to be issued in the
next few weeks.
The FTC has entered into consent
judgments with 57 firms, all of whom
have agreed to give up the practice. A
handful of companies have denied the
accusations of under-the-counter payments to disc jockeys and other radiotv personnel — or have claimed that
payola is not illegal.
The amount of money involved in
the "push" money practice cannot be
totaled, an FTC spokesman said last
week. He explained that the FTC investigation dug up only one or two
instances in each case, just sufficient to
"make a case." Total determination of
all specific instances was not attempted,
he said, since only one or two specifics
were sufficient to meet legal requirements.
Industry sources are also unable to
pinpoint the total take on payola. One
of the reasons is that the practice took
on so many forms — in addition to cold
cash. Among these were payoffs that
were based on percent of sales and gifts
in merchandise or entertainment that
cannot be easily segregated from legitimate business expenses.
When the next batch of payola complaints is issued, the FTC intends to
suspend further investigations to let the
industry catch up to the law prohibiting
behind-the-scenes payments.
The industry will be watched, however, and if FTC sleuths learn that
payola has begun cropping up again, a
second major crackdown will be instituted.

HIATUS

'catch up' with law
This hiatus period was announced
some months ago by FTC Chairman
Earl W. Kintner. Mr. Kintner warned
then that if the payola racket recurred,
the FTC would redouble its crackdown.
The FTC jumped into the payola
crusade early in December 1959 following the outcry against television quiz
scandals. The first move came when
FTC officials met with network executives in Washington at which radio and
tv advertising were discussed. It was
then that Mr. Kintner disclosed that his
agency was investigating payola in radio
and tv.
Latest Complaints ■ Last week, two
complaints were issued against major
record manufacturer Capitol Records
Distributing Corp., Hollywood, Calif.,
and Schwartz Brothers Inc.. Washington, D.C.
The FTC charged that both companies paid off disc jockeys, station
personnel and stations themselves in
efforts to have their phonograph records played on the air without the
knowledge of the public.
The FTC also announced last week
the signing of consent orders with seven
record makers and distributors. The
agreements are for settlement purposes
and do not imply any acknowledgment
of guilt. Signing consent judgment:
Ideal Record Products Inc.. New
York, and its affiliated Ideal Record
Products of New Jersey, Newark, N.J.;
Fargo Records, New York; King Records Inc.. Cincinnati, Ohio; Eric Distributing Co., San Francisco, Calif.;
W.S.F. Inc., New York; Southern Record Distributors Inc., Nashville, Tenn..
and Field Music Sales Inc., San Francisco, Calif.
Denying charges filed June 3 that it
engaged in payola was the Joseph M.
Zamoiski Co., Baltimore-Washington
record distributor. The firm denied any
knowledge of payola and asked dismissal of the complaint.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

WSAY'S
protest

Rochester
dismissed

WSBT-TV

...SOUTH BEND, INDIANA'S
DOMINANT
STATION

An attempt to rehash the long time
controversy centering on the participation of the late Frieda Hennock, former
FCC commissioner in the Rochester,
N.Y., ch. 10 share-time grant of 1953,
was quashed last week by the FCC.
The commission dismissed the protest of WSAY Rochester, losing applicant in the 1953 grant, and upheld its
license renewals of WVET-TV and
WHEC-TV which share time on ch. 10.
WSAY had protested that a letter
received by Rep. John E. Moss (D.Calif.) from FCC Chairman Frederick
Ford "shows that the renewals were improperly issued and . . . not in the
public
interest."
Mr. Ford
in the
letter that Miss Hennock
was said
considered
"not participating"
WSAY
declared thatin ifthe
she 1953
had vote.
been
intermittently absent from the meeting
room and not wholly absent, the affirmative 1953 vote of three members
of the FCC was not the affirmative vote
of the majority present (Broadcasting,
July 4).
Dual

stock

charged

interests

in Seattle

Alleged "dual stock interests" have
caused the FCC to set for hearings the
renewal applications of two Seattle
broadcast facilities.
The commission advised KING-AMFM-TV (King Broadcasting Co.) and
KIRO-AM-FM-TV (Queen City Broadcasting Co.) that Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,
president and majority owner of King,
is a director and stockholder of the Pacific National Bank of Seattle, which
holds in trust 1 1,000 shares of common
stock of Queen City.
The commission said that it appears
that the bank and its directors hold interests in stations which provide the
same broadcast services to substantially
the same area.
Guterma

conviction

ERNIE
(South

BANKS
Bend

ON

WSBT-TV

Banks

on

. . .

WSBT-TV,

Too)

The booming bat of Ernie Banks was silent. But only long
enough for the Chicago Cubs' slugging shortstop to be interviewed byWSBT-TV's Sports Director, Jim Wilson.
The Banks- Wilson filmed discussion is one of a series of interviews with sports greats that are standard features of WSBT-TV's
"Wilson on Sports" (Mon.-Fri., 5:45-6:00 P. M.). This is the top
rated sports show in the 3-station South Bend Market. It constantly rates over 20; has an adult audience divided equally
between men and women.

With highly rated local shows and popular CBS programs, WSBTis upheld in appeal
The U.S. Court of Appeals in New
TV delivers Indiana's richest Metro Area . . . per household
income is $7553! See your Raymer man for details about the 17
York last week unanimously upheld
the conviction of Alexander L. Gutercounty WSBT-TV market and for remaining availabilities on
ma, former president of the Mutual
"Wilson
on Sports."
Broadcasting System, for conspiracy to
defraud the U.S. government and for
failing to file financial reports of the
F.L. Jacobs Co. with the Securities &
Exchange Commission.
Mr. Guterma was convicted and
sentenced to four years and 1 1 months
South Bend, Indiana • Channel 22
in prison. He was also fined $160,000, WSBT-TV®
but the appeals court reduced this by
Ask Paul H. Raymer • National Representative
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Seventh

seat

filled at the

Charles Henry King, Republican
of Michigan, was sworn in last
Tuesday (July 19) as the seventh
member of the FCC. Commissioner
King succeeds John C. Doerfer who
resigned March 21. Barring Senate
rejection of his name, Mr. King will
serve until June 30, 1961.
On leave as dean of the Detroit
College of Law, Commissioner King
received a recess appointment from
President Eisenhower July 13. His
appointment reestablishes the 4-3
FCC Republican majority.
The new commissioner was sworn
in by Homer Ferguson, judge of
the Military Court of Appeals and
former Republican senator from
Michigan. When Mr. King first began teaching at Detroit Law College
in 1935 it was as a substitute for
the then Professor Ferguson.
President Eisenhower first sent
Wifely pride ■ After taking oath as
FCC member, Charles H. King was
congratulated by his wife, Ouida
Jolls King. They were married in
1933, have one son, Charles Jr., who
is married, has daughter, is salesman
for International Harvester, Denver.

$40,000. The court also upheld the conviction of Robert J. Everleigh, a business associate of Mr. Guterma, who
was sentenced to a two year, 1 1 months
term for his part in the fraud.
Both men were convicted on Jan.
27 after a seven-week trial in federal
court in New York (Broadcasting,
Feb. 1).
In a separate action, Mr. Guterma
last week asked the U.S. District Court
in Washington to permit him to reinstate his plea of not guilty to charges
that he failed to register as a foreign
agent. Last May Mr. Guterma and
Hal Roach Jr., associated with Mr.
Guterma in the operation of MBS,
changed their innocent pleas to no defense.
Mr. Guterma said he wanted to withdraw his nolo contendre plea because
of the remarks made by federal Judge
Joseph R. Jackson when he sentenced
Mr. Roach to a $500 fine. Judge Jackson told Mr. Roach he was "more
sinned against than sinning" and referred to his "unfortunate association"
with Mr. Guterma.
The charges are that Mr. Guterma
failed to register as an agent of the
Dominican Republic when he obtained
$750,000 with the understanding that
he would arrange to have broadcast on
MBS news favorable to that country.
MBS is no longer under the owner62 (GOVERNMENT)

Mr. King'sfor
nametheto FCC
the Senate
nominee
June as27,a
shortly before Congress recessed for
the political conventions (Broadcasting, July 4). With the recess
announced that same week there was
some speculation whether Mr. King
could receive a "recess" appointship of the Guterma interests; it is
now principally owned by Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Corp.
Boston

ch. 5 action

explained to court
The FCC told the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington last week that
it did not consider its action in the
Boston ch. 5 case a final action since
further proceedings were scheduled.
Since that is so, the commission said,
it was not submitting a final report to
the court, but only advising it of what
it did.
The commission two weeks ago
vacated
of Boston's
ch.
5 tothe
the 1957
Bostongrant
Herald-Traveler
(WHDH) and ordered further hearings
to determine who should receive the
Boston vhf channel (Broadcasting,
July 18). The Boston order also tagged
as "adverse" the activities of WHDH
and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters
Inc., but did not disqualify these two
applicants. There are four applicants
in the Boston case.
The FCC was understood to be preparing a final report to the court on
the Miami ch. 10 case. The commission, also a fortnight ago, revoked the
1957 grant to National Airlines"
WPST-TV and disqualified it and two

FCC

ment during the congressional "recess." At the time a White House
spokesman speculated that he would
not be placed on the FCC until after
the final adjournment of Congress,
which will resume Aug. 8.
Legal Precedent ■ However, on
the basis of two 1948 rulings that
a White House appointee could be
paid in such instances if he is not
confirmed by the Senate. Mr. King
was given the appointment.
There is a provision in the U.S.
Code which states that a recess appointee cannot be paid if the vacancy existed for more than 30 days
before the adjournment of Congress
or if the name had been pending
without action for more than 30
days. The 1948 rulings by the comptroller general, handed down on a
judgeship appointment by President
Truman, stated that such a congressional session after a recess would
not prohibit payment if no Senate
action is taken.
Commissioner King is a 1933
LL.B. graduate of the law college
he now heads and received a master
of law degree from the U. of Michigan in 1940. He is 53 years old.
other applicants. The grant was made
to the fourth, untainted applicant, L.
B. Wilson Inc.
The court of appeals retained jurisdiction in both cases when it remanded
them in 1958 for further proceedings
to determine charges of ofT-the-record
representations to FCC commissioners.
In the Boston case it was charged that
then FCC Chairman George McConnaughey was approached; in the Miami
situation, that former FCC Commissioner Richard C. Mack was contacted.
Pope brothers indicted
Fortune Pope, president of Progress
Broadcasting Corp. (WHOM-AM-FM
New York, WDOT Burlington, Vt.),
was indicted by a federal grand jury in
New York last week for violations of
the Securities & Exchange Act of 1934.
The 12-count indictment grew out of
allegations that Mr. Pope and his
brother, Anthony Pope (also indicted)
diverted assets of the publicly-owned
Colonial Sand & Stone Co. to seven
other companies wholly owned by the
Pope company.
The charges
are reminiscent of those under
which Alexander
Guterma, former owner of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, was convicted
earlier this year. Mr. Pope will be arraigned on the charges Wednesday
(July 27).
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All present ■ For the first time in four months the FCC
last week was up to full strength as a seventh commissioner, Charles H. King, was sworn in to succeed John
C. Doerfer. who resigned March 21. As now constituted,
the FCC consists of (seated, 1-r) Rosel H. Hyde, Frederick W. Ford and Robert T. Bartley and (standing, 1-r)
John S. Cross, Robert E. Lee, T.A.M. Craven and the

Montana
lose

catv

telecasters
decision

Telecasters lost a round in their fight
against community tv systems last
week.
A petition for rulemaking filed by
KXLF-TV Butte and KXLJ-TV
Helena, both Montana, to ban microwave relay grants which would carry
metropolitan area tv signals to small
town catv systems in conflict with local
tv stations was denied by the FCC.
While the petition was denied without prejudice to any future action the
commission may determine necessary.
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and T.
A. M. Craven dissented.
Currently being studied by the commission is a proposal to place microwave owned by the catv systems they
service under common carrier regulation.
The original petition (Broadcasting, April 1 1 ) was based on the
grounds that the microwaving of tv
signals from larger to smaller cities for
distribution by catv was destructive to
local tv broadcasting.
The petitioners asked that Part 21 of
the FCC's rules be revised to ban
microwave grants (1) to systems which
carry a program already being carried
by the single, local tv station and (2)
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

newest member, Mr. King. Commissioner King, who
has no practical experience in broadcasting, attended his
first commission meeting last Wednesday but did not
participate. "I am a little too new for me to stick my
neck out," he said, but he promised to begin voting on
those cases for which he is eligible soon after the August
recess that begins next week.

which would "adversely affect" existing
local single tv operation.
In another rulemaking action involving microwave frequencies, the commission adopted interim technical
standards governing the granting of applications for the use of microwave frequencies above 952 mc. These standards apply to private communication
systems in the safety and special radio
service and become effective next Jan.
1. They do not apply to present users
unless harmful interference results
from their operation.
NLRB

actions

Community antenna tv systems are
a mere adjunct to the tv receiving set
or an auxiliary service and are not communications systems, according to a
ruling by National Labor Relations
Board. Thus catv units are not subject
to board jurisdictional standards for
communications systems, the board
held in dismissing a petition by International Hod Carriers Building & Common Laborers Union of America
against Warren (Pa.) Television Corp.
In another action, NLRB certified
Assn. Puertorriquena de Artistas, independent union, as bargaining unit for
all performing and non-performing employes of WKAQ-AM-TV San Juan,
Puerto Rico.

Final
on

decision

ch. 9

Baton

given
Rouge

Modern Broadcasting Co., sole remaining applicant for ch. 9 in Baton
Rouge, received the tv grant last week
in an FCC final decision.
Last June, FCC Hearing Examiner
Walther W. Guenther issued an initial
decision to Modern despite overlap with
WDSU-TV New Orleans (whose president, Edgar B. Stern owns 67% of
Modern). The examiner said that Modern will operate independently of
WDSU-TV and its programming will
be unaffected by the interelated ownership (Broadcasting, June 20).
Community Broadcasting Co. (WIBR
Baton Rouge) co-applicant for the ch. 9
facility agreed to drop out of the proceeding last March. Under terms of the
agreement, Modern agreed to reimburse
Community $23,000 for out-of-pocket
expenses and granted an option allowing Community to purchase 20% of
Modern.
The highlight of the comparative
proceeding was a reversal by the U.S.
Court of Appeals of an FCC grant to
Modern's ch. 28 WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, to operate temporarily on ch. 9
pending the outcome of the proceeding
(Broadcasting, Feb. 15).
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MODERN, ALL-ELECTRIC MEDALLION HOME, IN-TAMPA, FLORIDA

YOUR

NATION

40'^o of all the electricity

in the

world

is used

One of America's wonders to foreign visitors is the abundance of electricity we put to work in our homes, on our
farms, in our jobs.
We use more light and power than the next six nations
together— three times as much as the Russians — and we keep
on using more all the time. On the average, you use twice
as much in your home as you did just ten years ago and pay
16% less for it per kilowatt-hour.
ORE DOCK, ASHTABULA, OHIO. TIME EXPOSURE SHOWS STREAKS
FROM MOVING LIGHTS ON LOADING MACHINERY

OF
in the

LIGHT,,.
U. S., most

of it supplied

by

The independent electric light and power companies that
turn out over % of America's electricity have doubled their
supply every ten years, and are building now to double it
again in the next ten. And because they and their millions
of owners will put up the money for the new plants and lines,
you won't be taxed to pay for them.
These hundreds of companies are ready and able to supply all the low-price electricity people can conceivably need.
ELECTRIFIED FARM, VALLEY CENTER, KANSAS

HUGE STEEL PLANT AT yOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

OIL REFINERIES AT PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS
BIG-CITY SKYSCRAPERS, NEW YORK

\
POWER!
/KND
hundreds of independent power companies
There's no need for the federal government to build more
electric systems that all Americans would be taxed to pay for.
You can get more facts and figures about this in a new,
free booklet. Write for "Who Pays for Government-in-theZlectric Business?" to Power Companies, Room 1114-U,
1271 Ave. of the Americas, New York 20, NeAv York.
America's Independent
Electric Light and Power Companies
Company names on request
NU-PIKE FUN PARK, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

ONE
FCC

'GUILTLESS'
General

IN

Counsel

Three of the four original appHcants
for Miami ch. 7 should be "absolutely
disqualified" and the January 1956
grant to Biscayne Tv Corp. (WCKT
[TV]) is invalid and should be set aside,
the FCC's general
ommended last week.counsel's office recOnly Sunbeam Tv Corp. was found
guiltless in proposed findings filed by
commission attorneys Edgar Holtz, associate general counsel, James Brennan
and Joel Rosenbloom. They also found
that former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack should have disqualified
himself from voting in the case.
The document was filed following a
rehearing of the case last month in
Philadelphia (Broadcasting, June 20)
before Hearing Examiner Horace Stern.
The case was returned to the commission by the courts because of ex parte
contacts made by and on behalf of applicants for ch. 7.
In addition to Biscayne, the FCC
counsel recommended that East Coast
Tv Corp. and South Florida Tv Corp.
also should be disqualified from eligi-

CH.

wants

7

CASE

others

out

bility to receive further consideration
for ch. 7. At the very least, it was
stated, the three applicants should receive comparative demerits in any
future consideration of the case.
The proposed findings noted that
close personal friends of Floridian Mack
privately approached the commissioner
— Miles Draper for East Coast, Ben
Fuqua for Biscayne and Perrine Palmer
for South Florida — at the request and/
or with the knowledge of the three applicants. Commissioner Mack, who
voted for Biscayne, made no effort to
reject or cut off these communications
and in the case of Mr. Fuqua "it is
apparent, on the contrary, that he considered them . . ." the commission counsel stated.
"These facts render it self-evident
that Mr. Mack could not participate in
either of the commission decisions (the
original grant and second vote after a
court remand) . . . with any semblance
of . . . impartiality. His participation
. . . requires that they now be set aside
and reconsidered."

MOD,

ORE
FRO|\y

by Sunbeam,
extra-judicial
means."
which
came through the
hearing with a clean record, is headed
by President Sidney D. Ansin, 10%
owner, and Vice President General
Manager Edwin M. Spence, former
NAB secretary and general manager of
WBAL Balitmore and WWDC Washington. Mr. Ansin's
Edmund
and Ronald,
each two
own sons,
11.3%,
and
10% owners include Catchings Therrel,
A. H. McClain and Harold Zinn.
The proposed findings by the general
counsel's office did not mention the
recent FCC Miami ch. 10 decision in
which three of four applicants were
disqualified for ex parte contacts
(Broadcasting, July 18). Findings of
the four applicants in the case are due
today (Monday) following a one-week
extension granted last week by Judge
Stern.

40''
One
dan(
farrr
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as m
167c

Also hit were personal contacts with
Mr. Mack and other commissioners by
several Biscayne principals, including
James Cox, Daniel Mahoney, Niles
Trammell and John Knight. Their success in impressing Mr. Mack resulted
in "substantial unfairness to Biscayne's
opponents," the proposed findings state.
Mr. Trammell, president of Biscayne,
owns 15% and the separate newspaper
interests of Messrs. Knight (Miami
Herald) and Cox (Miami Daily News)
each own 42Vi %.
Jack C. Stein, president of South
Florida, and stockholder Leo Adeeb
were criticized for seeking out Mr.
Palmer and Thurman Whiteside, as
friends of Mr. Mack. South Florida
paid attorney Whiteside $5,000, onefourth of which went to Mr. Palmer.
The president of East Coast, Richard
Mead, drew the FCC counsel's wrath
for authorizing the off-the-record employment of Mr. Draper, who was paid
$5,000 and wrote several ex parte
letters to Mr. Mack. Also, it was
charged, Mr. Mead "personally sought
to influence the commission's decision

OE-LAND"
"KNNorth
ISprogressive
TH/S
NO,
(embracing
industrial,
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Households
423,600
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a.m. to
midnight 7 days a week.

ABCStation
CBS.
-■-^ -L ^
At
a James
A. Noe
KNOF.TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
h-r Television, inc.
Photo: "Greenville Mill, Division of Mohasco Industries, Inc.", Greenville,
Mississippi, Manufacturers of the finest carpets and rugs.
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■

Government

briefs

Daytimer, ofher rules changed ■ FCC
has announced amendments to its rules
governing daytime-only am stations
which will allow them to sign-otf at 6
p.m. Commission also announced that
broadcast facilities need not notify
them when forced off the air by operation stoppages and/ or technical difficulties when stoppages are of short duration which allow the minimum time
requirements to be met.
SCA's granted
■ Subsidiarywhich
Communications Authorizations,
allow
stations to engage in multiplex transmission of background music and material, were granted to five stations by
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

All-star

cast

Members of Congress, the FCC
and the FTC have been "'teamed
up" to participate in a series of
1 3 half-hour radio programs probing the moral state of the broadcast industry.
Titled An Ethic for Broadcasting, the shows are being produced by Michigan State U., with
the aid of the National Educational Television and Radio Center and will be available to commercial stations.
Participating in the series are
FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford, former Chairman John C.
Doerfer, FTC Chairman Earl
Kintner; Rep. Oren Harris: Sens.
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) and
Philip Hart (D-Mich.). Among
broadcasters participating are David Brinkley, Mike Wallace and
David Susskind.

the FCC last week: KDKA-FM Pittsburgh: WMTW-FM Mt. Washington.
N.H.; KHFM (FM) Albuquerque,
N.M.; WTVB-FM Coldwater, Mich.;
and WFGM-FM Fitchburg, Mass.
KERO-TV

seeks

show

cause suspension
The FCC has put the cart before the
horse in its proposed rulemaking to
make Bakersfield, Calif., all uhf.
This was the view expressed last
week by KERO-TV which has been
issued a show cause order to tell why
its license should not be modified to
specify operation on chs. 23 or 45 instead of 10 in Bakersfield.
KERO-TV asked the commission to
suspend the show cause order because
it is "premature." The station said
that a show cause order should be issued after the FCC receives comments
on its proposed rule-making. Until it
knows why, "if at all," Bakersfield
must be deintermixed to all uhf operations, KERO-TV said, it can give no
"informed
response" to the FCC show
cause.
The proposed rulemaking which
would make Bakersfield all uhf is a
companion piece to comments invited
last March which looked toward the
deintermixture of the adjoining Fresno
tv market in the San Joaquin Valley.
Under the Bakersfield proposed rulemaking, the commission proposed alternative assignments for the city's
three operating tv facilities, only one of
which (KERO-TV) is vhf (Broadcasting, June 27).
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

MR.

BROADCASTER

DID YOU KNOW THAT EACH WEEK THE MUSIC STAFF OF THE
BILLBOARD REVIEWS AN AVERAGE OF 110 NEW POPULAR
RECORDS IN ORDER THAT THEY MIGHT SELECT FOR THE TRADE,
BROADCASTERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, MUSIC OPERATORS,
ETC., THE BEST OF THE WEEK'S NEW RELEASES?
EACH WEEK THE BILLBOARD PRINTS ITS REVIEWS OF
ALL NEW SINGLE RECORDS ISSUED BY RECORD MANUFACTURERS AND EACH WEEK THE BILLBOARD SELECTS
THE BEST OF THE NEW RECORDS AS ... . SPOTLIGHT
WINNERS ....
YOU CAN NOW SUBSCRIBE TO A NEW SERVICE AND RECEIVE
EACH WEEK THE ACTUAL ORIGINAL RECORDS
TEN SPOTLIGHT
WINNERS .... AS SELECTED BY THE BILLBOARD MUSIC STAFF.
SHIPMENTS ARE MADE IN THE SAME WEEK THE RECORDS
ARE ANNOUNCED IN BILLBOARD, THUS YOU CAN ASSURE
YOU AND YOUR LISTENERS OF A CONTINUING SUPPLY OF
THE BEST OF THE NEW RELEASES AT A PRICE TO FIT
YOUR MUSIC BUDGET.
START THIS WEEK TO RECEIVE YOUR INITIAL EIGHT
WEEKS SHIPMENTS OF POPULAR SINGLE RECORDS FROM
RECORD SOURCE, INC. FOR AN INTRODUCTORY FEE OF
THIRTY DOLLARS. AFTER EIGHT WEEKS YOU CAN CONTINUE TO RECEIVE THE SERVICE OF RSI FOR ONE FULL
YEAR (52 more weeks) FOR $160.
Gentlemen:
We are enclosing our check for RSI's Singles Service
for:

RECORD

SOURCE, INC.
333 E 46th St NY NY

$ 30. EIGHT WEEKS— REGULAR MAIL
$ 35. EIGHT WEEKS— AIR PARCEL POST
$160. FIFTY-TWO WEEKS— REGULAR MAIL

$1^0. FIFTY-TWO

station Call Letters

WEEKS— AIR PARCEL

POST

Attention

Company Name
Address
City
^
Zone
State
It is a condition of this subscription that records supplied by RSI will be used for and by
broadcast personnel only.
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CHICAGO:
Just

like Los

RADIO-TV
Angeles,

Radio-tv executives and newsmen,
flanked by tons of their electronic gear,
moved into Chicago's International
Amphitheatre and loop hotels last
week to get set for a repeat of "the
show."
bigOnly
a minor flurry of excitement
over a bid by CBS for extra camera
positions — which was settled by the
three networks through "amicable"
discussion — appeared to highlight the
otherwise routine preparation for the
exhaustive coverage of this week's Republican convention, expected to be
much less volatile than that of the
Democrats in Los Angeles.
The GOP planners appeared determined to give the home viewer a
more orderly
andresult
more of
"sincere"
convention as the
a reported
"avalanche" of mail from tv viewers
who complained about the way the
Democrats
"staged"
convention.
Jaren L. Jones,
vice their
chairman
of the
GOP arrangements committee, said the
flood of letter-writers "indicted the insincere nominations of favorite sons"
in Los Angeles. "They were violently
opposed to long seconding speeches.
They objected strenuously to staged
demonstrations and lack of attention
and attendance by delegates," he said.
The 'GOP Look' ■ The GOP official
said the Republicans will put on a
streamlined, business-like convention
in which the length of speeches and
demonstrations will be strictly limited.
"Our approach," he added, "was to
put on a better show," but original
plans to mix in a large amount of entertainment toenliven the proceedings
has been more or less scrapped. Political observers and newsmen appeared
agreed as of late Thursday that the
only major excitement in view for the
four-day event was the bid of New
York's Gov. Nelson Rockefeller in
competition with that of the party
favorite. Vice President Richard Nixon.
The vice presidents of the three
major tv networks — Thomas F.
Velotta, ABC special projects, John
Day, CBS News, and 'William R. McAndrew, NBC News — were quick last
week to repudiate a report by a local
newspaper columnist that disagreement
over camera positions threatened the
tv pool operation (NBC is handling the
video pool; CBS, audio). Mr. Day said
the story, carried by the Chicago SunTimes, apparently stemmed from a
friendly discussion Wednesday in which
CBS sought placement of two cameras
68

but

there

ALL
will be

in the convention hall balcony to pick
up its floor interviewers.
"We found our television booth was
too small to accommodate Howard K.
Smith and the two cameras," he said.
As a result CBS sought the two balcony
positions, but was told this would violate the national committee's coverage
plan. "It was settled amicably. The
other network men agreed that we could
place one camera atop the television
booths," he said, "and we decided to
cut radio booth space in half and place
the other camera inside our booth."
Mr. Day also took exception to the
newspaper Frank
report's Stanton
contentionandthatBoard
CBS
President
Chairman William Paley had demanded
emergency measures in an eff"ort to top
NBC's coverage in view of viewer
ratings in Los Angeles coverage. (Mr.
Paley now is in Europe.) Mr. McAndrew affirmed that the CBS problem
was settled to his and Mr. Velotta's
satisfaction. "There is no battle over
placement
chief said. of cameras," the NBC news
Eye to Future ■ Nevertheless, the
pros and cons of pool coverage (in
terms of relative competition and expenditures) cropped up frequently in
conversations among radio-tv newsmen
in Chicago last week, much as it had in
Los Angeles. Corridor talk included
speculation that the day of single-city
conventions may be close at hand —
perhaps as early as 1964.
In that connection, network executives expressed interest in the proposed
new McCormick Place Exposition Center and at least one of them (Mr,
McAndrew) surveyed the site on Chicago's lake front. At a news junket jto
the amphitheatre Wednesday, Mr. McAndrew estimated it will cost his network about $250,000-$500,000 more
because of the two-city coverage. CBS"
previous estimate of its own additional
two-city expenditures was $1 million
(Broadcasting, June 27).
Mr. McAndrew declared that NBC's
new electronic editing system has revolutionized tvnews reporting for national
political parleys, stressing newsmen can
concentrate more on journalism and
less on electronics. With the NBC system, editorial and mechanical functions
are separate: a news editor views coverage on four monitors and selects segments from all 32 cameras, channeled
to a preset control room by a news director (Broadcasting, June 20).
NBC expects small demands on video

SET
new

AGAIN

political

faces

tape in Chicago, based on Los Angeles
experience. ABC, on the other hand,
plans to "make good use" of vtr facilities, according to Mr. "Velotta.
All Tooled Up ■ NBC will maintain
32 cameras (including six for the pool
feed) at the Chicago show, the same
number as in Los Angeles, where ABC
handled the video pool as part of an
overall 31 -camera setup. ABC will
use 28-30 cameras this week. Latest
count on CBS was 24 or 26, with the
network adding the previously mentioned extra units to its 22 count in
Los Angeles.
All the major radio-tv networks aired
special programs during pre-convention
week. NBC announced plans for NBC
Special Report — Convention Preview,
featuring Vice President Nixon and
Gov. Rockefeller Saturday (July 23),
9:30-10:30 p.m. EDT, supplementing a
schedule of three specials announced
earlier for July 19, 21 and 22. Additionally, NBC-TV set aside a full-hour
Meet the Press Sunday (July 24) for
Gov. Rockefeller and Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), leaving another halfhour still open in line with the 90 minutes itgave Democratic candidates Jack
Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson and Stuart
Symington.
ABC-TV announced it would telecast the arrival of President Eisenhower
in Chicago July 26, either on a live or
a video-taped delayed basis.
CBS-TV plans were highlighted with
a scheduled interview by Edward R.
Murrow of the Vice President and
Mrs. Nixon on Sundav. 6-6:30 p.m.
EDT.
Meanwhile, Illinois Bell Telephone
Co. put the finishing touches on communications facilities for the convention, including 100 dish-like microwave
antennas. Forty of them atop the amphitheatre will relay signals to stations. The
Bell switching center at 84 West Congress St. will feed the network.
Nine

of ten

watched

in N.Y., ARB reports
More than nine out of ten television
homes in the New York market watched
the Democratic convention on television
at least once during the five nights it
was in progress.
The cumulative, unduplicated viewing figure was computed for CBS by
the American Research Bureau on the
basis of ARB's Arbitron instant-rating
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service in New York. It is as yet the
only cumulative count of convention
viewing limited to the number of different homes that tuned in at some time.
The unduplicated homes total came
to 94.5 of the 4,750,000 tv homes in
New York. ARB"s records also showed
that 68.6'^ of the tv homes tuned to
CBS-TV coverage at least once; 72.3%
to NBC-TV and 35.5% to ABC. Viewing of less than three minutes duration
was not counted.
There are no directly comparable figures for view ing of the 1956 Democratic
convention and no way to tell whether
the New York figures are typical of,
or higher or lower than, the national
average for 1960. Four years ago the
national average was placed at 88.3%,
but that was a national instead of a
local study. Convention sessions and
tv coverage were not confined to nighttime hours and the measurement was
by a different rating service, the A.C.
Nielsen Co.
POLITICAL
167.5
saw

ED

BENHAM,

KTTV-L.A.,

Chief
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total

Democratic

meet

Total television audience of the Democratic political convention approached
167.5 million viewers over the sessions'
five-night span.
These figures represent a totaling of
the average tune-in per night, assuming
2.2 viewers per set. They break down
to an average of 15,224,000 homes and
33,493.000 viewers per minute per
night, but do not distinguish between
homes and viewers who tuned to the
convention on only one night and those
who tuned on two or more nights. Nor
do they take into account viewing done
past 1 1 p.m. New York time.
The only cumulative figures available
last week to show the total number of
different homes that watched some part
of the
were limited
to
the week's
audienceproceedings
in New York.
Although no fully comparable 1960VS.-1956 audience figures will be available until A.C. Nielsen Co. issues its
report a few weeks hence, it has been
estimated that the Democratic convention audience was 30% bigger this year
than four years ago (Closed Circuit,
July 18).
Last week's estimates were based on
"instant ratings'' provided by American
Research Bureau's new Arbitron national service. These showed that the
peak audience came on Wednesday
night (July 13, when the ballotting for
presidential nommees was done) and
that the next highest tune-in was on
Friday night (July 15) when Sens.
John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson made their acceptance speeches.
Friday Windup ■ Figures for Friday
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

"Here at KTTV, Conrac's consistent high quality has
proven time and time again that Conrac's complete
range of professional monitors and receivers are the
best possible viewing investment for us."
At KTTV, as in hundreds of other television stations,
this dependable, uniform Conrac quality means consistently excellent video response — plus, sharply reduced
maintenance costs.
Every Conrac monitor
from 8 " through 27"
BROADCAST
or UTILITY

includes these important features:
* Video response flat to 8 megacycles
* DC restorer — with "In-Out" switch
■* Provision for operation from external
sync — with selector switch
* Video line terminating resistor and
switch
Conrac Monitors Are Distributed by
Ampex, General Electric, RCA and
Visual Electronics

Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems
Dept. K, Glendora, California
TELEPHONE:
COVINA,
CALIFORNIA,

EDGEWOOD

5-0541

WILL

THE

SONY

C-37A

CONDENSER
MICROPHONE
EVER
BE

EQUALLED?

Probably. Within the next 5 to 6
years other manufacturers may
learn the Sony technique of
producing the remarkable gold
membrane used in the C-37A
diaphragm capsule.
Until then, the Sony must be
considered the only perfect
microphone in the industry. $295
(Complete with poiver supply.)
For information or literature write :
Superscope, Inc., Dept. 3,
Sun Valley, California.

night's windup proceedings showed no
changes in audience patterns found
earlier in the week, when NBC took a
clear lead in ratings, followed by CBS
and ABC in that order (Broadcasting,
July 18). There was some indication,
however, that independent stations did
not pick up as much extra audience
during the acceptance speeches as during some periods earlier in the week
when, at times, almost as many people
were watching entertainment programs
as were watching the convention proceedings.

From 9:30 until the 1 1 o'clock closing, the Friday-night convention coverage held from 61 to 64% of all tv viewers (but from 9 to 9:30 that same night
more than 63% of all viewers were
watching something else); according
to the multi-city Arbitron.
Here, night by night, are the national
Arbitron figures on convention tune-in
minute (in terms of
per
homes)average
:
Monday— 13,026,000
Tuesday— 13,121,000
Wednesday— 17,314,000
Thursday— 16,208,000
Friday— 16,451,000
Dial

switching

high,

Schwerin study finds
Viewers with all three networks to
choose from, in almost half the cases
elected to switch around for their
Democratic convention viewing.
At least that was the case in New
York, as reported last week by Schwerin Research Corp. on the basis of interviews with 485 men and women who
said they'd
vention on tv.watched some of the con-

SONY
SUPEffSCOPE
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The Tapeway to Stereo^

The study found that while 52%
tuned in one network and stuck to it
(25% NBC, 23% CBS, 4% ABC),
more than one-third (36%) divided
their viewing between two networks
(mostly NBC and CBS) and 12%
moved among all three.
NBC's coverage was preferred by
39% of those who watched on more
than one network, CBS' by 36% and
ABC's by 3%, while the rest said they
had no opinion as to which was best.
Men preferred CBS (43% to 35% for
NBC) while women favored NBC
43% to 29% for CBS). Newsmen
Walter Cronkite (CBS), Chet Huntley
(NBC) and David Brinkley (NBC)
were ranked in that order for "excellence" by men viewers; women thought
the order should be Huntley, Brinkley
and Cronkite, and both men and women put Edward R. Murrow (CBS) and
placescord toin
the "excellent" category acSchwerin.

DESILU
Writers'

STATUS
strike

first quarter

caused

loss

The late start in production of fall
programs, caused by the five-month
writers strike, will result in a net loss
for the first quarter of the current fiscal
year for Desilu Productions (May-July
1960). President Desi Arnaz told the
company's annual stockholders' meeting last Tuesday (July 19) that the second and third quarters should be better
than the corresponding periods last year.
He added that despite the strike, the full
fiscal year should be comparable to the
last one, when the company grossed
$23.4 million and netted $811,500,
equal to 70 cents a share.
Breaking away from his prepared
statement, Mr. Arnaz said "at the worst,
we'll
do asthat
well this
as we
did last
He noted
estimate
doesyear."
not
include the possible major use or sale
of residual product. "We are constantly
surveying the market potentials for our
inventory and it is our considered opinion." he reported, "that we continue to
withhold from sale the major portion
of our inventory and instead to follow
a pattern of periodic usage based upon
opportunities as they present themRenewals of The Untouchables and
the Ann Sothern Show and the addition of two new series, Guestward Ho!
selves."
and
Harrigan and Son, will increase
the backlog of residual series to approximately 1,014 half-hours of production, he said.
Desilu is planning to establish an
international subsidiary to handle foreign operations, Mr. Arnaz said, commenting that most of the Desilu shows
are now in some phase of foreign distribution. The new company will probably go into production in England, he
said, as this would increase the quota
of Desilu shows permitted to be used
on the air there and so would increase
the company's sales in the British market.
Desilu, in addition to its own production, is also providing service and facilities to independent producers of
theatrical and industrial films on a
cost-plus-fee basis. Lucille Ball Arnaz,
who attended the stockholders meeting
briefly as vice president of the company, is currently starring with Bob
Hope in "The Facts of Life," being produced at Desilu by Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Desilu is also making an investment in a Broadway show
to star Lucy, getting the rights to an
original cast album and to a tv spectacular in addition to the usual percentage. "So we will get into the play
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Third company ■ Wolper Inc.
and Sterling Tv Co. have announced the formation of a third
company, Wolper-Sterhng Productions. The new company will
produce 12 hour-long tv specials
and a half-hour tv series for a
major network. The hour-long
shows will be in both the public
affairs and entertainment fields.
Three previously announced tv
projects by Wolper Inc. (including Race for Space — Part 2) will
become part of the newly-formed
company. Wolper won an Emmy
award nomination for its first
version of Race for Space. The
two firms will operate independently and will join forces only
for the currently scheduled specials and series. Shown above are
Saul J. Turell (1) president of
Sterling and David L. Wolper,
president of the firm bearing his
name.
almost
on a free pass," Mr. Arnaz
said.
New Directors ■ Argyle Nelson, vice
president in charge of production, and
Milton Rudin, outside legal counsel,
were elected to the Desilu board of directors. The board which was increased
from five to seven by the vote of the
meeting, at which 70% of the 1,155,940 shares of stock held by 9,800 stockholders were represented. Continuing
as directors are: President Arnaz; Lucille Ball Arnaz, vice president; Martin
Leeds, executive vice president; Edwin E. Holly, secretary-treasurer, and
Charles Schwartz, senior partner of
Bache & Co., New York investment
firm.
Desilu intends to continue the policy
of quarterly cash dividends on common
stock totaling 60 cents a share a year,
Mr. Arnaz said. In answer to questions
about stock
sales by statements
the company's
ficers, he reaffirmed
made ofat
the time of his divorce by Lucille Ball
that neither he nor she intends to dispose of any of their Desilu holdings,
including 565,000 shares of Class B
common (48.9% of total stock outBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

standing) on which no dividends have
been declared.
Answering questions about the rise
of the stock to $29 shortly after it had
been put on the American Stock Exchange in Nov. 1958 and its subsequent
drifting downward to slightly more than
11 (it closed at \IV» June 18, day preceding the meeting), Mr. Schwartz explained that the company had nothing
to do with the market price, which is a
matter of supply and demand. Because
Desilu was a glamor stock and in limited supply, he said, a lot of "free
riders" bought in at the outset and ran
the price up from the $10 at which it
was put on the market to nearly $30,
then sold it to take a fast profit and the
price declined.
Immediately following the stockholders meeting the board of directors
declared a quarterly cash dividend of
15 cents per share on its common stock
payable August 26. No dividend was
declared on Class B common stock,
all of which is owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Arnaz.
Hartford

Phonevision

attacks pay tv critics
Hartford Phonevision Co., the RKO
General group which has applied to
the FCC for a pay-tv grant, last week
answered some of its critics.
Specifically, the Hartford organization, in a letter to the commission,
answered the charges of two organizations, composed primarily of motion
picture exhibitors, which had previously
asked the commission to hold a full
evidentiary hearing before an examiner
concerning the application (Broadcasting, July 18). Hartford Phonevision
had asked that its application for pay
tv over WHCT (TV) Hartford be
designated for a hearing before the
commission.
In its rebuttal, Hartford makes note
of the fact that the Joint Committee
Against Toll Tv, a national organization has tried to delay subscription tv
through lobbying efforts in Congress as
well as by numerous petitions and
comments filed with the commission. It
further notes that the Connecticut Committee Against Pay Tv, which joined
with the Joint Committee in petitioning
the commission for a full evidentiary
hearing, is identified as an organization
composed of Connecticut residents who
are opposed to pay tv in their state.
The RKO General group stated that
neither group had disclosed a legally
recognizable interest and, under commission procedures, fall within the
categories of groups which the commission has consistently excluded from
proceedings as lacking standing as
parties in interest.
Hartford Phonevision further stated
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that the commission, on March 23,
1959, issued its Third Report on pay
tv and said that it was prepared to give
consideration to such appHcations for
trial pay tv as might be submitted in
conformity with certain terms and conditions. Hartford concluded that under
the terms and conditions of the Third
Report, pay tv is in the public interest
and that its application was filed with
the terms of that report clearly in
mind.
All that is left for the commission to
determine, the Hartford group claimed,
is whether its application does, in fact,
meet the terms, conditions and objectives set forth in the Third Report.

POST-'48

FILMS

Warner

lead

Bros,

Hollywood

ON

being

followed

companies — Fox,

beginning to boil.
On The
the post-'48
heels of pot
the isannouncement
that
more than 110 Warner Bros, features
will be released shortly (Broadcasting,
July 18) reports circulated last week
that 20th Century-Fox is releasing 26
of its post-'48 films through National
Telefilm Assoc.; United Artists Associated is marketing a new package of
24 UA features and Screen Gems is

HORIZON

UA,

by other

Columbia

close
to a motion
decisionpictures.
on selling post-'48
Columbia
Though NTA has made no official
disclosure, the company is known to
have offered
a list
50 post-"48
features to stations,
of of
which
26 are from
Fox. The latter include "Viva Zapata,"
"Down To The Sea In Ships." "The
Gunfighter" and "Twelve O'clock
High." The balance of the group are
from Lippert Productions and a few
independents.
SG officials would only report that
its sales executives have been sounding
out stations on their attitude toward the
post-'48
features.
not comment if and
when They
these would
films would
be
released to tv, but it is though that
Columbia will wait at least a month,
when the bloom will have worn oft the
Warner offer, before marketing their

San Diego, California, is now the nation's 19th
largest city. The Census Bureau says so in
preliminary reports. The San Diego
metropolitan area has 1,003,522 people —
and two dominant newspapers:

Creative Telefilm & Artists Ltd.,
product. which announced almost two
Toronto,
weeks ago that it had received the tv
rights to Warner's post-'48 features,
originally had discussed holding a press
conference last week to reveal additional details of its transaction. A spokesman said last week that a news conference will be held this week instead.
UA product has been offered to tv
stations for some time. Paramount Pictures, which sold its pre- 1948 library
to MCA, has not come to any conclusion on its post-'48 films but along
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is reported
to be exploring pay television.

flie Bun

llie^a Inian

NTA'S

EvEHiHG

Tribune

Returns
after

'The Ring of Truth"
15 Hometown Daily Newspapers covering San
Diego, California — Greater Los Angeles — Springfield,
Illinois — and Northern Illinois. Served by the Copley
Washington Bureau and the Copley News Service.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
WEST-HOLLIDAY CO., INC.
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ABOUT

FACE

to New

brief

coast

York
stay

National Telefilm Assoc.. which
moved its headquarters from New York
to Beverly Hills last fall, is retracing its
steps. The company announced last
week that headquarters will be re-established in New York within 90 days.
Ely A. Landau, NTA board chairman, revealed that sales, promotion,
publicity, advertising and sales service
headquarters will be in New York. Mr.
Landau, who remained in New York
during the entire period, will be joined
there by Oliver A. Unger, NTA president. Mr. Unger said the move was made
because "current tv sales conditions
make it imperative that greater emphasis be placed on New York City as
the center of both national and regional
NTAefforts."
moved its headquarters to Bevsales
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

erly Hills when the company was acquired byNational Theatres Inc.. which
became National Theatres & Television
Inc. The parent organization will continue to be based in Beverly Hills, and
NTA will maintain an office there under
Berne Tabakin, vice president in charge
of west coast sales. E. Jonny Graff,
vice president in charge of east coast
sales, will remain in New York as head
of the regional office. Martin Lowe continues to head the Chicago office.
The move appears to have dispelled
reports that NTA would dissociate itself from NT&T. Mr. Landau had discussed buying the eastern properties of
the company (WNTA - AM - FM - TV
New York-Newark, the Play of the
Week Production Co. and NTA Telestudios) and later Mr. Landau and Mr.
Unger attempted to purchase the entire
NTA complex from NT&T. B. Gerald
Cantor. NT&T president-board chairman, last week said that discussions on
both transactions have been discontinued.
An NTA spokesman said that 30 executives and their families made the
trek from New York to Beverly Hills
last fall, but added that no decision has
been made as to the number that will
be asked to return and how many may
elect to remain in California, either inside or outside the NTA organization.
It was estimated at the time that the
cross-country move, counting personnel
and equipment, cost NTA about $170.000.
I N6
®
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EOT).
Mote; Regularly scheduled NBC-TV
evening color programs are being preempted July 25-27 by coverage of the
Republican convention, as well as those
daytime shows scheduled between 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m. today (July 25).
NBC-TV
July 26-29, Aug. 1-3 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price Is Right, participating sponsors.
July 26, Aug. 2 (9:30-10 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell and Sterling Drug through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
July 27-29, Aug. 1-3 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
July 27, Aug. 3 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogiivy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
July 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) iVlasquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
July 29 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
July 30 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
July 30 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
July 30 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
July 31 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, sustaining.
July 31 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Aug. 1 (10-11 p.m.) Hollywood Sings
(repeat), Breck through N.W. Ayer.
OrORCAS'
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New

AB-PT

program

American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres will establish a new
subsidiary to produce programs for
use on ABC-TV. Selig Seligman will
relinquish his duties as vice president and general manager of KABCTV, network-owned station in Los
Angeles, to head the new operation. Elton Rule, sales manager, will
assume Mr. Seligman's position.
An ABC-TV spokesman in New
York refused to give details of the
new subsidiary, stating that a com■ Film sales
"National Velvet" (MGM-TV)
Sold to Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
for coast-to-coast weekly telecast next
season on Sundays. 7-7:30 p.m. Also
sold to Australia for four-station network. In U.S., series starts Sept. 18 on
NBC-TV (Sun. 8-8:30 p.m. EDT).
UA)
"Case of the Dangerous Robin" (ZivSold to Pet Milk (Gilham Adv. Agency, Salt Lake City) for multiple station
list in Utah, Montana and Idaho;
Lincoln Life Insurance (Fred R. Becker
Adv. Agency, Louisville, Ky.) for
WHAS-TV Louisville and WKY-TV
Oklahoma City; Ortlieb Brewing Co.
(Lewis & Oilman), alternate sponsor on
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Mutual Federal Savings & Loan Assn. and OK
Van & Storage Co. (White & Shuford)
on K ROD-TV El Paso. Tex.; WTVT
(TV) Tampa, Fla.; WKRG-TV Mobile,
A!a.; WGAN-TV Portland. Maine;
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.; WCTV
(TV) Tallahassee. Fla.; KVOS-TV Bellingham.
Wash., and KVAR-TV Phoenix.
Now in 63 markets.
"The Blue Angels" (CNP)
Sold to Storer Broadcasting Co. for

subsidiary
plete announcement will be made
"sometime next month." It could not
be ascertained if the new unit would
concentrate on production for the
network only or also make product
available for syndication, or if tape
as well as film production would be
included in the scope of its activities. AB-PT also owns ABC Films,
which has invested in tv film programs made by independent producers, and has sold the product to
stations and networks.
October starting dates on WJBK-TV
Detroit. WITI-TV Milwaukee. WJWTV Cleveland, WSPD-TV Toledo and
WAGA-TV Adanta.

■

Program

shorts

Syndication
outfit ■syndicating
The Frith group
Corp.
is
a new television
with headquarters at 69 Newbury St..
Boston. Julian J. Smith, board chairman of the Smithcraft Corp.. has been
named president. Fashion Firsts, which
recently completed a 39-week series on
WHDH-TV Boston, is the iirms" first
offering. Plans include syndication of
this show in 15 major markets throughout the U.S.. according to Frith.
Light time ■ The National Lutheran
Council in cooperation with the National Council of Churches is offering
on a free but select basis to stations, a
new children's show. Light Time, as
an example of progressive religious
broadcasting. The 15-minute show,
featuring the husband and wife team of
Jim and Rosemarie Stewart, and their
puppets, is geared for the 8-12 age
group. Stations are requested to program it between 4-6 p.m. weekdays
and 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturdays. Light
Time, was filmed by Fred A. Niles Productions. Chicago.

sounds like
PAMS
is up to
sometliing!
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EQUIPMENT
RCA
Data

INCOME

UP,

&

ENGINEERING

PROFIT

DOWN

processing

investment causes decline
dio pushed the company forward this
RCA's sales during the first six
months of 1960 reached a record high year by coming out of the red for the
of $707 million, it was reported last first time in eight years (Broadcasting,
June 20).
week. But profits declined 7%. The
lower profit picture was caused by inWhile RCA's sales gained 12% over
creased investment in data processing
the same period of 1959, profits after
federal income taxes amounted to $18.1
build-up, according to the joint announcement by David Sarnoff, board
million, compared with $19.4 million
chairman, and John L. Burns, presi- for the first half of 1959. Earnings per
dent.
common share totaled $1.14, compared with $1.29 for the 1959 period.
Among RCA's strengthening factors
Sales during the second quarter of
this year, the report said, were NBC's
performance, which registered the
1960 amounted to $345.8 million compared ith $311.9 million in the com"largest first-half profit in its 34-year
parable 1959 period. Net profit after
history,"
and
sales
of
color
tv
sets.
Sales to dealers of the new line of federal income taxes totaled $5.1 milcolor receivers introduced in June are
lion as against $6.5 million for the
second quarter last year.
up 300% over a year ago. NBC Ra3IVI buys
to enter

M{
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Revere
tape

field

It became olficial Thursday — Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. bought out the
Revere Camera Co. for an estimated
price of about $20 million. With the
move 3M gained an entree into the
home tape recorder field.
The purchase was jointly announced
by Herbert P. Buetow, 3M president,
and Sam Briskin, board chairman of
Revere, 20-year-old manufacturer of
tape recording, camera and allied
equipment. Mr. Buetow added there
will be no "basic" changes in Revere's
management and operating policies.
Theodore S. Briskin, Revere president,
will serve as vice president and chief
operating officer and Sam Briskin, his
father, as a consultant.
The development goes a step beyond
what 3M originally had in mind in
connection with its new tape cartridge
system for home recorded music. Ini-

tial y, itdiscussed with Revere the possibility of a "joint venture," in which
presumably Revere would supply the
recorders. As negotiations wore on, the
two companies talked more in terms of
a merger or outright purchase by 3M.
As Mr. Buetow explained it Thursday, "Our new
tapeforcartridge
of recorded
music
the homesystem
has
been offered to the industry through
licenses on the various patented inventions which are involved. While a number of top firms in the industry will
manufacture tape cartridge equipment,
our management felt that to maximize
the return on this very substantial research investment, 3M should also produce tape cartridge players."
No Facilities ■ Mr. Buetow pointed
out that 3M has no "facilities and organization" to enter the field itself and
that it would take at least two years to
develop a "strong manufacturing sales
team." He stressed that, while there'd
be no changes in basic operating poll-
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cies,
3M program.
plans to "bolster" Revere's
research
The system was originally developed
for 3M by CBS Labs and the first commercial machine is being produced by
Zenith Radio Corp. for the consumer
market sometime next year. It was initially demonstrated at the Institute of
Radiotion inEngineers'
convenNew York international
this past Spring
and
includes six cartridges, each capable of
64 minutes' playing time. Among its
features are
fessional ease
quality. of handling and proAcquisition of Revere, with estimated annual sales of $20-30 million,
marks 3M's second major company
purchase this year. It acquired the MBS
radio network this Spring for an estimated $1.3 million (Broadcasting,
April 25).
3M has earmarked about $30 million
for capital expenditures this year. It
earned nearly $65 million on volume
of approximately $500 million in
1959, with electrical products reportedly accounting for 15-20% of all
sales.
Merger planned
Subject to approval by stockholders
of both companies. General Instrument
Corp. and General Transistor Corp.
have signed an agreement of merger as
authorized by the directors of both
companies. Signed last Wednesday
(July 20), the agreement provides for
the merger of General Transistor into
General Instrument, and calls for the
issuance of seven-tenths of a share of
General Instrument common stock for
each outstanding share of General
Transistor common. The companies
will seek approval of the merger at separate Aug. 30 stockholders meetings.
General Instrument, located in Newark, N.J., manufactures electronic components and end equipment and produces such semiconductor devices as
silicon rectifiers and silicon and germanium diodes. General Transistor,
Jamaica, N.Y., is principally a manufacturer of transistors and other electronic and semiconductor components
for use mainly in electronic computers.
■ Technical topic
New console cabinets ■ Designed for
custom packaging for both single and
multiple installations, Premier Metal
Products Co., New York, has announced
a new addition to its Prem-O-Rak modular console cabinets. The latest unit
consists of a frame and end panels with
tops of both front and rear rounded. The
front and rear panel mounting angles
are adjustable to any desired position.
More information is available at 337
Manida St., New York 59, N.Y.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

FATES
Broadcast

Advertising
Arthur B. Modell
joins Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton, N.Y., as
senior vp, member of
executive committee
and member of plans
board, effective Aug.
1. For past six years
Mr. Modell
Mr. Modell has been
executive vp and treasurer of L.H.
Hartman Co
N.Y., and previously
headed his own tv program production
company.
Jack Finn, vp-administration, Whitehall Labs Div. of American Home
Products, N.Y., named executive vp.
Before joining Whitehall in 1952, Mr.
Finn was with Blow Adv.
Terry R. Rice, formerly assistant director of national advertising for Borden Hilk and Ice Cream Co., named
advertising manager of A.S.R. Products
Co., division of Philip Morris Inc.,
N.Y. Mr. Rice will be in charge of all
advertising for Gem razors and blades.
Pal injector razors and its complete
line of blades and Supreme products.
Jack M. Bristow, vp and manager
of Cleveland office of BBDO, appointed account supervisor for W.A. Sheaffer Pen Co. account at BBDO in Chicago. John H. Fogarty, vp and account
supervisor in Buffalo ofBce, will succeed Mr. Bristow in Cleveland.
William S. Robinson and Carlton
Zucker, account supervisors at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, elected vps.
Charles Blakemore promoted from
copy writer to copy supervisor.
David Wedeck, assistant media director, appointed associate media director at Benton & Bowles, N.Y. Richard Gershon, previously media buyer,
named assistant media director.
Richard L. Eastland, manager of Hollywood office of Campbell-Ewald Co.
for past four years, named vp.
Louis A. Kennedy, associate copy director, and Ramon W. Stultz, administrative coordinator, elected vps at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
John Freese, manager, radio, tv commercial production. Young & Rubicam,
N.Y., appointed vp in charge of all tv
commercial film work done in Hollywood.
Len Carey resigns as executive vp of
C.J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y.
Charles E. Van Voorhis elected vp
of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, N.Y.
Dermott McCarthy, copy supervisor
at Young & Rubicam, N.Y., named vp.
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FORTUNES

Eugene E. Cooper and John D. Finley, members of agricultural advertising
and sales promotion staff of Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, promoted to vps.
E.J. Lewinski, merchandising director
and account executive at M.M. Fisher
Assoc., Chicago, elected vp.
John C. Butler, head of creative department; Jack D. Mclntyre, in charge
of industrial account service, and Richard M. Katt, director of radio-tv advertising, all appointed vps of Louis E.
Wade Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., agency.

J. Robert Conroy, formerly public relations director of Ross Roy Inc., Detroit, joins N.W. Ayer & Son as western
public relations representative for its
Plymouth-De Soto- Valiant News Bureau
with headquarters in Hollywood.
Robert C. Will joins Los Angeles office of Harshe-Rotman (public relations
firm) as account executive.
David Moger, president of David
Moger & Co., N.Y., elected president,
Assn. of Advertising Men & Women,
that city, for 1960-61. Elected vps are
Stan Linden, D.L. Terwilliger Co., and

Stephen Frankfurt,
supervisor of art, copy
and production. Young
& Rubicam, N.Y.,
named vp in charge
of special projects.
Mr. Frankfurt joined
Y&R in 1954 as art
director and was apMr. Frankfurt
pointed senior art director last year. He will report to
Charles Feldman, senior vp and creative
director.

Lynn Feldman,
Advertisers'
Service.
Dorothy Enterprise
Nixon, Lever
Bros.,
re-elected secretary and Fred Matase,
Pronto Addressing & Mailing Service,
re-elected treasurer.

Robert D. Blegen, vp, account supervisor and writer, and Francis J. Walsh,
vp and creative director, appointed creative group supervisors at CampbellMithun, Chicago. Dale Kirchoff, previously with Gardner Adv., St. Louis,
named executive art director. Other
staff additions: Joseph Davidoff, from
Kenyon & Eckhardt, as art director and
Lois Claypool and Kenneth Ancel, formerly public relations and editorial
writers, to copy writing staff.

Albert G. Hodor appointed general product manager for food products division of Pet Milk Co. He for-

Harry J. Cordesman, formerly executive art director at Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago, appointed creative art director
at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, that city.
Thomas M. Vincent joins Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N.Y., as account
executive on Pepperidge Farm bread.
Mr. Vincent was formerly product
manager at Colgate Palmolive Co., N.Y.

Melcon Tashian, former art director
of Grey Adv., N.Y., joins Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, that city, in
similar capacity.
Fred Barrett, retired vp and director
of BBDO, N.Y., to Business Development Assoc., that city, marketing service organization.

sounds like
PAMS
is up to
something!

Charles T. Wood, formerly market
research manager of R.T. French Co.
(food manufacturers), Rochester, appointed market research director of
Kitchens of Sara Lee (bakery goods),
Chicago.
Ray Freedman, previously account
executive at Olian & Bronner and Malcolm Howard Adv., Chicago, to Sander
Rodkin Adv., that city.
Sandra LinkofF, previously advertising production manager of Buttenheim
Publishing Corp., N.Y., to Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., that city, as publicity
coordinator.
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merly was product manager of evaporated milk products.
MacDonald Dunbar, formerly of
WOR-TV New York, joins Television
Bureau of Advertising, that city, as
account executive.
Don Lewis, formerly in client service
department of Henderson Adv., Greenville, S.C., to Leslie Adv., that city, as
account executive.
Peter Kadetsky, formerly with
WTAO Boston, to Kettell-Carter (advertising agency), that city, as account
executive.
Suzanne Brock, formerly copy editor
of Glamour magazine, to copy staff of
Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y.
Robert S. Morton, formerly of Cunningham &Walsh, and Sam Tarricone,
formerly of Benton & Bowles, join
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N.Y., as group supervisors in media
department.
Henry Hager, copywriter, and Glen
Gardiner, Robert Wilkinson and
William Davidson, artists, to MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
Tully J. Plesser, director of readership research at Fairchild Publications,
joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, N.Y., as
manager of research.
Robert A. Savage, service manager
at John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, assumes additional duties as office manager.
The

Media

David E. Cassidy, formerly Los Angeles manager of The Boiling Co., radiotv rep, to RKO General Inc., N.Y., as
assistant to Hathaway Watson, vp in
charge of broadcasting.
Bill Clarke, sales manager of KGNCTV Amarillo, Tex., since 1953, promoted to station manager.
Norman W. Lofthus appointed general manager of KDES Palm Springs,
Calif., succeeding John Michel, who
resigned.
William C. Seaman, ABC-TV program production manager, named director of program services; George
Patrick, commercial coordinator, named
manager of daytime program services,
and Richard Mumma, associate director, to commercial coordinator.
Neil Harold, administrator of sales
information, CBS Radio Spot Sales,
N.Y., named director of sales research.
Jeffrey P. Kuklin, operations manager of WNCN (FM) New York, appointed station manager.
John Thorsen, formerly member of
ABC Chicago sales division, joins
WPAT Paterson, N.J., as midwest sales
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Reinsch

joins

J. Leonard Reinsch, executive
director of the Cox radio and television stations, who served as executive director of the Democratic National convention in Los Angeles,
last week was drafted by the Democratic presidential nominee as his
communications consultant.
Announcement of the appointment was made at Sen. John Kennedy's summer home at Hyannis
Port, Mass., last Wednesday (July
20). Mr. Reinsch was designated
communications consultant, with his
specific assignment that of coordinatthe presidential
nominee's radio
and ingtelevision
appearances.
Mr. Reinsch, it is understood, will
visit with Senator Kennedy and his
staff this week, arriving at Hyannis
Port on Wednesday with Mrs.
Reinsch. Since the wind-up of the
Democratic convention, he has been
vacationing at Pebble Beach, Calif.
It has been clearly indicated that
both Senator Kennedy and his running mate. Senate Majority Leader
Lyndon B. Johnson, intend to rely
heavily upon the broadcast media in
their campaign. This is premised
largely on the notion that a majority
of newspapers are traditionally proRepublican.
Mr. Reinsch, 52, has been identified with Democratic activities in
radio and television since the fourth
Roosevelt campaign in 1944. He
became radio advisor to President

Kennedy

staff

Truman after Mr. Roosevelt's death
in April. 1945, and for a short period served as news (press) secretary
to President Truman.
As has been the case in the past,
Mr. Reinsch will serve without pay

Cox radio and television stations,
Mr. Reinsch is the policy head of
WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta; WHIOAM-FM-TV Dayton and WSOCAM-FM-TV Charlotte. He is also a
minority stockholder (5%) in Biscayne Television Corp., which owns
WCKT (TV) and WCKR Miami.
Mr. Reinsch started in radio in
1924 with WLS Chicago, while attending Northwestern. He joined
the Cox organization in 1934 in Dayton where he established WHIO as
a new operation. In 1939 he moved
to Atlanta to manage WSB. He became managing director of the Cox
stations in 1942 and executive director shortly thereafter. He is president of Carolina Broadcasting Co.,

during this year's presidential campaign. He will take leaves of absence, as necessary, for the duration. As executive director of the

which operates WSOC-AM-FM-TV,
acquired by the Cox organization in
April 1959. He is also a director of
Atlanta Newspapers Inc.

manager and head of station's Chicago
office. William Codus, formerly of
Weed Radio, joins New York sales
staff of WPAT. Win Kirby and Len
Levitt, both of WNBC New York sales
staff, also join WPAT.
George R. Bill, assistant treasurer.
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., N.Y.,
appointed to additional post of business
manager of WNEW-TV New York.
Dr. Leon Levy, formerly president of
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia and currently on board of CBS, elected president of Atlantic City Racing Assn.,
succeeding late John B. Kelly.
Rowe S. Giesen, manager of program
services, ABC-TV Network, Western

Div., named manager of tv network
programs.
Milton E. Magruder, member of
NAB public relations staff, named assistant manager of pr. Before joining
NAB in 1958 he had worked for New
York Herald Tribune, NBC News and
J.M. Mathes, New York advertising
agency. He succeeds Larry Sims, who
joins press bureau of Institute of Life
Insurance, N.Y.
Bob Reed, previously with Gabbe,
Lutz, Heller & Loeb (personal management firm), Hollywood, and Don Fedderson Productions, that city, named
program-production manager of WPTA
(TV) Roanoke (Fort Wayne), Ind.
Bill Jackson to WPTA as air personalBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

ity. Before Army tour, he was art director of KTVO (TV) Ottumwa, Iowa.
Maggie Stair, formerly timebuyer at
Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans, to WWLTV, that city, as national sales coordinator.
David Schwartz, formerly account
executive of KACY Oxnard and previously with KNX Los Angeles and
KDAY Hollywood, appointed sales
manager of KUDU Ventura, all California.
Val Linder, assistant program manager of WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul,
named program manager, succeeding
H.S. (Hank) Basayne, who returns to
KCBS San Francisco where he started
his radio career. WCCO staff member
Wally Olsen succeeds Mr. Linder.
Robert E. Metcalfe,
formerly managing director of WPAR
Parkersburg, W.Va.,
^ '
appointed managing
director of WRDWAugusta, Ga. Mr.
W
^Jfflfcp^HH
Metcalfe has been
mH X
with Friendly Group
Mr. Metcalfe stations throughout
most of his 12 years in broadcasting.
WRDW-TV is newest Friendly Group
acquisition and is CBS affiliate.
Tom Blair, news director of Gila
Broadcasting Network, named director
of special events and news production.
Gila stations are: KGLU Safford;
KVNC Winslow; KZOW Globe-Miami;
KCKY Coolidge, and KCLF Clifton,
all Arizona. Jim Essex, account executive with KGLU, to commercial manager of KVNC; Les McBride, program
director of KGLU, succeeds him. Don
Rhea, program and sales manager of
KVNC, appointed program and production director of KGLU and entire
Gila Network.
Jack Hurst, news director of WGST
Atlanta, named program director; he
continues as sportscaster and newscaster.
George L. Pettett, formerly on staff
of Atlanta office of George P. HoUingbery Co., appointed manager of rep
firm's new Dallas office at 211 N.
Ervay. Telephone Riverside 8-0057.
Frank Beasley, account executive in
Chicago office of CBS-TV Spot Sales
since March 1959, transferred to New
York to replace Richard Beesemyer,
account executive who was appointed
sales manager of KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles.
George Goldman named promotionpublicity director of KEWB San Francisco. Previously he was director of creBROADCASTING, July 25, 196Q

ative services for Bartell Broadcasting
Corp. and promotion director of KPIX
(TV) San Francisco.
Leo La Porte, host of morning program on WPRO-TV Providence, promoted to additional post of director of
public affairs and service for radio
(WPRO).
Richard J. Raburn,
director of accounting, NBC, appointed
controller of NBC.
Mr. Raburn joined
NBC in 1951 as internal auditor, was
named manager of
auditing and systems
Mr. Raburn in 1954, and in 1955
became director of accounting.

Victor P. Reed, who has operated
his own public relations firm in San
Francisco for past three years, named
city.
news director of KGO-AM-TV, that
Frank Doyle appointed news director of KOCO-TV Oklahoma City. For
past four years he has been correspondent at Cape Canaveral, Fla., for MBS,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia.
Harry M. Durning Jr., formerly reporter for North Adams (Mass.) Transcript and WMNB, that city, appointed
editorial research writer for WBZ Boston.

formerly senior account executive and
assistant station manager of WPIC (TV)
Roseburg, Ore., ap-

Paul Le Blanc appointed news director of KOWN Escondido, Calif.
Dave Davis, formerly with WKID
Urbana to WKRS Waukegan, both
Illinois, as news director. Richard
Tuchscherer, formerly with KWK St.
Louis, named assistant news director.
Mack Ward, vp and news director of
KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La., elected
chairman of Louisiana-Mississippi Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. Mr.
Ward was incorrectly identified in
Broadcasting, July 4.
Bruce Pennington, previously story
editor for Revue Productions and for
Four Star Films, to press information
staff of CBS-TV Hollywood.
Eric Smith joins classical-music announcing staff of KPAM-KPFM (FM)
Portland, Ore.
Jerry Grove, news director of WIBG
Philadelphia, named vp for eastern region of state by members of UPI
Broadcasters of Pennsylvania.

Milton Lindley,

Mr. LiNDLEY

pointed station manager of WCBY Coos
Bay, Ore. Mr.held
Lindley
previously
po-

sitions at KEYY
Pocatello, Idaho;
Butte, Mont., and KPNR Roseburg, Ore.
Walter Sv\^eitzer, program director
of WSBT South Bend, Ind., assumes
similar duties with WSBT-TV.
KBOW

Morton Siegel, formerly in program
department of WSLS-TV Roanoke,
Va., to WFMD Frederick, Md., as program manager.
Fritz Kuler, program director of
KRLD-TV Dallas and president of
Civitan Club in that city, elected treasurer of Civitan International.

Ken Hanson, formerly with WHFL
to WABX (FM), both Detroit, as announcer.

Johnny Pearson, air personality and
ventriloquist, returns to WHB Kansas
City. He was with WHB from 1954 to
1957 and subsequently was program
consultant for The Katz Agency, N.Y.,
and air personality for ABC-TV and
WABC New York.

Ellis Rail named manager of UPTs
Sioux Falls, S.D., bureau.

Albin R. Hillstrom, previously chief
engineer of WOAI-TV San Antonio,

sounds like
PAMS
is up to
something!
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Tex., to KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
in similar capacity.
Edwin J. Stevens
named vp of programming and promotion for Cleveland
Broadcasting Inc.,
(WERE Cleveland;
WERC Erie, Pa., and
WLEC Sandusky,
Ohio). Mr. Stevens
Mr. Stevens
was previously general manager of KVOR Colorado
Springs and of KPAS Banning, Calif.
Prior to that he had been program and
promotion director of WERE. Guy S.
Harris, program director of WERE,
has resigned.
George Dixon, formerly on city
desk of Pittsburgh Press, joins KDKATV, that city, as news editor.
H. Malcolm Stuart, formerly account
executive with Paul H. Raymer Co.
(station rep), N.Y., joins QXR Network, that city, in similar capacity.
Bill Brown and Clifton Johnson to
KICO Calexico, Calif., as announcer
and host of Hymn Time program, respectively.
Jim Loyd to WSVA
Va., as disc jockey.

Harrisonburg,

Harry Kevorkian, formerly newsman

THE
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■^T again. Bank Debits have
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Inc.

Storer

weds

George B. Storer Sr. and Mrs.
Dorothy Manville Kiggins were
married July 16 at the Saratoga
Club, Saratoga, Wyo. Mr. Storer
is president and board chairman
of the broadcasting company
bearing his name. Mrs. Kiggins is
the widow of Keith Kiggins,
formerly vice president of NBC
and executive vice president of
ABC when it separated from
parent NBC; he later served as a
vice president of Storer Broadcasting Co. She was given in marriage by Don Searle, part-owner
of KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa;
KMMJ Grand Isle, Neb., and
KXXX Colby, Kan., who is a
long-standing friend of both parties. The Storers will make their
home in Miami Beach, Fla.
at WDBJ-AM-TV Roanoke, Va., to
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., in similar
capacity.
Programming
Lawrence F. Herndon elected president of Keitz & Herndon Inc., Dallas,
producer of tv commercials and business films. Company was founded 10
years ago and recently incorporated.
R.K. Keitz elected executive vp; Thomas
R. Young, vp.
Granville (Sascha) Burland, formerly production director at McCannErickson announces formation of his
own commercial production company,
C/Hear Services Inc., 210 E. 47th St.,
New York 17. Telephone: Eldorado
5-7212. Firm will create and produce
advertising for both radio and tv. Mr.
Burland is also writing and producing
cartoon series for tv entitled The Nutty
Squirrels Present.
Robert Soderberg, assistant to
Thomas McDermott, executive vp of
Four Star Television, and Dominick
Dunne, tv producer at 20th CenturyFox, named executive assistants to Mr.
McDermott in reorganization and expansion program. Robert Clover, who
has produced live and taped programs
in New York, will also serve as assistant to Mr. McDermott.
Robert J. Northshield, who joined
NBC-TV's Today show last May as
program manager, named producer.
He succeeds Robert Bendick, who will
be re-assigned.
Jackie Martin elected vp for sales
and pr of Norwood Studios Inc., Washington, D.C., film producer. She also
continues as still photo editor.

Roger Donley, film editor, and Bill
Kotler, cameraman, both formerly with
UPA Productions, join Format Films,
Hollywood.
Harry Keller, tv director, signed to
long-term
MGM-TV's
National contract
Velvet, to
newdirect
series
starting
Sept. 18 on NBC-TV. Mr. Keller also
will serve in executive capacity with
Velvet Productions, planning new production for 1961.
Luis Tangiri, formerly of El Diario
de Nueva York, Spanish-language daily
newspaper,
joins Radio Larry
Press Nathan,
International news department.
who has had several reporting assignments for RPI, named to permanent
staff of New York bureau.
Warren M. Peterson, formerly station and general sales manager of
WJOC Jamestown, N.Y., joins RCA
Victor Recorded Program Services, as
midwestern sales representative.
Ed Adamson and William Friedberg sign with Four Star Tv to produce
Wanted — Dead or Alive and Peter
Loves Mary series, respectively.
Buddy Clarke, director of publicity
and promotion at Trand Assoc., N.Y.,
appointed vp in charge of sales, publicity and promotion for all Trand
organizations. David Simmons, formerly head of Simmons Assoc., N.Y.,
joins Trand as vp in charge of station
relations.
Tom Yakudis, formerly with animation department of UPA, to layout and
design department of Jay. Ward Productions.

Equipment & Eng'ring
Arthur L.B. Richardson, vp, secretary and general counsel of Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., N.Y., elected
senior vp. William F. Rueger, senior
division counsel, elected secretary. Mr.
Richardson will have over-all responsibility for Sylvania's public relations, industrial relations and purchasing departments, among others, and will continue to head law department.
Dr. C. Lester Hogan, general manager of Motorola Inc. semiconductor
products division, elected vp. He will
continue to manage Phoenix-based
semiconductor activity under general
utive vp. of Dr. Daniel E. Noble, execdirection
H.E. McCallick appointed executive
vp of Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, D.C.
Milton Auster, director of branch operations, and Stanley R. Seltzer, naBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Government
NAB

committee

Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Washington, D.C., and Daniel W.
Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.WTRY Troy, N.Y., have been
chosen co-chairmen of NAB"s
editorializing committee for 196061. Other committee members
named were: John F. Dille, Jr.,
Truth Publishing Co., Elkhart,
Ind.: Eugene B. Dodson, WTVT
(TV) Tampa, Fla.; Simon Goldman, WJTN-AM-FM, Jamestown, N.Y.; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, Lawrence H. Rogers, II, Taft Broadcasting Company, Cincinnati;
Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., and Ben Strouse,
WWDC - AM - FM Washington,
D.C.

tional field sales manager in charge of
distributors, named vps of new marketing subsidiary of The Siegler Corp.,
Olympic Radio & Television Sales
Corp., L.A.
Dale Buzan, formerly production
supervisor for General Communications, appointed manager, production
engineering, of broadcast equipment division of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind.
Charles J. Hartman, technical director of closed circuit etv installation operated byTelePrompTer Corp. for Ordnance Guided Missile School at Huntsville, Ala., appointed director of engineering operations for TelePrompTer's
programs and productions division,
N.Y.
George W. Yazell, formerly assistant
manager of WOAY-TV Oak Hill,
W.Va. and Harold Arment, formerly
vp and general sales manager of Lamda
Pacific Engineering Co., Van Nuys,
Calif., appointed broadcast sales engineers at Gates Radio Co.
George Maynard, production foreman of Gertsch Products Inc., Los Angeles electronics company, named chief
production engineer.
Thomas S. Hurley, previously sales
promotion manager for Raytheon Co.,
Waltham, named supervisor of merchandising and advertising for CBS
Electronics semiconductor operations,
Lowell, both Massachusetts.

Robert C. Seamans Jr., chief engineer of RCA's Missile Electronics &
Control Div., named associate administrator. National Aeronautics & Space
Administration, effective Sept. 1. This
is top career post in government space
agency; number-one job after presidentially-appointed Administrator (T. Keith
Glennan) and deputy administrator
(Hugh L. Dryden).
Martin I. Levy, chief FCC tv applications branch of Broadcast Facilities Div., named assistant division chief.
Mr. Levy joined FCC in 1948 as
lawyer and has been chief of tv applications since 1957.
Allied

Fields

Jerry S. Rice, formerly copywriter,
editor and educational relations specialist with General Electric Co., joins
staff of Mohawk^Hudson Council on
Educational Television, Schenectady,
N.Y., to engage in developmental activities.
James Loper, assistant director of
the radio-tv bureau of Arizona State
U., to Los Angeles State College as
head of new broadcast service center,
which win coordinate all radio and tv

activity on campus. Harry Ratner, formerly with KQED (TV), San Francisco
educational station, will be program
supervisor and Howard
Stucker tv
engineering supervisor for college,
which presents five half-hours of tv
instruction weekly over KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles.
International
Roger Duhamel,
vice-chairman
Canadian
Board of Broadcast
Gover-of
nors, appointed Queen's Printer at Ottawa, Ont. Mr. Duhamel, once Frenchlanguage newspaper editor of former
Montreal La Patrie, was one of three
permanent members of BBG. In new
post he will be in charge of Canadian
government's printing bureau.
W.E. Chevrier, formerly of Frenchlanguage television drama production
division of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Montreal, Que., and more recently of commercial division of CBC,
to director of selective sales department
for French-language tv stations, with
headquarters at Montreal.
Don Lawrie appointed director of
broadcast operations of Northern
Broadcasting Ltd., Toronto, Ont., holding company for CKFH North Bay;
CJKL Kirkland Lake; CKGB Timmins;
CKWS-AM-TV Kingston, and CHEX-

FAMOUS
PROFESSIONAL

500
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- CBS
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TV
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Weighs only 3 lbs.
For literature, or free demonstration
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William Rappolt, formerly with
Standard Electronics, to Adler Electronics, New Rochelle, N.Y., as systems sales engineer for tv broadcast relaying and repeating equipment.
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Seein' tars ■ Some 40 media and educational representatives from Washington, Chicago and New York
visited the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., as guest of the Navy.
They spent a day aboard an aircraft
carrier and got a first-hand view of a
day in the life of a navy man. Getting set for a trip aloft are, from botAM-TV Peterborough, all Ontario.
D.C. Tucker, formerly of RCA-Victor
Ltd., Toronto, to assistant director of
broadcast operations.
Deaths

P. Weil,
Eugenemanager
^-M\Bs* general
of
'
^
WABQ Cleveland, and
his wife, Wallis, died
July 1 in crash of his
light airplane between
Albany and Syracuse,
New York. Mr. Weil,
broadcasting
veteran
Mr. Weil
of 25 years, had been
vp and general manager of WLOK
Memphis, Tenn., general sales manager
of WGY-WRGB Schenectady, N.Y.,
and general manager of WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala., in addition to holding various positions at other stations.
Edward F. McGrady, 88, retired vp
in charge of labor relations, RCA; on
board of directors until last year of
both RCA and NBC, and former first
assistant Secretary of Labor, died July
17 in Newtonville, Mass., after long
illness.
Charles Peter Edwards, 74, retired
deputy minister of Canadian Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa, Ont., died July 13.
Pioneer in radio, he came to Canada
in 1906 when Canadian Marconi Co.
was establishing government wireless
stations in Nova Scotia.
Edward

William

Reynolds, 78,

tom to top, Sidney Wolf of Keystone
Broadcasting System; Richard McCoo' and Jim Street, Premium Advertising Assn. of America; Noel
Rhys, Keystone; Bill McConnell Jr.,
Automatic Merchandise Corp.; Commander H.H. Bishop of the Navy,
and Donald J. Wilkins, Advertising
Federation of America.
chairman of E.W. Reynolds Ltd., Toronto, advertising agency, died July 14.
Born and educated in England, he came
to Canada in 1929 as newspaper correspondent and some years later formed
advertising agency in Toronto, having among his accounts General Mills
Foods Ltd., New York Life Insurance
Co.. Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada,
and Nestles Canada Ltd. He was president of Canadian Assn. of Advertising
Agencies for five years, organized national radio committee of Assn. of Cannadian Advertisers, CAAA, and Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters during
World War II for war loans.
Richard James Bailey, film editor
of KRON-TV San Francisco, died following injuries sustained in sports car
racing accident July 10 in Vacaville,
Calif.
Albert E. Stine, 48, who as special
membership executive of Associated
Press did membership work with newspapers and radio-tv stations in Kansas,
Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Texas, died Wednesday (July 20) at St.
Luke"s Hospital, Kansas City, Mo., after 10-day illness. Mr. Stine started in
radio business with NBC in Chicago
and joined WHB Kansas City in 1932.
Lawrence Tibbett, 63, well-known
opera singer and radio star, died last
week in New York. He was prime
mover in formation of American Federation ofRadio Artists (now American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists ) , of which he was once vp.
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INTERNATIONAL
CBC

ENDS

YEAR

Tv

revenue

hits $36

but

radio

income

before. CBC used $52,300,728 of ' the
government's
$58,404,000.
The CBC grant
report,of made
public in
the Canadian House of Commons at
Ottawa, on Julv 15. added that the
tv network

organizes

in Canada

Independent Television Organization
was formed at Winnipeg. Man., last
Monday (July 18) to develop a television network to compete with the government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Closed meetings were held by stations
recently licensed as second tv stations
in major Canadian markets.
A statement issued after the meetings said that "the main purpose is
the foundation of a mutual organization to assist in the production and distribution of Canadian television programs."' The group will consult with
the Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors regarding its aims.
R. E. Misener. manager of CFCFTV Montreal. Que., was elected president of the new Independent Television Organization, with Ralph Misener
(no relation). CJAY-TV Winnipeg,
Man., as vice president; Charles Baldour. CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont.. as
secretary-; and E. L. Bushnell. president
of recommended licensee at Ottawa.
Ont.. as treasurer. Directors elected
were Finlay MacDonald, CJCH-TV
Halifax, N. S.: Paul L'Anglais. CFTMTV Montreal. Que.; Gordon Love,
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

SURPLUS

million,

up

drops

For the first time in five years the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was
able to report to the Canadian Pariiament that it did not need all the money
granted it. CBC reported commercial
radio and television program sales of
S38. 162.337. for the fiscal year ending
March 31. 1960. an increase of $6,103,722 over the previous year.
Television advertising revenue totalled S36. 3 12.000. up S6.185.000 in
the year, and S4 million over the target
set by CBC's commercial division when
they launched a new drive for commercial revenues last year. Radio advertising revenue was off $117,000 to
$1,850,000 in the fiscal year.
Despite the surplus. CBC did not
meet half its program expenses of
$80,968,107. Its operating expenses increased by $703,000 to $52,300,000, a
small boost compared to the $7,728,000
increase in operating expenses the vear

Second

WITH

to $1.85

Leif Ericson made things
happen in Norway... and
WPEN

16%;
million

advent of competitive tv stations late
this year in cities where CBC has enjoyed a monopoly to date, may have
the effect of reversing the higher revenue trend.
As the financial report was announced at Ottawa, CBC's program department at Toronto released details
of its fall and winter schedule, showing
a high percentage of commercial network time sold in the coming months.
The schedule shows the national network starting at 2 p.m. weekdays, at
5 p.m. Saturdays and 12:45 p.m. on
Sundays.
There will be an increasing number
of Canadian live and film programs, inmany new children's
shows
directedcluding
to different
age groups.
There
will also be more imports from U.S.
networks and film companies. Included
will be the Twentieth Century. The
Verdict Is Yours Monday through
Friday from CBS, Red Skelton. Tennessee Ernie Ford, and pre-release of
new film programs My Three Sons.
My Sister Eileen, Klondike, Danger
Man. and National Velvet.
CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta.; G. R. A.
Rice, CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta.; and
Art Jones. CHAN-TV Vancouver.
Only station of this group now on
the air is CFRN-TV Edmonton, which
will be replaced on the CBC tv network
when the newly licensed CBC tv station there goes on the air early next
■
year. Abroad in brief
Beirut broadcasting ■ A new radio
station is under construction in Beirut,
Lebanon, and a tv station is planned.
The radio facilities occupy an area of
5,795 square meters. An additional 5.746 square meters are reserved for the
tv station. The outlets will reportedly
feature modern electronic equipment,
with the cost to the government estimaed at $2.7 million. Target date is
Jan. 1, 1961.
Olympics on CBC ■ Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has arranged with CBS
to telecast the Olympic Games on a
daily basis from Aug. 29 to Sept. 10.
airing the films taken earlier that day
in Rome, Italy. The films will be flown
to New York to provide same-day tv
coverage for both networks. Canada
will have 99 athletes taking part in the
Olympic Games.
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The most
useful, musical promotions
ever created. 21 zestfiil, delightful productions to welcome the seasons . . . greet red
letter days and special occasions, introduce station promotions. A complete, versatile
package exclusively for your
station . . . completely customized for you ■ Call or write
today for your special audition
tape.
rUTURSONIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
3101 8<!u«i St, • Pl-.aae Rr 1-6781 • Ballos 4, Te*os
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FANFARE
Radio goes everywhere
A Washington diplomat stepped out
of his office last summer and heard
Beethoven's 9th Symphony pouring out
of a man hole cover. The reason? A
sanitation engineer was tuned in to
WGMS Washington, D.C., on his portable radio.
These strange encounters by listeners
to WGMS are being recited as part of
the station's "Radio Reaches Everywhere" contest. Listeners are invited
to send in letters telling about the most
unusual place in which they have
listened to the "Good Music Station."
Winners receive Channel Master transistor radios.
Some of the zaniest replies received
thus far by WGMS: A swimming pool
repair man who enjoys Berlioz under
water; a mother who gave birth while
enjoying Mozart as background music;
and a high-flying music lover who
picked up the station 35,000 feet over
Albuquerque; and an engineer of a rival
station who regularly "sneaks" his
listening in while ensconced in the control room.
Pre-convention campaigning
WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh. Pa., did some
pre-convention campaigning of its own
to promote the NBC-TV coverage of
the Democratic National Convention.
The NBC affiliate went all out in staging a "demonstration" for HuntleyBrinkley, complete with balloons and
streamers.
Highlight of the three-day promotion
was a parade which, according to the
station, drew 10,000 persons into the
Brookline business district.
The ch. 1 1 facility had the cooperation of businesses and merchants in the
Brookline area who set up window displays which featured NBC personalities. Over 70 merchants participated,
the station reported.
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are invited to tell in approximately 400
words how they have used Pulse data
to solve a specific problem. The pooled
experience will be incorporated into its
broadcasting research service. From the
replies chosen best by a panel of judges,
the top 20 will receive awards ranging
from $500 to transistor pocket radios.
Deadline for entries is Sept. 1, and
winners will be announced Oct. 1.
'
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Reporting back ■ Jack Reynolds,
WSAI Cincinnati air personality
has been expertly mixing business with pleasure. Mr. Reynolds has been phoning back daily
reports for broadcast from his
Hawaiian vacation. The station
has been holding a week-long
WSAI 50th state celebration in
conjunction with a suburban
shopping center's awarding prizes
brought back from the Islands
by Mr. Reynolds. The young
lady pictured above with Ron
Britain (another WSAI personality)) was not a prize, the station
regretfully reported.
Pulse contest
The Pulse Inc., New York, announces a contest which the company
hopes will develop new ideas for improved data service. Members of advertising agencies and client advertisers

Parental concern
Westinghouse Electric Corp.. during
its sponsorship of CBS-TV's coverage
of the Democratic National Convention, displayed parental interest in two
tv programs produced by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. Westinghouse Electric used part of its $6 million tv package to promote Reading Out Loud, a
series of 15 half-hour programs with
leading American personalities reading
classics to children, and Lab 30, a halfhour advanced science series starring
Hugh Downs and Westinghouse scientists. Each program received two 90second institutional promotions in
prime evening time. Produced by Perry
Lafferty and the Ketchum MacLeod &
Grove agency, the announcements
utilized clips of various scenes in each
series and mentioned that the programs
are available free to any interested
broadcaster on a non-commercial basis.
■
Drumbeats
Roundup
time ■ It's
timeto forunite!
the ponies
of
Chincoteague,
Va.,
Each
year on July 26 officials of this island
community round up the wild ponies
which run loose the year around and
sell them at auction. WDVM Pocomoke City, Md., has been named the
"official station" to broadcast the
roundup activities.
No summer 'Payne' ■ Air-conditioning
notwithstanding, employes of WFPA
Ft. Payne, Ala., seem to be singularly
fortunate this summer. The station is
now broadcasting "poolside" from its
newly opened swimming pool at the
station building atop Lookout Mountain.
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Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

Air power ■ WBRZ (TV) Baton
Rouge, La., is co-sponsoring an air
show, "Sky-O-Rama" in cooperation
with the Defense Dept. The show,
which will be held at Ryan Airfield, on
Aug. 20, will feature the Thunderbirds,
the famed precision flying team of the
Air Force.
Lest they forget ■ Jack Sterling of
WCBS New York isn't letting vacationing listeners forget the hometown station. He cuts tapes for broadcast on
WNOG Naples, Fla., saying he hopes
vacationing New Yorkers are having
an unforgettable time.
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Coatesvllle, Pa. Estimated construction cost
$60,170, first year operating cost $96,000,
revenue $115,000. Principals are WilUam S.
Halpern and Louis N. Seltzer, equal partners, owners of WCOJ Coatesvllle, Pa. Ann.
July
East14.Gastonla, N.C. — Boyce J. Hanna, 1510
kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 1101 East Park
Drive,tion Gastonla,
construccost $37,674, N.C.
first Estimated
year operating
cost
14.
$30,000,
revenue
$38,000,
Applicant
is
majority owner of WADA Shelby, N.C. Ann. July
Mayville, N.D. — Marlin T. Obie and Henry
G. Tweten, 1520 kc, .250 kw D. P.O. address
Box 230, East Grand Forks, Minn. Estimated
construction cost $11,400, first year operating
cost $30,000, revenue $38,000. Principals are
equal partners. Mr. Tweten is attorney.
Mr. Obie has Interest in KXLO Lewiston,
Mont., and is sole owner of KRAD East
Grand Forks, Minn. Ann. July 19.
Napoleon, Ohio — Downriver Bcstg. Assn.,
1540 kc, 0.5 kw D. P.O. address 7045 Monolova Road,structionMaumee,
concost $18,687, Ohio.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $36,000,
revenue
$48,000.
Principals
include Robert R. Groth, Rev. L.K. Zank, and
Eugene A. Robinson, 33Va% each. Mr. Groth
Is in pipe line construction. Rev. Zank is
teacher. Mr. Robinson is employe of WSPD
Toledo, Ohio. Ann. July 18.
Bayamon,
P.R. —unl.
Jesus
1400
kc, .25 kw
P.O.Vargas
addressCandelaria,
Box 833,
Bayamon, P.R. Estimated construction cost
$11,600, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue $16,000. Applicant is purchasing
agent
of Central
Juanlta' Bcstg.
Inc. Ann.
19.
Mineola,
Tex. — Mineola
Co., July
1510 kc,
.25 kw D. P.O. address Box 4361, Dallas,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $10,420,
first year operating cost $27,600, revenue
$32,400. Principals are J.A. Windham and
Lee Robinson,
equal partners.
Mr. Wind-is
ham is in life insurance.
Mr. Robinson
in automotive products manufacture. Ann.
July 18.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WBHF CartersviUe, Ga.— Designated for
hearing application to increase daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1450Tenn.;
kc, 250WDNG
w-N; Annlston,
made WOGA
Chattanooga,
Ala.;
and WRGA
Rome,
ing. Ann. July
14. Ga., parties to proceedWBLJ Dalton, Ga.; WFOM Marietta, Ga.;
WMMT McMinnville,
Tenn. — Designated
for
consolidated
hearing applications
to Increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N; made
WBHP HuntsvUle, Ala., party to proceeding, and WBLJ, WFOM and WMMT parties
with respect to their existing operations.
Ann. July 14.
WKEU Griffin, Ga. — Granted increase in
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1450
250 14.w-N; engineering condition.
Ann. kc,July
WMVGcrease in daytime
Milledgeville,
Ga.—
power from Granted
250 w toin-1
kw, continuing operation on 1450 kc, 250
w-N;
engineermg
condition;
remote control
permitted.
Ann. July
14.
KLIQ Portland, Ore. — Granted Increase of
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1290 kc, D; condition. Ann. July 14.
WCRScrease in daytime
Greenwood,
power S.C.—
fromGranted
250 w toin-1
kw, continuing operation on 1450 kc, 250
w-N; engineering condition. Ann. July 14.

July 14 through July 20. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
14.
million,
S.D., party to proceeding. Ann. July
Abbreviations:
Washington, N.C.— WOOW Inc. granted
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, whi 1320 kc. 500 w Haven,
D. P.O.Pa.address
Murphy's
Estimated
con— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- Farm, White
struction cost $8,305, first
year operating
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$40,000.
Majority
ownvisual, kw — kUowatts. w — watts, mc — megaer John Patrick Gallagher (97.36%) owns
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
WOOW Washington, N.C., which has apmod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
plied forN.C. permission
to move
Greenville,
Mr. Gallagher
is vice topresident
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
of Visual Electronics, New York. Ann. July
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
14.KWHW Altus, Okla.; Charles L. Cain
special temporary authorization. SH — speciEl Reno, Okla.; KGFF Shawnee, Okla.;
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
KENM Portales, N.M.; KSIW Woodward,
Okla.; KSNY, Snyder, Tex.— Designated for
New Tv Stations
consolidated hearing application of Mr.
Cain for new am station to operate on
ACTION BY FCC
1460 kc, 500 w. D; KWHW, KGFF, KENM,
Circle L Inc.; Reno Telecasting Co.; KSIW, and KSNY to increase daytime
Sierra tions;
Tv Nevada
Co.;Bcstrs.
Rocky Fund,
Mountain
Sta- power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing opInc.; Tele
Comstock
eration on 1450 kc, 250 w-N; made KCRB
Chanute, Kans.; KVLH Pauls Valley, Okla.;
Telecasting
Corp.;
Reno,
Nev.
—
Designated
for consolidated hearing applications for KHOG Fayetteville, Ark.; KENA Mena,
Ark.; KWBW Hutchinson, Kans.; KFDA
new tv stations to operate on ch. 4. Ann.
Amarillo, Tex.; KLMX Clayton, N. M.;
July 20.
KLLL Lubbock, Tex.; and KCMR McCamey, Tex., parties to proceeding; and
Existing Tv Stations
made KGFF, KSIW. KSNY. KWHW, KENM
ACTIONS BY FCC
parties with
erations. Ann.respect
July 14.to their existing opWTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio— Waived sec 4.603
of rules and granted mod. of cp of tv STL
Skyline Bcstrs Inc. Klamath Falls, Ore.;
Earl McKinley Trabue Myrtle Creek, Ore. —
station KQK-BO to permit multiplexing fm
program material over it, from CommunDesignated
applications for for
new consolidated
am stations hearing
to operate
on
ity's
WTOL-FM
studios
to
fm
transmitter
which is being relocated at site of tv trans1010
kc,
D
—
Skyline
with
1
kw
and
mitter. Similar grants in past were made to ■Trabue with 5 kw, DA. Ann. July 14. Mr.
Norman A. Thomas Greene ville, Tenn.;
WMTW-FM-TV Poland Springs, Me., and
Greene County Bcstg. Co., Greeneville,
WHBF-FM-TV Rock Island, 111. Ann. July
14.
Tenn.; WATA Boone, N.C; WHKP Hendersonville, N.C. — Designated for consolidated
*WMVS-TV
change
ERP fromMilwaukee,
vis. 129 kw, Wis.—
aur. Cp
65.7 kwto hearing applications of Mr. Thomas and
Greene County for new am stations to
to vis. 316 kw, aur. 159 kw; change type
operate on 1450 kc, 250 w unl.; WATA and
of trans, from RCA TT-IOAH to RCA TTWHKP to increase daytime power from
25BH; make changes in equipment and
change ant. height above terrain to 750-ft. 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on
Ann. July 18.
1450 kc, 250 w-N; made WGNC Gastonla,
N.C; WQOK Greeneville, S.C., anl WCSR
Greenwood,
S.C., parties to proceeding
Tv Translators
made spectWATA
and WHKP
parties Ann.
with July
reto
their
existing
operations.
Honey Lake Community Tv Corp. Susan14.
ville
and
Herlong,
CaUf.
—
Granted
cp
for
new tv translator station on ch. 70 to transEagle River,
River address
Bcstg. Co.
Granted
950 kc.Wis.1 —kwEagle
D. P.O.
221
late programs of KOLO-TV (ch. 8) Reno.
Nev. Ann. July 14.
First Ave., N.E.. Oelwein, Iowa. Estimated
Quinn River Tv Maintenance District Mcconstruction cost $24,250, first year operatDermitt, Nev. — Granted cp for new tv trans$40,000, J.revenue
$55,000.
own-in
ersing arecostWalter
Teich, who
has Equal
interest
lator station on ch. 70 to translate proKOEL Oelwein, Iowa and Ken S. Gordon,
grams
of
KTVB-TV
(ch.
7)
Boise,
Idaho.
Ann. July 14.
station manager KDTH Dubuque, Iowa,
Ann. July 14.
Honor System Tv Assn. Inc. Alpine and
Marfa, Tex. — Granted cp for new tv transAPPLICATIONS
lator station on ch. 81 to translate programs
Norton County, Kans. — Norton Bcstg..
of
KTSM-TV-TV
(ch.
9)
El
Paso,
Tex.
Ann.
Inc., 1530 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Norton,
July 14.
Winter Garden Translator System Inc. Kans. Estimated construction cost $27,089,
first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue
Carrizo Springs and Crystal City, Tex. —
Granted cp for new tv translator station on $26,000. Principals include Nell L. Johnson,
60%.
and others. Mr. Johnson is in grain
ch. 70 to translate programs of WOAI-TV
sales and storage. Ann. July 18.
(ch. 4) San Antonio, Tex. Ann. July 14.
Somerville, N.J. — Somerset County Bcstg.
Co., 1530 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 351,
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Nashville,
Hansonaddress
R. Carter
granted
1600
kc, 1 kwGa.D.— P.O.
Box 211.
Estimated construction cost $20,628, first year
operating cast $37,500, revenue $40,350, Mr.
Carter is business manager KWEM Memphis, Tenn. Ann. July 14.
Caldwell, Idaho — Christian Bcstg. Co. of
Idaho, granted 910 kc. 1 kw. D. P.O. address
11635 S.W. Highway 217, Tigard, Ore. EsEDWIN
TORNBERG
timated construction cost $18,274, first year
operating cost $48,000, revenue $66,000. Equal
partners are F. Demcy Mylar, 50% owner
& COMPANY,
INC.
of KRWC Forest Grove, Ore., and Harold
Shaw, decorator-designer. Ann. July 14.
Jacksonville, 111. — Guy E. McGaughey Jr.,
granted 1550 kc, 1 kw N., 1 kw D. unl. P.O.
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
address Skiles Bldg., Mt. Carmel, 111. Estimated construction cost $57,600, first year
SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
operating cost $102,000, revenue $120,000. Mr.
McGaughey,
sole
owner,
is
attorney.
Ann.
EVALUATIONS
July 14.
Hennepin Bcstg. Assoc. Minneapolis,
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
*
Minn.; Robert E. Smith River Falls, Wis.;
Crystal Bcstg. Co. Crystal, Minn. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications
for new am stations to operate on 690 kc,
DA,
D — Hennepin
w,
and Mr.
Smith withand1 kwCrystal
made with
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
V/ASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

APPLICATIONS
KWKW Pasadena, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw: change
from DA-N to DA-2. Changes in DA system
and
system,
kc). ground
Ann. July
13. install new trans. (1300
KRAK Stockton, Calif. — Mod. of license
to change station location from Stockton.
Calif, to Sacramento, Calif, change studio
location from 409 E. Market St., Stockton.
Calif to Hotel Senator, Sacramento, Calif.
(1140kc). Ann. July 13.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Mod. of license
to
Julychange
13, from SH to unl. (1400kc). Ann.
KDSNuencyDenison.
to change
from 1580 kcIowa
to —1530Cp kc;
change freqfrom
employing DA to Non-DA. make changes
in ground system. Ann. July 13.
General Communications, Lafayette, La. —
Mod. of cp to increase daytime power from
500 w to 10 kw, install new trans, change
from DA-1 to DA-2 (employing DA-D dur14. ing critical hours only). (1520kc). Ann. July
WDSU New Orleans, La.— Mod. of cp to
change13. from DA-1 to DA-N (1280kc). Ann.
July
WSME Sanford, Me. — Amendment to application for cp to change frequency to
1480 kc; delete request to change hours of
operation to unl. Ann. July 13.
WMDD Fajardo, P.R. — Cp to change frequency from 1490 to 1480 kc: increase power
from 250 w to 5 kw, unl. hours of operation
and install new trans. Ann. July 14.
WKYN Rio Piedras, P.R.— Mod. of license
to change hours of operation from D to unl.
using power
kw night
day.rules.)
(Request waiverofof1 sec.
3.28 and
(c) of
(630kc). Ann. July 14.
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Cp to Increase daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw.
install, DA system, install new trans, make
changes in ground system and delete remote
control point. Ann. July 13.
KONI Spanish Fork, Utah.— Mod. of cp
to change station location from Spanish
Fork,
Utahestablish
to Spanish
Utah and
second Fork-Springville,
main studio at
Springville, Utah. (1480kc). Ann. July 13.
WCEF Parkersburg, W. Va.— Cp to increase daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw
and install new trans. (lOSOkc). Ann. July
13.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Sarasota, Fla. — Multitone
Music Corp.
Granted 102.5 mc, 2.73 kw. P.O. address
1373 Fifth St., Sarasota, Fla. Estimated construction cost $22,414, first year operating
cost $14,907, revenue $22,464. Principals are
James E. Grant Jr., Harold J. Bische, John
F.
andBische
Melton
Augustine,
25';
each.Cannon
and L.Cannon
are ownersMessrs.
of industrial
electronics
sales
and
service company. Mr. Grant is electronics
technician. Ann. July 14.
Moines,
KSO Inc.,1910
granted
98.5
mc.Des 9.06
kw, Iowa
P.O. — address
IngersoU
Ave.. Des Moines, Iowa, Estimated construction cost $12,000, first year operating
cost $3,000, revenue $18,000. Principals are
N.L, Benton, Anton J, Moe, Edmond R.
Ruben and
L. Floyd,
each,July
licensees ofJoseph
KSO Des
Moines.25';;Ann.
14.
Wichita,
Kans.— BB&L
Bcstg. Corp.,
granted 96.9 mc. 1.95 kw, P.O. address
426 Amarillo
Building,
Amarillo,
mated construction cost $20,571, Tex.
first Estiyear
operating cost $25,550, revenue $40,000. Principals include James R. Barnhill Jr., Jess
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Latham Jr., and Ben D. Beck, 33V3^' each.
Messrs. Barnhill and Beck are oil and gas
brokers. Mr. Latham is in insurance. Ann.
July 14.
Las Vegas, Nev. — Suna Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 100.5 mc, 2.9 kw. P.O. address
Tropicana Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev. Estimated
construction cost $12,700, first year operating cost $1,000. Suna Bcstg. is licensee of
KRAMcate amLas
Vegas.Ann.
Applicant
station.
July 14.fm will dupliEaton,
Ohio
—
Western
Bcstg.
ices Inc. Granted 92.9 Ohio
mc, 3.1
kw. ServP.O.
address 505 N. Barron St., Eaton, Ohio.
Estimated construction cost $11, .532, first
year operating cost $7,000, revenue $25,000.
Principal applicant Is Helen J. Coning who
is in appliance business. Ann. Julv 14.
Fort Worth, Tex.— BB&L Bcstg. Corp.,
granted 102.1 mc. 1.68 kw, P.O. address
426 Amarillo
Building,costAjnarillo,
mated construction
$20,571, Tex.
first Estiyear
operating cost $25,550, revenue $40,000.
Principals include James R. Barnhill Jr.,
Jess Latham
Jr., and and
Ben Beck
D. Beck,
each.
Messrs. Barnhill
are oil33V3^r'
and
gas brokers, Mr. Latham is in insurance.
Ann. July 14.
APPLICATIONS
Elkhart, Ind.— Clarence C. Moore, 104.7
mc,
kw, P.O. construction
address Box 261,
Ind. 8.17
Estimated
costElkhart,
$4,100,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000.hart.Applicant
owner
of WCMR
Applicant fm iswill
duplicate
some Elkam
programming. Ann. July 18.
Salina, Kans. — Salina FM Inc. 99.9 mc,
1 kw. P.O. address United Building, Suite
1012, Salina, Kans. Estimated construction
cost $10,030, first year operating cost $32,295.
revenue $45,427, Salina FM Inc. is group
headed by Max S. Lake, president, none
of
18. whom hold broadcast interests. Ann. July
Bangor, Me. — Community Bcstg. Service.
97.1 mc, 5 kw, P.O. address 57 State St..
Bangor, Me. Estimated construction cost
$13,592.enuefirst
operating
cost $6,077,
rev$6,864. year
Applicant
is licensee
of WABI
Bangor. Applicant fin will duplicate am
programming, Ann, July 14.
— George
70 St.kw.Louis,
P.O. Mo.
address
3025 Caleshu,
Watson 104.1
Rd., mc,
St.
Louis 36, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$11,380,enuefirst
year operatingis cost
$18,500,
rev$25,000.
in dry
cleaning
business.
Ann. Applicant
July 18.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGEE
Bakersfleld,
Granted
transfer of control from Calif.—
Marterto
Productions
Inc., and Seer Inc., to KMO Inc. (KWG
Stockton): consideration $110,000. Ann.
July 20.
Calif.R.— Granted
transfer
ofKPAS
controlBanning,
to Calvin
Jasspon (present
42.5% interest); consideration $15,234 for
additional 45.8^-; interest. Ann. July 20.
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Granted (1)
transfer of control and (2) assignment of
license
cp consideration
to Buckley-Jaeger
Corp. ofand
Calif.;
$600,000.Bcstg.
See
apphcation in next column. Ann. July 20.
KIUP Durango, Coio. — Granted transfer
of control to KIUP Inc. (Ralph L. Atlass,
president); consideration $330,000. Ann. July
20.
WTYS Marianna, Fla. — Granted assignment of license and cp to James W. Tate
(interest in sideration
WEKR$37,750. Fayetteville,
Ann. July 20.Tenn.); conWCBC Anderson, Ind. — Granted assign-

International

news

produces!

ment of licenses to Radio WBOW Inc.
(WBOW
Haute; in
J. WPFA
W. O'Connor,
president, Terre
has interest
Pensacola, Fla., WCVS Springfield, 111,, and
KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa); consideration
$185,000. Ann. July 20.
WBRNsition ofBig
Rapids,control
Mich. —byGranted
acquipositive
Dr. John
A.
White through acquisition of additional
stock from Marjorie Denison. Ann. July 20.
WPNF Brevard, N.C.— Granted transfer
of control to Stella W. Anderson and
daughter
Ann. Julv of20. .same name to settle estate.
WIST Charlotte, N.C.— Granted assignment of license to Carolina Bcstg. Co.; consideration $507,500; conditioned that assignment not be consummated until assignee has disposed of interest in WSOC
Charlotte. Comr. Bartley dissented. Assignee is also
of WSOC-FM-TV
Charlotte,
and licensee
is subsidiary
of Miami
Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WHIO-AM-FM-TV
Dayton, Ohio). Ann. July 20.
WBBO-AM-FM Forest City, N.C.— Granted
transfer of control as in case of WPNF
previously noted. Ann. July 20.
WDAY-AM-TV Fargo, N.D. — Granted
transfer of control to Forum Pub. Co.; consideration $900,000 for additional 55.56% interest. Comr. Bartley dissented and stated;
"In light
of
objection and inconcentration of media local
of communication
this area
I would favor 309(b) letter to determine
question whether public interest would be
served through such concentration in single
area." Ann. July 20.
WZIP
Cincinnati,
fer of control
to CarlOhioH.,— Granted
Robert D.transand
Richard E. Lindner; consideration $183,000
plus $27,000 for agreement not to compete
within 50 miles for 3 years. Ann. July 20.
KOME Tulsa, Okla.— Granted assignment
of license to KOME Inc.; consideration
$315,000 including $15,000 consultant fee for
3 years. Comr. Bartley dissented. Assignee
president, William F. Johns Jr., has interest
in WMIN St. Paul, Minn.; WLOD Pompano,
Fla.: KRIB Mason City, Iowa, and WWOM
New Orleans, La. Ann. July 20.
WUSN-TV Charleston, S.C.— Granted (1)
assignment of licenses to Reeves Bcstg. «S:
Development Corp. and (2) relinquishment
of positive control by Hazard E. Reeves.
Comr. Bartley dissented. Involves merger
and stock transaction which will give
Reeves 43.4%; Christiana Oil Corp. 13.3%;
Hastie family group (Jay Drayton Hastie
and three relatives) 11.8%, and Southern
Bcstg. Co. stockholders 7.4%. Mr. Reeves
was advised that any change in his stock
interest should be reported to commission.
Ann. July 14.
Paso, Sr.
Tex.—
of control
to KINT
Odis L.El Echols
andTransfer
Jr. (KCLV
Clovis.
N.M.); consideration $71,700. Ann. July 20.
WILA Danville, Va. — Granted assignment
of license and cp to Baron Bcstg. Corp.
(Ralph J. Baron, president); consideration
$85,000.
Ann. Julv 20.
WKOW-AM-TV
Madison, Wis.— Granted
assignment
of
licenses
to Mid-Continent
Bcstg. Co. of Wisconsin Inc.;
consideration
$925,000. Comr. Bartley dissented. Assignee
is 80%, owned by Mid-Continent Bcstg. Co.
of S.D. (KDLO-TV Florence: KELO-AMTV Sioux Falls, and KPLO-TV Reliance, all
South Dakota). Ann. July 20.
KLUK Evanston, Wyo. — Granted assignment of license to Evanston-Kemmerer
Bcstrs. Inc. (Warren D. Papke, president);
consideration $35,000. Ann. July 20.
APPLICATIONS
KLYD-AM-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of license from Urner Bcstg. Co.
to Kern chasers
County
Bcstg.Dellar,
Co. for
are Lincoln
35%.$175,000.
EdwardPur-E.
Urner, 20%, and others. Kern County Bcstg.
is licensee
of KLYD-TV Bakersfield. Ann.
July
18.
KGIL
San Fernando,
Calif. — Seeks
fer of control
of Pierce Brooks
Bcstg. transCorp.
from Pierce P. Brooks, 707, , Lester F. Hall
and Mildred E. Gregory, 15% each, to BuckBcstg. Corp.
for $600,000.
cipals are ley-Jaeger
Richard
D. Buckley,
80%, Prinand
others. censee
Buckley-Jaeger
Bcstg.
Corp.
is liof WHIM Providence, R,I., WDRC
Hartford, Conn., and is proposed assignee of
V/ORL Boston. Ann. July 18.
KPEN (FM)
San Francisco,
Calif. — FM
Seeksto
assignment
of license
from Peninsula
Pacific FM Inc., change from partnership
to corporation. Kenneth F. Warren, 15%
stockholder, will be paid $12,000 for his
shares by three remaining stockholders.
Gary M. Gielow, James J. Gibbert and
John S. Wickett, 33','3% each. Ann. July 13.
WNTE Naugatuck, Conn. — Seeks transfer
of control of Naugatuck Valley Service Inc.
from Norman Shapiro, sole owner, to John
T, Parsons, 75%, and James W, Miller, 25%,
for $19,402.
Mr. Miller
is majority
holder in WCAT
Orange.
Mass., andstockhas
37%, interest in WSBS Great Barrington,
Mass. Mr. Parsons has 48% interest in
WSBS Great Barrington. Ann. July 15.
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AlVI
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COAAMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 20
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPUCATIONS
49
Not on air
For new stations
Lie.
Cps.
90
842
3,445
709
172
135
36
473
76
110
61
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 20
VHF
UHF
453
79
12
35
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through June 30, AM
1960

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted
licenses.

TV
532
47
FM

TV
700
171
41
653
74
40
912
74
114
65
104
39
35
11
17 4711
685
46
56
391
0
0
1
4
0
the air, but retain their
ger on
98
41
3,442
628
3,581
194
656
82229

tJjyinin operation
.^„'*'J- ^'^'^'i'""'
tv cp-holders
which were
on the air at one time but are no
longer
and one 38which
has not started
operation.
WTTT Arlington, Fla.— Seeks assignment
of license from Lawrence E. Bodkin, courtappointed receiver, to Rahall Bestg. Inc. for
$60,100. Purchasers are Sam G. Farris, E.
and N. Joe Rahall, 3313% each. Rahall brothers are licensees of WLCY St. Petersburg.
Fla., and Norristown,
are trustees ofWKAP,
their father's
WNAR
WQCY estate,
(TV)
Allentown both Pennsylvania, and WWNR
Beckley, W.Va. Ann. July 18.
WWIL-AM-FM Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Seeks
transfer of control of Florida Air Power Inc.
from L.M. Browning Jr., 80%. and Carey H.
Black weU, 20%, to William A. Roberts for
$99,016. Mr. Roberts owns KAUS, KMMT
(TV) Austin, Minn., and has interest in
KWWL-AM-TV
Waterloo, Iowa. Ann July
18
WTWA Thompson, Ga.— Seeks transfer of
control of Hickory Hill Bcstg. Co. from
Frank F. Hash, 55.2%, to Gene D. Harden
for
to increase
his ownership to
95%. $46,000
Ann. July
18.
WIRE Indianapolis, ind. — Seeks assignment of license from
Bcstg.
Inc. to WIRE Bcstg. Co. Indianapolis
by company
merger. No financial consideration
or ownership changes involved. Ann. July 18
KWHK Hutchinson, Kans.— Seeks assignment of license from KWHK Inc. to KWHK
Bcstg. Co. for $160,000. Principals are Lyie
R. Foy, William L. Mitchell, George F
Stuckey and James A. Hall, 25% each. ApJuly 14. plicants are Hutchinson businessmen Ann
KLOU Lake Charles, La.— Seeks assignment of hcense from Albert D.
to
Dixie Bcstrs. Inc., a corporation. Johnson
No change
in ownership, Ann. July 15
WPTT (TV) Augusta, Me.— Seeks transcontrol of Pine Tree Telecasting Corp
fromfer ofRichard
S. Robie, sole owner,
President and Trustees of Bates College.to Trans^f .is gift but
requires
assumption
of
$6,000
^^tes College, hcensee of WRJR
(FM) Lewiston, Me. will use ch. 10 facility
as non-commer
cial, educational tv. Ann.
July
8.
KRSN-AM-FM Los Alamos, N.M.— Seeks
assignment of license from Parker &
Bcstg. Co. for $35 000
tor 50, c. interest. Darrel K. Burns, former
partner
July 8,, now becomes sole owner. Ann.
WSSB Durham, N.C.—
transfer of
control of Public InformaSeeks
tion Corp. from
S",/^.C"nton,
50%,,
Benjamin,
and Martin Shedleski, 1623% eachAdeleto
James S. Beattie
$250,000. Mr.N.C.
Be'attie
WPETfor Greensboro,
and
"".r^f^^V^^-™ Butler. Pa. Ann. July 6
fr-uJ^f
Astoria,
Ore.—
Seeks
involuntary
transfer of control of Astoria Bcstg. Co
^r?'^ V'^^^^^S"!?'^
^"^ E. Celci,
Howard36.6%
Lane;
each, and
George
to
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!^^„"»warjl
Lane,National
31.7%. George
Celci,as
3b.6%
and First
Bank of E.Ore.
estate
No °i18.
financia
l conside
ration (deceased)
involved.
Ann. J"^
uly
l^f^'i
^'^^
Gamble
WITT Lewlsburg, Pa.— Seeks assignment
of license from Wireline Radio Inc. to
Susquehanna Radio Inc. for $20 000 Purchaser is Peter B. James who was sales
til May?^®^n°
1960./„^^CAnn. TVJulyWashin
?',''?
18. gton. D.C unHearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order, commission, on petition, made
T^^^l^W^ immediately initial decision of
iof Modern
tv?'^^ granted
application,
as amendBaton
Rouge
Inc.. ed,for
new tvBcstg
stationCo.toofoperate
on ch
9 m Baton Rouge, La. and dismissed
out prejudice a competing applicationwithby
Community
Bartley not
participating. Bcstg
Ann. Co.
July Comr.
20.
m^^^^IffJ^l'^^^■ c^ommission, on petition,
ot
as immediately
modified, andinitial
granted
apfq'"®
Anrif 19,
S April
plication of Tri-State
Co decision
to Increase daytime power ofBcstg.
WONW Defiance
w ^i.^^"" ^ 1 "^w- containing 500
Ann
1280 kc.
on made
loorder, operation
July
. ■ By
commission
effective
ZSf^^^H
-^^"- .22 initial dIcifiSn a!
Radio
power of Bloorn
granted ofapplicatio
f •rg"""^increase
R:?h/^ for
Bloomsbu
Pa., from 500 w to n 1ofkwWHLM
con"ni™/ted
time
operation on 550
kc DA-2, without prejudice
to
whatever
,°"u.'^°'T"?^^ss'°" "lay deem appropriate
in light
of information developed in pend317
sec
concernin
i'Jf '"5"ify
of CoiTimuni
e withCross
g complianc
cations
Act. Comr
■
Commiss
ion
on July
20 directed nrena>-iuss
20
Ann. July
dissented.
ration
of documen
lookingcity
toward
mg
applicat
ion oft Dodge
Bcstg'dlnvl
Co
Kans.,
toT'^'"
operate^ on ^"^
kL^"\
^t^tioh
in
L?berai;
600
kc
with
power
500 w, using different DA-day and nightof
Initial
decision of Dec, 16, 1959 looked
ACTIONS
iooKea
20.
Ann. July
toward grant. OTHER
■ Commission issued decision in Boston
ch_ 5 proceeding which (1) vacates April 24
1957 grant to WHDH Inc to ooerate
on that
parati
ve channe
evalual;
tion(2)oforders
all 'fur?h
applice?'^co
ants m!
i^-

Transmitter
BTA-IR

50=

Get More Coverage
With The RCA
BTA-IR
AM

1000-WATT

Transmitter

The ability of the BTA-IR 1000watt AM transmitter to achieve
and maintain a higher average
level of modulation assures more
program coverage. Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in
provisions for remote control, and
low operating cost make the RCA
Type BTA-IR
your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red or
umber gray. Whateveryourequipment needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Write for complete information and descriptive literature to
RCA,
Dept.NewJD-22,
Building 15-1,
Camden,
Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

before f°'
commis
sion
isendisqSah
banc fied
arguoraland'wUh
subseq
^"'^
f^"^^^
u^of"hrf.
rn^^t
whom
uent
(3)
fil°inl'ment
us present ch. 5 operation under STA.
Us^p"rIs^ent'nh"T' "^^P" 'T^' '° ^^"ti""^
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This action taken by Comrs. Ford (chairman), Hyde. Bartley. Lee and Cross.
In addition to WHDH, Boston ch. 5 proceeding involves competing applications
by Greater Boston Tv Corp., Massachusetts
Bay
Telecasters
Inc., and Allen B. DuONE OF THE WORLD'S
IVicnt Labs., Inc. It was remanded to comDISTINGUISHED RESTAURANTS
mission on July 31, 1958 by U.S. Court of
Appeals and initial decision was issued by
specialJuly
hearing
Ann.
14. examiner on Sept. 23, 1959.
■ Commission also issued decision in
Miami ch. 10 proceeding which (1) disqualifies all applicants except L. B. Wilson Inc.; (2) sets aside Feb. 7, 1957 grant
to Public Service Tv Inc., and (3) grants
Wilson application to construct and operate
on that channel for period of four months
after construction.
This action taken by Comrs. Ford (chairman), Hyde, and Cross with Comr. Lee issuing dissenting statement.
In addition to Wilson and Public Service,
Miami ch. 10 proceeding involves competing applications by WKAT Inc., and
North Dade Video Inc. It was remanded
to commission on April 17, 1958 by U.S.
Court of Appeals and initial decision was
issued by special hearing examiner on
Dec. 1, 1958. Ann. July 14.
voiyiN
B Commission denied two requests for
waiver of its policy of not assigning com575 Park Avenue at 63rd St.
mon call letters to stations of same licensee in different service areas: Sarkes
NEW YORK
Tarzian Inc.. to change call letters of fm
station WPTH in Fort Wayne, Ind., to
WPTA, which are those of its tv station in
Roanoke, Va. Comr. Lee dissented; Comr.
LUNCHEON
Craven absent; and by University Advertising Co. to use call letters KVIL of its
COCKTAILS
am station in Highland Park, Tex., for its
new
fm station in Dallas. Comrs. Lee and
DINNER
Cross dissented; Comr. Craven absent. Ann.
July
14.
SUNDAY BRUNCH
B By memorandum
commission
dismissed opinion
petition and
by order,
RCA
Open seven days a week
Communications Inc., for reconsideration,
etc., of July 15, 1959 grant of cp to PatchBANQUETS & PARTIES
ogue tion
Bcstg.
new daytime
(WAPC)Co.toforoperate
on 1570amkc,sta-1
DA in Riverhead, N.Y. but, on its own moCredit Cards Honored
tion, directed Patchogue to show cause
why its permit should not be modified to
For Reservations: Michel,
include condition that, before program
tests are authorized, permittee submit sufficient data made with appropriate equipTEmpleton. 8-6490
ment and jn cooperation with RCA Communications to establish that harmful
cross-modulation interference will not occur
to latters eratinternational
carrier op-30
ions in Riverhead; common
gave Patchogue
days to request hearing. Ann. July 14.
B By order, dismissed for failure to submit engineering showing applications of
Riverside Bcstg. Co., Blythe, Calif, for new
am station to operate on 1380 kc, 500 w, D;
Karl Kegley (WKKS) Vanceburg, Ky. (1570
kc); Radio Valley Inc. (WBMK) West
Point, Ga. (1310 kc), and Blount County
Bcstg. Service Inc. (WCRL) Oneonta, Ala.
(1570 kc), to increase power from 250 w
to
14. 1 kw Comr. Cross dissented. Ann. .luly
It's for
B Commission on July 12 extended from
reels
July 27 to August 8 time to file response to
show cause
order in Bcstg.
proceeding
application of Marietta
Inc., foron mod.
-YOURS
license of station KERO-TV (ch. 10)
! of
Bakersfield, Calif. Ann. July 14.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed protest by Florida
Cablevision
Corp., operator
four May
catv
systems in Florida,
directed ofagainst
18 grants to Gene T. Dyer, permittee of
WTVI sion of(TV)
17) Fort and
Pierce,
time (ch.
to construct
mod.forofextencp to
change trans, and studio location, increase
ERP and ant. height, etc. Ann. July 14.
B Commission on July 15 granted request by Electronics Industries Assoc. and
extended dates for filing comments and replies to Oct. 28 and Nov. 8, respectively, in
proceeding in proposed amendment of part
3 to permit
fm broadcast
stations
to transmit stereophonic
programs
on multiplex
basis. Ann. July 15.
B Commission on July 15 granted request by Federal Communications Bar
Assoc., and extended to Sept. 19 time for
reply comments in rulemaking proposal
to amend part 17. Ann. July 19.
For answers to your tape problems, see
B By order, Chief Hearing Examiner
your 3M representative or write: 3M
James D. Cunningham scheduled taking of
further
testimonyprogram
in commission's
Inquiry
Company, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
into tv network
selection practices
to start at Los Angeles, Calif., on Oct. 5.
List of witnesses will be announced in
...WHEKt RtSEADCH IS THl KIT 10 lOIAOtaOW^^^SBSS^ subsequent order. Session will be held in
U.S. Post Office and Court House, 312
'•Scotch" is a registered trademark of tlie 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.
North Spring Street.
This phase of proceeding will deal with
film
tie-ins. broadcasting.
It is part of commission's
of network
Programming study
consideration of this inquiry was initiated by
commission on Feb. 26, 1959. It concerns
policies and practices of networks and
others in ownership, acquisition, produc86 (FOR THE RECORD)

tion,
distribution,
selection, sale and trade
licensing
of tv programs.
Chief Hearing Examiner, as commission's designatedheld
presiding
officer
to takein
such testimony,
previous
sessions
Washington and New York to hear largely
from tv networks, advertisers and advertising agencies. Ann. July 19.
B By memorandum
opinion
and order,
commission
denied request
by Autocasting
of Texas Inc., for immediate consideration of initial decision of April 7 which
looked toward granting it new station
in Waco to operate on 1580 kc, 1 kw-D,
500 w-N, DA and dismissal of competing
application by Horace K. Jackson Sr., at..
Gatesville. Comr. Bartley not participating.
Ann. July 20.
B By memorandum
order,
commission,
on its ownopinion
motion,andreopened
proceeding involving application by Northside Bcstg. Co. for new station to operate
on 1450 kc, 250 w, in Jeffersonville, Ind.
and remanded it to originally presiding examiner for further determination of interference to WTCO Campbellsville, Ky., for
supplemental initial decision; denied joint
petition by WTCO and WMOH Hamilton,
Ohio, in this connection. Comr. Cross dissented. Ann. July 20.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted in substance petition
by Medford Telecasting Corp. to enlarge
issues in proceeding involving its application and those of TOT Industries Inc.,
and Radio Medford Inc., for new tv station
on ch. 10 in Medford, Ore. Amended issues
relate to service comparisons. Comrs. Bartley and Cross dissented. Ann. July 20.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted joint petition by Dixieland Bcstrs. and Sioux Bcstg. Corp., removed their applications from hearing and
granted same, with engineering condition
to Dixieland — both for new daytime stations to operate on 1550 kc with 10 kw in
Tampa July
and 20.Coral Gables, Fla., respectively.
Ann.
B By decision,
commission
plication of Riverside
Church granted
in City ap-of
New York for new class B fm station to
operate on 106.7 mc in New York, N.Y. and
denied Co.
application
Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg.
for like byfacility
in Huntington,
Long Island, N.Y. Comr. Hyde not participating;
Comr.
Bartley
Initial decision of July 2, 1959 dissented.
looked toward
this action. Ann. July 20.
B Is advising King Bcstg. Co. and Queen
City Bcstg. Co. that their applications for
renewal of licenses of KING-AM-FM TV
and KIRO-AM-FM-TV all Seattle, Wash.,
indicate necessity of hearing because of
dual stock interests. Ann. July 20.
B Is advising Great Empire Bcstg. Corp.
that its application for renewal of license
of station KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla.
indicates necessity of hearing because of
failure to respond to commission letters
of inquiry. Ann. July 20.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed protest and request
for reconsideration by Federal Bcstg. System Inc. (WSAY) Rochester, N.Y., directed
against May 25 and June 15 grants to
Veterans Bcstg Co. and WHEC Inc., for
renewal of licenses of stations WVET-TV
and WHEC-TV, which share time on ch.
10 in Rochester, N.Y. Ann. July 20.
B Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Sept. 12:
Suburbanaire Inc., West Allis, Wis., and
Watertown Radio Inc. (WTTN) Watertown,
Wis.; Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WTHITV) and Illiana Telecasting Corp., seeking tv ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Ind.; Island
Teleradio Service, Inc., Charlotte Amalie,
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, and WPRA Inc.
(WPRA) Mayaguez, P.R. Ann. July 20.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
B Granted petition by Telemusic Inc., and
extended to July 21 time to file reply brief
to
exceptionsfor innewproceeding
on Telemusic's
application
station
nardino, Calif. Actionfm July
12. in San BerB
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureauto
and extended to July 19 time to reply
petition for reconsideration and rehearing
by Brennan Bcstg. Co., Jacksonville, Fla.,
in
proceeding
Action
July 12.on Brennan's am application.
B Granted joint petition by Catskills
Bcstg. Co. and Ulster County Bcstg. Co.,
both EUenville, N.Y., and extended to Aug.
2 time to reply to petition and errata by
Broadcast Bureau to set aside initial decision and to consolidate applications in hearing in proceeding on their am applications,
et al. Action July 15.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
B Ordered resumption of hearing for
July 25 in proceeding on application of
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratsries
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washingron, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
Notional Press BIdg.,
Wosh. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
36 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TCXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, ill.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
BrocksvilU, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

er Vice

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

irector

V

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
20M P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

PETE JOHNSON

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francitco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hetel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee't Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, BR. 1-2338

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Asiociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Pengineering
ract i ca I B roadcast
, TVandE 1residence
ect ro n i cs
home study
course.
ify courae.Write For Fre« Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Soles Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers AM-FM
SPECIALTY TV
209A LaSoile Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-0458
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Spartan Bcstg. Co.. Spartanburg, S.C. for
mod. of cp of station WSPA-TV; protestant
to be prepared
make11. his rebuttal presentation. ActiontoJuly
■ Sincepointed inpresiding
proceeding officer
of am originally
application ap-of
Cookeville Bcstg. Co.. Cookeville. Tenn.,
et al., became unavailable to commission
after commencement of taking of testimony
and participating parties consent to appointment of another presiding officer designated Examiner Herbert Sharfman as presiding officer and hearing to commence
July 27. Action July 12.
■ Due toaminer,
illness
presidingdate
hearing
excontinuedof without
hearing
scheduled for Julv 14 in proceeding on am
application
Tri-State
Summerville. of Ga.
ActionBcstg.
July Co.12. (WGTA)
■ Due toaminer,
illness
of
presiding
hearing
excontinued without date
hearing
scheduled for July 18 in proceeding on am
application
of Canandalgua
andaigua, N.Y.
Action July Bcstg.
12. Co., Can■ Continued without date following hearings: Julv 21 — fm application of Storer
Bcstg.
(WWVA-FM)
Wheeling,
W.Va.;
July
22Co".
— am
applications
Babylon-Bay
Shore Bcstg.
Corp.
(WBAB) Babylon.
N.Y.;
Macon Bcstg. Co. (WNEX) Macon. Ga., et
al.: July 25 — tv applications of United ElecInc.,Louisville,
Louisville,Ky.Ken-to
tuckiana tronics
Tv Laboratories
Inc., both
operate on ch. 51. Action July 12.
H Scheduled following hearings on dates
shown
: Sept. Hendersonville,
30 — am applications
R. Packam,
N.C. ofandWilliam
Radio
Station WPCC Inc. (WPCC) Clinton. S.C:
Sept. 29 — Southeastern Bcstg. System Inc.
(WMJM) Cordele, and Washington Bcstg.
Co.. (WSNT) SandersviUe. both Georgia.
Sept.
Radio
Calif., 28
et — al.
ActionCarmichael
July 13. Sacramento,
■ Granted petition by Service Bcstg. Co.,
Concord, Calif., and extended from July 15
to Julyhibits 22
time for on
filing
exin proceeding
its engineering
am application.
Action July 14.
■ Upon motion of applicant and with
consent of all parties, record closed in proceeding on am application of Tri-State
Bcstg..ties Co.
Summerville,
parallowed(WGTA)
until Aug.
5 to file Ga.:
proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law
and to Sept. 2 for reply findings. Action
July 14.
■ Granted
by T.I.
Moseley.
Denver, Colo., forpetition
dismissal
without
prejudice
its am application: retained in hearing status remaining applications in consolidation.
Action July 18.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
July 8 prehearing conference, continued
evidentiary hearing from Sept. 1 to Oct.
10 in proceeding on am application of Rex
O. Stevenson. Ojai. Calif. Action July 18.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
July 26 in proceeding on am application of
A.S. Riviere. Barnesville and Radio Georgia,
Thomaston. both Georgia. Action July 12.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
July 18 prehearing conference, scheduled
certain procedural dates in proceeding on
am applications of Washington Bcstg.
Co. (WOL) Washington. D.C.. et al: hearing
continued from Sept. 6 to Oct. 18. Action
July 18.
■ Granted petition by Robert Burdette &
Assoc. Inc., West Covina, Calif., reopened
record and scheduled further hearing for
July tion,
25et al.
in Action
proceeding
July on
18. its am applicaAmerica's

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from July 11 to July 12 time
to complete preparation of findings and
conclusions on proceeding on applications
of Alvarado Tv Co.. (KVOA-TV) and Old
Pueblo
Action Bcstg.
July 12.Co. (KOLD-TV) Tucson, Ariz.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
to July '28 timeN.Y..
to reply
petition
by WGBB
for re-to
consideration of MayFreeport,
20 action removing
from consolidated proceeding and granting
application to increase daytime power of
station
WSSV Petersburg, Va. Action July
14.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to July 28 time to reply to
petition by Norfolk Bcstg. Corp. (WNOR)
Norfolk, Va., for severance and grant of its
am application which is consolidated for
hearing Action July 14.
■ Closed plicarecord
am aptions of Voice inofproceeding
Dowagiac, onDowagiac,
Mich.: proposed findings and conclusions
due Sept. 19 and replies thereto twenty (20)
days thereafter. Action July 14.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
9 a.m., Sept. 7. in proceeding on am applications of William
R. Packham.
sonville,
N.C, and Radio
StationHenderWPCC
Inc., (WPCC) Clinton, S.C. Action July 18.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
9 a.m., tionsJuly
in proceeding
fm applicaof M. 28Earlene
Stebbins,on Skokie,
111.,
et al. Action July 18.
By Hearing Examiner MiUard F. French
■ Upon oral request of Camden Bcstg.
Co.. and with consent of all parties, continued from July 11 to July 18 date for exchange ofplication
exhibits
its apfor new infm proceeding
station inonNewark.
N.J., et al. Action July 12.
■ Granted motion by Northeast Radio
Inc. (WCAP) Lowell, Mass., for new hearing date in proceeding on its am application:hibits;
cancelled
for hearing
and exhearingdates
scheduled
for Sept.
20.
Action July 13.
■
Upon
request
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and
with consent of other parties, continued
July 18 hearing to 9:30 a.m., same date, in
proceeding
fm Media,
application
of Brandy14. Bcstg. onCorp.,
wine
Pa. Action
July
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Received
evidence
applicant's
hibits 3-A and in4 in
proceeding
on am exapplication of High Fidelity Stations Inc.
(KPAP) Redding. Calif., and closed record:
parties
to submit of proposed
fact
and
conclusions
law not findings
later thanof Aug.
12 and reply pleadings not later than Aug.
22. Action July 12.
■ On own motion corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on am applications of Hartsville Bcstg. Co.
(WHSC) Hartsville, S.C. Action July 15.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Scheduled hearing conference for July
22 in proceeding on applications of Radio
Assoc. Inc., and WLOX Bcstg. Co.. for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 13 in Biloxi.
Miss, (remand proceeding). Action July 11.
■ Granted request by Clearwater Radio
Inc.certain
(WTAN)scheduled
Clearwater,
Fla. for dates
extension
of
procedural
for
applicants in Group A in consolidated proceeding
on
am
applications;
hearing
continued from July 28 to Sept. 19. Action July
11.
■ Advanced hearing conference from July
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22 to 3 p.m..
July 21,Assoc.
in proceeding
applications of Radio
Inc., and on
WLOX
Bcstg. Co., for new tv stations to operate on
ch.
13 inJuly
Biloxi,
Action
14. Miss, (remand proceeding).
■ Granted petition by Air Capitol Inc.,
Madison, Wis., for leave to amend its am
application to reflect consolidation of interests by stockholders in Air Capitol Inc.
and North Shore Bcstg. Co.. applications in
consolidated hearing. Action July 14.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 2 p.m., July 29. in proceed14. ing on am applications of Frederick County
Bcstrs., Winchester, Va., et al. Action July
■ Denied joint petition by Tinker Area
Bcstg. Co. and M.W. Cooper, both Midwest
City, Okla., for leave to amend their am
applications in technical respects. Action
July 18.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ On oral request of Hirsch Bcstg Co.
(KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo., and without
objection by other parties, allowed additional time to July 12 for exchange of supplemental engineering testimony and exhibits in addition to written material exchanged on July 8 in proceeding on am
applications, et al. Action July 8.
■ On request of Broadcast Bureau and
without tinuedobjection
by other
parties,
July 26 hearing
to 9 a.m.,
Julycon29,
in proceeding on am applications of Hirsch
Bcstg.
Co. July
(KFVS)12. Cape Girardeau, Mo., et
al. Action
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
July 25 in proceeding on am applications of
Mid-America Bcstg System Inc., Highland
Park, 111., et al. Action July 14.
B Scheduled further hearing for July 27
in proceeding
on am
applications
of Cookeville Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville,
Tenn.,
et al.
(Group 1) Action July 13.
■ Pursuant to discussion at July 14 hearing, scheduled further hearing for July
28 in New Bedford, Mass., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action July 14.
■ Granted petition by Birmingham Bcstg.
Co., Birmingham, Ala. for leave to amend
its am application to reflect proposed
merger arrangement with applicant Connolly
Co., Bessemer,
Ala.; applications inBcstg.
consolidated
proceeding.
Action
July 18.
18 ■ Scheduled further hearing for Sept.
6 in proceeding on am applications of
Clarence E. Wilson, Hobbs, N.M., and Morton Bcstg. Co., Morton. Tex. Action July
■ Upon
agreement atof hearing,
all partiesinitial
and pursuant to discussion
proposed findings of fact and conclusions to
be filed by Sept. 12 and optional replies
by Sept. plicants
26:are directed
counsel for
protestant
and apto file
initial proposed
findings of fact and conclusions in proceeding on relinquishment of positive control
of WJPB-TV Inc., permittee of WJPB-TV
(ch. 5) Weston, W.Va. by J. P. Beacom
through
stockEby.to Action
Thomas July
P. Johnson and sale
Georgeof W.
19.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for 1
p.m., tionJuly
18, inJ. proceeding
am applicaof Ralph
Silkwood, on
Klamath
Falls,
Ore. Action July 12.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
9 a.m., July 27, in proceeding on tv appliof Pacific
Bcstrs. Corp.
for exten-of
sion cation
of time
to complete
construction
station KBFL Bakersneld, Calif. Action
July 12.
■ Granted joint petition by Jefferson
Standard Bcstg. Co., Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co.,
both Greensboro, and Southern Bcstrs. Inc.,
High Point, all North Carolina, and extended from July 25 to Aug. 8 time to file proposed findings
of fact
and
from Aug.
29 to
Sept. and
12 conclusions
for filing reply
findings in Greensboro-High Point, N.C,
ch. 8 proceeding. Action July 13.
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
n With consent of all parties, extended
from July 18 to July 25 time for filing
proposed findings and briefs in Miami, Fla..
tv ch. 7 proceeding. Action July 18.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 15
Orange Park, Fla. — Granted license
forWAYR
am station.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

KNOG Xogales. Ariz. — Granted license
covering change of tran. location, studio
location and changes in ground system.
WPKY Princeton, Ky. — Granted license
covering installation of new ant. and ground
system.
WCME Brunswick. Me. — Granted license
covering increase in power and installation
of a new trans. ■
WTVI (TV) Fort Pierce, Fla. — Granted
mod of cp to make change in ant. system:
ERP vis. 237 DA, aur. 129 DA.
■ Granted following stations authority to
operatelanta,bvGa.: WMTL
remote Leitchfield,
control: WPL-FM
AtKy.; WTTC
Towanda. Pa.
WIVI Christiansted. V.I. — Granted extension of completion date to July 30.
Actions, of July 14
WESNcense forNorth
Augusta,
S.C.— Granted liam station;
condition.
WABQ-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio—
Granted
cense for fm station; ERP 16kw,
ant. li42
ft.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
translator stations:
W80AB
Frostburg,tv LaVale
and Cresaptown. all Maryland; K70BV,
K75AQ, K79AL. K82AI Kabetogama and Orr.
both Minnesota.
WDNE Elkins, AV. Va. — Granted license
cov'ering
in daytime
powerof from
250
w toincrease
1 kw and
installation
new
trans.
KGBC Galveston, Tex. — Granted license
covering and
change
of ant. -trans,
studio
location
installation
of newandtrans.
KSTV
Stephenville.
Tex.
—
Granted
license
covering installation of new trans, and
changes in trans, equipment.
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted license covering change in ERP, ant. height,
installation of new ant. and changes in
ant. system.
W78AA Frostburg, LaVale and Cresaptown, all Maryland — Granted license covering changes in tv translator station.
WBIE-FM Marietta. Ga. — Granted cp to
increase ERP to 3.5 kw; decrease ant.
height to 200 ft., and install new ant.
WJW-FM Cleveland, Ohio — Granted cp to
install new ant.; conditions.
WEAM Arlington, Va. — Granted cp to replace expired
permittrans,
which(atauthorized
instal ation of new
main trans,
location)
as
auxiliary
trans,
employing
DA2.
WFBC-TV Greenville, S.C.— Granted cp
to install auxiliary ant system at present
main trans, and ant. location.
KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn. — Waived sec.
3.613 of rules and granted mod. of cp to
change
type trans., type ant., studio location.
WPLO Atlanta, Ga. — Remote control permitted (aux. trans.) while using non-DA.
Actions of July 13
WJIM-FM
cense for fm Lansing,
station. Mich. — Granted liKVFM(FM) San Fernando, Calif.— Granttem. ed license covering changes in ant. sysWBIC Islip. N.Y.— Granted mod. of license to change studio location and operate
trans, by remote control; waived sec.
3:30(a) to permit establishment of main
studio in Bay Shore. Islip. N.Y.
WEBO Owego
N.Y'.— Granted mod. of
license
change
Ccunty to
Bcstg.
Corp. name to Tioga-Broome
WHHT Lucedale, Miss.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. trans, and main studio
location (same site), make changes in
ant. (increase height), ground system and
change type trans.
Baltimore,
mod.
of WSID-FM
cp to decrease
ERP Md.—
to 5.1Granted
kw, increase
ant. height to 300 ft. change trans, location, main studio and remote control point,
type trans., type ant. and make changes in
ant. system.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown;
WINQ Tampa, Fla. to Sept. 1; KBLA Burbank. Cahf. to Dec. 21; WITY Danville,
111. to Oct. 1: WCSQ(FM) Central Square,
N.C. to Sept.
General Bcstg. Co.. Brownsville, Tex. —
Granted extension to Aug. 11, 1961 to transmit programs to XEO Matamoros, Mex.
KSAL Salina, Kans. — Remote control permitted while using non-DA.
Actions of July 12
WTAR-.4.M-TV Norfolk, Va.— Granted
transfer of control from P.S. Huber Jr.,
Charles L. Kaufman and Frank Batten, voting trustees to Frank Batten, et al.
K70BM, K79AI Hood River, Ore.— Granted
license for tv translator stations.
KPHO-AM-TV, KCMO-AM-FM-TV, Phoenix, Ariz., and Kansas City, Mo. — Granted
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

mod. of licenses and cp to change name to
Meredith Bcstg. Co.
K79AI, K70BM Hood River, Ore.— Granted
mod. of cp to change remote control point.
KUTA Blanding, Utah— Granted mod. of
cp
to change
-trans,andandmake
main changes
studio
locations,
type ant.
trans,
in trans, equipment.
WFUR-FM Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.; condition.
WMTW-FM Mt. Washington, N.H.— Rescinded June 29 action
by commission
granting application
for mod.
of SCA to change
frequency from 67 kc to 41 kc.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion
FM Easton,
Pa. to dates
Dec. as15;shown
KGGK; WEEX(FM)
Garden Grove, Calif, to Sept. 1; WBRB Mt.
Clemens, Mich, to Sept. 1; WICA-FM Ashtabula, Ohio to Oct. 1; KGUD Santa Barbara,
port,Calif,
Conn,totoNov.
Oct.25;1; WJZZ
KLFM (FM)
(FM)BridgeLong
Beach, Calif, to Sept. 30; KNIA Knoxville,
Iowa to Sept. 1; KMET Paradise. Calif, to
Oct. 1; WOW-FM Omaha, Neb. to Dec. 21;
WNOX Meridian, Miss, to Nov. 30; WTYS
Marianna, Fla. to Aug. 1; WETZ New
Martinsville,
Va. toto Dec.
Sept.21.15; WRITFM
Milwaukee,W. Wis.
KNOC
Natchitoches,
La.
—
of remote control authority. Granted change
Actions of July 11
WSLA Selma, Ala. — Granted assignment
of cp to Selma Tv Inc.; subject to condition
that such authorization shall be without
prejudice to any action commission may
take as result of pending rule-making proposals looking towards reassignment of ch.
8Alato either Birmingham or Montgomery,
KARO (FM), KQRO (FM) Houston and
Dallas, Tex. — Granted assignment of cps to
Multi-Casting, Inc.
WONA Winona, Miss. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Robert E. Evans
through
McRaney. purchase of stock from Robert L.
WAMY Amory, Miss. — Granted assignment
of license to Bob McRaney Enterprises Inc.
KARO (FM) Houston, Tex.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; condition.
KALV Alva. Okla. — Granted extension
of authority to Oct. 6 to sign off at 7 p.m.
KFHA Lakewood, Wash. — Granted authority to Oct. 31 to remain silent.
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WSPD-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— Granted
extension of authority to Aug. 22 to remain
silent.
KPAT Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted
change of remote control authority.
■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
datesgranted
as shown;
WGBS-FM Miani, Fla. to Dec. 30; KQRO
(FM) Dallas. Tex. to Oct. 1; KCAL-FM Redlands, more,
Calif,
Dec.15;8;KMUZ(FM)
WSID-FM BaltiMd. to toSept.
Santa
Barbara, Calif, to Oct, 1.
Actions of July 8
WIOS Tawas City, Mich.— Granted authority to July 31 to sign-off at 7:00 p.m.
KANS Kansas City, Mo. — Granted authority to Aug. 31 to sign-off at 7:30 p.m.
Actions of July 6
KMIL Cameron, Tex. — Granted extension
of authority through Sept. 30 to sign-off
at 6 p.m., CST, except for special events
when
station may operate to licensed signoff time.
KANI Kailau, Oahu, Hawaii — Granted au30 days. thority to remain silent for a period of
License Renewals
■ Following
newal of license;stations were granted reKENY Bellingham-Ferndale,
Wash.; WDOE
Dunkirk,
N.Y.; WARA Attleboro,
Mass.;
WWHG-FM Hornell, N.Y.; KPQ Wenatchee,
Wash.; WYSL-FM Amherst, N.Y.; WARDAM-FM Johnstown, Pa.; WBVP Beaver
Falls, Pa.; WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa.; WEEZ
Chester, Pa.; WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.;
WHUM Reading. Pa.; WHUN Huntingdon,
Pa.; WHYL Carlisle, Pa.; WISR Butler, Pa.;
WMLP Milton, Pa.; WNAR Norristown,
Pa.; WPAZ Pottstown. Pa.; WPIC Sharon,
Pa.; WSHH Latrobe, Pa.: WRAK-FM Williamsport. Pa,; WYZZ(FM) Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; WJ AC-TV Johnstown. Pa.; WNEP-TV
Scranton. Pa.; WDEL-AM-FM Wilmington,
Del.; WKOK-FM Sunbury, Pa.; *WBGO(FM) Newark, N.J.: WQXR-AM-FM New
York, N.Y.:Jamestown,
WDEW Westfield,
Mass,;translator
WJTNAM-FM
N.Y.; TV
stations K70AA, K73AA Bishop, Calif.; TV
translator stations K80AD Lone Pine. Calif.
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winding. Each modular rack holds 120
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(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20(t per word— ^2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25«; per word— ^2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return!
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager am-tv station in medium marltet
listed by TV Magazine as one of 100 fastest
growing in U.S.A. 5 station group. Sales and
administrative leader. Send full details.
Box 355B. BROADCASTING.
California. Manager for new Ikw am station.
Growing market. Incentive plan. Box 414B,
BROADCASTING. '
Managerial
. . . all
aggressive
manager
sonally proficient
phases radio.
Mustperbe
able train, keep respect of staff, administer
sales. Air mail picture, resume Gordon
Allen, KGAY, Pacific N.W. men preferred.
Salem, Oregon,
Sales
Our men are earning $150-$250 weekly and
campaign managers $12,000-$15,000 annually.
Conducting
award
contestscommunity
now in Newpromotions-cash
York, Penna.,
and
New
England.
Write Box 138B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fuUtimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial requirements to Box 163B, BROADCASTING.
Are you ready to step up in sales work?
Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 253B,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — young, agressive. Good closer.
Excellent
opportunity.
station market. Indiana.
Box 267B. Single
BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Unusual opportunity in Florida
with number one rated regional fulltimer.
Excellent
to move
Guaranteed salary,opportunity
fringe benefits.
Give up.references;
teU
all
in
first
letter.
Box
298B,
BROADCASTING.
Growing am-tv group interested in people
We'll help you
ifinterested
you help inus.broadcast
Box 316B,sales.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman who sells hard in a soft manner
needed by southern New England am "Good
Music"
that competitive
is building prestige
a future.station
Sizeable
market. plus
Box
335B, BROADCASTING.
Self-starting salesman with good experience
references to sell captive foreign language
audience, entire San Francisco Bay area.
Starting salary open, plus incentive bonus.
Furnish detailed information as to experience, age and other personal data to KLOK,
10 kw. Route 3, Box 327B. San Jose, Caliin the heart of the nation's fastest
growing forniacounty.
Sales representative, young, energetic, with
proven record. Advancement assured based
on accomplishment with leading area station just granted power increase. Ideal
working, living conditions. All company
benefits. Give full resume, references. General Manager, WENY, Elmira, N.Y.
W-RIP . . . Chattanooga needs 2 experienced salesmen . . . Terrific opportunity.
Job hunting? Write Walker Broadcast Division, 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for application. Eight midwest states.
Announcers
Tremendous opportunity for bright, versatile, experienced staff man at 50 kw station
in southwest. Send tape, resume and recent
picture to Box 237B, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Texas. Network station. Box
254B, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Maryland independent wants announcer
with
someshift.
experience
am-fm tape.
operation.
Evening
Forwardforresume,
Box
262B, BROADCASTING.
Northern Illinois 1000 watt full time. Heavy
on local news. Presently carrying major
leaguetain onbaseball,
nextpattern
year's calls
plansfornotusecer-of
this. Music
about half of the average Top 40 or Top
50 list ... no rockers. Every 4th number
from albums by top pop artists. Tempo is
up-beat, fast, production must be tight.
We move, we're alive, we're also adult. We
want erstopleaving
manplants
to pickbeginning
up over at
17,000
3:30workPM,
ride home with them, then keep us on top
through the early evening. 3 station market.
Salary open, but average start would be
$125 for man who can do the job. 40 hour
week, six days. Best employee benefit plan
in the industry. Run your own board music
and program content material, engineers
must spin commercial ET's. Box 272B,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive,
production-minded
central Ohio, desires
announcer withstation,
first
phone. Salary commensurate with ability;
fringe benefits. State qualifications, salary
requirements. Box 351B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — with first phone.
Little engineering. Long on announcing. By
northwest's
most All
highly
radio
organization.
staff rated
under "young"
35, programming
mature
radio
for
Live in beautiful mountain entire
city, family.
40,000.
University and other advantages. Want
man with sincere interest in radio. Sports
knowledge a help. Rush complete first reING. sume and picture: Box 359B, BROADCASTHave immediate opening for experienced
all-around man. Strict music policy. Located
in mid-west. Salary open. Please send tape,
picture and resume first letter. Write Box
375B, BROADCASTING.
Teen-age idol. Deejay must be thoroughly
experienced in organizing sock hops and
teen-age events. Attractive midwest market. Tremendous opportunity. Send full details including past earnings. No tapes. Box
389B. BROADCASTING.
Boston calling swinging deejay for modern
radio format
Versatile
some
news. with
Tape,personality.
resume. Box
404B,— ■
BROADCASTING.
Opportvmity for mature radio announcer
seeking inpermanent
benefits
return for position.
reasonant Exceptional
voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
iDasic radio-tv, outstanding community.
Send
tape and photograph immediately, all
CASTING^
inquiries
answered. Box 417B, BROADWATS Radio, Sayre, Penna., has an opening for a swinging dj. If you're experienced
and
likeand
fast call
paced Manager,
modern radio,
don't
walk,
Bob run.
Michael,
Turner
2-2401.
Announcer with first phone, emphasis on
announcing. High startmg pay, immediate
opening. Send tape, resume and picture to
Joe Turbyfill, KBAN, Box 324. Bowie, Texas.
Announcer-salesman.
for 37 hours
board
time. Will turn over $75established
accounts.
Car
necessary.
If
you're
short
on
experience
but willing to work, send resume, tape and
photo to Station Manager, KIML, Gillette,
Wyoming.
Bright sounding fast paced deejay. Versatile
voice, first class phone. Call or wire Bob
Pearson, KLOU, Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Minnesota regional station wants news
director. Announcing experience necessary.
Good salary. KTOE, Mankato, Minn.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening for experienced announcer strong on gathering and writing
local news. To do staff work and assist news
editor. 1000 watt NBC affiliate. Send tape
and resume to WBCK, Battle Creek, Michigan.
Announcers, here is the opportunity you
have been waiting for! If you have been
announcing at least 2 years or more, take
pride in duction
your
work, lovethat
announcing,
and everything
comes withpro-a
first class station, there is a job available
for you. Work with permanent type fully
capable
radio people,
the South's
most modern
stationsin inonea of
growing,
progres ive 2station market. Must be versatile,
experienced! Top pay for right man . . .
preferably from the Carolinas. Personal interview required. Contact Clay Cline,
WDBM,
Statesville, N.C. Telephone TR 22455.
Announcer-engineer, strong on announcing
— good position for the right man. WPLB
Radio, Greenville, Michigan. Plaza 4-3656.
Near Chicago indie adding fm to existing
am. Highly successful operation expanding.
Need announcer
withWRMN,
1st phone.
ticulars to Box 117,
Elgin,Send
111, parVersatile announcer for quality 5 kw CBS
prestige station. Adult music show and production work in growing metropolitan market.diateFringe
benefitstape,
— modern
— immestart. Send
photo, plant
resume
and
salary requirements in first letter to: Program Manager, WTAR Radio, Norfolk, Va.
Immediately,
announcer
or combo
announcer. Must
run own
board.engineerWVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Announcers losing jobs? Lack that professional sound? Audition tape not a polished
. . . showcase? New York School of An7-6938.
nouncing, 160 West 73rd Street, NYC, SU
Job hunting? Write Walker Broadcast Division, 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for application. Eight midwest states.
Technical
S.E. Virginia 1000 watt station needs reliable
engineer-announcer. Engineering ability
first consideration. Detailed resume and
tape requested in first letter. Reply Box
918A, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer . . . must be technically
proficient enough to do maintenance, good
announcer willing to adapt to policy. Air
mail picture and resume to Gordon Allen,
KGAY, Salem, Oregon.
Wanted, engineer-announcer morning wakeup, sales, progressive and successful popular
music station. Good base salary and numbertact
of good
accounts. ConWAFC, commissionable
Staunton, Virginia.
Need first phone engineer with or without
experience,perience.
withContactorWSYB,
withoutRutland,
announcing
Vt. exEngineerimmediately.
or combo WVOS,
engineer-announcer.
Wanted
Liberty, New
York.
Job hunting? Writer Walker Broadcast Division. 83 So. 7th St.. Mpls. 2, Minn, for application. Eight midwest states.
Production — Programming, Others
Traffic manager — female, heavily experienced for major south Florida market. Send
photo, resume and references. Knowledge
of copy helpful, but not necessary. Box
268B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Northern Illinois 1060 watt full time station
wants early morning newsman. Shift would
begin at 4:00 arri five of the six days you
would be on duty for 40-hour week with
time-and-one-haL£. Police, sheriff and hospital check before reporting to station. Then
prepare and air five minute newscasts plus
a 15-minute cast at 7 am. Dominant local
news. 3-man news staff. 2 mobile units.
Beepers. Finest employee benefit plan in
the industry. Salary open to $125 per week
for right man. Box 271B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman or recent journalism
school graduate to gather, write and air
news. 5.000 watt full time Virginia network
affiliate.
3-menGood
newsbase
staff,salary,
newspaper
and
tv
affiliate.
excellent
fringe benefits. Write Box 415B, BROADCASTING.
Local news director. August opening at
daytime kilowatt to head established news
bureau and work with news writer and
three ters,correspondents.
Air conditioned
quar5 day week, vacation,
hospitalization
and pension benefits. Apply to William
Holm, WLPO. LaSalle, lUinois.
Copywriter . . . with production ideas that
sell. Announcing background desired but
not necessary. Resume to Merrill Smith,
WONN, Lakeland, Florida.
Experienced
continuity
writer-announcer.
Must
be outstanding
in both.
Adult format.
Pay consummate to ability. Requirement is
immediate. Resume, photo, tape. Manager,
WSAC, Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Experienced newsman wanted as part-time
assistant
radiograduate
news, beginning
Septem-of
ber. Canintake
work. School
Journalism, University of Iowa, Iowa City.
Attention! — Immediate openings; news director, news cameraman, and account executive. Experience required. Contact E. M.
Sears, Box 62, Bloomington, Indiana.
Do you want to live in northern California
or southern Oregon and work in radio or
tv? Write Don Telford, Box 1021, Eureka,
California.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager
— 13Presently
years' experience
phases
of radio.
employedin all
in
small market with net profit up and expenses
down.
A
stable,
enthusiastic
administrator currently selling, programming and
announcing. Would prefer Tennessee or
southeastern coastal states, with opportunity for profit-sharing
part-ownership.
34, married,
one child, no ordrinking.
Present
employers know of this advertisement and
will supply excellent references. Box 204B,
BROADCASTING.
Ready for management. Have handled all
other phases broadcasting-programming,
sports idea
play-by-play,
news, man.
disc 31shows,
Real
and promotion
yearssales.
old.
Married. 4 children. 10 years experience.
Box 307B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
adult,
family
radio man.in Fifteen years in
radio,
experienced
all
phases; have
first
phone.
Successful
agement record. Prefer south or west. manFive
figure man. provement.
Presently
desire imBox 309B, employed,
BROADCASTING.
Desire west coast station. Seasoned, mature,
conscientious general manager. 18 years
broadcasting. Sales background. Agencyindustrytrator.contacts
west coast.
Good adminisRun economical
operation.
Familiar
FCC regulations. Can build new station.
Active civic groups. College, married, two
children, age 38. Employed. Dependable!
Long term opportunity after .August 15th.
S900.00
plus percentage. Write Box 345B,
BROADCASTING.
Dynamic, young sales manager seeks greater opportunity. Aggressive leader, outstanding small
large West
marketor record.
22, married, and
references.
midwest.
Box
363B. BROADCASTING.
Successful former radio manager, proven
record with one of best chains, now top
billing. Employed tv salesman wants back
radio management. Sales and executive ability proven. Age 37, married, reliable, top
references. Box 369B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 25, T960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Ten years experience: programming, promotion,including
production,
engineering,
administration,
manager
of #1 station
in a
top 100 market. Minority stockholder of
four-station
chain that's being sold. Box
370B, BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager for small
or medium market station. 14 years experience times sales and management. Thorough eration.
knowledge
every record
phase in
of station
opExceptional
spot sales,
local and regional. Highest trade references.
Box 378B, BROADCASTING.
Capabale,
industrious
ce desires
age am (fm).
West, pd,
midwest.
Box man382B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager: Now employed. Owner well satisfied. Cancreases.
show
twooperation
year sales
volume
inProfitable
400,000
market.
Desire greater earning opportunity. Family
man; thorough experience baokground; self
starter; excellent reputation. Will substantiate all. Confidential. Box 402B, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager-program manager. 20year man-under 40-with top-drawer references and awards based on leadership,
creativity and success. Available in September. Location no barrier if you offer a lasting future in radio or television. ... or
both. Available to single or group operation demanding know-how for expansion
and market predominance ... or maintenance of same. College. 14-yeaTs in nation's first fouroperation.
markets ...
12 yearsonlywithin
same network
Interested
position guaranteeing salary of $22,000 annually ... in salary, profit-sharing or stock
plan. Full details upon request ... by mail
or in person. Box 435B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced in all phases. Tops in sales.
Presently
managing.
Dependable
efficient and know
commercial
radio. .1021. . Page
Avenue West. 'Virginia Beach, 'Virginia.
Sales
Experienced radio-newspaper advertising
salesman, also copy, announcing, news
writing, wants radio sales with investment.
Under 30, radio-tv major, college graduate.
Box 352B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Young European
radio and Army
tv personality
Returningof
from
service, —desirous
position with a progressive radio and tv
group with stations which feature better
quality programs and good music. Promotionally minded, productive, keen awareness
of advertising values, willing to take part
in civic functions. Box 286B, BROADCASTING.

DJ

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Happy,ing, notbright
"good personality
morning" man.
screammg,
di. 5 Swingyears.
Box 299B, BROADCASTING.
Versatile man desires Minnesota or Wisconsin. Ten years experience. Programming,
copy, tary
traffic.
Play-by-play
all economically
sports. Milicompleted.
Mature and
sound. Box 302B, BROADCASTING.
Four years
basketball.play-by-play,
News: gathering, football
editing, and
writing.
Box 330B, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-sportscaster. Best qualified in
news. 2V2 years all-phase small market experience plusinformation,
2 years experience
in journalism, public
editing,
writing.
Play-by-play
man,
basketball,
football;
sports interviews. Work own board.
B.A.
in Speech, married, veteran, 25. Prefer
civic-minded medium market station. References, resume, tape and photo. Box 348B,
BROADCASTING.
Want and
to relocate,
21/2 atyears
sales
announcing
same experience
station. Vet,in
Brown grad., first class ticket. Available in
September. Box 360B, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience includes 3 years 51,000
watt am-tv. Flexible. Excellent morning
presentation. Interested in job with future.
Northeast
CASTING. preferred. Box 362B, BROADGood music
and newsman.
specialist. Excellent
voice. TryCommercial
me. Box 381B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Experienced in full coverage midwesthotcapitaloperation.
city's topBoxstation.
direct
385B, Ready
BROAD-to
CASTING.
Young dj, some experience. Will relocate
CASTING^
anywhere.
Veteran 20, pleasant voice. Ambitious hard worker. Box 386B, BROADYoung announcer with two years radio and
television experience and five years professional photography background in a
300,000 market, desires position with radio
and television station located in Los Angeles nouncer
area. andMain
dutiesforward
to be adult
radio good
andj with
music strict
station
that
doesn't
completely
free though in general talk and re-in
the delivering of commercials. Also wanted
would be extra assignments in television
and television photography with a station
doing worth while local programming.
Box 391B, BROADCASTING.
Veteran sportscaster radio-television. Authoritative, colorful play-by-play
football,
basketball, baseball,
boxing. 12 years
all
CASTING^
phases.
Solidly commercial. High ratings.
Excellent references. Box 394B, BROADCountry-western dj, married, 10 years experience al phases Can
. . . would
to relocate in mid-west.
handle like
board,
pop,
news,
sports
and
sales.
Box
399B,
BROADCASTING.

TALENT

SEAT

The last three men who sat in this seat are now featured
personalities on WLS CHICAGO— WCKY CINCINNATI and KYW
CLEVELAND. If you're a potential 50,000 watt personality you may
be ready for the "HOT" TALENT SEAT! Right now, the afternoon
spot is open on WHOT and we're ready to hand over a 50% audience share in the big
booming HALF MILLION plus, 'VOUNGSTOWN market to a swinging, fast paced, modern
radio dj who has the voice, the imaginative know-how, and the ambition to do a
top-flight job. If this sounds like YOU, and if you feel you're ready for your last step
before the really BIG TIME, rush immediately your best tape with references to MYRON
JONES, PRESIDENT, c/o WHOT RADIO— YOUNGSTOWN 5, OHIO. It may be the best
move you'll ever make!
THE GOLDEN

TRIANGLE GROUP— WEEP-PITTSBURGH;

WJET-ERIE; WHOT-YOUNGSTOWN.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Don't missamthis
bargain.
I sell
without
screening,
modern
without
format,
top
rated without r&r. play-by-play and news.
Major market experience. Yours for $125
minimum. Bo.x 401B. BROADCASTING.
Short on experience, willing to learn. Have
third phone, will announce or operate board.
All offers considered, Louisiana preferred.
Box 407B, BROADCASTING.
Air-personality, fast-paced, ambitious. 3
yearsern experience.
Desires
work in a weststate. Box 408B,
BROADCASTING.
Daybreak man — conscientious wide-awake
newscaster. Genuine personality. Adult appeal, no 40 advocate. Top tape editor. Seeks
position leading to news head. Tape, photo
waiting. Box 409B, BROADCASTING.
MorningAdult
sign-on.
DJ cmpanion
of early
birds.
appeal.
Experienced,
UPI
audio-tape
editor.
Prefer
midwest
network.
operation. Box 410B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile, combo announcer,
24. completing military service. Prefers east,
non-formula.
College. Available September.
Box 413B, BROADCASTING.
Exit frustrations — for a discriminating program director who desires a happier life —
Let me make mv debut on your station.
Box 418B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile negro dj available
October 1, 1960. College graduate. 40 years,
references. Very excellent cultured voice.
Will travel. Own record collection. Will
accept any reasonable offer. Box 419B,
BROADCASTING.
4 years speech, first phone. When can I
start? Box 420B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Excellent voice — looking for extra work. Top notch job on commercials.
Box 439B, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer. Experienced top forty,
good
news. Presently employed. Box
423B, music,
BROADCASTING.
Top flight announcer. 7 (seven) years. EmDJ, news,
Can read.
Availableployed.now.
Box play-by-play.
426B. BROADCASTING
Florida, Virginia station note: Top announcer, production man and program director
looking for position ... as chief engineer or
asst. manager. Box 433B, BROADCASTING.
North west Texas? Dignified radio? Permanence? Well experienced. 35. Single. Box
434B, BROADCASTING.
Best voice at station — even with year experience. Looking to locate as close to
N.Y.C.
ING, as possible. Box 438B, BROADCASTAdult announcer. . . . First phone. . . . Tops
on sales. Experienced. HO 4-0761 after 6pm.
1021 Page Avenue W., Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Sportscaster, strong play-by-play and color,
some news, dj. College degree in journalismspeech. College station manager, sports and
news
director. 6 years on air, have tapes.
Hal Dutton,
514 Terry Road, Syracuse 4,

Experienced young air personality, seeks
position with music operation. Four station
market experience. Married, Jack DuLong,
7731 Forest Preserve, Chicago 34, MErrimac

AMERICA'S

MOST

TALKED

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
No song — no dance — no bunk. Well trained
and ready to work. Bernie Kastles, 308 W.
82nd St., 'N.Y.C.
Young Negro announcer, vet. Professionally
trained — 3rd phone. Available now. Have
car, will travel anywhere. Will work hard
if given a chance. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel,
Chicago, Illinois.
Announcer-engineer,
two years
present location. Prefer Texas
or NewwithMexico.
Call James Lee. 6209, Patrica, Texas.
Steady, sober, college and broadcast school
grad., pleasant voice, 3rd phone, write well,
have sold, exp. (?), some announcing, much
showbiz. Middle Atlantic states preferred.
Andy McCann, 1506 Church Road, Oreland,
Negro dj, announcer, desires employment.
Musical background, format. Will travel.
John Cloyd Miller, 2176 Taft St., Gary,
Indiana.
Wanted. Permanency. Announcer, age 34.
Married.
Three unit."
children.
complete
"mobile Motorola
Call Has
Edward
H. Osborn
at
Pittsford,
Vermont.
Hudson
3-6664.
Or
'
write Pa.
to P.O. Box 185.
Younger. Radio-tv.
businessman-Experienced
sportscastWeekend board shift.
L. B.
Productions, 1801 Coldwater Canyon,
Beverly Hills, California. Crestview 5-8592.
Going west. Telephone Gene Romance, Liberty 4-2331, Minersville, Penna. Minimum
$65.00.
Man, like do you have a fence? Well, my
name
is Spence
is the
swingiest
show inand
town.Spence's
If you Fence
want Spence
on
your
fence,
call
Bayside
5-4796
in
New
York City, but hurry, this offer is limited.
Announcer — graduate of announcing school.
Low, mature voice. Enthusiastic beginner
with
some Dukeshire,
board experience.
NormMichigan.
Swenson, 3741
Royal Oak,
Liberty 9-4159.
Negro
looking
Dick
Wilson, disc
101 jockey
West 143rd
St., for
Apt.work.
19, NYC,
AD 4-4180.
Technical
Ten years rectional,
experience
10 kwstudio
diinstallation, including
maintenance,
production, director of engineering for chain
ING. being sold. Box 371B, BROADCASTthat's
Florida first phone announcer available.
$90 minimum. Box 416B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with 1st license, have six years
experienceductioninwork, studio
prodesires engineering
responsible and
position.
Box 429B, BROADCASTING.
West-chief engineer-announcer. Ten years
radio. Now employed. Box 571, Lancaster.
California.
Production-Programming, Others
This is ridiculous — top promotion man, good
air work, excellent production, but unemployed.references.
Married, veteran,
Excellent
Absolute college,
minimum26. $150.
Qualified for either program director or
assistant manager. Prefer no air work. Box
968A, BROADCASTING.
Young, versatile, experienced announcerprogram director, 3 years experience, currently employed as morning man-program
and sports director southeast network station.
Looking or
for greater
opportunity.
Prefer Florida
Gulf Coast.
Box 284B,
BROADCASTING.

ABOUT PROQRAM DIRECTOR
is now accepting inquiries from employers who would foster a PROFIT-MAKING organlzotion through increased, stable ratings. I have out-smarted AAcLendon and Storz. I have
out-done Westinghouse, Metropolitan, and Storer. Big money, big position, and big responsibilities are imperative. New firms, such os forming under Esquire, Crowell-Collier,
etc., may desire my services in top executive position. Box 405B, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program director-writer-announcer.
Thoroughman.radio-tv
Dependable
family
Need experience.
$115. Available
August
31. Box 353B, BROADCASTING.
Attention Maryland — Northern Virginia.
Announcer-pd. with seven years experience
seeks solid permanent location. 32 with
family, need over 100 weekly. Offer huge
musical memory on pops and classics plus
style that keeps adults listening. Like forethough andquainted.tight
boardwork?
Let's get acBox 361B,
BROADCASTING,
Production engineer. Experienced in proat nation's
top ranking
stations,
also studioductiondesign,
installation,
maintenance;
produced
master
"Big
Beat."
Now
of engineering and production fordirector
chain
that's being sold. Box 376B, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Write, gather, edit and air. Now
employed northeast. On air 8 years. Seeks
better radio or tv opportunity. Box 392B,
BROADCASTING.
Interested? Fellow who produces good conRadio andPrefer
tv experienced.
Excel-or
lenttinuity.
references.
metropolitan
Florida
market.
Box
395B,
BROADCASTING.
Top announcer, California now, will move
anywhere there is opportunity to program
adult popular music station. 27, college,
professional,
dedicated. Box 398B, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster; news editor. Presently employed. Extensive background in journalism,
news announcing, history. Wants position In
metropolitan area station. Family man. Box
400B, BROADCASTING.
College graduate with 25 years experience
in radio and television. Interest in program
director or sales. Availahle now. Box 421B,
BROADCASTING.
News director presently heading 8 man department in top 30 markets ready for top 10.
Twelve torial
years
ediwriter.news
Radioexperience.
journalismQuality
graduate,
highest references. $12,500 minimum. Box
422B, BROADCASTING.
Seeking secure future as pd. E.xperienced
staff, adult dj, play-by-play and on camera
tv.
Current salary $120. Box 425B, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Number one vhf-tv in medium midwest
mai-ket
now needs
expanding
and sales,
numberlocaloneprogramming
local time
salesman to assist local sales manager.
Moderate
salary
to
start,
leading
to excellent commission earnings for right
man.
Send resume
of
experience,
earnings,
erences to Box 432B, BROADCASTING. refAggressivewanted
hard-hitting,
money
salesman
by station
that lovin'
is amongtv
the
most
top-fifty
television
progressive
the east. Bonus and incentive plans. Plentyin
of potential
for the Write
right Box
man. 436B,
Sell and
we'll
pay!
Send resume.
BROADCASTING.
Permanent career in television sales at
prestige CBS & ABC station in western
South Dakota. Good opportunity for family
man interested in growing with our organization. If you have previous radio or
television sales experience, contact William
F. Turner, KOTA-TV, P.O. Box 1752, Rapid
City, South
Dakota,
sume. No phone
calls.with letter of full reExperienced sales representative CBS affiliate,
first market,
in nation's
fastest growing
television
seeks experienced
local sales
representative. Sales promotion background
considered. Productive account list available. Send resume and photo to Television
Sales
da. Manager, WDBO-TV, Orlando, FloriBROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
TV announcer,
midwest
market. Send picture,
tape, three-station
details. Box 390B,
BROADCASTING.
Techr
Northwest mountain vhf transmitter seeks
experienced maintenance and operational
engineer. Living quarters, good pay for long
hours. Box 333B, BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3
years experience in maintenance. Jerry E.
Smith. C.E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Chief television engineer. For leading uniusing Marconi
4',2" image
orthicon
camera. versity
Design,
development,
construction,
administration:
closed
circuit
system,
commimication, experimental tv. E.E. degree
or related; at least 5 years broadcast audiovideo engineering experience; first class
radiotelephone license. Send full resume to
University of California, Personnel Office,
Berkeley, California.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman for major market station. Must
have
good helpful.
on-air Be
background.
experience
prepared toInterview
submit
tape or kine. Box 349B, BROADCASTING.
Two-headed genius wanted. Young man,
eager to get into the television industry
with leading mid-Atlantic operation. Duties
involve assisting merchandising-promotion
manger, include working on public relations
and publicity
(willing
undesirable chores from
time toto take
time),on ambitious
(no overtime paid) and willing to start near
the
top experience
(semi-genius).
Prefer
man recent
with
previous
but will
consider
graduate. Send complete (immodest) resume to Box 403B, BROADCASTING.
Traffic manager. Experienced man or woman.
Able to direct full staff. Immediate opening, for responsible person in a top east
coast station. Excellent salary, standard
benefits. Present traffic manager retiring
after five years in this position. Send complete resume to Box 406B, BROADCASTING
Traffic operations manager, male or female,
for network owned and operated televisision station. Must have good experience.
Excellent salary and potential. Send resume
to Personnel Director, WBBM-TV, Chicago,
Illinois.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Successfully employed tv salesman, 6 years
broadcasting experience, part in radio management wants connection in tv sales management. Age 37, married, reliable. Proven
record,
top
CASTING. references. Box 368B, BROAD-

Wanted: Job with future. 12 years experience most phases radio-tv. Married, 27 degree. Want job to train for executive position. Known as real competitor. Best references. Box 424B, BROADCASTING
Top,
young
man, strong
creative
sales,program-operations
now employed major
nme years experience. Ready for market
tion to station manager or assistantpromoager. South or southwest only. Box man427B
BROADCASTING.
Sales

Due to sale of station, commercial manager
5 kw seeks relocation in northeast. Executive-type salesman with sixteen years experience—six tv sales,
ten nradio
'sales and
rnanagement. Past
commissio
earnings
above average
primarily interestedwellin
sound permanentbutconnection
. Excellent references. Box 412B, BROADCAS
TING.
Announcers
TV announcer, 4 years experience, news

tin1.''^°""'
er"^TdT1s
Sports
director
and/or tv Eleven
years experience— Radio
all
Top commercial delivery. Excellentsports.
on-camera appearance.
Top
man
for
top
sportsket. Box 367B, BROADCASTINGminded mar-
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Commercial announcer — I can sell your
sponsor's
products,
and make
happy
while
doingwork
it. Have
news, him
sports,
interview
also. done
Commercials
make and
the
money,
and mid-twenties,
that's where have
I wanta to
am
in my
nicebe.onI
camera appearance, and am a neat dresser.
I have a healthy sense of humor, but am
unshakable when the unexpected occurs.
Will not consider less than three station
market area. Box 366B, BROADCASTING.
Radio, tv newsman announcer, authorative,
believable delivery. Personel interview
available. Box 396B, BROADCASTING.
Attention San Antonio stations. Texas tvradio announcer, 14 years experience, seeks
work while continuing education in SA.
Now employed major Texas tv outlet. AvailING. able for interview. Box 430B, BROADCASTTechnical
Experienced studio engineer. One year all
phases of studio production. First phone.
Desires studio engineer/production. Box
383B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Excellent television newsman and personality. 13 years'
radioas and
tv manager
experience.in
Presently
employed
station
small radio market. Former tv experience
consisted of news and IV2 hour morning
show across the board. 34, married, no
drinking. Present employers know of this
advertisement and will supply excellent
references. Box 205B, BROADCASTING.
News director — 12V2 years experience at top
independent in east. Versatile. Sought after
for radio and tv on-camera commercials.
Box 380B, BROADCASTING.
Desire return to tv. Film, promotion, production, radio sales experience. Degree. 28.
Veteran.
Family. Box 428B, BROADCASTING.
Married veteran, 25, 2 years experience
KUON-TV,
Theatreonebackground,
BSc work
Nebraska University,
year graduate
in television.
Desires
producer-director
position in commercial or etv in midwest.
2009 So. 26th, Lincoln, Nebraska.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Gates dynamote portable remote amplifier
—brand
new—
$250.
Box 166B, BROADCASTING.
New, unused, still in original crating, 10 kw
Westinghouse
FM-10 supply.
amplifierNeeds
complete
rectifier and power
2.5 kwwithto
3 kw for driver. $5,000.00 F.O.B. Washington, D.C. Box 280B, BROADCASTING.
FM-four bay General Electric antennas.
Both
Gain 3.6. and
Mounted
angle 1%"
iron input.
for assembly
tuningon on2"
ground. Lift complete and strap to side of
tower. Tuning information and instruction
book included. In service, available October
1. Photo on request. One General Radio
731-A modulation monitor and one Dolittle
FD-l-A AM frequency monitor with plug
in crystal oven. Both $275.00 available
August 1. Box 281B, BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter — Used Western Electric 10
CASTING^
kw.
Best Offer. Reply Box 364B, BROADFor immediate sale: RCA 5kw television
transmitter channel 5 RCA transmitter console with TM-5A monitor RCA 3 bav antenna channel 5. RCA WM12 and WM13 demodulators. RCA lOkw harmonic filters (2) channel 5, RCA lOkw diplexer channel 5, 400'
Stainless guyed
SVs
transmission
line.tower
Sold onas ground.
package 800'
or separately. Box 377B, BROADCASTING.
Presto 6-N recorder with microgroove
regular
CL-14. monitor,
like new.leadscrews.
Box 411B, Conrac
BROADCASTING.
Multiplex receivers — Bogen RM2 — like new.
67kc.—
ING. $110 each. Box 431B, BROADCASTContinental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — ^Southfield 66855.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Complete Gates nitewatch system for automatic programming, used less than 6
months,
1-1420. like new, best offer takes. Bill
Bentley, KBTN, Neosho, Mo. Tel. Glendale
Tape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half
and 15Radio
ips. Excellent.
$1000
each track,
$1050 71/2
crated.
Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, California.
Berlant — Model 30 monaural — ■easily adapted
to stereo, broadcast recorder. Very little
wear, leather cases never used. Cost over
$800 new. 2V2 years old. Make an offer.
WGTS-FM, Washington 12, D.C.
RCA 73-B disc recorder with amplifier.
Good condition. Highest offer. KOZE, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mobile studios. 1958 Ford parcel truck specially unit.
designed and
equipped
as efficient
broadcast
Twelve
foot interior
and
high enough to stand. Large windows,
heating unit, air-conditioned, wired and
has exterior
is excellent. Very lowspeakers.
mileage.Condition
A steal at
$2,000.
Also have complete Gates remote control
unit for sale in good working condition and
200 ft. tower. Want to dicker? Call General
3-5626.
Manager, WELM, Ehnira, New York, Regent
Gates 250 watt am auxiliary transmitters. 6
years old and in good condition. $600.00
WFMB,ville, Third
National Bank Bldg., NashTenn.
Collins 4-channel remote amplifier. Needs
tube, otherwise excellent condition. Make
offer. WGTS-FM, Washington 12, D.C.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition. Now available. Examine
under operating conditions. Excellent quality. Ten years old. Price $4,500. Terms. Address Radio Station WISE, 75 Scenic Highway, Asheville, N.C.
Available now — 320 foot guyed, type 300,
Windcharger insulated tower. Painted year
ago. lin,Make
Ga. offer. WMLT, P.O. Box 659, DubWill buy or trade used tape and disc reequipment —etc.
Ampex,
Magneeord,cordingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment
for sale. Boynton Studio, lOB Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe, N.Y.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Video cast,
monitors.
circuit Inc.,
and broadFoto Video Closed
Laboratories
Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
General Electric 250w fm transmitter complete with
$1,250.00.
General
Radiotubes
1181Aand amcrystals,
frequency
monitor,
$450.00. Gates modulation monitor, $250.00.
General Electric limiting amplifier, $350.00.
Gates model RCM12 remote control system,
$500.00.lighting
350' Windcharger
tower complete
with
equipment, $2,500.00.
Reply to
Wayne Marcy, 4007 Bellaire Blvd.. Houston
25, Texas.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
$199.00.Inc.,
30 1080
different
8"
thru 24" atMiratel,
Dionnemodels
St., St.
Paul, Minn.
Ready to ship 370 foot Truscon tower, self
supporting,
insulated,
complete.
Also availPylon
fm antenna
coaxialable 2-bay
line.RCA
Phillips
Tower
Co., 124andE.
Lachapelle St., San Antonio, Texas. CApitol 6-4616.
1— Presto R11A-900C full track, like new,
with manual, cables and fittings — $700.00,
or make offer. Also 1 — Berland-Concertone
professional.
Excellent
condition
— $200.00.
Radio Parts, Inc.,
807 Howard
Avenue,
New
Orleans 12, La.
World's largest searchlight. G.E., mounted
on good
Chevrolet
truck.forCost
overper$65,000.00.
Still like
new, rents
$75.00
night.
Ideal to boost radio-tv sales skyhigh. Going
in service, sacrifice $2950.00. Pay for self in
ten weeks. Phone Howard Rigsby, FA3 7741,
or P.O. Box 1662. Birmingham, Ala.
Dehydrators, automatic and complete, rigid
coaxial transmission line, with fittings and
hardware. Write for listing. Sierra Western93
Electric Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor
Road, Oakland 20. California.

WANTED

TO BUY

Statii
Wanted to lease, with option to purchase,
a sick daytimer or unlimited station. 250 to
1000. Located midwest, preferably Missouri
or Illinois. We have top men for rebuilding
job, would also option to seller Vs of station
after
Need complete details. Box
291B, build-up.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
pay to
300M
for rightowner-operators
radio station. will
No brokers.
Box 358B, BROADCASTING.
Want small station in Virginia, prefer daytime station in small population area. Principal. Box 388B, BROADCASTING.
Husband-wife team wishes to invest in
radio station. Husband top disc jockey in
large market, does superior production,
many voices,
creative writing.
Wifeandhasoffice
extensive administrative,
secretarial
management experience. Prefer the west.
Box 393B, BROADCASTING.
Have operating
teamto— will
Wanted in
—
lease
with option
buy.invest.
All replies
strictest
confidence.
Box
437B,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
350 to 400 foot gtiyed triangular tower capable of supporting
14,000tv pound
Channel
2 superturnstile
antenna.six-layer
Write,
stating location, condition, manufacturer,
and price. Box 230B, BROADCASTING.
Need the works: 1 kw fm transmitter,
monitor,
etc. We'll buy piece by
piece. Boxantenna,
346B, BROADCASTING.
Good used RCA BTF3B, 3 kw fm transmitter
and assc. Eqpt. Inc. Antenna. Box 365B,
BROADCASTING.
Presto R-11 tape recorder, other Presto
equipment. Gray ARM, 106-SP. Western
Electric
109 group. Box 373B, BROADCASTING.
Television mobile truck. Desire used factory-built television vehicle. Do not need
cameras or microwaves, etc. WIS-TV., S. C.
Alpine
3-8356,
Paul Welcome, Chief Engineer.
RCA power supply for 76B console urgently
required. State condition and price. E.G.
Panissidi, 1042 E. Walnut, Burbank, California.
Need immediately, several hundred feet of
stear
transmission
size SVs".
T.C.A.
Radio type
Tower
Co., 2615 line
Bankhead
Highway,
N.W., Atlanta 18, Ga., Sycamore 9-1203.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January 4, 1961
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden. Radio OperaEngineering California.
School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue,tional
Burbank,
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta, 1139
Spring St NW
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. five days week. Tuition $300 We
have no failures. a The
Pathfinder Method
510 16th St., Oakland, California

Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical
Brand
new console, turntables training.
and the works
Elkms School of Broadcast,ing,
2603
Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Funniest one-Ilners ever created. Produced
on tape especially for your show or station. Rush letterhead request for sample
tapes! Box 732A, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Comedy
for gagfile
deejays! containing
— "Deejay bits,
Manual,"
the
complete
gimmicks, ad-libs. commercials, one-liners,
letters, doubles, etc. $5.00. Show-Bis Comedy Service
Brooklyn
35, (Dept.
N. Y. DJ), 65 Parkway Court,
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
WANTED GENERAL MANAGER AND
LOCAL SALES MANAGER
For one of the nation's outstanding negro
programmed stations. Pay commensurate with being in one of the top markets in the country.
Our general manager was killed in a
plane accident July 1. The sales manoger position is a newly created one.
We wish to fill both of these positions
immediately. Do not apply unless your
background can stand a thorough investigation: Contact Pat Tuschman,
Radio Station WABQ, AM-FM, Cleveland, Ohio, 319 Bulkley Building, Telephone CH 1-7555.
Sales
EXCEPTIONAL SALES POSITIONS
Are open in our major midwest and southern markets. Because of rapid expansion
we need experienced men to sell a
dynamic, new format backed by ratings
and acceptance. Perhaps you are the conscientious and responsible man we want.
Are you? Why? All replies confidential.
BOX 357B, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, Others
AMERICA'S NEWEST GROUP
Dealing only with major markets wants
alert voice and production talent willing
to leave the din and move up to quality.
Potential is unlimited for those who are
ambitious and work to prove it. You can
begin by telling us why we need you in
one oftions our
southern operathrough midwest
tape and orresume.
Box 356B, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical

STRATOVISION
OPPORTUNITY
Qualified engineers and technicians
wanted for an initial group connected
with Stratovision . . . the pioneering
concept of airborne educational television. Applicants should be high school
graduates with at least 2 years electronics training in an accredited technical institute or university. Experience
in TV testing and operating techniques
desired, including maintenance and operation of TV transmitters, video tape
recorders and TV monitoring equipment.
First class radiotelephone license required, and willingness to fiy regularly
in commercial type aircraft. Locations
are in midwest after training period in
Baltimore. These positions offer unique
career opportunities with a leader in
the electronics industry.
Send resume to: Mr. Guy Wade, Dept. 3/4
Westinghouse — Baltimore
p. 0. Box 746
Baltimore 3, Maryland

Production — Programming, Others
RADIO - TV NEWSMAN
Major market on Mid Atlantic coast
has immediate opening for experienced reporter — writer — broadcaster. Must be familiar with mobile
unit and beeper phone operation.
Tape, photo, resume in first letter to
Box 3 74B, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
STATION

SICK?

Two man team experienced in all
phases of broadcasting and business
management. Strong on sales and
promotion with proven record. Will
consider all offers including lease;
lease-purchase.
Box 387B, BROADCASTING

BIG MONEY AND BIG AUTHORITY!
TV Program Operations Manager
WHO CAN TAKE OVER AND GET THE
RATINGS will find BIG MONEY through
a high pay scale and incentive plan
based on increased ratings. If you are
this man, you will be backed by the
alert, aggressive staff and management
of a leading Network-Affiliated TV Station in the rich Southeastern Market
Area.
Write Box 379B,
BROADCASTING.
Results MEAN

MONEY.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

§
KWTX-TV. WACO. TEXAS
§ Has immediate opening for top quality
§TV announcer. If you think you can
qualify please send tape and picture
§ to
Ralph Webb, P.O. Box 7128, Waco.
Texas.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Presto PB 17c eight hour tape player
complete with A909 Pre-amplifier at attractive console. Have two units designed for background music service.
Never used, our cost $875.00 each.
Make ofFer to: Karl Troeglen, Technical
Director, KCMO Broadcasting, Kansas
City 8, Missouri.

No. 1
In The Tape Cartridge Field
Instant Cueing
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
L

contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man

NEW
Low cost modulator-oscillator. Convert
color or monochrome receivers to video
monitors. Low differential phase, wide
frequency response, constant time delay.
$49.50. Write: TELSON ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS, INC., Rapid City, South
Dakota.
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

STEP UP TO A BETTER
JOB THE EASY WAY!!
Many announceri and others have found
that it pays to get your job through professional placement.
TOP JOB PLACEMENTS
IN THE SOUTHEAST
free regktralion — Conf. Service
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
JA 5-4841
Atlanta, Ga.
MISCELLANEOUS

Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-14«9
Santa Barbara, California
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

§
^
c
j
§

STATIONS
'yy^. '-(^. vi^. -y^^- -y^' -y^^
-yy- ■yy'PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Regional fulltime station in excellent
market. Price of $185,000 includes valuable real estate. 25% down and a long
payout. Box 320B, BROADCASTING

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
DAYTIMER
Grossing $5000 per month. $75,000
with low down.
Box 347B, BROADCASTING

SOUTH FLORIDA GOLD COAST
Fulltime regional. Thirteen years under
original owner, who is retiring. Number
one rated in booming market.
$500,000
Box 397B, BROADCASTING.

-

FOR
STATIONS

SALE
FOR SALE

CALIFORNIA. Full time. Top market.
Asking $225,000 with 29% down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Doing $12,000 a month. Asking $150,000
with 29% down.
SOUTHEAST. Profitable daytimer. Did
$84,000 last year. Ahead this year. Asking $125,000 with 29% down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Doing $6,000 a month. Asking $100,000
with 29%.
NORTHWEST. Daytimer. Good radio
town. Did $58,000 last year. Asking
$68,000 with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Market of 50,000 with good growth. Asking $50,000
with $10,000.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
To Buy Or Sell A Station In The South
Contact

Single 250w
terms
terms
Single
$45M
Single Ikw-D
80M
95M
29%
terms
Single Daytimer
Regional
1029%dn
Local
53M
Small
40M
Small
29%
Medium Ikw-D 130M
70M
29%
Cal.
Fla.
Medium Ikw-D
29%
Regional 2301V!
125M
Medium
terms
Wyo.
Large
Metro
Daytimer 175M
Fla.
Cal.
Ikw-D
29%
Fulltime 250M
terms
Major Regional
185M
Fla.
terms
475M
250w
Major
Cal.
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATEO
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.
Va.
Ga.
III.
La.
W.
Tex.Va.

Texas single $47,500 — South single
^41,000 — South medium $87,500 —
Southwest single, nice profits. $62,5 00 — West medium $3 50,000 — South
Major $350,000. PATT McDONALD
CO., Box 92 66, Austin, Texas. GL.
3-8080 or Jack KOSTE, 60 E. 42nd,
NY 17, NY. MU. 2-4813.

Paul Yates, Jr., Advertising Service
P.O. Box 1396, Sandtord, Florida
Confidential Negotiations
We are Expsrienced in Radio Station Sales

Dollar

Dollar

for
beat a
you can't
classified ad
in getting

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Coniultonlt — Approiiert
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa

lop-flight

personnel
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ALL

LANDSLIDES

All

adhesive

are

not

DON'T

bandages

BAND
TRADEMARK-AID

Adhesive

Bandages

The registered trademark BAND- AID is one of the
most widely known in the world . . . recognized in
more than 75 countries. It is an adjective indicating Johnson & Johnson as the source of a product
and is never the name of a product.

GO

DOWNHILL

products made only by Johnson & Johnson . . . and
is always followed by a product name as — BANDAID Adhesive Bandages, BAND-AID Clear Tape,
BAND-AID Sheer Strips, BAND-AID Moleskin
Adhesive, etc.
We appi'eciate your mentioning our trademarks
along with our products, and we hope you will
continue to do so. But when you do, won't you
please use both correctly?

It is used in connection with a whole family of
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

OUR

RESPECTS
Leo

TO

. . .
Burnett

Reach for the stars! Reach for them
anywhere, whether along Chicago's
or New York's Madison aveMichigan
nues, and have no qualms if you are
forthright and lack the pretense of the
sophists in advertising. The twain of
good advertising can and do meet and,
invariably, they talk of the primemovers
and image-makers.
Leo Burnett, whose agency started
passing out apples in 1935 and symbolically reaches for the stars, feels his
agency pioneered in "forthrightness
and simplicity," but disclaims that these
are qualities indigenous to the Midwest.
An idealist by nature, with a creative
flair, the 68-year-old board chairman of
Chicago's most locally-oriented agency
(projected overall billings of $115-117
million, with about 60% in radio-tv)
modesdy disclaims his role in building
the house that Burnett indeed built.
But, as the agency gets set to celebrate its 25th anniversary in August,
some 900 associates in six cities would
be inclined to disagree. And they are
all the happier because the apples that
the prospering agency currently is passing out (at the rate of 115.000 annually) are less a reminder of the depression years than things accomplished
and yet to come. Despite the contrary
embellishments of press agents, Leo
Burnett Co. is still creatively, individually, characteristically and idealistically
Leo Burnett, who stepped down from
the presidency a few years go (now
held by 'W.T. Young Jr.).
The Burnett portfolio includes such
blue-chip accounts as Allstate Insurance Co., Campbell Soup, Chrysler
Corp.. Hoover, Kellogg Co.. Kendall
Co., Philip Morris, Pillsbury. Procter
& Gamble (all network tv) and Brown
Shoe Co., Green Giant, Pfizer, Pure
Oil, Santa Fe, Star Kist, Swift, the Tea
Council and Commonwealth Edison
Co. (all spot and local radio and/ or
tv). Networkwise, the image of forthright advertising pervades upwards of
35 programs that would swell up a
Who's-Who of broadcasting.
Dutch Uncle? ■ A student of creativity, Mr. Burnett minces no words
on the subject. The Magazine Publishers
Assn. was called to task in New York
last December for maintaining a "status
quo editorial concept" and "muffing
the ball" on the greatest mission in
history. Mr. Burnett, commands and
gets loyalty (long hours) that suggests
he is a kind of dutch uncle to his employes (he owns 14% of common
stock). Station representatives who
regularly call on his people well know
the Burnett penchant for creativity —
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

that merely buying by the numbers is
not totally the Burnett concept.
Actually, Leo Burnett might have
succumbed
printer's ink ofhada
it not been early
for thetoblandishments
college classmate, O.B. Winters. Born
in St? Johns. Mich, (on Oct. 21. 1891),
Leo Burnett shunned his father's dry
goods business and picked up printing.
After teaching at a rural school to raise
money, he enrolled at the U. of Michigan in 1909, majoring in English and
editing all campus newspapers.
By now an aspiring journalist, with
his sights on New York, the youth got
an $18-a-week job as a reporter-writer
on the Peoria Journal. Mr. Winters
(later a creative executive at Erwin
Wasey) kept taunting Leo about the
lures of advertising and the youth reconsidered his career. "He (Mr. Winters) was making $40 a week on an
automobile house organ and 1 had to
support my mother," Mr. Burnett recalls. "My food budget consisted of 10
cents for breakfast, 25 cents for lunch
and 35 cents for dinner. Naturally, it
piaued my
he madeon in-a
quiries andcuriosity."
prepared So,
a resume
typewriter in the Peoria YMCA.
Mr. Burnett joined the Cadillac
Motor Car Co. in Detroit in 1916, editing its house organ for $25 and later
$40 a week. Within two years he was
appointed ad /ertising manager and his
career was launched. After a World
War I Navy stint, he returned to Cadillac, then shifted to Lafayette Car Co.
(after General Motors bought out the

former) in Indianapolis as advertising
chief in 1920. When the company
moved headquarters to Racine. Wis.,
Mr. Burnett remained, joining Homer
McKee's agency, which he described
as a "great training ground for the man
with
a flair
handled
RealforSilka phrase"
Hosiery and
and which
other
accounts. He served in executive and
creative capacities for about 10 years.
A New Decade ■ In 1930 Mr. Burnett received a proposition from Art
Kudner and joined Erwin Wasey as
vice president in charge of creative activities (servicing Goodyear. Carnation,
other accounts). It was the start of a
new decade — of depression years and
the emergence of radio as a full-fledged
advertising medium.
Undaunted, Mr. Burnett and eight
associates formed Leo Burnett Co. in
August 1935 with a handful of employes (eight), accounts (three) and a
goodly insupply
of apples.
"We were
heavy
radio but
late in getting
into
tv," Mr. Burnett observes. What does he
think about the aural medium today?
"Radio has lost its personal characteristic, its individuality, and has become a catch-all. Of course, in a small
way, fm has come along as a service
and if properly run, is a good medium.
It Other
has a distinct
Burnett identity."
views in capsule:
"Color tv has a very great future —
there's as much difference between
color and monochrome as tv and radio.
"I can never understand why conventional and pay tv can't complement
Personal
each
other." Salesmen a Mr. Burnett reveals that among his greatest personal
satisfactions he has derived in his 25
years as agency head lay in Burnett's
pioneering of the simulcast and placing
greater emphasis on the development of
"personal salesmen" on tv — Garry
Moore, Art Linkletter, Arthur Godfrey
and others.

Leo Burnett
Forthright and simple

Despite stick-to-it-iveness and a dedication for work around the clock. Mr.
Burnett also manages to find time for
extra-curricular interests. The credits:
trustee of the American Heritage
Foundation, director of The Advertising Council and Chicago Better Business Bureau (he directed the AHF Register & Vote campaigns in 1952-56).
His honors: From the Freedom Foundation, New York Art Directors Club
and other groups.
Mr. &, Mrs. Leo Burnett (the former
Naomi Geddes, married May 29, 1918)
live in Lake Zurich, 111., and have
three children — Phoebe, Peter and
Joseph. Far from being a gentleman
farmer, Mr. Burnett is active in the
soil (cattle, poultry) as a hobby, though
he does employ a full-time farm man.
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EDITORIALS
Color picture
IN THE past few weeks RCA and NBC have been issuing
bullish reports about the progress of color television.
If there has been an appearance of inflation in some of
these reports, RCA and NBC may be excused. Among all
the major manufacturers and broadcasters only RCA and
NBC have made a serious effort to create the color system
that the FCC authorized six and a half years ago.
There are three important reasons why other elements
in television have not joined in the exploitation of color:
■ Black-and-white television advertising volume has expanded dramatically, and the market for black-and-white
television sets, reinvigorated by the development of portables
and multiple-set homes, has remained firm. In such circumstances there has been relatively little incentive to push
color as a stimulus to tv advertising or set manufacturing.
■ Rivals of RCA have not been anxious to exploit a
field in which, presumably, RCA enjoys some patent advantages. Rivals of NBC have not been anxious to invest
in color broadcasting when they lack a parent manufacturing concern that would benefit from color promotion.
■ Some manufacturers and broadcasters have held the
view that the quality of color sets needed improvement and
that the original and maintenance costs of color sets were
too high to promise a mass market.
All three of these reasons for delay in color exploitation
are losing their importance. Technological developments in
other advertising media are at last proceeding rapidly enough
to promise increased competition for a television system
that still broadcasts most commercials in black-and-white.
Many national advertisers now use magazine advertising
because it can be presented in full color.
Many national and local advertisers are beginning to use
newspaper advertising for the same reason — even though
newspaper color still has many imperfections.
Printing developments promise to improve magazine color
and to eliminate some of the production problems it now
entails. Among newspapers there is concentrated effort in
the same direction. Much money is being spent to create
faster presses and simplified engraving processes that, in
very few years, will substantially increase the volume and
improve the quality of color in the print media.
Print media have an advantage in the development of
color that television lacks. Their audiences are already
fully equipped for color.
Television cannot go into the color business fully until
46 million homes buy color sets. It has taken nearly 15
years to put black-and-white sets in those homes. If only
one manufacturer had been building sets and only one
network broadcasting programs, only a fraction of America's homes would have black-and-white television today.
Broadcasting

backed up by regional and local coverage of stations and
station groups. It was the greatest demonstration of mass
reporting of a single event in history. This performance
will be repeated this week in Chicago.
After the conventions of 1928 — the first to be covered by
network radio — complaints arose about duplication and
sameness. The radio coverage, sparse as it was, brought a
revolutionary change for newspapers. The "extra" expired.
The public had it hours before by radio.
Television coverage began with the 1952 conventions, but
radio was still the anchor medium. The 1956 conventions
constituted tv's emergence as the major medium. And this
year the largest corps of reporters and operating personnel
ever accredited to any news event handled the job. Two
thousand radio-tv credentials were issued.
One had only to look behind the scenes in Los Angeles
to see what television has wrought. There was hardly a
newspaper or newsmagazine cubicle at the Sports Arena or
at the headquarters Biltmore Hotel that did not have a tv
receiver to monitor coverage. Tv did the "leg" job for them.
The lounges provided for newsmen were equipped with
several receivers. They were surrounded by "working"
reporters.
Electronic journalism has wrought far-reaching change
in newsgathering. The public thus is better informed.
Newspapers have improved because of this competition.
And electronic journalism, with its natural advantage of
speed, has matured.
Gov. LeRoy Collins, permanent chairman of the Democratic convention, paid deserved tribute to all news media
for the job performed in Los Angeles. This was in refreshing contrast to the gratuitous smear of radio and television
contained in the party platform. Gov. Collins spoke of the
"outstanding contribution to good government, and to the
progress of our nation" manifest in the television and radio
coverage. Broadcasters are understandably grateful.
The Democratic convention coverage, complaints notwithstanding, was broadcast journalism at its best. It reduces to
absurdity the failings of the few involved in the overplayed payola and quiz-rigging incidents. It was a massive
rendition of educational tv and radio, with sponsorship.
The 1960 convention task will be completed this week in
Chicago. Fresh from their Los Angeles experience, the
networks and the independent stations should do even better.
We hope the GOP, along with their Democratic brethren,
will recognize this demonstration of public service broadcasting when they return to Washington next month to
consider pending legislation seriously affecting broadcasters.

at its best

EVERY four years it's the same story. Is there too much
coverage of the political conventions? Should the whole
convention system be revised? Why should networks (and
their affiliated stations) take a financial beating and at the
same time lose audience?
The questions may be asked with some validity. The
answers, to us, are obvious.
As long as the nominating conventions are held, they
will make big news. Spot news can't be rationed or programmed. It must be covered spontaneously. In spite of
duplication or costs, the networks are going to cover conventions. Itis their responsibility.
At the Democratic convention in Los Angeles, thorough
and efficient television and radio network coverage was
98

Drawn for BROADCASTIXG b.v Sid Hix
"Now there's a sign Id like to hattg in our copy department!"
BROADCASTING, July 25, 1960

Another

Addition

to

Our

Proof

Book

Editorializing is not now a new concept in the communications
industry. But it is new in the Heartland — news, in fact, to the
"Kansas City Star", which reprinted our first effort in its entirety.
WDAF

will continue to editorialize whenever the community

well-being is a matter of concern. It's tailor-made to our policy
of delivering interesting, informative, provocative radio to the
listeners in our big 6-state area.
How is our policy of radio-to-be-listened-to paying off ? Ask your
Christal man to see our bulging "proofbook" of thoroughly
satisfied advertisers.

WDAF

610

RADIO

.

SIGNAL

HILIL,

.

REPRESENTED BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.. INC.

KANSAS

CITY,

MISSOURI

Also bought by
• PET MILK in 7 markets!
• MUTUAL FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOA
ORTLIEB'S BEER • 0. K. VAN & STORA
• LINCOLN INCOME LIFE INS.
and stations like:
WABC-TV New York
KPRC-TV Houston
KVOS-TV Bellingham
WKBW-TV Buffalo
KVAR Phoenix

KFDX-TV Wichita Falls
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
WCTV Tallahassee
KRON-TV San Francisco

WWJ-TV Detroit
WEAU-TV Eau Clai<
WKRG-TV Mobile
WBZ-TV Boston
WTVT Tampa

with new orders every day!

HE

CASE

OF

THE

DANGEROUS

starring RICK JASON as Robin Scott
"Negotiator" Extraordinary
EXPOSING FRAUDULENT
INSURANCE CLAIMS!
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MORE

OF

YOUR

SIOUX

CITY

CUSTOMERS

ARE

WATCHING

KVTV

At KVTV each day begins and ends with "the thought for the day." Between these thoughts — between
sign-on and sign-off — KVTV dominates the Sioux City audience.* Because of the daytime-nighttime
dominance of CBS, top-rated ABC shows and outstanding local productions, KVTV has more of your
Sioux City customers viewing. Yes indeed, between "the thought for the day" in the morning and at
sign-off, a lot of careful planning and thinking goes into every KVTV program.
Nielsen, Feb., 1960

CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
CBS • ABC

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV
Sioux City, Iowa
WNAX
. . . Yankton, South Dakota
WGAR
Cleveland, Ohio
WTTM ....
Trenton, New Jersey
WMMN
.
Fairmont, West Virginia
WRFD
Columbus-Worthington, Ohio

SHOT
lANSI

JACKSOH

/{^htij^ play in Michigah's^Gof^en
Triangle stakes ytu io^ a lively market—Lansing J Jackson and Battle
Creek I WILX^TV cracks all three with
»r7
. a /ijJLy-grade signal and scores big
ihfa lush outstate area ranking' 'Nth

BATTIE

\ in retiil sales* - 26t^p TV hoihe-'
holds**. Yopr play ^4^6all Venard^
Rintoui & McConnell, Inc

•SRDS Consumer
Market Data
••Television Age
100
Top Markets
11/30/59
SERVING
GOLDEN

WILX
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MICHieAN'S
TRIANGLE

is associated with WII_S — Lansing /wRON

— Pontiac

3

1890

Lancaster,

Pa.

NBC
and
CBS
8'
CAcumel

M U LTI - C IT Y

TV

M A R K E T

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/^
York area today. This Channel 8 statidri?
is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company,

Inc.

New York ' Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT^

Roving eyes ■ Look for new burst of
activity by ABC International Div. in
South America. Leonard H. Goldenson, president of parent AB-PT, leaves
Aug. 9 for month's tour of virtually
all countries there, may come back
with new tv interests. ABC International already has acquired minority
in Ecuador tv station, may add another,
in addition to its previously announced
association with five-nation Latin American tv network (it owns minority stock
of all five stations, controlling stock
of network and reportedly is on verge
of first major time sale on network,
which, incidentally, is programmed with
ABC films).

Co. pocketpieces. starting with issue out
this week. Instead of computing ratings

At same time Mr. Goldenson is in
South America, Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president, will he in Europe scouting
television possibilities there. ABC officials say they're discussing expansion in
as many parts of free world as possible
and already have added part interest in
Beirut, Lebanon, tv station to international holdings that also include piece
of NWS-TV Adelaide, Australia.

Nielsen says, however, that actually
there won't be any major change in
rating levels because program coverage
now is so high; lineups are longer on
all three networks and there's more
over-lapping of service of affiliates of
same networks. Nielsen holds that
there's no longer direct relationship between coverage and delivered audience
— 70 stations can reach 90% of U.S.
tv homes and adding 100 others would
increase figure by only 7% (but could
increase audience by 35%). Nielsen
also points out that homes-reached
figures in pocketpieces will not be affected and, if anybody wants rating
based on pure popularity, he can go to
Nielsen 24-market report where all
three networks are competing under
identical conditions.

Another traveler ■ World expansion
is also on RCA's mind, though that
company's
foreignBoard
activities
are already
extensive. RCA
Chairman
David
Sarnofi" and his wife will leave U.S. in
mid-October for two-month trip to
Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand, India.
Turkey, Greece, Italy, France and England. He'll be keeping eyes open for
new markets.
Gen. Sarnoff has reputation for being
international-minded. He sat in NBC
working area on Republican convention speakers' platform last Thursday
during Vice President Richard Nixon's
acceptance speech. Afterward, Mr.
Nixon was heard to confide: "General,
you heard that my ideas on the cold
war generally coincide with yours."
Better job ■ Nomination of Henry
Cabot Lodge as GOP vice presidential
running mate of Richard Nixon eliminated one of better prospects for presidency of NAB, vacant since death last
March of Harold Fellows. Mr. Lodge,
it's known, had been approached regarding NAB and was high on priority
list. But while he showed some interest,
he made no commitment, presumably
at that time (last April) having had
in mind possible selection for Republican ticket's second slot.
New ratings factor ■ Television ratings will be shown on new (and possibly deflating) basis in A.C. Nielsen

on "program
basis,''
compensates forstation
fact that
somewhich
programs
are carried by fewer stations than
others, pocketpieces henceforth will
show ratings as percentage of total
U.S. television homes. Thus, other
things being equal, program on short
lineup would have lower homes potential and thus get lower rating than
one with long, major-market lineup.
ABC, which traditionally has had more
live-clearance problems than other networks, presumably will feel most effects of change.

Delicate questions of law seemingly
are involved and FCC staff, up to general counsel's office, are at odds on just
what is correct procedure. Commission
is also very much aware Congress is
looking over its shoulder on this one.
Subject of Hartford application is
scheduled to be taken up again Sept. 6
at first meeting on return of FCC from
August vacation.
Specialners are
reports
■ NBC's
corporate
planinterested
in new
project
to
furnish business reports to companies
via audio circuits. Venture is called
National Business Communications
(NABIZCOM), is being worked out
by network in association with Leo
Cherne's Research Institute of America. NABIZCOM was tested July 1213-14, drew 150 calls to hear reports
on labor relations, taxes, foreign trade,
other specialized news. Subscribing
businessman would call NBC number
in New York (Circle 7-8300), ask for
"NABIZCOM 1" (or 2 or 3, etc., depending on type of information he's
after). Project is described as in "embryonic" stage.
Mirror, mirror ■ NBC is thinking of
conducting private survey of advertising
agencies to find out at first-hand what
sort of image it has among its customers. Ifit gets go-ahead, project would
be follow-up to similar study by Broadcasting showing varying agency attitudes toward all three networks (Broadcasting, July 25).

CBS Radio revisions ■ It's almost certain that CBS Radio's Program Consolidation Plan will undergo major
changes (Closed Circuit, July 25).
Special committee of affiliates has
agreed on details — including heavier
news emphasis, end of daytime serials,
cut in network free hours — and will
present them to full CBS Radio Affiliates Board at meeting in Ponte "Vedra
Beach, Fla., Aug. 8-9. Board acceptance is regarded as inevitable. After
that it's matter of working out timetable for change.

Back on the farm? ■ There's more
than mere investment interest in Connie B. Gay's buy of KFEQ-TV St.
Joseph, Mo. (see page 10). He makes
no bones about desire to originate network coast-to-coast tv farm and home
show from his St. Joseph station (after
FCC approves his buy), similar to radio's venerable Farm & Home Hour
on old Blue Network. Mr. Gay was
producer of radio Hour when he was
with
1930s. Dept. of Agriculture back in

Almost but not quite ■ FCC last week
seemed on verge of ordering en banc
hearing on Hartford, Conn., pay tv
test application but at last moment Friday decided to pass over vexatious
problem until fall. Division at commission and at staff level seems to be on
whether FCC en banc hearing should
be limited to Hartford application (filed
by RKO General Inc. last June) or
should be expanded to encompass
larger policy issues of tollcasting.

Big brothers ■ How did network brass
keep abreast of what competition was
doing at political conventions? Each
network had its own executive room,
both in Los Angeles and Chicago, with
monitors mounted parallel, duplicating
master controls. Audio was controlled
by remote push button. First arrangement of this nature was introduced
dozen years ago by CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton, who customized set-up
for his New York apartment.
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Ask each of several persons to choose a number between one and ten — and you'll find an astonishing preference for seven*.
Now try another one on ten acquaintances — at difTerent
times, of course: Ask for a two-digit number between one
— and
digit must be odd which,
Specify that each the
and fifty.Give
number eleven,
as an example
different.
though each digit is odd, cannot be used because the
digits are the same. It is important to give the
two
example.
For some reason, one number crops up far more frequently than others.
Drop us a linef when you discover what that number
is. After a few tries you'll be able to write down the
number in advance — and be right a great number of
times.
in the Washington market, where WMAL-TV
at all astonishing
Not emerged
» has
as the nighttime favorite.
Mathewith Dudeney's
reward you repeat
tiaUe to Publications;
t We're
receive otherinvaluable
winners will"Amusements
7natics"-Dover
(?) prizes.

-t
D. C.
m0
on, v
Washingt
w
7 l
Channel

Affiliated with WMAL

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
and WMAL-FM, Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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WEEK

Mr. Klapperich

IN

BRIEF.

ONE

Needed: exclusive spot tv organization ■ The rising
cost and difficulty of doing business in spot television
can be offset by ( 1 ) finding easier ways of doing business and (2) doing bigger volume. At least this is the
practical theory of one midwest agency executive. To
help achieve it, Ralph W. Klapperich. in this week's
Monday Memo, suggests the formation of an organization exclusively devoted to the promotion of spot
television. He's vice president and media director of
Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis. Page 24.

A sharper watch on programming ■ FCC tells broadcasters where and
how they intend to make judgments at renewal time. Page 35.
And the staff's proposals ■ Accompanying the FCC programming report was a 380-page roundup of testimony at last winter's program inquiry plus recommendations for commission action (some of which were
adopted). Page 36.
Tv-minded Lestoil shifts gears ■ House agency concept abandoned as
account goes to newly-merged Sackel-Jackson agency. Page 40.

The

latest

proves

Hooper
that ...

Cold war over post-'48s: Station buyers of film are cool to purchasing
post-"48 features at prices they call "out of line", while distributors insist
they will hold the price line. Page 48.
Tv, it's terrible ■ At least that's what a majority of comments indicated
during Open End syndicated program including newspaper-produceractor panelists but no broadcasters or advertisers. Page 56.
Politics ad infinitum ■ So you think Los Angeles and Chicago wound
up the big coverage splurge in politics? They were just practice for the
campaigns, broadcasters report, as the networks offer prime hours for
Nixon-Kennedy debates (page 62) and FCC raps kunckles of Little
Rock, Ark., tv stations for pre-empting GOP coverage to present local
pre-election talks (page 64). The wrap-up starts on page 62.
Storer buys WINS New York ■ Agrees to pay $10 million for 50 kw
outlet now owned by J. Elroy McCaw; puts up $100,000 for option.
Storer must dispose of one of its am stations in order to close the deal.
Page 76.
Vhf boosters authorized ■ FCC accepts vhf repeaters for television;
issues order setting up requirements and agrees to begin processing
applications Sept. 6; tells those already operating they must conform
to new rules. Page 84.
Jerrold wins partial antitrust victory ■ Federal judge says Jerrold
tie-in contracts in early days of growth of cable systems all right, but
issues injunctions on practices from now on. Divestiture of Jerrold's
nine cable companies denied, but additional acquisitions must have
court's approval. Page 88.
Ontario gives approval to all media for such
Liquor ads in Canada
advertising. Page 91.
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WILS

is the markets'
NO.

1

STATION
TIME
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
12:00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
12:00
6:00 noon
pm

STATION
B
19.9

WILS
63.1
66.5

14.2

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

WATTS

WILS
leads

Station

B in

power
by
20-1
. . . all of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the
Lansing markets' 313,000
residents
represented by Venard, Rintoul t McConnell
associated with W I L X
T V
NBC • CHANNEL 10
studios m LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
and WPON - Pontiac
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

WNYC
Plans

ON THIS PAGE AND

INVITES
for federal-aid

WNYC (TV) New York's non-commercial ch. 31 facility has formally invited FCC to use its station for commission's uhf study. Invitation came at
meeting held July 29 at FCC with members of industry. Session, attended by
more than 50 broadcasters, was for
purpose of setting up industry advisory
groups to aid commission in its twoyear study in New York.
Edward W. Allen, FCC chief engineer, told group that commission has
encountered stiff problem in antenna
placement atop Empire State Bldg. He
said that study was faced with placement of antenna without interfering with
chs. 2 and 5. He said that is one of
problems industry people can help commission work out. Uhf transmitter will
probably be operational from Empire
State Bldg. next spring, he predicted.
"Time is no factor," Mr. Allen said.
"We can get an extension; also we can
get more funds from Congress if we
have to. But we are going to break our
backs to keep within budget and monetary allowances." Congress provided
$2 million for study.
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
said that whether FCC would use ch.
3 1 WNYC would depend largely on
interference problems. He said programming could give New York educators "a real chance" to practice tv
presentations and do in-school work.
He made it clear FCC does not want
to be involved in programming and
asked that educators work this phase
out among themselves.
Dee W. Pincock, FCC assistant general counsel, reassured industry representatives their participation in uhf
project would cause no antitrust problems so long as FCC approves agendas and convening of meetings and has
commission employe presiding. Committees will be set up much on order of
TASO to avoid antitrust entanglements
he said.
John Creutz, Washington consulting
engineer, reflected mood of other members of meeting when he said: "I
don't know how well uhf works and I
want to find out. I want to see this
project done right. We need publicity;
we need businessmen running this. We
must put out programming; we must
operate in competition with existing stations. We have to have a different apBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

FCC

UHF

inquiry

are

STUDY
reviewed

to this thanrepresenting
mere engineering."
Ernestproach Jennes,
Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters, recommended that industry advisors be set
up in small workable subcommittees under aegis of overall industry advisory
committee. Five such subcommittees
— general, transmitter-antenna, receiver
development, observation and measurement, and analysis — were agreed upon,
with 10-to-I5 members each.
Charles H. Tower, NAB tv vice president, called for setting up an organizing committee which would select people and present names to FCC.
Mr. Allen said that uhf study would
also develop better tuners which could
be used by manufacturers as immediate improvement rather than longrange innovation. He said study will
be under control of FCC "at all times,"
with industry advisors participating
through their subcommittees.
Advisory committee will meet again
week from Tuesday (Aug. 9) with goal
of staffing as many committees as possible.
GOP

viewing

Democratic

below
totals

Total of 56,635,000 homes, representing estimated 124,597,000 viewers,
watched Republican convention on
television last week. These figures for
four-night GOP convention compared
with 76,120,000 homes and 167,464,000
viewers for five-night Democratic proceedings two weeks earlier (Broadcasting, July 25 ) and brought grand
total for both conventions to 132,755,000 homes and 292,061,000 viewers.
Figures are cumulatives, representing
total of tune-in per average minute each
night, and thus include homes and viewers who watched two or more of nine
nights involved.
Homes figures are from American
Research Bureau's Arbitron national
service (early story page 69), assuming 2.2 viewers per home. Average audience for Republican convention was
placed at 14,159,000 homes per minute
per night; for Democratic, 15,224,000.
In networks' race for audience, NBC
claimed higher average ratings and
homes tuned-in than CBS and ABC
combined during Republican conven-

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON

PAGE 35

tion and almost same margin in twoconvention averages. NBC said its
homes per average minute per night
during GOP proceedings averaged 7,272,000, compared with 4,917,000 for
CBS and 1,970,000 for ABC; for Democratic and Republican conventions
combined NBC claimed nightly average of 7,329,000 homes per minute
against 5,224,000 for CBS and 2,207,000 for ABC.
Nixon,

Kennedy

agree

to radio-tv debates
Vice President Richard Nixon and
Sen. John Kennedy have agreed to debates in prime time ofl'ered last week
by networks (early story page 62).
Mr. Nixon wired acceptance to CBS
and NBC Friday. Mr. Kennedy, who
accepted NBC offer day before (it arfirst), accepted
andsimilar
CBS'
Friday.rivedABC
officials ABC's
expected
response from Mr. Nixon.
All networks conditioned offers on
congressional vote to suspend political
broadcasting law, as it applies to presiNew tv star
GOP Presidential Nominee
Nixon's awareness of importance
of tv and radio was demonstrated
during and after his acceptance
speech last Thursday in Chicago.
Throughout his speech, he looked
directly
tv camera's
red
light. He into
mentioned
listening and
viewing audience half-dozen
times. CBS first scooped all by
picking him up on creepy-peepy
as he was leaving platform and
all networks found themselves
carrying Cronkite-Murrow interview, an incident that caused NBC
quipster-commentator David
Brinkley to observe need for
equal time for all networks. Mr.
Nixon promptly found himself
picked up and
by nominee
NBC's quickly
Martin
Agronsky,
observed that he "liked NBC coverage of this convention." Next
it was ABC's turn, with John
Daly on questioning end from
his elevated convention hall perch.
Mr. Nixon paid public tribute to
Mr. Daly for his help in arranging productiondebate
of famous
NixonKhrushchev
in Moscow
last July.

9

AT

DEADLINE

dential and vice presidential candidates,
during this election. Suspension has
passed Senate, awaits action in House.
Mr. Nixon proposed debates without
prepared text or notes. Mr. Kennedy
reportedly agreed.
KMA

ruling

ordered

FCC instructed staflf July 29 to prepare opinion for renewal of license of
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa. Renewal had
been questioned because of overlap
between KMA and KFAB Omaha,
which is 48.86% owned by KMA licensee, May Broadcasting Co. Oral
argument was held Thursday on application for renewal (see page 91).
Gay

enters

tv

Station sale announced Friday, subject to FCC approval:
■ KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph and KLIK
Jefferson City, both Missouri: Sold by
Jesse D. Fine and associates to country
music impresario Connie B. Gay for
$1,850,000. This is Mr. Gay's first tv
purchase; he owns WQMR Silver
Spring, Md. (Washington, D.C.);
WGAY (FM) Washington, D.C.; WTCR
Ashland, Ky. (Huntington, W.Va.), and
WFTC Kinston, N.C., and in last six
months has sold KITE San Antonio,

WEEK'S

Tex., and WYFE New Orleans, La. Mr.
Fine and group bought St. Joseph stations in 1957, paying $842,000. No
changes in personnel contemplated, Mr.
Gay said. KFEQ is 5 kw on 680 kc and
its tv companion is ch. 2 with CBS
primary and ABC secondary al?iliation.
KLIK is 5 kw daytimer on 850 kc.
Broker was Hamilton, Landis & Assoc.
Tv

code

office

opened in New York
NAB Tv Code Review Board opens
its new office in New York today
(Aug. 1) with temporary quarters in
Transcontinent Television Corp. offices
at 380 Madison Ave. In charge is
Stockton Helflfrich, former NBC continuity acceptance director.
"Opening of the tv code office provides for the first time an operating
base in New York, the commercial
capital of broadcasting," said joint statement by Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, who heads NAB Policy
Committee, and E.K. Hartenbower,
KOMO-TV Kansas City, tv code board
chairman. "The office will be available
to agencies, advertisers and broadcasters alike. This is a giant step forward
in the television industry's program of
self-regulation."

■

Business

briefly

Spot advertiser ■ Mitchum Co.,
Paris, Tenn., has begun spot radio
campaign on behalf of Esoterica (skin
cream). Announcements, one-minute
spots on 52-week basis, will be presented initially in small number of
markets. Mitchum's new agency, Cohen
& Aleshire, N.Y., will enlarge drive
later if tests are successful.

HEADLINERS
Erwin H. Ezzes, formerly
vp and director of Television Industries Inc., N.Y.,
elected to new post of executive vp, United Artists
Associated Inc., tv and feature film distributing affiliate of United Artists Corp.

by Mr. Fox, and had been vp in charge of sales of United
World Films, subsidiary of Universal Pictures that distribute non-theatrical features. Mr. Zittau has been associated 11 years with UAA and predecessor Associated Artists
Productions.
Ted
Steele,personality
well-knownin
broadcasting
New York, appointed general manager of WNTAAM - FM Newark - New
York, succeeding Irving

Mr. Zittau

Henry J. Zittau, vp, elevated to senior vp in first
such top reshuffle following resignation of Eliot Hyman as
UAA president. Mr. Hyman subsequently has been mentioned for executive post with Creative Telefilm & Artists
which has leased for distribution to television about IlOpost'48 feature films. Robert Rich, UAA vp in charge of sales,
and his assistant, Don Kiauber, have resigned from UAA
and are expected to join Mr. Hyman at Creative. Mr. Ezzes
has long been associated with Matthew Fox, who is president of Television Industries and held post of vp and director also with subsidiary C&C Films Inc., original distributor
to tv of RKO feature library. Mr. Ezzes was vp in charge
of sales for Flamingo Films (later Motion Pictures for
Television Inc.) starting in 1952 and four years later joined
C&C Films after one year's association with Guild Films as
vp in charge of sales. He also had been secretary of Worldwide Development Corp., import-export company formed

Lichtenstein, named to
newly-created post of general executive in charge of
special events, promotions
and merchandising for National Telefilm Assoc., parent
company of stations. Mr. Steele currently is host on WNTATV's Ted Steele's Dance Party, which is telecast six evenings per week. Mr. Steele plans to limit his appearance to one night per week. Mr. Steele has been air personality atKMPC Hollywood, WPIX (TV) New York and
DuMont Television Network, and also has held various executive positions with NBC and John C. Dowd Adv., Boston.
Mr. Lichtenstein joined stations last year, and earlier was
with ABC as exploitation director and with WWDC Washington, D.C., in various executive posts.
FOR OTHER NEWS

10

Intervention approved
Private aeronautical interests have
been given permission to intevene in
WLUK-TV Marinette-Green Bay, Wis.,
case. FCC announced Friday it had
overruled its chief hearing examiner,
permitting following to become parties
to hearing involving request of WLUKTV to increase tower height by 330 ft.,
to 1,000 ft. above ground: Air Transport Assn. of America, Air Line Pilots
Assn., National Business Aircraft Assn.
and Aircraft Owners & Pilots Assn. At
same time commission turned down
joint petitions by Federal Aviation
Agency and Departments of Army and
Navy, already parties, to introduce into
evidence criteria on antenna heights
and locations and report of Joint Industry-Government Tall Structures Committee.

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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The new census spotlights the record growth and brilliant prospects of two great markets — Milwaukee
and San Diego ■ Among Midwest cities, Milwaukee takes front-rank in growth with 24 per cent increase
since 1950, and a gain of 41.5 per cent in suburban areas. Its tremendous industrial development has
been accelerated by completion of the St. Lawrence Seaway ■ In the West, San Diego continues the
fantastic growth that began in the '40 s. Since 1950 its metro-area population has nearly doubled, putting
San Diego well within the select group of America's million-markets ■ Effective
August 1, Bartell Stations in these two key markets team-up with John Blair &
Company. With the addition of WOKY, Milwaukee, and KCBQ, San Diego, Blair
Stations alone can now deliver your sales message to 81.7 per cent of the national
market each week — with decisive frequency.

BARTELL
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
444 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

I

Shotgun Slade is the "detective on
horseback" series that combines
both of TV's great audience appeals.
Roaring adventure . . . thrill-a-minute
mystery. And it gets double-barreled
results -big and fast! Its big-name
star, Scott Brady, became a top, twofisted TV personality in a matter of
weeks. Its excitement sold on sight.
Shotgun Slade has proved its selling
power. No wonder regional sponsors
like P.Ballantine & Sons, Brewers,
are ordering up a second smash year!

I

■

THE "TOP 10" LOCALLY
INTO
IT SHOT RIGHT
AND NATIONALLYAND STAYED THERE!

■
■
■
■

A double-barreled winner with that
big audience look. Just check ARB
for March, 1960...
RANK' IN MARKET
RATING SHARE
#1 in Boston, WBZ-TV
21.9 41.0%
#2 in Oklahoma City, KWTV
31.8 50.6
#2 in Jacksonville, WJXT
33.1 56.8
#1 in Phoenix, KOOL-TV
19.9 32.6
#2 in Charleston, S. C, WUSN-TV.... 48.3 71.9
#3 in Omaha, WOW-TV
24.9 41.4
#9 in Philadelphia, WRCV-TV
17.2 44.4
#2 in Portland, Me., WCSH-TV
32.2 61.1
#5 in Baltimore, WMAR-TV
16.9 40.1
#3 in Fresno, KJEO
22.6 49.8
#1 in Binghamton, WNBF-TV
41.5 89.8
#5 in Baton Rouge, WBRZ
35,8 59.6
#7 in New Orleans, WDSU-TV
20.9 61.1
#8 in Miami, WTVJ
26.0 51.3
#7 in Albany-Troy, WRGB
20.7 44.7
#2inAmarillo, KVII-TV
22.9 37.5
#8 in BurUngton, WCAX-TV
29.0 53.3
#5 in Harrisburg, WGAL-TV
25.2 35.4
# 1 in Chico-Redding, KVIP-TV
35.8 61.1
#5 in Birmingham, WBRC-TV
34.5 58.8
#1 in Bristol- Johnson City, WJHL.... 32.5 57.7
#5 in Savannah, WTOC-TV
28.5 50.5
#5 in Tampa-St. Petersburg, WTVT....27.8 50.5
#10inKnoxville, WATE-TV
23.6 49.1
Sorry — no room for all the others! Better write, wire
or phone your MCA TV film representative today,
*among all syndicated shows

TV FILM SYNDICATION
598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., PLaza 9-7500
and prlacipal cities everywhere
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Advertisement
EDITORIALIZING?
PLAN

TO?

Station editorializing is one of the fastest growing broadcast trends.
For good reason. "Opinioncasting" is dynamic and expanded station
service in the public interest.
And it's good business; One station doubled the rating of a newscast by using the last three minutes for editorial comment !
A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 1-12 — International Television-Radio Workshop, Interchurch Center, 475 Riverside Dr., New
Yorl<. Sponsored by Broadcasting and Film Commission and United Church Women of the National Council of Churches; the Protestant Council of N.Y.; New York State Council of Churches;
New Jersey Council of Churches, and World Commission for Christian Broadcasting.
Aug. 3-5 — Annual Defense Cotntnunlcatlons Seminar, including meeting of National Industry AdPa. visory Committee, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg,
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga.
Those attending should make reservations at the
Wanderer Motel.
'Aug. 11 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Dean
Johnson of O'Wlelveny & Myers, Los Angeles law
firm, will report on the successful fight to exempt broadcasters from the city gross receipts
tax.
*Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meetin-g. Hotel Marion, Little Rock. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) will speak.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic Wel*Aug. 23-26
Western
Electronic
& Convention,— Memorial
Sports
Arena, Show
Los Angeles.
Rear Admiral Joseph A. Jaap, director of development programs. Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, will speak at all-industry luncheon
Aug. 26 at Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29 — NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
•Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
President Eisenhower will address opening session,
2 p.m. Aug. 29 at Sheraton-Park Hotel.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16, (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
2-A —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual fall
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Starved Rock Lodge, Utica, N.Y.
*Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Now . . . with Broadcast Editorial Reports — an imporant News
Department adjunct — stations can supplement editorializing on local
issues with opinion on national and international matters based on
authoritative observation by top-rated global newsmen,
World-Renowned

Staff

Broadcast Editorial Reports provides you with an "editorial staff"
unexcelled in all broadcasting. Men who are as well known in the
homes you serve as they are in newsrooms around the globe. Seasoned
newsmen like H. V. Kaltenborn . . . Henry Cassidy . . . W. W. Chaplin
. . . John Luter . . . Eugene Lyons . . . Louis P. Lochner . . . Will
Oursler . . . Ansel Talbert — and a dozen others of the same stature —
plus experts in science, education, business and industry and other
areas of prime public interest.
New
BER

and

Exclusive

Service

is a completely new service exclusively for radio and television

stations — unavailable from any other source. BER's daily 3-minute
"Opinioncasts" on national and international affairs consist of background and analysis, plus opinion. They can be used as received and
attributed to their "name" authors ; they can be re-written by station
broadcasters and used as their material — with their own conclusions.
Low,

Low

Costs

Rates for BER service range from $7.00 to $70.00 per week — average
less than $20. (Price is based on population of metropolitan area
served.) Service is on an annual subscription basis, with cancellation
clause. Broadcast Editorial Reports are limited to one licensee in
each market. Secure them for your area without delay.
For the full story on BER — and sample editorials (without obligation)— write A. Maxwell Hage, President and Editor-in-Chief.
BROADCAST
33

East

39th

EDITORIAL
Street,

New

REPORTS

York

16, N. Y.15

This is a story about healthy growth.
It begins on a day almost fifteen years ago. Then, there were
three owners of stock in Avery-Knodel, Inc. There
were only six employees. Shortly,
the number

of stockholders increased to

five. And as time passed, the number

grew to

seven . . .then to 13. Today there are 18 Avery-Knodel
stockholders. They are the only owners of
this company. They are pictured below.
^ Each of these men works every day ... all day . . .
to improve sales and services to stations and
advertisers. They are 18 of the almost 100 men and women

who

today make up the Avery-Knodel selling organization.

^ Oh, yes . . . Avery-Knodel's able and experienced
manpower

and its new, broader corporate base get along fine, too, with an
increasing number

of top-flight radio and television stations.

www
AVERY-KNODEL

New York • Atlanta • Dallas • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Chicago

Radio and television station representative
Philip
Lewis H. Avery J. W. Knodel
New York Chicago

16

Schloeder
New York

Charles C.
Coleman
Atlanta

John
Wade JohnJ.
New F.York
New Tormey
York
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In Augusta,

Georgia
The Best of CBS end ABC 9
STEUBENVIUE-WHEEUNa
R«IHrateflted by Averf-KnwM, tne.
YOUR
ODUCT'S
PRST
BE
FRIEND
IS

WRGP-iy
The Best Of NBC 3
CHATTANQPBA, TQfNESSEE
RcqprMmM Iqr H'R

WRDW-iry
The Best Of CBS amf ABC 1^
AUaUSTA, aEORQIA
Rapmeatwi 1^ Av«nr-i(imtel, Ine.
The FRIENDLY

Group's

DW-TV
Newest member of The FRIENDLY
Group serving over a million people with 721
^
1 dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC.
million
for Rates and Avails
• IN AUGUSTA: R. E. Metcalfe, TA 4-5432
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Gaynor, OX 7-0306
Represented Nationally byAvery-Knodel, Inc.

WBOY-TV
The Best of NBC and CBS '2
CLAKKSBURB, WEST VIRBiNIA
ii«prM«a<«il l9 AvMy-KaeiM, tne.

KODE-TV
The Best Of CBS and ABC 1^
JOPUN, MISSOURI
flepreMnted by Anry-KiMilsl, Inc.

If circu7nstance lead tne, I will find Where tj-uth is hid,
though it were hid indeed Within the centre. *

* IVilliam
Shakespeare
"Hamlet"
You can find the truth about TV viewing in the centre of Rochester. KROC-TV
has 80% of the audience.
FOOD SALES: 75,708,000
ROCHESTER
CHANNEL
MINNESOTA
10
KROC-TV
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnel
G. David Gentling, gen'l. mgr.
NBC
18 (DATEBOOK)

Assn. luncheon at Holl-ywood Knickerbocker. Cunningham & Walsh executives will discuss radio
problems.
Sept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Fla.
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. 16-18 — UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20— Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management, Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
"Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of time to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, this issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
OCTOBER
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami
a hung ch.
jury).10 tv grant (first trial ended in
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Oct. 5— FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Town House, Omaha, Neb.
Oct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. Technical should
papers havebe been
requested
— titles
abstracts
submitted
to Dr.
Harry andF.
Olsen, RCA Labs, Princeton, N.J., by June 22.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention, Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Educational Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

when

it

comes

to

. . . money is nice, but LIVING RADIO surpasses even your fondest
dreams. LIVING RADIO is an entirely new and original series of musical
LIVING. You'll have the luckiest listeners in town when your audience
starts LIVING with you!
For music that lives, programming ideas that live — plus education,
high HOOP-lah, and vivid PULSE-ating applause— contact PAMS today !
Get the complete "Guaranteed for Life" story in sound. And think of
it this way . . . LIVING radio is WINNING radio !

PRODUCTIONS
PAMS

3123

KNOX

ST., DALLAS

OF

5, TEXAS

DALLAS

• PHON E LA 6-772 1

TUB & FIXTURES BY AMERICAN-STANDARD • SUDS BY UNCLE SAM • BLONDE - PAMS' CLAIRE STEWART, FEATURED IN LIVING RADIO
.'BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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casters
Francisco.annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
BALANCED

'Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson (St McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section, Central Canronto. ada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, ToOct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
'■'Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 14-16
Broadcasters'
Assn. New
annual convention.
Sheraton Promotion
Charles Hotel,
Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,
will be keynote speaker. Among topics on agenda:
color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other
probes, audience surveys and the role of video tape,
graphic arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
JANUARY 1961
Jan.
13-14
—
Oklahoma
Broadcasters' Assn.
more Hotel, Oklahoma City.
FEBRUARY
' Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional Group on
Military Electronics and Los Angeles section. Insti3ilttute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with
Arthur N. Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S.
La Cienega
AngelesHotel,
35, Calif.
Convention will be Blvd.,
held inLosBiltmore
that city.
APRIL
''April 26-29 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.

LISTENER

LOYALTY

KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .
blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than
4,000,000 people as:
• The news and information
station
• The variety station
• The network station
• The family station

50,000 WATTS -740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
20 (DATEBOOK)

AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women In Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT southern area
Music City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-Oct.
2— AWRTMass.New England conference. Springfield,
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6 — AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
17-18— Biltmore Hotel, New York
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago

TV
COMBIIMED
MARCH

HOMES
TOTAL BBM
'60

SURVEY

Reps: Weed Television Corp.
Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd.
Scharf Broadcast Sales Ltd.
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TOP

ADVERTISERS

HAVE

ALREADY

BOUGHT

ACTION-CHARGED
ABOUT

TWIN
-YET

AND

STATIONS
THIS

FRONTIER

BROTHERS...SO
SO

NEW

SERIES
ALIKE

DIFFERENT!

And the list keeps growing! More and more sponsors
and stations are joining LABATT'S BEER, COORS BEER,
MILES LABORATORIES, DREWRY'S BEER and STANDARD OIL OF TEXAS, and major-market stations like
KTTV Los Angeles, WGN Chicago, WWJ Detroit, WTCN
Minneapolis and WTVJ Miami in corraling the newest
and most original series ever to stampede across a prairie.
High-powered frontier-action ... plus the intriguing drama
of twin brothers, one a ne'er-do-well cow-hand, the other
a respected doctor, makes "Two Faces West" a best
bet for rating honors in the coming season!

starring CHARLES
BATEMAN in the Dual Role of the
Brothers January
'TWO
FACES
WEST'
For details about all 39 half-hours now in production, contact

>

SCREEN
^
GEMS,
mc.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK . DETROIT . CHICAGO • DALLAS . HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • TORONTO
V

NETWORK

PROGRAMMINQI

AIR POWER • CODE THREE ■ SAN FRANCISCO BEAT ■ NAVY LC '
3
SHOTGUN SLADE ■ TRACKDOWN • THIS MAN DAWSON • 26 ME ,
THE CALIFORNIANS • THE HONEYMOONERS • MR. ADAMS AND E\
MEET McGRAW ■ DEADLINE ■ BOLD VENTURE ■ COLONEL FLAOi
SILENT SERVICE • FLIGHT • PANIC • POLICEWOMAN

DECC

IT'S A GREAT LIFE ■ INTERPOL CALLING ■ YOU ARE THEll
HIRAM

WPix-11
learned
know

IS THE

''Network

to expect network

that of all seven

Station"

York

place minute

commercials

And

has 'proved that WPix

Nielsen

as on the leading

over-long

commercials

healthy

- MIKE

in New

stations only WPix

audience

on WPix-11.
and

incomes,

station!

network

You

a proved

respect for the rate card. Where

HAMMER

York!

■ BOLD

Audiences

every night on WPIX-11.
offers so many

in prime evening time in such network

the same

only the best advertisers

for Spot Advertisers

quality entertainment

New

HOLLIDAY

home

You'll

will find

Advertisers
to

quality programming.

find

important

quality audience

have

opportunities

ownerships,

never

J0URN9

jobs, etc. are

"mail

looking

order"

or

programs,

. , . on a station that has a

are your 60-second

commercials

tonight?

AUDIENCES
GtTWORK
Nielsen recently studied his entire New York sample, both Audiler and Recordimeter-Audilog homes, and found "no significant
'^^•rence" between the kind of people who watch wpix 11— New York's
ljy.;ing Independent station— and New York's leading Network station.
■ Nielsen "WPIX AUDIENCE PROFILE" study provides a direct comLAQison of audiences for the prime qualitative categories of: FAMILY
:OME . HOME OWNERSHIP ■ AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP • SIZE OF
'■%\LY ■ AGE OF HOUSEWIFE ■ OCCUPATION, HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
lEI^ i 7:00-11:00 PM, seven nights a week. Qualitatively they are equaL
Nielsen states: "NONE OF THE COMPARISONS YIELDED A SIGNS ICANT DIFFERENCE!"

"
ADVERTISERS
NETWORK
The Procter & Gamble Co. ■ General Motors Corp. • Bristol-Myers Co.
General Foods Corp. ■ Chrysler Corp. ■ American Airlines, Inc. • Colgate-Palmolive Co. • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ■ Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co., Inc. ■ United Air Lines, Inc. ■ General Mills, Inc.
National Biscuit Co. ■ U. S. Rubber Co. ■ Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. ■ Ford Motor Co. ■ The Coca-Cola Co. ■ General Cigar Co,
Borden's • Trans-World Airlines, Inc. • Vick Chemical Co. ■ P. Lorillard
Co. ■ Best Foods ■ U. S. Tobacco Co. ■ Texaco Canada Limited
Kellogg Company ■ Miles Laboratories, Inc. > The American Tobacco
Co. • Cannon Mills, Inc. ■ International Shoe Co. • Firestone • Gulf
Oil Corp. ■ Sterling Drug, Inc. ■ Lever Brothers Co. ■ and many more.

MONDAY

MEMO

f rom RALPH W. KLAPPERICH, vice president and media director, Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis

Needed:

exclusive

Rising costs plague every business, be
it agency, client, broadcaster or representative. This is true today and, if
we can judge from the past 10 years, it
certainly will be true in the 1960's.
Two of the most basic ways to beat
the problem of rising costs are: (1) To
find a better and easier way of doing
business; (2) To do more business.
In the field of spot television there is
a correlation between these two basics.
Finding easier ways to buy spot television will help relieve the pressure of
rising costs for agencies and certainly
will help solve the broadcasters' and
representatives" battle of rising costs by
creating more spot tv business.
Spot tv has proven itself as a powerful advertising medium. This is evidenced by the many products it has
helped to succeed, and by its growth to
over $1.25 billion — a large part of
which has come from increased expenditures byhappy spot advertisers.
Buying and Selling ■ But there must
be an easier way to buy — and sell — spot
television. One of spot tv's greatest advantages isflexibility. Going hand in
hand with this advantage is a serious
disadvantage: complexity. Just how
serious a problem is this?
A conscientious timebuyer, placing a
spot tv schedule in New York, must
contact seven representatives and explain to each of them what he wants.
A buyer placing an extensive spot schedule easily can spend days just asking
for availabilities. He must give to all of
the representatives for all the stations in
the markets to be covered a detailed and
concise description of his buying objectives ifhe is to accomplish those objectives satisfactorily.
There must be an easier way to buy
spot television.
There are many, many instances
where an agency or an advertiser needs
specific information about local television for the planning of a campaign or
the developing of an idea months before he is ready to do any actual buying. Where can he turn when he wants
an up-to-date answer to such questions
as "What are the chances of clearing
five-minute time periods for kids or
sports shows?" and "What's the outlook
for ask
getting
30-second
spots?"
Who does
he
when
he wants
to know
how
many stations are carrying live daytime
women's shows, daytime newscasts, or
strong local personality shows?
He turns to the station representatives and to get a broad picture he must
24

spot

tv

ask the same questions of 15 to 20 different representatives. The representatives ask their stations and days (usually
weeks) later the advertiser or agency
has his reply — or at least a partial reply
— in the form of several phone calls,
personal calls and a sorry assortment
of mail. There must be an easier way.
Sports Blackouts ■ Network sports
telecasts have multiplied like rabbits the
past few years, from one baseball game
per weekend to five this year. Hand in
hand with network sports telecasts go
"blackouts," a list of major markets
which are not cleared for these network telecasts because of league restrictions, whether it's baseball, football
or basketball. Thus, every network
sports advertiser has a problem of local
fill-ins in the same list of markets.
There is a need for and a demand for
a well-developed plan to solve this problem.
Those advertisers who have solved
the problem without going to other local media have done so the hard way.

Ralph W. Klappcncli, after college
graduation, went to work as retail salesman for small regional baker. In 1950
he joined advertising department of
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. and three
years later he became advertising manager of G. Heileman Brewing Co., La
Crosse, Wis. He joined Knox Reeves
Adv. as account executive in 1956
and became media director year later.
He was elected vice president of Knox
Reeves in May of this year.

organization
market by market, station by station.
There must be an easier way and the
spot tv industry can and should aclem. tively help advertisers solve this probEnough has been written and spoken
about the complexity of local rate cards.
Certainly, simple rate cards are possible.
What is this easier way? I believe the
answer lies in the creation of an organization whose sole purpose is to promote the medium of spot television.
Perhaps the Station Representatives
Assn. is or can become this organization, perhaps not. Perhaps this can be
a sub-organization within the Television
Bureau of Advertising, perhaps not.
What would this organization do? Its
basic purpose would be to make it
easier to buy spot tv. It also could serve
as a clearing house for availability requests, reducing the time a buyer
spends in asking for availabilities. It
would not in any way replace or compete with the selling effort behind specific availabilities by individual stations
or representatives.
Central File ■ This organization also
could serve as an information center to
answertions agencies'
or television
advertisers'picture,
quesabout the local
programming, etc. It could greatly increase advertiser interest in syndication
by providing a central point to which
the film syndicator can turn in seeking
availabilities for his latest package. Today, the advertiser is reluctant to buy
a syndicated show without having market by market time periods at least
tentatively set. Stations and representatives are reluctant to offer time periods
without advertiser interest. The result:
both syndicators and local tv stations
lose revenue to a nice, neat network
package with a lineup 50% in excess
of what the advertiser really needs.
This new organization also could develop and make proposals to help advertisers solve such problems as the
blacked-out sports markets.
Most of all, this organization could
and should sell spot tv as a medium to
all levels and types of agency and client
personnel so that everyone involved in
the important basic media decisions
fully understands and respects spot tv
to the same extent as any other
medium.
All of these things not only will make
the agency media department's job
easier, but they also will result in the
sale of more local television time.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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HOW
DOES A TOM A TO SOUND
? Like the long chant of picturesque street hucksters and their
horse-drawn carts. Like a tempting tossed salad on candle-lit tables in homes throughout the country. Or, like thousands
of bulging lunch counters during the noon-day rush . . . This is the sound of the blossoming tomato business in Maryland
... A rich sound ... A growing sound. It's the busy sound of a large Maryland industry that grows, packs and ships over
one-third of all the tomatoes consumed in the United States. It's a mighty sound that adds millions of dollars in spendable
income to the millions more earned by Marylanders in countless other industries. You can harvest this plush market for
your client when you plant his sales seed on WBAL-RADIO, the station with cultivated roots in Baltimore and beyond.
WB AL-R ADIO is the progressive Maryland station with the sound of elegance, the Sound of the Sixties . . . the sound that ripens
prospects into full-grown customers in the massive Maryland market. ^^QJX L'RA DiOf BA LT/^^Of^E
Broadcasting in the Maryland tradition/ Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc.
Associated with WBAL FM-TV
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AVE.
A MADISON
NOT
VIEWER.
BUT AUTHENTIC DRAWINGS AND A LETTER BY A 6 YEAR OLD WSLS-TV

The Chicago American had some
editorial comment after Lar Daly appeared on the Jack Paar Show (Thursday, July 7). Headlined "Tune out the
clown act" it said:
Lar (America First) Daly is again
back in the headlines, where he assuredly doesn't belong. Daly wangled a
25 minute appearance on Jack Paar's
television program Thursday night, and
is now demanding 22 more minutes
additional air time from the Federal
Communications Commission on the
grounds that he is a Democratic presidential hopeful and is entitled to equal
time with other candidates for nomination.
Daly, a Chicago furniture jobber,
is a tiresome crank who keeps running
for office — any office — dressed in an
Uncle Sam suit. His dronings are not
even funny, except to those who could
find matter for humor in a rubber
crutch.
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WORTH
CK^
BAREPEATING
PLAY
Time to call a halt

Yet under the FCC's interpretation
of the "equal time" rule, he is entitled
to afflict tv audiences for the same
amount of time allotted to genuine
candidates. This is a very bad joke on
everybody, and it should be stopped as
soon as Congress reconvenes.
The equal time idea is nonsense in
itself, because it assumes that experienced tv newsmen won't give impartial
coverage to political candidates unless
they're regulated by stopwatch. Congress should throw it out.
When a clown like Daly can commandeer time on national networks,
just when the networks are busy with
the call
biggest
story in four years, it's time
to
a halt.
And another objection
Commenting on the Lar Daly appearance on NBC-TV's Jack Paar
Show, following an FCC ruling, the
July 14 Arizona Record (Globe weekly), had this criticism and fear:
How silly can this equal time provision get? That a great communications
medium should be shackled by such
an unrealistic law is pathetic. Yet it's
true.
And now there are those who would
extend this practice to newspapers with
an equal-space provision. . . .
What would the definition of "equal
space" include? Number of words?
Lines? Column inches? Photo sizes?
Headline type? Position?
What candidates would be eligible?
. . . How would the law be enforced?
No thanks! No space — by any definition— is equal space.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

KRON/TV HAS ALMOST AS
MANY V4-HR. "FIRSTS" AS
OTHER 3 S. F. STATIONS
COMBINED.
(ARB, May, I960)
BROADCASTING, Augusf 1, 1950

S. F. CHRONICLE . NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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Community leadership in serving
the public has been fundamental
in the operation of KCRA ever
since it was founded 14 years
ago. Example: the KCRA Community Bulletin Board, broadcast
a minimum of three times daily
throughout the week, calling attention to civic, social, and charitable activities of all kinds . . .
the only such regular broadcast
service in the area.
Under the same ownership and
management ever since its founding, KCRA has always given
community service prime time
and attention. Adult listener acceptance isthe result . , . which
is a contributing factor to the results consistently produced for
KCRA advertisers. Good place
for your clients' dollars.
. . . and probably the finest
merchandising service in the West.

Convention coverage
editor: I READ WITH INTEREST YOUR
FINE ROUNDUP FOCUSING ATTENTION ON
INDEPENDENT
STATION INITIATIVE ON
[Democratic] convention coverage
[page 57, July 18 issue], may i bring
TO YOUR attention AN OBVIOUS OVERSIGHT TO THE FACT THAT THE MOST
EXTENSIVE INDEPENDENT RADIO STATION
COVERAGE OF ANY POLITICAL CONVENTION WAS SUPPLIED BY RADIO STATION
KMPC WHO HAD A STAFF OF MORE THAN
40 REPEAT 40 COVERING. THE ENTIRE
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING OPERATION YOU COVERED SO WELL [page 56,
July 25 issue] was backboned by the
KMPC STAFF WHO AROUND THE CLOCK
COVERED THE NETWORK. OUR INDEPENDENT KMPC NEWSMAN BROKE THE
ANNOUNCEMENT
LYNDON38 JOHNSON'S
NOMINATION 38 OFREPEAT
MINUTES
BEFORE ANY OTHER NEWSMAN IN THE
WORLD, SCORING THE OUTSTANDING
BEAT OF THE CONVENTION. THE WHOLE
PROJECT [was] UNDER THE PERSONAL
DIRECTION OF KMPC VICE PRESIDENT IN
CHARGE OF PROGRAMS
BOB FORWARD
. . .
JOHN DICKSON, KMPC LOS
ANGELES.
EDITOR: In the July 18 issue, page 60,
I note that Time Inc. stations get credit
only at WTCN Minneapolis for
covering the [Democratic] convention.
Actually, Bill Roberts is head of the
news bureau of all of the TLF stations
including KLZ and he fed many special
broadcasts to KLZ, namely, those with
high local interest.
Sheldon Peterson, who was at KLZ
for 15 years, many years of it as our
news director, also represents all of the
TLF stations and fed us numerous
broadcasts and film shows of special
interest from the convention. Coverages
were given to each of the delegations of
the states in which TLF has stations
and special reports were filed with each
of the TLF stations. Similar coverage
[was] planned in Chicago. — Hugh B.
Terry, President and General Manager,
KLZ-AM-TV Denver.
Product protection trend
editor: Broadcasting's story on
"Product protection: on way out," is-

r NBC
—Sacramento — J
Represented by
— IEdwardYpetry AJCo., Inc.V
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sue of July 11 (page 27), was read with
great interest here at WABC-TV as this
station has long been advising its clients
that good television time is becoming
tighter than ever before and that sponsors should be willing to stand on the
merits of their products, creativity, inventiveness and persuasion to sell goods
and services rather than having the
comfort of 15-minute or half-hour
separation from the selling points of a
competitor.
Joseph Stamler, vice president and
general manager for WABC-TV, late
last year advised a number of agency
executives that the sole obstacle that
stood in the way of an overall growth
in advertising is this problem of product protection. . . .
Banks, law firms, accounting services etc. have managed to prosper with
competitive companies within their
clientele. Similarly, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising etc. schedule
copy for competitive advertisers adjacent to one another. — Lester Dinoff,
Director of Publicity, WABC-TV New
York.
Catv controversy
editor: Because I have been on the
go out of town, it has only just now
been possible for me to get to read the
editorial, "Tv's little businessmen," on
page 122 of your June 13 issue regarding the catv. . . .
I came to the conclusion years ago
that the public interest requires the
non-duplication in the coverage area of
a small market station of its programs.
I for one believe that I can successfully
compete in the case of KFBC-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo., and KSTF (TV)
Scottsbluff, Neb., with other programs,
whether they be programs that are paid
for by the viewer by dropping a dollar
in the slot or by paying a monthly subscription price as in the present conception of catv, or whether these other
programs come in some manner not
yet contrived.
However, when it comes to competing with our very own programs, which
we must now do in the case of the catv
as it is presently operated, one only
needs to consider what would happen
to any metropolitan city tv station in
the country if 95% of its programs
from 6-10 p.m. were duplicated in its
coverage area, whether it be by catv or
another station or any other means. I
am sure everyone would agree this
would result in. if not the demise of
such metropolitan city stations, at least
a crushing cut-back of the quality of
their service, including their ability to
do public service local broadcasting,
maintain and improve the quality of
their transmitting equipment, maintain
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

WILLIAM PENN, 37 FEET TALL, SURVEYS PHILADELPHIA FROM ATOP CITY HALL. BUILT IN 1871 PRECISELY WHERE HE DECIDED 190 YEARS EARLIER IT OUGHT TO BE.

W orth while
n
hiladelphia
Wherever they go, Philadelphians
are surrounded by history. They see it as made, in shrines that breathe Hf e. They
hear it in the making
from

other

. . . via pubhc

Philadelphia

affairs service which

radio stations

spective," new problem-facing

has differentiated

for 38 years. Example : "World

documentary

series, scrutinizing

WIP

in Per-

local, national,

international situations. "WIP" typifies Metropolitan's blending of traditional
with new concepts, which have created growing audiences for
service . . .
and your story ... in

.

A station of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Petry.

BRAND NEW:
Out of the thousands of
SATURDAY EVENING POST
stories read and loved by millions
of Americans, ITC now proudly
brings to television first run,
for the first time, the

high employment standards and all the
other things that make the average big
city station at the present time a great
contributor to the public interest in its
area.
And, yet, this duplication is what is
happening and has been for years to
dozens of small town television stations.
As for me, it seems conclusive that the
public interest lies in the stopping of
this duplication, whether it be by exercising copyright rights, withholding of
network permission, enactment of legislation or extension of the jurisdiction
of the FCC over this part of television
broadcasting. — William C. Grove, General Manager, KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo., and KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff,
Neb.
Hard sell or humor?

Pat O'Brien
. . . hard-hitting
action

June Lockhart
. . . tender
romance

Everett Sloane
. . . Western
adventure

Charles Coburn
. . .in-cheek
tonguefarce

Pulitzer
authors
Conrad
Benet .

Prize-winning
like MacKinlay Kantor,
Richter, Stephen Vincent
. . and many others.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 • PL 6-2100
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editor: Kenneth S. Barasch develops
his theme ["Hard sell, not humor,
should win tv awards," Monday
Memo, page 22, July 4 issue] with reason and logic, but on a foundation that
will not stand intelligent scrutiny. (This
is what makes philosophy interesting.)
Mr. Barasch's error is in supporting
his argument on the basis that seriousness in a commercial is desirable. Anything (such as a commercial) that lives
precariously on the periphery of real
human value must not presume to take
itself seriously. . . — Jim Taylor, Production Director, WKBW Buffalo, N.Y.
KCMJ's dual representatives
editor: In the July 4 issue of Broadcasting under "Rep Appointments"
you have listed KCMJ Palm Springs as
being repped by United Spot Sales.
This is somewhat misleading and has
caused quite a bit of confusion since
we (J. A. Lucas Co.) still rep the station here in Los Angeles and Southern
California. United Spot Sales is repping the station nationally now with
the exception of Los Angeles and
Southern California. — James A. Lucas,
J. A. Lucas Co., Hollywood.
Meteorological Assn.
editor: You recently ran a story about
a meteorological association for radio
and television personnel who meet certain qualifications. I would like very
much to have the address of that group.
We at KVLF feel we are qualified
for the association since we have three
stafi" members
are qualifiedandto have
take
Weather
Bureauwhoobservations
the "certificate of authority" as issued
by the U.S. Weather Bureau. — Phil
Wayne, Program Director. KVLF Alpine, Tex.
[The American Meteorological Society is
located at 3 Joy St., Boston 8, Mass.
Kenneth C. Spengler is executive secretary. We suggest inquiries be addressed
to him. — The Editors.]
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STILL
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WEEKS

WWW

GOING

STRONG!

They come and they go-shows of all kinds, all over America, but WWVA's gay, colorful Jamboree
goes on and on. So does WWVA's Tri-State Farm Broadcast (now in its 25th consecutive year.)
And there's the Junior Town Meeting of the Air (now completing its 14th consecutive year).

More than 2,000,000 people have travelled
from near and far to see the famed WWVA
Jamboree — a radio show ! An average
audience has consisted of persons from 119
counties in 21 states. But more important,
the WWVA Jamboree has proven listenership in 595 counties of 23 states comprising the entire northeast section of the
nation — 39% of the nation's population.

The Tri-State Farm Broadcast is
another example of live public
service programming over WWVA.
Produced in cooperation with the
agricultural extension services of
W.Virginia, Ohioand Pennsylvania,
over 30 professional farm experts
take part. First by far, choice of
farmers for rural programming.

Award-winningJuniorTown Meeting
of the Air is produced by WWVA in
cooperation with Bethany College
and Oglebay Institute with 28 high

These and many other
continuing WWVA public

schools (public, private and parochial) participating. Featured are
Trans-Atlantic broadcasts with British high school students, arranged
through the B.B.C.

67-county, WheelingPittsburgh Area an ideal
community in which to
live and work and build
a better America.

Wheeling

Pulse area survey proved
dominant seven days a week.
Only 50,000 watt network station
in Wheeling-Pittsburgh area.
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A

SHARPER
Commission

issues

The FCC served notice last week it
intends to keep careful watch on all
stations'
programming
theirofefforts
to discover
and meet theandneeds
their
communities.
From now on applicants for licenses
must prove they have diligently studied
their markets to find out what people
ought to get from radio and tv. Then
they must prove they are providing it.
The commission on Friday (July 29)
issued a "report and statement of policy" which described its concept of the
scope of its regulatory power over
programming. Rulemaking will be instituted "at the earliest practicable date"
to require applicants to spell out their
programming plans and performance.
A narrative report will be required in
license applications.
At the same time, the commission released without comment a 380-page
staff document recommending tighter
controls over programming than the
FCC assumed in its policy statement
(see page 36). The document, prepared
by the Network Study Staff which has
been in charge of the FCC's general
programming inquiry, has been under
consideration for a month (Closed
Circuit, July 4).
The FCC's own position report of

FCC
stiff new

EYE
policy

ON
on

surveillance

July 29 is the first commission statement
on programming policies since the controversial Blue Book of 1946. The Blue
Book, officially called "Public Service
Responsibilities of Broadcast Licensees,"
sought to outline program obligations.
The policy statement of last week was
less specific and somewhat less restrictive than the Blue Book.
The new policy statement was discussed for five hours in a special commission meeting last Monday (Broadcasting, July 25). Final approval came
at the regular Wednesday meeting. The
document is a result of an inquiry begun 18 months ago and featured by
19 days of en banc hearings before the
commissioners last winter.
Sfation Obligations ■ "The broadcaster is obligated to make a positive, diligent and continuing effort to determine
the tastes, needs and desires of the
public in his community and to provide
programming to meet those needs and
interests," the policy statement says.
"The commission does expect its broadcast licensees to take the necessary steps
to inform themselves of the real needs
and interests of the areas they serve and
to provide programming ... for those
needs and interests."
The commission listed 14 "major

Where policy was incubated ■ The "position paper" issued by the FCC last week was the outcome of extensive
hearings the FCC held early this year to solicit views on the
degree of program surveillance it ought to exercise. The
picture above was made during the presentation of NAB's
testimony on Febr 1. At the witness table in the foreground
with their backs to camera are (1-r) Whitney North Seymour,
president-elect of the American Bar Assn. and special counsel to the NAB, Harold E. Fellows, NAB president who
died five weeks later, and Douglas Anello, NAB chief
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

PROGRAMS
over

radio-tv

elements" of programming usually necessary to meet the public interest —
with entertainment at the bottom of the
list. They included ( 1 ) opportunity for
local self-expression, (2) development
and use of local talent, (3) programs
for children (4) religious programs,
(5) educational programs, (6) public
affairs programs, (7) editorials by licensees, (8) political broadcasts, (9)
agricultural reports, (10) news, (11)
weather and market reports, 12) sports,
(13) service to minority groups, and
(14) entertainment programming.
It was emphasized that these elements are neither all-embracing nor
constant and do not serve as a "rigid
mold or fixed formula" for station operation. "The ascertainment of the
needed elements of the broadcast matter
to be provided by a particular licensee
for the audience he is obligated to serve
remains primarily the function of the
licensee," the policy statement continued. "His honest and prudent judgments will be accorded great weight by
the commission. Indeed, any other
course would tend to substitute the
judgment of the commission for that
This story continues on page 38.
Report on stofF study that urged stronger
program controls is on next spread.

counsel. Main thrust of the NAB testimony: Although
broadcasting is protected by the First Amendment which
guarantees freedom of speech and of the press, the FCC
has the right to examine overall program performance as
a means of evaluating the character of licensees.
Commissioners in the photo are (1-r) Frederick W. Ford
(now chairman), Robert E. Lee, Rosel Hyde, Chairman
John C. Doerfer (who resigned a month later under fire
from the House Oversight Committee), Robert T. Bartley,
T.A.M. Craven and John S. Cross.
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THE

BRYANT

REPORT:

The evidence in the FCC's program
responsibility probe has been put into
encyclopedic form, augmented by staff
suggestions about how programming
should be regulated.
A report covering the record of
testimony was submitted prior to the
July 29 report and statement of policy
(see story page 35) over the signature of Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief.
Office of Network Study, Broadcast
Bureau.
In the 380-page document tided
"Interim Report," Mr. Bryant and his
staff exhaustively condensed the thousands of pages of testimony and then
offered recommendations, some of
which were adopted by the FCC. The
interim report, submitted June 15,
was released by the FCC along with
its own policy statement.
High spots of the staff recommendations:
■ The official concept that commercial sponsorship lessens the public
service value of a program is disappearing; actually sponsorship encourages broadcasters in public affairs and cultural programming.
■ Application forms should be revised so the applicant can describe
his efforts to determine public tastes
and needs in his area and the efforts
he proposes or has made to meet
these tastes and needs.
■ Broadcasters should take seriously all the criticism aimed at their
programming in the FCC inquiry, and
do something about it.
■ The idea of a government council or quasi-official consulting body to
guide or direct industry programming
was opposed.
■ The FCC has a duty to consider
a station's overall broadcast performance in granting cps or renewals. It
was held that Sec. 326, the anticensorship provision of the Communications Act, doesn't interfere.
■ There's no need for more legislation, other than that proposed to Congress by the FCC; network licensing
was opposed.
The staff's interim report was based
on a detailed review of the hearing
evidence. It dealt with station and network policies, practices and activities;
policies of the FCC and its predecessor Federal Radio Commission, and
suggestions covering reporting procedure for broadcast applicants.
Summed up, the report proposed:
■ Changes in application forms
(Part IV).
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PROPOSALS

■ Creation of liaison routines so
persons and groups with an interest in
broadcast service can apprise the commission of their views.
B Announcement by FCC and stations of pending renewal applications.
Emphasis was placed on the adaptability of FCC standards and routines
ing.
to changing conditions in broadcastThe "trustee" responsibility of the
licensee as the "mouth of the air for
the community it serves" is cited frequently throughout the report, with
the requirement that an account of
stewardship must be given at stated
intervals. The commercial privilege, it
was stated, "must be subordinated to
his paramount obligation to act for
the community and must be incidental
to This
his trusteeship."
guidepost is offered licensees:
"A prudent, positive and continuing
effort to discover and fulfill the tastes,
needs and desires of his community
for public service." The licensee is

Document drafters ■ Chief architect
of the interim report covering FCC's
winter inquiry into broadcast programming was Ashbrook P. Bryant
(left), chief of the Commissions Office of Network Study, Broadcast
Bureau. At right is James F. Tierney, one of his assistants in conducting the inquiry. The report was
released by the FCC without comment.
The Bryant interim report, pre-

FOR

MORE

told he must assume responsibility for
all material broadcast through his
facilities, both programming and advertising. Good faith in determining
and serving community needs and interests is offered as a basic requirement. The FCC should continue to
consider licensee responsibility on a
case-to-case basis rather than by any
minimal standards or fixed formulas,
it is stated.
Components for Service ■ Elements
of a well-rounded program service are
described as: opportunity for local
self-expression; development of local
talent; programs for children; religious, educational and public affairs
offerings; editorializing under the
Commission's 1949 report; politics;
farm, news, weather, market and
sports programming; service to minority groups; entertainment; licensee determination of standards; specialized
program
service. need for specialized
An increasing
stations is noted since the development

pared by the network study staff, includes acomprehensive analysis of
the transcript augmented by capsule summaries of each witness'
testimony and a series of recommendations dealing with proposed
ways of tightening FCC's program
control. It traces in depth the original
regulatory Radio
conceptsCommission
of the former Federal
through the court decisions, laws
and FCC rulings.
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CONTROL

of fm and tv broadcasting, with observation that few specialized tv stations are feasible though there are
many radio stations serving special
groups and interests. Specialized program ing, itwas stated, should be
based on a study of community or
service area needs and the type of
service being provided by other stations. The licensee should be able to
show his specialized service isn't merely fostering his own private interests
but is in the public interest, it was
added.
The old PRC policy giving all applicants for broadcast privileges "a
full and fair hearing" has been modernized administratively, according to
the report, but remains essentially the
same.
In proposing a closer liaison with
the public the report reminded there
are over 5,000 broadcast stations operating and the FCC "obviously can
make independent inquiry into the
service of only a few of these. . . .
It is to the public that the Commission must look for much of the information useful in evaluating community broadcast service. This is especially true with regard to license renewal."
An Ear to The Public ■ The report
suggests the public can serve by informing the FCC of "excellence" of
broadcast service as well as submitting complaints. It adds, "On a proper
showing, the Commission should grant
petitions of individuals and groups to
set renewal applications for hearing
and permit such individuals or groups
to appear as public witnesses or amicus curiae to present evidence." Local
hearings are urged where warranted.
The staff report reminds that FRC
set a basic policy that advertising must
be presented as such and not in disguised form, with the amount and
type consistent with public service requirements. Licensees are encouraged
by the commission to adhere to NAB
radio and tv codes, it is stated, citing
NAB's increased code activity including drives to enroll more subscribers
and stiffened rules.
Licensees are described as having a
duty to screen advertising to eliminate
false, misleading or deceptive matter.
Similarly they have a responsibility to
avoid vulgar and bad-taste matter,
with the NAB codes described as "a
most useful guide." A reasonable balance is given as the criterion in avoiding over-commercialization, with a re-

OVER

PROGRAMMING

minder that bills have been introduced
in Congress to prescribe advertising
rules.
Network Control ■ The going gets
a little rougher in the discussion of
network impact on station responsibility. Agency control in the commercial
policy area is almost universal, according to the report's concept of the
agency-network relationship, with
agencies exerting considerable creative control over the subject matter
of many programs. Ultimate responsibility for network programming
must rest with the networks, subject to
limitations, and the industry appears
to agree with this concept, it was
stated.
Networks are credited with "major
contributions" to American broadcasting*. Many licensees, it was said, "have
virtually abdicated their trust with regard to newtork programming" but
they needn't be helpless in exercising
their station responsibilities. This
warning is offered, "A trustee may not
stand aside and thrust his duty upon
another if he wishes to retain his
The report proposes networks provide affiliates adequate advance infortrust."
mation as to the subject matter of network programming, giving a chance to
screen material in advance "with minThe
chapter on network regulaute care."
tion indicates the FCC's power isn't
broad enough to reach some netWork policies and activities interfering with affiliates' exercise of responsibility for broadcast matter. It
observes that affiliates bear the legal
responsibilty for program material
over which networks exercise almost
complete control. Actually, the report states, network responsibility
should serve and implement station
responsibility, adding a comment that
FCC has asked Congress for suitable
legislation affecting station responsibility rather than a scheme for licensing networks.
No Right Hand on Networks ■ The
administrative headaches in network
licensing would be numerous, the report contends, since a network is
merely "a bundle of contractual relationships, creative know-how and
goodwill." And, it suggests, "if the
commission, for good cause, failed to
renew or revoked the operating certificate of a national network, serious
consequences to the public and station licensees would ensue." Doubt

was voiced that the FCC could award
or transfer the "bundle of rights" to
another person or provide for continuance of the network service to
its affiliates. Economic injury and
consequent lowering of programming
quality were also mentioned, leaving
the commission a choice of crippling
service in many communities or resorting to a cease and desist order,
for example.
Long litigation was envisioned in
issuance of franchises, with a question
of economic injury raised by grant
of additional licensees. Courts might
take a dim view of the idea, it was
added. In any case, stations might
show less interest in their trustee
duties if networks operated under
the sanction of a federal license and
its responsibilities. For these and other
reasons, the report favored elastic
FCC authority over the networks
rather than a rigid system of federal
licenses.
In discussing advertiser-agency impact on stations the report said, "In
general, no entertainment program
goes on the air or continues without
the approval of the agency or sponsor who is paying the bill." Any idea
that the licensee may share in the
production, selection and supervision
of network programs is unrealistic,
the report said in citing testimony by
agency witnesses. Broadcasters who
testified at the inquiry were described
as "surprisingly uninformed as to the
activities of advertisers and their
agencies even though these directly
affect the bulk of the material they
A discussion of programming
broadcast."
types stressed crime and violence,
with the impact expressed this way,
". . . there is no doubt that many
responsible and informed persons feel
that our children and young adults
are being damaged by excessive crime
and violence on television."
Growth in public affairs programming in prime time during the past
two or three years was pointed out,
with a reminder that advertisers had
testified there is economic support for
much more such programming than
is
currently being offered by the networks.
Many of the conditions that led to
the inquiry could have been avoided
had broadcasters adhered more closely to the NAB codes, the report
stated in urging the industry to step
up its self-regulation.
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A sharper

FCC

eye

on

of the licensee."
Narrative Coming ■ Noting the criticism of the present statistical programming data required in FCC applications, the commission said that it intends to revise Part IV of application
forms to require a statement by an applicant as to:
■ "The measures he has taken and
the effort he has made to determine the
tastes, needs and desires of his community or service area.
■ "The manner in which he proposes
to meet those needs and desires."
Adding a touch of philosophy, the
policy statement continued: "Thus, we
do not intend to guide the licensee
along the path of programming; on the
contrary, the licensee must find his own
path with the guidance of those whom
his signal is to serve. We will thus steer
clear of the bans of censorship without disregarding the public's vital interest. What we propose will not be
served by pre-planned program format
submissions accompanied by complimentary references from local citizens.
What we propose is documented program submissions prepared as the result

programs continued
quiry have persuaded us that there is
no public interest basis for distinguishing between sustaining and commercially-sponsored programs in evaluating
station performance," the statement
concluded. "However this does not relieve the station from responsibility
for retaining the flexibility to acneeds." who wish to
Of comfortcommodatetopubliclicensees
change programming, the commission
also stated: "We wish to stress that no
one may be summarily judged as to the
service he has performed on the basis
of the information contained in his
Freedom of Speech Conflict ■ The
application."
policy
statement goes to great lengths
to spell out the freedoms from programming interference guaranteed broadcasting by the First Amendment and
Sec. 326 of the Communications Act.
"The broadcaster's license is not intended to convert his business into an
instrumentality of the federal government," itstates. "Neither, on the other
hand, may he ignore the public interest
which his application for a license
should thus define and his operations

Busy, busy week at FCC
Last week was a highly atypical
Tuesday — No meeting held, with
commissioners doing their homeperiod at the FCC as the commiswork for the next day.
sioners pushed to clear pending
items prior to their annual oneWednesday — The regular meetmonth hiatus. While the commission
ing, which did not break up until
normally meets only one day a week,
7:30 p.m. with just under 100
three long sessions were held Aug.
broadcast actions being taken.
25-29, plus a full day of oral arguThursday — Five separate oral arments. Here, in capsule, is the week's
activities:
guments, with all seven commissioners sitting.
Monday — A special meeting from
Friday — A special meeting to
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on the procomplete unfinished Wednesday
gramming inquiry (adjacent story)
and the Little Rock convention covagenda items, headed by planned
hearings on pay tv.
erage (see page 64).
of assiduous planning and consultation. . . ."
The FCC said that the particular
manner in which applicants are required to depict their proposed and past
programming policies and services may
have significant bearing upon its ability
to decide if a station is operating in the
public interest. A thorough study of
the subject is now underway, the commission said, and, as soon as it is completed revisions will be announced for
comment which will instill an "awareness" in broadcasters of their responsibilities to the public.
New reporting procedures will not
require percentage breakdowns of
types of programming nor will it place
any stress on sustaining vs. commercial
public service shows. "Our own observations and the testimony in this in38

thereafter reasonably observe."
There are exceptions to the limitations upon the FCC in the consideration of programming and ". . . areas
of affirmative responsibility which the
commission may appropriately exercise
under its statutory obligation . . ." the
policy declares. "In view of the fact
that a broadcaster is required to program his station in the public interest
. . . his freedom is not absolute. The
commission does not conceive that it
is barred by statute from exercising any
responsibility with respect to programming. It does conceive that the manner
or extent of the exercise of such responsibility can produce constitutional
or The
statutory
questions."
commission
conceded that it is
precluded from examining a program
for taste or content, except under rec-

ognized censorship exceptions (i. e.,
obscenity, profanity, indecency, etc).
Also, "this commission conscientiously
believes that it should make no policy
or take any action which would violate
the letter or the spirit of the censorship prohibitions the
of Sec.
Broadcasting,
FCC 326."
policy continued, presents problems peculiar to
itself which are not necessarily subject
to the same rules governing other media
of communication.
"Although
the commission must determine
whether
the
total program service of broadcasters
is reasonably responsive to the interests
and needs of the public they serve, it
may not condition the grant, denial
or revocation of a broadcast license
upon its own subjective determination
of what
is or isstated.
not a good program,"
the
commission
Flat Rejection ■ The FCC turned a
cold shoulder to those witnesses making "persuasive arguments" that it has
the authority and obligation to require
licensees to present specific types of
programs. "With respect to this proposition, we are constrained to point out
that the First Amendment forbids governmental interference asserted in aid
of free speech, as well as governmental
action sionrepressive
to it." the commissaid.
The commission and courts have consistently maintained tha the responsibility for the selection and presentation
of individual programming rests entirely upon the individual licensee, it was
pointed out. "The commission's role as a
practical matter, let alone a legal matter, cannot be one of program dictation
or In
program
supervision."
addition
to programs, licensees
must assume final responsibility for advertising carried over their facilities,
the policy statement continues. "With
respect to advertising, the licensee has
the additional responsibility to take all
reasonable measures to eliminate any
false, misleading or deceptive matter
and to avoid abuses with respect to the
total amount of time devoted to advertising as well as the frequency with
which regular programs are interrupted.
. . . This duty is personal to the licensee
and may not be delegated."
More to Come ■ The policy statement and upcoming rulemaking are a
continuation of the commission's programming inquiry instituted in February 1959. Over 90 witnesses appeared
before the commission in en banc hearings during last December- January.
The record during the 19 days of testimony encompassed nearly 5,000 pages.
The commission said that it will
make every effort to expedite its consideration ofthe entire proceeding and
will take "such definitive action as the
commission determines to be warBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
ranted."
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Martha Wright

Jack Sferlinr/

\
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Allen Gray

Freeman & Hayes
1,461,200 different homes each
day, 3,131,700 different homes
each week hold open house for
them and give WCBS Radio the
largest unduplicated audience of
any station in New York radio!
A cumulative rating of 33.5%
daily and 71.8% weekly of the
total radio homes in the vast 17county New York area (Cumulative Pulse Audience, March 1960).
ONLY WCBS Radio in all of
New York radio offers this combination oftop talents and prestige
programming: Jack Sterling,
Dick Noel, Martha Wright, Allen
Gray, Freeman & Hayes, Arthur
Godfrey, Lanny Ross, Garry
Moore, Ed Joyce, Bing Crosby,
Lee Jordan, Rosemary Clooney
—plus, daytime dramas, special
events, CBS News, mystery and
adventure series, and the famed
Philharmonic!
WCBS Radio attracts the biggest
unduplicated radio audience in
the nation's biggest total market!
Want to call on more different
people in New York? Call on
WCBS
RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales.

Dick Noel

Ed Joyce

Lee Jordan
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BLOW
Lestoil

AGAINST

switches

$10

Adell Chemical Co., which lavishly
spent for tv time and became one of
the medium's biggest sales success
stories, is revising its agency tactics.
Change came last week with announcement by Sol Sackel, president
of the Sackel Co., Boston, that his
five-year-old agency had merged with
Jackson Associates, Holyoke, Mass.,
to form The Sackel-Jackson Co. Inc.
Latter agency had been the Adell house
agency. With acquisition of Lestoil
(billing about $10 million), the new
agency now has annual billings of approximately $12 million.

Mr. Sackel

■ Business
Times sales

ADVERTISING

Mr. Schiff

briefly

New arrival ■ Squibb Labs, new marketing unit of E.R. Squibb & Sons, has
signed full sponsorship of People Are
Funny on NBC-TV beginning Sept. 18
(Sun. 6:30-7 p.m. NYT). The purchase
is said to mark the first fulltime sponsorship of network tv by the pharmaceutical firm for the purpose of promoting consumer products. Agency:
Donahue & Coe, N.Y.
Regional interest ■ Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana) will sponsor the 1960 college
all-star football game over ABC Radio
in 15 midwest states. The annual grid
classic will be carried by ABC Radio*
and TV Aug. 12 (Fri. 10 p.m. EDT).
Standard's
agency: D'Arcy Adv., St.
Louis.
Bowling buy ■ Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., Louisville, has signed
for participating sponsorship in a new
bowling feature starting Oct. 8 on ABCTV, immediately following Saturday
Night Fights. Titled Make That Spare,
40

million

HOUSE
to new

Sackel-Jackson

Last week's announcement described
the merger as "a blow against the concept of the house agency." Daniel E.
Hogan Jr., new president of Lestoil
Products Inc., indicated a strong conviction that house agencies are too subjective and limited in scope to provide the objectivity and creativity necessary for strong, sound advertising.
"Less than 2% of America's advertisers use house agencies," Mr. Hogan
said, "because house agencies lack the
creative and competitive motivation so
vital in today's market. The traditional
agency is best equipped to render the

Mr. Heath

AGENCIES

Mr. Tarcher

the program will offer cash prizes to
bowling stars who knock down two
separated pins set up in classic spare
situations. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.,
N.Y.
Tourist trade ■ Air France will launch
a one-minute spot campaign over 1 1
good music radio stations, starting Aug.
15, to promote "Parisian Holidays," a
7-day package tour of Paris which becomes available Oct. 1 at a price of
$498.60. A minimum of 10 spots weekly are scheduled for New York and
Newark and minimum of three spots
per week in Washington, Philadelphia,
Boston, St. Louis, Miami, Baltimore,
San Francisco, Chicago and Los Angeles. Agency: BBDO.
C-P buys two ■ Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
N.Y., has bought alternate week sponsorship in two NBC-TV fall entries — ■
Dan Raven. Friday (7:30-8:30 p.m.
NYT) and Outlaws. Thursdays (7:308:30 p.m. NYT). The Dan Raven purchase was made through Ted Bates;
the Outlaws buy via D'Arcy.

agency

service
we need."
Mr. Sackel,
who is president of the
expanded agency organization, also announced these major appointments in
the new Sackel-Jackson:
Ralph Schiff, formerly vice president at Sackel, as executive vice president of Sackel-Jackson.
Don Heath, previously executive director of Jackson Associates, as vice
president and account executive at S-J.
ing.Irv Eison, formerly account executive on Sackel's Beacon Wax account,
S-J vice president in charge of marketLeonard Tarcher, with various top
New York agencies, vice president in
charge of media.
Rene Reyes, formerly tv time buyer
at Jackson, director of broadcast media.
Andrew Halmay, formerly with New
York agencies, vice president and creative director.
The Sackel-Jackson agency headquarters are at 18 Newbury St., Boston
16, Mass.
In addition it was announced that
the Lestoil advertising department had
been revamped as a separate internal
advertising organization with Mrs.
Eleanor Miller, formerly account executivevertising
at Jackson,
manager. named Lestoil's adOn the road ■ "Take to the Road for
Fun" is the theme of radio and tv spots
in the extensive pre-Labor Day campaign of Ashland Oil & Refining Co.,
Ashland, Ky. The radio drive will use
86 stations and more than 1,600 musical spot commercials per week on the
theme. In addition the six tv stations
on which Ashland Oil sponsors regularly scheduled programs are carrying
special spots pushing pleasure driving.
Newspapers will also be used in the
campaign. Ashland Oil & Refining Co.
agency is the Ralph H. Jones Co.
Beauty show ■ Lestare Co. through
Sackel-Jackson Co., Boston, and P. Lorillard Co. (Newport cigarettes),
through Lennen & Newell, N.Y., will
sponsor more than 12 hours of live tv
coverage of the International Beauty
Congress at Long Beach, Calif., on a
special California hookup. KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles will feed the progress of
the congress, from the opening ceremonies on Aug. 6 to the crowning of
Miss International Beauty on Aug. 12,
to KOVR (TV) Stockton and KTVU
(TV) Oakland-San Francisco, with posBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

FRONT

of

the

WSB-TV

Poised here before White Columns are the
men and mobile units that provide viewers
with the most complete local and regional
television news coverage in Georgia.
Cars shown are equipped with 2-way
short-wave, mobile telephones, police radio.
Complete mobile unit is pictured right. A
helicopter is on call. Magnetic sound cameras are used.
When an alleged attempt was made to
bribe a Fulton County grand jury foreman,
a concealed WSB-TV cameraman filmed the
actual passing of money. For this filmed
story WSB-TV has just received the Associated Press' highest news award for Georgia in 1959 — "Superior" in general news.

LINE

news

team

This station also was awarded the AP
"Superior" for news features — the staffproduced "One in a Million" that documented Atlanta's reaching a million population
being the winner.
With seven local newscasts daily, in addition to regular network news, WSB-TV
is THE news station of Georgia. Audience
ratings are consistently higher than for any
other Atlanta tv outlet.
ATLANTA'S
WSB-TV
CHANNEL
2

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Retry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day of
the week July 21-27 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant ratings
Ratingof
American Research Bureau.
Date
Network
Program and Time
Thur.
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
19.9
Fri., , July 21
ABC-TV
15.3
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
27.3
22
ABC-TV
Sat., July
Gunsmoke
(10
p.m.)
July
23
19.8
Sun.,
CBS-TV
'Wlon.,
What's
My Bride
Line (10
(10:30
p.m.)
■'Wlon., July 24
CBS-TV
December
a.m.)
8.0
July 25
■Tue.,
20.6
CBS-TV
Republican National Convention
■'Tue., , July 25
8.0
I Love Lucy (11 a.m.)
23.5
CBS-TV
■Wed. July 2626
Republican National Convention
-Wed., , July
I Love Lucy (11 a.m.)
July 27
CBS-TV
Republican National Convention
. July 27
30.0
9.5
Highest rating during the day for all shows other than the Republican National Convention.
An average of total audience of all three networks during the Republican National Convention from 8 p.m. until 11 p.m.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
sibly other stations to be added. The
same advertisers will also sponsor about
five hours of preliminary proceedings
on KTTV only.
Life on wheels ■ U.S. Steel Corp., via
BBDO, N.Y., will sponsor hour-long
musical-comedy special, "Step on the
Gas: The Story of the American Motorist," to be produced by Max Liebman on CBS-TV Oct. 19 (Wed. 10-11
p.m. EDT). Stars signed to the U.S.
Steel Hour program include Jackie
Cooper, Shirley Jones, Pat Carroll and
Hans Conried.
Ready for fall ■ Four advertisers —
American Tobacco Co., Farmer's Insurance Group, Chevrolet Dealers of
Southern California, and Falstaff Brewing Co. — will co-sponsor play-by-play
broadcasts of the 1960 season of the
Los Angeles Rams pro football team
on a special network in Southern California, Arizona and Nevada, with
KMPC Los Angeles as key station.
Agencies are: for American Tobacco,
BBDO, N.Y.; for Chevrolet, Eisaman,
Johns & Laws, L.A.; for Farmer's Insurnace, Honig-Cooper & Harrington,
L.A., and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y., for Falstaflf.
Gunning in 24 ■ Hubley Mfg. Co. (toy
guns), Lancaster, Pa., has lined up 24
markets for 13-week pre-Christmas tv
spot campaign using varied number of
minutes only in children's shows. Advertiser enters spot tv twice yearly for
pre-Yule and pre-Easter drives. Agency:
Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y.
Stock shorts ■ Hooker & Fay, San
Francisco brokerage firm, is sponsoring
This Is Wall Street, 80-second market
reports direct from New York by Guthrie Janssen, investment authority, broadcast Mon.-Fri., at 5:15 and 7:15 p.m.,
on KABL San Francisco.
Betting on 'Groucho' ■ P. Lorillard
Co. (Lennen & Newell, N.Y.) and
Toni Co. (North Adv., Chicago) signed
for co-sponsorship of NBC-TV's The
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Groucho Marx Show during the 196061 season (Thur. 10-10:30 p.m. NYT).
AFL rooters ■ Colgate-Palmolive Co.
(Ted Bates) and Schick Safety Razor
Co. (Compton Adv) join the sponsorship list for ABC-TV's coverage of the
first season of professional American
Football League telecasts. Beginning
Sept. 1 1 , league games will be telecast Sunday afternoons and on Thanksgiving Day, in addition to the championship game on Saturday, Dec. 31.
Previously announced sponsors include Pabst Brewing Co., General
Cigar Co., and Sinclair Refining Co.
Speidel special ■ Speidel Corp. (watchbands). Providence, R.I., signed for
full sponsorship of a live variety special starring Jackie Gleason, which
CBS-TV has scheduled for Oct. 9 (Sun.
9-10 p.m. EDT). The program is the
first of two specials planned by Mr.
Gleason for next season. Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel Inc., N.Y.
SRO for 49ers ■ The 1960 schedule
of the San Francisco 49ers on a special
12-station hookup in northern California and western Nevada (KSFO San
Francisco, key station) are completely
sponsored. Falstafi" Brewing Corp.
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
N.Y., will sponsor half of the games;
General Insurance Co. of America,
through Cole and Weber, Seattle, and
American Tobacco Co., for Dual Filter
Tareytons, through Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N.Y., one-quarter each. They
also sponsored the 49er games in 1959.
This year's schedule includes six exhibition games and 12 regular season contests.
Ford'sof Canadian
plans Toronto,
■ Ford Motor
Co.
Canada Ltd.,
Ont.,
will spend most of its television budget
on Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network programs in the coming season.
For the Ford-Monarch-Falcon division,
placed through J. Walter Thompson
Co. Ltd., Toronto, shows will be Tennessee Ernie Ford, live from Holly-

wood; Jack Kane Show, live from
Toronto; Jeunes Visages, live from
Montreal. For the Meteor-MercuryFrontenac division, through Vickers &
Benson Ltd., Toronto, shows will be
Juliette, live from Toronto; La PensionV elder, live from Montreal; and Klondike, American film serial based on
book by Toronto newspaperman Pierre
Berton.
BARTER
Ad

PLAN

agency

for new

advertises

advertisers

Regal Advertising Assoc., New York,
which supplies film for time on behalf
of clients, has been advertising in the
New York Times and the New York
Herald-Tribune for two additional national advertisers who are in radio and
television. Stanley Grayson, Regal's
executive vice president and general
manager, when asked about Regal's
one-inch display ad in the financial
section of the Times, said last week
that the ad had brought in 30 or 40
replies.
Regal, according to the advertisement, wanted the advertisers as participants in a "new plan which yields
sensational savings." Asked about this,
Mr. ingGrayson
explained:
"We are
for the average
concern.
. . look. We
offer something different." Mr. Grayson said that Regal doesn't own time
(which some bartering individuals will
then resell to clients at discounts). Instead, Regal supplies products to stations which in turn provide time to
the advertisers at a much lower cost
than if the advertiser sought the time
himself. Regal for its trouble takes
15% "agency commission" from the
top worth of the time based on gross
rates. Mr. Grayson said Regal was
screening the advertisers which responded, adding "We seek the little
company— the $200,000 to $400,000
ad account — that the large radio or tv
agency cannot afford to handle."
St. Louis

merger

joins

agencies

two

Wilten Adv., St. Louis, merges today (Aug. 1) with Ridgway-Hirsch
Adv. Co., that city. Max Wilten joins
the latter agency as a vice president.
Wilten Adv.'s entire staff will move
into R-H's newly expanded offices at
8012 Carondelet Ave., where it will
function as the Wilten Div. of R-H.
The merger announcement last week
also pointed out that the Wilton Div.
will service three branches of International Shoe Co., as well as the Samuels
Shoe Co.
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by the knowledge and talent of a ''Metropolitan" personality — a personality
like each of our widely known Television, Radio and Outdoor pro])erties.
METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTIM

CORPORATION
205 East 67th Street, New York 21, Neiv York

TV STATIONS: WNEW-TV, New York ; WTTG-TV, Washington, D.C; WTVH, Peoria/Ill.: KOVR-TV, Stookton-Sacraniento/Calif.
.
f
RADIO STATIONS:-ip^
WNEW, New York;
WIP, Philadelphia; WHK, Cleveland

^;

About three years back, one of our

;esundheit

HR&P salesmen proposed a tailormade spot TV plan to the makers

!

of a cold remedy who were consistently majoring in network television.

or, you
sneeze

cant
at results

like these,..

The plan wasn't taken exactly as he
presented it. But the company DID
buy one which was at least a first
cousin — and thus brought a new
budget of nearly half a million dollars to spot TV.
This made our man happy, of course. Later — when the
cold remedy's sales went up about 15% — he was five times
as happy because a fivefold boost in the spot TV budget
was contemplated for the following sniffle season. Since,
however, there are serpents in every
Eden, we were called in twice before
that time to defend our medium
( this being one of our specialties )
against other interests.
Successfully so, you should know. For the larger spot budget was continued during last Winter— and approximately
the same amount is now earmarked for the 1960-61 season.
Obviously the advertiser has benefited, the stations we
represent have benefited, the spot TV medium has benefited. It's always nice to see everybody win.

The moral is this : HR&P salesmen are picked for creative flair and resourcefulness — which directly rewards
the stations who have picked us. But it goes beyond that.
Since we concern ourselves with only one medium, there
are no limiting factors to keep us from the creation of new
business for the whole spot TV industry. In other words —
and uniquely — we can afford to be doubhj cYQ2it\ve.

Briggs Palmer,
New York office

HARRINGTO
NEW
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YORK

CHICAGO

RIGHTER
• DETROIT

• ATLANTA

&
• BOSTON

PARSONS
• SAN

I 11 c ,

FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
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Car

dealers

top

radio

advertising roster
A new Radio Advertising Bureau
study of 52 local business categories
ranks car dealers and supermarkets in
first and second place respectively
among all local radio advertisers. The
RAB report, which was released to
members July 25, shows almost 98%
of all stations receive some revenue
from new and used car dealers, with the
average station deriving 10.9% of its
total local income from the car business.
Supermarkets account for more than
6% of radio's local revenue, and 92.5%
of stations responding to the survey
list supermarkets as clients, according
to RAB's "who's who" report. Other
leading local advertisers are ranked in
this order: appliance stores, department stores, furniture stores, banks,
soft-drink bottlers, movie theatres and
tire, battery and accessory dealers.
While spending less money in local radio, more than eight out of ten stations
report carrA'ing laundries, drug stores,
night clubs and restaurants and jewelers.
Economic
M-E

forecast:

surveys

world

McCann-Erickson's continuing economic forecasting took on world overtones last week as it issued a new booklet that reports the free world in the
sixties. It's titled, "The Decade of Incentive," the same title of an earlier
U.S.-only report (Broadcasting, June
4) and sequel to a still earlier study
"The Turning of the Tide" issued during the 1957-58 recession. The reports
were based on studies by Marplan, McCann's marketing research division.
The new "Decade" is in five sections,
covering in a nutshell the global economic outlook. Each section is duplicated in English, French, German,
Spanish and Portuguese. McCann-Erickson finds a free world "gaining rapid
momentum in an economic upswing
that holds dramatic promise for the
future," of strong and stable growth
trends. The challenge in the 1950s, says
M-E, was in production, but in the
1960s it's marketing. Predicted: an estimated population gain as much as 20%
and of national output by well over
50% in the free world.

■ Agency App'tments
■ Continental Oil Co., Houston, which
bills about $3.5 million, is soliciting
agency bids after the oil firm and Benton & Bowles have terminated their association. Reportedly the parting was
touched off by Shell Oil's restlessness
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

that led to the moving of its $ 1 1 million
account from J. Walter Thompson to
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather. Before
OB&M had been picked, Benton &
Bowles apparently had offered its resignation to Continental in order to solicit
the Shell account.
■ The Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Co., Boston, last week announced the
appointment of Mogul Williams & Saylor, N.Y., as its agency. An extensive
consumer advertising program, under
the supervision of MW&S's Wray D.
Kennedy, will be launched in early fall.
■ Lehn & Fink Div. of Lehn & Fink
Products Corp., N.Y., has assigned
Med-Quik, Lysol and Etiquet to Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard, N.Y., and
Stri-Dex, Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream, Lysette and Young Look cosmetics to Ted Bates. N.Y.
■ Waitt & Bond, N.Y., appoints Daniel
& Charles, that city, to handle advertising for Blackstone, Haddon Hall and
Yankee cigars. The account's media
schedule includes print, radio and television; it formerly was serviced by
Cairns & Chirurg, N.Y.
■ Pacific Telephone/ Northwest, serving Washington, Oregon and part of
Idaho, has appointed Guild, Bascom
and Bonfigli, San Francisco, effective
Dec. 31, 1960. BBDO, will continue as
the
agency until
that date
and company's
will also continue
as agency
for
■

Also

in broadcast

Boudoir brochure
Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, has set an alarm to wake
up the nation's mattress advertisers. In an RAB pocket-size
presentation released last week,
one of a current series directed
at specific groups of advertisers,
mattress marketers are given eight
reasons why "radio is the wakeup medium
for points
mattressoutsales."
The
brochure
that
"radio sells at the point-of-use —
in bedrooms." People are most
aware of their mattress needs
while in their bedrooms and "surveys show nearly 7 out of 10
families have radio sets in bedrooms . . . also, surveys reveal
that 26.4% of people listen to
radio in a bedroom on the average weekday. Among other facts
listed, RAB says one-third of U.S.
families want additional mattresses or replacements.

Pacific Telephone, which serves California and part of Nevada.
■ Diamond Deb, Burbank, Calif, (nail
dressers which shape nails with diamond sapphire crystals), has appointed
Adams & Keyes, L.A., to handle its advertising, which will be principally on
television.

advertising

To Fifth Ave. ■ Ben B. Bliss Co., advertising agency, N.Y., after 13 years in
the penthouse of the Times Tower Bldg.,
has moved to larger quarters at 574
Fifth Ave. Telephone: Judson 2-4733.
Change of air ■ Airtemp Div. (airconditioning equipment), Chrysler
Corp., has transferred its $1 million advertising account from Grant Adv.'s
office in Detroit to the agency's New
York office. Allan B. damage, account
executive on Airtemp at Grant in Detroit, ismoving to New York as account
supervisor.
Client check list ■ Broadcast Advertisers Reports, N.Y., has added an account summary section to its local market reports. The section is a client
checklist which indicates the national,
regional and local advertisers currently
using spot television in a market, and
the stations with which they deal.
Merchandising survey ■ Agency attitudes toward merchandising by television and radio stations will be explored
in the next Timebuyer Opinion Panel
study conducted by NBC Spot Sales.

Questionnaires have been distributed to
timebuyers at agencies throughout the
U.S. soliciting assistance,
their views theon extent
stations'to
merchandising
which it does or does not affect timebuying decisions, whether clients are
willing to pay for or share the cost of it,
etc. Results of the study, seventh in a
continuing series by NBC Spot Sales,
are expected to be ready for release in
about two months. The earlier surveys,
all published in Broadcasting, touched
on similar phases of network and station operations with the timebuyers
expressing constructive criticism.
Incentive ■ New accounts for MacManus, John & Adams of Canada Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont.. mean silver dollars for
all the staff. The advertising agency announced this incentive program some
months ago and has already received
a number of new accounts as a result.
Every member of the staff receives a
silver Canadian dollar each time the
agency gets a new account. Some recent silver dollars have become collector items in Canada. The agency has
been operating in Canada about six
years.
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NEW

STANDARD

OF THE

UPRIGHTS

(VR-1001A)

incorporates all the components of the performance-proven DeLuxe Console in a pint-size 11 1/2
sq. ft. . . . just 5' 3" high . . . the perfect answer for
mobile-unit use ... or anywhere else space is tight.
Easy to operate sitting down. And, it's got accessibility plus . . . for servicing, every component at
your fingertips. You get this same kind of convenience in tape handling, too . . . working with standard, side-by-side horizontal reel operation when
threading tape or splicing on the tape-stacking
work shelf. The compact Ampex VR-IOOIA ... a
new standard in TV tape recording.
Ampex gets the vote! A total of h7 Ampey: VTR's
were used to cover the Democratic and Republicav
National Conventions! At the local levels campaign
spots and speeches can pay for an Ampex for your
station. Hop on the tape bandwagon . . and help
self to new profits . . . now!

*TM Ampex Corp.

NEW

PERFORMANCE-PROVEN

DELUXE

CONSOLE

(VR-1000C)

unites years-ahead features with years-proven,
table-top convenience. Just slip tape reel on spindle
. . . lift off. No hold-down knobs. No pins to line up.
The only recorder that "works so fast" you can
schedule tapes back-to-back . . . (and profit from
it) ! Use work surface for stacking reels . . . holding cue sheets . . . splicing tape. And accessibility
— from either front or back — is virtually as easy
as "swing-out" shelves. For the facts on all the
features you expect — and get — only from Ampex,
write for detailed information.
Ampex tapes are made and played around the world.
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, Calif.

RECORDERS...NEW...AND

ONLY

FROM

AMPEX

I
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THE

MUDDLED

POST-'48

Tv wants recent motion pictures — but only
A tug of war is shaping up over one
have evaluated this product as "superof the most eagerly awaited plums in
ior" to the films of the pre-'48 era and
local television programming — the post- have jumped the price tags. The sta1948 feature films.
tions almost unanimously have refused
In the traditional attitude of negotia- to "buy" this appraisal willy-nilly, and
tors, stations which have eyed the post- insist they are not going to be stampeded
1948 films so covetously for so long are
into purchasing films bearing a post-'48
taking the position that maybe they label at a steeper price than in the
aren't worth all the excitement after past — just because they're post-'48s.
all. And major producers, who have so During current discussions surrounding
Columbia, Fox and Warner products,
adamantly held them ofi: the television
market, are touting their quality and specific prices have not been quoted,
threatening to take them back — to wait but station executives claim they have
for pay tv — if stations aren't willing to received the "unmistakable impression"
that post-'48s will be pegged higher
pay up.
than earlier features.
"There's nothing magical about the
These highlights emerged from talks
post-'48 label on feature films. What
with program and film-buying officials
we Thus
care about
is
this:
is
the
price
right?"
a station executive in New
at stations throughout the country:
York spoke for a majority of the key
■ The prices that have been menprogramming and film buying officials
tioned informally are "way out of
at stations and station groups throughline," and in some cases are from 150%
out the country who were surveyed by to 250% higher than for pre-'48 films.
It is recognized that prices are elevated
Broadcasting last week. Though
at the outset for negotiating purposes,
movies made since 1948 already are on
the market from independent and for- but station management has the feeling
eign sources, there are growing signs that film companies have exaggerated
that such major studios as Warner
the value of the post-'48 tag.
■ The vast majority of stations that
Bros., 20th Century-Fox, Samuel Goldmake
substantial use of feature films
wyn Productions, and possibly Columbia will put their product up for sale by are well stocked with pre-'48 product.
this fall and winter. On the sidelines.
They feel no immediate need to replenish the cupboard. They are willing
Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
Universal Pictures will be highly inter- to negotiate for the newer product, but
ested observers.
the price must be satisfactory.
■ The feature film market has been
A Price War? ■ The dilemma sur"soft"
in the past six months. Stations
rounding the sale of the post-'48 feaconsider themselves to be in a stronger
tures to tv is this: The film companies
MOVIES

LIKE

PICTURE

if the price is right
bargaining position than the distributor.
■ Many stations that have obtained
lists of the post-'48 features are not convinced that the product is much better
— or better at all — than the pre-'48
counterparts. They agree the product is
more adult but point out that this factor may preclude some features from
exposure on tv. They agree that many
so-called "block-busters" were produced
in the past 10 years, but add there
were "just as many dogs made too."
Admittedly, this summer is a period
of probing. Distributors are sounding
out the stations to ascertain "how far
they can go." The major companies
that have announced plans to sell their
post-'48s are Warner Bros, and Samuel
Goldwyn (10 post-'48s are included in
their package of 55). Columbia has
been soliciting station thinking without
formally offering its package, and Fox,
through National Telefilm Assoc., is
represented by 26 features in a package of 50 (the remainder are from independent producers). United Artists
has 410 post-'48s from various independent sources and from UA itself
and already has released more than
150 films. Smaller companies that are
pitching
include Pine-Thomas
and M & packages
A Alexander.
Grave Concern ■ Distributors are
well aware of the stand-offish attitude
of stations toward the post-'48s. Robert
Seidelman, vice president in charge of
syndication for Screen Gems, which
will distribute the Columbia product

THESE

MAY

BE

GoLDWYN's 'Hans Christian Anderson'
Columbia's 'Waterfront'
Marlon Brando, Eva Marie Saint
Danny Kaye
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if a go-ahead decision is made, expressed grave concern about the feature film market in free television.
"Many stations are fat and healthy
today," Mr. Seidelman asserted. "They
seem to want to go along in the same
way they have in the past few years.
Columbia definitely will not sell its
features to tv stations unless we get
what we consider to be a reasonable
price.
"We feel, particularly, that the
Columbia post-'48 product is highly
superior. If you glance through our
list, you'll see that the quality of our
releases was upgraded considerably
after 1948. And we don't intend to sell
them unless we get our price.
"We are serious when we say that
we are exploring pay television carefully. We think there is considerable
potential in that area. And we do not
intend to dissipate our product on free
television — unless the price is right.
"It is my feeling that distributors
have been taking it on the chin the
last six or eight months. At Screen
Gems, we know we have the product.
And if stations want it, they will have
pay."
to Stations
Resisting ■ Rod Erickson,
who is handling sales for Samuel Goldwyn's package of both pre- and post'48 features, acknowledged that there
is substantial resistance on the part of
stations, pointing out they are receiving overtures from six different package
distributors. He said that although stations may consider the asking price for
the pictures rather high, this is subject
to negotiation. He indicated that a "fair
price" for the Goldwyn pictures would
be about one and one-half times the
cost for a comparable, quality package
of other pre-'48 pictures.

HEADED

Mr. Erickson said he is seeking a network sale for a few of the "best" pictures in the library and added that if
the free
features
fail would
to gainbe "a
price"
on
tv, they
heldfairback
for
pay tv. He interjected this comment:
"The big question is: When is pay tv
Creative Telefilm & Artists, which
coming?"
holds the rights to more than 110 post'48 Warner features, has not supplied
stations with its list or entered into
negotiations, but is expected to make
such moves within the next two to
three weeks.
This summer and fall promise to
shape up as a period of "watchful waiting." There will not be the excitement
engendered by the release of the pre'48 films in 1955 and 1956. For one
thing, feature films from the major
studios were then a novelty. For
another, product was abundant and
transactions therefore were numerous
and on a large-scale financial basis.
Today, feature films are considered
staple programming. The vast product
is not here. Motion picture industry
sources
features place
releasedthetonumber
theaters ofat post-'48
slightly
more than 4,000 from Columbia,
M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, Fox, United
Artists. Universal and Warner Bros.
There is no precise information on the
films produced by smaller independents
or foreign companies and released to
tv. Even the post-'48 label itself is nothing new — more than 1,900 post-'48
features already have been sold to tv,
according to Broadcast Information
Bureau. Admittedly, a bulk of this
product is foreign film and others are
independent productions and some
RKO and Warner features, which had
been cleared for tv by negotiation with

TOWARDS

the talent guilds.
No Hoop Junipers ■ A sampling of
opinion from station and programming
officials follows:
Herb Jacobs, president of TV Stations Inc., New York, which serves as
a film buying agency for stations in
1 1 8 markets, expressed the view that
although stations are interested in post'48 features, "no one is jumping through
the hoop." He believes distributors will
have to become "more realistic" about
price. "There is a point of no return,"
he said. "A station has just so many
spots it can fill. The competition in
some markets has become keener over
the past two or three years. But stations still have only a set number of
spots they can fill and in some cases,
theMr.
spotsJacobs,
are becoming
to sell."
asked toharder
evaluate
the
quality of the post-'48s, replied: "That's
difficult. I'll say this: the product is
new. But I think there are just as many
good and bad pictures in this later
group as there were in the pre-'48s.
The
is quite
difi'erent
what situation
it was three
and four
years from
ago.
Today, stations have libraries. Those
that need product to augment their
stock may go out and buy. But from
where I sit, nobody is snapping."
No Hurry ■ Hal Hough, director of
program services, CBS-TV Stations
Division, which counsels the five CBSowned tv stations on their program requirements, observed: "We are taking
our time on the post-'48s. We hope to
look at all product — and then examine
the price."
He reserves
pointed of
out features
that "weat
have
substantial
all our stations," and added that "people
still watch pictures and do not watch
Mr.

Hough

said distributors who

TELEVISION
dates."

United Artists' 'Summertime'
Warner's 'Giant'
Katherine Hepburn, Rossano Brazzi
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James Dean
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have visited him have quoted "price
areas and not prices" and these seemed
to be out of line. He was not inclined
to regard seriously the threat of some
distributors to offer their product to
pay television. He said one consideration that had to be weighed carefully
is: Are the themes of many of the
adult pictures suitable for tv? He believes that some features may not meet
the CBS standards of taste, because of
questionable and controversial themes.
He said the CBS-TV Stations Division
had evaluated, for its own use only,
the post-'48 features that are headed
for tv distribution. In general, he said,
there is the feeling that although there
are a substantial number of good pictures, some of them are "unbelievably
bad." A good portion of the product
produced in the last 10 years, Mr.
Hough said, was aimed at the teen-age
market and these films are not the type
CBS would recommend to its stations.
Post-'48 vs Pre-'48 ■ A manager of
a station in a large southeastern city
made this observation: "There is no
indication that the post-'48s are any
better than the pre-'48s." He said he
has not seen any lists of the post-"48
product but, based on reports, he is not
inclined to pay more than for earlier
films. He pointed out that he still has
a considerable supply of films on hand
and does not need to come to a quick
decision. He added: "The production
date isn't really critical. People don't
mind films from the '40s, though the
late '20s and '30s are a problem. The
adult angle isn't important. Either preor post-'48 requires careful screening
and programming."
A manager of a station in a large
eastern city said he is "anxious" to
know what the new packages contain,
but pointed out that "our pre-'48s have
been used fairly well, and there are
plenty of pictures remaining, so there's
no critical need." He said he assumes
distributors will ask for higher prices,
and he is keeping an open mind until
he has a chance to assess the value of
the films. He observed that advertisers
and agencies have not expressed to him
any particular interest in the post-'48s
specifically.
A top executive at a Washington
station made this pointed comment:
"Our price ceiling is reached; we
wouldn't pay a cent more for a post'48 film than for a pre-'48. I personally have never heard of an advertiser or agency voicing an interest
in post-'48 features. In some markets,
one station bought up practically all
the pre-'48s to keep them away from
the competition. Washington values
are closer to the true values."
Bob Smith, program director and
film buyer of WOR-TV New York,
said WOR-TV is interested in the post50 (PROGRAMMING)

'48s — "but only if the price is satisfactory. He indicated that if the price
were
even interest.
"high," the
station"very
soon high"
wouldor lose
He
said the station is well stocked with
features and can program for several
years with its present libraries. The
prices that were mentioned to him by
several distributors, Mr. Smith said,
were "high" and sales were not com-

any big distributors for post-'48 films,
but we expect to be negotiating soon —
and the price better be right."
Al Flanagan, vice president and general manager of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, said: "We're eager to get this new
product,
pricethethey're
asking forbutit, not
whichat isthetwice
price

Meanwhile, Al Perlmutter, program
pleted.
director of WNBC-TV New York,
echoed the sentiments of other station
executives in saying that he personally
felt that post '48 packages he has
evaluated are "over-priced." He estimated that distributors are asking
about twice as much for these films as

of the highest-priced pictures we had
bought previously. There is only so
much beer, so many bars of soap, used
cars or packs of cigarettes to be sold
in any market and they won't justify
the price being asked." Mr. Flanagan
acknowledged that feature films have
been a "good buy — at the right price."
He indicated that merely because a pichike. ture is post-'48 is no reason for a price

for pre-'48s, and indicated that while
some individual films are worth twice
as much, others in the package are not.
He said the station is in "no rush" to
buy the post-'48s, since there is "a fair
supply" of film on hand. He added
too that the station has been buying
and scheduling foreign films in some
of its feature slots and this will prolong its domestic supply.
Low Supply ■ The manager of a station in a big city in the Middle Atlantic
area said: "Our supply of pre-'48s is
getting a bit low. We do need some
fresh product, but price is a worry. We
positively will not pay more just because thefrom
pictures
post-'48s.
We've
had film
the are
middle
and late
50s
and we have learned that lateness is not

George Burke, film buyer at KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles, said no offers have
been made to the station to date, but
he understood that "the asking prices
for post-'48s are outrageous." He said
he "certainly would be interested in
seeing what will be available — and at
what price." Mr. Burke prefers to buy
packages of films ranging in number
from 39 to 100, explaining: "This is
good for the station, as you know what
you're buying. You don't get 'glamorized' by a batch of top titles, and then
find too many unusable films at the
bottom of the barrel." He voiced the
view that post-'48s will have "a bigger
appeal than earlier ones, since they are
mostly better pictures with bigger

important. Let's not forget that we
still
get aWelot have
of pre-'48s
from various
sources.
not negotiated
with

budgets and fewer run-of-the-mill releases." He noted, too, that "they're
longer, running 85-90 minutes, rather
than
'48s." 65 to 70 minutes of some pre-

Busy salesmen
International Television Programs Inc., foreign distributor of
Ziv-UA announced it had made
150 sales of 30 shows in 31 countries during June, totaling more
than $1 million.
According to Edward J. Stern,
ITP president, sales were registered in all Latin American markets, in Europe, the Middle and
Far East, as well as in Canada.
ITP reported that five sales
leaders were Highway Patrol,
Men Into Space, Man and the
Challenge, Mr. District Attorney,
and Sea Hunt. This indicated, the
foreign distributor said that the
trend to action adventure programs "is developing as rapidly in
foreign markets as it is domesThe largest single foreign sale
made
tically."during June, ITP reported,
was to Brazil, where ten shows, all
action-adventure, were sold.

No Chicago Fire ■ In Chicago NBC's
WNBQ (TV) uses little feature film programming (its major vehicle is a Sunday evening package), but reports it
has a good supply of all motion pictures
— including 1952-55 releases as well as
pre-'48. Harry Trigg, WNBQ program
director, says his station is always interested in good buys, though it uses little
feature film fare. He reports WNBQ
has been able to bid on single pictures.
At CBS' WBBM-TV, Chuck Hynds,
program director, expressed interest in
ascertaining the caliber of the newer
features, adding that his station's cursupply been
(pre-'48)
is stillyet,
good.
none renthave
offered
the While
price
would seem to depend on quality of
the features, number of possible reruns and other variables. He pointed out
that viewers still think in terms of star
value rather than vintage.
Mr.tooHynds
hasn't
been
much noted
interestthaton there
the part
of
agencies and clients. He cited the pattern of participating spots and pointed
out that agencies buy audiences rather
than product.
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Newest

in a Complete

Line

of RCA

Transistorized

Amplifiers

NEW BA-34A
fetifuring plug-in
consJruction easy-toserviee. Oufpuf transistors
are mounted on circuit
boards at rear of ciiassis

NEW

RCA

10

WATT

TRANSISTORIZED

MONITOR

AMPLIFIER
BA-26A Turntable Preamplifier
(Available for immediate delivery)

power

of earlier

models!

Here's the newest in RCA's complete new line of transistorized audio
amplifiers. The BA-34A is the latest in a large and famous line of RCA
Monitor Amplifiers. It provides all the quality, reliability and convenience of earlier models but takes only half the shelf space and uses far
less power. (Reduces heating as well as power consumption.)
Provides power output of 10 watts with excellent frequency response
and very low distortion. Has bridging input and "high-gain" input for
operation from low-level microphones. Standard RCA plug-in type
shelf mounting — proved best and most convenient in hundreds of AM,
FM and TV installations.

BN-6A Remote Amplifier
(Available for immediate delivery)

The BA-34A is completely compatible with other RCA audio and video
units. With the BA-31 Preamplifier and BA-33 Program Amplifier it
makes possible a completely transistorized custom audio installation.
Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative about the complete line of
transistor ampHfiers. Or write to RCA, Dept. K-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
Another fine new product from the Broadcast and Television Equipment
Division of RCA!

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Coming: BA-31 Small Preamplifier

in Electronics
Coming: BA-33 Program Amplifier
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PAY

HIKE

AFTRA

NEXT?

plans

demand

for 1 5% wage boost
Officials of the American Federation
of Television-Radio Artists were still
working and formulating wages and
working condition demands last week
for presentation to the networks Sept.
15 following the windup of the tv-radio
entertainers' convention in Washington
last Sunday afternoon.
High in the list of probable demands
is a wage hike expected to average
about 15% overall, and changes in
various working conditions. The most
radical change is expected to be
AFTRA's attempt to revise the present
wage scale format from a per program
basis to a working day basis. Also significant isAFTRA's expected move to
consolidate rehearsal periods along the
lines of an eight-hour working day
(Broadcasting, July 25).
Among the items in which revised
pay scales will be sought, it is believed,
are those involving residual payments,
rates for foreign replays and changes
in the "wild spot" pay scales.
Among its final actions, AFTRA
adopted a resolution proposed by its
Chicago local to require the FCC to
hold a public hearing whenever a protest has been filed against a licensee.
The resolution is the result of the unsuccessful demands to the FCC last
year by the Chicago local when
NBC-owned stations in Chicago cut
back on local originations. The protests were filed against the license rerenewals of WNBQ (TV) and WMAQAM-FM. The commission denied the
pleadings last December (Broadcasting, Dec. 28, 1958).
The resolution recited the claim that
broadcasters are licensed in the public
interest and that the public interest
requires local programming.
It also

AVEIMUE

Office For Rent
300 square feet with private
entrance available in Tower
of Premium

Building.

This space divided into two
offices.
I

CALL:
PLAZA 5-9236
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Movie

musicians

again

to vote on AFM vs MGA
The National Labor Relations Board
last week ordered an election to determine whether the American Federation
of Musicians or the Musicians Guild of
America will represent musicians at the
major movie studios in Hollywood. The
election to determine which union
should represent musicians at Allied
Artists, Columbia, Walt Disney, MGM,
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Universal and Warner Bros, had been requested by AFM, and opposed by
MGA. In a similar election two years
ago, MGA, then only a few months old,
won representation rights for musicians
at these studios from AFM (Broadcasting July 14, 1958) and negotiated a
contract which runs through Dec. 3,
1961. MGA and the motion picture
producers opposed another election until the end of this contract, but NLRB
overruled them, replying that "our
policy of permitting employes the opportunity to choose between retaining
their bargaining representative or selecting a new one at least every two years
is in our opinion a satisfactory resolu-

444
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charged that "local and network broadcasters have cancelled, with increasing
and alarming frequency, locally produced programs, therefore terminating
services of many local technicians, performers, musicians and other highly
trained personnel . .
The convention also, in an unprecedented move, re-elected its entire
national slate of officers. Virginia
Payne, for almost 27 years the star of
Ma Perkins radio serial, was again
chosen to be president. Other officers:
Announcer Art Gilmore. 1st vice president; Eleanor Engle (Chicago), 2nd vice
president; Walt Williams (St. Louis),
3rd vice president; Evelyn Freyman
(Washington. D.C.), 4th vice president;
Hal Newell (Minneapolis-St. Paul), 5th
vice president; Jack Chase (Boston), 6th
vice president; Willard Waterman (Los
Angeles), 7th vice president; Clarence
Leisure (San Francisco), recording secretary, and Travis Johnson (New York),
treasurer.

I

Date for the new election has not
been set, but it is expected to be held
within the next 30 to 60 days.
tion."
Radio production firm
A newly established Florida firm.
Associated Radio-Tv Studios Inc. of St.
Petersburg, is offering what it terms a
new service to radio stations.
Dubbed the "Metromodern Radio
Series," stations are offered a service
where they receive 20 productions of
their choice (commercials, promos, etc.)
each month. Price for the service is

rpMRf
A sji^M
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 1-5, 8-10 (11-11:30 a.m.) Price
Is Right, participating sponsors.
Aug. 1-5, 8-10 (12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Be You, participating sponsors.
Aug. 1 (10-11 p.m.) Hollywood Sings,
Brectc through N.W. Ayer.
Aug. 2, 9 (9:30-10 p.m.) Arthur Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Aug. 3, 10 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogiivy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through l\lorman, Craig &
Kummel.
Aug. 5 (9:30-10 p.m.) Wiasquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
Aug. 6 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
Aug. 6 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Aug. 6 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
taining.
Aug. 7 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, susAug. 7 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Aug. 8 (10-11 p.m.) Esther Williams at
Cypress Gardens, Brewers Foundation
through J. Walter Thompson.
based on the stations local rate card.
ARTS Inc. states that the service is
designed primarily to serve small stations whose budgets will not allow a
full-time production stafl:. The new firm
is headed by Chris Rager. Production
manager is Dick Stambaugh. The address of the new St. Petersburg firm is
1409-11 Fourth St.
Lawyers' appearances
on tv shows defended
Last Monday, (July 25), the board
of governors of the State Bar of California spent the day in Los Angeles,
listening to arguments for and against
a recommendation of the Los Angeles
County Bar Assn. that lawyers be prohibited from appearing on tv courtroom programs, chiefly because such
appearances are self-advertising.
Among the witnesses was Selig Seligman, ABC-TV vice president and executive producer of Day in Court, Traffic Court and Accused, court shows on
that network. Noting that the American
Bar Assn. had given Day in Court its
gavel award for "outstanding public understanding of the administration of
public service," Mr. Seligman, himself
an attorney, stated that "it is of vital
importance that lawyers and organizations of lawyers realistically accept their
responsibility to do everything they can
as professionals in a free democracy to
further the public acceptance and understanding of the administration of
Bertram Berman, producer of The
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Verdict Is Yours on CBS-TV, also recipient of an ABA gavel award, said
YOU!!!!!!!!!
that "so many professional groups and THANK
private viewers have expressed approval
of The Verdict Is Yours and the manner in which the show makes known the
workings and problems of our legal
system that I'm frankly confused as to
BROADCASTER
why the board of governors should take MR.
the position that bar members ought
not to appear on television."
The Beverly Hills Bar Assn. proposed MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED STATIONS HAVE SUBthat lawyers be permitted to appear on
tv court shows, but that certain safe- SCRIBEDTOTHE RECORD SERVICE OF RECORD SOURCE,
guards be established, such as limiting
the tv appearances of any lawyer to
one everv' three months and seeing INC., (RSI) IN OUR FIRST MONTH OF OPERATION.
that his name is not made public at
any time. The state bar board will con- If you program popular records
sider the testimony, making its decision If you want to be on the air fast in your market with the newest and best
at some later date.
If you have not already sent in your subscription for our record service
Then we suggest you TRY RSI ....
Giantview General
acquires tape firm
WHAT BROADCASTERS WILL RECEIVE:
Giantview General Television NetEach week you will receive ten original label records selected by the Music
work (closed-circuit and video tape
producer and equipment manufacturer), Staff of the Billboard as being the BEST OF THE NEW RELEASES.
Detroit and New York, reports the ac- (Note: An average of 110 new records are submitted each week for review)
quisition of Tapes Unlimited Inc.. an How Records Are Selected: Records are selected by the Music Staff of the Billboard
independent tv tape producer formed in based on public acceptance of the artist, musical content, arrangement, promotional
New York last May. The merged or- efforts of the record company as well as the artist and the music publisher, plus the
ganization will be the most completely
overall creativeness of the record. Records are selected for both their program and
integrated tape production facility in sales appeal.
both New York and the Midwest, stated
Stanley R. Akers, Giantview president. How Records Are Procured : RSI is advised each Friday of the Billboard's selections.
Nat B. Eisenberg and Victor J. Kem- Each Manufacturer is contacted and our order is placed for delivery to us by the
per, former partners of Tapes Unlimit- following Wednesday. The records appear in print as "Spotlight Winners" in the
ed, will become executive vice president same week we ship them to our subscribers.
and vice president-engineering operations, respectively, of a new subsidiary, When Records Are Shipped: We ship singles service on Thursday of each week
Giantview General Television Network following their publication in the Billboard. Our weekly calendar of performance
of New York Inc. Richard L. Colten, is as follows:
formerly eastern manager of Giantview, Friday
— Billboard advises RSI of ten best selections
will become a vice president of the sub- Monday
— Billboard publishes showing selections
sidiary. Offices and video tape studios
of Giantview General will be located Thursday — RSI ships records to Subscribers
at 1280 Fifth Ave., former CBS studio
57.
Giantview began as an electronic
TRY RSI -MAIL TODAY-TRY
RSI
equipment manufacturer in 1957. Demand for its large screen tv projector
led the company to expand into closed
Record Source, Inc.
circuit tv and then into video tape pro3.33 EAST 46th street,
new york 17, new york
duction. It"s reported that Giantview
has booked for August shooting in its
telephone: yukon 6-0155
No. of
New York studio two 15-minute poServices
litical shows for the Democratic Party
If you wish to receive your shipments
$160. For One Full Year
via Air Parcel Post include an addiand commercials for four packaged We are enclosing $
goods advertisers.
$
$ 30. For Eight Week
tional $30 for each Full Year's Service; $5 for Eight Week Trial Period
Trial Period
■

Film

sales

"The Jim Backus Show— Hot Off The
Wire" (California National Productions)
(first listing)
Sold to Carling Brewing Co. for 51
markets; H.P. Hood & Sons for markets in Maine. New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Subscription To record source, inc.'s One-Stop Programming
Station Name.
Attention :
Street
City
Zone
State
It is a condition of this subscription that records supplied by RSI will be used for and by broadcast personnel only.

Service
If you are presently subscribing to
one or more record services, please
indicate name of label or labels.
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Lost: more than 54 million potential customers! That's the cost, in the top 15 markets alone, to
advertisers who bury their heads in the past. In today's market your customers (and their purchasing power) are moving out. While city population has remained static or declined, the
suburbs and ''extra- urban" areas beyond have increased in population at a remarkable rate.
(The suburbs of the top 15 markets are up 46% in just the last nine years!)
How do you reach everyone? With spot television. No other medium gives you immediate
impact on the entire market and market selectivity! No other mediiim reaches out beyond the
"retail trading zone" with television's unique values of sight, sound and motion.
Fact is, you may be missing plenty. Our brand-new "Telemarketing" study will give you
an accurate picture of where your customers are today. . . plus the first authoritative forecast (by
Market Statistics, Inc.) of where they'll be in 1965. For a copy, call PLaza 1-2345 or write to
485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, main office of CBS TELEVISION
SP®T SALES
Representing WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago, KMOX-TV St. Louis, WBTV Charlotte, KHOU-TV Houston, WJXT Jacksonville, WBTW Florence,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WTOP-TV Washington, KNXT Los Angeles, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KOIN-TV Portland, and the CBS Television Pacific Network

''Does

he

know
what

he's

missin

g?"

Television's
Television's "deadly mediocrity"
was portrayed for three talkative
hours on David Susskind's Open End
(KTTV [TV] Los Angeles. July 24).
The telecast left the impression
that Mr. Susskind hadn't approached
his program with an open mind as
well as an open end since neither
advertising nor broadcast management were represented on his panel.
The talk-till-we're-tired syndicated
program brought out a parade of
the criticism of tv programming received from press, government and
public in the last year. Most of the
panelists joined the parade.
"Next season's programs are going to be worse than ever," Mr. Susskind gloomily predicted, calling for
leadership from the industry, mainly
the networks. This is no more than
proper, he said, "because broadcasting is almost in the nature of a
public utility." owned by the people
and leased by the government to the
broadcaster.
The Cast ■ As moderator-participant he was flanked by actors
Ernie Kovacs and Hugh O'Brian;
Rod Serling, writer-producer; John
Frankenheimer, director; Sheldon
Leonard, director-producer; two
newspaper critics, Cecil Smith, Los
Angeles Times, and Hal Humphrey,
Los Angeles Mirror-News.
Young Mr. Susskind, who has atand Connecticut, and KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles; WBBM-TV Chicago, and
WABC-TV New York.
Background: Consists of 39 halfhours of situation comedy.
"Manhunt" (Screen Gems)
Sold to Jax Beer for Tulsa; Wichita
Falls and Beaumont, both Texas; Jackson, Miss., and Monroe, La.
Now in 18 markets.
"The Brothers Brannagan" (CBS Films)
Sold to American Stores for six eastern markets; Standard Oil of Indiana,
nine midwest markets, and Standard
Oil of Texas, three Texas cities. Also
sold to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.
Now in 82 markets.
"Greatest Headlines of the Century"
(Official)
Sold to KCRA-TV Sacramento;
'WTVJ (TV) Miami; WGN-TV Chicago; WJZ-TV Baltimore; 'WBZ-TV
56 (PROGRAMMING)

wealtiiy,
angry
tained tv fame and financial reward
in a brief period through his Talent
Associates, took the viewpoint that
advertisers and their agencies are
stifling creative artists. Early in the
program he said, "If the point of
television is to sell products, what
we have now is inevitable" because
the best way to sell is with the lowest
entertainment level.
Mr. Frankenheimer echoed the
Susskind sentiments, observing "It
used to be difficult to do anything
controversial in television; now it's
impossible." He claimed advertisers,
agencies and networks forbid offense
to any member of the audience so
"there's no more good drama on
the air. You can't fight the sponsor," he added. "Pay tv is the only
This led Mr. Serling to suggest
pay tv operators would be just as
anxious to reach the maximum auhope."
dience as today's sponsors, with the
yardstick continuing to be quantitative.
Hands Off ■ Network should preempt prime evening time for programs of their own creation, Mr.
Serling suggested. The time would
be offered for sponsorship on a
hands-off-content basis. "The advertisers need this time and would buy
it this
if thethey
networks
he
said,way
adding
might insisted,"
profit by

Boston; KYW-TV Cleveland; WFMJTV Youngstown; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WFBC-TV Greenville, S.C.;
WMCT (TV) Memphis; KELP-TV El
Paso; KTRK-TV Houston; KSL-TV
Salt Lake City; KOMO-TV Seatde;
KTVK (TV) Phoenix, and KLAS-TV
Las Vegas.
Now in 21 markets.
"Lock Up" (Ziv-UA)
Sold to Kroger Co. to alternate with
American Tobacco on WHAS-TV
Louisville, WDAF Kansas City; Iowa
Electric Power & Light Co. for WOITV Ames, Iowa; Molson's Brewery on
WGR-TV Buffalo and WCNY-TV
Watertown, N.Y.; Miles Labs on
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; Blackwoods
Inc. (Dunlop Tire) for WRAL-TV
Raleigh-Durham, N.C.; Texas State
Optical. KFDM-TV Beaumont and
KSD-TV St. Louis; WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.; WKTV (TV) Utica; WBRCTV Birmingham; KTRK (TV) Houston:
WWL-TV
New Orleans; KMID-TV

young
men
reverting from hard-sell commercials to the old reminder that viewers
buy the product if they like the
program.
Hugh O'Brian conceded it's hard
to inject newness into a western
series with a two-a-week production
schedule. He said Wyatt Earp leaves
him six or seven free months every
year to engage in summer stock and
other pursuits.
Mr. Smith was pessimistic about
the chance for improvement from
the networks but said it doesn't matter much because pay tv will inevitably take over in a few years.
The panel showed agreement that
people in television should stop underestimating public taste. "We keep
feeding them a menu they've outgrown." he said.
"Any medium that tries to fill all
the hours from 7 a.m. to 2 the next
morning is inevitably open to criticism," Mr. Kovacs said, adding that
it's unfair to criticize a tv show as
if it were a Broadway play with long
rehearsals, out-of-town tryouts and
lots of opportunity to correct errors.
"We're on all day long, trying to
do something for somebody — and
said.
sometimes
what we do is great," he
The three-hour program was
stuffed with chatter about life in
New York vs. Hollywood, why some

Midland, Tex.; KVIQ-TV Eureka,
Calif.; KVIP-TV Redding, Calif.;
WJBF (TV) Augusta; WLOS-TV Asheville; KVOS-TV Bellingham. Wash.;
KELO-TV Sioux Falls. S.D.; KFSDTV San Diego; KGNC-TV Amarillo,
and WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio.
Now in 173 markets.
"Chatter's World" (Sterling)
Sold to WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.; WFBGTV Altoona, Pa.; WNHC-TV New
Haven, WLYH-TV Lebanon. Pa.;
KFRE-TV Fresno; WCCO-TV Minneapolis; WEEK-TV Peoria; WISC-TV
Madison, Wis.; KTVU (TV) San Francisco; WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.;
KCRA-TV Sacramento; WHBQ-TV
Memphis, and WTVC (TV) Chattanooga.
Now in 30 markets.
"The Big Mac Show" (UaA)
Sold to Smith Bros.; Lestoil; Pepsi
Cola, and Dr. Pepper for various
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How lousy is tv? ■ A gloomy appraisal of the medium
was given by panelists on Open End syndicated program.
L to r: Cecil Smith, Los Angeles Times; Hugh O'Brian,
of Wyatt Earp; John Frankenheimer, director; Ernie
comedians last a long time and other
matter outside the topic of the evening. Thus it became subject to
many of the criticisms aimed at tv
markets. Stations which bought show
are WAST (TV) Albany; WHDH-TV
Boston; WBEN-TV Buffalo; WEAUTV Eau Claire, Wis.; KXGO-TV Fargo, N.D.; KMJ-TV Fresno; WLUKTV Green Bay, Wis.; KONA (TV)
Honolulu; KRCG (TV) Jefferson City,
Mo.; WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa.;
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.; KSHO-TV
Las Vegas; WMTV (TV) Madison,
Wis.; WVEC-TV Norfolk, Va.; KOSATV Odessa, Tex.; KCSJ-TV Pueblo,
Colo.; KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma;
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.; KXJBTV Valley City, N.D.; WITV (TV)
Washington, N.C., and WTRF-TV
Wheeling, W.Va.
"Nutty Squirrels Tales" (Flamingo)
(first listing)
Sold to WGN-TV Chicago; KHSLTV Chico, Calif.; WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio; KVOS-TV Bellingham.
Wash.; WNEP-TV Scranton; KYTV
(TV) Springfield, and WTVN (TV)
Columbus, Ohio.
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Kovacs, comedian; David Susskind, Open End moderator
and head of Talent Assoc.; Rod Serling, writer-producer;
Hal Humphrey, Los Angeles Mirror-News; Sheldon
Leonard, director.

programming in general. The session
was closed by Mr. Susskind with a
statement the public is unaware of
its power to influence programming
Background: Nutty Squirrels Tales,
produced by Transfilm-Wylde Animation, is a series of 150 6-minute cartoons.
Now in 7 markets.
U.A. Features
Seven individual UAA features sold
to the following stations:
"Son of the Sheik," WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.; "The Adventures of
Mark Twain." WTVJ (TV) Miami;
"Gold Raiders," KTBS-TV Shreveport;
"Juarez," KHVH-TV Honolulu; "Robinson Crusoe," KODE-TV Joplin, Mo.;
"Don Juan," KSLA-TV Shreveport,
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, and "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," WREX-TV Rockford,
111., WHO-TV Des Moines, WFMBTV Indianapolis, KTVO (TV) Ottumwa, Iowa, KAKE-TV Wichita.
"Two Faces West" (Screen Gems)
Sold to Utica Club Beer for Syracuse,
Utica, Albany-Schenectady, Plattsburgh
and Binghamton, all New York.
Now in 123 markets.

through letters to networks and sponsors. Much mail is negative or of the
"crank" type, he said, but even so
it gets attention at the top.
"Interpol Calling" (ITC).
Sold to complete English network of
Canadian Broadcasting Co.
"Danger Man" (ITC)
Sold to Canadian Broadcasting Co.
for both French and English networks.
WillFrench
be sponsored
in
Canada. by Labatt's Brewery
TPT

seeks

tv lines

for 'groupcasting'
Irving B. Kahn, president of TelePrompTer Corp., confirmed last week
that his company has applied for network tv facilities linking eight major
cities, but emphasized that they would
be used for "groupcasting," not broadcasting (Closed Circuit, July 18).
In addition to uses in TelePrompTer's business and industrial closedcircuit operations, he said, the cable
facilities which the company has re57

quested from AT&T could be the backbone for feeding programs to TelePromTer"s community antenna systems, on
which it hopes to start participation tv
tests "in the near future."
Mr. Kahn said TelePrompTer had
apphed for the network faciUties because "Hke anything else, closed-circuit
telecasts could be cheaper by the
dozen." Savings achieved by leasing
lines on a regular basis could be passed
along to the closed-circuit customers.
He said the eight-city lineup could be
expanded by adding other cities or that
fewer than eight could be used in any
specific telecast, depending on the customer's needs. The cities are major markets extending westward from New
York, Boston and Philadelphia to Chicago.
Mr. Kahn spoke at a luncheon meeting of the Philadelphia chapter of the
American Public Relations Assn. last
Thursday (July 28).
NBC'S
'Queen'

ABOUT
moves

FACE
throne

to ABC-TV
Sept. 2
The program, Queen For a Day,
identified with NBC since 1945, first
radio and then tv in 1956, will be seen
on ABC-TV after Sept. 2 in the 12:301 p.m. period. NBC decided to drop
Queen and not fight ABC in the courts
on ABC's initial plan to pick up the
program in the fall. Reason for NBC's
decision, it was explained carefully last
week, was an audience composition
study conducted of two daytime programs. Queen For a Day (NBC-TV,
Mon.-Fri. 2-2:30 p.m.) and From
These Roots (same days, 3:30-4 p.m.).
The study it claimed, found Queen's
popularity had gone down, particularly
in its appeal to women, including adult
women to whom the show had always
been attractive. The contrary was found
for From These Roots, the audience
appeal on the rise for this daytimer,
according to the survey.
NBC had threatened legal action to
retain what it said was a right via "oral
agreement"
renew out
the in
program
after
the contractto runs
December.
This NBC complaint came after ABC
in late June announced that it had
obtained use of the program.
■

Program

notes

'Sea' on NBC ■ A 90-minute special
Victory at Sea is set for NBC-TV Dec.
3 to mark the 19th year since the attack on Pearl Harbor. The footage will
be edited from the 26 half-hours which
comprise the syndicated Victory at Sea
that has played in 180 diff'erent markets (including most of the top 90 markets) since the network run in 1953.
58 (PROGRAMMING)

Visual

credits

tions involving the now-moved Chicago
Cardinals pro team.

Pictorial screen credits, showing the producer, writer, director
or technician at work instead of
merely his name in letters large
or small will be used to identify
those having a part in the production of Caineracade, tv series now
in production by Jack Douglas
Organizations. The method for
pictorializing credits was created
and developed by Elnora Rock
Von Verdo, from whom Mr.
Douglas has acquired all rights.
"This idea is based on the old
slogan that one picture is worth
a thousand words," said Mr.
Douglas. "Television is a visual
medium, and we feel it is time the
people behind it receive strong,
visual recognition. During the
rolling of credits in the conventional manner, "the viewer is
either raiding the icebox or flipping channels. People are interested in people, not unfamiliar
names. We think the public will
enjoy seeing the men and women
who really make television click."

Taped
playboy
Playboy'sproduced
Penthouse,
hour-long
taped■ series
by
Playboy magazine, will be distributed
by Official Films, N.Y. for fall programming. The series features informal
performances by personalities such as
Jonah Jones, Count Basic and Sammy
Davis Jr.

The series in New York alone now is
in its 11th successive syndicated run
(it can be seen on WPIX [TV] New
York) and has been in virtually continuous performance for nine years. The
series — syndicated by NBC's California
National Productions — presents the
story of naval warfare in World War II.

finds this necessary "to obtain a fair collective bargaining contract." SEG is
demanding a health and welfare plan
with benefits comparable to those negotiated by other Hollywood guilds
and unions, plus wage increases.

New syndicated properties ■ ABC
Films Inc., N.Y., has released three
films for syndication in the fall. John
Gunther's High Road, consisting of 36
half-hour episodes, was produced by
Jerry Stagg Co., Hollywood, and will
be ready in October. Exclusive!, a
Kane-Lynn production, and Counterthrust, produced by Bernard Luber,
are
each 13 units, and are available immediately.
Bears on tv ■ Chicago will receive a
regular schedule of Bears' pro football
league telecasts on WBBM-TV for the
first time starting Aug. 21. The station
has announced a package of training,
pre-season and regular conference
games, including those scheduled by
CBS-TV. Four pre-season contests will
be carried via video tape on a delayed
basis. The local plans (apart from the
CBS-TV schedule) were announced by
Clark B. George, vice president of
CBS Tv Stations Div. and general manager of WBBM-TV, and George Halas,
Chicago
Bears have
owner-coach.
Bears'
games heretofore
been unavailable
for local tv because of league restric-

Wolper-Sterling first ■ Two-hour tv
special, Hollywood and the Movies, has
been announced as the first production
of the new Wolper-Sterling Productions (Broadcasting, July 25). David
L. Wolper and Saul J. Turell will produce the documentary, budgeted at
more than $400,000, with Sidney Skolsky, nationally syndicated Hollywood
columnist, as writer and Jack Haley
Jr. as associate producer. Planned as
a history of Hollywood, the documentary will explore comics, glamor girls,
established stars and striving newcomers, the producers state. MCA will
handle national sales rights.
SEG strike authorized ■ Screen Extras
Guild members, by a vote of 1,579 to
188, have given their board authority
to call a strike against the Alliance of
Television Film Producers if the board

G-T adventure show ■ Goodson-Todman Productions, N.Y., has begun
shooting an hour-long adventure-mystery series entitled Las Vegas. Andrew
Fenaday and Irvin Kershner, producer
and director of The Rebel, will helm
this series about a private investigator
who acts as a trouble shooter for Las
Vegas clients.
On location ■ John Florea and Frank
Cleaver have gone to Japan to film an
hour-long pilot film of a new Vortex
Productions series to be called M. R.
According to the producers, the series
will deal with the problems that face
American tourists when they get in
trouble in a foreign country. It will
emphasize the difference between legal
systems and concepts of justice in the
U.S. and other nations. Messrs. Florea
and Cleaver plan to film the episodes in
the countries in which they take place
for authenticity.
New film firm ■ Film editor Jerome G.
Forman has formed Allegro Film Productions in New York City, offering a
comprehensive production service. He
had been news, sports and special projects film editor for Telenews and Hearst
Metrotone News since 1947. His
credits include The Big Moment, GilBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

WWDC

Resisting

revenue

day to WWDC

EDITORIALS

rigorously, we

devote

Editorials. Comments

(TV Repair Racket) "I would like to thank you for the extraordinary
editorials on the television service problems. It is only because of
dedicated men such as yourself, in the face of great odds against a
cause, that justice wins out in the end."
N. R. S., President TV Engineering Firm
(Mental Health) "... these editorials fully disclose the amount of
research that you must have done in connection with this most important subject and . . . point up the problem most vividly and dramatically.
May I also say that I feel Station WWDC is rendering a real public service in bringing this important matter and the circumstances attendant
to a proper solution to the listening public."
L. S. B., Mayor Local Community
(Education) "Your editorial on vandalism is excellent. It will be forwarded tothe school officers for their use. Thanks for the help on this
and other school projects."
C. F. H., Superintendent of Schools, Washington, D.C.
(Home Repair) "May I congratulate you for your fine effort toward the
elimination of abuses in this very important field of our housing
economy. I feel certain your editorial has done much to alert home
owners . . . against the abuses we are all endeavoring to stamp out."
R. F. C, Assistant Commissioner, FHA

at least ten choice

like these

are worth

time

more

than

a

gold:

(Mental Health) "I would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate youand the members of your staff for the splendid contribution you are making to the entire metropolitan area community by
bringing to the public attention the problems currently facing local
governments in the area of mental health. Keep up the good work!"
/. R. F., House of Representatives, U.S. Congress
(Education) ". . . thanks for your fine editorial on our expanded Summer Program. . . we feel that your WWDC Editorials are such an excellent example of public service broadcasting that we are sending a letter
of commendation to the Federal Communications Commission."
C. T. W., Superintendent of Schools, Area County
(G.I. Cold War Bill) "1 sincerely appreciate your support of the measure and will continue to work for its passage . . . may I commend the
news staff of your station for its coverage of this and other important
issues of the day."

Senator R. Y., U.S. Senate

(Parking) "... I am indeed grateful that you have taken the time to
prepare such an excellent presentation of our efforts to provide shorttime parking facilities for those persons who come to Union Station to
transact railroad business."
M. H. L., Manager Terminal Company

WWDC
. . . the station that keeps people in mind
WASHINGTON, D.C— REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.—ifs WWDC-owned
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spots

Radio WMBR

lette Cavalcade of Sports, Time Out for
Sports, Babe Ruth World Series, Esso
News Specials, commercials for Nelson
Rockefeller's 1958 gubernatorial campaign and U.S. government documentaries. Assignments also included directing. Allegro, Mr. Forman said, is
designed to give custom service to the
budget-minded client. The firm is at
723 Seventh Ave.
Postal sleuths ■ The U.S. Post Office
Dept. has given the green light and
promised full cooperation to 20th-Fox
Television on its new series Silent Investigators. Based on a book by John N.
Makris, who will act as associate producer, the series deals with the Post
Office Dept.'s criminal investigation division which looks into plane crashes,
mail theft, forgeries and other felonies
involving the mails.
Healing art ■ Paramount Tv Productions has been signed to video tape
thirteen episodes of How Christian
Science Heals. The series will be syndicated to 160 markets throughout the
world, PTP states. The panel show, to
be nationally syndicated by the church
organization, will feature experienced
Christian Science readers as well as
non-professionals in discussion of their
religion. Producers of the series are
Robert G. Walker and Leroy M. Smith
for Triangle Productions.
Re-run money ■ Residual payments for
re-runs of tv entertainment films, collected by the Screen Actors Guild and
distributed to members during June,
reached the all-time record of $635,078, SAG President George Chandler
has announced. This brings to $15,456,793 the amount collected by SAG
in tv film re-runs since the start of
such payments in December 1953.
These figures do not include payments
to actors for theatrical films sold to
tv nor use payments on tv commercials
which alone total more than $11 million a year.
Quiet please ■ Silents Please, a new
filmed series, is being placed in a late
evening half-hour slot on ABC-TV
The show, a history of the motion picture, was produced by Saul
Turell and Paul Killiam for Sterling
Television, N.Y. The series also has
been sold to the Australian Broadcasting System, and will be presented in
major markets there starting in September. Fremantle International, N.Y.,
holds distribution rights in foreign
markets.
RPI signers ■ WSAI Cincinnati and
WDXB Chattanooga are new subscribers of Radio Press International's voice
news service.
New dimension ■ CBS Radio will start
distribution to the seven CBS-owned
60 (PROGRAMMING)

KFAX gets the facts on its audience
Will people listen to a station
Francisco's predominately music stawhich broadcasts news and nothing
tions.
but news? How long will they listen
But many questions remained unanswered. To get more answers,
before turning elsewhere for more
varied program fare? Will enough
KFAX mailed a detailed questionof them listen for enough time and
naire to a sample of 500 listeners.
are they the kind of people that
Replies indicated that its audience
would make such a station a good
is almost entirely adult — 49%
buy for advertisers?
woman, 47% men, only 4% teenThese questions and many more
agers and no children.
KFAX listeners are predominantly
have been asked consistently ever
since May 16, when KFAX took
in the well-to-do class, 59% being
over the facilities of KJBS San Franin the above-average income group
and 24% with family incomes of
cisco— daytime station operating on
1100 kc with 1 kw — and changed
$8,000 or more.
How long do they listen? Longer
its programming to an all-news format. They've been asked by the than had been expected. Returned
listening public, by advertisers, by questionnaires shows 43% of the
KFAX audience listens from one
advertising agencies and particularly
to three hours a day, while 72%
by Gil Paltridge and Ray Rhodes,
listens for 30 minutes or more a day.
top operating officers of KFAX
(Broadcasting, May 16).
Questions about favorite proTo find some answers KFAX, in
grams revealed an overwhelming
its fifth week of operation, engaged
preference (86%) for general news
Media Audience Measurements to and depth reports, with international
news most desired and local news
conduct a six-day telephone survey
between the hours of 7 a.m. and
next. Then, in descending order,
6 p.m. The survey showed that came business news, California news
KFAX is gaining audience faster
and Sacramento reports. (Sacramento is the capital of California.)
than was anticipated. The overall
Editorials are the most popular sperating was three times that inherited
cial features of KFAX (22% of the
from KJBS, considered a remarkable
rise in so short a time. At various
total vote), followed by sports news
times of the day, KFAX garnered
and features, weather news and Today's Top Story.
more listeners than some of San

stations a library of programming covering one-to-three minutes of recorded
sound essays by outstanding persons in
the world of entertainment, government, industry and the arts. Called
Dimension, the programming initially
will include 150 features and will be
augmented by 25 to 50 essays each
week.
New tv film firm ■ Formation of Program Sales Inc., 15 E 48th St., N.Y.,
announced by ex-Official Films executives Ray Junkin, formerly OF's vice
president and director of sales. Walter
J. Smith, formerly of OF's board, and
Harold Hackett, who had been president and board chairman of Official
Films. Titles in new firm which will produce and distribute films for tv: Mr.
Junkin is president, Mr. Hackett and
Mr. Smith are vice presidents. Firm already is distributing a series of fiveminute program segments in conjunction with 20th Century-Fox Movietone.
These segments depict great events and
personalities of the century. Still other
co-production deals in Canada and in
Europe are being negotiated for half
hour series. Telephone is Eldorado 54925.

New distributor ■ Television Enterprises Corp., Hollywood, has been
formed by Harold Goldman to distribute tv film programming in the U.S.
and abroad. Mr. Goldman, who was
formerly executive vice president of
National Telefilm Assoc.. Beverly Hills,
Calif., is negotiating currently for various program
and Chicago.
for office locations in Newpackages
York and
New comedy
show ■ comedy
CBS-TV series
has decided on a slapstick
to
replace Face the Nation (Sun. 6-6:30
p.m. EDT), which moves Nov. 14 to
Monday nights (10:30-11 p.m. EST).
The new Sunday evening series stars
the Wiere Brothers, in a program titled
Oh, Those Bells! Ben Brady is producer and directors are Norman Abbott, Jack Arnold and Charles Barton.
Writers signed thus far are Seaman
Jacobs and Si Rose.
Color cartoons ■ A new children's
dren's show. Toy Box Time, has been
produced by Robert Lawrence Animation. N.Y. The half-hour series which
consists of four individual story segments, isthe first television program to
be made by the company, a producer
of animated commercials.
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Boston, June 10 : Station WHDH
used the new RCA-4401 Image Orthicon in a highlysuccessful colorcast of a regularly scheduled night baseball game from Fenway Park.
No greater lighting was needed than for black-and-white

pickup.

For more information about this high- sensitivity image orthicon for low-lightlevel color telecasting, contact your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor. RCA Electron
Tube Division, Harrison,

N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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CONVENTION

AND
Tough

COVERAGE:

NOW
as

it was,

AN
the

Networks, stations, news and program service suppliers quickly packed
up their electronic gear in Chicago late
last week and headed home to tackle
another coverage job even bigger than
the party conventions: the campaign
trail— 1960.
Among the significant developments:
■ The major networks have invited
the two presidential contenders. Vice
President Richard M. Nixon and Sen.
John F. Kennedy, to appear in several
debates during prime evening hours
(see below). CBS and NBC offered to
reserve eight prime hours each; ABC
proposed a rotation plan for nine
weeks with each network providing
three hours.
■ FCC displayed its concern about
just how fairly broadcasters are going
to implement the new "fairness" provision of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act in their handling of political
programming. The commission, alerted
by the complaint of a single viewer that
the three tv stations in Little Rock,
Ark., had pre-empted coverage of the
GOP convention last Monday in favor
of local election campaigns, wired the
stations for a prompt explanation (see
story page 64). The stations replied they
would have done the same with the
Democratic convention had the dates
been different, but the FCC action was
seen as an obvious warning to all licensees that Washington will be watching.
With the presidential race expected
to generate an unusually heavy flow of
news, plus the congressional and local
elections, television and radio broadcasters are preparing for fall schedules
heavily loaded with campaign n:vV3. po-

62

A SPECIAL REPORT.

AIR-MINDED
convention

coverage

litical features and candidates' speeches.
To many network and local station executives and newsmen, the exhaustive
coverage afforded the Democratic and
Republican conventions was just the
warm-up.
The GOP convention's tv audience
averaged 14,143,000 homes per minute
during the first three nights, just slightly behind the Democratic sessions for
the same nights, according to American
Research Bureau's national Arbitron
service (story page 69).
According to educated estimates,
broadcasters spent between $15 and $20
million to air the Los Angeles and Chicago events, with about two-thirds of
this recovered through sponsorship. The
radio-tv investment in campaign coverage will run into the millions, too.
Hundreds of newsmen and technicians
swarmed over the convention halls to
perform their various roles (for Chicago accreditation, see page 70); they
will be joined by hundreds more along
the campaign trail as it winds throughout the nation during the next three
months.
The big debate
The major networks last week made
good their promises to offer prime time
for debates and other appearances of
Democratic and Republican presidential
and vice presidential nominees.
CBS and NBC offered to reserve eight
prime hours each. ABC repeated its
proposal that the three television networks make time available on a rotating basis to provide one prime network
hour per week for nine weeks. Under

CAMPAIGN

was

only

a warm-up

the ABC plan each network would give
up three hours during the campaign.
All networks conditioned their offers
on the suspension of application of the
equal time law to the presidential and
vice presidential races during this campaign. The Senate has already passed a
resolution suspending Sec. 315 for that
purpose. The House is expected to act
on it when it reconvenes.
NBC was the first of the networks to
make the offer last week and Sen. John
Kennedy the first of the candidates to
accept.
NBC's board chairman, Robert W.
Sarnoff, wired identical offers to Sen.
Kennedy and Vice President Richard
M. Nixon. He invited them to take part
in four
"joint discussions"
and
four hour-long
one-hour interviews.
A Public Service ■ Sen. Kennedy
wired acceptance last Thursday with
the observation: "I believe you are performing a notable public service in
giving the American people a chance to
see the candidates of the two major
parties discuss the issues face to face."
Mr. Nixon, still preoccupied with the
closing moments of the Republican convention and with the preparation of his
acceptance speech, had not replied to
Mr. Sarnoff when this was written.
All three network proposals were in
line with those they made before the
Senate Communications Subcommittee
in urging approval of the resolution to
suspend
In hisSec.
wire315.to the candidates Mr.
Sarnoff proposed a "Great Debate"
series consisting of four one-hour programs of "joint discussion of the issues
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MORE

OF

THE

For all its drain on manpower,
money and, at times, the viewers' patience, network news coverage of
political conventions isn't apt to be
significantly changed.
That's the opinion of the network
news chiefs as expressed at the end
of the Republican convention last
week. Here are some of the remarks
they made to Broadcasting:
John Daly, ABC vice president:
Gavel-to-gavel coverage is essential.
Selective broadcast coverage of only
the newsiest events would cheat the

according to ground rules to be drawn
up in consultation with the candidates"
and four other hours "designed to elicit
the views of the candidates in response
to well-informed, impartial questioning
by a panel of outstanding American
journalists." Mr. Sarnoff added the network would "be pleased to consider any
other ideas" for program format that
the candidates might have.
On Thursday Leonard Goldenson,
president of ABC's parent company,
AB-PT, wired his network's proposal
for the rotation programming. He said
that with approval of the Dept. of
Justice (a protection against possible
antitrust violation) ABC would be prepared to meet with the other two television networks to work out a cooperaBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

SAME

FOUR

YEARS

audience of perspective, interpretationworks
and areunderstanding.
here as news "The
media netto
cover as efficiently and completely
as possible what happens in the conSig Mickelson, CBS News presivention."
dent: "What is frequently overlooked
is that present convention coverage is
actually a profile of a party. The
basic pattern of coverage shouldn't
change
for 1964."
Robertmuch
Hurleigh,
MBS president:
Radio enjoys unique flexibility in
tive plan. ABC believes its system
would create the largest available
audience.
The same day Frank Stanton, CBS
president, wired the nominees the CBS
ofl'er of eight hours. The time, he
wired, "will be divided equally for
personal appearances of Democratic
and Republican candidates." He suggested that the opening and closing
broadcasts of the series include "direct
presentations"
by the
candidates and that
the presidential
other programs
be "devoted to discussions between opposing presidential and vice presidential
candidates and press interviews."
MBS will cooperate with other networks in carrying appearances of the
candidates, according to President

FROM

NOW

covering
It "canchanges
react
instantly conventions.
to unanticipated
in procedure. It permitted the conventions to be broadcast as they actually are — a meeting of political
delegates dedicated to furthering the
candidates and causes of their parWilliam R. McAndrew, NBC vice
president: "This type of coverage is
likely
to continue
I don't
think but
it's
a question
of television
coverage
of the political system of picking
ties."
nominees."
Robert F. Hurleigh. "We will offer
time just as we do in presidential
broadcasts," he said. "All networks
should work together in bringing the
candidates to the nation as a public
Major investment
service."
American citizens are better informed than ever before, Clair R. McCollough. Steinman stations, chairman
of the NAB Policy Committee said
July 28 in commenting on the role of
broadcasting in the national political
conventions.
"Broadcasting makes a momentous
contribution to our system of govern63
ment," Mr. McCollough said. He estimated total cost of radio-tv coverage

of the conventions between $15 and
$20 million, with about two-thirds offset by income from commercial sponsors.
Mr. McCollough said Sen. Thruston
B. Morton, of Kentucky, Republican
national chairman, had lauded the industry's convention service by giving
the nation "an inside view of one of the
most fascinating shows on earth and a
valuable educating job at the same
time." Gov. LeRoy Collins, of Florida,
chairman of the Democratic convention, described coverage "as an outstanding contribution to good government and to the progress of our nation."
Etv center

proposes

presidential debates
National Education Television &
Radio Center, New York, is offering
eight hours of prime tv time for "definitive discussion of issues by two major presidential candidates" for presentation on 47 etv stations throughout
country.
John F. White, president of the cen-

MONDAY
FCC

rattles

Political

315

A majority of the FCC last week
told three Little Rock, Ark., tv stations
that it "appears" their pre-emption of
Monday night's Republican convention
coverage in favor of state and local
campaign speeches was in violation of
the fairness provision of Sec. 315.
Notwithstanding the interest in the
local elections, the commission told
the stations that from the facts available they had not made a reasonable
effort to present both sides of the national political picture.
Receiving a telegram from the commission asking for a "full statement"
were KARK-TV, KTHV (TV) and
KATV (TV). The four Republican
members of the commission — Frederick
W. Ford, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert E. Lee
and Charles King — approved that portion of the telegram concerning an alleged violation of Sec. 315. Democratic member Robert T. Bartley dissented to that portion but concurred in
the request for more information. Commissioners John S. Cross of Arkansas
and T.A.M. Craven both dissented to
the entire action.
The unusual FCC step was taken
on a telegraphed complaint lodged last
Monday morning by Mrs. W.Y. Pape,
president of the Little Rock Young Republicans Club. She charged that the
stations did not plan to carry that night's
64 (SPECIAL REPORT)

film

Ford Motor Co.'s new public
service film. Where Were You?,
designed to stimulate more public participation in politics, has
been cleared for television on a
loanout basis, it was reported last
week. The company will make
the film available to commercial
and educational tv outlets. The
28-minute film is narrated by Joseph Welch, New England attorney. It describes how political
parties choose candidates, nominate through primaries and campaign for elections. The moral:
public apathy of the many can
enable the few to "dominate
politically." The film is a project
of Ford's community relations department.

Operation

sword

TV
over

IN
all-local

successful

for network

ter, said he has forwarded his offer to
chairmen of Democratic and Republican national committees. NETRC, he
said, is prepared to produce and record
on video tape statements on such issues

NIGHT
Sec.

as preparedness, civil rights, education,
inflation and others that center and representatives of two parties will select.
Each program may run 30 minutes, or
whatever length political parties may
decide. Stations would be obliged to
telecast statements of the two parties on
one topic as part of single program.

How successful was the tv pool operation at last week's GOP conclave?
It went off easily and successfully,
according to Bob Doyle, pool director
and owner of WICO Salisbury, Md.
He estimated that about 65% of the
gavel-to-gavel coverage was handled by
the pool. And, he adds, there were
few complaints from the networks. The
six cameras were supplied by NBC.
What of the future of network pool
coverage? "If the networks could see
their way clear to go over totally to pool
coverage, as has been suggested, it
might be desirable economically but
their competitive spirit would probably
preclude this," Mr. Doyle said.

LITTLE
election,

convention coverage provided by the
networks "although complete coverage
of the Democratic National Convention
wasAllcarried
all three
three by
Little
Rock stations."
stations were
saturated with speeches by Arkansas
political candidates last Monday night
on the eve of the state's primary elections. In defense, the stations pointed
out that the orders for political time
were received well in advance and that
the same action would have been taken
if it had been the Democratic convention falling on election eve. All of the
candidates appearing were Democrats
in the heavily-Democratic southern
state.
The Fairness Doctrine ■ Last week's
action was the first official move by the
FCC under the fairness amendment to
Sec. 315, written into law last year as
part of the amendment exempting newscasts from equal time. It states that
broadcasters must ". . . afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of
conflicting views on issues of public
interest." The commission stated in its
telegram to the stations:
"Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act requires reasonable opportunity for
discussion of conflicting views on issues
of public importance. It would appear
from information available to commission that your plans for coverage of

tv pool

no

ROCK
GOP

news

Republican National Convention compared with your coverage of Democratic National Convention do not comply with this provision. Requirements of
local political election are recognized;
however, it does not appear from the
facts available that a reasonable effort
has been made also to meet the fairness
provisions of Sec. 315. Full statement
The FCC moved fast last Monday
is requested."
after receiving the Pape complaint. Already in a special meeting on another
matter, the commissioners ordered
telegrams sent to KARK-TV, KTHV
and KATV at noon for their replies by
2:30 p.m.
Aftercommission
the stations'staffer
answers
were
received,
Ed
Brown (license renewal chief) solicited
further information from the stations
and/ or their lawyers by telephone. Mr.
Brown asked:
( 1 ) If any delayed presentation was
planned; (2) if any affiliated radio station planned to carry the convention
(KTHS, under common ownership
with KTHV, did carry the Monday
night convention session); (3) exact
date of network order for station and
dates of local commitments, and (4)
did the licensee believe it had met the
fairness requirement of Sec 315?
Answers to these questions failed to
nullify the doubts of a majority of the
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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commissioners and the wrist-slapping
telegrams followed.
The Arkansas Show ■ Of the three
stations, only KATV carried any of the
opening night GOP convention proceedings. The ABC affiliate aired the
convention from its beginning (5:30
p.m. Little Rock time) until 6:15 p.m.,
when it switched to campaign speeches
by state and local candidates. The politicos held forth on KATV solidly until
9:30 p.m. except for one 15-minute
period when the candidate who had
contracted for the time failed to come
forth with the station's time charges.
A Navy film was programmed in the
slot (8:45-9 p.m.).
KATV also aired The Big Story
from 9:30-10, a period which had been
sold to a candidate originally but the
station refused to permit a simultaneous
triplecast with the other two stations.
KATV returned to its regular programming at 10 p.m., Arkansas time, one
hour before the Monday night convention session ended.
KARK-TV, an NBC affiliate, aired
nothing but political speeches from
6:15-10 p.m., after featuring its regular programming during the first 45
minutes of the Chicago convention.
The station featured 15 minutes of news
at 10 p.m. and then aired four more
political speeches ending at 1 1 p.m.
when the Jack Paar network show was
picked up.
Little Rock's CBS affiliate. KTHV,
carried its regular programming until
6:30 p.m. when it shifted to local political commitments. The only breaks in
the KTHV political schedule came at
9-9:30 p.m. (State Trooper) and 10
p.m. (local news) until the political
speeches ended at 10:30 p.m.
Two of the three stations repeated
the highlights of the Monday night
session in delayed broadcasts. KTHV
carried a one-hour version, furnished
by CBS. Wednesday afternoon at 4 p.m.
KATV, which does not have videotape
equipment, had KTUL-TV Tulsa (under
common ownership with KATV) tape
the GOP opening session and aired a
IVz hour digest Wednesday afternoon
using KARK-TV tape facilities. ABC,
while it granted permission for the tape
to be made, refused to let KARK-TV
broadcast it also.
Little Rock Defense ■ Executives of
all three stations involved stoutly defended their Monday night programming as being in the public interests and
maintained that had the Democratic
convention opened on election eve, the
same actions would have been taken.
B.G. Robertson, general manager of
KTHV, pointed out that the state had
63 contested races with candidates
wanting to be seen and heard.
He said that the stations knew of
the conflict early, with election eve in
66 (SPECIAL REPORT)

'Good neighbors'
KARK-TV Little Rock really
practiced the good neighbor policy last week. The station invited
Mrs. W.Y. Pape to come to its
studios and watch the Monday
night session of the Republican
convention on closed circuit. Mrs.
Pape, who complained to the
FCC because none of the three
Little Rock stations were carrying the first night convention activities, accepted and brought approximately 15 of her friends.
A second Litde Rock station,
KATV (TV), announced over the
air that the convention would be
on closed circuit in its studios and
all were welcome to come down.
About 25 people accepted.

Arkansas "historically" a time for candidates to seek air time, and that "it is
just unfortunate that this convention
fell within the election period." KTHV
did not carry the first hour of the GOP
convention Monday night, Mr. Robertson said, because the proceedings at the
beginning were not of great importance
and the station might have been forced
to switch to local programming at a
very critical time. KTHV had carried
all the network-ordered Democratic
convention except 30 minutes.
Robert Doubleday, KATV general
manager,
said last every
Tuesday
thathas"under
the
circumstances,
effort
been
made to do what we can to see that the
GOP convention coverage is given."
KATV already was committed to local
politicians before receiving the ABC order for the convention coverage last
June 7 and the network was so informed at that time, he said. The station had carried all the Democratic convention.
Douglas Romine, vice president and
manager
of KARK-TV,
all
the rules
before we said:
went "We
into read
this
And

no

one

lost

While last week's Arkansas primary elections drew considerable
indirect attention from the FCC,
that state's best known member of
Congress to broadcasters was not
involved. Rep. Oren Harris (DArk.) did not draw either a primary or Republican opponent and
thus won re-election without a
contest. Rep. Harris is chairman
of the House Commerce Committee and its Communications and
Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee.

and we didn't think we were doing anything wrong."
He pointed
out hours
that
KARK-TV
had blacked
out IVi
of the Democratic convention for local
programming, including the highlypopular Miss Arkansas contest.
The station, Mr. Romine said, had
received orders for time last Monday
night as far back as May and had told
NBC July 5 of the local commitments.
All three stations pointed out that
they were obhgated under Sec. 315 to
offer time to many of the candidates
who appeared Monday night because
opponents for the same office already
had used the stations. Also, the stations said, they had carried the daytime
convention proceedings both Monday
and Tuesday.
Election Returns ■ After receiving
the FCC telegram, two of the Little
Rock tv stations changed their planned
election return coverage for Tuesday
night in favor of the GOP activities.
KARK-TV, which planned convention
coverage all along, superimposed election returns, without audio, on the bottom of the screen. KATV carried all
the major portions of the Tuesday
night convention with local cut-ins for
election reports. Such reports were
never given during a major speech,
Mr. Doubleday said.
KTHV carried the convention until 7:16 p.m. Tuesday, at which time
it switched to election returns. The
station returned to the convention for
President Eisenhower's speech from
Chicago and then continued its local
programming until 2 a.m.
The Dissents " Commissioner Bartley agreed that more information was
needed but stated: ". . . The complaint . . . received today does not
contain sufficient information on which
to base a decision as to whether stations
have exercised reasonable diligence to
provide fair treatment as compared with
coverage of the Democratic National
Convention. Complications arising from
conflict with local campaign and election returns may have presented stations with impossible clearance conCommissioner Craven, in dissenting,
said that from the standpoint of reasonableness the Little Rock stations made
a proper decision in airing the speeches
byflicts."
the state politicians rather than the
Republican convention.
Commissioner Cross closely acquainted with the Arkansas political climate,
stated that under the circumstances,
"I consider the licensees in question
have done all that can be reasonably
expected of them to live up to their
licensee responsibilities." He pointed
out that it is the duty of the station
to consider the tastes, needs and desires
of the viewing public and to carry them
out as well as possible.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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Central
Surveys Study
(Feb. 1960)
Ask Katz
for the
facts

AROUND

BUSINESS

Most

WHY

IN

Watched

ONE

80%
DES

Station

OF

THE

MOINES

. . . KRNT-TV!

Most Believable Personalities . . . KRNT-TV!
Most Believable Station . . . KRNT-TV!
Most People Would

Prefer KRNT-TV

Personalities As Neighbors!

Most People Vote KRNT-TV
The Station Doing the Most to Promote

Worthwhile

Public Service Projects!
Nielsen
(Feb. 1960)
Ask Katz

Wonderful
The Points Where

Ratings
on
KRNT-TVS
Your Distribution is Concentrated

Wonderful
The Points Where

Ratings
on
KRNT-TV!
the Points Count the Most for You.

ARB
(Mar. 1960)
Ask Katz
Ask Katz
about
Central Iowa
Advertisers

See

for

See
for yourself
the list of local accounts whose
strategy is to use this station almost exclusively. It reads
like who's who in many classifications— Foods and
Institutions, to name a couple.

yourself

Financial

the new, tried and proved power concept of these companies

of concentrating on one station. See for yourself how they use this station to get distribution and produce sales. The bold concept used by these companies discards the old
strategy of a little here, a little there, a little some

place else. Old strategy oftentimes results

in a dissipation of efforts.

See
for yourself
why KRNT-TV regularly carries around 80% of the local
business. See for yourself that this station is a big enough sales tool to win your sales
battle if it's used in a big enough

way.

KRNT-TV
DES
MOINES
A COWLES STATION
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Winning combination ■ This team of NBC News strategists were responsible for the heads-up coverage of Democratic and Republican conventions that won the biggest
network audiences and the most critical applause. Last
week, in a closed circuit interview with Broadcasting, they
analyzed the reasons for NBC's emergence as a major news
force. Shown during the interview, in picture above, are

HOW

NBC

NEWS

"For style and sustained interest
NBC has a commanding lead — Jack
Gould, New York Times; "NBC was
far
and away
the most
interesting"
—
Sherwood
Kohn.
Louisville
Times;
"On Huntley
and scored
Brinkley's
performance alone NBC
a clear
beat
but NBC also pretty much outdid the
other networks in overall reporting and
picture coverage — Time magazine;
"NBC is now definitely in front position"— Frank Judge, Detroit News;
"Landslide vote for Huntley and
Brinkley"
Terrence O'Flaherty, San
Francisco —Chronicle.
To broadcasters, one of the biggest
surprises of the Democratic and Republican conventions was NBC-TV's
runaway sweep of audience and critical
acclaim. To NBC News the biggest
surprise was that everyone was surprised.
Most of the elements that put NBCTV ahead in 1960 have been there
since 1956, according to Bill McAndrew, vice president in charge of NBC
News, and the men around him who
putThis
together
this year's
coverage. that
expression
of confidence
NBC news has been "on the way" for
the past several years emerged last
week when Broadcasting editors in
68

(SPECIAL REPORT)

(1-r) William McAndrew, vice president in charge of NBC
News; David Brinkley. half of the network's strong anchor
team; Julian Goodman, director of news and public affairs;
Elmer Lower, Washington manager of NBC News and
operations manager for the conventions; Chet Huntley, the
other anchor man, and Reuven Frank, producer of the
NBC convention coverage.

BUILT

New York interviewed six key figures
of the NBC news team on the scene at
the Chicago convention via closed circuit (see picture). Besides Mr. McAndrew, they included Chet Huntley and
David Brinkley, the anchor men and
principal "stars" of NBC news; Julian
Goodman, director of news and public
aiTairs; Reuven Frank, producer of the
Huntley-Brinkley news shows and of
the convention telecasts, and Elmer
Lower, Washington manager of NBC
news and operations manager for the
conventions.
There's a natural lag in public and
critical acceptance, said Reuven Frank.
"The edge in audience is to a great degree determined by the coverage four
years ago," Mr. Frank maintained.
Whatever edge CBS enjoyed in 1956
could be attributed to their performance in 1952, and our edge this time
can be attributed to what we started in
1956. And unless we throw it away, we
should have assured ourselves a good
reception
in 1964." Share ■ In terms of
Bigger Audience
the like time periods programmed both
in 1956 and 1960 at the Democratic
convention (19 half hours), the audience
"edge" Mr. Frank referred to comes
out like this: In 1956 NBC was 14%
behind CBS, 1 1 1 % ahead of ABC. In

ITS

MUSCLE

1960, NBC was 44% ahead of CBS,
188% ahead of ABC. In 1956 CBS
led in 16 of the 19 half hours; in 1960
NBC reversed that standing. The ratings referred to were Nielsen in 1956,
Arbitron in 1960. Last week in Chicago, NBC's average for the first three
days was higher than CBS and ABC
combined (see story page 69).
Chet Huntley made the assertion
that "I am convinced we had the best
news team in 1956, but apparently
NBC was doing something rather new
and so there was a little tinge of doubt
when we said it. Today, and for the past
three years, when we say we have the
best news organization anywhere, we
say it with a ring of conviction. We
The other half of the hyphen conknow curs.
it."Mr. Brinkley said: "1 don't think
it's anything new. Anything that happens in a time like this tends to be
exaggerated. If it's good, it's credited as
being better than it really is, and if it's
not so good, it's said to be worse than it
really it. I say in all modesty I think
we've been doing it for several years,
and I think the record will show it
going back over similar public events
bow to the competition, Mr.
forWith
some a time."
Goodman noted that the other netBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

works did good jobs of covering the
conventions, too — which makes NBC
doubly glad to have come in first.
Story's the Formula ■ NBC's success
this year was compounded of equal
parts Huntley-Brinkley ("turned loose
with no instructions to make speeches
or to deliver college courses in history"), an aggressive team of floor reporters (the same number and many of
the same people as in 1956), more than
two dozen "beat" reporters whose job
was to supply news to the on-air men,
an internal news wire that operated
from 8 a.m. to a half hour after signoff each night, and a tight editing control system.
More than that, says Bill McAndrew,
it was due to the basic premise handed
down by President Robert Kintner before the conventions. That was simply
to cover the story and not worry about
electronic gadgetry. The reporters were
to follow the news, and the cameras to
follow the reporters.
Mr. Lower, who was with CBS in
1956, cited one specific to demonstrate
the de-emphasis on gadgetry and the
emphasis on news. He reminded Mr.
Huntley that in 1956 NBC was making
a big thing out of the five-way split
screen but that in 1960 "if we decide to
split a screen, we do it because that's
the best tool to use for this particular
thing — and we make no mention of it.
We just go ahead and split it."
How Much H&B? ■ Even allowing all
this, the network admits a major share
of its success must be credited to
Messrs. Huntley and Brinkley themselves. Yet those two, while pleased
that their performances have been well
received, make a strong case for elements in the news organization.
"David and I look only as good as
the team is good," said Mr. Huntley,
giving special credit to floormen Frank
McGee, Martin Agronsky, Merrill
Mueller and Herb Kaplow. "I'll swear
I don't know how they do it . . . There's
the noise on the floor, and they're being pushed and jostled . . . And while
they're
questioning
some delegate
or
some governor
or senator,
directions
keep banging in their ears from the
director: move over a little bit, or
throw it to Mueller, nod your head if
you understand, or just plain shut up."
Mr. Brinkley followed with a description ofhow little he and Mr. Huntley knew of what's going on: "While
we're intically
this
overwe the
floor,is pracsealedtank
in, all
know
what
we can see through the glass window —
not really very much. All the real information we have we see on the NBC
program monitor and what we get off
the NBC news wire. We're not in there
manufacturing things.
get extreme
the feeling
that we're
on "Ithe
end upofthere
a tremendous
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AGAIN

LEADS
THE
RATINGS
p.m. was not counted in either case:
The GOP convention's television
audience averaged 14.143,000 homes
neither was viewing of daytime coverage.
per minute during the first three
As in the case of the Democratic
nights, according to American Reconvention, NBC walked off with the
search Bureau's Arbitron national
service. Assuming 2.2 viewers per
biggest ratings last week. Its perset, the average audience would be night 16.1 rating and 7,227,000
homes were higher than those of
31,115,000 at any given moment.
CBS (10.8 and 4,915,000 homes)
On a cumulative basis the three
and ABC (5.1 and 2,001,000 homes)
night sessions attracted 42,430,000
combined.
million homes or 93,346,000 viewers
Audience studies also showed
per average minute, including homes
and viewers who watched on two or
again that non-network stations and
their entertainment programs often
more nights. No figures were availrivalled and sometimes exceeded the
able to show the number of different
homes and viewers who tuned in at convention in attracting viewers.
Arbitron national figures did not
some time during the three evenings.
show audience shares, but the ArbiThe tv audience figures for the
tron multi-city report, covering
Republican convention ran slightly
behind those for the Democratic
seven major markets, showed that in
sessions on the same three nights.
only four half-hours of the first three
The GOP average of 14,143,000
days did the convention coverage —
all three networks combined — comhomes per minute per night command 60% or more of total sets in
pared with 14,487,000 for the first
use. In one half-hour period the
three nights of the Democratic conthree networks had less than half
vention. (Broadcasting, July 18).
(47.6%) of the total tv audience.
Last week's measurements covered
all three networks from 7:30 to 11
Here, by half-hours, are the Arbitron national figures on the threep.m. New York time: those for the
network GOP convention tune-in
Democratic convention, which had
during the first three nights, plus
earlier opening times, started on one
the comparable Democratic convenof the three days at 6 p.m. and on
tion figures:
another at 7 p.m. Viewing past 1 1
omitted)
HOW ES REACHED PER AVERAGE MINUTE
WEDNESDAY
* 8,545
TUESDAYDemo.
Demo.
MONDAY Demo.
14,760
11,058
GOP
8:00 p.m.
GOP
15,445
8:30
10,829
15,902
GOP
13,160
11,333
11,743
9,733
13,572
10,647
(OOO's
13,937
9:00
14,075
13,068
18,005
12,155
20,564
12,063
7:30- 9:30
14,622
12,201
15,399
13,115
*8:0020,244
CBS 10:00
15,217
14,760
14,028
14,303
21,386
14,851
13,937
10:30
17,776
17,136
8:3016,314
9:00- 11:00
15,171
15,217
12,200
19,512
13,754
16,176
16,679
9:30- and NBC only; ABC coverage had
15,444
10:00not yet started.
10:30Figures on tlie division of audience among the networl<s were not revealed by ARB, but
elsew/here
reported with
that the
the Democratic
ratings and convention:
homes-reached figures for last weel< brol<e 'down
as
follows,it aswascompared

ABC
CBS
NBC
Totals

NBC

HOMES REACHED PER AVERAGE MINUTE (OOO's omitted)
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
GOP
Demo. GOP
Demo. GOP
Demo.
Rating Homes Rating Homes Rating Homes Rating Homes Rating Homes Rating Homes
4.3 1,677 4.4 1,713 5.2 2,036
5.8 2,210 5.8 2 291 5 9 2 577
10.6 4,850 10.6 4,863 11.1 5,072 11.7 5,324 10.6 4 824 1^2 5'561
14.1 6,326 14.4 6,450 16.1 7,194 12.5 5,586 13.2 8 160 20 6 9'l75
—
12,853 —
13,026 —
14,302 —
13,120 —
15'275
17'314

tangle of copper wires that is owned
by NBC and goes all over Chicago,
which if it were all laid end to end —
we wouldn't be on the air. We do not
generate very much; we pass it along.
It's of course the polite thing to say
but it's also the true thing."
While the behind-the-scenes decisions
on what not to put on the air next,
what location to send the cameras to
and similar strategies were worked out
through a complicated maze of wires
and electronics, no such devices existed in the booth where Messrs. Huntley and Brinkley operated. It was a
matter of spontaneous combustion there.

"I don't have the faintest notion of
what I may say in the next five seconds," Mr. Huntley said last week. The
two accomplished their personal communication by"a look in the eye."
"I can glance at David and tell by
the expression on his face when he
has something to say," said Mr. Huntley. "It works the same way in reverse."
Equal Status For News ■ While the
NBC news division is now riding high
at the network, it was not always so.
Mr. McAndrew recalled that before
the 1956 convention the news department "was considered a group of people
69

with dirty carbon paper on their fingers.
Although we had no doubts as to
what we could do — given the chance —
we were not accepted unanimously inside the organization." Top management looked so casually on NBC news
that when the news department recommendation to put Messrs. Huntley and
Brinkley in the lineup was accepted,
management delayed six weeks before
announcing it.
Bob Kintner changed that, Mr. McAndrew said. A former newspaperman,
Mr. Kintner pulled the news department out of the programming department and ordered it to report directly
to him. He gave news more money and
Staffers a free hand.
Oddly enough, Mr. McAndrew
thinks 1960's convention coverage will
cost the network less than 1956"s,
mainly because of the decreased reliance
on electronic effects. Although NBC
used as many technical people as before, it used fewer production people —
as Mr. Frank put it, "people with ideas
you can't use." Mr. McAndrew estimated his out-of-pocket convention expenses at between $1.75 and $2
million. This does not include money
lost through pre-emptions of sponsored
programs.
Tape's Role ■ One of the technical
developments that enabled NBC to
cover more ground this year was tv
tape — a blessing not without drawbacks. Rather than easing the load,
tape added to it: being able to cover
a number of events simultaneously on
tape, the network was drawn into
wasteful use of manpower. Mr. Lower
said: "We were using live television
cameras [for tape recording] almost as
if they were hand-held, 16 mm, singlesystem sound film cameras. Our crews
in the hotels were really breaking their
backs to move this around. It meant
we had crew calls last Wednesday for
5 a.m. in four different hotels — the
Sheraton, the Blackstone, the Hilton
and the Morrison, and then the crews
were there until after 1 1 o'clock at
night."" Although back-breaking, the
tape permitted NBC to cover news it
could never have brought in before
video tape.
Mr. Lower also credited tape with
permitting NBC to develop another key
element in its coverage — the "connected background narrative." Translated,
this means the half-hour or so of taped
summation of the day's events that
NBC put on the air just before kickoff
of each night's sessions, recapping both
the major events that were televised
earlier in the day and other vignettes
taped but not televised live.
Mr. McAndrew went out of his way
to commend two other behind-thescenes members of his convention team.
Jack Sughrue, who had worked on the
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design of NBC's quarters since last
September, and Charlie Jones of the
Washington staff, who operated the preset center that screened all camera
pickups before they went to Messrs.
Frank and McAndrew for decision as
to what would go on the air. Mr. McAndrew described them both as "angry
young men" so enthusiastic for their
work that they conducted tours for rival
CBS newsmen.
Stick With The Story ■ NBC s newsmen kept returning to the central theme
that concentration on the story was the
prime element in their success. Julian
Goodman noted that "we refused to
be diverted by things that had no real
concern with what went on in the convention. For instance, one of the networks interviewed Harold Stassen four
times last Tuesday — and he was not a
prime
the convention."
Mr. mover
Frank inadded
that NBC went to
Chicago "reasonably convinced that
there was no big story there. We'd
probably been reading the papers too.
But we made the decision that we were
going to cover the story. If it was a
dull story, our function was to cover
it. We would make it as interesting as
we could, within the legitimate limits
of news coverage."
Then he summed up with this
analysis:
"It's a very old fashioned idea. We
applied it to the convention in 1956.
It's how to cover a story. Never mind
the electronics. How do you cover a
story? We have come to the point in
television that you cover a story the
way stories are covered. It's the story
that counts, not the gadgetry."
On

hand

in Chicago

The following stations, station groups
and news, programming and other services, plus group properties (but not including the networks), were accredited
to cover the GOP national convention
in Chicago last week. The preliminary
list totaled 662, though many failed to
pick up their credentials from the Republican radio-tv credentials unit under
Bob Menough. In many instances passes
were given to other radio-tv representatives during the week. Various other
passes were distributed for various remote coverage events, as well as social
functions. The following list, as of Monday, July 25, was supplied by the GOP
convention committee.
Individual Stations
KAMP El Centro, Calif. — Robert E. Baker
KBUIM BemidjI, Mmn. — James R. Hambacher
KCBS San Francisco — Don Mozley
KCMC-TV Texarkana, Texas — Walter E. Hussman
KCMO Kansas City, Mo. — James IVlonroe
KCRG Cedar Rapids, la. — Craig Tenney
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif. — Averill Berman, Bob

Dye, Mark Ford, Mel Leeds, Virginia Leeds, Irving C. Phillips, Bill Roberts and Bill Tanner
KEAR San Francisco — Dick Palmquist
KFH Wichita, Kan. — George Doyle
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska — Lynn C. Thomas
KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark. — Donald W, Reynolds
KFWB Los Angeles — Dean Alexander, Bill Angel,
Bill Crago, Charles Arlintgon, Mike Henry, John
Babcock, Bill Kennally, Charles Blore, and Robert
IVl. Purcell
KGMB Honolulu, Hawaii — Robert W. Sevey
KGO San Francisco — Mrs. William Winter
KGW-TV
L. McCall Portland, Ore. — Tom Dargan and Tom
KIMG Seattle — Charles Herring, Florence C. Hoff,
Robert Schulman and Ted Simpson
KIOA Des Moines, la. — Rita Betts, Robert C.
Betts, John Catron and J. D. Doe
KJAY
Coskrie Topeka, Kan.— Dale S. Helmers, J. W. McKLOQ Yakima, Wash. — Warren J. Durham
KIMBC Dorsey
Kansas City, Mo. — Don D. Davis and
Claude
KMOX tressSt.and Max
Louis Roby
— Spencer
Jr. M. Allen, Stephen FenKMPC Los Angeles — Robert H. forward. Hugh
Brundage, Morton 8. Jackson, Chet Casselman,
Paul
Steve Stan
Bailey,
Donn Reed,
Fred Hessler, ValPerce,
Clenard,
Warwick,
Bob Kelly,
Lloyd
Perrin, Del Cody, Del IMestor, Jack Foster, Hal
Bender, Earl Lieske, Dick Nelson and Bob Miller
KIMDI Honolulu, Hawaii — Jim Ownby
KNDO Yakima, Wash. — Ed Morrissey
KOLIM Lincoln, Neb. — Byron Krasne, Bob Taylor
and Don Wright
KOMO-TV
Robinson Seattle— Howard Ramaley and Herb
KOY Phoenix, Ariz. — Bill Close, Sam Jones and
Jack Williams
KPOL Los Angeles — Lewis K. Irwin
KPTV(TV) Portland, Ore. — George Sanders and
John Salisbury
KQEO Albuquerque, I\1.M. — Ed Pennybacker
KQV Pittsburgh — Donna Holman and Sam Holman
KRAM Las Vegas, Nev. — Alan Jarlson, Ed Phillips
and John Strobel
KRKO Everett, Wash. — Herb Swanson
KRNT-TV Des Moines, la. — Paul Rhoades
KROS Clinton, la.— Lee F. White
KRVN Lexington, Neb. — Richard Hewitt
KSD St. Louis- — Austin Bridgman and Frank
Eschen
KSFE Needles, Calif. — Grant Holcomb Jr., Jim
Rutledge, David Shuirman and Frank Strauss
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz. — John Harrington
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash. — William E. Borah
KTOP Topeka, Kan.— Merle Blair
KTUR Turlock, Calif.— Charles R. Palmquist Jr.
KUTV Salt Lake City— Doug Mitchell
KVOX Fargo, N.D.— E. J. McKellar (plus two
others)
KWKW Pasadena, Calif. — William J. Beaton,
Robert B. Griffin, Andrew James and Jaime
Jarrin
KWLN Willmar, Minn.— Harry W. Linder
KWTV(TV) Oklahoma City — Bruce Palmer, Montez
Tjaden, Ed Turner and Max Wolf
KWWL Waterloo, la. — Christy Hansen, R. J.
McElroy and Warren Mead
KXTV(TV)
Hank
ThornleySacramento, Calif.— Cal Cape and
WAKY
Poston Louisville, Ky. — Jack Lee and Jon Albert
WALE Fall River, Mass. — J. Roger Sisson
WARM
Scranton, Pa.— Mr. & Mrs. Donald
Stevens
WATV Birmingham, Ala. — Stan Vainrib
WAVZ New Haven, Conn — George T. Phillips
WBAL-TV Baltimore — Galen Fromme
WBBM Chicago — Patricia Barton, Mel Bloom,
Geo. A. Burns, John Calloway, Richard Etter, Stan
Gould, Hugh Hill, Ben Larson, E. H. Shomo, Art
Thorsen, Willie Wolfson (and three engineers)
WBBM-TV Chicago — Lula Bartlow, Russ Bensely,
Morris Bleckman, John Case, Fahey Flynn, William G. Garry, Aaron Gold, Irv Heberg, Mike
Kesmar, Wes fi/larks, Mike Neigoff, Frank Reynolds and Bill Tyler
WBNS Columbus, Ohio — Irwin Johnson, Betsy
Zipf
Levering, Chet Long, Darrel McDougle, Bill Pepper, Nancy B. Wolfe, Richard M. Wolfe, and Bill
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio — (two cameramen)
WCAU Philadelphia — Edward Janosik
WCAW Charleston, W. Va. — Dorothy Heinzer,
Elaine Johnson and Mary Scott
WCBM Baltimore — Robert H. Gneiser
WCBN Ann Arbor, Mich. — Jack Huizenga and
Steven Stockmeyer
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WCCO Minneapolis — Jim Bormann, Riciiard Chapman and Lawrence F. Haeg
WCKT(TV) IVliami — Wayne Fariss, Richard Lobo
and Ben Silver.
WCIA(TV)
three others)Champaign, III. — August IVIeyer (and
WCOW Sparta, Wis. — Bill Lahm, John D. Rice
WDAE Tampa, Fla. — David E. Smiley
WDAF-TV
Bill Leeds Kansas City, Wlo. — Walt Bodine and
WDAN-TV Danville, III. — Robert J. Burow
WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa. — Donald Cuozzo, Tom
Powell and John Scannella
WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va. — John fVl. Patterson
WDCR Hanover, N.H. — Frederick M. Asher
WDOC Prestonburg, Ky. — Gordon Collins (plus
one other)
WDOR
SturgeonAllenBay,and Wis.
Mrs. Edward
R. —A. Edward
Stearn Allen Jr.,
WDSU-TV New Orleans — Bill Monroe
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis. — Ben A. Laird
WECL
other) Eau Claire, Wis. — Steve Henry (plus one
WEIR Weirton, W. Va. — Harry Cochran
WERE Cleveland — Harry Dennis, Bob Hagen, Bill
Jorgensen, Mike Prelee, Art Schreiber and Ray
Tannehill.
WESB Bradford, Pa.— H. A. Satterwhite and M.
J. Crosetto
WEJL Scranton, Pa. — Robert R. Flanagan
WEMP Milwaukee — Barbara Banks, Gene Bernhardt and John Gradijan
WEWS(TV) Cleveland — Dorothy Fulkheim, Geo. A.
Grant and Jack M. Perkins
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis — Ernie Crisp and Bob
Gamble
WFIL-TV Philadelphia— Les Crystal, Harold
Hodgeman, Chas. Keller, Harry Krause, Roy Nassau and Allen Stone (plus one engineer)
WGIL Galesburg, III. — David Loring
WGN-TV Chicago — Geo. Baum, Hal Bellone, Dan
Calibraro, Arvid Carlson, Gene Doretti, Gregg
Guinan, Jim Harden, Jack Herridge, Bob Henley,
Jack Jacobson, Ronald Kloss, Bob Manewith, Marty
Mottlow, Bob Mulholland, Paul Newton, LeRoy
Ollinger, Phillip Petty, Bill Phillips, Maxine
Schultz, Tom Sheridan, Darrel Strong and Ed
Sullivan.
WHAS-TV Louisville — Bill Small, Jay Crouse and
Vince Clephas.
WHBF
Rock Island, 111.— Bill Ellison (plus one
cameraman)
WHBY Appleton, Wis. — Leonard E. Pasek
WHGR
Houghton Lake, Mich. — Bob Ditmer and
R. P. Ditmer
WHIL woodMedford,
J. Tarlow Mass. — Marshall Sloane and SherWHIG-TV
Andrew M.Dayton,
Cassells.Ohio — Thomas J. Frawley and
WHIS-TV Bluefield, W.Va.— John C. Shott
WHO-TV
Des Moines — Jay Hytone and Otto
Weber
WIBA Madison, Wis. — George R. Stephenson
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.— M. R. Jackson, E. L.
McKinney, Thad M. Sanstrom, Olaf Soward and
Paul A. Winders
WICS(TV) Springfield, III.—
WICU-TV Erie, Pa. — Arthur M. Ingram and Edward 0. Lamb
WICY Malone, N.Y.— Mitchell C. Tackley
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— T. Newell Wood
WILS
other) Lansing, Mich. — Bob Runyon (plus one
WIIMR Binghamton, N.Y. — Tom Cawley
WINX Rockville, Md. — J. Stanton Boteler, Richard
M. Dinham, Pierre D. Eaton and Nancy G. Preffitt
WlOU Kokomo, Ind. — Howard Fisher
WITH Baltimore — Thomas Tinsley
WJBC Bloomlngton, III. — Donald J. Newberg
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich. — John T. Dempsey,
Robert 0. Thaw and Murray Young
WJBL Holland, Mich. — Jerome C. Geysen, Harold
Ver Hoge and Ray Bamder Laan
WJDH
— James D. Asher, Arthur F.
Lane andCluincy,
Verne Mass.
Williams
WJR
SheehanDetroit,
and JimMich.—
Vinall Jack Hamilton, William
WJTN Jamestown, N.Y. — J. Murdoch Dowley
WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio — Warren Guthrie (plus
two technicians)
WKAN Kankakee, 111.— Robert J. Hawkins
WKAZ Charleston, W. Va.— Kenneth R. Kurtz
WKCR Columbia University, New York
WKTY LaCrosse, Wis. — Charles R. Kearns
WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich. — Willis Dunbar
WKY Oklahoma City, Okla. — Bob Flournoy
WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn. — Hi Brown and Roy A.
Smith
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Credentials:

Is there

The issue of political convention
credentials, always a sore point with
radio-tv newsmen, may get a fresh
airing on the basis of further complaints at last week's Republican
convention.
The move possibly will be made
by the Radio-Tv News Directors
Assn. in view of discussions by some
of its officers and other members at
an informal meeting in Chicago
Tuesday evening. They agreed
there's room for "some improvement" in the machinery of handing
out radio-tv credentials. Most of the
complaints concerned the lack of
passes for newsmen to the convention floor. Passes also were at a premium during the Democratic convention in Los Angeles, prompting
similar complaints.
William Small, WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville and RTNDA president,
reportedly will sound out members

Najomy Danbury, Conn. — Paul Baker and Abe
WLAD
WLBA Gainesville, Ga. — John H. Bennett
WLBK De Kalb, III. — Russell W. Pigott
WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla. — Farris Rahall
WLIB New York — George W. Goodman and Harry
Novik
WLRN Bethlehem, Pa. — Jack Branning, Dennis
Fitzgerald and Robert Walters
WLS Chicago — Ralph Beaudin, Martha Crane, Bill
Duane, Bill Guthrie, Roy Huberty, Charles Kingdom, Bill Mason, Tom Rowe, Harold Salzman,
Dale Schimp and Harvey Wittenberg.
WLWT(TV) Cincinnati — Richard Fisher, Lee Hornback, Gilbert W. Kingsbury and Richard Siley.
WMAZ-TV
Absalom Jr.Macon, Ga. — Howard Absalom, Howard
WMBI Chicago — Ed Ronne (plus two engineers)
WMNE Menomonie, Wis. — Donald Mortwedt
WMOH
other) Hamilton, Ohio — Ray Motley (plus one
WMT Cedar Rapids, la. — James Shirek Jr.
WNAC
— Mario
ford andBoston
Norman
KnightBiascetti, Leland C. BickWNDU-TV South Bend, Ind. — Frank Dreighton,
Chuck Linster, Pat Robinson and Bob Young
WNEW
New York (with News Assoc.) — Chip
Cipolla, Mark Evans, Jim Gash, Lee Hanna, Florence Lowe, Dick Merson, Ike Pappas, Rudy Ruderman, Martin Weldon, Jack Pontze, Bob Stoepker,
Bob Le Donne and Marvin Jay (plus two others)
WNHC New Haven, Conn. — Michael J. Goode
WNMP Evanston, III. — David Cartee
WNTA Newark — Mike Wallace
WOKY
wood Milwaukee — Dave Bartell and Don SherWONE
Dayton, Ohio — George Dunlevy and Ronald
B. Woodyard
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich. — Dick Cheverton
WOR-TV New York — Benjamin Baldwin, George
Barton, George Brown, Henry Gladstone, Martha
Rountree, Lester J. Smith, Donald MacLean and
John Wingate.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb. — James M. Goffin
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind. — Harold M. Cessna
WPIX(TV) New York — (seven people)
WPRB Princeton, N.J. — Bartlett H. McGuire, E.
P. Vanderwicken and Hugh D. Wharton III
WPTR Albany, N.Y. — Merrill Ash, Don Bryne,
Jerry Cartledge, Al Crouch and Fred Neil (plus
two engineers)
WRAC Racine, Wis. — Virginia E. Priaulx
WRTA Altoona, Pa. — Warren Weiner
WRVA Richmond, Va. — Jack B. Clements
WSAM Saginaw, Mich. — Emmett Robinson

solution?

on specific suggestions and recommendations for improving the credentials picture. RTNDA, it is understood, feels strongly that newsmen should have a greater voice in
setting up credentials procedure for
the political conventions, other than
through the Senate and House Radio-tv Galleries. A $20 registration
fee was suggested in some quarters.
Actually, RTNDA members
stressed, there's no severe conflict
on credentials, rather a hope for improvement in 1964. One of the
problems of the credentials' group
is the traditional rash of late applications stemming partly from the previous fortnight sale of news shows.
Another problem emphasized by
RTNDA: that some stations don't
send actual news representatives to
the big shows, top brass come instead.

WSAZ
Johnson Huntington, W. Va. — Ken Kurtz and Boz
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Ray Moore
WSPA-TV
Walter BrownSpartanburg, S.C. — Tom Brown and
WSTA Virgin Islands— Jack W. Leach
WSTC
Arthur Stamford,
Mattson Conn. — James R. Elliott and
WSUG Clewiston, Fla. — James H. Broadwell
WSWM (FM) East Lansing, Mich.— John A. Maters
WTAN Clearwater, Fla. — Howard W. Hartley and
Josephine Hartley
WTAX Springfield, 111.— Bill Miller
WTCN-TV Minneapolis — Lorimer Knoll and Sheldon Peterson
WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind. — Howard T. Batman,
Betty Chadwick, David I. Day and Joe Higgins
WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn. — Tom Eaton (plus one
cameraman)
WTLC Canton, Ohio — Morton Frank
WTMJ-TV
thur Olszyk Milwaukee — Jack E. Krueger and ArWTOB Winston-Salem, N.C. — Charles M. Eldridge,
Charles E. tldridge and John L. Fischer
WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio — Oscar Huff and Edward
Tycenski Washington, D.C. — Steven Gushing, Bill
WTOP-TV
Grove, Roger Mudd and Mike Turpin
WTTH Port Huron, Mich. — Ronald E. Mires
WTTW man U.
of Chicago—
Pritchett
and JohnBrainerd
Scott Currie, C. HerWTVD(TV) Durham, N.C— Floyd Fletcher and
Jack Williams
WTVT(TV)
ford P. RiceTampa, Fla. — John Murphy and CrawWUOM(FM) Ann Arbor, Mich. — Dean Coston,
Karl Lamb and William Stegath
WWDC Washington, D.C. — Robert E. Robinson
WXYZ
V. WaberDetroit — Richard A. Femmel and Thomas
CFPL London, Ont., Canada — Ward Cornell and
D. C. Trowell
Station Groups, News &
Programming Services, etc.
Armed Services Radio, Los Angeles — Jack Brown,
Joseph Clinton, SFC Lloyd Eyre, Richard Jacobs,
Duane Jones, Sheldon Karlan, Robert Lassell,
Hoyt Wertz, Allison Wiman and Lother B. Sibert
Associated Press (Radio Bureau), Washington,
D.C. — Anthony Catella and Bill Owen
Australian Broadcasting Commission, N.Y.C. —
Allen C. Ashbolt
British Broadcasting Corp., Washington, D.C. —
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Leonard Miall, Robert Mackenzie, Gerald Priestland, Maureen Sharpe and Douglas Stuart
British Commonwealth International News Film
Agency, Washington, D.C. — George M. Dorsey,
Alfred O'eth and Alan White
Broadcast News Bureau, Washington, D.C. —
Hugh Bremner, Durham Caldwell, Bill Cardin,
George
J. Hoffman,
Paul Means,
F. M. Randolph
and Clayton
VaughnTom O'Brien,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, Ont., Canada— Walter Anderson, Craig Armstrong, Albert
Cowan, Gordon Cullingham, Keith Davidson, John
Lant, Rene Levesque, Miss Betty McCarthy, James
M. Minifie, William Murphy, Knowlton Nash,
John Skillen, Jerry Stanley and Remain Desbois
Chicago on the Line, Chicago — David Boyer, Gerald Chesse, Ted Weber and Don Tillman
Tris ardCoffin
SkidmoreAssociates, Chevy Chase, Md. — HowCorinthian Broadcasting, New York — Cal Gates,
Norman Duncan, Richard Hickox, B. Calvin Jones,
Walt Jones, Herman W. Land, Steve Pefley, C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, Dan Rather, Roger Sharp,
Hank Thornley, Phil Wilson and Robert Wolfe
Deadline Washington, Washington, D.C. — Joe
Phipps
Founders delsohnCorp.,
C. Albright, David Menand JohnN.Y.M.— R.
Shaheen
Fox Movietown News, Washington, D.C. and N.Y. —
Tony Caputo, M.D. Cooke, Thomas J. Craven Sr.,
Burt Delgado, Douglas Dupont, Anthony Edwards, Burt Evand, Anthony Girolami, Bernard
Gray, Jerry Kahn, Emile Montemurro, Edmund
Reek Jr., Melvin Shapiro, Louis Tetunic, Luke
Wall and Malcolm Williams
French Broadcasting System, Radio Diffusion-Television Francaise, New York — Pierre Crenesse
German
Dr. Peter Radio-Tv
E. Pechel Network, Chevy Chase, Md. —
Herald
K.
Doan Tribune Net, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. — Richard
Japan Broadcasting Corp., Washington, D.C. —
Eiichi Kimura, Toshio Nakagawa, Shigenao Nakamura, Akira Ogata and Hiroshi Takano
News Assoc. Inc., Washington, D.C. — Harry
Arouh, Donald E. Bowers, Herbert Brubaker,
Stephen Dixon, Jules Fogel, Robert Fuller, I.
Herbert Gordon, Bruce Morton, Robert Shipley and
Robert Johnson
PeoplesC.Broadcasting
Corp., Columbus, Ohio — •
Arthur
Schofield
Radio Free Europe, New York — Alton Kastner,
Nicolas Pentcheff, Horst S. Petzall and Stanley
Smialowski
Radio Prague, New York — Ludvik Cermak
Radio Press International Inc., New York — Alan
Emory,liam Scott
Lloyd
and McKim
PendletonGarrison,
Stevens Tom Ryan, WilRadio-Televisione Italiana, New York — Dr. Ruggero Orlando
Rollins Broadcasting Inc., Wilmington, Del. — Mary
Jane McLaughlin and John W. Rollins
Taft Broadcasting, Cincinnati — Nick Basso, Bill
Bradshaw, Harry Mohr and A! Wells
Telenews-Hearst Metrotone, Washington, D.C. and
New York — Murray Alvey, Nicholas Archer, Robert M. Brennan, Anthony Caputo, Marshall Davidson, George Gerlach, Frank Koza, Ronald Koza,
Harold Lion, William Markstahrer, John Sandstone, A! Schuster, Charles E. Shutt, Art Smith,
George Sozio, Allen H. Steinberg and Gordon
Yoder
Time
erts Life Stations, Washington, D.C. — Bill RobUnited Broadcasting Co., Washington — Edward
Alfriend
United Press International, Washington, D.C. — C.
Edmonds Allen, Robert Buckhorn, Bill G. Gerguson, Thomas IVlcGann, George J. Marder, Leanne
Marks, Marcia Milanowski, Dean C. Miller, John
I. Pelletreau, John L. Sehon, Weber F. Trout and
John Vogt
Voice of America, Washington, D.C. — Richard
Driscoll, Roland Dunlavey, Fernando Galvan, Constantine Grigorovich-Barsky, George Halsey, Joseph Petraglia, Carolus Schenke, Grga Zlatoper
and Mel Ward
United Press Movietone News, Washington, D.C.
and New York — Fred Ahrens, William Biltgen,
Benjamin Box, Bryce Burke, Ameel Fisher, Joseph
Garvey, Louis Girolami, Fort B. Guerin Jr., Webber
Hall, Robert S. Hewitt, William R. Higginbotham,
Jess Kizis, J.M. Lambert, Arthur Lincer, Arthur
Lodovichetti, Marvin Lorber, Lester Mannix, Ellen
McDonnell, Eugustine Nazario, Burt Reinhardt,
Maurice Schofeld, Charles Schuman, Jack Schultz,
Ed Shay, Paul Sisco, Ray Smythe, William K.
Smythe and Ray Ziesse
Washington Reporters, Washington, D.C. — Jack
Reed and Harry R. Stringer
West German Radio, Washington, D.C. — Del Ankers, Gene Ankers, Rainer Hagen, Fritz Roland,
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Renate Valentin and Peter Von Zahn
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Washington, D.C.
■— U. Baudino, Ray Bowley, Hal Cessna, Chet Collier, Ann Corrick, Sid Davis, Jerry Landay, H.
Lansky, Glenn Luther, Don McGannon, Dick Pack,
Wanda Ramey, J. Vincent Sheehan, Jim Snyder,
Mike Wallace and Jere Witter
■

GOP

briefs

■ Networks got off to a bad start last
Monday because of line and interconnection difficulties both at the amphitheater and in hotels in Chicago. AT&T
said, however, that the interference to
video signals, which occurred intermittently during the morning session of
convention, was cleared up promptly,
and that by evening normal operations
were restored.

■ While no figure was available on telephone company costs in Chicago, unofficial reports placed Pacific Telephone
Co. (AT&T) outlay in Los Angeles for
Democratic convention at $2 million.
Not all of it was recouped, customers
were told informally. Los Angeles service was described as optimum.
■ Newsmen covering floor proceedings
yearned for those wide open aisles and
efficient air-conditioning available at
Democratic meet. They experienced
extreme difficulty in Chicago in moving
about with their creepy-peepies and remote equipment. Camera shots from
booths were all but impossible. Four
men found it necessary to maneuver
their interviewees into camera position,
usually away from state delegation
seats.
* * *
■ Among the better-attended spaces at
the amphitheatre in Chicago was the
Nixon Volunteers' news trailer, utilized
as a "staging area" for radio-tv interviews and equipped with soft chairs,
air-conditioning, phones, typewriters
and other gear. Politicians were brought
into the trailer where crews from networks and independent stations interviewed them in a special broadcasting
room.
■ Those who caught ABC-TVs remote
coverage from the Conrad Hilton on
Monday will appreciate the momentary
anguish of commentator John Secondari while describing the meeting of
Vice President Nixon and former President Herbert Hoover. He told viewers
that '"President Nixon is going into the
suite of former President Herbert
Roosevelt." Mr. Secondari, a polished
commentator, now takes his place
alongside Harry Von Zell, who once
'called the elder stateman "Hubert
Heever."

Audi
ence

(o'di-ens) n.
1. an assembly

of

hearers 2. e.g. Wmca's
five state coverage
where the sponsor's
message can be
heard

in 5,540,560

radio homes.
THE STRAUS BROADCASTINQ GROUP^

CONVENTION
Republican's

shorter

The shorter Republican national convention caused fewer pre-emptions of
tv and radio network programs and
advertisers than the Democratic convention, which ran a full night longer.
The networks last week pre-empted all
nighttime programming Monday
through Thursday, as well as much of
last Monday's daytime programs.
Since the Republicans held two
sessions on Monday, to keep the convention length down to four days, the
total number of hours of convention
coverage compared equally to that given
the Democratic meet. Listed below by
network are the hours given over to
the Republicans and the network reports on the programs and advertisers
affected by pre-emptions. All times are
EDT. As was true during the Democratic convention, the networks again
were able to reschedule a few programs
and a large number of commercial
messages.
ABC-TV pre-empted all Mondaythrough-Thursday nighttime programs
from 7 p.m. onward for Republican
convention coverage. Several daytime
programs fell by the wayside on the
first day. ABC news chief John Daly
and associates went on the air at 1 1 a.m.
Monday, presenting early informal developments from booth and floor until Chairman Thruston Morton formally
opened the convention at 11:46 a.m.
ABC-TV reported on Thursday that it
was not yet known how many stations
picked up the network service. The
complete list of programs and advertisers pre-empted, with convention
broadcast times:
ABC-TV ■ (Mon. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.;
2:30-3:30 p.m.; 7:30-11:58 p.m.)
Restless
Love
ThatGun,
Bob. Cheseborough-Pond's;
American Cyanamid,
Johnson & Johnson, Toni, Ex-Lax,
Lever, A.E. Staley, S.C. Johnson; About
Faces, Minute Maid, S.C. Johnson;
Gale Storm, Beech-Nut, Armour, Sterling Drug, Cheseborough-Pond's, S.C.
Johnson; Beat the Clock, Armour, ExLax; Cheyenne, American Chicle, Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Ritchie, Ralston; Bourbon Street Beat, Alberto-Culver, Reynolds, Brown & Williamson, duPont; Adventures in Paradise, Chevrolet, Reynolds, General
Foods, Armour; Amateur Hour, Pharmaceuticals; Bronco/ Sugarfoot, Carnation, du Pont, Brown & Williamson;
Wyatt Earp, Procter & Gamble, General Mills; Rifleman, Miles, Ralston,
Procter & Gamble; Colt .45, Brown &
Williamson, Whitehall; Alcoa Presents,
74

(SPECIAL REPORT)

PRE-EMPTION
show

caused

less

STORY

network rescheduling
Got A Secret, R.J. Reynolds; Armstrong
Alcoa. (Wed. 7:30 p.m.-12:59 a.m.)
Circle Theatre, Armstrong Cork; JohnMusic for a Summer Night, spot carrier; Ozzie & Harriet, Quaker Oats,
ny Ringo, Lorillard; Zane Grey Theater, S.C. Johnson; Markham, Renault;
Eastman Kodak; Hawaiian Eye, Carter,
American Chicle, Whitehall, Ritchie;
To Tell The Truth, Helene Curtis.
Wednesday Night Fights, Brown & WilRadio's simulcast coverage of
liamson, Miles Labs. (Thurs. 7:30 to theCBS
convention last week was not only
11:30 p.m.) Donna Reed, Johnson &
picked up by all 203 affiliates but three
Johnson, Campbell; Real McCoys,
extra stations in uncovered markets alProcter & Gamble; Jeannie Carson,
so joined the hookup. Monday daytime
Procter & Gamble, American Chicle;
program pre-emptions (11:30 a.m.-2
Untouchables, Liggett & Myers, Ritchie,
p.m.) were Garry Moore, Crosby/
du Pont, Armour, Carnation, WhiteClooney, Bob Richards, Couple Next
hall; Silents Please, spot carrier.
Door, Right To Happiness, Kingston
Only One ■ ABC Radio reported
Trio, Whispering Streets, Ma Perkins,
Young Dr. Malone, and Second Mrs.
only one sponsored program was preempted last week during its convention
Burton. Monday through Thursday
broadcasts. A single broadcast, Paul nighttime broadcasts (7:05-conclusion
Harvey News, sponsored by Casite, was
each night) pre-empted the following
pre-empted. No count of stations carry- programs: Amos & Andy, Kingston
ing the coverage was available. The
Trio, Bob Richards, In Person, World
broadcast schedule: Monday, 1 1 a.m.Tonight, and Dance Orchestras. Capitol
Cloakroom was cancelled on Thursday
1:59 p.m., 2:30-3:24. 7:30-11:59 p.m.;
Tuesday, 2:01-3:19, 7:30 p.m.-12 mid- night. The majority of these programs
night; Wednesday. 7:30 p.m.-12:58
are sold on a participation basis.
a.m.; Thursday, 7:30 p.m. to 1 1 :30 p.m.
Big Feed ■ NBC-TV began feeding
CBS-TV devoted 91/2 hours to the
convention coverage to 160 stations
first day of the Republican convention
last Monday at 10:30 a.m. A total of 9
when morning and evening sessions
hours and 45 minutes of convention
were held. Integrated with the day's
coverage was a special hour-long live programming was carried the first day.
report from UN headquarters, an ex- Two reports from the U.N. were inserted the first day, a 29-minute insert at
clusive two-city interview with Ambas10:39
a.m. and a two-minute segment
sador Henry Cabot Lodge, a two-hour
at
2:20
p.m. In addition to gavel-topresentation of Vice President Nixon's
gavel coverage, NBC News listed 11
arrival and motorcade, a 40-minute
interview with Mr. Nixon and an at- special telecasts dealing with the Republican session from July 19 to 27.
home interview with Governor and
Mrs. Rockefeller. CBS-TV had a line- Nighttime programs and advertisers preempted last week are listed below. Adup of 190 stations carrying its network
vertisers whose commercials were reservice. These network programs were
scheduled are identified with an (R).
pre-empted last week:
Refunds
were
in order for a few parCBS-TV ■ (Mon., 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m.;
ticipants
in
early
portions of the late
7:30 p.m. -12:03 a.m.) Far Horizon,
Toni; Love of Life, Esso, Nabisco;
night Jack Paar Show.
Search for Tomorrow, Procter & Gam(Mon. 7:30 p.m.-12:45 a.m.) Riverble; Guiding Light. Procter & Gamble;
boat, Del Monte; Wells Fargo, American Tobacco (R); Peter Gunn, R. J.
As The World Turns, Procter & GamReynolds; Alcoa Theatre. (Tues. 6:45
ble; House Party, Lever, J.B. Williams;
p.m. -12. 15 a.m.) Huntley-Brinkley ReMillionaire, Colgate; Verdict Is Yours,
port, Texaco; Laramie, Colgate (R)
Esso. Also, The Texan, All-State; Father Knows Best, Scott; and June A Hy- and Philip Morris (R); American Gas
Playhouse, American Gas; Richard
son Show, DuPont. Three half-hours
Diamond, P. Lorillard (R); Arthur
normally sponsored by General Foods
Murray
Party, Glenbrook; M-Squad,
were not counted as pre-emptions beAmerican
Tobacco, (Wed. 7:30 p.m.cause in each case there was a week's
1:30 a.m.) Wagon Train, R. J. Reynbreak between changes in programs.
olds, Nabisco, Ford; Price Is Right.
(Tues. 2-4 p.m.: 7:30 p.m. -12:30 a.m.)
Lever;
Happy, Kraft; Tate. Kraft; This
House Party, Kellogg, Toni; Verdict Is
Yours, Toni; Dobie Gillis, Pillsbury; Is Your Life, Procter & Gamble; People Are Funny, Glenbrook (R). (Thur.
Tightrope, Pall Mall; Comedy Spot,
S.C. Johnson: Diagnosis: Unknown,
7:30 p.m. - conclusion) ; Plainsman,
S.C. Johnson and Polaroid. (Wed. 7:30
Glenbrook (R); Bat Masterson, Sealp.m.-l:15 a.m.) Reckoning, Esso; Men
test: Producer's Choice, R. J. Reynolds
(R); Bachelor Father, American Home
Into Space, American Tobacco; I've
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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Products (R); Tennessee Ernie, Ford;
You Bet Your Life, Lever. Daytime
programs and advertisers hit by preemptions were not made known.
NBC Radio was forced to cancel
several regularly scheduled news programs last week, but all commercials
which conflicted with convention coverage were rescheduled in other time
periods. Morgan Beatty's News of the
World (7:30-7:45 p.m.) was cancelled
Monday through Thursday, as were
three News on the Hour broadcasts
and one Sunoco Three-Star Extra. Coverage started last Monday with 7 hours
and 10 minutes of convention programming. Tuesday's schedule read 2:303 p.m. for the President's motorcade,
5:26-5:48 for Governor Rockefeller's
news conference and 7:15-12:15 for
convention session. On Wednesday and
Thursday the convention was covered
from 7:15 p.m. to conclusion. The net-

work service got 95-98% pickup from
affiliates. Coverage included several
live pickups from the U. N. Security
Council. The network's coverage of the
Democratic convention two weeks ago
totalled 34 and one-half hours, including special programs dealing with the
conventions, NBC said.
Mutual Broadcasting System had a
lineup of 382 stations for gavel-togavel coverage of both conventions.
Mutual learned on July 22 that 308
of the stations had sold all their avaOable time, with 57 showing majority
sponsorship and 19 half-sponsorship.
Last January affiliates were told they
could sell 80% of the overall time
MBS had set aside for coverage of the
conventions and on election day to local
sponsors. Mutual advertisers knew in
advance that some newscasts on the
half-hour would be pre-empted and be
presented at a different time. Because
THE

WINS

PURCHASED

the conventions stayed close to sched- '
ule, the plan was followed.
According to Herbert J. Cutting,
director of sales service, there is no way
of knowing
whattheallnewscasts
of Mutual's
tions did with
on stathe
hour, "but they did so well in selling the
convention package the stations not
only had additional business on it but
were also in a position to take care
of clients normally on the newscasts. ]
We feel safe to assume that many of
the local sponsors in these newscasts
also sponsored convention broadcasts,"
Mutual's convention broadcast i
schedule last week: Monday, 11:05
a.m. -1:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. -midnight;
Tuesday, 7:35 p.m. -Midnight; Wednesday, 7:35 p.m.-l:15 a.m.; Thursday,
7:35-11:30 p.m. (estimated). In addition on Monday and Friday (9:35-10
a.m.) Mutual again aired its special
Convention Preview & Review.

MEDIA

FOR

$10

MILLION

Storer buys N.Y. station in industry's biggest radio purchase
In the largest radio station sale in broadcaster J. Elroy McCaw.
vision stations (KTVW [TV] TacomaThe sales agreement, filed with the Seattle and KTVR [TV] Denver). He
broadcast history, Storer Broadcasting
Co. has agreed to buy 50kw WINS
option agreement, is in full force until said he nevertheless was still a firm
New York for $10 million.
Jan. 10, 1961. Storer has the right believer in independent tv operation in
to three extensions of six months each.
major markets and that he would
The transaction, signed July 8, was
bolster
these operations with the funds
The
arrangement
provides
that
an
apmade known last week. A copy of the
plication for FCC approval of the that are being realized from the sale
90-day option agreement — in which
of WINS.
transfer will not be filed until Storer
Storer laid out $100,000 as a binderHe added, nioreover. that he has
has
made
provision
to
sell
one
of
its
has been filed with the FCC.
found it a physical hardship to operate
present am radio stations. Storer now
The agreement is between Storer owns the full quota of seven am radio WINS because of the cross-country
outlets, in addition to the maximum five commutation problem. His home is in
Broadcasting Co. and Gotham Broadvhf tv stations.
casting Corp., licensee of WINS.
Seattle, he noted, and the operation of
Gotham is wholly owned by multithe
New York outlet required almost
It also provides that Storer will forfeit the $100,000 if it withdraws from
the agreement. The sum will be
counted against the purchase price upon
consummation of the transaction after
FCC approval, it states.
Offers $8-12 Million ■ In Chicago
for the Republican convention, Mr.
McCaw said last week that he entered
the option agreement with Storer after
he had received a number of offers
ranging from $8 million to $12 million
for the New York property.
The transaction is for $10 million
cash and does not include net quick
assets.
Howard Stark of New York was the
broker in the transaction.
Mr. McCaw told Broadcasting that
he was motivated in making the deal
by several factors. He said that during
Seller McCaw
76

the past five years, he had sufl'ered
losses approximating $2.5 million in
the operation of his independent tele-

Buyer Storer
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Throughout
Seller's holiday
J. Elroy McCaw, whose $10
million sale of WINS New York
puts a new high on radio station sales (see page 76), said last
week he will devote more time
to a new capital fund investment
company of which he is president.
The fund is the Small Business
Investment Corp., he stated,
which is capitalized at $15 million and includes on its board

A

famous

the
name

World
for

QUALITY

is

ROCHESTER'S
Todd

Company

Burroughs

Division

Corporation

some of executives.
the nation's Mr.
outstanding
business
McCaw
said the board included Spyros
Skouras, president, 20th CenturyFox; Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
chairman, McCann-Erickson International and former NBC
president; Jack C. Vaughn,
Texas industrialist who with Cecil
L. Trigg, owns KVII-TV Amarillo, KOSA-AM-TV Odessa and
KROD-AM-TV El Paso, all
Texas; John O'Connor, Dressen
Industries, and Henry Blackstone,
Servel Inc.

weekly trips to and from the coast.
Mr. McCaw also owns 50% of
KELA Centralia, Wash.
Paid $450,000 in 1953 ■ Mr. McCaw
bought WINS seven years ago from
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. He paid
$450,000 for the independent 1010 kc
station. At that time, he asserted, it
was losing about $160,000 a year.
The WINS transaction is $4 million
more than the previous high in a radio
station sale. WNEW New York was
acquired by Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp. in 1957 for $7.5 million but
there was $1.5 million in net quick
assets acquired as part of the transaction. In the WINS sale, Mr. McCaw
retains the net quick assets.
The agreement with Storer provides,
however, that Storer will receive 50%
of the net earnings of WINS between
Sept. 1, 1960 and the closing date or
Dec. 31, 1960, whichever is earlier.
Storer owns WJBK-AM-TV Detroit,
WJW-AM-TV Cleveland, WSPD-AMTV Toledo, WITI-TV Milwaukee,
WAGA-TV Atlanta, WIBG Philadelphia, WGBS Miami, WWVA Wheeling
and KGBS Los Angeles.
Storer

net

income

Constant inspection is vital in producing uniform magnetic-ink striping for bank ledgers.
In

the

vital

The
Radio

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

QUALITY
Station

is

. . .

up

Storer for
Broadcasting
Co.'s total
net
income
first six months
of 1960
reached $2,820,939 ($1.14 per share),
company reported last week. This compares with $2,714,549 ($1.10 per share)
lor same period in 1959. The 1959
figure included $582,417 in non-recur^ROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT
McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO
. LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
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ring net gain. In the six months period,
revenues from the sale of time and programs showed an increase of 13% over
1959, Storer reported. Per share earnings are based on 2,474,750 shares outstanding of Common and Class B common stock. Storer owns five tv stations
and seven radio outlets; WJBK-AMTV Detroit, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland,
WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, WITI-TV Milwaukee, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WIBG
Philadelphia, WGBS Miami, WWVA
Wheeling and KGBS Los Angeles.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ WINS New York, N.Y.: Sold by J.
Elroy McCaw to Storer Broadcasting
Co. for $10 million (see story page 76).
■ KCOR San Antonio, Tex.: Sold by
Raoul A. Cortez Sr. and associates to
Inter-American Radio Inc. for $400,000
plus $120,000 not to compete. InterAmerican comprises Ralph N. Weil,
Edna Hartley, Sumner Collins and
Robert Hall. Mr. Cortez and his group
continue to own KCOR-TV San Antonio. Mr. Weil is a principal owner of
KATZ St. Louis and is former owner
of WOV New York. He also is applicant for am stations in North White

flutistaiidiiig

Plains and Poughkeepsie, both New
York. KCOR operates on 1350 kc
with 5 kw. KCOR broadcasts in
Spanish to 9:30 p.m. with rest of day
devoted to Negro programming.
■ WPCT Putnam, Conn.: Sold by Rene
Cote and associates to Herbert C. Rice
for $100,000. Mr. Rice owns WILI
Willimantic, Conn., and is former vice
president of MBS. WPCT is 1 kw daytimer on 1350 kc. Broker was Paul H.
Chapman & Co.
B WHVH Henderson, N.C.: Sold by
Lawrence Brandon and associates to
Stanley Fox and group for $80,000.
Mr. Fox is associated with family in
operation of department stores in Oxford and Louisberg, N.C. WHVH is
250 w on 1450 kc. Transaction was
handled by Paul H. Chapman & Co.
■ WEYE Sanford, N.C: Sold by Lawrence Brandon and associates to Gail
Lewis for $75,000. Mr. Lewis is 37.5%
owner of WFVG Fuquay Springs, N.C.
but is selling this interest to his present
partners (see above). WEYE operates
on 1290 kc with 1 kw daytime. Broker
was Paul H. Chapman Co.
■ WFVG Fuquay Springs. N.C: 37.5%
interest sold by Gail Lewis to other
partners, James F. Flanagan and Dr.
Robert C. Currin, for $10,000. Mr.

Exclusive

Properties

Powerfvil facility in major northwest
market. Well known station and
operating in the hlack. $100,000
eash required with liberal terms.
SOUTH

Wi£ST

^325,000

Fulltime facility on good frequency
in top one-hundred market which is
in for real growth. Station is highly
rated and earning a good return. 29%
down with flexible terms.

Profitable fulltimer in good medium
market. Perfect for owner-operator.
$43,500 cash down.
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— -APPRAISALS
*Blackbmm & Comfimui
IIADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS

inc

W^ASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick — Washington Building, Washington. D.C. — ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William E. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker- Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California— CRestview 4-2770.
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Lewis is buying WEYE Sanford, N.C.
WFVG is 1 kw daytimer on 1460 kc.
Broker was Paul H. Chapman & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 97).
■ KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.: Sold by
Texas State Network to Nafi Telecasting Inc. for total consideration in area
of $4 million. Nafi owns KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles and KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore. It also owns KXYZ Houston. Tex.
Texas State Network owns KFJZ-AMFM Fort Worth, KFDA Amarillo and
KRIO McAllen, all Texas. Commissioner Robert T. Bardey dissented.
■ KOBY-AM-FM San Francisco. Calif.:
Sold by David M. Segal to Sherwood R.
Gordon for $700,000. Mr. Gordon also
owns KSDO San Diego and KBUZAM-FM Mesa, Ariz. Sale was granted
by commission without prejudice to
whatever action it may take in the
pending inquiry concerning compliance
with Sec. 317 (sponsorship identification). Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
dissented.
■ KWKW Pasadena. Calif.: Sold by
Southern California Broadcasting Co.
to KWKW Inc. for $700,000. John F.
Malloy. KWKW president, has interest
in KLIQ Portland, Ore.
■ WWIL-AM-FM Fort Lauderdale.
Fla.: Sold by L.M. Browning Jr. and
Carey H. Blackwell to Washington attorney William A. Roberts for $400,000. Mr. Roberts has interests in
KAUS, KMMT-TV Austin, Minn., and
KWWL-AM-TV Waterloo, Iowa.

■ WARL-AM-FM Arlington. Va.
(Washington, D.C, area): Sold by Cy
Blumenthal to Arthur W. Arundel for
$287,000 plus $75,750 for agreement
not to compete within 75 miles of Arlington for five years. Mr. Arundel, a
native of Warrenton, Va., worked for
CBS News and UPI in Washington. He
of Vice President
stafl:' applicant
on campaign
is
for am
He is also
Nixon.
radio station in Charlestown, W. Va.,
and is minority stockholder in applicant for am in Hagerstown. Md. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
" WSOC Charlotte, N.C: Sold by Carolina Broadcasting Co. (James Cox stations) to Henderson Belk, department
store executive, for $200,000. Mr. Belk
has interest in WGUS North Augusta,
S.C
■ KWHK Hutchinson. Kan.: Sold by
J.D. Hill to group headed by Vern
Minor, KWHK manager, for $160,000.
■ KWCO

Chickasha. Okla.: Sold by
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The

quality

man

A new type of station executive, designated quality manager,
has been set up at WRPB Warner
Robbins, Ga. This executive is
responsible for adherence of all
programs to FCC, NAB and Federal Trade Commission requirements as well as the station's own
standards. He is expected to bring
about constant upgrading of all
programming and production.
Some of the program director's
functions are included in the position, such as supervision and improvement of the spoken word
in writing and delivery, quality
of music and production standards.
The quality manager will be
familiar with all federal regulations and industry standards,
sponsor response and civic needs.
He will try to strengthen the
station's position in the community in terms of prestige, listenership and commercial success. Back of the new position
was the station's feeling that it
would help meet recent criticism
against broadcasting, according to
Edgar M. Nobles, WRPB president.

Washita Valley Broadcasting Co. to
Bayard C. Auchincloss for $150,000
and agreement not to compete. Mr.
Auchincloss is a private high school
teacher.
■ WTYM East Longmeadow, Mass.:
Sold by Springfield Broadcasting Co.
to Executive Broadcasting Co. (Stanley
Ulanoff, president) for $140,000. Mr.
Ulanoff is in wholesale packaging materials.
■ WDAN-TV Danville, 111.: Sold by
Gannett Publishing Co. to Plains Television Corp. for $75,000. Plains is a
combination of H. & E. Balaban Corp.,
midwest theatre owners, and Transcontinental Properties Inc. (Herbert Scheftel, Alfred Burger and associates).
Plains owns WICS (TV) Springfield and
WHCU (TV) Champaign, both Illinois.
Balaban group also owns 50% of
WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.; 50% of
WMCN (TV) Grand Rapids, Mich.;
WBMG Birmingham. Ala., and holds
one-third interest in WIL St. Louis,
Mo.; WRIT Milwaukee, Wis., and
KBOX Dallas. Tex. Sale includes lease
and service agreement for studio, transmitting and office space for five years
at $1,500 per month. Commissioner
Robert T. Bartley dissented.
a WPTT (TV) Augusta, Me.: ConstrucBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

tion permit sold by Richard S. Robie
Sr. to President and Trustees of Bates
College for $6,000. Commission conditioned sale to such action it may
take as a result of pending petition by
the U. of Maine, Orono, Me. for
rulemaking relating to ch 10 in Augusta. Bates College will use the station
as a non-commercial etv.
Rollins
stock

registers
with

SEC

Rollins Broadcasting Inc., multiple
station owner, last week filed a statement with the Securities & Exchange
Commission to register 110,000 shares
of common stock, part of the proceeds
to be used for further expansion. The
Wilmington, Del., corporation owns
and operates six am stations and two
vhf tv outlets, with an application pending at the FCC to purchase WCHSAM-TV Charleston, W.Va., for $2,598,000.
The statement shows that in the year
ending April 30, 1960, Rollins' radio
revenues reached $2,516,575; tv revenues were $1,244,436 for net earnings
of $780,649 or 96 cents per share. This
compares with 1959's figures of radio
revenues of $2,121,149; tv revenues of
$552,074 and net earnings of $286,610
or 34 cents per share. The 1960 tv
figure was boosted by acquisition of
WPTZ-TV Plattsburgh, N.Y.-Burlington, Vt., and earnings per share that
year were affected by property sale, but
the rise in profits is still substantial.
O. Wayne Rollins is president, treasurer and a director of the corporation
and owns 70.6% of the outstanding
stock. He was the only officer or director who received remuneration of more
than $30,000 during the 1960 fiscal
year, according to the statement. His
salary was $117,157. Henry B. Tippie
is vice president and a director; Madalyn P. Copley is vice president and secretary and John W. Rollins, brother
of O. Wayne Rollins, is a director and
owns the remaining 29.4% of outstanding stock.
The statement breaks down the businesses the stations bring in from local,
national spot and network advertising:
Tv
Radio Combined
53.4%
74.7% 67.8%
Local
National
26.4
spot 29.0 25.3
5.8
Network 17.6 —
Rollins' radio stations have no network affiliation.
Of the 110,000 shares of stock being offered, 75,000 are for the account
of the company and 35,000 are outstanding shares now held by John Rollins. F. Eberstadt & Co., New York is

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

NORTHEAST
Eastern daytimer doing $100,000.00
will sell for $140,000.00. 29% down,
5 years pay-out, much less for cash.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwestern fulltime station in medium sized market. This station had
a 33% cash flow in 1959 and will
equal that in 1960. The price is
$150,000.00 with 29% down. Terms
available. This market is extremely
rich and offers good potential.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2743
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
One-kilowatt fulltimer in single station market. $40,000 net quick
assets and $50,000 in real estate.
Beautiful building, fully equipped.
$215,000.00, $100,000.00 down, 6
years to pay. This station is operating at a substantial profit with 70%
of its business on annual contracts.
250-watt fulltimer, single station in
rich West Texas market, owns valuable land at transmitter site. $125,000 with 29% down and five years
at 6%. This station hos a long history as a good money maker.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Daytime-only California radio station
in city over 20,000 population. Grossing $5,000 monthly and breaking
even under absentee ownership. $75,000.00 totally with $10,00.00 down
and easy terms. Excellent investment
for owner-operator.
SAN FRANCISCO
111 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

HAMILTON-LANDIS& Assoc., IHC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS • FINANCING
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TvB President Pete Cash
NEW

Janet Parnell
TvB receptionist
listed as the principal underwriter.
Rollins Broadcasting Inc. and its
wholly owned subsidiaries operate:
WJWL Georgetown; WAMS Wilmington, both Delaware; WPTZ-TV;
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. -Mobile,
Ala.; WGEE Indianapolis; WNJR
Newark-New York; WRAP Norfolk.
Va. and WBEE Harvey (Chicago), III.
The three last-named stations feature
100% Negro programming. In addition
to the pending application for WCHSAM-TV, Rollins is one of the applicants for ch. 12 Wilmington.
CBS' NEW
ADDRESS
ft will be Ave. of
the

Americas

in 1964

CBS" years-long search for new headquarters isover. It will be in its own
new building by the spring of 1964.
That's the corporate plan outlined
last week by President Frank Stanton,
who announced the purchase of a midManhattan site for a skyscraper headquarters building yet to be designed.
The site is almost an acre on the
east side of New York's Ave. of the
Americas between 52nd and 53rd
streets. The land reportedly cost about
$7 million.
Dr. Stanton said the building would
be designed by Eero Saarinen & Assoc.,
a noted architect with a reputation for
originality. It will be Saarinen's first
skyscraper in a series of projects which
has included the General Motors
80

SHOWCASE

Television Bureau of Advertising
has moved into its third home in six
years — 6,600 square feet of New
York sicyscraper space at One
Rockefeller Plaza. The move, begun
July 15 and completed last week,
gives TvB double the space it ocTechnical Center, the U.S. Embassy
buildings in Oslo and London. Kresge
Auditorium at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Dulles International
Airport in Washington, and new research facilities for International Business Machines and Bell Labs.
The height and form of the building
will be determined by several factors
including changes currently being made
in the New York zoning code and the
exact space requirements of CBS. In
the meantime Clarence H. Hopper,
CBS vice president in charge of facilities, said the cost of the structure could
not be estimated. But he emphasized
that it would be "a prestige building,
not a bulk building."
Mr. Hopper said all New York activities of CBS except television and radio
studios and production facilities would
be housed in the new building. These
include offices of CBS Inc., CBS-TV
Network Div., CBS-TV Stations Div..
CBS Radio, CBS International, CBS
News, Columbia Records and the New
York offices of the Columbia Phonograph division of CBS Electronics,
which has headquarters in Danvers,
Mass. Headquarters of CBS Labs will
remain at Stamford, Conn.
The new site is two blocks west of
the current CBS building at 485 Madison Ave., where the executive offices
have been housed since 1929, and two
blocks
the
RCAnorth
BIdg.of NBC's headquarters in
In a memo to CBS personnel Dr.
Stanton noted that CBS has been
"cramped for elbow room" both at

FOR

TV

cupied before at 444 Madison Ave.,
and gives the industry a new place to
show its stuff.
Chief among the new facilities at
the TvB headquarters is a television
tape room, which when completed
(in about six weeks) will house a
485 Madison and in its other New York
locations "because of the four-fold expansion of our business during the last
10 years." He said CBS wants a building of "character and distinction" and
that the new structure would be "an
imaginative and functional expression
of CBS' special nature — immersed, as
it is, in art and science, communication and entertainment."
Educators planning
own

radio

network

Managers of educational radio stations last week were mapping plans for
live networks in their own states and
regions before launching an interconnected national network.
A major ingredient of such a live
network is news commentary and analysis, to supplement educational, cultural, informational and entertainment
features, participants concluded at U. of
Wisconsin seminar in Madison July 172 1 . The meeting was conducted under
auspices of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters for some 50 noncommercial station managers. Purpose
of the seminar was to discuss the possibility ofcreating a live radio network.
An NAEB committee has been set up
to study legal and engineering factors.
Today's tv and radio news coverage
is inadequate, particularly that involving the Congo crisis in Africa the meeting was told by Hartford N. Gunn Jr.,
general manager of WGHB Boston. He
called for a new communications system to improve news coverage. Mr.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 196Q

Vice President George Huntington
$90,000 RCA color video tape instal ation. Itwill be available for
member's use in screening hometown programs and commercials to
New York admen, as well as for
TvB's own salesmen in making sales
presentations to advertisers and
agencies. A closed circuit system
will pipe the signals to four color receivers located in various points in
Gunn noted that no American network
maintains a regular correspondent in
Africa and claimed that in a recent
network broadcast, a BBC correspondreport fromof theairCongo
to 30 ent'sseconds
time. was limited
Meanwhile, NAEB has asked the
National School Boards Assn. to endorse a project to determine education's needs for electronic frequency
spectrum space. The project was undertaken by NAEB at the request of
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford.
NSBA's executive committee expressed
"extreme concern"" over educational
spectrum needs at a recent meeting.
Harold E.M. Hill, NAEB's administrative vice president cited "pressures"" on
the FCC for space allocations and asserted they raise a "real threat" to educational broadcasting. NAEB plans to
conduct a nation-wide survey to supply
the FCC with the "necessary statistics.""
Jansky & Bailey, Washington engineering consultants retained by NAEB,
will help with the study.
■

Rep

appointments

■ WGUS

Augusta, Ga.; "WRFB Tallahassee, Fla.; "WHIY Orlando. Fla.;
"WYAM
Birmingham,
Ala.; WSHE
i Raleigh, N.C.; "WAXU Lexington, Ky.,
i and KJOE Shreveport. La. (All but
|: KJOE program country and western
music exclusively): Charles Bernard
Co., N.Y.
■ KRKO

Everett. KMO

Tacoma and

KOL Seattle, resentatives,
all N.Y."Washington: H-R Rep-

the offices.
Also new to TvB is a 13x28 ft.
conference room, a film library and
projection room, a 500-slide light
box for ready reference to TvB slide
material, a Cellomatic projector and
a "Central Telegence" system coordinating al data on advertisers and
product categories in one location
for easv reference.

Media

reports

No action ■ KOMY "Watsonville has
settled its $100,000 damage suit against
KDON Salinas, both California, out of
court. The suit charged false advertislibel and misuse of a "Western
Unioning, trade
survey.
Why? ■ An editorial broadcast by
WCBS New York last week, exposing the reportedly forced and unwarranted committal of a sane woman to
a New Jersey state mental institution
for four years, has prompted an investigation ofthe matter by the Hudson
County (N.J.) prosecutor"s office. The
case involves Mrs. Mae Dean, a registered nurse, who sulTered a severe
attack of asthma in 1956 and was sent
to the Hudson County Hospital for
Mental Diseases. A year later WCBS
said, she was examined and judged
sane but was not released from the institution until last week. WCBS' editorial asked "why?"
Stein scholarship ■ Balaban Stations
group has authorized the U. of Missouri School of Journalism to establish a $250 annual radio journalism
scholarship in the name of the late Albert E. Stine of the Associated Press.
Mr. Stine, AP special membership executive, died in Kansas City July 20
(Broadcasting. July 25). "The Albert
E. Stine Radio Journalism Scholarship"
will be presented each April to the
university's
ism student. outstanding radio journal-

Conference Room
Can be divided into two rooms

Construction began ■ Construction
work has begun on the new WCRM
Clare, Mich. Station will operate on
990 kc with 250 w and is owned by
Richard E. Hunt and Norbert C.
Poeppelman, who also own WCBY Cheboygan, Mich.
WCRM programming will consist
of music, news, public service, sports
and general programs of an educational and informational nature. Its studios,
transmitter and sales offices will be
on U.S. 27, one mile south of Clare.
Moving day ■ Harry Maizlish, owner
of KRHM{FM) Los Angeles and head
of V.I.P Productions, has moved his
personal offices to the Union Bank
Center, Wilshire at Beverly, Beverly
2-8641. Calif. Telephone is Bradshaw
Hills,
Copyright suit ■ Chappell & Co., music publisher, N.Y., has filed suit for
copyright infringement against James
E. Jaeger, owner of KAGR Yuba City,
Calif., charging that the songs "Ev'ry
Time We Say Goodbye" and "The
Lady Is a Tramp" were performed by
the station without authorization. The
plaintifi', a member of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, seeks damages of $250 for
each unauthorized performance, tofees. gether with court costs and attorneys'
Ends bottleneck ■ The "Skyway Patrol" plane of WFYI Garden City,
Long Island, takes credit for the elimination of at least one source of traffic
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jams during the commuter rush hours
on Long Island highways. After the
plane spotted highway workmen repainting the white lines on one highway, causing traffic to back up, Wallace Dunlap, WFYI station manager,
brought it to the attention of state highway headquarters in Albany. A wired
reply from the Dept. of Public Works
expressed apologies and assurance that
future line-painting work would be restricted to non-rush hours.
WOR mediates ■ WOR New York's
news department was credited last
week with serving as a mediator in a
labor dispute involving the New York
Sanitation Dept. and the City of New
York. Approximately 10,000 members
of the Sanitation Dept. participated in
a work stoppage. When Sanitation
Commissioner Paul Screvane and Sanitary Workers' Union head John De
Loury told separate WOR interviewers that they would waive protocol and
agree to a meeting, station news officials
took them at their word. A meeting
was arranged and the first step toward
solving the dispute was taken.
Montana scholarships ■ Montana
State U. has announced the recipients
of its annual radio-tv scholarships. The
awards are made from a grant by the
Montana Broadcasters Assn. Recipients of this year's awards are Richard L. Maney of Butte, a part-time
employe of KOPR Butte, and Robert
W. Ranstrom, Missoula, who has been
active in the operation of his high
school's wired-radio station KONA.

CROSBY

&,

ClflONEY
When Bing and Rosemary signed for their weekday
program, Variety wrote: "CBS Radio Still Makes Like
Show Biz." It's this network's tradition, of course.
One that attracts audience ... sells for sponsors.
Here, Bing and Rosemary join personalities like
Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter and Garry Moore to
offer personal salesmanship unequalled elsewhere. Inall radio, this is the kind of company
you keep.
ONLY
ON

CBS
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(THE MEDIA)

Operatic talent search ■ WGN Chicago is joining hands with the Illinois
Opera Guild on a third annual search
for outstanding new operatic talent.
Performers will appear on a 13-week
Opera Guild Auditions of the Air
series starting Nov. 20 and receive
prizes. First-place winner will be presented with a $1,000 award and second-ranking a$500 prize.
Ford

announces

new

educational tv grants
The Ford Foundation, New York,
today (Aug. 1 ) announced a new series
of grants to elementary and secondary
schools and to colleges and universities
for the development of instruction by
television. The list of grants include:
U. of Connecticut, $34,550; MohawkHudson Council on Educational Television, $33,550; Tri-County College, $18,000; Clover Park School, Tacoma,
Wash., $1,950; Pacific Lutheran College, $3,000; Twin City Area Educational Television Corp., $23,500; U. of
Akron, $55,640; Central Michigan U..

$75,366; U. of Detroit, $24,800; U. of
Houston, $22,000; National College of
Education, $15,682; U. of New Hampshire, $51,666; U. of New Mexico,
$41,400, and U. of Missouri, $90,000.
An appropriation of $776,000 was
granted to continue support for two
experiments in classroom teaching tv:
the National Program in the Use of
Television in the Public Schools, and
the Washington County, Maryland,
closed-circuit tv program. Two grants
for school systems participating in the
first experiment were made from a
previous appropriation. The grants are:
Florida West Coast Educational Television Inc., $19,760; Dade County
(Fla.) Board of Public Instruction,
$38,760. The Clover Park Schools in
Tacoma, Wash., also received a grant
of $96,000 to assist six tv courses.
Off

to Europe

Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV president, left
Chicago Wednesday for a month-long
trip to Europe. A combination businessvacation, Mr. Treyz was to complete
arrangements for the new Winston
Churchill memoirs series to begin in November. Also on the agenda for negotiation is a biblical special (in two one-hour
segments) produced by Bill Goetz, sonin-law of Louis B. Mayer, to be scheduled this fall. A two-part program, titled
David the Boy and David the Man,
stars Jeff Chandler, and has a basic cost
of $600,000. If they go well, Mr.
Treyz said, contract will be entered
for additional segments. On location
shooting in Israel has been completed,
with interiors being done in London.
The specials have not yet been offered
to advertisers, but Mr. Treyz said he anticipated no difficulty in producing
sponsorship.
NCAA

tv slate

set

The 1960 National Collegiate Athletic Assn. football telecast schedule
was released last week by Thomas W.
Moore, vice president in charge of
ABC-TV, which will carry the games
this fall. The schedule consists of 13
dates, covering nine national and four
regional telecasts.
National contests are: Georgia at
Alabama, Sept. 17; Michigan State at
Pittsburgh, Sept. 24; Syracuse at
Kansas, Oct. 1 ; Washington at Stanford, Oct. 8; Notre Dame at Northwestern, Oct. 22; Ohio State at Iowa, Nov.
12; Texas A&M at Texas, Nov. 24;
Army at Navy, Nov. 26 and Duke at
UCLA, Dec. 3. The games will be
sponsored by the Gillette Safety Razor
Co.. Humble Oil & Refining Co. and
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
The regional slate will be announced
at a later date.
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EQUIPMENT
Color

tv stations

cover

98%

&

of U.S.

Number of tv stations equipped to
carry network color cover nearly 98%
of the U.S. tv homes, according to a new
RCA-NBC survey. Of the country's
520 tv stations, 367 are equipped to
rebroadcast network color, the survey
reported. Number of color-equipped
stations was determined on the basis
of equipment installed and in operating condition, Charles M. Kinsolving,
NBC plans department manager, said.
There are additional outlets to which
color equipment has been sold or actually delivered.
Status report revealed 104 stations,
almost one-quarter of the nation's total,
are equipped to originate local color in
some form (live, film or slides). Breakdown of stations by networks shows 170
NBC affiliates and satellites can rebroadcast network color, compared to
152 for CBS and 132 for ABC, the survey found. Report itemizes color status
of each station by network affiliation.
3M sales, profits up
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, Minn., reports second
quarter sales and earnings are both up
from the same period a year ago.
Second quarter sales totalled $134,343.955, with earnings of $16,148,091, or
32 cents per share of common stock.
In the same period in 1959, sales were
$122,186,325, with earnings of $15,640,554, or 31 cents per share. For the
six months ending June 30, 3M's sales
totalled $263,013,173, compared with

Sub

earth

waves

Successful transmission of radio waves through the earth was
announced last week.
The project, by Developmental
Engineering Corp., consisted of
sending a teletyperwriter message
from one mine to another in New
Mexico. Both mines were 1,000
ft. deep and were AVi miles
apart. Developmental Engineering
Corp. is headed by Lester H.
Carr, one time radio consulting
engineer
The
transmitter inused"Washington.
200 w. Success
was attributed to the electrical
properties of a strata of sodium
chloride and the low noise levels
deep inside the earth. The system
has been given the name of
"Lithocom."
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ENGINEERING
$237,358,645 in the first half of 1959.
Consolidated net income for 1960's first
half was $32,366,002, or 63 cents per
share compared with $29,597,074, or
58 cents per share in the same period
last year. All 1959 figures have been
restated to reflect the 3-for-l stock split
of May 1960 and to include 3M foreign operations, which, except for
Canadian and export, were not included
in prior years, the company announced.
■

Technical

topics

New field ■ RCA has entered the electroluminescent lighting field. D. Y.
Smith, vice president and general manager, RCA Electron Tube Div., said
that RCA's work with phosphors for
color television proved valuable in the
development of light-emitting panels
for consumer, industrial and military
uses. The panels, to be merchandised
under the name "Panelray," will be
offered to equipment manufacturers in
green, blue, yellow, orange, and white.
Full scale manufacturing will begin in
early fall.
More recorders ■ Ampex Professional
Products Co. has announced the delivery of 23 more 'Videotape tv recorders
to broadcasters and production companies. This brings the total of the Ampex recorders in use throughout the
world to 653. Latest additions to the list
include WAST-TV Albany, N.Y.;
KOMU (TV) Columbia, Mo.; KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles; 'WWRL (TV) Columbus, Ga.; WTVJ (TV) Miami (2
recorders), and others. The Stratovision
Project, Purdue U., received four of the
machines while four others went to
Sports Network in New York City
and one machine each went to Educational Tv, Atlanta, and the U. of
Georgia, Athens.
CAPITOL
New pacts ■ Mobile Video Tapes Inc.,
L.A., has announced signing five con- CLOAKROOM
tracts for its mobile recording units.
The orders came from KHJ-TV and Radio's oldest continuous public affairs
KTLA-TV, both Los Angeles, NBC series traces our legislative process. It
and CBC. The network orders were to was awarded a Freedoms Foundation
tape portions of the Democratic convention. In addition, the company said, Medal for creating "a better understanding ofgreat fundamental Ameriit has been retained to tape the Medcan
tradition."
Listeners hear Presiicine 60 series which reaches 43 markets.
dents, Senators, Congressmen — those
who help to make the law. In all radio,
New line ■ Collins Radio Co., Dallas, Capitol Cloakroom is the kind of comhas a new series of microwave radio
pany you keep . . .
equipment operating in the 11,00015,000 mc range. The company anONLY
nounced that the new system, MW-601,
will provide terminal circuits for lower
ON
CBS
frequency systems entering congested
areas and will open new frequencies for
present licensees and others who do not
RADIO
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144-174 mc frequencies. They will run
two days without any battery charging.

presently have microwave radio systems. The equipment features a temperature control chamber for the klystron which uses no electrical power for
temperature regulation. A spring-operated mechanical device automatically
controls chamber temperature with the
klystron used as a heat source. For
further details write P.O. Box 1891,
Dallas 21.

Name changed ■ CECO Inc. antenna
division has been renamed Decibel
Products Inc. The new Dallas company
will continue the antenna product line
of CECO with emphasis upon a complete line of antennas for mobile twoway communications.

Handy ■ General Electric offers a new
portable two-way radio which some
broadcasters are using to cover special
events. The transistorized radios can be
easily recharged from automobile cigarette lighters or electrical outlets and
can be operated in the 25-54 mc and

Move completed ■ General Electric
Co.'s Radio Receiver Dept. headquarters have been moved from Bridgeport,
Conn, to Utica, N.Y. The manufacturing facilities of the department have
been in the latter city for several years,
the company undertook the move in

stages. Headquarters are now located
at 1001 Broad St., Utica.
Versatile camera ■ Mitchell Camera
Corp. has introduced the new R-35
professional lightweight 35mm cine reflex camera. It can be used on a tripod
or hand-held for theatrical or tv productions, underwater photography, high
speed instrumentation and both animation and stop motion filming. A blimp
is available for use with sound. The
R-35 is equipped with dual shutters
which faciUtate fades and dissolves.
Zoom and anamorphic lenses may be
used. Further information is available
from Mitchell Camera Corp., 666 W.
Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.

GOVERNMENT
FCC

LEGALIZES

Off-the-air

relay

VHF

authorized

BOOSTERS
after

6 year

battle aided by boosters on Capitol Hill
The FCC last week bowed to the in- the establishment of a vhf repeater
service. Twice the commission reopened
evitable— Congress. Vhf boosters were
authorized to pick up and retransmit
the subject following strong and vehement congressional pressures.
tv signals from distant stations to hamlets and isolated communities.
Began in Northwest b The on-channel repeater service sprang up in the
The six-year-long fight of thousands
Pacific Northwest early in 1954 when
of isolated Americans aching for tv —
and intrepid enough to improvise an
tv-hungry residents of the Chelan Valley area of Washington improvised a
off-the-air relay service was aided and
abetted by powerful voices in the halls repeater to bring Spokane programs to
their area. Residents chipped in to raise
of Congress.
The FCC announced last week that the costs.
Discovery of the operation by FCC
beginning Sept. 6 it would start processing applications for the new service — 1 field monitors resulted in the first one,
w vhf boosters.
near Bridgeport, Wash., being padlocked. The padlocks were broken and
All commissioners, except newly apthe device put back on the air. With
pointed Commissioner Charles H. King,
voted for the action. Commissioner
the growth of this type of booster, the
commission finally brought suit against
Robert E. Lee concurred in part.
the Bridgeport operators. The court
Only requirements for the vhf boosters, the commission announced was the found the FCC had jurisdiction, but
failed to find the operators guilty. This
power limitation, provision for on-ofi
followed a public hearing in which the
control and an automatic cut-off device.
The vhf repeaters must protect recepcommission's examiner ruled that the
tion of tv stations, the commission
devices were not illegal.
ordered. It also said that interference
The commission feared, it explained,
problems among licensees of these de- that unregulated vhf repeaters might
cause interference to tv reception and
vices must be resolved by the licensees
themselves.
to other services.
In its announcement last week the
With last week's action, the FCC now
FCC
said that the requirement that a
permits three distinct types of television relays. These are the so-called
licensed engineer be on hand at broadvhf translators, the uhf translators, and
cast stations could be waived. This reuhf boosters. The last are to fill in
sulted from the passage by Congress
shadow areas in Grade A uhf service
and
the
President's signing of S-1886.
areas.
Congress also passed, and the PresiUhf translators were established four
dent signed, an amendment of the Communications Act which gave the FCC
years ago as the answer to the growing
operation of unauthorized vhf boosters.
authority to waive the provision forThey provide that a vhf tv signal may
bidding the FCC from granting a license to anyone who builds a station
be picked up and retransmitted on a
before a permit is granted.
uhf channel. Booster operators objected
that these devices would cost too much.
This permits "grandfathering in" the
Twice the FCC denied requests for existing vhf repeaters it was explained.
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His

first nay

Newly-appointed
missioner Charles H.FCC
King Comgave
his muscles a noticeable flex last
week as he dissented in two fm
grants. In both instances, the newest member of the commission
dissented in regards to FCC procedure and not to the relative
merits of the grants themselves.
What Commissioner King objected to was the paper work and
time involved in considering uncontested initial decisions. In the
cases in question, the commission
made eflfective on luly 27 initial
decisions which would, under the
normal procedure of law, become
effective without action on luly
29. It was that
Commissioner
King's
contention
there was little
or
no need to give the cases further
consideration since they were
wholly uncontested.
As with uhf translators, the FCC
stated, low-power vhf translators cannot retransmit tv signals on the same
channel on which it receives the insignal. Itchannel,
must "translate"
signal to coming
another
in the vhf the
in
this case.
Other directives require call letters
for each vhf repeater and permission of
stations whose programs are to be retransmitted.
Use Uhf for Higher Power ■ In response to requests that power higher
than 1 w be permitted, the commission
said that higher powers are possible
(up to 100 w) by using uhf translators.
Applications for new translators, the
commission said, will not be processed
until the Sept. 6 effective date, and
should be made out on FCC Form 346,
now being used for uhf translators.
Existing tv boosters which were conBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

The greatest prosperity this country has ever
known depends on our knowing— and acting
upon— these facts:
• Foreign competition has already invaded
American industry to the danger point. As
a result of this alarming loss of sales to
foreign manufacturing, hundreds of American companies are moving their manufacturing abroad — in order to survive!
• The largest cost in American production
today is labor. American wage levels have
ballooned production costs sky-high in comparison with foreign costs. Wage increases
that force selling prices above competing
materials, also can create unemployment
within an industry by inroads of these competing materials. This is what happened in
the coal industry where ever-rising prices
invited competition from other fuels.
• Cutting production costs must come through
the ingenuity of American management.
Productivity must be increased. Products
must be constantly improved. Inflation must
be controlled. Waste of manpower must be
eliminated. All are basic ways production
costs can be cut, to help bring American
industry into a competitive price area with
foreign imports.
The most vital need facing Americans todayi
is to learn the economic truths about ourselves.
We must know exactly what we will have to
pay for sound prosperity. And we must act
upon these facts.
If we don't, we will be committing slow
economic suicide.

REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

One way to increase purchasing power is by
producing better quality goods with fewer
man-hours per product. Republic Steel has
some of the most modern, highly productive
machinery for turning wire into bolts, nuts,
and rivets— 15 million pieces a day.
Republic is also one of the largest manufacturers of barbed wire and woven wire
fence for farm use. Additionally, miles and
miles of wire are sold to specialty manufacturers who convert it into a variety of articles,
such as screws, springs for mattresses and
automobile seats, supermarket push carts,
and display racks.
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Commissioners' liiatus plans: work & play
Washington for the American Bar
ton by automobile, but not away
With the FCC taking a three-week
Assn. convention on Aug. 28.
break beginning today (August 1), from communications. I have made
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven is
plans to observe the tests of fm
its seven weary commissioners have
resting and relaxing at Laconia, N.H.
stereophonic systems, community
scattered to the four winds. Original
This is a favorite spot of the comantennas, uhf translators, vhf boostplans called for an August 1 meeters, observe the operations of Forest
ing and a return date of Sept. 7, but
missioner and his family "with
that has been cancelled in favor of Products' radio, visit our newest
plenty of pine trees, lots of sun and
monitoring station, observe the St.
an August 31 meeting date.
Commissioner John Cross is headLawrence Seaway radio operations
All the commissioners plan to do
home to Eureka Springs, Ark.,
goodingfishing."
some travelling, with some hardy
and Canadian marine inspection prowhere he owns the Cross Motel. Durcedures, visit international telegraph
souls planning to mix in a little work
along the way.
ing vacation periods, the commisstation, see how bridge-to-bridge
FCC Chairman Fred Ford will ship experiment is progressing, all of
sioner likes to do odd jobs around
this in the northeastern part of the the motel which is generally packed
squeeze in a trip to visit his in-laws
in Blackstone, Mass., between testiU.S., listen to as many radio sta- with Ozark tourists this time of year.
Commissioner Rosel Hyde is en
tions as I can, watch very few repeat
fying Aug. 10 at the Senate Comroute to Idaho, his home state, to
tv shows, and read the minimum
merce Committee payola legislation
visit family and friends.
hearing and delivering a speech at amount I can get by on."
Commissioner Robert E. Lee, a
Commissioner Charles King who
the West Virginia Bar Assn. meetis getting a respite from a hectic first staunch Republican, is heading toing at White Sulphur Springs on
week on the job, has gone back to
ward "Eisenhower country." The
Sept. 2.
commissioner will attend a comCommissioner Robert Bartley is- Detroit to wind up his affairs at the
munications seminar on civil defense
Detroit U. Law School from which
sued a statement about his vacation:
he
is
on
leave.
Mr.
King
returns
to
at Gettysburg, Pa., on Aug. 3-5.
"I am going to get out of Washingstructed prior to July 7, must apply for
temporary authorization to continue
operations pending compliance with
new translator requirements, the FCC
said.
The commission underscored the fact
that it was aware of the time requirements needed by "these unauthorized
repeaters'" to "arrange for this transition" and said it was giving them until
Oct. 31 to furnish "minimal information on a special application form
purpose."
for that will
being prepared
interim
authorizations
expireThese
Oct.
31 for stations which have operated on
or before July 7. All steps needed to
comply with the new translator rules
must be completed by Oct. 31, according to the FCC announcement.
Owners of existing repeaters were
given until Feb. 1 to apply for modification of existing equipment or for construction of a new station to meet the
new commission rules.
Examiner

ignored

Act,

tv applicant claims
Livesay Broadcasting Co., trying to
get the facility of an existing station in
Terre Haute, Ind., for itself by contesting its license renewal, told the FCC
that it lost the initial decision when the
examiner chose to repudiate the Communications Act.
Livesay, which lost the initial decision of Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman to existing station WTHI-TV
(ch. 10), said that the decision was
based on the opinion that an existing
86 (GOVERNMENT)

licensee "had acquired vested rights
. . . and guaranteed status in the fainvolved." maintained that Mr.
Thecility
apphcant
Sharfman's point of view seemed to
be that "no mere applicant" could displace an existing station at renewal
time. This notion, Livesay maintained,
is contrary to the Communications Act.
Livesay is owned by J.R. Livesay,
who is principal owner of WLBHAM-FM Mattoon, 111.
Tv

applications

set

for hearing

Applications for ch. 3 in Salem. Ore.,
and ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del., were
designated for consolidated hearing by
the FCC last week.
For the Salem facility, the applications of Oregon Television Inc. and
Willamette-Land Tv were set for hearing. Oregon Tv Inc. is owned by George
Harrarty and is licensee of KPTV (TV)
Portland. Willamette-Land Tv is 31%
owned by W. Gordon Allen who has interests in KGAL Albany-Lebanon,
Ore., and KGAY Salem.
In related action, the commission
denied an Oregon Tv Inc. request to
modify the license of its Portland tv
station to eliminate an overlap between that station and the proposed
station for Salem.
For Wilmington. Del., the applications of five firms were designated for
hearing: Rollins Broadcasting Inc.. Wilmington Tv Co., WHYY Inc., Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., and Na-

tional Telefilm Assoc. Inc. Rollins,
owned
66% % by Wayne Rollins,
owns WPTZ (TV) Plattsburgh, N.Y.;
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla., and operates several am stations. Wilmington
Tv Co. is 50% owned by George T. tHernreich, who owns KFPW
Fort !■
Smith, Ark., and 271/2 % owned by i
Richard Goodman, who has interest in
WOPA-AM-TV Oak Park, 111.
WHYY Inc., another applicant for
Wilmington's ch. 12, is the licensee of
WHYY-TV Philadelphia, a non-commercial etv station. Metropolitan
Broadcasting, headed by President
John W. Kluge, owns WNEW-AM-TV
New York, WTTG (TV) Washington,
D.C., and WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., in
addition to several other am stations.
National Telefilm is 90% owned by
National Theatres Inc., John Bertero,
president. National Theatres owns
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo., and
holds 90% interest in WNTA-AM-FMTV Newark, N.J. and KMSP-TV Minneapolis.
Possible
of Sec.

violators
317

revealed

The identity of stations possibly involved in violations of Sec. 317 of the
Communications Act (sponsorship identification) isslowly becoming known.
As the FCC deals daily with some
of the 600 applications now being held
up because of such possible violations,
conditioned grants and license renewals
indicate which stations may be involved.
Grants to these stations are generalBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

I f ly prefaced with the remarks, "granted
. . without prejudice to whatever action the commission may deem appropriate in light of any information
, developed in the pending inquiry conI cerning compliance with Sec. 317 of
the Communication Act."
Latest stations to receive this preface
to grant for license renewals are
WAMO Homestead, WAZL-AM-FM
Hazelton, WHLM-AM-FM Bloomburg,
WCAE and WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh,
\VHGB Harrisburg, WJET Erie, WTIV
Titusville, WLAN-FM Lancaster,
WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia, all
Pennsylvania, Also WMCA New York
and WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick,
N.J.
In its grants to such stations, the
Broadcast Bureau of the commission
also uses the Sec. 317 preface. Stations
so noted last week were KSAN San
Francisco, KDAY Santa Monica, both
California, and WJOB Hammond, Ind.
I File proposed findings
on Miami oh. 7 case
:
]
.1
j

Protesting against a stiff FCC general counsel document which called for
their disqualification because of ex
parte contacts, three of the four original applicants for Miami ch. 7 again
maintained their innocence in any offthe-record representations made in
their behalf.
The proposed findings of the applicants were filed with the FCC last
week following a rehearing last June
in Philadelphia before Hearing Examiner Horace Stern. The case was
returned to the commission by the
courts because of ex parte contacts
made on behalf of the applicants for
ch. 7.

The FCC general counsel's proposed
findings asked that a January 1956
FCC grant to Biscayne TV Corp.
(WCKT [TV]) be set aside and found
only Sunbeam TV Corp. guiltless of
any ex parte representations (Broadcasting, July 25).
Biscayne told the commission last
week that "there is no evidence . . .
upon this record that Biscayne made
any entreaty, presentation or inducement outside the record to any comtmissioner . . ." It said that activities
attributed to the company "were minimal in nature and manifestly no basis
for disqualification."
Biscayne said that although certain
of its principals did meet with members of the FCC, "the merits of their
applications were never discussed." Ben
j- Fuqua, a close friend of former FCC
Commissioner Richard Mack and Biscayne emissary, asked for no favoritism and received none although he
did seek "out-of-court expressions of
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

opinion." The general counsel's findings said that Mr. Mack made no effort
to cut off communications with Mr.
Fuqua and that the former commissioner "considered them."
No Influence ■ East Coast Television
Corp. said that it did not attempt to
influence any member of the FCC and
that "no member of the commission
should have disqualified himself because of anything done by anyone connected in any way with East Coast."
The employment of Miles Draper (who
was charged by the general counsel as
having written several ex parte letters
to Mr. Mack) was not made by East
Coast which had no contact with him,
the company stated. Mr. Draper was
hired by East Coast's Washington attorney Arthur W. Scharfeld to "cause
the citizens of the Miami area to urge
congressmen and senators to enact legislation affirming . . . the commission's
principle of the diversification of the
media of mass communications," the
basis on which East Coast was fighting
the Biscayne grant. Mr. Scharfeld had
no knowledge of Mr. Draper's ex parte
contacts until the "1958 revelations" of
the House oversight subcommittee. East
Coast affirmed.
South Florida Television Corp.,
whose principals Jack C. Stein and
Leo Adeeb drew general counsel's fire
for seeking out Thurman Whiteside and
Perrine Palmer as friends of Mr. Mack,

In Roanoke
the

Selling

also denied responsibility for any ex
parte contacts which were made. South
Florida said that Mr. Whiteside "may
have talked" to Commissioner Mack
but solely for the purpose of "obtaining
information on irregular pressures being placed on commissioners by South
Florida's opponents . . ." If, South
Florida asserted, Mr. Palmer spoke
with Commissioner Mack, although it
suggested the record is not clear he
had actually done so, he was not requested to hold such discussions by the
applicant. "He took such actions purely
on his own," South Florida insisted.
Sunbeam, which came through the
hearing with a clean record, supported
the general counsel's conclusions and
called for the absolute disqualification
of the three other applicants.
Biscayne principals Niles Trammell
and James Cox were hit hard in the
Sunbeam findings. The record shows
that both made "frequent and repeated
visits to commissioners" to attempt to
advance Biscayne's cause and that the
general counsel's findings do not take
a strong enough position on their activities. Sunbeam said.
4 translators granted
Grants for four more tv translator
stations have been made by the FCC.
Programs of KBTV (TV) Denver,
Colo., will be repeated by a new trans-

in ^60
Signal

is SEVEN
Roanoke is an ideal test markef.
Isolated from competing markets.
Diversified industry. Self-contained
economy. Large population. Many
distribution outlets.
Put Roanoke on your schedule,
and don't fumble the ball when
buying television. Specify WDBJ-TV
. . . serving over 400,000 TV homes
of Virginia, N. Carolina and W. Va.
in counties having a population of
nearly 2,000,000.
Sell like sixty on seven. We'll help
you to cross those sales goal lines.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke/ Virginia
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West request
A trip to Pasadena, Calif., was
requested by the FCC Broadcast
Bureau last week to hold the
license renewal hearing of KRLA
of that city "on location."
The bureau told the commission that it will "be very likely"
that several witnesses residing in
the Pasadena area will be called
and that as the hearing progresses
it will be necessary to have
"available records which at the
present time cannot be specified."
The commission has designated
KRLA's renewal for hearing because of past programming, contests and promotions (Broadcasting, July 4).
lator on ch. 75. The grant was made
to People's Tv Inc., Leadville, Colo.
Mt. Marston Tv Assn., Trego, Mont.,
will operate a translator on ch. 70 to
serve Trego, Fortine and Stryker, all
Montana, by repeating programs of
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
Two translator grants were made to
J. R. Karban, Rhinelander, Wis., to
operate on channels 71 and 76. The
ch. 71 station will repeat programs of
WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis., and
the ch. 76 facility will translate television programs of WSAU-TV Wausau. Wis.
FTC

makes

102nd

payola complaint
The Federal Trade Commission has
issued four more payola complaints,
charging that the following record companies made under-the-counter payments to radio-tv disc jockeys and other
station personnel to have their records
played over the air: Dot Records Inc.,
Hollywood; John Kay Distributing Co.
and Cadet Distributing Co., both Detroit; and Prestige Records Inc., Bergenfield, N.J. This marks 102 such
complaints issued since the FTC began
its campaign last fall.
Meanwhile Capitol Records Distributing Corp., Hollywood, expressed
"surprise and shock" at the FTC's payola complaint, issued two weeks ago
(Broadcasting, July 25). Glenn E.
Wallichs and John K. Maidand, chairman and president respectively, said
the FTC complaint names no names,
no dates, no cities, nor does it state
what form the alleged payola took.
"We have always taken great pride in
the integrity of our operation," these
officials said. "As a matter of company policy, we have not and do not
indulge in the practice of 'payola'. . ."
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A

STRING

Catv

ON

acquisitions

JERROLD
must

A federal judge last week found Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia
manufacturer of community television
equipment, partially guilty of antitrust
violations. Most of the company's practices between 1951 and 1954 were upheld as "not unreasonable" in the early
days of the community antenna business.
U.S. District Court Judge Francis L.
Van Dusen issued two principal injunctions, meeting in part the government's
requests. These forbid Jerrold from insisting on a "veto" clause on other
equipment in its sales contracts, and
also prohibits the Philadelphia manufacturer from acquiring any additional
catv systems without the court's apJerrold now owns nine cable comproval.
panies— in Ukiah, Calif.; Ventnor,
N.J.; Flagstaff, Ariz.; Pocatello, Idaho:
Dubuque, Iowa; Richland, Wenatchee
and Walla Walla, all Washington, and
Florence, Ala.
The court refused to order Jerrold
ership.
to divest itself of its present catv ownNo statement was issued by Jerrold
in connection with Judge Van Dusen's
order. Attorneys for the company were
said to be studying the decision.
The antitrust suit was brought by the
Dept. of Justice Feb. 15, 1957. Hearings were held before Judge Van Dusen
for five weeks beginning Nov. 9, 1959.
Attacked as restraints of trade were
three Jerrold practices in the 1951-54
period:
(1) A "full package" contract requirement that refused to sell Jerrold
catv equipment without also hiring the
company to design and supervise installation; (2) a contract provision which
forbade a purchaser from using any
equipment other than Jerrold's without
the company's approval; and (3) extracting apromise from the purchaser
that if a system were to be expanded
Jerrold would get the job.
Early Practices "Reasonable" ■ Judge
Van Dusen found the first two requirements reasonable in the early days of
cable company growth because of the
newness and rapid changes in the burgeoning catv industry. He found the
third practice a violation of the antitrust laws.
Jerrold ceased the disputed practices
in 1954.
The court found that during the 1 95 154 period, Jerrold signed more than
120 contracts for the construction of
catv systems. Its income from this
source, the judge determined, amounted

be

court

DEALS
approved

to $870,000 from 1952 to 1957.
He also disclosed that Jerrold's income from its nine catv systems (it
owned 10 at one time) for the fiscal
year ending February 1959 was 62%
of its total profit after taxes. These systems, he noted, bought $426,338.85
worth of equipment from Jerrold during the three years, 1956-59, with "no
significant" purchases from Jerrold's
competitors.
The nine Jerrold catv systems do not
constitute undue concentration. Judge
Van Dusen held. They amount to between 1.5% and 10% of the total market. Divestiture, therefore, would be
too harsh, he said.
The injunction against Jerrold acquiring any more catv companies without
court approval Tuns for three years,
from April 2, 1959.
Jerrold refused to comment on reports that it was negotiating with an
unidentified group to sell three of its
catv systems. The report was dubbed
"premature" by a spokesman.
Judge Van Dusen found, also, that
the vice president of a Jerrold subsidiary threatened potential customers
with "outside" competition unless they
bought Jerrold products.
He found also that Jerrold made no
attempts to acquire a monopoly
through its patent holdings.
Oral

argument

set

on idle uhf permits
At least 23 idle uhf permittees are
scheduled to appear before the FCC
Sept. 23 to explain why they have not
started construction of their stations
and why they should be allowed to
retain their television construction
Date for the oral argument before
permits.
the
commissioners was set last week
following an announcement early in
June that 21 uhf grantees faced deletion (At Deadline, June 6) for failure
to build. Plans for the oral argument
were disclosed at that time and the 23
stations named last week filed timely
notices of planned appearances. A
commission spokesman said that undoubtedly some or all of the remaining
eight stations also filed notices within
the allowed 20 days after the June
announcement.
began alast
"get-tough"'
withTheuhfFCC
permittees
February policy
when
it ordered 54 uhf stations to report on
their failure to build (Broadcasting,
Feb. 22). Delay in construction has
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

been due to voluntary decisions and the
commission said it therefore was unable
to find that the permittees had been
diligent" in building plans.
Of the original 54 stations queried,
21 have been deleted and several others
have been granted grace periods because of problems relating to their
applications for extension. The 23
stations, all of which have extension
applications pending, scheduled last
week for oral argument include:
WERE-TV Cleveland; WNLC-TV
New London, Conn.; WCBF-TV Rochester, N.Y.; WELI-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WAZL-TV Hazelton, Pa.;
WCIN-TV Cincinnati; WFOX-TV Milwaukee; WQCY (TV) Allentown, Pa.;
WHCU-TV Ithaca, N.Y.; WBID-TV
Detroit; WTOH-TV Toledo, Ohio;
WHLS-TV Port Huron, Mich.; WMCN
(TV) Grand Rapids, Mich.; WBMG
(TV) Birmingham, Ala.; WLAN-TV
Lancaster, Pa.; WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.; WAMT (TV) Memphis;
WTMV (TV) Utica, N.Y.; KMPT-TV
Oklahoma City; KMYR (TV) Los
Angeles; KTRB-TV Modesto, Calif.;
WEHS-TV Chicago, and KFMX-TV
San Diego.
Each of the uhf permittees will be
allocated 20 minutes, including rebuttal, to present their cases.
Educational

fm

may

get multiplex permits
The FCC has invited comments on
proposed rulemaking which would permit non-commercial educational fm stations to engage in multiplex subsidiary
operations. The stations would be
authorized to use subcarrier transmissions on a multiplex basis for educational purposes only.
The commission underscored the use
of multiplex for strictly educational purposes because the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters had requested
multiplex use for background music,
detailed time signals and relaying broadcast material to other fm and standard
commercial stations (Broadcasting,
July 11). This, the FCC said, is
inconsistent with its policy governing
^ educational stations. The rules provide
that non-commercial fm stations will
transmit no commercial or sponsored
programs.
Earlier, the NAB filed a protest with
the commission over the NAEB's
planned use of multiplex. While it
made clear that there was no objection
to proposed multiplexing for in-school
operations or for transmitting government activities, the NAB said that by
multiplexing background music and relaying programs, educational stations
I'would be operating on a partially com' mercial basis.
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Alpena
has

ch. 9 grant

strings

attached

The FCC told Lake Huron Broadcasting Corp. last week that it has been
granted its application for a new tv
station on ch. 9 in Alpena, Mich. However, it added a number of conditions
which may mean that construction of
the new station may take some time.
The grant was made subject to a condition that the commission may substitute another channel for ch. 9 as the
result of rulemaking involving allocations for Alpena, Grand Rapids, Cadillac and Traverse City, all Michigan.
Also, the grant contains a condition
that no construction will begin on the
new station until the commission does
decide just which channel Lake Huron
may use. That decision will not be made
until rulemaking is completed.
In addition to these stipulations, the
commission subjected the grant to one
other condition. It stated that the grant
was made without prejudice to whatever action the commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
which might be developed in the pending inquiry concerning compliance with
Sec. 317 (sponsorship identification) of
the rules. (Lake Huron also operates
WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich.)
Commissioner Robert E. Lee voted to
make the grant without conditions.
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven dissented
to the condition involving Sec. 317.
In another ch. 9 decision, the commission granted the application of
Liberty Tv Inc. for a station in Eugene,
Ore., and denied the competing application of KEED Inc. An initial decision
last September looked toward this action.
FCC

proposes

COVERAGE

rule

on Class IV power
The FCC has taken steps to help
expedite a backlog of more than 400
now-pending applications by Class IV
stations to 1 kw, by moving to relax
requirements which now cause automatic hearings.
The commission has announced proposed rulemaking which would permit
existing Class IV am stations to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 500 w or
1 kw regardless of the extent of interference caused by the increase.
Present commission rules provide for
power increases of Class IV stations
in excess of 250 w if interference received as the result of such increased
power does not affect more than 10%
of the population in its normallyprotected primary service area.
The commission pointed out that the
"10% provision" would still apply to

•west

texELS

television
net-work
KDUB-TV
KEDY-TV
tUBBOCK, TEXAS B I G S P R I N C, TEXAS
KPAR-TY
KYER-TV
ABILENE . SWEETWATER CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL
THE
BRANHAMREPRESENT'VE
COMPANY
W. D. "Oub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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new stations regardless of their power.
In 1958, the FCC reminded, it
raised the maximum power for Class
IV stations to 1 kw. The 400 application backlog for power increase in
"nearly all cases" for additional areas
and populations would be served by
such power increases, the commission
reported.
ANTI-PAY

TV

Exhibitors

to seek

petitions

to Congress

A new move to kill oft pay tv — on
the air or by wire — is being prepared
by the Joint Committee Against Pay
Tv. The committee is undertaking a
gigantic national petition campaign
against pay tv with the avowed hope
of deluging Congress with 30 million
signatures.
The campaign's key move will come
Aug. 15 when it will be launched in
16,000 motion picture theatres. The
drive reportedly has pledged support of
all motion picture exhibitors.
Sparking the move is Phil Marling,
Fabian Theatres executive. Last week
in New York he said the effort will
take three to four weeks to obtain a
desired goal of 30 million signatures.
Mr. Harling is chairman of the joint
committee, which includes, he said,
unions, Rotary and veterans groups in
addition to theatre owners. The committee ispreparing some 100,000 petitions as well as cards and kits. Cards
will be displayed in theatre lobbies and
tables manned by "civic and community-minded" volunteers who will
urge patrons and passersby to sign the
petition addressed to the congressman
of the district and state in which the
theatre is located.
The petitions will request that Congress ban all forms of pay television,
either on-the-air or wired subscription
tv, and will urge passage of two pieces
of legislation— HJR-1 30 and HR-6245
— both introduced by Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
How

should

log political

a station
spots?

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., anticipating aslew of political spot announcements incoming months, asked
the FCC for clarification of the sponsorship identification rules pertaining
to the logging of political broadcasts.
Westinghouse explained that FCC
rule 3.111, which governs the requirements of maintaining a program log,
states that with the exception of station
ID announcements no reference is made
to broadcast matter other than "each
90 (GOVERNMENT)

FCBA
comment
FCC commissioners should be
required to write FCC decisions,
the executive board of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
agreed July 16 when it met to
consider recommendations on
how to speed up and tighten FCC
hearing procedures (BroadcastThe FCC's
18, 11).
Office ing,
of July
Opinions
& Review
now
writes commission decisions,
based on instructions from commissioners.
FCBA's executive board also
endorsed most of its committees"
suggestions on revising current
hearing practices, including the
recommendation that hearing
examiners be authorized to try to
bring contestants together in seting.
tlement before and during a hear-

program
Announcements
as such arebroadcast."
not specifically
provided for
and there have been several cases
where the commission held that the
rules do not require the logging of each
individual commercial on participating
commercial programs, WBC stated.
The rules also provide for a log entry
briefly describing each program broadcast and further provides that if a
speech is made by a candidate, the
name and political affiliation shall be
entered. However, Westinghouse pointed out that if a speech is one minute
or less in duration it is the practice of
the industry to treat it as an "announcement for descriptive, rate card and logging purposes."
FCC rejects

NBC

request in rep case
The FCC has slammed the door on
NBC's request for a two year transition
period after judicial review for divestment by affiliated stations of network
sales respresentation.
The commission remained firm on
giving the network two years to divest
regardless of judicial review. NBC has
argued that its affiliates need two years
after judicial review since changing representatives ias long and costly process
and that most of its affiliates would stay
with the network until the case is finally
resolved if the rule was changed. Under present rules, NBC has until Dec.
31, 1961 to make divestment.
NBC and four affiliates, KOA-TV
Denver, KSD-TV St. Louis; WAVETV Louisville; and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, are appealing the case to the
courts (Broadcasting, June 20).

■ Government
briefs
Lack of ID ■ KBUH Brigham City
Utah, was reminded by the FCC last
week of the provisions of Sec. 317 as
the result of broadcasting programs in
behalf of the Thiokol Chemical Corp.
during periods preceding National
Labor Relations Board elections.
Band splitting ■ A plan to make 16
more frequencies available to the local
government radio service has been
advanced by the FCC. In a notice of
proposed rulemaking, the commission
proposed splitting of the 150.8-152 mc
band in the public safety radio services
and making the resultant 16 frequencies, between 150.999-151.475 mc
available to local government radio
service. Since the commission does not
propose to eliminate or amend present
conditions normally attached to such
frequency usage, it specifically seeks
comments on the issue. Deadline for
comments is Sept. 15.
y
Grants
WWLP
granted
station
WNHC
change

protest ■ A protest lodged by|
(TV) Springfield, Mass., was!!
by the FCC last week. The
protested an application by
(TV) New Haven, Conn., to
its transmitter location and increase antenna height.
In granting
WWLP's protest, the commission denied the WNHC application with Commissioners T.A.M. Craven and John
S. Cross dissenting. In a related action,
the commission
dismissed
pe-i
tition
to withhold
action WWLP's
and deniedf
requests by WNHC to take official?
notice of certain applications filed by
WWLP.

[

Baseball wrangle ■ The FCC has;
thrown a dispute between two Lexing-c'
ton, Ky., tv stations over the airing of
CBS' Game of the Week right back at.:
the Protestants. WHAS-TV and WKYTTV became embroiled over the refusal*
of WHAS-TV to grant WKYT-TV per-j
mission to rebroadcast the Game by.
means of off-the-air pickup of the
WHAS-TV
signal.
petitioned the FCC
for a'WK'TT-TV
cease and desist
order. The commission said that a hearing is required and that the two stations
have 15 days to "reconcile their differences and respond."
i
No move ■ A request by WHYZ-TV
Duluth, Minn., to move its studio and
transmitter location was refused by the
FCC. The ch. 10 facility had asked
that the grant be made without hearing and further asked for change in its
antenna system and height. The station's petition continues in hearing.
Back in court ■ Philco Corp. has once
again gone to the U.S. Court of Appeals over an FCC dismissal of its protest against the license renewal of
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NBC's WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia.
The FCC earlier in July refused to
hold an evidentiary hearing on its 1957
license renewals of the NBC stations
and dismissed a protest filed by Philco
( Broadcasting, July 11). The court of
appeals in 1958 upheld the Philco protest and remanded the case to the FCC.
Philco again told the court that the
FCC grant causes "undue concentration" of control in mass communications by NBC.
Proposed change ■ A proposal to
change its rules to specify a single level
for allowable noise and hum in am
transmitters has been advanced by the
FCC. The change would specify that
noise be at least 45 decibels below
100% modulation. Such a move, the
commission stated, would minimize the
need for complex measuring equipment and permit more uniformity in
making measurements to determine
rule compliance. Comments on its proposal are invited and an Aug. 22 deadline has been set for such comments.

Argues back ■ KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa, last week answered FCC objections to its application for license renewal. The commission contended that
the May Broadcasting Co., licensee of
KMA, was in violation of mileage
separation rules for multiple station
owners since it also owns 48.86% of
KFAB Omaha, Neb. KMA, in argument before the commission, stated it
does not serve Omaha in any way.
The station admitted to a certain
amount of overlap, but states that in
terms of "listening audience" such
overlap is negligible. It further stated
that minority interest was not sufficient
to violate the mileage separation rules
and that there was no "undue concentration" involved. May Broadcasting
is also licensee of KMTV (TV) Omaha.
Common antenna site ■ The FCC has
granted three Sacramento - Stockton,
Calif., tv stations a common antenna
site about 22 miles south of Sacramento and 20 miles north of Stockton.
The three, KCRA-TV (ch. 3); KXTV

(TV) (ch. 10); both Sacramento; and
KOVR(TV) (ch. 13), Stockton. The
grants are condition to KOVR dismantling its old tower and KCRA-TV reducing its old tower to a height not to
exceed 200 ft. FCC also said that the
three grants are without prejudice to
any action it may take in the pending
inquiry on compliance with Sec. 317.
Authority lacking ■ The FCC does not
have the authority to grant an additional
two-years' grace for tv stations to continue to be represented by NBC Spot
Sales, station representative Edward
Retry & Co. said. NBC and four
of the stations it represents had
asked the commission to stay the divestment order, issued last fall, until Dec.
31, 1963. The stations represented by
NBC now have until Dec. 31, 1961, to
find new reps. In comments filed on the
stay request, Retry said the question
should have been raised in petitions for
reconsideration — which were denied
April 19 — and now can be taken up
only in new rulemaking.

INTERNATIONAL
ONTARIO

LIQUOR

Prohibition ends on
Radio and television stations are
first of all advertising media to carry
legalized liquor advertising in Ontario.
The new Ontario Liquor Control Board
code of ethics goes into effect for radio
and television today (Aug. 1), for
newspapers on Sept. 1, and for magazines and transportation media on
Nov. 1.
The new code is to control an estimated $40 million in advertising placed
by Ontario breweries, distilleries and
wineries. Much of this was placed on
United States radio and television stations close to the international border,
especially in Buffalo, N.Y., and Detroit,
Mich. There is expected to be a decline
in such advertising with Ontario beverage interests now being able to place
advertising on Ontario stations. Some
U.S. advertising is expected to be continued, but changed to meet restrictions
of the Ontario Liquor Control Board
code. Beverage companies have been
warned that advertising outside Ontario
which violates the Ontario code, may
result in the companies being blacklisted with the Ontario Liquor Control
Board, the only buying agency in the
province.
All advertising continuity for the
time being must be approved by the
Ontario Liquor Control Board, and for
radio and television is to be confined to
an announcement before and after a
program naming the sponsor. Programs
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ADS

STARTED

radio-tv in province
must be of at least 10 minutes duration.
No devices may be used to advertise
the product directly or indirectly.
Changes may be made for television
advertising later when the Canadian
Board of Broadcast Governors sets
regulations for such advertising on television.
West

Germany

to have

'semi-commercial' tv
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer last
week personally solved the long-time
debate about a second television service for West Germany. In a move that
drew quick criticism from labor leaders, churchmen. Social Democrats and
state governments, the chancellor established German Television Ltd., a semicommercial operation. Capital stock for
the new outlet will be divided between
the federal government and West Ger11 statenewgovernments
121 1 ratio.many'sThe
tv service isonto a start
Jan. 1, 1961.
Objection of the state governments
to Chancellor Adenauer's action of last
week apparently stems from their concern over their constitutionally-guaranteed sovereignty in cultural affairs. Several religious denominations have expressed fears that commercial tv would
lower the moral climate of the country.
The present five-year old tv service
in West Germany programs just six

hours daily with production on a coby the country's seven
state-ownedoperativetvbasisauthorities.
Plans for German Television Ltd.
will allow advertisers to purchase up
to 10% of the company's air time but
have no voice in programming. Spot
public service programs and one daily
news show will be provided by the
company. Private production firms will
sell packages to fill the rest of the transmission time.
■

Abroad

in brief

Study group ■ Special committee to
consider all aspects of future radio-tv
in Britain has been set up by the Postmaster General. Sir Harry Pilkington,
industrialist, heads the group which will
consider which services should be provided by the tax-supported British
Broadcasting Corp. and which services
should be rendered by the Independent
Television Authority (commercial).
Among other subjects on the committee agenda: subscription television,
closed circuit tv and the control of a
third television service in Britain.
Legitimate
monopoly
Italy's
constitutional court
has ruled ■that
the present
government monopoly in radio-tv is
legitimate and simultaneously rejected
attempts of two private financial groups
in Rome and Milan to set up "free" tv
outlets.
UAR tv ■ United Arab Republic on
July 21 commenced its first television
service from Cairo. Inaugural show included an address by President Nasser.
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FATES
Broadcast

Melvin Birnbaum, assistant to president of American Home Products,
N.Y., promoted to vp of merchandising. Jack Bishop, former brand manager of Aerowax and Sani-Flush, named
vp in charge of new product development, Boyle-Midway Div.
C. W. Russell, formerly vp at Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed,
Chicago, appointed vp and account
supervisor at The Buchen Co., that
city. Alin Blatchley, formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, to Buchen as creative supervisor.
Robert E. Riordan
appointed vp and director of marketing
and research for D.
P. Brother & Co., Detroit. Before joining
Brother last month,
Mr. Riordan was research director at
Mr. Riordan
Young & Rubicam,
N.Y. He succeeds John J. Remillet
Jr., who has ben named to agency's
service management staff.
Helen Gordon, manager of New
York office of Liller, Neal, Battle &
Lindsey for past four years, appointed
creative director of Atlanta home office. She has been with LNB&L for 10
years.

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's

the

greatest

marliet!

.More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater tos Angeles!
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FORTUNES
David A. Glitter joins Kae Algyer/
Adv., L.A., as agency principal and
account executive. Previously he was
radio-tv representative and assistant
advertising manager of Automobile
Club of Southern California and adWestways. vertising manager of its publication

Advertising

John V. McAdams, vp and member of board of Albert Frank-Guenther
Law, N.Y., elected president. Howard C. Allen, vp, named vice chairman of board. Mr. McAdams, who
joined agency in 1943, was elected vp
in 1949 and director in 1958. He
previously was with Newell-Emmett
Agency, 1942-43. Mr. Allen joined
old Rudolph Guenther-Russell Law in
1920, was made vp in 1931, then vp
and director of merged agency in 1932.

radio

&

Mr. Albright

Mr. Hayes
Rodney Albright,
James Hayes and
Frank Reed in tvradio department of
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y.,

elected vps. Mr. Albright, who has been
with agency for four
Mr. Reed
years, was previously
with Blow Co. as producer, and Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, in charge
of tv production. Mr. Hayes was NBC
radio director before joining SSC&B in
1951. Mr. Reed joined agency seven
years ago after a 19-year association with
NBC as director of radio-tv sales service
department and director of station
clearance.
Arthur D. Stamler, president and
board chairman of Stamler, Brooks &
Soghigian, Washington advertising
agency, resigns. He will continue as
consultant to firm. Before founding
SB&S and Promotion Assoc., he had
been general manager of WGUY Bangor, Me., and assistant manager of
WHIL Medford, Mass., and WFAX
Falls Church, Va.
John R. Jones, former radio-tv
producer, appointed assistant production manager, radio-television, at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A.
Harold Cramer, formerly special accounts representative for General
Foods, joins agency as merchandising
executive, assigned to Carnation Evaporated Milk and Friskies dog food accounts.

Theodore Skoglund named director of advertising and sales promotion
of newly-formed Carrier Air Conditioning Co., Syracuse, N.Y., division
of Carrier Corp. He was previously
manager of marketing services and
product promotion for Unitary Equipment Div., one of two divisions merged
to form new company.
Bates Hall, formerly with The Nestle Co., N.Y., joins Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, that city, as account
executive on Noxzema Chemical Co.
W. Charles Thor Jr., formerly with
Chicago sales office of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., Chicago, appointed
supervisor of advertising material at
Quaker Oats Co., that city.
David B. Smart, formerly account
supervisor at Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt &Reed, and Philip P. Young Jr.,
copy department, appointed account
executives at Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago.
Frank L. Woodruff,
program production
supervisor, Lennen &
Newell, Beverly Hills,
Calif., named vp in
charge of all program
production. West
Coast. Mr. Woodruff,
who has been with
Mr. Woodruff L&N since 1952, was
previously tv film director, with Young
& Rubicam, tv director for CBS, motion picture director with RKO, Columbia and Universal, and radio program
supervisor, J. Walter Thompson.
Clark E. Maddock, formerly associate art director, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, that
city, as art supervisor.

D/AL // 10 50,000 WATTS
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DONALD COOKE INC.

Media

Harold Sundberg appointed general
manager of WMBD-AM-FM-TV Peoria, 111. He previously was radio manager, joining station in 1959. William
Brov\^n will serve as assistant to Mr.
Sundberg in management of WMBD.
Joe Rex, newsman for WMBD-AMFM-TV, appointed acting news director.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

John Fulton elected
president of WEAS
Inc. (operator of
WGUN Decatur. Ga.)
and partner in E.D.
Rivers Enterprises. In
addition to personal
supervision of WEAS
Inc., Mr. Fulton asFulton
sumes administrative
supervision of KWAM Memphis, WJIV
Savannah, Ga., and WSWN Belle Glade,
Fla.; two sales organizations. Stars Inc.
and Stars National, and subsidiary corporations dealing in diversified activities
related to radio. Mr. Fulton was general manager of WGST-AM-FM Atlanta for 10 years, having started at
that station as announcer. He served
also as general manager of WQXI Atlanta.

Jack Keating, president of KDAY
Santa Monica (Los Angeles), has taken
over active management of station, replacing Irving Phillips. Mel Leeds,
with KDAY since February and formerly program director of WINS New
York, will assist him in managing
KDAY. Other personnel changes include promotion of George Gilbreth
from salesman to sales manager; Lee
Willis, formerly with KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles, appointed account executive,
and Bob Hamilton, formerly station
manager of WMAK Nashville, to sales
promotion manager.
J.D. Hill, president of Music Broadcasting Corp., operator of KSSS Colorado Springs, assumes active management of station. Sterling M. Campbell,
program director, appointed assistant
station manager. Charles A. Bennett,
formerly with WEZE Boston and KXXI
Denver, succeeds Mr. Campbell.
John H. Pace, general manager of
KABC Los Angeles
for past two years,
appointed general
manager of KDEO
San Diego. FCC recently approved
KDEO's sale to TuUis
Mr. Pace
& Hearne Broadcasting Co. (At Deadline, July 1 1 ) and
reorganization of station staff has been
announced. Joe Cahill named sales
manager. Don McKinnen from KABC;
Don Bowman from KELP El Paso,
Tex., and Dale Ware of KFXM San
Bernardino, Calif., join KDEO as disc
jockeys. Gary Goodwin named news
chief and Mel Hall remains as production head. Roy Cordell appointed director of operations for KDEO as well
as for KFXM and KAFY Bakersfield,
Calif., two other Tullis & Hearne properties.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Lee Nichols appointed station manager of KOOO Omaha. He will also
handle two programs. He was previously air personality with KWBB Wichita,
Kan., for eight years and commercial
manager of KLVT Levelland, Tex.
Frank Telford, executive producer
of Outlaws, NBC-TV hour-long series
to begin this fall, appointed director,
program development. West Coast, for
NBC Television Network. He joined
NBC in May 1959, was previously
producer, director and writer on various programs.

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

TOWERS

Richard E. Reed, sales account executive with WLWC (TV) Colum.bus,
Ohio, since February 1956, promoted
to sales manager.
R. Bruce Copeland, sales promotion, merchandising and research director of WIS-TV Columbus, S.C., for
past two years, named administrative
assistant to managing director. Kenneth James Yager succeeds him.
Ralph C. Wasdon appointed director of operations for WSEB Sebring,
Fla. Tom Moore named station manager and Marvin Wall program director.
Phil J. Martinez, account executive
with KHIP (FM) San Francisco, appointed commercial manager of KBCO
(FM) that city.

Joseph O. Perino
President
CHANNEL
7

KCMT
ALEXANDRIA, MINNESOTA

Julian Portman, formerly head of
his own public relations counselling
firm in Chicago, named manager of
new office in that city of Charles
Bernard Co., station rep. It is located
at 6533 N. Sheridan Road.
Bill Walker promoted to national
sales manager of WFGA-TV Jacksonville. Fla. He has been with station
since 1957 and served as promotion
manager, regional sales manager and
assistant national sales manager.
Sidney Arthur, formerly
Des Moines, WMCT (TV)
and WGAN-TV Portland,
pointed commercial manager
(FM) Chicago.

with KSO
Memphis
Me., apof WXFM

Steven Siporin, assistant supervisor
of traffic operations for WABC-TV
New York, appointed director of operations.
Felix Adams, vp of Radio Recorders and previously commercial manager
of KLAC Los Angeles, joins KGMS
Sacramento, Calif., as assistant general
manager and national sales manager.
Paul Miller, program director of
WCKY Cincinnati, named administrative assistant in charge of all programming operations. Harold Parry, local
sales manager, to administrative assistant in charge of Cincinnati sales

Glenn W. Flinf
General Manager
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.
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and liaison with WCKY national rep,
AM Radio Sales. Mary Jane Schlosser, sales secretary, named executive
secretary and office manager. Appointments were announced by Mrs. Jeanette Heinze, new general manager of
WCKY. in shift following FCC grant
of ch. 10 Miami to L.B. Wilson Inc..
operator of WCKY
liners, July 25).

(see Week's Head-

Joseph A. Parry, account executive
with WNCN (FM) New York, named
sales manager.
Anthony Bushell, director and producer, joins ABC-TV, as director of
Winston Churchill episodes to be filmed
in England.
James E. Henneberry appointed director of advertising, sales promotion
and public relations for WICS (TV)
Springfield and its satellite WCHU
(TV) Champaign, both Illinois. He
previously served in similar capacity
with KWK-TV, KMOX-TV and KPLRTV, all St. Louis.
David L. Smith, production manager of WISH-TV Indianapolis, appointed to additional post of program
manager. He joined station in 1955.
Jack Linn, previously account executive with Howson Adv., Cleveland,
appointed national sales coordinator
for KYW-TV, that city. Jack N. Bennett, formerly with WCAR Detroit, to
KYW-AM-TV as news editor.
Paul Turner named assistant program manager of WPIX (TV) San
Francisco, succeeding Bob Novak,
who is now program manager of
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh. Mr. Turner was
previously with WPIC-AM-FM Sharon,
Pa.; WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, and
WKBN - AM - FM - TV Youngstown,
Ohio.
Benjamin Okulski, director of operations of WABC-TV New York, assigned to sales department as account
executive in charge of political unit
and special projects.
Gene Werman, account executive
with WCAE Pittsburgh, promoted to
sales promotion and merchandising
manager.
Gabriel Heatter,
radio news commentator for more than 25
years, made his tv
debut July 18 on
WPST - TV Miami.
Mr. Heatter will do
nightly news program
at 6 p.m. Until reMr. Heather
cently, exclusive contract with Mutual Broadcasting System
prevented his signing for tv program.
94 (FATES AND FORTUNES)

Getting together ■ The merger of
two Detroit advertising agencies,
Ross Roy Inc. and Brooke. Smith,
French & Dorrance Inc. becomes effective today (August 1). A joint
announcement by the two agencies
predicted an annual billing of about
$25 million for the new firm (Broadcasting, July 25). Officers of the
Dick Richmond, formerly news director of WAVY-AM-TV PortsmouthNorfolk-Newport News, Va., named
director of news and public affairs for
WMAL-AM-TV Washington, D.C.

new firm, to be known as Ross RoyBSF&D Inc., are shown after completion of negotiations. L to r Ross
Roy, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer; Walter C.
Ayers, president; John S. Pingel,
executive vice president and T.G.
McCormick,
executive vice president-administration.
William R. Dothard, previously with
WFIL Philadelphia and WFBR Baltimore, named national sales manager of
WBCB Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa.
Leonard S. (San-

J. Howard Williams appointed news
director of WOHO Toledo, Ohio.

tordy)of Davey
sales Jr.,
developdirecment for WDBO-TV
Orlando, Fla., for past

Bruce L. Still, production director of
WIRL Peoria. 111., to KQV Pittsburgh
in similar capacity.

year, named sales director. He was previously sales service
manager
WNTATV New ofYork
and

Walter J. Sachs, formerly with ZivTV and WLWA (TV) Atlanta, to program sales staff of KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles as eastern sales representative
for syndicated programs. He will headquarter in Adanta.

prior to that, timebuyer for Compton
Adv., N.Y.

Jack James, formerly assistant station manager of KVFC Cortez, Colo.,
to promotion department of WTAQ
LaGrange, 111. Jay DeBroux, formerly
disc jockey at KFWB Los Angeles, to
WTAQ in similar capacity.

Lawrence B. Hilford, assistant to
Screen Gems' vp in charge of sales for
past year, named assistant to Lloyd
Burns, vp in charge of SG international

Mr. Davey

Programming

Clifford Ford, salesman with WQXR
New York, joins WNBC, that city, in
similar capacity.

operations.
Abe Levitow appointed associate
producer and supervising director for
UPA Pictures Inc., Burbank, Calif.

Len Tronick, formerly of media department of Donahue & Coe, N.Y, to
Venard. Rintoul & McConnell (station
rep), that city, as account executive.

His direction credits include "Bugs
Bunny" shorts for Warner Bros.; commercials, features and industrial films
for John Sutherland Studios, and animation direction of UPA's "1001

Milton E. Magruder, longtime member of UPI's Washington bureau, named
assistant public relations manager for
NAB. His former positions were inadvertently confused with those of
Larry Sims, whom he succeeds, in
Broadcasting, July 25.

Arabian Nights."
Art Lieberman,
producer
commercials and industrial
films ofattvMGM
and Warner Bros., has opened offices
at 95] N. La Cienega Blvd., L.A. 46,
as production service for advertising
agencies and producers who do not
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

have representation in Hollywood. Telephone isOlympia 2-2110.
Robert Fellows, motion picture producer, joins Alan Ladd's Jaguar Productions as executive producer, responsible for developing new theatrical
motion picture and tv properties for
independent company.
Sid Weiner, syndication traffic manager of Screen Gems, N.Y., appointed
administrative assistant to Stanley Dudelson, syndication sales manager. He
will be responsible for coordination of
syndication sales with service departments. James Bogans, formerly assistant to Mr. Weiner, succeeds him.
William A. Cornish, formerly with
Official Films, N.Y., as salesman, joins
Sarra Inc., that city, as account executive-producer intv film commercial department.
Don Redell, eastern manager, equipment division, TelePrompTer Corp.,
N.Y., named director of sales, programs, productions division.
Harry Stern appointed general manager in charge of sales and merchandising for Maurice H. Zouary Productions,
N.Y.
James H. Weathers, general manager of World Broadcasting System,
program production and syndication
firm, resigns effective Aug. 15. Before
becoming World's general manager two
Edward Small,
head of Hollywood
production company bearing his
name, has announced the formation of Television Artists &
Producers Corp.,
Mr. Small
with headquarters
at Samuel Goldwyn
Studios. Mr. Small,
president of the
new company, announced that
Bruce Eells, executive vice president
of United Artists
Television Inc., has
resigned that post Mr. Eells
to join TAPC in a similar capacity. Mr. Small said the new organization will "embrace all
phases of production, packaging
and financing of filmed video
shows" on a worldwide basis. Mr.
Eells was formerly associated with
Mr. Small in the latter's Television
Programs of America Inc., formed
in 1953 and sold in 1958, which
developed for networks and syndication 14 series including Lassie
and Fury.

years ago he was firm's national sales
manager, western division manager and
southeast representative.
Jack McGeehan, unit manager of
CBS-TV's Phil Silvers Show, joins staff
of Ed Sullivan Show, as associate producer.
Government
Philip S. Cross, FCC attorney (Broadcast Bureau), named legal assistant
to Commissioner Robert T. Bartley.
Mr. Cross joined commission in 1952
after 12 years as radio-tv announcer,
news editor and sports director.
Joseph H. Hallock, engineer in
charge of FCC's Portland, Ore., district
office since January 1953, retires after
more than 40 years of federal service.
He started with Radio Service of Dept.
of Commerce in 1917 and has been
with FCC since its inception.
Allied

the NEW
WCOL
ACTION: Client purchases spot

THE NEW

Fields

William C. Rubinstein, administrative assistant to president of International Telemeter Co., appointed vp.
Company is pay-tv division of Paramount Pictures Corp.
International

Mr. Klein

on

Irwin Klein, head.
Far East and Australia offices of Music
Corp. of America, to
ABC International
Div. as program manager. Mr. Klein was
previously
cost control administrator
^.^^^
^^^^ ^^55

package . . . WCOL prepares "fluff
proof" message
taped commercials
.
sales
is single spotted,
delivered during "selective , pro
ments fromrated
9 a.m.
gramming",
FIRSTto inmidnight
6O' seg(Pulse, Hooper, Nielsen)
REACTION: People listen . . . peO'
pie hear . . . people buy!
MORAL: Get greater sales action
through listener reaction, on the
NEW WCOL!
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1230 AM 24-hours-a-day-broadcasting
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IDL
makes

to 1958.
Ted Delaney, formerly of CKBB
and CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont., and
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., named retail sales manager of CFTO-TV
Toronto. Fred Ellis, of Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto, to national
sales representative of CFTO-TV, along
with Neil McDonald, formerly of Leo
Burnett of Canada Ltd., Toronto, and
Bernie LeMaitre, sportscaster of Buffalo, N.Y.
GeofF Lewis, local sales manager of
CKOC Hamilton, Ont., promoted to
general sales manager.
Peter Kosick named vp and general
sales manager and Horst Koehler production and programming vp of CKLG
North Vancooiver, B.C.

biggest
audience

gains
CITY

RE

LAT
EST

Roy M. Maione elected vp of CJME
Regina, Sask.
Jacques Arial, formerly of CJLR
Quebec, Que., to manager of new Quebec office of Schneider Cardon Ltd.,
Montreal advertising agency.

Irv. Schwartz

cr^^')

Nof'l Young
Rep.
Adam
LSE

V.P. & Gen'l Mgr.
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FANFARE
CBS Radio's puzzles
What's in a name? The question
forms the basis for a booklet of puzzles
designed to illustrate the lineup of CBS
Radio's personalities and programs.
The series of 26 puzzles is called "a
game of fun and profit for advertisers."
Each puzzle consists of a "formula" of
letters and various objects, plus blank
spaces to fill in the correct answer. A
brief description of the person or program is included as well as an identifying picture. CBS Radio admits the
test is easy, "but in any case, everyone
wins, that
because
didn't
know
some ifof you
the stars
werealready
here,
think of the educational value (and
along the way, you may find just the
solution to a media-buying problem,
neatly turning education to profit)."
The mail must go through
A new tv series, Pony Express, seen
on WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C., got
a boost from its sponsor and from the
U.S. Post Office last month.
On July 19, the Post Office issued
a Pony Express commemorative U.S.
postage stamp in Sacramento, Calif.
The stamp was issued in connection
with the 1960 centennial celebration
of the historic postal service.
Sponsors of WBTW's series, a cooperative of area electric companies,
issued a mailing with a "first day"

cancellation as an invitation to watch
the series. A card enclosed in the
cancelled envelope stated that the
stamp and envelope were due to beintact. come collector's items if they remained

24

Cartoon contest
With the start of Q. T. Hush, Private
Eye, five-minute cartoon series, on
KHJ-TV Los Angeles as a part of Engineer Bill's Cartoon Express program
(Mon.-Fri., 6:30-7 p.m.), M&A Alexander Productions, distributor of the
series, also started a contest for young
viewers. They are asked to write their

a day

Cleveland residents can now
get a one-minute capsule of the
news over the telephone (thanks
to WERE, that city), and Philadelphians can now get daily dinner menu suggestions the same
way (thanks to WCAU there).
WERE's "Dial-A-News" service operates 24 hours daily, with
station newsmen recording new
summaries as major stories break.
WCAU's '-Dinner Bell" features John Trent of the Housewives Protective League. His
menus include plugs for WCAU
food advertisers.

'Little League' golf
A "litde league of golf," sponsored
by WIP Philadelphia, got underway
last week at two Philadelphia-area
country clubs. A total of 80 youngsters in two divisions competed in the
semi-finals, and the two low scorers
in each division will compete later this
month for trophies and prizes.
This is the first time that WIP has
sponsored the tourney. The Metropolitan Broadcasting Company's station
hopes to make the Junior Golf Tournament an annual affair.
The tourney is administered by a
committee consisting of Jim Leaming,
WIP sports director. Gene Milner,
WIP air personality, and Jonny Yocum,
Galen Hall Golf Course pro.

hours

names and addresses on post cards and
send them to the station. Five cards
are drawn from the bunch each night
and dolls, games or toys are awarded
the lucky youngsters. These cards are
then put in a separate group from
which the grand prizes, a boy's bicycle
and a girl's bike, will be awarded at
the end of the four-week period. Program and contest began July 18. At
the end of a week more than 9,000
cards had been received. If the promotion proves successful at KHJ-TV,
it may be extended to other markets.
WPOP'S

big picnic

A fireworks display of WPOP Hartcall letters
tic ford's
flourish
the signaled
end of with
the dramaWPOP
family outing and picnic on July 7 at
Riverside Park, an amusement grounds
some 15 miles from Hartford. More
than 30,000 listeners attended the outing, after writing to the station for
free admission tickets. Each person
received a free hot dog and a bottle of
soda, all rides at the park were halfprice and bus transportation was provided for those without cars. WPOP
personalities and recording stars offered
entertainment throughout the day. The
station also gave away radios, bicycles
and one automobile.
■
td~
Looney IDs ■ Memphis area viewers
thought WMCT (TV) artists had
gone on strike when they saw some
very odd station IDs, such as the one
above. The artwork was based on
samples from the talents of more
than 10,000 fans of the station's

Looney Zoo program, which has
been running a "Kiddies ID Drawing Contest."
The IIa -year-old
artist
of the
above added
bit of mystery
to his effort with his spelling of
Concentration, which is a regularly
scheduled daytime NBC show.

Drumbeats

Center ring ■ WCBS New York sent
seven of its personalities to share ringmaster duties last week at a shoppingcenter circus. The Valley Fair Department Store in Hillsdale, N.J.. staged
the event, featuring clowns, animals and
aerialists to promote its annual summer
festival sale. Alternating ringmasters
from WCBS were Jack Sterling, Lanny
Ross, Allen Gray, Dick Noel, Lee Jordan, Stan Freeman and Ed Joyce.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

FOR
Station

THE

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 21 through July 27. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Powell, equal partners, own KVON Napa,
Abbreviations:
Calif. Ann. July 21.
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
APPLICATIONS
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
Ariz. — Maryvale Bcstg. Co., 1090
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- kc,Tucson,
kw unl. P.O. address 2600 West Glenquency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis.— daie .5 Ave.,
Phoeniz, Ariz. Estimated convisual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megastruction cost $49,488, first year operating
cost $50,500, revenue $63,000. Applicant is
cycles. D— day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. John P. Long, applicant for am in Phoenix,
21.
Ariz., and real estate developer. Ann. July
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
Burlington, Iowa — Des Moines County
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc, .5 kw D. P.O. address
special temporary authorization. SH- — speci- 210
Washington
St., cost
Beardstown,
111. Estified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
mated construction
$39,398, first
year
operatingcipalscost
$60,000,
revenue
$70,000.
include Robert W. Sudbrink, Prin75%,
New Tv Stations
and Margareta S. Sudbrink, 25%, owners of
WRMS Beardstown, 111. Ann. July 13.
APPLICATIONS
Hartford, Ky.— Hayward F. Spinks, 1600
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Coconino Telecasters Inc., kc, .5 kw D. P.O. address 302 Mulberry Ct.,
vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 25.38 kw vis.. Hartford, Ky. Estimated construction cost
12.69 kw aur.; ant. height above average
$18,725. first year operating cost $35,000,
revenueJuly$38,000.
terrain mated
2,249construction
ft., above
ft. Esti21. Applicant owns pharmacy.
cost ground
$100,990,200first
year Ann.
operating cost $150,757 revenue $186,004. P.O.
Ann
Arbor,
Mich. — Voice of Ann Arbor,
address Drawer 722, Flagstaff, Ariz. Studio
540 kc, .25 kw unl. P.O. address 2285 W.
Stadium Blvd., Ann Arbor, Mich. Estimated
locationstaff, 401
W.
Santa
Fe
Ave.,
Rt.
66,
FlagAriz. Trans, location atop Mt. Elden
construction cost $7,100, first year operating
near fire lookout tower. Flagstaff, Ariz. Geocost $26,500,
revenue
$47,200.Jr.Principals
include Theodore
W. Gibson
and Michael
graphic coordinates 35° 14' 27" N. Lat.. Rice, equal
partners. Mr. Gibson is weather
111° 35' 48" W. Long. Trans. Gates BT-5CH,
forecaster. Mr. Rice is in record sales. Ann.
ant. Jampro JA-TV-6H. Legal counsel
July 26.
James E.
Washington,
ConsultingGreeley,
engineer Silliman,
Moffet D.C.
& Rohrer,
San Sebastian, P.R. — Pepino Bcstrs. Inc.,
Washington, D.C. Principals include I.W. 1460 kc, .5 kw unl. P.O. address P.O. Box
Burnham II, 51%, Allan J. Newmark and
127, San Sebastian, P.R. Estimated construction cost $12,174, first year operating cost
Saul and
Newmark,
24.5% each.
Burnham
Allan Newmark
are Messrs.
in investment
$13,300,
revenue $30,000 Principals include
banking. Mr. Saul Newmark is retired. Ann.
Julio Enrique Almeyda and Felix Bonnet
July 27.
Velez, 25% each, Carlos Fco. de Cardona
Anderson, 32%, and Hector Reichard, 18%.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Nueces Telecasting
Velez has interest in WNIK Arecibo,
Co., vhf ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 100 kw vis., Mr.
P.R.
Mr. Richard is owner of WABA and
100 kwrain 660aur.;
ant.
height
above
average
terstockholder in WOLE-TV, both Aguadilla,
ft., above ground 697 ft. Estimated
P.R.
Mr.
Almeyda is in transportation. Mr.
construction cost $632,983, first year operatis mechanical engineer. Ann.
ing cost $804,000 revenue $900,000. P.O. ad- Anderson
July
21.
dress 1200 Vaughn Bldg., Dallas 1, Tex. StuSpartansburg, S.C. — Lee-Blake Bcstg. Co.,
dio location 1201 Murrett St., Corpus Christi,
1520 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Vc James W.
Tex. Trans, location intersection of County
Harman Jr., Tazewell, Va. Estimated conroads 17 & 63, Nueces County, Tex. Geostruction cost $11,910. first year operating
graphic coordinates 27° 38' 19" N. Lat., 97° cost $44,000,
revenue
$52,000.
Principals
in36'
7"
W.
Long.
Trans.
RCA
TT25BL,
ant.
clude
J.H.
and John
Blake,
49% each,
TF5CL. Legal counsel Haley, WoUenberg & and James Lee
W.
Harman
Jr.,
2%.
Mr.
Lee
Bader, Washington, D.C. Consulting engi- manager of WRIC Richlands, Va. Mr. Blakeis
neer Edward P. Talbot, El Paso, Tex. Principals include Jack C. Vaughn, Grady H. recently sold 50% interest in KMIN Grants,
Vaughn Jr., Cecil L. Trigg, and Jack Ryan, N.M. Mr. Harman is attorney. Ann. July 18.
25% each. Messrs. Vaughn and Trigg have
interests in KVII-TV Amarillo, KROD-AMExisting Am Stations
TV El Paso, KOSA-TV Odessa, all Texas,
and KRNO San Bernardino, Calif. Mr. Ryan
ACTION BY FCC
is in real estate. Ann. July 27.
WHCUquest forIthaca,
By letter,
denied
reCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
waiver N.Y.—
of sec.
1.351 and
placed
application
for
increased
power
from
1
WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.— Herald
kw to leans,
5 kw
kc, D, file
LS-WWL
New OrPublishing Co. Changed from WJDM (TV).
La.) in(870
pending
until conclusion
Bowling from
Green,WITB
Ky.— (TV).
George
of clear channel proceeding. Ann. July 21.
A.WLTV
Brown (TV)
Jr. Changed
*KCSD-TV
Kansas
City,
Mo.—
School
District of Kansas City, Mo.
WBNB (TV) Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
V.I. — Island Teleradio Service Inc.
Tv Translator Stations
Dubuque Area Translator, Dubuque, Iowa
— Granted
new tv programs
translator station application
on ch. 74 tofortransmit
of WISC-TV (ch. 3), Madison, Wis. Ann.
July 21.
Valley Telecasting Co., Wausau, Wis. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new tv stations to operate on ch.
9. Comr. Lee dissented. By letter, denied request by Wausau Telecasting Co. for waiver
of Sec. 3.610 (mileage separation rule) and
dismissed its similar application for ch. 9
in Wausau, Wis. Ann. July 21.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Ukiah, Calif. — Jack and Alyce Powell,
granted 1250 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 2103
Waverly St.,
construction costNapa,
$15,935,Calif.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $60,000, revenue $70,000. Mr. and Mrs.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

APPLICATION
KEEP Twin Falls, Idaho — Cp to increase
daytime
250 w Ann.
to 1 July
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1450kc).
21. inCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KZON ToUeson, Ariz.— E.O. Smith.
KIOT Barstow, Calif.— Beam Bcstg. Co.
KLIB
Liberal, Kans. — Plains Enterprise
Inc.
KKAA Honolulu, Hawaii — Radio Hawaii
Inc. Changed from KPOA.
KLEI Kailua, Hawaii — Oahu Bcstg. Co.
Changed from KANI.
KSKI Sun Valley, Idaho— Radio Sun Valley Inc.
WSVL Shelbyville, Ind.— Shelby County
Bcstg. Co.
WVOM luka. Miss.— E.G. Holtsford.
WFAG Farmville, N.C.— Farmville Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WBTC.
WREO Ashtabula. Ohio — WICA Inc.
Changed from WICA.
KVLL Livingston, Tex.— Trinity Valley
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KLBS.
KWBC Navasota, Tex.— Whitten Bcstg.
Co. Changed from KBRA.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Santa Barbara, Calif. — Lawrence Shushan
— Designated for hearing application for
new class B fm station to operate on 99.9
mc; ERP 3.5 kw; ant. height 3,182 ft. Ann.
July 21.
Denver, Colo. — Metropolitan Tv Corp.,
Granted 103.5 mc, 49.8 kw. P.O. address
1044 Lincoln St., Denver, Colo. Estimated
construction cost $36,087, first year operating
cost $5,000. Principals include Bob Hope,
42.5%, Hendrie & Bolthoff, 15.5%, and others.
Hendrie & Bolthoff, distributor of mining
machinery, is headed by Herbert G. Andrews, president; has no other radio interests. Ann. July 21.-.
*Wasliington,
D.C. — American U., granted
88.5 mc, 12 kw P.O. address Massachusetts &
Nebraska Aves. N.W. Washington, D.C. Estimated construction cost $19,103, first year
operating cost
commercial, $22,700.
Ann. July 21.Educational, nonMacon, Ga. — Macon Bcstg. Co. Granted
96.9 mc,cipals4.1include
kw,A.L.
ant. Lowe,
height Rogers
415 ft. Place,
PrinMacon, Ga. Ann. July 21.
*Winnetka, 111. — Board of Education of
Township High School District #203, Cook
County, 111., granted
88.1 mc,
w for Ann.
noncommercial, educational
fm 10station.
July 21.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Calojay Enterprises,
Inc. — Designated for hearing application for
new class B fm station to operate on 105.7
mc; ERP 4.641 kw; ant. height 160 ft. Comr.
Lee dissented. Ann. July 21.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Indiana Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 107.9 mc, 41 kw, ant. height 910
ft. Principals include Robert B. McConnell,
1440 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind. Ann.
July 21.
Bethesda, Md. — High Fidelity Bcstrs. Inc.,
granted 102.3 mc, 1 kw P.O. address 4425
Chestnut struction
St.,cost Bethesda,
$3,356, first Md.
year Estimated
operating concost
$11,730, revenue $16,425. Robert Carpenter,
30%. William Tynan, 27%,, and Margaret
Tynan, entist.
3%.Mr. Tynan
Mr. Carpenter
is electronic
is engineer.
Ann. July sci21.
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WHIP THE HAZARD
OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
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2) Good Care
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No.
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2) W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New York. Chicago. San Francisco,
107 William 175 W
100 Bush,
St, Jackson St.

Bayed 102.5
City,
Grantmc,Mich.
43 —kw.Gerity
P.O. Bcstg.
addressCo. Adrian.
Mich. Estimated construction cost $51,417,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue,
$30,000. Applicant is group headed by James
Gerity Jr., licensees of WABJ Adrian and
WNEM Bay City, both Michigan. Ann.
July 21.
*Lubbock.91.9 mc,
Tex.—10 Texas
College.P.
Granted
w. P.O.Tech
address
MerviUe Larson, Speech Dept.. Texas Tech.,
Lubbock. Estimated construction cost $3,000
first year
operatingAnn.costJuly
$500 21.Non-commercial, educational.
Seattle, Wash. — Monte L. (Lester) Strohl.
granted 92.5 mc. 17.6 kw. P.O. address
bl4 F'erncrest Dr. Yakima, Wash. Estimated
construction cost $17,748, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Applicant
formerly had minority interested in Cascaae Bi;stg. Co., licensee of KIMA-AM-TV
Yakima, KEPR-AM-TV Pasco, KBAS-TV
Ephrata, KWIQ Moses Lake, all Washington, and KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho. Ann.
July 21.
APPLICATIONS
*Angwin, Calif. — Pacific Union College
Assn. for Educational Bcstg. 88.1 mc, .01 kw,
P.O. address % Ted W. Benedict, Box 286.
Angwin, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$1,250. first
operating
cost 13.
$500.00. Nonprofit, year
educational.
Ann. July
Gulfport, Fla. — World Christian Radio
Foundation Inc. 101.5 mc. 75.2 kw, P.O. address 584 Crystal Dr., Madeira Beach, Fla.
Estimated construction cost $85,315, first
year oprating cost $30,000, revenue $30,000.
Applicant is non-profit organization. Ann.
July 21.
Fort Pierce, Fla. — South Jersey Bcstg. Co.
98.7 mc. 1 kw, P.O. address 2775 Mt. Ephriam Ave.. Camden 4, N.J. Estimated construction cost $2,500, first year operating
cost $5,000,
revenueFt.$5,000.
licensee
of
WARN
Pierce.Applicant
Applicantis fm
26.
will duplicate am programming. Ann. July
Seymour, Ind. — Dr. Azra C. Baker, 93.7
mc, 5.62 kw, P.O. address P.O. Box 43.
WJCD,tion cost
Seymour.
Estimated
construc$10,405. Ind.
first year
operating
cost
$10,000, revenue $25,000. Applicant is owner
of WJCD
Seymour.
Applicant
fm
will
duplicate am programming. Ann. July 21.
Joplin, Mo. — William B. Neal, 92.7 mc. 3.57
kw. P.O. address 1621 Main St.. Joplin, Mo.
Estimated construction cost $20,913, first
year operating cost $18,000, revenue $22,000.
Applicant is in frozen foods, has application pending for am in Joplin. Ann. July 13.
*Oberlin, Ohio — Oberlin College Student
Network Inc., 88.7 mc, .014 kw. P.O. address
163 West College St.. Oberlin, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $2,630, first year
operating
cost
tional. Ann.
July$2,700.
13. Non-profit, educaBellefonte, Pa. — Bellefonte Bcstg. Co.,
103.5 mc, 4.56 kw. P.O. address 107 N. Alleghenystruction
St., Bellefonte,
Pa. year
Estimated
concost $4,990. first
operating
cost $3,000. revenue $5,200. Applicant is
owner of WBLF Bellefonte. Applicant fm
will duplicate some am programming. Ann.
July 26.
Tyrone, Pa. — Tyrone Bcstg. Co., 94.3 mc,
.675 kw. P.O. address % C.H. Simpson.
WTRN, Tyrone, Pa. Estimated construction
cost $2,540, first year operating cost $780.00.
revenue $1,200. Applicant is owner of WTRN
Tyrone. Applicant fm will duplicate some
am programming. Ann. July 26.
Hou.ston, Tex.— KXYZ Inc., 96.5 mc, 10 kw.
P.O. address 915 N. La Brea Ave.. Holly38, Calif.
operatingwoodcost
$9,320.Estimated
Applicantfirstisyear
owned
by
NAFI ton,Corp.
which
also
owns
KXYZ
HousTex.
Applicant
fm
will
duplicate
am
Ann. July 21.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KAFI (FM) Auburn, Calif.— Donnelly C.
Reeves. Changed from KAHI-FM.
KMAX Bcstg.
(FM) Co.Sierra Madre, Calif. — Sierra
Madre
KHIP
(FM)Changed
San Francisco,
Calif. — ^Franklin Mieuli,
from KPUP.
WGGC (FM) Glasgow, Ky.— Glasgow
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WKAY-FM.
WREO-FM Ashtabula, Ohio— WICA Inc.
Changed from WICA-FM.
KQUE (FM) Houston, Tex.— Veterans
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KNUZ-FM.
Ownership Changes
ACTION BY FCC
WPDQ signJacksonville,
asment of licenses and Fla.
cp —to Granted
WPDQ Inc.;
consideration $507,500. Comr. Hartley dissented. Assignee is owned by Ohio Bcstg.

Co. (WHBC-AM-FM Canton Ohio) which is
subsidiary of Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc.
programming. Ann. July 21.
APPLICATIONS
KAFE (FM) San Francisco, Calif.— Seeks
assignment
of acp corporation.
from Hal Cox to Fine
Music
Bcstrs.,
No financial
consideration involved. Ann. July 21.
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla.— Seeks transfer
of control of WTAL Inc. from Victor C.
Diehm, 45.72%, William M. Deisroth, 2 86%
Deisroth, 20%, and others, to VicHildator C.M.Diehm,
68.57%, and others $55,000.
No other changes in stockholders. Ann.
July 21.
WALB Albany, Ga.— Seeks assignment of
hcense from Radio Albany Inc. to Herald
Publishing
Co. for $85,000. Purchasers are
AUen M. Woodall and James S. Ayers, equal
partners. Mr. Woodall holds interests in
WDAK Columbus, WMOG Brunswick,
WD AX McRae, and WAYX Way cross, all
Georgia. Mr. Ayers has interests in WBAC
Tenn.;
Cleveland,
6. WUSN-TV Charleston,
S.C. Ann. July
WVLD Valdosta, Ga. — Seeks assignment
of license from Norman O. Protsman to Al
H. Evans for $50,000. Mr. Evans was formerly 1/3 owner of WBBN Perry, Ga. Ann.
July 26.
KEST Boise, Idaho — Seeks assignment of
cp from Boise Bcstg. Assoc. to KEST
Bcstg. Assoc. for $7,089. Purchasers are
John Bryan and Reid Dennis, equal partners. Mr. Bryan is in hardware. Mr. Dennis
is in insurance. Ann. July 21.
WOMC Detroit, WHGR Houghton Lake,
and WEXL Royal Oak, all Michigan— Seek
transfer of control of Sparks Bcstg. Co.
from Jacob B. Sparks, 55.4%, Garnet G. and
Gordon A. Sparks, 22.3%. each, to Jacob B.
Sparks, 43.9%. Garnet G. and Gordon A.
Sparks,July
28.05%,
Ann.
21. by transfer of stock as gift.
WJXN Jackson, Miss. — Seeks transfer of
control of Jackson Bcstg. Co. from James
T. Ownby, sole owner, to James T. Ownby
and Elva I. Ownby, equal partners, pursuant to property settlement incorporated
as part of judgment and decree of divorce
of principals. Ann. July 21.
WPFB-AM-FM Middletown, Ohio— Seeks
assignment of license from Paul F. Bradcn
to Radio Station WPFB Inc., a corporation.
No financial consideration Involved. Ann.
July 20.
WPAY-AM-FM Portsmouth, Ohio— Seeks
assignment of license from Paul F. Braden
to Radio Station WPAY Inc., a corporation.
No financial consideration involved. Ann.
July 20.
KQEN Roseburg, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Umpqual Bcstrs. Inc. to KYNG
Radio
Inc., subsidiary merger into parent
21.
corporation.
No change in stockholders, no
financial consideration involved. Ann. July
KBRK Brookings, S.D. — Seeks assignment
of license to Brookings Bcstg. Co., a corpoNo change in
cialration.
consideration.
Ann.ownership;
July 21. no finanKHHH Pampa, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from
licensee
also Garrison-Huntley.
of KBEK Elk City,Enterprises,
Okla., to
H.H.
Huntley.
Mr.
Huntley's
partnership
with Bob D. Garrison will be dissolved with
each partner taking possession of one
owned ation
station.
considerinvolved. NoAnn.other
Julyfinancial
21.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■
By
order,
commission
effective
immediately June
9 initialmade
decision
and
granted application of Concord Kannapolis
Bcstg. Co. for new class B fm station to
operate onneering
97.9condition
mc inwithout
Concord,prejudice
N.C.. engi-to
whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in with
pending
concerning compliance
sec. 317inquiry
of Communications
Act.
Comrs. Lee and Craven voted to grant
withoutsentedlatter
and issuedcondition;
statement.Comr.
Ann. King
July 27.dis■ By order,June
commission
made
effectiveas
immediately
16 initial
decision,
modified
by
commission
to
include
condition petitioned for by Broadcast Bureau,
and granted application of Lake Huron
Bcstg. Corp. for new tv station to operate
on ch. tions
9 in(1) that
Alpena,
Mich., subject
condicommission
may, towithout
further proceedings, substitute for ch. 9
such other channel as may be assigned to
Alpena as result of rulemaking proceedings
pending
and subject shall
to further
condition
that no construction
be commenced
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SUMMARY

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 27
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Not on air
Lie
CPS
135
91
848
47
AM
76
3,447
181
36
709
FM
CP
TV
112
473
61
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING July 27 79
TV
VHF
UHF
453
Commercial
532
12
47
Non-commercial
35
FM
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1960
AM
700
Licensed (all on air)
41
41
CPs on air (new stations)
3,44298
653
171
74
CPs not on air (new stations)
912
40
Total authorized stations
628
39
194
3,581
29
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
65
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
114
74
104
Total applications for new stations
822
46
35
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
656
11
17 '
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
685
56 471
39
Total applications for major changes
0
0
1
Licenses deleted
1
4
0
CPs deleted
' There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
"There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
underder ofpermit
here granted
until furtlier
orcommission
to be issued
subsequent
to conclusion of proceeding and specification
of either ch. 9 or such other channel as
may be substituted for it in latter docket
as channel on which Lake Huron shall operate, and (2) without prejudice to whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in
pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with sec. 317
of Communications
Act. Comr.
Lee voted to grant without conditions;
Comr. Craven dissented to latter condition.
Ann. July 27.
B By order, commission made effective
immediately June 9 initial decision and
granted application of Jacob Wislon Henock
for new class B fm station to operate on
98.7 mc in Detroit. Mich. Comr. Bartley not
participating;
Comr.
and issued statement.
Ann.King
Julydissented
27.
■ By order, commission (1) denied exceptions of KCRA Inc. (KCRA) Sacramento,
Calif.,itial
anddecision
(2) and
made granted
effective application
March 29 in-of
Los Banos, Bcstg. Co. for new am station to
operate on 1330 kc, 500 w, D. in Los Banos,
Calif.; engineering condition. Comr. King
not participating. Ann. July 27.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued applications
initial decision
ing
of looking
Eastern toward
States grantBcstg.
Corp. to change frequency of station WSNJFM Bridgeton, N.J., from 98.9 mc to 107.7
mc and increase ERP from 9 kw to 15.2 kw.
Bulletin Co. for new class B fm station to
operate on 98.9 mc, ERP 4.60 kw and ant.
height 840 ft., in Philadelphia, Pa. conditioned that program tests will not be authorized until
program
on 107.7
mc WSNJ-FM
and license begins
to Bulletin
shall tests
not
be issued until WSNJ-FM is licensed on
107.7 mc; and Pillar of Fire Inc., to increase
radiated power of WAWZ-FM Zarephath,
N.J.. from 4.8 kw to 20 kw, operating on
99.1 mc. Ann. July 27.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission invited comments by Aug.
22 to proposed rulemaking to amend sec.
3.40
level offor broadcast
allowable rules
noise toandspecify
hum insingle
am
trans. It would specify that same be at
least 45 decibels below 100% modulation
for such trans. This proposal would minimize need for complex measuring equipment and permit more uniformity in makBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

ingance.
measurements
Ann. July 21.to determine rule compli■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Radio Station PCBLA for waiver of sec. 1.354(c) to
permit expeditious
its application for mod. ofconsideration
cp of KBLA ofBurbank,
Calif.,
to
change
from
DA-1
to
DA-2,
1500 kc, 10 kw, unl. (Station is licensed on
on
1490 kc, 250 w, unl.)
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Ridge Radio
Corp. for reconsideration and oral argument directed against April 27 action which
( 1 ) denied Ridge request to consolidate its
application for new am station to operate
on 1350 kc, 1 kw, D, in Windber, Pa., in
hearing with other mutually exclusive applications and (2) dismissed Ridge application for untimely filing. Ann. July 21.
B Granted
SCA's fortransmission
following stations
engage
in multiplex
of back-to
ground music and material related to operation of other fm-am stations: Westinghouse Bcstg Co., (KDKA-FM) Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Mt. Washington TV Inc. (WMTW-FM)
Mt. Washington, N.H. Ann. July 21.
Granted
SCA's fortransmission
following ofstations
to Bengage
in multiplex
background music and material related to operation of fm stations: CHE Bcstg Co.
(KHFM) Albuquerque, N.M.; Twin Valley
Bcstrs. Inc. (WTVB-FM) Coldwater, Mich,
and Wachusett Bcstg. Corp. (WFGM-FM)
Fitchburg, Mass. Ann. July 21.
B By orders, commission granted petition
by Marietta Bcstg. Inc. (KERO-TV, ch. 10)
Bakersfield. Calif., to extent of extending
time from Aug. 8 to Sept. 6 for filing comments and from Aug. 22 to Sept. 21 for
reply comments in tv rulemaking affecting
Bakersfield. Calif, and granted KERO-TV
petition for extension of time to respond to
related show cause order to Sept. 6. Comrs.
Bartley and Lee dissented to extension of
time. Ann. July 21.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by KERO-TV
to set aside or suspend show cause order
and rendered moot its request for stay of
requirement to respond to that order by
Aug. 8. Ann. July 21.
B By report and order, commission finalized rulemaking and amended sec. 3.71,
3.261 and 3.651 of its rules governing minimum operating requirements for broadcast
stations so as to (1) enable daj^ime-only
am stations to sign-off air at 6 p.m., and
(2) not require notification by am, fm and
tv stations of operation stoppages because
of technical difficulties when such stoppages
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are of such short duration that minimum
liour requirements can still be met. It
should be pointed out that this applies only
in seasons when local sunset is later than 6
p.m. It in
doesthose
not permit
after
sunset
months their
whenoperation
local sunset
occurs prior to 6 p.m. Ann. July 21.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by TBC Inc., to
the extent of adding waiver-determination
issue in connection with its application for
a new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in
Panama City, Fla.. which is in consolidated
hearing with similar application of Bay
Video Inc. Comr. Lee dissented in part and
concurred in part and issued statement;
Comr. King not participating. Ann. July 27.
■ By decision,
granted
plication of Bailey commission
Bcstg Co. for
new apam
station to operate on 1150 kc, 1 kw, DA.
D. in tionLehighton,
Pa., andService,
denied Inc.,
applicaof Miners Bcstg
for
same facilities in Kingston. Pa. Conors. Bartley
and
King
not
participating.
Oct.
2,
1959
initial decision looked toward this action.
Ann. July 27.
■ By decision, commission granted application of Tri-County
Corp.
new am station
to operateBcstg
on 1590
kc, for
500
w. DA, D, in Plainfield, N.J., and denied
applications of Broadcasters Inc., for same
facilities in South Plainfield, N.J. and Eastern Bcstg Co., to increase daytime power
of WDRF Chester, Pa., from 1 kw to 5 kw,
continuing
1590 kc,
1 kw-N,
DA,
N. Chmn.operation
Ford andon Comrs.
Bartley
and
King not participating. Sept. 21, 1959 initial
decision looked toward this action. Ann.
July 27.
■ By decision,
granted
application of Newarkcommission
Bcstg. Corp
for new
class Berate onfm100.3station
in Newark,
N.J.,andto ant.
opmc with
ERP 20 kw
height 337 ft., engineering conditions, and
denied competing
application
Theatres
Bcstg. Corp.
seeking of
sameLoew's
frequency in New York, N.Y., with ERP 19
kw and ant. height 514 ft. Chmn. Ford and
Comrs. Bartley and King not participating.
Oct. 8, 1959 initial decision looked toward
this action. Ann. July 27.
■ Commission scheduled oral argument
at 9:30tions a.m.,
on Sept.
applicafor extension
of 23
timeon to23 construct
uhf tv statons, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. Applicants are: WERE-TV Cleveland, Ohio; WNLC-TV New London, Conn.;
WCBF-TV Rochester, N.Y.; WELI-TV New
Haven, Conn.; WAZL-TV Hazleton. Pa.;
WCIN-TV Cincinnati, Ohio; WFOX-TV
Milwaukee, Wis.; WQCY Allentown, Pa.;
WHCU-TV Ithaca, N.Y.; WBID-TV Detroit,
Mich.;
WTOH-TV
Port Huron,
Mich.;Toledo,
WMCN Ohio
GrandWHLS-TV
Rapids,
Mich. WBMG Birmingham, Ala.; WLANTV Lancaster, Pa.; WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.; WAMT Memphis. Tenn.; WTMV
Utica, N.Y.; KMPT-TV Oklahoma City,
Okla.; KMYR Los Angeles, Calif.; KTRB-TB
Modesto, Calif., WEHS-TV Chicago, 111., and
KFMX-TV San Diego, Calif. Ann. July 27.
■ Commission
July 27 directed
tion of documenton looking
toward preparagranting
application
of
James
A.
Noe
to change
facilities of KNOE Monroe, La.,
from 1390
kc. 5 kw, DA, N, unl. to 540 kc. 1 kw-N,
5B.J.kw-LS,
ad denying
application
ParrishDA-2.
for new
am station
to operateof
on 54 kc. 1 kw. D, in Pine Bluff, Ark. June
27, 1957 initial decision looked toward this
action. Ann. July 27.
■ Commission
27 directed
tion of documenton July
looking
toward preparadenying
petitions by Price Bcstrs. Inc., and Monocacy
Bcstg. Co.. for reconsideration of March 25

America's

decision which granted application of Times
and News
Publishing
Co. toPa.,change
facilities of WGET
Gettysburg,
from 1450
kc, 250 w, unl. to 1320 kc, 500-w-N, 1 kw-LS,
DA-2. and which denied applications of
Monocacy Bcstg. Co. and Price seeking new
stations on 1320 kc in Gettysburg and Frederick. Md.. respectively. Ann. July 27.
■ Commission on July 27 directed preparation of document looking toward granting (1) applicatoin
tr/as Jef-to
ferson Radio Co.. offorW.D.
newFrink.
am station
operate on 1480 kc, D, in Irondale, Ala., and
(2) petition
by prejudice
Bessemer its
Bcstg.
Co., to dis-to
miss without
application
change facilities of WEZB Bessemer, Ala.,
from 1450 kc. 250 w, unl. to 1480 kc, 5 kw,
D. Supplemental initial decision of Feb.
9 looked toward this action. Ann. July 27.
■ By decision, commission granted application of Liberty Tv Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 9 in Eugene, Ore.,
and denied competing application of KEED
Inc. Chmn. Ford and Comr. King not participating. Sept. 28. 1959 initial decision
looked toward this action. Ann. July 27.
■ Byness of June
order,9 commission
stayed
initial decision
whicheffectivelooked
toward granting application of International
Good Music Inc.. for new class B fm station to operate on 103.7 mc in San Diego.
Calif, pending commission review. Comr.
Craven dissented. Ann. July 27.
Little Rock Wire
Commission addressed telegram to
KARK-TV. KATV (TV) and KTHV
(TV), all Little Rock. Ark., requesting full statement regarding compliance with Sec. 315 of CommunicaAct. Telegram
stated,available
"It wouldto
appeartionsfrom
information
commission that your plans for coveragetion
of Republican
Conven-of
compared with National
your coverage
Democratic National Convention do
not comply
. . Sec.
315."
Comrs.
Cravenwith
and . Cross
dissented
with statements.
Comr.
Bartley
curred in part. Full story appearsconon
Page 64.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Historyland
Radio, Fredericksburg.
Va., which
for reconsideration of Jan. 27 decision
granted
application of Star Bcstg. Corp. for new am
station to operate on 1350 kc. 500 w. D, in
Fredericksburg, and denied similar application of Historyland. Comr. King not participating. Ann. July 27.
■ By decision, commission (1) granted
protest by Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp.
(WWLP ch. 22) Springfield, Mass.. and (2)
denied application of Triangle Publications
Inc.,
mod.Haven,
of cpConn.,
of station
WNHC-TV
(ch. 8)forNew
to change
trans,
location and increase ant. height from 720
to 770 ft. Comrs. Craven and Cross dissented; Comr. King not participating. July 2,
1958 initial decision looked toward reinstating Oct. 30, 1957 grant of WNHC-TV appliwhich Ann.
had been
pending protestcation
hearing.
July stayed
27.
By separate memorandum opinion and
order in above proceeding, commission
dismissed as moot Springfield's petition to
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withhold action, and denied requests of
Triangle to take official notice of certain
applications of Springfield. Comrs. Craven
and King not participating. Ann. July 27.
■ By memorandum
opinion
commission
granted petition
by and
WPET order,
Inc.
(formerly Guilford Advertising Inc.), and
deleted program
issue
relating
to
its
application to change operation of WPET
Greensboro, N.C., from 500 w. D, to 5 kw,
DA-2, unl., on 950 kc, which is in consolidated hearing. Comr. King not participating. Ann. July 27.
B By memorandum
opinionby and
order,
commission
denied petition
Broadcast
Bureau
reversal
of examiner's
granting forHeart
of America
Bcstrs.ruling
Inc.,
leave to amend its application to change
principal city of station KUDL from Kansas City, Mo., to Fairway, Kans., reduce
proposed daytime power from 1 kw to 500
w, and make pattern changes. Comr. King
not participating. Ann. July 27.
■ By memorandum
opinion
commission
denied petition
by and
WDULorder,
Tv
Corp. for reconsideration and grant without hearing its application to change trans,
and studio locations of station WHYZ-TV
(ch. 10). Duluth, Minn., make changes in
ant. system and increase ant. height from
800 to 980 ft. Comrs. Hyde and King not
participating. Ann. July 27.
B By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding
protest
by Valley
ing Co. (KIVAon ch.
11) Yuma.
Ariz., Telecastto grant
of applications of Antennavision Service
Co., for cps for fixed stations at Oatman
Mountain and Telegraph Pass. Ariz., to
carry signals of Phoenix tv stations for
delivery to a catv system in Yuma, commission (1) denied KIVA appeal from examiner's ruling permitting Antennavision
to amend ditional
its applications
by submitting
adfinancial and receiver
and trans,
site information and (2) denied petition by
Antennavision for reconsideration of comof pleadings
containing
scandalousmission's
anddismissal
impertinent
material,
and
dismissed resubmitted expurgated pleadings. Comrs. Bartley and King not participating. Ann. July 27.
■ By memorandum
opinion
order,
commission,
on petition
by and
Rossmoyne
Corp.. applicant for new am station on
940 kc. 1 kw. D, in Lebanon, Pa., severed
group 3 applicants from 31-party consolidated hearing, and retained severed applispecified cants
as toin separate
them. Inhearing
additionontoissues
Rossmoyne,
severed applicants are: Michigan Bcstg. Co.
(WBCK) Battle Creek, Mich.; Seven Locks
Bcstg. Co., Potomac, Md.; Radio Virginia
Inc. (WXGI) Richmond, Va., WPET Inc.
(WPET) Greensboro, N.C.; Tidewater
Bcstg. Co., Smithfield. Va.; CABA Bcstg.
Co.. Baltimore. Md.; Edwin R. Fischer, Newport News, Va.; Catonsville Bcstg. Co.,
Catonsville, Md., and Tenth District Bcstg.
Co.. McLean, Va.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Charles H.
Chamberlain for review and reversal of examiner's denial to Mr. Chamberlain to
amend his application for new am station
in Urbana, Ohio, to reduce power from 1
kw, non-directional, to 500 w, directional
operation;
denied
Mr. Chamberlain's
petition to also
accept
supplemental
pleading.
Comrs.July
Bartley
Ann.
27. and King not participating.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted motion by Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHC-TV) New Haven, Conn.,
20.
to correct transcript of oral argument in
proceeding on its application. Action July
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
■ Granted petition by Taft Bcstg. Co.,
Houston, Tex., and extended to Aug. 1 time
to reply to Broadcast Bureau's opposition
to Taft's
petition
for reconsideration
grant
of its
am application
and that andof
M-L tion
Radio
Inc.
(KMLW)
Marlin,
Tex. AcJuly 20.
■ cut
Granted
Eastern Conn.,
ConnectiBcstg. Co.petition
(WICH) byNorwich,
and
extended to July 18 time to file replies to
exceptions
in proceeding
am application of Suburban
Bcstg. Co.on(WVTP)
Mount
Kisco. N.Y. Action July 19.
■ Granted petition by Brennan Bcstg. Co..
Jacksonville. Fla.. and extended to Aug. 8
time toreau reply
to response
of Broadcast Buto petition
for reconsideration
and
rehearing
in July
proceeding
on its am application. Action
21.
■ Granted petition by Suburbanaire Inc..
West Allis. Wis., for leave to amend its am
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960
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application
substitution
of Messrs.
McKenna
and byStevens
for Messrs.
Wilmanns
and Dickinson; aoplication in consolidated
hearing with Watertown Radio Inc. (WTTN)
Watertown. Wis. Action July 22.
■ Granted petition by Minnesota Radio
Co.,
Hopkins-Edina,
and to
extended
to July
26 time to fileMinn.,
exceptions
initial
decision
in
proceeding
on
its
am
application, et al. Action July 27.
■ Granted petition by WTTT Inc. (WTTT)
Arlington, Fla.. and extended to Aug. 15
time to respond to petition for enlargement
of issues by Whiteville Bcstg. Co., in proceeding on WTTT's
am application, et al.
Action July
22.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled following hearings on the
datesFrier.
shown(WBHF)
; Oct. 3 Cartersville,
— am applications
of W.
R.
Ga.: North
Georgia Radio Inc. (WBLJ) Dalton, Ga., et
al.; Skyline Bcstrs. Inc., Klamath Falls,
Ore.,
et al.; Tenn.,
Oct. 5et— ^Norman
A. Thomas,
Greeneville,
al.; Hennepin
Bcstg.
Assoc.. Minneapolis, Minn., et al.; Oct. 17
— Altus Bcstg. Co. (KWHW) Altus, Okla.,
et al.; tv applications of Circle L Inc., et
al for new tv stations to operate on ch. 4
in Reno, Nev. Action July 19.
H Denied motion by Kentuckiana Tv Inc.,
to assign new hearing examiner in proceeding on its application for new tv station to
operate on ch. 51 in Louisville, Ky., et al.
Action July 21.
■ Granted petition by Elizabeth G. CoughIan for dismissal without prejudice her application for new fm station in Highland
Park, ing111.application
retained in
in hearing
status remainconsolidation.
Action
July 20.
■ Granted petition by Service Bcstg. Co.
and extended from July 22 to July 29 time
for filing engineering exhibits in proceeding
cm its application for new am station in
Concord, Calif. Action July 20.
■ Denied motion by M.W. Cooper, Midwest City. Okla., for continuance of July
28 further hearing in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action July 26.
■ Granted petition by Upland Bcstg. Co.,
Upland. Calif., and reconsidered and set
aside order ofwith
Julyprejudice,
7 dismissing
application
and petitioners"
dismissed
without prejudice said am application; application
was
in
consolidated
hearing.
Action July 25.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted joint motion by Supreme
Bcstg.icanCo.West ofIndies
PuertoInc.,Ricoandandcontinued
Radio AmerJuly
25 hearing to Sept. 22 in Christiansted, St.
Croix, V.I., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action
July 21.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Helton Bcstrs. Inc.,
and scheduled hearing for July 22 at 9;30
a.m., in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Belton, Tex., et al. Action July 21.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
B Because
petition
for dis-if
missal by oneof ofpendency
parties, ofwhich
petition,
granted, would render comparative issues
moot, cancelled July 20 prehearing conference in proceeding on fm applications of
Elizabeth G. Coughlan and North Suburban Radio Inc., both Highand Park, 111.
Action July 19.
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■ Granted petition by Air Transport
Assoc. and those parties categorized as
"Aeronautical
extened
to July 25 time Intervenors"
to file reply and
findings
and
conclusions in proceeding on application of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV) Louisville, Ky., to
change
trans,
ant.extension
location; of
parties
on
notice
thatandthis
time areis
positively last extension of time which will
be granted for this or any ancillary purpose in this proceeding while it is within
hearing
July 18. examiner's jurisdiction. Action
■ Ordered
at July 28
ference, oralthat
argument
willprehearing
be heardconon
question of granting petition for leave to
amend by M. Earlene Stebbins, Skokie,
111., in proceeding on fm application, et al.
Action July 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard French
■ Granted
by byapplicants
and order
continued to daterequest
to be set
subsequent
hearing
scheduled
for
July
25
in
proceeding on applications of Suburban Bcstg. Co.,
and Camden Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations
in Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark, N.J.
Action July 22.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by parties at July 21 prehearing conference, schedcertain application
procedural ofdates
in proceedinguled
on am
Mercury
Bcstg.
Colorado Springs, Colo.; continued Sept. 15
hearing to Oct. 3. Action July 21.
■ Reopened record and received in evi"Exhibitclosed
5, KPAP"
applicant's
exhibit dence
5 and
record as
in proceeding
on amtions Inc.application
of
High
Fidelity
Sta(KPAP) Redding. Calif.; proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law to
be
filed on or before Aug. 12 and reply
21.
pleading on or before Aug. 29. Action July
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and accepted its late filing of proposed findings of fact
and application
conclusions ofof Booth
law inBcstg.
proceeding on am
Co. (WTOD) Toledo, Ohio, Action July 22.
B Dismissed as moot petition by T.I.
Moseley. Denver, Colo., for leave to amend
his am application (dismissed without prejudice by order of chief hearing examiner
released July 19), and dismissed as moot
also oppositions thereto by Boulder Radio,
Radio KBOL Inc., and by Broadcast Bureau;
application was in consolidated proceeding.
Action July 22.
B Scheduled further hearing (group B
and C) for 9:30 a.m.. July 27. in proceeding
on am applications of Rollins Bcstg. Inc..
(WBEE) Harvey. 111., et al. Action July 25.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
B Onment forown
scheduled
oral argu9:30 motion,
a.m., July
21, on petition
by
WENT Bcstg. Corp., Gloversville, N.Y.; for
continuance of hearing date in proceeding
on application of Martin Karig for new am
station on Johnstown, N.Y. Action July 20.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
B) ingOnfor own
scheduled
further onhear2 p.m.,motion,
July 21,
in proceeding
am
applications of Newport Bcstg. Co., and
Crittenden County Bcstg. Co., both West
Memphis. Ark. Action July 20,
B Ordered that transcript of record is corrected in various respects in Perrine-South

Miami,
July 20. Fla., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action
B Denied petition by Simon Geller for
leave to amend his engineering proposal in
application for new am station in Gloucester, Mass., and rejected amendment. Action
July 22.
B Granted petition by Suburban Bcstg.
Co., Jackson, Wis., and scheduled further
hearing for Sept. 1 in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action June 26.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
B On own motion, continued prehearing
conference from July 25 to Sept. 16 in proceeding on am applications of Mid-America
Bcstg.
System
al. Action
July Inc.,
19. Highland Park, 111., et
■ Scheduled session for consideration of
cases of all groups in conjunction with
group I session already scheduled for July
27 in proceeding on am applications of
Cookeville
et al. Action Bcstg..
July 19.Co., Cookeville, Tenn.,
B Granted petition by WSTV Inc. (WPAR
and WPAR Inc.) Parkersburg, W. Va., for
leave flect
to recent
amend
its fm application
to reassignment
of WPAR license
from WSTV Inc. to WPAR Inc. and to substitute WPAR Inc., as applicant, in place of
WSTV ing.Inc.:
Action application
July 21. in consolidated hearB Granted
by Mid-America
Inc.
(KOBY) petition
San Francisco,
Calif., forBcstrs.
leave
to make engineering amendments to its
am application in consolidated hearing. Action July 25.
I
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
B Pursuant to agreement of counsel arrived atference,
during
18 prehearing
scheduledJuly
hearing
for Oct. 4con-in
18.
proceeding
on am application of Ralph J.
Silkwood. Klamath Falls, Ore. Action July
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 22
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Granted involuntary
relinquishment of positive control by T. R.
Gamble and C. Howard Lane (business
privity) through death of T. R. Gamble.
KLYD-AM-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted assignment of license and cp to Kern
County Bcstg. Co.
KIUP Durango, Colo. — Granted assignment
of license to KIUP Inc.
KRSN-AM-FM Los Alamos, N.M.— Granted assignment
of licenses to Community
Bcstg.
Co.
WGHN Grand Haven, Mich.— Granted cp
to
ant-trans,
location,height),
make changes
in change
ant. system
(decrease
ground
system, and install new trans; condition.
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted cp
to make changes in ant. system (replace
am tower, sidemount fm ant., etc., increase height) and make changes in ground
system; conditions.
KRES St. Joseph, Mo.— Granted cp to
install auxiliary trans, (composite); remote
control permitted while using non-DA.
KOA Denver, Colo. — Granted cp to install auxiliary trans, (main trans, location).
KVOO
stall newTulsa,
trans. Okla.— Granted cp to inWVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.— Granted cp to
install
tion .) auxiliary trans, (main trans, locaKAIM-FM Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted cp
to increase ERP to 38 kw, change ant. height
to minus 24 ft., install new trans, and new
ant. and make changes in ant. system; conditions.
WMVS-TV Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. to 158
kw,
740 ft.type trans, changes in equipment; ant.
KWBC Navasota, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp trans,
to change
type trans, and make changes
in
equipment.
WETT Ocean City, Md.— Granted mod of
cp to change type trans.
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho — Granted mod of
cp to change type trans.
WBMT Black Mountain, N.C.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and changes
of frequency and modulation monitors.
KVKM Monahanns, Tex. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, remote control
permitted
while using
KBOW Butte,
Mont.—non-DA.
Granted mod of cp
to change trans.
Fla. — Granted
of cp
toWINQ
changeTampa,
maximum
expectedmod.
operating
values.
KCLU RoUa, Mo. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans, and type monitors and
specify studio location and remote control
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho — Granted extention of completion date to Nov. 30.
point.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

WSEB Sebring, Fla. — Granted authority to
operate
sign-on beginning
at 7 a.m. July
to sign-off
at 9 p.m.from
for period
18 and
ending Sept. 17.
Actions of July 21
WJBL Holland, Mich. — Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location, make changes
in DA system (increase height) and make
changes in ground system.
newKDOT
trans.Keno, Nev. — Granted cp to install
WMBM South Miami, Fla. — Granted cp to
install auxiliary trans, (main trans, location).
W0SU New Orleans, La. — Granted cp to
change
ant.-trans.
and auxiliary
trans, (main
trans, location
site).
KVOO TvUsa, Okla. — Granted cp to install
auxiliary trans, (main trans, location).
WOOK Washington, D.C. — Granted cp to
change moteant.-trans.
location,
recontrol locations
and studio
make and
changes
in ant. and ground systems; condition.
KNTA KnoxvUle, Iowa — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KXXI Golden, Colo. — Granted extension
of authority to Oct. 29 to remain silent.
WBTL, Farmville, N.C. — Granted extension
of authority to Sept. 20 to remain silent.
Actions of July 20
WEXL, WHGR, WOMC Royal Oak, Houghton Lake and Detroit, Mich. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by Jacob
B. Sparks through gift of stock by Jacob
B. Sparks to Garnet G. and Gordon A.
Sparks.
WAPI-AM-FM-TV
Birmingham,
Ala. —
Granted assignment of licenses and cps to
Newhouse Bcstg. Corp.
Ariz. — William
Granted Crites
assignment
ofKBLU
licenseYuma,
to Robert
tr/as
Desert Bcstg. Co.
WIRE Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted assignment of license to WIRE Bcstg. Co.
KPEN (FM) San Francisco, Calif. — GrantFm edInc.assignment of cp and license to Pacific
WRMS Beardstown, 111. — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location.
amWXMT
station.Merrill, Wis. — Granted license for
K73AR The Dalles, Ore., and Goldendale,
Wash. — Granted license for tv translator
station.
WISM Madison, Wis. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power, changes
in DA system
and ground system and installation new trans.
WHNY McComb, Miss. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
KSAN San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
licenses covering installation of new trans,
and use old main trans, as auxiUary trans,
(present main trans, location), and remote
control operation; without pre.iudice to
whatever action commission may deem
warranted
as result
of any finalin determinations reached
by commission
connection
with its pending inquiry into compliance
by broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of
Communications Act, and related matters.
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif. — Granted
license to use old main trans, (present main
trans, location) for auxiliary purposes only
and employing DA-D; without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem
warranted as result of any final determinations reached by commission in connection
with its pending inquiry into compliance
by broadcast munications
licensees
sec. matters.
317 of ComAct, and with
related
KNX Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted cp to
install new type trans.; without prejudice
to such action as commission may deem
warranted as result of final determinations
with respect mento:
(1) conclusions
recomdations set forth
in report and
of network
study staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission; and (3) pending anti-trust
matters.
Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
—andGranted
of cpin totrans,
change
type trans,
make mod.
changes
equipment.
WAND-FM Canton, Ohio — Granted mod.
of CP to increase ant. height to 340 ft.,
change type trans, and make changes in
ant. system; ERF 27.5 kw; condition.
WGLM (FM) Richmond, Ind.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 37 lew,
change type ant. and make changes in ant.
system.
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to use RCA type BTA-IR trans,
for both day and night operation (one main
trans.)
trans. with remote control operation of
WWIL Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted
mod. of cp to change daytime and nighttion. time ant.-trans. site back to licensed locaBROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Dowagiac
Dowagiac,
Granted
mod.Bcstg.
of cpCo.,
to change
typeMich.
trans,—
and make changes in trans, equipment.
WELG (FM) Elgin, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp to change name to Citadel Bcstrs.
WHAN Haines City, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, and changes in
ground system.
KMUZ mod.
(FM)of cp
Santa
Barbara,
Granted
to change
type Calif.—
trans,
and new ant. and make changes in trans,
equipment; condition.
WAAM-FM Parkersburg, W. Va.— Granted extension
main silent. of authority to Oct. 31 to re■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
datesgranted
as shown:
WSia-TV Carbondale, 111. to January 18,
1961; KSOO-TV
Sioux Falls,
S.D. to Calif,
Septem-to
ber 1, and KLAN
Lemoore,
August 31. Actions of July 19
WJOB Hammond, Ind. — Granted acquisition of negative control by Julian Colby
through purchase of stock from David
Smerling; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem warranted as
result of any final determinations reached
by commission in connection with pending
inquirysees with
intosec.compliance
by broadcast licen317 of Communications
Act,
and related matters.
■
Granted
licenses
for
following
translator stations: K70BW Lihue, Kauai,tv
Hawaii; K76BA Libby, Mont.; K80AT
Wheeler County, Tex.
K73AE Redmond, Ore. — Granted license
covering changes in tv translator station.
KSIB Creston, Iowa — Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
K78AH Joplin, Chester, Inverness and
Rudyard, Mont. — Granted license covering
changes in tv translator station; ERP 172 .
KE-7134 Scottsbluff, Neb.— Granted cp
and license for new tv pickup station.
WMTW-TV Poland Spring, Me.— Granted
cp to install new ant. system (50 ft. old
ant. site), make changes in equipment; ERP
vis. 86.1 kw. aur. 43.1 kw, ant. 3,850 ft.
WTRN Tyrone, Pa. — Granted cp to replace
expired permit which authorized change
of frequency, hours of operation, decrease
power and install new trans.
WEIR Weirton, W. Va.— Granted cp to install new trans.
KVNA
Flagstaff,
— Granted
cp tomain
install alternate
mainAriz.
trans,
at present
trans, location. DA-N; remote control permitted while using non-DA.
KFSA Fort Smith, Ark. — Granted cp to
change
type trans, same location and facilities.
*KANU (FM) Lawrence, Kans. — Granted
cp to install new ant. increase ERP to 105
kw; ant. 570 ft.
KINYstall newJuneau,
trans. Alaska — Granted cp to inKRLD-FM Dallas, Tex.— Granted cp to increase ERP to 59 kw; increase ant height
to 1.680 ft.; change trans, location, install
new type ant. and make changes in ant. system.
WTTN Watertown, Wis.— Granted cp to
change ant.-trans. location, install new
trans, and make changes in ant. (decrease
height) and new ground system; condition.
WFBG
— Granted
stall new Altoona,
trans, as Pa.
auxiliary
trans.cp to inWQXT-FM
Palm
Beach,
Fla.—
Granted newcp
to increase ERP to 37 kw and install
type trans.
(FM) trans,
Detroit,
Granted
to WLDM
install new
and Mich.—
new ant.
(at maincp
trans, location), as auxiliary trans.; ERP
100 kw, ant. 350 ft.

More

than

(FM) Atlanta,
of WDJK
cp to change
frequencyGa.—
to Granted
94.1 mc. mod.
WIBF (FM) Jenkintown, Pa.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and type
ant. and make changes in transmission line.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKFBR
(TV) Farmington, N.M. to Jan. 16, 1961;
WIRM (TV) Iron Mountain, Mich, to Jan.
12, 1961; KMA (FM) Shanandoah, Iowa to
Oct. 2.
Action of July 18
WEKR siFayetteville,
Granted and
asgnment of license to G.Tenn.—
Paul Crowder
Irene C. Norman, executors of estate of
John R. Crowder, deceased and James
Porter Clark d/b under same name.
Granted ant.
cp
to WLDM
increase(FM)
ERP Detroit,
to 145 Mich.—
kw, decrease
height to 410 ft., change type trans, and
type ant. and make changes in ant. system.
American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.,
New York, N.Y. — Granted cp to make
changes in low power station.
WIRE Indianapolis, Ind. — Remote control
permitted while using non-DA.
KIVY Crockett, Tex.— Granted authority
to sign-off at 6 p.m. for period ending Sept.
Action of July 15
30.
WDSC Dillon, S.C.— Granted authority to
sign-on at 6 a.m. and sign-off at 6 p.m. for
period ending Sept. 30.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
President and Fellows of Harvard Collegequests
(Harvard
U.) Cambridge,
Mass.
— 7,Re-9,
amendment
of parts 3, 4,
5, 6,
10, 11, 16,tection20 fromandradio
21 ofinterference
rules to provide
profor radio
astronomy servatory,
station
of
Harvard
College
Fort Davis, Tex., by additionOb-of
new sections in each of these parts in substantially following form :
Section : In order to minimize possible harmful interference at radio astronomy
of Harvard
College
Observatory,station
Fort Davis,
Tex., any
applicant
for station authorization (other than mobile
temporary base, temporary fixed. Citizens
Radio Civil Air Patrol, or amateur) seeking
stationtion orlicense
or cpexisting
to construct
stato modify
stationnewlicense
in manner which would change either freheightif or
or locationquency,ofpower,
suchant.station,
it isdirectivity
proposed
to operate such new or modified station at
frequency
of
25
mc
or
higher,
and
if such
station is to be located within area bounded
by
31° 30'onN south,
on north, 103°00'00'W on
east,
30°
on west
shall,00'atN time
of filingandsuch105°application
with
commission, simultaneously notify radio
astronomy station of Harvard College Observatory, Fort Davis, Tex., of technical particulars of proposed station. Such notification
shall
co-ordinates
of ant., ant.include
height,geographical
ant. directivity
if any,
proposed frequency, type of emission, and
power. In addition, applicant shall indicate
in application
date notification was made toto commission
radio astronomy
station.
After sionreceipt
of
such
applications,
commiswill allow period of thirty (30)
days
for comments or objections in response to
notifications indicated. If objection to proposed operation is received during thirty
day period from radio astronomy station
of Harvard College Observatory, commission
will consider all aspects of problem and
take whatever action is deemed appropriate.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager am-tv station in medium market
listed by TV Magazine as one of 100 fastest
growing in U.S.A.leader.
5 stationSend
group.
and
administrative
fullSales
details.
Box 355B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,anteegenuine
sales manager:
$600 Guarplus commission.
Last tliree
years
this position
paid single
excess station
of $10,000
annually. Small has
midwest
market.
If you can sell and handle salesmen, send
complete
CASTING. resume to Box 455B, BROADMid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
opening one salesman with management
potential — 30-40 — married. Guaranteed — moving expenses
rapid advancement
for producer. Send —resume,
photo first letter.
Box
481B, BROADCASTING.
Station manager for top fifty market. Must
be willing and able to purchase minority
stock. Box 540B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fulltimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial requirements to Box 163B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Unusual opportunity in Florida
with number one rated regional fulltimer.
Excellent opportunity to move up. Guaranteed salary, fringe benefits. Give references;
tell
all in first letter. Box 298B, BROADCASTING.
Need combination salesman-announcer. Prefer married Write
man. orGood
salary plus
commision.
call. music
Good — opportunity
good man. Box 445B. BROADCASTING.
Mid-south
our ad under manageman.
Box chain.
481B, See
BROADCASTING.
Self-starting salesman with good experience
references to sell captive foreign language
audience, entire San Francisco Bay area.
Starting salary open, plus incentive bonus.
Furnish detailed information as to experience, age and other personal data to KLOK,
10 kw, Route 3. Box 327B, San Jose, Caliin the heart of the nation's fastest
growing forniacounty.
Top salesman for 5,000 watt on 970 kc. Mail
full details to Manager L. Gould, KQAQ,
P.O. Box 481, Austin, Minn.
Sales representative, young, energetic, with
proven record. Advancement assured based
on accomplishment with leading area station Just granted power increase. Ideal
working, living conditions. All company
benefits. Give full resume, references. General Manager, WENY, Elmira, N.Y.
If you like nice weather and the "good
life,"
But, iftryyouArizona,
like and California
need lots orof Florida.
money,
contact
Lou
Borgatti,
gor, Maine. Commissions5 kw,
go upWGUY,
to 30%Ban-on
$1,500.00 weekly billing! (Guaranteed draw.)
Only strong, reliable time salesman need
apply.
W-RIP enced
. .salesmen
. Chattanooga
2 experi. . . Terrificneeds
opportunity.
Wanted, a young man with drive and
ambition. Experienced in radio sales and
programming. Robert G. Jennings & Assoc.,
64 East 55th St.. New York 22, N.Y.
Announcers
Like adult radio? West Michigan 24-hour
am-fm station
openingwho
for can
intelligent,
mature,
stable has
announcer
handle
equipmentterview
andpreferred.
classical
music.
Personal
Send tape, resume in-to
Box 283B, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Have immediate opening for good announcer with right attitude and ability. No
floaters,
not top 40 operation. Box 722A,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive, production-minded station,
central Ohio, desires announcer with first
phone. Salary commensurate with ability;
fringe benefits. State qualifications, salary
requirements. Box 351B, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for experienced
all-around man. Strict music policy. Located
in mid-west. Salary open. Please send tape,
picture and resume first letter. Write Box
375B. BROADCASTING.
Boston calling swinging deejay for modern
radio
Versatile
some format
news. with
Tape,personality.
resume. Box
404B,—
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for mature radio announcer
seeking permanent position. Exceptional
benefits in return for reasonant voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
basic radio-tv, outstanding community.
Send tape and photograph immediately, all
inquiries answered. Box 417B, BROADCASTING.
Iowa kilowatt indie needs two experienced,
versatile staff anonuncers, good voices,
friendly style imperative. $100.00 start. Box
448B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination man. We need an announcer with a first class engineering license. We would prefer someone with maintenance ability, but this is not a requisite.
Position opened in western Pennsylvania,
1,000 watt daytime station affiliated with a
fast
growing chain. Box 474B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first phone, wanted by 5 kw
Michigan regional. No maintenance required, but good on air. Will consider beginner, if there's potential. Box 486B.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:mum fiveCompetent
staff announcer.
Miniyears experience
with capable
news background. Medium market, mobile
units, strong local news. Send complete
resume to Box 495B, BROADCASTING.
Virginiaencedkilowatt
announcer daytimer
with first wants
phone.experiStart
$100 per week. Box 498B, BROADCASTING.
Needed at once, swinging first phoner for
modernwest.music
stationpopulation
in the great
southMarket with
of quarter
million. Number one station belonging to
chain.
Top salary,
excellent working conditions.
Box benefits,
524B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone, emphasis on
announcing. High startmg pay, immediate
opening. Send tape, resume and picture to
Joe TurbyfiU, KBAN, Box 324, Bowie, Texas.
Announcer, preferably with 1st phone, 5000
watt station. KCFA, Box 8024, Spokane,
Washington.
Top-notch
man who
can do
maintenance, or combo
experienced
format
deejay
for
number one station in market. Rush tape,
resume to P.D.. KRUX, Sahara Hotel.
Phoenix, Arizona.
Top
pay — for Noexperienced
announcer
with
1st phone.
maintenance.
Immediate
opening. CJood job. Hot station . . . small
town. Contact General Manager, Radio
KUVR, Holdredge, Nebraska.
Minnesota regional station wants news
director. Announcing experience necessary.
Good salary. KTOE. Mankato, Minn.
Suburban
Chicago — Good
musicdetails
format.to
Must
be experienced.
Complete
Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Announcers, here is the opportunity you
have been waiting for! If you have been
announcing at least 2 years or more, take
pride in your work, love announcing, production and everything that comes with a
first class station, there is a job available
for you. Work with permanent type fully
capablemodern
radio people,
the South's
most
stationsininonea of
growing,
progres ive 2station market. Must be versatile,
experienced! Top pay for right man . . .
preferably from the Carolinas. Personal interview required. Contact Clay Cline,
2455.
WDBM, Statesville, N.C. Telephone TR 2Newsman-announcer, with news of primary
concern. Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Require stable, reliable person. Send audition
tape, background resume, photo immediately to Bill Frink, WIMA, Lima, Ohio.
Fast paced modern music station needs 2
top deejays for employment in September.
Sorry — no beginners. This 5 kw station is
number
in Maine'sresume
largesttomarket.
Send
tape andonecomplete
PD, WJAB,
Box 1978, Portland, Maine.
Announcer-salesman — for north New Jersey
station. Only those close enough for perJersey.
sonal interview apply. WNNJ, Newton, New
Opening first week of September for staff
announcer.
WRAJ, Anna, Illinois. Don
Michel, Manager.
Near Chicago indie adding fm to existing
am. Highly successful operation expanding.
Need announcer
withWRMN,
1st phone.
ticulars to Box 117,
Elgin,Send
111. parImmediate opening for mature announcer
with good perience.
voice
and Englander.
previous station
exPrefer New
Excellent
working conditions. Group operation. Expanding. Send tape and resume to General
Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
Perspicaciously written emcee and deejay
comedy
patter.
details write
B.L. Enterpries, P,0.
Box For
1, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Announcers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
7-6938.
. . . showcase?
New
York
School
of
nouncing, 160 West 73rd Street, NYC, AnSU
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential, Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical
S.E. Virginia 1000 watt station needs reliable
engineer-announcer.
Engineering
first consideration. Detailed
resumeabihty
and
tape requested in first letter. Reply Box
918A, BROADCASTING.
Combo man. $100 — plus for experienced
maintenance man fair announcer. Daytime
40-hour
Colorado
community
life. Mustweeks.
have Ideal
best work
references.
Box
452B, BROADCASTING.
Opening soon for chief engineer-announcer
for 1000time watt
North duties
Carolinalimited.
daystation. eastern
Announcing
Salary open. Box 456B, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in southeast. $115.00
weekly salary
for right man
opportunity for advancement
to plus
supervisory
capacity with salary increase. Send tape,
resume,
references
and photograph if available to Box
494B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Maryland independent needs experienced
engineer
first phone
for am equipment.
fm operation withwith
remote
and mobile
Reply in full giving background experience,
references and salary requirements. Box
188B, BROADCASTING.
Top grade first class engineer thoroughly
experienced for full maintenance two nearby stations excellent Michigan markets.
One station directional nights. Prestige
chain. Excellent salary for dependable
family man. Send resume, photo, recent
earnings to Box 510B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
engineer
for remote
one of control.
Ohio's
leading
stations.
5 kw with
Mtist be good on equipment maintenance.
Good salary and broad fringe benefits. Send
complete resume with first letter to Box
513B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first phone engineer needed immediately for New Hampshire 250 watt daytime station. Good starting salary, permanent berth for right man. Phone, Newport, 101 or 873, WCNL.
Need first phone engineer, small announcing duties, all new Gates equipment. Salary
open. WKAI Broadcasting Co., Macomb, Illinois.
Engineerimmediately.
or combo WVOS,
engineer-announcer.
Wanted
Liberty, New
York.
Production — Programming, Others
Traffic manager — female, heavily experienced for major south Florida market. Send
photo, resume and references. Knowledge
of copy helpful, but not necessary. Box
268B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman or recent journalism
school graduate to gather, write and air
news. 5,000 watt full time Virginia network
affiliate. 3-man news staff, newspaper and
tv affiliate. Good base salary, excellent
fringe
benefits. Write Box 415B, BROADCASTING.
Newsmen — Midwest metropolitan number
one rated station now auditioning. Resume,
tape,
photo, salary to Box 449B, BROADCASTING,
Chicago — growing radio operation with sensible program format needs all-around "take
charge"
assistant totogeneral
manager.
Send
tape,
particulars
Box 467B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman live wire. Background of reporting, editing, with good air presentation. Excellent opportunity at north central metroam-tv stations.
Send tape,experience,
snapshot
and fullpolitan
details
about previous
and advise salary expected. Confidential.
Box 523B, BROADCASTING.
Writer of commercial copy for midwestern
market. College
graduate
with Send
writing
experience preferred.
Will train.
resume,
samples of work, and picture to Box 527B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced farm director — to prepare and
present daily agriculture story in predominately interested
farm market — sorghums,
livestock. Not
in man towheat,
read
hand-outs. Car and other necessary tools
awaiting the right man. Contact Wendell
Elliott. KGNO-Radio, Dodge City, Kansas.
Newsman-announcer to gather, write and
air news plus some board work. Daytime
station in good single market. Contact
Nathan Goetz, KMA, Maquoketa, Iowa.
Rod Roddy now seeking fresh, clever and
original writers for a new show starting
this fall. Send audition material and qualifications to: Rod Roddy, Inc., KQV Radio,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Have immediate opening in WIRL production department
person with
good comm.ercial
voice andfor writing
and production
abilities. Call Howard Frederick, WIRL,
Peoria, Illinois.
Experienced copywriter with some knowledge in production. Must be proficient in
writing good commercial copy. Write information to: Mr. William L. Lipman, WLIP,
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Just 50 miles north of
Chicago on Lake Michigan.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Local news director. August opening at
daytime
kilowatt
head news
established
bureau and
work to with
writer news
and
three ters,correspondents.
Air
conditioned
quar5 day week, vacation, hospitalization
and pension benefits. Apply to William
Holm, WLPO, LaSalle, lUinois.
Program director familiar with formula
radio, contest, gimmicks, etc. for #1 station
in Atlantic City market. Salary open. ConL. Green, WOND, Pleasantville. tact
NewHoward
Jersey.
Experienced continuity writer-announcer.
Must be outstanding in both. Adult format.
Pay Commensurate to ability. Requirement
is immediate. Resume, photo, tape. Manager,
WSAC, Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Now selecting staff for new television staserving Fort Pierce-Vero
Beach, 1. Florida.tion
All departments.
On air October
Send
complete resume to Television Station
WTVI, Signal Hill, Ft. Pierce, Florida.
West
World's market.
largest
lumber coast
shippingopportunity.
port. Three-station
Beaches, lakes, moderate climate. Bustling,
growing area
25,000.power.
Only full-time
independent.ofIncreasing
New owners.
Sharp, middle-of-road adult programming.
Seeking permanent staff, policy-making
level, any category. Profit-participation,
stock-purchase available. Rush complete
story. Big Bay Radio, North Bend, Oregon.
Experienced newsman wanted as part-time
assistant in radio news, beginning September. Can take graduate work. School of
Journalism, University of Iowa, Iowa City.
Do you want to live in northern California
or southern Oregon and work in radio or
tv? Write Don Telford, Box 1021, Eureka,
California.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Capable, industrious pd, ce desires manage am (fm). West, midwest. Box 382B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager: Will substantiate successful sales
and management record from present position. Owner well satisfied, but I seek greater
earning potential. Personal sales tops in
market. 500,000. Married, stable, excellent
reputation, experienced know-how. Confidential. Box 460B, BROADCASTING.
General or sales manager. Excellent sales
experience, including Ziv Television. Outstanding copywriter. Good supervisor. Believe prolific use speculation sales tapes.
36,
married,
college. Box 462B, BROADCASTING.
Manager — strong on creative sales, rating,
producing programming, economical operation and FCC procedures. 18 years experience all phases. Early thirties, married,
ING.
now employed. Box 477B, BROADCAST-

D J WANTED

FOR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Manager/sales manager presently employed
in management, experienced small, medium
markets, wishes to make change for personal reasons. Experienced all types formats, strong sales programming promotions,
stable, imaginative, sober, married man in
early forties,
three
children.
Collegelooking
background, prefer
Florida,
southwest,
for solid offer. Available two weeks notice.
Box 483B, BROADCASTING.
Available early 1961, general manager-sales
manager
to buy part
interest market.
in fulltime operation,
smallor tofullmedium
Trial pare
or notes
option
acceptable.
comand basis
references
now. Let's
All replies
confidential.
Write Box 485B, BROADCASTING.
Man experienced in directing varied elements of department
top market, power
program
step station's
up tocollege
management. 12 years desires
radio experience,
degree, married. Prefer southwest or west.
Box 504B. BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager: 10 years experience these capacities. Also network and
national advertising agency. Best references,
solid record of ratings and profits. Box
537B, BROADCASTING.
Husband-wife combo, all phases smallmedium market anywhere. Excellent references. Object: Security-permanency. 212
King!
Alleghany St., Clifton Forge, Va. 2147 Shorty
Manager-pd-annoimcer-adult music station,
midwest, personal interview. Write John
Reed, 5923 Chippewa, Toledo 13, Ohio.
Sales
Hard working announcer-salesman. Ten
years radio-tv experience, all phases, seekfor grad.,
sales
work ing. position
. . lessoffering
for air mode
work. time
College
journalism degree. Age 30. single. If you
need a self starting individual experienced
in all estedphases
of broadcasting, who's
interand investment,in eventual
contact Box management
453B, BROADCASTING.
After 15 years AAAl national sales management, desireorreturn
stationselfor starting
district
level midwest
west. toMature
producer. Family man. Available September
1. Box 517B, BROADCASTING.
Want to sell, now servicing accounts only.
In number one station, major market. College grad.. 26, vet. At present continuity
director,
dj. Experienced
Prefer west coast,
but interestedall inphases.
all stations
and markets vancement.
offering
opportunity
for
adWould like air work and/or
production
in
conjunction
with
sales.
Box
533B. BROADCASTING.

NEW

YORK

CITY

Send actual air check, photo, resume, rating
history, and other vital details to:
WABC

RADIO

Program Coordinator
39 West 66th Street
New York 23, N.Y.
Do not call — Wrife
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer — pd with country-western leanings. DJ, sales, news, musician. Many years
experience. Relaxed radio only. Employed.
Box 223B, BROADCASTING.
Four years
basketball.play-by-play,
News: gathering, football
editing, and
writing.
Box 330B, BROADCASTING.
Young dj, some experience. Will relocate
anywhere. Veteran 20, pleasant voice. AmCASTING.bitious hard worker. Box 386B, BROADVeteran sportscaster radio-television. Authoritative, colorful play-by-play
football,
basketball, baseball,
boxing. 12 years
all
phases. Solidly commercial. High ratings.
Excellent
references.
Box
394B,
BROADCASTING.
Don't miss amthismodern
bargain.
I sell
without
screaming,
without
format,
top
rated
without
r&r,
play-by-play
and
Major market experience. Yours fornews.
$125
minimum. Box 401B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile negro dj available
October 1, 1960. College graduate, 40 years,
references. Very excellent cultured voice.
Will travel. Own record collection. Will
accept any reasonable offer. Box 419B,
BROADCASTING.
Northwest Texas? Dignified radio? Permanence? Well experienced. 35. Single. Box
434B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— first FCC
Formula or otherwise.
Can licene.
relocate.Steady.
Box 454B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, sincere, versatile,
seek radio/tv opportunity. Also sports. Box
461B. BROADCASTING.
DJ-news. 2 years experience. Professional
training. Presently employed in broadcasting. Heavy on personality dj work-humorous
style.
Available immediately. Box 463B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj wants major market again.
Employed, married, B.A. in radio-tv speech.
TV
experience. Strong on music. Box 466B,
BROADCASTING.
Reducing of staff forced me to leave.
Young, alert, dj and announcer. Prefer
night time position in N.Y.S. radio station.
Hurry, Box 478B, BROADCASTING.
Want an experienced announcer solely to
read the news, but with the aplomb,
animation and dignity of network announcing? Only stipulation: $85 weekly. Box
479B, BROADCASTING.
Negro disc jockey, 5 years experience in
white and negro markets. Have first phone.
Single, auto. Box 484B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. SRT and Ivy graduate. 35.
Talented, ambitions, limited experience but
eager
to learn. Tape and resume. Box 488B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Young, alert, 4 years experience all phases. Presently employed. Will
run all night show. Excellent references.
Prefer south. Box 489B, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play, accurate, exciting baseball,
basketball, football, hockey. Solid experience. Currently employed. Want advancement. Box 491B, BROADCASTING.
Highly qualified news director, sportcaster,
and dj with 41/2 years experience wishes
move to eastern market. College graduate,
married, family man. Presently news-sports
director No. 1 station in medium market
Current salary $110 weekly. Box 492B
BROADCASTING.

Radio school — 3 years experience, 26, married, Dakotas
BROADCASTING.or Minnesota. Box 493B
Talented air-personality, currently employed in leading "top 40" market desires
work
ING. in the west. Box 497B. BROADCAST-

First phone announcer. 5 years experience
mcluding maintenance. All kinds of provet. will travel. Box 505B
grammmg;TING.
BROADCAS
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Combination announcer local newsman.
Community network station 35,000 market.
Box 522B, BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious, experienced combo,
seeking permanent position as dj with
swinging top 40 station. Prefer night shift
somewhere
CASTING. in northeast. Box 511B. BROADAnnouncer-newscaster. NYC broadcasting
school and Dartmouth graduate. Mature,
conscientious individual with professional
delivery. Trained all phases radio and tv.
Some previous radio and stage acting experience. Tape and resume available. Box
512B, BROADCASTING.
Sincere-sounding,
happy happily
swingin', married,
top 40
tight
board man. Young,
two children. Sober. Non-drifter. Location
unimportant. $85 is my rock bottom,
rockin' minimum. Box 480B, BROADCASTING.
DJ newsman — ^briefly noted. Unlimited potential for spanning the seasons with comING. plete assurances. Box 520B, BROADCASTAnnouncer, experienced, dependable seeking challenging permanent position presently at #1 station. Married, family, 27, college graduate. Prefer good music; m.idwest.
Employer knows, will supply top reference.
Box 519B, BROADCASTING.
"Belay it, men," said F. T. Tatersall. "We'll
tarry and hear this dj -newsman." "Let
someone
try BROADCASTING.
to make it as a rip-'nreader. Boxelse521B,
Top jock (have Hooper) in my time slot in
major market. Production director, know
my news and format radio. $650 minimum
with
year's contract only. Box 534B,
BROADCASTING.
Unique personality, with consistently more
audience than all other five stations combined, contemplating stronger challenge,
stronger paycheck. Fast, foolish, but warm.
Top
thirty
CASTING. markets only. Box 542B, BROADYoung,siresambitious,
singleEmployed.
dj -announcer
different market.
Want de-to
learn your way. New England preferred.
Box 543B, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, resonant voice. Experienced.
Anywhere. 302 West Union Street, Telephone HE 7-4199, Morganton, N,C.
Young
businesman
— Experienced
radio-tvportscaster.
Weekend
board shifts.
L. B.
Productions, 1801 Coldwater Canyon,
Beverly Hills, Cahfornia. Crestview 5-8582.
First phone combo. Available now. Nine
years
experience,
tight220production.
man. Martin
Offmiss,
Gale St., Family
Akron,
Ohio, BL. 3-9308.
Announcer with first phone desires permanent position. Reliable and willing to
travel. Dave Tarter, 1174 Hilltop Road,
Kansas City 4, Kansas, Finley 2-9157.
Technical
Florida first phone announcer available.
$90 minimum. Box 416B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engmeer, qualified, experienced,
one who takes pride in his work, seeking
permanent position. Southeast, U,S.A. Please
write Box 518B, BROADCASTING.
Good first phone, will train for light board
work. Three years broadcasting experience.
Box 529B, BROADCASTING.
First phone, 8 years experience am and fm,
transmitter and studio. No announcing. Box
532B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-experienced construction, maintenance, directional am-fm and some uhf tv.
Available
CASTING. August 6. Box 539B, BROADWest-chief engineer-announcer. Ten years
radio. Now employed. Box 571, Lancaster.
California.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Young, versatile, experienced announcerprogram director, 3 years experience, currently employed as morning man-program
and sports director southeast network station.
Looking or
for greater
opportunity.
Prefer Florida
Gulf Coast.
Box 284B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Write, gather, edit and air. Now
employed northeast. On air 8 years. Seeks
better radio or tv opportunity. Box 392B,
BROADCASTING.
Seeking secure future as pd. Experienced
staff, adult dj, play-by-play and on camera
tv.
Current salary $120. Box 425B, BROADCASTING.
Traditional station — want quality-modern
programming? First fifty markets only for
young pro. Box 447B, BROADCASTING.
Grad of SRT-TV school looking for start
in radio or tv. Any position considered.
Box 459B, BROADCASTING.
Want big league news coverage? You provide desire,radio-tv
I'll provide
years
experience
all phases
news 7 for
major
market
operation. Box 464B, BROADCASTING.
Diligent girl Friday, write commercials,
announce, type. Prefers south. Samples and
tape. Box 476B, BROADCASTING.
Sports director — 7 years experience. Colorful play-by-play ail sports. Want heavy
sports scheduled in cit,v 100,000 or more.
Box 490B, BROADCASTING.
Continuity — Five years experience, all
types. Midwest. Family, veteran, 26. Box
499B. BROADCASTING.
Four years in commercial radio. Three in
programming and promotion. Strong,
mature voice with strong ability to sell on
air. Personality shows rated. News experience. Currently in 150-thousand market.
Seeking program, promotion or personality
position. Box 508B, BROADCASTING.
Program director-disc jockey. Experienced,
employed.
CASTING. References. Box 514B, BROADRadio newscaster; presently employed as
editor, writer, broadcaster. Background in
radio, journalism. Married. Wants position
in
ING.major market. Box 515B, BROADCASTNews director, excellent local news coverage. Play-by-play
sports. Experienced
radio,
tv second
largest market.
Available August
15. Box 516B, BROADCASTING.
Sick of flash in the pans? Looking for a
good solid man for production, promotion,
programming,
public
Experienced
all
phases radio.
Wantrelations?
solid position
with
responsibility and chance for management
advancement. Will relocate. Make your offer good. I'm worth every cent. Box 525B,
BROADCASTING.
"Triple-threat" news specialist seeking news
directorship in combined operation or featured newscaster role. Skilled radio-tv
newscaster,
and news
documentary
specialist withreporter,
diversified
background.
Box 530B, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-female, 29, 6 years experience
(5 with same station) including 4 years of
air work assignments. Left for retail advertising job, now desire to return radio
in western
or southwestern
market. M.Specialize creative,
imaginative copy.
Race,
2787 Northland. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Number one vhf-tv in medium midwest
market now expanding local programming
and sales, needs number one local time
salesman to assist local sales manager.
to excelstart, leading
salary toearnings
Moderate
lent commission
for right
man.
Send
resume
of
experience,
earnings,
erences to Box 432B, BROADCASTING.reflovin'
money
hard-hitting,
Aggressivewanted
salesman
by station
that is
amongtv
the most top-fifty television progressive m
the east. Bonus and incentive plans. Plenty
•well
man. Sell and
right Box
for the Write
of potentialresume.
436B, BROADpay! Send
CASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Northwest mountain vhf transmitter seeks
experienced maintenance and operational
engineer. Living quarters, good pay for long
hours. Box 333B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with first class license for 250kw
uhf. Experience not necessary. Box 458B,
BROADCASTING.
Northeast station has vacancies for exceptionally qualified
pay inwith
excess of $150.
Onlytechnician.
superior Top
engineers
first class license considered for these
permanent jobs with established company.
Box 541B, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter supervisor for southwest U.S.
television station. Must assume full responsibility for maintenance and operation
of RCATT25BH transmitter. Good pay for
right man. KSWO-TV, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3
years experience in maintenance. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840. Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman for major market station. Must
have good helpful.
on-air Be
background.
experience
prepared toInterview
submit
tape or kine. Box 349B, BROADCASTING.
Two-headed genius wanted. Young man,
eager to get into the television industry
with leading mid-Atlantic operation. Duties
involve
assistingworking
merchandising-promotion
manger, include
on public relations
and publicity
(willing
undesirable chores from time toto take
time),on ambitious
(no overtime paid) and willing to start near
the
top experience
(semi-genius).
Prefer
man recent
with
previous
but will
consider
graduate.
Send
complete
(immodest)
resume to Box 403B, BROADCASTING.
TraflSc manager. Experienced man or woman.
Able to direct full staff. Immediate opening, for responsible person in a top east
coast station. Excellent salary, standard
benefits. Present traffic manager retiring
after five years in this position. Send complete resume to Box 406B, BROADCASTING
TV program director for Florida market.
Must be thoroughly experienced. Must know
film buying and all-around tv production.
Want better ratings. Experienced men only
apply. lando,
General
Florida. Manager, WLOF-TV, OrContinuity director for major market radio/tv station midwest. Applicant must be
able to assume complete control of department. Administrative experience essential. Unusual opportunity for the right
man. Send full details by letter to Box
500B, BROADCASTING.
Traffic operations manager, male or female,
for network owned and operated televisision station. Must have good experience.
Excellent salary and potential. Send resume
to
Personnel Director, WBBM-TV, Chicago,
Illinois.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Successfully employed tv salesman, 6 years
broadcasting experience, part in radio management wants connection in tv sales management. Age 37. married, reliable. Proven
record,
top
CASTING. references. Box 368B, BROADWanted: Job with future. 12 years experience most phases radio-tv. Married, 27, degree. Want job to train for executive position. Known as real competitor. Best references. Box 424B. BROADCASTING.
Top, young program-operations man, strong
creative sales, now employed major market,
nine years experience. Ready for promotion to station manager or assistant manager. South or southwest only. Box 427B
BROADCASTING.
Ridiculous
manager
unemployed situation
through— expert
no faultsales
of his
own.
Was #2 man out of 22 network salesmen. 8
years solid experience all phases. Excellent
college531B,
background.
Relocation my expense.
Box
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Management or assistant: Experienced television-radio, productive record. Let's talk!
Box 535B, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager: 10 years experience these capacities. Also network
and national
agency.andBestprofits.
references, solid advertising
record of ratings
Box 537B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Top local tv salesman, educated, executive
type, veteran, excellent background. Box
536B. BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports director — Radio and/or tv. Eleven
years experience all sports. Top commercial delivery. Excellent on-camera appearman BROADCASTING.
for top sports-minded market.ance.BoxTop367B.
Radio, tv newsman announcer, authoritative,
believable delivery. Personal interview
available. Box 396B, BROADCASTING.
Award
winningand aggressive
writer. College
prep schoolnewscastergraduate;
8 years before the lens; now working but
need change. Single, will travel; tape, kine
and resume. Box 471B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires work in tv. 3 years experience. Currently employed. Box 496B,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
3 ',2 years experience, transmitter, studio,
remotetion,and
microwave, installation,
and maintenance.
1st phone. operaKnow
RCA, DuMont, Raytheon and Marconi.
Qualified pervisor.
for Boxsmall
and
medium
market
su310B, BROADCASTING.
Qualified young man seeks position as studio
engineer, have first phone, will travel. Box
469B. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Thoroughly experienced
am-fm-tv. directionals. Construction, operating, maintenance, administrative. Family
man. Box 473B, BROADCASTING.
Chief — 15 years experience in directional
am, fm, high and low band full power tv,
construction, measurements, licensing,
maintenance, etc. Desires new challenge.
Box 475B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Versatile,
writer-producer-director
with four creative
years experience
in all phases
television from film to production manager.
Writing background includes newspaper,
magazine,
CASTING. radio copy. Box 450B, BROADNews director, now n.d. top am station
jor market, seeks greater challenge.
years radio-tv news. Married, family,
home. Member RTNDA. Salary open.
451B, BROADCASTING.

maTen
own
Box

7 years tv news medium market. 32, journalism degree. Desire news directorship
larger eastern market. Box 457B, BROADCASTING.
Family man desires permanent position
with small to medium size market tv station. Familiar with all phases production
and film. 10 years radio-tv experience. Organization, opportunities and salary more
important than location. Presently employed. Box 468B, BROADCASTING.
Production-minded director. Nine years
radio-tv. Newsman, film, announcing, producer-director. Married, vet, graduate. Currently production manager medium market.
Available
October
1st. Box 472B, BROADCASTING.
14 years experience in tv and radio. Film
director seven years, also program, production, operations manager. Box 487B,
BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment
New, unused, still in original crating, 10 kw
Westinghouse FM-10 amplifier complete with
rectifier and power supply. Needs 2.5 kw to
3 kw for driver. $5,000.00 F.O.B. Washington, D.C. Box 280B, BROADCASTING.
For immediate sale: RCA 5kw television
transmitter channel 5 RCA transmitter conwith TM-5A
RCA WM13
3 bay demodantenna sole
channel
5. RCA monitor
WM12 and
ulators. RCA lOkw harmonic filters (2) channel 5, RCA lOkw diplexer channel 5, 400'
Stainless guyed
SVs
transmission
line.tower
Sold onas ground.
package 800'
or separately. Box 377B, BROADCASTING.
Multiplex receivers — Bogen RM2 — like new.
67kc.—
ING. $110 each. Box 431B, BROADCAST800 feet 3V8 in line, 4 years old, keyed for
tv. $80 a length. One Magnecord Voyager,
like new, $275. One Ampex 351-2 stereo,
$1200. Box 502B, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half
and 15Radio
ips. Excellent.
$1000
each track,
$1050 71/2
crated.
Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, CaUfornia.
Schafer delux custom engineering remote
control syste structions,
complete
withmonitor
two sets meters,
of infrequency
motor, eleven control relays, used very
short time, just like new, packed ready to
ship. Price $750.00. Radio Station KLCO,
Poteau, Oklahoma.
150'
24 Stainless
ground
base Ginsulator,
code tower
Beacon onlamp,
two with
pair
side lamps. Fresh prime coat. WCHN, Norwich, N.Y. Phone: 4-9696, 4-2218.
Mobile studios. 1958 Ford parcel truck specially designed and equipped as efficient
t)roadcast unit. Twelve foot interior and
high enougli to stand. Large windows,
heating unit, air-conditioned, wired and
has exterior
is excellent. Very lowspeakers.
mileage.Condition
A steal at
$2,000.
Also have complete Gates remote control
unit for sale in good working condition and
200 ft. tower. Want to dicker? Call General
3-5626.
Manager,
WELM, Elmira, New York, Regent
Available now — 320 foot guyed, type 300,
Windcharger insulated tower. Painted year
ago. lin,Make
Ga. offer. WMLT, P.O. Box 659, DubGuyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with
A-2 lighting.
standing —immediately.
40' grounded— 190'
overall. 150'
Available
Make offer. Radio Station WOKJ, P.O. Box
4-4096.
2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL
Commercial
new W.E.,
or replacement crystalscrystals
for RCA,andGates,
Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604
crystals.
Also
am
monitor
service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products
and 31,
fastTemple,
service. Texas,
Eidson Electronics Co., Box
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
$199.00.Inc.,
30 1080
different
8"
thru 24" atMiratel,
Dionnemodels
St., St.
Paul, Minn,
1— Presto R11A-900C full track, like new.
with manual, cables and fittings — $700.00,
or make offer. Also 1 — Berland-Concertone
professional.
Excellent
condition
— $200.00.
Radio
Parts, Inc.,
807 Howard
Avenue,
New
Orleans 12, La.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Experienced owner-operators will pay to
300M for right radio station. No brokers.
Box 358B, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Need the works:
1 kw fm transmitter,
monitor,
antenna,
etc. We'll buy piece by
piece. Box 346B, BROADCASTING,
Good used RCA BTF3B, 3 kw fm transmitter
and
assc. Eqpt. Inc. Antenna. Box 365B.
BROADCASTING.
500-foot Guyed tower. Box 465B, BROADCASTING.
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WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment — (Cont'd )
A single or two channel console, used. Box
503B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One Gates CBll turntable only.
KJLT, Box 778, North Pla-tte, Nebraska.
Want 900 megacycle STL system, complete.
Contact R.J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN,
Lexington, Nebraska.
Television mobile truck. Desire used, factory-built television vehicle. Do not need
cameras or microwaves, etc. WIS-TV., S. C.
Alpine
3-8356,
Paul Welcome, Chief Engineer.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
3-5 fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Compass Electronics Supply, 75 Varick Street,
New York 13.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Be prepared.
First phone
In 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January 4, 1961.
For information, references and reservationstional
write Engineering
William School,
B. Ogden.1150Radio
West OperaOlive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. five days a week. Tuition $300. We
have no failures. The Pathfinder Method,
510 16th St., Oakland, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funniest one-liners ever created. Produced
on tape
especially
for request
your show
station. Rush
letterhead
for or
sample
tapes! Box 732A, BROADCASTING.
New production
mercial, promos,service!
intros. WeTwodo
voices! Low monthly charge! Get
today . . . Arts, Inc., 1409 4th
Petersburg, Florida.

your
dozen comtop
demo tape
Street, St.

Comedy
for gagfile
deejays! containing
— "Deejay bits,
Manual,"
the
complete
gimmicks, ad-libs, commercials, one-liners,
letters,
doubles,
etc.
$5.00.
Show-Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. DJ), 65 Parkway Court,
Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers
Top rated Radio station is loolcing for the
right man with experience, for tnajor
league baseball play-by-play, football,
basketball and year round sports in large
metropolitan market.
Send live play-by-play tape, photo, references and complete background.
State present salary.
Send to Box 5 38B, BROADCASTING
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
RADIO - TV NEWSMAN
Major market on Mid Atlantic coast
has immediate opening for experienced reporter — writer — broadcaster. Must be familiar with mobile
unit and beeper phone operation.
Tape, photo, resume in first letter to
Box 3 74B, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Sales
ATTENTION OWNER!!!
I'M LOOKING,
YOU?HOW ABOUT
Aggressive, creative, top salesman, in
large midwest radio market looking for
investment with first options to buy.
Family man, 35 years old, with background in Radio, TV, Adv. Agency, and
Film Production Studio. Excellent references and resume upon request.
Box 526B, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

BIG MONEY AND BIG AUTHORITY!
TV Program Operations Manager
WHO CAN TAKE OVER AND GET THE
RATINGS will find BIG MONEY through
a high pay scale and incentive plan
bosed on increased ratings. If you are
this man, you will be backed by the
alert, aggressive staff and management
of a leading Network-Affiliated TV Station in the rich Southeastern Market
Area.
Write Box 379B,
BROADCASTING.
Results MEAN

MONEY.

Production-Programming, Others
WISH RADIO AND/OR TV X
* Looking for man to take responsibility? Top program-promotion-an- X
nouncing-sales-civic
leader-might invest.
Write Box mB. BROADCASTING
:x»c
ixk:
J
2xfc
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
STRATOVISION
OPPORTUNITY
Qualified engineers and technicians
wanted for an initial group connected
with Stratovision . . . the pioneering
concept of airborne educational television. Applicants should be high school
graduates with at least 2 years electronics training in an accredited technical institute or university. Experience
in TV testing and operating techniques
desired, including maintenance and operation of TV transmitters, video tape
recorders and TV monitoring equipment.
First class radiotelephone license required, and willingness to fly regularly
in commercial type aircraft. Locations
are in midwest after training period in
Baltimore. These positions ofFer unique
career opportunities with a leader in
the electronics industry.
Send resume lo: Mr. Guy Wade, Dept. 374
Westinghouse — Baltimore
p. 0. Box 746
Baltimore 3, Maryland
Position of Chief Engineer for a successful
Radio and Television operation in the
third city of Puerto Rico. Knowledge of
Spanish desirable but not essential. First
class radiotelephone license required, with
studio and transmitter equipment experience. Good working conditions. Interested
parties send resume with picture to Box
9986, Santurce, P.R.

WANTED
Television network affiliate in
major market seeking male or
female with experience in sales research. Prefer someone now engaged in radio or television and
who understands the creative side
of television research. Unusual
opportunity for right person.
Box 5078, BROADCASTING

PROGRAM

MANAGER

For leading TV station in large eastem market. To the man who is both
convinced and convincing about his
status as a professional Program
Manager, this is probably the most
challenging job opportunity of the
past few years. Not a fireman; the
man we want will program-manage
a notable exponent of sound public
affairs activity, which is also a successful commercial operation. Address replies to:
Box 528B, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

MIDWEST JOBS WAITING
12 Salesmen, 1 Salesmgr. 11 Announcer, 2
P.D.s, 10 Engineers, 11 Combo-men, plus
production help,
in our files.
New currently
openings daily
We place in eight Upper Midwest states
Write NOW for application
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division H
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn'.
FEderal 9-0961
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FOR SALE

STATIONS

FOR

Equipment
5,000 WATT
RADIO STATION
No. 1
In The Tape Cartridge Field
Instant Cueing
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
or
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man

Large Florida Market grossing
$250,000 a year. Only $350,000
with 29 per cent down, balance
over 5 years. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely interested,
write:
Box 509B, BROADCASTING

To BUY or SELL a Radio or TV station,
contact
PATT McDonald co.
Box 9266 — Ph. GL. 3-8080
Austin, Texas; or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd. NY 17, NY
MU. 2-4813

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Coniullonti — Appraiieri
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced
Broadcaiteri
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bidg.

Presto PB 17c eight hour tape player
complete with A909 Pre-amplifier ot attractive console. Hove two units designed for background music service.
Never used, our cost $875.00 each.
Make ofFer to: Karl Troeglen, Technical
Director, KCMO Broadcasting, Kansas
City 8, Missouri.

DtiC
SOUTH FLORIDA GOLO COAST
Fulltime regional. Thirteen years under
original owner, who is retiring. Number
one rated in booming market.
$500,000
Box 397B, BROADCASTING.
»<K

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE—
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full
time. Absentee owned. Serves a trade
area of 30,000. Has had an annual
gross average of $80,000 per year for
the lost 5 years. Asking $80,000 with
29% down.
NORTHWEST. Full time. Large and growing market. Long history as profitable
operation. Asking $200,000. 29%.
CALIFORNIA. Powerful and profitable
daytimer. Market of over 100,000. Asking $300,000 with 29%.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Doing $12,000 a month. Asking $150,000
with 29% down. Profitable.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Market of 50,000. Absentee owned. Has had management problems. Asking $50,000 with
$10,000 down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
L
o

=rxK

SALE

NEW
Low cost modulator-oscillator. Convert
color or monochrome receivers to video
monitors. Low differential phase, wide
frequency response, constant time delay.
$49.50. Write: TELSON ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS, INC., Rapid City, South
Dakota.

MISCELLANEOUS

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
as recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Groups
1,000—56.95, 2,000— SI 1 .00, 5,000—524.00.
Check with orc&er. Delivery within 3 days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Bex 3192
Woodland 7-14«9
Santa Barbara, California
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Fla.
Local
Small
La.
29%
107M
Small
Va.
Single
25terms
dn.
Single 250-w $5080MM
III.
Ikw-D
95M
Single
terms
Daytimer
N.Y
Daytimer 105M
Single 250w
15 cash
dn.
Single
Cal.
68M
250w
Miss.
15 dn.
Ala.
Metro
175M
39M
175M
58 dn.
Local
Metro
Cal.
Large
Fla.
29%
Large
Ikw-D
165M
Regional 225M
cash
Fla.
Fulltime
terms
25%
Mid All Major Fulltime
330M
cash
Central Major Daytimer 415M
And Others
PAUL. H.
CHAPMAN
COM PAN Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Indianapolis Los Angeles
New York San Antonio
Nashville
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9. G

FAIR VALUE?
That's the Question!
Is it one and one-half times gross?
Is it ten times net?
No, it's a combination of many factors including present worth of anticipated future earnings, revenue
history, cash flow, depreciation of recapitalized assets, market growth,
etc.
Before you negotiate, be prepared
with accurate and reliable knowledge
of the "fair market value" range.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Tv and Radio
Licensed
Consultants
Brokers

Dollar

Dollar

beat a
or
u can't
yof
classified ad
in getting
lop-flight

personnel
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SYLVANIA

SMALL

POWER

No magic, no secrets, no foolin'. Conservatively rated,
Sylvania small power tubes have plenty in reserve. For
one thing, there's the outstanding Sylvania reputation
for providing quality. The kind of quality that means
long-life expectancy, lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance time. For another, there's
Sylvania power tubes' high reliability for maximum
assurance of on-air continuity.
Call your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor for
prompt service. He has plenty up his sleeve — one of the
widest lines of tubes for broadcasting available. Ask
him, too,
Industrial
Division,
1100 Main

SoAMry
110

for your copy of the informative "Sylvania
Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 128,
Street, Buffalo, New York.

of GENERAL

TELEPHONE

TUBES

POPULAR SYLVANIA SMALL POWER TUBES
MAXIMUM PLATE DISSIPATION (CCS) WATTS
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
2E22
2E24
4-65A
2E30
801A
807
811A
812A
815
826

3,

832A
829B
837
5763
5933
6146
Values given are for Class C oscillator, RF power amplifier

& ELECTRONICS
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Alvin

Alvin E. Unger one day this summer after 55 minutes with a prospective client emerged with his signature
on a contract to sponsor a filmed
series.
An easy sale, Mr. Unger admits,
but one that took more than 55 minutes: "I was busy for three exhausting
hours beforehand meticulously gathering all the facts there were. After I
got back to my hotel that afternoon I
sprawled across the bed utterly
fatigued."
This is how Al Unger, vice president
in charge of syndication at Independent
Television Corp., New York, works.
As Mr. Unger philosophizes: "The easy
.sale usually is the one on which you
work the hardest."
As a trained sales expert who can
be considered an authority and pioneer
in tv syndication, Mr. Unger sparked
a sales unit at Ziv to which he devoted
a substantial part of his career. With
colleagues there, Al Unger got across
a new image for syndication salesmen.
In early radio years, he recalls radio
transcription salesmen had a poor reputation: "Stations would be urged to
lock everything up and to send all the
girls home before the transcription
salesman got into town."'
Serious Sell ■ Mr. Unger helped
change all this. At Ziv he, along with
others, established a sales training program that discarded hit-and-miss selling for seriousness: "The salesman,'"
Mr. Unger would tell his colleagues,
'"must represent the company — on the
road he"s often the company."" By
early 1949, Ziv had a training schedule
down on paper blocking out a full
week's attendance. Today it still is
used by many syndicators as basic to
training programs.
Given typical home-grown advice.
Mr. Unger tells his new sales people
that they are being hired as " 'account
executives" and when you bring in your
first sale, you'll qualify to earn the
title of 'salesman'." Mr. Unger says
salesman with a reverence applied to
the profession over a 20-year period
of dedication.
Alvin Earl Unger was born in Cincinnati on Sept. 29, 1911, was educated
in local schools and attended U. of
Cincinnati night classes.
Even then he showed grit and tenacity. In 1928 he graduated from high
school ha-'ing established himself as the
BROADCASTING, August 1, 1960

Earl

linger

only circulation manager for the class
annual who could claim to have oversold (actually an excess in money).
At night, Mr. Unger studied business
administration and merchandising while
during the day he was a shipping clerk
at a specialty store. When he became a
window trimmer that job took up many
nights and he had to stop his study.
In 1933, Mr. Unger had progressed
from Cincinnati to Indianapolis to become a store superintendent and a year
later was back home as a fur salesman,
followed later by a stint selling soft
drink franchises. In the fall of 1939
Alvin E. Unger went to the Frederic W.
Ziv Co. as a salesman. In early 1941,
he became sales manager and a year
later vice president in charge of sales.
In 1943 he left for three years in the
army as an artillery master sergeant in
the European Theatre of Operations.
Sales Saddle ■ Back from the war
he was assigned in 1945 to open and
operate Ziv's first radio office in Chicago. In October 1948 he was transferred to New York where Ziv had
purchased World Broadcasting (transcriptions) and was sampling tv syndication. He was in New York for three
years, returning to Cincinnati in 1951
and becoming in the fall of 1955 vice

Al Unger
Tv syndication pioneer

president in charge of radio and tv in
Chicago.
In August 1958 he resigned his Ziv
post and after a short rest was back in
the sales saddle again as general manager of administration in New York
for Independent
Television ACorp.'s
subsidiary Arrow Productions.
year later
he took over special projects for ITC
and in 1959 was elected vice president
in charge of syndication, a post which
brought him deeper into policy.
In Mr. Unger's eye, the syndication
chief ought to keep in touch with his
market. oneself
He saysin it
anchor
Newis "dangerous"
York, that oneto
must get out to talk to advertisers and
stations over the country. Immobility,
he explains, leads to a "narrow perspective." To widen his, only this summer he devoted six weeks to frequent
field trips (including selling trips).
Image Factor ■ The chief ought to
keep up with television. Stations, he
has found, now seek an image as well
as ratings,
ITC's remarkable
reception forciting
its syndicated
Ding Dong
School. Stations, he continues, want
quality series but ones that fit in with
a station policy — they may not seek
to buy product only for ratings.
Away from his office in the Look
Bidg. on Madison Ave., Mr. Unger
commutes to a suburban Long Island
home (at Manhasset). He bowls a little
to tone up physically, is an ex-golfer
who is partial to the Caribbean (Nassau, Jamaica, etc.) for holidaying with
Mrs. Unger, the former Suzanne Lanigan of Cincinnati to whom he was
married in 1937 (they have two children, Mike, 16, and Holly, 9).
Mr. Unger remembers his first broadcast sale to a furniture retailer in Paducah, Ky., in December 1939 and can
recite price, episodes and title and
other details of the transcription program deal. And he recalls the many
which followed, even one in Detroit
where a brewing company as a gag had
an actor pose as an official hard of hearing who during the presentation kept
asking Mr. Unger to turn up the volume until the dialogue and the program
itself another
became in"indistinguishable."
There(a
was
which the advertiser
woman) took ill and retired to her
boudoir taking with her a retinue of
officials. Equipment was set up and the
presentation made and contract signed
by a client sitting up in bed.
m

EDITORIALS

Fate of the post-*48's
WHETHER there will be a flood is a question that may
be argued both ways, but there is no question about
Warner Bros, having gouged out the biggest hole thus far
made in the dam that has been holding post- 1948 motion
pictures away from television.
There have been some substantial leaks in the dam before, but Warners is the first of the present-day Hollywood
majors to breach it. The precedent of the mid-1950s,
coupled with Hollywood's historic respect for the big buck,
makes it easy to think that other major producers will soon
be in line offering at least some of their own post- 1948
product to stations and advertisers. Indeed, 20th CenturyFox already is moving quietly in that direction.
There is much less certainty, however, about the volume
of post-48 films that will be offered. If we read the signs
correctly, stations would lose nothing by going on the
assumption that the "new" movies will not be swamping
them in the carload lots that were common when the pre1948 dam broke in 1955 and 1956. The majors are apt
to be more cautious this time — and certainly the packages
will be more expensive.
There are several reasons to expect the majors to move
more slowly this time. Quite likely they will probe around,
at least at first, to see how many features the market can
absorb. In many areas the market is relatively tight: many
substantial users of feature films are in no hurry to add new
titles, even post-1948 editions, to what they already have.
Pay television is bound to be another factor. It must be
clear now that pay tv"s potential for the movies will not
rival free television's any time soon. But moviemen haven't
given up on it, either.
Their dilemma, then, has three horns. They must try to avoid
(1) glutting the market and driving down prices; (2) waiting too long and missing television sales that could be
made now, and (3) not waiting long enough to enjoy the
returns from pay tv if it comes.
Nobody's business but their own
MORE AND MORE it appears that the federal government wants to be the program director of the American broadcasting system.
Take the case of the FCC's telegram to three Little
Rock, Ark., television stations last week.
Acting upon one complaint from a Republican resident
of Litde Rock, the commission majority advised the stations
that they were wrong in broadcasting local political programs instead of the Republican national convention on
the eve of the Arkansas primary.
The FCC said it appeared that the stations had violated
the fairness provision of the political broadcasting law by
carrying full coverage of the Democratic convention two
weeks before and rejecting one night of the Republican
convention last week. The commission said it recognized
that the Arkansas primary had local importance but not
enough to justify eliminating part of the Republican convention in favor of programs featuring candidates on whom
Arkansas viewers would be voting the next day.
We find here the spectacle of seven members of a federal
agency deciding what Arkansas viewers ought to see. It is
precisely the kind of spectacle that the writers of the First
Amendment thought they had permanently outlawed.
The four Republican commissioners who voted to send
the telegram have obviously accepted the concept that the
FCC is empowered to determine what kind of a political
program is suitable for Little Rock.
The two Democrats who dissented indicated no objection
112

to that view. They reached judgments favoring the stations,
but to do so they had first to accept the principle that they
and their fellows were in a position to judge whether the
stations were right or wrong.
The third Democrat issued a separate statement concurring with the commission's decision to ask the stations
for an explanation but saying he felt the FCC had inadequate facts upon which to base its assumption that the
stations had been unfair.
Plainly the FCC's acceptance of its role as political program manager of 5,000 broadcasting stations is unanimous.
In fairness we must say that the role has been thrust
upon the FCC, although we have noticed few signs of an\
struggle to reject it.
It is the U.S. Congress that has kept the FCC in the
program
manager's
stubbornly
retaining law.
some the
of
the controls
of Sec. chair.
315, theBy political
broadcasting
congress has insisted that the FCC meddle in editorial
decisions that properly belong to the broadcasters themselves.
Some broadcasters — but not enough — have made valiant
efforts to obtain repeal of Sec. 315. These efforts have
achieved some relief in the amendment of 1959 and the\
promise more in the probable suspension of the law as it
pertains to presidential and vice presidential candidates
during this campaign, a measure that has passed the Senate
and is expcted to get through the House after the recess.
But until Sec. 315 is entirely off the books, the FCC
will continue to get into the act as it did in Litde Rock
last week. We would think more of the commission if it
showed more signs of wishing to stay in the wings, and
we would be prouder of some broadcasters if they joined
their fellows in the long struggle for repeal of Sec. 315.
THE renewed fight for repeal of the political broadcasting
law must await the seating of a new congress next year.
Meanwhile, broadcasters must do as alert and adult a job of
political journalism as was done on the two party conventions.
The job will not be easy. It is plain that both parties
intend to take their campaigns to the air. The struggle for
position on television and radio will be intense. If broadcasters handle political presentations with editorial vigor
and intelligence, they will compile a record of accomplishment on which to base their case for full freedom.

Drawn for BKOADCASTIKG by Sid His
"We're using her for those 'keep your hands out of
harsh detergent' spots!"
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RADIO
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BUFFALO'S
FIRST
STATION
ESTABLISHED 1922 . . . 5000 WATTS

The

finest

Serving

sound

Buffalo

in town
and

the

— The
Niagara

finest

sell in town

Frontier

Van Beuren W. DeVries - Vice President and General Manager
William P. Dix, Jr. — Station Manager
Nat L. Cohen
Sales Manager
SYMBOL OF SERVICE WGR-AM

550 KC

NBC

BUFFALO,

N.Y.

■

A TRANSCONTINENT

STATION

■■■■
Represented by
f
WROC-FM, WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersf ield, Calif. /— X/^-^/^"^
M

\NGR-AM, WGR-FM, WGR-TV, Buffalo, N.Y. • KFMB-AM, KFMB-FM,
KFMB-TV, San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn.

TRANSCONTINENT

TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380

MADISON

rEdwardjh.etry ajko.. incj

AVE.,

N.Y. 17
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KOB
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WSR
Buffalo
W6H
Chicago
WFAA . Da!las-ft. Worth
mm
Detroit
Houston
mc
KARK
Little Rock
WINZ
Miami
WISH
iVIilvxaukes
RSTP , Minneapo! is-St. Paul
WAS
Norfolk

NEW YORK

• CHICAGO

spot

KFAB
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
KPOJ
Portland
WJAR
Providence
WRNL
Richmond
KCRA
Sacramento
WOAI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
KMA
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane
WGTO ... Tampa-Orlando
KVOO
Tulsa

• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

for

a

commercial

They are at the beach, but they're right within reach of your
message when you buy Spot Radio. Multiply this listening
by millions of sun-worshippers. They'll buy a lot of what you
sell when you use Spot Radio.

Radio Division
Edward

• DALLAS

• DETROIT

Retry
&
The Original Station
Representative

• LOS ANGELES

Co.,

• SAN FRANCISCO

Inc,

• ST. LOUIS

WHEELING:

One

Station

Reaching

mU

The

TV

Booming

MARKET

Upper

Ohio

Valley

nflrf-fv
#19 IMAGE

SERIES

Ohio Power men connecting a conductor to a huge insulator on a
345,000 volt transmission line, largest operating in the nation
today. Latest in this series of, super high-voltage lines will carry
SIX times the amount of power transmitted on the standard 132,000
volt line, represents a 7 million dollar investment.
More POWER to you, too, as the super high-voltage network of
the American Electric Power Companies' System in the Upper
Ohio Valley feeds electricity to consumers in many states. A big
factor in the industrial expansion underway here has been the
availability
blocks
of electric
Electric
and of
Ohiohuge
Power
employs
2000 power.
people. AEP's
Pouier^ Wheeling
industry,
people; more on the way . . . and more reasons why alert advertisers
find WTRF-TV's Wheeling Market worth looking into!

For availabilifies, call Bob
Elftnyn'
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr., 3 16,000 waHs |^ g [[|[ network fiolor
orat Needham
SniHb, Sales Manager, '
| |^— \^
CEdar 2-7777.
Nalional Rep., George P.
WHEELING
7, WEST VIRGI

wtrT'
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The

QUALITY

QUANTITY
Radio

audience

audience

in Baltimore!

as well as the

is yours
"Balanced

on WCBM
Program-

ming" makes the all-important difference . . .
with direct appeal to the adult audience in
this huge market

of over 1,700,000 people!

A

CBS

10.000

RADIO
Wcitfs

Baitlmor©

APFILIATi
on

680

13^ Mcirylcind

ICC

In

the

Dallas

REACH

-Ft.

MORE

Worth

WITH

market

CHANNEL

you
FOUR

. . .

KRLD-TV's net weekly circulation of 578,100* TV Homes is 38,800 more
than station B, 62,300 more than station C and 226,700 more than station D.
You SELL more when

you REACH

more with Channel FOUR

*ARB, June 1960

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
MAXIMUM
4

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Net to spot ■ Standard Brands, New
York, which purchased more than $10
million worth of tv (gross time billing)
last year — about 60% in network — has
adopted new media strategy that will
strip away all of its daytime network
sponsorships. Spot billing will be
boosted, with Standard Brands packing much of this punch regionally. New
all of advertiser's
strategy,inwhich
brands
tv, willaffects
be carried through by
its two agencies handling bulk of business, J. Walter Thompson and Ted
Bates, both New York.

Campaign delay ■ Radio-tv buying
for presidential candidates is being held
up because of network free-time offers
to Vice President Nixon and Sen. Kennedy (see story, page 70). As expressed
by Campaign Assoc. (agency for Republican candidate) : "The way we
figure it, eight hours of free time from
each of the networks amounts to 24
hours total for the candidates. There's
no sense to make buying plans before
we find how this is resolved." Meetings
will be held this week by Campaign
Assoc. and for the Democratic party by
their agency, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
Word may not yet have gotten
around but it will be Ruth Jones of J.
Walter Thompson who will figure prominently in Nixon's radio-tv campaign
plans. Miss Jones, veteran broadcast media executive, will pop up at Campaign
Assoc. on loan from JWT on about
Aug. 15 when she returns from vacation. She's been designated as executive in charge of timebuying for Vice
President Nixon. Her opposite number
at Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli is veteran
buyer Reggie Schuebel.
News troubles ■ All is not serene at
CBS News Division these days. Highlevel meetings were held between
Democratic and Republican conventions and after GOP conclave because
of licking network took in ratings on
political conventions coverage (Broadcasting, Aug. 1). How to inject degree
of showmanship in news and commentary without detracting from news objectivity and faithful reporting is kernel
of CBS Inc."s internal great debate.
CBS News represents annual outlay
of about $25 million for news and public affairs. Return, through sponsorship, is in neighborhood of $13-$14
million. CBS for years had held unquestioned leadership in news field
among networks until now with NBC's
operation, showcasing Huntley-Brink-

CIRCUIT.

ley at conventions, taking over on ratings.
40th for WWJ ■ First radio station to
observe its 40th anniversary is WWJ
Detroit. Founded by Detroit News in
1920, station will celebrate occasion
with luncheon for civic and educational
leaders and other celebrities Aug. 19
at Detroit Statler-Hilton.
Rep in Miami ■ H-R Television Inc.
will become exclusive national representative of WLBW-TV Miami when
L. B. Wilson Inc. takes over ch. 10
facility, Sept. 15, in pursuance of FCC's
decision last month terminating operation of WPST-TV by National Airlines
subsidiary, Public Service Television
Inc. Announcement of appointment
was made last week by Charles H. Topmiller, president of Wilson company,
which also operates WCKY Cincinnati.
Negotiations were in progress last
week for purchase or lease of ch. 10
facilities from Public Service Television
Inc. If negotiations meet dead end, Wilson company promptly will begin instal ation ofequipment and acquisition
of temporary studios to avoid any break
in continuity of ch. 10 service in
greater Miami area.
Legislative problem ■ Fate of S 1898,
omnibus bill amended by House to include highly controversial provisions
for broadcaster suspensions and fines,
will be charted this week at hearings
before Senate Communications Subcommittee, chairmanned by John O.
Pastore (D-R.I.). Broadcasters oppose
House sanctions as punitive and unnecessary. They do not oppose provisions that would outlaw payola and quiz
rigging, and would tighten FCC's licensing procedures. They avidly support provisions to clarify sponsor identification section (317) which has caused
most radio stations untold anguish, particularly in handling of phonograph
records.
What subcommittee, and subsequently Senate, will do at this bobtail session
is problematical, but broadcasters are
hopeful of relief from more-restrained
Senate legislative body. Legislation,
particularly that portion redefining Sec.
317, would be godsend to some 600
radio stations on temporary license because of technical violations of sponsor
identification section under FCC's rigid
application of regulation last March.
First subcommittee witness on Wednesday will be FCC Chairman Fred W.
Ford.

Little Rock odds ■ Despite strong
language from FCC saying it "appeared" three Little Rock tv stations
had violated Sec. 315 (Broadcasting,
Aug. 1 ) , odds against any further
action by commission are at least 10-1.
This is prediction of two separate commissioners, one of whom voted for inquiry of Arkansas stations, other against.
Feeling is that stations operated in best
interests of local viewers by offering
candidates in local and state elections
instead of opening sessions of Republican convention.
Oldtimers at FCC report that debate
on telegram sent to KARK-TV, KTHV
(TV) and KATV (TV) was one of most
spirited discussions in commission history. During 90-minute arguments,
Commissioner John S. Cross reportedly
made an impassioned plea to kill inquiry. Native Arkansan told colleagues that he would be unable to
return home if he voted with majority
and protested that he is as much in
favor of fairness as anyone else but
. . . you folks just don't know Arkansas politics." ■ Spectre of triple-spotSpot ting
gimmick
was raised anew last week when
giant Gillette Co. quietly pulled off new
wrinkle involving its tv commercials.
In place of previous one-minute spots
for Toni alone, North Adv. reportedly
sent out two 30-second commercials
each for Toni and Paper Mate sets
which, it is felt could subject stations to
additional multiple-spotting pressures.
Station representatives in Chicago for
most part rejected bid, advising stations
against accepting business. Agency
spokesmen acknowledge they've been
"talking about it," but disclaimed belief
of impropriety while denying they had
taken
cials. any definite action on commerOn subscribers
dotted line
of
to ■newWhile
NAB "steady
Radio flow"
Code
is reaching Washington headquarters,
it's safe guess that equally new Radio
Code Board will give matter first attention at scheduled Aug. 29 meeting.
Board will have to devise ways of converting NAB member station adherents
to old Radio Standards (free) to new
code (fees required). It also will face
problem of developing recruiting campaign to bring in non-members, who
weren't eligible to old standards but
can subscribe to new structure. Cliff
Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., will
have task of setting up effective enforcement technique to replace old
honor system of adherence.
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IN AUGUSTA,

GEORGIA
CHANNEL

9

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir. — AT. 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

YOUR
CHAN
PRODUCTS

BEST

N E L

12

28% taller and 29% more pov^erful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million annually. The best of CBS and ABC.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

FRIEND
IS

CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
The

FRIENDLY

Group's

Harry Burke, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-R

CHANNEL

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC
Networks.
IN AUGUSTA:
Robert E. Melcalfe-TA 4-5432
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Everybody l^reaks par with WRDW-TV in Augusta, "Golfing
Capital
the World",
you cantotell
and sell
than
a Millionof people
with where
721 million
spend.
For more
Augusta,
Georgia's TRIAL
second
city, where
is now one
the nation's
100 INDUSMARKETS
new of industry
hastopinvested
$110
million dollars in the past 20 months. New facilities of Continental Can, S. H. Kress, General Electric, Glassine Corp. and
Owens-Corning Fiber-Glass have joined the billion dollar
Du Pont plant in this rich area where WRDW-TV is your
product's be.st friend.

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.

Member The FRIENDLY

Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

John J. Laux, Exec. Vice-President

CHANNEL

12
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF

ONE

Make rate cards mean what they say ■ Broadcasters
should follow the same economic logic in selling time
that businessmen are accustomed to following in their
other transactions, according to Warner S. Shelly, president of N.W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia. This calls for
a price that "can be supported on the basis of reason
and fairness for all concerned," he states in this week's
Monday Memo. Special deals or rate cutting for a
Mr. Shelly
favored few, or haggling over rates, don't belong in
today's media market, he contends. Page 20
Banner year for station sales seen ■ 1960 is only seven months old
but total radio-tv trading already has hit over $150 million. This is better
than all of last year and even of previous peak in 1958. Top station
sales boost totals. Page 27.
Competing dentifrices Crest-fallen ■ A toothpaste brand that's almost
exclusively in tv gets unusual endorsement for its decay-preventing
properties to the delight of manufacturer Procter & Gamble. Page 28.

SHOT
TAKES
ALL
THREE
LANSING
JACKSON
BAHLE CREEK

Six-month tally ■ Tv networks' gross time billing shoots over $336.2
million mark, an 8.9% increase. Page 30.
duPont's tv chemistry ■ How to mix the corporate image with a bit of
sell and a spoonful of encouragement to the manufacturer or dealer.
Page 32.
Four-Star's 8-figure business ■ Filing at SEC shows how successful
movie stars become even more successful in television. Page 41.
How good is a manager? ■ Qualities of good executives are brought
out in advanced management seminar conducted at Harvard under NAB
auspices. What managers think of their owners is revealed in survey by
eminent psychologist. Page 54.
Sales specialist Erickson ■ A profile of Rod Erickson, a blue-chip salesman who won his spurs in the growing years of television. Page 60.
Another "ex parte" round ■ The FCC exhumes the sixth case in which
charges of off-the-record attempts to influence were made before House
subcommittee; schedules rehearing of Jacksonville, Fla., ch. 12 grant.
Page 65.
Arkansas politics ■ Two of three Little Rock tv stations explain to
FCC why they carried local and state Democratic office-seekers instead
of network coverage of first sessions of Republican convention from
Chicago. Page 65.

A solid play in Michigan's Golden Triangle
stakes you to a lively market—Lansing,
Jackson and Battle Creek! WILX-TV cracks
all three with a city-grade signal and scores
big in a lush outstate area ranking 11th in
retail sales*— 26th in TV households**.
Your play— call Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
*SRDS Consumer Market Data
''Television Age 100 Top Marl(ets — 11/30/59

Tv debates sponsorship? ■ CBS turns down overtures by advertiser to
sponsor proposed tv debates by presidential nominees; ABC, NBC noncommittal. Page 70.
Payola bill pitches ■ Broadcasters to continue opposition to license suspensions and fines in Harris bill before Pastore unit in Senate. Page 71.
A knock on Senate door ■ ABC asks permission for tv and radio
coverage of Senate session. Page 72.
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
WBC

ON THIS PAGE AND

ASKS

Pleading

TRANSFER

filed at FCC

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. filed
formal pleading with FCC Friday
(Aug. 5) asking that public hearing be
held on NBC acquisition and/ or disposal of station properties in Philadelphia, Boston, Washington and San
Francisco. Involved is exchange of
NBC's WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia for
RKO General's 'WNAC-AM-FM-TV
Boston; RKO General purchase of
WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington for
$11.5 million from NBC, and network's
acquisition of independent KTVU (TV)
San Francisco for $7 million from San
Francisco-Oakland Tv Inc.
Westinghouse, which owns WBZ-TV
Boston (NBC atmiate) and KPIX (TV)
San Francisco (CBS affiliate), among
others, said NBC had given assurances
that it did not plan to purchase Boston
station, which would cause WBZ-TV
to lose "valuable" NBC affiliation.
Promise came in 1954, WBC said, when

Biscayne

Tv

findings

attacked

in replies

Three parties in Miami ch. 7 ex
parte rehearing attacked proposed findings of Biscayne Tv Corp., winner of
original grant, in reply comments filed
Friday (Aug. 5) with FCC. East Coast
Tv Corp. said Biscayne findings (Broadcasting, Aug. 1) "are notable for adverse implications and innuendoes nicely contrived through the use of prejudicial adverbs, the use of alleged facts
not of record and the juxtaposition of
inapposite evidence."
South Florida Tv Corp. said Biscayne
submission is "so grossly inaccurate as to
call for correction . . .," using examples
of pure conclusion, speculation and
conjecture. Sunbeam, only applicant
found "pure" of improper pressures in
FCC general counsel's proposed findings
(Broadcasting, July 25), charged ". . .
record references of Biscayne do not
support contrary, self-serving characterizations such as those that Biscayne's
ex parte activities were 'customary' or
'casual'. . . ."
East Coast, and to lesser degree South
Florida, also hit findings of FCC general counsel as being unsupported in
official record. East Coast said commission filing "represents the most extreme
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE
HEARING

in four-station

deal

it reluctantly agreed to trade its Philadelphia stations for NBC outlets in
Cleveland under threat of loss of Philadelphia affiliation.
Under Justice Dept. consent decree,
NBC since has been required to divest
its Philadelphia stations. After decree,
WBC said network expressed interest in
Westinghouse stations in Boston, San
Francisco and Pittsburgh (KDKA-AMTV). Westinghouse, in turn, was rebuffed in olfer to re-trade Philadelphia
and Cleveland stations with NBC.
Friday petition maintained that
KRON-TV San Francisco also would
lose NBC affiliation and stations in that
city and Boston would be forever barred
from competitive bidding for NBC tie.
Among other issues, Westinghouse asked FCC to determine manner in which
FCC obtained RKO General's agreement to transfers and trafficking in
licenses and construction permits.

possible example of disregard . . ." for
established rules, did not give evidentiary facts for conclusions and omitted
specific record citations.
Biscayne. which operates ch. 7
WCKT (TV) Miami, and general counsel did not file replies. Special rehearGoodies galore
Program balance works both
ways — at least that's attitude taken
by one major tv station in situation that came to light last week.
It reportedly refused to clear for
NBC-TV's color production "Don
Giovanni" last April 10 on
grounds
network's
schedule that,
that in
dayeffect,
was so
loaded
with quality programming that IVi
hours of opera on top of everything else would be too much.
NBC had offered, among other
things, half-hour Time: Present
with Chet Huntley; hour of
Championship Golf; Meet the
Press: 90-minute "Cradle Song"
on Hallmark Hall of Fame and
hour-long Andrew Carnegie biography on Our American Heritage.
To even things up, awed broadcaster reportedly substituted syndicated films for "Don Giovanni."

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON PAGE 27

ing was held last June in Philadelphia
before Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
(Broadcasting. June 20). His initial
decision is expected within next few
weeks. Rehearing was ordered following testimony of improper contacts with
commissioners before House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee.
Timex

hears

for $3

million

bids
budget

Television advertiser The United
States Time Corp. (Timex watches),
N.Y., had not yet selected agency
Friday (Aug. 5) to handle its total estimated budget of $3 million. Timex
situation as read over weekend; Advertiser had listened to solicitations,
with Doyle Dane Bernbach said to be
front runner. Agency said Friday it had
not received notification from Timex,
while Timex officials refused comment.
Doner & Peck, N.Y., has been servicing Timex which has been heavy in tv
specials (including such name talent as
Jerry Lewis, Frank Sinatra and Louis
Jourdan) and has slated two specials for
fall on CBS-TV which will star Red
Skelton. Timex in late April moved in
with rare half-million-dollar spot television purchase to tie in with network
efforts. (That campaign covers two-week
periods this month and last June.)
CBS

radio

affiliates

plan

to be

reviewed

Three-point plan advanced by CBS
Radio Affiliates Board's executive committee for format
changes
in network's
tional
(Closed
Circuit, operaAug.
1) will be considered by full affiliates
board and top network officials today
and tomorrow (Aug. 8-9) at Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla. Plan would ( 1 ) inaugurate
10-minute newscasts on hour, with approximately first half of each to be
sold by network, rest by affiliates; (2)
addition of five-minute newscasts on
half-hour, to be sold by network; (3)
abandonment of daytime serials.
CBS Radio may or may not submit
alternative proposals. Whatever is
agreed upon by board and network
will then be submitted to all affiliates
for discussion and vote at their annual
convention Sept. 28-29. As chairman
of both affiliates board and its executive committee, John S. Hayes of
Washington Post stations will head station group at Ponte Vedra; network
will be represented by Arthur Hull
9

AT

DEADLINE

Hayes, president; James M. Seward,
executive vice president, and William A.
Schudt Jr., station relations vice president.
Hoeck

named

aide

Appointment of Gerald A. Hoeck,
vice president-tv director of Miller,
McKay, Hoeck, & Hartung Inc., Seattle
agency, as special communications consultant to Democratic National Committee for presidential campaign has
been disclosed by Sen. Henry Jackson
(D-Wash.), committee chairman. Mr.
Hoeck, who handles Bardahl International account (lubricant additives) is
close personal friend of Sen- Jackson
and advised him in campaign for Senate. He assumes duties in Washington
headquarters this week.
Sanders
in Dallas

Adv.

Agency

merger

Consolidation of Clarke, Dunagan &
Huffhines agency, Dallas, into Sanders
Adv. Agency there announced by J.M.
Sanders, president. CD&H President C.
C. Huffhines becomes vice president in
charge of Sanders plans board. CD&H
force moves to Sanders Bldg., 5531
Yale Blvd. Agency staff will include 35

WEEK'S

people servicing 35 local, regional and
national accounts.
Other officers: John W. Pauling, executive vice president; Elizabeth Beene,
secretary-treasurer; Ott Horn, vice
president; Robert McGuirk and Ha!
Abernathy, account executives; Jim
Ogilvie, creative director; Ben January,
media director; Fred Linn, art director;
Tom Odum, production manager; Betty
McCoy, marketing and research director.
MBS

invites

nominees

Mutual officially invited major-party
presidential nominees Friday to appear
together on its facilities during forthcoming political campaign. In invitations to Vice President Richard M.
Nixon and Sen. John F. Kennedy,
Stephen J. McCormick, MBS news and
Washington operations vice president,
recommended "face-to-face forum or
discussion format" but said offer was
not limited to this style of presentation.
Kobal<

recuperating

Edgar Kobak, veteran advertising
consultant and former president of Mutual, was at Roosevelt Hospital, New
York, last week for treatment of ulcer.

SEG

contract

Screen Extras Guild Friday agreed to
four-year contract with Alliance of Television Film Producers and Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers, covering theatrical films, tv films and film commercials. Contract calls for increase at
minimum scale of 10% for two years,
retroactive to June 1, 1960, and additional 5% for last two years of contract.
Employers will contribute $50,000
for establishment of health and welfare
fund and will support it on plan equivalent to that of Screen Actors Guild. Extras also will receive increase of $1.20
per day or 15 cents per hour from
April 2, 1959, when the previous contract went into effect, to Oct. 1, 1959.
■

Business

briefly

Testing twenties ■ Radio stalwart
Cities Service Co. will try more tv <it
has some news shows) next month when
it starts 13-week tests in five midwest
markets. Schedules call for dozen 20second spots weekly. Agency: Ellington
& Co., N.Y.

HEADLINERS

Oliver Barbour, vp in charge of tv
programming at Benton & Bowles, has resigned from agency effective in fall after
start of new tv season. Mr. Barbour joined
Benton & Bowles as producer-director 13
years ago, became director of radio programming in 1953, and subsequently
director of tv-radio programming and was
elected vp. Year ago when Thomas J.
Mr. Barbour McDermott, senior vp in charge of tvradio, resigned to join Four Star Films, Mr. Barbour moved
up to take charge of tv programming.
Norman Boggs, vp of RKO General and vp-general
manager of KHJ Los Angeles, resigns to become president,
part-owner and general manager of Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp. of California, which has just received approval
of its purchase of KGIL San Fernando, Calif. (Broadcasting, July 25). Prior to joining RKO-Don Lee organization
in 1951 he was executive at WMCA New York, WLOL
Minneapolis and WGN Chicago.
George H. Fuchs, NBC's director of labor relations since
March 1958, elected vp, labor relations. Before becoming

director he was successively manager and administrator of
labor relations. Mr. Fuchs transferred to NBC in 1955
from RCA where he had been personnel manager for RCA
Victor Div. in Cannonsburg, Pa., and earlier employmentrecords and wage-salary administration manager. He joined
RCA in 1949.
Arthur C. Elliot, eastern sales manager
of CBS Tv Spot Sales, will join Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, tv rep firm, effective
Aug. 15, also as eastern sales manager.
Mr. Elliot, formerly with DuMont Television Network, moved to CBS Tv Spot
Sales, New York, in 1952. In June 1956
he transferred to Chicago as midwestern
sales manager and in 1958 returned to
Mr. Elliot New York as eastern sales manager. His
move to HR&P is construed as marking end of plan under
which new rep firm would have been set up under his direction with certain CBS-TV affiliates, currently represented
by CBS Tv Spot Sales, as clients (Closed Circuit, July
25). This plan stemmed from FCC's order that networks
discontinue representing stations which they do not own —
order which CBS, unlike NBC, is not opposing.
FOR OTHER NEWS
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At weekend, it was reported under control and he was resting comfortably.

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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SEE THESE

STARS:

BILLY CANNON
CHARLEY FLOWERS
BOB WHITE
RON BURTON
BOB YATES
RICHIE LUCAS
JIM SWINK
CHRIS BURFORD
MARVIN

TERRELL

RON BEAGLE
PAUL LARSON
CHARLIE POWELL
FRANK TRIPUCKA
BOB STRANSKY
TOM DIMITROFF
BLANCHE AAARTIN
SEE THESE

TEAMS

ALL

PLAY;

Boston Patriots • Houston Oilers • Dallas Texans •

Buffalo Bills • Los Angeles Chargers • Denver Bronchos • Oakland Raiders

AMERICAN
A

spectacular

30

in professional
from

every

AMERICAN
AVAILABILITY:

Tuesday

September

New York Titans

minutes
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football

game

played

FOOTBALL

through

6 through

FOOTBALL

on

best

film

by

the

LEAGUE

Friday, following each week-end

the New

schedule

Year's Day Championship

18 Thrill-Paclced Weeks
Produced by: TV News Service, 14T6 Commerce Street, Dallas 1, Texas
WIRE

....

PHONE

....

WRITE

Midwestern and Eastern
Markets represented by:
S&W Productions
211 North Ervay Building
Suite 1121
Dallas 1, Texas
Ed Simmel
Phone: Rl 7-0552
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TV Marketeers, Inc.
550 Fifth Avenue,
Suite 619
New York 36, New York
Wynn Nathan, President
Phone: JU 6-5363
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& RADIO REPRESENTATIVES

TV
ORLANDO,
FLORIDA
FWLO

Co.

NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • CHtCAeO
LOS ANSELES • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS
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IO/I/S9
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Super market bargain! KBlG's ''FRESH AIR" programming produces a
high-income, receptive audience in Metropolitan Los Angeles at this fabulously low cost''. . .plus San Diego, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara and 225
other Southern California markets absolutely free! Instant proof available.
* Cumulative Pulse, Feb. 1960
Radio Catalina 740 kc/10,000 watts
John Poole Broadcasting Co., Inc.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, HOllywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed Radio Corp.

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(*lndicates
•j,J V/first
>>'■ or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 7-9 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting and election of officers. Jekyll Island, Ga.
Aug. 11 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Dean
Johnson of O'lVielveny & Myers, Los Angeles law
firm, will report on the successful fight to exempt broadcasters from the city gross receipts
tax.
Aug. 12-13 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting. Hotel Marion, Little Rock. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) will speak.
■Aug. 14-20 — Broadcast Responsibility Seminar.
Among rectorparticipants
be LouisOffice;
Hausman,
diof Television will
Information
A. Louis
Read, vice president and general manager of
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans, and Richard
Salant, CBS vice president. Syracuse U., Syracuse, l\I.Y.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Rear Admiral Joseph A. Jaap, director of development programs. Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, will speak at all-industry luncheon
Aug. 26 at Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Aug. 24 — Northeast Radio Network annual afliates meeting. Statler Club, Cornell U. campus,
Ithaca, N.Y.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29 — NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
President Eisenhower will address opening session,
2 p.m. Aug. 29 at Sheraton-Park Hotel.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for useance of inJuneplotting
assignments.
is continu20 deadline.
Reply This
comments
now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept. fall
2-4 —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)Rock
on Lodge,
better radio
ment. Starved
Utica, station
N.Y. manageSept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon
Hollywood
Knickerbocker.
Cunningham & at
Walsh
executives
will discuss
radio
problems.15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Sept.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Fla.
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
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DEUMMERS"* SESACS production aids, themes, and
mlas starters are hard-hitting, versatile, sales building
lunds. '5R"0"HMERS"* include station promotions,
)rrimercials, weather, time, themes, news and sports.

T
STATIONS SAY ABOUT
HERB IS WHA
SESAC'! "DRUMMERS"*

*

It

are superb
they
have... "DEUMMEES"*..
We
The big band sound, the fine vocal group, and the excellent arrangements give our station a new sound ..."
WORM, Savannah, Tennessee
There are many jingles in circulation today.
, fact, it has reached the point of saturation in some cases, becoming an annoyance instead of a boon.
'ith this in 'mind, I must admit I was surprised to see a quality organization like SESAC
oduce a 'jingle for all.'

attempt to mass

ith a skeptical eye, I auditioned the disc, believing that the only way to obtain quality jingles for. our station
5uld be to record them ourselves.
lie impression your * "DEUIIICERS"*
rite this letter.

Themes, and Production Aids' (PA-101/102)

he material and performance definitely meets the quality reputation of SESAC."
WREB,
Ve . . . were so pleased with the new "DRUMMERS"*

left has caused me to

Holyoke, Massachusetts

that I wanted to write and say thanks.

e have used similar material from several different firms, but without doubt this is the best overall producm, and by far the best quality we have ever programmed."

WJAY,

Mullins, South Carolina

for a package containing one "DRUMMERS"* album (20 cuts of sales
starfersr station promotions, weather, news and time signals)
plus 10 SESAC RECORDINGS* LP's featuring top artists from
major record labels, superbly produced on Hi-Fi albums. To
order fill in coupon below and mail to SESAC.

Intlemen:
lase enter my order for a SESAC "DBUMMERS"* Package at $63.00 (1 "DRUMMERS"*
mm and 10 LP's of music).
jCheck for full amount enclosed (SESAC will pay for shipping and handling)
Bill me within 15 days of shipment. (FOB, New York City) ^
\eck your choice of 10 LP albums:
[Melis Magic • Jose Melis
□ Big Band Sound • Elliot Lawrence
Intermezzo • Alfredo Antonini
□ On a Holiday Cruise • Lloyd London
Velvet Voices • Anita Kerr Singers
□ Music-Moonlight Rendezvous • Bill Snyder
Champagne & Candlelight • Bill Snyder □ The Amazing Chet Atkins • Atkins-Kerr Singers
Moonlight & Starlight • Richard Maltby □ In a Whimsical Mood • Nathaniel Shilkret
Many Sided Maltby • Richard Maltby □ Enchantment • Marco Rizo
Winds on Velvet • Elliot Lawrence
□ Why Not? • Barbara Carroll Trio
Ellington Moods • Duke Ellington □ Marching Thru Dixieland • Bourbon St. Barons
The Fourth Herd • Woody Herman
□ School Colors • All American Band
(Mediterranean Rendezvous • Alfredo Antonini □ Bradley-Jazz Octet, Vol. 3 • Will Bradley

DateNameCall LettersTitleAddressCity_
Zone.

-State-

Additional "DRUMMERS"* (up to three) available at $35.00 each. Additional LP albums at
$2.80 each.
'Trademorks
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(in eiglit
cities)Lodge,
on better
radioOhio.
station management. Lincoln
Columbus,
Sept. 16-18— UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Siieraton-Charies Hotel, New Orleans.
■'Sept. 18-21 — Assn. Canadienne Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speal<ers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AIVlFM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-24— Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications
for extension
construct uhf tv stations,
pursuant ofto time
hearingto order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-2'1 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on Inn,
betterWilliamsburg,
radio stationVa.management.cities)
Williamsburg
•Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight agement.
cities)
betterHollywood,
radio station
DiplomatonHotel,
Fla. man-

with

NETWORK

Command attention . . . command sales ... in the rich Sioux
Empire Farm Market . . . where
you reach 1,109,000 buyers in more
than 220,000 television households
— without duplication of Sioux City
(Iowa) stations. Buy the General
Kommand stations — KSOO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak . . . KORN-TV,
Mitchell, S. Dak . . . KCMT
Television, Alexandria, Minn.
ONE

BUY

Gets

You

This

RICH Farm

Market!

The Sioux Empire is the "big income" farm area — way over
one billion dollars annually ($1,164,655,600 to be exact) . . .
where CSI per household figures out at $4,862. And you can
reach this market with one order . . . cover the heartland of the
Sioux Empire with KSOO-TV . . . the rich southeast portion
of the Empire's great corn country with KORN-TV . . . and
the lush dairyland with KCMT!
Command
Command

the market . . .
the audience, with the

SIOUX

EMPIRE

AWRT Conferences
Sept.
16-18 — board
American
Women inmeeting.
Radio
& Television
of directors
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25
ference.—SkirvinAWRT
Hotel,southwest
Oklahoma area
City. con-

NETWORK

KSOO-TV, Sioux Falis, S, Oak. NBC Channel 13
KCMT, Alexandria, Minn. NBC Channel 7
KORN-TV, Mitchell, S. Dak.

Sept. 30-Oct. 2 — AWRT southern area
MusicsonCity,
USA conference,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. Andrew JackSept. 30-Oct. 2 — AWRT New England conference. Springfield, Mass.
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 4-6 — ^^AWRT Pennsylvania conference.
Harrisburg, Pa.

NBC Channel 5

Represented nationally by Avery-Knodel Inc.
Minneapolis, Minn., Harry Hyett, FEderal 9-7179

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention.
Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

ING
ADC
BRO
Km
WEEKLV AST
ANO RADIO
OF TELEVISION
8USINESS
THE
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name

a.
g
Ji

address
city
Send to home address
16 (DATEBOOK)

zone

state

NAB Fall Conferences
ija^ — '—
'-■ --^s™!
Oct. 13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Oct. 18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
Oct. 20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Oct. 24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
Oct. 27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

IN
A four

man

BOBSLEDDING

team

headed

by Captain

Fiske

is the
PACESETTER
It covered

5 miles in 3 minutes, 20.5 seconds

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
Northwest
WSAI

Orient

STATION
Airlines

in Cincinnati to promote

tour. Says

Donald

Kimel,

used

only

a Hawaiian
Area

Sales

Representative for Northwest: "This is
the most successful radio tour ever generated from the area. I think it is significant that your station was able to
generate over $20,000 worth of business for us with just two one-minute
spots a day for two months in the Jack
Reynolds show. No other advertising
media

were used on this tour." In Promotion ... in Productivity . . . WSAI is
The PACESETTER Station in Cincinnati.
Represented Nationally by GiLL-PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY ST AT\ONS
- Cincinnati; MUi - Philadelphia; VM\ - Tampa
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DEMOCRATIC

JULY 11

NBC

50%

JULY 12

42%

CONVENTION

JULY 13

53%

JULY 14

48%

JULY 15

45%

more
and
more

more

people

watch

the

news

on

da

y

day

,
-

after
after

day*.*

REPUBLICAN

JULY 25
49%

CONVENTION

JULY 26

JULY 27

JULY 28

50%

53%

52%

NINE-DAY
AVERAGE

50%

NBC

than

on
any
other
network
SOURCE: ARBITRON NATIONAL. 3-NETWORK SHARE OF U. S. AUDIENCE, ALL MEASURED TIME PERIODS.

MONDAY

MEMO

from WARNER

S. SHELLY, president, N.W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia

Make
rate
cards
mean
what
they
say
transactions. What we seek is a price
Not many people active in television That broadcast is "right" in a good
and radio today have long enough
many cases is proved by the fact that that can be supported on the basis of
reason and fairness for all concerned.
memories to recall that the advertising television and radio account for more
With regard to spot radio, the ideal
than 40% of our billings, and we exagency, as originally conceived, owed
way to achieve this, of course, would
pect this proportion to increase.
its primary allegiance to the media, not
When our analysis indicates that be through universal adoption of single
the advertiser. It bought space at bulk
television, or radio, or both can do a rate cards. However, since this is not
rates and sold it to advertisers at whatever the traffic would bear. The divi- job for a client, we want to be able to practical at present, we are urging the
recommend them without having to adoption of standard definitions of nasion of functions between the adverovercome objections that have nothing
tional, regional, local and retail rates
tiser-oriented agency and the mediaoriented representative occurred long to do with actual sales effectiveness of that would be applicable across the
the media, but often stem from rate
board. It should not be necessary for
before broadcasting was born.
structures
or
selling
practices
which
agencies to send buyers into the field
When the present pattern of the addon't make sense to businessmen.
vertising agency business was conceived
find out what each station's rate card
Above all, we want to be certain that to
really means.
by Francis Wayland Ayer, the AmeriWe are convinced that the familiar
our clients will obtain not only rates
can economy was growing perhaps even
that are fair but the same rates as method of bringing advertisers and
more rapidly than it is today. New
media together through agencies and
advertisers were cropping up across the everybody else in their respective caterepresentatives is sound and should be
country and new media were emerging
Summer Rates ■ Therefore, when we
continued. There is economic waste in
to meet their needs. The pattern that gories.
raise
questions
about
summer
televideveloped of bringing advertisers and
any other method.
sion rates and spot radio rates, as our
When an agency such as ours raises
media together through agencies (and
later, representatives) worked well in media department has been doing in questions about rates, broadcasters can
assume that there is concern about the
those times and continued to work rea- recent months, we actually are trying
to put the business of television and ra- matter among a considerable number
sonably well into the age of television.
dio on a firmer foundation. We are
of their ultimate customers. In other
Now, however, these relationships
suggesting merely that the pricing methindustries, when serious questions about
are somewhat clouded by controversy.
ods of broadcast media should apply the pricing come up at any point in the
A casual reader of the advertising and
chain of distribution, the suppliers are
broadcasting trade press in the last few same economic logic that businessmen
are accustomed to following in other
quick
to investigate and take action.
concluthe
to
jump
even
might
years
Service Demands ■ To make one
sion that the agencies and the broadcast media are locked in economic comfinal analogy with conventional industries, it usually is true that the more
bat. This would be an inaccurate conclusion, of course, and I think the concomplicated the product, the more service is required in selhng it. The 10 or
ditions which could give rise to it are
both unfortunate and unnecessary.
20 or 60-second spot is an extremely
Fundamentals ■ As a first step toward
complicated piece of merchandise, affected as it is by the time of day, adrestoring normal relationships among
advertisers, agencies, representatives
jacencies, the station's programming
and the many other variables that make
and broadcast media, perhaps we should
broadcast interesting. This suggests
re-examine some basic principles of the
that the services provided by station
advertising business as we know it torepresentatives is vital to the proper
day. The modern agency must represent
functioning of broadcast media.
the advertiser. This fact is so important
However, service is the first thing to
that we place it first in our formal
statement of the policies of N. W. Ayer
suffer when profit margins are shaved
& Son. We work for the advertiser.
or when the provider of service finds
his existence threatened. In addition
However, in later sections of our policy
statement we also acknowledge our
to creating conditions that agencies find
common interests with and dependence
intolerable, the present chaos in spot
radio rates is putting pressure against
on strong, independent advertising
media.
the representatives that in the long run
In working for the advertiser, our
can lead only to a decline in their abilpurpose is to render the best possible
ity to serve agencies and advertisers.
service in all areas of advertising, and
Neither the representative nor the
purchase of broadcast time is one of
agency can discuss a buy intelligently
great importance. We are not known,
when both are aware that off-rate-card
and do not want to be known as a
deals may be made without their knowledge.
Warner S. Shelly joined Ayer in 1923,
"television" agency, or a "radio"
We believe that a rate card should
worked up through several departments
agency, or a "print" agency, or any
to become vp and manager of client mean precisely what it says, and should
other specialized kind of agency. We
recommend media to each of our clients
service in New York office in 1938 and
have the same meaning for all adverin whatever combination our research,
tisers of a like nature. Bargaining over
president and director in 1951 . In averset.
knowledge and experience indicates is
age year he travels about 50,000 miles
rates is as old fashioned as the crystal
right for that particular advertiser.
by plane visiting N. W, Ayer's clients.
20
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To us, Time and Integrity are two of the most
precious things we have. Yet, to us, there is a difference between them: Time is not really ours, but our
Integrity is. Time passes, our Integrity remains constant. Time is for sale, our Integrity is not.
To You, our Time and Integrity are precious, also; but
the difference is that they are integrated in effect.
They must be, and are, one and the same Truth.
•time accomplishes everything . . . Plato
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

^'Time accomplishes everything", the philosopher
says. In the Maryland Market, our Time and Integrity can help you accomplish your honest purpose.
WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
NBC Affiliate /Channel 11/Associated with WBAL-Radio 1090
Nationally represented by ©OO Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
23

Ever

Have

Someone

Is

The

Feeling

WATCHING

That
You?

MIKE®
OPEN
Case for program freedom
Editor: Your Little Rock editorial
[page 112, Aug. 1] is great — should be
must reading for every broadcaster and
congressman and convention politicians
who talk about our freedoms. — Frank
Stanton, President, CBS Inc., New
York.
Triple-decker
Editor: One good editorial per week
is a fine record and you achieve it
pretty generally. I can't help but pay
you extra compliments for three in one
week. I have reference to your page
106 of the July 18 issue — very good
indeed. — Payson Hall, President, Meredith Broadcasting Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.
Dialing for the score
editor: In the August 1 edition of
Broadcasting (page 96), I notice you
make mention
a "Dial-A-News" operation atWEREof Cleveland.
Perhaps you have not heard of
KQV's "Dial-A-Score." We have had
this similar service to Pittsburghers in
operation for more than nine months.
We have 40 incoming lines, operating
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Each
hour, sports information and scores are
updated by our news staff and sports
department
so that
"Dial-A-Score"
constant source
to Pittsburghers
for isthea
latest sports news. When the Pittsburgh
Pirates are playing, inning by inning

WE

Have
And

It AU

THE

TIME!

both "Dr. *Nielsen" and "Dr. *ARB"

say it's not a psychosis,

but a FACT!

We're being watched seven days
a week by the MAJORITY of TV
viewers

in the

rich Rochester,

New Yorl<, area! — By folks who
can afford to BUY your product!
*Nielsen
April 10,Area.
1960
RochesterSurvey,
Metropolitan

ROCHESTER.

22

.
INC.

•

During the month of July, over 261,000 calls were registered to 'Dial-AScore." After checking with Pennsylvania Bell Telephone Company, we
found that this is more than half of the
unit installations in the Pittsburgh dialing area. — Dick Drury, Program Director, KQV Pittsburgh.
WBC did it alone
editor: regarding "open mike" aug.
1 and to set the record straight

*ARB
Report,Metropolitan
March, 1960Area,
Rochester

CHANNEL

(WVET-TV
EVERETT-Mc KINNEY,

scores are available on "Dial-A-Score."
The KQV "Dial-A-Score" is sponsored by the Duquesne Brewing Co. At
the conclusion of the scores and information, ashort message is delivered for
the brewery.

10
N.

Y.

WHEC-TV)
THE BOLLING
CO. INC.

BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weel<ly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbool< Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35< per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING CirculaDeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.1735
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,
include
both
old and new addresses.
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WPEN

RADIO

MAKES

THINGS

HAPPEN

IN

PHILADELPHIA

As Part of Our
Continuing Efforts in
Community Service
Richardson Dilworth, Mayor of Philadelphia (center) and a group of distinguished citizens comprised the Board of Judges.
wpen

R

fOU

colleqe

A general view of the audience at the WPEN "Teenage Salute Award Dinner'

schoURships
WPEN
awards four college scholarships each year to students throughout the Philadelphia area, selected
in cooperation with WPEN, by the
Mayor and Superintendents of the
Public and Parochial School Systems. Education is our responsibility
— and it is also good business. In
Public Service ... In Sales . . . And
In Exciting Listening, WPEN Makes
Things Happen In Philadelphia.

WPEN
PHILADELPHIA

Represented Nationally by GILL-PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WIH— Philadelphia; Vl$k\— Cincinnati; WALT— Tampa
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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BRAND-NEW:
Out of the thousands of
SATURDAY EVENING POST
stories read and loved by millions
of Americans, ITC now proudly
brings to television first run,
for the first time, the

Pat O'Brien
. . . hard-hitting
action

June Lockhart
. . . tender
romance

Everett Sloane
. . . Western
adventure

Charles Coburn
. . .in-cheek
tonguefarce

Pulitzer
authors
Conrad
Benet .

Prize-winning
like MacKinlay Kantor,
Richter, Stephen Vincent
. . and many others.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 • PL 5-2100
24

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas. . . Lawrence B. Taishoff

FOR OUR GOOD FRIENDS WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING CO., THEIR COVERAGE OF
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION WAS ENTIRELY INDEPENDENT OF KMPC. . . .
BOB FORWARD, VICE PRESIDENT IN
CHARGE OF PROGRAMS, KMPC LOS ANGELES.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting ■ Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Editorial Director (New York)
Rufus Crater
Senior Editors: J. Frank Beatty, Bruce
Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald,
Earl B. Abrams, Lawrence Christopher.
Associate Editors: Harold Hopkins, Dawson Nail.
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Irving C. Miller
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Eunice Weston
Secretary to Gen. Mgr.. . .Eleanor Schadi

[Mr. Forward refers to a telegram to the
Editor from John Dickson of KMPC.
The telegram said, in part: "The entire
Westinghouse Broadcasting operation . . .
was
The backboned
Editors.] by the KMPC staff." —
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QUOTE
WORTH
CK^
YBAREPEATING
PLA
Something to remember
In an editorial titled "On behalf of
tv," the Detroit Free Press called attention to the financial loss of the tv
networks because of their political convention coverage:
It has been estimated that the television networks will lose about $1 million on their 1960 political convention
coverage. The cost of the setup is
enormous and the word is that sponsors
proved insufficiently anxious to buy
time. Of course the million-dollar loss
is spread among all the nets that have
their cameras at Los Angeles and Chicago. Nevertheless, even a share of it
wouldn't be hay. This is something to
remember the next time somebody
chews too hard at tv for not putting
enough effort into public service.
OLORCASPI

Na

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 8 (10-11 p.m.) Esther Williams at
Cypress Gardens, Brewers Foundation
through J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 8-12, 15-17 (11-11:30 a.m.) Price
!s Right, participating sponsors.
Aug. 8-12, 15-17 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
Aug.
9, 16P. (9:30-10
ray Party,
Lorillard p.m.)
throughArthur
LennenMur-&
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Aug. 10 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
Aug. Lever
10, 17through
(8:30-9Ogiivy,
p.m.) Benson
Price Is&
Right,
Mather and Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel.
Aug. 12 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &.
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
Aug. 13 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
Aug. 13 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Aug. 13 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
taining.
Aug. 14 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, susAug. 14 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Aug. 15 (10-11 p.m. What Makes Sammy Run? Purex through Edward H. Weiss.
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The expressive flamenco... one of the
more difficult and beautiful of stringed
instruments! For certain, it takes a
'quality touch" to capture the full
range and challenging aspects of this
vivid instrument. To capture the
admiration and attention of the
television audience also demands a
abc ■ channel 8 ■ dallas

"quality touch"!
Represented by

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
TELEVISION SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Repreaentative
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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On

The

Gulf

Coast

big

The

Takes

the

One
Measure

WKRGlV
CHANNEL
Call

MOBILE,

Avery-Knodelf

or C. P.
26

5

Persons,

ALA.

Representative^

Jr., General

Manager
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STATION
Trading
Total

SALES

of tv-radio

of 406

properties

stations

Trading in radio and tv station properties has 1960 sizzling to the tune of
over $150 million — and the year is
only seven months old.
As of the end of July, the total dollar volume involved in the buying and
selling of radio and tv properties is
more than one-fifth higher than for
the whole of 1959.
The total amount of money changing
hands in radio and tv station sales
from January through July of this year
reached $151,016,156.
This is $27.6 million higher than
1959's $123.4 million for all sales that
year which were approved by the FCC.
It is even higher by $23.5 million than
the peak $127.5 million in 1958.
An extensive survey of all broadcast station sales this year — announced,
filed for FCC approval and approved
by the FCC — through the end of July
shows:
■ The trading in radio-only stations
already has reached $54.3 million. This
is $11.2 million less than 1959'8 peak
$65.5 million for the whole year.
■ The sale of combination radio and

THE

are

AT

ALL-TIME

for seven

involved

months

in transfers

tv station properties has reached $73.8
million — $8.6 million more than the
peak $65.2 million in 1956,
■ Transactions involving the sale of
television-only stations have reached
$22.8 million. This is $5.6 million less
than the $28.5 million which changed
hands in peak 1957.
So far this year there have been 406
broadcast properties changing hands —
36 of which involved only minority interests.
Control changed hands in 336 radioonly stations and minority interests in
33 instances of radio-only properties.
There were 13 transactions involving
controlling interests of combination radio-tv stations and no minority interests.
There were 21 tv-only transfers plus
three involving minority holdings.
These figures include all station
transactions beginning with Jan. 1 and
including all FCC broker and sales activity through the end of July.
The comparative figures are from
Broadcasting's
sue of Feb. 15. "Perspective 1960" is-

RISING

Two Sales Fatten Totals ■ Two major

VOLUIVIE

OF

STATION

tops

HIGH
$150

million

so far this year

station sales contributed to the financial ballooning of station transfers for
the first seven months of this year.
The first, and most impressive, is
the NBC-RKO General agreement to
swap stations — the network's Philadelphia radio-tv outlets for RKO General's Boston radio-tv stations. This
transaction is estimated at a total of
$42 million— $22 million for WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia and $20 million
for WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston. These
valuations are considered by knowledgeable sources as the best estimate of
the worth of the stations involved.
The second major transfer is the
$10 million
sale ofto J.Storer
Elroy BroadcastMcCaw's
WINS
New York
ing Co. (Broadcasting, August 1). This
is the largest amount ever paid for a
single radio station. Storer at this time
holds an option for the purchase of the
50 kw New York outlet.
Contributing to what bids fair to be
the banner year in broadcast property
buying and selling are a number of
other multi-million dollar transactions:
Item: WRC-AM-FM-TV Washing-

TRADING
Tv Only

Radio Only

Combined
Radio-Tv

$ 60,344,130

$ 10,224,047

$ 26,213,323

1955

$ 73,079,366

$ 27,333,104

$ 22,351,602

$ 23,906,760
$ 23,394,660

1956

$115,605,828

$ 32,563,378

$ 65,212,055

$ 17,830,395

1957

$124,187,560

$ 48,207,470

$ 47,490,884

$ 28,489,206

1958

$127,537,026

$ 49,868,123

$ 60,872,618

$ 16,796,285

1959

$123,496,581

$ 65,544,653

$ 42,724,727

$ 15,227,201

I960''

$151,016,156

$ 54,369,814

$ 73,816,000

$ 22,830,442

Total
1954

* January through July
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ton, D.C., sale pending FCC approval
to RKO General for $11.5 million.
Item: WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City,
Mo., sold to Transcontinent Television
Corp. for $9.7 million.
Item: KTVU (TV) San Francisco,
Calif., transfer pending FCC approval
to NBC for $7.5 million.
Item: KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.,
sold to Nafi Corp. for an aggregate of
$4 million.
Item: KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.,
sold to Slueveport Journal and others
for $3.4 million.
Item: WCHS-AM-TV Charleston,
W.Va., sale announced to Rollins
Broadcasting Co. for $3 million.
Item: WMBD-AM-FM-TV Peoria,
III., sold to Midwest Television Inc. for
$2 million.
Item: KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph and
KLIK Jefferson City, Mo., both announced as having been sold to Connie
B. Gay for $1.85 million.
Among other transactions in the $1
million area are the sale of Midnight
Sun Broadcasting Co. to All-Alaska
Broadcasters for $1.2 million; the sale
of KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark. (Monroe, La.) to Washington, D.C., businessman William H. Simons for $1.1
million; the pending WGMS-AM-FM
Washington, D.C., sale to Crowell-Collier for $1.5 million.

EN
With

five

number

months

transfers

1954

TO

A
yet

of stations
nears

RECORD
to

go

involved

recent

YEAR

in 1960,

the

in ownership

annual

volumes.

Combined
Radio Only
Radio-Tv
Tv Only
Control
Minority
Control Minority Control Minority
27
29
187
66
18
6
10

1955

242

106

11

2

1956

316

111

24
28

8

21

8

2

38

5

4

23

8

2

21

4

0

21

3

1957
1958
1959

357
407

62
82
29

436
336

33

17
15

13

3

* January through July
I960*
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P&G'S
NO
ADA approval

ROUTE

ADVERTISING

CAVITIES'
ENDORSEMENT
of Crest creates problem of how to utilize it

Procter & Gamble last week had a
problem many advertisers would like
to have: how to gainfully utilize an
endorsement by the American Dental
Assn. of its Crest toothpaste.
The Dental Association in a very unusual action officially recognized Crest
as a decay-preventer through its contents (a form of stannous fluoride). The
ADA announcement (published in its
journal) included reports of clinical
tests comparing one group that used
the dentifrice with another that did not.
ADA'S verdict was that Crest "can
be shown to be an elTective anti-caries
(decay-preventive) dentifrice. . ." But
ADA also asserted that the effectiveness goes hand in hand with oral hygiene, that it was not a cure-all nor
was it a substitute for fluoridation of
community water supplies.
P&G, as part of the ADA public endorsement, agreed to limit its advertising claims to those supported by
"adequate research." ADA also indicated that the product could be advertised as "an effective anti-caries" denti28

frice, as part of an overall dental care
program. P&G indicated it would conform. This was the first such endorsement in over 30 years of surveys.
The top tv advertiser, P&G put
out a blanket order to its officials and
to its agency, Benton & Bowles, to
button up on future Crest advertising
plans. The obvious reason was that
P&G feared countermeasures from its
competitors.
No Change ■ Despite the general expectation that P&G would institute an
advertising campaign soon to exploit
the ADA endorsement to the hilt (a
$20 million campaign was rumored).
There was little evidence to support a
wholesale change of tv commercials.
It has been learned that P&G so far
has given B&B a green light to put
through
a "few minor
changes"
Crest
commercials.
Still retained
wouldin
be the "look Ma, no cavities" theme
(see photo), with copy modified to conform closely to the understanding P&G
has with the dental group.
It was the ADA's action that caused

excitement at Cincinnati, on New
York's Fifth Ave. (where Benton &
Bowles is headquartered) and on Wall
St. where a sudden spiral in P&G
stocks startled market experts because
it was so out of character. P&G stock
price deviation and trading activity
usually are conservative. P&G stock
on the New York Exchange went up
eight points Monday (Aug. 1), the day
of the ADA disclosure, and by Wednesday (Aug. 3) had lost but threequarters of a point at closing.
On television, Crest had been test
marketed before 1955, its introduction
date. The television medium has been
used since and according to a B&B
source, "it is a brand that is almost exclusively in television now and mostly
Television Bureau of Advertising released aset of figures showing the leadnetwork."
ing dentifrices' gross time billings. Crest
last year was No. 3 in network tv
billing ($3,342,114), behind Colgate
and Gleem (also P&G products); but
below nearly all the top brands in spot
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Here's

a Tiger

for

Sales

in Baton

Rouge
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WAFB

TV

Roars

Anew

from

Channel

Channel 28, the U.H.F., that won awards in 25 of 26 merchandising competitions
NOW

IS UNLEASHED

ON V.H.F.

TO SELL YOUR

PRODUCTS

TO MORE

PEOPLE!

The basic BEST of CBS . . . plus the PICK of ABC, top film shows
and top local shows. Add merchandising that has won WAFB-TV
national recognition many times . . . merchandising that follows
through 'til you've won the market. THESE ARE THE REASONS
YOU'LL WANT

TO MAKE

WAFB-TV

the hinge on which you'll

swing your marketing in this billion dollar- PLUS market.
Now serving an area thai includes 268,400 TV homes*
In Louisiana and Mississippi. Now reaching far out
from its rich Baton Rouge hub to carry your sales story
throughout this vital Central-Gulf-Coast area.

BATON

LOUISIANA®a

CHANNEL
goes
of the

farther

nation's

- se//s
fastest

more

ROUGE

- in one

growing

mar/<ets

Get Full Information from ... BLA I R^S^^^^l^ ASSOCIATES
inc.
* Based on field intensity calculations within the
100 microvolts
meter contour
schmitt.
Consulting per
Engineers,
July, 1959.at 257 kw video — Page, Creutz, Steel, & Wald-

New London-Groton, Conn., and Norwalk. Conn.
Population figures for the new cities
added to the Census Bureau's metropolitan area list last week are as follows:
1950
Area
1960
Population

Crest's Tv Theme
Look, mom — no cavities!"
tv. In the first five months of this
year. Crest had spent $1.6 million in
network tv, only $300,000 less than
Gleem but some $800,000 behind
Colgate. In total tv spending. Crest still
comes behind Colgate and Gleem and
is slightly ahead of competitors. Ipana,
Stripe and Pepsodent.
Network shows in which Crest now
participates include Cheyenne, Rebel,
The Detectives, all on ABC-TV, and
Video Village on CBS-TV. It placed
but $139,680 for national spot (gross)
in all of 1959.
NEW
21

MARKET

metro

announced

areas

DATA
are

by Census

Twenty-one new standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA) have
been added to the U.S. Census Bureau
population figures. The figures compare preliminary I960 population
counts with 1950, breaking the area
count into city, outside central city
and counties.
A prior list of metropolitan area
population counts was issued earlier
in the summer (Broadcasting, June
27). The additional cities were placed
on the SMSA list by the Bureau of the
Budget when the census showed that
a city or twin cities had attained a
population of at least 50,000.
The Budget Bureau has announced
several changes in definitions of metropolitan areas since announcement of
their 1960 population in June. They
follow:
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Add Canadian County to Cleveland and Oklahoma Counties.
Tulsa, Okla. — Add Osage County, to
Creek and Tulsa Counties.
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Add Archer
County, Tex., to Wichita County.
The Budget Bureau is conducting
studies to determine definitions of the
metropolitan areas of Meriden, Conn.;
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Abilene,
119,618
Abilene Tex.,
city SMSA total
89,648
Outside central city
29,970
Jones County
Taylor County
19,402
100,216
74,787
Albany,
AlbanyGa.,citySMSA total
55,136
Outside central city
19,651
Dougherty County
74,787
Billings,
Mont,
SMSA
total
78,001
Billings city
52,249
Outside central city
25,752
Yellowstone County
78,001
Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito,149,901
Tex., SMSAcitytotal
Brownsville
47,831
Harlingen city
40,765
San Benito city
16,320
44,985
Outside central cities
149,901
Cameron County
Colorado Springs, Colo., SMSA 142,643
total
Colorado Srings city
69,181
Outside central city
73,462
El Paso County
142,643
160,742
Eugene,
EugeneOre.,
city SMSA total
50,169
110,573
Outside central city
Lane county
160,742
Fargo-IVIoorhead, N.D.-Minn.,
104,983
SMSAcitytotal
Fargo
46,491
Moorhead city
22,808
Outside central cities
Cass County, IM.D.
35,684
66,278
Clay County, Minn.
38,705
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, Fla
SMSA total
329,406
Fort Lauderdale city
81,806
Hollywood city
34,570
213,030
Ouside central citis
Broward County
329,406
Great Falls, Mont., SMSA total 73,203
Great Falls city
55,246
Outside central city
17,957
Cascade County
73,203

TV

NETWORK

85,517
45,570
39,947
22,147
63,370
43
617
31,155
12,462
43,617
55 875
24,041
55375
36,066
23^229
13,271
52,604
125,170
29'051
74 523
45,472
74,523
07Q
125 776
DQ DQ7
12507,07776/
cri, i.H\j
38,256
14
870
36^114
58,877
30,363
83,933
36,328
14,351
33,254
83,933
53,027
39,214
13,813
53,027

Ar63
Huntsville,
HuntsvilleAla.,
city SMSA total
Outside central city
Qnn \ \j\j\J\
Pm 1 nt\ Lyv
ivi dua H i1 z>\ji
LakeLakeCharles,
CharlesLa.,citySMSA total
Outside central city
OulLd^lCU
P^lr^clpii lulloll
P;^Ki';h
Las LasVegas,
VegasNev.,
city SMSA total
Outside central city
r l;^rl< fniintv
LawtonOkla.,
city SMSA total
Lawton,
Outside central city
Comanche County
Midland,
MidlandTex.,
city SMSA total
Outside
central
IVlidland County city
Monroe,
MonroeLa.,citySMSA total
Outside central city
Ouachita Parish
Odessa,
OdessaTex.,
city SMSA total
Outside
Ector
Countycentral city

1960
Population1950
72,903
116,612
71,880
16,437
44,732
56,466
903
116
612 72
142,307 89,635
41,272
62,395
48,363
14279,912
307
89 635
125,466 48,289
12563,453
466
62,013

24,624
48
289
23,665

89,320
60,346
89
320
28,974
67,322
62,272
675,050
322
102,889

34,757
55,165
20,408
55 165
25,785
21,713
25 785
74,713
4,072
74 713
38,572
36,141
42,102
29,495
12,607
42,102
81,912
28,937
44,618
818,351
912

10251,931
889
50,958

90,298
79,960
10,338
90,298
Provo
city
Provo-Orem,
Orem city Utah, SMSA total 106,777
35,956
18,392
Outside central cities
Utah County
52,429
106,777
RenoNev.,
city SMSA total
Reno,
50,938
83,700
OutsideCounty
central city
Washoe
32,762
83,700
Texarkana,
Tex.-Ark.
SMSA
total
90,938
Texarkana city, Tex.
30,448
Texarkana city. Ark.
19,526
40,899
Outside central cities
Bowie County, Tex.
Miller County, Ark.
39,707
31,231
Tuscaloosa,
TuscaloosaAla.,
city SMSA total 108,613
45,488
Outside central city
63,125
Tuscaloosa County
108,613
Tyler,
TylerTex.,
city SMSA total
85,295
51,082
Outside
central city
Smith County
34,213
85,295

GROSS

TIME

50,205
32,497
17,708
50,205
94,580
24,753
15,875
53,952
61,966
32 614
94,092
46,396
47,696
94,092
74,701
38,968
74,701
35,733

BILLINGS

TvB report on June 1960 and first half of 1960, based on LNA-BAR figures
1960 compared to 1959
% Change
1959
% Change
JANUARY-JUNE 1960
1959
JUNE
1960
+ 33.8
+ 25.3
ABC
$ 8,930,114
$76,950,570
$11,948,700
$61,422,516
138,292,384
CBS 21,171,128
131,747,547
22,004,107
+
3.9
120,992,398
5.0
+ 4.8
115,481,151
MBC 17,984,845
18,959,323
TOTAL $48,086,087
++ 10.0
5.4 $308,651,214
$336,235,352
$52,912,130
1960
+ 8.9
NBC
ABC Month by month in
January
CBS
February
TOTAL
$20,980,897
$13,260,010
$23,477,358
$57,718,265
55,577,993
19,923,712
12,677,110
22,977,171
March
24,043,799
21,072,164
13,487,460
58,603,423
- 2.3
20,642,038
12,701,240
22,580,032
55,923,310
12,876,050
23,209,917
- 5.4
April
55,500,231
19,414,264
June
11,948,700
18,959,323
22,004,107
52,912,130
' May 1960 figures revised as of 8/1/60
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
Breakdown by DAY PARTS of billings
Change
JUNE
IVlay'1960 Vc ChangeJANUARY-JUNE
1959
1959
1960 %
$15,844,295 -+ 0.7
1.2 $102,680,012
87,605,805 $100,340,957
Daytime
$15,730,417
13,644,364
Mon.-Fri
82,841,803
13,808,420
2,199,931 + 14.5 15,074,207
Sat.-Sun.
17,499,154 + 16.1
1,921,997
37,067,835 + 14.6 205,971,202
235,894,395
32,355,670
Nighttime
+
10.0
$308,651,214
$52,912,130
TOTAL
$336,235,352 ++ 148..59
$48,086,087
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goes
and

the

to
people

We asked the people of the Dayton
Area what they watched on television
. . . what they wanted to see . . . what
they thought of television programming generally . . .
They told us in more than 50,000
words!

the
speak

people
for

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT, and at
the top of the list Detective/Adventure, Musical /Variety, Westerns . . .
FACTUAL NEWS . . .
INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMS
when timely and unbiased ...
BETTER DAYTIME PROGRAMMING FOR WOMEN . . .
IMPROVED PROGRAMMING FOR
CHILDREN, with wholesome, family
programs in the early evening hours.

Ask George P. Hollinghery for details
Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and
WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina

themselves
No serious criticism of television programming as a whole, but plenty of
pithy, constructive comments.
For WHIO-TV, this survey will be a
guide to the kind of balanced programming most wanted by viewers
in Ohio's third largest market.

WHIG-TV
Channel
[STB

Dayton
Ohio
OF SEAL
GOOD
PRACTICE
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WHY

DUPONT'S

BEEFING

UP

ITS

TV

It's learned to use television to build its image and its sales
The record that duPont is compUing
duPont can project its image is worth
Unintended Sales ■ In the three-minute commercial it uses in Show of the
in television is being watched closely by every penny.
the tv industry.
Month duPont rarely tries to sell a
A second "basic" duPont network
It's an active case of an industrial
product. But sometimes sales unexvehicle that's wearing well is the June
advertiser that nibbled at tv first, then Ally
son Show. It appeared under the
pectedly result from what BBDO calls
textile fiber banner for its debut on a "halo effect" in the advertising.
took larger chunks initially to promote
a corporate image and later to add some
CBS-TV this past (1959-60) season.
One commercial told how dry-cleanharder sell.
ing was discovered when a chemical
The show, renewed for a second seaIn dollars, duPont is coming up
son, is used for more direct advertis- was accidentally spilled on a stained
garment and described how duPont had
ing impact than is attempted on Show
nicely. It's estimated conservatively
that the tv gross time billing ticket for of the Month, but it's still far from a developed better cleaning fluids. Dry
duPont will reach some $7 million this hard-sell vehicle.
cleaners were enthusiastic at the description oftheir industry on television,
BBDO
Is
Agency
■
A
BBDO
execuyear.
and at the request of the National Dry
The duPont activity is of special imtive (his agency handles all of duportance to the television business for
Cleaning Assn. duPont intends to run
Pont's tv activity) explains the corpothe commercial again.
this reason, too: traditionally the comration's
philosophy
about
Show
of
the
On another commercial duPont told
pany is heavily print-oriented — tele- Month this way:
about Zytel, a new plastic that can be
vision still is relatively new.
DuPont has conscientiously set out
to create a quality showcase for itself fabricated into many different prodA substantial amount of duPont's
ucts. The advertiser was astonished to
network expenditure goes for DuPont
— "a big event, a climate for the correceive a number of letters from manuShow of the Month which begins its
porate message that duPont provides
facturers wanting more information
fourth season on CBS-TV in the fall. 'better things for better living through
about Zytel.
The commercials on this program are
With Show of the Month duPont is
devoted to the corporate sell and to
Neither duPont
nor its agency in"
show the diversity and versatility of chemistry.'terferes with the show itself. "We
after a mass audience of equal distribution between male and female. In
the products duPont produces for in- aren't in show business," the BBDO
the June Ally son Show it seeks a fedustry as well as for consumers.
male oriented audience.
Few viewers ever will walk into a executive said last week. "The producer [Talent Assoc.] is." What the
store and ask for some of the chemiagency and advertiser want from the
On the Allyson show duPont is trycal compositions advertised on Show
producer is the best show they can get
ing to establish Nylon, Orion and
of the Month. Of this duPont is so the association of the sponsor with
Dacron as "household generic terms,"
aware. But duPont thinks the expense
the program will add an element of according to the agency. It also is tryof creating a quality show in which
ing to urge manufacturers to use more
prestige to the duPont impression.

DuPont fiber ads ■ On its June Allyson
Show duPont works for acceptance of
its synthetic fibers. Balmain gown from
Paris was made of duPont synthetics,
was featured in commercial relations
high style to Orion, nylon, Dacron.
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

DuPont direct sell ■ This is a typical
commercial for No. 7 car polish used
in minute participations on network
programs. The theme of this spot is
that No. 7 is so easy to apply a small
boy can do it. In this animated version.

which is accompanied by a jingle, the
boy holds a polish container to be
mirrored in the gloss of the car he has
just polished. Looking at the reflection,
he sees the lettering reversed. This is
something new in duPont ads.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

RAB

DuPont institutional ■ This is typical
of commercials used on duPont's Show
of the Month, where product advertising take second place to institutional
messages. The subject here is air safety, and duPont's connection is this:

X-ray machines are used in airplane
inspections, and duPont makes film
used in X-ray gear. In commercials
like this duPont seeks chiefly to advance its reputation as the maker of
"better things for better living."

of these synthetic fibers. In one series
of commercials duPont showed high
fashions designed by famous Paris
houses and made of duPont synthetics.
The network television advertising
of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. of

There is still room for more duPont
tv use. All of duPont's current tv advertising is for accounts handled by
BBDO, but there are persistent reports

Wilmington, Del., doesn't stop with
Show of the Month and the June Allyson Show. This summer duPont is using
minute participations in several network shows to advertise car polish. The
No. 7 car polish advertising on the
networks this summer is something of
a departure for duPont divisions — because of the extent of the spread. But
in the fall, this buying technique will
be retained for advertising on behalf
of a new product, Telar, a combination
anti-freeze and summer coolant.
The lineup of No. 7 car polish advertising on the networks this summer
includes these participations: on ABCTV — Untouchables May through first
week of August, Bourbon Street Beat
June through July, Bronco and Sugarfoot from mid-May through July, Alaskans May through July 1 ; on NBC-TV
— Bonanza May 21 -Aug. 20.
Next Fall ■ An even more ambitious
schedule appears for duPont's fall lineup: another season (seven specials in
all) for Show of the Month and for
the June Ally son Show on CBS-TV;
and for its anti-freeze product participations in ABC-TV's Islanders, Naked
City, Roaring Twenties and Adventures
in Paradise, and in NBC's Riverboat,
The Outlaws and Wagon Train.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

— which duPont labels "premature" —
of the household paints line handled
by N.W. Ayer considering television,
probably network.
Here is the record of duPont television in recent years:
Tv's Percent
Total
Television Total
Advertising Billing' Advertising
1956 $11,600,049
$2,347,170 22.3%
1957 12,739,629
2,374,910 18.6
1958 14,591,006
3,316,316 22.7
1959 15,761,575
5,165,744 32.8
of■Television
Advertising.figures are from Television Bureau
The turning point in tv for duPont
occured when sponsorship of Month
was begun in the fall of 1957. Up to
that time, the company had advertised
on ABC-TV in its weekly duPont Theatre program (also called Cavalcade
Theatre and some spot and sports for
Zerex anti-freeze products) . DuPont
then placed a modest $2.3 million gross
per year in tv of which nearly $100,000
was in spot. The gross time cost for
Theatre came to approximately $30,000
per weekly program. Show of Month, a
90-minute telecast once a month, had
a time tab of some $165,000 plus the
cost.
In the past season Show of the
Month had a per program gross time
cost that hit a low of $178,000 and a
high of $192,000.

study:

radio

can

push hardware sales
Radio can point the way to increased
sales in the nation's retail hardware
stores, according to a new study released to members by Radio Advertising Bureau, New York. Taking a
"hard look at hardware," RAB says the
major problems at this retailing level
are: small average sale ($3.15), increasing competition from other types
of outlets, and the need for stocking
a wide variety of items.
Hardware stores in smaller markets
do better than those in larger markets,
the study shows. Citing industry figures,
RAB reveals that almost 60% of dealers grossing $50,000 or more annually
are in towns of 10,000 and under in
population. In cities of 250,000 and
up, only 36% of hardware dealers
gross more than $24,000 a year. The
larger-market lag is explained by higher overhead, more direct competition
and poor location.
RAB comes up with some selling
hints which include: radio's ability to
"create big demand for specific items,"
which is also a means to building quick
turnover and heavy traffic; and radio
reach of hardware consumers.
Open

time

for network

available
lineup

The remaining "trouble spots" in the
network tv fall nighttime schedule have
been narrowed considerably since June
(Broadcasting, June 27) but there still
is open time available.
CBS-TV's one and one-half hours unsigned at the end of June has been
scaled down to two-thirds (or 20 minutes) available in Person to Person
(Thurs. 10 p.m.). ABC-TV, which had
two and three-fourths hours unsold, has
whittled down to about an hour weekly.
The advertiser signatures at ABC-TV
have come chiefly in two shows, Walt
Disney (Sun. 6:30-7:30) and Roaring
Twenties (7:30-8:30, Sat.). These
shows on an October basis are nearly
sold out.
NBC-TV, which has been lagging
behind the other two networks, has
pruned its nearly nine open hours to
about four and one-half available hours
per week. Since June, NBC-TV sold
about five minutes of Tall Man and
Deputy (both half-hours on Saturday);
closed out Riverboat (Mon. 7:30-8:30);
Laramie (Tues. 8:30-9:30); Groucho
Manx (Thurs. 10-10:30) and Dan
Raven (Fri. 7:30-8:30), returned the
10:30-11 period on Wednesday to stations, sold a third more of Bonanza
(Sat. 7:30-8:30) which leaves onethird open, and set time 10-11 period
on Tuesday for specials.
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FRESH

THOUGHTS

Workshop

wants

ON

STALE

tv commercial

Is the tv commercial doing its job
of selling, or is the commercial message adhering too closely to sound and
picture stereotypes?
A panel at Advertising Age magazine's Third Annual Summer Workshop
on creativity in advertising, meeting in
Chicago last week agreed that one of
the biggest problems in commercial
creative work and production is to
make the message look and sound
different.
Keynoting the session, Hal Stebbins.
president of the Los Angeles agency
bearing his name, called for more
"brave bulls and fewer sacred cows" in
the interest of better and more outstanding advertising, contending that
"business no longer can afford the
luxury of mediocrity." He held that
more and more, as advertising becomes
"the total force for many products,
the creative mechanism becomes the
most important mechanism."
Harry W. McMahan, tv advertising
consultant, led a panel comprising Bea
Adams, vice president and director of
special projects, Gardner Adv. Co.;
Edgar Kobak, management consultant
and station owner; E.H. Lotspeich, associate manager of Procter & Gamble
Co.'s advertising production division,
and Douglas L. Smith, advertisingmerchandising director, S. C. Johnson
& Son. They screened over a dozen
tv commercials, each related to areas
under discussion. These included Northwest Orient Airlines and Dutch Master
Cigars (humor in live action): Peel's
and Stroh's beer (cartoon and live
action): General Electric and Olin
Mathieson (institutional); Union Oil
and Sleek girdles (art direction); Maxwell House coffee and Duncan Hines
cake mixes (selling appetite appeal);
Alpine cigarettes and Johnson's Pledge
wax (selling new products); Greyhound
bus and Schweppes (dramatized mes-

ADS

originality

sages); and Northern States Powder
and Eagle Stick-Pen (the "offbeat"
treatment).
Intertwined ■ Hooper White, manager of tv-radio commercial production
at Leo Burnett Co., pointed out that
the tv writer, agency commercial producer and production company are
closely intertwined and that "very few
badly written commercials have been
saved by production, though some very
good ideas have worked successfully
even after bad production. The most
successful commercial is usually the
well-geared work of all three." He
noted that the industry has "fallen into
many sound and picture stereotypes."
Length of tv commercials also was
explored by Arthur L. Zapel, tv group
head, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. He posed the proposition that
"what a commercial says rather than
what it is. should determine its length,
and what the commercial is rather than
what it says should determine its style."
Planning and production of a video
tape commercial idea, from storyboard
to show time, was traced by John B.
Lanigan, Videotape Productions, N.Y.
He discussed the "believability of television advertising," citing research done
by the Proprietary Assn. on the "fast
diminishing faith of the public in television commercials." He noted that
research indicated people are becoming
"immune" to some common devices for
attracting attention and that live commercials are "more effective" than animated spots.
Music and the lyrical approach to
tv-radio creation were scheduled for
exploration at Thursday evening and
Friday morning sessions by Mitch Miller, Columbia Records Inc.; Kenneth
C. T. Snyder, vice president and tvradio creative director, Needham, Louis
& Brorby Inc., and Jack Fascinato,
Musician-Composer.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shovi^s for each day of
the week July 28-Aug. 3 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Date
Program and Time
Network
Thur., July 28
24.5
9.8
I Love Lucy (11 a.m.)
Thur., July 28
Republican National Convention
CBS-TV
21.7
15.7
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Fri., July 29
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., July 30
CBS-TV
14.0
Sun., July 31
23.1
16.9
What'sAllyson
My Line
(10:30p.m.)p.m.)
CBS-TV
IVlon., Aug. 1
June
(10:30
CBS-TV
Tue., Aug. 2
Diagnosis Unknovi/n (10 p.m.)
15.1
Circle Theater do p.m.)
Wed., Aug. 3
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
* An
Highest
rating
duringaudience
the day offorallallthree
showsnetworks
other than
the the
Republican
National
Convention.
average
of total
during
Republican
National
Convention from 8 p.m. until 11 p.m.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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Real soft sell
It's unusual when an advertiser
buys time merely to announce
that he has nothing to sell. But
Prescott Fames, owner of Fames
Orchards, Grand Valley, Colo.,
had a schedule on KGLN Glenwood Springs, nouncements
Colo.,
of four
andaily telling
people
that this year there would be no
crop of cherries from his orchards, due to heavy frost. In the
past he had purchased a group of
spots when the cherries were
ready so that local consumers
could have first crack at them before they were distributed nationally. Mr. Fames told KGLN's
manager, Jerry Fitch, that he
hoped this would spare the listeners some disappointment and that
they might appreciate it. Mr.
Fitch reports that many residents
have expressed thanks for Mr.
Eames' unusual thoughtfulness.
Spot

tv advantages

in Petry's primer
Edward Petry & Co., New York, has
stepped into the role of teacher to offer
instruction in the ABC's of spot tv.
The sionstation
firm'sa handbook
television titled
divilast week rep
offered
Selective Pressure on Target, which
serves as a basic guide on the principles and practices of spot tv.
"In spite of a dozen years of record
growth, there is probably less understanding of the fundamentals of spot
tv than of any other major sales force.
This goes for both inside and outside
the advertising business," states Martin
L.
Nierman, executive vice president
of Petry.
The Petry primer cites essential differences between network and spot tv,
and stresses flexibility of market-bymarket approach by demonstrating the
choices afforded in station, market and
time selection. In essence, the handbook sets out to show how and why
spot tv in little more than a decade has
become a $600 million-a-year sales
force.
Typical of the points illustrated in
the book of basics is a definition, accompanied bycharts, of "uneven sales
terrain — regional differences in product
potentials." Continuing, it says "there
are often sharp variations in product
usage among the broad geographical
areas of the nation." Then follows per
capita consumption rates by region for
three mass market staples.
The 24-page booklet is being distributed to Petry-represented stations,
agencies and advertisers.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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AWARD-WINNING

^AVAILABLE
THE

FIRST

FORJ
TIME#

SYNDICATION*
IN
36
HALF
HOUR
SHOWS
featuring the following guest stars: jll
SESSUE HAYAKAWA • CESAR ROMERO
JUSTICE WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS
Jll
HERB SHRINER • WALTER WINCHELL ^
AND MANY OTHERS
^
For complete information, see your
ABC Films sales rep, or call

R'S
DOCUMENTARY

John Gunther's "High Road" takes the viewer on
a panoramic sweep of the world's most fascinating places. Strange peoples and customs
highlight the journey into the unknown as hostnarrator John Gunther provides informative yet
witty insights into the places visited. Boundaries
disappear, distances vanish, language barriers
fade on this uncommonly rewarding high road to
adventure.
ABC
1501
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FILMS
Broadway

• New

Telephone

INC.

York 36, N. Y.

LA 4-5050
35

\

M U LTI - C IT Y

MARKET

WGAIi-TV
In addition to being the first choice

of

viewers in these three metropolitan markets, WGAL-TV is the number one station
in Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin,
Waynesboro,

and many

other communities.

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEIN MAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
36

Company, Inc.

New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

•

San Francisco
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■ Business
Time sales

briefly

Busting out ■ Buster Brown Textiles
Inc., Wilmington, Del., in back-toschool tv spot promotion of children's
clothes, will use daytime minutes in
undetermined number of markets from
Aug. 23 to Sept. 29. Agency: Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keene Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Tintair test ■ Bymart-Tintair Inc.,
N.Y., starts si.x-week tv spot test today (Aug. 8) in Los Angeles for Tintair
cream shampoo. The campaign will
extend to other markets at a later date.
ID'S are scheduled in the test run.
Agency: Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton Inc., N.Y.
New and renewed ■ Kemper Insurance Group, Chicago, has renewed
alternate-week sponsorship for a second season of NBC-TV's Cbet Huntley
Reporting (Sun. 5:30-6 p.m. EDT).
Kemper also signed alternate-week
backing of Celebrity Golf, NBC-TV's
new weekly half-hour series starring
such golf-playing celebrities as Bob
Hope and Jerry Lewis (Sun. 5-5:30 p.m.
EDT). Both orders placed through
Clinton Frank Inc., Chicago.
On the floor ■ Sandura Co. (Sandran
floor covering), Philadelphia, through
Hicks & Greist, N.Y., has purchased
one-sixth in NBC-TV's election coverage. Brown & 'Williamson, Lipton
Tea and Goodrich previously had
bought sixths, and Field Enterprises has
a twelfth, leaving three-twelfths remaining open.
Vim to Wexton ■ Vim Electric Co.,
N.Y., has appointed Wexton Adv.
Agency, N.Y., to handle radio-tv advertising for its 63 appliance stores in
the New York market. A $300,000400,000 annual budget has been allocated for a continuing radio-tv spot
campaign starting in September.
■

Also

in advertising

■ Grand Union Co., East Paterson,
N.J., from L.H. Hartman Co., to Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, N.Y., for 461 supermarkets and
discount centers in the east and Puerto
Rico. Arthur B. Modell, senior vice
president of Kastor, Hilton, is account
supervisor.
■ Grant Adv., N.Y., which added four
Penick & Ford food products last
March, has been assigned two more,
Swel frosting mix and Davis baking
powder, formerly handled by Croot &
Brant, N.Y. Other P&F accounts with
Grant; My-T-Fine pudding, Vermont
Maid Syrup and Brer Rabbit molasses.

VIDEODEX
ARB*
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAWIS
Rating
Tv report for
Rank
June
1. Gunsmoke
38.0
2. Wagon Train
3. Red Skelton
35.7
34.9
32.9
4. Summer on Ice
32.0
5. Garry Moore
27.9
6. Danny Thomas
26.9
7. Have Gun, Will Travel
26.8
8. 77 Sunset Strip
26.5
9. Perry Mason
10. U.S. Steel Hour
26.2
Rank
No. viewers
(000)
1. Wagon Train
38,225
2. Gunsmoke
37,730
3. Red Skelton
4. Summer on Ice
35,180
30,270
5. Garry Moore
29,525
6. Danny Thomas
28,580
27,350
7. Have Gun, Will Travel
8. Real McCoys
26,410
9. 77 Sunset Strip
25,865
0. Father Knows Best
25,610
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending July 3
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
14,554
2. Miss Universe
14,057
3. Coke Time
12,927
12,656
4. 77 Sunset Strip
12,475
5. Wagon Train
11,481
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
7. Ed Sullivan Show
10,125
8. I've Got a Secret
9. Comedy Spot
9,989
10. Price is Right
9,989
Rank
% homes
9,944
1. Gunsmoke
32.2
2. Miss Universe
28.6
31.1
3. Coke Time
28.0
4. 77 Sunset Strip
27.6
5. Wagon Train
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
25.4
22.4
7. Ed Sullivan Show
22.1
8.
Got Spot
a Secret
22,1
9. I've
Comedy
22.0
10. Price is Right
AVERAGE AUDIENCEt
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
13,424
2. Miss Universe
11,436
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
10,712
4. 77 Sunset Strip
10,125
Coke Time
Wagon
Train
9,989
I've Got a Secret
9,402
What's My Line
8,904
Comedy Spot
Price is Right
8,814
8,769
% homes
8,724
Rank
29.7
1. Gunsmoke
25.3
2. Miss Universe
23.7
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
22.4
4. 77 Sunset Strip
22.1
5. Coke Time
20.8
6. Wagon Train
19.7
19.5
7. I've Got a Secret
19.3
8. What's
19.4
9.
Comedy My
SpotLine
10. Price is Right
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
program,
except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes,
t Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
Copyright 1960 by A.C. Nielsen Co.

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
June 1-7, 1960
% homes
Rank
29.6
1. Gunsmoke
31.3
28.8
2. Wagon Train
3. Untouchables
27.5
4. Red Skelton
27.7
27.0
5. 77 Sunset Strip
27.3
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
26.2
7. Danny Thomas
8. Father Knows Best
26.1
9. Garry Moore
26.0
10. Real McCoys
No.
Tv
Homes
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
13,700
12,900
2. Wagon Train
3. Untouchables
12,200
4. Red Skelton
12,000
(OOO's)*
5. 77 Sunset Strip
11,700
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
11,900
11,800
7. Danny Thomas
8. Father Knows Best
11,400
11,100
9. Garry Moore
10. Real McCoys
11,000
* first
(Listed
table)in sequence of rating level from
Copyright 1960, Videodex, Inc.
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tionwork,
is in number
following
order:
program
name,
of stations, sponsor, agency, netday
and time.
Coke Time (ABC-203): Coca-Cola (M-E),
Mon., June 27, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Comedy Spot (CBS-170): Pet (Gardner), S.C.
Johnson (FCB), Tue. 9:30-10 p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-155): Lever Bros.,
Scott Paper (both JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever Bros.
(JWT), American Home Products (Bates),
I've Got a Secret (CBS-197): R.j. Reynolds
(Esty),
10 p.m. Bristol-Myers (DCSS), Wed. 9:30Perry Mason (CBS-150); Colgate-Palmolive
Peat (Bates), Gulf Oil (Y&R), Hamm Brewing (C-M), Philip Morris (B&B), Sterling
Drug (DFS), Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Garry Moore Show (CBS-160): S.C. Johnson
(NLB) and Pittsburgh Plate Glass (BBDO)
alternating in first half, Kellogg (Burnett)
and
(DDB) alt. in second, Tue.,
10:11 Polaroid
p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-158): Lever (OBM),
Speidel (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
RealThur.McCoys
P&G (Compton),
8:30-9 (ABC-148):
p.m.
Red Skelton Show (CBS-170): S.C. Johnson
(FCB), Pet Milk (Gardner), Tue. 9:30-10
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American-Chicle,
Whitehall (both Bates), R.J. Reynolds (Esty),
Brylcreem (K&E), Fri. 9-10 p.m.
Ed 8-9Sullivan
Show (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive (Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun.
p.m. p.m.
Summer on Ice (NBC-198): Brewers Foundation (JWT), Thur., June 2, 9:30-10 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-202): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Untouchables (ABC-127): Liggett & Myers
(M-E), Warner-Lambert (L&F), Seven-Up
(JWT), Luden's (Mathes), Armour (FCB),
Lewis Howe (M-E), Carnation (EWRR),
Thur, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
U.S. Steel Hour (CBS-126): U,S, Steel
(BBDO), alternate Wed, 10-11 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-184): Ford (JWT), R.J.
Reynolds (Esty), National Biscuit Co.
(M-E), Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.
What's My Line (CBS-147): Sunbeam (P-P),
Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.
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In

Chicago

. . . the Union Stock Yards, which opened for business on Christmas
Day, 1865, is the largest cattle market in the U.S., serving 400 packers from 38 states — currently trading at the rate of $860,000,000 a
year! Here, Monday through Friday, direct and exclusive livestock
reports are broadcast over WGN radio.

In

Chicago

WGN

RADIO
reaches more homes
than any other
Chicago advertising medium

.

first in farm service
in the Midwest

WGN

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

THE

PICTURE

HAS

CHANGED

IN

Most nights the biggest
audiences watch WHBQ-TV
The picture has changed where it
counts most— during prime time ...
Neilsen:
(4/60)
ARB:
(3/60)

WHBQ-TV FIRST Sun-Sat 6 PM to Midnight
6 to 9 P.M.37% Share
9 P.M. to Midnight-39% Share
WHBQ-TV

FIRST Sun-Fri 6 PM to Midnight

Sunday- 40%
Mon.-FrL—
36.5%Share
Share

m

i mm-

M >lHi t*»

RePfe«nte«">y H-R Television
X
\hMJ^S^^^^k^^r\M
VV n DV"
I V
/
CHANNEL 13
MEMPHIS • An RKO General Station /
the Mid-South's Most Powerful TV station :

NIGHT TIME IS THE RIGHT TIME IN MEMPHIS

PROGRAMMING

.

ACTORS:
SEC

TV'S

filing shows

Just as the actor turned executive has
jolted the fiscal aspects of the motion
picture industry, several movie stars
turned tv magnates are reaping unaccustomed profits. A prime example of this
financial phenomenon is Four Star Television Inc. The operations and record of that company were revealed in
a statement filed at the Securities & Exchange Commission seeking to register
120,000 shares of common stock for
public sale.
The stars primarily involved are Dick
Powell, David Niven and Charles
Boyer. (Ida Lupino was involved when
the company was formed, but has since
dropped out.) Mr. Powell owns 42.5%
of the outstanding stock; Messrs. Niven
and Boyer own 21.25% each; Thomas
J. McDermott, executive vice president
and chief executive officer, owns 15%.
Mr. Powell, Mr. Niven and Mrs. Powell
(June AUyson) also have separate corporations which produce films in "joint
ventures" with Four Star for which
they are paid for services rendered.
For instance, for the 44 weeks ended
April 30, Dick Powell received $154,000 in acting fees for being host and
occasional star of the well-rated Zane
Grey Theater. June Allyson made $90,000 in acting fees on DuPont Theater
with a similar host-star arrangement,
and David Niven's fees totaled $33,720 on that format. Miss AUyson's
contract calls for $1,500 per host spot
and $6,500 per starring role on the
basis of a half-hour film. She also does
commercials under this arrangement.
Mr. Niven gets $2,000 per host spot,
$5,000 per starring role, does "lead-ins
and lead-outs" but no commercials.
Robert Taylor, engaged in a joint
venture between his own corporation
and Four Star for Robert Taylor's Detectives, stars in 6 out of 32 episodes
for $6,000 per starring role, $2,500
for segments "in which he appears in
key scenes," according to the SEC
statement. He also eschews commercials but introduces and concludes the
programs. Mr. Taylor is entitled to
"reasonable
of all
None
of theapproval
stars shares
in scripts."
residual
payments.
Powell 'Diamond' Interests ■ Two
corporations owned by the Powells are
parties to joint ventures for productions
of Zane Grey, DuPont Show, Johnny
Ringo and The Westerner. The ownership and profit interests of these corporations are 35% . Book value of the
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

NEW
lucrative

EXECUTIVE
road

BREED

from

actor to tv magnate
commercials on a fixed-price basis and
corporations as of April 30 was $329,integrates the filmed commercials from
086. Mr. Powell also gets $78,000 from
"rights to literary material" from the material supplied by sponsors into the
film series. The company has an agreeRichard Diamond series. Further payment with Republic Studios giving it
ments, not to exceed $22,000 in the agfirst call on the studio facilities when
gregate, go to him if additional Diamond films are produced "but this is required. Rentals run roughly $600,000 a year, according to the statement.
not presently
contemplated," the statement says.
The proceeds from the stock being
Four Star Television announced
registered will be added to Four Star's
plans when registering with the SEC
working capital for use in financing
to merge affiliated companies into that new series in which the company contemplates retaining larger ownership
company, that is. Four Star Films Inc.
and three music publishing houses.
and profit interests than in the past.

Messrs. Boyer, Niven & Powell
Actors to tv businessmen in a profitable transition
which will become Four Star Tv's The new capital will also be used to
wholly owned subsidiaries. For all of "reduce the need for bank loans to finance current and future production
its branches Four Star Television reports the following: during the 44 activities," according to the statement.
weeks ended April 30, 1960 revenues
were $13,945,332; net income was
$301,814 or 63 cents per share; during
ZIV-UA series' costs
the corresponding period of 1959, revenues were $7,025,182 and net income
run to half million
was $275,140 or 57 cents per share.
With eight programs set for network
To date the company has produced
approximately 860 half-hour films or syndication showing in the new tv
ZIV-UA will spend more than
(mostly joint ventures). It has fur- season,
$500,000 in weekly production, it was
nished facilities, equipment and personnel to other producers on a fee announced last week by Maurice linger, executive vice president in charge
basis, approximately 175 films being
of ZIV-UA production. The figure repmade under this arrangement.
In its joint ventures. Four Star owns
resents a22% increase over last year's
50% of the series with a profit inter- spending and includes expenditures on
seven half-hour and one hour-long seest of 38%. In wholly owned producries— three scheduled for network prestions, the profit averages 57%. Its
entation and five in syndication. Among
current contracts with networks and
the
factors
accounting for the comagencies call for the equivalent of 360
half-hour segments, including, among
pany's record production budget, it's
others. The Rifleman; Wanted. Dead or reported, is "increased emphasis on top
Alive; Michael Shayne, and The Tom
quality players, directors and writers."
ZIV-UA's first run series are: AquaEwell Show. During the 1959-1960 seanauts (CBS-TV), Klondike (NBC-TV),
son, the company made 292 half-hour
films in which ownership and profit Bat Masterson (NBC-TV), Case of the
Dangerous Robin, Lock Up, Sea Hunt,
interests were 48% and 35%, respectively.
Tombstone Territory and This Man
Dawson.
Integration ■ Four Star also does
41

UNION

WORRIES

Concern

voiced

over

The International Alliance of Theatrical State Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators, comprising
some 62,000 workers in about 1,000
locals, took a worried look at toll tv
at its 45th convention in Chicago last
week.
Acknowledging a "diversification of
economic interests," the union failed to
take action on the resolution of rival
locals for and against pay television.
New York Local 306, which opposed
tollvision, and Hollywood Local 766.
which favored it, withdrew their resolutions and the issue was deferred to be
worked out in the future.
The Hollywood local asked that delegates take no action which would be
"detrimental, or oppose the advent" of
pay tv and held lATSE should take the
position "to the effect that the American public determine whether or not
[it] shall become a reality." The local,
backed by 21 others, cited the International Telemeter tests in Canada and
the forthcoming experiments involving
RKO General and Zenith Radio Corp.
in Hartford, Conn., and found toll tv
"will vastly increase the number of job
opportunities"
for lATSE
members.
New York Local
306, on
the other
hand, claimed that tollvision would
eliminate free tv and "cause the eventual
closing of all motion picture theatres,
throwing scores of thousands of people
out of work, including projectionists
and stagehands." The resolution added
that toll tv "would give but only temporary employment impetus in increased
production (much of which may be on
video tape), since experience has shown
that tv burns up motion picture features as well as other talent, which inevitably will result in the use of fewer
motion picture features with pay tv
turning more and more to special

Silhouettes ■ When WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., filmed a 30-minute program on an area Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, it successfully met
the need for anonymity by camera
techniques such as these. In addition
to silhouette shots (left) and tight
42 (PROGRAMMING)
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PAY

'inevitable'

layoffs

TV

sporting events and staged live shows."
Richard F. Walsh, lATSE international president who was re-elected to
another two-year term (he's held the
post for 20 years now), took no sides,
but noted that closed circuit tv (theaters,
hotels, with emphasis on industrial-sales,
scientific and single-shot championship
boxing matches) has provided the
greatest source of lATSE membership
employment thus far.
No Foreign Entanglements ■ A major
resolution passed stated that lATSE
opposes film production by American
producers in foreign countries for the
American market. Another resolution,
that in the immediate future and prior
to opening of negotiations between the
West Coast lATSE locals and network
stations (ABC, CBS, NBC), the International president call a meeting of the
locals to set a "standard term of agreement, and standard hours, wages, and
working conditions," was referred to
the union's General Office.
A proposal that "measures be brought
to bear" against producers and affiliated
producers of foreign-made motion pictures and tv productions and commercials, in a bid to steer some profits into
union pension and health — welfare
funds, was beaten down.
In his report, Mr. Walsh conceded
that "in the rapidly changing television
industry, many craftsmen and technicians still are proving hard to sell on
the values of unionism." He claimed
"organizing progress," and "some good
new contracts" for lATSE tv personnel.
The actors' and writers' strikes proved
successful in terms of collective bargaining but "we are still feeling the
disruptive efi'ects" in Hollywood and
throughout the U.S. and Canada, he
acknowledged.
"The biggest unanswered question in

shots of portions of faces of those
narrating experiences. News Director
Leo Willette and cameraman Joe
Epley used cameras trained on the
back of the audience gathering and
shadows. In this way, no identifications could be made.

the television and theatrical field is
whether or not pay tv will succeed,
and if it does, what effect it will have
on other branches of the entertainment
industry," Mr. Walsh pointed out. But,
in any event, he added, the source for
the greatest employment of lATSE
personnel still lies in closed circuit tv
— theaters, hotels and other sites.
lATSE now has contracts with TelePrompTer; Theatre Network Television; Smith, Kline & French; Medical
Radio & Television Institute; Cellomatic, and Tele-Talent.
In video tape activity, Mr. Walsh
pointed
thattime
"tape
is now,
and
will be foroutsome
to come,
a cause
of concern for our locals and their
members." He promised full General
Office attention to all production "and
to use all our power to see that, if possible, all . . . shall be done under the
jurisdiction of the LA. and our locals.
Sylvania
drops

bows

annual

out,
awards

One of the tv industry's major
award donors left the scene last week.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. announced Thursday (Aug. 4) it is terminating the Sylvania television awards,
which have been offered annually since
1951 "to honor those advancing creative
television
techniques."
An increased
number of tv awards
in recent years and the fact that award
donors have tended to honor the same
programs, actors and creators were
reasons cited. "There appears to be
little additional incentive to the industry in the duplication of awards each
year," announced Robert E. Lewis,
president of Sylvania.
Referring to the "formative years of
television," Mr. Lewis said, "at that
time there were widely divergent views,
especially from the social and educational aspects, of the value of various
types of programs."
Film position better
Reduced film payrolls following
strikes of actors and writers, coupled
with eased availability of post- 1948 libraries, are working to enhance financial position of movie companies, according to "Value Line Investment Survey."writer
Despite wage
actor and
guilds, concessions
many employesto
were not re-hired after the strikes, the
survey says. Companies moreover are
in a better position under new contracts to utilize vast post-'48 libraries,
and pay tv could further enhance their
worth, the survey adds. The movie
backlog should
pay report
off by bymid-'60s,
according
to financial
Arnold
Bernhard & Co.. New York investment
advisor.
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The huge new Homelite Plant at Greer, S. C. — manufacturers of chain
saws, pumps and generators, employs hundreds of Carolina Piedmont
area residents.

The rich, teeming area of the Lower
Piedmont is endorsed by more and more
industry of the "Blue Chip" variety.
They locate their plants here in WSPATV's "backyard," and they bring their
large payrolls to pump ever new power
into the lifestream of the prosperous
population . . . Here is a marketing
area bursting at the seams . . . and
WSPA-TV directly influences the buying habits of over $11/2 billions of payroll dollars in this fastest growing of
all markets. The Spartanburg-Greenville Supermarket ofi'ers an opportunity
for sales that cannot be ignored!

-T

V

CHANNEL
SPARTANBURG,

S. C.

Represented Nationally by:

the ONLY

CBS-VHF
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in the Piedmont

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

Station serving the Spartanburg-Greenville

Market
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News is money for 1 7-year old Donald Pass
Donald decided to call a station in
fications are checked out through
When an aging broadcaster wishes
Boston
and
offered
his
report.
The
correspondence
as well as in the exhe were "young enough to start all
station
carried
his
brief
account
—
change
of
tape
recordings.
The oldover again," he probably has in mind
est correspondent, in London, is 23.
a youngster like Donald J. Fass, a
but never sent payment for it. NaiveIn addition to incorporating the
teenage broadcaster in Jackson
ly, Donald had said "pay what you
Heights, N.Y. Donald is only 17, but
think it's worth." He learned his lesservice ("to protect the name"),
son. By June of this year he had
he is making a name for himself,
Donald in coming weeks expects to
and money, too, as news director of
cleared $3,000 in his first full busibe ready to offer contract services
ness year. He has $675 worth of
his own news reporting organization
providing five to ten one-minute re— The American Radio News Servports weekly at the rate of $15 a
ice, as yet unincorporated.
minute. Before the Democratic convention started last month Donald
Relaxing at home (35-46 84th St.,
lined
up
five stations to service:
Jackson Heights) last week, after
WSAR Fall River, Mass.; WOWE
serving as correspondent for five raAllegan, Mich.; WAIK Galesburg,
dio stations at both the Democratic
111.; CKY Winnepeg, Manitoba, and
and Republican conventions, Donald
CJOC Lethbridge, Alberta. When the
worked on some of his plans for the
convention ended, he was asked to
future. Seated in his equipment-lined
also report the Republican conclave.
upstairs office, the teenager said he
His
reports were made through tele"envisions a lineup of 100 stations
phone conference calls and in many
and a staff of 25 correspondents'"
instances
his mature-sounding voice
for ARN's
coverage of the 1964 political conventions.
was put on the air live.
Ship to Shore Duty ■ Donald is an
"That will be a big year for me,"
accredited correspondent at United
he predicted. "I'll be graduating
Nations, where he once put in a 14from college in June of '64 and Til
Newsman Don Fass
hour day, and this fall he hopes to
be 21 and able to vote. There'll be
get accreditation to the White House
Makes
report
from
Chicago
the New York World's Fair to cover
and the Capitol. Older and more es— and both conventions." He is the
tablished newsmen are helping him
recording and office equipment.
only child of Dr. and Mrs. Nathan
with that. He covered Premier KhruJ. Fass. His father is a dentist.
Although he will be starting college in September as a journalism
shchev's tour of the U.S. for 16
Canadian and U.S. stations. Seven
Adopting the slogan, "News When
major at Long Island U., Donald
It Breaks," Donald launched Ameriwill continue the news service with
stations heard his eye-witness accan Radio News Service in June
count of the launching a year ago of
the support of some 70 national cor1959, after he was invited to witness
the nuclear ship Savannah at Camrespondents
and
other
stringers
livthe christening of a new Navy caring in major world capitals. To offer
den, N.J. — all this and more, besides
rier at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
going to school and having dates,
on-the-spot, wherever-news-happens
First Year Profit ■ While other
particularly with pretty girls who
coverage, Donald has recruited
also know something about the imstringers through tape clubs and othboys may have felt like "broadcastportant issues of the day.
er organized pen-pal groups. Qualiing" their feelings to the world.

Spot

news

exchange

for Katz stations
A quick method of exchanging voice
reports of major spot news stories has
been instituted by radio stations represented by The Katz Agency Inc., New
York. Through a cooperative news pool
arrangement a story breaking in the
area of any one of the Katz stations
now
may stations.
be picked up by the rep firm's
34 other
George Skinner, director of radio
programming services for Katz, with
the cooperation of the stations, compiled and issued to each Katz station
newsroom a "News Exchange Directory," which lists the cooperating stations, their coverage areas, personnel
to contact, telephone numbers and the
live, or tape-to-telephone facilities
available. Any charges that might be
required are also listed.
While the Katz Agency believes the
44 (PROGRAMMING)

stations receive excellent network
service for national and international
news developments, the pool plan can
speed up coverage of news breaks from
regional areas. The exchange may be
expanded at a later date to include
radio stations in other areas, selected
on a basis of proven news-reporting
ability, Katz said.
Guide

lines

for religion

offered
on

air

A three-plank platform for effective
religious programs on radio and television was introduced Tuesday (Aug. 2)
at the 15th annual International Television Radio Seminar & Workshop at
Interchurch Center. New York.
Canon Roy McKay,
gious broadcasting of the
casting Corp.. opened a
nar with the proposition

head of reliBritish Broadfive-day semithat religious

broadcasting should do three things:
1. Be creative in the use of the
media.
2. Be concerned with "the great central Christian affirmations which speak
of man's nature and destiny, and not
bothering about the ecclesiastical and
denominational
trimmings."
3. Be searching
and critical, and not
smug in its treatment of rehgious subjects. "It's programs must have an
emotional and intellectual integrity
which command the respect of sincere
and thinking people."
The conference of clergymen and laymen active in religious broadcasting in
the U.S. and Canada goes into its second and final week today (Aug. 8) with
laboratory sessions at New York U.'s
tv production center. Charles H.
Schmitz. director of broadcast training
for the Broadcasting & Film Commission of the National Council of Churches, one of the sponsoring groups, is
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Through

the

Three

Bureau

of Standards

Barleycorns

and

Pinch, the noun, used to be a unit of
measure — the quantity of a commodity that
could be taken between thumb and forefinger. An inch was the length of the terminal joint of the thumb — or the length of
three barleycorns laid end to end (which,
properly fermented, could be stretched to a
mile). The hand, in case you have any tall
horses to measure, is just what you think;
equally prosaic is the origin of joot. Yard
was the distance from nose tip to fingertips
of a man's arm extended parallel to the
ground; it was also a step's length, except to
that breed apart, Yale men, who made it
hallowed ground. An acre was v/hat a yoke
of oxen (and a man) could plow in a day, a
rod four yoked oxen abreast. A score was a
mere tally mark, an abacus a matter of sliding pebbles (not unlike devices encounted
by men whose misspent youth included visits
to the pool hall) .
This was pretty subjective stuff. Today
the length of a yard is precisely delineated
by a metal rod kept by the Bureau of Standards. Its length is constant, regardless of
whether Republican or Democratic nose tips
are involved (although temperature variations can measurably change the length of
a piece of metal ) . With reasonable accuracy
we measure gross national product (in dollars that vary ) , the dimensions of Miss
America (not measured in pinches), the
amount of Grade A land in Iowa (25% of
the nation's total — in rich acres), and the
number of television sets in WMT-TV's
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with

a Nose

Tip

coverage area (426,000) and we figure that
most are working.
We segue to another measurement, a modern-day manifestation slightly larger than a
man's hand that, with biblical verisimilitude,
grows by statistical projection. We refer to
surveys. Of these there are several types,
varying in depth, breadth, and method. But
no matter which ones for our area you subscribe to, WMT-TV leads in all time periods
from 9 a.m. until sign-off in share of audience, Sunday through Saturday.
WMT-TV. Cedar Rapids—Waterloo. CBS
Television for Eastern Iowa. Affiliated with
WMT Radio; KWMT Fort Dodge. National
Representatives: The Katz Agency.

WJAR-TV

SCORES

AT NEWPORT

JAZZ

NEWS

BEAT

FESTIVAL

On TV news programs throughout the nation, a startled
nation watched the explosive riot at the Newport Jazz
Festival last July — thanks to a crack camera crew of
WJAR-TV. WJAR-TV filmed this major news event, and
supplied NBC, CBS, TELENEWS and other New England
stations with film. At the same time, WJAR RADIO fed
NBC's "Monitor". Major scoops like this are another
reason why the Peabody-Award-winning News Department of WJAR-TV dominates the Providence market!

WJAR-TV

CHANNEL

10 • PROVIDENCE

directing the workshop.
No 'ghetto' ■ Disavowing any church
control over the BBC and its ReHgious
Broadcasting Dept., Canon McKay also
pointed out that the BBC's rehgious
programs on Sundays and weekdays
fall within prime listening and viewing
times. "There is no "religious ghetto
in broadcasting," he asserted. At the
BBC, he said, "we are experimenting
with many different kinds of programs:
informational, biographical, conversations and discussions, dramatic and pastoral. .. ."
On Thursday of last week, Lisa Sergio, radio commentator, lecturer and
author, told the broadcasters that the
power of the female population to support good radio and television or to
denounce undesirable programs is potentially unbeatable. It has simply not
been used widely enough, and there are
exceptions to prove that where it has
been used it has prevailed."
■ Film sales
Shotgun Siade (MCA-TV)
Renewed by P. Ballantine & Sons,
brewers, for 27 markets; WKRG-TV
Mobile; KOOL-TV Phoenix; KCSJ-TV
Pueblo, Colo.; KFSD-TV San Diego;
KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.; KVIP-TV
Redding; KCRA-TV Sacramento;
KBOI-TV Boise; KXLY-TV Spokane;
KTNT-TV Tacoma; KTSM-TV El
Paso; KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.;
and WLWA (TV) Atlanta.
Bringing Up Buddy and Pete and
Gladys (CBS Films)
Sold to ATN Sydney; GTV Melbourne; QTQ Brisbane, and NWS Adelaide, all Australia.
15-program package (CBS Films)
Sold to TCN Sydney; HSV Melbourne; BTQ Brisbane, and ADS Adelaide, all Australia. Package includes
Hotel de Paree; Rawhide; WantI Ange
ed—l;Dead or Alive; Perry Mason; Have
Gun, Will Travel, and Gunsmoke. Also
Whirlyhirds; The Honeymooners; Our
Miss Brooks; Annie Oakley; I Love
Lucy; Buffalo Bill Jr., and San Franij Cisco Beat.
I
i
!
i
'

Man and The Challenge (Ziv-UA)
Sold to Goodyear International for
markets in Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, Panama,
San Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Guatemala and Brazil and alternate
sponsorship with Chase Manhattan
Bank in Puerto Rico. Sale was made
through International Television Programs, N.Y.

Case of the Dangerous Robin (Ziv-UA)
I
Sold to Brown & Williamson for
I WABC-TV New York; KRON-TV San
Francisco;
WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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RATE

BOOST

if approved,

IN

tv film

If the cost of tv films rises this season, one reason could be the increased
minimum rates and residuals for actors
in the new contract negotiated by Screen
Actors Guild with the Alliance of Television Film Producers and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers (At Deadline,
July 4).
The minimum rate boosts rise as high
as 51% immediately, with another
boost that brings the figure to as high
as 60% above the previous scale two
years from now. Rerun minimums are
upped by as much as 50% now, 65%
two years hence. These figures do not
include the pension, health and welfare fund payments equal to 5% of total actors salaries (up to $2,500 per
actor for a half-hour program, $4,000
for an hour program) which the producers are called on to make.
The increases are set forth in a table
prepared by the SAG board and sent

SAG
cost

CONTRACT
may

also

go

up

last week to the union's members along
with ballots on which they are asked
to approve or reject the tv film contract. The board urges a yes vote.
The new contract, if ratified (and
there is no reason to expect it not to
be), will be retroactive to June 1, 1960,
and will run for four years with an extra year to be added if the actors exercise their option at the end of two
years to convert the residual payments
to a perpetual system of royalty payments of not less than 8% of the world
gross received by the producers for reruns. Other improvements, including
a tightening of controls regarding overtime and meal period violations and
location rest periods, new restrictions
on
advance
or "buyouts"
of
residuals
and payments
new limitations
on option
and exclusivity rights, are also provided. It will be some time before ballots are in and counted.

Between Old and New Minimum Rates and
Old and New Residual
Payments
WIINIMUWl RATES
MINIMUWl RERUNS
(NOT including additional 5% for (NOT including additional 5%
&
Welfare
Pension
Pension & Welfare
paid by Producer)
paid by New
Producer)
New Rates
Reruns
Daily
Rate
1st
2
years
2nd
2
years
Contract
1st
2
years
2 ye
Old
Reruns
280
$126 2nd %>140
Old
225
3Weekly
Day
490
200
315
357
255
285
441
315
399
$90
Multiple weekly
470
470
518
658
370
658
$100
560
$80
350
483
400
$112
(2 pictures min. guarantee)
532
380
345
182
Weekly stuntmen
110
161
Singers-daily
140
100
70
130
112
154
80
Solo & duets
140
126
112
70
115
112
75
35 or
cSc 4more
100
80
Mouthing
112
90
126
50
80
490
80
441
65
105
50
Over 17
90
350
399
285
1/2 hr. series
315
13 episodes guaranteed
400
Less than 13
588
91
420
560
285
380
399
285
1 guaranteed
hr. series (7-13)*
365
399
511
470
13 episodes guaranteed — 285
532
6 days per episode
430
399
658
Less than 13 guaranteed
602
(7-13) — 6 days per episode'*
Comparison

WKRC-TV Cincinnati; KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles; WBAP-TV Fort WorthDallas, and WWJ-TV Detroit. Other
advertisers to buy show are Trend
House furniture on KNOE-TV Monroe,
La., and Carling Brewery for WICS
(TV) Springfield, 111. Also sold to
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; WJXT-TV
Jacksonville; KGNC-TV Amarillo;
KERO-TV Bakersfield; WLOF-TV Orlando, and WSJV (TV) South BendElkhart. Now in 84 markets.
■

Program

notes

Less controversy ■ Producer David L.
Wolper has in work a new documentary
on a less controversial note than his

Race for Space, which was syndicated
this spring after it failed to gain network acceptance. Hollywood and the
Movies has been announced as a twohour documentary for television, produced by Mr. Wolper in association
with Saul J. Turell. Script will be by
Sidney Skolsky. A page ad last week in
the New York Times announced the
production and solicited old footage.
Mel Stuart, who is collecting film footage, said the production should be ready
around the end of the year.
Communist issue aired ■ WXLW Indianapolis, Ind., has aired a 13-week
series, Marx Against Man, an exploration of Communism and Christianity.
The series was written by Dr. James
(PROGRAMMING) 47

fc^f'"

Armstrong, a Methodist minister, and
was broadcast each morning from 9:25
to 9:30 a.m., so that it could be available for in-school broadcasts. The station mailed out free copies of the entire
series and reported 1,300 requests received.
Foreign competition ■ The Broadcasting Foundation of America (International Division of The National Educational Television and Radio Center,
N.Y. ) has announced the selection of
three American radio and television
programs to be entered in the Prix
Italia, an international broadcast competition. The shows include a radio documentary, "Anne Frank: The Memory
and the Meaning," produced by WBZ
Boston; CBS News' "Population Explosion," and an NTA Play of the Week,
"Medea," starring Judith Anderson.
Movie musicians ■ Election of musicians at major motion picture studios in
Hollywood to choose American Federation of Musicians or Musicians Guild
of America as their bargaining agent
will be held Sept. 7-8 al the NLRB
regional office in Los Angeles. Some
1,400 musicians are eligible to vote.
There will be two separate but concurrent elections, one for the seven members of Assn. of Motion Picture Producers— Allied Artists, Columbia, Disney, MGM, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox and Warner Bros. — and one for
Universal (which was an AMPP member when the present contract with
MGA was signed some two years ago
but has since resigned). Election dates
were set by the L.A. regional office and
are subject to approval of the national
NLRB.
Ready Journal,
for stripping
■ Dr. syndicated
Hudson's
Secret
an MCA-TV
half-hour series, has been made available for daytime stripping. The 78 halfhours have been purchased by CKLWTV Windson-Detroit; WAGA-TV Atlanta; WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg: WDBO-TV Orlando; WGN-TV
Chicago, and KABC-TV Los Angeles.

CLEVELAND
the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ
48 (PROGRAMMING)

'Main Street' ■ National Educational
Television & Radio Center, New York,
which in October of last year asked
each of the center's 47 stations to participate in a program production project, last week announced it will release
to all affiliated stations the five programs judged the best. There were 25
original submissions in the center's
"Main Street" project. The "Main
Street" series includes video taped programs from WYES-TV New Orleans,
La., KOAC-TV Corvallis, Ore., KETA
(TV) Norman, Okla., KVIE (TV) Sacramento, Calif., and WGBH-TV Boston. Each program represents a story
peculiar to one area but applicable and

A clean

sweep?

How successful has Chicago police
reform been with a new broom being wielded by Superintendent Orlando W. Wilson?
Chicago's five tv outlets and eight
radio stations last week agreed to
give him a total of 13 half hours in
air time to deliver a report to the
people. The public service commitments, set as a joint local broadcast
industry project, was viewed as unprecedented in city government
annals.
On Thursday evening alone, Mr.
Wilson's video-taped report assumed
blanket saturation proportions on
Chicago tv channels (WBKB [TV]
and WBBM-TV, 6:30-7 p.m.;
WTTW [TV], the non-commercial
outlet, 7:30-8 p.m.; WGN-TV,
8:30-9 p.m., and WNBQ [TV] 9:3010 p.m.). Additionally, radio stations
WBBM, WGN and WMAW carried
the audio version of the tape, with
five other stations also committed for
later rebroadcast.
The proposal that Mr. Wilson deliver a radio-tv report was recommended earlier this year in a report
submitted by Carl Larsen, on leave
of absence from his post as public relations director at the U. of
Chicago.

interesting to the entire country, NET
said.
Released ■ John Lee Mahin and Martin Rackin, signed by NBC-TV last October to develop, create and produce
new tv programs, have been released
from their contracts by NBC and at
the same time they have dissolved their
own partnership and will announce new
affiliations. During their tenure for
NBC-TV they produced three pilot
films: The Barbarians, hour-long film
starring Jack Palance, shot in color in
Italy; The Renegade and Postal Inspector.
Literary ■ Stuart Brent Enterprises
Inc., Chicago, announces plans for radio and tv syndication of series. Books
and Brent, heard locally on WBKB (TV)
and WLS, and started more recently on
television in New York and Los Angeles. Two versions of the series, which
features Stuart Brent, literary figure,
are being made available to stations —
one similar to the audio portion of the
half-hour WBKB program and the
other a 90 second capsule as now presented over WLS. Ted Weber, formerly
sales manager of WGN-TV Chicago,
has been appointed executive vice president of Stuart Brent Enterprises.
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Lock up your Fall program schedule now. Close up
those blanks in your local programming.

Line up any of

these MGM-TV shorts across the board. Or combine them in any
of many exciting ways. Open up new sponsor possibilities with
the comedies, cartoons, novelties and specialties that really click!

Wire, write or phone
MGM-TV,

1540

Broadway,

New York , N. Y., JUdson

2-2000

EQUIPMENT
Balloon
set

RADIO

MIAMI

CALI.
s
50

KATZ

try

for Canaveral

The second attempt to loft a 100-ft.
in diameter, aluminized communications
balloon into orbit will be attempted
tomorrow at Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The National Aeronautics & Space
Administration announced the August
9 date last week.
The balloon will ride folded in the
nose of a Thor-Delta rocket. At 1,000
miles above the earth it will be ejected
from the vehicle and will open in space
as it goes into orbit. Ground transmitters and receivers will attempt to
"bounce" radio signals from the 10story-high sphere to span continents
and oceans with radio signals. If successful, transcontinent and transoceanic
radio communications, including possibly tv, will become a fact.
The first try at launching the communications balloon, part of Project
Echo, failed May 15 when small helium
jets, designed to control the Thor-Delta
flight in its upper stages, malfunctioned.
Meanwhile, voice communications
between the east and west coasts of
the United States by way of the moon
was accomplished successfully last
Wednesday night.
Bell Telephone Labs, scientists at
Holmdel, N.J., spoke to colleagues at
the Jet Propulsion Labs, at Goldstone,
Calif. Two-way conversation was established, the messages traveling I million
miles in the two-way span of the 3,000
miles between the two points. There
was a six second time delay in the
two-way circuit. The circuit was succes ful y inoperation for over an hour.
Intelligibility was termed excellent.
The voice channels were on 970 mc,
with lOkw transmitters pumping out
the signal, transmitted and received at
both points on 60-ft. parabolic antennas. Bell Labs used its new special
horn receiver with maser amplifier.
■

the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting

shot

&

Technical

topic

For close-ups ■ Argus Cameras Inc.,
a marketing subsidiary of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New York, announces aclose-up mounting stand that
allows a direct-wire tv camera to be
used in conncetion with microscopes,
close-up work, demonstrations or the
scanning of a fixed area. Prices of the
three packages making up the complete
kit: Argus Close-Up Camera Mounting
Stand (AV-818), $179.95; Lighting Kit
for Close-Up Stand (AV-819), $24.95,
and Extension Tube Kit for Close-Up
Stand (AV-820), $16.95. For additional information write to Dept. AV,
Argus Cameras Inc., 405 Fourth St.,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

ENGINEERING
New line ■ Altec Lansing Corp., Anaheim, Calif., has introduced its new
line of microphones, featuring a slim
profile, a golden diaphragm and a
bronze filter. The microphones were
designed by Alexis Badmaieff, A-L
transducer chief engineer, who explains
that wider frequency response is available in the golden diaphragm and the
bronze filter offers freedom from damage by moisture and ferrous filings. Mr.
Badmaieff has published a paper describing the microphones which may
be obtained at no charge by writing to
Altec Lansing Corp., 1515 Manchester
Blvd., Anaheim.
Pre-fab microwave facilities ■ Tower
Construction Co., Sioux City, Iowa,
announces development of a factory
pre-built building designed exclusively
for use with microwave equipment with
claimed advantages of permanent structures. Special features include wiring
and insulation installed prior to shipment. Complex microwave equipment
which formerly had to be installed in
the field, often with inexperienced local
labor, can now be pre-installed at the
factory by experts, according to Tower
Construction Co. Though changes of
microwave station sites are infrequent,
a building need only be lifted from its
special piers and transported to the new
site, with equipment intact.
Double time ■ Heuer Timer Corp.,
N.Y., has designed a wrist timer especially for radio, tv and film timing.
Simultaneous reading of both elapsed
time and time left to run on individual
dials recording up to 60 minutes, reduces potential timing errors to a minimum. The jeweled lever movement
incorporates Incabloc shock absorbers
with seven precision jeweled bearings.
Named the RTM-Master, the timer
retails for $45.

444
lUADISOIV

AVEIMUE

Office For Rent
300 square feet with private
entrance available in Tower
of Premium

Building.

This space divided into two
offices.
CALL:
PLAZA 5-9236
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WMAR-TV

AGAIN

IN

MORE

DELIVERS

BALTIMORE'S

3-STATION

MARKET!

Day Part Station Shares
And Total Homes Reached
MORE

Baltimore — June I960
(Based on Va hr. homes reached by all stations.)

SHARE

Table
OF

AUDIENCE

STATION A

CONSISTENTLY

STATION B
LEADS

THE

OTHER

BALTIMORE
BASED

NIELSEN

ON

TV

TWO
WMAR-TV
OTHERS

STATIONS

JUNE

TOTAL
AVG. H. U. T.

1960

"^225 QUARTER-HOUR

MORE

HOMES

50
*
100

41

53

32
35

5

8
19
100

7
100

7
30
37
100

100
37

4

16

20

37

45

Table

RATINGS"^
STATIONS

FIRSTS

STATION A
STATION B

TOTAL

WMAR-TV
AVG. H. U. T.

REACHED

Area

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SUNDAY THRU
Morning
Night SATURDAY
Afternoon
3 PM-6 PM 6PM-9 PM
9 PM-Mid.
6AM-9AM 9AM-Noon Noon-3 PM
26
%
%
%
%
%
%
26
25
28
23
36
*
33
16
26

STATIONS

WMAR-TV

1. Metro

100

2. Station

5

Totals

Morning
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
Afternoon
Night
9 Homes
PM Mid.
HomesPM
9AM-Noon Noon-3
Homes
6AM-9AM
Homes
Homes
3
PM-6PM
(00)
6 PM-9PM
Homes
(00)
(00)
(00)
(00)
(00)
218
244
572
189
205
294
618
*
342
659
92
860
135
447
404
790
1083
2409
674
1081
273
853
931
2021

N. B. EACH of these figures represents the AGGREGATE OF MANY time
periods, and should therefore not be applied to any specific quarter-hours.
Each station is assumed to be on a full 1 8 hour operating schedule.
* Below minimum Reporting Standards or not regularly scheduled.
In Maryland

most

people

watch

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
Baltimore 3, Maryland

2
TilEVISION ■

THE
TAPPING
Association

THE

MEDIA
NEGRO

formed

Negro Radio Assn., a trade group
comprising stations serving the Negro
market, was formed Aug. 2 in Washington. Owners of 29 radio stations
from all parts of the country took part
in the session, drawing up their constitution, by-laws and objectives.
Francis Fitzgerald, WGIV Charlotte,
N.C., was elected board chairman.
Other directors are Robert W. Rounsaville, Rounsaville Radio Stations, Atlanta; Harry
Novik, WLIB
New York;
Stanley W.
Ray Jr., OK
Group dioofStations,
RaNew Orleans;
derlin,
Egmont WDIA
SonMemphis;
Norwood J.

m

j1
L

11 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN THE NATION'S 5tli MARKET

WJBK4V
the STORER station
backed by 33 years of responsible
broadcasting CALL KATZ
52

PatterMK. I'l l/(il:l<Al I)
s o n, KSAN
San Francisco, and Joe Speidel, Speidel Stations, Columbia, S.C.
Charter members of NRA, in addition to directors, are Robert Monroe,
WAAA Winston-Salem, N.C.; Tom
Maxwell, WIBB Macon, Ga.; Leonard
Walk. WAMO Pittsburgh; Sam Feldman, WEBB Baltimore: Pat Tuschman, WABQ Cleveland, William A.
and Dolly Banks, WHAT Philadelphia,
and Max Leon, WDAS Philadelphia.
The association "intends to bring to
the attention of the American industry
and advertisers the potential in the
Negro market, totalling - 18 million
Negroes who spend over $41 million
daily," it was stated. It plans to engage
in research, gather economic data and
other information for member stations
and to foster programming for Negroes.
Open Door ■ Membership will be
open to all stations engaged primarily
in programming to the Negro people.
Associate membership will be open to
advertisers and station representatives.
Mr. Fitzgerald said the Negro broadcasting industry "has long needed an
association to promote mutual interests.
In our 29 charter stations we have most
of the leaders in the Negro broadcasting field already signed. We expect
active membership to pass 100."
Station executives programming in the
field, who have shown interest in the
association were listed as Richard
Eaton, United Broadcasting, Washington; Wayne Rollins, Rollins Broadcasting, Wilmington, Del.; Stu Hepburn,
KNOK Fort Worth; Stan Raymond,

MARKET

to promote

its value

WAOK Atlanta; John McLendon, The
Ebony Group, Jackson, Miss.; Tom
Gibson, KEZY Tyler, Tex.; Leon
Walton, Walton Group, Beaumont,
Tex.; Morris Blum, WANN Annapolis,
Md., and Ralph Weil, KATZ St.
Louis.
News

source

test

fails to materialize
Legality of California statue exempting newspaper reporters from the obligation to reveal a news source in court,
but not extending the same exemption
to radio and tv newsmen, will not be
tested by Pat Michaels, newsman of
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, and the
Grand Jury of Riverside County, Calif.
Mr. Michaels faced a contempt citation for refusing to answer questions
about the KTLA documentary program. City of Hate, dealing with alleged anti-semitism in Elsinore, Calif.
(Broadcasting, July 4). Subsequently
at a July 29 hearing at the Fourth
District California Court of Appeals in
San Diego, District Attorney William
O. Mackey revealed that the questions
to be asked of Mr. Michaels did not
concern his sources of information.
The court of appeals has issued a
writ of prohibition preventing further
action by the Riverside County authorities until Oct. 7, when the matter of
whether or not Mr. Michaels may be
required to answer other questions
about the program will be argued.
New

IVIutual

affiliates

WABI Bangor, WPOR Pordand, and
WAGM Presque Isle, all Maine, have
joined the Mutual Broadcasting System.
All three stations are owned and operated by former Gov. Horace A. Hildreth (Community Service Stations).
WABI is a 5 kw facility operating on
910 kc; WPOR, 250-watts on 1490
kc, and WAGM, 5 kw on 950 kc.
Other new MBS affiliates are KBKW
Aberdeen, Wash., a 250 watt unit
which began operating for the Taft
Family Group on 1450 kc July 27, and
three stations that went on the air
Aug. 1: KCLX Colfax, Wash., KRLC
Lewiston and KRPL Moscow, both
Idaho. KCLX, a 250 watt facility on
1450 kc, is owned and operated by
Adrien De Vries. Donald A. Thomas'
5 kw KRLC, transmits on 1350 kc,
and the second Idaho unit, KRPL
Moscow, is owned by KRPL Inc., and
transmits on 1400 kc with 250 watts.
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power
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Some

day

you

train

like

this — powered

by the energy
the atom.

may
locked

see

a

up in

Possibly the locomotive will have
its own nuclear reactor. Or perhaps
it will use electricity generated at
atomic power stations. But this
much is certain. Of all forms of land
transportation, railroads offer the
greatest opportunities for the efficient use of nuclear energy.
Railroads are constantly exploring
exciting possibilities like this. Such
progressive thinking is important
to all of us— for we're going to need
railroads more than ever in the
boom years ahead.
Clearly, it's in the national interest
to give railroads equal opportunity
and treatment with other forms of
transportation. America's railroads
— the lifeline of the nation — are
the main line to your future.

ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN

RAILROADS

WASHINGTON
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Campus managers ■ Three-score broadcast executives
went back to school in July, taking part in NAB's advanced management seminar conducted by the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration. From dawn
to midnight they lived in a dormitory, ate at a school cafeteria, boned up for classes and indulged in intimate shoptalk about the rigors of running a station. The seminar was
the second held under NAB auspices.
This classroom area was the center of discussion, starting
at 8:30 every morning. The photo is a composite of three
pictures. Front row (1 to r) : Paul Adanti, WHEN-AM-TV
Rochester, N.Y.; James E. Allen, WBZ-TV Boston; John B.
Babcock, WLWI (TV) Indianapolis; Norman P. Bagwell,
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City; Joe M. Baisch, WREX-TV
Rockford, III.; Clayton S. Brace, KLZ Denver; Robert W.

MEASURING
Clear

guides

There aren't any pat answers to these
questions but there are many yardsticks
that are helpful in looking at a human
being, taking inventory and then estimating what chance this blend of personal and mental factors will have in
attaining a management goal.
The ways of evaluating managers
and owners occupied 63 broadcast executives who took part in the NAB advanced management seminar conducted
July 10-22 at the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration
(Broadcasting, July 25).
These executive students, occupying
high posts at their stations, spent the
fortnight on Harvard's Boston campus
studying actual broadcasting case histories as well as cases dealing with companies outside the industry.
They lived 16 hours a day in a provocative atmosphere of argument in
small and large groups and in classrooms. They picked apart successful
and unsuccessful companies in an effort
to unlock the secrets of good management and analyze causes of failure.
The students observed how owners
54
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MANAGEMENT

to executive

How do you pick a good station manager?
What qualities should he have?
And what are the qualities of a good
station owner?

Breckner, KTTV (TV) Hollywood; Cleve J. Brien, WNOE
New Orleans; Samuel A. Burk. KIRX Kirksville, Mo.;
Joseph F. Butler, WKLZ Kalamazoo; Eldon Campbell,
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis; Israel Cohen, WCAP Lowell,
Mass.; Joseph P. Dougherty. WPRO-TV Providence, R.I.
Second row: Van Beuren W. DeVries, WGR-AM-TV
Buffalo; A. James Ebel. KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.; William
A. Ekberg, KFYR-TV Bismarck. N.D.; Robert D. Ellis,
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs; Richard M. Fairbanks,
WIBC Indianapolis; Francis H. Farnum Jr., WGAN Portland, Me.; John T. Gelder Jr., WCHS-TV Charleston,
W.Va.; G. David Gentling, KROC Rochester, Minn.; Carl
E. George. WGAR Cleveland; Kenneth R. Giddens, WKRGTV Mobile, Ala.; Allen T. Gilliland Jr., KNTV (TV) San
Jose, Calif.; George J. Gray, WLWD Dayton, Ohio; Saul

appraisal

QUALITIES

emerge

from Harvard seminar
mentioned management guide, cited
and managers coped with situations,
how they dealt with personnel and unfrequently
the seminar;
"Earn a
profit
whileduring
preserving
and developing
ions, how they reached decisions, why
they made mistakes.
In this academic process of case
of course. But the classroom
theSimple,
enterprise."
studying, the broadcasters found they reviews showed how a business can be
were actually analyzing themselves.
wrecked if any one of the three elements in the rule is ignored.
They served as guinea pigs in a HarHere are general observations about
vard management research project — a
psychological survey dealing with the
the qualities needed by broadcast managers and owners that were emphasized
subject, "What do station managers
think of their owners?" (See results of by Harvard faculty members at the end
survey, page 56.)
of the two-week management course:
■ Managers must have the ability to
Stimulating Case ■ One broadcasting
case involved the troubles of radio staappraise particular situations and reach
decisions.
tion JABE (the call letters are fictional,
the facts real). This harrassed station
■ They must think of ways to attain
had more than its share of operating
objectives.
■ Successful managers comprise almiseries, ascribed by the 63 broadcasters to all sorts of causes. The students
most as many blends of individual
traits as there are broadcast stations;
took a vote on the type of job being
done by JABE's manager. (See story of this is complicated by the fact there are
many criteria of success.
the owner-manager conflict, page 55.)
The fortnight of study and classroom
■ They must think in systematic
ways
about their jobs and what they
exchanges produced a series of basic
are doing.
principles applying to managers and
■ They must frequently reappraise
station owners in broadcasting, an industry caught between public and pri- their associates and human problems,
vate forces. The principles aren't new;
they're merely orderly statements or
rules-of-thumb that make or break a
business.
Behind all the case studies is an oft-

learning
of view. to take their associates' points
■ In the case of advertising they
must think of the whole marketing operation.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Haas, KIRO-AM-TV Seattle; Lawrence F. Haeg, WCCO
Minneapolis; Carter Hardwick, WSFA-TV Montgomery,
Ala.; C. George Henderson, WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.
Third row: William A. Hillebrand, WMHE-FM Toledo,
Ohio; Jon A. Holiday, WHYE Roanoke, Va.; William Holm,
WLPO LaSalle, 111.; Dan Hydrick. WGH Newport News,
Va.; James F. Jae Jr., KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; Joseph O.
Jasmin, WKNE Keene, N.H.; Theodore Jones, WCRB
Waltham, Mass.; Jon S. Kelly, KCRA-TV Sacramento;
Robert B. King, WSOY Decatur, 111.; Charles H. Kingsley
Jr., KHSL-AM-TV Chico, Calif.; T. B. Lanford, KALBAM-TV Shreveport, La.; Homer Lane, KOOL-AM-TV
Phoenix, Ariz.; Herbert W. Lester, WOIA Ann Arbor,
Mich.; William A. Martin, KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.;
Dale G. Moore, KGVO Missoula, Mont.; Roger B. Read,
■ They must be sensitive to the responsibilities ofowners.
■ They must set their own goals.
Owners, too, have obligations. Some
of these were brought out in classroom
discussion, others in the psychological
survey. Here are some of the things
owners should do:
■ Specify financial, program goals.
■ Provide working conditions suitStudy

of

a

"I'm sure we'll hit the target, sir,"
he replied to Dean Merrill, his industrialist-owner on the other end of the
phone.
"The ratings are awful," Merrill
went on, "and you'll have to overhaul
the programs. We'd better have a conference— quick."
Jack Larkin faced up to a showdown
with his owner, fully aware that JABE's
latest fiscal and audience reports looked
bad on the surface. But he was certain
he could take JABE over the hump.
He in
was touch
upset. with
OwnerhimMerrill
hadn't
been
in months.
He'd been given three years to pull
JABE out of the deep red to the breakeven point. The term wasn't even half
over and now Merrill was on the prod.
What to Do ■ The troubles of JABE
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

able for successful management.
■ Make clear the type of station
image they desire.
■ Understand the broadcasting industry.
■ Live up to rules specifying the authority their managers enjoy.
■ Maintain liaison with managers.
■ And they must be sensitive to their
responsibilities as licensees.

manager

"You'll never make it, Larkin."
Jack Larkin, manager of radio station JABE (fictional call for a real operation), muttered "here it comes" under his breath.

WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati; Charles J. Saunders, KCLS
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Back row: William H. Rines, WCSH Portland, Me.; Bob
A. Roth, KONO San Antonio; Robert H. Sauber, WTIV
Titusville, Pa.; James Schiavone, WWJ-TV Detroit; Chester
L. Thomas, KXOK St. Louis; Norman A. Thomas, WDNT
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr., WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N.C; Robert S. Tyrol, WTIC Hartford, Conn.;
George K. Utley, WFAA Dallas; Lew Van Nostrand Jr.,
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Irving C. Waugh, WSM-TV
Nashville, Tenn.; Raymond W. Welpott. WRCV (TV)
Philadelphia; Louis S. Simon, KPIX-TV San Francisco;
Warren P. Williamson III, WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown,
Ohio; C. Wayne Wright, WALM Albion, Mich.; Selvin
Donneson, WWRL Woodside, N.Y.

in trouble

were real, very real, and typical of radio operations. The JABE case was one
of a series of actual business episodes
dissected and discussed at the NAB advanced management seminar at Harvard's graduate business school.
Larkin was boosting his sales brilliantly but his losses were heavy and the
ratings horrible.
What would you do if you were
Merrill? Fire Larkin?
JABE's Headaches ■ This regional
station (5 kw 920 kc) is affiliated with
XBC network. Its sister station, JABETV, is an XBC-TV network affiliate.
There are six other regionals and two
tv stations (besides JABE-TV) in this
industrial area of L25 million people.
JABE is fifth in radio ratings.
Merrill bought the money-losing
radio outlet in late 1958 from John
Rowe, who retained ownership of
JABE-TV. Rowe was friendly with the
executives at XBC network. He had insisted that Larkin use a lot of XBC

radio programs because he was afraid
of losing his XBC-TV affiliation for
JABE-TV.
Lacking broadcast experience, Merrill called in Larkin when he took over
JABE. Larkin laid out a three-year
plan — shift to personalities with middleof-road popular music; cut staff costs
through negotiations with the union for
combo men; allot $25,000 a year for
advertising and promotion.
After contacting a management consultant, Merrill accepted the Larkin
proposal. This was based on a projected $80,000 loss in 1959; $40,000
loss in 1960; break even in 1961.
JABE had lost an average $18,000
yearly under Rowe's ownership. After
the station's rep approved the program
changes, Merrill gave Larkin the goahead and let him run the station.
The Ink is Red ■ Instead of an $80,000 loss in 1959, Larkin turned up with
a $92,000 deficit which he ascribed to
a heavy separation fee paid an old
employe and to higher payroll costs
(which he is trying to bring down). National-local sales in the first four
months of 1960 averaged a fine $4,450
monthly above the same 1959 months,
helped by a rate boost.
Larkin figured in mid-May he would
end up with a $23,000 loss for 1960,
actually $17,000 less than the $40,000
loss he originally had projected in late
1958 when Merrill took over. In mid1961 he expects to reach the breakeven point, aided by use of remote
55

WHAT'S
WRONG
WITH
What do station managers think
of their owners?
A prominent psychologist has
taken an appraising look at broadcast owners as seen through the
eyes of their managers.
What he saw was revealing.
In essence, he found that station
managers believe ownership can improve both benefits and properties
by providing a better work environment or climate for their managers.
The psychologist was Prof. Renato Tagiuri. The scene was the
broadcast management seminar conducted July 10-22 by NAB at the
Harvard Graduate Business School.
Prof. Tagiuri asked the 63 seminar students, all in the upper executive bracket of stations and
group properties, (1) what they
thought of their work environment
or climate and (2) what sort of conditions they wanted to do their best
work.
He found these recurrent comments in answers to the questinonaire, which was blind:
■ Owners inadequately define
policies.
H They allow (a) too little freedom; or (b) they allow too much
freedom for the manager.
H There's not enough chance to
do things in depth, with high quality.
n The work climate offers many

STATION
OWNERS
rewards such as good pay, quick
rewards for efforts, a sense of power
in relation to the community.
B Pressures are severe. The time
element, business competition, government regulation and the constant
demand for new ideas were cited.
What kind of an industry is
broadcasting?
Prof. Tagiuri's e.xamination of
the industry through managers' eyes
produced these descriptive terms:
stimulating, exciting, fast, hectic,
novel, aggressive, growing, changing, challenging, fascinating, full of
pressures, rewarding, superficial,
powerful, informal, hamstrung, irresponsible, provides a service to the
Next Prof. Tagiuri asked the
public.
broadcast managers to describe what
type of environment they need for
effective work. They listed these
needs:
■ A sense of creation.
B A sense of their own contribution.
■ A sense of responsibility.
B Plenty of authority.
a A chance to develop satisfying
relationships within the station team.
In his discussion of the survey
results during the seminar. Prof.
Tagiuri said he found frequent
complaints of vague and impractical
ownership policies. "Many of you
technical gear and combo men. He
boosted sales by taking over the sales
department
himself.
He wasn'the satisfied with the
sales manager
had
hired.
The new JABE format had failed
utterly to raise the station's No. 5 position in the seven-station market, as of
May 1960. JABE's spot rates were very
low, with attractive package deals.
What would you do? Would you relieve Larkin of his job, if you were
Merrill? Or let him go through with

say there is no ownership recognition of achievement," he said. "There
appears to be a feeling that a clear
relationship is lacking between ownership's policy and freedom of management choice.
"Some of you must make guesses
if policies are not clear. Others say
they have a feeling of control over
the station. One of you observed, 'I
make my own climate and I'm stewing in it.' Another said, 'It's hard to
get a share of profits or a piece of
"The small-family feeling exists at
the station.'
many
of your stations. A minority
said operation of a station need not
be hectic but can be conducted in
an atmosphere of quietness, a quality of 'peaceful
hecticness'."
Prof.
Tagiuri offered
this personnel formula for management guidance: "Suspended judgment will help
you avoid errors in evaluating
A specialist in social psychology.
Prof. Tagiuri has been a member
of the Harvard faculty since 1951.
As a teacher in the advanced management program he has conducted
a people."
series of studies on the executive
climate and is an author of several
dozen psychological papers. He is
a member of the American Psychological Society, American Sociological Society and other professional
groups. He is best known for his
work in social perception.

the three-year agreement?
AndWhat's
with wrong
Larkin? with owner Merrill?
Confronted with the detailed facts
of the JABE case, including financial
exhibits, the 63-broadcaster class at
Harvard offered a varied array of commentsmarized
and suggestions.
They are sumthis way:
What should Merrill, the owner, do?
■ Keep his hands off Manager Larkin until the three-year agreement ends
in 1961.
come.
■ Demand doubling of JABE's in-

Seminar head ■ NAB's advanced management seminar at Harvard graduate
business school is directed by Dr. J.
Sterling
of the held
school's
faculty. Livingston,
The 1960 seminar,
in July,
included a series of case studies based
on actual business histories and followed the pattern of the first seminar
held in the summer of 1959. Five other
members of the school faculty took part
in the course. A leading authority on
business administration and management. Dr. Livingston also is head of
Harbridge House, management development and consulting firm.
56
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■ Establish policy with Larkin,
specifying profit goals, share of market,
image desired and standards of measurement control. His only goal is to
make money, yet he hasn't set policy
though he went to a consultant.
■ Having failed to take an active
ownership role in JABE, he should (1)
get a new manager; (2) put him on an
override basis, learn his duties and responsibilities as a station owner and
become familiar with the industry.
■ Tell Larkin he's disappointed and
give him a pep talk..
■ Realize he can't expect to cut exBROAOCASTING, August 8, 1960

YOU

NEVER
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BUT...

SPEND

WKZO

133

DAYS

Radio "Rescues"

ON

A ^

Sagging Sales

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek and Greater Western

Michigan!

WKZO Radio's tremendous popularity keeps your
product right in the thick of things in Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek and Greater Western Michigan.
7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH- APRIL 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
30
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio21n "B" Statio11n "C"
10
27
22
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
10
29
22
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

It's a big, growing market, and WKZO Radio produces
a total audience 32% larger than that of any of its other
stations. Furthermore, Pulse (see left) rates WKZO
a solid first in 345 of 360 quarter hours surveyed, Monday
through Friday (6 a.m. -Midnight) !
Ask Avery-Knodel about reaching more people, more
often in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western
Michigan with WKZO Radio.

"^A British merchant seaman survived a record 133 days on a raft after his ship was torpedoed in 1943.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

mzo
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Represenfafives
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penses quickly and have a fast profit.
What should Larkin, the manager, do?
■ Demand a showdown with Merrill,
throwing the whole situation at him.
■ Hire an adequate news staff; do
the best local news job in the market.
■ Give the market the music it wants
to hear.
■ Cut costs, balancing costs to income: cut net losses.
■ Improve local image by developing strong news and community public
service; editorialize on local matters.
■ Go to Merrill and say, "You
haven't given me all your objectives.
What are your community as well as
your financial objectives?
■ Improve the programming; he
won't make it in 1961 the way he's going. Hire strong program and sales
managers.
Is Larkin a good manager? Here are
some of the students' answers:
■ Sales are poor in terms of the market.
■ JABE isn't well run.

■ Larkin has wonderful ability to
deal with the union.
■ Payroll and program costs are
much higher.
■ Too much is being spent on programming.
■ He tried to buy his way into a
■ He doubled sales in about a year;
profit.
therefore he was doing a poor job before Merrill bought the station.
■ He's doing about what he said he'd
do: he shook up the station, increased
sales, negotiated personnel savings with
the union. "Why are we beating him?"
s He should have improved ratings.
B Merrill is not competent to evaluate programming.
a Unless pressure is put on Larkin.
he's not going to develop.
Here's how broadcasters rated Larkin, the manager: good, 12%; bad,
25%; mediocre, 63%.*
* But not necessarily bad or mediocre
enough to be fired.

Metropolitan

predicts

$50 million '61 gross
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
which had already served notice it will
gross $40 million this year, predicts it
will gross $50 million in 1961.
John W. Kluge, chairman and president, told the San Francisco Security
Analysts Society last week, that first
half earnings for 1960 already are $2.6
million ahead of the full year 1959 —
$19.1 million vs. $16.5 million.
Roughly half of the 1960 income total is expected to come from Foster &
Kleiser, West Coast outdoor advertising
company Metropolitan acquired in
March this year. The 1961 prediction
will have the benefit of a full year of
Foster & Kleiser income, whereas the
1960 total will include only 10 months.
Mr. Kluge said Metropolitan's second
quarter in 1960 brought in $12.2 million in sales, which came down to $597,235 in net earnings (35 cents a share).
First half net earnings on the $19.1 mil-

Shoestring etv is practical
three months ago, cost the RichardEducational television on an econfirst low-cost, low-power tv station
son Independent School District
in
the
nation
to
be
wholly
owned,
omy-sized budget. That's the story
$30,000 for studio and control room
of KRET (TV) Richardson, Tex.
operated and financed by a small,
and transmitting equipment apIt is an unusual project, hailed in independent school district. The outlet, which went on the air about
proved by the FCC. Another $45,"think big, talk big" Texas as the
000 was spent on the installation of
a receiving antenna for each of nine
participating schools, wiring for 250
classrooms and 60 custom-made,
portable tv receivers.
KRET uses uhf ch. 23. The town
fathers of Richardson originally had
thought of installing a closed circuit
educational system. But in exploratory talks with Mort Zimmerman,
president of Electron Corp., Dallas,
manufacturer of closed circuit and
broadcast tv equipment, they learned
of the unused ch. 23. Officials also

Richardson teachers
Before and behind the cameras
.■58 (THE MEDIA)

were satisfied that Electron's lowpower transmitter range of 20 miles
was ample to bring a clear signal to
all of Richardson's schools.
Richardson school officials believe
the system is tailor-made to their
needs: It enables the community to
maintain supervision and control
over the programming.
KRET beams Spanish and social
study classes to Richardson schools
and plans science instruction, nighttime adult education classes and inservice training seminars for teachers. Operational costs? Approximately $20,000 annually covering
the salary of one licensed studio technician and released-time pay for tv
teachers.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

To

add

''atraosphere"
RCA

fitted into a baclcyard scene
One of a series on
"how advertisers
ARE sold"

to

the

sales

Special

pitch

. . .

Effects

!

Products of your local sponsors can be given that "distinctive" appeal with intriguing traveling matte effects. Using RCA Special Effects equipment, exciting slide
or film backdrops can easily be inserted into commercials. You can place an
animated figure into a moving background or add "atmosphere" details that
give results, very simply. The system will accept signals from several sources to
produce a variety of effects.
In addition to traveling matte backgrounds, RCA can provide modules for 154
special effects, including wipes, split screens, block, wedge, circular and multiple
frequency patterns. Any ten effects may be preselected— simply plug ten modules
into the control panel. You get the right effect to add that extra sell to your programs and commercials every time !
Your RCA Special Effects will sell itself to
advertisers and give your station a competitive
edge. See your RCA Representative. Or write
to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. JD-278, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
for descriptive booklet. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N. J.
RCA Special Effects Panel
The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

TV'S

SPECIAL

SITUATION'

MAN

His business: handling sales problems regular outfits can't lick
Rodney Erickson has a knack for world of production, made him familiar as well as a producer and tv contact).
turning tough sales problems into prof- with the broadcast medium and with Mr. Erickson struck out on his own.
At Warner Bros, he became a vice
its. It's giving him a reputation as a the kind of people who manage it.
Procter & Gamble— To P&G, he president in charge of tv sales world"sales specialist," forerunner of a poswide. There as one of five veeps in the
sibly new species in television.
says, "I owe a lot of money" for the
Mr. Erickson also is becoming
whole company he was needed most
knowledge it imparted. P&G, he notes,
wealthy. He and money get along well. has "management in depth" and ever for the help he could render to ABCsince he has worked there, he has made
Already this friendship is showing
TV in selling Warner Bros. -produced
it a practice to hold some stock in the tv series to advertisers.
up
in
Mr.
Erickson's
assets
which
look
like this: Part of his first $1 million
His ability to provide the catalytic
company. During his P&G service he
has been acquired in the worth he was supervisor on 44 different radio
agent to agency negotiations with Warshows.
ners and ABC-TV came into good stead.
places on his Rodney Erickson Enterprises Inc. and interests in Canada
Young & Rubicam — Here he spent Principally he took the "fear" of Madison Ave. out of the motion picture firm.
and England. He owns 50% of Cantel
10'/2 years and it was this company
His
sales specialty was taking recogLtd.. Toronto, which sells to programs
that taught him the "philosophy of donizable form.
in Canada, and is a director of Waltoning business." At Y&R (started in JanWhen
his amicable severance with
uary
1948)
he
was
first
a
producer
on
On-Thames Studios and Sapphire Films
Ltd. in London. Then there is a re- various top programs. There he lived Warner Bros, was accomplished just
spectable stock portfolio that's being through a "transition of the tv busi- after the first of this year, Mr. Erickfattened by a Warner Bros, contract
son formed Rodney Erickson Enterness." The advertising agencies, he reprises Inc. which he uses principally
with stock options which keeps him
calls, were getting out of show production
and
becoming
a
business.
in
television
activity. His various Ijlue"on the payroll" until August 1961.
prints for the firm were put aside at
Mr. Erickson has just sold for a
At Y&R, Mr. Erickson's training in
profit a half ownership he had in a the tv business world went into high the call of NBC.
Third-Rounder ■ The network hired
Philadelphia brokerage firm (Valley
gear. He was one-third of a three-man
Mr. Erickson as a non-exclusive speForge Securities). He has an art col- team that went out to "sell" the broadcast media to advertisers. Sam Thurm
cialist and paid him a fee and expenses
lection valued at more than $100,000;
(now
a
top
tv
executive
at
Lever
Bros.)
to
grease
the skids for sale of the eleca four-story brownstone on New York's
handled research from the media point
upper East Side; a collection of limited
tion-convention package. "At the outof view and James A. Shulke (now a
side, we thought the job would take
book editions; a new Rolls Royce.
vice president in charge of Paramount
The Young Veteran ■ Mr. Erickson
two months." It took five. He found,
likes to think of himself as one of a Pictures' KTLA [TV] worked up the
for one thing, he was making "thirdround calls" — NBC salesmen had been
select group of people in the tv ad- tv presentation for which Mr. Erickthere twice before.
vertising business: the second generason provided the "voice over").
What did he do at that point?
tion who made a career in an already
Simply stated: "We sold television to
growing broadcast world.
"Saloon
selling" was his answer. This
clients intelligently and logically." And,
Rod Erickson is not one to pick at that's what he feels he has been doing term — as used by Mr. Erickson — de- j'
ever since.
one knot at a time. He's most at ease
notes a "softening up" of a client. "You
A New Era ■ At Y&R also there never call on anybody, you meet with
when he has a lot of things "working"
for him. The latest: a plan to be the came the new age of television with them" for drinks and food.
His third big sales opportunity? Sam
which Mr. Erickson has become a
organizing "catalyst" (a favorite ErickGoldwyn
Productions has now hired
skilled
expert.
This
was
the
era
of
sonism) in a new talent agent enterRodney
Erickson
Enterprises to sell a
"legal, media and negotiation and less
prise made up of "top independents."
package
of
55
motion
pictures to tv —
Three "great companies" formed the supervision
selection
programs."
From Y&Ror (he
left inof1958
as vice the package never before released to
building blocks for the Erickson career:
the medium. For this stint, he is reCBS — His service at this company,
president, general manager of tv, stockceiving aretainer against commission.
holder and member of the plans board
he feels, gave him an insight in the
lion sales were $747,924 (44 cents a
share). He predicted full year earnings would reach $1.25 per share, compared to 91 cents last year. As Metropolitan has 1,699,012 shares outstanding, Mr. Kluge seems to anticipate earnings around $2.1 million on this year's
projected $40 million in sales.
Mr. Kluge extended his predictions
as far as 1962, when he said the company expects income of $12 million (before interest, depreciation or taxes),
and an after-taxes net of $2.70 per
share.
Metropolitan's broadcasting properties include WNEW-AM-TV New
York;
WTTG
(TV) Washington,
60 (THE MEDIA)

WTVH (TV) Peoria, III.; KOVR-TV
Stockton, Calif., WHK Cleveland, and
WIP Philadelphia. It has purchases
pending FCC approval for WTVP-TV
Decatur, 111., and the World Wide
Broadcasting System, an international
broadcasting concern.
• Media

reports

New affiliates ■ Four stations have
joined the Intermountain Network as
afiiliates, boosting the total to 54. New
members are KGEZ Kalispell, KOJM
Havre, KPRK Livingston and KDBM
Dillon, all Montana. Intermountain stations are located in Utah, Idaho, Mon-

tana, Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska
and Nevada.
Scholarship ■ KABQ Albuquerque,
N.M., in cooperation with the NewsChieftain, newspaper that city, has established ascholarship fund for needy
freshmen, both male and female, attending the U. of New Mexico, who
live in Bernalillo County, are of Spanish-American descent and speak Spanish. The first goal of the campaign will
be to raise funds for 20 freshmen for
the 1960-61 school year. The sponsors
will contribute $1 for each new subscription to the paper. All subscribers
will be listed as doners in the paper
and will be announced over KABQ.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Again a tough sales nut to crack but
a sizable potential profit.
Mr. Erickson puts his thoughts together this way: "The most fertile field
for the relatively young man in this
business is the motion picture industry.
It is best equipped to produce tv entertainment and yet it is directed by "aging
management."
Midwestern Origin ■ Mr. Erickson
w as born in Chicago in July, 1916. He
attended the U. of Iowa where he was
active in dramatics. He produced plays
written by another student, Tennessee
Williams, and was a roommate of
Lemuel Ayers who became a Broadway producer connected with such
hits as "Kiss Me Kate" before his
death.
He broke into broadcasting as a
producer for NBC in Washington in
1939. From there his path was erratic
but generally upward: general manager, Hunterdon Hill Playhouse in New
Jersey (1940); producer, WHP Harrisburg (1940-41); producer of such
CBS New York radio originations as
Easy Aces and Aunt Jenny (1941-43);
a short stint in 1943 as assistant head
of radio at Foote, Cone & Belding and
e.xecutive producer of Lucky Strike Hit
Parade until he and his whole department were fired by the famous George
Washington Hill; comedy director at
NBC (1943-44); radio supervisor at
Procter & Gamble (1944-46); program
director of WOR New York ( 1946-47) .
He left WOR to return briefly to
Foote, Cone & Belding as radio account executive and from there went
to Y&R.
Manhattan Home ■ The Ericksons
(he's married to Jean Norris Erickson, who once worked at Y&R) live
in a four-story brownstone in the 90s
on the East Side of Manhattan. A
ground floor patio comes off the
kitchen, providing space for his expensive statuary (see picture) and for
outside play of his five children (three
girls, two boys ranging from 9 years
down to 4 months).
, Etv gift ■ Gerity Broadcasting Co., liI censee of WNEM-TV Bay City-Flintt Saginaw, Mich., has donated tv equipment valued at $54,000 to Flint Junior
College. The gift includes two complete camera chains with the various
units needed to reproduce film and still
pictures on tv. In addition WNEMTV's engineering staff will give the college technical assistance and other possible aid in installing and using the
television equipment.
New reps. ■ New England Spot Sales
Inc., radio-tv station representative, recently opened offices in Suite 401,
Statler Hotel Bldg., Boston. Charles
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Collector ■ Among substantial acquisitions that Rodney Erickson has bought
from his earnings in recent years is
this statute that stands in the garden
of his Manhattan town house. It's
"Bather Fixing Her Hair," a first-cast
in bronze by Aristide Maillol, and it's
insured for $50,000. Mr. Erickson has

other sculpture and paintings in a coilection he values at $100,000. He thinks
of the collection as an investment in
capital as well as in aesthetics, and he
counts its value in computing his assets
that are mounting toward the goal he
set for himself — to be a millionaire at
age 45. He's now 44.

Bell Jr., formerly with WHAY Hartford, Conn., and prior to that vice
president of the Connecticut State Network, ispresident and general manager.
For the past year he has been executive
assistant to the general manager of
WHCT (TV) Hartford. He said the
new firm will represent New England
stations primarily but a limited number of properties outside that area will
also be handled through an affiliation
with a national representative in New
York.

Tenn., will go on the air Aug. 15. The
station will operate on 1430 kc with 1
kw from 5 a.m. to sunset daily. WFCT,
with studios and offices at 5041 N.
Broadway, Knoxville, Tenn., is represented nationally by George P. Hollingbery Co., and regionally by The Kentucky Sales Co. James M. Welsh is general manager; J. Horton Davis is commercial manager.

Signing on ■ J. Francke Fox Jr., president of Radio Fountain City Inc., has
announced that WFCT Fountain City,

In ABC fold ■ Two Nebraska tv stations signed last week to join ABC-TV
as primary affiliates on Feb. 2, 1961.
KHOL-TV Kearney and KHPL-TV
Hayes Center both owned by the BiStates Co., make a total of six stations
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to switch their primary affiliations to
ABC-TV in the past two months, the
network announced.
Crash program ■ WLBW-TV Miami
will go on air on ch. 10 Sept. 16, two
months after FCC ordered National
Airlines to vacate the channel. The air
date was announced last week by
Charles H. Topmiller, president of L. B.
Wilson Co., the ch. 10 grantee. Mr.
Topmiller also reported that H-R Representatives had been appointed by the
new station.
New sound ■ WLAC Nashville has
announced it is switching to a good
music formula. By "good music" it
means favorite standards (all albums)
recorded by top artists. Loud stations
promotions and "ear-jangling sound effects' as well as anything resembling
rock 'n' roll are taboo. Station commercials, newspaper and transit ads in
addition to letters to WLAC's full account list heralded the change.
Agency education ■ WSB-TV Atlanta
has instituted a series of studio advertising clinics to acquaint agency and
advertiser personnel with modern techniques at the station level. A dozen
agency or advertiser guests are invited
to each clinic, which features a video
taped feature on techniques with a

question-and-answer period following
it. The same three producers and one
announcer who appear on the tape
handle the discussion period.
New fm outlet ■ WTOL-FM Toledo,
Ohio, signed on the air last month with
50 kw at 104.7 mc. Its broadcast area
includes northwestern Ohio, southern
Michigan and northeastern Indiana, it
was announced. The station uses Programatic Broadcasting Service, an electronically controlled, time-synchronized
tape playback machine, and features a
policy of many kinds of music with a
minimum of interruption. Three programs aweek feature stereo in conjunction with WTOL. The station signs on
weekdays at 7 a.m. and signs off at 1
a.m. Saturday's sign-on time is 7:45
a.m. WTOL-FM is companion of
WTOL-AM-TV.
New home ■ KGMC Englewood,
Colo., has moved its headquarters and
facilities to new modern quarters at 3
W. Princeton St. Since 1952 the station had been located in the Englewood Park-N-Shop Center. The new
building includes five soundproof studios, including a completely equipped
newsroom, on the upper level, along
with executive offices, continuity, bookkeeping and clerical offices. On the

Outstanding
Exclusive
MinJVEST

Properties
^4J0,000

Dominant

fulliime facility with considerable real estate. Gross well in excess of $300,000. Profits increasing.
$125,000 down. Liberal payout.

Min^ATEANTIC
Outstanding fuUtime operation in an
excellent Mid-Atlantic market. Consistently profitable. 29% down, balance over seven years.
MAJOn
Unusual
daytime
the top
$50,000

3MARKET

S235,000

opportunity to obtain a good
facility that covers one of
ten markets in the east.
down, balance liberal terms.

"Blackbmm & Camp^
i^c
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick — Washington Building, Washington, D.C. — ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— WiUiam B. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker— Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST : Colin M. Selph — California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California — CRestview 4-2770.
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H-R

adding

two

offices

H-R Television and H-R Representatives Inc., New York, are adding two
southern cities to their list of 10 U.S.
branch offices by opening their Atlanta
and Dallas offices in September. Clarke
Brown Co., which had been repping for
H-R stations in those areas, discontinues affiliation with H-R on Sept. 30.
Bill R. McRae, who opened Atlanta
for Clarke Brown and H-R stations in
December 1954, will manage the new
Atlanta office (1182 Peachtree St.).
With Clarke Brown, Mr. McRae had
become vice president and later executive vice president responsible for sales
in six southeastern states. Robert G.
Dalchau has been appointed manager
of Dallas (211 North Ervay Bldg.). He
had been regional manager for United
Artists Corp. covering 10 states in the
south.
Capital

earnings

up

Capital Cities Broadcasting Co. reported July 29 that net income for
first six months of 1960 amounted to
$455,870. an increase of $234,821,
over comparable period last year. Net
earnings per share were equal to 40
cents, as against 19 cents for the 1959
period. Company owns and operates
WROW-AM-FM
Albany, N.Y.;
WTEN (TV) Albany, N.Y.; WCDB
(TV) Hagaman, N.Y.; WCDB (TV)
Adams, Mass.; WPRO-AM-FM-TV
Providence, R.I.
Changing

NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS
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lower level are offices for sales personnel, engineering, storage and a large
meeting room. KGMC held open house
last week for listeners advertisers and
community
ver area. leaders throughout the Den-

hands

APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 87).
■ WPEO Peoria, 111.: Sold by William
Dolph and Herbert Pettey to J.W.
O'Connor and Frank Babcock for
$350,000. Mr. O'Connor has interests
in WBOW Terre Haute. Ind.; KLEE
Ottumwa, Iowa, and WCVS Springfield, WJRL Rockford, both Illinois.
Mr. Babcock owns 50% interest in
KWNT Davenport, Iowa.
■ WORE Boston, Mass.: Sold by Joseph A. Dunn and associates to Richard D. Buckley and John B. Jaeger for
$300,000. Buckley-Jaeger group own
WHIM Providence, R.I.: WDRC Hartford, Conn.; and KGIL Los Angeles.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

KSOO-TV
form

on

regional

the

air;

networl<

The nation's newest tv station took
to the air July 31. KSOO-TV (ch. 13)
Sioux Falls, S.D., officially beamed its
first programs on that date in the presence of numerous state and local officials, civic leaders, and station executives.
Taking part in the dedication ceremonies were
Governor
Ralph Herseth
of South Dakota, Governor O r V i 1 1 e
Freeman
of Minnesota,
Senators Karl
M u n d t and
Frances Case
and Congressman Carl AnMr. Henkin
derson. Host
was KSOO's president and general manager, Morton H. Henkin, principal
owner of the new station.
The ch. 13 facility operates with a
maximum power of 316 kw. Its 1,117ft. tower is said to be the tallest structure in South Dakota.
KSOO-TV broadcasts a full NBC
network schedule including 28 hours
per week of color, and some ABC
programming.
The new station has formed a regional
network with KORN-TV Mitchell,
S.D., and KCMT (TV) Alexandria,
Minn. Its am affiliate, KSOO, celebrated
its 33rd anniversary in July.
In addition to Mr. Henkin, the station is manned by 75 full-time employes including Tom Barnes as executive vice president, Wade Patterson,
general sales manager, Ed Starr, operations manager, Julius Hetland, vice
president for engineering and Max
Pierce, technical director. National
sales representative for KSOO-AM-TV
is Avery-Knodel, New York.
Broadcast

wages

among top in nation
Wages and salaries paid broadcast
personnel averaged $7,418 last year,
surpassed only by salaries and wages
paid by security and commodity brokers
and dealers, according to figures published by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
The 1959 broadcast payments compare to $7,128 in 1958 and $6,756
in 1957. Figures apply to 79,000 fulltime employes.
In an analysis of national income by
industries, the department said the income from radio and tv broadcasting
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

in 1959 totaled $790 million compared
to $756 million in 1958 and $716
million in 1957. (Income is defined as
the sum of wages and salaries paid out
plus interest and rental income.)
Personal expenditures for radio and
tv sets, records and musical instruments totaled $3,497 million in 1959,
the department found. This compares
with $3,067 in 1958 and $3 billion in
1957.
Total compensation of broadcast industry employes was $601 million in
1959 compared to $568 million in 1958
and $539 million in 1957. Of these
totals, wages and salaries provided $586
million in 1959, $556 million in 1958
and $527 million in 1957.
First

Taliesin

station

Taliesin Stations, a midwestern fm
station group, plans to go on the air
with its first station, WDTM (FM) Detroit, in September. A tower, 150-feet
tall, is being constructed atop the
Cadillac Tower Bldg. This will make
an overall height of 560 feet from
which the 61 kw signal will be emitted.
WDTM's studios will be located on the
20th floor of the building. The tower
and broadcasting equipment will be supplied under prime contract with RCA.
Taliesin Stations also has FCC permission to construct stations in Milwaukee,
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.

'm'ts
ncy appt
Age
■■WNAB
Bridgeport,
Conn.: New England Spot Sales, Boston, as regional
representative.
■ KAYO Seattle, Wash.: John E. Pearson Co. as national representative.
■ KENO Las Vegas, Nev.: Torbet, Allen & Crane as representative for western states. Jack Masla & Co., affiliated
with TA&C, handles KENO's eastern
and midwestern sales in New York,
Chicago and St. Louis.
■ WSEE-TV
nell, N.Y.

Erie, Pa.: Devney-O'Con-

■ WKIS Orlando, Fla.: Devney-O'Connell, N.Y.
■ WLYN Lynn, Mass., and WTSA
Brattleboro, Vt., both Puritan Network
stations: Kettell-Carter Inc. as New
England representative.
■ WDEE Hamden-New Haven, Conn.:
New England Spot Sales, Boston, as
regional representative.
■ KMEL Wenatchee and KLOQ Yakima, both Washington; Torbet, Allen
& Crane as western sales representatives. Jack Masla & Assoc. for representation inEast and Midwest.
a WMTN Morristown, Tenn.: Spot
Time Sales Inc.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EASTERN
Excellent buy in middle-atlantic area.
Single station market priced to sell.
Owner-operator could do $75,000
easily. Asking $80,000 on terms.
South-atlantic single station market
asking $160,000 with 29% down.
1960 fiscal cash flow $35,000 approximately.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MiDWEST
Single station market with 50,000
people in trading area and retail
sales of about $45,000,000; 1960
gross will be approximately $75,000.
Price of $140,000 can be negotiated.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV/ER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
One-kilowatt fulltimer in single station market. $40,000 net quick assets and $50,000 in real estate,
beautiful building, fully equipped.
$215,000.00, $100,000.00 down,
six years to pay. This station is operating at a substantial profit with
70
percent of its business on annual
contracts.
250-watt fulltimer, single station in
rich West Texas market, owns valuable land at transmitter site. $125,000 with 29 percent down and five
years at six percent. This station has
a long history as a good money
maker.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Fulltme radio station in one of fastest growing areas in U.S. Good ownership income on annual gross in excess of $300,000.00. Sale of stock
includes good real estate plus cash
and receivables.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY
HAMILTON-LANDIS & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
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WON'T SHRINK

WON'T STRETCH

ALWAYS STAYS THE SAME

In

TV

GOVERNMENT

too..
ANOTHER

Film

does

the

le !"
Impossib
Like to show something that
doesn't happen— really can't happen? Want to show the "No!" —
thus emphasize the "Yes!"?
Chemstrand Nylon did it brilliantly
. . . visually squeezed a whole
selling sequence into a few film
frames.
Adaptable !
it is with film I

That's the way

Film, and film alone, does three
things for you: (1) gives animation— crisp, exciting; (2) provides
the optical effects you've always
required for high-polish commercials; (3) assures you the
coverage and penetration which
market saturation requires.
For more informaiion, write
Motion I'icture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y,
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , Hi.
West Coosf Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III.,
Hollywood, Calif.
ADVERTISER:
The Chemstrand Corp.
ADVERTISING AGENCY:
Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc.
PRODUCER:
Transfilm-Caravel, Inc.

GO

AT

'Ex parte' issue up again;
A sixth tv case will be reheard by
the FCC because of allegations before
the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee that ex parte pressures were
brought to bear
The commission announced last week
that its Aug. 31, 1958, grant of ch. 12
in Jacksonville, Fla., to FloridaGeorgia Tv Co. will be reopened to
determine (1) if any commissioner
should have disqualified himself, (2)
whether anyone influenced or attempted to influence any commissioner, (3) whether any party in the proceeding "directly or indirectly secured, aided, confirmed ratified or
knew of any misconduct or improprieties . . ." and (4) whether the
grant was void ab initio (from the
start) and if not, whether such grant is
voidable and should be set aside and
whether any of the applicants should
be disqualified or receive a comparative demerit.
Charges of ex parte contacts and
that the vote of one member of the
FCC — former Commissioner Richard
A. Mack — was committed were made
before the Oversight Subcommittee in
June 1958 (Broadcasting, June 9,
1958). The late Stephen J. Angland,
subcommittee attorney, submitted testimony that off-the-record contacts were
made with commissioners on behalf of
two of the three applicants, FloridaGeorgia (now operating WFGA-TV
Jacksonville) and the City of Jacksonville's WJAX.
The third aspirant for ch. 12, Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. (WPDQ),
was not involved in attempts to exert
pressures, according to Mr. Angland's
testimony. None of the principals testified before the subcommittee with Mr.
Angland the only witness.
Ch. 12 was given to Florida-Georgia
in a 4-2 commission vote that reversed a hearing examiner's recommendation favoring Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. Former Chairman George
C. McConnaughey and Commissioner
Robert T. Bardey voted for WPDQ and
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven abstained. Voting for the winning applicant were Commissioners Mack,
Doerfer, Lee and Hyde.
The Winners ■ Florida-Georgia principals at the time of the grant included
George H. Hodges, 26%, Alexander
Brest, 26%, Harold S. Cohn, 19%, and
Wometco Enterprises Inc. (Mitchell
Wolfson, Sydney Meyer) 20%. Wometco since has increased its holdings
to 47.5% by purchasing Mr. Hodges

CH.

12

GRANT

FCC orders rehearing
interest.
Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. is
headed by James R. Stockton, president, while the third applicant is municipally-owned.
Four of the six cases reopened by the
commission have been Florida tv
grants — Miami chs. 7 and 10 and Orlando ch. 9 in addition to the present
case. Others are Boston ch. 5 and St.
Louis ch. 2. The FCC reopened the
Jacksonville and Miami ch. 7 cases on
its own motion while the courts remanded the other four.
Earlier Decisions ■ Just three weeks
ago, the commission revoked its original grant of Miami ch. 10 to National
Airlines and gave its station, WPST-TV,.
60 days to go off the air. The commission then gave the channel to L. B.
Wilson Inc., only one of the four original applicants which was not involved
in charges of improper influences.
(Broadcasting, July 18). At the same
time, the commission vacated its grant
of ch. 5 Boston to WHDH-TV but
told the station it could continue on the
air pending the outcome of further comparative hearings.
Hearings in the St. Louis and Miami
ch. 7 cases also have been completed
before special Hearing Examiner Horace Stern, who also sat for the Boston
and Miami ch. 10 rehearings. An initial decision in the ch. 7 case is expected next month and the examiner
already has recommended that the shift
of ch. 2 from Springfield, 111., to St.
Louis and subsequent assignment to
KTVI (TV) there is "voidable" but did
not specify any comparative demerits
for any parties in the case.
LITTLE
Three

ROCK

REPLY

tv stations

explain coverage
Two of the three Little Rock tv stations last week formally told the FCC
why they blacked-out part of the Republican convention in favor of pleas
for votes by local Democratic candidates (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
One of them, KARK-TV, asked for
the commission's "sympathetic consideration in understanding reasons for
the procedure taken. . . ." KTHV (TV)
said that it "used its best judgment in
efforts to serve the people of Arkansas.
..." The third station receiving the
FCC inquiry, KATV (TV), was given
additional time to reply because of the
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illness of its Washington attorney.
In a July 25 wire to all three stations, the FCC said that it "appeared"
they had not complied with the fairness provisions of Sec. 315 by failing to

Houston

K-HUZ
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in the Nation
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in Houston

. . .

■

NO.
1*
BUY
at the lowest cost per thousand!
*See latest Pulse or Nielsen

carry thatpublican
night's
session
Reconvention.
They of
weretheasked
for a full statement.
All three stations had carried local
political speeches on the evening of
July 25, first night of the convention
which also was the state primary election eve. Their coverage of election returns and the convention the following
night differed, however.
Both KTHV and KARK-TV repeated last week that had the conventions
been reversed — with the Democratic
nominating sessions conflicting with
the state primary election eve — they
would have blacked out the Democrats
also. KARK-TV said that it carried
the five-day Democratic convention a
total of 28 hours, 40 minutes and 20
seconds; the GOP four-day affair 24
hours, 18 minutes and 5 seconds.
GOP Led Demos ■ Had the Republican's run five days also, the coverage
probably would have been equal or
weighted in favor of the GOP Chicago
sessions, KARK-TV said. The station
pointed out that on a daily average,
the GOP lead the Democrats 365 minutes to 344. All of the GOP convention originated by NBC, except the
opening session, was carried by KARKTV the station said.
"As there was no Republican candidate, as such, in the convention proceedings Monday night and there were
legally qualified candidates desiring
broadcast time in the state's Democratic
Party primary election, our opinion was
that the greatest public interest would
be served by presentation of the candidates," KARK-TV explained. It was
felt that otherwise, we would have been
remiss in our obligation to the electorate
in the KARK-TV coverage area."
KARK-TV pointed out that it
blacked-out IVi hours of the Democratic convention as offered to NBC
in favor of local news and annual remote coverage of the Miss Arkansas
pageant from Hot Springs.

MEMBER OF
TEXAS QUADRANGLE
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Answering a query about the network order, the station said that it reinformation"
NBC thatceived
the "general
network
would carry from
both
conventions. On June 27, operational
data and tentative hours were relayed
by the network with additional information on June 30, KARK-TV said
that, on July 5, it accepted the NBC
conventions coverage with the exception of the evenings of July 12 (the
beauty contest) and July 25.
Night Reserved ■ As early as last
Feb. 19, Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.)
had contracted for July 25 prime time
on its facilities, KARK-TV said, and a
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major part of the time that night had
been reserved prior to the convention
order.
"Never has it been our intention to
discriminate against political parties,
candidates, et al, which we sincerely
hope is reflected herein," KARK-TV
told the commission, '"Your sympathetic
consideration in understanding reasons
for the procedure taken by KARK-TV
in this matter would be deeply appreciated and is respectfully requested."
KTHV said that it had warned its
network, CBS-TV, in advance that it
would be unable to carry all the GOP
convention. The station said that candidates customarily reserve election eve
time and July 25 plans were made well
in advance with this in mind.
In the case of at least two officeseekers, KTHV already had been used
by their opponents and the station
pointed that it was obligated under Sec.
315 to provide "equal time."
Unlike KARK-TV, KTHV programmed election returns much of the
night of July 26. Following receipt of
the FCC telegram, the station cancelled
locally-produced programs scheduled
early in the evening and aired the first
portion oftothat
night'sreturns
convention.
switched
election
at 7:16It
p.m.. Central Standard Time, and continued with that programming the re-

Now-EASTERN'S

mainder of the evening except for live
coverage
President Eisenhower's
convention ofspeech.
"KTHV used its best judgment in its
efforts to serve the people of Arkansas,
and this judgment required complete,
continuous election returns for the entire night. . . ." KTHV told the FCC.
KARK-TV carried the convention July
26 with election returns by video only
on the bottom of the screen.
CARO
Both

CHICANERY?
bids

flunked

by examiner inamcase
In an initial decision last week classified by Hearing Examiner Thomas
Donahue as "not a usual one nor is it
a happy one," he found that both applicants for a new am station on 1360
kc in Caro, Mich., should be disqualified.
Mr. Donahue used strong language
in disqualifying Caro Broadcasting Co.
because of actions by two of its stockholders in an earlier tv comparative
case. He disqualified the second applicant, Tuscola Broadcasting Co., because its bid was a "thinly veiled"
application backed by another licensee
29 miles away.
Caro is equally-owned by Lloyd L.

Savage, Omer K. Wright. Jae D. Kitchen and C. Wayne Wright. The last
two own 48% of Triad Tv Corp., unsuccessful applicant for ch. 9 Parma,
Mich. Facts support an inference that
Triad hired one J. A. Wagner to get ex
parte presentations before the FCC,
the examiner ruled.
"If the arrangement [between Triad
and Mr. Wagner] had been set forth
with conventional contractural clarity,
it could scarcely have spoken more
persuasively," Mr. Donahue said. "In
the past, administrative agencies and
the cause of good government have suffered much at the hands of those who,
like Triad, would corrupt its processHigh Wages ■ Mr. Wagner, a lawyer, is a former national commander of
. . ."
the es.American
Legion and prominent
in Michigan. He was paid $1,710 by
Triad. Examiner Donahue said explanations byMessrs. C. Wayne Wright
and Kitchen that Mr. Wagner was
hired to determine what political pressures were being brought to bear in
the tv case ". . . are incredible, particularly when viewed in the light of
Wagner's background and the wages
he He
commanded."
added. ". . . Neither [C. Wayne]
Wright nor Kitchen's overall performance on the stand was such as to in-

Flying Freighters offer

OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY
New York— Miami— San Juan
New York— Atlanta— New Orleans— Mobile— Houston
Chicago— Atlanta— Miami— San Juan
•
•
•
•

Reserved space on every Freighter flight.
Pressurized and temperature-controlled.
Flights daily except Saturday and Sunday nights.
Pickup and delivery service available.

In addition/Eastern offers freight space on over 400 daily passenger
flights-including DC 8-B Jets and Prop-Jet Electras-to 128 cities
in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your
Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.

EASTERNjAIR
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spire confidence in the reliability of
their testimony. ... It becomes pretty
apparent that the purpose for which
Wagner was hired was not of a character that the two witnesses were willing
to describe." Both men were "ill at
ease" on the stand and that their testimony was marred by contradictions, he
said.
Triad owns 49% of WALM Albion,
Mich., 100% of WFRL Freeport, 111..
and is an applicant for a new am in
Lansing, Mich. C. Wayne Wright is
general manager of WALM, which the
examiner pointed out, was told in
November 1959 by the FCC that it
was not giving a clear city identificalion. This, the examiner said, would
not be important standing alone but
in the present context "serves to corroborate . . . that Charles Wayne
Wright is not averse to cutting the corners of strict propriety in his dealing
with the commission."
He said that through Messrs. C.
Wayne Wright and Kitchen, the acts
of Triad are accessable to Caro.
Hidden Ownership? The second applicant,, Tuscola Broadcasting Co., is
two-thirds owned by Robert F. Benkelman and one-third by James A. McCoy,
who has no broadcast experience. Mr.
Benkelman is operations director of
WWBC Bay City, Mich., owned by
Water Wonderland Broadcasting Co.,
which originally applied for the Caro
station. Caro and Bay City are 29
miles apart.
The Water Wonderland application
at Caro was withdrawn May 8, 1959,
.and the Tuscola application filed five
/days later. Mr. Donahue found this
something more than coincidence.
■". . . Can the facts concerning the
Benkelman-Water Wonderland relationship point to any other conclusion than
that Tuscola's application is but a thinly
veiled bid by Water Wonderland for a
station in Caro, a bid, which if it were
to ripen into grant, would make a
mockery of . . . commission rules and
policies," Examiner Donahue said.
The decision pointed out Mr. Benkelman was named as general manager in
the WWBC application for a Caro station. Also, the examiner stressed, Mr.
Benkelman planned to finance his new
station through (1) $9,100 received
from Winter Wonderland for an option he held to purchase 24'/2 % of
WWBC and for which he paid nothing
and (2) $10,000 in unsecured loans
from three WWBC stockholders.
Mr. Donahue said that it is regrettable that rejection of both applicants will result in the loss of a
first local service for Caro. However,
he stated, the public interest is best
served by "holding a firm line of resistance" to the tactics of the applicants.
68 (GOVERNMENT)

GARDOL'S

FTC

TOOTHACHE

Initial decision

cracks famous shield ad
should be dismissed since the firm, at a
Colgate's "Gardol" may be protection against tooth decay, but it offers cost of more than $100,000, has ehminated the invisible shield theme from
no shield against the Federal Trade
Commission. The firm's famed tv ad, its advertising. The firm claimed that a
which featured a ball bouncing off a cease and desist order could accomplish
nothing that had not already been
transparent shield, was hit hard in an
initial decision handed down by FTC
achieved by voluntary action.
The examiner however, rejected the
Examiner Leon R. Cross last Friday.
claim saying that the record did not
In his decision, the examiner recommended that Colgate-Palmolive Co., support a finding that Colgate will not,
New York, stop claiming that its Col- in the future, misrepresent the true
gate Dental Cream with Gardol gives properties of the dentifrice unless restrained by the commission.
users complete protection against tooth
In another action, the FTC approved
decay and the development of cavaties.
The firm has already announced that it a consent order prohibiting Arthur
Murray Inc., licensor of some 450
will appeal the ruling to the full FTC.
"Arthur Murray Studios" throughout
Based on its complaint of last November (Broadcasting, Nov. 30), the the world, from using "deceptive promotional schemes" to attract customers
examiner held that the "invisible protective shield" theme used in Colgate's and from selling dance instruction
tv advertising was deceptive "insofar as courses through deception and coercion.
it represented the true nature of the
In taking the action, the FTC accepted a proposed order to cease and
properties of Colgate Dental Cream
with Gardol. and the manner in which
disist agreed to by the Murray firm.
The commission charged last March
. . . it . . . inhibits tooth decay."
Colgate's toothpaste ads had fea- (Broadcasting, April 4) that the Murray promotional offers were not bona
tured objects bouncing off an unseen
shield without hitting the person at fide but were, instead, a deceptive form
of "bait" or "decoy" attractive to the
whom they were aimed. The FTC examiner stated that this ". . . intended to innocent, unwary and unsuspecting."
The fact that the firm agreed to the
convey the impression, and did convey
the impression, that decay could not order does not constitute, the commission stated, an admission that the law
get to the teeth of a person brushing
with Colgate Dental Cream . . . This has been violated. A spokesman for
was, and is, a false, misleading and Arthur Murray Inc. said the organization had voluntarily worked out what
deceptive portrayal of the true propamounted to a code of ethics to guide
erties . . ." of the dentifrice.
the studios licensed by the Murray orEliminated Sliield ■ Colgate-Palmolive argued that the FTC charges
ganization.
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One of a series of salutes to successful

radio and TV stations across the nation . . . and to the
Northwest Schools graduates who have contributed to their success.

wfrv.

channel

5

* gv^en

bay,

Wisconsin

WFRV went on the air June 1, 1955 — was affiliated with ABCTV until 1959 when it joined NBC. Studios and main office are
in Green Bay, with an office also in Appleton.
Channel 5's powerful signal reaches 22 counties in Wisconsin
and 22 in Michigan — a total population of over 1,700,000 with
400,000 TV sets.
WFRV (R^onderful Fox River Falley) has pioneered in local
live community service projects and remote telecasts. Appleton's
outdoor Fall Fashion Revue and the Green Bay Christmas Music
Festival are typical events. WFRV also sponsors the annual
Golden Gloves State Championship bouts.
Northwest

graduates

with WFRV.
Carl H. Wenzel has been
with WFRV
December 1958,since
during
which time his ability
has enabled him to rise
from studio floor man to
stage manager in charge
of all local on -the -air

JACK

GENNARO,

Manager,

program and commercial staging. Carl's goal
is toshow.
produce his own
TV

WFRV

Manager Gennaro comments
on his Northwest Employees:
"Channel 5 has made quality its criterion of success in fulfilling its obligations to the viewing
public. We feel that one of the chief components
of top operation consists of obtaining properly
trained personnel. Carl Wenzel and Jerry Pamell
meet this requiremnt. Their basic preparation
provides them with the background we need."

Girard (Jerry ) Pamell
joined the staff in 1956
as an engineer. Because
of his imagination and
creativity, he was trained
as a director and has
served1959.
in this position
since

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 6-481 1
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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SPONSORSHIP
CBS

opposed;

bid, but

OF

ABC,

Kennedy,

NBC,

Nixon

A meeting to work out the format
and mechanics of television debates between presidential nominees Richard
M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy was
being set up late last week, amid widespread speculation on whether the appearances should or should not be
commercially sponsored.
The commercial question was more
than academic. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. was reported authoritatively to have indicated to all three tv
networks an interest in sponsoring the
precedent-making programs. Other unidentified advertisers were said to have
broached the same question.
First network to answer was CBS.
President Frank Stanton issued a statement on Wednesday "to make it absolutely clear that CBS will not accept
commercial sponsorship for these special programs. Even though public
spirited business firms have been generous in olTering to sponsor these debates, we — the CBS radio and television
networks and their affiliated stations —
want to make this our own contribution
because we believe there is no single act
of self-government that is more important than the quadrennial choice of our
national leadership."

TV

DEBATES?

study
have

advertiser

veto

power

Noncommittal ■ ABC and NBC had
no immediate comment, but indicated
they were studying the question.
It appeared obvious that Vice President Nixon and Sen. Kennedy would
be able to veto, if they wished, any
sponsorship decision any network might
reach.
Spokesmen for the Democratic and
Republican camps were noncommittal
last week. One Nixon aide said the
vice president may express views on the
question when he returns from his
Hawaiian speaking tour.
Meanwhile, a meeting was being set
tentatively for Tuesday (Aug. 9) in
New York for discussion of tv debate
plans by representatives of all three
networks and of the nominees. The
Tuesday date was not firm, but it was
hoped that some hour on that day
would be found suitable to all particiThese were slated to include Sig
pants.
Mickelson, president of CBS News,
John Daly, news, special events and
public affairs vice president of ABC,
and Lester Bernstein, corporate affairs
vice president for NBC; Leonard
Reinsch of the Cox radio and tv stations, communications consultant to

Sen. Kennedy; Fred Scribner, undersecretary of the Treasury and a member of the Nixon strategy board, Herbert G. Klein, special assistant to Vice
President Nixon, and Ted Rogers, special television consultant to Mr. Nixon.
Alterations Due ■ The plan eventually
involved for presentation of the debates
will require compromises in the plans
suggested by some if not all of the networks. NBC proposed four hour-long
debates and four one-hour programs in
which the nominees would be questioned by newsmen on NBC; ABC proposed a series of appearances on all
three networks on a rotation basis; CBS
offered eight hours with "direct presentations" bythe nominees on the opening and closing broadcasts and discussions and interviews with opposing
presidential and vice presidential candidates on the other programs.
CBS has said it will not sell time for
political broadcasts that are also carried on the other networks, but spokesmen asserted last week that this applies
to paid political broadcasts and would
have no bearing on the presidential
debates.
Sen. Kennedy accepted the offers of
all three networks and Vice President
Nixon accepted but said he felt that
the nominees should appear without
prepared texts or notes "and without
interruption." All three networks conditioned their offers on waiver of the
equal-time law insofar as the current
presidential campaign is concerned.
FCC

reserve

increases
Study sessions
The plans of the networks for nationally-televised debates between
the two major party presidential
candidates may prove to be one of
the greatest opportunities for mass
adult education ever offered in this
country.
So thinks Dr. Ambrose Caliver,
vice president of the Adult Education Assn. of the U.S.A., who said
an idea for group viewing of the tv
debates and discussion of the issues
afterward came to him after a discussion with RCA Board Chairman
David Sarnoff.
Dr. Caliver said he is contacting
some 150 national organizations to
enlist their participation in the program in which local groups of two
or more would watch the debates at
their homes or elsewhere and then
discuss the issues. They would be
provided with study guides and
would be sponsored by the national
organizations on a non-partisan basis.
Dr. Caliver, who also is chief of
the adult education section of the
70 (GOVERNMENT)

on Big Debate?
U.S. Office of Education, said he
brought up the subject of educating
citizens to the campaign issues at an
American Heritage - Advertising
Council meeting in Washington several weeks ago and that Gen. Sarnoff", presiding, told him this would
have to be undertaken by individual
groups.
No Sleep ■ Now recovering from
major surgery in a Washington hospital. Dr. Caliver said his idea hit
him at 11 p.m. July 31 and he
couldn't sleep. Next day he had a
telephone plugged in and started
calling prospective participating organizations and also asking his
friends for contributions to pay for
a permanent staff man and literature
to get the program into operation.
He said he hasn't discussed it with
the networks or candidates.
Contributions for the program are
being accepted by Civic Education
Project, Adult Education Assn. of
the U.S.A., 743 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

unit

to 23

Five more names were added last
week to the FCC unit of the National
Defense Executive Reserve, bringing
the total to 23 industry leaders or former government officials who are being
trained to take over the functions of
the agency in case of a national emerAdded to the 18 appointed a year
gency.
ago to the FCC's NDER unit (Broadcasting. Aug. 24, 1959) were Kenneth
A. Cox, Seattle attorney and special
counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee on communications matters; Robert F. Dirkes, general manager for government contracts and sales. Western
Union, New York; Earle D. Glatzel,
Detroit Edison Co. communications engineer; Harland R. Morris, communications consultant and retired FCC defense coordinator, Arlington, Va., and
Beverly H. Pryor, assistant vice president in charge of engineering. General
Telephone Co. of California, Santa
Monica.
The defense reserve was established
by Congress in 1955 and activated by
a presidential order in February 1956.
The 23 men in the FCC's NDER
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Captive interview
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson
now knows what it is to be a
"captive" interviewee, when he
provided Art Schreiber, news director of WERE Cleveland with
an unusual type of interview. It
took place last week at the Cleveland airport when rain forced
the Democratic vice presidential
hopeful to relocate a plane-side
meeting with newsmen to a place
inside a building. An overloaded
elevator jammed the lift and
trapped the group between floors.
WERE's Schreiber seized the opportunity to whip out a portable
tape recorder for the unusual report. Sen. Johnson's comment to
Mr. Schreiber: "If I'm trapped,
this is the first time."

,\:
^'
j
'

have volunteered to take peacetime
training and wartime assignments without pay or compensation.
They will
assume the functions of the commission in the event its members and top
staff employes are incapacitated in a
national emergency.

I PAYOLA

BILL

Broadcasters

I
i

Ii
H
i!

to fight

penalty provisions
Broadcasters will oppose the license
suspension and monetary forfeiture features of the payola bill (S 1898) in testimony Wednesday before the Senate
Communications Subcommittee headed
by Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.).
The three networks and others, cooperating with the subcommittee's
plans to complete the hearing in one
day, will file statements instead of
sending witnesses.
Among witnesses presently scheduled
are Frederick W. Ford, FCC chairman;
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB vice president for government affairs; Warren
E. Baker, Washington attorney representing the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. as head of FCBA's legislafive committee; Cecil Woodland, WEJL
Scranton, immediate past president of
the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters
and NAB Radio Code Board member;
and Joseph S. (Dody) Sinclair, WJARAM-TV Providence, NAB Tv Board
member. The FCC in previous testimony has favored suspensions and
forfeitures. The other witnesses are expected to oppose them.
Among those planning to file statements opposing the 10-day license suspensions and forfeitures of up to $1,000
a day for offenses are ABC, CBS, Ala-

bama Broadcasters Assn. and Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters. NBC will submit a statement opposing license suspensions but taking no position on forfeitures.
The payola bill, pet project of Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House
Commerce Committee and its Legislative Oversight and Communications &
Power subcommittees, was pushed
through the House June 28 despite opposition against these same provisions
by a small group of congressmen sympathetic tobroadcaster objections. Opposition continued to mount when the
bill reached the Senate and Sen. Pastore decided to hold hearings on the
two controversial parts of the measure.
The bill also carries prohibitions
against payola, plugola and quiz-rigging; it substitutes a pre-grant procedure for the present protest and McFarland Letter procedures; cuts out payment of honorariums to FCC members;
authorizes the FCC to grant licenses for
terms of less than the present three
years without new rulemaking; discourages "quickie" grants of major
facilities; requires the FCC to consider whether local hearings are advisable in applications for new facilities;
prohibits "payoffs" among applicants
for a facility except where merger is
involved.
Non-licensees violating the payola
and plugola prohibitions and those violating quiz-rigging provisions would be
subject to fines of up to $10,000 and
a year's imprisonment.
Fresno

uhf

ch. 53

An application for ch. 53 in the recently-created al uhf market of Fresno,
Calif., was filed with the FCC last week
by B.L. Golden, former owner of
KEAP Fresno, Elbert H. Dean, a radio
engineer, and Dr. L.W. Fawns, a
physician. The applicant is seeking ch.
53 with power of 26.2 kw visual and
13.5 kw aural.
As a result of rulemaking. Triangle
Publications' KFRE-TV Fresno lost
ch. 12 and was assigned ch. 30 (At
Deadline, July 11). While Triangle
did not oppose the channel switch, civic
opposition to the change is still pending
before the commission.
Fresno now is assigned chs. 24
(KMJ-TV), 30, 47 (KJEO-TV), 53 and
educational 18.
In a second tv application filed with
the commission late last week, the
Board of Regents of the universities
and state colleges of Arizona applied
for an etv on ch. 8 in Phoenix. At the
same time, the commission announced
that the San Antonio Council for Educational Television has withdrawn its
application for etv on ch. 9 in San
Antonio, Tex.
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WANTED:
DISPENSATION
TO BROADCAST
FROM
SENATE
ABC last week asked Senate leadchance that the Senate, which reconnor impair the dignity of, the Senership for permission to bring tv
venes today (Monday), will grant the
ABC request.
cameras and microphones into the
ABC, he said, would tape proceedBoth the Senate and House have
Senate chamber — where the two maings and present a "comprehensive
jor party presidential and one of the
standing rules against live and still
review" of each day's sessions in
vice presidential candidates hang
cameras or broadcast microphones
nighttime periods when total family
their hats.
audience is available and, during
in their chambers, with exceptions
But AB-PT President Leonard
""critical periods of debate," would
made only during such joint SenateHouse sessions as those at which the
pre-empt regular programs to carry
Goldenson's three identical telegrams
Senate proceedings live.
President delivers his annual mesfound all the intended recipients out
sage to Congress. Even tourists are
of Washington and assistants were
"Be assured," he told the three
required to deposit their Brownies
unwilling or unavailable to speak
Senate
leaders, "that we thoroughly
for them.
outside the doors of the two chamrespect the great traditions of the
bers. Individual Senate committees
Vice President Richard Nixon
Senate but ate.""
earnestly consider that in
these critical times the American
(also president of the Senate and
allow camera and microphone covpeople need a more intimate associaerage of their sessions with certain
the GOP presidential nominee). Sention and understanding of the deliberations of the Senate and the issues
under
purview."
ABC itshad
no comment as of last
Thursday on whether it would accept or seek sponsorship of the Senate coverage, if granted.
The Goldenson proposal brought
little stir from rivals NBC and CBS.

The Senate Chamber: ABC wants gear in the balcony
ate Majority Leader Lyndon B.
Johnson (D-Tex.) (also Democratic
vice presidential nominee) and Senate Minority Leader Everett M.
Dirksen (R-Ill.) were asked to set
aside the Senate's no-microphonesor-cameras rule for the duration of
the post-conventions session because
of its "critical and special character."" The Democratic presidential
nominee, John F. Kennedy (Mass.),
also is a member of the Senate.
Political
observers
saw little
Board

named

to handle

August FCC business
It is not always true that the mice
can play when the cat is on vacation.
With most of the FCC commissioners
beating a vacation path to the hinterlands during August, a Board of Commissioners has been authorized to handle
the
month.commission's business during the
72 (GOVERNMENT)

exceptions, but House Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.) holds that House
rules flatly ban the presence of cameras and microphones during House
committee sessions.
AB-PT President Goldenson, in
his Tueaday night telegram, said
ABC is "sure that its television cameras and microphones, operating
from designated places authorized by
the Senate, will in no way interfere
with the traditional proceedings of.
Since a quorum of commissioners will
not be present during August, the board,
composed of all commissioners present,
has been given the authority to "institute
investigations" without a quorum.
Aside from a brief respite in Gettysburg, Pa., last week. Commissioner
Robert E. Lee will be on hand at the
FCC to act as motions commissioner.
Chairman Frederick W. Ford will be in
Washington part of the time since he

NBC said that network is "very
much interested" in coverage access,
but has made no similar request and
declines to say at present whether it
will. Similarly, NBC declined on this
basis to discuss how it would go
about covering Senate sessions.
CBS said it has made no specific
request to cover the Senate but believes congressional sessions should
be opened to tv and radio and its
request to this effect has been standing for years. Naturally, CBS would
be happy to participate if coverage
were permitted, spokesmen said, and
probably would carry especially
newsworthy sessions live, taping
other sessions for inclusion in regular, sponsored newscasts, or, if
deemed significant enough, compiled
into a special tape program. CBS
thought it unlikely such a special
program would be available for sale.
Some authorities at both networks
speculated unofficially that the whole
question was moot, since they don't
feel the Senate will grant permission
for coverage anyway.
will be testifying Wednesday (Aug. 10)
before the Senate Commerce Committee. No other members of the commission are expected back in Washington
until late August.
New

Bedford

ruling

The FCC gave with one hand but
retained with other. Commission granted a request by three merged New BedBROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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MINUTE

ROCK ISLAND, ILL.-With an alert on-the-spot
cameraman plus speedy film processing, WHBF-TV
recently telecast motion picture coverage of a local
criminal capture only 33 minutes after the event.
At 9:28 p.m. an alert WHBF-TV newsman shot
the action and rushed to the station. By 9:40 the
film was started through their Labmaster film processor. And at 10:01 this film was lead story on the
regular WHBF-TV Sunday night newscast.
"Motion picture coverage of late-breaking news
was extremely difficult," says the WHBF-TV news
chief, Jim Koch, "prior to installing our automatic

HOUSTON
FEA.RLESS
DIVISION

OF HOUSTON
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FEA.RLESS

CORK

SCOOP!

Houston Fearless Labmaster. But now our normal
processing deadline for news film is a short 35
minutes before going on the air."
In addition, the station speeds film processing of
sports, special events, and locally produced commercials with the efficient, profit-making Labmaster
— more than 35 miles of action-packed film yearly!
The WHBF-TV story is typical of the many advantages TV stations across the country get from
Labmaster's fast, quality film processing. Your station could profit too! For complete Labmaster details mail this coupon today.

HOUSTON FEARLESS DIVISION
11S07 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
Please send catalogs and prices on □ B&W Labmasters
□ Camera Heads
□ Dollies
□ Tripods
□ Camera
Pedestals □ Remote Control Heads
NameFirm.
Address -Zone State City
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ford, Mass., applicants for ch. 6 there
to revoke rule-making issued in December 1959 to move ch. 6 out of New
Bedford. It did not act, however, on
still pending rule-making proposal issued last March to move ch. 6 to
Providence, R.I. Applicants are E. Anthony & Sons (WNBH New Bedford),
Eastern States Broadcasting Corp. and
New England Television Co.
WKOX

turned

down

Local sunset in Framingham, Mass.,
means local sunset in Framingham and
not in Fort Wayne, Ind., the FCC has
told WKOX Framingham.
WKOX has proposed operating during specified hours from local sunrise
at Framingham to 15 minutes before
local sunset at Fort Wayne, Ind. The
1 kw WKOX occupies the same frequency (1190 kc) as 50 kw WOWO
Ft. Wayne.
The commission told WKOX that its
amendment was "not acceptable," and
stated that it would withhold further
action on its application for modification of license. Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley voted for the grant.

Loopholes

plugged

FCC has modified its clear-channel application freeze to close up some
loopholes involving unlimited time applications on Class 1-A and 1-B channels. Wording of original freeze on
processing of applications for unlimited
or daytime-only use on clears left opening which would have required commission to process and grant some applications. Same order exempts applications for unlimited or daytime use
in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam
and Virgin Islands from freeze.
No

news

is ... ?

KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla., faces
a hearing on its license renewal because
it has failed to keep up its half of a
correspondence with the FCC. The
commission said that it has sent letters
of inquiry to the station on three different occasions and has never received a
reply. The letters are concerned with a
complaint registered by a listener that
the station has used its facilities to
antagonize the Oklahoma Farm Bureau.
The listener asserted that O. J. Fox,
president of the Oklahoma Welfare
Foundation, had used the station facili-

ties to collect large sums of money in
his fight against the farm bureau.
ACLU

commends

FCC

on policy report
The American Civil Liberties Union
last week mailed a 3Vi page letter to
the FCC to "congratulate and commend" itfor the July 29 policy report
setting out how it plans to keep its eye
on programming (Broadcasting, Aug.
1). ACLU called the report the most
important FCC document since the
"Blue Book" of 1946 — which it said
"unfortunately . . . came to be written
off as mere proclamation of good inThe civil liberties group especially
commended
that part of the FCC's
tentions."
policy statement which said that licensees must consult community leaders
and canvass the listening public to determine what they want programmed.
ACLU said it regrets that Congress
cut in half (from $300,000 to $150,000) the funds the FCC had requested
for its new Complaints & Compliance
Div., and said it hoped the next Congress would "adequately support" commission efforts to police broadcast
service.
It may swat
be a summer
Just
'em for insects, but
the U.S. District Court in Tallahassee,
Fla., has outlawed the Freewax ad
which claims, "Remember! Where
there's life, you'll find bugs — use Freewax." Freewax, a floor wax that also
kills bugs, is a product of the Freewax
division of the Chemical Corp. of
America.
Last month, a temporary injunction
was issued to stop the firm from using
the slogan. "Where there's life, there's
bugs." Anheuser-Busch Inc., brewers of
Budweiser beer, felt the slogan might
be confused with its own, "Where
there's life, there's Bud" advertising

OE-LAND"
"KNNorth
ISprogressive
THIS
NO,
(embracing
industrial,
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Population
1,520,100
Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Households
423,600
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a.m. to
midnight 7 days a week.
C B S • A B C
A
James
A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: The Union Oil Mill, Inc., West Monroe, Louisiana, processors of cottonseed and soybeans.
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Freewax officials said they would
jingle.
appeal.
Processing line
The FCC has announced a new
list of standard broadcasting applications which will be ready for
processing Sept. 7. First application on the list, BP- 13291, was
filed by the Savannah Broadcasting Service Inc. and seeks a new
am in Bolivar, Tenn.
Any application which should
be considered with these must be
filed no later than Sept. 6. A complete list of the applications appears in For The Record, page
87.
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House

pends on Sec. 315
presidential candidates during this
The Senate - passed resolution
which would make it possible for the election year and thus clear the way
for the networks to present the major
networks to present the presidential
candidates in televised debates or in party candidates on tv and radio
without being subjected to equal
other tv formats — exclusive of news
time demands from splinter party
or panel type programs — won't be candidates for those offices.
considered by the House until Aug.
House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D22 at the earliest.
Tex.) reportedly plans to send
A spokesman in the office of SJ Res 207 directly to the floor for
House Majority Leader John W.
debate Aug. 22, bypassing the
McCormack (D-Mass.) said that al- House Rules Committee (Closed
though the House convenes Monday,
Circuit, July 25). Organized opposition, ifthere is any, probably would
Aug. 15, for the post-convention
session of Congress, it will transact
come from southern congressmen
interested in a third party movement;
no business until the following Monthe networks, for example, could
day, Aug. 22.
The resolution (SJ Res 207) passed
deny the candidate of such a third
party time or facilities (or both)
by the Senate June 27 would suspend the equal time requirements of equal to that furnished the GOP
and Democratic nominees.
Sec. 315 for presidential and vice

■

action

Government

briefs

Election ordered ■ An election to decide if engineers of the V. I. P. Radio
Inc. stations wish to be represented by
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (Radio & Television Broadcast Engineers Union, Local 1212) was
ordered July 22 by National Labor Relations Board. The union was upheld
in its petition for an election in which
it seeks a single unit of staff announcers,
engineer-announcers and engineers for
the four-station New York group
(WVIP Mount Kisco, WFYI Mineola,
WGHQ Saugerties and WVOX-AMFM New Rochelle), the Herald-Tribune
Radio Network.
Charges dropped ■ Clara Amelia Fair, all, chief of the FCC Mail & Files Div.,
I who had been placed on leave without
pay pending the outcome of gambling
charges against her by Maryland police
(Broadcasting, June 27), is back at
work at the commission.
An FCC
^ spokesman said that the charges against
I Mrs. Fairall had been dropped by the
prosecution and that she had been
given a "clean bill."
L.A. substitution ■ FCC Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham will
preside over a commission hearing on
film tie-ins in network program selection practices in Los Angeles Oct. 5
(Broadcasting, July 25). Mr. Cunj: ningham was also assigned last week as
j presiding officer in the KRLA Pasa; dena license renewal hearing scheduled
to begin Sept. 26 (Broadcasting, July
j 4). Mr. Cunningham will replace Hear1 ing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue,
originally slated to hear the case.
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It TaKes

2

To Match

KJEOi

TOP

Share

TEH

Kansas politics ■ Sen. Andrew F.
Schoeppel (R-Kan.), ranking Republican on the Senate Commerce Committee, won renomination in the Kansas primaries last Tuesday (Aug. 1),
and will face Democrat Frank Theis
in the elections this fall. Also renominated in Kansas was Rep. William H.
Avery, Republican member of the
House Commerce Committee, who will
face Marshall Gardiner, Leavenworth
Democrat, in the coming election.
Entirely in clear
It was incorrectly reported in the
Aug. 1 Broadcasting that several stations were granted license renewals
from the FCC with the condition that
the action would not prejudice any further steps the commission . . may
deem appropriate in light of any information developed in the pending inquiry concerning compliance with Sec.
317 [re payola] of the Communications
The stations involved were granted
three-year renewals, by a 5-2 vote,
without any conditions attached. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and John
Act."
S. Cross had voted that the renewals be
subject to possible further review, a condition eliminated by the commission majority.
Voted the unconditional renewals
were WCAE and WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, WAMO Homestead, WAZLAM-FM Hazleton, WHLM-AM-FM
Bloomsburg, WHGB Harrisburg. WJET
Erie, WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia,
WLAN-FM Lancaster and WTIV Titusville, all Pennsylvania, WMCA New
York and WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J.

Networkwise, of 3 TV stations
here, KJEO delivers to this billion
dollar market 5 of the top 10
network shows. Add to this locally 6of the top 1 0 syndicated
programs and you know why
this market looks first to KJEO.
(Source: Current Nielsen)
ONLY the only home owned
primary network affiliate can
be so at HOME in the heart of
Central California ... to program
best to get you results where
they count.
channel 4^1]
Q

O

for Fresno, California

J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
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Huckleberry Hound's
When a Screen Gems colleague
asked Ed Justin last month what was
in store for Huckleberry Hound, the
merchandising chief ad-libbed, "I think
we'll run him for president."
Two weeks later the star of the
weekly cartoon half-hour on 180 stations had his hat in the ring. By now
he stands in a fair way to turn the
White House into a dog house on a
write-in vote.
Stations rallied enthusiastically to
the idea and had campaign promotional
material in time for station breaks during Republican convention telecasts.
Orders for buttons, picket signs and
balloons still are rolling in. Dell Publications this Thursday (Aug. 11) will
release a comic book. Huckleberry
Hound for President, and Golden Records is distributing a long-play record
under the same name and subtitled,
"The Making of a Candidate," or,
"True Democracy in Action." It includes campaign songs dating back to
1826 and up to "I Like Ike" and the
hound's own song. These are interwoven with the story of the dog's candidacy, promoted by the Madison Avenue agency of Wheel, Deal, Spiel &

Jumping for joy ■ With amusement
concession operators throughout the
country thriving on the trampoline
craze, WELI New Haven, Conn.,
has donated a trampoline center to
the youngsters (and adults) of its
community. At its 30-acre transmitter site in nearby Hamden, WELI
76

SEEK

EQUAL

presidential bandwagon
Billings, the nation's greediest.
One of the early rallies was organized by KHVH-TV Honolulu and
GEM department store there. The
crowd out to greet Huckleberry with
campaign manager Yogi Bear and
Quick Draw McGraw (who is slated
for a high
State Department post if
Huckleberry
Hound wins)
exceeded that
drawn earlier
by
President
Eisenhow
e r
and visiting
royalty from
Japan and
Iran. Traffic
After Ike?
was tied up in
the air and on the ground, and the
store had to lock its doors when 25,000
had thronged in, according to Ed Justin,
assistant campaign manager, when he
got back to New York headquarters
from the barnstorming.
In Roanoke, Va., WSLS-TV staged
a rally at a baseball game. WCCO-TV
Minneapolis got out the child vote 10,-

has instituted a series of recreational
facilities, including a skating rink,
complete with music and loudspeakers; camping grounds and sports
areas. The trampoline center was
constructed at a cost of $1,500, with
News Editor Gordon Johnson, a
trampoline expert himself, devoting

TIME?

really gets rolling
000 strong when the candidate and his
party
showed water
up for
station's
"Aquatennial"
show.thePoliticians
are busy organizing rallies and local
conventions in other jurisdictions, with
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, WTOL-TV Toledo, WTVN (TV) Evansville, Ind.,
and KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., announced as early dates on the candi- 8
date's whistle-stop tours.
The campaign also is picking up
steam in professional Huckleberry
Hound acts that have been making the
amusement-park circuit for some
months. These are handled by paid
performers, packaged on a regular entertainment fee basis.
If the country goes to the dogs,
breakfast food may become the national dish. The canine candidate is
sponsored on television by Kellogg
through Leo Burnett.
Some wortliy guesses
Two San Antonians who were astute
enough to guess the amount of money
placed in a wheelbarrow by KITE, that
city, collected a combined $1,174.92
from the station.
The KITE contest drew more than

many hours of his own time to overseeing the work. The center is
offered to the Hamden Recreation
Dept. for free use five mornings a
week, with supervisors always on
duty. WELI listeners may use the
facilities afternoons, evenings and
week-ends merely by writing in.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

8,000 guesses the station reported, with
guesses ranging from $100 to $1 million. The winners came within eight
; cents of guessing the exact amount!
KITE, under sponsorship of two
local merchants, had the wheelbarrow,
sagging with money, in a drug store
window for two months and promoted
' the contest 10 times per week with 20' second spots.
I LIKE
, Radio

CLOCKWORK
promotes

: for Swiss group
' When The Watchmakers of Switzerj land asked some 30 radio stations last
i spring to back a 13-week campaign
i with local promotion, there were those
who bucked. Some representatives and
li their stations felt they were being asked
I to give too much. Now, after the
campaign has been assessed, some who
!
came to blame stayed to praise. Cunningham &Walsh, agency for the group
that exports movements to U.S. manu'I facturers, is calling the national promotion "a resounding success" and
plans are going ahead for another one.
Stations that took the deal (upward
of 20 announcements, announcements,
j minutes and thirties, a week) came out
'' of it in some cases with new business
in the hometown jewelry trade and
additional gains from the audience promotion. The client got a schedule of
15,000 announcements hypoed by 20,000 contest promos. The merchandising
plan commanded special rates in some
instances, it is understood. When the
best station efforts were singled out in
New York for awards about two dozen
i representatives came, some with sta{ tion clients, to review the campaign
with Cunningham & Walsh. Plaques
I went to:
; ■ Lee Lahey of Robert E. Eastman
& Co., named the representative to best
service The Watchmakers of Switzeri land campaign.
■ WINS New York, station displaying the most creativity in merchandising
services. WINS offered new watch
prizes in an old watch collection.
I "KWK St. Louis, best overall merchandising inits retail area (1st through
10th jewelry markets). KWK awarded
a trip to Hawaii in a quality watch 25word essay contest and offered watches
each week for counting the number of
"KWK Quality Watch Time" signals.
■ WCCO Minneapolis, best overall
merchandising in its area (llth-20th
jewelry markets.) WCCO exploited the
same time-signal idea on the weekday
"Charlie Boone Show," awarded a
watch a week for the best count.
■ WCPO Cincinnati, best overall
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

merchandising in the 21st-30th jewelry
markets. WCPO got listeners to guess
when a wrist watch alarm would go
off each Saturday, awarding a watch
for the best guess each week.
The promotions, virtually all contests, entailed picking up entry blanks
from local jewelers, who had on view
a Watchmakers of Switzerland display
showing a shopper how to tell a quality
watch from a cheap one ("see the inside difference"). Contest stations contacted jewelers with more than 12,000
letters, phone and personal calls, the
agency reported. They awarded more
than $20,000 worth of prizes and took
in tens of thousands of contest entries.
A dozen or more turned the jeweler
contacts to account, entering them on
the books as new local business.
Cunningham & Walsh, in conveying
to stations the appreciation of The
Watchmakers of Switzerland, pointed
to gains in spreading the quality watch
concept and retail stimulation. Last
week the agency said a similar campaign would probably get underway the
end of September in a comparable
number of markets, but not all necessarily the same as last spring. Again
the agency probably will use more than
one station along perhaps half the
lineup but only one promotion station
to a market.

WORLD
MOHAWK

MIDGETAPE

FREEDOIVILAND
WBC

draws

folks

from

agency
desks

New York's Freedomland amusement
park was not many weeks old before
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. saw
the promotional possibilities for a company with 1 1 radio and television stations strategically spotted around the
country. Result of the inspiration was
a "Freedomland Excursion" last week
for some 400 advertising people from
New York, Philadelphia and even a
few from Chicago.
WBC plotted
the "coast-to-coast"
educational
tour carefully
to take in
its own markets, reinforcing time
selling points with contests and a "validation" procedure at each stop on the
Freedomland circuit. The day's fun
was topped with a cocktail party at
Glen Island Casino, N.Y.. featuring
aquacade "sales presentation" and
awards to the day's contest winners.
Prizes were television sets and hifi units. To be eligible, contestants had
to turn in passbooks from Freedomland that had been validated at eight
points on the tour. Validaters were
station men who stood by in beaver
stovepipe hats, carrying out the historical motif, to mark contest books

FAMOUS
PROFESSIONAL

500

HIGH SPEED
POCKET

TAPE RECORDER

Used by radio
NBC and
- CBS
and numerous
TV
stations, for recording
in the field.
Records anything it hears and
plays it right back in
unbelievable broadcast quality.
Special built-in "VU Meter".
Weighs only 3 lbs.

TRIP

THE PEER OF POCKET
TAPE RECORDERS . . .
MIDGETAPE IS
AMERICAN MADE.
"Science Fiction" accessories ^
available for confidential
recordings.

For literature, or free demonstration
in your office, write Dept. B.

Sub

anchors

off K.C.

Kansas City was treated to a "world
premiere — movie style" last week of a
new adventure tv series, Atomic Submarine. The stars of the video tape
series made personal appearances in the
midwestern metropolis and segments
were shown home viewers on KMBCTV at varying times. Producer Jonathan
Yost chose to run five quarter-hour episodes at 5:15 p.m. Monday through
Friday as well as three half -hour segments during later viewing hours. His
theory, he said, is that the series will
appeal to both children and adults.
Why was Kansas City the site of the
premiere? Mr. Yost, a native of that
city, said he selected it because it is
"a typical U.S. community in television tastes and reactions, free from
predeveloped influences that might prevail in concentrated production centers." Such organizations as the ParentTeacher Assn. and the Junior League
were among several invited to submit
After the battle ■ A mule-drawn war
correspondents' wagon has returned
from the Freedomland Civil War battlefield with (1 to r) Dave Smith, re-

search dn-ector of Am Radio Sales;
Jean Sullivan of SSC&B, Jean Simpson
of Grey Adv., and Elaine Akst of
Rockmore Adv.

with rubber-stamp promotional messages. Executives from Television Advertising Representatives and AM Radio
Sales, which represent WBC stations,
also were in the host corps.
These were the day's attractions at
Freedomland: a ride on a fur trapper's
boat hosted by KEX Portland, Ore.;
a re-creation of the San Francisco
earthquake under the banner of KPIX
(TV) there; tour of Fort Cavalry in
the West guided by WOWO Fort
Wayne. Ind.; the Chicago 1871 fire
spectacle presented by hometown station WIND; a sternwheeler trip around
the Great Lakes for KYW-AM-FM-TV
Cleveland; a Civil War batdefield tour
conducted by KDKA-AM-FM-TV
Pittsburgh; rocket launching at "Satellite City" presented by WJZ-TV Baltimore and a drive through New England in an antique car for WBZ-AMFM-TV Boston-WBZA Springfield,
Mass.
To cover the distance, the Madison
Avenue contingent gathered at 11:30
a.m. last Tuesday (Aug. 2) at a midtown parking lot to board busses to
Freedomland in the Bronx. There the

tions' advertising copy platforms.
These were winners in the doorprize
drawing, the portable tv and hi-fi prizes
alternately handed out by men from the
radio and television stations: Barbara
Swedeen of North Adv., grand prize
of a stereo hi-fi console; tv sets to
Anita Wasserman, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.; Mrs. Howard Gerber (her
husband is with Benton & Bowles);
Tessa Allen of Gumbiner; Ken Kearns
of Grey Adv., and Eleanor Fetzer of
Young & Rubicam, hi-fi's to Judy Bender of McCann-Erickson; Catherine Noble, McCann-Marschalk; Anne White
of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles;
Peter Holland, Lennen & Newell;
Frances John, Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, and Carl Sandberg of
Compton.
Westinghouse was still grading papers
last week to decide which three students
would get prizes in the true-false quiz.
In addition to prize-drawings and the
water show at Glen Island, the agency
hundreds were entertained by whip
tricks and songs of cowboy Rex Trailer,
who does weekend morning shows on
WBZ-TV. And music throughout the
day had a familiar sound. It was by
jazz groups from the Freedomland
Band organized by Paul LaValle, maestro of the old Cities Service band on
NBC.

park's cross-country train carried excursionists to an outdoor garden where
Westinghouse served lunch and clues
to a true-false "funtest." Cribbing for
the quiz could be done from station
"fact signs" posted around the grounds.
To test timebuyers' mettle, WBC
slipped a few false statements in the
list of true-false choices, which otherwise represented planks from the 1 1 sta78 (FANFARE)

Busses carried the contingent of
agency folks back to New York City
by 9 p.m.

critical comment during the "premiere."
A

hardball

sell

Mixing business with baseball,
WKMH Detroit pitched its case last
Wednesday (Aug. 3) to some 150 New
York agency timebuyers who were invited to Yankee Stadium for a game
between the home team and the Detroit
Tigers. The business portion of the
evening took place during a pre-game
dinner at the Top-of-the-Sixes Restaurant, where guests were introduced to
Yankee manager Casey Stengel and his
Detroit counterpart Jimmy Dykes and
also treated to a slide-tape presentation
of the "new" sound of WKMH. Fred
Knorr, owner of the station and president of Knorr Broadcasting Corp., is
one of the owners of the Tiger baseball
club. All Tiger games at home and
away are broadcast by WKMH.
Details of the station's new format
Sotto voce respite
With the 1960 political campaign in full gear with its heavy
accent on loud politicking, a
breather is in store for all listeners of WCKR Miami which last
week
into effect a "whisperthon" put
campaign.
From 6 a.m. to midnight,
WCKR's disc jockeys, Jim Tate,
George Patrick, Tom Looney and
Rich Shaw will whisper only. A
slip up by any air personality will
earn the first listener who calls an
easy $5. Newscasts and commercials, however, will be heard in
full voice, the station said.
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were presented at the baseball party by
Jack Sitta, WKMH national sales manager; Larry Fischer, program director,
and executives of Edward Petry & Co.,
the station's national rep. On Aug. 16
the presentation is booked for Chicago
where timebuyers there will watch the
Tigers play the White Sox.
KOMA's island retreat
KOMA Oklahoma City has given
away what it describes as one of the
most unusual prizes in the history of
that city, following the results of its Robinson Crusoe contest. The L. C.
Force family of Oklahoma City won
! the grand prize — a five-day vacation on
KOMA's treasure island, roughing it
a la Robinson Crusoe. The Forces were
outfitted with complete camping gear
and provided with food and were allowed to keep all equipment they used.
In addition, Mr. Force was given a
week's pay.
A second aspect of the contest, which
attracted over 2,000 entrants, was to
guess the amount of groceries the Forces
would consume on the island. The winner, Mrs. Candice Carter, received a
like amount of groceries ($75) from
KOMA.
■
Drumbeats
Air contest ■ KOIL Omaha celebrated
its 35th birthday with a series of games
and contests for its listeners. Most elaborate was the Skyliner Contest: Each
day last month an airplane with a
banner featuring a KOIL slogan flew
above the city and the first listener to
spot the plane and phone the slogan to
the station won a prize. Prizes included
tv sets, radios, and record albums.
'Cool' station ■ CFCF Montreal has
distributed fans with the slogan "I'm
a CF-60 Fan" throughout the Montreal area to help Montrealers stay cool
in the summer heat. The station has
also distributed in conjunction with
gasoline stations, 100,000 litterboxes to
sit in the back window ledge of a car.
The red and white litterbox is not only
useful, but can also bring drivers the
possible award of a silver dollar or
portable radio if hailed by a CFCF
mobile cruiser.
No guessing ■ CKVL Verdun, Que.
(Montreal suburb) has sent thermometers in the form of an Eiffel Tower
direct from Paris, France, to advertising agencies in Toronto, without its
name appearing on the thermometer.
CKVL was relying on its slogan, "tops
in the Paris of America", to have its
identity recognized.
Swingin' winner ■ The Annual Oil
Can Derby Race, for radio and teleBROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

vision personalities, in conjunction with
the Cleveland Soap Box Derby was
won by KYW's Swingin' Sweeney who
nosed out eight other personalities and
announcers in the midget car race. For
his efforts, the winner was awarded a
wooden trophy topped with an Ip record
and oil can.

Mostest Hostess ■ Hostess Cake Div.
of the Continental Baking Co. through
Ted Bates has named KORD Pasco,
Wash., winner of its first media award.
An engraved plaque was presented to
the station for "the most outstanding
merchandising assistance to a local
bakery during a promotional drive."
Music, music, music ■ A 19-day promotion conducted by WBZ Boston and
WBZA Springfield for a night of harmony at the Hatch Memorial Shell on
the Charles River in Boston, proved
the power of radio as an estimated
record crowd in excess of 20,000 turned
out for the festivities. The campaign,
10 and 20-minute spots, was the brainchild of Jack Williams, advertisingpromotion manager of WBZ.

THE

REMARKABLE
SONY RADIO
WIRELESS
MICROPHONE

The convenience and variety of uses for
this remarkable instrument are almost
beyond
the imagination.
The SonycanCR-4
mike and
radio transmitter
be
slipped into a coat pocket for completely
wireless on-the-street interviewing,
studio audience interviewing or on-thespot broadcasting from awkward places.
It gives complete freedom to active
singers, dancers, comedians, performers
with electric instruments and actors,
eliminating the need for cumbersome
mike booms and entangling wires.
Microphone, transmitter, receiver and
carrying case, $250. For information or
literature, write: Superscope, Inc., Dept.
3, Sun Valley, California.

Milk and cookies ■ For a while, it
seemed that fresh milk was the hottest
selling drink in Virginia, at least in
the opinion of Cargill, Wilson & Acree,
agency for the Virginia Milk Producers
Federation. In an offer made over 22
radio stations throughout the state, the
agency gave away a coupon for a free
package of FFV cookies (another
client) in exchange for two milk container tops. The original plan called for
week saturation. But the offer was terminated after six weeks when the sponsors received more than 1 1 ,000 requests.
And then . . . crab cake ■ An advertiser on WDMV Pocomoke City, Md.,
will have a racing crab named after
him in the National Hard Crab Derby
to be held in September. The crab will
compete for the Governor's Cup to be
awarded by Maryland Governor Millard Tawes. Naming of the crab will be
an event in itself with Mayor Babe
Dryden of Crisfield, Md., conducting a
drawing and serving as host for the
crab's namesake. The race will be held
in Crisfield, which proclaims itself the
"seafood capital of the world."
Swing or swim ■ Making their "Pick
of the Week," the disc jockeys of
KFWB Los Angeles came up with a
tie vote — three for "Volare," three for
"I'd Do It Again." Arguments failed
to break the tie but produced a bet to
add interest to the hours while they
wait to see which side first becomes a
hit. The losers will go swimming with
the whales, sharks, swordfish and other
inhabitants of Marineland while helping to clean the windows of the world's
big fishbowl.

SONY
SUPEffSCOPE The Tapeway to Stereo
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for Ontario

stations in ad ruling
Ontario radio and television stations
do not expect much beer and wine advertising, despite the fact that as of
Aug. 1 this is permitted in Ontario for
the first time. Breweries have told station representatives that the present
regulations which only permit sponsor
identification before and after a program of at least 10 minutes duration
is not adequate, in view of much more
product advertising permitted print
media starting September 1.
A meeting of 15 station representation firms was held at Toronto on July
26, to which were invited Dr. Andrew
Stewart, chairman of the Board of
Broadcast Governors, Canada's broadcast regulatory body; William Pearson,
legal counsel of the BBG; WiUiam Collings, chairman, and Col. S. Woodrow.
legal counsel of the Ontario Liquor
Control Board, whose new ethical advertising code allows beer, wine and
liquor advertising in Ontario for the
first time.
Station representation firms reported
that breweries and wineries and their
advertising agencies, almost without exception, contemplated no radio advertising despite the permission to do so.
This is due to the feeling that the regulations are too restrictive. The regulations as they apply to radio and television, are based on BBG regulations
which only permit sponsor identification
before and after programs.
The meeting, called by the Canadian
Radio Station Representatives Assn.,
heard several radio announcements that
had been written to conform to the regulations for print media. It was suggested ifthe BBG amend its regulations
on radio advertising, advertising agencies were prepared to buy radio time.
Neither Dr. Stewart, Mr. Collings,
nor legal counsel from both bodies.

R.

C.

made any comments or took part in the
discussions.
Also at the meeting was Cam Ritchie,
CKLW Windsor, Ont., and representatives of the Central Canada Broadcasters Assn. Mr. Ritchie stated that
the CCBA would make representations
to the BBG at its Sept. 26 meeting at
Ottawa on the subject of beer, wine
and liquor advertising on radio and television.
Government

vetoes

CBC
pay increases
There will be no pay increase for 145
news editors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, members of the Canadian
Wire Service Guild, because the Canadian government intervened in salary
negotiations between the CBC and its
employees for the first time. As a government corporation, the government
can intervene in negotiations and this
time vetoed any salary increases for
CBC employees. Whether this will set
a pattern to be followed in negotiations
between CBC and other unions is too
early to determine.
Meanwhile the Canadian Council of
Authors and Artists, representing mostly television performers on the CBC,
has quit the Canadian Labor Congress
on a charge that the CLC has created
an artificial racial division between
French and English language performers on CBC radio and tv.
The dispute involves a feud between
the two organizations of actors, artists,
dancers, singers and other performers
on the CBC networks. The CCAA, with
1 ,600 members, protested against the
CLC allowing a French-language union.
Federation des Auteurs et des Artistes
du Canada, with 1,300 members, to
join the congress. The two language
groups emerged after about 70 television
producers on the CBC's French-language network at Montreal went on
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Africans

merge

Broadcasting organizations in
Morocco,
Tunisia, the United
Arab Republic (Egypt and Syria),
Ghana, Guinea and Libya have
set up a common top-level federation named the African Radio Union. Other independent African
nations have been invited to join,
but Liberia and Ethiopia have declined. Its principal aim, according to Abdoulaye
Toure of
Guinea, director of the organization, is a technical and administrative cooperation between the
broadcasting groups of the African nations. It may become acfive at future international frequency allocation conferences. It
is also expected that the Union
will play a major role when television standards will be set of the
exchange of programs between
difl'erent African national stations.

j
I

J
»
5
ij
li
i
1

ij
I

strike in January 1959. The CCAA at
that time stated its members had to
honor their contract with CBC and t
should ignore the pickets. After the j
strike was settled two language unions 1
came into being, and there has been
jurisdictional trouble in the past year.
Ampex overseas sales
Ampex International has installed 12
new Videotape tv recorders during the
past month in six different countries.
In addition to these, the company has i
announced the shipment of 14 recorders to customers in Europe and Canada, which will be added to the total
upon installation. The 12 new installations are as follows: Brazil — 1 for TV
Rio at Rio de Janeiro, 1 for TV Rio
at Brasilia; Canada — 1 for CBC Edmonton, 2for CBC Ottawa, 1 for CFCF
(TV) Montreal; Finland— 2 for the Finnish Broadcasting Corp.; Italy — 2 for
Radiotelevisione Italiana; Japan — 1
color unit for Ashai Hoso Kyokai
(ABC) in Osaka; United Kingdom — 1
for a research facility. The worldwide
total of Ampex vtr installations, including the U.S., now stands at 666.
Big equipment order
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., new ch. 9
station scheduled to go on the air on
Jan. 1, 1961, has ordered RCA- Victor
equipment costing almost $3 million.
This is believed to be the largest single
tv equipment order placed in Canada.
Included will be color equipment, so
CFTO-TV will be able to begin teleBROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

I casting at once in color, if the Board of
' Broadcast Governors permits. CFTCOj TV will appear before the BBG in
September to request it be allowed to
begin operations in color, and is prepared to telecast 15% of its live shows
and 10% of its film shows in color.
If given permission it will be first
Canadian station permitted to broadcast in color. (CFPL-TV London, Ont.,
1 has had equipment installed for some
years, but has not received permission
for such broadcasts.) CFTO-TV will
I use new RCA-Victor TK12 cameras.

j Sales off in Canada
Both radio and television set sales
were down in Canada for the first half
of this year, as compared with the same
1959 period. Radio receiver sales, ac|i cording to the Electronic Industries
I Assn. of Canada, totaled 228,846 sets
in the January- June 1960 period, as

against 260,254 in the previous year.
June sales were up slightly, from 39,707 in June 1959, to 39,834 this June.
Television sets sold totaled 136,400
in the first half of the year as against
164,381 in the same period last year.
June sales also were down from 24,637
in 1959, to 19,367 this June.
■

Abroad

UK offering ■ B. Charles-Dean, head
of Roxy Films Ltd., London, is bringing a pilot film of his new tv series
Brainwaives to New York for showing
to American advertisers and agencies.
The comedy series stars Eric Sykes,
British comedian.
SWAN'S offrep.
SWAN,
the ship-based
station
the ■coast
of Honduras,
has
appointed Pan American Broadcasting
Co., N.Y., as its international representative. The commercial outlet broadFATES

Broadcast

Advertising

Paul E. Funk, account director at
McCann-Erickson, N.Y., elected vp.
Arthur E. Peterson, formerly assistant to president of Vance Publishing Co., joins Peitscher, Janda/ Assoc.,
Chicago, as vp and principal of agency.
Previously, he was vp and account
supervisor for Buchen Co., that city.
Ralph M. Watts, formerly advertising and merchandising manager for
Stokely-Van Camp, Indianapolis, to
Borden Foods Co., as vp in charge of
product marketing, effective Aug. 15.
Raymond F. Ruffley, account executive at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y., appointed vp.
E. Burke Giblin and Arthur E. Larkin Jr., general managers of Jell-O and
Maxwell House divisions, respectively,
of General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N.Y., elected vps.

in brief

&

casts with 50kw standard wave and
offers coverage of the entire Caribbean,
all of Central America and northern
South America, according to the rep
firm. It is currently broadcasting in
English and Spanish.
Agency
appointment
■ Lever
Bros.
Ltd., Toronto,
Ont., has
appointed
Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal,
Que., to handle all its French-language
advertising. The agency will also be responsible for evaluating all Lever Bros.
French-language television properties
and commercials, but French-language
tv spots for particular Lever Bros, products will be placed by individual agencies, though Cockfield, Brown & Co.
will do the commercials.
New quarters ■ R.C. Smith & Son
Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, has
moved to new offices at 140 Merton St.

FORTUNES

ed manager of agency's creative review
committee.
Henry Norman,
member of marketing
department of BBDO,
N.Y., named supervisor of department's
drug division.
Prior to
joining agency last
February, Mr. Norman had been general
Mr. Norman
sales manager of
Pharmaco Inc., and vp in charge of
sales for Union Pharmaceutical Co.,
divisions of Schering Corp., N.Y.,
He succeeds Herbert Roberts who was
recently made manager of marketing
department.
Stanley M. Heggen promoted from
merchandising activities in tv-radio
department at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley
& Hodgson, Chicago, to assistant media
director.

John R. Jones and Harold Cramer
appointed assistant radio-tv production
manager and merchandising executive,
respectively, for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles. Mr. Jones
formerly was with Universal International Studios and Mr. Cramer was
with General Foods.
William V. Humphrey, formerly pr
director at Fletcher Richards, Calkins
&c Holden, Chicago, to Robert Haas
Adv., that city, in similar capacity.
Gene Carr, formerly of Knox-Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis, joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., as copywriter.
Schuyler Van Vechten Jr., Alexander S. Peabody Jr., John Blumenthal and William B. Taylor, copywriters at Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
named associate copy directors.
Robert B. Irons, advertising manager
of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, will

Joseph Y. Honeycutt and R. Marshall Edelen named vps of Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp.
L.J. Sauers, formerly vp for sales at
American Home Products, N.Y., named
vp for marketing. J.B. Shortlidge,
AHP field sales manager, becomes general sales manager.
Philip C. Kenny, formerly vp at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., joins
Reach, McClinton, that city, as media
director.
C. Peter Frantz, vp and marketing
supervisor at Leo Burnett Co., appointBROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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hold similar post with newly reorganized
American Oil Co., which becomes
marketing-distribution-product research
subsidiary of parent Standard next
Jan. 1.
Maxmilian B. Bryer,
production supervisor
Bowles, becomes first
West Coast commercial

tv commercial
at Benton &
full-time B&B
supervisor.

John Tyson, formerly vp and management service director at McCannErickson, Chicago, appointed advertising director at Simoniz Co. (waxes),
that city.
Marcus E. Smith, formerly creative
supervisor and account executive at
Van Sant Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, to
Mid American Adv., Parkersburg,
W.Va., as planning director.
Martin Barsky, account executive
with Malcolm & Steinlauf, Los Angeles,
has joined Enyart & Rose, that city, in
similar capacity. Homer Wright also
joins E&R as account executive.
David Nylen, assistant account
executive at Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N.Y., named account
executive on Narragansett Brewing Co.
Frank H. Hoell Jr., formerly account
executive at Kenyon & Eckhardt, and
Pierre F. Marshall, vp and account
supervisor at Keyes, Madden & Jones,
to Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, as account executives on Kroger Co. acLuxury Living!
Sensible Location!
Specify The NewvWeston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shops
are advantageously close., . ;

World-Famous
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully prepared to Continental tastes. Try it some day soon
... at lunch or dinner.

count. David Burns, formerly product
advertising manager at Libby, McNeill
& Libby, and John McGee, transferred
from account
agency'sexecutives
Minneapolis
office,
named
on American
Dairy Assn. account. Currie L. Brewer,
previously on Robin Hood Flour account at H.W. Kastor & Sons, to C-M
as account executive on Helene Curtis
Industries. Kermit Myers, formerly assistant advertising manager at Portland
Cement Assn., appointed to service
dairy account Robert E. Kilbride, formerly advertising and pr consultant at
U. of Chicago, to C-M as head of
agency's Chicago pr activities.
Leonard H. Lieberman, formerly
with Richards Assoc., Washington, to
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, that city,
as pr account executive.
Richard Schenk joins Curtis Winters Co., Los Angeles advertising
agency, as member of copy-contact
staff.
The

Media

Clark L. Dozier, general manager
of Stark Broadcasting Corp. (WCMW
Canton, Ohio and WARU Peru, Ind.)
elected secretary and member of board
of directors.
Fred Horton, sales
manager of Medical
Radio System at NBC,
named general sales
executive with direct
sales responsibilities
for representing network in drug and toiletryjoined
fields. Mr.
HorMr. Horton
ton
company
in 1941 as salesman and later became
director of sales for NBC Radio.
William Condon, formerly in Chicago office of Television Advertising
Representatives Inc., joins New York
office as account executive.
Harry (Bud) Edwards joins WPTATV Fort Wayne, Ind., as account executive. He has been in retail sales
for past nine years.
Ferrill T. Robinson, radio assistant
to director of advertising at Adam
Young Inc., N.Y., joins The Concert
Network, that city, as account executive.

Mr. Shurtleff

Mr. Gleason

David J. Shurtleff, station manager
of WJAR Providence, R.I., and special
tv assistant to Joseph S. Sinclair, general manager of broadcasting for The
Outlet Co. (WJAR-AM-TV), promoted
to station manager of WJAR-TV.
James E. Gleason, program director
of WJAR, succeeds Mr. Shurtleff as
station manager.
Robert H. Dolph, formerly manager
of KIMA Yakima, Wash., promoted to
manager of national and regional sales
for Cascade Broadcasting Corp.'s tv
group (KIMA-TV Yakima, KEPRTV Pasco-Richland-Kennewick, Wash.,
KLEW-TV Lewistown, Idaho and
KBAS-TV Ephrata-Moses Lake,
Wash.). Ben Shropshire, formerly
manager of KLEW-TV, to KEPR-TV
in similar capacity.
Thomas L. Young, general manager
of KAUS and KMMT (TV), both Austin, Minn., elected vp of MinnesotaIowa Television Co., which owns both
stations.
Don Stephens, program director of
WBGC Chipley, Fla., promoted to
manager. Lane Harris, announcer at
station, succeeds Mr. Stephens.
Loomis C. Irish, station additions
salesman at ABC-TV, named manager
of sales service — nighttime.

Warren (Gus) Johnson, formerly
manager of KQTY Everett, to KAYO
Seattle, both Washington, as account
executive.
Clifford Ford, formerly salesman for
WQXR New York, joins sales staff of
WNBC, that city.
John B.merlySoell,
forbroadcasting
consultant and previously vp and general
manager
of WISNAM-TV Milwaukee,
to KTVE (TV) El
Dorado, Ark., (Monroe, La.) as general
Mr. Soell
manager under new
ownership of Home Television Co.
(Broadcasting, July 11, June 13),
day.
which officially took over last Wednes-

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Dave Diamond, formerly with KOIL
Omaha, Neb., to WIRL Peoria, 111.,
as program director, succeeding Jay
Lawrence. Ray VanSteen succeeds
Bruce Still as production supervisor.
Selig J. Seligman,
ABC-TV vp, general
manager, KABC-TV
Los Angeles, named
head of new, whollyowned AB-PT program
production subsidiary
( Broadcasting, July
25).
Duties will inMr. Seligman
clude extension of
present work as producer of Day in
Court. Mr. Seligman, who joined ABCTV in 1953, was appointed KABC-TV
general manager in 1955, ABC vp in
1958. He was previously with United
Paramount Theatres as vp of Northern
Theater Corp., Paramount Div. Elton
H. Rule, general sales manager, KABCTV, replaces Mr. Seligman as general
manager. Mr. Rule, who joined KABCTV (then KECA-TV) as assistant sales
manager, was promoted to present post
in 1953.
Robert E. Harris appointed advertising and sales promotion manager of
KCBS San Francisco. He formerly held
similar position at WNTA-AM-FM-TV
New York.
Frances I. Pierce named acting promotion director of KIRO-TV Seattle,
Wash. She has been promotion supervisor for KIRO-AM-TV.
James H. Gillespie appointed assistant promotion manager of KXTV
(TV) Sacramento, Calif. John Katz
joins continuity department. He formerly was with KCRA-TV Los Angeles.
Paul Owen, formerly assistant manager and program director at KTCATV Minneapolis-St. Paul, joins National
Educational Television and Radio Center, N.Y., as station relations associate.
Paul Schuett resigns from KEPRAM-TV Pasco, Wash., effective Aug.
31, to take graduate work at Walla
Walla College, Wash., and help college
in its proposed construction of noncommercial, educational fm station.
William R. Williams, formerly in
media and sales promotion departments
of McCann-Erickson, joins WWJ-AMFM-TV Detroit as member of promotion department.

Pensacola, Fla., resigns to enter personal management field.
Robert A. Monroe promoted to general manager of World Broadcasting
System and John S. Murphy to assistant to President Paul F. Harron. Management realignment follows resignation of general manager James H.
Weathers, effective Aug. 15 (Broadcasting, Aug. 1.) Mr. Monroe, national
sales manager for past two years, formerly was world's western division
manager and before that was in local
radio, starting at WNEX Macon, Ga.
Mr. Murphy, who has been World
sales manager, formerly was general
sales manager of Dixie Network for
nine years and for time was owneroperator of WROD Dayfona Beach,
Fla. Three new field representatives
also appointed by World: Dean Aidrich, WMDN Midland, Mich., to work
in midwest; Keith Marshall, KECK
Odessa, Tex., in southwest, and Russe
Starner, WTAP Parkersburg, W.Va.,
in eastern seaboard.
Charles Harrison, formerly with
WCKT (TV) Miami, joins WEEK-TV
Peoria and WEEQ-TV LaSalle, both
Illinois, as news director.
Earl W. Clayton Jr., formerly with
KXIV Phoenix, to news staff of
KPHO, that city. Previously, he was
with KFBI Wichita, Kan. Howard A.
(Buzz) Jones also joins news staff.
Peter J. Smith, freelance producerdirector on closed circuit, video tape
commercial and program projects, joins
CBS-TV as producer for production
sales.
Roger Lund, newscaster for WKBWTV Buffalo, N.Y., promoted to pr director. Hal Youngblood, director of
news and public affairs, assumes Mr.
Lund's previous responsibilities. Ronnie
ality. joins WKBW-TV as air personJaye
James Nutter, formerly with Associated Press in Louisville, Ky., joins
WHAS-AM-TV, that city, as member
of promotion department, succeeding
Richard Weston.

Television

WPBN-TV
WTOM-TV
Traverse City
Cheboygan
reaches
The MOST

Homes

In Resort-Rich
Michigan*
7000 Northern
MORE Homes reached
Than Sta. B
(M-F, Noon-6 PM)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sto. B
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2800 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B.
(Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
2900 MORE Homes Reached Than Station B
(Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)
and . . .
Paul Bunyan Television
GIVES THE ONLY
PRINCIPAL CITY GRADE
AND GRADE A COVERAGE
to Traverse City, Cheboygan
and a big chunk
Area of the Resort
89,654 TV HOMES
in 25 Northern Day)
Michigan Counties
and parts of Canada
Summer Bonus Audience
(An Additional 250,000 Potential Viewers Per
(In The Area's
Motel27,000
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Paul Bunyan Television
WPBN-TV
WTOM-TV
(One Rate Card)
Paul

Bunyan

WTCM
Traverse City
WATZ
Alpena
WATC

Radio
WATT
Cadillac
WMBN
Petoskey

*APB (March, 1960) Gaylord

Eugene H. Bohi, formerly sales service manager at WBBM-TV Chicago,
appointed video tape recording sales
representative
for station's tape productions unit.

Ward W. Weldon, formerly merchandising research director of WIBW-AMTV Topeka, Kan., appointed research
assistant at Iowa State U.

Charles Amundsen, formerly at
WILL-AM-FM-TV Champaign-Urbana, and Richard Battles, previously
news director at WAIK Galesburg, to
news staff at WKRS Waukegan, all
Illinois.

Don Griffith, formerly staff announcer and sportscaster for WCOA

John R. Newhouse, formerly executive producer at CBS Radio, appoint-
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Paul Bunyan
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ed vp in charge of sales at WMMM
Westport, Conn.

Mr. Raymon

Paul Raymon, formerly announcer and
sportscaster for CBS
Radio Network and
member of sales staff
of WAGA-TV Atlanta, promoted to local
sales manager. He has
been with WAGA-TV
since 1954 in various
capacities.

David L. Johnson, formerly program
director of KOTE Fergus Falls, Minn.,
to KOYN Billings. Mont., in similar
capacity.
Jack Tompkins, rejoins KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City as associate farm
director. He had been with station in
1956-57 as assistant farm director.
Edward A.W. Smith, formerly Detroit manager of Adam Young Inc.,
appointed general sales manager of
KQV Pittsburgh. Previously, he was
with WCAU and WIP, both Philadelphia.
William Bode and Marvin Houtz,
account executives at KOIL Omaha,
Neb., promoted to local sales manager
and assistant local sales manager, respectively.
Peter Reinheimer,
formerly account executive on U.S. Steel
at BBDO, N.Y., joins
ABC-TV as assistant
daytime sales manager. Before his association with U.S.S.
account,
Mr. ReinMr. Reinheimer
heimer was tv account
executive for Lever Bros, at BBDO.
Ken Goodman, chief of sports department of WXEX-TV Richmond,
Va., assumes additional duties as night
program supervisor.

Larry McCann, staff announcer at
WXYZ-TV Detroit, promoted to account executive, succeeding William
Morgan who joins Adam Young Inc.,
there.
Bob Carrington, formerly air personality at WWJ-TV and WXYZ-TV,
both Detroit, to WJBK-TV, that city, in
similar capacity.
Robert F. Fountain, formerly sales
representative with Look magazine,
joins ABC Radio Network as account
executive.
Danny Day, announcer at KCUB
Tucson, Ariz., promoted to program
director.
Arthur W. Bagge,
vp and midwest radio
manager of Peters.
Griffin, Woodward,
Chicago, elected president of Chicago
Broadcast Advertising
Club (Closed Circuit, June 6). Other
Mr. Bagge
officers elected for
1960-61 season by previously announced board of directors (Broadcasting. July 4) : William Wyatt, A.C.
Nielsen Co., executive vp: George
Diefenderfer, NBC-WNBQ (TV) Chicago, treasurer, and Genevieve Lemper, Foote, Cone & Belding, secretary.
Stan McCormack, formerly on sales
staff of WTOP Washington, D.C., to
WRC-TV, that city, as account executive.
Ron Thompson, air personality with
KOMA Oklahoma City, adds duties of
promotion director.
Shirley P. Simpson, formerly on
public relations staff at Grant Adv..
N.Y., to sales staff of KPAM and
KPFM (FM) Portland, Ore.
Ed Mason, formerly air personality
and director with WCIA (TV) Cham-

Enid-

Merle H. Tucker,
owner and operator of
KGAK Gallup, N.M.,
elected treasurer of
Kiwanis International
at organization's
annual
convention45that
Miami Beach, effective Aug. 1 .

Mr. Tucker

Joe Adams, veteran disc jockey with
1 7 years on air, most recently at KRKD
Los Angeles, joins KNOB (FM) Long
Beach, all-jazz station.
W.D. (Woody) Langley, weekend air
personality of WATS Sayre, adds similar
duties at WMPT Williamsport, both
Pennsylvania.
Ted Hallaman, formerly of WFMJ
Youngstown, Ohio, to WGAR Cleveland as newscaster-personality.
Bill Lindsay, for the past 10 years
general manager of KVOY Yuma,
Ariz., joins Blair Tv and Blair Television Assoc. as member of sales staff,
effective Sept. 1. He will headquarter
in firm's San Francisco ofBce.
Programming
Martin J. Robinson, vp of C&C
Films at Western Television, divisions
of Television Industries Inc., N.Y.,
named vp and director of parent organization. Mr. Martin fills vacancy
left
by Erwin
liners.
Aug. H.
1 ). Ezzes (Week's HeadNorman E. Gluck, formerly vp of
Elliot, Unger & Elliot Div., Screen
Gems, N.Y., joins Universal Pictures,
that city, to work on special assignments from company's president, Milton
R. Rackmil.

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?

Dr. David W. Parker, formerly director of public affairs at KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, joins Larry Williams,
Alameda. Calif., as associate in production of tv programs.

When your business is transacl'ed through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.

Peter Nelson named tv assistant to
Jerry Wald, motion picture and tv producer. He formerly was with Martin
Manulis, also on tv projects.
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paign. 111., to
staff of WOCO-TV
Oklahoma
City.

JARET
CORP.

Jerry Franken, head of advertising-promotion at National Thepublicity
atres & Television Inc.,
Beverly Hills,
Calif., resigns. NTA is moving sales
and advertising headquarters to N.Y.,
but Mr. Franken is unable to transfer
because of personal reasons.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Earl Jones appointed production
manager of UPA Pictures, Los Angeles.
He will supervise production line for
forthcoming Mr. Magoo tv series. Mr.
Jones formerly was with John Sutherland Productions and Walt Disney, both
Hollywood.
Bernard Block, formerly tv producer
at Benton & Bowles, N.Y., joins Transfilm Caravel, that city, as production
supervisor in business programs and
industrial shows division.
Neil Sessa, formerly of Film Art
Studio, joins Tv & Industrial Film Div.
of National Screen Service Corp., that
city, as animation director.
Richard Fielder signs exclusive contract with Four Star Tv to write
DuPont Show and Zane Grey Theatre.
He has written "Night Song,"" "The
Long
Shadow'"
in DiiPont
Show.and "Ambush." episodes
Harry S. Ackerman, vp and executive producer at Screen Gems, N.Y.,
elected president of National Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences. He also
was president in 1958-59. Other officers
elected: Mike Wallace, executive vp:
Betty Furness, secretary, and Louis
Edelman, treasurer. Local presidents,
representing their chapters on national
board of trustees: Gail Patrick Jackson, Los Angeles; Robert B. Cochrane,
Baltimore; Irv Kupcinet, Chicago; David Brinkley, Washington; Lee Schulman, Seattle, and Gene Blanpeid,
Arizona.
Jane Powell, Warner Anderson,
John Doucette, Alan Hale, Roger
Smith and Marshall Thompson all
elected to board of directors of Screen
Actors Guild.
Don Lloyd named western tv manager for Modern Talking Picture Service, San Francisco.
Robert (Red) Ginzler, musical arranger, joins Madison Avenue Sounds,
N.Y., as musical director.
Jerry Wald, well-known motion picture producer ("Peyton Place," "Let's
Make Love"), will make tv debut as
producer of Rocky Point series for 20th
Century-Fox Television and ABC-TV.
Stanley M. Gortikov, formerly corporate development director for Capitol
Records Inc., named to new post of
vp in charge of merchandising for
Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Hollywood. William B. Tallant Jr., vp
and board member of CRDC, will assume responsibility for all national sales
and operations activities.
Ronald E. Willman, formerly client
service manager at ABC Films, N.Y..
joins Stone Merchandising Assoc., that
city, as client service, sales promotion,
and merchandising coordinator.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

FCC

sisters

Two sisters, who have worked
for the FCC and its predecessor
in the Dept. of Commerce for a
combined total of over 75 years,
retired together July 31.
Mrs. Mary E. Corridon, administrative assistant. Administrative Branch of the Field Engineering and Monitoring Bureau,
Washington, entered federal service in 1919. Her sister, Anna L.
Poloske, secretary to the engineer in charge, FCC Boston office, began her work in 1923.
In recognition of their long
service, the FCC adopted a special resolution honoring the two
sisters on July 27.
Herman Keld, formerly supervisor
of ratings analysis at NBC. joins MGMTV, N.Y., as director of tv research.
Herbert Richek resigns from United
Artists Assoc., N.Y., to become director of operations at Seven Arts
Assoc. Corp., that city.
Equipment & EngVing
Sanford Silverman and Russell
Safferson elected directors of Wallson
Assoc., Elizabeth, N.J., manufacturer
of electronic test equipment. Mr. Silverman is company's secretary and general counsel. Mr. Salferson is partner
in New York securities firm of Russell
& Saxe.
Tore N. Anderson, executive vp
and general manager of FXR Inc.,
Woodside, N.Y., manufacturer of microwave and associated equipment, and
Stanley Simon, financial consultant,
elected to board.
Ralph Williams, manager of general
custom sales of RCA Victor Records,
N.Y., appointed manager of custom
records. Carl Reinschild named general custom sales manager.
James F. Haley promoted from
eastern regional manager to national

United

Press

Facsimile
United

field sales manager at Motorola Consumer Products Inc., Chicago, newlycreated post designed to help carry out
distributors' sales-merchandising proDonald E. Garrett appointed mangrams.
ager of advanced development engifor General Electric
Co.'sN.Y.tv
receiver neering
department,
Syracuse,
He had been manager of component
and deflection systems engineering.
Henry K. Kindig appointed general
manufacturing manager for picture tube
operations of Sylvania Electric Tubes,
Seneca Falls, N Y. Charles H. Miller
named manager of tv picture tube plant,
Ottawa, Ohio.
William R. Campbell promoted to
manager of marketing services for
Zenith Sales Corp., Chicago. He had
been West Coast district sales representative.
Charles H. Miller, manufacturing
superintendent at Sylvania Electric
Products, Ottawa, Ohio, named manager of tv picture tube plant there.
Allied

Allyn Jay Marsh, formerly with
CBS Radio Sales for 31 years as account executive and assistant sales
manager, joins U.S. Tele-Service, N.Y.,
tv research firm as vp in charge of
new business.
Frederick Hyman, vp and secretary
of United Artists Assoc., N.Y., has resigned to form own company, Americom Corp. New firm has license on
"Ameridisc," paper-thin vinyl record
with application in packaging, sales promotion and advertising specialty fields.
Headquarters will be at 45 W. 45 St.,
New York.
Dr. Tibor Koeves, formerly vp of
Dichter Institute for Motivational Research and editor of Motivations, joins
Motivation Dynamics, Mohegan Lake,
N.Y., as partner.
Sam Elkins, president and general
manager of W.S. Grant Co., station
rep, joins Reynolds & Co., San Fran-

International
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Alex Keese,
Alexander (Alex)

61 , radio-tv

Keese, 61, managing director of
WFAA - AM - TV
Dallas, died
Wednesday. Aug. 3
of cancer. He had
been ill for several
months. One of the
nation's outstanding and respected broadcasters, Mr.
Keese began his career with WFAA
in 1930 as music director and has
been with the station ever since, except for the period from 1944-1948
when he left to join the TaylorHowe-Snowden group, then a multiple station owner in Texas. Rejoining
WFAA in 1948, Mr. Keese was
named regional sales manager, adCisco brokerage firm.

MONITOR

AMPLIFIER

Gerald F. Hurley joins Washington
office of Blackburn & Co., national
media brokerage firm, as administrative assistant in charge of market research and sales promotion.

requires only half

Joseph J. Sands appointed coordinator of broadcast productions and
information at U. of Southern California.

the space30% of power

Victor Daiiaire named publicity director of TV Q, national tv qualitative
program evaluation service and home
testing institute, N.Y.

Here's a compact monitor
amplifier with overall performance equal to earlier
models, twice the size. Full
10 watts output with excellent frequency response and
very low distortion. Highgain permits operating from
output of low-level microphones. Plug-in mounting.
Standard input and output
terminations.
Write to RCA. Dept. KB-22. Building 15-1. Camden, N.J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Ltd.,
Montreal.
KADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) !K)

International
W. John Dunlop, director of public
service programming of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, Ont.,
named first Canadian member of public
information conference of National
Safety Council, Chicago.
Duncan C. Grant,
Ontario sales manager
of E.B. Eddy Co.
Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.,
appointed executive
vp of Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont.,
industry co-operative
Mr. Grant
survey organization,
succeeding Charles A. Burton who has
resigned due to ill health. Graham
Wallace, formerly of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, appointed
director of members relations of Bureau
of Broadcast Measurement.
Barry Gordon, formerly with CHCHTV Hamilton, Ont., named senior producer of CJ AY-TV Winnipeg, Man.
Joe P. Kobluk, sales manager of
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veteran, dies
vancing through the ranks to radio
manager in 1952. He became managing director of radio and television in 1956. Mr. Keese, a musician
at heart, directed WFAA's first
Earlybird orchestra, a symbol of the
station for more than 25 years until
its recent disbandment. In past
years, Mr. Keese was a regional director of the NAB, a member of the
NBC

Radio Affiliates' radio programming advisors committee and
chairman of the select committee of
the ABC-TV Affiliates.
Funeral services held last Friday
with a solemn requiem mass at Holy
Trinity Catholic Church in Dallas
and interment at Hillcrest Memorial
Park there.
CJAT Trail, B.C., promoted manager
of CJAT, succeeding John Loader,
who has entered provincial politics.
Sid Boyling, formerly of CHAB
Moose Jaw, Sask., appointed general
manager CKY Winnipeg, Man.
Blair R.B. Paterson named promoB.C. tion manager of CHAN-TV Vancouver,

Glen Garvin named promotion manager and Phil Oakes appointed national
sales representative of CKNW New
Westminster, BiC.
Deaths
Pierson Underwood, 63, formerly
board chairman of WGMS Washington, D.C.. died July 30.
Roy L. Albertson, 61, founder and
former owner of WBNY Buffalo, N.Y.,
died July 27 following coronary seizure.
He had been retired since 1954. He
also was stockholder in KVNA Flagstaff, Ariz. Among survivors is son,
Roy L. Albertson Jr., owner of KNOT
Prescott, Ariz.
George G. Lenehan, 42, vp of Modern Talking Pictures, N.Y., died July
28. He had been with organization
since 1947.
Val S. Bauman, 50, vp in charge of
national advertising-merchandising for
National Tea Co., drowned July 30 in
Lake Geneva, Wis. He had been with
firm for 1 4 years.
Frederic Andrew Schneller, 54, vp
in charge of merchandising at D'arcy
Adv., N.Y., died Aug. 2. He formerly
was general merchandising manager of
Lever Bros, from 1947 to 1951, when
he joined D'arcy.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

cation to resume nighttime operation on
1590 kc on same terms and conditions as
28.
previously
authorized
kw-N, DA).
Ford and Comr.
Cross (1dissented.
Ann.Chmn.
July
WNEL Caguas, P. R.— Granted change in
operation from 1450 kc, 250 w, unl. to 1430
kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS. Ann. July 28.
WHCC Waynesville, N.C. WGAP Maryville, Tenn. — Designated for hearing applications to change operations on 1400 kc
from
w, unl.WKPT
to 250 Kingsport,
w, 1 kw-LS, Tenn.;
unl.;
made 250stations
WTHE Spartanburg, S.C.; WLSB Copperhill, Tenn., and WLOS Asheville, N.C, parties to proceeding. Ann. July 28.
KCMC Texarkana, Tex.— Granted change
of facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. to 740
kc, 1 tions.
kw,Ann. DA-1,
July 28.unl.; engineering condiKALL Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted
change on 910 kc from 1 kw, DA-N, unl. to
1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, engineering conditions. Chmn. Ford voted for additional condition; Comrs. Bartley and Lee dissented
to
grant;
King not participating.
Ann. July Comr.
28.
KOQT Bellingham, Wash.— Waived sec.
1.323(b) of rules to accept late filing of
application for replacement of expired cp
but cautioned applicant about timely filings
in future. Ann. July 28.
WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis.; KVFD Fort
Dodge, Iowa;
WMIN St. Paul,
Minn.applica— Designated for consolidated
hearing
tions
to
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w to 1 kw. continuing operations on 1400
kc,
250
w-N;
made
KCOG
Centerville,
KCIM Carroll, KCBC Des Moines, all Iowa;
KMHL Marshall, KFRO Owatonna, KEYL
Long Prairie, all Minnesota; and KLIN Lincoln, Neb., parties to proceeding; and made
28.
WBIZ, KVFD and WMIN parties with respect to their existing operations. Ann. July
WCOW Sparta, Wis.— Granted increase of
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation
1290Julykc, 28.D; remote control permitted.on Ann.

July 28 through August 3. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Idaho Falls, Idaho — Western Radio Corp.,
Abbreviations:
granted 1400 kc. 250 w unl. P.O. address
1095 Stanger, Idaho Falls. Estimated conDA — directional antenna, cp — construction
cost $9,770, first year operating
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf cost $48,000,structionrevenue
$60,000. Principals, each
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- owning
approximately
one-third, are Garquency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
ner
A.
Mabry,
William
visual, kw — kUowatts. w — watts, mc — megavin L. Smith. Ann. July E.28.Sherla and Melcycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
Bestrs.,906granted
1450
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. kc,Rugby,
250 w,N.D.
unl.— Rugby
P.O. address
16th Ave.,
W., Williston, N.D. Estimated construction
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
cost $13,731, first year operating cost $31,200,
subsidiary communications authorization.
revenue $40,800. Applicants are equal partSSA — special service authorization. — STA —
ners Olav Folkvord; Ray Friederich, Oscar
special temporary authorization. SH — speciH. Halvorson. Ann. July 28.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
San German, P.R. — Jose Soler, granted
1090 kc, 250 w. unl. P.O. address. Box 52,
New Tv Stations
Quebradillas, P.R. Estimated construction
APPLICATIONS
cost $10,695. first year operating cost $15,000,
revenue $23,500. Applicant is employe of
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Tropical Telecasting
WCMN Arecibo, P.R. Ann. July 28.
Corp., vhf ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 100 kw
vis., 50 kw aur.; ant. height above average
Fountain City, Tenn. — WFCT Inc., granted 1490 kc. 250 w unl. P.O. address 1223 Volterrain 665 ft., above ground 700 ft. Estiunteer Bldg., Chattanooga 2. Estimated conmated construction cost $1,055,421, first year
struction cost $13,700 first year operating
operating cost $525,000, revenue $420,000.
cost
$48,000.
revenue $64,000. Applicants are
P.O. address Box 2191, Corpus Christi, Tex.
Frank E. Pellegrin (30%) vice president and
Studio location Corpus Christi. Trans, location 2 miles south of Petronlla. Tex. Geosecretary
Reps. Inc.
owner WLAF H-R
LaFollette
and and
WATOminority
Oak Ridge,
graphic coordinates 27° 38' 30" N. Lat., 97°
Tennessee; Carlin S. French (30%),
37' 57" W. Long. Trans. GE TT-42-A, ant. both
another H-R vice president and majority
TY-50-D. Tropical Telecasting is 997o owned
owner WDXB Chattanooga and minority
by Caller-Times Publishing Co., firm headed
owner above stations; Samuel P, Thrower
by Conway C. Craig, president. Tropical
(30%) general manager and minority ownTelecasting is headed by Edward H. Harte,
er WATO Oak Ridge, and William N. Sherpresident, who is vice president of Caller(10%)July
salesman
WATE Knoxville,
Times. Trophical is making arrangements to Tenn. man
Ann.
28.
share ch. 3 with U. of Corpus Christi. Ann.
July 27.
APPLICATIONS
Portsmouth, Va. — Christian Bcstg. Network
Existing Am Stations
Inc., uhf ch. 27 ( 548-554 mc); ERP 19.6 kw
WSME
Sanford,
Me. — Amendment to
vis., 11.7 kw aur.; ant. height above average
ACTIONS BY FCC
change frequency from 1340 kc to 1480 kc
terrain 384 ft., above ground 410 ft. Estiand
delete
request
to
mated construction cost $29,840, first year
KRAK Stockton, Calif. — Granted applicaeration. Ann. Aug. 1. change hours of opoperating cost $28,600, revenue $30,000. P.O.
tion to change station and studio location
KASH
Eugene,
— Cpto to5 increase
address 1318 Spratley St., Portsmouth, Va. to Sacramento. No technical change in statime power
from Ore.
1 kw
kw (1600 daykc)
Studio and trans, location 1318 Spratley St.,
tion
operation.
Comr.
King
not
participatand
install
new
trans.
Ann.
July
27.
ing. Ann. July 29.
Portsmouth. Geographic coordinates 38° 50'
WSVS1 kwCrewe,
Va. — and
Cp toinstall
increase
Lakewood, Colo. — Granted increase
from
to 5 kw,
new power
trans.
40"
Lat., 75°
W. Long.
Trans.is in KLAK
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, conRCA N.TTU-IB,
ant. 18'
TFU57"21BLS.
Applicant
(800
kc)
Ann.
Aug.
1.
non-stock,
non-commercial
corporation.
tinuing
operation
on
1600
kc,
1
kw-N;
engiAnn. Aug. 1.
neering condition. Comr. Lee dissented;
Comr. King not participating. Ann. July 28. New Fm Stations
Existing Tv Stations
WAVO Decatur, Ga. — Granted increased
ACTIONS BY FCC
ACTIONS BY FCC
power on 1420 kc from 500 w, DA-D, to 1
Aurora, 111. — Vincent G. Cofey & Benkw, DA-D;
engineering
conditions.
Ann.
KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho— Waived sec. 4.603 July
28.
jamin A. Oswalt., granted 107.9 mc, 3.6 kw.
of rules and granted authority to Oct. 1
address 184 S. River St., Aurora, 111.
WTAQ La Grange, 111.— Designated for P.O.
to transmit fm program material from
Estimated
construction cost $15,318, first
hearing
application
to
change
operation
on
KBOI-FM studio to its trans, by means of
year operating expenses (for both am and
kc from 500 w, DA-N, unl. to 500 w-N,
second sub-carrier multiplexed on its tv 11300kw-LS,
fm) $80,000, revenue (for both am and
DA-2; made WMIL Milwaukee,
28STL station KPB-43; condition. Ann. July Wis., WKAN Kankakee, 111., and WMFT
fm)
am 28.will duplicate
WMRO$100,000.
Aurora.Applicant
Ann. July
Terre
Haute,
Ind..
parties
to
proceeding.
KROC-TV
Rochester,
Minn.—
Granted
cp
Ann.
July
28.
Glen
Ellyn,
111.Elizabeth
G. Coughlan,
to change vis. ERP from 240 kw to 316 kw,
granted 107.9 mc, 3.6 kw, P.O. address 1 S.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Granted change
change trans, site to about 30 miles south of from
707
Schaffner
Road,
Wheaton,
111. Estimated
SH
to
unl.
continuing
operation
on
city, change ant. system and increase ant. 1400 kc. 100 w. Ann. July 28.
construction cost $17,795, first year operatheight
from
630
ft.
to
1,260
ft.;
engineering
ing
cost
$29,500,
revenue
$34,640.
Applicant
KTTS Springfield, Mo. — Granted increase
condition. Ann. July 28.
is free lance writer. Ann. July 28.
in daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, conWOLE-TV AguadUla, P.R.— Granted waivGrand Rapids, Mich. — WMAX, Inc., granttinuing operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N;
er of sec. 3.652(a) of rules to identify itself
ed 100.5 mc, 7.2 kw. P.O. address 113 Lyon
as
mitted. Ann.condition;
July 28. remote control per- N.W. Grand Rapids. Mich. Estimated con28. Aguadilla-Mayaguez station. Ann. July engineering
struction cost $11,200, first year, operating
WGTC
Greenville, N.C.— Granted appliTv Translator Stations
People's
TV Inc.,
Leadville,
Colo.— station
Granted application
for new
tv translator
on ch. 75 to translate programs of KBTV
(TV) (ch. 9). Denver. Ann. July 28
EW YORK
Mt. Marston Tv Assn. Trego, Mont.—
Granted application for new tv translator
60 East 42nd Street :
station on ch. 70 to serve Trego, Fortine
and Stryker, all Montana, by transmitting
programs
(ch. 6) Spokane
MUrroy
Hill 7-4242
EDWIN
TORNBERG
Wash. Ann. ofJulyKHQ-TV
28.
EST COA
ST
I
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
860 Jewe;ll Avenue
& COMPANY,
INC.
Punta Gorda, Fla.— Charlotte Radio Co.,
Pacific Grove, California*
granted 1580 kc, 1 kw, DA-D. P.O. address
% Loyal Phillips, Punta Gorda Herald.
Rontier 2-7475 f,
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
Estimated construction cost $26,900, first
year operating cost $32,000, revenue $37,500.
SALE
OF
RADIO
AND
TELEVISION
STATIONS
.SHINGTON i
Loyal 28.Phillips, publisher, is sole owner. Ann
July
EVALUATIONS
625 Eye Street, N.W. ;
Louisville, Ga.— Peach Bcstg. Co., granted
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
j
1420 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 412,
Istrict 7-8531
\
Clarksville, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$23,913, first year operating cost $31,800
$42,000. Owners are Bradley Lumprevenue
kin Williamson
(35%), Henry E. and John
O. Braselton (15% each), Braselton,
Ga
grocers, and others. Ann. July 28.
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cost $6,500. revenue $2,500. Applicant fm
will duplicate some of programming of
WMAX Grand Rapids, Ann. July 28.
Cincinnati, Ohio — Seven Hills Bcstg. Corp.,
granted 98.5 mc, 14 kw. P.O. address. 2888
W. 44th St.. Indianapolis. Ind. Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$25,667, $42,000.
first yearPrincipals
operating cost $28,530.
are Merle H. Miller and Ophelia L. Miller,
50^;
28. each. Mr. Miller is attorney. Ann. July
Houston, Tex. — Joel S. Kaufmann, granted
93.7 mc, 18.5 kw. P.O. address 1328 New
York Ave..
N.W.. Washington.
mated construction
cost $31,925, D.C.
first Estiyear
operating cost $65,000, revenue $75,000. Applicant owns WDJK-FM Atlanta, Ga.
Koanoke, Va. — Lee Hartman & Sons,
granted
92.3 NW,
mc, 2.8Roanoke,
kw. P.O.Va.address
3236
Cove Road
Estimated
construction
cost, revenue
$15,498, first
year,Applicant
operating cost $10,000.
$12,000.
is Lee mentC. business.
Hartman,
owner
of
sound
equipAnn. July 28.
APPLICATIONS
Little Rock, Ark. — Tanner Bcstg. Corp.,
100.7 mc, 22.7 kw. P.O. address 604 E. Capitol Ave.. Little Rock. Ark. Estimated construction cost $22,666, first year operating
cost $9,000,
revenue
$14,000.99.8^;,
Principals
clude H. Glenn
Tanner,
owner in-of
Little Rock Muzak franchise. Ann. July 27.
Buffalo, N.Y.— WDIF Corp., 93.7 mc. 18.38
kw. P.O.
address
Liberty construction
Bank Bldg., Buffalo 2, N.Y.
Estimated
cost
$22,502, first year operating cost $45,900.
revenue $52,750. Principals include Herbert
H. Ross, 98%. phonograph record retailer.
Ann. Aug. 1.
Columbus-Worthington,
— Peoples
Bcstg.
Corp., 97.9 mc. 186 Ohio
kw. P.O
address
WRFD, Box 26, Worthington, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $57,330. first year
operating cost $30,633. revenue $15,000. Applicant fm will duplicate programming of
WRFD Columbus-Worthington. Ann. Aug. 1.
Hillsboro, Ohio — Highland Bcstg. Co., 98.1
mc. 36.33 kw. P.O. address Box 176, Hillsboro, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$6,800. first year operating cost $3,800, revenue $2,000. Applicant is Thomas Archibald,
applicant for am in Hillsboro. Ann. July 20
Piqua, Ohio— WPTW Radio Inc., 95.7 mc,
35.6 kw. P.O. address 1625 Covington Ave..
Piqua. Ohio. Estimated construction cost

BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can dothe effective job.

lotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue. New York 27, N, Y.
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
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29.
$22,500,
operatingfm cost
revenuefirst
$12,000.year
Applicant
will$9,125,
duplicate
programming of WPTW Piqua. Ann. July
Sevierville, Tenn. — Smokey Mountain
Bcstg. Corp., 102.1 mc, 5 kw. P.O. address
Box 187, SevierviUe,
construction cost $25,554.Tenn.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $10,000. revenue $15,000. Applicant fm
will duplicate programming of WSEV
Sevierville. Ann. July 27.
Pampa,
Tex. —address
Coy C. 2117
Palmer,
mc.
3.034
kw. P.O.
North 100.3
Russell,
Pampa. Te.x. Estimated construction cost
$16,375.enuefirst
operatingis cost
$32,000.yearApplicant
50%$20,000,
ownerrev-of
KPDN Pampa, Tex. Ann. July 29.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KCHV-FM Coachella, Calif .—Granted SCA
to engage in functional music operation on
a multiplex basis. Ann. July 28.
WPJB-FM Providence, R.I.— Granted mod.
of SCA to operate on additional sub-carrier
frequencytinuing
of dissemination
41 kc, forof purposes
of "conbasic weather
information." Ann. July 28.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — Granted transfer of
negative control from Jerome K. McCauley
through sephine
purchase
50% interest
by JoGriffith forof $30,000.
Ann. July
28.
KOBY-AM-FM San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted ( 1 ) renewal of am license and ( 2 )
assignment of license and cp to Gordon
Bcstg. of San Francisco Inc. (Sherwood R.
Gordon,
stockholder,
owns San
KBUZ-AMFM
Mesa,100%.Ariz.,
and KSDO
Diego);
consideration $700,000; without pre,1udice to
whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any information devepliance
loped in pending
comwith sec. inquiry
317 of concerning
Communications
Act. Comr. Bartley dissented: Comr. King
not participating. Ann. July 28.
KDOL Mojave. Calif. — Granted assignment
of cp from Leslie G. Foote to Forrest W.
and Alta I. Ogan consideration $5,500. Ann.
July 28.
KWKW
Pasadena,to Calif
.—Granted
assign-F.
ment of licenses
KWKW
Inc. (John
Malloy, president, has interest in KLIQ
Portland, Ore.); consideration $700,000. Ann.
July 28.
WNTE Naugatuck, Conn.— Granted transfer of control from Norman Shapiro to John
T. Parsons and James W. Miller; consideration $19,402. Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr.
King not participating. Mr. Miller has interest in WSBS Great Barrington and WCAT
Orange, both Ann. July 28.
WTTTment of license
Arlington,
Fla.— Bcstg.
GrantedInc.assignto Rahall
(Sain
G., Farris E. and N. Joe Rahall have interest in WKAP and WQCY (TV) Allentown.
WNAR Norristown. both Pennsylvania;
WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla.. and WWNR
Beckley. W.Va.). Comr. Bartley dissented:
Comr. King not participating. Assignee
bought
100. Ann.property
July 28.at public auction for $60.WFLM
(FM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Granted assignment of license to Findlav
Publishing
Co. (WFIN-AM-FM Findlav.
Ohio, and WCSI-AM-FM Columbus, Ind.);
consideration $50,000. Ann. July 28.
WWIL-AM-FM
Lauderdale,
Granted
transfer Fort
of control
from Fla.—
L.M.
Browning Jr., and Carey H. Blackwell ( 100%,
owners of parent corporation South Florida
Bcstg. Inc.) to William A. Roberts (KAUS
and KMMT-TV Austin. Minn., and interest in KWWL-AM-TV Waterloo. Iowa); consideration $400,000 for 100%, interest. Ann.
July 28.
WNSM Valparaiso-NiceviUe, Fla. — Granted assignment of license to Bay County
Bcstg. Co. (WPCE Panama City); consideration $55,725. Ann. July 28.
— Granted
of WALB
license Albany,
to RadioGa.Albany
Inc. assignment
(Allen M.
Woodall, president, has interest in WDAK
Columbus, WMOG Brunswick. WDAX McRae, and WAYX Waycross, all Georgia):
consideration $85,000. Comr. Bartley dissented: Comr. King not partcipating. Ann.
July 28.
KEOK Payette, Idaho— Granted (1) renewal of license (2) assignment of license
from A.V. Bamford, Everett S. and Rosemary Graham to Grahams, David L. Lester
and Bill Walker; consideration $12,500 for
Mr.
Bamford's
certain
broadcast
property50%plusinterest
one-halfanddifference
between accounts payable and accounts receivable, not to exceed $3,750. Ann. July 28.
WDAN-TV Danville, 111.— Granted assignment of license to Plains Tv Corp. (WICS
(TV) Springfield. WCHU-TV Champaign,
both Illinois, and WHNB-TV New Britain,
Conn.); consideration $75,000 plus lease and
service agreement for studio, transmitting

and office space for five years at $1,500 per
month. Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr.
King not participating. Ann. July 28.
WPEO from
Peoria,
III. — Granted
of
control
William
B. Dolphtransfer
et al, to
J.W. O'Connor
and
Frank
Babcock;
consideration $350,000 Comr. Bartley dissented;
Comr. Cross favored grant with condition.
Mr. O'Connor
has interest
in WBOW
Haute.
Ind.; KLEE
Ottumwa.
Iowa,Terre
and
WCVS Springfield and WJRL Rockford, 111.;
Mr. Babcock owns 50%, interest in KWNT
Davenport, Iowa. Ann. July 28.
KWHK signment
Hutchinson,
— Granted
asof license to Kans.
KWHK
Bcstg. Co.
(William
L.
Mitchell,
president);
consideration $160,000. Ann. July 28.
WPTT of (TV)
Me.— ofGranted
transfer
controlAugusta,
through sale
stock
from
Richardof S.Bates
Robie
Sr., (WRJR
to President
and Trustees
College
[FM]
Lewiston); consideration $6,000; subject to
such action as commission may deem waranted, if any,
as result
of final petition
determination rwith
respect
to pending
for
rulemaking relating to ch. 10 in Augusta
filed by U. of Maine. Ann. July 28.
WORL
Boston,
— Granted
( 1 ) renewal of license
and Mass.
(2) transfer
of control
and
(3) assignment of license to Buckley-Jaeger
Bcstg. Corp. of Mass. (same group operates
WHIM Providence, R.I.; WDRC Hartford,
Conn., and KGIL San Fernando. Calif.);
consideration $300,000. Comr. Bartley dissented: Comr. King not participating. Ann.
Aug. 1.
WTYM
East ofLongmeadow,
— Granted
(1) renewal
license and Mass.
(2) assignment
of license to Executive Bcstg. Corp. ( StanUlanoff,Julypresident);
consideration $140,000. ley
Ann.
28.
WEBO Owego, N.Y. — Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) assignment of license to
Owego Radio Inc. (Amo Davis, president) ;
consideration $80,000. Ann. July 28.
WSOC
Charlotte,
N.C.— Granted
assignment of license
to Henderson
Belk (has
interest in WGUS North Augusta. S.C.); consideration $200,000. Ann. July 28.
WCHIment of Chillicothe,
Ohio —House
Granted
assignlicense to Court
Bcstg.
Co.
(WCHO Washington Courthouse, and interest in WKOV Wellston, both Ohio); consideration $80,000. Comr. Bartley dissented;
Comr. King not participating. Ann. July 28.
KWCOment of license
Chickasha,
Okla.— Granted
assignto Bayard
C. Auchincloss;
consideration $150,000 and covenant not to
compete within 25 miles of station for five
years. Ann. July 28.
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted assignment of licenses to NAFI Telecasting
Inc.; considerations include 15-year lease
at $6,666
per month
first and
five years,
750
for second
five foryears,
$14,583 $13,for
third five years, with option to purchase at
termination for $1,000,000, sale of contracts,
etc.,
for $650,000
$250,000
for 10-year
agreement
not to and
compete
in service
area.
Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr. King not
participating. (Assignee president, Kenyon
Brown, has interest in KGLC Miami, Okla.;
KANS Independence. Mo.; KSON San Diego. Calif.: KITO San Bernardino. Caiif.,
and KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach. Calif. Har28.
ry L. (Bing) Crosby, board chairman, also
has interest in KFOX-AM-FM). Ann. July
KTES (TV)
Nacogdoches,
Tex.—Scoggins;
Granted
assignment
of cp
to G. P. (Pat)
consideration $5,000. Ann. July 28.
KBUH Brlgham City, Utah— Granted (1)
renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license to Wade M. Ebeling; consideration
$13,219. By letter, reminded licensee of
sponsorship
requirements
sec. 317rulesof
Communications
Act and under
comm.ission
as result
of
broadcasting
programs
in behalf of Thiokol Chemical Corp. during
periods
preceding
National
Labor
Relations
Board elections. Ann. July 28.
WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.— Granted
assignment of licenses to United States
Transdynamics Corp. (Arthur W. Arundel,
president, sole stockholder); consideration
$287,000 plus $75,750 for agreement not to
compete within 75 miles of Arlington for
five years. Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr.
King not participating. Ann. June 28.
KOFE Pullman, Wash.— Granted (1) recontrol tonewalM.of license
Williamandand(2)M.transfer
Norine ofWippel
and Robert P. Turnley; consideration
$37,506. Ann. July 28.
APPLICATIONS
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Seeks assignment
of license from Wilhelmina Q. Echols to
John C. Cooper Jr. for $250,000. Mr. Cooper
is manager of WJRD. Ann. Aug 1
KVEC-AM-FM San Luis Obispo, Calif.—
Seeks assignment of license from John C.
Cohan to San Luis Obispo Bcstg. Corp.
Change to corporate business form with no
change in stockholders. Ann. Aug. 1.
WPCT Putnam, Conn. — Seeks assignment
of license from Israel Putnam Bcstg. Co.
to Herbert C. Rice for $100,000. Mr. Rice
BROADCASTING, Au9ust 8, I960
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has interest in WILI Willimantic, Conn.
Ann. July 29.
WQXI from
Atlanta,
Ga. — Seeks
assignment
license
Rounsaville
of Atlanta
Inc. of
to
Esqmre Bcstg. Co. of Atlanta for $1,600,000.
Purchaser is Esquire Inc., publisher of
Esquire. Coronet and other magazines. Firm
IS headed by Jolm Smart, president. Ann.
July 21.
WOWIment of New
Ind. — Seeks
licenseAlbany,
from Ohio
Valley assignBcstg.
Inc. to Kentuckiana Bcstg. Inc., formation
of newtion orcorporation.
financial considerachange in No
stockholders
involved.
Ann. July 27.
WCTW-AM-FM New Castle, Ind. — Seeks
assignment am cp and fm license from
Courier-Times Inc. to WCTW Inc. to establish corporate
entity
for licensee.
No financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. July
27.
KANO Anoka, Minn. — Seeks transfer of
control of Northwest Bcstg. Co. from Richard B. Ahern and Frank K. Hunt Jr., equal
partners, to Frank Hunt, 50 vi. Richard
Ahern and Richard J. Novak, 25% each.
Mr. Novak will pay to Mr. Ahern for 25%
interest the sum of $1,250 for stock plus
$13,750 for '2 interest in promissory note
owing to Mr. Ahern by Northwest Bcstg.
Mr. Novak is in advertising. Ann. Aug 1.
KONE Reno, Nev. — Seeks assignment of
license from Thompson Magowan and Frederick Jones to Radio K-ONE Inc. by cancellation by new partner, Leland J. Fuller
(51%) of $8,500 in notes signed by Mr.
Magowan plus payment to Mr. Magowan of
sum of $7,000 for his interest in station. Mr.
Jones will retain 49% interest in KONE.
Mr. Fuller has 75% interest in KPLI-FM
Riverside, Calif. Ann. July 27.
KTNM Tucumcari, N.M. — Seeks assignment of license from Quay County Bcstg.
Co. to Tucumcari Bcstg. Co. for $92,500.
Purchasers are Robert D. and Hoyt Houck,
equal partners, who have interest in bottling held
company and
taxi-cab
firm. They
formerly
interests
in KAMQ
and
KVU
(TV),
both
Amarillo.
Tex.
Ann. July
27.
KHFIment of (FM)
Tex.— Seeks
assignlicense Austin,
from Roderick
E. Kennedy
to
Kennedy-Heard
Features
Inc.
Change
corporate business form. No financial con-to
sideration involved. Ann. July 27.
WPLT
Paris,
Tex.—ofSeeks
of control of Ron
Litteral
Paris transfer
Inc. from
Ron
C. Litteral, 98%, and others, to Clifford B.
Marshall for assumption of $1,330 debt. Mr.
Marshall is with Blackburn & Co., media
brokers. Ann. July 27.
KEFCment of license
(FM) Waco,
Tex.— Unlimited
Seeks assignfrom Music
Inc.
to Centex Radio Co. for $27,500. Principals
are Charles Watson, 51%, Sarah F. Humphreys, 30%, and E.B. Watson, 19%. Charles
Watson is manager of KEFC (FM) E.B.
Watson is accountant. Ann. Aug. 27.
WODI Vinton, Va. — Seeks assignment of
cp from WYTI Inc. to Roanoke-Vinton Radio Inc. for $4,700. Principals include Stuart W. Epperson, 51%, S.L. Goodman, 29%,
and Lester L, Williams, 20.% Mr. Epperson
is employe of WPAQ Mt. Airy. N.C. Mr.
Williams is applicant for am at Troy, N.C.
Ann. Aug. 1.
WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W.Va.— Seeks
assignment of licenses from Tlerney Co.
I am licensee) and WCHS-TV Inc. (tv licensee wholly-owned by Tierney) to C-B-T
Inc. for $2,598,000 ($1,827,700 for tv station).
C-B-T Inc.
Inc. which
is wholly-owned
Rollinsin
Bcstg.
owns or has by
interest
WAMS Wilmington, WJWL Georgetown,
both Delaware; WNJR Newark, N.J.; WRAP
Norfolk. Va.; WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.;
WBEE Harvey, 111.; WPTZ (TV) North Pole,
N.Y.,
and WEAR (TV) Pensacola, Fla. Ann
July 27.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner H. GifTord Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting application ofKDEF Bcstg. Co. to change operation of station KDEF Albuquerque, N.M. on
1150 kc from 1 kw, D, to unl. time with 1
kw-D, 500 w-N, DA-N. Ann. July 29.
OTHER ACTIONS
Chicago, 111. — Radio America; Lansing,
111. — Gordon Boss & Assoc; Park Forest,
111.
— Edward L. Waterman — Designated for
hearing three mutually exclusive
applications for new fm stations in consolidated
proceeding with applications of Blue Island
Community Bcstg. Co., Blue Island, 111.,
et al; order supersedes Dec. 2. 1959 order
with respect to issues only. Ann. July 28
Rollings Bcstg. Inc.; Wilmington Tv Co.,
Inc.; WHYY Inc.; Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.;
National Telefilm Assoc., Inc.; Wilmington,
Del. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications for new tv stations to operate
on ch. 12. Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr.
^ Lee dissented in part. Ann. July 28
Oregon Tv Inc.; Willamette-Land Tele.,
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Inc., Salem, Ore. — Designated for consolihearing applications
new Oregon
tv stationsdatedto operate
on ch. 3; for
denied
Tv request to include in hearing its contingent application to modify license of
KPTV (TV) (ch. 12). Portland, to eliminate
substantially
overlap
of gradeandA proposed
field intensity contours
of KPTV
Salem
station.
Comr.
King
not
participating.
Ann. July 28.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Mrs. Jane Rascoe;
Port Lavaca, Tex. — Uvalde Bcstrs. Inc.;
Port Lavaca, Tex. — Lewis O. Siebert — Designated for consolidated hearing applications
for new and
daytime
stations
Uvalde
Mr. am
Siebert
with on5001560w kcand—
Mrs. Rascoe with 250 w; denied request by
Mrs. Rascoe for extension of time to answer commission's
May 25, 309(b) letter.
Ann. July
28.
Mountain Empire Radio Co., Clinton,
Tenn. — Designated for hearing application
for new am station to operate on 1460 kc.
500 w, D: made WEAG Alcoa and WLAF LaFollette,
parties to proceeding. Ann.both
JulyTennessee,
28.
Guam Bcstrs. Inc., Agana, Guam — Granted request
processing
of application for to
newexpedite
am station
to operate
on
990 kc. 1 kw unl. Comr. King not participating, Ann. July 28.
■ Waived sec. 3.666(c) of rules and granted special temporary authority to National
Bcstg. Co. (WNBC-TV. ch. 4) New York,
N.Y., for period Sept. 1 to Sept. 30 to transmit "interleaved
sound" components)
(sound signalsin interleaved with picture
its
tv network programs for transmission to
and broadcast by associated NBC stations,
with report
to be furnished
of test observations and findings
upon conclusion
of tests;
without mission
prejudice
to
such
as ofcom-its
may deem warranted action
as result
final determination:
(1) with respect
to con-in
clusions and recommendations
set forth
report spectofto related
networkstudies
study and
staff;inquiries
(2) with now
rebeing considered or conducted by commission; andmatters
(3) against
with respect
to pending
antitrust
NBC and
RCA. Comr
Bartley dissented;
Comr.
King
not
participating. Ann. July 28.
■ Commission granted (1) applications of
J.R. Karban (Box 176). Rhinelander, Wis.
for two new tv translator stations on ch. 71
to translate programs of WFRV (TV) (ch. 5)
Green Bay, and on ch. 76 to translate programs of WSAU-TV (ch. 7), Wausau; and
(2) applications for mod. of cps for stations
W73AD and W80AC Rhinelander, to reduce
ERP from 142 w to 107.52 w, relocate translators to 3,4 mile south of Rhinelander and
change transmission line and ant. system.
By letter, denied petition by Rhinelander Tv
Cable Co. to designate applications for
hearing.stainedComrs.
and 28.Cross abfrom voting.Bartley
Ann. July
■ By letter, granted, in part, petition by
WHAS Inc., Louisville, Ky., for waiver of
sec. 17.43(a) and 17.23 of rules for duration
of present license period of am station
WHAS (until Aug. 1, 1961) to allow tower
near Eastwood to be painted black and
white, but denied waivers insofar as they
relate to WHAS-TV tower. Ann. July 28.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by
Bcstg.York,
-Paramount
Theatresof
Inc. American
(WABC) New
N.Y., to extent
retaining in pending file application of
KCRA Inc. to change facilities of station
KCRA Sacramento. Calif., from 1320 kc, 1
kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2 unl., to 1030 kc, 50
kw, DA-1 unl. until conclusion of clear
channel proceeding.
King, not participating. Ann. July Comr.
28.
■ By letter, commission denied request
by Will-Mont Bcstg. Co. (WMPT) South
Williamsport, Pa., and Radio Corning Inc.
(WCLI)tions forCorning,
that power
their applicaincreased N.Y.,
daytime
on 1450
kc
be
removed
from
"awaiting
and considered with applicants stuiiy"
listed filein
309(b) letter of Dec. 9, 1959 to Washington
Bcstg. Co., et al. Ann. July 28.
■ By letter, commission returned as not
acceptable tendered amendment of WKOX
Inc.,
operation
WKOXlocalFramingham, proposing
Mass.. during
SH offrom
sunrise
at Framingham to 15 minutes before local
sunset at Ft. Wayne, Ind., and advised
WKOXtion forthat
action
mod. further
of license
(1190on kc,its 1 applicakw, D)
to specify limited operation to local sunset
at Fort Wayne will be withheld pursuant
to sec. 1.351 of rules. Comr. Bartley voted
for
Comr. King not participating.
Ann. grant;
July 28.
■ Commission designated for consolidated
hearing applications of Robert D. and
Martha M. Rapp and Donald M. Donze for
new am stations to operate on 1400 kc, 250
w, unl., in Festus, Mo.; following applications to increase daytime power from 250
w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1400 kc,
250 w-N: KWYN Wynne, Ark.; WHUB
Cookeville, Tenn.; WJZM Clarksville, Tenn;

INVESTIGATE
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EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
1. Automatic AUDIO cueing of announcements (No silver contacts on tape)
2. Automatic AUDIO cueing of records
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be made on any quality tape recorder
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7. Independent use of tapes and changers
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histories available
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WHAL Shelby ville, Tenn.; KCLA Pine
Bluff, Ark.; KSIM Sikeston, Mo.; KELD El
Dorado, Ark.; WDWS Champaign, 111.;
WEOA Evansville, Ind.; KFRU Columbia.
Mo.; following stations to increase daytime
power — WBAT Marion, Ind., from 250 w to
500 w, continuing operation on 1400 kc, 500
w-N; and WFIW Fairfield, 111., from 500 w
to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1390 kc,
500 w-N; made WANY Albany, Ky.; WIEL
Elizabethtown, Ky.; KWK St. Louis, Mo.;
WMSL Decatur, Ala.; WFPA Ft. Payne,
Ala.; WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind.; KTFS Texarkana, Tex.; WJCD Seymour, Ind.; WGIL
Galesburg, 111.; WTIM Taylorville, Ind.;
WVJS Owensboro, Ky.; WFIW Fairfield, 111.;
KCOG Centerville, Iowa; KTTS Springfield,
Mo., and WRJN Racine, Wis., parties to proceeding; and made KCLA, KSIM, WHAL,
KFRU, WEOA, WHUB, WJZM, KWYN,
KELD, WBAT and WFIW parties with respect to their existing operations. Ann.
July 28.
■ By order, commission consolidated in
hearing following 26 am applications (eight
for new stations and 18 for changes in facilities) involving 1320 to 1360 kc : Triangle
Publications Inc. (WNHC) New Haven,
Conn.; Charlottesville Bcstg. Corp. (WJMA)
Orange, Va.; Independence Bcstg. Co.
(WHAT) Philadelphia, Pa.; WKKZ Inc.
(WKRZ) Oil City, Pa.; WRAW Inc.
(WRAW) Reading, Pa.; WBRE Radio Inc.
(WERE) Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Martinsburg
Bcstg. Co. (WEPM) Martinsburg, W.Va.;
Greater Princeton Bcstg. Co., Princeton,
N.J.; E. Anthony & Sons Inc. (WNBH) New
Bedford, Mass.; United Bcstg Co. (WOOK)
Washington, D.C.; Community Bcstg Service (WWBZ) Vineland, N.J.; Community
Bcstg. Corp. (WAiL) Middletown, N.Y.;
Eastern Bcstg. Corp. (WHAP) Hopewell,
Va.; New Jersey Bcstg. Co.. Princeton. N.J.;
Mid-Atlantic
Bcstg. Co.
(WMID)
Atlantic
City, N.J.; Greylock
Bcstg.
Co. (WBRK)
Pittsfield,
Mass.;
Nassau
Bcstg.
Co.
Princeton, N.J.; WSTV Inc. (WSTV) Steubenville,
Ohio; Gosco Bcstrs., Windber, Pa.; Rodio
Radio. Hammonton, N.J.; Connellsville
Bcstrs. Inc. (WCVI) Connellsville, Pa.;
Norwalk Bcstg. Co. (WNLK) Norwalk,
Conn.; Cumberland Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
Westernport, Md.; WKAP Inc. (WKAP)
AUentown, Pa.; Harry A. Epperson Sr.,
Luray, Va.; Windber Community Bcstg.
System, Windber, Pa. It made WEVD New
York, N.Y.: WPOW Brooklyn, N.Y.; WSCR
Scranton, Pa.; WWPA
Williamsport, Pa.;
Get
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WBAY Green Bay, Wis.; WEET Richmond,
Va.; WENT Gloversville, N.Y.; WHAZ Troy,
N.Y.; WADC Akron, Ohio; WAMP Pittsburgh, Pa.; WHAR Clarksburg, W.Via.;
WKMC
Springs,
McKeesport,Roaring
Pa.; WORK
York,Pa.;Pa.;WMCK
Monocacy
Bcstg. land,
Co.,
Gettysburg,
Pa.;
WNCO
AshOhio; WPPA Pottsville, Pa.; WSAJ
Grove City, Pa.; WTRN Tyrone, Pa.; and
WDRC Hartford, Conn., parties to proceeding; and following
parties with
respect to their
existing operations:
WALL,
WNLK, WHAP, WOOK, WMID, WRAW,
WBRE, WHAT, WCVI, WNHC, WBRK,
WKRZ, WSTV, WEPM, WJMA and WNBH.
At same time, commission dismissed, for
conflict with provisions of NARBA, apof Lockport
Union-Sun
Journal Inc.plications(WUSJ)
Lockport,
N.Y. and
and
Air Waves Inc. (WJOC) Jamestown. N.Y.
seeking increased daytime power. Ann.
July 28.
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward
amending part 3 of broadcast services
rules to permit noncommercial educational
fm stations
to engage services.
in specified
subsidi-is
ary communications
Proposal
limited to authorizing such stations to use
subcarrier transmissions on multiplex basis
for educational purposes which in all respectsestablished
conform with
lying
rules basic
limitingpolicy
use ofundersuch
stations to non-commercial educational
service. Proposed amendment stems from
petitions by WGBH Educational Foundation
Boston, Mass..
National(WGBH-FM)
Assn. of Educational
Bcstrs.andLatter
petition was broadly phrased and would
appear,all informs
its terms,
to include,
withoutbe
limit,
of service
which might
rendered by use of subcarrier. To extent
that it mightcommercial
be educational
contemplated
thatbe nonfm stations
authorized
to
provide
commercial
background music or other program services
similar to functional music services providedmercial
by commercial
fm stationsnoted
to comsubscribers, commission
that
proposal was inconsistent with policy underlying
sec.
3.503(c)
of
rules
which
provides that each noncommercial educational
fm
station shall
furnishservice,
non-profit
and
noncommercial
broadcast
and that
no sponsored or commercial program shall
be transmittednouncementnor
commercial
ans of any shall
character
be made,
and discerned
no
basis
in
pleadings
for
departing from sec. 3.503(c). Comr. King not
participating. Ann. July 28.
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward
amending
am restrictive
broadcastfor"10%
rule"classto
make
it less
existing
IV stations
cess of 250 w.operating with power in exPertinent part of sec. 3.28 now permits
grant
classnotIV affect
facility
interference
receivedof does
moreif than
10% of
population
in
its
normally
protected
primary service area (0.5 mv/m contour). That
section
is
proposed
to
be
amended
to
permit grant of applications by existing class
IV stations seeking to increase daytime
powerless offrom
500 w or 1 kw regardextent250 ofw to
interference.
In 1958 commission raised maximum
power for class IV stations to 1 kw, and
there are more than 400 now pending applications by class IV stations to increase
their daytime power above 250 w. In nearly
all of these cases, additional areas and
population
would l3e served by such Increases of power.
Present
"10%"
provisionforwould
be
applicable to proposals
new still
stations
regardless of whether they operate with
250 w or higher power. Ann. July 28.
■ Bv letter, commission is advising Taft
Bcstg Co. (WKYT-TV ch. 27) Lexington,
Ky., and WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV ch 11)
Louisville, Ky., that issues raised by petition of WKYT-TV for issuance of cease
and desist order in connection with refusal
of WHAS-TV
to grant
permission
to rebroadcast
CBS WKYT-TV
program
series entitled Game o/ the Week by means
of off-the-air pickup of WHAS-TV signal,
and opposition and reply filings, cannot
be resolved
of theseafforded
documents, and solely
hearingon isbasis
required;
parties opportunity to reconcile differences
and respond within 15 days. Chmn. Ford
and Comr. King dissented. Ann. July 28.
■ By letter, denied petition by Northern
Bcstg Corp. (WLNH) Laconia, N.H., to
designate for hearing application by Lawrence Bcstg. Co. (WEMJ). Laconia, to
change trans, site; dismissed as moot like
petition against previous application. Comr.
King not participating. Ann. July 28.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by National
Bcstg. Co. and four affiliated tv stations
(KOA-TV Denver; WRGB Schenectady;
KSD-TV St. Louis, and WAVE-TV Louisville) to suspend 2-year transition period
for divestment by networks of national

spot sales representation of affiliated stations (other than network owned) pending judicialticipating.
review.
Comr.1959
Kingcommission
not parIn October
adopted rule which requires such divestment by Dec. 31, 1961. Petitions for review of 1959 order are before Court of Appeals. Ann. July 28.
■ Commission granted applications by
three tv stations operating in SacramentoStockton, Calif., area to use common ant.
site at Walnut Grove, about 22 miles south
of Sacramento and 20 miles north of
Stockton. Thev are KCRA-TV (ch. 3) and
KXTV (TV) (ch. 10) both Sacramento, and
KOVR (TV) (ch. 13) Stockton. Grants are
conditioned to KOVR dismantling old tower
and KCRA-TV reducing old tower to height
not exceeding 200 ft. above ground. Three
grants are without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem appropriate
in light of any information developed in
pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317 of Communications Act. By
letters, commission denied certain requests
by KRON-TV (ch. 4), San Francisco; KTVU
(TV) (ch. 2) Oakland; KVUE (TV) (ch. 40)
and KGMS(FM), both Sacramento. Comr.
King not participating. Ann. July 28.
■ By thorityorder,
delegated
auto Board commission
of Commissioners
during
period Aug.
2
to
Sept.
9,
inclusive,
to
institute investigations and issue hearing
orders whenever one or more comrs. are
present. Ann. July 29.
■ By request
reportby and
order, &commission
granted
E. Anthony
Sons Inc.,
Eastern States Bcstg Corp., and New England Tv Co., applicants for ch. 6 in New
Bedford, Mass., and terminated rulemaking leting
proceeding
which from
lookedNewtoward
dethat29.channel
Bedford.
Ann. July
B By order, commission modified its
"freeze" on processing certain categories
of am broadcast applications to operate on
clear channels to exempt applications for
unlimited
and daytime
side of 48time
continental
statesoperation
if such outassignments
do
not
affect
domestic
clear
channel considerations. Sec. 1.351 of rules
was amended accordingly. Comr. King
not participating. Ann. July 29.
■ Commission directed preparation of
documents looking toward :
Grantingofapplication
May station
Bcstg. Co.KMA
for
renewal
license ofof am
Shenandoah, Iowa. Nov. 10 initial decision
looked toward this action.
Granting application of KVFC Inc., to
change operation of station KVFC Cortez,
Colo., from 1 kw, D, to 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS,
DA-N, continuing operation on 740 kc. Feb.
1, 1960 initial decision looked toward this
action.
Granting application of Suburban Bcstg.
Corp. for new am station to operate on
1390 kc, 500 w, D, in State College, Pa. Feb.
1, 1960 initial decision looked toward this
action. Ann. July 29.
■ By memorandum
and petition
order,
commission
granted in opinion
part joint
for reversal
of chief hearing
denial
of intervention
by Air examiner's
Transport
Assn. of America, Air Line Pilots Assn.,
International, National Business Aircraft
Assn. and the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Assn., and permitted them to intervene as
matter of commission discretion in proceeding on application of M&M Bcstg. Co. for
mod. of cp of WLUK-TV (ch. 11) Marinette,
Wis.; specifically affirmed commission denial
of stay in proceeding; and dismissed as
moot ATA and ALP joint petitions to waive
rules and review adverse ruling of chief
hearing examiner. Comrs. Bartley and Cross
dissented. Ann. July 29.
By separate
andi
order
in abovememorandum
proceeding, opinion
commission
denied joint petition by Federal Aviation
Agency, Department of Army and Departof Navy forapplicant's
review ofobjection
examiner'sto
ruling mentsustaining
introduction
into evidence FAA
Exhibit
14,
"specified
criteria
to
be
used
radio/
tv and aviation interests relative by
to height
and location of new ant. structures and
new airports,"Tall
and Structures
report by Joint
Industry/in
Government
Committee
which it is contained. Ann. July 29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by applicant, reconsideredof Holland
and granted Bcstg.
withoutCo.hearing
application
to increase
daytime power of station WHTC Holland,
Mich., from 250 w to 1 kw. continuing operation on 1450 kc with 250 w-N; engineering conditions and conditioned that
grant ther
of prejudice
Holland nor
application
shallBooth
neistrengthen
Bcstg. Co. and/or
WHFC
Inc.,
in
determinations to be made under the 307(b)
and 3.28(c) issues. Ann. Aug. 1.
■ Commission
Aug. and
3 granted
tion by BroadcastonBureau
extendedpeti-to,
Aug. lene
15 Radio
timeandtoTvreply
to
petition
by Abi-in
Co., to modify issues
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderol 3-4300
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commarcial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestvIew 4-S721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
BrecksvilU, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
Glendale 2-3073

ervice

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
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PRECISION FREOUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
ftM f rv
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S Market St ,
PSonc Lee's
KonsosSummit,
City. BRMo. 1-2338

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Moss.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast.
engineering
home studyTVandElectronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819
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KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-S520

Lohnes & Culver

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
20t0 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
As/tocuite Memher
Institute of Radio Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
.Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Soratogo Springs, N. YSaratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
Laballe— FM-TV
Bxilding
1028 Wasliington
Connecticut 6,Ave.,
D, C N.W.
RE 7-0458

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010
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PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless
TOWERS

William Granf
President and General Manager

\J

Jr\

DENVER,

AND

TV

COLO.

Sid Davidson
Chief Engineer
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,
inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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(FOR THE RECORD)

proceeding on its application for new tv
station to operate on ch. 3 in San Angelo,
Tex., et al. Ann. Aug. 3.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 22 time to respond to
petition by Western Plains Bcstg. Co., party
respondent, to enlarge issues in proceeding
on application of Mercury Bcstg. for am
facilities in Colorado Springs, Colo. Action
July 28.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
■ Granted petition by John K. Rogers and
extended to Aug. 12 time to file exceptions
to initial decision
on his
application for new inamproceeding
station in
Bristol,
Tenn. Action Aug. 1.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
■ Designated
hearing Oct.
following
applications on datesfor shown:
5: Wausau.
Wis., tv ch. 9 proceeding; Oct. 10: Calojay
Enterprises Inc.. for new fm stations in
Indianapolis, Ind., Lawrence Shuslian for
new fm station in Santa Barbara, Calif.
Actions July 26.
■ InBcstg.
connection
petition
Catonsville
Co. towith
dismiss
its by
application
for new am station in Catonsville, Md.,
ordered that more comprehensive itemization and explanation of expenses incurred
to date in prosecution of its application will
be submitted under oath by Catonsville on
before Aug. 4; application is consolidated
for hearing. Action July 28.
■ On petition by Broadcast Bureau,
changed
, place
of hearingCalif.,
fromin Washington. D.C.,
to Pasadena,
Sept. 26
proceeding on applications of Eleven Ten
Bcstg.tionCorp.
for renewal
of license
of sta-to
KRLA Pasadena,
Calif.,
and license
cover cp and changed presiding officer
from Thomas H. Donahue to James D. Cunningham, who will preside at other hearings
heretofore scheduled to be held in Los
Angeles. Action July 29.
■ Granted petition by Connolly Bcstg.
Co. and dismissed without prejudice its application for am facilities in Bessemer, Ala.
Application was in consolidated am proceeding. Action July 28.
■ Extended from July 29 to Aug. 1 time
to file final
engineering
exhibits
dismissed as moot
petition by
ServiceandBcstg.
Co., for further extension of time in proceeding on its application for am facilities
in Concord, Calif. Action July 29.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
July 26 prehearing conference, continued
evidentiary hearing from Sept. 20 to Oct.
19 in proceeding on applications of A.S.
Rivieretionsand
Radio Georgia
for new am both
stain Barnesville
and Thomaston,
Georgia. Action July 26.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Interurban Bcstg.
Corp., and extended from Aug. 1 to Aug.
23 and from Aug. 15 to Sept. 6 dates for
filing proposed findings and conclusions
and replies in proceeding on its application
for new am station in Laurel, Md., et al.
Action July 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Pursuant
agreements
at prehearing to
conference
on Julyreached
28, scheduled
Sept. 15 for exchange of exhibits, Sept. 22
for further prehearing conference, and postponed teSept.
14 hearing
to date conference
to be dermined at Sept.
22 prehearing
in proceeding on fm application of M.
Earlene Stebbins, Skokie, 111., et al. Action
July 28.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted motion by Northwest Bcstrs.
Inc., and corrected in various respects vol.
II of tionrecord
on James
its applicaand that inof proceeding
Rev. Haldane
Duff
for am facilities in Bellevue and Seattle,
both Washington. Action July 27.
■ Upon petition by WTTT Inc. (WTTT)
Arlington, Fla.. continued date for exchange of preliminary engineering exhibits from July 29 to Aug. 8, in proceeding on its am application, et al. Action
July 29.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted joint motion by Dixie Bcstg.
Co. (WCCP) Savannah, Ga., and WMFJ
Inc. (WMFJ) Daytona Beach, Fla., and
extended from Aug. 8 to Sept. 9 time to
file proposed
findings
and conclusions and from
Aug. of18 fact
to Sept.
21 for
replies tions,inet al.proceeding
on
their
Action July 29. am applicaBy Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Cancelled Aug. 1 date for filing pro-

findings
fact 16andin scheduled
therposed
hearing
forofSept.
proceeding furon
application of Northside Bcstg. Co., for
new
am
station
in
Jeffersonville,
Ind.
Action July 27.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
B On motion,
scheduled
conference for 2 p.m.,
Sept. 9,prehearing
in proceeding
on applications of Hennepin Bcstg. Assoc.
for am facilities in Minneapolis, Minn.,
et al. Action July 28.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 2 p.m., Sept. 13, in proceeding on application of Lawrence Shushan
for
fm July
facilities
Action
28. in Santa Barbara, Calif.
■ By order, formalized procedural agreements reached by parties at July 29 prehearing conference
conference;forscheduled
second25, prehearing
2 p.m., Oct.
and
continued hearing from Sept. 14 to Nov.
1Frederick
in proceeding
on
am
applications
County Bcstrs, Winchester, Va,,of
et al. Action July 29.
■ Ordered
previous
denial
motions by M.W. that
Cooper,
Midwest
City,ofOkla..
for continuances of proceeding on am
applications be construed as being without prejudice to reasonable effort Mr.
Cooper may yet seek to put forward to
have deposition taken; set forth conditions in this regard; and further ordered
that examiner would entertain favorably
motion to reopen record for receipt of such
deposition cordance
in evidence if taken in action Aug. 1. with conditions outlined. AcBy Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 6 in proceeding on applications of
Gila Bcstg. Co. for renewal of licenses of
stations KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton,
KGLU Safford, KVNC Winslow, KZOW
and
ActionKWJB-FM
Aug. 1. both Globe, all Arizona.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ On request of Wilmer E. Huffman and
without objection by other parties, continued dates for final exchange of engineering and lay exhibits from Aug. 8 to
Aug. 17 and for notification of witnesses
from Aug. 17 to Sept. 6 in proceeding on
his application for am facilities in Pratt,
Kans., et al. Action July 28.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement arrived at duringuledJulySept.2721 prehearing
schedfor exhibitsconference,
to be exchanged
and continued hearing from Sept. 14 to
Oct. 6cificinBcstrs.
proceeding
on extension
application ofof time
PaCorp.. for
to complete construction of tv station
KBFL Bakersfield, Calif. Action July 27.
B Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 15 time to file proposed findings and conclusions and to Sept.
19 for N.C.,
reply tvfindings
Greensboro-High
Point,
ch. 8 in
proceedings.
Action
Aug. 1.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
KHHH Pampa, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license to H.H. Huntley.
KPGMment of Los
Calif.Bcstg.
— Granted
cp toAltos,
Foothill
Corp. assignKBRKment of license
Brookings,
S.D.
—
Granted
Brookings Bcstg. Co.;assignstock
transaction.
KBEKment of Elk
licenseCity,
to Okla.
Bob —D.Granted
Garrison.assignKDXE North Little Rock, Ark.— Granted
temporary
authority
operate
from main
studio
pending
actionto on
application
for
permanent authority.
St. Helen, Mich. — Granted license
forWMIC
son station.
B Granted
licenses
for following
fm stations: WEBR-FM
Buffalo.
N.Y.: KPRI
San
Diego. Calif, and WCHD Detroit, Mich.
WAMVcense covering
East St.
Louis,
111.—
Granted
increase in daytime powerliand change in type trans.
WTON Staunton, Va.— Granted license
covering increases
in daytime
power and instal ation of new trans.;
condition.
WNES Central
Ky. — Granted license
covering
change ofCity,
frequency.
WMMS Bath, Me. — Granted license covering increase in power.
WFGM installation
Fitchburg, Mass.
licenseto
covering
of old— Granted
main trans,
be used as alternate main trans.
WWJ-FM Detroit, Mich. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, to be
used for
auxiliary
purposes
only with
mote control
operation
of trans.:
ERP re7.7
kw; ant. height 480 ft.
WGTC Greenville, N.C. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, for auxiliary purposes.
KITT San Diego, Calif. — Granted license
covering
changetrans,
in ERP
56 kw,
tion of new
and toant.
and installachange
ant. height to 180 ft.
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KABC liOs Angeles, Calif.— Granted license covering reduction in height of S.E.
tower of DA system without prejudice to
such further action as commission may
deem warranted as result of final determinationsstudy
with respect
(1) report
of network
staflf; (2)to: related
studies
and
inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission; and (3) pending anti-trust
inatters.
WTAW College Station, Tex. — Granted licovering change
in ant.
and
studio cense
locations,
installation
of -trans
new trans,
and deletion of remote control operation.
WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem formation
appropriate
light of any
indeveloped inin pending
inquiry
concerning
compliance
with
sec.
317
of
Communications Act.
WOXF Oxford, N.C.— Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
WMIQcenseIron
Mich.of— Granted
licoveringMountain,
installation
new trans.
KULP
Galveston,
Tex.
—
Granted
license
covering installation of new trans.
KGBC Galveston, Tex. — Granted license
covering move of auxiliary trans, to new
location
use auxiliary day and alternate mainfornight.
*WBJC (FM) Baltimore, Md.— Granted cp
to change
ant-trans,
tion, increase
ERP toand800main
w, studio
install locanew
ant. and make changes in ant. system and
trans, equipment; ant. 200 ft.
WPFM Providence, R.I. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for increase in ERP
to 20 kw, decrease in ant. height to 165 ft.,
and installation of new trans.
WFMQnew(FM)
Chicago,
111.— Granted
cp 37
to
install
trans,
and increase
ERP to
kw, remote control permitted; engineering
condition.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 100 kw, install new
type trans.; ant. 550 ft.
KGB-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted cp
to increase ERP to 80 kw. ant. height to
590 ft., change trans, location and install
new type trans.
WAMV East St. Louis, 111.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
KREB Shreveport, La.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.; engineering condition.
WEMJ Laconia, N.H.— Granted mod. of
cp to cifychange
ant. -trans,
spestudio location
andlocation
remoteandcontrol
point.
■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
dates granted
as shown;
WCBM-FM Baltimore. Md., to Oct. 15;
WPTT (TV) Augusta, Me., to Nov. 1.
Actions of July 28
WTKY cense for TompkinsviUe,
Ky.— Granted liam station.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WRAY Princeton, Ind.; WCMF Rochester, N.Y.; and WCCC-FM Hartford,
Conn.
WMCK McKeesport, Pa. — Granted license
covering increase
daytime power and instal ation of newin trans.
WFIU (FM) Bloomington, Ind.— Granted
license covering increase of ERP, decrease
in ant. height and installation of new ant.
WRAY Princeton, Ind. — Granted license
covering changes in ant. system.
WFID-FM Rio Piedras, P.R.— Granted license covering change of facilities and
installation of new trans.
WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio— Granted license covering increase in ERP. decrease in
ant. height, and change in trans, location.
WSIX-FM Nashville, Tenn.— Granted license covering change in ERP and frequency, installation of new trans., changes
in ant. system and increase in ant. height.
WGAL-FM
Lancaster,
Pa. — increase
Granted inlicense
covering decrease
in ERP,
ant.
height,
change
in
ant.
-trans,
location, and
installation of new ant. and trans.
KRAK Stockton, Calif.— Granted hcense
covering increase in power, change ant.trans. location, DA and ground systems,
DA-N to DA N & D, install new trans.
WDET-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted license covering increase in ERP and ant.
height, change in ant. -trans, and studio locations to same location, install new ant.
for
use, and make changes in
ant. emergency
system.
WCFV Clifton Forge, Va.— Granted cp
to make changes in ant. system.
WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.— Granted mod.
of cp to decrease ERP to 180 kw, decrease
ant. height to 240 ft., change type trans,
and type ant. and make changes in ant.
system;
remote control permitted; engineering condition.
WARL-FM
Arlington,
authority to remain
silent to Va.—
Dec. Granted
31.
WMSA-FM Massena, N.Y.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending
Feb. 1, 1961.
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WSPN Saratoga
Springs,
N.Y. —silent
Granted
extension
of authority
to remain
for
period ending Aug. 1.
KRSC Othella, Wash.— Granted extension of authority to operate from sign-on
at
6 a.m.Aug.to 20.
sign-off at 6 p.m. for period
ending
Actions of July 27
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by Beverly
C. Moore, trustee for E.B. Jeffress through
sale of stock by Security National Bank
of Greensboro and Margaret Stockton
Moore,berstrustees
of estate of Margaret ChamStockton, deceased,
to Greensboro
News Co. and Harry S. Moore
KBUHcenseBrigham
City, Utah—of Granted
licovering installation
new type
trans.
KUTV Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted cp
to replace present ant. s.vstem with newer
model and changes in equipment.
KDJI Holbrook, Ariz. — Granted change
in remote control authority.
Actions of July 26
National Bcstg. Co., New York, N.Y.—
Granted
extension
authority
transmit or deliver
tv of
programs
to to
Canadian
Bcstg. Corp. or to any licensed tv station
in Canada, whether or not such programs
are network programs and whether or not
they passwithout
throughprejudice
NBC's toregular
chain
facilities
such action
as commission
may determinations
deem warranted(1)as with
result of its final
respecttions settoforth
conclusions
and
recommendain report of network study
staff; (2) with respect to related studies
and inquiries now being considered or conducted by commission; and (3) with respect to pending
NBC and
RCA. anti-trust matters against
WLOG Logan, W.Va. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Robert O.
Greever, individually, and as executor of
estate of Clarence H. Frey, deceased.
*KUER(FM) Salt Lake City, UtahGranted cational
license
fm station.for noncommercial edu■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: KTOP-FM Topeka, Kan.; KDDD-FM
Dumas, Tex.; WBCM-FM Bay City, Mich.;
KYEW (FM) Phoenix, Ariz.; KUPD-FM
Tempe, Ariz.
KVEN Ventura, Calif. — Granted license

covering installation of new trans.
KBEL Idabel, Okla. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
KUPD Tempe, Ariz. — Granted license for
am station and specify studio location.
WGUS North Augusta, S.C.— Granted licenseremote
covering
change
of facilities; deleted
control
authority.
KVLF Alpine, Tex. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
KUENcense covering
Wenatchee,
Granted liincrease Wash.—
in power.
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W.Va.— Granted
cp to install new type trans.
Actions of July 25
KHBR-FM Hillsboro, Tex. — Granted assignment of license to KHBR Radio Inc.
KLOUment ofLake
La. —Bcstrs.
GrantedInc.assignlicenseCharles,
to Dixie
K70B0
Williams,
Ariz.
—
Granted
for tv Ijroadcast translator station. license
KYND Tempe, Ariz. — Granted am license.
KWG Stockton, Calif.— Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
KTBC Austin, Tex. — Granted license covering installation of new trans, to be
used
as alternate
main trans, at night and
auxiliary
trans., day.
KGY
Olympia,
— Granted
license
covering installationWash.
of new
trans., changes
in
ant.locations
system, and
and increase
change stuiiio,
ant.trans.
in daytime
KVCKcense Wolf
Point, Mont.—
licovering increase
in day Granted
power and
power.
installation of new trans.
KDKD Clinton, Mo. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted exof authority
at 8:05
p.m. for tension
period
ending toAug.sign-off
31.
WARL-FM Arlington, Va. — Granted cp
to increase ERP to 20 kw, decrease ant.
height to 490 ft., install new type trans,
and ant. and make changes in ant. system.
KGMJ Seattle, Wash.— Granted mod. of
cp to increase ERP to 71 kw, ant. height
to 1.100 ft., change ant. -trans, location,
type
in ant.trans.,
system.type ant., and make changes
WCBM-FM Baltimore, Md.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 20 kw, change
type trans, and new
ant.
{Continued
on page 99)

This is the business end of a Colhns M-60 self-contained remote
microphone. It is a combination one-channel transistorized remote amplifier and a high quality mike with ear plug headphone.
The Collins M-60 performs successfully at fast-paced broadcast events where quality and mobility are equally important.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA' DALLAS, TEXAS • BU R B A N K. C ALI FORN 1 A

J 8 ounces • 12-3/4 inches long • Dynaflex non-meiallic diaphragm • six fransisfors • 600 ohm93
balanced oufpuf • —7.5 db amplifier frequency response af 60-15,000 cps • less than 2% disforfion af 12 dbm output • powered by 100-hour 5.4 v mercury cell.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMEiXTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20(f per word— 52.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE adrertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted,anteegenuine
sales manager:
$600 Guarplus commission.
Last three
years
this position
has
paid
excess
of
$10,000
annually. Small midwest single station market.
If you can sell and handle salesmen, send
complete
CASTING. resume to Box 455B, BROADWestern, medium market with opportunity
to invest. Box 568B, BROADCASTING.
Manager for successful operation in single
station midwest market of over 100.000—
presenttailsmanager
being promoted. Send deCASTING.and references. Box 608B, BROADManagerial
. . . all
aggressive
manager
sonally proficient
phases radio.
Mustperbe
able train, keep respect of staff, administer
sales. Air mail picture, resume Gordon
Allen, KGAY, Pacific N.W. men preferred.
Salem, Oregon.
Sales
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fuUtimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial
CASTING.requirements to Box 163B, BROAD$500.00 a month guarantee against commissions up to 25%. This is in Ohio where
the right man can make up to $15,000 a
year.
Drop580B,
us aBROADCASTING.
line and we'll contact
you. Box
Broadcasters . . . station managers ... is
there a competing sales manager or a top
radio time salesman in your territory who
send you home with a bad headache? If you
will furnish us with his name and address
and tell us approximately how much money
he makes,
to remove New
the irritation. WriteweBoxwill316,tryFrewsburg,
York.
Salesmangrowing
— Rare opportunity
one ofphoto,
Florida's
fastest
markets. Send
tell
all in first letter. References checked. Box
472, Cocoa, Florida.
Salesmen radio campaigns, top comms.
Room
Conn. 19, D'Elia Building, Bridgeport,
Self-starting salesman with good experience
references to sell captive foreign language
audience, entire San Francisco Bay area.
Starting salary open, plus incentive bonus.
Furnish detailed information as to experience, age and other personal data to KLOK,
10 kw. Route 3, Box 327B, San Jose, Caliin the heart of the nation's fastest
growing forniacounty.
Top salesman for 5,000 watt on 970 kc. Mail
full details to Manager L. Gould, KQAQ,
P.O. Box 481, Austin, Minn.
Salesmen, W-RIP, Chattanooga, offers that
opportunity you want.
Job hunting? Write Walker Broadcast Division, 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for application. Eight midwest states.
Announcers
Like adult radio? West Michigan 24-hour
am-fm
openingwho
for can
intelligent,
mature, station
stable has
announcer
handle
equipmentterview
andpreferred.
classical
music.
Personal
Send tape, resume in-to
Box 283B, BROADCASTING.
Boston calling swinging deejay for modern
radio
format
Versatile
some
news. with
Tape,personality.
resume. Box
404B,—
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Opportunity for mature radio announcer
seeking inpermanent
benefits
return for position.
reasonant Exceptional
voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
basic radio-tv, outstanding community.
Send tape and photograph immediately, all
inquiries
CASTING. answered. Box 417B, BROADAnnouncer-first phone, wanted by 5 kw
Michigan regional. No maintenance required, but good on air. Will consider beginner, if there's potential. Box 486B,
BROADCASTING.
Virginiaencedkilowatt
announcer daytimer
with first wants
phone.experiStart
$100 per week. Box 498B, BROADCASTING.
Needed at once, swinging first phoner for
modernwest.music
stationpopulation
in the great
southMarket with
of quarter
million. Number one station belonging to
chain.
Top salary,
excellent working conditions.
Box benefits,
524B. BROADCASTING.
Starting salary up to $100 weekly for man
interested in a permanent position with a
future in pendent.
outstanding
North music
Carolina
Must have country
and indefarm
background. Must be able to appeal to and
talk with rural people. Mail photograph,
references, resume and tape to Box 551B,
BROADCASTING.
Philadelphia staff announcer. Mail tape.
Box 57 IB. BROADCASTING.
Wanted-Dj strong on commercials, by station in pleasant mid-west college city. Pay
scale according to experience and ability.
Send background, references and tape, and
state your real salary requirements withING. out exaggeration. Box 572B, BROADCASTFast growing
wantsa
announcer.
Nearyoung
Dallas,organization
Texas. 5 days
week.
Send
tape
if
possible.
Box
573B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first phone.
Excellent opportunity. Adult programming.
Midwest regional. Box 577B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man who can write
copy. Must type. Position must be filled
immediately. Send complete employment
record, tape, preferably air check. Want
man who enjoys stability, living conditions,
nice central California town. Box 589B,
BROADCASTING.
Illinois kilowatt independent adult music
station want mature versatile announcer
for dj work plus news gathering and
writing. Excellent starting salary. Many
extra benefits for experienced man. List
age, education,
familyBROADCASTING.
status, detailed experience. Box 590B,
Negro announcer. Must be experienced and
rockin'tion.personality
major
staRush experiencefor and
tape.market
Box 591B,
BROADCASTING.
We need a top man for a top station in a
major Florida market, to do disc jockey
show and assume position as production
manager. Must have excellent voice. Strong
commercial. Creative. No top 40 specialists.
This is solid career opportunity for right
man. Must have adequate experience. Send
tape
ING. and resume to Box 609B, BROADCASTAnnouncer-engineer, 1st phone needed immediately. Permanent position, western
Pennsylvania independent. Send resume
and
salary
desired.
Box 610B, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Hard working announcer wanted immediately for nucleus of multi-station operations
beginning in mid-south. First phone, engineering, sales, helpful, not essential. Send
all to Box 612B, BROADCASTING.
Florida. Number one station in south Florida area has immediate opening with top
income for experienced, versatile dj to
handle
"top fifty"cheerful
morningandshow.
Must
be conscientious,
outstanding in the creation . . . production of tape
commercials. Rush tape, photo and resume:
P.O. Box 539, Hollywood, Florida.
Announcer, preferably with 1st phone, 5000
watt station. KCFA, Box 8024, Spokane,
Washington.
Top pay — for experienced announcer with
1st phone. No maintenance. Immediate
opening.
Good job.
Hot station
. . . Radio
small
town. Contact
General
Manager,
KUVR, Holdredge, Nebraska.
Immediate opening — Announcer, emphasis
on news, some sports, minimum staff work.
News-gathering, with chance at news-director's jobdependent.
in future.
StrongNewregional
in5kw, northern
England,
in
world's
most
beautiful
country.
C.S.
Parker, WDEV, Waterbury, Vermont.
Newsman-announcer, with news of primary
concern. Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Require stable, reliable person. Send audition
tape, background resume, photo immediately to Bill Frink, WIMA, Lima, Ohio.
Play-by-play sports and staff announcer,
combination opening on station that carries
full high school football and basketball
schedule.ditions.Full
benefits,
good working
conAll details
in interview.
Call Karl
Bates, Program Director, WLEC, Sandusky,
Ohio, Main 6-2000, collect.
A-1 country-western 5 kw station will pay
A-1 salary for A-1 engineer-announcer.
Send tape,sonvil e 6resume
,Florida. and picture. WQIK, JackOpening first week of September for staff
announcer. WRAJ, Anna, Illinois, Don
Michel, Manager.
WRVA Radio, 50,000 watts, Richmond, Virginia, now accepting tapes for comeptitive
auditions. Need strong music personality
with an interest in people, news and sports.
Contact Jack Clements.
Perspicaciously written emcee and deejay
comedy
details write
B.L. Enterpries, P.O.patter.
Box For
1, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Announcers! Opportunities in many markets
for experienced
broadcasters.
Tapesbefore
(include return postage)
and resumes
interviews. Contact Paul Baron, Broadcast
Manager. Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 5th
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
Program director and top air personality
for WGEE, Indianapolis. Send background
and tape to Tim Crow. Rollins Broadcastton. Delaware. ing-Telecasting, P.O. Box 1389. WilmingAnnouncers
jobs?tape
Lacknotthat
professional sound?losing
Audition
a polished
7-6938.
. . . showcase?
New
York
School
of
nouncing, 160 West 73rd Street. NYC, AnSU
Job hunting? Write Walker Broadcast Division. 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for application. Eight midwest states.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
S.E. Virginia 1000 watt station needs reliable
engineer-announcer.
Engineering
first
consideration. Detailed
resumeability
and
tape requested in first letter. Reply Box
918A, BROADCASTING.
Maryland independent needs experienced
engineer
first phone
for am equipment.
fm operation withwith
remote
and mobile
Reply in full giving background experience,
references and salary requirements. Box
188B, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in southeast. $115.00
weekly
salaryadvancement
for right man
opportimity for
to plus
supervisory
capacity with salary increase. Send tape,
resume,
references
and photograph if available to Box
494B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer for eastern Ohio radio station.
State experience and salary desired. Box
567B. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for 5 kw. Must have directional and equipment maintenance back$500.00Send
withdetails
good and
advancement,ground.
secureStartfuture.
photo
to Box 611B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer . . . must be technically
proficient enough to do maintenance, good
announcer willing to adapt to policy. Air
mail picture and resume to Gordon Allen,
KGAY, Salem, Oregon.
First phone engineer, smart enough to
realize you can still learn at directional
set-up. nance,Studio
production,
minor mainteno air work.
Send complete
details.
Must have car. KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Announcer-first phone engineer needed immediately for New Hampshire 250 watt daytime station. Good starting salary, permanent berth for right man. Phone, Newport, 101 or 873, WCNL.
Need first phone engineer, small announcing duties, all new Gales equipment. Salary
open. WKAI Broadcasting Co., Macomb, IIlinois.
Engineer or combo engineer-annoimcer.
Wanted immediately. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Job hunting? Write Walker Broadcast Division, 83 So.plication.7th
St., Mpls.states.
2, Minn, for apEight midwest
Production — Programming, Others
Wanted for Protestant Broadcasting Operation: Experienced production and station relations man with understanding of local
church operation and personal dedication.
Box 556B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced farm director — to prepare and
present daily agriculture story in predominately interested
farm market — sorghums,
livestock. Not
in man towheat,
read
hand-outs.
Car
and
other
necessary
tools
awaiting the right man. Contact
Wendell
EUiott, KGNO-Radio, Dodge City, Kansas.
Have immediate opening in WIRL production department for person with good commercial voice and writing and production
abilities.
Call Howard Frederick, WIRL,
Peoria, Ilhnois.
Experienced copywriter with some knowledge in production. Must be proficient in
writing good commercial copy. Write information to: Mr. William L. Lipman, WLIP,
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Just 50 miles north of
Chicago on Lake Michigan.
Local news director. August opening at
daytime kilowatt to head established news
bureau and work with news writer and
three correspondents. Air conditioned quarters, 5 day week, vacation, hospitalization
and pension benefits. Apply to William
Holm, WLPO, LaSalle, Illinois.
Experienced continuity writer-announcer.
Must be outstanding in both. Adult format.
Pay Commensurate to ability. Requirement
is immediate. Resume, photo, tape. Manager,
WSAC, Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Do you want to live in northern California
or southern Oregon and work in radio or
tv?
Write Don Telford, Box 1021, Eureka,
California.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager. Radio and/or tv. Sales, programming, administration, production. Capable.
Box 548B, BROADCASTING.
Radio manager, success record in medium
market with top chain, left radio for tv,
wants back
in radio
management.
Professional salesman,
executive
ability.
Top
management references. Florida preferred.
Box 582B, BROADCASTING.
General manag:er — Qualified, experienced
and proficient in all phases of management. Can sell on all levels and build efficient sales department. Know competitive
and objective programming. Top-flight en(including applications).
Hardworker, goodgineerleader
and administrator
who
knows FCC rules and regulations, both operational and technical. Excellent character, 33, family. Prefer south or southwest
radio, tv or both. $10,000.00. Available for
interview. Sober and dependable. Box 604B,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager — Experienced in small and
medium markets, sales, programming and
good ble,station
operation.
Responsi32. family.
South Engineer.
to west. Box
605B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Hard working announcer-salesman. Ten
years radio-tv experience, all phases, seeking position offering more time for sales
work . . . less for air work. College grad.,
journalism degree. Age 30. single. If you
need a self starting individual experienced
in all estedphases
of broadcasting, who's
interand investment,in eventual
contact Box management
453B, BROADCASTING.
3 years experience major market radio,
selling, vision
servicing,
copywriting,
degree, 34, family.
Wishesradio-teleto build
future in radio or television. Box 576B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Young dj, some experience. Will relocate
anywhere. Veteran 20, pleasant voice. AmCASTING.bitious hard worker. Box 386B, BROADVeteran sportscaster radio-television. Authoritative, colorful play-by-play football,
basketball, baseball, boxing. 12 years all
phases. Solidly commercial. High ratings.
Excellent references. Box 394B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile negro dj available
October 1, 1960. College graduate, 40 years,
references. Very excellent cultured voice.
Will travel. Own record collection. Will
accept
any reasonable offer. Box 419B,
BROADCASTING.
Northwest Texas? Dignified radio? Permanence? Well experienced. 35. Single. Box
434B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first FCC licene. Steady. Formula or otherwise. Can relocate. Box 454B,
BROADCASTING.
DJ-news. 2 years experience. Professional
training. Presently employed in broadcasting. Heavy on personality dj work-humorous
style.
Available immediately. Box 463B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro disc jockey, 5 years experience in
white and negro markets. Have first phone.
Single, auto. Box 484B, BROADCASTING.
Unique personality, with consistently more
audience than all other five stations combined, contemplating stronger challenge,
stronger paycheck. Fast, foolish, but warm.
Top
thirty
CASTING. markets only. Box 542B, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
1st phone, announcer, news, copy, employed
Boston area, desires northern New England
adult programming station. Family, 38, ten
years radio. Box 546B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer/program director. Versatile,
news, tion.music,
Offers quality producBox 549B,sports.
BROADCASTING.
Young man looking for start in radio.
Broadcasting school graduate plus privately
tutored in speech. Some college, third phone.
Lots of ambition and hard worker. Box
550B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced. Family man. Sales.
Bright, sound and want to settle down. Box
552B, BROADCASTING.
Live wirenouncerswingin'
dj or all-around
available September
1. Prefer andj.
Box 553B, BROADCASTING.
Adult appeal stations! Mature professional
for major market. Experienced to handle a
well balanced music show, and any staff.
Know music.
smooth,
pleasantemployed.
professional style. 8Low,
years,
28, single,
References from present employer. Box
557B, BROADCASTING.
Recent SRT graduate, young, ambitious,
well versed in ad lib shows, dj work, sportscasting, copywriting, on the spot interviews,
etc. Willing to trade time for experience,
looking to locate permanently. New England
preferred, but open to all offers. Box 558B,
BROADCASTING.
McLendon experienced! Fantastic news . . .
Amazing ductory
jock
ability.
intronight jock
shiftLooking
in majorformarket.
Box 559B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced country dj -copywriter, farm
news. First phone, no r&r. Box 562B,
BROADCASTING.
One of New England's finest— An announcer's-announcer, 1 sell both product and personality! Seek position
radio or television
station. with
Collegereally-good
graduate,
offer maturity, dignity, vigorous deep voice,
clean-cut appearance, fine references, years
of experience. Tape, photo, and resume on
request. Box 563B, BROADCASTING.
Swingin'
40 jock:
Voices, top
gimmicks,
inserts. top
Three majors
— seeking
30 market.
Box 564B, BROADCASTING.
Looking for versatility, creativity, enthuAre youmarket
a modern,
progressive
station insiasm?
metro
willing
to pay $125?
Young married, college radio-tv major. 3station experience, top morning personality. Box 566B, BROADCASTING.
Sports-sales:
10 years-southwest-best
erences. Box 570B,
BROADCASTING. refRadio announcer with a very good background wants job in tv as an announcer.
Prefer
all The
auditions
in person.
I don't care
for tapes.
job must
be permanent.
Box
581B, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, beginner, versatile, ambitious, reliable, mature, commercial, speING. cialist. Married. Box 584B, BROADCASTI'm
turning response
in my magnificent
vocalCheck
chords!it!
Miserable
to July 4 ad!
Bill Bolte!! Box 585B. BROADCASTING.
Growth more important than salary; seeking permanent midwest
newscaster-announcer
spot
in progressive
station. Box 601B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesmen.
Experienced.
Excellent
radio voice. First class
license. Box
592B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro disc jockey looking for work. Can
do commercials, news, and work own board.
Box 595B, BROADCASTING.

One RCA fype BTA-5F am transmitter, 5 kw output operating
and tuned to 1310 kc. One RCA type BTF-106 fm transmitter
10 kw output — operating and tuned to 97.3 mc. Contact:
Dan Hydrick, WGH Radio, Norfolk-Newport News, Virginia.
95

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Chicagoland: If interested, good all-round
newscaster-staff. Tape resume. Box 600B,
BROADCASTING.
Talented announcer and dj. with tv experience;
music, news, collections.
sports; assistantoutstanding
managing, programming;
Operates board. Capable, steady, dependable. Age 27. Midwest preference. Box
597B, BROADCASTING.
News,
play-by-play
sports. Experienced
large
market.
Best references.
Box 598B,
BROADCASTING.
Seasoned. Emphasis gathering, writing local
news; tion.doBox 602B,
staff work;
midwest group staBROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone, some experience, southern states preferred. Available soon. John Archer, 6023 LaVista, Dallas,
Texas. TA 6-3620.

Young experienced professional ventriloquistannouncing
wanting position
as announcer.
Limited
experience
but unlimited
enthusiasm and talent. Contact Donald
Amstutz,
Indiana. 26061/2 Oliver Street, Fort Wayne,
Negro aruiouncer. Have good voice, personality and 1st phone license. Announcing
school graduate. Will locate anywhere. John
L. Burton, 3501-5th Ave., Los Angeles 18,
Calif. Republic 4-0874.
4 years
experience.
StrongCollege,
news, married,
production. East
dj, but tight.
family. 32, desire to settle. Available after
Sept. 10. Richard Drake, 915 E. College Apt.
A, Lake Charles, La,, Phone Greenfield
7-3919.
Young negro vet. Hard worker. Willing to
learn. Graduate radio school. Bob Lee, 6028
S. Drexel, Chicago 37, Illinois.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Yoimg businessman-Experienced
sportscaster.
Weekend board shifts.radio-tv
L. B.
Productions, 1801 Coldwater Canyon, Beverly Hills, California. Crestview 5-8592.
D-Js
lib personalities.
Fast experienced.
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
I hate N.Y. So does wife, so does baby,
so does ulcer. Want sub-major market
radio/tv swingin' coordinator
music show.with
Presently
announcer-talent
N.Y.
morning network tv #1 music/interview
show. Wire: Face, 954 Dumont Avenue,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance, $85,
no car. BE
after 5:00
p.m. Walter
Piasecki,
2219 7-6721,
N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Technical
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Responsible, employed engineer-announcer. Experienced
construction
nance. West coast
desired. and
Boxmainte575B,
BROADCASTING.
Four years experience in both radio and
television, operation, construction, maintenance, proof of performance measurements, first phone and presently employed. Married. prefers Pennsylvania.
Box 578B. BROADCASTING.
First phone,
years experience
maintenance and 5announcing.
Vet, willin travel.
Box 587B. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Nine years, constructions,
maintenance, applications. Good worker,
dependablepervisor.and
suRadio orefficient.
tv. SouthExperienced
or southwest.
ING.
Age 32, married. Box 606B, BROADCASTMan 20, first phone, single, car. Wants job
in radio or tv station. Presently employed
in 2-way communications. Prefer south.
Others considered. No announcing. Harold
Bohannon, Box 263, Kensert, Arkansas.
Production — Programming, Others
Young, versatile, experienced announcerprogram director, 3 years experience, currently employed as morning man-program
and sports director southeast network station.
Looking or
for greater
opportunity.
Prefer Florida
Gulf Coast.
Box 284B,
BROADCASTING.
Grad of SRT-TV school looking for start
in radio or tv. Any position considered.
Box 459B, BROADCASTING.
Diligent girl Friday, write commercials,
announce, type. Prefers south. Samples and
tape. Box 476B. BROADCASTING.
Program director-disc jockey. Experienced,
employed.
CASTING. References. Box 514B, BROADSeeking pd job— Top 40 experience, three
major markets experience. Box 565B,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-director, nine years with Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Can handle any
and
in production
show. Interested
type of(Western
sales.
states). Married,
want to
settle. Box 574B, BROADCASTING.
Associated press-trained radio news reporter-editor, speech- journalism degree.
Box 579B. BROADCASTING^

(If larger space is needed, pleose attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
96

□ Bil

Top calibre, A-1 broadcaster, age 31. over
ten years in field seeking station that wants
the very best as a permanent fixture. This
of broadability
ad represents
Prefer
realistic.
be phases
mustin all
casting so salary
sales. Top
to
production
and
programming
references. Now manager of midwest 5 kw.
If
ING.interested write Box 593B. BROADCASTNewsman, 23, family, journalism graduate,
tour, two years expericompleting Ariuy
ence Locate anywhere. Box 596B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 8. 1960

TELEVISION
Help Waiited — Sales
Number one vhf-tv in medium midwest
market now expanding local programming
and sales, needs number one local time
salesman to assist local sales manager.
Moderate
salary toearnings
start, leading
to excellent commission
for right
man.
Send resume
of
experience,
earnings,
erences to Box 432B, BROADCASTING.refAnnouncers
Announcer-director. Live programming expansion in new, million-dollar plant creates
opening for versatile man who is a proven
professional announcer as well as capable
director. Send complete resume, tape, picture. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.
Technical
Northwest mountain vhf transmitter seeks
experienced maintenance and operational
engineer. Living quarters, good pay for long
hours. Box 333B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with first class license for 250kw
uhf. Experience not necessary. Box 458B,
BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer for employment with a
Virginia network affiliate. Excellent working conditions and employee benefits. Write
Box 545B. BROADCASTING.
Assistant to chief wanted by southwest tv
station. First class ticket, strong on maintenance. Good salary and benefits, excellent opportunity. Ajr mail resume. Box
613B, BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3
years experience in maintenance. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity director for major market radio/tv station midwest. Applicant must be
able to assume complete control of department. Administrative experience essential. Unusual opportunity for the right
man. Send full details by letter to Box
500B. BROADCASTING.
Production manager. Live programming expansion in new, million-dollar plant requires top-flight production man with proven creative abilities to assume responsibility production
Must be thoroughly groundeddepartment.
all phases production
and
administration. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Professional tv salesman with radio management background desires tv sales management opportunity. Proven sales record.
Excellent
CASTING. references. Box 583B, BROADSales
Los Angeles acct. exect., age 42. now employed
prominent affiliation.
local agency,
desires years
permanent tv station
Nineteen
tv and radio ... all phases — management,
sales-program-operation. Blue chip recomhealth prompts
L.A.
move. East mendations.
not Wife'sconsidered.
Box 560B,
BROADCASTING.
No gimmicks. Simply young man desiring
sales position. Discreetly aggressive. Experienced most phases broadcasting including
film sales. Box 594B, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer. Thoroughly experienced
am-fm-tv,
Construction, Family
operating, directionals.
maintenance, administrative.
man. Box 473B, BROADCASTING.
Desire to relocate in San Francisco-Oakland
area. 10 years experience. Radio-tv. Available November 1st. Box 547B, BROADCASTING.
13 years experience am-fm-tv. studio, and
transmitter, operation, construction maintenance, 9years chief and supervisory. Box
599B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 8, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production-minded director. Nine years
radio-tv. Newsman, film, announcing, producer-director. Married, vet, graduate. Currently production manager medium market.
Available
October
1st. Box 472B, BROADCASTING.
Animator, artist, director desires employment with educational station doing children's programs
planning cartoon
same. 6 studio,
years
experience
major orHollywood
10 years television programming, 3 years
magazine
children'sfamily
book and
illustration.
Creative, and
dependable,
home.
Presently
employed
Box
561B,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
For immediate Equipment
sale: RCA 5kw television
transmitter channel 5 RCA transmitter console with TM-5A monitor RCA 3 bay antenna channel 5. RCA WM12 and WM13 demodulators. RCA lOkw harmonic filters (2) channel 5, RCA lOkw diplexer channel 5, 400'
Stainless
guyed
ground. 800'
3Vb
transmission
line.tower
Sold on
as package
or separately. Box 377B, BROADCASTING.
Multiplex receivers — Bogen RM2 — like new.
67kc.—
ING. $110 each. Box 431B, BROADCASTShaeffer remote control-xmtr. studio units
with remote meters. Good units, need minor
repair.
First $350.00 gets it. Box 607B,
BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders, several Ampex 350 console,
half track, 7V2 and 15 ips. Excellent. $1000
each $1050 crated. Radio Station KCHJ,
P.O. Box 966, Delano, California.
Schafer deluxe custom engineering remote
control system complete with two sets of
instructions, frequency monitor meters,
motor, eleven control relays, used very
short time, just like new, packed ready to
ship. Price $750.00. Radio Station KLCO,
Poteau, Oklahoma.
Available now — 320 foot guyed, type 300.
Windcharger insulated tower. Painted year
ago. lin,Make
Ga. offer. WMLT, P.O. Box 659, DubRCA 3-bay, Channel 3 (or 2) TV antenna.
150-feet, 40-lb. heavy-duty Ideco tower.
320 ft. 3^8" Com. Products coaxial line, elbows, hangers, fittings, etc. All in excellent condition.
Bargain price. WSAV-TV,
Savannah,
Georgia.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection
and maintenance. 13 Beecli Road, Glen
Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield
6-6855.
Thermometer, remote, electrical: enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike position. Installed in
less than an iiour. Send for brochure. Electra-Temp Co., Box 6111, San Diego 6, California.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
2 Presto 6N disc recorders with Presto ID
cutting heads $350.00 each. Both for $650.00.
Presto 340A channel portable mixer $100.00,
Magnecorder PT6-J-AH Fulltrack 7V2/15
ips $200.00. Fidelity Recording, 121 East 4th
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
35 mm tv projectors for sale. Four used
Simplex Acme projectors with 3-2 pulldown
for tv,tactwill
be availableChief
in September.
Otis Freeman,
Engineer, Con220
East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York —
Telephone No. Murray Hill 2-6500.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
$199.00.Inc.,
30 1080
different
8"
thru 24" atMiratel,
Dionnemodels
St., St.
Paul, Minn.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Experienced owner-operators will pay to
300M for right radio station. No brokers.
Box 358B, BROADCASTING.

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Need the works: 1 kw fm transmitter,
monitor,
etc. We'll buy piece by
piece. Boxantenna,
346B, BROADCASTING.
500-foot
CASTING.Guyed tower. Box 465B, BROADAny used 5-lOkw fm transmitter in any condition. Send details and price immediately.
Box 554B, BROADCASTING.
Turntables,
audio console,
transmission
line,
fm transmitter,
guyed 3Va"
tower
200 ft. to
500 ft., to support Collins 8 bay fm antenna.
Box 555B, BROADCASTING.
Want 900 megacycle STL system, complete.
Contact R.J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN,
Lexington, Nebraska.
Want Nems-Clarke field intensity meter.
George Williams, KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Investment opportunity — a note for discount properly secured with mortgage on
radio station. Box 569B, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January 4, 1961.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license in six weeks. Classes 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. five days a week. Tuition $300. We
have no failures. The Pathfinder Method,
510 16th St., Oakland, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

The National Academy of Broadcasting
(3338-16th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.)
Est. 1934. Trains and places radio-tv andj's, writers, producers. Enroll
now for fallnouncers,term.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funniest one-liners ever created. Produced
on tape
especially
for request
your show
station. Rush
letterhead
for or
sample
tapes! Box 732A, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted: Field Radio Engineer
Capable of doing directional antenna
Vir N. James
proofs. Consulting Radio Engineers
232 S. Jasmine, Denver 22, Colorado
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management
WANTED GENERAL MANAGER AND
LOCAL SALES MANAGER
For one of the nation's outstanding negro
programmed stations. Pay commensurate with being in one of the top markets in the country.
Our general manager was killed in a
plane accident July 1. The sales manager position is a newly created one.
We wish to fill both of these positions
immediately. Do not apply unless your
background can stand a thorough investigation: Contact Pat Tuschman,
Radio Station WABQ, AAA-FM, Cleveland, Ohio, 319 Bulkley Building, Telephone CH 1-7555.
STATIONS

§
c
^
^
^
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NEWSMAN WANTED
Experienced, aggressive, newscaster,
reporter and editor, for this toprated, 24 hours station, in the 43rd
market.
All modern
news-gathering
aids, including
AP, UPI,
Radio Press
Int'l., air and ground mobile units,
etc. Betterconditions,
than average
salary posiand
working
permanent
tion. Send complete information, ineluding starting salary, photo, tape,
etc., to BOB WYLIE, P.D., WAKR,
Radio-TV Center, Akron 20, Ohio,
PO 2-8811.

FOR

5,000 WATT
RADIO STATION
Large Florida Market grossing
$250,000 a year. Only $350,000
with 29 per cent down, balance
over 5 years. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely interested,
write:
Box 509B, BROADCASTING

SALE

Southwest high profit operation.
$210,000 29% — Southwest regional,
in black. $92,500 29% — Rocky Mt.
regional. Making money. $40,000
29% — Southern profitable small market. $42,000 29% — Southwest single $62,500 terms. — West Coast
power. In black. $357,500 29% —
Midwest medium. Big money-maker.
$150,000 29% — Southern major.
Nice profits. $350,000 terms — Southwest medium $115,000 29% Many
more! PATT McDONALD, Box 9266,
Austin, Texas. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste,
2-4813. 60 E. 42nd., NY 17, NY. MU

SMALL MARKET
FLORIDA STATION
Small down payment. Attractive
terms. Replies confidential. You
are dealing with owner.
Box 603B, BROADCASTING
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokert — Contultantt — Apprai>ert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
.Confidential Negotiations
Security Bidg.
Davenport, Iowa
Single
Va.
Single
III.
La.
Single
W. Va. Small
Medium
Cal.
Fla.
Medium
Medium
Wyo.
Metro
Cal.
Metro
Tex.
Large
Fla.
Fla.
Major
Cal.
Major
And Others
PAUL. H.
CHAPMAN

Ikw-D 80M
Daytimer 95M
Regional 53M
Local 40M
Ikw-D 70M
Regional 230M
Ikw-D 125M
Daytimer 175M
Ikw-D 130M
Regional 185M
Fulltime 250M
250w 475M

terms
29%
terms
10 dn
29%
29%
29%
terms
29%
29%
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKEFiS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, O.
Please Address:
I 182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Other*

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
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RADIO - TV NEWSMAN
Major market on Mid Atlantic coast
has immediate opening for experienced reporter — writer — broadcaster. Must be familiar with mobile
unit and beeper phone operation.
Tape, photo, resume in first letter to
Box 3 74B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Top rated Radio station is looking for the
right man with experience, for major
league baseball play-by-play, football,
basketball and year round sports in large
metropolitan market.
Send ences
liveand complete
play-by-play
tape, photo, referbackground.
State present salary.
Send to Box 5 38B, BROADCASTING
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
CREATIVE 2-MAN MANAGEMENT TEAM
28 years experience: Web and single.
Major Agency; Major Sports; Program;
Metro Sales; Salesmanager; Farm News;
80M
more. up.Guarantee plus. Prefer Mid-West,
Box 586B, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Equipment

STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Profitable full time
facility. Absentee owned. $80,000 a year
average for the past five years. Asking
$80,000 with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Growing medium market.
Full time facility. Doing $50,000 a year.
Asking $100,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full time.
Doing $50,000 a year. Asking $55,000
with 29% down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Profitable daytimer. Absentee owned. Asking $100,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Stable
market. Will do $85,000 for the year.
Well established. Asking $135,000 with
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

:
No.
1 Field
■
In The Tope
Cartridge
B
Instant Cueing
J
For descriptive
material, write Inc.
■ BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS,
S 8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
■
or
■ contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
aaBiaaaaa ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

STEP UP TO A BETTER
JOB THE EASY WAY!!
Many announcers and others have found
that it pays to get your job through professional placament.
TOP
JOB PLACEMENTS
IN THE
SOUTHEAST
free registralion — Con/. Service
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
JA 5-4841
Atlanta, Ga.
MISCELLANEOUS

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbara, Califoraia
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Continued from page 93
WMKE Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted mod.
of cp to decrease EKP to 34 kw, ant. height
to
205 ft.,
ant. -trans,
location,
type
trans,
and change
new ant.
and make
changes
in ant. system.
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa. — Granted extension of completion date to Feb. 13,
1961.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning Sept. 7, commission has announced. Any new applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with those that
follow must be filed with FCC by close
of business Sept. 6, in order to be considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-13291 — New, Bolivar, Tenn., Savannah
Bcstg. Service Inc. Req: lOSOkc, 250w, D.
BMP-8632— WWIL Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Florida Air-Power Inc., Has cp: 1580kc.
1 kw, lOkw-LS, DA-2, unl. Req mp: 1580kc
5kw, lOkw-LS. DA-2. unl.
BP-13293 — New, New Canaan, Conn., New
Canaan Bcstg. Co.. Req: 1490kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13294 — WMUU Greenville, S.C., Bob
Jones U. Inc., Has: 1260kc. 1 kw. D. Req:
1260kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-13296 — New, Palm Springs, Calif., Cummings Bcstg. Assoc. Req: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13298 — KBUN Bemidji, Minn., Paul
Bunyan Bcstg. Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1450kc, 250w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13299 — New, Espanola, N.M., Commu1 kw. nityD.Bcstg. Co. of Espanola. Req: 1370kc,
BP-13300 — WDOE Dunkirk, N.Y., Lake
Shore Bcstg. Co. Inc., Has: 1410kc. 500w.
DA-N. unl. Req: 1410kc, 500w, 1 kw-LS,
DA-N, unl.
BP-13301 New, Safford, Ariz., Willard
Shoecraft. Req: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13302— WBRG Lynchburg, Va., Harry
A. Epperson Sr. Has: lOSOkc, Ikw, D. Req:
930 kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13303 — WINF Manchester, Conn., Manchester Bcstg. Co., Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1230kc. 250w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13305 — New, CeUna, Ohio, Marshall
Rosene. Req: 1350kc, 500w, DA, D.
BP-13306 — WICH Norwich, Conn., Eastern
Connecticut Bcstg. Co. Has: ISlOkc. Ikw,
DA-1,
2,
unl. unl. Req: 1310kc, Ikw, 5 kw-LS, DABP-13307— New, Watertown, S.D., Paul D.
Bernards. Req: 1480kc, 1 kw. D.
BP-13308 — New, Twenty-Nine Palms,
CaUf., D.Hi-Desert Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1250kc,
Ikw.
BMP-8653 — WAMS Wilmington, Del., Rollins Bcstg. of Del. Inc. Has cp: 1380kc, Ikw,
5kw-LS, DA-2, unl. (5 kw when WBNX
operates) Req mp: 1380kc, Ikw. 5kw-LS,
DA-3, unl. (5kw when WBNX operates).
BP-13309 — New, Alexander City, Radio Alexander City. Req: 910kc, 500w, D.
BP-13310 — New, Columbus, Neb., City and
Farm Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1590kc, 500 w. D.
BP-13311— WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., Radio WBOW Inc. Has: 1230kc 250w, unl. Req:
1230kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13315 — New, Price, Utah, Inland Empire Bcstg. Co. Req. lOSOkc, Ikw, D.
BP-13316
— KBYG
Spring,
Station
KBYG.
Has: Big
1400kc,
lOOw,Tex.,
unl. Radio
Req:
1400kc. 250w, unl.
BP-13318— WEVE Eveleth, Minn., Carl
Bloomquist. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1340kc, 250w, Ikw-LS. unl.
BP-13320— WHOU Houlton, Me., Northern
Maine Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1340kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13321— WISV Viroqua, Wis., Parks
Robinson.
kc, Ikw, D.Has: 1360kc. 500w, D. Req: 1360
BP-13322— WEZJ WilUamsburg, Ky., Whitley County Bcstg. Co. Has: 1440kc, 500w,
D. Reg: 1440kc, Ikw, D.
BP-13323—
New, Ikw,
Kailua,unl.Hawaii, Egal Radio. Req: 1130kc.
BP-13324— WLLH Lowell, Mass., Merrimac
Bcstg. Co.
1440kc.
250w, Has:
500w.1400kc,
unl. 250w, unl. Req:
BP-13325— WLLH Lowell, Mass., Merrimac
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1400kc. 250w, 500W-LS, unl. (Synchronous
Amplifier- WLLH).
BP-l332e— WTSV Claremont, N.H., Radio
Claremont Inc. Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1230kc, 250w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
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OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 3
CP
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
new stations
Lie
CPS
Not186
on air
135
75
842
96
3,451
44
114
721
25
473
62

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
80
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 3
Commercial
453
Non-commei-clal VHF
35
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
UHF
12
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1960
AM
Licensed (all on air)
41
CPs on air (new stations)
98
CPs not on air (new stations)
628
3,442
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
194
29
3,581
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
822
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
656
685
Total applications for major changes
0
Licenses deleted
1
CPs deleted

TV
533
47

FM

TV

700
171
912
74
40
114
35
11
46
0
4

4711
74
653
39
65
104
39
17
56
10

' There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
"There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operatien and one which has not started operation.

BP-1332T New, Cartersville, Ga., Bartow
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1270kc. 500w, D.
BP-13328— WGHQ Kingston, N.Y., Skylark
Corp. Has: 920kc, Ikw, DA, D. (Saugerties,
N.Y.),
N.Y.). Req: 920kc, 5kw, DA, D. (Kingston,
BP- 13329— KVEL Vernal, Utah, Uintah
Bcstg. and Tv Co. Has: 1250kc, Ikw, D.
Req: 1250kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13331— New, Winnsboro, S.C., Fairfield
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1250kc. 500w, D.
BP-13333— New, Clovis, N. Mex., Norman
E. BP-13336
Petty. Req:
DA-1,Fla.,
unl.Peace
— New,680kc,
Punta500w,
Gorda,
River Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1350kc, 500w, D.
BP-13338 — New, North Augusta, S.C.,
Harry Hammond. Req: 1600kc, 500w, D.
BP-13343— New, Cheyenne, Wyo., J&J
Bcstg. Co. Req: 980kc, 500w, D.
BP-13344— New, Lenoir, N.C., John E.
Boyd. Req: 1580kc, 50Ow, D.
BP-13345— New, Lake Placid, N.Y., WIRY,
Inc. Req: 920kc. Ikw, D.
BP-13346— KYSM Mankato, Minn. Southern Minnesota Supply Co. Has: 1230kc, 250w.
unl. Req: 1190kc, 500w, 5kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-13347— KNCM Moberly, Mo., Moberly
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1230kc, 250w unl. Req: 1230
kc, 250w, Ikw-LS unl.
BP-13348 — New, Santa Maria, Calif., Pacific Radio Co. Req: llSOkc, 5kw, DA-2, unl.
BP-13350— New, Grand Junction, Colo.,
G&P Enterprises, Req: 1340kc. 250w, unl.
BP-133o3— WZRO Jacksonville, Fla., Andrew B. Letson. Has: lOlOkc, Ikw, D. (Jacksonville Beach, Fla.) Req: lOlOkc, 25kw,
DA, D. (Jacksonville, Fla.)
BP-13356 — KFLY Corvalhs, Ore. Mid-Land
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1240
kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13357— WCUM Cumberland, Md., Allegany County Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1230kc,
250w. unl. Req: 1230kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13358 — New, Nicholasville, Ky. Jessamine Bcstg. Co. Req: 1250kc, 500w, D.
BP-13359— WMFG Ribbing, Minn. Hibbing Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1240kc, 250w, Ikw-LS. unl.
Applications on which 309(b) letters
have been issued:
BP-13295— WLCX LaCrosse, Wis. LaCrosse
Radio Inc. Has: 1490kc. 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc, 250w. Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13349— WUSJ Lockport, New York,
Lockport Union-Sun & Journal Inc. Has:
1340kc,
LS, unl. 250w, unl. Req: 1340kc, 250w, IkwApplication deleted from Public Notice of March 18, 1960:

BP-12804— New Aurora, Mo. Galen O. Gilbert. Req: 940kc, 500w, D. (Assigned new
file number BP-13999)
Application deleted from Public Notice of April 11, 1960:
BP-13028 — New, Vancouver, Wash. Gordon
A. Rogers. Req: 1550kc, Ikw, D. (Assigned
new file number BP-14146)
Application deleted from Public Notice of April 21, 1960:
BP-13087— New, Englewood, Fla., Sarasota-Charlotte Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1580kc,
14211)
500w, D. (Assigned new file number BPLicense Renewals
B Following
newal of license:stations were granted reKHHH Pampa. Tex. KBEK Elk City.
Okla. KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho. KLYK
Spokane, Wash. KTXL West Springfield,
Mass. KFKF Bellevue, Wash. WNNJ Newton, N.J. WGGO
Salamanca,
KSMAFM Santa
Maria, Calif.
WBFD N.Y.
Bedford,
Pa.
WBLF Bellefonte, Pa. WCDL Carbondale,
Pa. WESA Charleroi, Pa. WFRM Coudersport. Pa.
WGAL-FM-TV
Pa.
WISL
Shamokin,
Pa. WJMJLancaster,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
WKAP
Allentown,
Pa.
WKBO
Harrisburg, Pa. WLEU Erie, Pa. WNBT Wellsboro,
Pa. WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa. WTRN Tyrone.
Pa. WERC-FM Erie, Pa. WJBR(FM) Wilmington. Del. WPIC-FM Sharon. Pa. WKSTTV New Castle. Pa. *WHYY-TV Philadelphia, Pa. *WDUQ(FM) Pittsburgh, Pa.
*WHYY(FM)
Pa. WCED-AMFM
Dubois, Philadelphia.
Pa. Tv translator
station
K71AL. K76AM. K79AE, Tillamook, Ore.
Tv translator station K71AN Boonville,
Calif. Tv translator station K73AM BoonvilleK70AI
and Philo,
Calif. Ore.
Tv translator station
Prineville.
■ Granted renewal of licenses of following stations (Comrs. Bartley and Cross
favored conditioning renewals without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem formation
appropriate
light of any
indeveloped inin pending
inquiry
concerning
compliance
with
sec.
317
of
Communications Act) :
WAMO Homstead, Pa. WAZL-AM-FM
Hazleton, Pa. WHLM-AM-FM Bloomsburg,
Pa. WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa. WHGB Harrisburg, Pa. WJET Erie, Pa. WTIV Titusville,
Pa. WMCA New York, N.Y. WTAE (TV)
Pittsburgh. Pa. WLAN-FM Lancaster. Pa.
WPEN-AM-FM
Philadelphia.
AM-FM
New Brunswick,
N.J. Pa. WCTC(FOR THE RECORD) 99

stabilizing rocket — delivered by AIR EXPRESS — gets high-temperature environmental test at California laboratory

Space

rocket

gets

a

lift

from

Air

Express

These men aren't on their way to Mars — yet. But the amazing rocl<et they're perfecting brings that
day closer and closer. Right now, they're putting its components through their paces at the North
American - Rocketdyne field site in California. The little stabilizing rockets, about to be tested here,
have already flown successfully — by AlR EXPRESS . . . the world's fastest, most dependable way to
ship. If speed, kid-glo ve handling and dependable delivery
— all at low cost — are vital to your business, always
^ \

call Air Express. And make sure your products, parts and
S9
^ ''^tTt^ /9 f^^^^^
new models are FIRST TO MARKET. . . FIRST TO SELL.
'
^
^^^^
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
• GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
100
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OUR

RESPECTS

George

TO

. . .

William

It all started in Chicago in 1925.
George Allen, now head of the Hollywood office of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, was then an ambitious young
singer with a tenor voice the experts
agreed would bring him fame and fortune. But meanwhile he had a bride to
support and when a friend told him a
radio set manufacturer was starting a
radio station and wanted a manager who
knew music. George asked him to set
up an appointment. On arrival, he was
met with: "So you know all about
music. Tell me."
"Here was the perfect case of 'I'm
glad you asked me',"' Mr. Allen comments. "I'd just completed a thesis on
the history of music and I let him have
it full blast. When I walked out I was
station director of WOK, also its chief
announcer, in full charge of everything
except engineering."
In the Beginning ■ Advertising had
not yet discovered radio; all programming was sustaining; a manager's main
job was getting performers to talk, sing
or play into the mike. "This was not
as hard as it sounds," Mr. Allen recalls.
"Radio was still a novelty and every
artist wanted to try it out. At WOK
we had the advantage of a studio in the
Hotel Morrison, so we were able to give
our entertainers a free meal. Often I'd
line up 10 performers for an evening
and wind up with 20."
It was at this time that George introduced the late evening dance band remote pickup to radio. The Morrison
had an orchestra that played for dancing each evening. What could be simpler than to put in a microphone and
pick up a half-hour or so of dance
music? And it was almost as simple to
line up three or four pickups from other
clubs or cabarets, getting an evening's
programming for the cost of a few telephone lines.
When WOK left the air in 1929 following an allocation overhaul by the
then new Federal Radio Commission,
George had made a small fortune in the
stock market boom, so it was off to
New York to resume his singing career.
But the market crash sent him back
to Chicago and back to work as a director in the radio department of J.
Walter Thompson Co. It was here that
he put together a musical program featuring amale quartet and persuaded the
Northern Trust Co. to sponsor it, a daring move for a conservative financial institution tomake at that time. For the
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Allen

next 25 years The Northerners were a
fixture of Chicago radio.
Back to Broadway ■ In the early 30s,
New York was the glamour center of
radio. There the major programs originated and there the talent thronged.
Young Mr. Allen, having gone through
the rigorous training of Chicago radio,
was now ready for the big time, so it
was off to New York and a producer's
job at Benton & Bowles.
His program schedule read; Monday: Colgate - Houseparty; Tuesday:
Palmolive Beauty Box; Wednesday:
Lanny Ross' Log Cabin Show, Gertrude
Berg's House of Glass and the Fred
Allen Show, one after the other, fortunately all on NBC so he could dash
from one studio to the next during the
station break; Thursday, Maxwell House
Showboat. He also had a five-a-week
quarter-hour strip, Tony and Giis, and,
of course, all the programs had repeat
broadcasts, live repeats, as records were
banned from the networks and tape
hadn't come along yet.
With rehearsals, George was usually
in the studio at 10 a.m., and seldom left
before midnight. "I loved every minute
of it," he declares, "and I was headed
straight
breakdown."
So
he
left for
B&Ba nervous
for J. Stirling
Getchell,
which had only one major weekly radio program and to him looked like a
rest home ("although it really wasn't
when I got there").

GB&B's Allen
His talent sang for supper

CBS— East and West ■ In 1938 Mr.
Allen left Getchell to become a program director at CBS, but he'd scarcely
got his first show started (a novelty
called Professor Quiz) when he was
made program director of WABC (now
WCBS), the network's station in New
York. "My most memorable contribution there," he says, "was piping a successful morning program up from our
Washington station and later persuading Arthur Godfrey to move to New
York and do his show from there."
Six years later, in 1944, CBS moved
Mr. Allen to Hollywood as commercial program director, later promoted
him to western program director. In
the early 1950s, as network radio declined, he sought a transfer to the tv
side of the network. CBS wanted him
to stay in radio, so he quit and opened
his own shop to serve agencies with no
Hollywood offices of their own, learning about tv by producing video spots
for his clients' accounts. One client
was the San Francisco agency. Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, and before long he
took down his own shingle to open up
a Hollywood office for GB&B. Today,
in addition to management duties, he
also has
charge
of program procurement for the
agency.
Life Is a Song ■ George William Allen was born May 10, 1899, in Spokane, Wash. The family (10 boys and
a girl ) was Welsh and the house was
filled with music. Before he had finished high school, George had toured
the Pantages vaudeville circuit as tenor
in a fraternal quartet. At the U. of
Washington, where his student days
were interrupted by Navy service during World War I, and where he was a
letterman in football and track, he majored in music. For three years, he took
daily lessons from Miss Ada Tilley, head
of the voice department. At the end of
that time, she resigned her post to become Mrs. George Allen and they took
off for Chicago to develop his musical
career. Then came radio and today his
singing
is strictly
fun."
"At home"
for "atthehome
Aliensand isfor
a house
in Van Nuys (40 minutes on the freeway to his office), where a pool has just
been added to celebrate their 26th anniversary. There's always music, hi-fi,
stereo and self-made, but George Allen's major hobby is undoubtedly his
work with the Hollywood YMCA. Each
fall, he puts on "Y Day in the Hollywood Bowl," where some 10,000 youngsters assemble for a top talent variety
show, a box lunch and a football game,
all arranged by Mr. Allen, whose secretary estimates he spends the equivalent
of a full month a year on this activity
alone. On the board of managers of
the Hollywood Y, he is also first vice
president of the Hollywood Ad Club
and a member of The Lambs.
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EDITORIALS

SOME

Forbidden ground
broadcasters we know have taken comfort in the

FCC's new statement of policy on programming surveillance. They see it as a relaxation of control in some respects and a more moderate approach to regulation than
had been anticipated.
We cannot share their feeling of relief. Despite the commission's professions of regard for the First Amendment's
guarantees of freedom and for the Communication Act's
prohibition against censorship, the policy statement puts the
FCC deeper in programming than it has ever gone before.
As described in this magazine last week, the policy that
the FCC intends to follow will require an applicant for a
new station or for a renewal to prove he has diligently tried
to discover the "needs" of his community and has planned
programs to satisfy those needs. "What we propose," the
FCC said, "is documented program submissions prepared
as the result of assiduous planning and consultation covering two main areas: first, a canvass of the listening public
who will receive the signal and who constitute a definite
public interest figure; second, consultation with leaders in
community life — public ofiicials, educators, religious, the
entertainment media, agriculture, business, labor — professional and eleemosynary organizations, and others who bespeak the interests which make up the community. By the
care spent in obtaining and reflecting the views thus obtained .. . will the standard of programming in the public
interest be best fulfilled."
In another part of its statement, the FCC summed up its
intentions this way: "To enable the commission in its licensing function to make the necessary public interest finding,
we intend to revise Part IV of our application forms to require a statement by the applicant, whether for new facilities, renewal or modification, as to: (I) the measures he has
taken and the effort he has made to determine the tastes,
needs and desires of his community or service areas, and
(2) the manner in which he proposes to meet those needs
and desires."
It is the FCC's contention it can evaluate a programming
report of that kind without straying into program control.
That, we suggest, is impossible.
Under the proposed procedure the FCC cannot deny a
license without deciding that the programming is defective
in some way. It will then be substituting its judgment for
that of the broadcaster. It will be saying the broadcaster
ought to broadcast something he thinks is unworthy to be
broadcast or that the broadcaster ought not to broadcast
something he thinks ought to be on the air. No matter how
the FCC tries to cover its tracks with copies of the U.S.
Constitution, its trail will be leading straight into territory
that the First Amendment has clearly marked oflf limits.
Three

grim

its campaign. The emphasis is on expertise in broadcasting.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli was named months ago by the
Democrats. The key man, however, is J. Leonard Reinsch,
of the Cox stations, who, after running the Los Angeles
convention, was drafted by Sen. Kennedy to coordinate
air campaigning.
The GOP has formed Campaign Assoc. as a task force,
drafting its personnel from established agencies. Vice President Nixon has as his personal broadcast consultant the
experienced Ted Rogers who has both network and independent production background.
But broadcasters have infinitely more to cope with than
the presidential and vice presidential aspirants. They will
have the problem of satisfying time requests of candidates
for all elective offices.
More than that, broadcasters have a big stake in the
outcome of the elections. They have been buffeted by
Congress and the regulatory agencies in the worst siege
of inquisitions since radio began regularly scheduled transmission in 1920.
The Democrats went out of their way to lambaste broadcasters in the platform adopted last month. The Republicans, to their credit, took no gratuitous pokes at broadcasters in their platform.
It's unlikely that regulatory policy pertaining to broadcasting will figure as a campaign issue. Mr. Nixon's philosophy, however, is well-known. He would have the government keep hands off all free competitive enterprise. He
urged self-regulation after the House Oversight Subcommittee exposes. He often has held that television and
radio, as journalism media, are entitled to the privileges
and prerogatives of the press.
Mr. Kennedy's
on onbroadcast
regulation
are not
known.
He has notviews
served
the Commerce
Committee
which handles communications and has not been active in
legislative affairs affecting the freedom of the broadcast
media. Broadcasters naturally would like to know where
he stands.
Three grim months confront stations and networks until
election day, Nov. 8. Every minute of time granted candidates will be checked off.
Upon the record made between now and November
broadcasters must base their case for full freedom from
bureaucratic control. The first step in their pursuit of freedom must be outright repeal of Section 315 to let broadcasters determine their own editorial content as full-fledged
media of journalism.

months

IT IS going to be a wide-open, free-swinging presidential
campaign. It is going to be waged on the air, with
broadcasters caught between two quarrelsome political
parties.
Both presidential nominees concede it's going to be close.
Air exposure could spell the difi'erence.
Television dominated the political conventions, to the
chagrin of newspaper competitors. Both parties will rely on
television and radio in the three rigorous months ahead.
Assuming House concurrence in the suspension of Section
315 on political time — probably next week — there will be
head-to-head debates between candidates Nixon and Kennedy on the networks.
Each party has named an advertising agency to handle
102

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Remember that long, extra-inning baseball game you
cut off last week?"
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Only

Yes, only KPRC-TV.
most

Kprc-TV?

Because

only KPRC-TV

has CH-2,

effective selling agent put in television. Thousands

rely on KPRC-TV

and only KPRC-TV

to stimulate

sales. Only KPRC-TV— the station for people who
like results.

/

YOUR

BEST

qrtuebs

BUY

FOR

\RICKJAS0N

PROGRAMMING

stars as Robin Scott
"Negotiator" Extraordinary
Your market
still be open
not for long!
yourdetails!
ZIV-UA
for

WABC-TV New York
KPRC-TV Houston
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
WKBW-TV Buffalo
KVAR Phoenix
KNXT Los Angeles
WBZ-TV Boston
WWJ-TV Detroit
WBAP-TV Fort Worth

AND BOUGHT BY:
WKRCTV
WKRC-TV Cincinnati
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
KRON-TV San Francisco
WCTV. Tallahassee
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.
WTVJ Miami
WJAR-TV Providence
KVOS TV Beiiingham
KGNC-TV Amariilo

WBAL-TV Baltimore
WTVT Tampa
KFDX TV Wichita Falls
WKRG TV Mobile
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
WJXT Jacksonville
WSJV South Bend- Elkhart
^jth new Orders
every day!

SUGG

with JEAN BLAK
as Phyllis

may
. . . but
See
man

The new power
in TV programs

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
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Under the shelter of a single, all-embracing KPRC-TV
sales plan. Programs, spots, participations — every kind
of television you need, all through one source: KPRCTV, Channel 2, In Houston, Texas. All through one
man: Your Edward Petry & Co. representative. And all
paid for with one easy-to-handle monthly payment. One
station, one man, one payment —
way to buy Houston television.
P.S. A friendly KPRC-TV

that's the one modern

representative is waiting for

HOUSTON, TEXAS CHANNEL 2
KPRC-TV
"One station, one man, one monthly check to pay — that's the
modern KPRC-TV way!"

Courtesy of Travelers
Insurance Companies,
Hartford 15, Connecticut

WE

LIKE

TEACHER

. . . TEACHER

Usually a note from teacher means trouble. Not
in this case. We got a letter from D. A. Van Valkenburg, Asst. Professor of Business Administration at
Taylor University . . . and he was complimentary!
This is what he said:
"I wanted to let you know why WJR has always
been about the only station I have listened to
regularly, and the reasons I appreciate it.
"1. GOOD news coverage. I like your regular 15minute programs. Most other stations cover only
the 'headlines' . . .
"2. GOOD music. We need more and more of your
fine musical programs. Having a 'fine arts director'

LIKES

US

is excellent. I enjoy not only your 'classical' music,
which few stations ever use, but also your 'sane and
sensible' popular music . . .
"3. GOOD sports coverage. Having always been a
Tiger fan ... I appreciate a 'power station for night
baseball.' I appreciate your carrying the Lions
football games, too.
"4. GOOD programming. I consider WJR to be a
'reputable, class, progressive' radio station . . ."
What more can we say? If you'd like to talk to a
receptive, heads-up adult audience in the money belt
of the Great Lakes, ask your Henry I. Christal rep
for the facts on WJR.

760 KC^^ 50,000 WATTS
TROI
RADIO WITHIADULT DE
APPEAL
Listeners appreciate our complete range progranvming . . . something for everyone — every day.

□

to Houston

A

... is the growth that has been experienced over the last dozen
years which makes it the most remarkable metropolitan area in
America. Billions in building and population surge well past the
two million mark attest to the past and present vitality — the
future economic opportunity.
Vital to Houston too is KTRK-TV, keeping pace with this
growth as it offers ever-increasing quality of television service.

□ KTRK-TV The Chronicle Station
BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW
36, N. Y. • GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT

I960

1

WuAL-TV
Lancaster,

Maker and Chemlat.

MULTI-CITY

TV

NBC

MARKET

and

Pa.

CBS

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel

8 station

is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,

Pa.

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
m CBS 316,000 WATTS

Representative: The MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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CLOSED

I WGN spreading ■ WGN Inc., Chicago
(WGN-AM-FM-TV), is in process of
making its first acquisition of broadcast property outside Chicago. Deal is
expected to be closed this week for
established am-tv facility in another
midwestern market. WGN is paying
several million dollars cash. Stations
it's buying are major network affiliates
in both tv and radio. Ward L. Quaal,
WGN vice president and general manII ager, is pursuing expansion plans in
other parts of country too.
,1 Payroll peekers ■ Word is out to Internal Revenue Service offices to pay
I particular attention to tax returns of
" radio
tv station
personnel.
concreteandaction
along these
lines First
took
place last week when IRS agent called
on southern station and asked to see
I payroll books. He told management
j this was according to directive from
national headquarters.
This stems from payola scandals that
erupted last fall. At that time, IRS had
observers sitting in on congressional
hearings. There's no doubt, either, that
information dredged up by Federal
Trade Commission and by FCC has
been relayed to tax hounds. National
IRS headquarters in Washington reported in answer to inquiry that earlier
this year instructions went out to all
regions to pay particular attention to
broadcast personnel returns. How this
is handled is up to individual regional
and district offices, it was indicated.
' NBC gratitude ■ For their perform' ances during political conventions
which won network top ratings, half' dozen key men in production and
^ direction at NBC News, as well as
'1 Huntley-Brinkley air team, have reI' ceived tangible recognition from NBC.
[fjHuntley and Brinkley, it's understood,
ill were awarded more than their con[j:tracted fees, while others benefitted in
jjiassignments or trips.
jj;Senate opening ■ Sen. Warren G.
|l Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
[j Commerce Committee and spokesman
M in all matters pertaining to broadcastj!;ing, is looking for new top assistant.
Irv Hoff, his right bower as administraI tive assistant, has resigned effective
Sept. 1, prior to joining Sugar Refiners
Assn. as Washington representative.
But during September he will be working for Democrats in finance area for
. election campaign. Mr. Hoff's successor

CIRCUIT^

probably will be from state of Washington and will be versed in that state's
problems and politics.
Watch this ■ There's sleeper legislation
pending at this bobtail congressional
session of concern to communications
media. It's Senate-passed Mundt bill
(S 3736) which has innocuous title of
"creating a commission to be known as
the Commission on Noxious & Obscene
Matters and Materials." It's primarily
aimed at pornographic booklets and
literature but could extend to motion
pictures, tv, radio and all other communications media. Measure is now
pending before House Committee on
Education & Labor and pressure is on
among reform groups for hearings at
this short session.
Measure would establish 17 member
commission, a la Hoover Commission,
to determine means to combat such
traffic and report to President and
Congress by Jan. 31, 1962. On group
would be one broadcaster member,
along with representatives of other
media as well as public.
Bookshelf ■ Advertising Council may
have "best seller" in its new booklet on
public service programming paying
tribute to volunteer agencies (see
Editorials, page 114). NAB, it's
learned, has ordered 2,100 copies for
nationwide distribution, and those relatively few others who have seen booklet, released today, are singing its
praises. Author was Gordon Kinney of
Council staff.
Conelrad idea ■ Receiving greatest
acclamation from broadcasters at
Gettysburg, Pa., annual Conelrad
meeting weekend of Aug. 6 was suggestion by John Sherman, WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul, that AT&T be
required to furnish gratis lines for use
of each state defense network during
alert and immediately thereafter. Subject received thorough airing but no
definite action was taken.
Conelrad meeting drew 180 representatives ofbroadcasters, common carriers and private relay operators. FCC
defense commissioner Robert E. Lee
announced at meeting that all government agencies had approved NIAC
plan for handling flow of civil defense
information to broadcasters on national
basis.
Kahn's pay tv ■ Irving Kahn, TelePrompTer president, is still moving

ahead in his belief in future of pay tv
on community antenna systems. He's
just about closed deal to acquire his
fifth catv property, in Eugene, Ore.
Eugene catv has about 4,000 connections. There are 7,700 subscribers in
his present stable of four (Silver City
and Farmington, New Mexico; Rawlins, Wyo., and Liberal, Kan.).
Some time ago Kahn was negotiating
to buy group of 11 catvs in Arizona
(with one in California) . This is Antenna-Vision Inc. chain — in Christmas,
Clifton-Morenci, Globe-Miami, Holbrook, McNctry, Ray-Sonora, Safford,
San Manuel, Snow flake and Winslow,
all Arizona, and Big Bear, Calif. They
total about 10,000 connections.
Cronkite
ad CBS
libs ■News
Whether
significant or not,
has it's
something
different going. Newsman Walter Cronkite, subbing for vacationing Douglas
Edwards, has thrown away scripts, is
using only notes and ad-libbing nightly
news reports on CBS-TV. When inevitable question is asked, CBS authorities
deny move was prompted by NBC
Huntley-Brinkley walk-away with political convention ratings. Actually, they
say, it's something veteran Cronkite has
wanted to do for years. On theory he
has repeatedly proven he's master ad
libber, they're letting him do it.
AFA address ■ Advertising Federation
of America has packing cases ready for
move to Madison Avenue to be announced soon by AFA board chairman
James S. Fish, advertising vice president of General Mills. Shift from!
present quarters on New York's West
Side to long-term lease in center of ad
business underscores shelving of plans
to transfer headquarters to Washington
as was once contemplated. New address
is 655 Madison Ave. and attractions include more space and new conference
room-reference library, which association hopes will attract more visitors.
Move is scheduled some time after
middle of next month.
While AFA's announced postponement of old plan to move to Washington, and new lease in New York, seem
to put off any transfer for matter of
years, there is .still school of thought
within organization that eventual move
to capital is inevitable and probably
will come to pass in future. For present, AFA Washington office remains
at present Associations Bldg. address.
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WLOS-TV.

King

of

. .

the

Carolina

Triad!

WLOS-TV reigns supreme in this rich, six-state
area . . . ranks first in every day part!

NORTH
CAROLINA

TENN.
ASHEVILIE

Every day of the week, from 9 a.m. to midnight . . .
an average of 34,000 homes per quarter-hour!
That's what WLOS-TV deUvers, according to the
March ARB for Greenville-Asheville-Spartanburg.
And that's 108.6% more homes than station "C" and
21.4% more than station "B"! So if you're looking
for coverage, for audience, for impact, make sure
your message goes out to the Carolina Triad from the
South's highest tower, WLOS-TV. Get the
complete story from your PGW Colonel.

SPARTANBURG

SOUTH
CAROLINA

THE CAROLINA TRIAD
6 States • 62 Counties

Serv/ng

WLOS-TV
GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
A Womeico Enterprise

e

i& Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.

(Affiliate)
WFGA-TV

WEEK

IN

BRIEF.

ONE

How many years for a tv spot? ■ Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Los Angeles went on the air seven
years ago with filmed spots showing a live rabbit that
plunked money into a toy bank. No one bothered to
estimate the life expectancy for the commercial. But
the viewers fell in love with Mr. Bunny and raised a
clamor whenever a change was attempted. Now a new
bunny and a new spot have come along. They had to.
Mrs. Perkins
The old film master just plain wore out from making so
many prints. Patricia Burns Perkins, assistant advertising director of Coast Federal, tells about it in this week's Monday
Memo. Page 20.
SRA booms single rate ■ Representatives association urges all stations
to drop the '"general" and "retail" rate distinctions in favor of a single
rate for both classes of business. Page 27.
Political buying begins ■ Major parties get organizations ready for the
autumn campaign; timebuying gets under way; party officials are working
on plans for the Nixon-Kennedy on-the-air debates. Page 32.
That halo on Magoo ■ It comes from General Electric's thousands of
bulbs, sales for which the cartoon character has lit the way. He'll be
campaigning in the fall backed by $1 million fund. Page 34.
CBS Radio's cutback ■ Affiliates board and network officials reach
agreement on a plan to eliminate daytime serials and some other programs; introduced 10-minute newscasts on the hour and five-minute
news on the half-hour. News, public affairs and personality programs
would become the backbone of the network's regular schedule. Page 46.
The story of RPI ■ Radio Press International, a trail-blazer in the field
of independent voice news services for radio, is now keeping the listeners
of 52 stations posted on national and world events. Page 52.

LANSING
The

proves

Fight Miami and Boston decisions ■ North Dade Video Inc. and
Boston Herald-Traveler file petitions with the FCC to reconsider ex parte
verdicts. National Airlines, whose WPST-TV Miami must go off the air
Sept. 15, is expected to file a federal court appeal. Page 76.
Something they'll swallow ■ Pastore Senate unit, after hearing the
broadcasters' side of the story, is sending payola bill to the floor in a
more palatable form: minus license suspensions and with a modified
forfeiture provision. Page 80.

Hooper
that . . .

WILS

is the markets'
NO.

Rebuttal for tv's critics ■ Jesuit's thesis analyzes tv's current program
fare and finds that the common complaints on shows aren't entirely
founded. Page 60.
$5 million for 31,000 ■ Jerrold sells its nine community antenna systems to H&B American Corp. Charles L. Glett, tv pioneer, is named
president of H&B and of the subsidiary to run catv operations. Page 66.

latest

1

STATION
TIME
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
12:00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
12:00
6:00 noon
pm

WILS

STATION
B

63.1

19.9

66.5

14.2

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

WATTS

Suspension in jeopardy? ■ Rep. Harris tells Arkansas broadcasters
that several members of the House have expressed opposition to pending
measure suspending Sec. 315 for presidential campaigning. Page 88.

WILS
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
^
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
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100
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leads

Station

B in

power
by
20-1
. . . all of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the
Lansing markets' 313,000
residents
represented by Venord, Rintoul & McConnell
associated with W I L X ■ T V
NBC • CHANNEL 10
studios in LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
and WPON - Pontiac

MORE

OF

EVERYTHING

IN

WINSland

WINSIand

Population 17,127,000 Retail Sales $22,539,189.90

EQUALS

THE

NEXT

Los Angeles
Chicago

3 MARKETS

17,413,700

COMBINED

$25,003,063.00

Philadelphia

EQUALS
Detroit
San Francisco
Boston
Pittsburgh

THE

NEXT

7 MARKETS

17,413,000

Washington, D. C.
St. Louis
Cleveland

COMBINED

$22,881,884.00

WINSland is also larger than the next 17 combined markets (12 through 28). Radio
WINS can reach this fabulous market for substantially less than the cost of comparable
coverage in the composite areas above,
Metro area data from Standard Rate and Data Service.
8
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
FCC

ON THIS PAGE AND

ORDERS

Details

on

handling

CAMPAIGN
of politics

Questionnaires seeking detailed information on political broadcasts in
all categories, plus monies received,
are being mailed by FCC to all licensees and national networks. All
stations — with separate answers required for am, fm and/ or tv combinations—and ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC
must reply by Dec. 5.
FCC is mailing questionnaire under
mandate of special watchdog subcommittee of Senate Commerce Committee, which was formed to keep close
watch over stations during 1960 campaign (Broadcasting, June 20). Questions cover period from Sept. 1 to
Nov. 8, date of general election.
Subjects covered include (1) general station policy with respect to political broadcasts; (2) editorials supporting candidates and steps taken to air
"reply" statements; (3) use of stations
by candidate or his representative, including whether appearance is sustaining or paid and amount of mony received; (4) appearances of candidates
only on network and local programs
and announcements, and (5) total
amount of time devoted to individual
candidates, including offices sought,
party represented and whether apFree

air trips

start

CAB

probe

Three foreign airlines have been
charged with bartering free trips to
Europe for plugs on radio and tv and
in newspapers.
Complaints filed with Civil Aeronautics Board were directed at German
Lufthansa, French Air France and
Belgium Sabena.
Practice violates U.S. regulation
which requires that air carriers charge
money for transportation and services
rendered.
In listing details, CAB enforcement
office said airlines had deals with following among others:
Lufthansa — Eugen Geissler, producer of German Hour, KSTL St.
Louis, Mo.; WDLB Marshfield, Wis.;
WKFM Chicago, 111.; CFCF Montreal,
Que.; WNEW New York.
Air France — Richard S. Robbins Co.,
New York, for advertising, publicity
and/ or promotional services on The
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

must

PROBE
be filed

pearance was exempt from Sec. 315.
Stations and networks were told to
detail all requests for time which they
had denied. Also, detailed breakdown
of actual appearances, whether announcements, programs of less than
five minutes and more than five minutes. Aspirants for all offices, from
President
to justice of peace, are covered.
In separate questionnaire to networks, FCC ordered them to list call
letters and cities of all stations which
turned down sustaining political programs. Networks were also charged
with giving affiliates complete breakdown of network total political programming time by parties.
Each licensee will be sent two question aires— one to be returned to FCC
and second for station's file. In covering letter, commission reminded stations of their responsibility under Sec.
315 to ". . . afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting
views on issues of public importance."
Political survey was compiled by
Hyman Goldin, chief of FCC Economics Div., after consultations with members of Washington legal fraternity and
networks.
Price Is Right television program;
Albert Black, Lido Beach, N.Y., for
advertising and/ or publicity on Play
Ball television program.
Sabena — Richard S. Robbins Co.,
New York, for The Price Is Right
tv program.
Court

asked

to halt

Miami expiration
National Airlines went to court Friday in attempt to prevent its Miami
ch. 10 from going dark Sept. 15.
It told U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington that FCC erred in issuing
July 14 decision vacating 1957 grant to
airline subsidiary and issuing permit
to L. B. Wilson Inc., only one of four
Miami ch. 10 applicants found untarred
by ex parte brush.
Commission has no authority to take
such actions, owner of WPST-TV
Miami told court, because case was
remanded to determine whether any
hanky-panky took place and whether
grant should be voided — not to issue

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON PAGE 27

final orders on its own.
Court told FCC to hold hearings and
make recommendations on what it
found and what it proposed to do.
National Airlines said.
At the same time, airline company
petitioned FCC to stay effectiveness of
its July 14 order pending outcome of
court appeal.
Also on Friday, L.B. Wilson Inc.
asked FCC for 90-day special temporary order to permit it to begin construction immediately and to be able to
begin operating by Sept. 15 in order
to maintain continuity of ch. 10 service
in Miami.
FCC had ordered WPST-TV off air
by L.B.
Sept.Wilson
15.
asked for STA because
FCC grant was based on seven-year
old application. Changes that have occurred since then, L.B. Wilson said,
have required acquisition of new antenna site, equipment changes, etc.
Wilson request also indicated meagre
0.3-mile shortage in mileage separation from site proposed by several
Largo, Fla., ch. 10 applicants and its
own. Mileage separations between its
site and existing stations meet requirements, itstated.
Earlier in week. North Dade Video
Inc., also original Miami ch. 10 applicant, asked FCC to reconsider July
14 order which found that it too was
tainted by off-record activities (see
page 76).
Satellite in orbit
relays Ike's voice
They're bouncing radio signals off
1 ,000-mile-high reflector following successful launching of first passive satellite balloon from Cape Canaveral Friday morning.
Echo I, 100-ft. diameter, aluminized
balloon went into orbit after being
ejected from Thor-Delta rocket.
Voice of President Eisenhower was
relayed via 10-story-high reflector within hours after launching. Reception
was "loud and clear" according to reports. Collins Radio used satellite for
transmissions between Texas and Cedar Rapids, Iowa. U.S. Army is reported ready to launch active repeater
satellite soon.
Payola report due
Senate Commerce Committee late
Friday had obtained assent of 16 of its
17 members to report payola bill
(story page 80) to floor today (Mon9

AT

DEADLINE

day) or tomorrow, with amendments
added by Pastore subcommittee to
knock out Hcense suspensions and to
modify forfeiture provisions. Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson predicted easy
passage of bill in Senate.
Agencies affiliate
Affiliation agreement was announced
Friday by Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
Chicago-based agency, which bills $15
million, and Allmayer, Fox & Reshkin,
Kansas City. Coincidentally, Thomas
J. Lipton Inc. announced its Wish-Bone
Div. account would move from AF&R

WEEK'S

to Weiss, along with S. Jerome Reshkin, executive vice president, who continues as account supervisor. Kansas
City agency has handled Wish-Bone
advertising for past nine years.
M Business briefly
L&N set ■ Lennen & Newell is odds-on
bet to be named today (Aug. 15) as
agency for Cities Service Co. (petroleum products), major eastern regional
account. Company is heavy in spot
radio (estimated $1 million in 1959),
uses spot tv to lesser degree (about
$150,000 in 1959). Ellington & Co. has

Noreico drive ■ North American Phillips Co., N.Y., which for entire year
1959 spent over half-million dollars
gross for spot tv, will break in September with "over $1 million campaign"
in spot television for new electric
Noreico shaver with "floating head,"
which has been on sale only since July
1. Noreico will be in minimum of 157
stations in 138 markets on weekends
only, also may use network tv and
radio spot. New campaign will run until
Christmas. C.J. La Roche, N.Y., is.
agency

handling Norelco's campaign..

HEADLINERS

Eugene H. Alnwick, sales director, MBS, resigned Friday.
Mutual President Robert F. Hurleigh in announcing acceptance of resignation said successor had not yet been selected.
Mr. Alnwick noted he planned to continue in advertising
field, though not in network radio. He began selling for
Mutual in 1957 and became sales director in July, 1959.
His past associations include Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Compton Adv. and C.J. La Roche.
George J. Abrams, president and chief
executive officer of Cosmetics & Toiletries
Div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co., resigns. Mr. Abrams said last week he
expects to affiliate with an advertising
agency or manufacturing firm — "an advertiser". Mr. Abrams spent four years at
Revlon, leaving firm in Feburary 1959
when he was advertising vp. Before his
Mr. Abrams
Revlon post, he was vp of advertising and
sales at Block Drug Co., and earlier was with Eversharp
Inc., Anacin Co. (now part of American Home Products)
and National Biscuit Co. Mr. Abrams at Warner-Lambert
had responsibility for Richard Hudnut, DuBarry and Sportsman lines.
Forrest Owen, vp and
general manager of Los
Angeles office of Wade
Adv., transfers to Chicago headquarters as executive vp. Paul McCluer, executive vp of
Chicago operation succeeds Mr. Owen in Los
Mr. Owen
Mr. McCluer
Angeles. Mr. Owen joined
Wade in 1944 as radio director, moved to Los Angeles
office in 1946, then to New York in 1946 to open agency's
new office there. He returned to Los Angeles in 1956 as vp
and general manager. Mr. McCluer joined Wade in 1951
and was named vp and board member in 1959. Previously,
he had been with NBC for 20 years, serving as sales manager
since 1941.
John Elliott Jr., vp and director of BBDO, N.Y., to Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N.Y., as senior vp and member of execu-

live committee, which is made up of some half-dozen agency
seniors. Mr. Elliott had been with BBDO around 10 years,
and was management supervisor on duPont account. OB&M
does not make public executives' account responsibilities,
but Mr. Elliott is joining agency at time when it is aligning,
staff to service new Shell Oil account.
William M. McCormick,
and New
director
of
sales atvpWOR
York,
named president of Yankee Network Div. of
RKO General Inc.
(owned by General Tire
A^ttt^^F i
A^:.
genCo.),of and
^ Rubber
WNACmanager
eral
Mr. Knight
Mr. ■b^'lMH
^^^Hp^
McCormick
am - TV. WRKO - FM
Boston, effective Aug. 22. He succeeds Norman Knight,
who asked to be relieved to devote time to public affairs
and public service both in and out of broadcasting field and
to private interests (he is president and sole stockholder of
New England stations WHEB Portsmouth, WTSV-AM-FM
Claremont and WTSL Hanover, all New Hampshire, and
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.). Mr. McCormick joined WOR
in 1946 as account executive, moved up in sales posts,
for three years (1954-57) serving as regional sales manager
with responsibility for New England, Philadelphia and New
Jersey. He was elected vp and director of sales in 1959,
having become sales manager of WOR division in 1956.
Mr. Knight has headed New England operation for RKO
General since 1954.
Robert Liddel, head timebuyer at
Compton Adv., New York, promoted to
associate media director, one of four at
agency. He is taking over network negotiations for Compton, function which previously had been split up between media
director (Frank Kemp, vp) and program director (Lewis H. Titterton, also
vp). Mr. Liddel started with Compton in
1952, handling media detail and moved
up through buying department until he
buyer of radio and tv last year.
FOR OTHER NEWS

10

been agency for past 13 years.

Mr. Liddel
became

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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WHIS-TV
Channel 6. NBC -ABC
Bluefield,
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than

the rich Central

W.
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300,000

homes

Appalachian

WHIS
5,000

watts
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within
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in the same
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York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

COMPANY
in the Midwest
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1st 1960

and on the West Coast

BROWN
COMPANY
in the South
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Storer Broadcasting Company has learned
that responsible, responsive audiences are
YOU

LEARN

AUT

the keys to success in broadcasting. We've
learned that the best way to develop such
audiences is to operate in the public interest.
We've learned, too, that before you can sell
a product or an idea, you first must earn
your position within the community, both
as a good neighbor and as a broadcaster
of integrity.
For 33 years Storer stations have had
responsible, responsive audiences. We are
appreciative of this continued interest and
confidence; and we will do everything within the bounds of good taste and highest

33

STORER

YEARS

community service to keep them.

BROADCASTING
33 years of community
Radio
DETROIT. . .WJBK
CLEVELAND . . . .WJW
TOLEDO... WSPD
WHEELING... WWVA
PHILADELPHIA.... WIBG
MIAMI... WGBS
LOS ANGELES... KGBS

COMPANY

service

Television
DETROIT WJBK TV
CLEVELAND . . WJW-TV
MILWAUKEE... WITI-TV
ATLANTA WAGA-TV
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22. PLaza 1-3940 / 230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

Fla.
Region
5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
*Sept. 15-17 — British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters annual meeting at Kelowna, B.C.
Sept. 16-18 — UPI IVIinnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — Assn. Canadienne Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AMFM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.

News
(nuz) n.
1. a report
recent

of a

event

2. e.g. the immediate
coverage

and

analyses

of critical

issues
Wmca's

provided

by

expanded

news-public

affairs

department.
THE STRAUS BROADCASTING GROUP
wmca
NEW g YORK
AM Radio Sales
wbny
Masia & Co..
Cc. Inc.
BUFFALO ■ Jack MasIa

rpi
RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 14-20 — Broadcast Responsibility Seminar.
Among participants will be Louis Hausman, director of Television Information Office; A. Louis
Read, vice president and general manager of
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans, and Richard
Salant, CBS vice president. Syracuse U., Syracuse, N.Y.
Aug. 19-20 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn. Baker
Hotel, Mineral Wells.
'Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn Motel, Myrtle Beach.
Vincent Wasilewski, NAB vice president for government relations, will be guest speaker.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, New York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Rear Admiral Joseph A. Jaap, director of development programs. Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, will speak at all-industry luncheon
Aug. 26 at Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Aug. 24 — Northeast Radio Network annual afliates meeting. Statler Club, Cornell U. campus,
Ithaca, N.Y.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29— NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. Annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hcrtel, Washington, D.C.
President Eisenhower will address opening session,
2 p.m. Aug. 29 at Sheraton-Park Hotel.
*Aug.tion in29-Sept.
American
Assn. for
Journalism3—annual
convention.
The EducaCouncil on Radio and Television Journalism will sponsor three broadcasting events: an address on convention and campaign broadcast coverage by
Samuel J. Sharkey, editor of NBC News; a
panel discussion on radio-tv education against
the background of the mass communications approach, and a session on research. Pennsylvania
State U., University Park, Pa.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept. fall
2-4 —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America. Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Starved Rock Lodge, Utica, N.Y.
Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon
Hollywood
Knickerbocker.
Cunningham & at
Walsh
executives
will discuss
radio
problems.
Sept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.

Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washingtort.
*Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District conventian. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fali
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of time to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29 — CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
*Sept. 29-Oct. 3— Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa.
OCTOBER
*0ct. 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Tentative program diplans
include
session for major state candates in fall
elections.
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
*Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting,
NAB Headquarters,
Washington.
Girdle-bra
vertising and theatrical
film clips
used in ad-tv
promotion are among board problems. Plans will
be drawn for integration of code operations
among
offices. Washington, New York and Hollywood
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
"Oct. 10 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Remember

You

When

Can't

It Used

Satisfy

To

Be

True

That

EverybodY"?

That was before the Encyclopaedia Film Library became available to the
program director — before Trans-Lux Television Corporation put a choice
of 101 program ideas, from over 700 film subjects, at his beck and call.
Now, neither the mechanical-minded moppet, nor the budding batting
champion, need look further than the channel where EB Films are shown.
The EBF

library contains subjects that appeal to every taste, on every

audience level. Some are largely educational, many

are solely entertaining;

most, you will agree, provide perfect "edutainment."
You can live with the insistent clamor for upgrading TV generally, and for
high-type public service programming specifically, by integrating EB Films
into existing formats and by creating new programs for this purpose.
In the days before Trans-Lux pioneered EBF, the answer to the problem might
well have been, "You can't satisfy everybody."

TRANS-LUX

TELEVISION

625 Madison Ave. • New York 22, N.Y.
PLaza 1-3114-5 • For information contact
RICHARD
CARLTON,
Vice President
NEW
YORK
• CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
In Charge Of Sales

O

TRANS- LUX
TELEVISION

4th in a serie
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Georgia

In Augusta,

V-TV
ST
WBest
The
of CBS and ABC 9
STEUBENVILLE-WHEELINB
Representetl bf A»eiy-Knoilel, Ine.
vw

YOUR

'S
BPERSOTDUCT

Bm-^M

"channel
V
T
WRGPThe Best of NBC 3
CHATTANOOaA, TENNESSEE
Represented by H-R

FRIEND
IS

WRDW-TV
The Best of CBS and ABC 1 3
AUeUSTA, BEORGIA
Represeateit ^ A»ery-Kiwdel, IBC.

The FRIENDLY

Group's

DW-TV
I
V
I
Newest member of The FRIENDLY
721
Gioup serving over a million people with ABC.
1^
million dollars to spend. The best of CBS and
For Rates and Avails
: R. E. Metcalfe, TA 4-5432
AUGUSTA
IN
•
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Gaynor, OX 7-0306
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

The Best of NBC and CBS
CURKSBURB, WEST VmBINIA
Represented by Avery-XBOdet, Inc.

" * ^
CHANNEL I
V
T
E
D
Oof CBS and ABC 1^
TheKBest
JOPUN, MiSSOURi
Represented by Atery-Knndel, Inc.

Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal
film Radio
tie-ins. Advertising Bureau course
Oct. with
10-11—
(in eight
cities)
better radio
ment. Town
House,on Omaha,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11— Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-1^1 — Audio Engineering Society I2th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
*Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct, 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on
High Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco.
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
'•'Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section, Central Canada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25 — AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT southern area
Music City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-0ct.
2— AWRTMass.New England conference. Springfield,
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
—
Harrisburg, ^AWRT
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.

^

X' 1
Patch
/

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,

Cords &

Looping

Plugs

avai liable
for use with

Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

Nems-Clarke
Jack

Panels

919 JESUP-BUAIR DRI
16 (DATEBOOK)

SILVER

SPRING MARYLAND

NIPFR 5-1000

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
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don't

gas

buy

appliances

Sure, you have to look at statistics when
you're buying TV time. That's all right with
us at WJAC-TV because both A. R. B. and
Nielsen rate us tops in the Johnstown- Altoona
market.
But there's more to the story than cold figures
—people buy products, and people overwhelmingly favor products they see on
WJAC-TV. Mr. Roman Pijanowski, Advertising Manager of The Peoples Natural Gas
Company in Johnstown, knows this, and he
says:
"Although my company does not sell gas appliances directly to the public, we know, from
talks with appliance dealers and home builders,
that people buy gas dryers, furnaces, gas lights,
water heaters, ranges, refrigerators and incinerators because they see them on WJAC-TV."
Statistics . . . yes, we have them. And we have
sales success stories, too. Both prove that
WJAC-TV is the station to buy in the Johnstown-Altoona Market!

get the

whole

story from

HARRINGTON,
AND
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PARSONS,

RIGHTER
INC.

NETWORK

PROGRAMMING

AIR POWER ■ CODE THREE ■ SAN FRANCISCO BEAT ■ NAVY LI,
SHOTGUN SLADE ■ TRACKDOWN ■ THIS MAN DAWSON • 26 m|
THE CALIFORNIANS - THE HONEYMOONERS • MR. ADAMS AND E?
MEET McGRAW ■ DEADLINE • BOLD VENTURE ■ COLONEL FLAf
SILENT SERVICE ■ FLIGHT ■ PANIC ■ POLICEWOMAN

DECd

IT'S A GREAT LIFE - INTERPOL CALLING ■ YOU ARE THEf^
• BOLD JOURNE
HOLLIDAY ■ MIKE HAMMER
HIRAM

WPix-11

IS THE

"Network

learned to expect network
know

commercials

Nielsen has proved

that WPix

as on the leading

over-long

commercials

healthy

York

in New

stations only WPIX

audience

network

on WPiX-11.
and

incomes,

station!
You

a proved

respect for the rate card. Where

York!

Audiences

every night on WPix-11.
offers so many

in prime evening time in such network

the same

only the best advertisers

for Spot Advertisers

quality entertainment

that of all seven New

place mimite
And

Station"

home

You'll

will find

Advertisers

opportunities

to

quality programming.

ownerships,

never

have

find

important

jobs, etc. are

"mail

looking

order"

or

programs,

quality audience . . . on a station that has a
are your 60-second

commercials

tonight?

MONDAY

MEMO

from PATRICIA BURNS PERKINS, assistant advertising director, Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn.. Los Angeles
How

many

How long should a tv spot run? That's
a simple enough question and it would
seem simple enough to answer, probably by saying that it should run as long
as it's attracting attention, arousing interest, achieving identification and generally doing a job for the advertiser.
But in real life it's not that simple.
How can you tell how long is long
enough? Coast Federal has just put a
new commercial on tv in Los Angeles
in place of one that may have achieved
the longest time-in-use record ever
chalked up. And even now we aren't
quite sure whether to mention with
pride or with faint apology that our
Coast Federal rabbit has been putting
silver dollars in a coin-bank replica of
our 9th and Hill St. building for more
than seven years while a trio merrily
sang "If it's safety you want most, open
your savings account at Coast" to the
tune of "Pop Goes the Weasel." This
was not on a now-and-then basis or on
a single channel but year-in, year-out
on three network channels, with much
extra scheduling four times a year in
"reinvestment" periods.
Whether this antiquity is actually
unique we don't know (we'd be interested in rival claims!). We do know
that our change to a new spot has created much comment. But the really important question to us is whether viewers will be as strongly and favorably impressed bythe new spot as they were by
the old one.
Rabbit Reasoning ■ When the Coast
bunny first took to television I wasn't
around, so I'm not sure what success
was anticipated for his debut. I do know
that he created a response beyond any
anticipation and that this response never
ended. In the week after the new commercial replaced the old one we were
still answering letters from fans who
wanted to settle neighborhood arguments about the seven year old commercial with first-hand information as
to whether the bunny was really alive
and. if so, how he was trained to do
something so un-rabbit-like. Thousands
of account holders are in our records
as having brought their savings to Coast
because of "rabbit." This succinct data
shows up because all personnel know
what it means and, besides, the space in
our records for entering the reason for
choosing Coast is small.
There is no question that our rabbit-

20 Coast

years

for

a

act tv spot has been the most highly
identified tv commercial for any savings
and loan association in this market. It
is quite possible that it has been the
most highly identified tv commercial
for any business or product in this market. Literally millions of Southern Californians can tell you that Coast Federal
is the savings and loan with "that cute
rabbit" on television.
All of which helps to explain why
Coast kept on using the same spot for
so many years. We did have other spots.
We had a "dancing dollars" commercial
and a "flying carpet" commercial. When
we used them, alternating with the rabbit, protests arose. People wanted to see
the rabbit all the time. Then we had
numerous revisions of the rabbit spot —
such as breaking into the coin-depositing sequence to show the building in a
cross section with small, separate rooms
holding small, separate rabbits to tell
the story of Coast branch oflfices. People
didn't like it. They liked the rabbit putting coins in the bank.
So it is simple fact that Coast kept

tv

spot?

the same spot so long because every
time a new one was considered or made
it brought up the serious question of
whether it could possibly do as good a
job as the spot in use.
Reason to Change ■ The folks at
Telepix Corp., who had filmed the rabbit-with-coins spot, at last began to warn
us repeatedly that something had to be
done because they couldn't assure us of
good prints from the old footage and
the sound track was getting scratchy.
We gave in. We said we would make
new spots, but only if we could get
something as good as we had. Which
of course was the same old problem but
with new urgency. We were firm that we
wanted another rabbit act and though
we were encouraged to consider animation or even the possibility of a mechanical rabbit, we insisted on a live
rabbit. The scarcity of live rabbits doing
amazing things appropriate for advertising one of the largest savings and
loan associations in the country became
a serious problem.
Then a fortunate set of circumstances
developed. Fulton Shaw, the man who
trained our original rabbit, came to California to run Old MacDonald's Farm
as
a
part
Knott'sattraction
Berry Farm,
the
well-known oftourist
at Buena
Park. Mr. Shaw had a number of beautiful rabbits. Phone calls were made.
Conferences arranged. Everyone had
ideas — folks from Coast; from Gum-

Pat Burns Perkins was continuity chief
at KLZ Denver for several years,
then program director at KMYR there.
She later became radio-tv creative head
at Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, and
copy group head at McCann-Erickson
there. She also worked as a freelance
writer and advertising consultant in
Los Angeles until 1959 when she joined
Coast Federal.

Federal's

tv

bunny

pertz, tising
Bentley
& Dolan,
Coast's adveragency, and
from Telepix.
New Bunny, New Trick ■ So it happened. We have new tv commercials
with a real, live bunny who amazingly
arranges alphabet blocks to spell
C-O-A-S-T while a trio merrily sings
If it's safety you want most, open your
savings account at Coast." In some
spots he gets the letters arranged in sequence, in others he gets them out of
sequence, but they always spell Coast.
There are several endings, but the ending that is exciting almost as much
comment as the spelling act itself is
the one where the bunny twitches his
ears in a very special way.
People are writing and calling us to
say, "I like the one where the ears
twitch. How did you ever get a rabbit
to How
do all long
that?" should a tv spot run?
We're still minus an answer. But we do
know seven years was not too long
for the first Coast Federal rabbit.

ran

7
years
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Absinthe

Frappe

...Ok

As served at Lafitte's Blacksmith tihop

WWL-TV.

Easy
to make:
Fill 10-oz. tumbler with
finely crushed ice. Pour In a
dash of simple syrup, a dash
of anisette and I'/i jiggers
of any absinthe substitute,
such as Herbsaint. Drip water
over ice until tumbler is filled.
Voila— frappe! If you prefer it served as a cocktail,
remove ice.

. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Romper Room, WWL-TV's standout morning
show, delivers the audience at the lowest cost-perthousand of any kid show in the New Orleans
market — even lower than afternoon kid shows.
It makes sound sales sense to catch the kids in the
morning before mom goes to shop — not in the late
afternoon, when she has already completed her
day's shopping. ARB (April, 1960) shows Romper
Room leading all competition with a 9 rating.
Represented nationally by Katz

-TV
WLORLEANS
W
NEW
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BRAND NEW:
Out of the thousands of
SATURDAY EVENING POST
stories read and loved by millions
of Americans, ITC now proudly
brings to television first run,
for the first time, the

Pat O'Brien
. . . hard hitting
action

June Lockhart
. . . tender
romance

Everett Sloane
. . . Western
adventure

Charles Coburn
. . .in-cheek
tonguefarce

Pulitzer
authors
Conrad
Benet .

Prize-winning
like MacKinlay Kantor,
Richter, Stephen Vincent
. . and many others.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 • PL 5-2100
22

OPEN
MIKE®
Catching customers
editor: Recently a prominent advertising agency executive labeled the radio medium a "catch-all."
I don't know exactly how he meant
it but suspect that he may have inadvertently expressed a definition of the
medium which is very pertinent to understanding itsvalues and uses.
Spot radio is unquestionably the
catch-all medium.
It catches-all the men in the morning while shaving, dressing, driving to
work. It catches them on-the-go when
other media cannot reach them. . . .
Jt catches-all the housewives mostly
in the kitchen when they are using
household products. . . .
It catches-all the teenagers (the headwaters of your market) in their rooms,
cars, beaches. — Robert E. Eastman,
Robert E. Eastman & Co., New York.
Selling local radio
editor: Through the years we have
systematically converted merchants who
use handbills or circulars into users of
KMAR by employing the following
method: After every circular mailing
we salvage all the circulars discarded
at the post office or on the street and
return them to the sponsor. This has
invariably resulted in the reallocation
of the circular budget into a KMAR
schedule. Every merchant has appreciated this service because of the
money he has saved and the business
he received as a result of his KMAR
advertising. — Si Willing, General Manager, KMAR Winnsboro, La.
Roy Rogers sells for Nestle
editor:. . .Our good client, The Nestle
Co.,
and a number
of our have
Roy decided
Rogers"
manufacturing
licensees
that they would like to have reprints of
[the feature article on Roy Rogers
Show, page 78, July 18] in the hands of
their sales staff — particularly in connection with the contest to which the article
refers at some length. We would, therefore, appreciate permission to reproduce the article intact . . . — Edward
L. Koenig, Jr., President, Roy Rogers
Syndication Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
[Permission granted. — The Editors. [
BROADCASTING
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for 52 weekly Issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
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SOUTH FLORIDA
PACES THE NATION!
POPULATION GROWTH
1950-1960
(new U.S. Census Estimate)
THREE PRIMARY COUNTIES
UP 122%
(Dade, Broward, Palm Beach)
12-COUNTY SOUTH FLA.
MARKET- UP 108.3%
Total Population 1,699,149

In South Florida, the nation's fastest-growing area -market,
WTVJ— among all media— delivers the largest daily circulation!
will give your schedule complete coverage of this
WTVJ
Only
dynamic growth area. Obtain the facts of WTVJ's exclusive,
total coverage of South Florida from your PGW Colonel.

SOUTH

FLORIDA

WTVJ
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

wfvj
WLOtlV
e}
Affltiai

40

YEARS

Radio Station WWJ in Detroit, the world's first commercial broadcasting
station, celebrates its 40th Anniversary on August 20.
Pioneer electronics inventor Lee DeForest who designed WWJ's first
transmitter — 20 watts — has stated, as reported by Time and Newsweek
Magazines: "On the night of August 20, 1920, the first commercial
broadcast station in all the world was opened." The station has been on
the air regularly every day since that time.

Other

WWJ

programs

during 1920 included:

August 31 — rteturns of local and slate primary eledions. That hundreds of listeners
heard Ihr returns in their homes ivas duly documented by The Detroit
News tlie Jolloicinq day.
September 4 — VKVKJ Radio ims the source of music for a dancing party at a private
home.
September 6 — Result of the Dempsey-Miske fujht, broadcast within seconds of receiving
the bulletin from wire services.
September 22 — First "vocal concert" by radio. Miss Mabel Norton Ayers sang several
.folos accompanied by phonograph music.
October 5 — Scores of the World Series game (Rrooklyn vs. Cleveland),
November 2 — National election returns {Harding vs. Cox), broadcast over a period
of four Itours.

While we are forty years old, we consider ourselves younger every
day. Our present concept of TOTAL RADIO keeps the station in tune with the
times — and with present-day hsteners.
TOTAL RADIO is for the total population. It features Detroit's most
complete radio news center which presents the total news — comprehensive,
balanced and believable.
Listeners of all ages get their share of entertainment and information
from WWJ's popular music, concert music, classical music, sports and weather
reports and special features.
Advertisers, of course, benefit from this broad-gauge programming, and find
it perfectly planned for moving merchandise in the nation's Fifth Market.

\W

W

I

Jk W
\WU

Detroit's

Basic
NBC

AM and FM
RADIO

Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS

Thanks to some homework reading,
an HR&P salesman came across a
story in one of the food trade papers
about a drug company that had
developed something new. This was
a product making it possible to freeze fresh fruit, without
discoloration, in your home freezer. The decision to market in a new field, however, brought up many problems the
drug company had not faced before.
The HR&P

man called its ad manager and his agency to

present spot TV as logical for the job — and to ask if he
could help in the overall marketing effort.
Turned out he could. They welcomed
his ideas on test markets and stations
(from the HR&P list, of course).
Besides developing effective spot TV
how

schedules, he said he'd also be glad to
line up brokers in those markets . . . supply them with merchandising material for their salesmen . . . arrange for

to

mail-pull tests . . . and, in general, hold the new product's
hand until it got started. Which it did, in a prompt and
unf] reeze

prospering manner .
Result: within a year, this advertiser
bloomed from two test markets to 37

a

prospect

. . .
paid off for HR&P

markets. What's more, the schedule
was expanded from six to 13 midSummer weeks! Our man's initiative
stations and for the spot TV industry.

We admit that things like this don't happen every day, but
neither are they unusual in our shop. That's one reason
why we put such a premium on creative flair and resourcefulness inselecting our sales staff. Another is because, representing one medium only, we need place no artificial limitations on the creation of new business for the spot TV
industry. Uniquely, we can afford to be creative both ways.

HARRINGTON,
NEW
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NOW

Rep

A

PUSH

BIG

association

says

The solid weight of the Station Representatives Assn. was thrown behind
the one-rate movement in spot radio
and television last week.
The association's members unanimously recommended that all television
and radio stations wipe out the distinction between "local" and "national" or
"retail" and "general" rates and adopt
"a single rate policy for all spot broadcasting."
The move, being made public today
(Aug. 15), represented the most sweeping single endorsement the single-rate
movement has received in years of controversy. SRA's membership of 20 rep
firms, including many of the leading
companies in the business, represent
350-400 tv stations and about 850 radio
stations. Many non-members of SRA
also support the one-rate concept.
Individual Decision ■ SJIA endorsement does not mean that stations necessarily will follow suit. That decision
is up to the stations individually, as
SRA took pains to point out. But observers agreed that SRA's stand should
carry more weight than any single endorsement among the many that have
built up among stations and station
groups over the years.
The historic problem in applying different rates for "national" and "local"
business is in deciding which advertisers are eligible for which classification.
Many national and major regional advertisers traditionally seek through
their local distributors or other local
outlets to get the local rate, which is
lower than the national.
In its variations this situation becomes complicated and stations often
find it difficult if not impossible to enforce the national rate in all cases
where they think it should apply. The
problem worsens when competing advertisers insist on the same deal.
In the process, agencies frequently
say
they're
findbetter
that
clients
have embarrassed
been able to to
make
deals directly with stations than
the agencies themselves could make
through their normal dealings with station reps. In some cases national agencies claim they have lost control of
their budgets — and their commissions
— because clients elected to deal either
directly or through local agencies.
Equal Treatment ■ This sort of situaBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

FOR

national-local

SINGLE

differences

are

RATE

obsolete

tion is cited by one-rate advocates as
best evidence of the dangers of separate
rates. Agencies as well as stations and
station reps have taken this position,
the most notable example being N.W.
Ayer & Son.
Earlier this year Ayer officials called
leading reps together and — while not
asking for a single-rate policy, and indeed indicating later that it would be
unrealistic to hope for such a policy —
made clear that if stations grant local
rates or ofll:-card deals to one advertiser,
Ayer would demand the same concessions for any similar clients it serves
(Broadcasting, June 6, et seq).
This line of argument has won many
stations over to the single-rate system
over the years. However, though no accurate count is available, the number of
stations that have and rigidly enforce a
one-rate policy is thought to be a relatively small minority. Many stations
contend that the rate differential is justified and not too hard to apply, but for
the most part they are less vocal than
those who wish to change the system.
SRA's statement recognized that
some stations feel they cannot or do not
wish to switch to a single-rate system
at this moment. These, it said, might
consider "a transitional rate card" on
which "retail" and "general" advertis-

ing would be defined as clearly as possible. But the statement also emphasized
that a single-rate policy could ultimately be beneficial
to "every
station."
Definitions
a Problem
■ The
SRA
position was drafted by the radio and
television trade practice committee,
headed by Edward P. Shurick of Blair
Tv and Wilmot H. Losee of AM Radio
Sales, after repeated efforts to write
out clear-cut distinctions between "retail" and "general" advertising had
failed to satisfy committeemen and
other SRA leaders. Approved by all
members of the association, which is
headed by H. Preston Peters of Peters,
Griffin, Woodward as president and
chairman, the recommendation was
mailed late last week to all U.S. television and radio stations.

All for one ■ Key figures in the adoption of the Station Representatives
Assn.'s sweeping endorsement of the
one-rate policy for all spot broadcasting were (1-r in picture above) H. Preston Peters, president of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, who is president and board
chairman of SRA; and Edward P.
Shurick, executive vice president of
Blair Tv, and Wilmot H. Losee, vice

president and general manager of AM
Radio Sales Co., as chairmen of the
association's television and radio trade
practices committee. SRA's stand
evolved out of "intensive study" by the
trade practices group and was endorsed
unanimously by SRA's 20 members,
who include a majority of the most
prominent companies in the station
representation business.
27

In recommending "a like charge for
like services," the SRA statement said
this "is, in fact, the intent of a clause
in the AAAA contract which most
agencies employ and to which broadcasters agree when they accept advertising on AAAA contract terms."
SRA said "we know of no advertising medium which has been able to
adopt a dual rate policy without being
discriminatory. Stations which employ
both a 'retail' and a 'general' rate card
have rarely succeeded in clarifying who

One way to keep
WHTG Asbury Park, N.J., thinks
it has developed a simple way to define eligibility for local and national
rates and has thus eliminated one of
the principal arguments for single
rates for all advertisers.
The station explained its rule last
week in a letter rejecting a request
for local rates for the New York
District Ford Dealers' Advertising
Assn. The request came from Carl
E. Rhodes, J. Walter Thompson account representative for the Ford
dealers.
Here's how Mrs. Theo Gade, cobelongs in which category.
"The difficulty may arise from the
fact that the reasons supporting the
distinction between 'retail' and 'general' rates which prevailed years ago
no longer exist. National corporations
nowadays do business in every locality.
Their presence in every field of local
business makes the demarcation between
"retail' and 'general' extremely hazy and
difficult to define equitably. Agencies
and their clients understandably express
concern over the inconsistencies and
injustices of unlike charges for like
services in any medium in which these
inequities occur, whether in radio, television or newspapers."

GILLETTE
Triple

spot

rates separated
owner of WHTG, explained the
policy.
The station's
rule of
thumb
for distinguishing
between
local
and
national advertising is this: 'Tf there
are two or less places where the
product or service can be obtained
[in the station's coverage area], the
local rate applies. If there are three
or more places where the product or
service can be obtained, the regionalnational
applies."
A localratebottler
that has three or
more outlets pays the regional-national rate. So does a local bank
with three or more offices.

Good for All ■ SRA took the position
that ""the adoption of a single rate standard would serve the best interests of advertisers and broadcasters alike. Many
who have adopted the single rate card
idea have increased both local and national revenue by developing carefully
planned discount structures, preemptible availability plans, special service
features and other refinements. The
rule of like charge for like services, if
employed by radio and television, can
strengthen the position of all broadcast
media to the eventual benefit of every
station.
"For these reasons SRA unhesitatingly suggests that rate schedules be

CHANGES
threat

The Gillette Co. has quietly abandoned its plan to run back-to-back
commercials for its Toni and Paper
Mate subsidiaries because of the spectre
of triple-spotting (Closed Circuit
Aug. 8).
Though it had already sent out some
of the two 30-second commercials, one
of its divisions took a flat stand against
the practice, primarily because the plan
stirred up controversy among several
station representatives.
A Toni spokesman said Wednesday
that "Toni has always been opposed to
triple-spotting and we are not going to
change our position." He acknowledged
the plan had been abandoned and that
Toni had been "abashed" upon ascertaining station representative reaction.
Under the plan, stations would have
been asked to carry the two 30-second
spots in place of previous 60-second
Toni commercials, thus subjecting themselves to multiple spotting pressures.
Though both companies, Toni and
Paper Mate, are owned by Gillette, the
products (hair preparations and writ28 (BROADCASTING ADVERTISING)

brings

AD

PLANS

cancellation

ing pens) are unrelated, it was pointed
out.
Previously, a spokesman for North
Adv., which handles the Toni account,
acknowledged the plan was under consideration but denied it would lead to
triple-spotting. He suggested there was
little difference whether one company
or difl'erent companies bought the spots
even though the products were not related. Paper Mate agency is Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Report

cites

agency

public service work
The Advertising Council has published atwo-year report, "Smokey Bear
Loves Advertising Agencies," subtitled
"True Stories About Advertising Agencies and Their Talented Men and Women, or Another Two Years of Lighting
the Torches for America and Putting
OutTheHer2 1Fires."
-page report summarizes public-service efforts and results for these

re-examined towards establishing, if a
station does not already have one, a
single rate policy. Stations which have
a two-rate policy which their managements feel cannot be changed to the
single rate at this time may wish to
consider a transitional rate card as an
intermediate
rate policy. step towards the single"These stations and those managements who cannot now alter their dual
rate position can relieve the broadcasting industry of confusion and embarrassment bymaking every effort to employ clear and unambiguous definitions
of what is 'retail' and what is 'general'
advertising. These definitions should, of
course, be published as part of the rate
schedules to which they apply."
In addition to approving the recommendation and sending it to all stations,
SRA members also were asked to contact their own client stations individually in behalf of the proposal.
Signers ■ SRA member firms are AM
Radio Sales Co.; Avery-Knodel; John
Blair & Co.; Blair Tv; Blair Tv Assoc.;
Broadcast Time Sales; Harry E. Cummings, Jacksonville, Fla.; Bob Dore
Assoc.; Devney O'Connell; Robert E.
Eastman Co.; H-R Representatives;
H-R Television; The Katz Agency;
Daren F. McGavren Co.; The Meeker
Co.; Art Moore Assoc., Seattle; Peters,
Griffin, Woodward; Radio-Tv Representatives; Adam Young Inc. and
Young Television Corp.

campaigns: Forest fire prevention
(Foote, Cone & Belding and more recently Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey
for the south), better schools (Benton &
Bowles), United Community Campaigns
(BBDO). mental health (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles), stop accidents
(Campbell-Ewald), contribute-work-vote
(Foote, Cone & Belding), religious overseas aid (Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden), aid to higher education (N.W.
Ayer),
S.S. Hope (Young &
Rubicam)polio
.
U.S. Committee for the United Nations (Ben Sackheim), confidence in a
growing America (McCann-Erickson,
Grey Adv. — retail sales phase), antiinflation and growth (McCann-Erickson), American Red Cross, NATO 10th
anniversary, religion in American life
(J. Walter Thompson), Radio Free Europe (Ted Bates), U.S. Savings Bonds
(Leo Burnett Co., G.M. Basford, Campbell-Ewald, Compton Adv., McCannErickson, Schwab, Beatty & Porter, J.
Walter Thompson, Edward H. Weiss,
Wade Adv.), 1960 Census (Meldrum &
Fewsmith), Ad Council (Leo Burnett,
Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed,
and Tatham-Laird).
(Also see related editorial, page 114.)
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"Voice

serves

of the

America's

14th

Middle

West"

largest

radio

market

SURVEYS have measured the Iowa radio audience for 23 consecutive years. A new 93-County
Area* Pulse Survey proves — as have all the others

radio families residing within WHO Radio's NCS
No. 2 coverage area — America's l4th largest radio
market. And in all this area, WHO Radio is an

Radio is again Iowa's

important voice 1
WHO Radio reaches more people, more often
and at less cost than any other station or combination
of stations in Iowa. And, for a qualifying food or

— that 50,000-Watt WHO
most listened-to station.

Iowa radio families have again given WHO

Radio

a "clean sweep" with first place in every week-day
quarter hour surveyed. Competition came from more
than 85 other stations serving this area. In fact,
50,000-Watt WHO Radio's audience outstrips that
of the next two stations combined during the three
major week-day broadcast segments (6 a.m. -Noon,
Noon-6 p.m., 6 p.m.-10:30 p.m.).
But these ratings tell only part of the story. They
represent only 72% (625,000 of 865,350) of the

drug advertiser, WHO Radio offers Feature Merchandising services — operated and controlled by
trained WHO Radio personnel. See your PGW
Colonel about reaching all of Iowa plus lots more
with WHO Radio!
*"Iowa PLUS" consists of the 137 counties in Iowa, Missouri,
Illinois and Nebraska in which NCS No. 2 credits WHO Radio
with 10% penetration.

WHO
for Iowa PLUS 1
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Represeatalives
' BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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There's \nm

m. 1 JfT^

in Jacksonville, where the most interesting

figures are in coverage maps and rating reports ! Only WJXT
Northeast

reaches the entire

Florida— South Georgia area, with well over double the coverage of

counties (66 vs 28) in this booming

region. Even

Jacksonville, where coverage is on a par, WJXT

inside

goes on to win thundering

leads. Check the Nielsen Index for any month — the vast majority of the
top 50 shows are consistently on WJXT.
there's more, much

Any way you look at it,
more to WJXT.

W«JXT

^

JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT
WTOP

Radio

Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

Washington, D. C. WTOP-TV

Channel 9, Washington, D. C.

PARTIES'
AD
STRATEGY
SHAPES
UP
Patd time will run into millions despite free network debates
on live appearances stemmed from a
quired as in 1956 by shortening regular
Multi-million-dollar buying of politdesire to prevent deletion of fluffs or
ical broadcasting time was started last half-hour and hour entertainment shows
inadvertent
errors by either candidate.
week by the two major parties. The
to accommodate the political inserts — ■
The Kennedy and Nixon advisers
plans for paid advertising were being and on half-hour network periods. The
hoped they would be able to reach
made in the knowledge that the presi- spot schedules, which will be heavy as
the nominees move from state to state,
agreement at their session this week
dential candidates will have unpreremain to be determined. And to concedented access to free air exposure
on times and places in time for anin debates on all networks.
ceal their strategies as much as possible,
other session with the network representatives inabout 10 days.
both sides are talking as litde as posWorking with the national television
sible about specific plans, network as
and radio networks, representatives of
Participating
last week's
meeting
well as spot.
were
Leonard inReinsch
of the
Cox
nominees Richard M. Nixon and John
While the clearest factor to emerge
stations, communications consultant to
F. Kennedy appeared to have reached
tentative agreement that the heralded
Sen. Kennedy, the lone Democrat
in the parties' advertising plans was
Nixon-Kennedy debates would be (1) that television would be the prime
present; Herbert Klein, "Vice Presilive, (2) on all radio and tv networks
medium, plans for the vaunted freedent Nixon's press secretary, along
time debates between Messrs. Kennedy
with Fred Scribner, Undersecretary
simultaneously and (3) unsponsored.
and Nixon moved a little further out of of the Treasury and a member of the
But there was no indication how many
the nebulous area. But these, too,
Nixon strategy board; Ted Rogers,
there might be or when they would
needed much more work to make them
start.
TV and radio consultant to Mr. Nixon,
clear-cut.
and Carroll P. Newton, head of the
The networks' individual offers added
Representatives of the nominees and
up to a total of close to 20 hours of
advertising agency for the GOP camof the networks — ABC, CBS and
debates and interviews featuring the
paign; John Daly, ABC news vice
NBC radio and television and Mutual
two nominees but actually there may
president; Sig Mickelson, president of
be as few as two debates plus one or
radio — held their first meeting last CBS News; Lester Bernstein, NBC
two programs in which Messrs. Nixon
corporate affairs vice president; JoTuesday (Aug. 9), agreeing that "live
seph Keating, Mutual programs and
and Kennedy will submit jointly to quesdebates" are "desirable." Beyond that
and a brief statement that the nomoperations vice president, and Norman
tioning by newsmen. But the final
Baer, Mutual news director.
answer hinged on meetings to be held
inees' representatives would now meet
and
see
how
many
joint
appearances
Waiver Necessary ■ It was made
between Nixon and Kennedy representatives early this week in Washington
might be feasible, the official announceclear
at the
meeting
thatupon
the networks'
to see where their respective campaign
free-time
offers
depend
Congresment on results of the session ofi'ered
no
details.
sional waiver of Sec. 315 of the Comschedules might be made to dovetail.
munications Act so candidates of
It was learned, however, the agreePros at Work ■ While top-level consmaller parties will not be entitled to
ment also specified the appearances
sultants to the candidates faced up to
would be on all networks, radio and
this question, the advertising agency
equal time. The Senate already has aptelevision, at the same time. This
organizations working with and under
proved the waiver and the House is
expected to follow.
them were staking out paid-time tele- agreement automatically ruled out apvision availabilities for their nominees.
In the paid-time area, one of the
pearances via video tape (except possibly for taped delays to overcome
First time purchasers centered on
first orders was sent by the RepubliCONTINUED ON PAGE 36
time-zone differences). The insistence
five-minute
network
programs — ac-

Plaiining debates ■ Representatives of networks and of the
presidential candidates met Aug. 9 in New York for the first
talks about broadcast debates between the candidates. They
reached tentative agreement that the debates would be live,
unsponsored and simultaneously on all networks. But the
dates and the number of appearances remain to be set.
Before going into the meeting the key figures posed for
photographers. In picture above are (1-r) John Daly, vice
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

president, news. ABC; Fred Scribner, Undersecretary of the
Treasury and member of the Nixon strategy board; Sig
Mickelson, president, CBS News; Joseph Keating, vice
president, programs and operations, MBS; Lester Bernstein,
vice president, corporate affairs, NBC; Herbert Klein,
press secretary to Vice President Richard M. Nixon, and
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of the Cox stations
and communications consultant to Sen. John Kennedy.
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ALL STAR BASEBALL
WORLD SERIES
FIRST (local)
IN SPORTS >^
NCAA FOOTBALL
ROSE BOWL
EAST- WEST BOWL
SUGAR BOWL
BLUE-OREY BOWL
SENIOR BOWL
PRO ALL STAR
FOOTBALL
PRO FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
BILL SNYDER SPORTS
(local)
CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING
RACING AT HIALEAH
PRO BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
WORLD

Take the strongest local sports programming in the
Carolinas; team it up with the stand-outs of
both NBC and ABC. It figures— another winner in the format
that's changing things in Charlotte television.
Here in America's 25th largest television homes market
you can get more for your advertising dollar on WSOC-TV. . .
One of the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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General

Electric

A million dollar's worth of tv
time will be thrown behind the
autumn campaign on behalf of
General Electric's favorite candidate
— Mr. Magoo, animated spokesman
for GE"s light bulbs.
The largest block of time yet
bought will carry the Magoo message to the precincts through 269
tv stations in 129 markets. A total
of 14,000 spot tv commercials will
be sponsored over a four-week
period starting Sept. 19.
One-minute announcements, 20second spots and IDs will present
the cartoon character as he solicits
votes for GE's lamp division. The
Magoo platform — "The soft-white
bulb for better light."
The little fellow with the genial
visage and the worst case of nearsightedness on the air will shake
hands with water-pump handles and
smooch babies in his "Ballot For
Bulbs" campaign. In a typical 20second commercial he quips, to a
poodle in a woman's arms, "It's easy
to see whose baby you are" and
enters a police station in the belief
it's a fine place for a campaign
speech.
Salesman Magoo ■ After Mister
Magoo had been given a test run
last spring, Marty King, advertising
manager of the GE lamp division,
described the campaign as "the best
tie-in and sales-getter General Elec-

bets

a million

on

tric has used in its advertising
The spring test was based on a
history."
three-week
campaign of 20-second
IDs in Fort Wayne, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh. GE's agency, BBDO
New York, had suggested Mister
Magoo as the company searched for
a livelier message than had been
used in its extensive network radio
and tv campaigns. Tv particularly,
it was felt, needed a more exciting
vehicle.
GE figured it should be able to
build up sales through saturation
spots, perhaps in the Lestoil manner.
It already had a distribution and
permanent merchandising system.
After the three-city test, Mister
Magoo was given point-of-purchase
displays tieing-in with commercials
appearing
in a lasted
125-market
tion run that
three saturaweeks.
From now on Mister Magoo will be
featured in spring and autumn tv
schedules backed by "push-through
merchandising on top of good adThe spring testing was checked by
vertising."
Schrewin
Research. The verdict:
good company recognition. In a
sampling made later during the actual placement of Magoo commercials (using a 2,000-phone call
sample and a check that included
375 stores), recognition of Mister
Magoo scored in one-half of those

BEST
BULBS

Candidates ■ This still from one of
GE's new Magoo commercials shows
the nearsighted hero stumping for
himself and GE light bulbs. The
political-theme commercials, in var1
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ious lengths and versions, will run
for four weeks starting Sept. 19 in
125 markets. Agency for GE is
BBDO, New York. Producer was
UPA Pictures, Hollywood.

Magoo

to win

interviewed, while GE earned a
35% recognition.
According to Mr. King, part of
the GE bulb success came from a
realization simply that "selling bulbs
was like selling Jello, a Revlon liping. stick or a Lestoil. What we needed
to instill was 'local excitement'."
And that's the tenor of Magoo sellFemale Audience ■ Since 70% of
the electric bulb market is traced to
women purchasers, most of the
"Ballot for Bulbs" campaign will be
minutes placed near daytime programs. But last spring GE found that
though dealers heard about Mister
Magoo,
they hadn't
him. some
This
will
be rectified
in the seen
fall with
20s and IDs in prime evening time.
In this energetic GE push which
will aim toward the traditional bulb
outlets of drug, variety, hardware
and food stores, dealer contests will
be
helddisplays.
along with establishment of
tie-in
Already there's been a bit of fun
that GE hadn't planned on. During
the Democratic convention last
month CBS-TV cameras picked up
a demonstration for Adlai Stevenson.
In the background but flying high
waved
"Magoo for Electric,
President"a
banner. a Westinghouse
directorsored thecompetitor
of GE's, sponCBS coverage.
GE contrives carefully for attention. At a Battle Creek, Mich., store
(CutRate market) last spring a direct
tie-up with the Magoo commercial
campaign included a 40-foot GE
bulb display set up along one whole
wall. In the three-week tv campaign
the store sold $4,000 worth of bulbs,
or 25% of its annual bulb volume.
The Magoo commercial concept
is the creation of Art Bellaire, vice
president and associate copy director
in charge of tv and radio at BBDO.
who conceived the idea of making
a salesman out of the familiar UPA
animated character. Dick Mercer,
vice president and creative group
supervisor at the agency, and Mr.
Bellaire have written the commercials. UPA Pictures produces the
films with other credits going to
Bill Fuess of UPA and Eddie Dillon,
an art director at BBDO.
Mister Magoo, an effective means
of personalizing the soft-white bulb
featured by GE, has his larynx flexed and his hair trimmed for what
may be one of the brighter spots of
the
fall political
maneuvering.
counting
on him to
sell its bulbs.GE's
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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The latest Nielsen for Jacksonville (March) shows WFGA-TV
delivers a 49% metro share-of-audience 9:00 a.m. to midnight, Sunday through Saturday. And it's the same with every
new rating — WFGA-TV keeps climbing, keeps capturing more
viewers in this rich market!
If you want your message to pull sales in Jact^onville, see
your PGW Colonel for full details on WFGA-TV!
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W
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.

Trying on Some Tv ■ Jantzen Inc.,
for its women's sportswear, is feelCONTINUED FROM PAGE 32
can National Committee to ABC-TV
for the 1 1 p.m. -to-midnight period
on election eve (Nov. 7). Other plans
of both parties were unavailable. To
a considerable extent the plans are
being held up until it is known how
much free time will be allotted to the
Nixon-Kennedy debates.
On ABC-TV, in addition to the election eve purchase, the GOP reportedly
has placed orders for approximately
eight five-minute segments in October,
all in daytime periods. The Democrats
have placed an order for a half-hour
on Sept. 20 which would preempt
Wyatt Earp at 8:30 p.m. and a halfhour on Sept. 29 at 10:30 p.m. (apparently preempting Silents Please, a
summer replacement).
NBC-TV also is receiving orders for
five-minute segments. So far more than
a dozen such orders apparently have
come from the Democrats and a few
less from the Republicans. The first of
these will start in late September. Here,
too, most segments are adjacent to
popular daytime shows, the few in the
nighttime clipping five minutes off such
programs as Perry Coino and The Price
Is Right, to name two programs on
NBC-TV.
CBS-TV has orders for five-minute
segments and half-hours from the political parties but details were unavailable. The five-minute segments will be
filmed or taped, or contain a mixture
of both.
Costs ■ CBS and NBC indicated they
will sell the nighttime five-minute programs at about 10% of the hourly rate,
while ABC-TV apparently plans to bill
incumbent advertisers for five-sixths of
the time cost for shows that are clipped,
and charge the party one-sixth.
The two organizations: For the Democrats, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, official agency for the Democratic National Committee; for the Republicans,
% special task force agency, Campaign
Assoc., set up specially for the presidential campaign.
36
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ing out use of tv advertising. Company purchased nine positions on
ABC-TV's American Bandstand beginning last Wednesday (Aug. 10).
It's the first tv for Jantzen since
early 50's, when it ran some experimental spots. Business was
placed by Hockaday Assoc., primarily a print agency; magazines are
Jantzen's major medium. Commercials were supervised by Babcock &
Kogan, New York, radio-tv advertising specialists, and taped at
NTA Telestudios. Kines will be
made available to dealers for local
spot placement.
How They Function ■ Each agency
works under the umbrella of the party's
campaign high command. The Democratic party command includes Pierre
Salinger, Sen. Kennedy's press secretary;
J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox stations executive director, who is communications
consultant to Sen. Kennedy and to vice
presidential candidate Lyndon B. Johnson; Jack Christie, radio-tv director of
the Democratic National Committee
and with whom Mr. Reinsch will work
closely; Roger Tubby, an editor who
served as a press secretary to former
President Truman; and Sam Brightman,
who handles public relations.
The Republican counterpart command includes Herbert Klein, Mr.
Nixon's press secretary and a threeman team including Richard Bean, Los
Angeles public relations manager of
Lockheed California Div.; James Flowers, King Features, general news, and
Peter Kay, of Mr. Klein's paper, San
Diego Union, general assignment.
Robert Finch, executive assistant to
the vice president, is campaign director
supervising strategy and planning, and
serving as liaison between the Nixon
staff and the campaign organization
headed by Leonard Hall, campaign
chairman. Mr. Hall is a veteran in
Republican politics and is a former
chairman of the Republican National
Committee.
James Bassett, Los Angeles newspaperman, will work with the campaign organization in scheduling and
organizing. The function of this group
is comparable to the Democratic planning unit.
For campaign purposes, the organizational lines include:
Democrats ■ Aside from the agency
team. Jack Denove, former BBDO executive and now in the film business
in Hollywood, is advertising manager
of the Kennedy campaign. He will split
his time between New York and Washington, as will GB&B executives Gilbert
L. Burton, vice president and general
manager and account supervisor on the

Democratic National Committee account, and Reggie Schuebel, the
agency's vice president and director of
network relations, an experienced timebuyer who will head the buying function for the Democrats. Miss Schuebel
is expected to have two or three timebuyers working with her in Washington.
Mr. Burton and Miss Schuebel will
have an agency group on the account
including: Maxwell (Bud) Arnold,
creative director; William Wilson, executive tv producer; Sam Hobbs, assistant art director on the account, and
Richard Arnold, copy chief.
Republicans ■ Carroll P. Newton, a
vice president and director at BBDO
(with the agency some 30 years),
heads Campaign Assoc. and thus the
Republican account. In past years the
account had been serviced at campaign time through BBDO.
Mr. Newton, a director of radio-tv
at BBDO in the early days but more
recently associated with account supervision for some top industrials (U.S.
Steel, B.F. Goodrich, Continental Can,
California Oil), had been active in
GOP political campaigns for the agency
since 1952. He's assisted at Campaign
Assoc. by a BBDO account executive on
California Oil (Chevron), Ed Wetzel.
Three other principals: Ted Rogers,
who operates his own tv production
company in Hollywood (he's principal advisor on tv and overlord on
network and regional tv appearances,
advance field men and all films for tv
on recruiting, fund-raising etc.); Bassett, who will be involved in the scheduling and organizing of some of the
physical aspects of the campaign, and
Ruth Jones, whose reputation in timebuying initially was made on behalf
of Procter & Gamble (through Benton
& Bowles starting in 1952 and later
Compton in 1955). She is the top timebuyer for the GOP, working out of
the New York headquarters. Miss Jones
is an associate media director and
broadcast supervisor of station relations at J. Walter Thompson, New
York.
The GOP-Nixon media team includes John Steer, a Kudner copy supervisor who will head up a copy writing
group;
Gene Wyckofl",
independent
film producer,
who will anwrite,
produce
or direct as needed; Bruce Allen, Lennen & Newell tv commercial film producer, who will serve as tv advance
man on the road arranging tv appearances and work on commercial production (there'll be six or eight others
in similar functions), and Paul Keye, an
account executive with Hixon & Jorgensen, who will work out of Washington as a liaison agent. Messrs. Rogers
and Bassett also are based in Washington.
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Oh

, boy

41 5%

! —

my

MORE

Pulse

says

WIMMIN!

Yes, the latest 55-eounty Pulse Area Report (March
1-28, 1960) again proves WD AY Radio to be the
most-listened-to station in, around, or near Fargo!
45% more women! Monday thru Friday, WDAY
Radio has 166,400 women listeners!
67% more men, too (though we really don't care
nearly so much about them) ! WDAY Radio has
114,660 men listeners!
But don't think there's anything unique about this
situation. It's been going on for years and years and
years. Ask PGW for all the facts!

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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THE

CASE

FOR

ANIMATED

TV

SPOTS

An expert argues that cartoons can sell things live actors can't
The little animated man in the comMore Latitude ■ "There are only so looked by the animators — or perhaps
mercials is continuing to win awards
it's the other way 'round — is politics,"
many ways you can photograph a bottle of beer, only so many ways an actor
and influence sponsors.
Mr. Scott observed, "and this is very
strange, considering the preeminent
Most recent example came from the can show his satisfaction after sipping
Advertising Assn. of West which se- it. But the Burgle man, by flubbing the position of the political cartoons in
commercial, can make folks love him
newspapers. The only use of the tv
lected the top tv commercials produced
cartoon in politics that I know of was
in the West during the past year
and pity him and identify with him
more strongly than they do with any
(Broadcasting, July 4). There were
one titled 'Hell Bent for Election' that
UAW-CIO used to support Roosevelt
five classes: 60-second spots, 20-second,
live actor and some of that afl^ection
in 1944 and that was a wrong use as
inevitably
attaches
itself
to
the
product
id's, program commercials and color
as well.
the cartoon was so slanted that the
commercials. The five first place awards
for the best spot in each category all
only people it had any appeal for were
"What do you do with fats? Grease
went to animated commercials.
those who had already decided to vote
— and that's all shortening is when you
for FDR.
come right down to it— what can you
"That's as it should be," commented
Bill Scott of Jay Ward Productions,
"Yet, there's no doubt that political
do to make that appealing? Well, Snowdrift answered that question with a cartoons on tv could be very effective.
where he is co-producer of Rocky and
People will look at a cartoon almost
His Friends, cartoon program sponfoppish character dripping with superisored by General Mills twice a week in
ority. On his first tv appearance he de- automatically as soon as it comes on
the screen and a party or candidate
scribed himself, with deadly accuracy,
its across-the-board late afternoon halfas
'an
identifiable
character'
and
commight capture the attention — and votes
hour period on ABC-TV. "Cartoon
— of viewers who started out opposed
manded his viewers to think of Snowcommercials ought to be best because
and who would not ordinarily watch,
this is the only mass medium where the
drift whenever they saw him. 'When
or read an appeal from this
advertiser has absolute control of every
man ortoparty.
you don't see me you may think of listen
second of time and every square inch
anything you please,' he condescendingof screen and so has complete control
ly concluded. "That's fair enough, isn't
Could that
Humor
"I can't
of everything the audience sees or hears
believe
many Backfire?
practical ■politicians
from start to finish."
"Cartoon characters have one major
shortcoming in comparison with live
performers," he admitted. "They can't
act. They can't look the viewer straight
in the eye and make a believable pitch.
But cartoon characters can make him
believe things a live actor can't.

"Some months later, appearing in a
yachting cap, he stated that Snowdrift
is 'superb for kitchen or galley.' Then,
staring imperiously at the audience, he
went on, 'You do have a yacht, don't
"The one field of broadcast advertising thatit?'seems to have been over-

you?"

A case in point ■ The flying squirrel,
Rocky, and his friend, Bullwinkle, the
smiling moose, are two of the chief
characters of Rocky and His Friends,
children's cartoon series on ABC-TV
which General Mills has just renewed
38 (BROADCASTING ADVERTISING)

for another year at 5:30-6 p.m., Thursday and Sunday (new time). As is seen
above, the frisky pair also star in the
commercials for GM cereals. Both program and commercials are the creations
of Jay Ward Productions.

have shied away from the tv cartoon
as being too emotional a device. Perhaps they're afraid of destroying the
serious image of a party or a candidate
by what is generally considered to be
a humorous medium. That would make
somewhat more sense. Yet our armed
forces have made good use of cartoons
in their training programs and even
the State Department has used them
to get over serious but complicated
messages that were difficult to present
eft'ectively
by the more conventional
means of communication.
Mr. Scott said that it takes si.\ weeks
from assignment to delivery for a
one-minute commercial and calls on
the services of a staff of five or six
persons. For a five-minute cartoon, the
time requirement is six to eight weeks,
with a staff of 30. To turn out a halfhour series, where titles and other elements can be reused in many segments,
takes a staff of 150 eight to ten
weeks, and the same staff will spend
six months in producing a one-hour
cartoon special, with no repeats. A feature film for theatrical use, running an
hour and 25 minutes, usually takes 18
months.
What It Costs ■ An animated program or commercial costs more than
live action, he said, with an average
half-hour cartoon series this fall costing around $40,000 per program. This
is not an exorbitant sum, he commented, when one realizes that a half-hour
program comprises 39,000 individual
hand-drawn pictures.
A good one-minute animated comBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

mercial today costs $8,000-9,000 and
Mr. Scott predicted that the price will
go up to around $11,000 within the
next two years. One reason is a
shortage of animators. The entire cartoon output — theatrical films, tv programs and commercials, industrial
films — is the work of slightly more than
1,000 people, many of them veterans
who started with Disney 20 years ago
or more. Unless some way is found to
restore the glamour to cartooning that
it had then to attract more artists to
this field, advertisers wishing to use
animated tv commmercials or sponsor
original cartoon programs may find
themselves standing in line waiting to
be served and paying the kind of
prices that occur when demand exceeds supply.
Mr. Scott does not look for more
cartoon commercials in the months
ahead, but he does look for better ones.
There will be more humor, more soft
sell, more sophisticated appeal, he believes, and not so many hard sell spots
delivered in the piping voices of dancing cartoon children. "We'll see more
characters like the L&M caveman," he
predicted, "fewer animals like the
Hamm's Beer bear."
The change is coming, he asserted,
j because agencies are waking up to the
fact that creating a story board based
on a radio commercial and giving it to
the cartoon producer making the lowest bid for the job is not the way to get
a commercial that will move merchandise. "Cartooning, good cartooning, is
a creative activity," he declared, "and
the best results are obtained only when
the cartoonist has a hand in creating a
character appropriate to the product
and the kind of appeal its manufacturer
wants it to make to the buying public."
■ Business briefly
Dazzled ■ J.L. Prescott Co., Passaic,
N.J., has appointed Hicks & Greist Inc..
N.Y., to handle advertising and sales
promotion for its Dazzle Fluff fabric
softener. William P. Davis, account
supervisor, reports the forthcoming
campaign will include spot tv in major
markets of northeastern U.S. (product's
present distribution area).
Small fry order ■ Wagner Baking
Corp., Newark, N.J., is warming up
business for Mrs. Wagners pies via 13week spot tv push on various children's
shows in New York, Chicago and Cleveland: Agency: Charles W. Hoyt Inc..
N.Y.
Warm with radio ■ Monticello Drug
Co. (cold preparation), Jacksonville,
Fla., is preparing for fall and winter
cold season with 100-market spot radio
buy. The campaign includes 1 50 to 300
spots per station with staggered schedBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Cartoonists in their element ■ Jay
Ward Productions, the two-year-old
corporation which produces Rocky and
His Friends, is an aggregation of 125
actors, directors, writers, animators,
musicians, artists, designers and editors,
headed by Jay Ward (at left in caricature above) and Bill Scott, co-producers
of Rocky.
Jay Ward, executive producer, was
also co-producer of Crusader Rabbit,
which introduced animation to television away back in 1947.
Bill Scott is a top writer in the cartoon field. His credits include scripts
for Mister Magoo, Gerald McBoing-

Boing and Bugs Bunny. His tv career
dates back to Time for Beany, a puppet
show which was a top favorite with
west coast audiences pre- 1950, and he
since has written and produced many
industrial films and tv spots.
The Ward staff has collected a total
of 72 awards, including nine Oscars
and seven prizes from film festivals in
Cannes, Venice and Edinburgh. Ready
for release at JWP are two new halfhour cartoon series, Super Chicken and
Hoppity Hooper, a satirical comedy
cartoon-and-puppet show called What's
Gnu? and an hour-long Yuletide special. Magic of Christmas.

ules covering 26-week period. Agency:
Charles W. Hoyt Inc., N.Y.

ries. Spots will run on some 20 stations
on the eastern seaboard. Mr. Theg has
been in sales and station management
and had been a consultant as well as
gneral manager of WILD Boston and
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.

Radio Run ■ The Wheatena Corp.
(Wheatena cereal food). Rahway, N.J.,
has scheduled a spot radio campaign in
35 markets, starting in late September
and running for 12 weeks. The company's musical jingle commercial will
be aired from five to 30 times weekly,
varying with market size. Agency:
Charles W. Hoyt, N.Y.
■ Also in advertising
■ Winters Assoc., New York, is a new
advertising agency organized by Peter
Theg. former national sales manager of
Bartell Broadcasting Corp. The new
agency, which will concentrate on accounts heavy in radio and tv. will headquarter on the penthouse floor of the
Times Tower (at Times Square in New
York). Winters currently is buying a
radio and tv campaign for dan-d Industries, manufacturer of men's toilet-

■ BBDO's intake of additional PepsiCola billings continued last week, the
pleasant lingering effect on the parent
company's April appointment of the
agency. Pepsi bottling firms over the
nation since then have been switching
ad budgets to BBDO. Latest last week
was a Pepsi bottler in Winston-Salem,
N.C., considered to be a billing plum
because it's one of the largest in the
company.
■ VeriKleen Products, Garden Grove,
Calif., has appointed Adams & Keyes,
Los Angeles, as agency for the company's line of carpet cleaners, spot removers and other household products.
A Southern California tv campaign is
planned for fall.
39

who's game ■ Floor-covering prospects had better beware. Sandran is
loose in the television jungle with a
newly-acquired weapon, animation.
Viewers who may have managed to
resist Sundran's customary straightforward attack now will be subject
to subtler stalking by a big new
personality, an animated elephant.
The 60-second safari story, produced by agency Hicks & Greist,
begins to unfold next week on the

New

agency

to co-op

devoted

advertising

Cooperative advertising, often treated as a stepchild by the commissionoriented minds and closely watched by
federal regulators, now has its own
agency to deal with complexities of the
business. Lester Krugman, at one time
advertising vice president for National
Telefilm Assoc. and more recently pubHsher of the Cooperative Advertising
Newsletter, has sold his monthly letter
and founded Cooperative Advertising
Specialists in New York.
CAS will ofi'er a comprehensive service to manufacturers covering creation,
administration and merchandising of
co-op programs. The fee to the advertiser will be 15% of expenses. Commissionable business will not be affected, Mr. Krugman says, and he expects to coordinate efforts with other
agencies retained by clients. The new
firm was not ready last week to release
a client list.
Cooperative advertising is estimated
at $2 billion in annual expenditures by
Mr. Krugman. Through supermarket
and other retail schedules, cooperative
money has become increasingly significant in local radio. In television co-op
accounted for 15% of revenue in 1958,
40
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network but will get heavier play in
30-40 markets where manufacturer
Sandura Co., buys time cooperatively with distributors and dealers.
The animation, an unusual approach in this product class, takes a
new technical tack to build sales appeal for the elephant character.
Sweetie Baby. The hunter — he's out
for
Baby's hide
is painted
in theSweetie
usual manner
on —film,
but the
elephant is cartooned first on paper.

Mr. Krugman said, going from an estimated 10% the year before. However,
broadcasters are not getting what they
should from co-op because of a lack of
aggressiveness, deficiencies in proof of
performance and rate card dealing, the
specialist believes.
His agency is at 554 Fifth Ave., New
York 36 (Telephone Circle 6-6670).
The newsletter was bought by American Press, New York, publisher of a
trade magazine for weekly newspapers,
and Mr. Krugman will act as consultant.

Diploma

sponsors

An experiment in locally-sponsored public service programming
has proved successful for WREXTV Rockford, 111. The station enlisted31 Rockford business and industrial firms to serve as co-sponsors
with WREX-TV of the graduation
exercises
schools. It ofwasthe
the city's
fourth two
time high
the
station had telecast the graduations,
but the first time it has sought sponsorship. A bank, several manufacturers and a dairy cooperated to
bring the two programs to the public of Rockford.

which is torn away before transfer
to the film, to give appearance of
extra dimension and movement. Sandran, introduced in live-action pictures (left) is used by Sweetie Baby
to show the hunter that there is something tougher than elephant hide.
Sweetie Not in Olympics ■ Sandran is not forsaking altogether its
traditional straight-sell, however.
Hicks & Greist has produced a new
live-action film spot "The Sandran
Decathlon," for eight prime-time
minutes the client has bought during
CBS-TV's Olympics coverage starting Aug. 26. This commercial also
will be supplied locally.
While Sandran generally has relied
on straight product presentation on
tv. Sweetie Baby will not be the first
elephant in the act. An early Sandran
commercial on Steve Allen's old
"NBC-TV Tonight show was a street
stunt where elephants, steamrollers
and otber heavy-duty talent trampled
the product in the street.
The agency team responsible for
the new cartoon commercial includes
executive producer Richard Rendely,
writer Pete Nord and Art director
Len Glassor. Ven Herndon is the
Hicks & Greist account executive.
Elektra films. New York, executed
the spot, Pablo Ferro directing.

Floor
bigger

cover

concerns

tv customers

A significant development in television advertising at mid-summer is a
growing activity on the part of two
floor-covering companies to undertake
extensive sponsorships in promoting
their new lines.
Armstrong, sponsor of the nighttime
Circle Theatre on CBS-TV on alternate
Wednesdays, will hike its daytime television this fall. Starting in early September it will add sponsorship in The Verdict is Yours and Brighter Day to daytimer Art Linkletter's Houseparty it
now has on CBS-TV. It is increasing tv
to advertise vinyl accolon, a rotovinyl
floor covering. Armstrong and BBDO
feel this will account for the largest
daytime effort made by Armstrong or
any other floor covering advertiser.
The other active advertisers: The
Sandura Co. of Jenkintown, Pa. until
recently Sandura participated in three
daytime tv shows and the NBC-TV
Jack Paar Show for Sandran vinyl floor
covering and occasionally for the more
expensive
vinylhasline.
fall networkcrown
budget
beenSandran's
concentrated by its agency. Hicks & Griest,
N.Y., on eight prime minutes of Olympic coverage on CBS-TV and a sixth of
BROADCASTING, August IS, 1960

THE

BALABAN

STATIONS:

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

I»

WIL-ST.

WAUKEE
-MIL
WRIT
S by Robert
& Co., Inc
LOUI
E. Eastman
Nationally
Sold

LA
-DAL
KBOX
/ Sold
Nationally
by the Katz
Agency

day. And radio's margin over tv in
these "buy-time' hours is growing every

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day of
the week August 4-10 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Date
Program and Time
Network
24.2
Thur., Aug. 4
19.3
ABC-TV
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
Fri., Aug. 5
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
23.3
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Aug. 6
19.5
Sun., Aug. 7
CBS-TV
What's
Wly Line (10
(10:30
CBS-TV
Mon., Aug. 8
Esther Williams
p.m.)p.m.)
14.8
l\IBC-TV
Tue., Aug. 9
Comedy Spot (9:30 p.m.)
23.6
CBS-TV
30.4
U. S. Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
Wed., Aug. 10
CBS-TV
Highest rating during the day for all shows other than the Republican National Convention.
An average of total audience of all three networks during the Republican National Convention from 8 p.m. until 11 p.m.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
NBC-TVs election coverage. There
is continuing spot activity in 30-40 markets and co-op schedules by dstributors
that amounted to more than $600,000
last year. (Also see Sandura preview,
page 40) .
Radio

can

sell discs

Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, has gone trouble-shooting in the
retail record store field and come up
with a report to help stores hold onto
their stake in a $462 billion business
shared increasingly with chain stores
and record clubs. Radio can help out,
RAB says, with blanket coverage of
adults (prime long-play and album
customers)^ big coverage of suburbia
(reaching 83.6% of outside-city families
weekly in an area that accounts for
nearly two-thirds of the country's population) and with 97% weekly coverage of the $75 million pop-single teenage market. There are 6,000 independent record stores and 15,000 supermarkets selling records today, RAB
reports. In the split market, record clubs
are doing 20% of the business and
supermarkets 17%.
B/G/F buys in Dunlop
Bishopric/ Green/ Fielden Inc., Miami
advertising agency, has acquired "a
substantial stock interest" in Gerry
Dunlop & Assoc., agency based in
Jamaica, B.W.I., President Karl Bishopric announced. "With a division in
Jamaica, we'll virtually be on the doorstep of our Caribbean advertisers who
sell in the United States." he said. In
addition, Mr. Bishopric asserted, American clients with Caribbean interests will
benefit from the merger and Dunlop
clients will reap such benefits as use of
B/G/F's radio-tv-film department.
Dunlop adds 36 accounts to the
Florida agency's roster. B/G/F"s annual
billings have run around $4 million and
with the addition of Dunlop and Radcliffe Adv., Jacksonville, which the
agency opened in February, Mr.
Bishopric said, will top $5 million annually.
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(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Radio

has

sales

arms,

Georgians are told
Radio is armed right now with all the
sales weapons it needs "to take tens of
millions of national and retail advertising dollars away from the other princimedia,"
the last
Georgia
Assn. palof advertising
Broadcasters
was told
Tuesday (Aug. 9). Speaking at the group's
meeting at Jekyll Island, Ga., Kevin B.
Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising Bureau, also said radio's present
selling facts are sufficient "to double
billings within the ne.xt five years."
Summarizing
advantages over
other
media forradio's
most advertisers,
Mr.
Sweeney pointed to the inroads made
by radio on newspaper readership and
tv viewing. "Radio now receives nearly
twice as much time daily from U.S.
adults as newspapers and magazines
combined," he said. At the same time,
Mr. Sweeney said, "more adults are
listening to radio than viewing tv during 12 of the 18 hours of the broadcast

■ Agency App'tments
B Coty Inc., N.Y., named Daniel &
Charles Inc.. N.Y., to handle several
new, and as yet, unnamed, products.
■ National LP-Gas Council, Evanston,
111., names Campbell-Mitchum, Chica■ Turtleyear."
Wax Co., Chicago, appoints
D'Arcy. Co., that city, to handle its
$200,000 account, including car waxes,
cleaners and other products previously
serviced by Bozell & Jacobs. D'Arcy
already handles Parti-Day Div. account
of Turtle Wax Inc.
go.
■ Youngstown
Kitchens Div. of American Standard Corp. appoints newly
merged Ross Roy-BSF&D Inc., Detroit,
to handle advertising and merchandising, effective Sept. 1 .
■ Manning's Inc., S.F., appoints Compton Adv. as advertising and marketing
counsel for all divisions. These include
Manning's Coffee Co. (a wholly-owned
subsidiary), the Restaurant Div., the
Bakery Div. and the Food Service Management Div. Manning's
has restaurants
and cafeterias
in four western
states.
■ Miss Pat, L.A. (Women's fashion
sportswear) , appoints Hixson & Jorgensen, that city, to handle national advertising and sales promotion
■ Elgin Watch Co. Ltd. names Kenyon
& Eckhardt of Canada Ltd. Ed Ferree,
K&E vice president in charge of the
Toronto office, appointed account supervisor.
seminar of the Advertising Federation of America, July 24-Aug. 5.
Here he is in a hall discussion with

Standard bearer ■ George Huntington (R), Television Bureau of Advertising vice president-general manager, was the sole broadcast media
man at the second annual Harvard

John 'V. Doyle (I) of CampbellEwald Co., Detroit, vice president
and supervisor on the General
Motors institutional account, and
Robert F. Calrow of the Minneapolis
Gas Co. Although Mr. Huntington
was outnumbered eight to one by
print media people, the rest of a
34-man student body were from
agencies and advertisers with substantial air commitments. The students, drawn from "middle management," spent their time solving problems from a broad-range management point of view under guidance
of Martin V. Marshall, associate
professor of the Harvard School of
Business. Robert Douglass Stuart,
seminar and conference management
consultant, directed the program for
the AFA.
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E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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ITS

DELIVER
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*All figures NCS No. 3, weekly circulation.
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PROGRAMMING
CBS

RADIO

TRIMS

PROGRAM

SAILS

They'll cut entertainment shows for more news-public affairs
(which may be moved from Sunday
Details of a programming cutback
prised by the new plan at the September convention. They hope to be
evening to Saturday) ; the Camera on
to what is essentially a news-public
able to get details to all CBS Radio
Sports, Phil Rizzuto ad Bob Richards
affairs-and-personalities format were
being prepared by CBS Radio last week
sports features, and such seasonal se- stations within the next week or so,
ries as the New York Philharmonic
for submission to its affiliates this week
giving the affiliates time for homework
before convention time. The substance
or next.
Orchestra, Cleveland Orchestra and
World Music Festivals.
of the plan was drawn up by the execuThe plan was approved by network
tive committee of the affiliates board.
officials and members of the CBS Radio
Oldtimers Out ■ Three of the seven
affiliates board at a meeting at Ponte
John S. Hayes of the Washington
daytime serials slated for abandonment are Right to Happiness, Young
Verda Beach, Fla., last Monday and
Post stations, chairman of both the afTuesday. In essence the changes that Dr. Malone and Second Mrs. Burton
filiates board and its executive comwhich have been on the air for close to
would he made in the current Program
mittee, headed the station contingent
20 years. Another, Ma Perkins, has been
Consolidation Plan format of operaat
last
week's
meeting. President Arthur
on for about 27. The more recent ones
tion are those that had been disclosed
Hull Hayes, executive Vice President
James M. Seward and Station Relations
are Couple Next Door, and Whispering
earlier: Elimination of daytime serials
Vice President William A. Schudt Jr.
Streets and, youngest of all. Busy Seller,
and some other entertainment proa
dramatization
of
books,
which
rerepresented the network.
grams, introduction of 10-minute newscasts on the hour and the addition of
placed the veteran Romance of Helen
Trent a short time ago.
five-minute news and analysis proDisney to NBC
The new programming plan, asgrams on the half-hour (Broadcasting, Aug. 8).
suming it wins affiliate approval and
appears certain
Officials declined to release details
goes into effect, will be the second
Walt Disney is coming to NBC-TV.
until they have been completed and
major change by CBS Radio in two
That
much appeared certain last week
submitted to all affiliates, (who are
years. Its current PCP, which not only
as
reports
persisted that the network is
reduced the volume of programming
slated to act on the proposals at their
continuing
to negotiate with Mr. Disfed to affiliates but also substituted proannual convention Sept. 28-29 in New
ney for his services.
York), but authoritative sources said
gramming for cash as the primary
What could not be ascertained was
the results probably would be as fol- means of compensating stations, was
lows:
announced to a surprised convention of the direction the talks were taking. An
early report of the network seeking the
affiliates in late October 1958 (Broad■ The new 10-minute newscasts on
Walt
Disney motion picture and short
casting,
Nov.
3,
1958).
the hour would be divided, for sales
subject backlog for tv presentation
Network
officials
apparently
are
depurposes, between network and affilicould not be confirmed. NBC-TV also
termined that no affiliate will be surates. The first IV2 minutes of each
was suspected of exploring a possibility
would be reserved for network sale.
of
a working arrangement with Mr.
Affiliates could substitute and sell local
Disney whereby he would provide new
news in the last 2V2 minutes or could
io|^OR|:ASBN|
Here are the next 10 days of network
carry the full 10 minutes.
tv
ABC-TV's
contract
with
color shows (all times are EDT).
Mr.properties.
Disney runs
out in about
another
■ The five minute news-analysis
year. (The contract between ABC-TV
shows to be added on the half-hour
NBC-TV
and Walt Disney Productions provides
would be reserved for network sale.
Aug. 15-22 (10-11 p.m. What Makes
his exclusivity with that network.)
Sammy Run? Purex through Edward H.
Weiss.
■ In addition to seven daytime seAug. 15-19, 22-24 (11-11:30 a.m.)
ials, programming to be discontinued
Price Is Right, participating sponsors.
Laymen view radio-tv
probably would include the venerable
Aug. 15-19, 22-24 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
At their July convention in MinneapCould Be You, participating sponsors.
Amos 'N' Andy Music Hall (which CBS
Radio at least once before considered
Aug.
16,
23
(9:30-10
p.m.)
Arthur
Murolis members of the Lutheran Laymen's
ray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
League passed a resolution deploring
dropping, but apparently found it too
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
much in demand), the weekend Gun"the prevalence of immorality, violence
and bad taste in publications, motion
smoke and Suspense series and the
Aug. 17, 24 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogiivy, Benson &
pictures, television and radio programs
Kingston Trio.
Mather and Speidel through Norman, Craig
&
Kummel.
■ All news and public affairs proand in the mass media generally." HowAug. 19 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
ever, the resolution commended the programs currently on the schedule will
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
ducers of acceptable works in these
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
be retained including Lowell Thomas
Aug. 19 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
media "for recognizing and discharging
across the board and Edward R. MurLever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
their moral responsibilities in this rerow on Sundays as well as the quarterhour World News Roundup and World
Aug. 20 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
It was recommended by the League
Tonight seven times a week; the twoTed Bates.
that
both houses of Congress take up
hour morning block of personality
Aug. 20 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
shows, consisting of Arthur Godfrey,
the matter with local and state repreAug. 20 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
Art Linkletter, Garry Moore and Bing
sentatives and try to find methods of
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
dealing with media improvement. The
Crosby & Rosemary Clooney; the weekAug. 21 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, sustaining.
end Have Gun, Will Travel and Yours
workspect."
of preventing "these offensive inAug. 21 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Truly, Johnny Dollar adventure series;
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
fluences" should begin in the members'
the 35-minute Mitch Miller Program
homes, according to the statement.
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DEEP

THINKERS

Timebuyer Yorick is returning from lunch. Preoccupied
with latest Washington Nielsen*, he almost steps into a
hole that a man is digging outside the agency. Curious,
he asks the digger how deep the hole is (our people do
anything for these problems).
"Guess," replies the artist, "my height is exactly five
feet ten inches."
"Well, how much deeper are you going?"
"I am going twice as deep," replies his adversary, "and
then my head will be twice as far below ground as it
is now above ground." (Actually, the digger is a nuclear
physicist
exercise.) whose analyst has prescribed diversionary
How deep will the hole be when finished?
Dig up the correct answer and win a copy of Dudeney's
"Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc.,
N. Y. Don't shirk just because you've already won —
repeaters will receive additional VALUABLE prizes.
* June Neilsen shows wmal-tv on top 6 p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Saturday. You don't have to dig to uncover this fact.

wmal-tv
Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM.
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Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV

and WSVA.

Harrisonburg, Va.
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CHANNEL PRIMARY
EAST, SOUTHEAST
4
NBC
WWJ-TV
Detroit
11 IND
WPIX
New York
5
IND
WTTG
Washington
5
CBS
WCSC TV
Charleston, S. C.
ABC
Charleston— Huntington,
WCHS-TV
Ashland
I NBC
Columbia, S. C.
10
WIS-TV
Greenville, Asheville,
WLOSTV
Spartanburg
13 ABC
Jacksonville
12
NBC
WFGA-TV
WTVJ
Miami
4
CBS
WSFA-TV
Montgomery
12 NBC-ABC
Nashville
8
ABC
WSIX-TV
Roanoke
7
CBS
WDBJ-TV
MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST
13 NBC
Des
Moines
WHO-TV
6
NBC
Davenport— Rock Island
WOC-TV
Duluth—
Superior
6
NBC-ABC
WDSM-TV
Fargo
6 NBC-ABC
WDAY-TV
Kansas City
9
ABC
KMBC-TV
Madison,
Wise.
3
CBS
WISC-TV
4
CBS
Minneapolis— St. Paul
WCCO-TV
Peoria
31
CBS
WMBD-TV
11 IND
St. Louis
KPLR-TV
Wichita
3
NBC
KARD-TV
Beaumont
CBS
KFDM-TV
NBC
Corpus Christi
KRIS-TV
NBC
Fort Worth— Dallas
WBAP-TV
CBS
San Antonio
KENS-TV
MOUNTAIN

AND

WEST

Bakersfield
KBAK-TV
Boise
KBOITV
Denver
KBTV
Honolulu
KGMB-TV
KMAU-KHBC-TV
Hawaii
KTLA
Los Angeles
San Francisco
KRON-TV
Seattle— Tacoma
KIRO-TV

29
2

CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS

IND
NBC
CBS

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

P

ETERS,
NEW YORK
ATLANTA

G

RIFFIN,

CHICAGO
DALLAS

W

DETROIT
FT. WORTH

OODWARB,
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON
ST. LOUIS

mc

SAG-AFTRA
SAG

members

MERGER
vote

82%

Disposing of any possibility of a
merger between the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists and
the Screen Actors Guild for the foreseeable future, SAG members in a
secret ballot voted by a majority of over
82% to reject the David L. Cole plan
for such a merger. Simultaneously, the
SAG membership approved an alternative plan of positive cooperative action
between the two talent unions by a
92% margin.
Results of the mail referendum were
made public (Aug. 14) by George Chandler, SAG president, who noted that
!j "this is the first nationwide referendum
j of actors on the question of merger and
; the results are most significant."'
SAG members, in New York, reportedly overwhelmingly in favor of the
merger, voted against the Cole merger
plan by better than two to one (659 for
rejection to 323 for acceptance), compared to an 88% opposition to merger
by the SAG members in Hollywood and
elsewhere outside on New York (3,303
against to 539 for the merger).
On the proposal of the SAG board for
cooperation between SAG and AFTRA,
the entire SAG membership, including
New York, voted approval by 92%.
New York registered an 89% majority

REJECTED

against

Cole

plan

Far

- Reaching

!

(915 "yes" votes to 109 "noes") and the
rest of the country voted 3,663 "yes"
to 277 "noes."
This lation
proposal
for "jointandformuof contractcalls
proposals
joint
negotiation and administration of all
collective bargaining contracts in the
field of tv commercials (live, taped and
film) and also in the field of taped tv
entertainment programs; exploration of
the possibility of full interchangeability
of membership cards in these fields;
cross-crediting of pension and welfare
benefits and a continuing study looking
for other areas of positive cooperation
between SAG and AFTRA."
WICE

forms

P&R

unit

The formation of a new production
and recording division to meet the
specialized needs of New England radio
advertisers and agencies has been announced by WICE Providence, R.L,
Sherman A. Strickhouser, WICE program director and head of the new unit,
stated that the P&R division will work
in association with a WICE talent bureau now being established.
The new facility will create, produce,
record and duplicate individualized
commercial announcements.

The film extra's new contract: how It works
A 10% hike in minimum salary
SEG had asked for a retroactive adscales, a health and welfare fund, six
justment from the expiration of the
previous
contract
(April 2, 1959) and
months' retroactive payment, adjustments in special categories and changes
when the employers balked at such
regarding commercials are the salient payments for so long a period compromised on a six-month settlement of
points of a new four-year contract
$1.20 a day, based on 15 cents an
negotiated by Screen Extras Guild with
the Alliance of Television Film Pro- hour. Period for which this adjustment
ducers and the Assn. of Motion Picture
will be paid is April 2-Oct. 1, 1959, a
time when more extras were employed
Producers (At Deadline, Aug. 8).
than during the six months just past.
The new pact is retroactive to June
1, 1960, and runs to June 30, 1964.
Adjustments in special categories of
Minimum salary scales for all extras extra work include: wet work from
working in theatrical and tv films, com$4.25 to $5; body make-up and special
mercial films and industrial and other business from $7.75 to $8.50; auto
types of films are increased 10% as allowance from $12 to $14; interview
of June 1 for the first two years of the allowance from $1.50 to $2.
contract and an additional 5% for the
Changes were agreed to in provisions
last two years. Examples of the im- covering commercials which have not
mediate increases are: general extra
yet been reduced to writing. Terms of
players from $22.05 per day to $24.25;
the pact are subject to ratification by
dress and riders from $29.04 to $31.94;
the SEG membership and the boards
silent bit extras from $61.33 to $67.46.
of the producers' organizations. The
announcement that agreement had been
A health and welfare plan for extras
reached was made jointly by Jeffrey
will be established by an initial contribution of $50,000 pro-rated among
Sayre and H. O'Neil Shanks, SEG
all producers of theatrical or tv or in- president and executive secretary, respectively; Richard Jencks, ATFP
dustrial or other films, with subsequent
employer contributions to be on an president, and Charles S. Boren. AMPP
equivalent percentage basis with that executive vice president, heads of the
of the Screen Actors Guild health and
negotiating committees of their orwelfare plan.
ganizations.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

I'm glad this
coconut tree is wired.

Who wants
to be rescued!
We may have succeeded this
time, but it's hard to exaggerate
Six's Far-Reaching effect. You
just can't do the right job in
Maine without it.
WCSH
-TV^
^

ND

PORTLA

[\

MAINE
gg^
MAINE BROADCASTING
C for ^SYSTEM
B
N
6
WCSH-TV 6, Portland
WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio, Portland
WLBZ Radio, Bangor WRDO Radio, Augusta
51

FILLING
RPI

voiced

news

THE
feeds

At 4:05 p.m. EDT last Tuesday
(Aug. 9) program engineers at 43 stations in the continental U.S. began
taping a 24:30-minute news report
consisting of 20 individual news capsules from Munich, London, Bonn,
New York, Washington, Hong Kong,
Cape Canaveral and Boston.
At 4:55 p.m. five Canadian stations
began taping a similar feed, with additional material of interest to that
country.
At 5:10 p.m. three West Coast stations began taping an updated version
of the 4:05 report.
At 6:30 p.m. an engineer on Swan
Island in the Caribbean taped news reports in both English and Spanish.
Voiced Feeds ■ All of these reports
originated in the New York transmission center of Radio Press International, one of the first, and at this
stage the most extensive, independent
voiced news services. The performance
Tuesday afternoon is duplicated twice
each day Monday through Friday (the
other report at 7:05 a.m.), with similar afternoon feeds on Saturday and
Sunday plus a 10-minute news roundup on Saturday. They are part of the
news budget RPI delivers to 52 stations every week — a budget that
reached 1,044 items in July and now
averages 180-200 items every week of
the year.
Numerically, that 52-station lineup
represents just one more station than
RPI had when Straus Broadcasting
Co. (WMCA New York, WBNY Buffalo) took it over in November 1959.
Actually, it represents much more. For
between last November and last week,
the list had dwindled to 14 (in March),
and the service had seen lean days and

INDIES'
52

independents

NEWS
with

raised considerable doubt that voiced
news services could last at all. Judging
from the current health and enthusiasm of RPI, those doubts have been
alleviated.
The idea of voiced news services
was a logical development of the
growth of independent radio — with
thousands of stations springing up all
over the country after World War II,
many operating
on music-and-news
mats without network
affiliations.for-A
crying need for all these stations was
for news beyond their local areas — and
beyond that brought in by existing wire
services. (Network - affiliated stations,
too, are RPI subscribers, although the
primary appeal is to independents.)
The voiced news service was developed to fill that breach. In the words
of Michael J. Minahan, general manager of RPI, it was developed to give
stations "the news they wanted, in the
manner they wanted it, at times they
could
it."
The use
Organization
■ Like most newsgathering organizations, RPI is built
around a superstructure of full-time
reporters and editors in key news centers plus a periphery of stringer correspondents ready to file news as it
develops in other places. At RPI this
reduces to a core of about 70 correspondents who file regular reports,
augmented by another 400-plus stringers who can be called on as news needs
dictate.
Unlike conventional news services,
the voiced service adds the element
of sound — with the inherent complications of getting it and transporting it
from place to place. It is one thing
for a correspondent in Hong Kong to
file a written report by cable. It is

VOID

on-the-spot

tapes

quite another for a voiced service to
carry the sound of a correspondent or
a news event back to a station in
Chambersburg, Pa. Until the advent
of the voiced news service, the independent station did without.
WCBG in Chambersburg did not do
without last Tuesday. Instead, its listeners heard an RPI correspondent report on what was happening in Laos
two hours before — at the same time
they heard what Lyndon Johnson had
to say about the President's defense
program and what the British foreign
secretary had to say about NATO.
The Hookup ■ This is how the report
on Laos got to Chambersburg: RPI
correspondent Robert Elegant in Hong
Kong got the story by telephone from
a stringer in Laos. His report was carried via shortwave from Hong Kong to
Singapore, to Karachi, to Paris, to London and then from London by undersea
cable to RPI in New York. The report
was taped and inserted into RPI's 4:05
p.m. report, which Chambersburg retaped and had ready to insert into its
local newscasts.
While correspondent Elegant's report
was coming in, several dozen others
were trafficked into the New York distribution point. All had been edited in
the field into capsule stories ready for
insertion into local station newscasts —
RPI does not file newscasts, it files only
the news itself.
What the Station Gets ■ This is what
the program engineer in Chambersburg
taped at 4:05 last Tuesday: First he
heard the voice of RPI's Irv Chapman
in
Newof York
reading
"Billboard"a list
the news
thatthewould
follow —in
the afternoon transmission plus the
time each item would take. The first
four
of that
went like
this: transmission's 20 items
"Cut No. 1. From the New York
Stock Exchange, William McCreery reporting. 1minute and 1 second. Today's Wall Street report.
"Cut No. 2. From Munich, Kenneth Russell reporting. 49 seconds.
Radio Moscow announces guilty plea
for U-2 Pilot Powers.
"Cut No. 3. From London, Noel
Bernard reporting. 52 seconds. Belgium resents UN criticism.
"Cut No. 4. From Bonn, Omer Anderson reporting. 52 seconds. U.S.

Where They Stand ■ RPI General
Manager Mike Minahan (1.) and President R. Peter Straus consider their
voiced news service's progress across
52 (PROGRAMMING)

the map. There are now 52 pins representing RPI stations, including five in
Canada and one on Swan Island, located in the Caribbean.

Army
maneuvers."its report, the
AfterunitRPIon delivered
subscribers took it from there. Editors
at the individual stations determined
which of the news elements they wanted to use, and when. They might have
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

decided to use the Lyndon Johnson
statement in connection v/ith a wire report describing Senate action that day —
or more likely in connection with another RPI report that afternoon which
had Washington correspondent Frank
Wilson describing the day's action.
Whatever they used — or didn't — the
choice was theirs. (RPI finds that subscribers, on the average, use 80 per
cent of the items filed.)
Actuality Reports ■ Among the 20
reports RPI subscribers taped that afternoon were seven "actuality" reports
— that is, the actual voices of the men
who made that afternoon's news. In
that particular transmission only one
was from overseas (British Foreign
Secretary Lord Home reaffirming Britain's allegiance to the NATO alliance.)
Six others were from Washington, including Senators Goldwater, Mansfield,
Johnson, Keating and Clark discussing
Republican and Democratic maneuvers
in the second day of the special Congressional session.
Actuality reports are a big part of
RPI's budget. In July, 450 of the 1,044
news reports were actuality broadcasts.
Over a period of time RPI says about
38% of its news budget consists of actuality.
What RPI Provides ■ To get this option on the news, subscribing stations
pay RPI from $25 to $300 a week, depending on the station and the market,
plus the line costs to bring in the reports. There are major market as well as
smaller market stations on the RPI list,
including such stations as WTOP Washington, WHDH Boston, WERE Cleveland, KMPC Los Angeles and KSFO
San Francisco. Subscribers are guaranteed aminimum 100 news items a week
— they regularly receive almost twice
that many.
Most of RPI's subscribers in the east
are connected via conventional "C"
lines. A few — those farthest from New
York — simply call in by telephone and
take the reports on a "beeper" basis.
The basic line contracts call for one
hour each morning and one each afternoon seven days a week. At present
there are no Saturday or Sunday morning feeds, but these will be added soon.
The recent resurgence of RPI can be
traced in some part to one of Mr. Minahan's guiding principles — give the stations more than you're contractually
obligated to, but don't promise them a
minute more than you can deliver.
Thus RPI stations received 1,044 reports in July while they were guaranteed only 400-plus. They received nightly feeds on news from the poltitcal conventions inLos Angeles and Chicago in
addition to regular coverage (paying extra phone costs, but no additional service charge). Also, beginning last Monday, RPI subscribers got a daily 1BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Fun Show ■ A Saturday afternoon
program. Playground Champions, a
combination of both public service
and children's programming, is a
summer feature on KMTV (TV)
Omaha, Neb. Now in its sixth year,
the show features the finals of sports
competitions (awards shown above)
held in 97 playgrounds throughout
Omaha, Council Bluflfs, Iowa, and
Lincoln, Neb.
Telecast from the KMTV studios.

minute Wall Street report they'd never
been promised, plus a weekly 5-minute
financial wrapup not in their contracts.
On the days when President Eisenhower holds a news conference, subscribers get the complete tape in addition to
the afternoon report.
How They Sell ■ Mr. Minahan has
another rule in selling his RPI service:
no audition tapes. If a prospective subscriber wants to hear what the news
service delivers, he is welcome to call up
and be plugged into the line. If he happens to call on a dull news day, "that's
the breaks — ^the professional will know
the score." For the most part this policy
has been successful. Mr. Minahan can
cite a number of instances when such
a call was followed by a letter saying
"send me the contract."
Besides the service itself, Mr. Minahan and R. Peter Straus, president of
Straus Broadcasting and of RPI, both
admit they have other things going for
the organization. One is the basic need
independent stations have for voiced
news, accelerated by a "crisis climate"
that is demanding increased station performance inthe news and public affairs
area. As Mr. Straus puts it, an independent station out to improve its news

a different event is featured each
week. Competition held during the
week at the playgrounds narrows the
field down to four finalists and these
are the four which vie for the championship on tv.
Bob Ackerman, a grade school
principal who is director of summer
playgrounds and mc of the show,
says that the emphasis of the program is not on awards but on the
spirit of competition.
service "can add two guys at City Hall
— but then what?" Another factor helping RPI get off the ground is the increased appetite for international news,
making today's events in Brazzaville of
acute interest to the citizens of Chambersburg.
least 30% of RPI's news
file
now isAtinternational.
There are other ways for stations to
get this news, but RPI feels it has
peculiar advantages over other sources.
There are conventional wire services,
which most stations have, and there
are radio networks, not available to all
stations. RPI feels it outdoes the wire
services on two counts: (1) It carries
the actual sounds of the news, (2)
whereas the local newsman or disc
jockey can handle local news adequately, he can't
with authority
on national
or speak
international
events.
RPI sees its advantage over networks
in that a subscribing station can get the
news it needs without committing itself
to program material it may not want.
Messrs. Straus and Minahan don't
feel they've yet accomplished all they
want to do. But they are certain they're
on the right track, and that "if we fail,
it will be because we fail — not because
there isn't a need for the service.
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RADIO SUBURBIA - IT'S
' ! So says Variety (July 6, 1960, page 29),
and so says WELI, at the opening of its free community trampoline center, just built by the
station at its Radio Towers Park transmitter site in suburban Hamden, Conn. WELI's on the
jump to keep pace with Connecticut's skyrocketing suburban population. WELI's full-throated
5000 watts comes in loud, clear, and welcome throughout all New Haven County, all Middlesex
County, half of Fairfield and Hartford Counties — and Suffolk County, Long Island, too! Try BIG
buy WELI— it's bigger than ever before! WELI / 960 / 5000 watts / THE SOUND OF NEW HAVEN

Natiojml: H-R Representatives, Inc.; Boston: Eckels & Company

NAFBRAT

best

show

awards announced
National Assn. for Better Radio and
Television chose Small World, CBSTV, as the television program of the
year for 1959, and Ford Star Time,
NBC-TV, as the best new tv program
of the year, the organization revealed
last week in announcing its awards for
outstanding programs on tv and radio.
Three special awards were made: for
Look Up and Live, CBS-TV religious
series; Hidden Revolution, CBS radio
program, and to the Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey for sponsoring Play of
the Week and for keeping its hands off
the program content of this tv series.
Regular awards, made by NAFBRAT
for 1959, included, for television:
drama: Hallmark Hall of Fame
(NBC); entertainment: Bell Telephone
Hour (NBC); adventure and travel:
Bold Journey (syndicated); family situation: Father Knows Best (CBS);
comedy: Art Carney Show (NBC);
education: Our American Heritage
(NBC); news analysis: Howard K.
Smith (CBS); interviews: Small World

No.

TOPS

1

1N

IN 25

OF

Pulse Area

MAINE

36

Report

• Covering
over
households,

PERIODS

(8 counties) June,

60%
of
spendable

1960

Maine's population,
income,
retail sales.

(CBS); Hall
popular
music:classical
Perry Como's
Music
(NBC);
music:
Leonard Bernstein & the New York
Philharmonic (CBS); public service:
Eye-Witness to History (CBS); children's program: Captain Kangaroo
(CBS):lege teenagers'
ColBowl (CBS); program:
daytime G.E.
program:
Continental Classroom (NBC).
For radio: entertainment: Family
Theater (MBS); news: Edward P.
Morgan (ABC); education and information: Hidden Revolution (CBS);
music: Metropolitan Opera (CBS);
children and teenagers: College News
Conference (ABC); interviews and discussion: Face the Nation (CBS); daytime program: Couple Next Door
(CBS); public service: Image Series
(NBC); agriculture: National Farm
and Home Hour (NBC).
$2

million

studio

planned in Phoenix
Phoenix Film Studios, which recently

WGAN

560kc

- CBS

in Portland, Maine

Represented by

AVERY-KNODEL,
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INC.

FOSTER

and CREED
(Regional)

produced the theatrical film, "Four
Fast Guns," in Phoenix, Ariz., is preparing to build a $2 million studio for
theatrical and tv film production in a
40-acre lot eight miles north of
Phoenix. The company, whose stock is
owned by some 450 residents of
Phoenix, plans to produce about eight
or 10 pictures a year on its own and
to invite independent producers to use
its facilities.
Kenneth Altose. president of Phoenix
Film, said that the first units to be
constructed will be a 12,000-squarefoot sound stage and associated buildBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

WE

KNOW

about
anyone
AVAILABLE

MORE

them

than

YOU

in Negro

in America

TO YOU:

According to Two

SHOULD

Exclusive

University Surveys —
TEXAS SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY, Houston, Texas . . . Study on
Negro Motivation in Black and White
by Professor H. A. Bullock
TULANE UNIVERSITY ... A Restudy of Negroes in New Orleans
from 1938 up to now.

New

WBOK

10 years of intensive effort and experience inselling to the Negro Market by the OK Group.
The Largest and Oldest Negro Radio
Group with a tested and proven format.
Successful selling for outstanding
National, Regional and local advertisers.

Orleans

IS FIRST

according to two surveys
Negro Hooper
7:00 A.M. to 12:00 M. to
Jan. to May, 1960
12:00 M.
6:00 P.M.
WBOK
32.9
31.3
Other
25.4
28.5
7:00 A.M. to
12:00 M. to
Negro Conlan
12:00 M.
6:0030.3P.M.
June,
WBOK1960
34.6
21.4
15.6
Other
In Negro
KYOK

PLUS.

KNOW

Houston
IS FIRST

7:00 A.M. to
Negro Hooper
12:00 M.
Jan. to June, 1960
KYOK
36.7
Other
24.3

12:00 M. to
6:00 P.M.
50.8
15.9

7:00 A.M. to
12:00 M.
32.2
16.6

12:00 M. to
6:00 P.M.
41.5
12.6

Negro Conlan
June,
1960
KYOK
Other
On

the Gold

Coast of the

Gulf Coast
THE
The Most extensive and intensive
promotion and merchandising program for advertisers in Negro Radio
America.

OK

is the Group
Lowest
reaching

GROUP
Buy

with

the

Cost

1,500,000

Negroes
Call Bernard Howard
& Co., Inc.
National Reps.

One Bu> — One BillGroup Discounts for
Multiple Station Buys

-^OfC
wbC^
k^OK
HOUSTON
NEW ORLEANS
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yixOK
BATON ROUGE

^^^^^
^^OK
LAKE CHARLES

^^OK
MEMPHIS

y»oO/(
MOBILE
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LONG ISUNB IS A MAJOR MARKET!

ings. all air conditioned to permit
shooting
summer.
""Wecosts
are
convincedthrough
that wethe can
cut the
of film-making by producing in Phoenix,"' he said.
Jules Schwartz, executive director
and general business manager of PFS,
who is also president of Beverly Hills
Enterprises, will direct operations from
Los Angeles of?ices at 155 N. La
Peer Dr.
TV

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE

FOOD

IS SOLD
ON
LONG
ISLAND
THAN

IN

PHILADELPHIA,
PEORIA

AND

PENSACOLA...
PUT

TOGETHER!

'704,995,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)
r

H 0,000

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
lONC ISIANO, N. T.

WATTS

AM uoi1100
ci 9f
FM 96 3 ^

Represented by Glll-Perna
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CULTURE

Hausman

says

shows

tv plentiful

on

quality

There's more cultural programming
on television than you think — and
viewers ought to take advantage of it.
That was the message delivered to
educators last week by Louis Hausman,
director of the Television Information
Office. Speaking Tuesday at a weeklong educational television workshop
at Western Michigan U. in Kalamazoo.
Mr. Hausman maintained that if television has a problem in this respect it
is "hardly one of paucity, but rather
of an embarrassment of riches."
He supported his contention with a
list of tv productions of literary
classics, biographies, music programs
and world news actualities. In addition,
he struck out at ""the oft-repeated allegation that nighttime television is nothing
but
murder".
During mischief,
a typical mayhem
week, heandsaid,
95%
of evening time in markets served by
all three networks presented viewers
an alternative to westerns, mysteries or
adventures. Moreover, he continued,
during 42% of the time "the alternatives would have included general
drama, special music, sports and public
affairs programs — that is, something
other than comedy, variety, panel or
audience participation shows."
Educators, Mr. Hausman said, "have
a responsibility to approach television
positively: the viewer, to become informed with respect to the medium and
to make some effort to understand what
makes it run. Out of such understanding grows intelligently critical evaluation which cannot fail to improve the
uses to which television is put in informing and educating the public . . .
As you and your families and your
students do more discriminating television viewing, as you demonstrate that
there is an effective demand for the
best of what television has to offer,
there will be more of the best to see."
Promoting Quality ■ He outlined
projects in which stations cooperatively
are promoting the quality programming
on their schedules, and also reported on
two TIO programs designed to help
teachers use television more effectively.
One is a resources book being pre-

pared by a committee of the National
Council of Teachers of English, which
is designed
"to as
helpa teachers
understand television
communications
medium and as an art form, as well as
provide suggestions on how they can
make use of what is available in English literature and language arts
classes." This book is to be published
this fall and distributed to the 60,000
members of NCTE.
A second project being promoted by
TIO is a 15-week course for teachers,
"Television In Today's World," to be
conducted next spring in cooperation
with the New York City Board of Education. The course is planned as a pilot
project which subsequently can be
given by local broadcasters in other
cities.
Questions

answered

in pay tv booklet
The questions most frequently asked
by potential viewers about pay tv are
answered in a new booklet published by
Hartford Phonevision Co.
The questions range from "What is
subscription tv?" to "Will there be
advertising on subscription tv programs?" The answer to the latter question, as published by the RKO General
subsidiary, is "definitely not."
All together, 18 questions are answered by the firm which proposes to
institute pay tv on WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn. (Broadcasting. June 27).
The booklet stated that arrangements
are now being considered by Hollywood's stop studios for bringing to
Hartford pay tv the best of new motion
pictures . . . feature films of the calibre
of Ben Hiir. Can-Can and From the
Terrace.
The brochure also explains costs to
the viewer of pay tv and notes that only
a few "unique attractions" might run
above $1.50 per showing.

444
lUADISOIV

AVEIMUE

Office For Rent
300 square feet with private ,
entrance available in Tower v
of Premium

Building-.

This space divided into two
ofifices.
I

CALL:
PLAZA 5-9236

I
I
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FILMS...RECORD$...TAPE$...$CRIPT$
cm,

Don't miss air-dates ! Remember : it's there in hours
. . . and costs you less . . . when you ship by Greyhound
Package Express! Even packages going hundreds
of miles can arrive the same day they're sent!
Whatever the destination of your shipment, chances
are, a Greyhound is going there anyway . . . right to
the center of to wn. Greyhound travels over a yniUioii
miles a day! No other public transportation goes to
so many places— so often.
You can ship anytime. Your packages go on regular
Greyhound passenger buses. Greyhound Package
Express operates twenty-four hours a day. . . seven
days a week. . .including iveehends and holidays.
What's more, you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid
... or open a charge account.

IT'S THERE
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IN

HOURS...

SEND THIS COUPON^
NOW! IT
CAN SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY!
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
DEPT. 8H, 140 S. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on Greyhound
Package Express service . . . including rates and routes. We
understand that our company assumes no cost or obligation.
NAME.

_TITLE_

COMPANY_
ADDRESSCITY

AND

_ZONE

COSTS

STATE-

YOU

LESS! 59

so

YOU

CANT

GET

OPERA

But tv's overall balance is good, according
Critics of tv linger long on three the sets-in-use at their time of broadcast according to Nielsen data. Propopular notes in their lament on programming: quality is low, there is an
grams broadcast in "A" time, when setsexcess of westerns and other program
in-use were at the 50% -70% level,
were given four units each; programs in
stereotypes, the little better tv programming that does exist is relegated to "B" time (35% -50%) got three units
periods when audiences are low.
apiece; "C" time (20% -35%) programs
But are these complaints justified?
got two units and "D" time (0%-20%)
No. according to an inventory of tv one unit.
Again the facts confounded the
programs in Los Angeles compiled by
the Rev. James A. Brown, S.J., and re- critics. The alleged concentration of
Westerns in prime time was simply not
ported in a term paper for a seminar
there. Westerns occupied 8.1% of the
in the analysis of telecommunications
content at the U. of Southern Cali- total broadcast time measured by
fornia. First, Father Brown set up 17 absolute clock quarter-hours. When
they were weighted in accordance with
program categories, including drama,
which he subdivided into six kinds of the audience value of their time of
broadcast, they accounted for 8.5%, a
tv dramatic shows, and comedy, which
he broke down into three subclasses.
rise of only 0.4% of the total. This was
true of practically every program type;
Next, he tabulated all tv programming
they all came out at just about the same
of the seven Los Angeles stations during
the week of April 30-May 6, using the percentage point in the weighted table
regional edition of TV Guide as his as in the absolute time table.
source.
The two types of program with the
The findings:
widest difference were news and sports
■ Virtually every conceivable kind coverage. Both are aimed (at least in
part) at adult males; both are broadcast
of tv program is seen in Los Angeles.

AT

to Jesuit's

4

A.M

survey

Brown finds the implication that "possibly the viewers of Westerns actively
seek out such programs wherever they
are scheduled in the broadcast day.
Complaints against this type of programs are perhaps voiced by the more
vocal critics whose very complaining
renders the Westerns odious by association with the repetitious criticism."
Since all types of programs are found
throughout the entire broadcast day,
the implication is that "broadcasters are
rendering a reasonably diversified service in the 'public interest, convenience
and necessity'. ... It seems proper,
therefore, to demand that the audience
exercise a positive critical faculty by
(a) taking the trouble to learn when
desirable programs are being broadcast
and (b) selecting the specific programs
which they consider more valuable or
rewarding or legitimately entertaining."
The study also compares live programming with filmed programs and
the 1960 Los Angeles data with facts
about tv programming collected in other
years and other cities.

Something for everybody at all times
183
2.6 Program Units 2.8
Quarter-hour
Program'
Units
Quarter-hour
2.2
%
%
%
%
Absolute
Weighted
Program Categories
Weighted
Program Categories
Absolute
2.6
0.8
4.7
373
15723
5.6
IMews Reports
170
1.8
Variety-Music
1.8
Personalities
2.6
148
1.3
50
88
Special Events
1.0
2.5
119
3.6
45V2
Public Issues
0.7
Quizzes,
Games,
Contests
1211/2
1.1
1.3
63
Public Institutional
117
87
1.0
Sports
4 4 1/2
1.6
85
294
4.4
5.3
General Information
198V2
Sports News,
Events Interviews
Coverage
3491/2
371/2
47
1.4
1.1
63
Religion
6.0
Domestic
541/2
1.1
54.2
224
53.7
5.9
Drama (total)
6.7
213
17791/2
Children's
Programs
(total)
3581
23
58
1.7
Domestic
0.3
Information-Instruction
17023
18.4
1371
393
0.5
Crime/ Action
Pre-schools Entertainment
20.7
270
71
6081/2
72
Western
564
8.5
0.7
Other,
including
Cartoons
10.9
2.5
Comedy
137
4.0
10.7
704
8.1
168
Miscellaneous
0.9
360
339
99.5
80
2.4
Totals
31
696
219
"Classics"
5.1
11.9
10.5
99.9
31
5.1
103
Other
393
3.2
fVlusic
2.6
3.3
■
Actual
quarter-hour
program
units
87
207
3.1
Variety-Comedy
' * Weighted quarter-hour program units on basis of Nielsen audience data
3.1
at times when adult males are most apt
■ More than half of all program
■
Film sales
time is given over to dramatic proto be at home and available for watchGreatest3307*Headlines of 66the
09** Century
grams, with Westerns far from dominating television; both increased their
ing the scene and, in fact, ranking lower
(Ofiicial)
standing in the weighted table over
Sold to KONA (TV) Honolulu;
than comedy in amount of broadcast
their absolute percent. News part of the
time.
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.; KOLOtotal rose from 4.7% of the absolute
TV Reno; WGAN-TV Portland, Me.,
■ News, special events, public issue time to 5.6% of the weighted program
and WAST (TV) Albany, N.Y.
and institutional programs and those
units. Sports telecasts rose from 2.5%
Now in 48 markets.
providing general information add up to 4.4%.
to 14% of all air time;
R.C.M.P.
ductions) (California National ProWhat are the Implications? ■ AccordChildren's programs get 6.7% of
the■ total.
ing to Father Brown, these findings imSold to Westinghouse, Crosley, TransWhile proving that Los Angeles teleply that "stations do provide a reasoncontinent and Metropolitan Broadcastvision offers better as well as inferior
ably good service of programming, deing groups; WGN-TV Chicago; WBALsigned to satisfy most of the people
programs for public viewing, that tabuTV Baltimore; WLWT (TV) Cincinnati;
most of the time — not necessarily at the KYW-TV Cleveland; WVEC (TV) Norlation of absolute program time (measured by quarter-hour program units), same time, but through many periods
folk; WLWA-TV Atlanta; WLBW-TV
left unanswered the assertion that few
Miami,
and WFIE-TV Evansville.
of With
the broadcast
day."
the finding that the criticized
of the good programs ever get aired in
Now in 71 markets.
prime time. So Father Brown made a programs, especially Westerns, do not
second tabulation, this time weighting
actually take up anything like the Stage 7 (Independent Television Corp.)
Sold to Marine Midland Bank for
amount of time the critics allege, Father
the program units in accordance with
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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Why

did Milt Caniff

sketch

this portrait of the Early Worm?

Nearly everyone in Central Ohio has a special
fondness for the Early Worm. This month, his
20th anniversary on WBNS Radio, Milton Caniff
speaks for all of us when he pens this salute,
"Congratulations from an old friend."
The Early Worm (Mr. Irwin Johnson) has been
mixing good talk and good music to get Central
Ohio up on the right side of the bed ever since
he left OSU's French department. That was
22,775 broadcast hours, 341,625 records and
150,000 public service announcements ago.
WBNS
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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•

Irwin's community responsibility has never
ended when he signed off the air. Even though
he broadcasts nearly 30 hours each week, he has
found time for more than 1,000 public appearances, most of them for charity, and his civic
participations range from Columbus Boys Club
to the Humane Society. Scores of awards have
come to him from his own profession, including
Billboard, Downbeat, Radio-TV Mirror and Who's
Who in Radio-TV.
Listeners love him, sponsors stand in line to buy
his show, and we're proud to have him aboard.

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

WBEN-TV
Buffalo, N.Y.
WNBC-TV New York.
Now in 148 markets.

and to

Programming plans for "the new
ABC Radio," which won the endorsement of key affiliates two months ago
(Broadcasting, June 27), will be submitted to all affiliates of the network in
four regional meetings starting next
Monday (Aug, 22) in New York,
The other one-day meetings will be
held Aug. 24 at the Sheraton-Charles
Hotel in New Orleans; Aug. 26 at the
Executive House in Chicago and Aug.
29 at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco. The New York meeting will be
held at the Plaza Hotel. Officials said
90% of the affiliates had indicated they
would attend one or more of the sessions.
Robert Pauley, ABC vice president in
charge of the radio network, said the
meetings would consider not only new

.Sold in New York; Los Angeles;
Philadelphia; Detroit; San Francisco;
Buffalo; Cincinnati; Seattle; Atlanta;
Miami; Denver; Portland; Dayton;
Tampa-St. Petersburg; Columbus; New
Haven-Hartford, and Phoenix.
Now in 71 markets.
Corp.) Collie (Independent Television
Jeflf's
Sold to WFBC-TV Greenville, S.C.;
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.; WISC-TV
Madison. Wis.; WJTV (TV) Jackson.
Miss., and WGEM-TV Quincy. 111.
Now in 170 markets.
Susie (Independent Television Corp.)
Sold to WBKB (TV) Chicago;
WNHC-TV New Haven-Hartford;
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg; WDBO-TV
Orlando, Fla.; WFRV (TV) Green Bay.
and KATV (TV) Ketchikan. Alaska.
United Artists Features
•UA 65" package sold to KRIS-TV
Corpus Christi; WINK-TV Ft. Myers.
Fla.; WHBF-TV Rock Island, III., and
WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga. "UA 52 "
sold to KRIS-TV Corpus Christi;
KGNS-TV Laredo; KLRJ-TV Las
Vegas; WTVJ (TV) Miami; WJHG-TV
Panama City, Fla.; WTVH (TV)
Peoria, 111., and WTOC-TV Savannah.
"UA 39" features went to WVUE
(TV) New Orleans, WTOC-TV Savannah. "Lucky 7" to KRIS-TV Corpus
Christi; KHVH-TV Honolulu; WINKTV Ft. Myers; WTVJ (TV) Miami;
WTOC-TV Savannah, and KOTV
post-'48"s"
Artists and
Tulsa.to "United
(TV) sold
were
WNEW-TV
WORTV both New York, and WPTV (TV)
Palm Beach, Fla.
Interpol
Corp.) Calling (Independent Television
KANSAS
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON
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meetings

Sold to Drewry's Beer for stations in
Chicago; Detroit; Toledo; Cedar Rapids; Evansville; Indianapolis-Bloomington; Cadillac; Flint; Kalamazoo; Lansing; Marquette; Rock Island; South
Bend, and Terre Haute.
Now in 159 markets.

Best
Corp.)of the Post (Independent Television

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National jRepresentatives

Affiliate
to get

Sold to KPHO-TV Phoenix; KOVR
(TV) Stockton, Calif.; WJW-TV Cleveland; WJTV (TV) Jackson. Miss.
Now in 109 markets.

BLAIR

RADIO

The Four
Just Men (Independent Television Corp.)

Cannonball
(Independent Television
Corp.)

Totem Poles gave way to transmitting
towers . . . and Kansas prairies today are
being crossed by the KTVH television
signal, beaming messages that spell
GOODS and SERVICES to customers and
WAMPUM for producers and
manufacturers.
And youthedon't
have toWhen
be an
Indian to understand
language.
you buy KTVH, your message reaches
prospective customers in the heart of the oil,
cattle, agriculture, and aircraft production
area. To sell this scalp-tingling Kansas
Market, buy KTVH with unduplicated CBSTV coverage in Wichita and 14 other
important Kansas Communities.

ABC

Sold to KMJ-TV Fresno; KOVR
(TV) Stockton, and WSAV-TV Savannah.

program

plans

program plans
also by"thethefirm,
new
direction
being but
taken
network
in New
other program
areas." plans, submitted to the
network's Select Affiliates Committee
in June, included a 55-minute acrossthe-board daytime program called Flair.
which would mix popular music recordings and short features and has been
tentatively set to start Oct. 3 in the
1:55 p.m. spot; extension of five-minute
newscasts at 55 minutes past the hour
to an every-hour basis; increased emphasis on sports and greater use of the
morning Breakfast Club program as a
showcase for new talent. The network's
new programming policy is to aim primarily at the young adult and especially
the young housewife audience.
Mr. Pauley will head the ABC Radio
delegation at the regional meetings. He
will be accompanied by James Duffy,
national sales director; William T, Rafael, national program director; Earl
Millin. national director of station relations; Frank Atkinson, manager of station relations, and Jack Mann, director
of sales development and program coordination.
■

Program

notes

Europetionalbeckons
■ National
Television & Radio
Center, EducaN.Y.,
in association with WGBH-TV Boston,
will produce two tv programs in
Europe next month, the first overseasproduced
in NET's First
eight-year
history, itprogram
was announced.
two
programs of
in Mankind
Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt's
Prospect
series,
will be
video taped at BBC studios in London,
where guests Bertrand Russell and
Hugh Gaitskell will
British attitude towards
The second hour-long,
BROADCASTING,

describe "the
Communism."
monthly proAugust 15, 1960

INTER-SYNC'

TELEVISION

HOW

TO

SIGNAL

GET

SYNCHRONIZER

MORE

Ampex provides the perfect answer . . .
Inter-Sync! Now a VTR with Inter-Sync
becomes a smooth part of your production
team. Use it in production as you would
a camera, a film chain ... or any picture
source. Inter-Sync locks the VTR to station sync . . . electronically synchronizes
the recorder with any signal source — live,
film, network or slides. Here's what you
can do —

FROM

YOUR

AMPEX

VTR

THREE RECORDERS? Comfortable transitions are difficult to anticipate
in production. Add them later — at your
leisure — with Inter-Sync! Record each
production segment on tape; then put one
segment on one VTR . . . another segment
on second VTR. Lap dissolve for smooth
transition and record on No. .3.

Dotted lines indicate po
of iDier-sjnc But these are just a few ideas . . . drop us
in the electronics rack ■sition
°^
Videotape*
,^ jjj-^g ^^^^ ^^g'jj gyppjy complcte dctails
Television Recorder.
ONE RECORDER? With a furnion all the marvels of Inter-Sync. This imture store account, for example, pretape a series right in your
portant optional feature is onlv one example of the continuing
flow
of
major
new developments you can always expect from
studio showing the new fall line. Loan company: tape a location shot of "customer" borrowing cash. Real estate: tape a Ampex — the Jack-of -one-trade . . . tape recorders.
tour through a new, development home. Then, during playback with Inter-Sync, vou can wipe from tape to price slide
FOR ENGINEERS ONLY:
This Ampex Model 1020 synchronizer provides both horizontal and
— or lap dissolve to live announcer. No more dead air! No
vertical locking (line-by-line and fi ame-by-f rame) . The speed of
roll over !
the tvi-o-way locking process is particularly noteworthy: a total of
approximately 3V{; seconds, well within the .5-second roll-in time
most stations use. Vertical framing is speeded up by first using
Inter-Sync lets you "host " the late-late movie — and reruns —
the sync pulses off the tape control track to reference to outside
sync (subsequently switching to the actual vertical sync pulse).
with sm-o-o-th lap-dissolve transitions between the film and
The capstan servo system resolves the inside and outside sync by
your announcer on tape. No loss of mood — no abrupt changes.
smoothly adjusting the tape speed. Horizontal line-by-line locking
is accomplished by precise readjustment of the head drum speed
about every 5 degrees of rotation. Since the head drum rotates at
14,400 rpm, this means speed adjustments are made 94.5,000 times
TWO RECORDERS? Mix live or film with tape using
a minute. A unique drum servo system with push-pull action acts
through the head drum motor with almost instantaneous results.
key wipes or dissolves, then record on second unit. Use disSend for a 12-page Engineei'ing Department Bulletin for complete
solves or special wipes between playback of two tapes. Take
details.
it from there . . .

"tM ampex CORP,
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gram, entitled "The European Common
Market," will be produced in Paris
Sept. 13 or 14. Video tapes will be
flown to net's tape duplication facilities at Ann Arbor, Mich., and stations
will
begin airing
of
10 Mankind
showsthis
theyear's
week series
of Sept.
25.
Labor on Labor Day ■ A special halfhour documentary film on the history
of the labor movement, produced at
the expense of the AFL-CIO, will be
presented on ABC-TV at 5-5:30 p.m.
EDT Sept. 4, the day before Labor

Day. Titled "Land of Promise," the
film has been produced by Joel O'Brien
Productions, New York, and stars
Melvyn Douglas. George Meaney,
AFL-CIO president, said the network
was presenting it as a public service.
Stern's sports ■ Portraits and Profiles,
a new sports show for radio, will be
produced and distributed by Program
Sales Inc., N.Y. The series, which stars
Bill Stern, consists of 130 live-minute
episodes. The spots will feature stories
behind famous sports personalities and
events of the last forty years.

Otto predicts ■ Don Lasser of WICH
Norwich, Conn., has announced that
The Otto Graham Show will be distributed nationally for the second consecutive year. Coach Graham predicts
the outcome of top college and professional football games during the course
of the 13-week taped series which runs
Sept. 12 through Dec. 5. There are
two versions available: a weekly
quarter-hour set for three-minute local
participations; and six weekly 60second spots. The show has already
been sold for the 1960 football season
in over 100 exclusive markets.
Time for Astaire ■ NBC-TV has
scheduled the all-new full-hour Fred
Astaire show, Astaire Time, for Sept.
28 (Wed. 10-11 p.m. EDT). Also appearing in the show will be Barrie
Chase, David Rose and his orchestra,
jazz leader Count Basic, and other
personalities to be announced. Chrysler
Corp., via Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
will sponsor. Mr. Astaire's two previous
award-winning tv programs also were
presented by Chrysler.
TV cartoons ■ Bray Studios Inc. and
Durham Telefilms Inc., both New
York, announced jointly last week their
organizations have joined forces to
lease to tv stations the Bray Library of
Cartoons, consisting of almost 100
black and white sound shorts which
have not been seen on tv in about four
years. In addition, Bray and Durham
plan to produce a minimum of 100 new
color cartoons beginning early next

SAN

DIEGO

CALIFORNIA
San Diego County last year had a
net effective buying income of
$2,106,045,000-. That total
placed the market 20th among
the nation's 200 leading counties.
San Diegans shop first in
the advertising columns of their
two metropolitan newspapers:
^an
Evening

Sliega Inion
Tribune

♦ COPYRIGHT 1960 SALES MANAGEMENT "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER"

"The Ring of Truth'

.15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN D IEGO, CALIFOR N lA "
GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD; ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN
ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY. WASH I NGTON BUREAU AND THE
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLI DAY CO., INC.
64 (PROGRAMMING)

Investment news ■ Radio Press International, N.Y., voice news service,
has announced the addition of a daily
year.
stock market report direct from the
New York Stock Exchange. The new
RPI financial service includes a weekly
five-minute roundup program for weekend broadcast. Both programs are prepared in cooperation with the New
York Stock Exchange.
Pro team on tv ■ Sports Network Inc.,
N.Y., which last fall had a lineup of
85 tv stations for its coverage of all
games in the Cleveland Browns pro
football schedule, has announced plans
to televise the team's 1960 schedule
on a minimum 25-station network,
consisting of stations in Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky, West Virginia, western
Pennsylvania and the Northeast region
of the U.S.
Heart study ■ Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.'s WNEW-TV New York is
planning a public service series of
hour-long medical documentaries, the
first of which will be offered next Sunday (Aug. 21, 9-10 p.m. EDT). Entitled "A Question of Life," the series
opener features two heart specialists
who will present answers to some 25
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

■

SERVICE

MMERCIAL?
We

think sol DATELINE

SHREVEPORT,

a station-produced public-service program that focuses
attention on local current events and happenings
of interest in the area, has been commercial for two years!
Following the Early Edition News,
DATELINE

SHREVEPORT

is KSLA-TV's

''feature page" complementing our regular
news coverage with items of current
intei'est to our viewers.
This "commercial" public service program has
gained the confidence and loyalty of viewers that is
reflected in the ratings as well as the results
advertisers tell us they get.
DATELINE

SHREVEPORT

is just part of

KSLA-TV's successful six years of continually building
a better medium for a continuously growing audience.
Harrington, Righter ir Parsons, Inc.,
can fill you in on all the dynamic details
. . . including ratings!

shreveport,

la.

specific questions concerning the causes,
symptoms and methods of preventing
heart disease. The telecast is in association with the National Health Education Committee. A second program, on
mental health, has been completed but
no broadcast date has been set.

scheduled news roundups. "Quality
sound" music will be presented and
classical music programs now heard on
WCAE will be retained.
Longer version ■ A new 30-minute
version of the Sacred Heart radio program, which is now broadcast in its 15minute form over 1,019 stations
throughout the world, is being offered
stations for once-weekly scheduling.
The taped program includes 10-minute
doctrinal talks by diocesan priests or
members of an order, short prayers and
a number of musical selections. Stations
interested in audition tapes or literature

Triple play ■ WCAE Pittsburgh, last
week became a fulltime 24-hour-perday operation with a new music and
news format. News coverage has been
expanded to include 10-minute newscasts on the hour, every hour, in addition to Commentator John B. Hughes'
thrice-daily analyses and regularly

— —

JERROLD
H&B

American

Corp.

Mr. Glett

Included in the sale were two microwave systems — one under construction
to bring New York City signals to
Ventnor; the other bringing Spokane
tv programs to Walla Walla. These two
transfers must receive FCC approval.
Concurrently, the organization of
Transcontinent Communications System was announced. This is a wholly
owned subsidiary of H&B for the purpose of entering the electronics communications field, David E. Bright,
H&B board chairman and chief executive officer, announced.
Glett is President ■ Mr. Bright also
reported the election of tv pioneer
66

'MacBeth' set ■ The two-hour color
film of "MacBeth," shot on location in
Scotland and England this summer,
will be seen on NBC-TV's Hallmark
Hall of Fame, Nov. 20 (Sun. 6-8
p.m. EST). Producer-Director George
Schaefer completed the film in 40 days
of shooting at Hermitage Castle, Scotland, and at Elstree Studios in London.
Maurice Evans and Dame Judith
Anderson star in the Shakespeare
classic.

MEDrA

UNLOADS

The burgeoning community antenna
industry has a new multiple owner —
the $9 million H&B American Corp.,
Los Angeles company in the home
building and steel forging business.
H&B paid $5 million for the nine
catv systems owned by Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, it was announced last week.
Changing ownership were the following catv systems, serving an estimated
31,000 subscribers:
Ukiah, Calif.; Ventnor, N.J.; Flagstaff, Ariz.; Pocatello, Idaho; Dubuque,
Iowa; Florence, Ala., and Richland,
Walla Walla and Wenatchee, Wash.

Mr. Bright

THE

should write to Sacred Heart Program
headquarters, 3900 Westminster Place,
St. Louis 8, Mo.

purchases

CATV
all nine

of them

Charles L. Glett as president of H&B
and of the communications subsidiary.
Mr. Glett until June was vice president
of National Theatres and Television
Inc. in charge of NTT's tv operations.
NTT owns WNTA-AM-FM-TV New
York and until last month WDAF-AMFM-TV Kansas City, Mo. It also owns
a community cable company in Williamsport, Pa.
Mr. Glett was vice president of CBS
Television in charge of west coast operations; vice president of Don Lee in
charge of television; executive vice
president of RKO Teleradio Pictures
(now RKO General Inc.) and general
manager for production and studio operations for movie-maker David O.
Selznick.
Mr. Bright stated that TCS will be
the instrument through which H&B
will diversify into all phases of electronic communications including television, radio, space communications
and catvs.
H&B is a publicly held company
and is listed on the American Stock
day.
Exchange. It closed at 2% on WednesThe company owns the General
Trading Co., St. Paul; Quick-Way
Truck Shovel Co., Denver, in a joint
venture with Fairbanks-Whitney, and
Big Boy Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles. It is heavOy engaged in home
building and steel forging.
H&B was founded in 1956 and was
primarily engaged in the manufacture
and distribution of aircraft parts. In
1957 it acquired Big Boy Manufacturing Co., which makes barbeque equipment and accessories as well as fuel for
barbeques.
In June 1959, U.S. Chemical Milling
Corp. bought the aircraft division of

SYSTEMS
for $5

million

H&B American Corporation.
In 1959 H&B acquired General Trading Co. and Quick-Way Truck Shovel
Co. General Trading distributes automotive supplies and heavy hardware in
the North Central states. Quick-Way
manufactures and distributes heavy
earth-moving
national scope. machinery on an interConsolidated net earnings for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1959 were
$148,053. For first six months of 1960
it reported a deficit of $217,440.
Stockholders Must Approve ■ The
sale of the nine Jerrold-owned catv
systems is subject to stockholder approval, Milton J. Shapp, Jerrold president, stated.
The sale is not related in any way to
the recent antitrust decision, a Jerrold
spokesman said. Under the decision,
issued by Philadelphia Federal Judge
Francis L. Van Dusen last month, Jerrold was forbidden to acquire new catv
systems without court approval, but the
government's request that Jerrold be
forced to divest itself of its catv operations was denied (Broadcasting, AuMr.gust 1).Shapp stated that Jerrold will
apply the $5 million from the sale of its
community systems to an expansion
program which contemplates the acquisition of community cable, test equipment and communications companies.
Jerrold was established in 1949 and
is a principal manufacturer of catv
equipment. It acquired its first cable
companies in 1955 when it bought the
Ukiah, Calif., and the Key West, Fla.,
systems. It sold the Key West system
in 1959, realizing $284,000 profit on
the transaction. The sale to H&B disposes of its remaining holdings in catv
companies.
BROADCASTING, Avgutt 15, 1960

rS^^
would

have

WHITE
relished

The sage of Emporia was one of the heroes who made communications what it is today. He'd have relished running WPTR.
Its informal, individualistic spirit, its up and go, its entire modus
operendi would have suited him to a T. Like White, WPTR
believes that the primary function of any media of communications isto communicate. That's why (tho music is an integral
part of our programming) news comes first.
To cover the news WPTR receives reports from correspondents
around the world. The amount of contributors is fantastic—
almost a million! At the local level 5 mobile units work round
the clock. When it's helpful there's even a helicopter available
which broadcasts traffic and highway road conditions and covers
other important events. The quality of this news is evident 48
times a day. That's how often newscasts are scheduled. News
in depth is on the hour. Commentary— at least 12 times a day.
Editorials when necessary.

running

station

WPTR

When you couple this with a public service drive for every
worthwhile cause that comes along, you've got responsible
broadcasting at its very best. And from an advertising standpoint
—responsive listenership second to none in this 2,000,000 plus
market.
Perhaps that's why local sponsors give it more advertising than
the next three stations combined — and why it carries more total
advertising than the next two put together. Represented nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co. In New England— by Foster &
Creed.

.EOPLEJ-

50,000

WATTS

ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan Mounsey, Exec. V.P. — A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES.

CBS
Sales

INC.'S
UPS
AND
DOWNS
ahead of 1959 but earnings slump

CBS Inc.'s sales were up but earnings during the first half of the year
were down compared to the same six
months of 1959.
CBS Board Chairman William S.
Paley last week reported consolidated
net income for the first six months was
$12,669,169 this year, against $13,318,871 last year; sales totaled $231.8
million as against $215 million in last
year's half, an 8% increase. Current
earnings, he said, are equivalent to
$1.51 a share compared to the first
half of 1959 when earnings were
equal to $1.59 per share.
CBS Inc. includes the CBS-TV and
Radio networks and owned stations,
Columbia Records, CBS Labs, the
news division and CBS International as
well as CBS Electronics.
At the CBS board of directors meeting last week, a cash dividend was announced of 35 cents per share on common stock payable Sept. 9 to stockCONVENTIONS
Sindlinger
GOP

WORLD
MUSIC
FESTIVALS
Radio's grand tour of festivals here and
abroad continues the CBS Radio Network commitment to great music through
the summer months. Now in its fifth
season, the series takes listeners to Salzburg, Bergen, Bayreuth and many other
notable gatherings of the world's foremost musicians. In all radio, the World
Music Festivals are the kind of company
you keep , . .
ONLY
ON

CBS

RADIO
68

(THE MEDIA)

finds

out-audienced

Helped by a 17% gain in tv ownership, the nationwide television audience
for both political conventions this year
was far greater in number than the
audience for the quadrennial sessions of
1956. The market analyst firm of Sindlinger & Co. reported last week the results of its field staff interviews, which
showed a gain of 135% for the Democratic Convention's daily audience,
while the gain for the Republican Convention's daily audience was 114%.
However, viewership was not equalized between the two conventions last
month. Sindlinger figures show an average total of 13,706,000 more Americans watched the Democratic convention than stayed up to view the GOP
televised sessions. A total of 79.2% of
all adults, or about 91 million, watched
the Democrats (compared to a 33 million daily average in 1956) and a total
of 67.2% of adults with television, or
77 million, viewed this year's Republican convention (compared to 31 million viewers daily four years ago).
During the week of July 4-8, prior to
the Democratic convention, the number
of adults who watched tv during the
evenings totaled 69.1%, or 89,575,000.
This breaks down to 68.4% of all males
and 69.7% of all females. Viewing increased slighdy during the Democratic
convention but declined during the GOP
conclave.

Sindlinger's

survey

in 48

holders of record at close of business
Aug. 26.
The first half-year CBS report:
CBS Inc. and domestic subsidiaries
Income Statements
Six months ended JULY 2, 1960 JULY 4, 1959
(26 weel<s) (26 weel<s)
Net sales
$231,821,970 $215,089,500
Cost of sales . . . 159,331,065 148,506,937
Selling, general
and administrative
expenses
45,071,333 38,042,377
Operating income 27,419,572 28,540,186
Other income . . .
2,022,087 1,764,750
Other deductions ,
978,490 936,065
Income before
federal income
taxes 28,463,169 29,368,871
Federal income
taxes
15,794,000 16,050,000
Net income
$ 12,669,169 $ 13,318,871
Net income
per
share
$1.51 $1.59
Net income per share is based on the average
number of shares outstanding during the respective
six months'
periods,results
adjusted
1959tostock
dend. The 1960
are for
subject
year diviend
adjustments
and
to
audit
by
Lybrand,
Ross
Bros.
& Montgomery.
August 10, 1960
States showed that during Democratic
convention male viewing each evening
increased to 70.1%, or 43,784,000 and
female viewing increased to 70.3%, or
47,256,000.
During the GOP convention, the report stated, male audience dropped to
53% each evening or 33,103,000; female audience declined to 65.8%, or
44.231.000. Sindlinger notes that the
overall convention decline in tv viewing came from the males.
Clarke

Brown

to Weed

as southern affiliate
Clarke Brown Co. will become
southern office for the Chicago-based
national firms of Weed Radio & Television Corps, on Oct. 1, Mr. Brown,
president of the Dallas regional representative company has announced.
Brown at that time will end a similar
association of the past six years with
H-R Representatives.
With the Weed affiliation, Mr. Brown,
president of the southern firm, also
announced last week a corporate officer
exchange between the two representatives and absorption of the Weed Attion. lanta office into the Brown organizaMr. Brown becomes a vice president of Weed Radio Corp. and
Weed Television Corp. and Cornelius
C. Weed Sr. has been elected a vice
president of Clarke Brown Co. Richard
M. Walker becomes manager of the
Brown Atlanta office and Mrs. Jean
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Williams, Weed secretary there, remains in the combined organization.
Jack Eisele, Brown vice president and
Houston manager, has been appointed
director of midsouth operations and
also will direct the firm's New Orleans
office.
NTA
60%

'GIFT' SHARES
of its stock

distributed by NT&T
National Theatres and Television
seems determined to shed the "television" part of its name. The tv portion
was added in August of last year following the acquisition of National Telefilm
Assoc. by National Theatres Inc. in a
diversification move by the theatre
chain organization.
Charles L. Glett, NT&T vice president who, as head of its subsidiary National Television Investments, guided
the
company's
programsimilar
into
tv fields, left in expansion
June to assume
responsibilities for H & B American
Corp. (see story, page 66). WDAF-AMTV Kansas City, which Mr. Glett
brought under NT&T ownership in the
spring of 1958. has been sold. So has
KMSP-TV Minneapolis, which came to
NT&T along with NTA. A month ago.
the NTA operation, which had been
moved to California last fall for integration with the NT&T headquarters in
Beverly Hills, was returned to New
York.
Last week, the NT&T board voted to
distribute nearly 60% of its NTA holdings as dividends to NT&T stockholders
on the basis of three shares of NTA
stock for each 10 shares of NT&T.
NT&T will distribute 844,875 shares of
NTA in this way, will retain ownership
of 620,511 shares of NTA, which will
have 1,627,572 shares of common stock
outstanding including about 10% which
were never acquired by NT&T.
Because NTA is licensee of WNTAAM-FM-TV New York, the plan to
distribute its stock is subject to FCC
approval, B. Gerald Cantor, NT&T
president, said in announcing the plan.
Accordingly, the dates of record and
distribution cannot be set until the FCC
acts, he commented, but assuming the
action is favorable the record date will
be 10 days after the date of the ruling
and the distribution date some three
weeks later.
The NT&T board has decided not to
make any further exchange ofl'er to
acquire the additional common stock or
warrants of NTA, Mr. Cantor said. The
change in the financial structure of the
two companies was brought about principally by extending and funding certain of NTA's indebteness to NT&T
and accepting equity securities of NTA
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Who l<ept shop?
If the news staff of WGYWRGB (TV) Schenectady, N.Y.,
seemed to be below its full complement in the first week in August, it was not due to vacations
but to the far-flung assignments
the local stations" reporters were
covering. One newsman spent the
week in Europe accompanying
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra
Taft Benson on a special factfinding tour of agricultural centers. A three-man news team went
to New London, Conn., for three
days to film two half-hour stories
on nuclear submarines. On Thursday a film feature on the New
York State fish hatcheries was
filmed in Rome, N.Y. And on Friday a feature story on the New
York State Fair was prepared in
Syracuse. The weekend found
two men shooting underwater film
of two British ships, sunk during
the French and Indian Wars, recently discovered in Lake George;
another two-man team filming an
interview with violinist Issac
Stern in his New York City apartment, and a third team covering
the 100th birthday celebration
of painter Grandma Moses in
Manchester, Vt. Meanwhile, back
at the newsroom, all available
hands were pressed into service to
deliver the normal weekly quota
of radio and tv newscasts.
for the balance of the company's obligations. In June, NT&T reported that
for the first half of the 1960 fiscal year,
there has been a loss of $2,669,000, or
96 cents per share, attributable to
NTA, which was charged with $5,527,000 for the period to provide for amortization of its inventory of tv programs.
WSAZ

interests

buy

An ideal selling climate results when a program creates
intense audience attentiveness. And, for 15 years, Suspense hastieen fulfilling this objective as it presents tales

of terror uniquely suited to radio's imagery. Part of a Sunmore publishing stock
day line-up of Gunsmoke, Johnny Dollar and Have Gun, Will
The Huntington Publishing Co. has Travel, advertisers find their messages develop a special
bought out all the stockholdings of Mr. impact in such a sales setting. In all radio. Suspense is the
and Mrs. Walker Long and the estate kind of company you keep...
of the late Col. J. H. Long.
The company publishes the Huntington (W. Va.) Herald-Dispatch and Advertiser and owns controlling interest in
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington.
The purchase, which involves 37.5%
of the stock of the Huntington firm, was
reported to total over $2 million. It
also includes real estate.
William D. Birke, president of the
publishing company, announced the
transaction last week.
WSAZ properties are 89% owned by
the Huntington Publishing Co. and
69

1 1 % by Mrs. Eugene Katz, wife of the
president of The Katz Agency. Because
of the radio-tv stations, the entire transaction must be approved by the FCC.
WSAZ was founded in 1923 and operates on 930 kc with 5 kw daytime
and 1 kw nighttime. WSAZ-TV. on
ch. 3, began operating in 1949. Both
stations are affiliated with NBC.
The transaction was negotiated
through Vincent J. Manno, New York
broker.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KYSN Colorado Springs. Colo.: Sold
by Kenneth E. Palmer, John C. Hunter
and Robert Donner Jr. to KYSN Broadcasting Co. for $300,000. KYSN
Broadcasting owners comprise Donald
Harding, formerly with CBS Chicago;
William Firman, eastern sales manager,
CBS Radio Network; Robert Meskill,
general manager, WKID Urbana, 111.,
and Jerry Glynn, vice president, AM
Sales Co., Chicago. Same group owns
WKID. Mr. Hunter is a major stockholder in KOWB Laramie, Wyo. KYSN
is on 1460 kc with 1 kw daytime and
500 w nighttime. Hamilton, Landis &

Outistanding

Assoc. was the broker.
■ KGHS International Falls, Minn.:
Sold by H.S. George to Dan Ganter for
$45,000. Mr. Ganter is an employee of
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa. KGHS is 100
w on 1230 kc. Broker was Blackburn
& Co.
L.A.

broadcasters

city tax exemptions
The city council of Los Angeles has
adopted an amendment to the municipal
code exempting broadcasters from the
city's gross receipts tax. The amendment gives radio and tv stations, studios and networks tax exemption for
receipts not only from time sales but
also from revenues derived from the
production and packaging of programs
or commercials or providing any element of a program or commercial, including services or facilities. The announcement ofthe exemption was made
by Deane F. Johnson of the Los Angeles law firm of O'Melveny & Myers
in a report to the Southern California
11).
Broadcasters
Assn. on Thursday (Aug.
The exemption, which puts Los
Angeles broadcasters on a parity with
the city's newspaper publishers, does
not extend to revenue from syndicated
programs or commercials produced on

Exclusive

Properties

Excellent daytime facility in prosperous medium market. Operating in the
black under absentee ownership.
Needs owner-operator to develop full
potential. $85,000 cash required.
Terms can be negotiated.
SOVTHMEST
Majority interest in powerful daytimer located in a top fifty growth
market. This market has been one of
the fifteen that has experienced the
greatest growth during the past
decade. 29% down and terms. Exclusive.
SOUTHIIXST
Fulltime facility in small southern
market. Operating profitably. This
one is best for owner-operator. 29%
down and terms.
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS
Inc.
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick— Washington Building, Washington, D.C.— ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William B. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker— Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building, Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California — CRestview 4-2770.
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win

film or tape, Mr. Johnson stated. This
is the so-called motion picture tax
which applies primarily to the motion
picture studios and which is limited to
a maximum of $1,500 a year regardless of total volume, he said. Neither
does the tax exemption extend to pay
tv operations, when and if they enter
the Los Angeles scene.
Income from the rental of station
facilities for use outside of radio and
tv programming and broadcasting, such
as rental of a station's studio to a
phonograph recording company, would
not be tax exempt, Mr. Johnson reported. Nor would income a station
might derive from operating a commissary for its employes or from a soft
drink or cigarette vending machine be
tax free. But all normal broadcasting
operations will be, he said.
Although the Los Angeles gross receipts tax dates back to the mid-40's,
no attempt to apply it to broadcasters
occurred until 1955 following court
decisions which, for the first time, ?
mitted the right of municipalities to tax
certain aspects of broadcasting operations under certain conditions. Previously broadcasting had been held to b=
an interstate operation not subject to
municipal taxation or regulation. Since
that time, the broadcasters of the city
have been attempting to secure an
exemption similar to that which the
newspapers got in 1949 when the cit\attempted to apply the ordinance to
them.
Faced with the twofold problem of
securing exemption from the tax in the
future and from its retroactive application to years not barred by the statute
of limitations, the L.A. broadcasters
have been successful on both counts,
Mr. Johnson stated. The amended ordinance grants them exemption in the
future and the city attorney has assured
them that he will not attempt any
retroactive application.
NAB

committees

five Sept.

set

meetings

Four NAB committee meetings will
be held in Washington in September. A
fifth. Freedom of Information Subcommittee, will meet in New York.
The Washington dates follow: Sept.
8. Tv Music Advisory; Sept. 14, Editorializing; Sept. 19. Convention; Sept.
26, Video Tape. The New York meeting will be held Sept. 26.
A member of the NAB Policy Committee will attend each of the Washington meetings. The committee is
headed by Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations. Other members are G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia. S. C. and Merrill Lindsay. WSOYAM-FM Decatur, 111.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Here today . . .
The case of the shrunken tv
tower has been solved. WOODTV Grand Rapids. Mich., had
erected a sign calling attention to
the station's 1,000-ft. tower, but
the observer saw only a 20-ft.
antenna. It was not a matter of a
shrinking tower, nor was it misleading advertising. WOOD-TV
had leased the land for its thousand-footer, erected the sign and
then decided on a more suitable
location. The miniature model belonged to a gravel company with
radio-equipped trucks. The station had leased the site to the
gravel company but had forgotten
about the sign. After a series of
"'double takes" by tourists and
residents, however, the station
was reminded of the billboard and
removed it.
Bar

Assn.

to discuss

lawyers' roles on tv
Is it "professionally and ethically improper" for a lawyer to play the role
of an attorney on television?
Ever since a Los Angeles County Bar
Assn. advisory ruling earlier this year,
the matter has been studied by the
American
professional
committee BarbutAssn.'s
no formal
actionethics
has
been taken. The rule is certain to be
discussed, however, at the National Conference of Bar Presidents meeting
which is scheduled before ABA's annual
convention in Washington, D.C. Aug.
29-Sept. 2.
A panel session has been set including Grant B. Cooper, president of the
Los Angeles County Bar Assn.. and
Herman F. Selvin, former president.
Specifically, they will discuss the bar's
ruling that appearances of lawyers,
whether identified by name or not. violate the canon against advertising and
that such lawyers generally did no public credit to the profession.
Thus. Canon 27 plus Canon 35,
which bars radio-tv access to courtroom
proceedings, are expected to highlight
the calendar of bar events.
The Los Angeles bar asked the State
Bar of California to concur in its advisory ruling and to petition the state
supreme court to adopt it as a rule of
court, thus making it official and statewide. The state bar board heard pro
and con arguments July 25 but has
written no final decision. Meanwhile,
the Los Angeles rule is merely advisory
for lawyers in that city.
ABA acknowledges that the L.A. ruling has "stirred up a hornet's nest."
with some lawyers and southern CaliBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

fornia bar groups applauding it and
others opposing it as "'unjustified or too
broad." What bothers ABA is that the
ethics question could effect mock trial
or other simulated court scenes in programs, produced under bar association
sponsorship. The L. A. bar ruling,
though limited to "simulated trials," did
not specifically exempt bar-sponsored
shows.
The current controversy concerns five
or six network programs (about 30
hours of legal drama each week), including Day in Court and Divorce
Court, which employ practicing lawyers
in lawyer and judge roles and which are
""unscripted." In all about 250 have appeared at different times and although
billed tified
as bypracticing
lawyers, aren't idenname.
Heightening the controversy is the
fact there is "no recognized rule." ABA
points out, predicting that ""before too
long." its ethics committee will evolve
one that " probably will become a model
for the country." It's hardly surprising
that, without precedent in the field,
■"opinions on it differ widely." ABA
observes.
President Eisenhower is expected to
address
ABA's opening session on Aug.
29.
'NEW

FOR

SALE

tASTERN
South-atlantic single station market
asking $160,000 with 29% down.
1960 fiscal cash flow $35,000 approximately.
Excellent buy in middle-atlantic area.
Single station market priced to sell.
Owner-operator could do $75,000
easily. Asking $80,000 on terms.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.V/.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Fulltime facility — top billings in market. Considerable real estate. Presently operating on unnecessarily high
budget. Price is $275,000 with $100,
000 down payment.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN

DEAL'

Independents
new

STATIONS

want

convention

voice

Radio Tv News Directors Assn. wants
a better shake for accommodating local,
independent stations at future political
conventions and has asked the national
committee chairman of both parties to
take constructive action.
The request was contained in a letter
from William J. Small, WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville, on behalf of the 700-member association which he heads. In short,
it asks that a news director from a local
independent operation should have a
voice in 1964 convention planning.
Independent radio-tv stations want
to fare better on working facilities, radio-tv credentials and other matters in
future conventions because of the improved quality and greater depth of
their coverage at the recent conclaves.
The issue of credentials for radio-tv
newsmen erupted again at the Democratic and GOP conventions (Broadcasting, Aug. 1), but is considered
secondary to the larger one of better
working facilities. Some independents
privately complained, in particular,
about "sweat box" conditions at ChiMr. cago's
SmallInternational
told Sen.Amphitheatre.
Thruston Morton
(R-Ky.) and Paul Butler, GOP and
Democratic National Committee chairmen, respectively, the RTNDA is surveying its membership on how local

SOUTH
Small market daytimer in rich West
Texas market, $90,000, $30,000
down and a seven-year payout. A
good owner-manager can make twenty-five percent per year on his investment in this property. Further, it will
pay itself out after the down payment as it is already well in the
black. Station's economy based on
agriculture, petroleum and recreation. Very modern town, located near
one of Texas' big lakes.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Fulltime radio station in one of fastest growing areas in U.S. Good ownership income an annual gross in excess of $300,000. Sale of stock
includes good real estate plus cash
and receivables.
SAN FRANCISCO
111 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

HAMILTON-LANDIS & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS • FINANCING
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facilities might be improved. He cited
the general feeling that preliminary
planning for future convention broadcast coverage has "traditionally been
confined to network and large chain
radio-tv representatives," with no reflection on the work of the radio-tv
correspondents Gallery of the House
under Robert Menough, and Mr. Small
stressed:
"As the attendance at recent conventions shows, there is every four years
an increasing number of local radio-tv
news staffs from around the country.
This trend makes it obvious that this increase will continue. Since the total
number of people listening to these local
stations may have already exceeded the
audience of some of the networks, I
would think that the parties would find
it in (their best interests) to give these
individual stations full consideration
that they might best cover your national
convention."
Mr. Small promised to supply the national committee chairmen with copies
of the RTND survey. He has accordingly asked RTNDA members who attended to pass along "your ideas for improvement in 1964."
New

etv

in Dallas

Non-commercial educational KERATV Dallas, which is scheduled to go on
the air Sept. 12, will be the 48th affiliate
of National Educational Television Network. The Texas outlet, with live color
facilities, joins KTCA-TV St. PaulMinneapolis, as the only etv stations
to broadcast in color, according to National Educational Television & Radio
Center, New York. The network
provides stations with eight hours of
programs weekly.
■

Media

reports

Gerity moves ■ Gerity Broadcasting
Co. (WNEM-TV Bay City-Flint-Saginaw, and WABJ Adrian, both Michigan) has relocated its New York office
at 1271 Avenue of the Americas. New
telephone: Circle 7-4560. The company was previously located in temporary quarters at 18 E. 48th St. after
moving from 101 Park Ave.
AB-PT dividend ■ American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., N.Y.,
reported Monday (Aug. 8) the thirdquarter dividend of 25 cents per share
on both outstanding common and preferred stock, payable Sept. 15 to
holders of record on Aug. 19.

Code
■ Subscribers
to
the symbol
NAB Radio
Code of
Good Practices will display
this new seal, adopted with
the change of name from
the former Standards of
Good Practice for Radio
Broadcasters. The seal will
be used also on subscribers'
stationary and promotion material.
Enforcement procedure
for code subscribers will be
set up by the association.
The new NAB Radio Code
Review Board will meet
Aug. 29 in Washington.
Under the revised code procedure, both NAB member
and non-member stations
may become code subscribers.
Clif? Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., is chairman of
the code board, a nine-man
group paralleling the Tv
Code Review Board formed by NAB
in 1952. The new code structure was
Radio Network, Mort Dean, WVOX
New Rochelle, N.Y., program director,
was picked up by Cuban police when
he attempted to tape record a meeting
of the leftist Latin American Youth
Congress. Although no charges were
preferred and no questions were asked,
Mr. Dean was held in a Havana jail for
IV2 days before his release. He returned to WVOX, a Herald Tribune
Network affiliate, Aug. 8. Mr. Dean's
experience is the latest in a series of
Cuban efforts to oust American newsmen from the country.
Promotion assistance ■ The Zakin
Co., N.Y., has been named advertising
and promotion agency for the Herald
Tribune Radio Network. The stations
are WGHQ Hudson Valley; WVIP
Mt. Kisco; WVOX New Rochelle, and
WFYI Mineola, all New York.
Tv tape clinic ■ WFBM-TV Indianapolis held a television tape clinic for
75 advertisers, agency executives and
other guests. Manager Don Menke
conducted the clinic, demonstrating
the facility of tape and the dependability of the machines. The use of
special effects through skillful editing
was displayed.

Cuban risks ■ Assignments in Cuba
continue to hold risks for U.S. broadcasters. In Cuba to cover the seventh

Adds aircraft to facilities ■ WTAQ
LaGrange, 111., has acquired a Piper
Commanche, equipped with three
transmitters and five receivers for

anniversary of Fidel Castro's revolutionary movement for Radio Press International and the Herald Tribune

emergency purposes and direct "from
the air" broadcasts, and containing a
full complement of flying instruments.
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approved June 1 6 by the NAB Radio
Board (Broadcasting, June 20, 27).
The station reports it will make craft
available to local Chicagoland area law
enforcement officers and to civic groups.
Three licensed pilots include Charles
Sebastian, WTAQ president.
New transmitters ■ Ground has been
broken and construction started on a
new
for CBS's
KNX transmitter
Los Angeles.building
The structure
will
house a new 50 kw unit built by General Electric plus a 10 kw unit by
Continental. The building will surround
KNX's 500-ft. antenna and will also
house an emergency gasoline-powered
generator system. The new transmitter
installation will be in operation about
Nov. 1.
Audience profile ■ KQV Pittsburgh
has issued a study of the automobile
audience and mass transit in the Pittsburgh area. It is intended as an aid to
timebuyers in evaluating the "car
audience," according to the station. It
lists the average numbers of automobile passengers and mass transit passengers headed towards home, work,
shopping, school and social recreation
during each hour period of the day in
that area. Also included are totals and
a diagram of the area covered by the
survey. The booklet is titled "The Plus
Power of the Word ■ An editorial
Audience." by commentator Fred Nahas
broadcast
over KXYZ Houston caused prompt
City Council action to correct an injustice. Detective J.B. Savelle was shot
in the arm while on duty; complica(THE MEDIA) 73
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tions set in, necessitating amputation
of the arm. Because the amputation
was performed by a private doctor in
a private hospital, the city legal department ruled that the city would not
pay the bill. Mr. Nahas appealed to
the council's conscience and they
agreed to have the city pay the detective's hospital bill.
Combined forces ■ WADK Newport
and WYNG Warwick, both Rhode
Island, have formed a group to be called
the Rhode Island Prestige Group. According to WYNG Manager Milton
Mitler and WADK Manager Arnold
Lerner, the group offers "a combined
high income bracket listening audience
to advertisers." Mr. Mitler recently
sold WADK to Key Stations. John E.
Pearson, Co., N.Y. will represent the
grouptionnationally
separately. as well as each staNew format ■ A new program format
has debuted on KABC Los Angeles.
Five new daytime shows were added
to the schedule of the ABC-owned station. The format encompasses music,
a listener opinion show, a new women's
program and other new features. Announcement of the format change was
made by Ben Hoberman, general manager of KABC.
New office ■ John Box Jr., managing
director of Balaban Stations, has announcedatopening
the group's
York office
580of Fifth
Avenue. New
He
said the office will have direct teletype connections with all stations in
the
group.Stations
Telephone
JudsonSt. 2-7945.
Balaban
are isWIL
Louis,
WRIT Milwaukee and KBOX Dallas.
Executive offices are in St. Louis.

The facts speak for themselves in Cincinnati radio. Nielsen proves that
WCKY reaches more homes monthly in
one single quarter-hour than all the
homes in the entire Milwaukee metro
area ... at a cost-per-hundred-thousand
that will make your eyes blink. Tom
Welstead in New York or AM Radio
Sales have it in red-and-white . . . the
NSI book that proves WCKY is some
buy for the Tri-State Cincinnati area.
WCKY

RADIO

50,000

WATTS

CINCINNATI
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Revenue ■ Operating revenue of Gross
Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich.) totaled $1,199,842 and
expenses $640,449 during the first six
months of t960, leaving net income of
$295,515, according to President Harold F. Gross. Comparable figures for
the first half of 1959 were operating
revenue $1,261,601. expenses $663,156
and net income $304,431. Dividends of
$190,000 were paid for the first half
of 1960, leaving $105,515 retained in
the business.
'OpenMilwaukee
House' inunveiled
Milwaukee
WISNTV
a live ■ daytime
format of music, variety and interviews
July 1 1 with Open House on 12, dedicated to the proposition of "fun-foreveryone" and conducted by host
Fred Niedermeyer and hostess Lynn
Honeck. Program is aired Monday
through Friday, 1-2 p.m. (CDT), and
features news and newsreel, figure exercises and audience participation with
prizes, as well as interviews with celebrities.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

The huge new Homelite Plant at Greer, S. C. — manufacturers of chain
saws, residents.
pumps and generators, employs hundreds of Carolina Piedmont
area

The rich, teeming area of the Lower
Piedmont is endorsed by more and more
industry of the "Bkie Chip" variety.
They locate their plants here in WSPATV's "backyard," and they bring their
large payrolls to pump ever new power
into the lifestream of the prosperous
population . . . Here is a marketing
area bursting at the seams . . . and
WSPA-TV directly influences the buying habits of over $11/2 billions of payroll dollars in this fastest growing of
all markets. The Spartanburg-Greenville Supermarket off'ers an opportunity
for sales that cannot be ignored !

AM

♦ FM

• TV

CHANNEL
in the Piedmont
SPARTAN
BURG,
S .V
C .
-T
PA
WS
Represented Nationally by: GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO,

the ONLY

C6S-VHF
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Station serving the Spartanburg-Greenville

Market
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BOSTON

Dade

Video,

REBUTTALS

'Herald-Traveler'

ask

FCC reversal of July 'ex parte' rulings
The FCC was confronted today with
lines, but it issued a permit to L. B.
two petitions seeicing reversal of the Wilson Inc. for the ch. 10 facility.
L. B. Wilson Inc., which owns
commission's
Miami
ch. 10July
and 14
the orders
Boston inch.the5 WCKY Cincinnati, was told it would
cases.
receive a first term license of only four
months. A broadcast license usually
The petitions were filed by North
Dade Video Inc., one of the applicants
runs three years. This short term perfor the Miami channel, and by WHDH
mit was issued, it was learned, to proInc. (Boston Herald and Traveler),
vide a chance for other applicants to
contest the ch. 10 license when it came
holder of the ch. 5 grant in Boston.
Expected over the weekend was an
up for renewal.
In the Boston case, the commission
appeal to the federal court by National
found that WHDH and Massachusetts
Airlines whose WPST-TV Miami was
ordered off the air by Sept. 15.
Bay Telecasters Inc. had engaged in borderline conduct. It vacated the 1957
Other applicants in both cases — the
grant to the Boston Herald & Traveler
first in which charges of off-the-record
representations were investigated and station, but granted it special temporehearings held before special examiner
rary authority to continue pending the
Horace Stern — indicated they did not outcome of a new hearing.
It said that the purported conduct of
plan
ders. to contest the FCC's July 14 or- WHDH and Massachusetts Bay would
be counted against those applicants in
The FCC found all Miami applicants
guilty of ex parte representations ex- the new proceeding.
The North Dade petition asked the
cept L. B. Wilson Inc. It not only
voided the 1957 grant to National Air- FCC to reconsider its finding that the

In Roanoke
the

Selling

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
You in
won't
rich selling
bongo
drums
thegetRoanoke
Television
Market, but there are nearly
2,000,000 people who are willing
and able to help you turn a neat
profit on foodstuffs, toiletries,
pharmaceuticals, gasoline, household products and other items.
The magic number for reaching
these heavy-spending, non-Calypso
folks is seven. In Roanoke, seven is
WDBJ-rV . . . which will beat the
drum for your product in over
400,000 television homes of Virginia, N. Carolina and W. Va.
WDBJ-TV has maximum power,
highest tower, superior service and
programming ... to help you sell
like sixty on seven.
ASK YOUR
PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke,^ Virginia
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activities of the late Walter Compton,
an official of the company, and Washington attorney Robert F. Jones, former FCC commissioner and former
Ohio Republican congressman, were
sufficient to taint the North Dade application.
Perjury is Implied ■ It attacked the
FCC finding that the Compton-Jones
activities
indicatedfinding,
an "evil
The
commission
Northdesign."
Dade
said, imputes perjury to Mr. Compton
and Mr. Jones. "This is a scandalous
verdict
on the record before it," North
Dade stated.
North Dade reiterated that Mr.
Compton employed Mr. Jones to counteract pressures by other applicants on
congressmen and senators, not to see
any commissioners.
Pointing
the commission's
decision in the to
Boston
ch. 5 case, North
Dade said that the FCC found an attempted "pattern of influence" because
of the meetings between Robert B.
Choate, publisher of the HeraldTraveler and then FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey but did not
completely disqualify WHDH as it did
North Dade.
It asked that it be permitted to recility. main as an applicant and to contest
with L. B. Wilson for the ch. 10 faWKAT Miami was the other Miami
applicant found to have engaged in
behind-the-scenes activities by the FCC.
The Herald-Traveler petition, which
also asked for a stay of the commission's July 14 order, attacked the
FCC on two counts:
First, that the commission did not
have the authority to rescind the ch. 5
grant to WHDH because the case was
still in the hands of the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington.
And, second,ofthatthetheintent
commission's
interpretation
of the
meetings between Mr. Choate and Mr.
McConnaughey
"erroneous,
irreconcilable withwas
the record
and not
based on substantial evidence."
WHDH said it was "ludicrous" to
assume that Mr. Choate tried to influence the then FCC chairman at two
social luncheons by conveying such a
favorable impression of himself that
Mr. McConnaughey would be influenced in the Boston case.
The meetings took place because of
Mr. Choate's interest in a pending
congressional bill relating to the ownership of radio-tv stations by newspapers, WHDH said. At neither of the
meetings was ch. 5 discussed, it said.
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Food, toys, candy, clothing — all youthinspired items plus merchandise for adults
get effective exposure in this new WBENTV late-afternoon entertainment package.
Youngsters revel in the kiddie acts, circus
features and adventure

segments. Adults

enjoy the nostalgia of seeing big
names
From

of a bygone day.
Warners'

2000-plus

library of famous featurettes, 210 are professionally integrated into daily programs
of interesting variety.
THE

BIG

MAC

SHOW

can do a big job

for you in Western New York. With backto-school planning and holiday promotions
coming up, now's the time to make your
move. A good place is the BIG MAC
Show on Ch. 4 — where your dollars
always count for more.

get the facts
in our new
BioyvlAC
brochure . . . from
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSO
National Representatives
or write

-T
EN
WB
The Buffalo Evening
News
StationV

CH.
CBS in Buffalo
Affiliated with WBEN Radio
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MANUFACTURING Bell telephones is the major function of Western Elcctric's plant in Indianapolis. The girls
above are working on the final assembly of telephone dials. Western Electric also has major manufacturing locations in 12 other cities where we make cable, wire, switchboards, relays, and many other different kinds of telephone equipment and apparatus for the Bell Telephone System, as well as defense products for the Government.
BROADCASTING, Ausust 15, 1960
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For 78 years Western Electric has been the manufacturing and supply member of the s Bell
an
System. Working with Bell Laboratories and the Bell telephone companies, Western
lone
service.
itegt
integral part of the team which provides this nation with the world's finest teleph
The Bell Telephone System operates nearly 58 million
telephones in the United States. Western Electric's job is
to back them up with the many kinds of materials and
equipment needed to make them work well.
Telephone instruments — over 8 million new ones this
year— are just part of the story. Behind them are complex
switching systems, radio relay and carrier equipment, milhons of miles of wire, cable and all the other apparatus
necessary to hnk these phones into an efficient, dependable
unit. This monumental job is possible only because of the
close teamwork in the Bell System among Western Electric,
Bell Laboratories, and the Bell telephone companies.
Besides manufacturing. Western Electric performs three
other important jobs in helping provide good telephone
service. Western purchases many supplies and equipment
in addition to what it makes . . . distributes both purchased
and manufactured items to the Bell companies . . . and
installs switching equipment in telephone central offices.
A perfect example of Bell System cooperation is the
way Western Electric works with Bell Laboratories. The
research achievements by the Laboratories— the transistor,
coaxial cable, radio relay. Direct Distance Dialing, etc. —
provide us with the basic means for keeping the Bell
System in the forefront of communications technology.
Western Electric will continue to depend upon close
teamwork with the other members of the Bell System to
assure the dependable, reasonably-priced, ever-improving
telephone service America has come to expect.

PURCHASING for the Bell S>stL-m by Western
Electric provides the telephone companies with a
wide variety of high quality products at low cost.
W.E. buyer (left) discusses telephone set cartons
with a representative from Inland Container Corp.

INSTALLATION of Bell telr phone central office
switching eqviipment is performed by Western
Electric's flexible force of skilled installers. Above,
an intricate frame of switching equipment is hoisted
into position by W.E. installers in a central office.

NATIONAL DEFENSE work in many vital areas has been assigned to us because of our Bell telephone experience. W.E.
makes guidance systems for missiles ( such as Nike Hercules,
above) and has coordinated strategic projects including DEW
Line, SAGE, and the communications aspects of BMEWS.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

DISTRIBUTION is handled nation-wide by W.E.
from 32 centers which store enough equipment to
meet normal requirements and service emergencies
of the Bell companies. These centers also serve as
repair shops for reconditioning telephone equipment.
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PAYOLA
Pastore

BILL

orders

COMPROMISE

easing

of forfeitures

and

vetoes

It looked last week as it broadcasters dratt the legislation within 24 hours,
might get something more than half a
The purpose of the redraft:
cake for their solid opposition to the = Knock out the whole subsection
controversial license suspension and on suspensions.
monetary forfeiture features of the pay- ■ Provide a one-year "statute of
ola bill (S 1898).
limitations" on offenses and a maxiAt the end of the payola bill hearing mum forfeiture of $10,000. Authorize
Wednesday, Chairman John O. Pastore such forfeitures only where violations
(D-R.I.) of the Senate Communications are "willfully or repeatedly" committed
Subcommittee ordered his staff to re- and give a broadcaster the opportunity

COMING
suspensions

to reply to FCC charges before that
agency imposes the forfeiture.
A subcommittee spokesman said
Thursday Sen. Pastore hopes to bring
the amended bill before the Senate early
this week for agreement on amendments added by the House June 28,
plus the changes planned by the subcommittee. He said he didn't know
whether the parent Senate Commerce
Committee would meet to report the
amended bill or would agree on it "informally" (the committee has no other
business before it at present). Senate
action would have to be by majority
vote and the bill would be competing
with other legislation for Senate attention. The House would have to agree
to the Senate amendments before enaction and
if it didn't, a compromise
would be
sought.
Impressed by uncompromising broadcaster opposition to the license suspension feature of the bill at the Wednesday hearing. Sen. Pastore exacted
concessions from FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford that his agency doesn't
really need the license suspension power; that it can get the results it wants
by
revoking
issuing cease-anddesist orderslicenses,
or imposing
monetary
forfeitures.

Sen. Pastore
Fines are penalty enough

Future

guide

the FCC in determining congressional
intent in "drawing the line" under the
proposed Sec. 317. Following is the
text of that part of the committee report that may become incorporated
in FCC regulations.

cause consideration beyond the matter
used on the broadcast was received.
2. An announcement would be required for the same reason if the payment to the station or disc jockey were
in the form of cash or other property,
including stock.
3. Several distributors supply a new
station, or a station which has changed

A. 1.
FreeA records^
record distributor furnishes
copies of records to a broadcast station or a disc jockey for broadcast
purposes. No announcement is required unless the supplier furnished
more copies of a particular recording
than are needed for broadcast purposes. Thus, should the record supplier furnish 50 or 100 copies of the
same release, with an agreement by
the station, express or implied, that the
record will be used on broadcast, an
announcement would be required be' In view of the attention whicli has been
given to the problem of free records, they are
treated herein as a special category. It should
be noted, however, that the same principles
apply
to records
or services
furnished
for useas onto other
or in property
connection
with a
broadcast.

its program format (e.g., from "rock
and roll" to "popular" music), with a
substantial number of different releases." No announcement is required
under section 317 where the records
are furnished for broadcast purposes
only; nor should the public interest require an announcement in these circumstances. The station would have
received the same material over a period
of time had it previously been on the
air or followed this program format.
A question
has abeen
raised with
respectto toa
a -situation
where
distributor
furnishes
station free of charge an entire music library
with the understanding, express or implied, that
only tion.itsTo the
records
be an
played
on the may
staextent would
that such
arrangement
run afoul
of
the
antitrust
laws
or
may
constitute an abdication by the station of its licensee
responsibility,
would not curean it.announcement under sec. 317

to sponsor

To help broadcasters and others in
determining whether a given type of
situation would require a station to
make an announcement under Sec.
317 of the proposed bill (S 1898)
covering payola and free plugs now
under Senate consideration, the FCC,
if the bill is enacted, will incorporate
a list of typical situations in its rules.
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
revealed this plan Wednesday during
testimony before the Senate Communications Subcommittee on other phases
(license suspensions and monetary
forfeitures) of the bill.
The list of typical situations where
the Sec. 317 requirements would or
would not apply was drawn up and
provided to the House Commerce
Committee last spring by a group of
broadcast industry representatives helping the committee draft this part of the
bill. The list was included in the committee report last June 13 after Mr.
Ford said such inclusion would help
80 (GOVERNMENT)

Penalize Public ■ The main argument
against the license suspension power —
that suspension would penalize the public as well as the broadcaster by discon-

identification
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tinuing the station's service — found Mr.
Ford with no ready answer and he
agreed.
Witnesses Wednesday were FCC
Chairman Ford; Joseph S. (Dody) Sinclair, WJAR-AM-TV Providence, president of the Rhode Island Broadcasters
Assn.; Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton. Pa., immediate past president of
Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters;
Vincent Wasilewski, NAB government
affairs vice president; Warren E. Baker,
Washington attorney representing the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.;
Bryce Rea Jr. and Donald Beelar, Washington attorneys representing American
Bar Assn.; Stanley Ballard, secretary
of American Federation of Musicians;
Lawrence Speiser, American Civil Liberties Union, Washington.
Chairman Ford said the commission
is agreeable to an amendment to place a
"statutory limitation"' on the forfeiture
provision so a broadcaster wouldn't be
forced to pay up to $1,095,000 (at
$1,000 per day) when he seeks renewal
of his three-year license. He said he'd
rather see the suspension provision
dropped than have no bill at all, bringing the retort from Sen. Pastore that he
didn't want testimony to appear as if
"diplomatic blackmail" was being used.
"You'll get your bill," he promised.
Taking each offense for which suspensions are proposed in the bill (false
statements, conditions warranting refusal to renew license, willful or repeated failure to operate as set forth
in license, repeated violations of the
Communications Act or FCC rules and
violations of lottery, fraud and obscenity statutes), Mr. Ford acknowl4. Records are furnished to a station or disc jockey in consideration for
the special plugging of the record supplier or performing talent beyond an
identification reasonably related to the
use of the record on the program. If
the disc jockey were to state: "This
is my favorite new record, and sure to
become a hit; so don't overlook it," and
it is understood that some such statement will be made in return for the
record and this is not the type of statement which would have been made
absent such an understanding, and the
supplying of the record free of charge,
an announcement would be required
since it does not appear that in those
circumstances the identification is reasonably related to the use of the record
on that program. On the other hand, if
a disc jockey, in playing a record, states:
"Listen to this latest release of performer "X,' a new singing sensation,"
and such matter is customarily interpolated in the
format and
woulddiscbe jockey's
included program
whether
or not the particular record had been
purchased by the station or furnished
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

edged a cease and desist order or forfeiture would serve the same purpose
as a suspension. He also agreed with
Sen. Pastore that refusal to obey a
cease and desist order should call for
revocation, not a lighter sanction.
He agreed "willful or repeated" is
more appropriate than "negligent or
intentional"
in describing
offenses
would
warrant
a forfeiture.
Thiswhich
was
after Sen. Pastore said that in his own
opinion negligence is a tort (civil) measurement rather than a criminal one.
Chairman Ford also suggested the
bill be amended so that FCC sanctions
for refusal to obey a cease and desist
order would be authorized only after
such order is final (unappealable).
Could Be Sued ■ Mr. Sinclair testified license suspension would punish the
public, especially if the station is taken
off the air during some kind of
emergency where service is critically
needed. He said under the "negligent
or intentional" provision, a suspended
station possibly could be sued by an
advertiser for breach of contract because of an innocent violation.
A station also could be fined even
in connection with public service program ing ifit were charged with some
offense of which it was unaware under
the bill's present provision, he said.
Mr. Woodland said suspension of
station service in some areas would
deprive the public of its only broadcast
service. Suspension might kill off some
stations which are operating marginally
or with a loss, he added. He thought
also that some broadcasters might be
tempted to lower their standards in the
belief the penalty would be something

less than revocation.
Mr. Wasilewski said suspension could
cause a station to "lose face" in its community and thus lose advertisers and
listeners, resulting in the death of the
station and consequent loss to the
He charged the FCC has had the
public.
cease and desist power for eight years
and has seldom used it in broadcasting; that only the Interstate Commerce
Committee has been given suspension
powers and that these haven't been
used in 25 years. Suspensions shouldn't
be used to experiment in the communications field, he said. He said NAB
had no opportunity to express its views
on suspensions in the House because
the amendment was added in a House
Commerce Committee executive session.
Laws Unused ■ Mr. Baker said it can
hardly be argued that additional powers
such as suspensions and forfeitures
should be authorized when existing
powers (cease and desist orders and
FCC authority to take rule and law
violation cases to court for fines) have
been largely unused.
Messrs. Rea and Beelar said ABA
is concerned about procedural safeguards in the imposition of money
penalties and asked that the legislation require (1) a clear statutory specification of the offense subject to the
money penalty, (2) provision for adequate and fair procedures, including
notice to the accused and opportunity
to answer or take corrective action before the penalty is imposed and (3)
CONTINUED on page 84

to it free of charge, it would appear that
the identification by the disc jockey is
reasonably related to the use of the
record on that particular program and
there would be no announcement reB. Where payment in any form other
quired.
than the matter used on or in connection with the broadcast is made to the
station or to anyone engaged in the
selection of program matter
5. A department store owner pays an
employe of a producer to cause to
be mentioned on a program the name
of the department store. An announcement is required.
6. An airline pays a station to insert
in a program a mention of the airline. An announcement is required.
7. A perfume manufacturer gives
five dozen bottles to the producer of a
giveaway show, some of which are to
be identified and awarded to winners
on the show, the remainder to be retained by the producer. An announcement is required since those bottles of
perfume retained by the producer conCONTINUED on page 82

Chairman Ford
Rules on free plugs

CONTINUED from page 81
Future

sponsor

identification

stitute payment for the identification.
8. An automobile dealer furnishes a
station with a new car, not for broadcast use, in return for broadcast mentions. An anouncement is required; the
car constituting payment for the mentions.
9. A Cadillac is given to an announcer for his own use in return for
a mention on the air of a product of
the donor. An announcement is required since there has been a payment
for a broadcast mention.
C. Where service or property is furnished free for use on or in connection
with a program, but where there is
neither payment in consideration for
broadcast exposure of the service or
property, nor an agreement for identification ofsuch service or property beyond its mere use on the program '
10. Free books or theater tickets are
furnished to a book or dramatic critic
of a station. The books or plays are
reviewed on the air. No announcement
is required. On the other hand, if 40
tickets are given to the station with the
understanding, express or implied, that
the play would be reviewed on the air,
an announcement would be required
because there has been a payment beyond the furnishing of a property or
service for use on or in connection with
a broadcast.
11. News releases are furnished to a
station by government, business, labor
and civic organizations, and private
persons, with respect to their activities,
and editorial comment therefrom is
used on a program. No announcement is required.
3
In.
each
the examples
listedappear
underto this
heading, an of
announcement
would
be
required
under
the
Commission's
Mar.
16, 1960,
Public Notice.

HOW

THE

FINE
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12. A government department furnishes air transportation to radio newscasters so they may accompany a foreign dignitary on his travels throughout the country. No anouncement is
required.
13. A municipality provides street
signs and disposal containers for use
as props on a program. No announcement isrequired.
14. A hotel permits a program to
originate on its premises. No announcement isrequired. If, however, in
return for the use of the premises, the
producer agrees to mention the hotel
in a manner not reasonably related to
the use made of the hotel on that particular program, an announcement
would be required.
15. A refrigerator is furnished for
use as part of the backdrop in a kitchen
scene of a dramatic show. No announcement isrequired.
16. A Coca-Cola distributor furnishes a Coca-Cola dispenser for use
as a prop in a drugstore scene. No announcement isrequired.
17. An automobile manufacturer
furnishes his identifiable current model
car for use in a mystery program, and
it is used by a detective to chase a
villain. No announcement is required.
If it is understood, however, that the
producer may keep the car for his personal use, an announcement would be
required. Similarly, an announcement
would be required if the car is loaned
in exchange for a mention on the program beyond that reasonably related to
its use, such as the villain saying: "If
you hadn't had that speedy Chrysler,
you never would have caught me."
18. A private zoo furnishes animals
for use on a children's program. No

PROVISION

be Here's
followedthein procedure
cases wherethat
the would
FCC
imposed monetary forfeitures on a
broadcaster under amendments being drafted by the Pastore subcommittee and FCC staffs, with drafting
help from witnesses:
The FCC would notify the licensee
of its intention to impose a forfeiture, specifying the rule or law allegedly violated; the broadcaster
would be allowed to reply, denying
the charges and asking that they be
dropped and spelling out his reasons
therefor; if the broadcaster denied the charge and the FCC still

guide

WOULD

WORK

intended to impose the forfeiture, it
would so notify him and he would
be allowed to request cancellation of
or reduction in the amount of the
forfeiture; if the FCC refused this
request the agency would then so
notify the broadcaster and impose
the fine (payable to the U.S. Treasury); if the broadcaster refused to
pay the fine, the FCC then could
take the case to a federal court for
collection; the court would hold a
de noviswould
trial;make
namely,
a "new"
trial
which
findings
on both
the violation alleged and whether
the forfeiture were excessive.

announcement is required.
19. A university makes one of its
professors available to give lectures in
an educational program series. No announcement isrequired.
20. A well-known performer appears
as a guest artist on a program at union
scale because the performer likes the
show, although the performer normally commands a much higher fee. No announcement isrequired.
21. An athletic event promoter permits broadcast coverage of the event.
No announcement is required in absence of other payment by the promoter or agreement to identify in a
manner not reasonably related to the
broadcast of the event.
D. Where service or property is furnished free for use on or in connection
with a program, with the agreement,
express or implied, that there will be an
identification beyond mere use of the
service or property on the program'.
22. A refrigerator is furnished by
X with the understanding that it will be
used in a kitchen scene on a dramatic
show and that the brand name will be
mentioned. During the course of the
program the actress says: "Donald, go
get the meat from my new X refrigerator." An announcement is required because the identification by brand name
is not reasonably related to the particular use of such refrigerator in this dramatic program.
23. (a) A refrigerator is furnished by
X for use as a prize on a giveaway
show, with the understanding that a
brand identification will be made at the
time of the award. In the presentation,
the master of ceremonies briefly mentions the brand name of the refrigerator,
its cubic content, and such other features as serve to indicate the magnitude
of the prize. No announcement is required because such identification is
reasonably related to the use of the
refrigerator on a giveaway show in
which the costly or special nature of the
prizes is an important feature of this
type of program.
(b) In addition to the identification
given in (a) above, the master of ceremonies says: "All you ladies sitting
there at home should have one of these
refrigerators in your kitchen," or "Ladies, you ought to go out and get one
of these refrigerators." An announcement is required because each of these
statements is a sales "pitch" not reasonably related to the giving away of the
refrigerator on this type of program.
The significance of the distinction between the identification in (a) and that
in (/)) is, that in (a) it is no more than
' Of course, in all these cases, if there is
payment to the station or production personnel
in consideration
ment is required.for the exposure, an announceBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960
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the natural identification which a broadcaster would give to a refrigerator as a
prize if he had purchased the refrigerator himself and had no understanding
whatever with the manufacturer as to
any identification. That is to say, in situation {a), had the broadcaster purchased
the refrigerator he would have felt it
necessary, in view of the nature of the
show, adequately to describe the magnitude of the prize which was being given
to the winner. On the other hand, the
broadcaster would not, where he had
purchased the refrigerator, have made
the type of identification in situation
(b). the
thusmanufacturer.
providing a free sales "pitch"
for
24. io) An airplane manufacturer furnishes free transportation to a cast on
its new jet model to a remote site, and
the arrival of the cast at the site is
shown as part of the program. The name
of the manufacturer is identifiable on
the fuselage of the plane in the shots
taken. No announcement is required
because in this instance such identification is reasonably related to the use of
the service on the program.
(b) Same situation as in (a), except
that after the cameraman has made the
foregoing shots he takes an extra closeup of the identification insignia. An
announcement is required because the
closeup is not reasonably related to the
use of the service on the program.
25. (a) A station produces a public
service documentary showing development of irrigation projects. Brand X
tractors are furnished for use on the
program. The tractors are shown in a
manner not resulting in identification of
the brand of tractors except as may be
recognized from the shape or appearance of the tractors. No announcement
is required since the identification is
reasonably related to the use of the
tractors on the program.
ib) Same situation as in (a), except
that the brand name of the tractor is
visible as it appears normally on the
tractor. No announcement is required
for the same reason.
(c) Same situation as in (b), except
that a closeup showing the brand name
in a manner not required in the nature
of the program is included in the program, or an actor states: "This is the
best tractor on the market." An announcement isrequired as this identification is beyond that which is reasonably related to the use of the tractor
on the program.
26. (a) A bus company prepares a
scenic travel film which it furnishes
free to broadcast stations. No mention
is made in the film of the company or
its buses. No announcement is required
because there is no payment other than
the matter furnished for broadcast and
there is no mention of the bus company.
(c) Same situation as in (a), except
84 (GOVERNMENT)

Payola compromise
bill is in sight
other safeguards to avoid FCC prejudgment of guilt and imposition of
double penalties for the same offense
hearing.
and to afford opportunity for a fair

AFM's Mr. Ballard proposed that
the bill be amended to include a requirement that sound tracks and background music recorded by musicians
in other countries and carried on U.S.
radio and tv programs be identified on
the air as foreign in origin and that
members of the general public be allowed to intervene in application proceedings before the FCC. He also asked
that Congress express its sense that
broadcasters have a duty to foster "the

NAB s Wasilewski
Cites 'loss of face' penalty
that a bus, clearly identifiable as that
of the bus company which supplied the
film, is shown fleetingly in highway
views in a manner reasonably related to
that travel program. No announcement
is required.
(c) Same situation as in (a), except
that the bus, clearly identifiable as that
of the bus company which supplied the
film, is shown to an extent disproportionate tothe subject matter of the film.
An announcement is required, because
in this case by the use of the film the
broadcaster has impliedly agreed to
broadcast an identification beyond that
reasonably related to the subject matter
of the film.
27. (a) A manufacturer furnishes a
grand piano for use on a concert program. The manufacturer insists that enlarged insignia of its brand name be
affixed over normal insignia on the
piano. An announcement is required if
an enlarged brand name is shown.
(h) Conversely, if the piano furnished
has normal insignia and during the
course of the televised concert the
broadcast includes occasional closeups
of the pianist's hands, no announcement is required even though all or
part of the insignia appears in these
closeups. Here the identification of the
brand name is reasonably related to the
use of the pianO by the pianist on the
program. However, if undue attention is
given the insignia rather than the
pianist's hands, an announcement would
be required.

Sen. Pastore said such proposals,
though they may have merit, have no
chance of being added to S 1898 during this short session of Congress and
that a more complete investigation
should be made at some time in the
future.
arts." Mr.
ACLU's
Speiser urged passage
of S 1898 as is. He said he'd like to
see the suspensions and forfeitures left
in the bill as they are. The FCC's procedures have been inadequate, he said.
He also felt mandatory hearings should
be required locally for license renewals
and that stations be required to inform
listeners of the broadcasters' obligations
under the provisions of the Communications Act.
Statements opposing the suspensions
and forfeitures, as presently proposed,
were filed by the following broadcasters, radio-tv organizations and individuals representing state associations:
ABC; CBS: NBC; Lawrence H.
Rogers II, Taft Broadcasting Co.;
Lincoln W. Miller, KIRO-TV Seattle;
Robert H. Temple, KREM Spokane;
J. Chester Gordon and E. Ournelle,
KBYR Anchorage and KERB Fairbanks, both Alaska; Norman Fletcher,
KNOC Natchitoches, La; Ewing C.
Kelly, KCRA-AM-TV Sacramento;
Richard P. Hogue, KXTV (TV) Sacramento; J.G. Paltridge, KFAX San
Francisco; Robert M. Light, Southern
California Broadcasters Assn.; Ralph L.
Hooks, KDLA DeRidder, La.; Lee P.
Bishop, KORE Eugene, Ore.; Tim Elliot, WICE Providence; Joe M. Leonard
Jr., Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.
Invitation ■ ABC said license suspension power would be "an open invitation" to the FCC to use this sanction as a "club" where it disagrees with
a station's overall programming but is
unable to point to a specific violation
of rules or statutes. This, ABC said,
is the "entering wedge" to censorship
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

and thought control and the first step
to ■■government absolutism."
CBS noted the FCC apparently has
never used its cease and desist powers
until this year. License suspension, CBS
said, would deprive the public and the
advertiser of service as well as the
broadcaster. There is no need for the
suspension power, anyway, CBS said,
because the rest of S 1898 should correct the abuses with which the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee has
been concerned. On forfeitures, CBS
said imposition of money penalties is a
task traditionally left to the courts and
"we believe it should remain there."
NBC said it has no opposition to
FCC power to impose money forfeitures, but thinks the bill is deficient in
procedural safeguards. No fine should
be imposed without notice and hearing,
with the right to appeal the decision,
NBC said.

FTC

Earl W. Kintner said that payola "■has
been pretty well stamped out" due to
the agency's activities in bringing unfair trade practice complaints against
record manufacturers and distributors.
He expressed the view that record
makers and distributors had "fallen
in line." but warned that if the practice cropped up again the commission
would renew its drive.
The FTC also announced last week
that consent orders had been entered
into with four record manufacturers
and two distributors which prohibit
the under-the-counter practice.
The companies: Am-Par Record
Corp. and affiliated Pamco Music Inc.,
New York; Hull Records Inc., New
York; Nashboro Record Co., North
Nashville, Tenn.; Specialty Records
Inc. and its affiliated Specialty Records
Sales Co., Hollywood; Garmisa Distributing Co. and Garmisa Inc. of
Wisconsin, Chicago; Portem Distrib-

WH^^a^eCe^,

•asheville

A

. .in
GIANT

The consent orders require that
public disclosure must be made if
records are played on the air because of
payment to employes or stations.
Carter
ad

tells

license

FTC
Is must

"Photographic license" in television
commercials is necessary. Carter Products Inc. told the Federal Trade Commission last week, answering a government false advertising complaint against
its shaving cream product, ■■Rise."
The FTC challenged a Rise tv commercial on June 15 (Broadcasting,
June 27). The government agency
claimed that the commercial showed a
man shaving with a competing product
which appeared to dry out on his face
and cause him discomfort. When he
used Rise it appeared to remain moist
and creamy. The competing lather, FTC

GREEHVIUt-SmTANBrn-ASHEmiE

WFBC-TV
Birmingham
Nashville
New Orleans
Richmond

Market

ranking

TELEVISION
HOMES

TOTAL
HOMES

394.5
427.3
345.2
383.4
272.5

502.4
549.1
463.4
468.8
329.2

Southern
Skies''
DOMINANCE

uting Inc., New York. Am-Par Record
Corp. and Pamco Music Inc. are
owned by American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc.
In addition to being charged with
making payola payments to disc jockeys and other employes of broadcast
stations. Specialty Records Inc. also
was charged with paying off to a radio
station.

Birmingham,
I*
Nashville, New
Orleans and Richmond'
"■Here's the comparison, from TELEVISION Magazine
Data Book. March 1960 (Note: Acid (000) to all figures)

MARKET

of
The G\a

success

in payola campaign
Reports that the Federal Trade
Commission had about come to the
end of its high geared campaign
against payola in radio and tv ( Broadcasting, July 25) were confirmed last
week.
In a news interview, FTC Chairman

On suspensions, NBC said the penalty to the public is greater than that
to the broadcaster and is worse than
revocation, because in the latter case
a new licensee can begin operation to
replace the old service, whereas suspension results in a lapse of service.
Suspensions and forfeitures are duplicative of each other, though suspensions are worse for the public, NBC
said.

N c.

cites

with

POPULATION
1,971.6
2,096.6
1,731.4
1,710.7
1,315.5

RETAIL
SALES
$1,517,766
1,724,231
1,426,693
1,556,221
1,266,846

Represented Nationally by
IN THE RATINGS!

Beginning in 1953, WFBC-TV was
first to serve all three metro areas of
Greenville, Spartanburg and Asheville.
From sign-on to sign-off, WFBC-TV
has dominated every major survey
covering these three areas.
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Ask the Station or our
Representatives for complete
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said, was not a shaving product at all
but a special formulation prepared for
the demonstration.
Denying that the demonstration was
deceptive. Carter asserted that "The
members of the purchasing public, who
also constitute the viewing audience, are
■not so naive or easily misled so as not
to realize that certain photographic license must be taken in many instances
in order to represent various situations
within the time and other limitations imposed by television commercial photography."
The company called attention to special effects required to be used in tv
demonstrations of hair waving products,
cake and dessert mixes, cosmetics, laundry soaps and detergents "and a host
of The
other challenged
products." tv commercial has
been permanently withdrawn. Carter
Products said. It asked that the complaint be dismissed. In addition to the
company, the FTC complaint was directed at its advertising agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, and
the account executive, S. Heagan Bayles.
UNDER
FCC

ITS

to help

WING
boosters

come legally to flock
A bureaucratic government agency
with a heart and the ability to understand the problems of the little man.
If that definition does not fit the average broadcaster's private opinion of
the FCC, that agency showed last week
that it is willing to meet the vhf translator (or booster) operators more than
halfway. The commission said that it
will send representatives into the field
to explain what steps are necessary for
the vhf operations, previously termed
illegal, to come into the good graces of
the law.
Vhf translators were authorized July
28 by the commission, which also provided for "grandfather" recognition of
those stations built illegally (Broadcasting, Aug. 1). Beginning Aug. 23,
three representatives from the commission will be in the Far West for 10 days
to explain what steps are necessary to
meet the new vhf translator needs.
Dee Pencock of the general counsel's
office and engineer Mac Parker from
Washington and one man from various
FCC field offices will make the trip.
Their tentative itinerary: Aug. 23 —
Prescott, Ariz.; Aug. 24 — Pueblo, Colo.;
Aug. 25 — Casper, Wyo.; Aug. 27 —
Miles City, Mont.; Aug. 29 — Great
Falls, Mont.; Aug. 30 — Wenatchee,
Wash.; Sept. 1 — Redmond, Ore.; Sept.
2 — Pocatello, Idaho; Sept. 3— Salt Lake
City.
The commission said that it appre86 (GROVERNMENT)

ciates that operators of presently unlicensed boosters are not familiar with
FCC rules and procedures, that their
stations are located in remote areas and
that they will need a reasonable time to
convert to the new rules. Consequently,
the FCC staffers will meeet with the operators in their locale to distribute
copies of the translator rules, necessary
application forms and instructions for
completion thorization
of the
"simple"Pencock
interim and
auform. Messrs.
Parker also will explain steps which
must be taken to comply with regular
licensing requirements and answer related questions.
The Reqiurements ■ Principal points
of the new rules provide that:
( 1 ) A maximum of 1 watt power
will be authorized and provision must
be made for on-off control and automatic cut-off.
(2) Application for interim operation of those vhf boosters already constructed, using present power and facilities, must be filed by Oct. 31.
(3) Application for a license indicating compliance with the vhf translator
rules must be filed by Feb. I, 1960.
(4) All vhf translators must be in
complete compliance with the rules by
Oct. 31, 1961. Operation thereafter will
be permitted only under a regular license.
The translators must not cause interference to regular tv stations and must
receive permission of the stations repeated. Commission engineers estimate
that actual effective radiated power of
the translators using directional antennas will reach 10 watts and send a signal approximately 15-20 miles. Their
interference range, however, will cover
up to 100 miles, it was pointed out. Interference problems among the vhf
translators must be resolved by the licensees themselves.
James Beamer of Livingston, Mont.,
president of the Tri-State Repeater
Assn., is arranging the western trip by
the commission staffers.
iVIove to 70
would

take

channels
5-10

yrs.

A proposal for "a gradual changeover" to an all uhf, 70 channel television system which would include pay
tv, has been presented to the FCC by
the American Civil Liberties Union.
The ACLU policy statment, adopted
by its board of directors, was contained
in a letter to FCC Chairman Frederick
W. Ford last week. The proposal recommends that the change-over to all
uhf should take place over a five to ten
year period, retaining existing vhf facilities until the change is completed.
The proposal, ACLU said, is based
"upon our conviction, that under the
First Amendment, the public is entitled

to view a wide diversity of programs in
the public affairs, religious, educational,
cultural and informational fields . . .
available to all possible types of broadcasting" including subscription and pay
television. A 70 channel uhf system
"should provide" all types of programming, ACLU said. "For the government
to deny the public a wider choice of
tv fare than it now has," the union asserted, "would be an unpardonable
confession of defeat."
The letter enthusiastically endorsed
the commission's New York uhf study
(Broadcasting, April 25).
Don't Wait ■ The ACLU asked the
commission not to wait until "every
technical difficulty" is solved before
asking Congress to pass enabling legislation. "We entertain the hope," the
union asserted, "that the commission is
now envisaging a change-over to a 70
channel uhf system. ..." A period of
from five to ten years would give set
owners and manufacturers time to adjust to uhf and would allow time for
further research.
In a related development, BlonderTongue Labs Inc., Newark, N.J., a
major manufacturer of uhf converters,
told the commission that its uhf test
program, which is limited to 100 receivers of superior quality, "will probably do no more than confirm the already available technical facts." The
company said that the problem is not
one where "we have to establish technical feasibility of uhf, but whether the
low public esteem into which uhf has
fallen can be overcome by this new
company asserted that an e.xtestTheprogram."
extensive publicity program and programming of new forms "of high grade
entertainment not now available" would
capture an enthusiastic New York audience during the test.
Commissioner Lee again stressed last
week that the New York uhf study was
"a technical test, not a program test."
He said that current plans call for the
use of network programming and "possibly" some independent as well.
The commissioner said that as far as
the goals of the study are concerned,
"if we get nothing more than improvement in receiving equipment for existing use from the New York project, it
will still have been worth the effort."
African problem
The countries of the free world must
help the new nations of Africa establish modern communications, Francis
Colt DeWolfe, chief of the State Dept.'s
telecommunications division, told a national symposium on global communications afortnight ago. He said the International Communications Union soon
will have 20 new members from Africa.
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small world, isnt ITT

with its capacity for total Communications-ITT is helping to shrink our rapidly expanding Universe!
Communications can be briefly defined as the business of getting information
Name it. If it's a Communications system other than smoke signals, the
from Here to There— and from There to Here. Every improvement in ComITT organization is set to invent it, develop it, equip it or oversee its installation anywhere in the world. When it comes to research and development
munications brings Here closer to There. And that's the business ITT is innarrowing the gap between Here and There, whether There is a nearby
of electronic complexities like trans-satellite television, worldwide . . .
when it comes to air and marine communications equipment and systems
city or a nearby planet.
ITT is the worldwide communications and electronics organization, ITT
. . . when it comes to data processing and data transmission systems or
is muscled by 7,200 scientific idea-exchangers and 130,000 other emmilitary-space electronics. ..when it comes to bringing Here closer to There
and thereby making our world smaller. ..you come to ITT.
ploye s in24 countries. And they're all gap-closers, the lot of them. Because ofthem. Here is practically on top of There, and Today is breathing
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
down the neck of Tomorrow. And our world is smaller, and richer, for it.
67 Broad Street, New York City 4, New York.
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HARRIS
Warns

ON

315

of opposition

in House tosuspension
S. J. Res. 207, which would suspend
Sec. 315 for the 1960 presidential campaign, faces the opposition of "a number of members of the House," Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) warned last Saturday (Aug. 13).
Speaking before the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. in Little Rock, the chairman of the House Commerce Committee said that many of his colleagues
had . . expressed their misgivings to
me
with respect
thisprepared
resolution."
However,
he said into his
text,
that because of the "difficult problems"
involved in writing permanent legislation, "it might be best" for the equal
time provisions of the Communications
Act to be suspended for the present
presidential campaign.
"Then," Rep. Harris said, "we could
see how things work out and try again
during a later Congress to write permanent legislation." He did not explain
the type of "permanent legislation" he
had in mind. "Admittedly, the present
Sec. 315 still produces some undesirable
results, as was demonstrated by the recent Lar Daly appearance which constitutes aclear abuse of the equal time
requirement," he stated.
"I believe, even under the present
law it should be possible for the FCC to
call into question the good-faith character of the candidacy of those permanent
candidates for any office at all who indulge in the habit of becoming candidates for the thrill of getting free time
on radio and tv."
Rep. Harris' committee is scheduled
to meet informally on S. J. Res. 207
this week, with the House resuming its
session today (Monday) following the
convention recess. It is scheduled to go
to the floor for action next week. The
resolution passed the Senate in late
June.
Suspension and Revocation ■ The Arkansas Democrat also discussed several
other communications bills pending before Congress, with emphasis on
S. 1898. Although this measure bears
a Senate designation, most of its provisions were drafted by Rep. Harris as
a result of the investigations of the
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
which he also heads.
The most controversial of its provisions authorizes the FCC to suspend
and fine broadcast licensees (see story,
page 80). Rep Harris said that the
threat of suspension and forfeitures is
desirable because it may serve to bring
about better industry-wide observance
of codes of good conduct.
88 (GOVERNMENT)

"Broadcasting in the public interest
requires . . . voluntary adherence to
industry codes of good practices
worked out by responsible members and
organizations of the industry on a voluntary, cooperative basis," he said.
"The threat of revocation has proven
ineffectual to secure voluntary cooperation by (recalcitrant) members in the
broadcasting industry because the threat
of revocation has not been very real."
On other matters. Rep. Harris said
that his committee may hold more
hearings on pay tv next year and that
action may be taken by the next Congress on spectrum control legislation
". . . if the incoming President helps
us to knock some departmental heads
together." He said that the FCC would
be called to testify on bills pending to
extend the hours of daytime stations
and that he would make a "sincere effort" to solve this problem.
Socialists
vetoed

315

bid

by Comr.

Lee

The Socialist Labor Party is not entitled to "equal time" for its presidential candidate, an FCC board composed of one commissioner — Robert E.
Lee — ruled last week.
Commissioner Lee wrote Arnold
Peterson, national secretary of the
party, that the radio-tv networks and
WNEW New York were within their
rights in refusing to grant the party
free time because they had carried the
acceptance speeches of the Democratic
presidential and vice presidential candidates. The broadcasters had denied the
Socialist Labor request for time on the
grounds their broadcasts from the
Democratic convention were coverage
of a "newsworthy event," which were
exemptedcations by
Act. Sec. 3 1 5 of the CommuniThe fair presentation provision of the
act relates to issues. Commissioner Lee
said, and without passing on whether
"issues" had been given equal treatment
he stated that no showing has been
made that the networks and WNEW
failed to comply with Sec. 315.
Committees

readied

for N.Y.

study

uhf

Members of the General Advisory
Committee, composed of members of
the television industry engaged to help
in the FCC New York uhf study, met
with the commission's Chief Engineer
Edward Allen last week to set up industry committees in specific research
areas.
The committees — receiver, transmitter, analysis, observation and measurement— will contain an approximate to-

tal of 80 industry members and will be
headed by FCC personnel. No industry names have been disclosed, but an
FCC spokesman said that "invitations
have already been sent out as the result of agreement reached between the
chief engineer and industry advisory
over who shall participate."
The spokesman said that the names
of industry representatives who will
serve on the various committees will
not be disclosed "until all invitations
have been acknowledged."
The commission has, however, announced the members of its staff assigned to head the committees. Arnold
Skrivseth, assistant chief, technical research division, will head project activity under the direction of Mr. Allen. Jules Deitz and George Waldo,
both of the technical research division,
will head the receiver and analysis
committees respectively. Dan Hutton,
FCC engineer, will head the observation and measurement committee.
A meeting of the transmitter committee, which will discuss problems inherent in installing the antenna atop
the Empire State Building, has been
scheduled for next week. A main
stumbling block has been the possibility
of interfering with existing tv signals
atop the building by installing the uhf
antenna.
Proxmire
on

Capitol

follows

up

incident

Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) last
week introduced legislation which would
prohibit the FCC from giving a civic
participation preference to any applicant because one or more of its principals are members of Congress. He
offered an amendment to S 1734, which
deals with hearing cases before the commission and currendy is pending on the
Senate calendar.
The senator became incensed six
weeks ago when it was disclosed that a
hearing examiner had awarded a preference for civic participation to Capital Cities Television Corp (WTEN [TV])
in a comparative hearing for ch. 10 Albany (Broadcasting, June 27). In detailing this preference, the examiner said
that "it cannot be ignored" that five
Capital Cities minority stockholders are
members of congress.
Sen. Proxmire would add the following sentence to Sec. 308(b) of the Communications Act: "In considering the
application made by any person for any
construction permit or station license,
the commission may not consider as a
factor favoring the granting of that application the fact that such applicant is
a member of Congress or the fact that
any member of Congress has any direct
or pecuniary interest in the applicant."
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For

reliable,

low-cost,

unaHended

TV

relaying...

PHILCO

TV

MICROWAVE

SYSTEMS
... for industrial and educational use,
for community TV and S-T-L relay
Philco microwave provides stable,
broad band transmission— equally
applicable to closed circuit TV for
educational and industrial use, and
for community TV and S-T-L
relay of NTSC compatible color
or monochrome signals, plus full
audio channel. With 1 full watt
output, built-in metering and test
circuits, fully automatic standby
. . . Philco systems assure dependable, unattended, continuous
operation. And, of course, Philco
microwave TV relay systems are
"tailor-made" — designed, engineered and installed to meet each
specific requirement with maximum
efficiency and maximum economy.
Why not discuss your specific
requirements with Philco engineers? Inquire, too, about:
PHILCO TURNKEY SERVICES
Site Surveys • System Planning
Installation • Field Service
GOVERNMENT & INDUSTRIAL GROUP
4700 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
In Canada: Philco Corporation of Canada. Ltd, Don Mills, Ont.
PHILCO TUR-6 TRANSMITTER
• Operates in 5900 mc to 7125 mc bands* Highly reliable, unattended operation • Simplified
maintenance • NTSC compatible color or
monoctirome • 1 full watt output • Full 15 KC
audio channel multiplexing • Automatic
standby • Built-in metering and test circuits.
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Fresno

assails

for deleting

FCC

its vhf

The city, county and school district
of Fresno, Calif., last week accused the
FCC of "arbitrary and capricious" action in deleting that city's only vhf channel. Making Fresno all uhf would deprive its citizens of high-quality vhf
service and impose additional expenses
upon them, the three petitioners comeration. plained in a joint petition for reconsidLast July 8, the FCC made Fresno
an all uhf market by deleting ch. 12 and
adding ch. 30 from Madera, Calif. (At
Deadline, July 11). KFRE-TV, now
licensed on ch. 12, was given until April
15, 1961, to shift to ch. 30. Also operating in Fresno are ch. 24 KMJ-TV and
ch. 47 KJEO-TV.
In the petition last week, Fresno city
and county said that the rulemaking

N e tw o rk

was instituted so that the city's two uhf
stations could compete effectively and
contintie operations. "Four years after
the initiation of the proceedings, these
stations are still on the air and no intimation has been made that they are
not able to effectively compete with the
EQUIPMENT

s'
mflUt

4 ^

STEREO

STUDY

Engineers
tests

KDUB-TY
KEDY-TY
lUBBOCK, TEXAS B I G S P R I N C, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
KYER-TY
ABILENE - SWEETWATER CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL
THE
BRANHAMREPRESENT'VE
COMPANY
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgt
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of fm

complete
systems

Radio engineers have completed testing six stereophonic systems of fm
broadcasting and are correlating their
charts, it was announced last week.
The results will be handed over for
correlation and presentation to a committee of the National Stereo Radio
Committee of the Electronic Industries
Assn. This committee is headed by
Norman Parker of Motorola Inc.
After review by this committee, the
data will be submitted to the FCC.
The six fm stereo systems which
were field tested at the request of the
FCC are those of Electronics Music
Industries Ltd., Crosby-Teletronics
Corp., General Electric Co., Zenith
Radio Co., Multiplex Development
Corp. and Calbest Electronics Co.
The tests measured transmission and
reception of the systems. They also
evaluated monophonic receiver compatibility. Three signal levels were used —
1,000, 200 and 50 microvolts input to
receiver.
A specially prepared musical program was test broadcast for subjective
evaluation on both stereophonic and
monophonic receivers.
All transmissions were made over a
special experimental station using the
facilities of KDKA-FM Pittsburgh.

existing vhf station," Fresno stated.
The "fallacy" of the FCC approach is
best illustrated by the fact that the FCC,
in moving to deintermix the California
San Joaquin Valley, is unable to determine what to do with chs. 12 and
10, the petition said. Rulemaking now
is underway, with comments due Sept.
6, to delete ch. 10 from Bakersfield,
making that city all uhf also.
Proper action, Fresno maintained,
would be for the FCC to reduce cochannel vhf mileage separations in zone
II from 190 to 170 miles, current separation requirements in the eastern half
of the U.S. "Only in this way can Fresno
and the San Joaquin Valley be treated
in the same fair, equitable and efficient
manner as the commission has treated
all other areas of the U.S.," the petition
concluded.
They also asked for — and were
promptly turned down by motions Commissioner Robert E. Lee — a stay of the
Fresno decision pending final determination of rulemaking to make Bakersfield, Calif., all uhf. Commissioner Lee
ruled that the petitioners had failed to
show sult that
"irreparable
if the stay
is denied.injury" will reENGINEERING
The tests were under the direction of
Panel 5 of the NSRC. Chairman of
Panel 5 is A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering chief. Two FCC observers
were present throughout the tests —
Harold Kassens, Broadcast Bureau, and
John
Chief Robert
Engineer's
office.
FCC Robinson,
Commissioner
T. Bartley
was present on the final night of the
tests.
Color
RCA

tv fast-growing,
tells tv dealers

Color television has passed the $100
million-a-year point, John L. Burns,
president of RCA, told the Institute of
Management of the National Appliance
& Radio-TV Dealers Assn. in Washington last week.
That figure covers current retail
volume on color receivers, tubes and
other equipment, servicing and local
independent broadcasting. It took six
years for color tv to arrive at that
point, Mr. Burns said, contrasting the
record with 12 years taken by the
American automobile industry to reach
$100 million, 25 years for the aircraft
industry and 40 years for the petroleum
industry.
RCA's president listed recent color
milestones in sales, technology and programming and went on to oudine the
next 15 years as a period of unprecedented growth for home electronics
generally.
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Fm

radio

production

double 1959 figures
Radio manufacturers almost doubled
the number of fm radios made in the
first six months of 1960 compared to
the same period in 1959. This was
evident in first six months' production
figures — 442.535 fm radios made in
January-June this year compared to
223,423 in same period last year — issued by the Electronic Industries Assn.
last week.
Also increased was the manufacture
of tv sets with uhf tuners — 244,847 for
half year 1960 compared to 180,443
same period last year.
Gains in the manufacture and retail
sales of all elements of radio and tv receivers were also noted by EIA. The
six-month figures follow:
Television
Sales
Period Production
2,657,527
Jan. -June 1960 2,963,044
Jan.-June 1959 2,782,715
2,263,957
Radio
Jan. -June 1960
8,524,520
3,878,358
Jan.-June 1959
7,107,586
3,158,881
Note: Tv production includes tv receivers with uhf.
Total radio production figures includes 3,323,092
auto radios as well as 442,535 fm sets. Radio
sales excludes auto radios.
Zenith
as

profits

production

up
rises

Zenith Radio Corp. reaped net consolidated profits of $5,309,465 (1.79
per share) on combined sales of
$118,263,821 for the six-month period
ended June 30, according to a report
released Wednesday by Hugh Robertson, board chairman.
Profits jumped from $4,901,721 and
sales from $106,862,800 during the
same period last year. The company
also reported net profits for itself and
subsidiaries of $1,454,336 and sales
of $50,118,845 for the second quarter
of 1960. Quarterly figures for 1959
were $1,577,830 and $47,642,024, respectively. Sales for both the first six
and last three months this year, primarily in civilian products, reflected
new records for those periods.
Mr. Robertson reported a 13 1/2%
increase in unit factory shipments of
Zenith tv receivers for the first half of
1960 and a 71% boost over those of
two years ago. Factory shipments of
radio receivers rose 24% over the
same period in 1959.
Meanwhile, Zenith was beset last
week with a strike of some 6,000 employes affiliated with the Independent
Radionic Workers of America. They
struck the company's four Chicago
plants on Tuesday, leading to intervention by the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service. The strike is said
to be the first in Zenith's 40-year
history.
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You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference
between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."
You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV.
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level — the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.
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man,

that WSUN

FATES

RADIO

is strictly from

Broadcast

SQUARESVILLE!

&

FORTUNES

Advertising
Walter M. Swertfager,
ior vp formerly
at Lennensen-&
Newell, N.Y., joins

Geyer,den & Morey,
Ballard, Madthat
city, as senior vp and
member of management group. Mr.
Mr. Swertfager Swertfager began career with Vacuum Oil Co. prior to its
merger with Socony. He was associated
with Lord & Thomas, as account executive; director of advertising, sales promotion, merchandising and pr at Seagram Distillers Corp., and assistant
manager of N.Y. office of Ward Wheeiock Co.

I mean, man, for me it's
nowhere. Like there's no
real
cers ',
none ofn'the:
. . . screami
announswingin
crazy sirens, gongs and all
that cool noise. And the
music doesn't come on
with a crash and really rock
you. I mean. Dad, if you
want to be shook , . . like
rattled . . . don't
really
listen to
RADIO
WSUN
62
BUT . . .
If you want to reach the solid,
I mean the really solid, like
buyers . . .
"SUNNY"

is the

ADULT
WESTERN
STATION*
*LIKE
WEST FLORIDA,
MAN!

NO. 1 in adult listenership 24 hours a day! And
WSUN delivers you the
Tampa-St. Petersbiurg
Market at the lowest cost
per thousand adulb
listeners!

620 KC
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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DonaldsociateHarris,
formerly
and as-&
media director
for vp
Benton
Bowles, N.Y., joins Fitzgerald Adv.,
that city, as vp and director of planning.
Edmund B. McCarthy joins Fitzgerald
as assistant to research director.
Charles A. Mittelstadt, vp and account service director at McCannMarschalk, N.Y., named senior vp and
management service director.
Dean M. Carpenter, Charles Gauss
and Roy Hilligoss named vps at KlauVan Pietersom Dunlap, Milwaukee.
They become, respectively, copy director, assistant creative director, and audio-visual director.
Lawrence D. Reedy, consultant for
American Assn. of Adv. Agencies, promoted to vp.
Johntive artLaurie
execu-at
director
BBDO, San Francisco,
named vp. Mr. Laurie began his advertising career with
BBDO in Minneapolis
office in 1941. He
was transferred to
Mr. Laurie
San Francisco in 1952
and named executive art director in
1958.
Ron E. Byrd joins M. M. Fisher,
Chicago, as merchandising writer.
William McQuillan, formerly copy
chief at Donahue & Coe, N.Y., joins
Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, as copy
supervisor, automotive tv-radio group
working on Comet, Mercury and Lincoln.
Bernard Mounty, formerly senior
research supervisor at Ted Bates, N.Y.,

joins Lambert & Feasley, that city, as
associate research director.
James R. Heekin
appointed senior vp at
Ogilvy,ther,Benson
MaN.Y. He &joined
agency in April 1956
as account executive,
was made vp and account supervisor in
1957. Mr. Heekin, who
Mr. Heekin
is head of firm's
chandisingmercommittee, was previously
associated with Peck & Heekin, Cincinnati. He will continue as account
supervisor.
Richard Olsen, formerly of William
Esty, N.Y., joins media department of
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
that city, as senior timebuyer.
Dr. Bevode McCall, sociologist, joins
North Adv.. N.Y., as advertising research supervisor. John Mattimore,
formerly with Dept. of Anthropology,
U. of Chicago, joins North as research
analyst.
Martin Deane Wickett, formerly
radio-tv timebuyer and account executive at Chapin-Damm, resigns to establish own agency, Martin Deane Wickett Adv., 1919 21st St., Sacramento.
Jeanette Le Brecht joins Grant Adv.,
N.Y., as media buyer. She had been
director of print media for Cohen &
Aleshire, that city.
George W. Head, manager of advertising and sales promotion for National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio,
named chairman of 1961 Advertising
Week (Feb. 5-11).
Richard B. NefF
joins Compton Adv.,
N.Y., as vp and senior
group head in creative
department. He formerly was with J.
Walter Thompson,
N.Y., as copywriter
and group head on
Stripe, Mentholatum,
Neff
Kodak, Ford and J.B. Williams. Previously he was with Young & Rubicam
N.Y., as copywriter on Rheingold Beer.
Clinton Carpenter, formerly copy
supervisor at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y., joins Street & Finney, that city,
as copy chief.
Thomas C. Butcher joins Jim Nash
Assoc., N.Y., industrial design firm, as
board chairman and chief executive officer. Mr. Butcher was formerly president of Brown & Butcher, N.Y.
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Donald Sauers, formerly of Ted
Bates, N.Y.,
joins that
Sullivan,
Colwell
& Bayles,
city, Stauft'er,
as copy
group head.
Lawrence A. Nelson, in production
department of MacManus, John &
Adams, N.Y., promoted to assistant
account executive on Dow Chemical.
Elizabeth Mitchell, member of media staff of BBDO, Los Angeles, for last
three years, appointed media buyer on
Rexall account.
Danny Kirk joins Goodwin, Dannenbaum, Littman & Wingfield, Houston, as director of radio and tv. Most recently he was radio-tv instructor at
Baylor U.
John Roper appointed account executive in D. P. Brother's New York
office on Delco Appliance Div. account.
Millie T. Trager,
formerly of Grey
Adv., N.Y.. rejoins
Hazel Bishop Inc.,
that city, as advertising-promotion manager. Miss Trager was
pr director and creative executive of HB
Miss Tracer
and Raymond Spector
Adv. from 1950-56. While at Grey, she
was supervisor on Procter & Gamble
account. Most recently, she was consultant to Columbia Pictures, N.Y.
Frank Camard, formerly account
supervisor at O.S. Tyson, N.Y., joins
pr department of Ketchum, McLeod &
Grove, that city, as account executive.
Thomas David Tyson, formerly account executive with Feldman & Kahn
Adv., Pittsburgh, joins Fuller & Smith
& Ross, that city, on consumer durable
goods division. Aluminum Co. of America.
Richard A. Dahl, formerly of Grey
Adv., N.Y., joins Norman, Craig &
Kummel, that city, as account executive
on Colgate-Palmolive account service
group.
Donald

Daigh,

formerly tv-radio
THE SPOT RECORDING ^

■ TAPE
Where goes,
yeu go,
^tape
witliMiniits
own power
and
cision recording preunit
in one minum
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crime,
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events
... no other recorder
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Mini tape. Quality
equat ta finest AC• FULLY TRANSISTORIZED
operated units. Get
• LIFETIME BATTERY aj! .""e facts about
Minitape today!
• FLAT TO 10,000 CYCLES
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP,
921 N. Highland Ave. • Hollywood 36, Calif.
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director at Henderson Adv., Greenville,
S.C., joins Lambert & Feasley, N.Y., as
assistant tv-radio director.
Murray Goodwin, formerly creative
group head at J. Walter Thompson,
N.Y., joins C. J. La Roche, that city,
as copy director.
Wilbur F. Cooper joins Fred Bock
Adv., Akron, Ohio, as account executive and marketing specialist.
John Amodeo, formerly on sales
staff of KELP El Paso, Tex., to White
& Shuford Adv., that city, as radio-tv
production manager.
Ralph N. Elsmo joins George Wright
Hawkins Assoc., Baltimore, as pr counsellor. Previously, he was head of own
agency there.
The Media
Robert B. Rietnan, formerly sales
and commercial manager of WCPO Cincinnati, appointed general manager of
WZIP, that city. He
will be in charge of
all departmental opMr. Rietman
erations with emphasis on better programming of music,
local news and community service.
Timothy R. Ives promoted from
salesman and assistant to manager to
station manager of WJBC Bloomington, 111., Mr. Ives assumes managerial
responsibilities from Vernon Nolte,
who continues as executive vp of
Bloomington Broadcasting Corp.
Verne Paule,
WJPS Evansville,
member of WJPS
with station since
in 1948.

general manager of
Ind., elected vp and
Inc. He has been
it first came on air

Granted that there's more
than one way to persuade a
prospect. But if you sell
to the mass market we
recommend TV. . . and we
recommend a station that
lies close to the hearts of its
audience because of its years
of careful programming
to the needs of its region.
KOIN-TV is that station
in Portland, Oregon, and
32 rich surrounding
counties. Check Nielsen
for proof.*

PERSUADES

E
peoPL
rn

P0RT|4ND

Hank Guzik, head of Guzik Assoc.
Adv., San Diego, Calif., dissolves firm
to become manager of KSON, that city.
Previously, he was manager of XETV
(TV) Tijuana, Mex.-San Diego. He
succeeds Wilson Edwards, appointed
national sales manager for Kenyon
Brown Radio.
Thomas A. Sandenaw, sales manager of KOPR Butte, Mont., promoted
to manager. Previously, he was vp of
XX Broadcasting Corp. and sales manager of KXXL Bozeman, Mont.
Bill Bailey, operations manager of
KVll-TV Amarillo, Tex., promoted to
assistant manager. Gene Lewis named
sales manager.
Jim Ramsburg, formerly general
manager of KWKY Des Moines, Iowa,
named national program director of
Franklin Broadcasting Co., which op-

Highesf ratings and widest coverage . . .
7 of every 10 homes In Portland and 32
surrounding counties.
KOIN-TV • Channel 6, Portland, Oregon
One of America's Great Influence Stations
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales
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erates WMIN Minneapolis, KRIB Mason City, Iowa, WLOD Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., WWOM New Orleans and KOME
Tulsa, Okla.

Mr. Bayliss

John Bayliss, formerly general manager
Watsonville, of^KOMY
to KCVRAM-FM Lodi, both
California, in similar
capacity. KCVR is
owned
by United
Broadcasting Co.

Jim Ross joins KOOO Omaha. Neb.,
as sales manager. He formerly represented radio and tv stations in Nebraska
for Ross Reps. Previously, he was promotion manager for KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa.
Daniel M. Valentine, formerly with
WCKR Miami, to WFLA Tampa, both
Florida, as program director.
Dick Taylor, account executive with
KFIV Modesto, Calif., since 1947 promoted to local sales manager.
William R. Reitmann, formerly sales
manager of KFOX Long Beach, Calif.,
joins The Boiling Co., Los Angeles, as
office manager.

Leonard A. Swanson, formerly local sales manager at KBTV (TV) Denver, rejoins WWTV-TV Cadillac-Traverse City, Mich., as general sales
manager. He had been manager of
WWTV-TV's Traverse City office before joining KBTV (TV). In other
changes, Edwin Bohm is promoted
from sales promotion manager to local
sales manager and Robert McGuiness
becomes manager of Traverse City office succeeding Franz Devantier who
becomes partner in Harden DeView
Adv. there.
William D. Greene, formerly of
Hawkins, Delafield & Wood, N.Y., law
firm, eral
joins
CBS Radio as assistant genattorney.
Jimmie Harper, formerly with
WMBR Jacksonville, Fla., to WJXT
(TV), that
city, staff.
as distributor-broker
contract
on sales
Ben Slack, local
sales manager for
KGUN Tucson, Ariz.,
assumes additional duties of national sales
manager responsible
for station's liaison
with Headley-Reed
and Clarke Brown,
rep firms.

Mr. Slack

Russ Berry, formerly timebuyer at
Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., to WBBM-TV
Chicago as account executive.

Arch Robb, NBC-TV manager of
special programs, named director of
department.

William E. Morgan, formerly promotion manager at
WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, named general
manager of Detroit
office of Adam Young
Inc. and Young Television Corp., station
rep firms.

Bob Allen, program director of
WWOW Conneaut-Ashtabula, Ohio,
promoted to assistant manager. Other
changes: Bud Striker, formerly with
WNIA Buffalo, to WWOW as air personality-salesman; Paul Burke Jr. to
WWOW as farm director-air personality; Jim Chaplin to news director;
and Bob Kotur to associate news director.

DON
LASSER
told you
about it
by mail.
NOW,

Carl Jampel joins Paramount TV
Productions and KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as executive producer specializing
in audience participation shows.
Al Perry, president and general manager of KTUX Pueblo, Col., elected
president of. Pueblo Assn. of Broadcasters. Bill Beck, manager of KDZA,
elected vp and Jack East, manager of
KGHF, named secretary-treasurer.
Marshall M. Carpenter Jr., president
of WDTM Inc., owner of WDTM-FM
Detroit which is
scheduled to go on
air late in September,
assumes additional duties as general manMr. Carpenter
ager. He also is managing partner of The Taliesin Stations,
new midwest fm group (Broadcasting, Aug. 8) .
Marion L. Plessner, formerly president of Plessner & Johnson, St. Louis
advertising agency, to KPLR-TV, that
city, as account executive.
Bruce E. Haight, senior financial analyst at CBS-TV, named director of
financial planning and analysis.

LAST
OTTO

Starts in
4 weeks
94

Mil-

Fred Halpern, formerly on sales
staff of WVED New York, to WBABAM-FM Babylon, Long Island, N.Y.

Jack Gibney, formerly radio-tv producer and special events for NBC, joins
WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., as operations director.

CALL
for your

Ted O'Connell, midwestern sales
manager of CBS-TV Spot Sales, Chicago, named eastern sales manager.
Richard R. Loftus, manager of San
Francisco
office, succeeds Mr. O'Connell in Chicago.
Thomas
Schmitzexecutive.
joins WRIT
waukee as account

Jack Shaver, formerly of Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, joins Chicago sales staff of H-R Television Representatives.

Mr. Morgan

John F. Williams, formerly general
manager of KRNR Roseburg, to KPAM
and KPFM (FM) Portland, both Oregon, as local sales manager.
Robert E. Leach
becomes chief engineer of WSPA-TV
Spartanburg, S.C. Formerly, he held similar
position with KTVU
(TV) San Francisco
and before that served
in supervising engiMr. Leach
neering capacities with
WJBK-TV Detroit, WGR-TV Buffalo,
KLAS-TV Las Vegas, and KGW-TV
Portland, Ore.

(FATES & FORTUNES)

GRAHAM

SHOW

WEEKLY
TAPES!

Order immediately for exclusive use in your
market for period Sept. 12 to Dec. 5. Proven
exceptionally saleable ! Contact Don at WICH,
Norwich, Conn., TURNER 7-1613.

Norman Kahn, associate producer
of NBC-TVs Today, named program
manager. Lester Colodny, Today writer, becomes associate producer.
Raymond E. Matheson joins
WENH-TV Durham, N.H., as senior
producer-director.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Perry M. Beaumont appointed sales
representative for KYW Cleveland. He
formerly was merchandising and promotion director of WNBD Peoria, 111.
William McDowell,
local sales manager of
KHJ Los Angeles, appointed general sales
manager and acting
general manager, following resignation of
Norman Boggs (At
Deadline, Aug. 8).
Mr.
McDowell p^,^ Balsamo, formerly vp and sales manager of WZIP
Cincinnati, sells one-third interest in
station and joins KHJ-TV Los Angeles
as account executive.

James Thomas Jr., video tape producer-director of many syndicated
shows, joins KOCO-TV Oklahoma City.
Willard McNamara joins local sales
staff of WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.

Peter C. Kouris, formerly producerdirector at WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., to
WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111., as operations
manager.
Joe Rex appointed acting news director at WMBD-AM-TV Peoria, succeeding Charles Harrison, who becomes news chief of WEEK-TV, that
city, and WEEQ-TV LaSalle, its satellite
operation.
Richard R. Morgan, formerly staff
announcer at WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.,
to WTTG (TV) Washington in similar capacity.
Bill Eirls, program
and news director of
KCMK-FM Kansas
City, promoted to
station manager. Bob
Sanders, on sales
staff, becomes program director. Jim
Reinhardt appointed
sales manager.

with Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.
William H. Buck, formerly with
KREM Spokane, Wash., joins KBIG
Avalon (Catalina), Calif., as studiotransmitter engineer.
Robert O'Brien, formerly salesman
with WOL, to WTOP, both Washington, D.C., as account executive.
Francis I. Pierce, promotion supervisor for KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle,
appointed acting promotion director of
KIRO-TV.
Larry Roberts, formerly manager of
KWIQ Moses Lake, Wash., to sales
staff of KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
Thomas J. Josephsen joins WTOLFM Toledo, Ohio, as account executive
and air personality. He formerly had
been staff announcer at WTOL from
1955-57.
Robert H. Perez,
account executive at
CBS-TV Spot Sales.
N.Y., named manager
of San Francisco office. Mr. Perez has
been with company
in Chicago, San Francisco, and Los AnMr. Perez
geles. Previously, he
was with KNX Los Angeles.
Jay Maher joins WLOB Pordand,
Me., as air personality, succeeding
Dick Johnson who enters military service. Walter Thomes appointed news
director.
Lee Whitehead, formerly air personality with WCMS Norfolk, Va., to
KROD El Paso, Tex., in similar
capacity.
Burl Osborne, formerly of WHTNTV lAshland, Ky., joins Associated
Press, Bluefield, Va., as correspondent.
Ruth Agard joins KTIV (TV) Sioux
City, Iowa, as air personality.

Mike Jenkins appointed news director of KRCK Ridgecrest, Calif.
Programming
Richard V. Thiriot
resigns as assistant to
general manager of
KSL-TV Salt Lake
City to join Film
Service International,
N.Y. He will be in
fice in Salt
charge
of Lake
firm's City
ofMr. Thiriot
and will concentrate
on film buying and booking.
Hy Averback signed by Four Star as
producer-director of The Tom Ewell
Show, which began filming Wednesday
(Aug. 3) with Marilyn Erskine, Mabel
Albertson, Cindy Robbins, Sherry Alberni and Eileen Chesis as regular members of the cast. Madelyn Matin and
Bob Carrol Jr., created series which
debuts Sept. 27 on CBS-TV, Tues., 99:30 p.m., with Quaker Oats and Procter & Gamble as co-sponsors.
Donald Garrett, one-time national
publicity director of Screen Gems, and
tv account executive with David O.
Alber Assoc., both N.Y., joins Joe
Wolhandler Assoc., that city, as account executive.
Robert B. Owens III, professional
musician and arranger, formerly with
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, appointed
musical director at Graphic Pictures
Inc., that city.

Harry Keller signs to direct MGMTV's new family series National Velvet.
James Weathers, formerly general
manager of World Broadcasting System,
joins Economee Div., Ziv-UA, as western division spot sales manager.
Walter Grauman, producer-director
of The Untouchables, joins The Mirisch
Co., Hollywood, as producer-director

Bob Jones promoted from staff announcer to program director at WKRS
Waukegan, 111.
Chet Curtis, formerly of WTKO
Ithaca, N.Y., joins WHCU, that city.
Jack Powers joins WXYZ Detroit
as director of public affairs.
Theodore E. Silwa rejoins WERE
Cleveland as account executive. He
previously was with station in 1949 as
member of sales staff
Alan Sloan, Bud Hirsch and Jay
Goshen join WCBS-TV N.Y., sales
staff, as account executives. Mr. Sloan
formerly was with Harrington, Righter
& Parsons, N.Y.; Mr. Hirsch comes
from sales staff of WBBM-TV Chicago,
and Mr. Goshen was account executive
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

America's

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.

in charge of development of new tv
projects.
Ed Simmons, head writer of The
George Gobel Show last season, joins
Gomalco Enterprises as associate. He
will be in charge of acquisition and development of new properties. He currently is writing situation comedy tv
pilot starring Mr. Gobel, who owns
Gomalco.
Frank Balkin, formerly vp at Reid
H. Ray Film Industries, Hollywood,
named west coast sales manager of
Sterling Movies U.S.A.
Malcolm Scott joins MGM-TV as
director of industrial film sales with
headquarters in New York. He formerly
was U.S. sales manager for Intercontinental Tv, S.A.. European mobile video
tape production firm.
Johnny Green, Academy Awardwinning composer, signs with KRHMFM Hollywood for series of musical
broadcasts beginning Oct. 3.
Gene Wang, formerly with Philip
Marlowe show and head writer on Perry
Mason series, signs long-term contract
with MGM-TV to develop new video
projects.
Dave Detiege, Al Bertino and Dick
Kinney, all formerly writers with Walt
Disney, Hollywood, join UPA Pictures,
Burbank, Calif., to work on new cartoon series now under production. Rex
Morgan joins UPA Pictures as camera
operator.
Equipment & Eng'ring
James Seffren named president of
Sefry Products Inc. ( importers and
distributors of Metz handcrafted radios,
hi-fi sets, tv and tape recorders), Chicago.
Harold T. Ashworth, formerly manager of manufacturing for Raytheon
Co.'s Missile Systems Div., Waltham,

Bliss named
Milton E. Bliss
has been appointed
director of agriculture for WFILAM-FM-TV Philadelphia. The move
is the first in a series of broadcasting
services to the 38

WFIL

Mr. Bliss
counties
in
WFIL"s
coverage area which composes half
the land in the four-state area and
more than 57,000 farms. For the
past eight years Mr. Bliss has been
producer of the National Farm and

Mass., appointed director of manufacturing for entire company.
George C. Connor, regional sales
vp in eastern area for Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., elected senior vp with
responsibility
for company's
activities. He succeeds
Barton marketing
K. Wickstrum, recently elected executive vp of
General Time Corp. Mr. Connor will
headquarter in New York. John E. Lau
appointed manager of special accounts
for Sylvania Home Electronics Corp.,
Batavia, N.Y., subsidiary of Sylvania
Electric Products. He will have charge
of Sylvania tv, hi-fi, radio and phonograph sales to national accounts.
William H. Painter, manager of administration at RCA Electron Tube
Div., Harrison, N.J., named division
vp for operations planning, RCA Semiconductor, Materials Div.
Jack C. Houseman appointed district sales representative for Zenith
Sales Corp. in Los Angeles area. Previously, he was district sales manager
for Packard Bell Sales Corp.
Allied

Fields

Mary Jane Morris, formerly secretary of FCC, and brother John Chester

agriculture

Morris establish law offices in Grand
Rapids, Mich. (404 Fountain St., N.E.),
and in Washington, D.C. (on Capitol
Hill). Miss Morris, only woman to
serve as FCC secretary, resigned
April 1 (Broadcasting, April 4).
International
Harve Kirck, for past eight years
announcer at CHUM Toronto, Ont., to
feature newscaster of CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.
Monte Hutton, supervisor of broadcast services division of All-Canada
Radio & Television Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,
to retail sales staff of CFCF-TV Montreal, Que.
R. C. Marvin, senior supervisor of
J. Waiter Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.. promoted to vp.
Deaths
Irwin A. Olian, 52, founder and
president of Olian & Bronner Inc., Chicago regional and local account agency,
died of heart attack while competing in
Lincoln Park Tennis Club's doubles
championship Aug. 7. He founded
agency 19 years ago in St. Louis, moving headquarters to Chicago in 1948.
Jack F. Horler,
and tv for Baker
Ont., died August
visit to New York.

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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the

director

Home Hour, winner at seven successive annual awards from the National Assn. for Better Radio and
Television as the best agricultural
program on radio. He also has produced many special reports on various aspects of agriculture and last
year was named an Honorary American Farmer, the highest degree of
the Future Farmers of America.
Farm programming begins on
WFIL Sept. 12 with a 6:30-6:45
Mon.-Fri. series. The following week
WFIL-TV begins a new daily farm
service program 12-12:30 p.m.

67, director of radio
Adv. Ltd., Toronto,
3 while on business
He had been director

DIAL /I/O / 50,000 WATTS

of agency's radio department since
1938. Among survivors is son, Hugh
Horler, radio-tv director of MacLaren
Adv., Ltd., Toronto.

KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC. J

Jack Zwillinger, 43, staff photographer for NBC press department, died
August 5. He had been in ill health
since major operation last February.
Allan Lewis, 52, sales manager of
WGR-FM Buffalo, N.Y., died Aug. 7
in that city. Before assuming present
position, he had been salesman and
chief announcer for WGR.
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FANFARE
WINS

SAYS

MUMMY

KNOWS

BEST

But Times' didn't know about 'Egyptian'
stone tablet that was station handiwork
New York newspapermen may be and alert newspapermen took it from
there.
forgiven if they sensed a slight tug on
one leg last Thursday (Aug. 11) — or
WINSthe said
its "hieroglyphics"
—
which
Brooklyn
museum expert
even a sandbag over their heads. That
was when they discovered that the hadn't been able to translate — were designed at the station's request by Eric
"Egyptian Hieroglyphics Mystery"
they'd written about turned out to Young, curatorial assistant in the Dept.
Egyptian art at the Metropolitan
read "Everybody's Mummy Listens to of
Museum of Art.
1010."
WINS
WINS also said it would give the
That morning's papers — including
thoughtful cabbie a $100 reward for
the staid New York Times — had carried stories relating that what ap- returning its stone.
peared to be an Egyptian stone tablet
had been left in a New York taxi. In RAB member
stations
its thorough way the Times called in
receive selling tools
an Egyptian expert from the Brooklyn m.useum to examine the stone, and
Radio salesmen at Radio Advertising
to discover it wasn't Egyptian at all. Bureau member stations are receiving
although it was a good piece of granite.
a new kit of tools to better illustrate
their
selling points. Bearing the title,
The
been expert
made said
with thean "hieroglyphics'"
electric drill. had
The Times should have called in "Sound Selling in the Sixties," RAB is
sending out slide presentations consistMort Matz, publicity director of WINS
ing of 30 color slides and a complete
New York. He would have told them
script. It includes competitive media
data and new radio research.
— with a straight face — that the "EveryDocumented in the slide show are
body's Mummy Listens to WINS 1010"
message just happened to have been put
facts pointing out that "radio leads tv
on the stone as a present for General
in total adults reached throughout the
Manager Hap Anderson (on July 14,
day;inradio's
dominance
over
WINS says). And further, that two shopping
newspapers
suburban
coverage;
WINS salesmen taking the stone over
to show at Benton & Bowles just hap- radio's phenomenal growth pattern,
and increases in out-of-home listening."
pened to leave it in the cab. The cabbie
Other highlights; Listening habit
delivered it into the hands of the police. studies by The Pulse Inc. (showing
over 90% of the people in eight major
consumer groups listen to radio during
an average week); comparison of radio
'Happy Days' again
vs.
tv and newspaper advertising costs,
Hurrahs and campaign songs
and studies among supermarket and
reflecting the more spirited asservice station customers showing that
pects of past presidential camradio gets more than 60% of the time
paigns have been collected into
people spend with media in the prea radio series to be released to
shopping hours. RAB member stations
stations and sponsors by RCA
are urged to localize "Sound Selling in
Recorded Program Services. The
series covers campaigns from
Thomas Jefferson's time up to the
Nixon-Kennedy struggle with a
band, 36 voices and various soloists delivering the material in its
own period style for authentic
flavor. The program is designed
to be used in several ways according to individual stations' preference— from a series of 30 fiveminute "Presidential Bandwagon"
shows to 10 fifteen-minute "Songs
of the Presidency" shows. The
package is offered in a series of
12-inch 33^3 rpm transcriptions
complete with scripts, background
material and promotional ideas.
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Music for chirping ■ WGMS
Washington, D.C. "Good Music
Station" has been credited with
"making the poultry happier."
This testimonial came from a
Maryland farmer who won the
transistor radio (above) for telling of WGMS' unusual ability in
soothing the nerves of new born
chicks. The farmer reported that
the chicks seemed equally at home
whether listening to Bach or
Mozart and had not voiced opposition to loud and hectic
modern compositions.
the Sixties" by adding 35 mm slides of
their own, featuring air personalities,
coverage maps, rate cards, etc.
Spotty propaganda
The "East-Men" of Robert E. Eastman & Co., New York, have a new
propaganda campaign going, using
spoken and written media to promote
another medium they like, spot radio.
The word goes out each week in a
"keep talkin' it up" bulletin from Mr.
Eastman
to all
in the
firm's
seven offices
and hands
to station
clients
of
the representative firm. A typical fact
of the week; "Housewives listen to
spot radio 16;46 hours weekly." Account men versations.
slipAll correspondence
it into the day'shascon-it
blazoned across the bottom in red. Stations are encouraged to broadcast it,
put it on their own mail and get salesmen and staff to say it as much as pos-
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a month, recording some spots at the
site during construction. The promotion preceded a fall advertising campaign by Park West Village, a Webb
& Knapp development.

sible. The project is part of a continuing image-building effort at Eastman.
For the past three months the firm has
mailed bi-weekly personalized letters
to 1,400 agency and advertiser executives, promoting spot radio.
First

mailings

in democracy

begun
contest

First steps in 14th annual Voice of
Democracy broadcast scriptwriting
contest were taken Aug. 5 with mailing
of contest kits to every broadcast station and Veterans of Foreign Wars post
in the U.S. Next action will be to mail
the material to the 28,000 high schools
participating in the competition, based
on five-minute scripts on the theme, "I
Speak for Democracy."
The contest is sponsored by NAB and
Electronic Industries Assn. and state
broadcaster associations in cooperation
with Veterans of Foreign Wars. It is
endorsed by the U.S. Office of Education and is on the approved list of the
National Assn. of Secondary-School
Principals.
Date with Frankie
William B. Williams, WNEW New
York personality, pulled 129,837 postcards in two weeks from couples competing for an Atlantic City outing with
Frank Sinatra. The "Chairman of the
Board" contest, so named for Mr.
Williams" nickname for Sinatra, was
called the station's most successful
draw.
The mail has been exceeded only
once in station history, by a roundthe-clock promotion last Thanksgiving
that got 144,897 entries in a week,
vying for 24 transistor radio awards.
"The Chairman of the Board" drawing was plugged only on the two Williams shows, 10 a.m. -noon and 6-8
p.m. daily, Monday-Saturday. Three
couples picked in the drawing last
month were driven to Atlantic City in

More

than

Joint affair ■ In an unusual
promotion, the Paul Bunyan Network (WPBN-TV Traverse City,
and WTOM-TV Cheboygan, both
Michigan) and Franklin Simon's
stores held a five-day salute during July to the annual national
Michigan Cherry Festival by presenting various dishes featuring
Michigan cherries and other
delicacies
at theL Franklin
in New York.
to r: Mrs.Simon's
Pearl
Byrd Foster, food director.
Franklin Simon: Murrie Thompkins, Michigan's national cherry
festival "queen", and Mrs. Elisabeth M. Beckjorden, who represents the Bunyan stations.
Rolls Royces for an overnight stay and
a Saturday night with Mr. Sinatra.
Key to a lease
WINS New York staged a spectacular game of chance in the city to
climax an "Urban Renewal" contest.
The station had collected 20,000 old
keys sent by listeners hoping to win a
year's lease on a new apartment. To
pick the lucky key, WINS sent up a
blindfolded "Miss Park West Village"
in a 20-story crane manned by five
steeplejacks likewise blindfolded.
The choice was made from a field
of keys tagged by the station (the bill
for tags came to $500) and spread out
at the address of a new development
at 97th St. and Central Park West.
WINS promoted the contest daily for
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Nobody loves her
Providing an excellent outlet for
listeners' deepest hostilities, WIP Philadelphia has sponsored a "mother-inlaw" contest with a trip to the "sharkinfested" Carribean for the winner's
mother-in-law and friend. Each day the
station broadcasts the voice of a battleaxe mother-in-law stating "My son-inlaw is a
" Listeners are asked to
supply the missing phrase and the one
who actually reproduces the words in
the station's strongbox eliminates his
mother-in-law — for a while at least.
Over 2,500 entries have been received
with some 50 being read over the air
each day with the senders' names.
Entries have ranged from "My son-inlaw is a real stinker" to "My son-inlaw is a WIP listener."
Tv prod to retailer
A method of arousing the interest of
retail stores in tv is to show them what
other stores are doing. Television Bureau of Advertising has told its members. To help stations along, TvB circulated a full listing showing which
department and specialty stores use
television and whether programs or
At the same time, the index denotes
spot.
the "buying office" if the store in question is one of a department chain.
TvB suggests stations find out in advance the name of the buying office
for the local prospect if it's a part of
a chain and then indicate tv activity
of competitive stores.
■

Drumbeats

Parting remarks ■ The final editorial
of departing station owner Milton E.
Mitler of WADK Newport, R.I., resulted in action by the city council.
Mr. Mitler suggested that the city
name an area or street after vacationing President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
The city council acted on the suggestion and named a park area in downtown Newport,
"Eisenhower
Park."
Dedication
ceremonies,
aired
on
WADK, presented the President and
Mrs. Eisenhower as guests of the city.
Mr. Mitler, now owner of WYNG
Warwick, R.I., also appeared as a
guest during the ceremony honoring the
President.
M-H's back ■ Marv Henry, a young
disc jockey at WLOL Minneapolis who
decided to go West in 1951, returned
BROADCASTING, August 15, I960

a lot of laughs and a lot of fun. The
station, in conjunction with Foster
& Kleiser Co., that city, staged a
design-a-sign contest among its disc
jockeys with trip to Las Vegas as
bait. Listeners were advised as to
the progress of each competitor and
to the location of his billboard. The

Eyes of KFWB are upon you ■
KFWB Hollywood proved its five
disc jockeys have the artistic touch
in a promotion that gave its listeners
last week to a hero's welcome. Marv,
who made a name for himself in
various television shows including 77
Sunset Strip, Alfred Hitchcock Presents
and Lux Playhouse, was promoted by
WLOL simply as M-H is coming. Mailings were sent out to agencies, accounts
and prospective accounts with such outstanding results, WLOL said, that the
station began an overall saturation
campaign that ended with a city-wide
parade and a lucky listener (now $50
richer) who identified Marv, ending
the secret of his identity.
Vick victor ■ After rating all tv stations in the U.S. for merchandising
ability, the Vick Chemical Co. chose
the PM (product movement) plan of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles as the best
merchandising program in the country.
Through its agency, Morse International, Vick presented Chuck Martin,
KTTV merchandising manager, with a
commemorative plaque.
Anniversary ■ WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind., will feature an open house,
5,000 free orchids, 20,000 souvenir
fortune cookies and stagecoach and
train rides for children when it celebrates its fourth anniversary August
20 and 21.
Home show ■ KSAN San Francisco
staged a four night successful home
and food show following an individual
mailing of 34,000 newsletters to Negro
residents in the San Francisco-Oakland
area. The newsletters, in addition to
information pertaining to the show,
contained lucky numbers worth $100

>Or

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEA
MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership In Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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NEGRO
Community
Programming

winning entry, shown here, was designed by Jim Hawthorne, president
of the Disc Jockeys Assn. Singer
Patti Page and various local advertising personnel served as judges for
the "art" competition.

SPANISH
PUERTO RICAN
Programming

which were announced over KSAN
night and day.
Off and running ■ Capital Cities
Broadcasting Co. (WTEN [TV] and
WROW, both Albany. N.Y., WPROAM-TV Providence, R.L, and WTVD
[TV] Durham, N.C.) played host to
more than 250 advertising and broadcasting officials at its 6th annual "Day
at the Saratoga Races." Agency personnel was flown to Albany from New
York and Boston via four chartered
planes, then to Saratoga Springs Race
Track by bus for luncheon and an
afternoon of money-winning. An outdoor cocktail party at nearby Shaker
Ridge Country Club climaxed the day.
The promotion originally began in
1955 with 75 timebuyers and has since
blossomed into a much anticipated annual promotion for the agencies' racing
set.
Second series blast ■ Roughly 9,000
stations, agencies and manufacturers
last week received expended 12-gauge
shotgun shells from MAC-TV, New
York. A note tucked into the shell proclaimed the arrival of 39 new halfhour episodes of Shotgun Slade, making a total of 78 filmed units available
for regional and local sponsorship.
Busy switchboard ■ A telephone poll
to forecast the popularity of new recorded music drew a response of 89,506 calls in 68 hours, according to
KRLA Los Angeles. Fifteen record
distributors, representing most of the
major labels, cooperated with the station in the poll. Three of the new releases were played each hour for 68
consecutive hours for a three day
period. Listeners were invited to express their opinion of them.
Balaban Cup ■ Approximately 60
power boat pilots took part in WIL
St. Louis' third annual Balaban Cup
races at Creve Coeur Lake last month.
The Balaban Cup is presented by WIL
to the leading point-getter of the day.
Three successive victories secures permanent possession for a pilot, but to
date there have been no repeat winners.

of Whirl-Wind
sales action

WWRL
NEW
YORK
DE 5-1600
^5:30PM-l
0:00AM
'10:00AM-5:30PM

Ba&JOf

1 Kw

ten

TRANSMITTER

The"Bauer Kif'Model 707 is the only
1000/250 watt AM transmitter with
Silicon Rectifiers in all power supplies, aVariable Vacuum Capacitor
and a Constant Voltage Transformer.
Your assurance of maximum reliability and optimum performance.
All components are standard items
available at local sources.

Kit" eris
of the
Assembylyeasier
many consum
than "Bauer
actuall
audio kits - the wiring harness
hed completely pre -fabriis furnis
cated and coded. And when you
complete the transmitter it will be
guaranfully inspected, tested andnics
Corteed by the Bauer Electro
poration.1 Kw Transmitter
Bauer
(In Kit Form) $3495.00*
Bauer 1 Kw Transmitter $4495.00*
*FOB Burlingame, California

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
1011 Industrial Way • Burlingame, Calif.

TOWERS

INTERNATIONAL

REFLECTORS
BUILDINOS
• FIXED
• PORTABLE
Complete
installations
for all
communications
purposes

ABC

BUYS

Purchases

INTO
minority

ABC's International Div. has acquired a minority interest in a new
Venezuelan television network, Corporacion Venezolana de Television
S. A., which will be composed of stations in Caracas (ch. 4), Valencia and
La Guaire (ch. 9) and Barquisimoto
(ch. II). The acquisition is being announced today (Aug. 15) by Leonard

H. Goldenson, president of ABC's
parent American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, who currently is on
a month's tour looking toward expansion of ABC's interests in South
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
America (closed circuit, Aug. 1),
2749 HAWKEYE DR.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
and Diego Cisneros, president of the
CVT network. Renny Ottolina, VeneTower Fabricators
zuelan tv star who for the past four
and Erectors
the World Over!
months has had a show on ABC's
WABC-TV New York, will be general
manager of the CVT Caracas plant.
^ MAIL TODAY! FOR 1959 CATALOG!*^
I TOWER CONSTRUCTION CO.
I This will be the network's headE
DRIV
quarters and is slated to go into opera49
12/
OWA
X HAW
, EI
I
CITYKEY
SIOU
tion about Oct. 1 with three studios,
new offices, large carpentry workshops
and a fully-equipped mobile unit.
E
M
I NA
Mr. Goldenson saw the arrangement
as
one which not only would contribute
R
D
D
IA
ABC's technical and programming
knowledge to Venezuelan television
"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
but
might also lead to "an eventual
YES? . Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
■ Abroad in brief
SLANDER
Satellite ■ CKAM-TV are the call letINVASION OF PRIVACY
ters of new channel 12 satellite station
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
at Campbellton, N.B. License for the
satellite station to CKCW-TV Moncton,
COPYRIGHT.
N.B., was originally recommended for
For thesie and related hazards
location at Upsalquitch Lake, N.B. Stayou need our EXCESS POLICY to
tion will have 141 kw video and 77 kw
audio
power and antenna will be located
hold' your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
on highest mountain in the Canadian
Atlantic coast area, 2,800 feet above
carry yourself - INSURANCE to
cover the excess.
sea level. Station is represented by
Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and
WE ORIGINATED THIS
Young Canadian Co., New York.
SPECIAL COVER
AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE
Appointments ■ CJCH-TV Halifax,
N.S., newly licensed channel 5 station,
and is SATISFACTORY
has awarded contract for equipment,
AND INEXPENSIVE.
tower and antenna to Canadian General
Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont. Paul
Write for details and rates.
Mulvihill & Co. Ltd., Toronto, has been
appointed
national representative.
EMPLOYERS
niimiiiiijii

REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New
York, Chicoqo
107 William
175 W. Son 100Francisco
Bush
St. Jackson St.
100

P&G promotes ■ Procter & Gamble Co.
of Canada, Toronto, Ont., is first major
Canadian company to start a campaign
to promote its television programs. Firm
has retained Toronto public relations
organization Tisdall, Clark and Lesly
Ltd., to handle the campaign to draw
more attention to its television pro-

VENEZUELAN
interest

TV

in network

flow of Latin American talent" to the
U.S. He hoped Mr. Ottolina's stint on
WABC-TV would be "the forerunner
ABC's role also "is an investment
of
trend." understanding and a closer
in ahuman
bond of friendship between this country
and Venezuela," he said, asserting the
ABC International Div. "will lend all
possible assistance to CVT as its people
work to expand the entertainment,
cultural and educational values of
television offered to the people of
Tv advertising in Venezuela "is beVenezuela."
coming more and more of a necessity,"
he said. "With over 325,000 sets in
the country already, television is on the
road to becoming the creative cultural
and commercial force in Venezuela
that it is today in the U..S."
ABC's other South American interests include a minority share in an
Ecuador tv station, control of a fivenation Latin American tv network
and minority interests in the five stations making up that network. In its
investments in foreign stations ABC as
a matter of policy acquires only
minority interests, leaving control with
the local owners.

grams. To date this has
Canadian Broadcasting
vidual stations. Frank
handling the campaign
relations firm of which
dent.

been left to the
Corp. and indiDuckworth, is
for the public
he is vice presi-

New call ■ CFTK is call of new 1 kw
station on 1 140 kc at Terrace, B.C. Station isdue to go on the air this fall, and
will be represented by Radio Representatives Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Africans in training ■ The National
Academy of Broadcasting, Washington,
D.C., reports that nearly 20 young men
from Nigeria have made application for
the fall semester through the American
consulate
Attorney
General'sto
office.
The and
new the
country
is planning
expand its radio and tv facilities.
When in Rome ■ Radio Press International, N.Y., has signed Brig. Gen.
John Grombach, former Olympic boxer
and an international fencer, as sports
editor of RPI's coverage of the Summer
Olympics in Rome, Aug. 25-Sept. 11.
In addition to reporting daily from
Rome, Gen. Grombach will supervise
pre-Olympic program features.
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Authorizations,

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
August 4 through August 10. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
trans. Request waiver of sec. 3.24(g) of rules.
Abbreviations:
(870kc). Ann. Aug. 5.
KFGQ250 Boone,
— Cp tonew
increase
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
from
w to 1 Iowa
kw, install
trans. power
(1260
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf kc). Ann.
Aug.
9.
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high freWJBK creaseDetroit,
Mich. — from
Amendment
innighttime power
1 kw to to5 kw,
quency, ant. — antenna, aur.— aural, vis.—
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megamake changes in DA system. Request waiver
of sect. 3.24(g) and 3.188(b) (1) (2) (1500kc).
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. Ann. Aug. 5.
WBEJ Elizabethton, N.J. — Cp to increase
—unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, make
subsidiary communications authorization.
changes
in ant. system and install new trans.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
(1240 kc). Ann. Aug. 4.
special temporary authorization. SH — speciKLUE
Longview, Tex. — Cp to increase
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, install new trans.
(1280kc). Ann. Aug. 4.
WHSM from
Hay ward.
Wis.—DA
Mod.to ofnoncpDA.to
New Tv Stations
change
employing
(910kc). Ann. Aug. 4.
APPLICATION
WDUXfrom Waupaca,
Wis. —install
Cp tonew increase
Fresno. Calif.— B.L. Golden, Elbert R. power
1 kw to 5 kw;
trans.;
Dean
&
L.W.
Fawns,
uhf
ch.
53
(704-710
install
DA-D;
make
changes
in ground sysmc); ERP 26.2 kw vis.. 13.5 kw aur.; ant.
tem.
(800kc).
Ann.
Aug.
5.
height above average terrain 222 ft., above
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
ground 235 ft. Estimated construction cost
157,900. first year operating cost $77,200
KAKACo. Wickenburg, Ariz. — Wickenburg
revenue $88,500. P.O. address 5226 N. Teil- Radio
man Ave.. Fresno, Calif. Studio and transKERB
dio Co. Arvada, Colo.— Satellite Center Ramitter location 1401 Fulton St., Fresno. GeoWIPI Windsor, Conn.— Tobacco Valley
graphic
coordinates
36°
44'
36"
N.
Lat.,
119°
Co.
47' 37" W. Long.
Trans. isRCA
TTU-IB,
TFU-27DH.
Mr. Golden
former
owner ant.of Bcstg.
WFFG Marathon, Fla. — Key Bcstg. Co.
KEAP Fresno, Mr. Dean is radio engineer,
KBGN
Caldwell, Idaho— Christian Bcstg.
Co.
employed
KARM-AM-FM
Mr.
Fawns is a by
physician.
Each holdsFresno.
V3 interest.
KTEE
Idaho
Ann. Aug. 4.
Formerly KPAT. Falls, Idaho — Benay Corp.
WIXN Dixon, 111.— Russell G. Salter Inc.
New Am Stations
WJIL Jacksonville,
111.— Guy E. McGaughey
Jr.
APPLICATIONS
WMSK
Morganfield,
Ky.—
Union County
Co.
Honolulu, Hawaii — John Hutton Corp., Bcstg.
KXKW
Lafayette,
La.
—
General
Communi1500 kc.Jr.,
1 kw
P.O. address
''r JohnEstiH.
cations Inc.
Weiser
1510 unl.
Bertram
St., Honolulu.
WMHI Inc.
Braddock Heights, Md.— Musical
mated construction cost $19,766, first year Heights
operatingplicant iscost
ApJohn $30,000,
Hutton revenue
Weiser, $40,000.
sole owner,
Co.WDOW Dowagiac, Mich. — Dowagiac Bcstg.
vp of Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
WKPR Kalamazoo, Mich. — Kalamazoo
California ad agency. Ann. Aug. 4.
Bcstg. Co.
Jena, La. — LaSalle Bcstrs., 1480 kc, .5 kw
WBBX Portsmouth, N.H.— Seacoast Bcstg.
D P.O. address Jana, La. Estimated conCorp.
struction cost $14,965, first year operating
Delaware,
cost $30,000. revenue $42,000. Principals in- Co.WDLR
Formerly
WONT. Ohio — Delaware Bcstg.
clude A.H. Colvin Jr., T.L. Colvin Sr., RobWTTC Towanda, Pa.— Vical Bcstg. Co.
ert C. Wagner and R.W. Wagner, 25% each.
WROL Fountain City. Tenn.— WFCT Inc.
Messrs. Colvin own KTOC Jonesboro, La.
WLLI Highland Springs. Va.— Charles E.
Messrs. Wagner publish Jena Times and
other publications. Ann. Aug. 8.
Springer.
WERL Eagle River, Wis.— Eagle River
— George
Nixon,
1300 Bcstg.
Co.
kc,Logan,
1 kw Utah
D P.O.
addressStuart
Box 174,
Mission
San Jose, Calif. Estimated construction cost
New Fm Stations
$30,000,enuefirst
year
operating
cost
$54,000,
rev$72,000. Applicant, owner of public
APPLICATIONS
relations firm, is also applicant for fm in
Brunswick, Me. — Westminster Bcstg. Co.,
Mission San Jose, Calif. Ann. Aug. 4.
98.9 mc, 80 kw. P.O. address Box 179, Brunswick, Me. Estimated construction cost $24,Existing Am Stations
900, first year operating cost $2,300, revenue
$6,000.
Applicant fm will duplicate WCME
APPLICATIONS
iJrunswick, Me. Ann. Aug. 9.
Allen Park, Mich. — Robert M. Parr, 98.3
KAIM Honolulu, Hawaii — Cp to increase
mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 17133 Pinecrest Drive,
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new

"

,

^ /EDWIN
1
■
B

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,
INC.
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS

FINANCIAL ADVISERS

/"^

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove. California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

NEWEST
COMPLETE

IN A
LINE OF

RCA TRANSISTORIZED
AMPLIFIERS

TYPE
BA-34A
10-WATT

MONITOR

AMPLIFIER

requires only half

30%
of power
the spaceHere's a compact monitor
amplifier with overall performance equal to earlier
models, twice the size. Full
10 watts output with excellent frequency response and
very low distortion. Highgain permits operating from
output of low-level microphones. Plug-in mounting.
Standard input and output
terminations.
Write to RCA, Dept. KC-22, BuildCamden, N.J.
In Canada:
RCAing 15-1.VICTOR
Company
Ltd.,
Montreal.
ttADIO CORPORATION
Tmk(s) ®
of AMERICA
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 10
CP
TOTAL APPUCATIONS
ON AIR
Lie.
Not on air
For new stations
AM
23
CPS.
96
843
FM
3,459
725
186
142
38
75
115
TV
474
61
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 10 80
47
TV
VHF
UHF
453
533
Commercial
12
Non-commercial
35
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1960
700
AM
Licensed (all on air)
41
41
CPs on air (new stations)
TV74
653
3,44298
17140
CPs not on air (new stations)
912
Total authorized stations
628
194
74
3,581
Applicatiens for new stations (not in hearing)
65
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
114
104
Tetal applications for new stations
46
39
219
822
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
11
17
656
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
685
56 4711
Total applications for major changes
35
39
0
0
1
Licenses deleted
1
4
0
CPs deleted
1 There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operatien and one which has not started operation.
Allen Park, Mich. Estimated construction
cost $21,405. first year operating cost $24,000.
revenue $30,000. Applicant is pastor of
Gilead Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich. Ann.
Aug. 4.
Cincinnati, Ohio — Greater Cincinnati Radio Inc., 92.5 mc. 82.66 kw. P.O. address
WZIP, 400
St., cost
Cincinnati.
mated Oak
construction
$28,500,Ohio.
first Estiyear
operatingplicantcost
$12,500,
revenue
$12,500.
fm will duplicate programming Ap-of
WZIP Cincinnati. Ann. Aug. 8.
Oklahoma City, Okla— KJEM Inc., 101.5
mc, 2.92 kw. P.O. address 515 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
construction cost $11,877,
first Estimated
year operating
cost $6,678, revenue $7,500. Applicant fm will
4.duplicate programmmg of KJEM. Ann. Aug.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Video Independent
Theatres Inc., 101.9 mc, 3.03 kw. P.O. address Box 1334, Oklahoma City, Okla. Estimated construction cost $21,664, first year
operatingplicant icost
$18,000,ofrevenue
$30,000. Okla.
Aps permittee
KIHI Tulsa,
Ann. Aug. 4.
KiUeen, Tex, — Highlite Bcstg. Co., 93.3 mc,
1 kw. P.O. address Box 935, Killeen, Tex.
Estimated construction cost $8,554, first year
operating cost $5,000, revenue $6,000. Applicant fm will duplicate KLEN Killeen, Tex.
Ann. Aug. 4.
Odessa, Tex. — James F. McCubbin, 96.9 mc,
1.66 kw. P.O. address James F. McCubbin,
Box 653, Amarillo, Tex. Estimated construction cost $15,815, first year operating cost
$24,000, revenue $32,000. Applicant is wholesale beverage distributor. Ann. Aug. 4.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WNDA
Bcstg. Co. (FM) Huntsville, Ala.— Hughey
KBYR-FM
chorage Inc. Anchorage, Alaska— Radio AnKTVA-FM
Anchorage, Alaska — Northern
Tv Inc.
KHYD
(FM)
Fremont, Calif.— Triumph
Bcstrs.
^ KOA-FM Denver, Colo. — Metropolitan Tv
^*'WAMU-FM
Washington, D. C— American
Inc.WPEX-FM Pensacola, Fla.— Mello-Tone
WYAK
(FM)
Sarasota, Fla.— Multitone
Music Corp.
WNEX-FM Macon, Ga.— Macon Bcstg. Co.
Co.KPOI-FM Honolulu, Hawaii— KPOI Bcstg.
♦WNTH (FM) Winnetka, 111.— Board of
Education of Township High School District No. 203, Cook County, 111.
102 (FOR THE RECORD)

*WFCIof (FM)
College
Indiana.Franklin, Ind.— Franklin
WISH-FM
Indianapolis, Ind. — Indiana
Bcstg. Co.
KSO-FM Des Moines, Iowa— KSO Inc.
Corp.
KBBL (FM) Wichita, Kans.— BB&L Bcstg.
*WFCR (FM)
Amherst, Mass.— WGBH
Educational
Foundations.
WAYL (FM)
Minneapolis,
Minn.— Contemporary Radio.
KRAM-FM
Las
Vegas,
Nev.—
SUKA
Bcstg. Corp.
WOSJ-FM Atlantic City, N.J.— South Jersey Radio Inc.
Corp.
WVNJ-FM Newark, N.J.— Newark Bcstg.
Inc.KPAT (FM) Albuquerque, N.M.— KARA
WRVR (FM) New York, N.Y.— Riverside
Church
WCTM
(FM) Inc.
Eaton, Ohio— Western Ohio
Bcstg. Service
WFOL
(FM)
Hamilton, Ohio— Walter L.
Follmer
WFCJ (FM) Miamisburg, Ohio— Miami
Valley Christian Bcstg. Assn.
KZOM Corp.
(FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.— BB&L
Bcstg.
WHVR-FM
Hanover Inc. York-Hanover, Pa.— Radio
WERI-FM Radio
Westerly,
R.I.— Rhode IslandConnecticut
Foundation.
KCPA-FM Dallas, Tex.— Merchants Bcstg.
System of Dallas Inc.
KFMFCorp.(FM) Fort Worth, Tex.— BB&L
Bcstg.
Provo, (FM).
Utah— Brigham Young
U. *KBYU-FM
Formerly KBYU
KLYM-FM Lynden, Wash.— Sidney Baron.
KZAM (FM) Seattle, Wash.— Monte L.
Strohl.
WDUZ-FM Green Bay, Wash.— Green Bay
Bcstg. Co.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KNTV untary(TV)
Jose, Calif.—
Seeks Radio
involtransferSan
of control
of Standard
& Tv Co. from Allen T, Gilliland Sr.,
deceased, to W. W. jacka, Allen T. GilUland Jr., Band of America, and National
Trust & Savings Assn., executors of estate.
Ann. Aug. 8.
WRIM Pahokee, Fla. — Seeks assignment
of license from WRIM Co. to WRIM Inc.,
change to corporate business form with
one new stockholder. LeRoy L. Passman
purchases 25% interest from Robert R.
Pauley.
F'assman
radio-tv
of
MathesMr.agency,
N.Y. isAnn.
Aug. director
8.
WABR Winter Park, Fla. — Seeks transfer
of control of Contemporary Bcstg. Co. from

I. Edward Edwards, 60%, Preston M. Ward,
30%, and Dave F. McGregor, 10%, to Messrs.
Edwards and Ward, 30% each, Mr. McGregor, 10%^. and Robert H. Elrod, 30%,
for $17,200 plus loan to corporation in
amount of $17,500. Mr. Edwards turns in
sufficient stock to allow for the purchase.
Mr. Elrod was formerly employe of NBC
Chicago. Ann. Aug. 5.
WGML Hinesville, Ga. — Seeks transfer of
control of Liberty Bcstg. Co. from Roscoe
Denmark, sole owner, to James H. Watson
for
$20,000.
is manager of
WGML.
Ann. Mr,
Aug. Watson
9.
WKTGment of license
Thomasville,
Ga.— Seeks
assign-to
from James
S. Rivers
Thomas
County
Bcstg.
Co.
for
$90,000.
chssers are Boiling Branham, 52%. Purand
Eunice Beahan, 48%. Mr. Branham formerlv
published Douglas County (Ga.) Sentinel.
EuniceAug.
Beahan
is employe of food chain.
Ann.
9.
KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La.— Seeks involuntary assignment of cp of KTAG Assoc.
due to death of C.W. Lamar Jr., 46.2%.
Executor of estate is Louisiana National
Bank of Baton Rouge. Ann. Aug. 5,
KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Seeks transfer of
control of Southwest Bcstrs. Inc. from
Samuel R. David, sole owner, to Robert
N. Hobgood for $91,319. Mr. Hobgood is
with talent management agency, was formerly employe
Ann. Aug.
9. of KFOX Long Beach. Calif.
WBMT Black Mountain, N.C.— Seeks assignment of cp from partnership of David
P. Slatkin and Eugene Slatkin to Mountain
View Bcstg. Co., a corporation which assumes $3,500 partnership indebtedness.
Principals are Gordon H. Greenwood and
Eugene Slatkin, 49% each, and Martha
Slatkin and Garnet Greenwood, 1% each,
Mr. Greenwood is publisher. Mr. Slatkin
was formerly Vs owner of WABA Shelby,
N.C. Ann. Aug. 9.
WHVHof license
Henderson,
N.C— Seeks
from WHVH
Inc. to assignRadio
50^ mentfor
Corp.
$40,000. Purchasers are Stanley
H. Fox, 45%, Seymour L. Dworsky, 25%,
and others. Mr. Fox is '4 owner of retail
furniture store. Mr. Dworsky is president
of Oxford (N.C.) Furniture Co, Ann. Aug.
5.
WNOB of(FM)
Cleveland,
Ohio— Seeks
transfer
control
of Northern
Ohio
Bcstg. Co. from William A. Tubman, president, and over 50 stockholders (none holding more than 10%) to Philip M., Patricia
A., Lawrence J., & Alice C. Kerwin, 13.6%
each, rized
for buttotal
of $20,000,
sale Kerwin
of autho-is
unissued
stock. byPhilip
production engineer. Lawrence Kerwin is
attorney. Ann. Aug. 4.
Ore. W.
— Seeks
ofKPDQ
licensePortland,
from John
Davis assignment
to KPDQ
Inc.,
change
to
corporate
business form.
No financial consideration involved.
Ann.
Aug.
4. Pampa, Tex. — Seeks assignment
KPDN
of license from Coy Palmer and Warren L.
Hasse, equal partners, to Mr. Hasse. sole
owner, for $25,000. Ann. Aug. 9.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Douglas G. Oviatt & Son
Inc., for new class B fm station in Cleveland. Ohio, to operate on 95.5 mc, ERP
40 kw, and ant. height 249.25 ft., conditioned
that
program
shall Cleveland
not be authorized
until station tests
WCUY
Heights,
Ohio, begins program tests on some other
frequency and license shall not be issued
until WCUY is licensed to operate on some
other frequency. Ann. Aug. 4.
■ Hearing
Examiner
Thomas
Donahue issued initial
decision
lookingH. toward
denying applications of Caro Bcstg. Co. and
Tuscola Bcstg. Co. for new am stations to
operate on 1360 kc, 500 w. D, DA. in Caro,
Mich. Ann. Aug. 4.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
■ Granted motion by Wabash Vallev
Bcstg.extended
Corp. (WTHI-TV),
Terreto Haute,
Ind.,
and
to Sept. 7 time
file replies
to exceptions by Livesay Bcstg. Co.. in
Terre Haute tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action
Aug. 8.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Granted motion by Garden of Gods
Bcstg.
Co. that
(KCMS),
Manitou dismissal
Springs, of
Colo.,
to
extent
it involves
its
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderol 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
& TELEVISION
527 Munsey
BIdg.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14fh St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksvilla, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

er Vice

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electrenics
1610
Ey* St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Astociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
Sales
P. O. Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-04.58

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

irectory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Konsos City. BR. 1-2338

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

JOHN A. MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES
RADIO REMOTE
Box 3192,
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Santo Barbara, Calif.
Woodland 7-1469
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am application; dismissed application with
prejudice maining
and applications
retainedin in
liearing status
reconsolidation.
Action
Aug. 4.
■ Granted petition by Catonsville Bcstg.
Co. for dismissal of its application for new
am station in Catonsville. Md.; dismissed
applicationsolidatedwith
pre.iudice
for hearing.
Actonwhich
Aug. was
4. con■ Granted petition by Pioneer Bcstg. Co.
(KNOW). Austin. Tex., to extent that it involves dismissal of its am application; dismissed appUcation with prejudice. Action
Aug. 4.
■ GrantedSummerville.
motion by Tri-State
Co.
(WGTA),
Ga., and Bcstg.
extended
from Aug.
5
to
Sept.
15
time
to
file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions and
from Sept. 2 to Sept. 30 for reply findings in
proceeding on its am application. Action
Aug. 4.
■ Continued from Oct. 5 to Oct. 10 hearing inwork
matter
of study
radio inandcourtroom
tv netbroadcasting
to beof held
of U.S. Court of Appeals for Ninth Circuit,
312 N. Spring St., Los Angeles. Calif., at
10 a.m. Action Aug. 5.
■ Granted petition by Kenneth F. Warren
for leave to amend his application for new
fm station in Monterey, Calif., with reference to hours of operation, staffing and
financial plans; retained amended application in hearing status and scheduled resumption of hearing for Sept. 9. Action
Aug. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 19 in Reno, Nev., tv ch. 4 proceeding.
Action Aug. 8.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ On own motion, continued date for exchange of engineering exhibits in group A
of consolidated am proceeding on applications of York County Bcstg. Co. (WRHI),
Rock Hill, S.C., et al, from Aug. 8 to Aug.
17, andtion asfrom
Aug. 22 toAction
Aug. 31Aug.
for 4.notificato witnesses.
■ Scheduled prehearmg conference for
Sept. 19 in proceeding on am applications
of
RadioAug.Inc.8. (WBLJ), Dalton,North
Ga., etGeorgia
al. Action
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon petition by WTTT Inc. (WTTT),
Arlington, Fla., extended from Aug. 8 to
Aug:. 15 time for exchange of preliminary
engineering exhibits in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action Aug. 4.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Storer Bcstg. Co.
for leave to amend its application to change
frequencv of station WWVA-FM Wlieeling,
W.Va., from 98.7 mc to 101.9 mc and to revise its ant. system and remove amended
appUcation from hearing; canceled Sept. 1
hearing. Action Aug. 8.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 15 and continued hearing scheduled
for that date to a date to be fixed at prehearing conference in proceeding on am applications of Macon Bcstg. Co. (WNEX),
Macon, Ga. et al. Action Aug. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Stayed
depositions
by Crittenden Countynotice
Bcstg. ofCo.,
and scheduled
oral
argument
on Crittenden's
motion9; toafforded
quash
notice
of depositions
for Sept.
eacli party 10 minutes for argument in proceeding on Crittenden's
am application.
West Memphis,
Ark., et al. Action
Aug. 3.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Aug. 5
■ Granted
for following
stations: WIRV licenses
Irvine. Ky.;
WJUD St.amJohns,
Mich.; WCCW Traverse City, Mich.; KBUB
Sparks, Nev.; KWVR Enterprise, Ore.; and
WWCH Clarion, Pa.
WATS Sayre, Pa. — Granted license covering change of ant. trans, location.
WMRO Aurora, 111. — Granted license covering change of facilities, ant. -trans, location, installation DA-2, changes in ground
system, letioninstallation
of newoperation.
trans, and deof remote control
WSIP Paintsville, Ky. — Granted license
covering increase
daytime power and instal ation of new intrans.
WDBF Delray Beach, Fla.— Granted license covering increase in power, installation of DA-D and new trans., change in
ant. -trans, and studio locations, changes in
ground system and deletion of remote control operation.
KYNO Fresno, Calif. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power, change
to DA-N only, and installation of new
trans. — to use present trans, at night and
new for
trans.)
. day operation only (two main
KVI ering
Seattle,
Wash.
Granted
license tocovinstallation
of —new
type trans,
be
used for auxiliary purposes.

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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WCWCering Ripon,
installation Wis.
of —newGranted
trans. license covWHKY Hickory, N.C.— Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
KGBX Springfield, Mo. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WKLK Cloquet, Minn. — Granted license
covering installation
of new trans, and instal ation of new equipment.
WHLI toHempstead,
license
operate mainN.Y.—
and Granted
auxiliarymod.
trans,of
by remote control, using DA-D; engineering conditions.
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.— Granted
cp to make changes in ant. system.
WFUR-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. ofcreasecpERP to
to 40.7
change
kw. type trans, and inKBIM-FM Roswell, N.M.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 5.8 kw, ant. height to 160 ft.
and change type ant.; remote control permitted.
WHOH ERP
Hamilton,
Granted
decrease
to 3.4 Ohio—
kw and
installcpnewto
KWJB-FM Globe, Ariz.- Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Jan. 20, 1961.
KAPP tensionRedondo
Beach,date
Calif,—
Granted
of completion
to Dec.
9. exActions of Aug. 4
WHDL Olean, N.Y. — Granted license covering increase
daytime power and instal ation of newin trans.
WEZY Cocoa, Fla. — Granted license covering change
installationchanges
of DA-N,in
change
in ofant.facilities,
-trans, location,
ground
system
and
to
specify
studio
location.
WSKP
Miami,
Fla.
—
Granted
request
for
cancellation of license for certain type
trans.
WELK Charlottesville, Va.— Granted mod.
of license to change name to Turnbull, Deter
& Sullivan, Inc., et al., d/b/a Virginia Bcstg.
WFRO Fremont, Ohio — Granted mod. of
Co.
license to operate trans, by remote control
using DA-D; engineering conditions.
WIIN Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mod. of license to operate trans, by remote control,
using DA-D; engineering conditions.
KZIX Fort Collins, Colo.— Granted mod.
of license to change studio location and
operate trans, by remote control; engineering conditions.
WDBMnewStatesville,
N.C.—
Granted
cp to
install
trans, to be
used
as alternate
main trans, at present site, with remote
control operation of trans, from studio location.
WKDN-FM Camden, N.J.— Granted cp to
install new type trans.
WSWM
Granted ant.
cp
to increaseEast
ERPLansing,
to 116 Mich.
kw; —decrease
height to 300 ft., install new type trans,
and new
make changes in ant. system and ant.
trans,andequipment.
WPEL-Montrose, Pa. — Granted cp to replace expired permit for new fm station.
WNBC-FM New York, N.Y.— Granted
mod. of SCA to operate on 41 or 67 kc,
without mission
prejudice
such action
as com-of
may deem towarranted
as result
its final determinations with respect to (1)
conclusions and recommendations set forth
in report of network study staff; (2) relatedsidered
studies
and inquiries
now being conor conducted
by commission;
(3)
pending anti-trust matters; and (4) without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning mucompliance
nications Act. with sec. 317 of ComWEMD Easton, Md. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted cp to
increase ERP to 23.5 kw, ant. height to 230
ft., install new type trans, and new ant.
and make changes in ant. system; remote
control permitted.
WMAQ Chicago, 111. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans., without prejudice to
such action
as commission
deem warranted as result
of its finalmay
determinations
with respect mendato
(1
)
conclusions
and
recomtions set forth in report of network
study staff; (2) related studies and inquiries
now being considered or conducted by comand (3) pending
anti-trust
KLUU mission;
Toledo,
Ore. — Granted
mod.matters.
of cp
to change type trans.
WATN
Watertown,
N.Y.—
Granted
extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Oct. 15.
KFNF thorityShenandoah,
Granted
auto sign-off at Iowa
7:15 —p.m.,
Monday
through Saturday and to sign-off at 7:30
p.m., Sundays, except for special events.
■ Following
stationsdates
were asgranted
sions of completion
shown: extenWSB
Atlanta. Ga.. to Oct. 10; WWGS Tifton. Ga.,
to Nov. 15; KEST Boise, Idaho, to Dec. 31;
WESC Greenville, S.C., to Feb. 22. 1961;
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

WKKD Aurora, 111., to Oct. 1; KCHJ Delano,
Calif., to Dec. 31.
Actions of Aug. 3
KTIP PorterviUe, Calif. — Granted relinquishment of negative control by Gareth F.
and Anna White Garlund through sale of
treasury stock to Robert J. Byrne and
Lawrence D. Cotta.
WCRK Morristown, Tenn. — Granted acquisition of negative control by W.E. Hodges
and H.S. Walters through sale of stock by
Edward B. Phillips (trust officer) Hamilton
National Bank, executor of estate of W.J.
Barron, deceased, to Cherokee Bcstg. Corp.
KANO Anoka, Minn. — Granted relinquishment of negative control by Richard Ahern
through sale of stock to Richard J. Novak.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga. — Granted involuntary
assignment of license to R.E.Ledford and
T.H. Brice, executor of estate of M.F. Brice,
deceased, d/b/a. Vidalia Bcstg. Co.
WOWI New Albany, Ind. — Granted assignment of license to Kentuckiana Bcstg.
Inc.
WSRWment of hcense
Hillsboro,
Ohio—Archibald.
Granted assignto Tom
KFRC-FM
San
Francisco,
Calif.—to Granted
mod. of CP to increase ant. height
1,290 ft.
and make changes in ant. system.
WDTM Detroit, Mich.— Granted mod. of
cp to increase ERP to 61 kw, change ant.trans. and main studio locations, change
type trans, and type ant. and make changes
in ant. system; remote control permitted.
KFMX San Diego, CaUf.— Granted mod. of
cp to increase ERP to 30 decrease ant.
height
to 540 ft.,studio
changelocation
ant. -trans,
location,as
to determine
as same
trans, location, change type trans, and type
ant. and make changes in ant. system and
trans, equipment.
WMRB Greenville, S.C.— Granted mod. of
ep to change type trans, studio location and
operate trans, by remote control.
KFMX San Diego, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to Aug. 31.
Actions of Aug. 2
WKVT
Brattleboro,
Vt.— Granted license
for am station.
KIRO-TV
Seattle,
Wash.—
Granted
make changes in trans, line
and cp
otherto
equipment of tv station (ch. 7).
KOCO-TV
change
ERP toEnid,
vis. Okla.—
83.2 kw,Granted
aur. 41.7cp kw,to
specify studio location, make changes in
ant. system and change ant. height to
1,390 ft. of tv station (ch. 5).
KCBY-TV Coos Bay, Ore.— Granted mod.
of
change studio location; waived sec.
3.613cp ofto rules.
WTTN-FM Watertown, Wis.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 9.6 kw, decrease
ant. height to 150 ft., change trans, location
and change type trans.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KANTFM Lancaster, Calif., to Nov. 1; WDAF-FM
Kansas City, Mo., to Jan. 27-61; KAJS Newport Beach, Calif., to Dec. 9; WYCA Hammond, Ind., to Sept. 30; WFMG Gallatin,
Tenn.. to Dec. 31; KUTE Glendale, Calif.,
to Oct. 1; WELB Long Branch, N.J., to Oct.
1; KZUN-FM Opportunity, Wash., to Nov.
30; WPBC-FM Minneapolis, Minn., to Sept.
Actions of Aug. 1
WLBZ-TV Bangor, Me.— Granted license
covering change in tv station; ERP vis. 51.3
kw, aur. 25.7 kw; ant. height 640 ft.
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio— Granted license covering changes in tv station; ERP
vis. 204 kw, aur. 110 kw; ant. height 630 ft.
(main).
WATR (TV) Waterbury, Conn.— Granted
license for tv station; ERP vis. 25 kw, aur.
13.5 kw; ant. height 770 ft.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WGCB-FM Red Lion, Pa. ERP 20 kw,
ant. height 420 ft.; WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa.
ERP 19 kw, ant. height 510 ft.; WQAL Philadelphia, Pa., ERP 7.7 kw, ant. height 720
ft.; WDAC Lancaster, Pa., ERP 15 kw, ant.
height 550 ft.
WXIX Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted license
covering changes in tv station, change in
studio location (same as trans, site); ERP
vis. 100 kw, aur. 55 kw, ant. height 530 ft.;
and hcense for auxiliary ant. system.
Pa. — studio
Grantedlocation
license and
for
amWGRP
stationGreenville,
and specify
type trans, (condition).
Gunnison,
Colo. — Granted mod. of
cp KGUC
to change
type trans.
KPLY Crescent City, Calif.— Granted mod.
of license to change studio location and operate trans, by remote control (auxiliary
remote control) by employees of station
only (2 remote control points).
WJRL Rockford, HI.— Granted mod. of cp
to
trans.change studio location and install new
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WSPDBROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

FM Toledo, Ohio, to Nov. 10; KPAT Idaho
Falls. Idaho, to Aug. 31; WLIQ Mobile, Ala.,
to Feb. 2. 1961; KOA Denver, Colo., to Aug.
19; WOWY Clewiston, Fla., to Oct. 1; WKRX
Kissimmee, Fla., to Oct. 31; WLLY Wilson,
N.C., to Nov. 1; KPGE Page, Ariz., to Dec.
31; and WCNL Newport, N.H., to Sept. 1.
Action of July 27
KDOL Mojave, Calif. — ^Granted extension
of completion date to Oct. 31.
Action of July 28
KSWB Elk City, Okla.— Granted extension
of completion date to Feb. 15, 1961.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning Oct. 4, commission has announced. Any new applications or changes in current
applications that may conflict with those
that follow must be filed with FCC by
close of business Oct. 3, in order to be
considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-13360— WRON Ronceverte, W.Va.,
Blake Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1400kc, KTIL
250w, 1Tillamook,
kw-LS, unl.Ore., TillaBP-13361—
mook Bcstg. Co. Has: 1590kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1590kc, WSAL
Ikw, DA-N,
unl.
BP-13364—
Logansport,
Ind., Logansport Bcstg. Corp. Has. 1230kc, 250w,
unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13365— WERI Westerly, R.I., Rhode Island-Connecticut Radio Corp. Has: 1230kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1230kc. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13367— KPRL Paso Robles, Calif., Radio Station KPRL. Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1230kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13368— WCSR Hillsdale, Mich., Baw
Beese Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 1340kc, lOOw, unl.
Req: 1340kc, 250w, 500w-LS, unl.

BP-13370— KXOX Sweetwater, Tex., Radio
Station KXOX. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1240kc,
250w,WKOZ
Ikw-LS,Kosciusko,
unl.
BP-13371—
Miss., Kosciusko Bcstg. Co. Inc. Has: 1350kc, 5 kw, D.
Req:
1340kc, WMBN
250w, Ikw-LS,
unl. Mich., MidBP-13372—
Petoskey,
western Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1340kc, 250w,
unl.
BMP-8685—
WJVWIkw-LS,
Langley-Bath,
S.C.,
North Augusta Bcstg. Co. Has cp; 1550kc,
Ikw, D (North Augusta, S.C.). Req mp:
1550kc, Ikw,WLIZ
D (Langley-Bath,
BP-13373—
Lake Worth,S.C.).
Fla., Gold
Coast Bcstg. Co. Has cp: 1380kc, 500w, D
(License pending). Req: 1380kc, Ikw, D.
BP-13376— New, Myrtle Beach, S.C., Grand
Strand Bcstg. Corp. Req: 950kc, Ikw, D.
BP-13379— WTVL Waterville, Me., Kennebec Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc.
250w,New,
Ikw-LS,
unl. Colo., Kenneth
BP-13380—
Boulder,
G. Prather and Misha S. Prather. Req:
1360kc, 500w, DA, D.
BP-13381— New, Hamilton, Mont., Bitter
Root Bcstg. Co. Req: 980kc, Ikw, D.
BP-13382— WTMT Louisville, Ky., Jefferson
Bcstg. Co. Inc. Has: 620kc. 500w, DA. D.
Req:
620kc, 500w,
Ikw-LS, Olive,
DA-2. N.C.,
unl. Mount
BP-13383—
New, Mount
Olive Bcstg. Co. Req: 1430kc, Ikw, D.
BP-13384— New, Georgetown, S.C., Coast
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1470kc, 500w, D.
BP-13385— WIVY Jacksonville, Fla., WIVY
Inc. Has:
DA-1.
unl. lOSOkc, Ikw, D. Req: lOSOkc, Ikw,
BP-13386— New, Norristown, Pa., High Fidelty Bcstrs. Corp. Req: 1400kc, lOOw, unl.
BP-13387— WAME Miami, Fla., WAME
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1260kc, 5 kw, DA, D. Req:
1260kc,
5kw, KHOE
DA-1, Truckee,
unl.
BP-13388—
Calif., Truckee
Bcstg. Has cp: 1400kc, 250w, unl. (license
pending). Req: 1400kc, 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13391— New Spokane, Wash., Paul
Grain. Req: 1280kc, 5kw, DA, D.
BP-13392— WHLB Virginia, Minn., Virginia
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc. 250w, unl. Req: 1400
D. 250w, Ikw-LS, unl.
kc,
BP-13394— New, Amsterdam, N.Y., Valley
Information Programs Inc. Req: 1570kc, Ikw,
Continued on page 111

The Collins 26J-1 Auto-Level Limiting Amplifier extends your
signal to greatly enlarge the size of your listening and
selling audience. It boosts average and low levels and compresses the highs to increase average modulation and increase
coverage. The Collins 26J-1 makes fades smooth and automatic.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS. TEXAS • BU R B AN K . C ALl FOR N IA

compression ratio 3:1 optimum, adjustable J. 6.1 fo 5.1 • frequency response ±7 db, 50-15,000
cps • input and output impedance 600 ohm unbalanced • I'npuf level adjustable from — 26 dbm
fo -{-30 dbm • power source 115 v or 230 v ac, 50-60 cps single phase. For more information
contact your Collins sales engineer or wri'fe direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20e per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — S2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for tnailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted, genuine sales manager: $600 Guarantee plus commission. Last three years
this position
paid single
excess station
of $10,000
annually. Small has
midwest
market.
If you can sell and handle salesmen, send
complete
CASTING. resume to Box 455B, BROADMid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
opening one salesman with management
potential — 30-40 — married. Guaranteed — moving ducer.
expenses
— rapid advancement
for proSend resume,
photo first letter.
Box
481B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman— Mid-Atlantic top rated fuUtimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial
CASTING.requirements to Box 163B, BROADMid-south
our ad under management. Boxchain.
481B, See
BROADCASTING.
§500.00 a month guarantee against commissions up to 25%. This is in Ohio where
the right man can make up to $15,000 a
line and we'll contact
us aBROADCASTING.
Drop580B,
year. Box
you.
Big money for hard hitting experienced
closer at top rated major market Florida
station. Guaranteed salary to start, plus
cash incentive and bonus plans. Our salesmen are highest paid in the city. Market
piosperous, competition keen, rewards high
for aggressive
tions unrivaled competitor.
anywhere inLiving
Florida.condiTell
all
in
first
letter.
Box
648B,
BROADCASTING.
Growing Illinois station needs combination
announcer-salesman. Box 659B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman for greater Pittsburgh
area station. Must be experienced both
fields and looking for a home with a fast
moving, fast growing organization. Station
top rated in market and has never lost a
survey. Guaranteed $110 per week to start.
Send tape, resume, and photo immediately.
Box 680B. BROADCASTING.
Are you ready to step up in sales work?
Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 705B,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasters . . . station managers ... is
there a competing sales manager or a top
radio time salesman in your territory who
sends you home with a bad headache? If you
will furnish us with his name and address
and tell us approximately how much money
he makes,
to remove New
the irritation. WriteweBoxwill316,tryFrewsburg,
York.
Salesmen radio campaigns, top comms.
Room
Conn. 19, D'Elia Building, Bridgeport,
Need combination
- announcer.
Prefer
married man.salesman
Good music
man.
Salary plus sales commission. Good living
conditions; good schools-churches. Write or
call KDQN,
DeQueen, Arkansas, Asher Sizemore,
Manager.
WRIP, Chattanooga,
guarantees bright opportunity for good salesmen!
Experienced salesman, competitive market,
good opportunity for hard worker, draw
against commission, car necessary. Send
resume to WSHE, Raleigh, North Carolina.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Like adult radio? West Michigan 24-hour
am-fm station has opening for intelligent,
mature, stable announcer who can handle
equipmentterview
andpreferred.
classical
Sendmusic.
tape, Personal
resume in-to
Box 283B, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for mature radio announcer
seeking inpermanent
benefits
return for position.
reasonant Exceptional
voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
basic radio-tv, outstanding community.
Send tape and photograph immediately, all
inquiries
CASTING. answered. Box 417B, BROADExperienced morning man who can write
copy. Must type. Position must be filled
immediately. Send complete employment
record, tape, preferably air check. Want
man who
enjoysCalifornia
stability, town.
living Box
conditions,
nice
central
589B,
BROADCASTING.
Illinois kilowatt independent adult music
station wants mature versatile announcer
for dj work plus news gathering and
writing. Excellent starting salary. Many
extra benefits for experienced man. List
age, education,
familyBROADCASTING.
status, detailed experience. Box 590B,
Negro announcer. Must be experienced and
rockin'tion.personality
major
staRush experiencefor and
tape.market
Box 591B,
BROADCASTING,
We need a top man for a top station in a
major Florida market, to do disc jockey
show and assume position as production
manager. Must have excellent voice. Strong
commercial. Creative. No top 40 specialists.
This is solid career opportunity for right
man. Must have adequate experience. Send
tape and resume to Box 609B, BROADCASTING.
Virginia NBC station needs morning mansportsman toplay-by-play,
announcer-salesreplace collegeand
students.
Good pay,
permanent positions. Send tape and resume
to Box 635B. BROADCASTING.
Deep south network affiliate needs outstanding radio newsman, preferably with journalism degree.
Positionwriting
requiresandcreative
approach gathering,
producing
news. Send resume, tape, and salary requirements. Box 645B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, stable, versatile announcer,
with board showmanship. Weekly minimum, $80.00. Illinois. Box 658B, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer with 1st ticket and strong
air personality for established major market station. Must be a go-getter. Resume
and
tape immediately. Box 662B, BROADCASTING.
Virginia 1000 watt independent needs permanent, reliable
Good
salary, hours
to engineer-announcer.
right man. Send resume
and tape to Box 677B, BROADCASTING.
Midwest medium market station needs dj
announcr tenance,
with
first production
class ticket,andno can
mainwho likes
do
news, and is looking for a future in radio
$90 toable $100
starting
tape, photo
and salary.
resume Send
to Boxexpend706B,
BROADCASTING.
Top-rated
Texas dj.
independent, has major
openingmarket,
for morning
Must
have morning drive time experience. Send
tape, picture, resume, references, expected
starting salary to Box 713B, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced, top forty, first phone
announcer. Send tape, photo, resume to:
Box 3011, Houston, Texas.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station. KFRO,
Longview, Texas.
Southern California, i kw, day-timer needs
announcer-engineer, experienced or inexperienced, emphasis on announcing, 1st
ticket. Air mail brief resume and photo, if
possible to Philip L. Solberg, General Manager, Radio Station KBVM, Lancaster, California, only 65 miles from Los Angeles.
Announcer, preferably with 1st phone, 5000
watt
station. KCFA, Box 8024, Spokane,
Washington.
Announcer, preferably with first phone.
Must be good announcer with right attitude
and ability. Not top 40 operation. Send tape
resume and picture to KTOC, P.O. Box 550,
Jonesboro, Louisiana.
CBS station in northeast market of 100,000
looking for afternoon personality dj. If you
can do top personality work without rock
and roll, if you can do a competent job
of newscasting, and if you want excellent
working conditions in a fine community,
send tape and resume to Program Director,
WELM, Elmira, N.Y.
No experience necessary. We want somebody who is talented and willing to learn.
Good pay for forty hour week. Send tape
and resume to WHAP, Box 621, Hopewell,
Virginia.
Newsman-announcer, with news of primary
concern. Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Require stable, reliable person. Send audition
tape, background resume, photo immediately to Bill Frink, WIMA, Lima, Ohio.
$100 per week, at least 5 years experience.
Send tape anci employment record, WINA,
Charlottesville, Va.
Play-by-play
sports onandstation
staff that
announcer,
combination opening
carries
full high school football and basketball
schedule.ditions.Full
benefits,
good working
conAll details
in interview.
Call Karl
Bates, Program Director, WLEC, Sandusky,
Ohio, Main 6-2000, collect.
Salesman for WPAZ, Pottstown, Pa. Long
only.
list of accounts to start . . . guaranteed
draw — profit sharing. Experienced radio men
Immediate opening, alert combo dj. WRAJ,
Anna, Illinois. Don Michel, Mgr.
Florida, WRMF, Titusville, at Cape Canaveral.
Stable
organization.Announcer-salesman.
Permanent for reliable
individual.
Rod Roddy — seeking fresh comic talent for
his new
show.etc.,
Sendto: expendable
tion, fall
background,
Rod Roddy audiInc.,
KQV, Pittsburgh.
WRVA Radio, 50,000 watts. Richmond, Virginia, now accepting tapes for competitive
auditions. Need strong music personality
with an interest in people, news and sports.
Contact Jack Clements.
Florida. Number one station in south Florida area has immediate opening with top
income for experienced, versatile dj to
handle
"top fifty"cheerful
morningandshow.
Must
be conscientious,
outstanding in the creation . . . production of tape
commercials. Rush tape, photo and resume:
P.O. Box 539, Hollywood, Florida.
Perspicaciously written emcee and deejay
comedy
details write
B.L. Enterpries. P.O.natter.
Box For
1, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Program director and top air personality
for WGEE. Indianapolis. Send background
and tape to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting, P.O. Box 1389, Wilmington, Delaware.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential, Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Detroit area swinger needs newscasters.
Must
rapid-fire,
exciting,
puncher!
Medium bemarket
man ready
for big
town
acceptance. Rush tape, resume, salary
picture to Radio, 1511 First St., Suite 813,
Detroit, Michigan.
Technical
ExceUent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in southeast. $115.00
weekly salary
for right man
opportunity for advancement
to plus
supervisory
capacity with salary increase. Send tape,
resume,
references
and photograph If available to Box
494B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer for eastern Ohio radio station.
State experience and salary desired. Box
567B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for 5 kw. Must have directional and equipment maintenance back$500.00Send
withdetails
good and
advancement,ground.
secureStartfuture.
photo
to Box 611B, BROADCASTING.
ExceUent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in Virginia area. $120.00
week start for right man. Engineering ability primary concern. Small, unhurried market, good music. Send tape, resume, references and picture to Box 683B, BROADCASTING. Only pleasant, men of good
character need apply.
Southern California, chief engineer-announcer . . . must be experienced in directional
and construction. Call or write Philip L.
Solberg.caster,
General
Manager.
KBVM,
California, only
65 miles
from LanLos
Angeles.
Wanted immediately — engineer - announcer
for
daytimer.
working
conditionsper—
starting
salary Ideal
in excess
of $5,000.00
year. Contact Hoyt Caldwell, Box 877,
KLEA, Lovington, New Mexico.
First phone engineer, smart enough to
realize you can still learn at directional
set-up. nance,Studio
production,
minor mainteno air work.
Send complete
details.
Must have car. KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Wanted: First phone-combo man for five
thousand watt full-time station. No maintenance required. Excellent opportunity to
gain valuable engineering experience under
chief engineer. Send tape, resume, etc to
Henry Beam, WAAY Radio, P.O. Box 986,
Huntsville, Ala.
First class engineer wanted am and fm.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
A-1 country-western 5 kw station will pay
A-1 salary for A-1 engineer-announcer.
Send tape,sonvil e 6,resume
Florida. and picture. WQIK, JackEngineer or combo engineer-announcer.
Wanted
immediately. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Production — Programming, Others
Large Los Angeles area college wants man
or woman with extensive small station experience as radio-television instructor immediately. Teaching credential desirable.
Box 639B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual-mature man probably fifty with
flair for giving depth to special programs,
interviews, community contacts, editorials,
etc., wants to work relaxed, live in intermountain west close to hunting, fishing,
boating. New kind of .iob. Interested?
Write Box 664B, BROADCASTING, give
background.
Experienced copywriter with some knowledge in production. Must be proficient in
writing mation
good
Write WLIP,
inforto: Mr.commercial
William L.copy.
Lipman,
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Just 50 miles north of
Chicago on Lake Michigan.
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Local news director. August opening at
daytime
kilowatt
head news
established
bureau and
work to with
writer news
and
three ters,correspondents.
Air
conditioned
quar5 day week, vacation, hospitalization
and pension benefits. Apply to William
Hohn, WLPO, LaSalle, Illinois.
Attention: Havana and Miami newsmen.
Stringer needed urgently to cover daily
Fidel Castrovitch story for growing radio
news net. Write: NEWEH Productions, P.O.
1618, Hollywood 28, California.
Want to live and work in radio or Television in northern California, southern
Oregon? Sales,
operators,
production. Writetransmitter
Don Telford,
Box 1021,
Eureka, California,
Aggresive newsmen as stringers in your
area for growing radio news net. Actuality
tapes and unique writing important. Write:
NEWEH Productions, P.O. Box 1618, Hollywood 28, California.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Radio manager, success record in meduim
market with top chain, left radio for tv,
wants back in radio management. Professional salesman. Executive ability. Top manCASTING. agement references. Box 621B, BROADGeneral manager — 34 years old, college, well
experienced, will invest own money for interest. Havemoney.
sales-program
that will
invest own
Principles.teamConfidential.
Box 624B, BROADCASTING.
Manager-general, 14 years major market.
Famous group. Top references. Box 634B,
BROADCASTING.
General managership. Currently station
manager. West-southwest
fm-am. Family.
References.
Box 649B, BROADCASTING.
Manager/chief engineer/ in small one
station market. Fourteen years in radio
over eight years with previous employer/
21,2
with for
present
yearsoperations.
as chief
engineer
1000 station,
and 5000 11watt
3 years manager experience. Married, 2
children, 34 years old. Prefer south east.
Box 652B, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced and successful in
sales, management, and operation. 28 years
in radio, sober, best references. Experienced
in both small and metro markets. Willing
to
invest, Available
work on now
percentage,
purchase.
after saleor ofleaseown
station. Box 656B, BROADCASTING.
Highly successful broadcaster with proven
record of fifteen years, all phases of radio,
wants tionsick
mid-west multi-stamarketstation
with anin opportunity
of part
ownership.
Owner
control of station
to memustor give
I am complete
not interested.tionI need
sick
station
only,
not
sick
staand sick owners. Have best references
in the radio industry. If you want to make
money,
CASTING.write me today. Box 660B, BROADManagement:
discussBROADCASTING.
the situation at
your station. Let's
Box 665B,
Manager/sales manager for small, medium
market station. Fifteen years experience in
local and regional selling direct. Fine sales
record. Thorough knowledge station operation, programming, etc. Interested only in
full responsibility.
Highest industry references. Box 674B, BROADCASTING.
Overseas stations! Station manager seeks
management overseas. Top quality format
with lush sound. Any location considered.
References. Reasonable salary. Box 650B,
BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious executive, presently employed, seeking
change success
to urban market
in management
northeast. Proven
record, college grad, more than twelve
years experience
in broadcasting
and management. Box 703B.
BROADCASTING.
Mananger or commercial manager. 10 years
experience these capacities, also network
and national agencies. Best references, solid
record liams.
of 720 profits,
ratings. Salina,
Robert Kansas.
D. WilWest Walnut,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Radio time salesman presently located in
New York suburban area seeks connection
with radio or tv rep or a wide awake radio
station. Experienced in sales, promotion and
servicelocateoffor right
all types
of accounts.
reopportunity.
Salary Will
or draw
against commission plus expenses. Box 642B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Live wirenouncerswingin'
dj or all-around
available September
1. Prefer andj.
Box 553B, BROADCASTING.
Adult appeal stations! Mature professional
for major market. Experienced to handle a
well balanced music show, and any staff.
Know music. Low, smooth, pleasant professional style. 8 years, 28, single, employed.
References from present employer. Box
557B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced country dj -copywriter, farm
news. First phone, no r&r. Box 562B,
BROADCASTING.
Millionable,market
humor dj-announcer.
Lovsincere, brilliant,
friendly, hungry.
Check July 4 ad. Bill Bolte. Box 585B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, beginner, thoroughly
trained, excellent voice, commercial whiz.
Married. Box 620B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj; news and sports. Adult,
professional, versatile, ambitious. Box 622B,
BROADCASTING,
Talented dj, experienced, young, single,
draft-free,
wants Will
swingin'
market, top college,
40 operation.
travel.smallBox
625B, BROADCASTING.
Large market, family radio type operation.
Mature voice, mature record personality,
8 years tion,
in enthusiastic,
polishing. friendly.
No top 40. Music
Tight producpolicy,
from
good
music
to
the
best
of
Will work any shift but prefer today's
midnightpops.to
dawn trick if 24 hour station. Box 631B.
BROADCASTING.
Top morning team, presently with major
station in one of top ten radio markets
desires permanent change. Would consider
radio-television combo. Excellent with production,
promotions Box
and 632B,
commercials.characters,
Highest references.
BROADCASTING.
Football broadcaster.
know
him.
Majors-football,
baseball. You'll
Big name
12 years.
Box 633B, BROADCASTING.
Sports ence,and
pd. Play-by-play,
7 yearsgraduate,
experi26, married,
family, college
excellent character and references. Employed. Box 644B, BROADCASTING.
Up andtv.at Versatile.
'em morning
dj. Play-by-play.
Some
Excellent
references.
$125.00
minimum.
Box
646B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro dj professionally trained and experienced. Prefer small station. Tape upon request. Box 647B, BROADCASTING.
Nine ardyears,
solid references.
Know standand formula
radio. Reference
from
every employer. Veteran with college. Best
of radio background. Open for any investigation. Box 653B, BROADCASTmG.
Air personality; fast-paced, top 40, young,
enthusiastic, 2 years experience, family
man, desires solid station in medium midwest market. Box 654B, BROADCASTING.
Combo man, good voice, single, experienced,
wants small relaxed station near water.
Announce, sales, engineer, copy, manage.
Box 661B, BROADCASTING.
Announce r — NY radio/tv broadcasting
school and college graduate. Capable, adult
individual
possessing
professional voice
quality. authoritative,
Excellent newscaster
and commercial man but interested performing al staff assignments. Some previous
experience. Box 667B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, desires relocation
near Albuquerque.
Fifteen months
experience as program director,
announcer
and
engineer. Emphasis on announcing. PresING. ently employed. Box 670B, BROADCAST107

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Attention Los Angeles area! McLendon experienced . . . Fantastic news, amazing
jock ability. Night shift needed. Box 671B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Ambitious young, married, professional Box
school background
— vet. Production minded.
672B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
young, nomarried,
ambitious.announcer,
Professional school,
top forty.
Box 673B, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Does your station lack professional sound? 3 personalities plus — with a
total of 16 years of experience. (1) engineer and announcer — (1) pd and announcer
— (1) news director-sales and announcer.
All family men, sober and reliable. Work
as a team. Do you want a professional top
rated sound? Your station can be operated
—679B,
To be
top rated. Let's get together. Box
BROADCASTING.
Versatile negro announcer, disc jockey,
copywriter, board operation, experienced,
desire night show, will travel right offer.
Box 682B. BROADCASTING.
Does alert midwest station need immediate,
permanent
Here's
your
man. Boxnewsman-announcer?
685B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Skilled enthusiastic
dj-newscaster. Prompt tape. Box 688B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, chief engineer, seeking change.
Formerly in major market. Can handle any
department, not afraid of responsibility or
work. Box 692B. BROADCASTING.
Better than average dj-newscaster. Eight
years experience. Available immediately.
Box 693B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-accountant, experienced in both,
24;
college grad . . . radio-tv. Bo.x 694B,
BROADCASTING.
Top personality, announcer. Can fill any
seat. Eight years experience all phases.
Presently Pulse rated first in seven station
market. Top metropolitan markets only.
Box 695B, BROADCASTING.
"Young,worked
experienced,
dj-announcer,
smooth
voice,
both indie
and CBS network
affiliate. 3rd class ticket, runs own board,
turntables. Also experienced CBS tv announcer. Best suited for swinging personality show, preferably at night. Also does
play-bv-plav
10 major
sports; news, staff
work. BOX 696B,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer; friendly style, mature,
adaptable, cooperative. Family man seeking larger N.E. market. Box 697B, BROADCASTING.
Among
the Box
rip'n-readers
and newsmen, one
stands out.
686B, BROADCASTING.
8personality
years experience
markets-djavailablemajor-minor
major market
but will
consider smaller for right price. Explain
operation. All replies answered. Box 699B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 29, experienced, reliable, sober,
non-floater. Desires L.A. area. $150 minimum
weekly. Now employed, hurry. Box 700B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer or c&w dj — seeking permanent
position in small market. Prefer New England, 1year experience, operate broad, write
copy, come
3rdan asset
ticket.to Willing
to learn Married,
and beyour operation.
steady, non drinker. Secure position more
important
CASTING. than salary! Box 702B, BROADAnnouncer-dj — Some experience, can operate own board, with unfailing qualities,
youth, ambition. Midwest. Box 704B.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Professional radio school experience. Tight format ■— combo-married,
want to settle down. Claude DeRod, 38-05
65th
Street,
Woodside, L.I., N. Y., Tel: OL
1-1963.
4 years experience. Strong news, production. East dj, but tight. College, married,
family. 32, desire to settle. Available after
Sept. 10. Richard Drake, 915 E. College. Apt.
A,
7-3919.Lake Charles, La., Phone Greenfield
108

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer — All phases, strong
on country and gospel, family man. Contact
Bob Henderson. 4425 Sims Road, Knoxville,
Tenn. after 3 o'clock pm or phone 4-0262.
Graduate Central Technical Institute desires
class ticket.
ested inemployment.
combo; First
announcing.
Jim InterHirt,
2420 N. 8th Street, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
GL 7-5197.
Young man determined to succeed. Well
trained, ambitious and alert. Will relocate.
Bill Jacobs, Box 338, Mancelona, Michigan.
Wanted: non rock operation that needs good
music announcer. Four years experience in
good operation.
26, married,
dependable and good.
Want to veteran,
settle. Like
Hawaii, anywhere mainland. Middle or big
market. Gene Klemick, 125 W. 5th, Ottumwa. Iowa, Murray 2-7807.
Experienced sportscaster — 1st phone. Radiotv-anywhere
— for games.
B. Productions— 1801U.S.A.
Coldwater
Canyon,L. Beverly
Hills. CaUfornia. CRestview 5-8592.
Young Graduate
negro vet. radio
Hard school.
worker. Will
Willing
learn.
travelto
anywhere. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel Ave.,
Chicago 37, Illinois.
Negro dj, outstanding dj personality, run
own board, will travel, Nathaniel Logan, 222
Riverside Drive, NYC 25, Apt. 1B6.
Definite drifter and floater desires night
show . . . Extemporaneous, prima donna,
alwayschasin'
late type
... . 30. .andExperience
still boozin'28
and
women
stations
in last
24 months
. . . None — of
this salary commensurate with ability
jazz ... I gotta eat! . . . Call Jim
Michaels, Crestview 6-1311, K-KID, Pendleton, Oregon anytime . . . Nasty old
employer knows of this ad.
Radio and/or tv . . . experienced staff
announcer with eye toward permanent poMature, exciting
play-by-play
all
sports. sition.
Employed,
28, family,
college. on
Larry
Myers, 1202 Harrison Avenue, Canon City,
Colorado.
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Young man looking for a start in radio or
tv. Covered all phases of studio operations.
Write Mr. Dimitri Nickas, 226-8 Avenue,
Brooklyn 15, N.Y.
"Combo man"
news with
announcing.prefers
Married, reliable
with staff
mature
voice. Experience on Collins and Gates
boards. Bob Picket, WH 2-2658, 133 N.
Montclair, Dallas, Texas.
Announcer-newscaster.
years Dartmouth education. News,Three
announcing,
disc
jockey, and stage acting experience. 21,
single. in
Draft
4-F. Anxious
to get
started
radiostatus:
on permanent
basis. Willing
to travel. Please write or call John Russell,
1030 W. 53rd Terrace, Kansas City 12, Missouri. DElmar 3-3286.
Announcer-graduate of announcing school.
Low. mature voice, enthusiastic beginner
with
some Dukeshire,
board experience.
NormMichigan.
Swenson, 3741
Royal Oak,
Liberty 9-4159.
Technical
1st phone,perience,
college
grad., any
some area,
boardeither
exwould consider
radio or tv. Box 627B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Ten years experience all phases.
Now employed large south eastern city.
Like to work.
StableBROADCASTING.
family man. No announcing. Box 655B,
AM-FM chief engineer desires step-up. Have
the cleanest signal in town! Young, single,
will work anywhere for right offer. Box
71 IB, BROADCASTING.
Engineer.
Experienced
fm, construction, maintenance
and am,
directional
arrays.
Box 709B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-potential announcer. Have two
years experience in radio and one in tv.
Box 710B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted —
Technical (Cont'd)
AM-FM chief engineer, looking for challenge. Rebuilt two station, latest 5kw directional. Must support Corvette! References.
Box 712B, BROADCASTING.
Chief or engineer, twelve years experience,
first phone. Room 217, Marian Hotel, Palatka, Florida, East 5-4536,
First class transmitter job with future, 13
years experience. Will consider am or tv,
any location that pavs. Telephone Crestwood 3-4158, Jefferson Rice, 708 West Central, Bentonville, Arkansas.
Production — Programming, Others
Take a giant step in ratings and income!
I know a program director who can put
your His
station
at the
top of every
timebuyer's
list.
15 year
background
in modern
format radio is solid success. National agencies and rep'sgrammingacknowledge
his
creative
proand sales-building production
work. Presently employed, this man welcomes
new
challenges
ket . . . the tougher inthea top-twenty
better. For marthe
best investment in personnel vou ever
made, write Box 630B, BROADCASTING.
Need more money for churning out creative copy fast. 90 wpm. Employed. Prefer
copy
only BROADCASTING,
position, medium-large market.
Box 651B,
Outstanding
radio-tvcommanding
newscaster-commentator, authoritative,
delivery,
mature, seeking association integrity station/group
desiringcompelling
informative
news, writer-producer
documentaries,
dynamic public affairs programs: extensive
background editorializing. Box 663B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Three years medium southern
market. Proficient all facets of news. ColMarried. Want advancement.
Box lege
669B.graduate.
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster; now employed as broadcastereditor-writer
in top orthirty
wants
to move to similar
largermarket
metropolitan
area anywhere in U. S. Box 691B. BROADCASTING.
Top-flight news and sports. Can handle own
department. Excellent background. Also
handle radio-tv combination. Mid-twenties,
good
looking, married. Box 707B. BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Number one vhf-tv in medium midwest
market now expanding local programming
and sales, needs number one local time
salesman to assist local sales manager.
Moderate
salary toearnings
start, leading
to excellent commission
for right
man.
Send resume
of
experience,
earnings,
erences to Box 432B, BROADCASTING.refTechnical
Engineer with first class license for 250kw
uhf. Experience not necessary. Box 458B,
BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer for employment with a
Virginia
network
ing conditions
and affiliate.
employee Excellent
benefits. workWrite
Box 545B, BROADCASTING.
Assistant to chief wanted by southwest tv
station. First class ticket, strong on maintenance. Good salary
lent opportunity.
Air and
mailbenefits,
resume.excelBox
613B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv broadcast engineer with
full
power vhfarea
station
metropolitan
closein toMontana's
excellent largest
hunting andgineer
fishing.
availableoperation
for enwho likesPosition
maintenance
planning and installation. 40 hour week.
Call collect ALphine 2-5611, Grant French,
KOOK-TV, Billings, Montana.
Vacancy for television engineer. Experience
desirable, but not absolutely necessary if
have radio background and willingness to
co-operate and work. Good working condiMexico. tions. Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Help wanted: New Florida television, station
serving Fort Pierce-Vero Beach area now
staffing departments. On air October First.
WTVI, Fort Pierce, Florida.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3
years experience in maintenance. Jerry E.
Smith, C.E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
News director. Experienced, capable newsman wanted for news director of progressive news minded station. Must be thoroughly experienced in all phases of news
gathering and presentation. Position does
not
necessarily
on-the-air
does require air entail
experience.
Salarywork,
$150 but
per
week. Box 638B, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager. Thoroughly experienced
and successful in competitive broadcasting
administration — sales management •— sales —
programming for 18 years (TV — 7 years). BA
Degree;
36; radio
high-type;
teetotaler.
year, CBS
station
managerForin past
IV2
million market. Present opportunity for advancement too limited. Can produce efficient, high-caliber, profits-making operation in larger or smaller market — radio or
tv.
Have
done it; am doing it. Box 668B,
BROADCASTING.
General manager. 5 years tv management.
Top sales direction. Saleable program creation excellent. Presently employed. Box
689B, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. 10 years
experience these capacities, also network
and national agencies. Best references, solid
record
of West
profits,Walnut,
ratings.Salina,
RobertKansas.
D. Wilhams, 720
Sales
Local-regional sales manager: Dependable,
hard-working,
educated. Interview requested. Box 708B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Producer ■ director - writer. Experienced.
Alert. Creative. Practical. Box 623B,
BROADCASTING.
ETV production manager (BA., Speech, MS.,
Television,sociation
certificated
teacher)
desires
aswith etv center
offering
growth
opportunity.
Experienced
all phasesontelevision production.
Strong emphasis
instructional programming. School board position
considered.
Location/salary
dependent upon nature of position. Box 626B,
BROADCASTING.
Film director, all phases film room operation, 5 years experience, versatile, family
man, excellent references. Can also work in
production. Box 637B, BROADCASTING.
Available January 15, 1%1 — Production/direction live/film. Versatile
all phases
commercial/education. 10 years
experience.
Have
Arri
—
Passport
—
Will
travel.
Box
640B,
BROADCASTING.
20 years experience, including 5 years tv
management. Creative programming my
forte. Seeking program directorship of
quality operation. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For immediate sale: RCA 5kw television
transmitter channel 5 RCA transmitter console with TM-5A monitor RCA 3 bay antenna channel 5. RCA WM12 and WM13 demodulators. RCA lOkw harmonic filters (2) channel 5, RCA lOkw diplexer channel 5, 400'
Stainless
guyed
ground. 800'
3V8
transmission
line.tower
Sold on
as package
or separately. Box 377B, BROADCASTING.
Multiplex receivers — Bogen RM2 — like new.
67kc.—
ING. $110 each. Box 431B, BROADCASTRCA 6-bay hi band tv antenna, few years
old, presently tuned to Channel 9, but can
be tuned to any of the high bands. This anten a is the lower half of a 12-bay and will
support six more bays, or can be used as is.
Will
be
available soon — cheap. Box 643B,
BROADCASTING.

13 years experience am-fm-tv, studio, and
transmitter, operation, construction maintenance, 9years chief and supervisory. Box
599B, BROADCASTING.

Volkswagen deluxe microbus remote studio
complete
16" TTs,
601-2 Ampex TR,
30
W PAwith
system
music-caster
fluorescent
lights,
radio,
etc. Used speakers,
less than
one year. Price $4500.00 new condition.
Inventory available. P.O. Box 54, STA.F.,
Cincinnati 4, Ohio.
Two complete DuMont Flying Spot Scanner systems. First system has two DuMont
16mm projectors, two Swindler Saupe slide
projectors, opaque section. Original cost
S31.300. In daily operation until last week.
Excellent
Priceand$6,260
firm.of Second systemcondition.
is full color
consists
two
16mm fied.
DuMont
projectors,
one
color
modiTwo color DuMont slide projectors.
Original cost $32,192.00. Price $6,500 firm.
Will sell both for $12,000 firm. Contact
Homer Lane, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Arizona.

Production-Programming, Others
Experienced cine-photographer with on-thespot news reporting, full editing and lab
experience.
Available immediately. Box
999A, BROADCASTING.

Two magnecorders ptSah and associated
amplifiers pt6J ... in excellent condition
. . . must sell at once . . . call W-DOG
Radio, Marine City, Michigan, telephone
RO. 5-7944, ask for Mr. Cale . . . Make us an
offer.

Radio announcer with a very good background wants job in tv as an announcer.
Prefer
all
auditions
in person.
I don't care
for tapes.
The
job must
be permanent.
Box
581B,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Desire to relocate in San Francisco-Oakland
area. 10 years experience. Radio-tv. Available November 1st. Box 547B, BROADCASTING.

WANTED

IMMEDIATELY

METEOROLOGIST
Excellent opportunity for experienced TV weathercaster with professional background and training in meteorology to supervise complete weather station including Decca type 40 weather radar. Contact or call Leroy E. Kilpatrick,
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va.
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
One RCA type BTA-5F am transmitter, 5
kw output operating and tuned to 1310 kc.
1 RCA type BTF-lOB fm transmitter 10 kw
output — operating and tuned to 97.3 mc.
Contact: Dan Hydrick, WGH Radio, Norfolk-Newport News. Virginia,
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with
A-2 lighting.
150'
standing —immediately.
40' grounded— 190'
Available
Make
offer.overall.
Radio Station
WOKJ, P.O. Box
4-4096.
2667. Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
35 mm tv projectors for sale. Four used
Simplex Acme projectors with 3-2 pulldown
for tv,tactwill
be availableChief
in September.
Otis Freeman,
Engineer, Con220
East 42nd Street, New York 17, New YorkTelephone No. Murray Hill 2-6500.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru 24" Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
Paul, Minn.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Experienced owner-operators will pay to
300M for right radio station. No brokers.
Box 358B, BROADCASTING.
Will buy station in Texas located in city
over 10,000 population. Submit terms
wanted. Confidential. No brokers. Box 629B.
BROADCASTING.
Construction permit wanted. Small investment group wishes partial interest in radio
c.p. Any area. Can furnish capital and
references.
CASTING. No brokers. Box 676B, BROADResponsible Individual, twenty years broadcast management wants thousand watt daytim.er, 50.000-100,000 population primary
market, less population if single station
market. Eastern seacoast. North Carolina to
ING.
Florida,
principal. Box 701B, BROADCASTEquipment
TV mobile van without equipment, or if
equipped, must have 2 camera chains,
monitors, audio, etc. Advise price, location,
ING.
list of equipment. Box 675B, BROADCASTWant Nems-Clarke field intensity meter.
George Williams, KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.
Want 900 megacycle STL system, complete.
Contact R.J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN,
Lexington, Nebraska.
Good used 250 watt transmitter on or near
1290 kc. that would serve as stand-by. Preferwest.RCAAlsoalready
located
"northneed good
used infourPacific
channel
remote amplifier. State price and condition.
KUMA, Pendleton, Oregon.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to
or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fiftha tower
Avenue,soldN.Y.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved.
Request2603brochure.
Elkins Dallas,
Radio
License School,
Inwood Road,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31. October 26, 1960. January 4, 1961.
For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting. 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
%
MANAGER
Northern Ohio medium market sta§tion seeks strong sales-management
- man looking for top potential. Tell
§ all 1st letter.
^i-- yy-- -^5^.
Box 628B,
■^O'- '-<5'- BRC-XDCASTING.

yy.
§

J
&
?
1^
^
'{j
f
I

-^y^.

vi^.

./y. yy-. ■y^'. yy-. -j

NEWSMAN WANTED
Experienced, aggressive, newscaster,
reporter and editor, for this toprated, 24 hours station, in the 43rd
market. All modern news-gathering
aids, including AP, UPI, Radio Press
Int'l.,
air and
etc. Better
thanground
averagemobile
salaryunits,
and
working conditions, permanent position. Send complete information, ineluding starting salary, photo, tape,
etc., to BOB WYLIE, P.D., WAKR,
Radio-TV Center, Akron 20, Ohio,
PO 2-8811.

{HOI FRANTIC)
FOR PRESTIGE
PERSONALITY STATION
MAJOR
NORTHEAST MARKET
TOP PAY
Send Audition Tape (7V2 I.P.S.)
To Box 657B,
=5
BROADCASTING

FIRST PHONE ANNOUNCER
Needed end cf September announcerdj with first phone ticket. All night
show. Top rated 5000 watt direciional.
Send tape, resume, salary requirements
to WNDR, Syracuse, New York.
1 r
1r
1r
T.J
Production-Programming, Others
AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
IN ADVERTISING AGENCY
RADIO-TV COPYWRITING
For a college graduate with 1-2 years of
station experience including commercial
copywriting and account handling.
The immediate assignment in this well
established Syracuse agency will be handling all copywriting and station contacts for
a number of established accounts. Ultimate
opportunity to develop this department,
with appropriate financial incentives.
We serve this agency in a consulting capacity. No charge to the applicant for our
services. For further information please write
John W. Willard and Associates, Personnel
Consultants, 753 James St., Syracuse, New
York.
no

^
5
v
J
^
?
'§

TELEVISION GIRL
NEW YORK CITY
Nationwide film syndicator looking for
girl with local TV station background for
important
Must
be able toprogramming
discuss films assignment.
with TV station
personnel. No travel. Locate NYC. Salary
open.
Write Box 678B, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Equipment

Technical

Announcers

LIVELY DISK JOCKEYS

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

CHIEF ENGINEER
Outstanding 60 kilowatt eastern clear
channel needs qualified man to handle
large plant and staff. Must be strong administrator. Good pay and company benefits. Send complete information on experience, salary required and recent photo.
Box 698B, BROADCASTING
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
AVAILABLE
Network executive with proven track
record in management, sales and administration. Desires association with
enterprising firm interested in growth.
Knows local operations as well as national. Top references.
Box 681B, BROADCASTING

No. 1
in The Instant
Tape Cartridge
Cueing Field
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
or
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

MIDWEST JOBS WAITING
12 Salesmen, 1 Salesmgr. 11 Announcers 2
P.D.s, 10 Engineers, 11 Combo-men, plus
production help,
in our files.
New currently
openings daily
We place in eight Upper Midwest states
Write NOW for application
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division H
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others

CAROLINAS CALLING
Announcer, engineers, all positions.
No registration fee.
Carriker Employmenf Service
314 W. Trade Street
Charlotte, N.C.

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

TELEVISION

ADVERTISING & PROMOTION MANAGER
Top station in large eastern market.
Television background and experience
essential. Imaginative, self-starting
plans-maker to head up department.
Well versed in all advertising media;
familiar with audience research and
methods. Capable administrator, able to
coordinate and formulate long-range
plans. Skilled in the use of on-air, print
media, outdoor trade press and direct
mail. An able writer with a thorough
knowledge of sales development and
sales promotion. Send qualifications to:
Box 666B, BROADCASTING

PROFIT PROBLEMS
We may be able to help you.
Since 1945 our firm has been employed by radio and television stations throughout the country to analyze day-to-day operations and make
specific recommendations for improvement. We may not be smarter
than the executives we advise, but
we do bring in a fresh viewpoint,
know-how based on experience, and
an analytical eye unimpeded by station politics and policies.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Tv and Radio
Licensed
Consultants
Brokers
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
as recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Groups
1,000— $6.95, 2,000— S1 1 .00, 5,000— $24.00.
Check with orcler. Delivery within 3 days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Fairs, N.Y.
STATIONS
SMALL AM STATION
In Michigan for sale — in small market — Ideal owner operator set-up.
Priced to sell.
Box 636B, BROADCASTING

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Fulltime station grossing over $60,000
and showing good ownership earnings.
Absentee owner's other business interests forces quick sale. 13 acres of land
and fine building included in price of
$79,000 with $22,500 down and the
balance over 10 years.
Box 684B, BROADCASTING

X
CHICAGO SUBURBAN FM
STATION FOR SALE
Operating profitably; income can
be doubled with multiplexing. Exclusive local service for over $300,000,000 suburban market. Low
overhead. New equipment. No
brokers, please.
Box 687B, BROADCASTING
OtK.

29%
Fla.
Local $50M
Small
La.
terms
Small
250-w 107M
25 dn.
Single Ikw-D 80M
Va.
III.
Single Daytimer 95M
terms
N.Y.
Single Daytimer 105M
15cash
dn.
Cal.
Single 250w 68M
Miss.
Single 250w 39M
15 dn.
Metro Ikw-D 175M
Ala.
5829%dn.
Metro Local 175M
Cal.
Large
Fla.
Regional 165M
cash
Fla.
Large Fulltime
225M
terms
Mid Atl Major Fulltime 330M
25%
Central Major Daytimer 415M
cash
And Others
PAUl. H.
CHAPMAN
COM PA N Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville
New York San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle
Troy, O.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9,
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

MISCELLANEOUS

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3152
Woodland 7-1449
Santa Barbaro, California
FOR

SALE

iGUNZENDORFEI
CALIFORNIA — $12,500 down. ?300 a
month payout. Total price ?60,000.
NORTHWEST — ^27,500 down. 10 year
payout. Total price 895,000.
CALIFORNIA — $43,500 down, 10 year
payout. Total price S150,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.
Licensed Brokers — Financial Consultants

To BUY or SELL a Radio or TV station,
contact
PATT McDonald co.
Box 9266 — Ph. GL. 3-8080
Austin, Texas; or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd. NY 17, NY
MU. 2-4813

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Coniultanti — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa

Continued from page 105
BP-13395 — New, Mountain Home, Idaho.
Northwest
Bcstrs, Inc. Req: 1240kc, 250w,
unl.
BP-13396— KSIG Crowley, La., KSIG Bcstg.
Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req; 1450kc,
250w,
Ikw-LS.WWNS
unl. Statesboro, Ga., WWNS
BP-13397—
Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1240kc.
250w,
Ikw-LS,New,unl. Hardin, Mont., Big Horn
BP-13399—
County Musicasters. Req: 1230kc. 250w, unl.
BP-13408— New, Great Falls, Mont., John
Broad Bcstg. Assoc. Req: 920kc. 5kw, D.
BP-13409— WLOG Logan, W.Va., Clarence
H. Frey and Robert O. Greever. Has: 1230kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w. Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13412— WOCH North Vernon, Ind., Dorrell Ochs. Has: 1460kc, 500w, D. Req: 1460
kv, Ikw, D.
BP-13413— KAHU Waipahu, Hawaii, Rural
940kc, lOkw, unl.
BP-13415 — New, Phoenix, Ariz., Maryvale
Bcstg. Co, Req: 1520kc, Ikw. DA. D.
BP-13416— KTOC Jonesboro, La., Jackson
Parish Bcstrs. Has: 920kc, 500w, DA. D
Req: 920kc, Ikw. D.
BP-13417—
Windermere,
Fla. D.Windermere Radio New,
Co. Req:
1480kc. Ikw.
BP-13420— KAOK Lake Charles, La., KAQK
Inc. Has: 1400kc. 250w, unl. Req: 1400kc,
250w,
Ikw-LS.WROK
DA-D.Rockford,
unl.
BP-13422—
111., Rockford
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1440kc, 500w, Ikw-LS unl.
Req:
1440kc. New,
500w, San
5kw-LS,
BP-13423—
Diego, DA-D,
Calif., unl.
Cabrillo
Bcstg, Co, Req: 1520kc, 500w, Ikw-LS. DA-2
unl.
BP-13425— New, Columbia, Miss., Fortenberry
Enterprises, Req: 1600kc, 500w, D.
BP-13427—
KTNT Tacoma, Wash., Tribune
Publishing Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1400kc,
250w. Ikw-LS, unl.
BP-13428—
WOKS Columbus, Ga., OK Radio Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1340
250w, Ikw-LS.
kc,BP-13429—
WCRW unl.Chicago, III., WCRW
lOOw, S-WEDC,
1240kc,
Has:
WSBC, WSBC Req 250w, S-WEDC,
1240kc.
BP-13430—
New, Sand Springs, Okla., Forrest G, Conley, Req: 1340kc, lOOw. unl.
BP-13431— New,
Myers, Fla., NewSounds Bcstg, Corp,Ft.Req:
1370kc. 500w. D
BP-13432— New, Luray, Va.,
Page Countv
Bcstr. Req: 1590kc. Ikw, D
BP-13433— KTIX Seattle, Wash., KTIX Inc.
Has:
DA-N, 1590kc.
unl. 5kw, D. Req: 1590 kc, 5kw

Applications on which 309(b) letters
have been issued:
BP- 13362— WWXL Manchester, Ky., Wilderness Road Bcstg. Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w
unl, Req: 1450kc, 250w,
Ikw-LS, unl,
BP-13406 KBKW Aberdeen
, Wash., KBKW
Inc.
Has:
1450kc.
250w.
unl. Req: 1450kc.
250kw, Ikw-LS. unl.
BP-13426— New, Hammonton, N.J.. Rodio
Radio,
Req: 1320kc, 500w, DA, D,

L.A. date
STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Exclusive
Stable market. Well established. Will do
$85,000 for year. Asking $135,000 with
29% dov/n.
SOUTHEAST. Profitable daytimer. Did
$84,000 last year. Ahead this year.
Asking $125,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full
time. Doing $50,000. Asking $55,000
with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Absentee owned.
Growing market. Asking $50,000 with
$10,000 down.
SOUTHWEST. One of the top markets
in the country. Full time. Billing $12,000 monthly. Asking $270,000. 29%
down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

change

A change in date, from Oct. 5
to Oct. 10, was announced last
week for the FCC's programming
inquiry in Los Angeles, Calif. As
originally scheduled (Broadcasting, July 25), the hearing will be
held at 10 a.m. in the courtroom
of the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Ninth Circuit, 312 N. Spring St..
Los Angeles. Chief Hearing E.xaminer James D. Cunningham
will preside at the hearing. Commission counsel will include
Ashbrook Bryant, chief of the
Network Study Staff, and assistant chief James Tierney. A number of Hollywood tv film producers are expected to face the
scrutiny of the commission in
this third phase of a programming
investigation begun in February
1959. Other hearings were held
in New York and Washington.
(FOR THE RECORD) 111

SALES

BOOSTER:

ADVERTISING

WESTERN

UNION

DISTRIBUTION

SERVICE!

Catalogues delivered . . . displays set up ... ad reprints
distributed . . . this is the kind of quick, personal distribution service that helps boost sales . . . and it's exactly what
you get from Western Union Distribution Service. Whatever
it is . . . we'll get it there . . . pronto!
Wire us collect for the full story. Address: Western Union,
Special Service Division, Department 8-B, New York, N. Y.

WESTERN

SPECIAL

UNION

SERVICES
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OUR

RESPECTS

Joseph

TO

. . .

Lawrence

Floyd

Natural trademarks being what they reted out and dramatized."
Who's in Town? ■ By that time he
are, it was pretty predictable that a
to pry into people's buying
started
booster
ded
Dakota
promotion-min
would make a distinct dent on Madison moods (on some nights the streets
Avenue when he started pounding buy- would be jammed, while on others,
"you could shoot a cannon up and
ers' ears in the early 1950s.
The big-city advertising machine down the street"). He also acquired
that sells soap or cereal with equal more promotional know-how, detercompetence was meeting its match — a mined to beat out entrenched opposisingular. self-made selling champ out tion in advertising and gimmickry,
of the farmlands of South Dakota. Among his promotions: chances on auThe new contender in the Manhattan tomobiles or trailer coaches, and new
market place sported horn-rimmed homes; girls in tights, swinging from
glasses, bristling mustache, a charac- the Granada marquee; an airplane taxiteristic cigar, and a voice that boomed: ing down city streets to the theatre
"I'm Joe Floyd. I consider myself a with a can of film. Messrs. Floyd and
helluva salesman." Mr. Floyd was in Ruben expanded their enterprises, gettown to line up programs for KELO- ting a local undertaker to finance a
TV Sioux Falls. S.D., in 1953 at a larger show-house; setting up a bowlingtime when advertisers were waiting recreational center, and adding a chain
for more sets and consumers for more of six drive-in theatres through the
shows. Today, buyers know the Floyd Dakotas.
It was almost inevitable that broadtrademark considerably better.
KELO-TV is the heart and core of casting would prove the next lure for
South Dakota's KELO-Land which Messrs. Floyd, Ruben and Bentson.
also includes satellites KPLO-TV Re- Actually, Joe Floyd had brushed against
liance and KDLO-TV Florence (Water- the medium in producing Blind Date,
town), as well as KELO radio, all a Hollywood theatre idea conceived by
owned by Midcontinent Broadcasting a longtime associate, Clifford Gill, head
Co.. of which Mr. Floyd is presi- of the Beverly Hills (Calif.) agency
dent and one-third owner. He also is bearing his name, which handles Midvice president and stockholder of other continent advertising. Mr. Floyd took
BFR Stations properties— 'WLOL-AM- the format to NBC Radio and produced
FM Minneapolis (331/3%), KSO Des the program nationally with others.
Moines (20%). and newly-acquired BFR Lineup ■ The BFR principals
in 1952,
KELO-AM-TV
acquired
WKOW-AM-TV Madison, "Wis. (20%).
Running & Thinking ■ It may be said
that Joseph Lawrence Floyd came by
his promotional savvy obscurely if not
modestly. Born in Minneapolis Oct. 3.
1911, he was graduated from high
school there in 1931. As a theatre
usher at 15, he found he could fill up
empty seats by running much and
thinking hard. Show business took
precedence over further education (IV2
years at the U. of Minnesota) and he
hatched a "depression-proof" idea for
a barnstorming tour: auctioning off
feminine apparel worn by pretty models to an eager audience.
Continuing his climb, Mr. Floyd became assistant manager of a Minneapolis theatre owned by E.R. Ruben, now
one of his broadcasting associates, along
with N. Lawrence Bentson (the three
initials comprise BFR). Mr. Floyd bemanagerMr.
of Sioux
Granada
theatrecameunder
Ruben Falls'
in 1933.
Mr. Floyd arrived at a view on the
importance of film attractions that
pretty well sums up his promotional
flair for tv today: "No matter how
weak a movie may be, there are always
BFR Stations' Floyd
saleable values in it which can be ferSomething nobody else can offer
BROADCASTING, August 15, 1960

KDLO-TV in 1955, KPLO-TV in 1957
and WKOW-AM-TV only this summer
(Broadcasting, June 27) (affiliations:
all CBS and ABC).
Mr. Floyd's association with Mr.
Gill (not to be confused with station executive Cliff Gill) goes back a number
of years and is credited with providing
the idea for the familiar advertising
name, KELO-Land. The enthusiastic
Mr. Floyd already was having a rough
time on Madison Avenue in 1953 and
things weren't improving when Mr. Gill
posed a riddle: "What can your station
give the advertiser that no other station
in the nation can offer?" Mr. Floyd
pleaded ignorance. "You, Joe. You can
sell
was the
told.blazes out of any product," he
That is precisely what Mr. Floyd has
done through the years, garnering advertiser money and generating station
growth in a market that recently has
added a competitor (KSOO-TV on ch.
13) to his established ch. 11.
Fitting the Pieces ■ Mr. Floyd is
constantly on the go throughout
KELO-Land and puts company executives on their mettle when he's
at home in Sioux Falls. Says he:
"Merely being strong in various facets
of station operation is not enough.
They have to mesh. You've got to put
One together."
example of this talent was esthings
tablishment of KELO-Land by "pushing back the walls" of the KELOTV signal and setting up KDLO-TV and
KPLO-TV to create a single, homogenous, and larger market. With the satellite hookup, Midcontinent claims
coverage of 73,496 square miles, including 103 counties in five states, and
an audience of over 265,000 tv homes
for advertisers.
Now well aware of the Floyd trademark and station coverage claims,
agency buyers no longer ignore the
rich midwestern market anchored in the
South Dakota area. And, in case they
forget, Mr. Floyd can be expected to
remind them anew with spectacular
stunts such as BFR's annual World Series baseball parties for New York and
Chicago agency buyers.
Mr. Floyd married the former
Donna B. Broach in 1936. They have
a son, Joe Jr., a student at Denver U.,
and two grandchildren. The family has
a cabin on Lake Okoboji in Iowa, where
Mr. Floyd achieves relaxation almost
as easily as he tackles a hard sell or
merchandising idea.
At the lake Joe Floyd presides over
a barbecue pit, pilots his cruiser or just
basks on his back in the lazy blue resort
waters. His friends say the ever-present
cigar can still be seen, tightly clenched
between his teeth, exemplifying his su113
preme confidence that he "can sell the
blazes out of any product."

EDITORIALS
A truer view
THE Advertising Council has published a litde book with
a big tide that is worth anybody's reading time.
The book is called "True Stories About Advertising Agencies and Their Talented Men and Women, or Another Two
Years of Lighting The Torches for America and Putting Out
Her Fires." It describes in a few words, but all of them
meaningful, the 19 nationwide campaigns that volunteer
agencies have conducted under the auspices of The Advertising Council in the past two years. The campaigns range
from forest fire prevention to getting out the vote.
We hope the book is given wide circulation, particularly
among the politicians and others who lately have been belaboring advertising as the domain of the unprincipled, the
money-hungry and the cynical. If the critics read it, they
will at least be somewhat moved. For the stories in the book
show the good that advertising and advertising people are
doing — at no reward save the satisfaction of being identified
with useful causes.
At the end of the book is a short passage that describes
"The Man from Madison Avenue." Here is what it says:
"Nearly every big national public drive conducted in
America since the start of World War II has had, working
busily behind the scenes, good people from a volunteer advertising agency. The statistics of this unsung labor of love
are pretty staggering, and do violence to the stereotype of
the slick advertising man circulated by columnists and circulation-minded authors.
"The man from Madison Avenue may have his faults.
But he turns out to be an astonishingly decent fellow and a
better citizen of his country than most of the brickbatthrowers.
"And every day, in some city or town in America, it
happens — the man who is expert in communications is
asked by friends and strangers to push another good community cause toward its goal. Far from Madison Avenue
and Michigan Boulevard, talented advertising agency folks
join up regularly, to aid local public service projects with
their special skills.
"So we recommend the true stories — these few examples
— told herein to authors, columnists and all who look down
their noses at advertising. The heroes of these stories are,
indeed, men and women 'who [in the words of Alexander
Pope] do good by stealth, and blush to find fame.' "
Half a loaf
THE Pastore-Harris amendments are headed for enactment at this bob-tailed session of Congress. They will
be a compromise in which neither broadcaster nor regulator
gets all he wants.
There will be no suspensions up to 10 days for violations
of the FCC's interminable regulations — as the FCC and
House Committee Chairman Oren Harris fervently hoped.
That was made clear by Senate Commerce Subcommittee
Chairman Pastore in the opening moments of last week's
hearings. Here, concerted opposition of broadcasters paid off.
But the outlook is bleak as to fines. They won't be the
$1,000 per day per infraction as the House and the FCC
urged. There will be "refinements" limiting liability and
probably spelling out a schedule of forfeitures depending
on the magnitude of the violation.
There seems to be the notion that the government has to
hit broadcasters in the pocket-book. This, even though
Sen. Pastore painstakingly observed that "99.44% of the
country's broadcasters" are dedicated people and that a tiny
minority has caused the calamitous troubles of recent
months.
The FCC has never used its cease and desist or its revoca114

tion authority as Congress intended. By giving it the middleground to fine. Congress will make of the FCC a police
court as well as a traffic court.
The good may overshadow the bad in the Pastore-Harris
amendments, now that the suspension provision is to be
booted out. Certainly the outlawing of quiz-rigging and
payola is a plus. Clarification of sponsor-identification to
end the temporary-license chaos precipitated by the FCC's
literal application of Section 317 is essential. The pre-grant
procedures and the provision to root out payoffs and strike
applications are necessary.
For some time broadcasters have known that it's tougher
to do business with Uncle Sam. Arrogation of program controls as enunciated in the FCC's policy last month, plus its
new Complaint and Compliance Division with its Gestapo
implications made this evident. The fine authority now in
the legislative sights will give the FCC an additional powerful bludgeon. We can only hope that it brandishes it
wisely and sparingly.
Reps and single rate
B UYERS and sellers of broadcast time have been grumbling about "local" and "national" rates ever since — it
sometimes seems — the invention of the local distributor.
Pleas for a single rate embracing both local and national
business have been made loud and often, in many cases
have been heeded and in many others rejected or simply
disregarded. Last week the plea was made again, this time
by a voice that, while it may not be universally heeded, can
hardly be ignored.
The members of the Station Representatives Assn., including some of the leading reps in the business, abandoned
their traditional hands-off policy in this controversy and
voted unanimously to recommend that all stations adopt a
one-rate system for all spot broadcasting. Their argument,
briefly, is that "local" and "national" or "retail" and "general" cannot be defined in a way that will not discriminate
against some advertiser.
This argument is not new, and there are broadcasters who
disagree with it. We do not presume to tell stations what
policy they should adopt, any more than SRA presumes to
tell them whether the one rate it recommends should be
higher or lower than what they are charging now. We do
say that the problem will not go away by itself. Stations
would be smart to use the SRA recommendations as a cue
to give the whole question careful study. Whatever the decision, itshould not be made by default.

Drawn for BROADCASTrNG by Sid His
"It's for the sleepy heads on the late, late show. We fire
it before every commercial."
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Today

it still is! Yowc first buy — your best buy
— in this important market is KOB
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families moving

to the nation's leading "growth area"
have given Albuquerque these impressive
national rankings:
KOB-RADIO

65th in Total Retail Sales
64th in Population

ALBUQUERQUE,
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Sales . . . today it is 65th!
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Young Presentation only begins with "where"
and "when" of radio spot sales. The "how" is
equally if not more important. The point is illustrated by our newest concept, the "Featurette,"
which combines a spot with a miniature program of
two minutes or less.
Example: Old Spice opens with billboard connecting product with title, "Spice of Life." About

billings

by 217%

in four

years.

20 seconds of human interest story precede spot and
closing billboard.
"Featurette" typifies Adam Young Inc.'s creative
approach to selling and to representation. If you
are an advertiser interested in applying "Featurette" to your marketing problem ... or if you are
a radio station interested in this brand of creative
representation, write, wire or phone:

where creativity is the catalyst for growth
NEW YORK
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"Sky Watch's" Milwaukee traffic and news happenings every day —
exclusive in its carefully developed program of public service. Milwau-
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Murphy, Missouri is a charming iiamlet lI'/2 \,
miles Southwest of the St Louis City Limits.
Shaun Murphy, our National Sales Manager
was among the missing when this picture was
made (vacationing in Ireland). But Shaun, his
bow tie, and his KTVI rate card are back on
the job now, and will be seeing you soon!
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KRLD-TV's net weekly circulation of 578,100* TV Homes sends your message into
38,800 more homes than station B, 62,300 more than station C and 226,700 more
than station D.
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more

with

Channel FOUR
*ARB, June 1960

represented nationally by the Branham Company
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STATIONSi

Clyde W. Rembert, President
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POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Peddling issue ■ Do Kennedy forces
mean to make campaign issue of influence peddling in federal government,
including FCC? Could be, because
Robert F. Kennedy, presidential nominee's younger brother and campaign
chief, has been personally examining
records of House Legislative Oversight
Committee. It's learned he has made
several visits to committee and has
worked with its stafl^ investigators on
matters which fall within purview of

I its wide-ranging investigations.
Obvious target, it's assumed, is GOP
presidential nominee Nixon. Kennedy
j forces hope to ferret out clues as to
j possible pressure used personally by
j Vice President or his staff in conflict of
\ interest cases, not excluding ex-parte
j aspects in two dozen tv cases examined
I by committee, not all of which were
\ brought into open hearing. Other than
1 incident of several years ago in Fresno
f /V case involving Murray Chotiner, west
coast attorney and former close political advisor to Mr. Nixon, tlwe have
been no revelations or even rumors rej garding Nixon-connected
action in
'Ii| broadcast matters.
NAB's search ■ NAB committee to
select new president to succeed late
j Harold E. Fellows tentatively plans
meeting in Washington about Sept 19
I — to run several days if necessary,
ji Committee, headed by Howard Lane,
KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland. Ore., has
under consideration several prospects —
all important personages in public life.
Eight-man committee has been screening prospects since shortly after death
last March 8 of Mr. Fellows.
■

Likelihood is that selection committee will settle on two or three names
next month. Presumably it will then be
up to NAB policy committee, sitting
as regency, to enter final negotiations.
There's no time-table although policy
committee would like to be relieved of
task promptly. Predominant view has
been that selection probably would not
be made until after November elections, although committee insists this
is not necessarily so. Policy committee
is comprised of Clair R. McCoUough,
Steinman stations, Lancaster. Pa.,
chairman; G. Richard Shafto, W ISAM-TV Columbia, S.C., and Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, III.
Editorializing next? ■ Is editorializing
next on agenda of Chairman Oren
Harris' House Oversight Committee?
In Q & A session at meeting

CIRCUIT®

of Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. in
Little Rock last week, Mr. Harris predicted that "editorializing by stations is
going to become an issue." He posed
question whether person using natural
resource belonging to public can "as
a matter of policy use that resource for
editorializing." Fact that both courts
and FCC have held editorializing appropriate, with only fairness as yardstick, was not mentioned.
Study wondering
in contrastswhat■ Broadcasters
can't
help
constitutes news.
They cite current Chrysler situation
wherein company officials are charged
with gross mismanagement through
"featherbedding, payola and nepotism,"
with one fired officer required to return
$450,000 he received from interest in
vending company. These events, says
one broadcaster, "hardly made the
headlines," and haven't bestirred single
syndicated columnist or evoked editorial comment or cover stories in any
newsmagazine. This in contrast to what
happened with quiz-rigging and broadcast payola.
Latin fete ■ When Continental Broadcasting Day is observed in Latin America Oct. 4, U.S. government will participate through formal comments by
President Eisenhower attesting essentiality of freedom of communications
if democracy is to be preserved. Implicit in comments will be jab at Fidel
Castro's dictatorship, which has commandeered all Cuban private broadcasting along with newspapers not
identified with his revolutionary government. Heads of all Pan-American
nations whose broadcast interests are
affiliated with Inter-American Assn. of
Broadcasters, are also expected to
participate. Herbert E. Evans, president of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
is U.S. representative (through NAB's
designation) on lAAB. Raul Fontaina,
Montevideo broadcaster, is president.

■ Spot tv's latest "sucCoffeecess"break
advertiser will break its first seminational campaign in mid-September
with $300,000 eight-week campaign in
top 10 markets including New York.
Advertiser is National Federation of
Coffee Growers of Colombia, via Doyle
Dane Bernbach, New York, which only
last spring was debating whether its
one-city tv test campaign (New York
only) should be extended (Broadcasting, April 25). That die is cast appears
sure: After Jan. 1 advertiser will start
$1 million spot tv campaign with 34week drive in same 10 markets, using

5-1 ratio in favor of minutes to chainbreaks. Campaign as used in New York
didn't sell coffee brand but idea that
better-quality coffee brands use Colombian coffee "predominantly."
3M's cartridge ■ Is Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. planning to enter industrial
tape cartridge recording field as well as
home consumer end through its newlyacquired Revere Camera Co.? While
3M spokesmen discount reports, prospect was not entirely ruled out. It's conceivable that once it gets into home recorder market (sometime in 1961), it
may look into potential which, if it
materialized, would put 3M in competition with other cartridge systems now
in use by many radio stations. (Note:
3M owns MBS which, though stations
are only affiliates, could provide heavy
potential in itself.)
Trouble ahead ■ Not everybody on
Senate Watchdog Committee is happy
with FCC's two sets of queries to stations— earlier one asking advance plans
and policies on political broadcasting
and second batch covering same ground
plus report on time given and sold in
Sept. 1-Nov. 8 period, to be answered
after election. Complaint is queries
don't pin station down to flat yes or no.
Subcommittee will be watchmg for network misstep in handling presidential
campaign and for one-sided handling
of political broadcasts.
Active vs passive? ■ Although government and Bell Telephone scientists
are tremendously impressed with results of Echo I, balloon in orbit for
bouncing radio signals long distances,
they privately agree active satellite
probably is best answer to transoceanic and transcontinental communications— including tv. This has always
been
military's
viewpoint.
Reason inis
that with
transmitters
and receivers
space, amount of power on earth need
not be great and size of receiving antennas iswithin reason.
Counting down ■ Indignant squawks
from number of central city officials,
claiming U.S. Census is givihg them
smaller population than they claim,
show signs of subsiding following official re-checks of April decennial tally.
In one central city cooperative recount
by census and municipal authorities
turned up just four more people. Census
officials say some mayors were extremely reluctant to accept evidence of
shrinking central-city population caused
by migration to suburban areas.
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Detroit

is known
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industry
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a

"healthy" television market. Nobody, but
nobody, rolls over and plays dead. Competition is intense, but clean, in this fourstation market of 1,900,000 TV homes.
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We're proud to be a part of this dynamic
competitive television market, and have
a healthy

respect

for all our

competitors.

That's why we're prouder still that, month
after month, both Nielsen and ARB show
Channel 2 the consistent audience leader.

DETROIT

(For example: First place in over-all share of
audience every ARB in 1960. Nielsen tells
the same story.)
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How can radio be sold more effectively? ■ This
vital question is asked in this weei^'s Monday Memo
by Leo Burnett Co.'s vice president in charge of mariveting services, L.S. Matthews. He's concerned that
radio is on the brink of becoming just a reminder
medium and he thinks radio has too many other good
quahties to allow this to happen. Mr. Matthews also
is disturbed about selling by '"box-car" ratings alone.
j^^^^^ j-^jg practices? "An unholy mess," he finds. For
the details from this Chicago agency executive about
these issues, turn to page 14.
Mr. Matthews

^

Serials: end of an era ■ Biggest gold mine network radio ever had is
scheduled to close down in November. History of daytime serials,
alias "soaps," alias "weepers," which in their heyday accounted for a
third or more of network income, is reviewed and the part they played
with audiences and advertisers is examined. Page 27.
After the serials ..." In cutting out daytime dramas and expanding
news coverage, CBS Radio says it's heading in network radio's "new
direction." Details of proposed changes and how the expanded news
service will be sold are spelled out by President Arthur Hull Hayes.
Page 28.
Blame-fixing ■ Advertising Federation of America goes along with
Better Business Bureau ideas to define advertiser and media responsibilities in vigilance and taste. BBB Assn. also moves to channel poortaste complaints to national and local business groups. Page 34.
Proctor's tv path ■ Electrical appliance firm moves in sales as it leaps
in six years from one tv station in single major market to 40 top markets via spot and now 100 major markets through network. Page 44.
Industry patsies ■ Broadcasters have allowed development of public
image of mediocrity, Syracuse U. seminar was told last week. Theory
that public owns the airwaves is described as having dubious authenticity.
Page 50.
Sponsorship ■ Rep. Harris has asked the networks whether they plan to
accept commercial sponsorship of "Great Debates" or other presentations of presidential candidates. House prepares to act today on Sec. 315
suspension. Page 58.

cate
Edu

Payola recipients fingered ■ Names of two Washington disc jockeys
and Baltimore announcer disclosed in payola proceeding before Federal
Trade Commission examiner. All deny pay-offs, as does Washington
music distributor. Page 62.

1. to develop,

School for politicians ■ ABC-TV network and affiliates instructing
candidates in techniques of broadcast appearances. Congressional pair
take lessons at WMAL-TV Washington. Page 63.
ICTV seen in two years ■ Bell Telephone Lab. scientist sees intercontinental tv in two years — via either passive balloon satellite or active
relay space station. Meanwhile, Echo I whirls in 1,000-mile orbit bouncing radio voice and teletype signals from coast to coast. Military's
Courier I-A was blown up Aug. 18 when rocket exploded minutes after
blastoff. Page 72.
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Drinks to forget,
but forgets what. Plenty
metal. Brassy personality,
nerves of steel and a
cast iron constitution. First
got sick on ice cream and
candy at age three; has
developed enormous
tolerances since. Unselfish
only in his touching devotion
to WTOP Radio, the
important station for
reaching the 20-County Greater
Washington area.
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VHF

military

Failure of negotiations, underway
officially two years, was foreseen five
months ago when FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford gave pessimistic report
to Senate Commerce Committee
(Broadcasting, April 11). Commission had proposed to government swap
of unused uhf tv spectrum for military
space in vhf band (222 to 450 mc).
Commission had offered as alternate
proposals either 30 or 50 vhf channels.
Both had been under active consideration.
In Friday letter, Mr. Hoegh said it
is position of Dept. of Defense and
OCDM that "neither of the commission's plans could be implemented
without weakening to an unacceptable
degree our ability to maintain our
national defense and security." He
said that space wanted by FCC would
involve dislocation of primary tactical
communication band which is relied
upon heavily by military forces of U.S.,
NATO and SEATO. This would be
"unacceptable in today's international
climate," he said.
Also Mr. Hoegh told FCC neither
of agency's plans could be implemented without major research and development which would require curtailment
of current defense and space programs.
As clincher, OCDM chief said it
would cost in excess of $5 billion to
put into effect either of commission's
plans.
With military bowing out of picture
in FCC efforts to solve allocations
dilemma, planned $2 million uhf experiment in New York takes on additional significance. Commission now
must find wherewithal for more t\- stations within present allocations, one
official said last week.
Talk of obtaining more space from
military began 26 months ago when
Commissioner
T.A.M.
Craven proBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

CHANNELS

refuse

Efforts of broadcasting to secure additional vhf tv channels from space
now reserved for government ended
officially Friday (Aug. 19). FCC released letter from Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization Director Leo A.
Hoegh turning down two separate commission proposals as ( 1 ) being too expensive (over $5 billion) and (2) weakening
tionalto "an
defense.unacceptable degree" na-

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

to yield

more

LOST
space

posed tv system utilizing 25 contiguous
vhf channels. Earnest efforts began
months later when Senate Commerce
Committee issued ultimatum to FCC
to begin serious negotiation with government (Broadcasting, July 7, 1958).
Lurking in background was fear that
military itself, was planning grab of
present commercial tv vhf space and
several resolutions were introduced in
Congress calling for investigation of
use military was making of its presently
allocated space. Commissioner Ford,
who handled FCC end of negotiations,
raised hopes of broadcasters at 1959
NAB convention with optimistic report
(Broadcasting, March 23, 1959).
Words then began to appear along
lines of eventual outcome with chairman's letter last April and May statement by Admiral Arleigh Burke that
exchange would be harmful to national defense (Broadcasting, May
30).
Debate
faces

sponsorship
controversy

Whether "Great Debates" between
John F. Kennedy and Richard M.
Nixon will be simulcast on all tv and
radio networks under commercial
sponsorship appeared Friday to hinge
on what positions candidates themselves
take.
But networks reserved right to decide themselves whether they'll accept
sponsorship of other, non-debate appearances bymajor party presidentialvice presidential candidates on their
facilities in answers to wire from Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) sent previous
day (see page 58).
Networks' stand came despite indications there may be move in House,
when debate begins today (Mon.) on
S J Res 207 to suspend equal time
provisions applying to candidates for
to put "safeguard"
highest office,
amendment
in Senate-approved
measure
to
make it apply
only to candidates'
appearances
on unsponsored
programs.
ABC told Rep. Harris, chairman of
House Commerce Committee who'll
manage bill on floor, it has "no plans"
to permit sponsorship of debates unless
candidates "should expressly wish it."
CBS didn't make public its reply, but
there were indications it will reserve

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON PAGE 27

right to accept sponsorship on nondebate programs. CBS already has said
it won't accept sponsorship for debate
series (Broadcasting, Aug. 8).
NBC also declined to tell nature of
its reply, but its position in past has
been that it will carry debates whether
sponsorship is permitted or not, although itdoesn't feel sponsorship alone
takes programs out of public service
class.
Mutual said it would tell Mr. Harris
it has no intention of offering debates
for sponsorship.
Committee

reports

payola measure
There's possibility Senate will consider amended payola bill (S 1898)
early this week following Senate Commerce Committee report of measure to
floor.
It's
privileged
legislation but some
bills outrank
it.
Amended bill kills license suspensions
put in by House, holding they could
deprive public of service. Committee
also noted FCC has other sanctions at
hand, including cease and desist orders
on
which FCC has made no showing of
unworkability.
Committee modified forfeitures provision to permit use only for "willful
or repeated" failure to operate as set
forth in license rather than "negligent
or intentional" as approved by House.
Report said House term introduces "entirely new concept" for determining licensee responsibility and gives FCC unlimited power, whereas "willful or rePost-'48

sale

National Telefilm Assoc., New
York, has acquired 27 post-'48
feature films and 54 pre-'48 features from 20th Century-Fox
Corp. for sum in excess of $4
million, it was announced jointly
Aug. 19 by Spyros Skouras, Fox
president, and Oliver A. Unger,
NTA president. It had been
known in industry circles that
NTA

had
features, but obtained
details ofpost-'48
transaction
were not known. Reports persisted Friday that NTA was about
to
signincluding
pact to lease
post-'48
films,
27 Fox40 features,
to three stations owned by CBSTV, but spokesman for NTA insisted "no sale has been made as
yet" (see earlier story, page 69).

AT

DEADLINE

peated"
meaning. has fixed, court-interpreted
Senate unit said one-year statute of
limitations on forfeitures is being added
so broadcaster can't be punished for
"stale" violation. Senators also set maximum penalty at $10,000 and said that
while law won't limit number of actions FCC can bring against licensee,
it expects forfeiture provision to be
■"reasonably administered."
Rep.

Sisk

Fresno

vhf

proposes
plan

Charging that FCC action making
Fresno, Calif., all uhf market ". . . appears concerned only with commercial
aspects of tv . . ." Rep. B. F. Sisk
(D-Calif.) has proposed own plan for
making Fresno-Bakersfield area all
vhf.
In letter to FCC released Friday
(Aug. 19), Rep. Sisk said commission,
in deleting ch. 12 from Fresno
(Broadcasting, July 11), "clearly lost
sight of its primary responsibility. . . .
I am sorry that the commission has apparently adopted both the attitude and
the jargon of tv advertisers in carrying
out its responsibility to the public."
Congressman said he was speaking
for one million tv viewers in San
Joaquin Valley and that 99% are vigorously in favor of vhf. "I am of the
opinion an action forcing uhf on them
would be completely arbitrary, capricious and beyond the bounds of reason," Rep. Sisk said. He explained that
he is in complete agreement with FCC
plan to deintermix Bakersfield and
Fresno but that wrong type of service
is planned.
Rep. Sisk proposed that San Joaquin
Valley be made all vhf with following
channel assignments: Fresno — chs. 2,
4, 7 (educational) and 12 (presently assigned): Bakersfield — 6, 8, and 10
(presently assigned); San Luis Obispo—

WEEK'S

chs. 5 and 13. He said these assignments could be accomplished through
reduced mileage separations "which
would not be great."
Merger takes Grant
into

New

England

Grant Adv., N.Y., has moved into
New England, merging with Chambers,
Wiswell, Shattuck, Clifford & McMillan, 40-year-old Boston firm. Merger
under Grant name brings $6 million
more annual billings to Grant for estimated world total of $100 million, effective next month.
Chambers, Wiswell just last month
absorbed Moore & Co. Adv. of Stamford, Conn., and Kenneth A. Young
Assoc., Boston. J. Nelson Clifford, executive vice president of Chambers,
Wiswell, becomes executive vice president in charge of New England operation for Grant, which retains Chambers,
Wiswell offices. Kenneth A. Young,
former president of merged firm bearing his name, will be senior vice president, technical marketing.
NLRB

grants

AFTRA

plea to withdraw
Petition by American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists to withdraw its request to be certified as sole
union representing talent in field of
live, filmed and taped tv commercials
was granted Aug. 19 by National
Labor Relations Board. Grant was
made "with prejudice to filing a new
petition within six months unless good
cause
shown."
In isAug.
4 telegram to NLRB,
AFTRA asked to withdraw its petition,
saying union and Screen Actors Guild
"have agreed that they will jointly negotiate and administer" in tv commercial field. AFTRA argued issues have
become
moot
and academic (see

CBS

Radio

earns

half-year profit
CBS Radio showed profit again for
first half of 1960, making it nine
months in row in black, and has hopes
- — but makes no predictions — that third
quarter will run this string to 12
straight months for first time since
1951. That was report Friday by Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, at
news conference on network's proposed
expansion of news and curtailment of
entertainment programs under what he
terms
Program Consolidation
Plan" "modified
(see page 28).
Conceivably, he said, changes in national economy could turn second half
of 1960 into unprofitable one, though
fourth quarter is traditionally strong in
radio business. On whole, he said "The
future looks good — but I won't prophSeeing trend toward more informational and fewer entertainment programs in network radio, he thought
"offhand" that "top-flight" personality
programs — like Arthur Godfrey and
others which CBS Radio is retaining —
could continue to hold their own in
radio's
future, but he said he was less
esy."
sure about future of "second-rate" personalities.

HEADLINER

John M. Clifford, NBC executive vp,
administration, returns next month to
RCA as staff vp, west coast personnel,
working in Los Angeles office. Before
joining NBC as personnel vp in 1953, Mr.
Clifford was with RCA. He started on legal
staff in 1943 and moved to personnel
director of RCA Victor Div. He practiced
law in California and Washington, D. C
oil and gas division chief. Securities Clifford
&wasExchange Commission and California land commissioner

before joining RCA. Following Mr. Clifford's shift to parent
organization, NBC has realigned division and department
heads under President Robert E. Kintner and senior executive vpDavid C. Adams. Operating under Mr. Kintner:
Lowell Jacobsen, vp, personnel; Aaron Rubin, vp and
treasurer, and Alfred R. Stern, vp, NBC Enterprises, who
also takes responsibility for California National Productions
Inc. (Mr. Clifford was chairman of program subsidiary.)
Thomas E. Ervin, vp and general attorney, reports to Mr.
Adams. Robert L. Stone, vp, facilities operations, now takes
post of vp, operations and engineering.
I FOR OTHER NEWS

10

AFTRA
story, Broadcasting, July convention
25).
CBS, ABC and NBC in responses to
petition said they had no objection to
grant but added they were making
commitment with respect to bargaining procedures. Original AFTRA petition had been filed in 1958, naming
BBDO, et al, as employers. American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies said it
was improperly named as party in case
but had no objection to AFTRA request. NLRB action does not pass on
merits of representation claims made
made by AFTRA.

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

WBT
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
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WATCHED BY MORE VIEWERS
NEW YORK (Sat., 6:00 P.M. WPIX)
7 stations
JEFF'S COLLIE is seen by
1,699,100 VIEWERS
89.4% MORE
than its closest competitor
KNOXVILLE (Thurs., 5:30 P.M.
3 stations
WATE-TV)
JEFF'S COLLIE is seen by
153,495 VIEWERS
171% MORE
than its closest competitor
ARB/Jan.-April, 1960

ALREADY

SCHEDULED

BITING OFF LARGEST SHARE
KTVU)
SAN FRANCISCO
(Fri., 6:30 P.M.
4 stations
JEFF'S
audience COLLIE gets 40.2% share of
45%

GREATER SHARE
than its closest competitor
MIAMI
(Sat., 9:30 A.M. WTVJ)
3 stations
JEFF'S
audience COLLIE gets 63.6% share of
117%

FOR THIRD

YEAR

GREATER SHARE
than its closest competitor
ARB/Jan.-April, 1960
OF

"JEFF'S COLLIE": Of course, New York, Knoxville,
San Francisco, Miami, Phoenix and Bakersfield,
and also Seattle, Cincinnati, Albany, Reno and
Kansas City, Honolulu, Albuquerque, Salt Lake

RUNNING OFF WITH TOP RATINGS
rating
4PHOENIX
stations (Wed., 5:30 P.M. KPHO-TV)
18.9
JEFF'S COLLIE
Weather; Huntley-Brinkley 3.3
Phoenix Marquee
2.6
Roy Rogers
2.0
BAKERSFIELD
rating
(Thurs.. 6:30
P.M.
KERO-TV)
3 stations
JEFF'S COLLIE
9.4
21.5
Comedy Theater
Spencer Tracy
Source: ARB/Jan.-April,
7.4 1960

City, Fort Wayne, Pueblo, Bismarck, South Bend,
Lincoln, Portland, Ore., New Orleans and many
other markets, big and small. All agree that
JEFF'S COLLIE is their surest safeguard for
increased profits in 1960-61 ! Wire or phone today
to reserve JEFF'S COLLIE for your market.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
4-88 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N.Y. • PLaza 5-2IOO

MONDAY

MEMO

f rom L.S. MATTHEWS, vice president-marketing services, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
How

can

radio

How can radio's selling methods be
improved? How can radio best sell itself as a medium and, individually, as
stations?
First and foremost, individual stations, the Radio Advertising Bureau
and the networks must sell radio as
something more than a low-cost, background, advertising tonnage medium
(and we as agencies must do likewise
with our clients).
Individual stations must take a whole
new stance — an assumptive stance which
protects radio's position as a major
medium — which sells hard on the variety of jobs radio can do and which gets
away from the complete reliance on
boxcar numbers. This doesn't mean
they're ever going to get away from
cost-per-thousand figures, or ratings, or
other quantitative audience measurements.
As radio moved from an armchair
medium to a more personal, mobile
medium, advertisers' attitudes also
changed. The heavy saturation campaign became the success story of radio.
But as long as radio is sold to us only
as a great mass medium where we can
achieve high frequency of impact with
relatively low reach at a low cost-perthousand, it will be used only for products which require this combination of
media values — and from a marketing
viewpoint, this certainly narrows the
field.
Expanding Potential ■ I believe that
radio has an infinitely more useful purpose as an advertising medium.
We would like to see some success
stories of radio advertisers using four,
five, seven or ten spots per week instead of the saturation schedules so
common today. We need proof to show
our clients that you can still do a selling
job in radio with a 1950-sized schedule.
In recent months, there seems to have
been a significant trend away from the
"mile-a-minute, breath-taking, soundchamber, overcommercialized" approach used by some stations. This
towncrier kind of radio has been giving
way gradually to a more restrained approach which integrates a variety of
music, both recorded and live, with
news, public service and daily features
of interest to the listening audience —
all of which provides a more acceptable atmosphere for launching a product commercial, as well as a more attentive and productive audience.
We believe that a major reason for
this has been a growing realization that
it takes more than just numbers to sell
14

be

sold

more

products. In addition to a sound basic
selling strategy, it requires the right
audience for the product plus a compatible environment for delivery of the
commercial message — one that lends
authority and memorability to it.
Radio is dangerously close t® becoming a reminder medium — a supplementary medium to be used only on top
of print or television or for short-term
promotional purposes. Individual stations absolutely cannot allow this to
happen
if they're
the future
of radio.genuinely interested in
Sell Positively ■ Sell radio for the jobs
it does best, but acknowledge that it's
not all things to all people. There are
marketing and advertising jobs which
every major medium does better than
the others. Every medium has its
strengths and weaknesses — its reason
for being — or it wouldn't exist.
The major media associations, for

effectively?
the most part, would have you believe
that their medium is the best answer to
all advertising problems, in all markets,
at all times. The claims are so extravagant in this area that we almost always
have to issue a memo to our media
trainees after every media association
presentation, modifying and correcting
what we think have been extravagant
claims made for that medium.
The RAB seems to have pursued a
policy of reasonableness in this regard
and has indicated its desire to coexist
rather than dominate the media world.
I would commend them on this moderate approach.
Rate Problem ■ There also should be
something done about cleaning up the
rate situation in radio. With few exceptions, you can't rely on a rate card
any more. You never know if you're
buying at the best rate for your client.
Even though you abhor the price
squeezing, you've got to do a certain
amount of it in the current radio market or find your client turning to another
money.
agency that promises him more for his
The whole rate situation is an unholy
mess, complicated by local, regional
and national rates indiscriminately applied, legitimate co-op deals mixed up
with brokerage deals masquerading as
co-op, and one-time-only, squeakywheel deals negotiated by traveling
"consultants."
Legitimate co-op advertising is a part
of our business and serves a useful purpose for certain advertisers. I'm not
promoting it. But I'm not knocking it.
However,
there's going
a growing volumeweof all
timeknow
brokerage
on

Leonard S. Matthews started with Leo
Burnett Co. 12 years ago as market research analyst. Before that he had been
with A.C. Nielsen Co. At agency he
later became media supervisor, account
executive and account supervisor. In
1956 he was elected vp in charge of
media, in 1957 he was elected to board
of directors and in 1958 he was promoted to his present post. Mr. Matthews also is plans board member. He is
Northwestern U. graduate in fields of
advertising and marketing.

under the guise of co-op.
Many of us would like to see a single
rate standard for all advertisers. If this
isn't possible, let's at least set some fair
and rigid standards and apply them with
justice for all, rather than giving the
retail rate to many who have no right
to such a rate.
Obviously, rate stability must come if
radio is to adopt this quality stance.
We at Leo Burnett believe in radio
as an important major part of the national media scene. We want to see it
grow and prosper.
We won't promise to use more radio
in 1960-61, because we're still going to
take our clients' problems one by one
and solve each one as well as people
with our shaped heads know how. But
we do promise to give radio thorough
consideration in every situation where
it makes marketing and media sense.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Few things resist the exposure of TIME. So, if
EXPOSURE for your sales message is your certain
goal, then it follows that the wisest use of TIME
will accomplish your purpose more directly.
WBAL Television 11 in Baltimore provides you with
a direct line of communication with the Maryland
market and to the people you want to reach at the
TIME you need to reach them. Our fine NBC and
local programming, our excellent record of Public
Service, our constant effort to integrate our station

with the life of our community . . . assure you of a
large and loyal audience at any TIME.
"The wisest thing is time ..." so the philosopher
says. In the Maryland Market, a WISE TIME BUY
is WBAL Television 11.
NBC Affiliate/Channel 11/Associated with WBAL-AM

& FM.

WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

*THE WISEST THING IS TIME . . . Thales
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960
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Sept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Fla. 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Region
ADULTS

OF

ALL

LISTEN
TO
AGES*
woe

RADIO

BECAUSE

Traditionally, they have expected
— and received — from WOC the
area's most complete coverage of
local, farm, sports and weather
news . . as well as NBC's excellent coverage and analysis of
national and international headlines.
Traditionally, WOC has programmed for the family, providing entertainment and changing
when change is desired. 1960
programming will feature music
to all tastes.
Traditionally, WOC personalities
have been the friendliest of people — known on the streets . . .
welcome in the homes.
Traditionally, advertisers have
used WOC to move merchandise
from display to the home.
'Aduiti from 18 fo ? spend 9S% of fhe notion's £BI
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other
pertinent information are at the fingertips
of your PGW Colonel. See him today.
PRESIDENT
Col. B. J. Palmer
VICE-PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evans
SECRETARY Wm. D. Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER
Pax Shaffer
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

IOWA
MkWm I FM

PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
16

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 21-23 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
summer meeting. Holiday Inn IVIotel, IVIyrtle Beach.
Vincent Wasilewski, NAB vice president for government relations, will be guest speaker.
Aug. 22-26 — National Catholic Communications
Seminar, Manhattan College, Uew York. Held
under faretheConference.
auspices of the National Catholic WelAug. 23-26 — Western Electronic Show & Convention, Memorial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Rear Admiral Joseph A. Jaap, director of development programs. Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, will speak at all-industry luncheon
Aug. 26 at Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Aug. 2A — Northeast Radio Network annual afliates meeting. Statler Club, Cornell U. campus,
Ithaca, N.Y.
Aug. ern26-27
— Oklahoma
Hill Lodge,
Wagoner. Broadcasters' Assn. WestAug. 29 — NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. Annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
President Eisenhower will address opening session,
2 p.m. Aug. 29 at Sheraton-Park Hotel.
Aug. 29-Sept. 3 — American Assn. for Education in Journalism annual convention. The Council on Radio and Television Journalism will sponsor three broadcasting events: an address on convention and campaign broadcast coverage by
Samuel J. Sharkey, editor of NBC News; a
panel discussion on radio-tv education against
the background of the mass communications approach, and a session on research. Pennsylvania
State U., University Park, Pa.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
2-A —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual fall
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America, Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on better
ment. cities)
Starved Rock
Lodge, radio
Utica,station
N.Y. manage'Sept. 13 — Premium Advertising Conference,
morning only, in conjunction with four-day New
York Premium Show at Hotel Astor, both sponsored by Premium Advertising Assn. of America
Inc. Speakers: William P. Dunham, product group
manager. General Foods Corp.; Henry 0. Whiteside, vice president and research director of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Charles M.
Hanna, author-lecturer-economist and management consultant.
Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon
Hollywood
Knickerbocker.
Cunningham & at
Walsh
executives
will discuss
radio
problems.

Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. 15-17 — British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters annual meeting at Kelowna, B.C.
*Sept.
16 — Warrenton
BroadcastingSt., Executives
Club fall
social. 100
Boston.
Sept. 16-18 — UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — Assn. Canadienne Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AMFM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-2-1 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of time to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on Inn,
betterWilliamsburg,
radio stationVa.management.cities)
Williamsburg
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
"Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren Harris
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
'■'Sept. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention meeting. Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.
OCTOBER
Oct, 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Tentative program diplans
include
session for major state candates in fall
elections.
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami
ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting,
NAB Headquarters, Washington. Girdle-bra advertising and theatrical film clips used in tv
promotion are among board problems. Plans will
be drawn for integration of code operations
among Washington, New York and Hollywood
offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

WSPDTV

fills

the

gap

. .

To make sales tracks in the 2-billion-doIlar Toledo
market — covering 21 counties in Northwestern
Ohio and Southern Michigan — you need WSPD-TV
' with its new 1000-foot tower sending your sales message to 444,400 homes. You can't afford to ignore

STORER STATION • Represented by The Katz Agency
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PROGRAMMING

EXTRAS

PLUS

PLAN

PROFIT

Back in 1956 when Ampex

introduced the Videotape*

customers were content to record a program

A

Television Recorder,

on tape and then play it

back at the right time. Today's needs are different! Picture quahty must
be indistinguishable from live even up to a fifth generation copy. Transitions
between tape and film/network/live

programming

must be flawless and

complete with wipes or lap dissolves. All operating functions must be remote
controllable to meet future system requirements. The demand is for rugged
equipment

designed for mobile use today-human

engineered for eflficiency

in meeting tomorrow's needs. Ampex -the specialist in tape recorders,
has met these needs with a package of features you can order today!
AND WHAT ABOUT PROFITS? Profit from tape is no accident, it must be planned.
With experience, backed by personal visits to more than 100 VTR-equipped
stations, Ampex's famed Station Relations Team has the right plan to custom fit
your tape operation and pave your way to profits with tape. Their experience
is yours for the asking ... they'll work with your people, right in your station!
Wire, phone or write for detailed information on an Ampex package
plan to start you on your way to profits . . . today!
Profits in politics?
for your Ampex. Send for "Election Time

Is Profit Time."

5
The Ampex
VR-IOOOC combines proven, table-top
convenience with major new features.
No pins to line up, no hold-down knobs
means fast tape handling! Schedule
tapes back-to-back— pay for your VTR.

The VR-IOOIA
vanced featuresincorporates
of the consolethe inad-a
pint-sized package ... just 11% sq. ft.,
only 5'3" high! Convenient, detachable work-shelf, makes space for
splicing in seconds with the Ampex
precision Splicer.**

fs^^ new
picture
"spafETe to"and
S/N
ratioclstrrty,
is increased
better"snap."
than
42 db for interchanged tapes, up to
48 db on non-interchanged basis.
Improved frequency and transient redeliver !picture indistinguishable sponse
from live

Control your
VTR from studio floor or transmitter.
Ampex
Remote Control**
operates
all
record/playback
functions...
including cue tone button and even
remote switching between B/W and
color standards. Remote panel operates video gain, sync gain and pedestal height, too !

Synchronizer** locks theTVVTRSignal
to station
sync
. . . now, mix and match tape with all
your picture sources! Wipe smoothly
from automobile spot on tape to price
slide ... or lap dissolve from movie or
rerun to your station announcer on
taped spot. No loss of mood — no
abrupt changes — no dead air!

Many

Exclusive
Differential
Phase
Compensator**
holds color hues where they belong!
Brilliantly engineered DPC typically
holds differential phase within 5 degrees in commercial operation! No
more green shadows and purple
cheeks !

Revolutionary new Time Element
Compensator** electronically and
instantly corrects Venetian blinds,
scallops and out-of -quadrature effects.
Althoughvidualallcontrols
Ampex
VTR's offerof indifor correction
misalignments, new TEC's operator
instantaneous
action is an invaluable
aid in
playback of interspliced tapes of unknown recording accuracy.

stations have found it practical . . . and
profitable ... to move their console
VTR between studio and truck, thanks
to heavy-duty wheels. For built-in
mobile
use, Ampex'sis 5'3"
model VR-IOOIA
the upright
perfect
answer. Both models have proven
shake-resistant design — all tubes and
essential components are clamped.

•OPTIONAL AMPEX FEATURES

VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION • AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, California

Ampex

NEGRO

REALLY

RADIO

REACHES

THE NEGROother media can
only touch

him!

Mistakes can be costly! This time remember this PROVEN fact! You best
sell some
to Negroes
with and
Negro
Radio. and
It's
true
read papers
magazines
some watch TV, but 95% of all Negroes
listen to radio! Rounsaviile Radio programs 100% to Negroes with Negro performers. All six Rounsaviile stations are
Number-One Rated by BOTH Pulse and
Hooper! Get the facts on the tremendous
rise in income, increase in population,
standard of living and best of all— the
BUYING POWER of the Rounsaviile
Negro Markets . . . 5824,219,000 AFTER
taxes in the Rounsaviile coverage area!
Experience is the best teacher. Experience
Rounsaviile Radio— one of the oldest and
largest in Negro Radioi!
Personal Letter
Don't be misled that Negroes
will buy anything. Negroes
are intensely loyal to products in which they believe.
One vital fact is that they do
believe what they hear on
their own radio. And with believability comes
sales. So, no matter what your budget for
these six important markets ... a proper part
MUST go to Negro radio or you're missing this
market! Try Rounsaviile
you'll see!
ROBERTRadio
W. —ROUNSAVILLE,
Owner - President
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN

1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU
5,000 WattsStation!
— Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All — Discounts With Two or More!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
V.P, 4 Nal'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
NafI Rep.
Southeastern Rep.
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annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct.
10 — practices
FCC's inquiry
tv network
program
selection
will into
be resumed
in the
U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 l\l. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Town House, Omaha, Neb.
Oct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society I2th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on
High Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco.
Oct. 20 — Southern (California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section. Central Canronto.ada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, ToOct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT southern area
Music City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT New England conference. Springfield, Mass.
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
—
Harrisburg, ^AWRT
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25— Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15— Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
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"Nothing endures but personal qualities. "
These words from the pen of Walt Whitman
account for the great music which has endured
the years. Each composition reflects the
personal qualities of its composer. This same
reflection could easily be applied to quality radio
and television stations of today . . . the dedicated
efforts of those behind the scenes to constantly
build and maintain a quality image.

Represented by
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater OALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Original Station Representative
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TV

IN AUGUSTA,

GEURGIA

i

C H A N N E
The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billian Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir.— AT. 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL

12

28% taller and 29% more powrerful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million agnually. The best of CBS and ABC.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.

The

FRIENDLY

Group's

T

DW-

IN AUGUSTA:
Robert E, Metcalfe-TA 4-5432
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
Everybody breaks par with WRDW-TV in Augusta, "Golfing
the World",
you cantotell
and sell
than
aCapital
Millionof people
with where
721 million
spend.
For more
Augusta,
Georgia's TRIAL
second
city, where
is now one
the nation's
100 INDUSMARKETS
new of industry
hastopinvested
$110
million dollars in the past 20 months. New facilities of Continental Can, S. H. Kress, General Electric, Glassine Corp. and
Owens-Corning Fiber-Glass have joined the billion dollar
Du Pont plant in this rich area where WRDW-TV is your
product's best friend.
Member The FRIENDLY Group /
llohn J. Laux, Exec. Vice-President
\ CROU^ /
22

Harry Burke, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-R

CHANNEL

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC
Networks.
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL
12
A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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OPEN
FCC's program policy report
editor: I have just read the FCC's
"Report and Statement of Policy on
Programming Inquiry" in toto; a document Ican best characterize as the tobe-expected result of a certain kind of
bureaucracy running, not rampant, but
scared. In an earlier letter to Broadcasting, had
I
raised a rather pessimistic thought or two about what might be
expected from the hearings leading to
this report, which were distinguished by
the absence of professional broadcasters from the hearing room— and
weighted with solid citizens who might
know a great deal about many things,
but not over-much about broadcasting.
It seems to me (and, perhaps it might
be expected from the financial caliber
of some of the people heard) that a
very significant aspect of this report,
not yet pointed out in any of the discussions I've read about it, lies in a few
innocuous sounding phrases towards
the tail end of it. They read: "What we
propose is documented program submissions'' (this in talking about new license applications) "prepared as the
result of assiduous planning and consultation covering two main areas: first
a canvass of the listening public who
will receive the signal and who constitute a definite public interest figure;
second, consultation wtih leaders in
community life — ^public officials, educators, religious, the entertainment
media, agriculture, business, labor-professional and eleemosynary organizations, and others who bespeak the interests which make up the community."
To me, substituting this mass of uninformed opinion for, presumably, the
professionalism of the broadcaster, accelerates an already dangerous trend
in the industry — a trend which points
to the race being not to the ingenious,
but to the well-heeled. We are . . . going
to be in the position where the franchise goes to he who can afford the
largest canvass; the best (or most expensive) survey organization; and
whose use of "names" (among the citizenry so surveyed) may sound best to
the commission. Further, I would suspect, that business' meat might be laBROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues S7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00
issues 35<t peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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bor's poison; and any such survey
would tend (as if statistics were not
already a black enough art) to be selfcancelling. Since, it seems, this kind of
survey cannot serve a valid purpose because of its self-cancelling probabilities, again we are forced to the conclusion that this tends to benefit he
alone who can make it sound good on
paper, rather than he who might make
it sound good on the air.
It tends also to preserve . . . the status
quo, since, if one's license is dependent
upon his sampling of the diverse portions of the community suggested,
where does one have the freedom to
change and experiment? — Bert Cowlan,
FM Program Consultant, Forest Hills,
N.Y.
Olympics record hop
editor: The radio industry receives
lots of black eyes and relatively few
accolades for jobs well done. WQAM
recently came up with an idea that was
successful here in Miami and one we
feel could be successful throughout the
50 states.
. . . our Olympic team is having
lots of trouble raising money to send
the athletes to Rome ... I am certain
that most of the radio stations around
the country have disc jockeys who promote . . . record hops. Last week
WQAM, working with the Police
Athletic League of Miami, conducted
a record hop where a net profit of a
little more than $350 was raised and
turned over to the local chairman of
the Olympic committee.
If every radio station in the country
ran one hop with the net proceeds going to the Olympic fund, it would
certainly be a feather in the cap
of the radio industry and, most important, would give our teens an active
part in a most worthwhile venture. Incidentally, admission to our hop here
was 50 cents. — Jack L. Sandler, Vice
President-General Manager, WQAM
Miami.
NAB's Harvard seminar
editor: Your article ["Measuring management qualities," page 54, Aug. 8]
indicates a good grasp of what we were
trying to do. — William P. Gormbley.
Assistant Dean, Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration and
Director of NAB management seminar.
editor: Your case study was read
with much interest by all of us. . . .•—
Kenneth L Tredwell Jr.. Vice PresidentManaging Director, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C.
editor: I enjoyed the article . . . —
Homer Lane, Vice President, KOOLAM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
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channel 47
J
o
for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
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In

Chicago

. . . Meigs Field, a man-made island on the lake front, is the
busiest single-runway airport in the world. Here you'll find
helicopter service to major airports; private flights; and scheduled airline departures — only three minutes from the "Loop."

In

Chicago

WGN

TELEVISION

—owned

and operated by

Chicagoans—is

dedicated to

quality programming
community

WGN

and

service.

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

THE

GREATER

CENTRAL
UNDER

ILLINOIS'

THE

TWO

OWNERSHIP

WCIA-TV

ILLINOIS
LEADING
OF

CHAMPAIGN

MIDWEST

TV

MARKET
STATIONS

TELEVISION,

JOIN
INC.

PEORIA

AND

WMBD-TV
To Chicago
WMBD-TV

PEORIA
BLOOMINGTON(

WCIA

DANVILLE
CHAMPAIGN
URBANA

DECATUR

SPRINGFIELD

To Indianapolis

To Sf. Louis
I
Together,

they deliver more actual homes between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. than the leading television station in Washington, D. C, Atlanta, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Miami, Houston,
Baltimore

Together,

they reach the important market areas of Peoria, Bloomington, Danville, Champaign-Urbana,
Decatur and Springfield

Together,

they cover the common

MIDWEST
TELEVISION,
President, August C. Meyer
Executive Vice President, Guy Main
WMBD-TV
WCIA

INC.

Gen. Mgr., Hal Sundberg

CHANNEL
WCIA

3

CHAMPAIGN

TELEVISION

Nat'l Sis. Mgr., Len Davis

WMBD-TV
WMBD
26

AM-FM,

distribution area for distributors and brokers in Central Illinois

WMBD-TV
CHANNEL 31 • PEORIA
. . . The Leading Radio Station in the Peoriarea.
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Nat'l Sis. Mgr., Mark Wodlinger
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SOAPS

LEAVE

daytime

Radio's oldest, most controversial and
by all odds most profitable, institution
neared the end of the road last week.
CBS Radio officially signalled the end
when it announced new program plans
(see page 28) that have no place for
daytime serials, a program form that
mesmerized audiences and advertisers
for close to 20 years.
At their peak, daytime serials ran
virtually uninterrupted for six to eight
hours each weekday, held more than
half the housewife population spellbound and waiting to "tune in tomorrow
at the same time." stirred up nationwide controversy among psychiatrists,
doctors and social researchers, and accounted for perhaps a third or more of
all the income on the radio networks.
At the end. which now seems apt to
fall on Friday. Nov. 25, they occupy
only two hours of network time per
day, and the advertising revenues they
represent, which used to be counted in
quick millions, now are figured in slow
hundreds of thousands.
High Water Mark ■ In 1940. one of
the serials' best years, it was estimated
that daytime sales on CBS and NBC
amounted to $26.7 million, most of it
from serials. In that year records indicated that CBS was carrying 25 serials
a day or 125 quarter-hours a week, 120
of them sponsored, while NBC was
carrying 20 serials a day, all but three
sponsored.
This arithmetic, with daytime then
selling at one-half of nighttime rates,
indicates that both networks must have
been billing — for time charges — about
as much on daytime as on night, which
in those pre-tv times was prime in the
purest sense. By 1948, serials were said
to be attracting S35 million a year from
sponsors.
Historically. CBS and NBC have been
the main networks in the serial business.
ABC, which came along later, carried
a few from time to time, including such
strong entries as My True Story and
Whispering Streets, but dropped these
in its aborted all-live programming experiment in 1957. NBC abandoned
serials along with all other entertainment programming the first of this year,
leaving the field to CBS.
CBS's plans to end the era are not
irrevocable, but they're close to it. TheBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

RADIO

serials are marked
oretically, CBS Radio affiliates could
upset the plans, but in this case (1) the
plans originated with a group of affiliates and (2) the cry to abandon
serials has come periodically from
throughout the affiliate body. The only
thing that has kept the serials on has
been a combination of continuing evidence of relatively strong audiences and
relatively strong, though sporadic, advertiser interest. They're currently 25%
sold and have a 32-week average of
45% sponsorship thus far this year.
If they maintain any advertiser interest at all they will go off stronger than
they came on, some 30-odd years ago.
Before the serial was invented and took
hold, daytime radio was an empty
stretch of time which advertisers widely
regarded as unsuited to their purposes.
The Mists of Time ■ The genesis of
the daytime serial is hazy. There is dispute about whether its birthplace was
Chicago or WLW Cincinnati or, less
likely, New York. Most historians nominate Chicago, which by all accounts
was the first headquarters of serial production. There is argument, too, about
the identity of the first serial.
Some authorities say the forefather
was The Goldbergs, which started in
Chicago radio about 1928 as a night-

for oblivion at CBS
time show, later moved to daytime and
ran to 1945, the last eight years under
sponsorship of Procter & Gamble —
probably the heaviest underwriter of
serials among all advertisers. There are
other claimants to the ancestral role,
among them Tlie Stolen Husband, a
serialized version of a novel, which ran
on WBBM Chicago under Quaker Oats
sponsorship. Others identify Just Plain
Bill as the original.
Whatever the origin, the formula
that developed was simple. With a few
notable exceptions, it was to take a
heroine, give her a strong will and a
lot of problems (preferably including
men of weaker will and more problems), and let her work everything out
for the best. A handful ventured into
humor — among them Vic & Sade, Myrt
& Marge and Lorenzo Jones — and a
few, like Just Plain Bill, had men instead of women for the stars, but as a
class they centered on heroines and

Assembly line ■ Sparsely furnished studio, mike and script were only gear
needed for bigtime production when
radio serials were at their peak. With
shows coming off production line like

cars (but at higher profit per unit), rehearsals were short. Frank Hummert
(far right) and wife, Anne, operated
one of the biggest soap opera factories,
Others in picture are unidentified.
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might be described, generically. as "unhappy stories about unhappy people."
Everybody's Problems ■ Housewives
by the millions loved every tearful
minute of it. reveled in every agony,
wrote in for advice on their own personal problems and deluged the networks with flowers when illness over-

SWING
Here's

how

FROM
CBS

Details of CBS Radio's planned
new look — expanded news service,
elimination of all daytime serials (see
page 27) and cutback in other entertainment programming — were revealed last week.
Network President Arthur Hull
Hayes spelled them out for newsmen
Friday morning after putting a complete rundown into the mails to the
network's 200 afTiIiates Thursday.
Showing little variation from the
versions that had leaked out earlier
(Broadcasting, Aug. 15), they call
for:
■ Ten-minute newscasts on the
hour, some to be sold exclusively by
the network, some exclusively by
affiliates, some by both network and
stations.
■ Five-minute "information features" (sports, news analysis and
background, human interest, etc.) on
the half-hour, to be sold by the network.
■ Discontinuance of the seven
current daytime serials plus the nightly Amos 'n Andy Music Hall and
two weekend action dramas. Gunsmoke and Have Gun, Will Travel.
The net results, in terms of
change, were described as follows:
CBS Radio will have 24 hours 48
minutes of time available for network
sale each week, compared with 30
hours now; the stations will have 9
hours 30 minutes of network news
available for local sale, compared
with 7 hours 53 minutes now; CBS
radio will be presenting a total of
took their favorite characters (as it often did in order to give them vacations,
to accommodate a budget cutback or
for other non-medical reasons). A wedding would bring tons of gifts, a new
baby a shower of clothes and playthings, a death reams of condolences
on paper often stained by tears and
edged in black.
A condemned murderess, according
to newspaper accounts, confessed she
was worried about the outcome of
Abies Irish Rose, which was taking a
virtually unheard-of summer hiatus at
the time. "I won't be here in September," she sobbed, and the producers
brightened her last days by sending a
resume of the story line for the fall and
winter.
Women obviously took the dramatized miseries seriously, and some
people began to get worried. A psy28 (END OF THE SOAPS)

SOAPS

TO

NEWS

Radio will change its program format
1 7 hours 8 minutes of hard news on
ago. The original PCP principle of
giving stations network programming
a regular basis compared with 1 1
hours 23 minutes now; network will
to sell locally, instead of compensating them primarily in money, will
be required by contract to clear for
continue unchanged, officials said.
38 hours 48 minutes of programTo be continued under the modiming compared with 42 hours 23
minutes now; total programming
fied PCP are: the morning block of
furnished to affiliates will total 48
personality programs (Arthur Godhours 33 minutes compared with
frey, Art Linkletter, Garry Moore
52 hours 48 minutes now.
and Bing Crosby & Rosemary CloonThese comparisons deal only with
ey);
daily quarter-hour
World
News the
Roundup
and World Tonight;
regularly scheduled programs. They
do not include special events and
the nightly Lowell Thomas newscasts, Phil Rizzuto on Sports, Frank
other public affairs and sports coverage, which in calendar 1959 totaled
Gifford and In Person; Johnny Dollar and Suspense dramas on Sundays
167 programs (19 commercial and
148 sustaining) and in the 12 months
(6:10-7 p.m.); Sports Time at 6:55
ended July 31 totaled 248 programs
p.m. Saturdays, followed (after onthe-hour news) by Mitch Miller
(73 commercial, 175 sustaining), according to CBS. Actually, Mr. Hayes
Show at 7:10-7:55 p.m.; the New
said, CBS Radio expects to furnish
York Philharmonic, Salt Lake Tabernacle, Invitation to Learning,
more total programming next year
than under the old plan.
Church of the Air, Capitol Cloakroom, Background, Face the Nation
'New Direction' ■ Mr. Hayes said
and other public affairs, special
discontinuance of daytime serials
events and sports events, both reguand the other entertainment prolarly scheduled and seasonal.
grams to be dropped "reflects and
'Big News' ■ The 10-minute newslays the groundwork for the new direction in which we believe network
casts on the hour, called Big News,
would be broadcast from 10 a.m.
radio must move — away from enterto 7 p.m. and, after World Tonight
tainment forms which can be presented perhaps more effectively by
at 8 p.m. again at 9 p.m. and 10
p.m. The broadcasts at noon, 6 p.m.,
other media, and toward programming whose informational character
9 p.m. and 10 p.m. would be reserved for local sale; those at 10
is more effective in radio than elsea.m. and 11 a.m. for network sale;
the rest for both network (first 71/2
The new plan is called a "modiminutes and local (last 21/2 minfied" Program Consolidation Plan,
the
title CBS used when it introutes) sales.
where."
duced its current format two years
During the last minute-and-a-half
chiatrist. Dr. Louis I. Berg of New
York, stirred up a storm that swept
across the country when he declared in
1942 that, judging from stories of
women undergoing change of life,
serials were inducing a string of ailments ranging from arrhythmia to
vertigo. All sorts of activity followed.
The networks set up committees and
hired researchers; others, including independent research organizations, got
busy in many ways. Surveys were made,
papers were printed and books published—and in the end, serials were
exonerated.
A lot of statistics came out of these
and similar studies. The serials' audience was generally estimated at 20 million women. One project found that
54% of the available housewives were
serial listeners and that the average
fan listened to 5.8 serials a day. This

was about 1944-45. Another study,
commissioned by NAB and published
in 1946 as "The People Look at Radio,"
found that housewives were about evenly divided between listeners and nonlisteners and estimated that the listeners
averaged four serials a day.
The Origin of "Soaps" ■ The object
of this devotion had earned, in the
meantime, a number of soubriquets less
dignified than "daytime serials." "Soap
opera" remains the most popular term
and, at the time of its invention, was
well earned. Soap companies had been
among the most ardent investors, and
in 1939, which may not have been
their high year, sponsored more than
40% of approximately 250 quarterhours which were on the air each week.
Procter & Gamble alone once had 19
different daytime and evening programs going on the networks, and that
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

the biggest factory ever constructed for
the manufacture of daytime serials. By
1948 they were producing 13 soaps and
5 half-hour programs turned out by an
assembly-line of writers working from
plots that the Hummerts conceived and
supervised. At one point the Hummerts
were producing virtually all of the serials carried on NBC. CBS newsman
Ned Calmer was once in their stable

of all these newscasts CBS would

i
^
\
J
\

present so-called "soft" news; the
affiliates who wished to do so might
drop this portion and substitute local
news. In addition, the final IVi minutes of these programs would include
a one-minute news item which affiliates, ifthey wished, might cue out
for a local commercial.
Thus each affiliate would have
these options: carry each 10-minute
newscast in full; or insert a local
commercial in the last portion of
the broadcast, or drop the last IVi
minutes for the insertion of local
news, with or without a local commercial.
On weekends, 10-minute newscasts for joint network-station sale
would be carried at noon, 1, 3, 4,
and 5 p.m. on Saturdays and noon,
4 and 5 p.m. on Sundays; and for
local sale at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Satur-
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days and
9 a.m.
and 10periods
p.m. —Sundays.
At five
weekend
10
a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturdays and 10
and 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Sundays —
five-minute newscasts would continue
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]
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(they're
sponsoredthat
by affiliates
Chevrolet);
CBSnowsuggested
might follow them with five-minute
local newscasts to continue the 10minute format. In addition, six 10minute newscasts on weekends would
be reserved for network sale: 1 1 a.m.
and 7 p.m. Saturdays and 2, 3, 6 and
7 p.m. Sundays, the first five minutes
of which are sponsored by Chevrolet.
Features ■ The on-the-half-hour
"information features" would be
scheduled at 11:30 a.m. through 4:30
p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m. on
weekdays, from 9:30 a.m. through
5:30 p.m. and at 7:55 p.m. on Saturdays and from 9:30 a.m. through
5:30 p.m. and at 7:30 p.m. on Sun-
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may not have been P&G's highest year.
Aside from soap companies, breakfast foods and drugs were among the
biggest serial users. At the last remaining serial center, CBS Radio, General
Foods and Glenbrook Labs Div. of
Sterling Drug get the nod as its first
serial sponsors, dating to 1931 and
remaining — though not continuously —
into 1959 at least.
The soap opera remains as a generic
term describing a type of program, but
it no longer is correct as an indication
of sponsorship. NBC's archives do not
provide an immediate answer to the
question so far as that network is concerned, but CBS Radio hasn't had a
soap sponsor on a serial in 16 months:
not since Lever's Surf pulled out of
Romance of Helen Trent, Whispering
Streets, Young Dr. Malone and Right
to Happiness in April 1959. Cereal,
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Arthur Hull Hayes
He yields to radio change
days. Affiliates could schedule these
programs any time within 25 minutes
after they are fed by the network.
The new plan is expected to be the
main subject for discussion at the annual meeting of affiliates, to be held
Sept. 28-29 at New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel. Other highlights include a luncheon address by Frank
Stanton, president of CBS Inc., a review of the Washington scene by
CBS Vice President Richard Salant
and the annual dinner, with CBS
Radio talent and news correspondents as guests, on Sept. 28.
laxative and various remedy advertisers
have been more frequent buyers in recent years.
The Production Factories ■ If one
product category — soap — can be linked
with the heyday of serial sponsorship,
one little band of nimble-minded, facilewriting people can be identified with
serial production and, in most cases,
with its origin. The names of Frank and
Anne Hummert, Elaine Carrington, and
Irna Phillips are synonymous with daytime serials, and their productivity —
and that of a few others, mostly contemporaries— continues to mystify hisday.
torians of the daytime drama to this
The Hummerts, credited with being
among the first to envision the magnitude of the gold mine that advertisers
might tap in daytime radio, built and
operated what is generally regarded as

of "dialoguers."
But the honors for productivity usually go to one of the Hummert writers,
Robert Andrews, who is credited with
turning out five scripts a day, five days
a week, for years. Once, when a shipment of his scripts was lost in a plane
crash, he is said to have dictated that
day's episode of one serial by telephone
from Hollywood to New York while the
show was on the air, managing to stay
a few lines ahead of the actors. The
show that day contained a few more
long pauses than usual, but they passed
unnoticed. The pause was a standard
device in most soaps. Plots moved about
an inch a day.
Ma Perkins and Bill the Barber (later
Just Plain Bill) were among the earlier
shows in the stream that Mr. Andrews
turned out for the Hummerts. He quit
in 1942. "Got tired," he explained.
The Hummert factory rolled on. 5/^/la Dallas, Lorenzo Jones, Young Widder
Brown, Backstage Wife, were among
their best known entries in those years,
along with Skippy and Terry & Mary,
a pair which the Hummerts sold to General Mills to show the profit to be had
in sponsoring daytime serials for children.
Other Writing Machine ■ Elaine Carrington started Red Adams in 1932 on
NBC as a half-hour nighttime program,
moved it to daytime under Beech-Nut
chewing gum sponsorship a short time
later (after changing its name to Red
Davis to avoid identification with Adams
Chiclets, a Beech-Nut competitor), and
finally, under P&G sponsorship, changed
it to the name that is still best known.
Pepper Young's Family.
Irma Phillips, noted like the Hummerts for prolific output, acted in as
well as wrote one of her first serials.
Today's Children. She later wrote,
among others Woman in White, Lonely
Women, Right to Happiness, Guiding
Light and Road of Life, The rights to
the last three of which she subsequently
sold to P&G for $175,000.
Other names pop up prominently in
histories
of the
Vic & Sade
ran serial.
on NBCPaul
for Rhymer's
some 13
years and won critical praise for a
vehicle of contemporary humor in
America. Carleton Morse's One Man's
Family had a highly successful run that
spanned 27 years, also on NBC. Sandra
Michael's Against the Storm, a wartime
serial with a patriotic theme, won a Pea29

TV

PREVIEW

Fast ■ It doesn't matter what there is
to iron — hubby's shirt, sonny's cowboy hat. the hindu fakir's rope or the
announcer's
jacket — allif she
the housewife
uses Redd! Starch,
has to do
is spray and iron.
That's the gist of a series of eightsecond t\' commercials which are
starting this month on stations in
Indianapolis. Ind., and Cincinnati,
Columbus and Cleveland, all Ohio,
with expansion to include 33 cities
throughout the Midwest, South and
Far West by fall.
Union Starch & Refining Co..
Columbus. Ind., is the sponsor of the
tv spots, placed through Baer.
Kemble & Spicer. Cincinnati, and
produced by Format Films, North
Hollywood. Calif.

C. Martin Spicer. BK&.S president,
is account executive for Reddi
Starch. At Format Films, Leo Salkin
was responsible for the story and
also directed some of the animated
film spots. Animators were Stanley
Wilkins and Alan Zaslove. Jules
Engel was art director.

body award for excellence. Charles
Jackson, who won fame with his novel
Lost Weekend, turned out Sweet River
for two years.
Aside from Mr. Jackson and Mr.
Calmer, others have gone on to more
permanent fame from serial stints. Don
Ameche is said to have played the lead
in as many as four serials at once. Jim
and Marian Jordan, who became Fibber
McGee k Molly, played miscellaneous
voices in daytime operas in the early
days. Actor Everett Sloane was Sammy
Goldberg for a while, and Van Heflin
and Joseph Cotten also appeared in
roles on the Goldbergs show.

Mail Pull ■ The serials also set up a
new concept of coverage maps for radio
stations. P&G had used premium offers
to find out where its listeners were, one
of the first being a seed offer to Ma
Perkins listeners in return for 10 cents
and an Oxydol boxtop. Lever once got
an estimated 2 million write-ins for a
brooch offered by Rinso on Big Sister.
The Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency
used premium ofTers extensively — Duane Jones, later known as the Boxtop
King, was then with B-S-H — and sometimes, it is recorded, received more
write-ins than the programs could
claim in total audience.

A vast outpouring ■ Irna Phillips was
one of the most prolific writers of soap
opera throughout its long, sudsy history.
Her brain children include Road of

Life, Woman in White, Right to Happiness, among others. P&G enthusiastically bought three of her properties for
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(END OF THE SOAPS)
$175,000.^

John Karol. who was in charge of
sales for CBS Radio before switching to
CBS-TV a couple of years ago, recalls
that when he first joined CBS in the
early 1930s, as head of research, he
adapted the premium-offer idea to obtain measurements of station coverage.
The Remnants ■ Out of the scores of
serials that once filled daytime radio,
four remain, along with two more recent entries, on CBS Radio. These are
slated to go in November. Ma Perkins
has been on for 27 years, and Right to
Happiness. Young Dr. Malone and
Second Mrs. Burton have been on for
close to 20. The newer ones are Couple
Next Door, which is outside the soapopera tradition in that it is humorous,
and Whispering Streets, which also departs from the norm by dramatizing
separate stories. A seventh serial slated
to leave, Best Sellers, which was
launched only a few months ago. also
doesn't really count as a daytime serial
in the old sense: it serializes popular
novels.
Approximately 50 to 60 actors and
actresses are employed in these seven
shows. By comparison, the soaps once
gave regular employment to some 150
actors and part-time roles to 1,800.
Although
Radio's
on
serials
marks CBS
the end
of an decision
era, it does
not mean the end of serials. While their
fortunes were waning on radio they
were surviving on tv — where some of
the oldest old-timers may still be found
in modern dress. Among them: Love of
Life, Search for Tomorrow, Guiding
Light on CBS-TV and Young Dr. Malone, From these Roots, NBC-TV.

'Pepper Young's' mother ■ Elaine Carrington
radio'sUnder
best loved
serials inbegan
1932 one
on ofNBC.
P&G
sponsorship. Pepper Young thrived.
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WCYB

Radio & Television is proud to receive the AP's national award of First Place for Outstanding Exchange of News through the Associated Press for 1960.

WCYB Radio & Television will continue to compile and relate the news with listeners and viewers
given first consideration.
WCYB-TV's news superiority is proven by audience acceptance wherever it can be compared
to its competition. WCYB-TV's 6:30 p.m. Esso Reporter exceeds the next station's 6:30 p.m.
news by over 300?^ in homes.
WCYB-TV's 1 1 :00 p.m. news exceeds the next station's 1 1 :00 p.m. news by over 295 % in homes.
Weekly
homesMarch,
per quarter
olmost 2 average
to 1. (ARB,
1960.) hour delivered by WCYB-TV exceeds the other station's by

WCYB
NBC

UjOODmilllBy
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Radio— 690 kc— 10 kw
TV— Channel 5

for the Bristol, Va. — Tenn. — Tri-Cities Area

Notional Representatives:
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Fred Hillegas
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Jim DeLine
GANG

Elliot Gove
TIMEKEEPER

Richard Hoffmann
BUSINESS NEWS

Represented Nationally by
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HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC
NEW YORK
• BOSTON
• CHICAGO
DETROIT
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HOMES
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WITH

Bill O'Donnell
SPORTS
RADIO'S

GREATEST

PERSONALITIES!

Deacon Doubleday
FARM

BROADCAST
AD
AFA

RESPONSIBILITY
endorses

Better

The Advertising Federation of
America is giving otficial endorsement
to the Assn. of Better Business Bureaus in codifying some of the rules of
advertising vigilance. The BBB has
defined "responsibilities" between advertisers and media and is asking businesswide acceptance. This ties in nicely
with the AFA"s own "Truth Book" approach, the federation says.
The association of 107 Better Business Bureaus asks for national and
local action to make advertisers take
responsibility to prove claims and
media to require proof when copy is
questionable or later questioned. All
Better Business Bureaus ought to mediate in these cases, the association says
in its "Declaration of Responsibilities
for Improving Public Confidence in
Advertising."

Radio-tv
A New York shirtmaker is making retail history, with broadcast
media slated to play a part in the
distribution story. The manufacturer
feels that "convenience shopping"
and the "convenience media" of
radio-tv are a natural combination.
This particular scheme links up
a shirt brand with an unexploited
sales outlet, the laundry-dry cleaning business, supported by nationally
coordinated promotion. Last week,
Arnold J. Weber, president of the
manufacturing firm, the Registered
Shirt Laundry Assn., had lined up a
thousand laundry-dry cleaners as retailers for his Registered Shirt label.
The figure is changing weekly, as
the distribution network grows
around the country. Palmer, Codella
Assoc.. advertising-public relations
agency for Registered Shirt, said.
The advertising will be a joint undertaking between Registered Shirt
Laundry Assn. and local sellers late
this fall in 573 cities, a number that
also is subject to change with distribution gains. Palmer, Codella is
preparing 10, 20 and 60-second spots
while the clients shop for availabilities in daytime radio and nighttime
television. No details on schedule
were available last week, but Mr.
Weber reached by telephone in a
Seatde laundry, did have this to say:
"We in the laundry and dry clean34

Business

ADVERTISING

DEFINED
declaration

The association declaration moves
into a new area, too — taste in advertising. While self-regulation of taste in
advertising has not been traditionally
within the province of Better Business
Bureaus, the association says it believes now that they will consider channeling bad-taste complaints to national
trade organizations and work with the
local business community on plans to
handle problems on this level.
Generally the Better Business recommendations dovetail with the AFA's
police procedure recommended in the
"Truth Book" released by AFA Vice
Chairman John P. Cunningham of
Cunningham & Walsh at the federation's convention last June, although
this does not treat the subject of taste.
The AFA recommends that local clubs
establish ethics committees and adver-

tising panels as watchdog groups, the
panels including BBB representatives,
local businessmen, agencies and media
people. Nearly a quarter of the local
business bureaus have become associated with this procedure in their
cities.
The AFA, in endorsing the "Declaration," noted that AFA was the parent organization of the Better Business Bureau. The federation also said
the "Truth Book" is in its second printing, with 10,000 copies planned for
sale. The new edition will carry illustrations contributed by ad cartoonist
Don Herold.
Personal

approach

There's danger that advertising effectiveness can be lost in the "deluge of
communications" that is threatening to
engulf the populace. This oncoming
electronic engulfment ought not to "obscure" the personal approach as "the
most effective communication." These

will help laundries sell shirts
ing field feel strongly on the sales any new marketing program must
effect of both these media. ... In have in the initial months." The
developing a corporate image for campaign also will make use of print
and trade media.
the outlet as well as the single product, radio and tv are most valuable
Expansion ■ The national sendofl^
for us at this particular time. They
for Registered Shirts and laundries
is based on tests conducted the past
will give us the public coverage that
year. During this time Mr. Weber
sold both distributors to the laundry
trade and operators on selling shirts.
Such sidelines as clothes storage were
developed at laundries and one operator went beyond shirts to add a
broad line of men's furnishings.
The author of the merchandisingservice alliance is a 34-year-old veteran in the shirt business. Under the
Weber plan, the Registered Shirt is
sold at the laundry or at the customer's home by route men with
the date of purchase stamped on the
goods. The item then is guaranteed
for a year, providing it is laundered
Why are Laundries
by the company that sold it. During his shakedown year Mr. Weber
selling shirts?
overcame 50 laundrymen's skepticism and saw such results as $300Shirts & suds
Shirt's
encircled-R
mark■ Registered
(above) will
ap$600 added to a store's monthly
pear in spot tv late this fall, while
Although it sells a male item. Regradio commercials give an aural veristered Shirt has fixed women as
sion of the laundry-shirt store plan.
gross.
Tv commercials, not yet produced,
primary shirt buyers and consewill be cartooned in the manner of
quently is aiming advertising at
them. The label is on three styles
this illustration, which is the cover
of cotton shirt, selling initially at
of a brochure explaining the novel
sales plan to laundry trade.
$3.95.
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The increased mechanization of farming has released thousands of
highly adaptable native-born workers into the labor force in Oklahoma.
Because of planning, these workers are being absorbed in the expanding
industrial and manufacturing activity in the Greater Oklahoma City Market.
The new manufacturing plants being added to the scene each year find
many attractions in the market . . . natural resources, ideal weather, abimdant
power . . . but above all, the most impressive difference is PEOPLE!
Oklahomans have "pride of performance." We've known this for years.
Manufacturers are finding it out. A recent comment from a major industrialist included . . . "The vital factor in your progress has been the spirit,
determination and pride of your people. This pioneering spirit, which
attracted us* to Oklahoma, is the priceless ingredient in your economic
expansion." (*name on request)

(f)

Newest and largest of the growing list of manufacturing firms in
Oklahoma City is the new Western Electric plant. Initial work
force . . . 4,000 people.
In the immediate Oklahoma City area alone, there are 14 industrial
districts . . . several times that number in the WKY RADIO AND

o
<

TELEVISION stations' coverage areas.
Bureau of Labor Statistics data shows the man-days lost annually
through labor disputes for each Oklahoma worker to be just .27,
compared to the national average of .64.
Dollar volume output per Oklahoma worker
to national average of $10,634.

$10,851 compared

The expansion of manufacturing means more people . . . more jobs . . .
more payrolls ... more spendable income. WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION, in its established role of prime communicator in the market, tells the
story of your products to the people enriched by this industrial expansion.
A Good Market In Which To Do
More Business. Good Stations ON
Which To Do More Business.
A few of the reasons are set forth on
Page 4.

Western
Photo byElectri
A. T

It's SALES power.
It's the difference between just doing
what has to be done . . . and doing
what CAN be done.
It's what WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION
does to improve our service to bur audience.
We either do it better ... or not at all.
Example: WKY RADIO has always
had better coverage than any other
station in the market. But we have made
three major improvements in transmitting
facilities in recent months, just to widen
the gap even further.
Example: WKY-TV not only was the
1st station in the market to have Video
Tape. We installed TWO VTR machines, ,
because this means better service
for the advertisers.
These are just two examples, chosen
because they're the kind of thing the
audience generally is unaware of. But
what the audience IS aware of is that WKY:
RADIO
AND TELEVISION
are the
leading '
communicators
in the Greater
Oklahoma
City Market.
This PRIDE does mean

additional SELLING

POWER. It means you're doing business
with the BEST.
Being best is practically a mania with
us, simply as a matter of pride. And it
makes it harder all the time for others
to follow us.

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System, Inc.
WTVT, Tampa— St. Petersburg, Fla.
Represented by The Katz Agency

For
The robot-like "Mr. Machine" — a
key-wound plastic toy — is Ideal Toy
Corp.'s ideal toy and will serve as the
identifying logo in all its tv advertising this fall. It will come at the
tag end of the commercial. Ideal
Toy said last week that "Mr. Machine appeals to all ages and both
sexes and typifies the quality and
play value which Ideal strives to
build into all its products."
It also serves to emphasize the tvthinking of long-time television advertiser Ideal. A company spokesman admitted Ideal would be spending "much more" in tv, noting "every
toy company that's in television is
increasing" its use of the visual medium.
Ideal will commence stepped-up tv
advertising this fall with a taped
hour-long kid's spectacular it'll produce in New York. It will be placed,
through Grey Adv., its agency, in 19
cities starting around Sept. 25. The
hour show will star Shari Lewis and
will carry the six-word title of
Christmas in September with Shari
Lewis.

warnings come from Matthew J. Culligan, general corporate executive. McCann-Erickson, in a talk before the
San Francisco Advertising Club last
Wednesday (Aug. 17). The agency official also observed:
. . Advertising differs from faceto-face communication in the circumstances of its reception. The advertising message goes to a non-captive individual with unlimited freedom to accept, reject, or ignore. It must overcome inertia and indifference."
Cities
Lennen

Service
&

names

Newell

Cities Service Oil Co. (petroleum
products), New York, last week appointed Lennen & Newell, New York,
as its advertising agency, effective Jan.
1, 1961. Billing is estimated at $4 million, of which approximately 30% is in
radio-tv.
The account will be leaving Ellington & Co., New York, which has been
Cities Service's agency for the past 13
years. No reason was given for the
move but reports circulated that the
shift was tied in with a new advertising
approach to be adopted by the company. The institutional advertising
slant emphasized in recent years, it was
said, will be replaced by one that will
be more aggressive and designed to improve product sales.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

tv: more

of 'Mr.

Machine'
latter becoming the first coast-tocoast spot campaign on behalf of
hobby kits (also a new age group of
6-9 was opened for the hobby field).
During the year, Ideal will continue
to back top-rated
shows
(including
Bozo the children's
Clown, Popeye

'Mr. Machine' .
Ideal's ideal toy
The toy company has an extensive
spot tv spread.
This spring the company had success with spots featuring its Monkey
Stix and Dog Champion items, the
TOBACCO
New

brands

bigger

B&W

AND

TV

spark
budget

The tv support in introducing Belair
and Kentucky Kings cigarette brands
nationally earlier this year is pointed
out in Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp.'s disclosure last week that the
firm's tv expenditures in 1960 will
move up to a total $26.4-$28 million,
compared with the $22.4-$23.8 million
level in 1959. The approximate $5 million increase — all of it presumably in
tv — corresponds with the report that
B&W's total advertising budget will rise
from $28 million last year to "at least
$33 million" in 1960, according to
John W. Burgard, vice president in
charge of advertising.
Brown & Williamson's increasing television activity is illustrated in the
recent appointment of Arthur C.
Ericksen as head of tv operations. He
previously handled tv activities on the
American Tobacco account at BBDO.
Mr. Ericksen is based at Brown & Williamson headquarters in Louisville,
where one of his main responsibilities
will be the placement of cigarette
brands on six network programs in
which B&W will participate this fall.
Orders are placed through Ted Bates.
For the second half of 1960, Mr.
Burgard told Broadcasting last week.

and Three Stooges type programming), will once again sponsor the
Macy Thanksgiving Parade telecast
and will debut Astro Base, "an outerplanetary installation complete with
a remote-controlled, rocket-firing
scout car," this year, along with a
group of space helmet items made
out of plastic.
Ideal has a group of dolls and
various craft (including an atomic
submarine model that crash dives)
that will get tv support. Behind its
tv thrust: signing of Andre Baruch
to become the "voice of Ideal" on all
toy and hobby kit commercials; firsttime production of commercials
using musical jingles and integration
of commercials with color sales promotion films which all Ideal salesmen carry for showing to their prospective clients.
the tobacco firm's ratio between network and spot tv will be about IVi to
1 in favor of network. In 1959, Brown
& Williamson was reported to rank
first in spot tv in its product category,
with expenditures more than double the
next company. Its Viceroy brand
ranked second among all cigarettes advertised, first in spot tv and fourth in
network coverage. The advertiser's
radio budget is slight, but what little is
spent is used mostly for tests.
"Kentucky Kings brand has taken off
at a higher rate than was anticipated,"
Mr. Burgard declared when queried on
the success of its introduction this summer. He pointed out that in the launching of various filter tip cigarettes in
recent years, metropolitan areas were
the first to click with the brands, but
the appeal for the all-tobacco-filter
Kentucky Kings has been just as great
in rural areas as in the cities.
Scholarship

list

The Advertising Federation of
America is compiling a list of advertising marketing scholarships offered to
students contemplating careers in those
areas. Organizations that sponsor such
awards or are interested in establishing
scholarships in these fields are asked to
communicate with George T. Clarke,
bureau director of the Advertising
Federation of America, 250 W. 57th
St., New York 9, N.Y.
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MILWAUKEE

National
Nielsen
Radio Index
NETWORK RADIO'S LEADING ADVERTISERS
Four Weeks Ending July 10, 1960
B'dcsts
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
HOME BROADCASTS
Total
J'dcsts
Total
Mo.
No.
Home
Mins.
of Delivered
Aired
Rank Advertiser
(000)
Rank
Advertiser E
(000)035
246 120
1 Pepsi -CoIb
1
716 342,418
242
Ins.
105
Pepsi-ColaMills
2 Frito Co.
2 General
114,728
110 Min.95 Del'd
994
223
3 R J Reynolds Tobscco
3 Metropolitan Life
306
103,017
66 427
128
Comm'l
4 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors Comm'l
4 General Mills
92,436
281
179
64 770
289
60
125
5 Electric Autolite
5 Electric Autolite
96
6 Metropolitan Life Ins.
6
57,145
R.J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
85,254
83,230
7 Renault
121
91
107 Renault
105
56 072
79,572
8 Frito
164
76!960
Liggett
&
Myers
1089 Liggett
&
Myers
Co.
Ex-Lax
147
9
217
54^522
45,078
13 Ex-Lax
88
Motors
lotors
68,394
65,035
11 Oldsmobile-Gen.
11 Chevrolet-Gen.
181
59
American
Kellogg Tel. & Tel.
38,747
IV
13
Kellogg
Time
Inc.
35,790
12
54,942
Time Inc.
15
51,235
99
72
80
66
Automotive-Amer.
15
32,672
33,537
Motors
Sterling
Drug
50,295
12
14
14
85
16 Automotive-Amer. Motors 86
31,508
45,650
84
18
43,569
Grove Div-Bristol Myers
73
62
19 Grove Div-Bristol Tel.
16
118
53
Sinclair Refining
29,854
30,104
40,207
65
17 Socony Mobil Oil
2017 American
Seven-Up Tel. & Myers 104
36,646
29,385
29,822
18 Lever Brothers
26,862
33,829
56
Wm. Wrigley Jr.
19 R.T. French Co.
26,555
33,532
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
20 A.E. Staley Mfg.
30,857
54
57
Ranked by total home broadcasts
41 delivered and by total commercial minutes 66delivered for
individual advertisers by all programs and participation on all radio networks used.39
Copyright 1960 — A.C. Nielsen Company

Fondren
ad
Witl
CBS NETWORK

tv
TV Capital of Wisconsin

the STORER station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
40
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world

calls

for

unity

Speak up in defense of advertising.
That was the message Lee Fondren,
station manager and director of sales
of KLZ Denver, gave the Advertising
Club of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Advertising Women at a joint
luncheon Tuesday (Aug. 16).
Restrictive legislation, cropping up
in ever increasing numbers of bills in
national and state legislatures, present
a "real danger to our system of marketing and advertising," Mr. Fondren
declared. "Hardly a day passes when
we don't hear or read of a new proposal to "put us in our place' and protect the public from advertising."
While there is some general antiadvertising legislation, "usually the
sponsor of a bill to restrict advertising
picks out a single part of the business
and concentrates his fire there. That
way, he seems to be trying to correct
a particular wrong against the public.
And there's the secret. Only those in
that one phase of advertising pay any
serious attention to what's happening.
It doesn't excite the rest of us because
it isn't directed at our pay check.
What Hurts One ... ■ "But it
should concern us," Mr. Fondren asserted. "We should realize that what
hamstrings one part of our industry
will surely hurt all of us — and the
economy of our country as well — in
the run."
broadcast field, he reported,
theInlong
"legislation is afoot to put the FCC
in the program business and give it

powers to suspend a license and fine
the station operators in case they feel
the station's programming isn't right.
If this can go through, it could become
a matter of government agency interpretation as to whether the stations
were doing right in carrying advertising for certain products and services.
"If this can happen to broadcasting,
it could happen to print, as well," he
warned.
"As advertising men and women we
should never tolerate unwarranted attacks on any part of the industry. . . .
Of course no one would ask any of
us to defend some practice we know
to be wrong. In that case it should be
our role to point out the bad practice
to our friends in the area involved. But
when we know there's another side to
the story, we owe it to ourselves as well
as the other ad man to speak up and
set the record straight.
World

Wide

sells

its

Olympics' coverage
Three major international companies
have signed with the World Wide Broadcasting System Inc. to sponsor daily rebroadcasts of the Olympic Games on a
network of more than 100 Latin American radio stations. The sponsors are:
International Telephone & Telegraph
with its associated companies; Outboard Marine International, makers of
Johnson, Evinrude and Gale motors;
and Firestone InterAmerica Co., the
Latin American subsidiary of Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co.
The rebroadcast network includes
stations from Mexico to Chile. Each of
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

High Fidelity
Album

To meet the exacting performance demands in the
broadcasting of transcribed music ... to greatly
improve the reproduction qualities of each on-air
recording . . . these are the desires of every broadcaster. And achieving this smooth as silk reproduction is the primary characteristic of the new Gates
12 and 16-inch professional transcription turntables
for 33>^, 45 and 78 RPM.
Rumble for both the 12 and 16-inch models is at
a new low for either broadcast or high fidelity standards, while wow and flutter far exceed acceptable
standards for high-quality commercial broadcasting.

GATES

The new Gates 12-incli turntable is identical to
the 16-inch sales leader, model CB-500. In the new
CB-77 12-inch chassis is the same ingenious inner
hub drive system to greatly reduce rumble, the same
smooth speed change system, the same smooth and
silent rocker arm, illuminated on-off switch . . . the
only difference is the reduced size, affording broadcasters a more compact turntable arrangement in
today's busy control room.
For complete information on both 12 and 16-inch
turntables and accessories, write today for the new
Gates 12-page Turntable Griide— yours for the asking.

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Sybsidiary of HaTris-lntcTtypc Corporation
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
Offfces in:
International division:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

TV
n

nothing

sells
like

PREVIEW

Smart kid spots ■ Blumenthal Bros.
Chocolate Co. will use one-minute
television spots on 30 stations in 21
markets this fall and winter to promote the company's Goober and
Raisinet confection products. Featured "artist" will be a cartoon character named "Clever Boy" (right)
who will be spotted in and around
children's programs, according to
Liz Vosberg, timebuyer on the
Blumenthal account at Wermen &
Schorr, Philadelphia. New markets
to get Blumenthal business will be
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Chicago, New Orleans, Louisville, and
Norfolk (7-13 spots per week) and
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Charlotte, Baltimore and Pittsburgh
(4-8 spots per week). According to
the programs to be broadcast in Spanish
will be a half-hour in length and will
feature Guillermo
Caram,American
World Wide's
director
of the Latin
Div.,
and Raul Matas, European correspondent for WRUL New York, the key station in World Wide. Programs from
Aug. 24 through Sept. 1 1 will originate
in Rome and will be carried by radioto WRUL's
NewtravelYork
studios. Fromtelephonethere
they will
by
wireline to the station's transmitters outside Boston where they will be beamed
at 8:45 p.m. EST over four separate international frequencies (17.750, 17.845,
15.380 and 11.830 megacycles). The
broadcasts are expected to reach more
than three million listeners, according
to Walter S. Lemmon, founder and
president of World Wide Broadcasting.
Ted

Bates

to get

Boyle-Midway

account

Boyle-Midway's expected departure
from J. Walter Thompson, New York,

WJW
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ or
National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., New York 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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in October probably will be Ted Bates'
$4.5 million gain.
When the $4.5 million Boyle-Midway account leaves JWT, that agency
will lose approximately $3.6-$3.8 million a year in television billing the account is estimated to have represented.
Boyle-Midway is a division of American Home Products Corp., a top national advertiser and a major tv user,
and has such products as Aerowax,
Aero Shave and Black Flag.
Ted Bates & Co. also is the agency
for Whitehall Pharmacal, a division
of American Home Products. It's been
reported that Tatham-Laird, another
agency sharing in the billing of American Home Products, was in contention
for the Boyle-Midway business.

Wermen & Schorr, a budget in the
amount of some $200,000 will be
spent on the campaign.

B

Also

in advertising

Freberg commissioned ■ J. Walter
Thompson Co., Detroit, has commissioned Freberg Ltd., Hollywood, to
create and produce a national radio
campaign to introduce the 1961 Ford.
Plans call for a minimum of three oneminute spots to be broadcast starting
in September.
Baltimore merger ■ Brahms-Gerber
Adv. has announced its merger with
Birnbaum-Wolff & Co., both Baltimore. The merger creates an advertising agency with a staff of 15 and billings in excess of $1 million annually,
the announcement said. The new firm
will be known as BBG&W. Elected officers are Jack Gerber, president; Harold
F. Wolff, vice president; Zalmen J.
Birnbaum, secretary and Jack Brahms,
treasurer.
Leaving La Roche ■ The Warner
Brothers Co., Bridgeport, Conn., has
appointed Doyle Dane Bernach Inc.,
N.Y., to handle advertising of its girdles, corsets and bras, starting with the
fall 1961 campaign. No definite media
schedule has been set, but the budget
for consumer advertising is said to be
well over $1 million. The account is
currently with C.J. La Rache & Co..
N.Y.
On view ■ Airequipt Mfg. Co. (slide
projectors, viewers). New Rochelle,
N.Y., has appointed Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y., to handle its $400,000
annual budget for advertising and promotion. Starting in the fall, Airequipt
will use network tv, including participations in NBC-TV's Today and Jack
Paar Show, to introduce the new Superba 35 mm projector line.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

"So ....

what's so good about Movie Masterpiece?"

'''It's just the most potent TV movie line-up in Denver
. . . That's all."
. . And it's on KBTV-Channel

ABC

9

in Denver)

'Oh yes! Here are some samples for September through December. "
APARTMENT

FOR PEGGY

THEY WERE

EXPENDABLE

TORTILLA

FLAT

THE TEXANS

THE LAST OUTPOST

MRS. MINIVER

SPELLBOUND

STRANGE

INTERLUDE

MY

RANDOM

HARVEST

NORTHWEST

ROMANCE

OF ROSY

TALE OF TWO

RIDGE

CITIES

BELLS OF ST. MARY'S

'And they are on KBTV

KBTV
Call your P G W Colonel
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PASSAGE

REBECCA

THE MEN
HEAVENLY

FRIEND FLICKA

CAPTAIN

BODY

FROM

CASTILE

seven nights a week at 10:00 P.M."

CHANNEL
THE

FAMILY

I n
STATION

VER
JOHN C. MULLINS,
PreiidenI
JOE HEROLO
Station Manager
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES

Date
Thur., Aug. 11
Fri., Aug. 12
Sat., Aug. 13
Sun., Aug. 14
Mon., Aug. 15

Tue., Aug. 16
Wed., Aug. 17

WITH THE
Inter

Mountain

Network

TV

> for each
Ratingof
Instant
the week August 11-17 as rated by the multi-city 1 Arbitron day
ratings of American Research Bureau.
24.3
Program and Time
Network
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
19.5
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
26.2
ABC-TV
20
6
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
Celebrity Talent Scouts (9 p.m.)
16.2
(half-hour show)
CBS-TV
and
What Makes Sammy Run? do p.m.)
16.2
(hour show)
NBC-TV
Comedy Spot (9:30 p.m.)
Circle Theater (10 p.m.)
14.7
CBS-TV
15.7
CBS-TV
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

APPLIED

TO

APPLIANCES

/
COVER

WYOMING
LIKE A

BLANKET
with
INTERMOUNTAIN
WYOMING
KFBC
CHEYENNE
KWYO
SHERIDAN
KOVE
CASPER
KVOC
CASPER

NETWORK'S
GROUP
KOWB
LARAMIE
KPOW
POWELL
KVRS
ROCK SPRINGS
KLUK
EVANSTON

FIRST in AUDIENCE
FIRST in PROMOTION
FIRST for Your SALES
Ask Your Avery-Knodei
Man

YOU

too

^ W"*
will get
the GREATEST
SALES
when

you

results
use

—

Tho Natinn'c Mnst "Jiirrps";!!!! Rpninnal Nfilwnrk
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Proctor-Silex's

sales

Proctor-Silex Corp., Philadelphia —
once Proctor Electric Co., an upstart in
the electrical appliance manufacturing
business — now has a place among the
larger corporations in the land as well
as in the ranks of major tv advertisers.
For Proctor, size and tv use have been
related. As the company increased its
television, the firm grew in sales. In
1 954, the year when Proctor first tested
spot tv in New York, sales hit $4.6 million. Last year's sales were $19 million.
This year the firm will show an estimated $26-27 million in consumer appliance sales. Another $13-14 million
will be added from its merged and
non-consumer operations this year.
The company popped into the advertising news last week by announcing it
would throw its heaviest tv support yet
in back of its fall (Sept. 12-Dec.l) selling season. Proctor-Silex will be in 100
major markets through participation in
six NBC-TV daytime shows (hm Murray, Concentration, Dough-Re-Mi,
From These Roots, Make Room for
Daddy and Here's Hollywood).
The advertiser also noted that it
would return in its tv advertising to its
animated characters of Mildred and AlProctor'sby agency,
Weiss bert& (originated
Geller; by
animated
Ernest
Pintoff
and inproduced
by his
Productions
New York)
whichPintofl"
sold
millions of toasters and irons for the
company over the years.
Last spring. Proctor used a group of
filmed commercials on network that
comedian's
and the had
Jerry Lewis
featuredMildred
wife.
and Albert
been a
near-advertising trade mark for Proctor on spot tv as the appliance manufacturer increased its use of the medium and entered a period of spiralling
sales.
Spot to Network ■ While ProctorSilex got its start via spot (New York
was first and Los Angeles and Philadel-

boom

traced

to tv

phia followed in the 1954 spot testing),
it's tv now is all network. From its three
test cities. Proctor's spot tv had grown
in only a few years to spot in 40 markets. In 13 weeks of testing spot tv in
New York, the number of Proctor dealers rose from 300 to 3,000. The secret
of its tv success: Proctor early in its
advertising strategy decided it had a
product that must be demonstrated, did
this on tv, using the medium spectacularly as a personal selling tool.
While Proctor-Silex could trumpet
the return to tv of Mildred and Albert
(recorded voices of Pat Carroll and Allen Swift) and the tv opening of 100
major markets to its product line, the
big noise for tv actually was in the
background:
With little fanfare accompanying its
deliberations, the company is considering (1) the addition of spot to its current network and (2) the eventual debut
in tv of its Silex line.
B Business
Time sales

briefly

Radio debut ■ Henry L Siegel Inc.,
N.Y., which has previously advertised
its H.I.S. brand sportswear in magazines, trade papers and direct mail, will
start a 13-week test run today (Aug.
22) over WINS New York, using three
spots daily (Mon.-Sat.). All spots in the
$15,000 campaign will be delivered in
contemporary teenage jive talk, with
jazz music background, by Jack Lacy,
host of the Jack Lacy Show. Agency:
Leber & Katz Inc., N.Y. It's reported
that should the test run pay off, H.I.S.
will buy radio nationally.
Ceeco tests radio ■ Ceeco Engineering
Corp., through Claude E. Morris &
Assoc., L.A., has started a test radio
spot campaign for Ceeco-Magic. treatment for brake linings and clutch
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

the

OLYMPIC

METRO

STATIONS
Your buy is SET

in the Pacific

Northwest with one purchase ! Three
proudly
the

announce
of

appointment

5,000 watters completely dominate
the Puget Sound area. They are
contiguous and complementary — with
a slight overlap to guarantee positive
penetration. This new concept of
buying a total market at one rate
delivers a most efficient cost per
thousand, the surest penetration and
indisputable impact. The Big Three are

H-R
REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

now ONE

. , . delivering most of the

radio listeners most of the time.
Your nearest H-R Representative has

as

a new, exciting story to tell you —
along with a brand new rate structure

National

that will completely cancel out any
problems you may have had making a
Representatives

smart buy in the big Pacific Northwest.
ALL

THIS

. . . AND

MERCHANDISING

Seattle

LOCALIZED
TOO!

A fresh
U.S. Steel and BBDO, its agency,
lightly ribbed steel's best customer
— the automobile industry — on television in an unusual fresh approach
to an old need.
The need as felt by advertiser
U.S. Steel has been to remind the
country's automobile buyers and
riders that it's steel which makes the
four-wheeled vehicle so sturdy and
safe.
The new approach: a IVi minute
animated commercial that pokes a
litde fun at the foibles of the auto
industry while ramming home the
idea that the use of steel in bumpers, in wheels and even in auto trim
makes for a vehicle that's better
looking, safer and more practical.
The commercial's debut on U.S.
Steel Hour (CBS-TV) on June 15
pleased client and customer Detroit.
Result No. 1 : the commercial, called
"Materials Salesman," was repeated
on Aug. 10. Result No. 2: another
animated cartoon about autos is

approach

Globe spots ■ American Oil Co., N.Y.,
is adding 3(J to 40 markets to its radio
and tv spot schedules this fall to promote the special offer of a tie-in traffic-builder in the form of a 14-inch,
inflatable vinyl, eight-color globe. The
globe has a retail list price of $9.95
but will be offered to American Oil
customers for $3.50. In its distribution areas, including most parts of
southern and eastern U.S., American
Oil will promote the offer via tag lines
on its regular commercials throughout
the fall season. Amoco's agency is The
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

old story

being prepared for U.S. Steel's tv
spectacular
"Step on
the Gas" that
will be networked
in October.
The choice of producer and talent for the commercial was regarded
in this instance as part of the
agency's creative effort. With this
encouragement, the BBDO team —
Jack Goldsmith, a tv art supervisor,
and James Huff, a tv copywriter —
went to work.
In reviewing their experience with
the commercial the team recalled
this unusual development as illustrative: Comedian Don Adams, who
had been selected for the character
voice of the materials salesman, became so enthused in the briefing that
he took the commercial script home
the night before the recording session.
When Mr. Adams appeared at
the studio the next day it was obvious he had memorized the script
(ordinarily all he would have had to
do was read the lines) and had

Friendly wink at Detroit ■ The U. S. Steel cartoon winks
good-naturedly at Detroit foibles while stressing the importance of steel in auto manufacture. In sequence: (1)
the salesman arrives at the "Colossal Motor Car Company" identifying himself as from "the Wonderful Materials Company." His audience is the Colossal president
accompanied by three vice presidents in a "group think."
Proposed is gingerbread for auto trim (c) — "do you know
facings, on KHJ and KRLA Los Angeles. If successful, the company plans
to use radio on first a regional, then
a national scale.

to an

marked those lines he would suggest
for gags or for change of emphasis.
Such creative development inevitably
gained theatrical quality when combined with the drawing skill of Ernie
Pintoff who was producer-director
via his Pintoff Productions, New
York.
The "star" of the commercial is
a salesman who is a sharpster with
a likable quality despite his aggressiveness. He appears at the Colossal
Motor Car Company (in Detroit)
to sell his bag of substitutes for the
steel used in automobile manufacture.
The hard-boiled president of the
company, secure in the "yessing" of
three
vicethepresidents,
won'tgingertake
china for
steel bumper;
bread mix for the stainless steel auto
trim
flexible
puttyConsequently
for autos'
ruggedor steel
wheels.
the salesman is forcibly ejected from
the sacred domain of Colossal Motor
Car Co.

what car buyers call car trim? They call it gingerbread
showing a deep subconscious desire for this Instant
Gingerbread Auto Trim . . ." — -and putty car wheels (r)
for pliability and permitting the driver to place "driving
skill against the uncertainties." Colossal is sure that
steel manufacture remains the best and so provoked, the
company veeps haul the salesman away while the president points to the exit rasping. "Get him out of here."

Joseph Katz Co. of New York.

grid games with three other national

Kicks for cars ■ American football telecasts have been picked to carry the
ball for foreign cars in California this
fall. Northern and Southern California
Renault Dealers Assn., through Len
Weissman Co., L.A., has purchased onesixth sponsorship of the 17 American
Football League pro football games,
Sundays and Thanksgiving, on 12 California stations of ABC-TV, sharing
with five national sponsors. Competition Motors (Volkswagen and
Porsche), through Doyle Dane Bernbach, L.A., will be quarter-sponsor of
the 13 NCAA college football telecasts, Saturdays and Thanksgiving, on
five ABC-TV
stations, sharing the

sponsors.
Agency appointments
■ Seeco Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.,
appoints Curtis Winters Co., L.A., to
handle all advertising and publicity.
Seeco designs and manufactures aircraft and missile parts and assemblies
as well as automated machine tool
systems.
■ The Capital Finance Corp., ColumOhio, appoints
McCann-Marschalk, bus,
Columbus
and Cleveland,
as its
advertising agency effective Sept. 15.
John Ribbing will serve as resident account executive of the personal loan and
finance-savings company.
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WAVE-TV

28.8%

MORE

{headaches

your

Gives

You

HEADACHES!

products

can

soothe,

that

is!)

I^^^j In ^iiy average week, at least 28.8% more
^fc^ people watch WAVE-TV than any other TV station in Kentucky, from sign-on to sign-off. And ALL
these extra families of course have their share of headaches, sweet teeth, yens for new automobiles, etc.!
WAVE-TV

gives you much lower costs per 1,000

than any other TV station in Kentucky.
These are FACTS.
for the proof.

Ask us (or NBC

Spot Sales)
CHANNEL

3 • MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, National Representatives
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THE
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Press rates outstrip
The average line rate of U.S. daily
newspapers has gone up 84% since
1946, while circulation has gone up
only 11.1%. Sunday papers have
boosted rates by 62.9% while adding
but 13.2% to circulation.
These figures are from the Assn. of
National Advertisers" latest report on
newspaper circulation and rate trends,
being released today (Aug. 22). The
study, showing postwar circulation and
rate patterns of each U.S. English-language daily and Sunday paper with
more than 50,000 circulation, updates
a similar report issued by ANA a year
ago.
The report shows that morning newspapers boosted rates by 91.5% between
1946 and 1960 while net paid circula-

AND

MEDIA

THE

HARE

circulation since *46
tion increased 5.4%. Evening papers
had a rate gain of 77.8% against a
circulation rise of 10.3%. All-day
papers and morning-evening combinations raised rates 68% and circulation
4. 1 % .
These rate figures are based on the
average line rate, assuming 5,000 lines
per year. Increases based on the cost of
one line of advertising per million
circulation run somewhat less. For instance, on this basis the rates for dailies
as a whole increased 66% as compared
with the 84% increase shown on a
straight cost-per-line basis.
The study also reviews the rate-andcirculation trends of six Sunday magazine groups and two Sunday comics
groups.

Data for the 115-page report was
compiled by Standard Rate & Data
Service
specifications.
members toof ANA's
ANA may
buy copies Non($15
each) from the association, 155 East
44th St., New York 17.
Increase

radio

services

says

news,
Sarnoff

Radio's future lies in the "number
and variety" of services it can provide
to "the limit of human ingenuity and
technical possibility," NBC Board
Chairman Robert Sarnoff on Friday
(Aug. 19) told dignitaries attending the
40th anniversary celebration of WWJ
Detroit (see picture box this page).
Mr. Sarnoff's view of what radio
means to the community today included
a composite picture of increased attention to news, specialization on local
service and more emphasis on individual or specific needs. The NBC
head noted that the ability of a single
fm channel to carry a number of signals simultaneously holds promise for
greatly expanded use. He pointed to
NBC's
plans for specialized fm services
for doctors.
On another tack, Mr. Sarnoff made
a point of NBC's accent on youth:
"Most of our top people are in their
early or mid-forties, yet have 20 or
more years behind them in broadcasting. We have youth seasoned with experience. . . My young organization
is never bound by precedents, never
afraid to try something new."
NAB

committees

Memberships of three NAB standing
committees were announced last week
by the NAB Policy Committee. The
committees are:

40th Anniversary ■ Awarding of
eight $1,000 scholarships to four of
Michigan's top universities highlighted culmination last Friday
(Aug. 19) of week-long 40th anniversary celebration by WWJ Detroit. Scholarships went to students
seeking careers in commercial and
educational broadcasting.
Edwin K. Wheeler (c), general
manager of WWJ-AM-TV, accepted
proclamation from Mayor Louis C.
Miriani (1), which named Aug. 20
as WWJ Day in observance of 40th
anniversary (WWJ,
founded by
48

William E. Scripps. then publisher
of Detroit News, went on air Aug.
20, 1920). Mary V. Beck (r). Common Council president, presented
WWJ executive a council resolution
"given in recognition of the meaningful role WWJ has played in the
life of our metropolitan community
during
four leaders
decades."
Some the260pastcivic
attended
Friday's anniversary event which included talk by NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff (see separate
story this page).

NAB Radio Public Relations — Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Los Angeles, chairman; Richard
W. Chapin, KFOR Lincoln, Neb.; Frank Gaither,
WSB Atlanta; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N.Y.; Joseph N. Higgins, WTHI Terra
Haute, Ind.; Rex Howell, KREX Grand Junction,
Colo., and A. Boyd Kelley, KRRV Sherman, Tex.
All are mmbers of the NAB Radio Board.
NAB Engineering Advisory — A. James Ebel,
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., chairman; Warren L.
Braun, WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.; Andrew
L. Hammerschmidt, NBC; George P. Hixenbaugh,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Thomas E. Howard,
WBT-WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C.; Leslie S.
Learned, MBS; Frank Marx, ABC; James D.
Parker, CBS-TV; Russell Pope, KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif.; Wilson Raney, WREC-AM-TV Memphis;
Robert M. Silliman, Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers; Rudy N. Starnes,
KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex.
NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference — Virgil
D. Duncan, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C., chairman;
J.D. Bloom, WWL-TV New Orleans; Warren L.
Braun, WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.; Raymond F. Guy, NBC; Leslie S. Learned, MBS.
Liaison with NAB Convention Committee — Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, III.; Frank
Marx, ABC; James D. Parker, CBS-TV- J.S.
Petrik,
AM-FM KETV
Newark,(TV)Ohio.Omaha; B.E. Windle, WCLTBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

New research concept, measuring significant audience in seven areas, shows more families spend more time
listening to WBZ than any other Boston radio station! Get the full Pulse report from your AM Radio Salesman.

ACCENTUATING
Syracuse seminar hears
Broadcasters might as well blame
themselves for ( 1 ) the public's bad
image of broadcasting and ( 2 ) the wide
acceptance of the public-owns-the-airwaves concept.
These thoughts dominated a weeklong seminar of broadcast executives
that wound up Aug. 15 on the campus
of Syracuse U. A score of broadcast
executives attended the seminar, discussing industry issues with members of
the Syracuse faculty and a group of
industry executives who served as guest
teachers and panelists.
A prominent educator. Kenneth G.
Bartlett, public affairs vice president of
Syracuse U., chided broadcasters for
their failure to meet criticism head-on
and their passive acceptance of adverse propaganda.
Louis Hausman, director of the industry's Television Information Office,
challenged the well-worn statement that
the public has legal rights to the air
waves which justifies federal program
regulation.
Dr. Bartlett said he had never known
a businesslifeor so
profession
changed
modern
much or"that
contributed
so greatly to the culture of our time or
was so widely accepted in so short a
time and still received so little recognition from scholars and the day-today observers of the current scene," as

TV'S
about need

POSITIVE
SIDE
for a favorable tv Image

has the broadcast industry.
The result, he said, is "an image of
program mediocrity, cliches, absurd
advertising
and fraudulent quizzes"
velop.broadcasters
that
have allowed to deThe Solution ■ Dr. Bartlett said
broadcasters "must conserve the best
things they do, much as other means
of communications do in libraries."
He proposed that individual stations
consider the listeners in their coverage
areas "as stockholders in a community
enterprise" and that annually each station account for its past year in a
pamphlet and through on-the-air reporting. These reports, resembling annual reports to stockholders of corporations, would contain a quantity analysis
of program structure and quality analysis by observers with reference to station policy.
Next, Dr. Bartlett called for an overhaul of broadcasting education. "Colleges and universities in offering instruction made mistakes many years ago by
concentrating on how-to-do-it courses
instead of probing why it is done. The
emphasis upon skills often to the exclusion of an attack on substance (the
nature of freedom, the right to know,
the standards of quality) led to lack of
confidence in what was being offered
academically."

The result of this attitude, he said,
was "to widen the gap between the
broadcast profession and education."
He urged broadcasters to become more
interested in mid-career training and
said broadcast education must be
centered more around study of broadcasting as a means of human communication, with more attention to the social
sciences and the "social fallout" of
modern science.
Research has been slighted, he said,
deploring the fact "that so rich an industry as broadcasting has done so little
to promote research into any areas, including approaches to broadcasting responsibility.
"Criticism of broadcasting will continue until broadcast leadership acquires a purpose appropriate for our
time in history," Dr. Bartlett concluded. "Progress toward better broadcasting fare will be slow and tortuous
until a less confused purpose is defined
and personnel are trained to accomplish
that goal. By means of entertainment,
and otherwise, man from the sum total
of offerings shall be increasingly inspired, enlightened and within the
limits of human imagination, aided in
understanding. If the medium, and
those who work in it, would be so
dedicated, I am confident that our public image would be more respected and
that our contribution to human betterment would become even more important than it already is."
Serving Society ■ Posing a series of
questions confronting broadcasters who
serve American society, Mr. Hausman
asked seminar members to consider objectively such matters as presentation
of controversial issues, the duty to provide programs "for the good of society," children's programs, offense to
special groups and the program pressures of advertisers.

Remodeling ■ WCCO radio is revamping its present downtown Minneapolis building and is planning to
put on a new $200,000 face. Plans
call for remodeling its street-side
facade (architect's sketch above)
and rebuilding the entire broadcast
area in the present WCCO Radio
30
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Bldg., with the construction of new
offices, studios and the installation
of new engineering equipment.
WCCO also plans a sixth floor
addition with roof-garden area, adding 12,000 square feet of public
rental space to the building. Vertical
steel louvres will cover the exterior.

In raising the matter of the public's
legal rights to the airwaves, he reminded that nothing happens to an airwave until a permittee builds transmitting equipment and studios, hires talent
and puts on programs. "Nothing happens in terms of air transportation until
private enterprise has built the airplanes
and staffed them and kept them flying,"
he said. "On this theory it is possible
that the functions of the FCC and Civil
Aeronautics Board are primarily and
chiefly — perhaps even exclusively — to
keep signals and planes from bumping
into"What
each precisely
other." does the public own
when we say that something is property?" he asked. "Is the public a majority
or is it each individual? Are the words
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

'public ownership' simply a semantic
fiction or do they refer, in fact, to certain specific claims that individuals may
assert.
"For example, the subway systems
in New York City are municipally
operated and presumably owned by the
public. I suspect though that if any
passenger were to take even one strap
from a subway car on the assumption
that this represented his portion of
ownership, he'd be nore likely to end
up with a summons than a strap."
"If as with the British Broadcasting
Corp. the government — that is, the
people — owned the studios and transmitters, then there would be no question of government control of pro-

application. "Where do you draw the
line and who draws it?" he asked.
"Should we agree with the proposition that cultural or informational programs should not be scheduled against
escape fare since there is ample evidence to indicate that information of
culture inevitably will lose out in such a
situation? And that the people whom
we most might want to inform or
'improve' are least likely to be attracted when they have another
Mr. Hausman reminded that rechoice?"search indicates mass media tend to
reinforce and fortify existing attitudes
rather than significently change them.
He asked if any one group "has the

Richard Salant, corporate vice president of CBS Inc.; Edward Stanley,
public affairs director of NBC, W.C.
Swartley, WBZ-AM-TV Boston and
Ralph Steele, of the Oregon State System of Higher Education.
Mr. Salant voiced encouragement
over the industry's future after hearing
seminar participants talk objectively
about the industry. He urged network
affiliates to assume increased responsibility in keeping their networks informed about their program views. He
called for improved quality in all tv
programming, not merely public service.
Mr. Cohen said responsible advertising agencies believe quality program-

s'

gramming,"
he told the meeting.
Mr. Hausman discussed implications of the theory the public should
be given what is "good for them," recalling many people didn't like being
forced to see the political conventions
if they looked at tv.
"There are two opposing points of
view," he continued. "One view holds
that what is happening is so important
to the workings of a democracy that- —
whether it likes it or not — the audience
should have no choice. This view is
buttressed by the fact that there is
a difference in what the viewer sees
on different networks. This difference
results from the editorial judgment of
each network's news director who. on
occasion, selects out those incidents
which seem to him to serve best to
clarify what is happening.
"The opposing point of view says
that essentially it is the same event, the
differences are slight in what the public sees on one network or another,
and it is wasteful to use all facilities
for one event. It goes without saying
that this view asserts that it is an undemocratic limitation of choice to deny
audiences access to other programs. A
considerable segment of the public and
critics have expressed themselves on
both sides."
Forced Duty ■ Pushing the question
further, he said some people say all important events should go out over all
tv facilities simultaneously, with society having a right or even a duty to
force its members to do things for
their own good. This raises problems of
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

right to use a popular and limited-access
medium to depict a way of life or a
set of values that does not jibe with
those held by the community?" And
he raised the problem of controversial
programming. There is ample evidence
to answer the charge that advertisers
shy away from news, public affairs and
serious dramatic programs, he said.
Dr. Eugene S. Foster, chairman of
the Syracuse U. tv and radio department, led the seminar faculty. With
him on the staff were Dr. Bartlett,
who heads the Syracuse Television &
Radio Center; Philip Cohen, vice president of Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell &
Bayles; James Day, KQED (TV) San
Francisco; Mr. Hausman; A. Louis
Read, WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans;

AB-PT

backs

play

American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres Inc. is developing a Broadway production: "A
Thousand Clowns." AB-PT took
over the production after it had
been offered as a tv show. AB-PT
and ABC-TV officials thought the
comedy would be more suitable as
a play than as a program. (Story
is about a bachelor tv writer and
his orphaned nephew.) The production in general comes under
Thomas W. Moore and Daniel
Melnick,
ABC-TV's
vice presidents in charge
of programming
and program development.

ming will last and the junk will be
forgotten. He said "not all agencies"
merely promote violence, a charge frequently voiced, and said agencies owe
a duty to their clients to advise on
programming.
Mr. Stanley said the pressing world
situation is leading broadcasters into
increased public service programming
to an extent not dreamed of a decade
ago.Station Responsibility ■ Mr. Reed
contended editorializing is a responsibility of stations especially in communities having a newspaper monopoly.
Before editorializing, he said, a station
should first have a good, large news
staff working fulltime at gathering and
presenting news. He said management
must have community stature to lend
weight to editorials.
Mr. Swartley called for staff involvement in community affairs and a competitive, creative program atomsphere
within stations. He said the WBZ radio
and tv personnel are active in 172 associations, clubs and civic organizations, bringing community needs to the
attention of the stations. He showed a
film of public service programs, including an introduction by Donald H. McGannon. president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.
The enrollees, as listed by the university, included E. David Rosen. WAST
(TV) Albany. N.Y.; Mark Edwards,
WTEN-TV Albany, N.Y.; George H.
Page. WSB-TV Atlanta; J. Sidney King.
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore; Richard
Lusber, WJZ-TV Baltimore; Charles A.
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Hart, WHDH-AM-TV Boston; John
Hutchinson, WBEN Buffalo; Sterling
Wright, WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.;
Carl Zimmerman, WEWS Cleveland;
Raymond Colonari, WICC Bridgeport,
Conn.; Kendall Smith, WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn.; Thomas Briscom, WSMTV Nashville; Edmund Cramer, WCBSTV New York; Alvin H. Perlmutter,
WNBC-TV New York; Harry Moses,
WOR New York; Arthur A. Watson,
WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia; Preston
Stover, WTAE-TV Pittsburgh; Raymond Gilvard, WPRO-TV Providence,
R.I.; John P. Decker, WVET-TV Rochester; Arthur S. Harris, WRGB-TV
Schenectady, N.Y.; Lew O'Donnell,
WHEN-TV Syracuse; James McDonald, WSYR Syracuse; Herbert Victor,
WMAL-TV Washington.
Radio
CBS

Says MAJOR SELLINGFORCE
(Ambrose W., at your service)
Ever
you're getting
nowhere get
fast,theoldfeeling
snake-killer?
I did . and
. . that's
why back
I gavehome
up Indian
scouting
scooted
to
South Carolina to plan ahead.
Started with that 1,526-foot tower
that gives WIS-TV the power to
deliver the whole state (or pretty
near) tor one buy. Me, old
Major Sellingforce, I planned the state
so Columbia would be SOUTH
CAROLINA'S
BIGGEST
AREA IN THE
1960 METROPOLITAN
CENSUS . . . and
that it is! Down here, population
sales are jumping like a sausage on a
pan. Join up with WIS-TV, old
flint-dodger.
a fighting
outfit . . .
MAJOR
SELLINGIt's FORCE
IN SOUTH
CAROLINA . . . way ahead of

Moscow
News

helps

cover

trial

CBS News, after some harsh treatment by the U.S.S.R. in recent years,
last week came in for what appeared
to be special treatment. Radio Moscow
made available to Marvin Kalb, CBS
News Moscow correspondent, tape recordings of the espionage trial of U.S.
Airman Francis Gary Powers. A check
of other networks failed to turn up
evidence of similar favor by Radio
Moscow.
For the early days of the trial, Mr.
Kalb filed voice reports by radio
circuit. He had film crews on hand, but
only Soviet cameras were in the courtroom, it was understood. Newsmen
were allowed to take pictures off the
tube of Soviet tv coverage. The first

Symphony
sells
Sales of season tickets for the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
have spurted following a 12-hour
public service program broadcast by
WLOL-FM that city. The idea was
developed by N.L. Bentonson, president, and Thomas H. Ruben, general manager of the station.
With the volunteer services of
John W. Forney Inc., Minneapolis
agency, the noon-to-midnight program presented a musical preview of
the coming symphony season. The
Minnesota Orchestra Assn. was allowed to sell time and pocket the
proceeds for its guaranty fund cam-

WIS-TV
NBC/ABC
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Channel 10, Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV,
Ala.
WIS, 560, Channel
Columbia,12, S.Montgomery,
C.
WIST. 930, Charlotte, N. C.
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"As a public relations effort it
paign.
could
not have been better or more
effective," according to Richard M.
Cisek, assistant manager of the orchestra. "Telephone calls coming into the office reflected a universally
high volume of season ticket in-

of the Russian tapes granted to CBS
News was used Thursday evening
(Aug. 18) on The World Tonight,
8-8:15 p.m. The network said it would
continue to use the recordings as they
arrived in America.
Mr. Kalb was accredited by the
Soviet Union last spring to re-open
the CBS News bureau in Moscow after
it had been closed some 18 months
after telecast of a play, "The Plot to
Kill Stalin." on CBS-TV's Playhouse 90
Sept. 25, 1958.
Calif, stations win
public service awards
Gold medals for outstanding public
service programming by California radio and tv stations will be presented to
KNX Los Angeles, whose Blackboard
Dilemma made it the winner in the metropolitan radio station class; KTIM
San Rafael, non-metropolitan radio
winner with Marin Sounding Board,
and KPIX (TV) San Francisco, chosen
best metropolitan tv station for Life in
the Balance. California Governor Edmund G. Brown will make the presentation at the press-radio-tv banquet to be
held during the annual California state
fair & exposition, Aug. 31 -Sept. 11 at
Sacramento.
Gov. Brown will also present silver
medals to KPFA (FM) Berkeley, metropolitan radio. House Un-American
Activity; KRON-TV San Francisco,
metropolitan television. Medical Show;
KNTV (TV) San Jose, non-metropolitan tv, Hooked.
Bronze medals will go to KPFA,
metropolitan radio. Great Stories of the

on

WLOL-FM
quiries. Largely as a result of this
we now find ourselves 220 season
tickets ahead of a similar period a
year ago and closer to the $341,000
fund goal. This was the first time
that a massive tribute of this sort
had been given to us by a local radio
Sponsors were given co-sponsor
identification at the start of each of
the 12 hours during the special
station."
broadcast plus two one-minute institutional-type messages. Forney
Inc. supplied copywriting, promotion and programming services.
Charles S. Bellows, president of
the orchestral association, said. "This
was a fine public service and I know
that I am speaking not only for our
board of directors, but also for all
members of the symphony and, in
effect, the entire community, in expressing our gratitude to all who
made the program such a success."
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Newest

in a Complete

Line

of RCA

Transistorized

Amplifiers

NEW BA-34A
featuring plug-in
construction easy-toservjee. Output transistors
ore mounted on circuit
laoords ot rear of cliassis

NEW

RCA

10

WATT

TRANSISTORIZED
needs

only

half

power

of earlier

MONITOR
the

space

AMPLIFIER
and

30%

of

BA-26A Turntable Preamplifier
(Available for immediate delivery)

models!

Here's the newest in RCA's complete new line of transistorized audio
amplifiers. The BA-34A is the latest in a large and famous line of RCA
Monitor Amplifiers. It provides all the quality, reliability and convenience of earlier models but takes only half the shelf space and uses far
less power. (Reduces heating as well as power consumption.)
Provides power output of 10 watts with excellent frequency response
and very low distortion. Has bridging input and "high-gain" input for
operation from low-level microphones. Standard RCA plug-in type
shelf mounting — proved best and most convenient in hundreds of AM,
FM and TV installations.

BN-6B Remote Amplifier
(Available for immediate delivery)

The BA-34A is completely compatible with other RCA audio and video
units. With the BA-31 Preamplifier and BA-33 Program Amplifier it
makes possible a completely transistorized custom audio installation.
Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative about the complete line of
transistor amplifiers. Or write to RCA, Dept. KD-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
Another fine new product from the Broadcast and Television Equipment
Division of RCA!

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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in Electronics
Coming: BA-31 Preamplifier

World; KIDD Monterey, non-metropolitan radio. Storm; KPIX metropolitan tv,
Calculated Risk; KSBW-TV Salinas,
non-metropolitan tv. News. KVIE (TV)
Sacramento, educational tv station, won
an honorable mention in the metropolitan tv class for Main Street.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.: Sold
by Red River Broadcasting Co. to
WGN Inc. {Chicago Tribune— WCNAM-TV) for $3.3 million (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 15). Sellers are the estate of Dalton LeMasurier (who was
killed in an airplane accident in 1957),
which owns 77.7%, and Odin S. Ramsland and Robert A. Dettman, each
owning 11.1%. The transaction also includes five uhf translators in Minnesota.
No change in personnel is comtemplated, it was announced; Mr. Ramsland will remain as general manager
and Mr. Dettman, as chief engineer.
WGN Inc. has common ownership with
WPIX (TV) New York {New York
Daily News). KDAL was founded in
1936 and operates on 610 kc with 5
kw. KDAL-TV went on the air in 1954

$9.75 Million ■ This amount is on
the check passing from David C.
Moore (r), president of Transcontinent Television Corp., to B. Gerald
Cantor, president of National Theatres and Television. Transcontinent
received FCC approval of its purchase of WDAF-AM-TV Kansas
City on July 13. The transaction was
completed last week at the Marine
Midland Bank in New York City.
Transcontinent also owns and opperates WROC-FM-TV Rochester
N.Y.; WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo;
KFMB-AM-FM-TV San Diego;
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., and
60% of WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes
Barre, Pa. Major owners of Transcontinent are Paul A. and J. Fred
on ch. 3. Both stations are affiliated
with CBS. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
■ KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark. (Monroe, La.): 80% sold by William H.
Simons, widower of former FCC Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, to Veterans Broadcasting Co. (WVET-AMTV Rochester, N.Y.) for $347,000 plus
$50,000 compensation over live years,
plus agreement to have licensee repay
$134,000 personal loan to Mr. Simons.

ACCURACY

To be selected by local, state, and national
jurisdictions for the appraisal of estates
involving broadcast properties, a broker
must have unquestionable accuracy.
Blackburn
Company has achieved
the reputation of exactness in all
negotiations, and appraisals.
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•
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&
Ganvfw/njii
Incorporated
RADSO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
Jack V. Harvey William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker Calif. Bank BIdg.
Joseph M. Sitrick 333 N. Michigan Ave.
Robert M. Baird 9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Woshington Building Chicago, Illinois Healey Building Beverly Hills, Calif.
STerling 3-4341 Financial 6-6460 JArkson 5-1 576 CRestview 4-2770

Schoellkopf, George F. Goodyear,
General Railway Signal Co., Jack
D. Wrather and Edward Petry Co.
Mr. Simons bought ch. 10. NBC-affilated station for $1.1 million (At
Deadline, July 1 1 ) . He sold minority
48.9% to Veterans during past three
weeks, and application for 31.7% sale
to same buyer was filed last week. Present licensee. Home Broadcasting Co.,
still owes $850,000 on purchase, payable over number of years.
■ WBOF and WYFI (FM) Norfolk,
Va.: Sold by J. Leo Hoarty Jr. and associates toWashington attorney Temple
W. Seay for $260,000. Mr. Seay is associated with Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington, and plans to retire from
law practice to devote full time to his
broadcasting interests. Mr. Hoarty,
president and general manager of both
stations, will remain as general manager of both stations; he also will be a
20% stockholder of the new ownership.
WBOF, assigned to Virginia Beach, operates on 1550 kc with 5 kw daytime;
WYFI uses 11.5 kw on 99.7 mc. Broker was Howard S. Frazier Inc.
■ WMMW Meriden, Conn.: Sold by
C.A. Schultz and associates to Meriden
Radio Inc. for $125,000. Meriden Radio comprises Ralph N. Weil, Arnold
Hartley and Edward Connolly. Same
three have interests in KATZ St. Louis
and have bought KCOR San Antonio,
Tex. (Changing Hands, Aug. 1). Gus
Kruttschnitt, now general manager of
WMMW, remains as executive vice
president. WMMW is 1 kw daytimer on
1470 kc. Mr. Weil heads group applying
for North White Plains and Poughkeepsie, both New York.

^lackbmm
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Sacramento fm group
The six independently programmed
fm stations of Sacramento, Calif., have
formed a group to be called the Sacramento Valley Fm Broadcasters. Member stations are KCRA-FM, KEBR
(FM), KHIQ
(FM), KJML (FM),
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

KSFM (FM) and KXRQ (FM). Officers
are: Louis Gerlinger of KJML, president; Orel Phillips of KCRA-FM,
treasurer, and Carl Auel of KEBR,
secretary.

booklet discusses public, station and internal relations; audience-building; identification with service and civic groups,
and other facets of station operation.
Mr. Sulzer asks and answers some 40

NAB

questions in the concise booklet, "to be
read, memorized and practiced by the

tv code

moving

board

to Life

BIdg.

NAB's Tv Code Review Board will
move its New York office next month
to permanent headquarters in the new
Time & Life Bldg., 1271 Avenue of
Americas, in the center of the broadcast-advertising area of midtown Manhattan. Currently the office is located
at 380 Madison Ave. in the Transcontinent Television Corp. quarters.
The New York tv code office of
NAB was opened earlier in the summer
with Stockton Helffrich, formerly NBC
continuity acceptance director, in
charge. Mr. Helffrich announced last
week the appointment of Warren H.
Braren as his assistant. Mr. Braren was
with Ted Bates & Co.
■

IVIedia

reports

Wometco dividend ■ The board of directors of Wometco Enterprises Inc.
voted a quarterly divided of llVi cents
a share on Class A and 6V2 cents a
share on Class B stock, payable Sept.
15 to stockholders of record Sept. 1.
Wometco Enterprises, traded over the
counter, includes WTVJ (TV) Miami;
WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville, N.C.,
and 47.5% of WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla., as well as a 20-house theatre
chain, vending machine operation,
Pepsi-Cola franchise in Bahamas, Seaquarium in Miami and controlling inin an Lauderdale,
"indoor playland'"
operation interestFort
Fla.
Awards handbook ■ Awards and citations given in the broadcasting field are
listed in a handbook published last week
by NAB. Compiled by Richard M.
Allerton, NAB research manager, it
contains a list of 102 separate awards
and citations with full details including
name and address of sponsor. This list
includes awards in announcing, acting
and advertising through education, editing, engineering, programming, production, public service, script writing and
sportscasting. Copies are being mailed
free to all NAB members.
'Not for managemenf ■ A public relations guide, designed "not for management" but for the staffs of stations,
is currently being distributed by the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters to its members throughout the
country. Prepared by Elmer Sulzer,
radio-tv communications director at Indiana U. and chairman of NAEB's public relations committee, the five-page
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

entire staff."
KVI editorials ■ A series of editorials
by KVI Seattle, Wash., on dangers involved in the misuse of drugs has all
but eliminated the situation and has
earned the station praise from the
Seattle police department, which cited
KVI for ". . . an excellent presentation
of this material to the public."
Newsman-mediator ■ Assigned to explore labor difficulties in a strike by
agricultural workers against the Thomas
Bowers Ranch in Gridley. Calif., Harvey Sachs, newsman for KGO-AM-TV
San Francisco, brought about the first
union-management meeting. In the
course of interviews, Mr. Sachs learned
that there had been no face-to-face
meeting between the principals in the
strike. Working as an intermediary he
arranged for the union and Bowers to
discuss their differences at a lawyer's
office. First news of the arrangement
was broadcast on KGO. He also arranged asecond meeting planned to resolve the dispute which had halted harvesting of Bowers' $160,000 peach
crop. A union representative praised
Mr. Sach's work and stated that both
parties owed KGO-AM-TV a debt of
gratitude for bringing them together.

■ Rep appointments
■ KFAX San Francisco: George P.
Hollingbery Co.
■ KDIX-AM-TV Dickinson, N.D.:
Forjoe & Co., N.Y.
■ WFEA Manchester, N.H.: DevneyO'Connell, N.Y. and Chicago, as national representative. Foster & Creed,
Boston, continues as WFEA's New
England representative.
■ WYNG Warwick, R.I.: New England Spot Sales, Boston, as regional
representative.
■ KYOS Merced, Calif.: Torbet, Allen
& Crane as representative in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Chicago
and St. Louis.
■ KSXX Salt Lake City; KSVN Ogden.
Utah, and WTMT Louisville: Forjoe &
Co.. N.Y.
■ WITH Baltimore; WXEX-TV and
WLEE Richmond, Va.: James S. Ayers
Inc. as southern representative.
B KQTY Everett. Wash.: Art Moore &
Assoc., Seattle and Portland, Ore., as
regional representative.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EASTERN
Highly profitable Muzak Disfribution covering densely populated New
York City business area. Low overhead— with steady staff. Potential
fascinating. Netting 56% of gross.
Ask for interesting details. Price
negotiable.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwestern market with good industries grossing $125,000.00 annually. Excellent assets, $56,000 to
replace the building, $225,000 total
price for station.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV^ER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTH
AM & TV Combination. $300,000.00.
Owns good real estate. Radio station
long time money maker, is a fulltimer. TV station breaking even and
definitely on the upgrade. Good real
estate. $60,000 down and good
terms.
Rocky Mountain AM & FM. $125,000.00. This the only station in this
small town, fulltime 250-watter with
application for one-kilowatt day. Is
the only FM in the area. Fairly new
and in the black. This is a wonderful
mamma and pappa operation.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Profitable fulltime California Radio
Station located in attractive, growing area. Grossing in excess of $90,000. Priced at $175,000 with 29%
down on long terms, no interest.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

HAMILTON-LANDIS& Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
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GOVERNMENT

'DISASTER
Broadcast system
A plan for an emergency broadcast
system to be used in the event of an
enemy attack has been approved by
the FCC, the Secretary of Defense and
the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization.
Drawn up by the National Industry
Advisory Committee, the plan incorporates the priority of messages to be
broadcast and utilization of existing
broadcast facilities. It also sets up national and local advisory committees,
composed of industry and government
representatives.
Under the plan, the burden of responsibility for a communications system "will depend almost entirely upon
the use of non-government broadcast
facilities and personnel." This is predicated on the assumption that "sufficient
numbers" of commercial broadcast facilities "will remain usable" after a
major attack.
Top priority of the emergency
broadcast system will be presidential
messages to the nation. "All stations"
must carry these messages at time of

BLUEPRINT
APPROVED
for use in national emergency announced
transmission. Channels which would
its news center." Basic personnel will
consist of a 16 member emergency
be made available for presidential use
include all major radio and television
news pool comprised of newsmen from
networks combined as one, picking up all media. The programs will consist
the transmission from Washington
of "pronouncements by federal officials, such pronouncements to be made
metropolitan or peripheral area stations
"that have been equipped to relay proin person," while announcements released officially by government departgrams tofrom
the networks."
relay
would be
the Federal The
relocation
ments will be read by news correspondents on duty at originating points.
site, to newspoint, to networks. Procedures are being developed, the report
The means by which national broadcasting can be maintained during the
asserted, to provide o&o stations of
radio and tv networks with alternate
emergency period is reported in the
control-center capability since the plan. The setting up, testing and
presidential message may originate
switching of facilities for national mesfrom other than normal control points.
sages "are normally available only
within the personnel of the telephone
National programming and news
will utilize the same channels as a companies and network control
presidential message, and will originate points." However, alternate means of
from either the White House, federal
interconnection "are under research,
relocation site or newspoint.
development and implementation," the
Full Time ■ National programming
report said.
State and local programming will be
and news will be furnished intermittently on a 24-hour-a-day basis until planned by state and local authorities
normal broadcasting can be resumed.
in conjunction with advisory committees. Federal agencies will approve
The service will originate from "the
temporary seat of government and/ or state and local program plans, "following submission to NIAC for its recom-

KFAX
l^ewsradw is the
NEW
kind of Radio . . .
offering to the Audience a
service which is needed and
SAN FRANCISGO

wanted .. .News
The KFAX

Anytime!

Audience is re-

sponsive, adult and able to
buy. Check Hollingbery for
the latest KFAX

qualitative

survey ... and availabilities for
your fall campaign.
America's first ALL NEWS
station
ARGONAUT BROADCASTING
CO.,
1470 Pine Street • San Francisco, California
RAY RHODES, President and Sales Manager
GIL PALTRIDGE, Executive Vice-President and General Manager
represented
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by

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

Basic feeder circuits for the nationmendations."
wide commercial radio broadcast networks will be provided by industrial
radio microwave, multiplexed fm ofTthe-air relays, AT&T express routes,
state inter-city remote pick-ups, among
others.
Operational procedures for Conelrad
implementation will be the responsibility of NIAC. The membership of
this committee will consist of a basic
technical committee appointed by the
FCC, broadcaster representatives and
the NAB. A member of this committee will act on a rotating basis as chairman pro-tem. The permanent vicechairman will be appointed by the
NAB. The technical committee, with
representatives of "programming departments and the White House correspondents of the networks," will compose a broadcast service committee.
Other committees will be formed to
maintain liaison with "the entire nongovernment communications field to
assist the government in plans for operations under emergency conditions."
Wide Range ■ Under the organizational setup provided by the NIAC
plan, 15 committees, composed of four
members and a chairman, will represent the entire gamut of commercial
and industrial broadcasting in the U.S.
The NIAC plan received enthusiastic approval from FCC Chairman
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Frederick W. Ford. In a letter to Clure
Owen, chairman of the committee and
an ABC engineer, Mr. Ford said that
the plan "is an outstanding example of
what can be accomplished by cooperative effort between industry and government."
The committee, composed of a crosssection of the communications industry, was appointed by the FCC in May
1958.
Copies of the plan were mailed by
the FCC to all broadcast facilities in
the U.S.
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i

files complaint

against WLS, WGN
An AFL-CIO affiliated labor union
last week asked the FCC to investigate
the refusal of WLS and WGN, both
Chicago, to accept paid spots concerning the union's strike against Continental Air Lines. R.A. Brown, president of
the Flight Engineers' International
Assn. said the stations' refused the proposed announcements as too "controversial."
Mr. Brown stated that WLS and
WGN have an "obligation" to carry the
FEIA
"Is it being
refusedmessage
becauseon ittheis strike.
an advertisement
by a trade union?" he asked in a telegram to the commission. "If so, this
represents the rankest form of management payola and censorship."
Ralph Beaudin, general manager of
WLS, said the FEIA announcements
were rejected because of "copy content"
and not because a trade union was involved. He said the station had offered
to accept revised copy, if the following
words were deleted: "Continental is
without experienced flight engineers. Do
not ride Continental."
WGN noted it has a "firm policy"
of not selling time for the presentation
of controversial issues and that when
an issue becomes of "paramount interest and importance," WGN "cheerfully"
grants established
free time within
framework of an
debatethe format.

'Watchdogs' gather
The Senate's Watchdog (Freedom of
Information) Subcommittee headed by
Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.) held
two closed meetings last week — described as organizational and general
in scope. Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the parent Senate
Commerce Committee attended the
first session, Tuesday afternoon. The
second meeting was held Thursday
afternoon. Other members of the threeman group are Sens. Gale McGee (DWyo.) and Hugh Scott (R-Pa.). Joe
Bailey Humphrey is the majority staff
member and Walter Boehm, minority.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960
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The

New ™
Dimension In Radio
In Major

Markets

These are your Quality Music FM Stations
. . . Delivering the largest single Quality market in America
... The Fine Music audience, most influential, most efficient
and most responsive.
This market now represents
over one quarter of ALL U. S.
families. The fastest growing
advertising audience today . . .
reached most effectively through
Quality Music programs. An audience which cannot be duplicated with any other broadcast
medium. Loyal and receptive
Quality Music audience listening average 3 hours per day, 5
days per week.
Responsive: Quality Music audiences are pace setters at the
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Boston
New York
San Francisco
Detroit
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Houston
Seattle
Kansas City
St. Louis

WFMF
KCBH
WIFI
WXHR
WRFM
KDFC
WLDM
WNOB
WKJF
KFMK
KLSN

age of acquistion and are able to
buy. Quality Music advertisers
have found this audience to be
most responsive to well-directed
appeals.
Low Cost; Because the medium
is young and growing fast Quality Music Stations offer the
chance to establish time and audience franchises at extremely
favorable low cost. Any WalkerRawalt office listed below can
give details on these stations.
We hope you will contact them
soon.
Buffalo
Cincinnati
St. Petersburg
TampaIndianapolis
Minneapolis
Birmingham
Louisville
Baltimore
Lansing
Oklahoma
City

Omaha
KXTR
Sacramento
KCFM
Wilkes-Barre— Scranton WYZZ

WEBR-FM
WAEF-FM
WTCX
WFBM-FM
KWFM
WSFM
WLVL
WFMM
KYFM
WSWM
KJML
KQAL

National Representative— WALKER-RAWALT COMPANY, INC.
New York
Chicogo
Boston Los Angeles San Francisco
347
Ave. 360
N. Michigan
100"Boylston
St. 672
3. Lafayette
Park PI. San
260 Kearney
New Modison
York 17
Chicago,
III.Ave. Boston,
Mass.
Los Angeles,
Calif.
Francisco,St.Calif.
Murray Hill 3-5830 Andover 3-5771 Hubbard 2-4370 Dunkirk 2-3200 Exbrook 7-4827
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FREE

Harris

TIME

asks

networks

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) got down
his shotgun last week and asked the
networks to tell him their intentions.
In telegrams Thursday afternoon to
ABC. CBS, NBC and Mutual the House
Commerce Committee chairman asked
whether they plan to accept commercial
sponsorship for any time they expect to make available for the major
party presidential and vice presidential
candidates if pending legislation is enacted to suspend Sec. 315 of the Communications Act this year.
The Senate-approved suspension
measure (SJ Res 207) has been scheduled for debate in the House today
(Monday) under a high-priority label
attached by House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.). The resolution is scheduled to be brought up under "suspension of the rules" parliamentary procedure to avoid possible shelving by
the House Rules Committee under the
usual procedure.
For that reason, the suspension proposal has not been referred to Rep.
Harris' Commerce Committee, though
that committee met early last week
(Tuesday) to acquaint members with
its provisions and the Arkansas Democrat is scheduled to manage the measure on the House floor where it will
require approval of two-thirds of the
members for passage.
CBS Position ■ CBS President Frank
Stanton already has announced his network will not accept sponsorship for
the so-called "Great Debates" series in
which all the tv and radio networks will
simulcast Democratic and GOP presidential nominees John F. Kennedy and
Richard M. Nixon in face-to-face encounters before U.S. tv and radio audiences.
Dr. Stanton, however, did not state
his network's position on possible commercial sponsorship of presidential and
vice presidential candidates in network
appearances other than the "Great Debates" series.
The CBS president made it clear in
his statement deciding against sponsorship of the debates on that network
that while he feels "public-spirited business firms have been generous in offering to sponsor these debates, we — the
CBS radio and television networks and
their affiliated stations — want to make
this our own contribution. . . ."
One other thing seemed fairly clear
last week. The networks apparently regard the proposed debates simulcasts
as a series that would b ring the issues of
the campaign before the voters as probably no other forum could do, and
58

COMMITMENTS

for policy

on

SOUGHT

Sec. 315;
thus would be likely to attract listeners and viewers and perform a genuine
and vital public service. The attractiveness and public service aspects of nondebate-type programs on which candidates would appear, on the other hand,
would depend largely on the time, kind
of format, conditions under which presented, the network's ingenuity, competitive considerations and many other
things.

House to act today
satisfactory answers and was able to
allay some fears, especially from some
southern members whose home states
have considered the possibility of a
party along the lines of the States
Rights Party of 1948.
The only open skepticism on Capitol
Hill last week came from Rep. John B.
Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking minority
member
mittee. of the House Commerce Com-

No Comment ■ What replies the
four networks have made to Rep.
Harris' telegram had not been revealed by late Thursday. At the time
of the CBS no-sponsorship statement
on the debates, ABC and NBC withheld comment, saying that they were
studying the question (Broadcasting,
Aug. 8).
It was understood that as of late
last week there would be no formidable opposition to S J Res 207, passed
in the Senate June 27 by a voice vote
(Broadcasting, July 4). Rep. Harris
said Aug. 12 in a speech to the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. that "a number"
of House members had expressed misgivings to him over the Senate resolution.
But the Arkansas Democrat, who
queried ABC. CBS and NBC last month
on how they would handle requests for
equal time for the nominee of a substantial third party, apparently got

'Serious Doubts' ■ Rep. Bennett said
he had "serious doubts" about delegating to licensees and networks the authority to decide whether they wouid
make free time available to one
presidential candidate and turn down
another; or, to put it another way, have
the authority to determine for themselves whether the party of which a candidate is the nominee is "substantial"
or a splinter
or fringe group.

Oren's right to know ■ Rep. Harris has
wired networks to find out if political
time will be sponsored.

"I may vote for it," he said, "but if I
do it won't be with any great enRep. Bennett added, however, that
thusiasm."
he
felt the networks will "lean over
backward" this year to be fair in their
political programming.
Speaker Rayburn at a news conference early last week (Monday) said that
S J Res 207 would be the first legislation tobe considered when the House
convenes today. (The House convened
officially last Monday, but has adjourned each day through the week
after failing to get a quorum. The
House reportedly feels it doesn't have as
much
pressing legislation before it as
the Senate.)

Rep. Rayburn, in announcing he
would request suspension of the rules
for House action on S J Res 207,
praised the networks for their offer of tv
and radio time for the major party
presidential and vice presidential candidates, conditioned on enaction of
the resolution (which also requires the
presidential signature).
Format Not Set ■ Meanwhile, representatives of the Democratic and Republican presidential and vice presidential nominees had not, as of Thursday, been able to decide on the final
format — and number — of debates in
which they will participate on the networks. It has been said there will be a
minimum of two, a maximum of five,
with the number probably being settled
at three or four. Neither of the candidates has expressed publicly any position on whether they would accept commercial sponsorship of the debates.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

NOTtCE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years. Metropolitan
Life has sponsored advertising messages on national health and
safety. Because of public interest in the subject matter of these
advertisements, MetropoUtan offers all news editors (including
radio news editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in

Do

you

this series. The text may be used in regular health features,
health columns or health reports with or without credit to
Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one phase of its public-service advertising in
behalf of the nation's health and safety.

carry

extra

this

weight

much
every

day?

Suppose, for the next hour or so, you carried this 25pound weight. You'd quickly realize the burden of
this extra weight on your entire body.
Many people constantly carry a similar or even
greater burden — in the form of extra body pounds.
And those sinrplus pounds are a hazard to your health.
For example, a 20-year study of nearly 4 million
persons reveals these facts:
Men weighing 25 pounds above the average have an
excess mortaUty of 20 percent, while a weight of 50
pounds above the average is associated with a death
rate as much as 50 percent higher.
After you are 30, it becomes increasingly important
to control your weight — even to stay underweight.
To do so, you must eat less and stick to your new eating habits. Remember, the high-calorie foods are the
main pound producers — fried foods, rich desserts,
creamed dishes, gravies and dressings.
Count your calories carefully. FoUow a caloric chart
and learn how to plan low-calorie meals and snacks.
Start your weight control program with your doctor's advice. He will see to it that your meals provide
all the essential food elements needed to keep well
while reducing — and thereafter. And by all means,
don't be misled by "wonder" diets.
Get your doctor's advice also about reasonable exercise. It helps bum up surplus calories — and is good
for muscle tone, circulation and general health.
There's no easy way to lose weight. But the struggle is worth the effort. By keeping your weight down
permanently, you can avoid the burden which excess
pounds put on your heart and other organs.
And you can increase your chances for a longer life
— and more vitaUty and better looks, too.

Metropolitan

Life

NSURANCE COMPANY^
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. ID. N. Y.
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FCC

revises

briefing

booster

schedule

FCC representatives will be in the
West this week to explain what steps
are necessary to make previously termed
illegal vhf operations lawful. A previously announced schedule of visits by
the field team (Broadcasting, Aug. 15)
has now been reissued by the commission to show time and place of meetings.
Meetings will be held as follows.
Prescott, Ariz. — Public Service Co. auditorium
on Aug. 23 at 9 a.m.; Denver, Colo. — State Capital Senate Chamber on Aug. 24 at 1 p.m.; Casper,
\Nyo. — Townsend Hotel on Aug. 25 at 11 a.m.;
Miles City, Mont. — Elks Club on Aug. 27 at 11
a.m.; Great Falls, Mont. — DeMolay Youth Center
on Aug. 29 at 11 a.m.; Wenatchee, Wash. —
Regional Library on Aug. 30 at 11:30 a.m.; Salt
Lake City — State Capital, Governor's Board Room
on Sept. 1 at 9 a.m.; Redmond, Ore. — Westminster
Hall on Sept. 1 at 1 p.m.; Pocatello, Idaho — ^City
Hall on Sept. 2 at 11 a.m.; Grand Junction,
Colo. — KREX-TV auditorium on Sept. 2 at 1 p.m.
Dee Pincock of the general counsel's
office and engineer Mac Parker from
Washington plus one man from various
FCC field offices will make the trip.
Vhf translators were authorized July
28 by the commission, which also provided for recognition of those stations
built illegally (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
FCC
Miami

asked
ch.

to open
10

to bids

An attack on the FCC's July 14 order revoking its 1957 Miami ch. 10
grant to National Airlines and granting
the vhf facility to L.B. Wilson Inc. was
made last week by Elzey Roberts, former St. Louis broadcaster. Mr. Roberts
asked the FCC to throw open the Miami channel to all comers and requested that National Airlines be permitted
to continue operating on a temporary
basis pending the outcome of any new
comparative hearing.
In its July 14 decision, the commission told National Airlines to cease operating by Sept. 15. It also told L.B.
ORDER

1735

1960

McConnaughey
to WMNI
board
Former FCC Chairman George C. senior Mr. Galbreath owns approximately 20% of dark WENS (TV)
McConnaughey has entered the
Pittsburgh
and is on the board of
other side of broadcasting — as a
director of WMNI Columbus, Ohio.
trustees of educational WOUB-AMMr. McConnaughey left the FCC in FM Athens, Ohio. He also owns the
Pittsburgh Pirates and is prominent
July 1957 and has been practicing
law in Columbus since.
in real estate development and management. Frank J. Smith of the John
William R. Mnich, board chairman and president of WMNI, also W. Galbreath Co. was appointed to
the WMNI board. The station has
announced that John W. Galbreath
and his son, Daniel W. Galbreath,
recently affiliated with ABC, Mr.
Mnich said.
have acquired 46% of WMNI. The
Wilson that it would receive an initial
four-month license (normal license
time is three years) on the premise
that this might encourage applicants at
renewal time. L.B. Wilson was given
the grant as the only one of the four
Miami applicants untainted by ex parte
representations.
National Airlines has appealed the
decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington. Another applicant, North
Dade Video Inc., has asked the FCC to
reconsider the July order as it applies
to it.
Mr. Roberts originally asked for
leave to file an application in the remanded Miami ch. 10 case in December 1958. On March 5, 1959 the FCC
denied the Roberts' petition as premature. Mr. Roberts objects that the FCC
now considers its July 14 order as final,
thus debarring further consideration of
the Roberts' request to apply for the
channel.
AFM

legislation

The American Federation of Musicians will press for a "broad legislative
program" in the interest of musicians
during the next Congress starting in
January,
dent, Herman
warned. Mr. Kenin,
Kenin AFM's
indicatedpresihis

YEARBOOK,

NOW!
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comments were in response to an apparent show of sympathy toward musicians' problems by Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) during Senate payola legislation hearings.
Among proposals: Amendment to
dispose of any constitutionality questions about the Pelly bill that would
make it a crime to import foreign-recorded sound tracks for "surreptitious
dubbing" into tapes of "American-appearing" tv films such as westerns and
detective-mysteries, along with support
of Sen. Wayne Morse's (D-Ore.) resolution (SR 126) to probe this same
recording problem.
Payola

bill revisions

prepared for Senate
The Senate Commerce Committee
was expected to report the payola bill
unanimously to the Senate floor last
Friday with no trouble expected in
passage.
The measure (S 1898) was to have
gone to the full Senate earlier in the
week, but the committee staff has been
busy with what it described as "perfecting" draftsmanship to make the bill
completely clear.
As amended by the committee, S
1898 eliminates the provision for 10day suspensions of station license as
approved by the House (Broadcasting,
Aug. 15). It also modifies a Houseapproved provision, authorizing the
FCC to impose $l,000-a-day forfeitures
on licensees violating the Communications Act statutes and FCC rules, to
specify a one-year "statute of limitations"; set the forfeiture maximum at
$10,000; allow the broadcaster to reply
to FCC charges before a forfeiture is
imposed, and make it clear that such
forfeiture action may not prejudice the
licensee's standing on renewals or other
FCC actions until final disposition has
been made in the case affirming the forfeiture.
A staff member of the House Commerce Committee has been conferring
with the Senate staff on the changes.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

BI-PARTISAN

ROLE

Proxmire is for Ike's
Kintner appointment
A leading critic of the Eisenhower
administration — and of broadcasting,
it might be added — took the Senate
floor last week to condemn his fellow
Democrats for sitting on two of the
President's appointments.
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) said
it would be ". . . foolish politically and
tragic for the national interest" if the
Senate fails to confirm Earl Kintner's
renomination to the Federal Trade
Commission and Robert Bicks as assistant attorney general and antitrust
chief. Also calling for action by the
majority leadership were Republican
Sens. Jacob Javits (N.Y.), Prescott
Bush (Conn.) and Kenneth Keating
(N.Y.).
Noting that he often had opposed
the President's appointments in the past,
Sen. Proxmire said: "Today I am taking a contrary course. I am taking the
extraordinary position of speaking out
on the floor of the Senate to plead for
two Eisenhower Administration nominations at this time because I have ascertained that, unless there is a change
in the present situation neither of two
eminently well-qualified men is likely to
be confirmed."
He said he is "distressed that our
own Democratic Party" seems likely
not to confirm the two men. "Both of
these men have been vigorous champions of free and honest competition.
Both have done dramatically successful administrative jobs. Both are vehemently opposed by monopolistic big
business," the Wisconsin Democrat said.
"The Administration deserves a solid
pat on the back for the fine performance of these two men."
Justification ■ Sen. Proxmire asked
how the Democratic Party, with its
66-34 Senate majority, could reject
Messrs. Kintner and Bicks and square
such action with its platform plank
guaranteeing the rights of all businessmen to operate free from unfair competition and monopolies.
Sen. Bush pointed out that attorney
Bicks, who has been acting antitrust
chief for several months, has been a
highly-successful opponent of "monopolistic practices by big corporations."
Consequently, he said, the failure of
the Democratic Senate to confirm Mr.
Bicks is "interesting because it is the
Republicans who usually are charged
with being too friendly with big business." He wondered whether the Democrats are holding up the nomination
". . . at the request of big business."
Commissioner Kintner has been
chairman of the FTC for the last 14
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

months. His term expires late in September but he will be able to remain
on the Trade Commission until a successor isappointed and confirmed. The
Senate Commerce Committee held a
brief hearing on his nomination in
May but has taken no action. Mr.
Bick's name still is before the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

Brownsboro, Ky., about 19 miles northeast of Louisville because of interference with uhf facility in Lexington,
WKYT-TV (ch. 27). The examiner also
denied a request by the station for increase of its antenna height from 600 to
1,859 ft. above ground.
Request
assignment
■ James E.Corp.
McKahan and
Shasta Telecasting
have asked the FCC to assign ch. 9 to
Susanville from Alturas, both California, and give Alturas ch. 13. Mr. McKahan owns KSUE Susanville and
Shasta owns KVIP-TV Redding. Both
said they would ask for a ch. 9 station
as a semi-satellite of KVIP-TV.

■ Government
briefs
Denies change ■ FCC Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick issued an initial decision denying the application
of WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., to change
transmitter site from that city to near

Looking

WWTV

for

Drug

AREA

OUTSELL

OF

8

Store

Sales?

DRUGGISTS

THOSE

COMPLETE

STATES!

"Y^our market for drug-store sales in the WWTV
Area — Cadillac and Northern Lower Michigan — is
greater than that in any one of eight entire U.S.

NCS No. 3 ihowi that WWTV hai
daily circulation, both dayfime and
nigMlime, in 36 Michigan countiei.
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPfDS-KAlAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — XALAMAZOO-BAniE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJET-FM- GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILUC, MICHIGAN
XOIN-TV — UNCOIN, MBRASKA

And !remember too, you need only WWTV to
states*
reach all of Northern Lower Michigan . . . and most
of its drug product consumers. WWTV has NCS
No. 3 circulation — daytime and nighttime — in 36
Northern Lower Michigan counties. To approach
this coverage with other media, you'd need 13 daily
newspapers or 16 radio stations!
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having! 7/ you want it
all, give lis a call!
*WWTV Area drug sales ($30.6 million) exceed those in
Idaho, New Hampshire, Delaware, North Dakota, Montana,
Nevada, Alaska and Hawaii.

mrr
316,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL
13 • 1382' TOWER
CBS and
ABC in CADILLAC
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., ExcfosiVe National Represenlalives
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PAYOLA

CHARGE

D. C. distributor

contests

The names of three radio personaHties — two disc jockeys and one announcer— who allegedly received payola from a Washington record distributor were made public last week.
The identity of the purported payola
recipients were included in exhibits
submitted for the record on the complaint of the Federal Trade Commission against Schwartz Bros. Inc.. Washington, D. C.
This is the first of the 102 payola
complaints issued by the FTC which
have reached a record-making stage.
So far, 61 companies have signed consent orders, and one regular FTC order
was issued against a New York record
manufacturer who failed to contest the
complaint.
The only other payola proceeding
in hearing status is that of Decca Distributing Corp., New York. This was
scheduled to commence July 6 but was
postponed indefinitely at that time.
Identified as having received gifts

HITS
FTC

SNAG
indictment

from the Washington wholesaler were
disc jockeys Bill Johnson, WUST
Washington, and Stan Karas, formerly
with WARL Arlington, Va. (now with
WDON Wheaton, Md.), and announcer
Dick Covington, formerly with WITH
Baltimore, Md. (now with WCAU
Philadelphia ) .
Cash, Records and Whisky ■ FCC
Attorney Harold A. Kennedy told the
FCC hearing examiner that Schwartz
Bros, records showed that Mr. Johnson
was given $50 in cash; Mr. Karas,
$11.25 worth of phonograph records,
and Mr. Covington, a case of whisky.
Mr. Johnson acknowledged receiving the $50, but said it was a 1958
Christmas present. Mr. Karas said
that the record albums were for the
WARL library and were probably still
there. Mr. Covington said he could not
recall receiving the case of whisky.
James Schwartz, vice president of
the distributing company, said the case
of whisky was sent to Mr. Covington

at the request of Kapp Records and
Schwartz Bros, was reimbursed for it.
Schwartz company also handles
Manhattan, Cadence, and Verve among
other labels.
Mr. Kennedy also showed an exhibit which, he said, indicated that an
$1 1.50 payment had been made to "the
union." The union was not identified.
Mr. Schwartz repeated his firm's denial that it had engaged in under-thecounter payments to disc jockeys or
other broadcast station personnel to
plug their records.
Last week's proceeding was preliminary to a Sept. 27 hearing on the FTC
complaint.
In the payola order issued by the
FTC last week, Dolores Enterprises
Inc., New York record manufacturer,
was ordered to stop giving concealed
payoffs to radio and tv disc jockeys as
an inducement to play its recordings.
The FTC accepted an initial decision
by its examiner issued in default against
the Dolores company. The order provides that the New York company must
not offer or give any material consideration to anyone to induce the broadCasting of records, unless public disclosure ismade.
Reconsideration
for Vail

Mills

ch.

plea
10

Try as it might, the FCC cannot put
ch. 10 Vail Mills, N.Y., comfortably to
rest. Veterans Broadcasting Co., one of
the original applicants for the facility,
has asked the commission to reconsider its July grant of ch. 10 to Capital
Cities ing,Broadcasting
Corp. (BroadcastJuly 18).

"KNOE-LAND"
ISprogressive
THIS
NO,
(embracing
industrial,
North Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a.m. to
midnight 7 days a week.
C B S • A B C
A James A. Noe Station

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: Northeast Louisiana State College. Monroe. One of nine 4-year colleges
within our coverage area.
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Contending that it has not received
a full hearing. Veterans stated that the
commission's final decision to award ch.
10 to Capital "is obscured in the technicalities of rulings . . ." Capital has
been operating WTEN (TV) in Vail
Mills on a special temporary authority
granted in 1957, and the U. S. District
Court on July 7 denied a request by
Veterans for a stay against the STA
(Broadcasting, July 11).
An August 1959 initial decision to
Capital Cities took note of the fact that
five congressmen are minority stockholders in the company and made it
"manifestly superior" in the area of
civic participation. Veterans states that
the commission has given great significance tothis fact which is undeserving on the record. The petition states
that the commission points out that
civic activities are of interest only
when a principal officer, director or
stockholder will be active in the affairs
of the applicant. But, Veterans claims,
there is no showing whatsoever that the
congressmen involved will be active in
the affairs of Capital.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

PROGRAMMING

TV

LESSONS
ABC-TV

trains

FOR

CANDIDATES

politicians

Tv-conscious political job-seekers
trooped to "schools'" in New York and
Washington last week as part of a nationwide curriculum organized by ABCTV to teach politicians the do's and
don'ts of tv campaigning.
Classes were held (Aug. 1 7) under the
auspices of WABC-TV New York and
WMAL-TV Washington. WXYZ-TV
Detroit held its coaching seminar several weeks ago and the venture was
termed "very successful," attracting
about 150 politicians.
Other affiliated stations are expected
to conduct their schools in coming
weeks as the political campaigns move
into high gear. Stations which have
notified ABC-TV they intend to hold
such courses in the next few weeks are
KABC-TV Los Angeles, KGO-TV San
Francisco, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
KOMO-TV Seattle, WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, WHBQ-TV Memphis, WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis, WNHC-TV New
Haven, WLWA (TV) Atlanta, WISNTV Milwaukee, KAKE-TV Wichita,
and KBTV (TV) Denver.
ABC-TV officials noted that information they had obtained from station
executives indicated the classes were
of interest to incumbent U.S. congressmen and senators, as well as lowerechelon politicians, including sheriffs
and councilmen.

in air tactics

Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) advised WMAL-TV that he would be
away from Washington this summer,
but suggested that his executive secretary participate and pass on the information.
The courses generally will be con
and news exducted byecutives atprogramming
the stations and cover such
topics as material preparation, speech
delivery, camera and microphone technique, dress and makeup.
The session at WABC-TV in New
York attracted approximately 100
politicos, including candidates, campaign managers and organization workers. They were drawn from New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Instructors were Joseph Stamler, vice
president and general manager, WABCTV; Bill Shade], ABC-TV commentator; and Scott Vincent, WABC-TV
newsman and announcer.
The "students" included a candidate
for the U.S. Senate, seven for congressional seats, freeholder and sheriff bidders, and an aspirant for the vice presidency of the United States. The lastnamed was Mrs. Myra Tanner Weiss,
vice presidential candidate of the
Socialist Workers Party of New Jersey
ticket. Mrs. Weiss quipped during the
instruction: "I asked for equal time

got it."the suggestions offered by
andAmong
WABC-TV officials to the tv tyros were:
Wear light blue shirts and somber ties
and take off jewelry; keep your eye on
the cueing device and not on the camera
lens; don't shuffle papers as you speak
("it sounds like a fire"); don't tap the
desk ("it comes out like a trip-hammer"); don't lean back in your chair or
twist around to look at a chart ("your
voice will be a block away"); avoid use
of involved charts ("they come out like
one big blur on the screen.")
Acivernse,nent MansflcId for
esess

Among elected officials, ABC-TV
said, its stations had received communications, expressing interest, from
such political personages as Rep. Carl
Elliot (D-AIa.), Rep. Joe M. Kilgore
(D-Tex.), Rep. Bruce Alger (R-Tex.),
Rep. John V. Lindsay (R-N.Y.), Rep.
Martha W. Griffiths (D-Mich.). Rep.
Robert T. Ashmore (D-S.C), Rep.
Thomas N. Downing (D-Va.). Rep.
Don L. Short (R-N.D.) and others.

election

$22,539,1 89,000.90 . . .
... is the Retail Sales figure
for WINSIand, New York,
where 17,127,000 people reside.
For further details, call
WINS Sales Dept., New York
City.
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overhaul

Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.),
Senate majority whip, thinks television
may cause a change in the way the
candidates for President and Vice
President are nominated and elected.
Addressing the Senate last week, he
complimented the tv networks for "an
outstanding job" of covering the political conventions, but said he suspects
the "very excellence" of the tv coverage
has led millions of Americans to question the present nominating and elect-

HOP,

SK

AND

iUM

IP

A fun game for the young innocents, but one that has no place
in the hard school of salesmanship. Ask any merchandiser who
has successfully sewed up KELOLAND'S 73,496^ square miles.
He'll tell you that no one tv station can begin to cover it alone.
"
piecemeal
Nortwocanor any
stations.
unrelated"package
three
of
Only one television beam does deliver all 103 counties to you —
completely, simultaneously!
That's powerful KELO-tv SIOUX
FALLS and its KELO-LAND booster hookups. The whole, fantastic
multimarket — with just one
single-station rate card. Thorough
KELO-LAND coverage at less
cost-per-thousand than you'd have
to cough up for hop-SKIP-andjump makeshift deals.
CBS

• ABC

kelQland

KELO
KDLO
KPLO

tv SIOUX FALLS; ond boosters
tv Aberdeen, Huron, Wotertown
tv Pierre, Valentine, Chamberlain
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.

Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.
Represented nationally by H-R
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In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Associates

Mervyn LeRoy. Jules Alberti, president of Endorsements Inc., a New
York firm which acts as liaison to
handle endorsement agreements between advertisers and celebrities, is executive director. Mr. Alberti said members of the group will make tv and radio
shorts for broadcast exposure in behalf of Mr. Nixon's candidacy for the
presidency and that similar endorsements from people who are not celebrities may be used in the campaign.
A spokesman for the celebrities
group said its members include Democrats and independents as well as Rethat they'll
offer
their
talents free publicans
of andcharge
in behalf
of their
candidate.
Democratic
broke

'Sit well forward' ■ This bit of pro- Sheldon, of the committee staff, and
fessional advice was given Rep. John Wilham Oriol, press secretary to Sen.
R. Foley (D-Md.) during a WMAL- Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D-N.J.).
TV Washington training school for Other faculty members were Dick
politicians, t he instructor was Pete Richmond, news-special events director;
Jamerson, talent director, one of a half- Thom Winkler, tv producer-director,
dozen WMAL - TV personnel who and Ted McDowell, tv program manserved as faculty members at an Aug. ager.
17 session.
The political figures were shown how
In photo (I to r); Messrs. Jamerson to act natural, use pancake makeup
and Foley; Rep. Robert T. Ashmore ("tax-deductible") if necessary to hide
(D-S.C), and Hank Wilson, assistant beard, avoid "busy" clothes or ties,
director. Other students were Lee Pot- look at the lens and watch for cues,
ter, special assistant to Republican Tips were given on use of prompters
National Committee, and Georgiana and voice techniques.
ing procedure.
Obvious questions viewers ask as
they watch the conventions on tv, he
said, are: Who selects the delegates?
Why are some worth only a half vote?
Why do some states split their votes
and some cast them as a unit? Who
waves the men and women who wave
the signs?
Other less obvious questions: Who
pays convention expenses? Do some
candidates have blocks of votes cemented beyond the reach of deliberation?
How much influence do voters exert on
selection of candidates? He said he
feels tv"s "stark revelations" may induce enough popular pressure to modify
the convention nominating system. He
thought nominating campaigns should
be limited to a one-month period and
that the public should pay the campaign expenses of candidates both in
nomination contests and in the election.
Daly bans re-runs
Lar Daly, splinter candidate, notified
the FCC, NBC and stations Aug. 17 he
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has property rights in an NBC-TV Jack
Paar Show appearance July 7 and will
not permit re-runs without written permission. The Daly time was ordered by
the FCC after a previous appearance
by Daly's "opponent." NBC said Aug.
18 it had not received the Daly letter
and had no intention of re-running the
appearance. The candidate based his
property right claim on the fact that
his Paar appearance had been ordered
by a government agency.
Celebrities

group

will support Nixon
Formation of a Celebrities for Nixon
Committee made up of "names" in the
entertainment, sports and other fields,
was announced last week. Actordancer George Murphy, honorary
chairman, said members of the group
plan tovision
appear
in "two
or three"
telespectaculars
or rallies
in behalf
of the GOP presidential candidate before election day.
Co-chairmen are actress Helen
Hayes and motion picture director

audience

all records

A.C. Nielsen Co. announced last
week that the largest reported audience
in tv history viewed the Democratic
convention proceedings on the three
networks the week of July 12, with
86% of U.S. tv homes, representing
38.7 million different tv families, having
watched the coverage for an average
of 9 hours and 38 minutes during the
five-day session. Comparable data for
the Republican convention will be available in two weeks.
Nielsen officials noted that in 1956,
88% of tv homes, representing 32.1
million different tv families, viewed the
Democratic coverage at that time for
an average of 9 hours and 39 minutes.
Daily audience, Nielsen said, ranged
from 32.7 million homes viewing the
coverage on Wednesday (July 13) to a
low of 25.6 million homes tuned during the closing Friday (July 15). An
average of 13.2 million homes viewed
each minute of the convention, but even
when the ballotting for a presidential
candidate continued into the early hours
on Wednesday, 12.7 million homes
stayed tuned and saw Sen John Kennedy win the nomination at 1:54 a.m.
EDT Thursday.
Nielsen plans to release radio and
combined radio and tv audience data
(Alaska and Hawaii are not included in
the tv audience counts).
Based on Nielsen figures, NBC-TV
emerged in number one position for the
average audience minute for the five
days, listed at 5,509,000 homes, followed by CBS-TV, 4,836,000 homes
and ABC-TV, 1,898,000 homes. Similarly, with respect to share of total
home hours of viewing, NBC was first
with 50%, followed by CBS, 36%. and
ABC, 14%.
Political

sidelights

■ Farrell Dobbs, Presidential candidate of the Socialist Workers Party,
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ALL

LANDSLIDES

All

adhesive

are

not

DON'T

bandages

BAND
TRADEMARK-AID

Adhesive

Bandages

The registered trademark BAND-AID is one of the
most widely known in the world . . . recognized in
more than 75 coimtries. It is an adjective indicating Johnson & Johnson as the sovirce of a product
and is never the name of a product.
It is used in connection with a whole family of
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GO

DOWNHILL

products made only by Johnson & Johnson . . . and
is always followed by a product name as — BANDAID Adhesive Bandages, BAND-AID Clear Tape,
BAND-AID Sheer Strips, BAND-AID Moleskin
Adhesive, etc.
We appreciate your mentioning our trademarks
along with our products, and we hope you will
continue to do so. But when you do, won't you
please use both correctly?
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Nixon meets newsmen
in tv studios
Vice President Richard Nixon
WFMY-TV for women reporters and
chose a television studio as the site editors.
for news conferences last week. Mr.
Gaines Kelley, general manager
Nixon held a telecast news session
of WFMY-TV, had cleared a full
hour of time for the presidential
Aug. 17. 7-7:30 p.m., in the studios
of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.,
candidate's conference. It was folwith 75 newsmen participating. A
lowed by a public speech at the
Greensboro Coliseum where a
few days earlier he had held a similar conference in the studios of "Skating and Coffee Party with Pat
WCSH-TV Portland, Me. It was fed
and Dick" was held. The vice president is a 1937 graduate of Duke
to a state hook-up. Mrs. Nixon held
an off-air news conference at U., Durham. N.C.

a theater with an audience. The program will be under the supervision of
Richard L. Linkroum, vice president,
NBC Special Programs, and will utilize
the resources of Donald Hyatt, direcunit. tor, NBC Special Projects, and his
Mr. Linkroum said that historical
data and recording from radio's early
days are sought, and he called upon
all broadcasters to submit ideas for the
program.
MGA-ATFP

PACT

Musicians

to vote

on
announced last week his party has sent
a letter to Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
chairman of the Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, protesting the
"attempt to rush through suspension of
the equal time radio-tv provisions of the
Communications Act without any hearings." Mr. Dobbs said the Socialist
Workers Party asked for an opportunity
to appear before the committee and
express its views on this issue.
■ Kirk Le Moyne Billings, vice president-account executive of Lennen &
Newell, New York, named by Democratic presidential nominee John F.
Kennedy (D-Mass.) as his campaign
coordinator in North and South Dakota,
Wisconsin and Nebraska. Mr. Billings
formerly was vice president-advertising
manager of Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore.
■ CBS-TV has postponed plans to
present NBC commentators Chet Huntley and David Brinkley on its Person
to Person program on Oct. 20 (Fri..
10:30-11 p.m.). Robert Milford, director of CBS-TV network programs.
New York, said the postponement was
made because "we can't fit it into our
schedule; elections are coming and
too much is going on." Mr. Milford
said CBS-TV intends to place the NBC
commentators on a future but still
undetermined Person to Person program.
■ Formation of a National Committee of Business and Professional Men
and Women for Kennedy and Johnson
was announced last week by Sen. John
F. Kennedy. Among members of
the group are Frank M. Folsom.
chairman of the executive committee,
RCA; Murray D. Lincoln, general
chairman of Peoples Broadcasting
Corp., and Ross D. Siragusa, chairman
and president of Admiral Corp.
■ Harold C. Stuart, president of
KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, last week was
appointed vice chairman of the Democratic National Committee's finance
committee by Sen. Henry M. Jackson
(D-Wash.). Democratic chairman, and
Sidney Salomon Jr., who heads the
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Democratic
nance unit. National Committee's fi■ Vice President Nixon's new "brain
trust" Campaign Advisory Council met
for luncheon with the Republican presidential nominee in Washington last
week. Among members of the group is
Brig. Gen. David SarnoflF, board chairman of RCA.
■ A series of nine weekly nighttime
programs, titled Presidential Countdown will be carried on CBS-TV for
eight successive Mondays in the 9:3010 p.m. period starting Sept. 12 and
ending with a telecast Friday (Nov. 4)
in the same time period. The series is
the tail-end part of the Westinghouse
Electric Corp. political year package
on CBS-TV and will include a look at
the events, issues, personalities and
color of the presidential race as it
progresses from week to week.
■ WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., carried
complete live coverage of the re-convention of the state Democratic Party,
held Aug. 15 at Columbia. The party
met to decide on its stand in the November elections. This was the first
time the event had been covered live
by a tv station, WIS-TV said.
■WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., has offered free radio-tv time after Labor
Day for a series of six debates designed
to include Connecticut candidates for
Congress.

NBC-TV

plans

special

on radio-tv history
The history of network radio and
television will be presented by NBCI V as a two hour or longer program
during the 1961-62 season, it was announced last week by David Levy, vice
president,
programs and talent, NBCTV.
Tentatively titled 35 Years of Broadcasting, the program will trace the evolution of broadcasting from its start
in 1926 until the present. Radio recordings, still pictures, newsreel footage, film and tape will be integrated
into a live program, originating from

terms

today

Musicians Guild of America has
made an interim agreement with the
Alliance of Television Film Producers.
It permits the more than 20 ATFP
companies to proceed with the scoring
of their new tv films while awaiting
ratification of the new contract terms
by MGA members. Terms were submitted to an MGA membership meeting Aug. 14 and approved by a vote
of 102 to 15 by those present. However, the total was less than the quorum
required
by themeeting
organization's
Another MGA
has been bylaws.
called
for tonight (Aug. 22).
Polls will be open all evening for the
convenience of members and so as not
to conflict with their professional engagements. MGA Chairman Cecil
Read said, "On a Monday instead of a
Sunday, we expect to get the necessary
number of votes with no trouble at all.
The votes taken last Sunday can't be
counted,
of course."
According
to a summary of terms
released by MGA, the new contract
guarantees one-and-one-half hours of
live scoring for each half-hour film of
a series, with a basic rate of $55 per
musician, plus 4% vacation pay. This
provides 50% more live scoring than
MGA's current contract with the major
motion picture studios for their tv
films.
One man playing alone receives
double pay, as do the leader and the
playing orchestra manager. A nonplaying orchestra manager receives
time and a half. Premium rates are to
be paid for work after midnight and
on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Wages in all categories under the pact
are approximately 14% higher than
those being paid under tv film contracts
of the American Federation of Musicians. MGA officials said.
No Show Jumping ■ The contract limits the use of a music track to the series
for which it was recorded, in perpetuity, so that it may never be used for
another series. The producers also
scored sea livetrack
augment
agree riesnot
with to
outside
sound
unless
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 22 (10-11 p.m. What Makes
Sammy
Weiss. Run? Purex through Edward H.
Aug. 22-26, 29-31 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price Is Right, participating sponsors.
Aug. 22-26, 29-31 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, participating sponsors.
Aug. 23, 30 (9:30-10 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sampie.
Aug. 24, 31 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through Oglivy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel.
Aug. 26 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drugs through Grey Adv.
Aug. 26 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
Aug. 27 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
Aug. 27 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton &. Bowles.
Aug. 27 (l:55-conclusion) Major
League Baseball, part.
Aug. 27 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Aug. 28 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, sustaining.
Aug. 28 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Aug. 29 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Riverboat,
Del Monte through McCann-Erickson;
Revlon through Warwick & Legler, and
sust.
they guarantee that no less than an
average of 10 men will be used on all
live scoring for the series.
Once a series is committed to live
scoring, the producer must continue to
score it live for the duration of the twoyear contract, subject only to cancellation of the series by the sponsor or the
network, MGA officials said. Under
the AFM contracts, producers could
discontinue live scoring at any time,
they commented.
Other highlights reported by MGA
are: The maximum number of musicians used in scoring themes must be
employed again at least once in each
production season. Orchestra leaders
are required when six or more musicians are employed. Musicians playing more than one instrument receive
50% for the first double. 20% for the
second and third and 10% for the
fourth. To live score a pilot film or
one not part of a series, the film must
be entirely live scored with no outside
track and a minimum session of three
hours for each half-hour of film is
required.
The contract also calls for re-use
payments to musicians, copyist and arrangers iftv films are released in theatres or when the tv film sound track
is used for phonograph record albums,
transcriptions or for any other commercial purpose.
At the beginning of any contract
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The rules are explicit, George. You don't score in South Bend when
you hit Chicago. Why, goodness, you're missing more than $1.7
billion in buying income and $1.1 billion in retail sales. Worse,
though, you're forfeiting 915 thousand affluent customers who are
burning to buy. In South Bend Metro alone, household income is
$7553, individual income is $2246 — highest in Indiana. And how
they eat! Last year they devoured better than $248 million in staples
and goodies. Same with drugs, clothes and appliances. It s a big target,
George.
And here's how to hit it — with one shot. Propel your product into
this rich 15-county market with the distinctive voice of WSBT-TV.
A full CBS schedule, peppered with top-rated local shows, accounts
for WSBT-TV carrying 34 of the top 50 locally-favored programs, 12
of the top 12 and 14 of the leading 20. No wonder WSBT-TV gets
47.8% of the sets in use in this 3-station market. This station pulls
because it penetrates.
Want the fine points? Call your Raymer man. He'll dart right over.

SOUTH
BEND, INDIANA
-TV
WSBT
Char^nel 22
ONE

OF

CBS-

HIGH EST- RATED

STATIONS

Ask Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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year, the producer may elect to bring
his entire tv film production under the
tv scoring plan of the major motion
picture producers, guaranteeing a minimum of an hour of recording for each
half-hour of tv film produced by the
company.
Fringe Benefits ■ Sideline musicians
and copyists also get increased benefits
and all employes are covered by the
present motion picture health and welfare plan. MGA has the right to reopen the contract on this point, on 60
days notice.
Pending ratification, ATFP member
companies have made arrangements
for live scoring of two-thirds of the
new filmed programs produced in the
current production year, MGA said.
■'In just two short years since we
announced the formation of MGA, we
have increased the number of American made shows utilized live music
from approximately 5% in 1958 to
more than 75%, covering all prime
network tv film time, the overwhelming
majority of whom are under MGA
contract in the major studios or the
proposed ATFP contract as outlined,"
Mr. Read said. "With the exception
of the Danny Thomas Show, this is all
new work, which the AFM previously
forced into using foreign canned
music."
WABC

to start

religious

show

new
policy

WABC New York has "reappraised
and realigned" its Sunday religious programming structure. Next month the
station is cancelling 10 paid religious
programs. New public affairs, news and
music programs will be substituted. Included will be 90 minutes of public service time for use by New York religious
broadcasters. The decision is effective at
the close of broadcasting on Sept. 1 1.
Negotiations are underway with four
New York religious bodies to determine
how their free time period will be put
to use. As yet, the new religious block

Hour-long weather
Continuous weather reports
and forecasts will become a morning feature on WTIC-FM Hartford, Conn., starting in October.
During a 12-month test, the unceasing reports will be broadcast
from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. with
additional hours to be scheduled
as the public demands. The test is
being conducted by the station
and the U.S. Weather Bureau and
is expected to demonstrate the
value of a public weather communications service which could
be transmitted continuously over
fm multiplex channels which require low-cost receivers.
has no fixed time period, no title and
no specific format. But it will be divided
among the local Protestant Council, the
Archdiocese of New York, the Board
of Rabbis and the National Assn. of
Evangelicals. Their joint program will
be produced in cooperation with
WABC's public afl:airs department. A
WABC spokesman points out that while
the total number of Sunday religious
program hours will drop from 13 to approximately IVi hours, the station will
still be carrying "almost double that
of any other New York radio station.
Aside from the 90 minutes being given
to local religious broadcasters, which
was described as a move to develop a
"complete New York religious composit," the station will be carrying paid
ABC network programs as well as 90
minutes of sustaining network religious
programs. Representatives of the participating groups expressed "enthusiastic" endorsement of the new broadcast
policy, the station reported.
NTA realigns
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., has
realigned its sales operation into two
main divisions — eastern and western. E.

Jonny Graff, vice president, will be in
charge of the eastern division, with
headquarters in New York, while Berne
Tabakin. vice president, will head the
western division, headquartering in
Beverly Hills. The move follows the
spin-off of NTA from National Theaters
& Television and the shift of NTA
headquarters from Beverly Hills to New
York (Broadcasting, Aug. 15).
AFM

tries

to block

sale of post-*48 films
The American Federation of Musicians last week sought temporary and
permanent injunctions in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
New York that would block the sale
of 122 post-"48 Warner Bros, pictures,
to Creative Telefilm & Artists Ltd.,
Toronto. Creative Telefilm plans to
lease the films to tv stations.
The union alleges that under the
terms of contracts between musicians
and the producer, the films may not be
exhibited on tv without prior negotiation and consent of the union. The
court is asked to decree the contracts
valid and to bind Warner Bros., the
defendant, to their terms.
An AFM spokesman later said that
the contracts, entered into by the leading producing studios, including Warner Bros., specified that the companies
would negotiate with the AFM before
they released films to tv. He said the
pacts covered work performed by musicians between 1948 and 1958. In the
past, he added, several formulas were
implemented for payment when theatrical films were sold to tv. These
included 5% of the sales price to the
Musicians' Performance Trust Funds,
and a re-scoring fee amounting to onehalf of the television rate, which went
to the musicians. The spokesman added
that in the future, the AFM is committed to a formula in which any paymentonly.
would be directed to the musicians
Officials of Warner Bros, would not
comment on the union's action. The
show cause order is returnable tomorrow {Aug. 23).
The AFM complaint notes that "according to information
belief,"
Warner was
to receive a and
payment
of
$11 million on Sept. 1 for the 122 feature films and was to share equally
with Creative Telefilms in all receipts
realized over the first $11 million.
Columbia

plans

sale

of post- '48s to tv
Columbia Pictures Corp. will start
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to release the first of its 400 post- '48
pictures later this year through its tv
subsidiary, Screen Gems, Abe SchneiBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Just plain Bill
What was Billy the Kid really
I like? In a stab at "unprecedented
realism,"forniaa National
spokesman
said. CaliProductions
will
unmask the legendary heroes of
the West for a new tv film series
entitled The Lawless West — the
Legend and the Men. CNP is
digging through news accounts of
the times, diaries, books, and the
collections of historical societies
to develop the characters in their
true light. CNP does not believe
the series will disillusion viewers
of "fictionalized" westerns, but
rather, will attract additional
viewers to the western program
fold. Allen H. Miner, writer-director of CNP's The Lawless
Years, will produce, direct and
write the new half-hour true-life
episodes. Production is underway
at MGM studios in Culver City,
der, Columbia president, reported last
week.
Mr. Schneider did not reveal the
number of pictures that will be offered
to tv, observing that this factor would
depend on market conditions. He said
some of the films may not be released
to tv but re-issued to theaters.
He reported that Screen Gems earns
between $35-$40 million per year and
noted that most of Columbia's fiscal
1960 profit resulted from Screen Gems
and other activities not related to theatrical producing and distribution.
Columbia will become the fourth
major studio to offer some of its post"48 films
tv. Other
which
have
takento this
step or companies
have announced
plans for such a move are United Artists, Warner Bros, and 20th CenturyFox.
Three CBS o&o's buy
40 Fox post-48s
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
was reported Thursday (Aug. 18) to
have completed negotiations for the
sale of 40 Post-'48 20th Century-Fox
features to three CBS-TV owned stations. The price for the total package
is estimated to run about $600,000
and represents the first sale of Fox
Post-'48 films.
Neither NTA nor the CBS-TV stations would comment on the transaction, but it was reported that the contract was expected to be signed over
the past weekend. The films were
bought for showing on WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, KMOX-TV St. Louis and
WBBM-TV Chicago.
NTA has been attempting to sell the
eP.OADCASTING, August 22, 1960

features in various markets, though
officially the company has not announced itholds the distribution rights
to the films. Recent negotiation sessions
have been held with the RKO General
stations but officials there said "we have
notIncluded
made any
deals."
among
the 40 features are
"A Letter To Three Wives," "Come To
The Stable," "All About Eve," "Down
To The Sea In Ships," "Father Was A
Fullback," "The Gunfighter" and "Mr.

WILL THE SONY
CONDENSER
MICROPHONE
EVER
BE

UAA post-'48s
United Artists Associated last week
880."
formally announced placement of 26
post-'48 feature films into immediate
distribution to tv stations. The package,
titled "Boxoffice 26," includes such
films as "The Barefoot Contessa,"
"Attack," "King and Four Queens,"
"Bandido," "Comanche," "St. Joan"
and "The Monte Carlo Story."
■ Film Sales
"Popeye" (UAA)
Sold to KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.;
WHIO-TV Dayton; WEAU-TV Eau
Claire, Wis. Renewed by WTVW (TV)
Evansville, Ind.; WINK-TV Ft. Myers,
Fla.; WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.;
WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va.; KMTV (TV)
Omaha; WMTW-TV Portland, Maine;
WPRO-TV Providence, R.I.; WGEMTV Quincy. 111.; KRON-TV San Francisco, and WCTV (TV) Tallahassee,
Fla.

C-37A

EQUALLED?

Probably. Within the next 5 to 6
years other manufacturers may
learn the Sony technique of
producing the remarkable gold
membrane used in the C-37A
diaphragm capsule.
Until then, the Sony must be
considered the only perfect
microphone in the industry. $295
(Complete with power supply.)
For information or literature write :
Superscope, Inc., Dept. 3,
Sun Valley, California.

Great Music From Chicago (WGN
[Chicago] Syndication Sales Dept.)
Sold for video tape showing to
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; KPLR-TV
St. Louis; KTVK (TV) Phoenix;
WFAA-TV Dallas and KPRC-TV
Houston. Series initially was telecast
locally on WGN-TV Chicago during
1959-60 season and will be resumed
again Oct. 23.

"Brothers Brannagan" (CBS Films)
Sold to WCBS-TV New York;
WFAA-TV Dallas; KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; WTVH (TV) Peoria, III.;
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.; WGRTV Buffalo, N.Y.; WCNY-TV Watertown, N.Y., and KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo.
Now in 90 markets.

"Books and Brent" (produced by WBKB
[TV] Chicago and distributed by Stuart
Brent
tape.) Enterprises Inc., that city — video
Sold to WOR-TV New York, and
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, Calif. (A radio
series also is being sold to stations
across country, with over 100 reings.) quests thus far for audition record-

SONY
SUPERSCOPE

^M^^B
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RED-EO-TAPE
Red

Skelton

READY

unveils

in his feet-first

jump

The $1 million Skelton Red-Eo-Tape
mobile tv system — three 40-foot busses
which together comprise a complete tv
studio on wheels — was shown to newsmen Thursday at the new Skelton Studios in Hollywood. The three-acre
plant, formerly the Charles Chaplin
Studios, is being completely remodeled
for tape and film production of tv shows
and theatrical motion pictures at an
overall cost of $2.5 million, according
to comedian Red Skelton, owner of the
operation.
First part of the Red-Eo-Tape system
is the bus housing controls for three
RCA live color cameras, one RCA color
film camera and three RCA black and
white cameras with provisions for an
additional three when needed. Here the
switching between cameras is handled,
together with the creation of electronic
special effects. The control room contains three RCA color monitors and
up to 10 monochrome monitors. The
audio portion includes facilities for 18
microphones, two tape recorders, a
record turntable and multiple sound
effects equipment specially designed
for the unit by Ampex.
Bus No. 2 holds the video recording
equipment, two Ampex recorders with
full splicing and editing facilities. The
sound is not only recorded on the same
tape as the picture, but also separately
on a multiple-channel recording device
for ease in editing and in scoring music
and effects. This unit also holds the
16mm and 35mm film and slide projectors.
The third bus, completing the system,
contains two 85,000-watt generators
powered by International Harvester and
Hall Scott engines. It provides storage
space for cameras, cables, microphones,

America's

three
into

FOR
mobile

ROAD
units

tv production

tripods and other equipment and its rear
portion holds a complete repair shop
for use on location. All units are completely air-conditioned. With them, a
complete tv show can be recorded on
tape or film from any location without
need for external equipment or personnel. It can be edited, have sound
dubbed in, titles and film or tape portions integrated, with the show ready
to go on the air by the time the unit
is back from location.
On distant trips, the three large busses will be supplemented with seven
other vehicles, Mr. Skelton said. These
will hold wardrobe, makeup, camera
equipment, a carpenter shop, emergency supplies and two trucks will open
into bleachers with overhanging microphones to get audience reaction for
shows done in remote locations.
Skelton Studios, home base of the
operation, contains three sound stages
providing 25,700 sq. ft. of stage space.
One stage is being converted into an
audience studio seating 300 people in
addition to an orchestra and production
personnel. The other two will be available for tape or film production.
Charles Luftia, Mr. Skelton's business partner and executive producer,
will function as executive vice president of Skelton Studios. Edward M.
Hillie, for the past seven years a producer, director and production executive at Desilu. has been named studio
manager, with Bernard Barron, former
studio and production manager at
American-International and previously
with Crosley Broadcasting Corp., as assistant to the studio manager.
Robert L. Cobler, chief engineer for
Skelton Studios, comes from CBS-TV,
Hollywood, where he was active in
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Red Skelton
His tv busses are ready to roll
colorcasting and designed the original
color matte key generator which received an "Emmy" nomination. Ruper
F. Goodspeed, director of technical operations of two color studios. Messrs.
Cobler and Goodspeed were co-designers of the Red-Eo-Tape mobile units.
Other technical personnel include
Charles E. Schmidt, former technical
director, studio and field supervisor at
NBC-TV Color Studio in Burbank,
Calif.; Wililam A. Jack, for 10 years a
lighting director at NBC-TV; Willis O.
Freitag, engineer at CBS-TV Hollywood; Carl Hanseman, color video control engineer at NBC-TV Hollywood;
Richard D. Scovel, vtr engineer for
Jack Linkletter's On the Go series; Kenneth D. Gustafson, tv engineer at CBSTV Hollywood; William Wight, also tv
engineer at CBS-TV Hollywood; David
B. Graham, engineer at NBC video tape
center, Burbank; Bob Greenseth, cameraman at CBS-TV Hollywood; William
J. Lohnes and John E. Braislin, cameramen at KCOP (TV) Los Angeles; Ronald L. Olney, engineer at NBC-TV;
Patrick King, video tape operator at
CBS-TV, and G.W. Scott, former test
driver-demonstrator for Crown Coach,
which built the Red-Eo-Tape busses.
Mr. Skelton reported that SkeltonLuftig Productions will produce two
hour-long specials for Timex, in which
he will appear, and one for Chevrolet,
in addition to his participation in two of
next season's Dinah Shore shows for
Chevy. A special Christmas show, starring Mr. Skelton as Rip Van Winkle, is
also in the works, he said, with CBS-TV
trying to find a sponsor.
A number of tv series are planned
which Skelton-Luftig will produce as
full series, not pilot films, for sale naBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

tionally to sponsors or networks or market-by-market to individual stations.
These include, he said, The Adventures
of Marco Polo, to be taped abroad with
a second mobile tape entourage following the route of the early adventurer
all the way from Venice to China;
Society As I See It, with Cobina Wright
as the seeing "I"; The Adventures of
Junior, based on the "little kid" Skelton
character created on radio, and 20
Years in Sing Sing, based on the memoirs of Warden Lawes.
All of the tv programs will be made
in color, Mr. Skelton stated, commenting that they will be sold for network
use in black-and-white at black-andwhite prices. Skelton Studios will get
back its color production costs when
the programs are rerun in color, he said.
NRLB
cartoon

to investigate
firm

charges

Animation Inc., Hollywood, has
charged violation of the LandrumGriffith Act against lATSE Screen
Cartoonist Local 839, in a complaint
filed with the National Labor Relations
Board by Earl Klein, Animation
president.
Mr. Klein said he lost a cartoon subcontract when the union's business
agent pressured UFA Pictures, Hollywood, against doing business with
Animation which has no contract with
the local. UPA subsequently cancelled
the deal, Mr. Klein said.
Ralph H. Kennedy, regional director of the NLRB, said the complaint
will be investigated.
Animation Inc. was involved in a
six-week long strike called by the
Screen Cartoonist Guild several months
ago. The strike was called when Mr.
Klein refused to incorporate a specific
clause which would limit his business
dealings to firms having guild contracts,
according to the company announcement.
■

Program

notes

Ziv-UA business upbeat ■ Ziv-UA reports that domestic sales in the first half
of 1960 are running about 18% over
those for the comparable period of
1959, with 1,080 market sales completed between Ian. 1-Iune 30, 1960.
The report shows that Ziv-UA product
is carried in more than 90% of the nation's 269 markets and on almost
of the 528 commercial stations. 89%
The
compilation does not include sales of
re-runs by the company's Economee
division, which is said to be "enjoying
its greatest year since its inception."
Knock the rock ■ WICO Salisbury,
Md., took a survey and discovered that
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

only one out of five families in that
city listened to all three radio stations
combined. Three years ago — "before
rock' 'n' roll," according to WICO's
manager Robert Doyle — four out of
five families listened to radio. Mr.
Doyle decided a good music format
was the answer. The schedule features
12 minutes of uninterrupted music,
followed by two or three minutes of
product-mentions, then back to 12
minutes of music. ABC news is presented hourly.
'Ledger' entry ■ NBC-TV has announced a new hour-long series titled
The New York Ledger for presentation
in the 1961-62 nighttime schedule. Created within the NBC Program Development Dept. by Ross Donaldson, director of creative services, the series will
"give an authentic but fictional treatment" to stories about people and situations in New York City as reflected on
the pages of a mythical New York daily
newspaper, Tlie Ledger. Besides two
permanent stars, each episode will have
a major guest star, portraying a resident or transient in New York and
caught in a "poignant or suspenseful
situation."
Plans for Dan ■ Young Productions
Inc., Philadelphia, will produce the new
Diver Dan tv series in association with
Brain Cartoons Inc., that city. Diver
Dan is a children's underwater fantasy
that uses a combination of live characters and live and animated fish. It is
photographed in color in 7-minute episodes with the entire series in a 104episode package. Segments can be combined to make shows of varying lengths.
The series can be used as a separate
show or part of an existing one. It is
also in black and white for tv stations
without color facilities. Scheduled for
release in late September, Diver Dan
has been sold in 15 domestic and 1
foreign markets with sales over $500,000 to date, according to executive producer Hal Tunis.
Okay! ■ The Chipmunks, Ross Bagdasarian's novelty characters, whose
first Liberty record sold 5Vz million
copies in the fall of 1958, will be starred in a new half-hour tv series. The
Alvin Show, scheduled for release in
the fall of 1961. Series will be cartoons, produced by Format Films with
Mr. Bagdasarian, who created the
characters under the name of David
Seville, providing the voices of the chipmunks and other characters for the tv
series as he did for the records. AshleySteiner has been signed as exclusive
agent for the series.
Capsule radio feature ■ Creative
Services Inc.. Chicago, has added six
one-minute and two five-minute cap-

sule radio features to its library. The
properties, announced by G. Edward
Riley, vice president and sales director,
are: Titus Moody, Senator Claghorn,
Ann Thomas, This I Predict, Fascinating Facts and The Money Man, all 60second features, and The Lew Parker
Show and Al Heifer Sports Show. The
programs are now being made available to radio stations in the U.S. and
Canada and three more will be added
by September. Creative Services (75
E. Wacker Drive, Chicago) supplies
complete merchandising kits and contests to stations in the interest of resales to local and regional advertisers.
Ping-pong ■ Producer Larry Stusser,
who currently has a series on bridge
on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, has started
video-taping a pilot for a half-hour
series of championship table-tennis
matches. The pilot is being made at
Paramount Television Productions,
where both male and female pingpongers will compete. Henry Schrage
is co-producer; Tip Corbin directs and
tary.
Cleve Herman will provide commenDouble buy ■ KGMB-TV Honolulu
has purchased a complete film library
of 130 features and the color and
black-and-white cartoon series Q.T.
Hush, Private Eye from M&A Alexander Productions Inc., L.A.
Get
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broadcasts

Transoceanic tv in two years. This is
the prediction of top flight space communications expert. Dr. John R. Pierce
of the Bell Telephone Labs.
Dr. Pierce, who sketched a global
satellite communications system in
1954, emphasized that tv via space relaying may come sooner, but such a
feat would be a stunt, the scientist explained.
This might be done via the Echo I
balloon, now in its second week in
orbit, Dr. Pierce noted, or via an active
relay satellite — such as the military
tried, and failed, to put into orbit last
week.
Scientists at the National Aeronautics & Space Administration have
no plans to use the present, balloon
passive-type communications satellite
for wideband transmissions capable of
handling video signals, it was reported
there. This does not foreclose such a
use by a nongovernment firm, although
none has reported yet that such an
attempt will be made.
NASA reported that a second balloon is scheduled for the end of this
year, or during the first quarter of J96I .
Wideband relaying may very well be
included in tests for this satellite, it was
said.
Try Courier Again ■ Another try to
launch an active radio relay satellite
will be made in a few months, it was
announced last Thursday following the
explosion minutes after blastoff at Cape

ADMIRAL
Seeks

two

GETTING
years

away,

energy
sun's rays. to be used
The from
relay,the scheduled
initially on a delayed time basis, was
capable of handling 3.4 million words
in every five minute pass. Circuits comprised one voice and seven teletype
channels. Ground stations are located
at Fort Monmouth, N.J., site of the
Signal Corps Labs., and an Army instal ation inPuerto Rico.
Echo I Working Well ■ Meanwhile,

JAP
trade

CLOSER

space

the melon-shaped "bird" was covered
with 20,000 solar cells for power

of U.S.

An "immediate reappraisal" of American trade policies with Japan, in view
of its continued flood of electronic exports, was requested of the Republican
administration by Admiral Corp. last
week.
Ross D. Siragusa, Admiral president,
cited "alarming increases" in the shipment of Japanese components the first
three months of 1960 and asserted they
can't continue for long "without inflicting serious and permanent damage on
American suppliers." (The figures: receiving tubes, up 383%; loudspeakers,
up 233%; transistors, up ],059%.)
In expressing hope for a re-evaluation of those policies, he expressed belief that American workers and industry
should not be "forced to suffer because
72
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Canaveral of the military Courier I-A
satellite.
The Thor-Delta-Star rocket, launched
by the Air Force, appeared to be travelling normally when it exploded in the
air.
It was carrying a 500 lb., 51 -in. satellite jammed with 300 lbs. of radio
sending and receiving equipment including five midget tape recorders.
The satellite was scheduled to be put
into a 700-750 mile orbit.
Similar to the "Score" satellite which
broadcast President Eisenhower's 1958
Christmas message to the world, the
Courier was a U.S. Army Signal Corps
development, produced by Philco Corp.,
for global military communications.
It carried four transistorized microwave transmitters and receivers, a baseband combiner and five tape recorders.
Four of the tape recorders were for
data storage and one was for voice
communications. The outer shell of

FIGHTS

reappraisal

IS

&

FLOOD
policies

of our government's wide open door
policy and lack of restrictions." The
request for government action came in
a "background memorandum" released
by Admiral Corp.
Citing U.S. Commerce Dept. statistics on shipments and sales. Admiral
pointed out there is no limit on the
import of Japanese radios, while comparing aU.S. duty of only \lVi% to
one of 18% on American radios shipped
to Japan. On the other hand, Japan
limits American imports by licensing
restrictions (only 835 radios were
shipped there last year). Additionally,
Admiral noted, Niponese electronic
plants are highly automated.
EIA Split ■ Mr. Siragusa charged
that most American manufacturers

expert

predicts

the passive balloon communications
satellite (At Deadline, August 15) continued its 1,000-mile high orbit for the
second week with continuous reports
of successful transmissions and reception.
thethehighlights
of telephone
Echo I's
firstOne
weekof was
first regular
conversation between California and
New Jersey via a bounce from the
satellite.
Also reported in the first 10 days
aloft was an Air Force "bounce" between Trinidad and Rome, N.Y. Successfully accomplished also was a round
trip, "double bounce" circuit from a
Naval Research Lab. facility in Maryland to Bell Telephone Labs, space
laboratory in Holmdel, N.J., via regular
AT&T circuits, to the satellite and down
to Jet Propulsion Labs.'s Goldstone,
Calif., installation — and back again.
Holmdel is using 10 kw on 960 mc,
while Goldstone is using 10 kw on
2,390 mc.
On the first day aloft, Collins Radio
used the 10-story high, aluminized balloon (measuring 100-ft. in diameter) to
send a message from its home office in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to another office
in Dallas, Tex. The balloon was also
used to relay pre-recorded messages by
President Eisenhower and Sen. Lyndon
B. Johnson (D-Tex.), chairman of the
Senate Space Committee, between the
two coasts.
The Echo satellite was said to be

have "taken the line of least resistance"
in combatting heavy Japanese exports,
buying from Japan components or complete radios for marketing under their
own brand names. Admiral has, on the
other hand, followed an aggressive "Buy
American" program refusing to use
these foreign components.
Electronic Industries Assn.. though it
asked the Office of Civil and Defense
Mobilization to take action last year,
is "split" within its own ranks because
of the different practices of its member
companies. Admiral claimed. It also
cited a statement by International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Local 1031 that Chicago area employment of union members dropped 14,000
the past three years. The 42-000-member labor group bought a 26-week series
of spots on WON Chicago, urging
listeners
to "Buynoted
American."
Mr. Siragusa
that the Japanese
will invade the U.S. with tv receivers
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Toll call to space ■ At the Bell Telephone Labs "space station" at Holmdel, N.J., project engineer W.C. Jakes
(standing) is shown talking to the Jet
Propulsion Lab., Goldstone, Calif., via
voice channels bouncing off Echo L
the 10-story-high. aluminized balloon
1,000 miles up. This was one of the
first voice circuits using the passive
satellite which was sent whirling into
orbit in space on August 12.

Ride that failed ■ A Signal Corps
master sergeant is shown installing a
microwave whip antenna on the Army's
Courier I-A. This is the space radio station which was to be sent into 700-mile
orbit August 18, but which was blown
to bits when the rocket vehicle exploded minutes after being launched. Built
by Philco Corp., the 500-lb., 5I-in.
sphere is plastered with 20,000 solar
cells to convert sunlight into power. It is

packed with 300 lbs. of electronic communications gear— including four transistorized transmitters and receivers and
five miniature tape recorders. Plan was
to use the Courier as a delayed-time
repeater, capable of gulping and storing
340,000 words a minute in every fiveminute pass over a ground transmitting
station and unloading the same traffic
when passing over a ground receiving
station later during orbit.

capable of 98% reflectivity at frequencies up to 20,000 mc. It is traveling
at a speed of 16.000 mph, and takes
15-minutes to pass over a given area.
It weighs 137.4 lbs. Two wafer-thin
transmitters are attached to the balloon
underneath its aluminum
skin per-

mitting accurate aiming of ground antennas.
Although the hollow sphere has an
estimated life of one year, scientists
are concerned about its efficiency after
it enters darkness. This will occur at
the end of this week, it was estimated.

If the bag loses the warming rays of the
sun (which aided in expanding the
sphere after ejaculation from the
rocket), it is feared that the satellite
may become misshapen and that this
might affect its ability to reflect radio
signals properly.

in the next few months but he predicted
they won't enjoy the same success.
Apart from the threat of "serious
and permanent damage" to U.S. manufacturers, there's also evidence of
"attempts to delude the American
public with highly questionable marketing practices for Japanese radios,"
Admiral claimed Thursday.

tronics companies. He made his remarks to the Philadelphia Securities
Assn. where he also estimated that Jerrold's sales and revenues for fiscal 1961
would be about $8.5 million, "about
equal" to the 1960 revenues. Jerrold's
fiscal year ends the last day in February.

parable 1959 period, sales were $235
million and profits were $5 million.
Richard E. Krafve. firm president,
stated that earnings were adversely affected by increased expenditures for
plant consolidations, research and new
product development along with substandard operating results in a number
of commercial and component product
lines. Operating improvement and aggressive marketing efforts are expected
to boost earnings during the second half
of 1960, Mr. Krafve stated.

Jerrold's '60 catv
gross was $2 million
Jerrold Electronics Corp.'s nine community television systems, sold two
weeks ago for $5 million to the H&B
American Corp. (Broadcasting, Aug.
15), brought in $2 million in fiscal
1960, Milton J. Shapp, president of
Jerrold, disclosed last week.
Mr. Shapp also said that Jerrold
would use the $5 million for the acquisition of other catv systems or small elecBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

■

Technical

topics

Tubes to Japan ■ General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N.Y., announced that the
new Japanese color tv industry which
begins colorcasts next month will use
G.E.'s ultra-sensitive GL-7629 image
orthicon. Already 12 tubes have been
ordered by five broadcasters with half
of that total earmarked for Nippon TV
Network.
Sales up, profits down ■ Raytheon Co.
has reported that sales for the first half
of 1 960 totaled $277 million with profit
after taxes of $4 million. In the com-

Tape tales ■ A new catalog, on the
Presto 800 series professional tape recorders, has been released by the BogenPresto Div. of The Siegler Corp. Among
the models described are console, portable and rack-mounted recorders including some instantly convertible from
1/4 -inch to V2-inch tape. Copies are
available from Bogen-Presto Co., Box
500, Paramus, N.J. Catalogue #910.
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bonanza has its problems
in view of the lack of U.S. restrictions
The foreign market for U.S. -produced tv programs should follow the on the import of British cars, whisky
theatrical motion picture pattern, with
and steel, among other commodities.
Indeed, he stated, if feature theatrical
50-60% of the total revenue eventually
coming from abroad, John McCarthy,
films are included in the reckoning, it
president of the Television Program
is probable that the English have taken
more dollars from U.S. television than
Export Assn., said Thursday at a news
our
program makers have received from
conference in Hollywood. And "evenBritish tv.
tually" may not be far off, the way television is burgeoning throughout the
In his negotiations in England, Mr.
world with some 28 million tv sets in McCarthy reported, he pointed out
homes outside the U.S., eight million
that something has to give, and that
of them added during the past year.
if they don't do the right things the
consequences could be unpleasant. The
But there are problems, Mr. McCarthy noted. There is the British quota
international balance of payments is a
system which limits program imports
very serious matter for the U.S. he
to 14% of the time on the commercial
stated. Our exports, he said, amount
tv network (about one hour a day) and
to some $18.5 billion a year or about
$3.5 billion behind the $21.5 billion
to 10% of the BBC's tv time. And
there is the dollar limit imposed in of our imports plus our foreign aid and
Japan, where the top price for a half- our defense support expenditures
hour imported tv show is pegged at abroad. To restore a proper balance be$500 and was only recently raised from
tween income and outgo, the U.S. must
$350.
either cut foreign aid and defense
Such a restriction for a country with
spending, or impose restrictions on imfive million tv sets is unreasonable,
ports or increase our exports.
The last is by far the best solution,
Mr. McCarthy said, noting that in comparison Australia which has only one
he said, and tv films are a part of our
million tv receivers pays an average
exports which legitimately could be
price of $1,500 for a half-hour im- increased. Viewers abroad want Ameriported program with some shows
can made programs, he stated, pointing
getting as high as $3,000. Just as harmto their top popularity in Britain despite the fact they are usually scheduled
ful is the British quota, which by allowing such a small amount of time for outside the prime viewing hours. It is
foreign tv shows, has created so much
unfair not only to American tv procompetition among U.S. producers that
ducers but their own people for forBritish buyers are able to get a halfeign governments or trade groups to
impose such restrictions as now exist,
hour program for only $2,000-3,000
he declared.
while deriving $40,000-50,000 from
the sale of advertising spots in and
Mr. McCarthy is no newcomer to
around it.
foreign trade problems. For three years
Fair Play ■ In Britain, from which
before he assumed the TPEA presihe has just returned, Mr. McCarthy said
dency in June, he served as the U.S.
he had used the basic argument that Minister for Economic Afl^airs in Paris.
such restrictions are unfair, especially
For seven years before that he was vice
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state

president of the Motion Picture Export
Assn. and concurrently vice president
in charge of international affairs of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America.
Far East ■ In Japan, for which he
left California on Friday. Mr. McCarthy
expects to use much the same kind of
argument as he did in England, with
the implied threat that a continuance
of the ridiculous restrictions now imposed on U.S. produced tv programs
could well result in a limitation on the
U.S. import of Japanese products.
To attack these and other problems
of foreign relations before they become entrenched and to attack them
with a united front is a main reason
for the formation of TPEA.
Charter members are: ABC Films,
CBS Films, Desilu Productions, Four
Star Television, Martero Productions,
MCA-TV, MGM-TV. NBC, National
Telefilms Assoc., Screen Gems, and
United Artists. Acting in unison, this
group could exert appreciable pressure
abroad merely by withholding all of
their tv programs from nations where
unreasonable restrictions are imposed.
U.S.
on

scores

broadcast

Cuba
seizures

The Cuban government has taken
over control of all that country's "leading" broadcast stations, the U.S. State
Dept. has Charged in a document, "Responsibility ofCuban Government for
Increased International Tensions in the
The document said that as of last
Hemisphere."
May, 43 am stations of the 88 independent and 75 network-operated am sta-'
tions in Cuba,
24 !
fm outlets
and 18
23 of
of that
its 24country's
tv stations
had been placed under government control.
All the stations taken over by the
government have° Ibeen consolidated into
a network,
"FIEL"Libres),
(Frenteoperated
Independiente
de Emisoras
by
the Cuban Ministry of the Treasury,
with its stated purpose to " consolidate
the revolution and orient the people,"
the State Dept. said.
The first instance of the Castro government's seizure of broadcast property
"clearly on the basis of its opposition
to communism," the document said, was
when Abel Mestre, who with his brother
Goar Mestre headed CMQ (Circuito)
network, in a telecast last March 3 1
on his own station. Ch. 4 in Havana,
insisted on the right of free expression.
The government took over the station
the same day and froze the personal assets of the two brothers, the State Dept.
said.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

ABC

! Buys

IN LEBANON

minority

! in new

share

tv network

Continuing its foreign investment
I
I program. ABC's International Div. has
acquired a minority interest in a new
television network in Lebanon, Television du Liban et du Proche-Orient. The
acquisition is being announced today
; (Aug. 22) by Donald W. Coyle, vice
president in charge of the ABC International Div.. one week after ABC anI nounced its investment in a Venezuelan tv network (Broadcasting, Aug.
).
15
;
The recently formed Lebanese netI work has been granted licenses for
four stations. They will cover the enI tire country and its 2 million people.
' Actual
expected
in Beiruttelecasting
in six to isnine
months.to begin
' ABC will contribute programming,
engineering and other assistance and
will act as sales representative for the
new network outside Lebanon.
'
Mr. Coyle cited Lebanon as the
"commercial hub" of the entire Middle
East. "The economic fortunes of this
entire area are linked with those of
Lebanon. Its principal resources are its
geographic location as a natural gateway to the entire Middle East and the
J abilities of its commercial and finanI cial community.''
i
He continued. "Television's power
1 as a medium for communication, entertainment, public service and advertising will quickly make it a vital factor
to the people and economy of the re,| gion."
I
Founders of Television du Liban et
jj du Proche-Orient are Ruchdi Maalour,
Fuad Al-Burt. Albert Asseily. Emile
I Boustany. Fawzi Ghandour and Jean
I Abu Jawde.
1
ABC's other foreign investments inI elude a minority interest in a tv staI tion in Ecuador, and control of a fivenation Central American tv network.
ABC also owns minority interests in
the five stations composing the network.
Beer
on
I
I
j
!

'

ad flow

Ontario

international expansion ■ Looking on
as Don Coyle, ABC International vice
president (seated) signs agreement for
purchase of minority interest in Lebanese tv network are Philippe Boulos,
ABC
Lebanon
counsel (seated 1);

Ruchdi Maalour, one of the founders
of Television du Liban et du ProcheOrient; (seated r); Robert Boulos, who
will handle ABC's Middle East programming (standing 1) and Nagib
Boulos, ABC Lebanon counsel.

nient must be approved by the Board
of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa. The
announcements are 10 seconds long
with a simultaneous 12 second video
identification showing bottle label,
company logo or trade mark. Announcements cannot use the corporate
name of company, but can state that
the program is sponsored by Labatt
and the name of the beer.
The Labatt schedule varies in frequency on different stations (from
three to six times weekly) depending
on the type of program. BBG regulations as used in Quebec province, are

used in Ontario, and permit only one
identification spot before and after each
program of a minimum of 10 minutes
duration. For longer programs identification announcements are permitted
every fifteen minutes.
Carling Breweries Ltd., Toronto, on
Aug. 12 started weekly sponsorship of
Football Huddle on CBOT (TV) Ottawa, and on Aug. 13 carried the
Game of the Week program on a number of Ontario stations. Similar identification announcements are used. Agency for Carling is McKim Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto.

begins

television

John Labatt Ltd., London, Ont., is
the first brewery to use Ontario television stations under the new code of
advertising approved by the Ontario
government ( Broadcasting, July 18).
Labatt's. through Stanfield, Johnson &
Hill Ltd.. Toronto, has placed spot announcements on 14 Ontario tv stations.
Only exception is French-language
CBOFT (TV) Ottawa.
Announcements are restricted to the
beginning and end of live local news
and sports broadcasts. Each announceBROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Business Brokers Specializing in Television and Radio Stations
4 Offices To Better Serve You . . .
CINCINNATI, O.

Paul
Wagner, Fifth Third Bank Bldg.,
DUnbarE. 1-7775

WEST COAST

Lincoln Dellar
woodland
9-0770& Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.,

OMAHA, NEB.

Paul R. Fry, P.O. Box 1733 (Benson), TErrace 9455

NEW YORK

41 E. 42nd St., MUrray HiU 7-8437
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CHUM'S
'Dream Drive' pits d.j.'s in race
Untrammeled rivalry among five disc an Arab . . . more used to driving
jockeys and a siiared sense of automocamels . . ."). The eventual victor
broadcast appeals for motorists to clear
tive economy made the "Dream Drive"
the roads so he could coast on hills. He
promotion of CHUM Toronto, Canada,
sulked when rush-hour traflic failed to
a great success both for the station and
respond, but still managed to go 134
for an Austin automobile agency running a three-week saturation spot cammiles onlined
the two
d.j.'sroute,
fans
often
the gallons.
Dream The
Drive
paign.
waving banners to encourage their
Each of the disc jockeys was up on
favorites.
an Austin 850 filled with just two gallons of gasoline on successive days. The
The station reports tremendous interone who coaxed the most miles from
est engendered by the promotion as
well as a happy Austin agency. After
the vehicle on that supply won. Listeners got into the act by submitting letters the success of the CHUM promotion it
predicting which motorist would be was adopted by CHML Hamilton and
successful and why. Entries were ac- CKGM Montreal.
cepted until the day before the trials.
After the five runs the winning d.j. Alcoa sponsors
went through the unopened mail. The
WADO
beauty contest
first letter naming him won an Austin
850 for its author.
Aluminum Co. of America is throwEach jockey assumed a nom de
ing its support and protection behind
a WADO New York contest to select
course — "Insurance Riska Boliska,"
its first Miss Latin America. The heavy
"J.J. Joggin-Roadhoggin' Richards,"
"Wrong-Lane Laine," etc. Each bol- broadcast advertiser of Alcoa Alumistered his chances to win by pyschologinum Wrap is using the contest to make
cal warfare on his show. The boys gave
its first specialized entry into the Spanlisteners reasons why their opponents
ish-speaking market. In addition to
were unfit; (example — "J.J. Richards is paying all contest costs, Alcoa is also
buying a spot schedule on the Spanish
station. More than 500 girls responded
to WADO's on-air announcements of
the contest. Eliminations began Aug.
13 and will continue on Aug. 20 and
27, with the grand final to be held
Sept. 18 — all at Palisades Amusement
Park in New Jersey.
A fashion show of dresses and swim
suits made entirely of Alcoa aluminum
will be a feature of the final event;
while Miss Latin America herself will
be wrapped in the foil for better protection until next year when she must
relinquish her crown. Presumably, the
winner can unwrap herself long enough
to enjoy a vacation in Puerto Rico, and
try for a screen test.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
FORJOE-T
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V, Inc.

KOLO features candidates
KOLO-AM-TV Reno, Nev., is featuring a series of half-hour programs
in prime evening time over a five-day
period introducing all candidates running for office in Washoe County. Invitations were sent to 102 candidates
inviting them to appear free on the
Of Primary Interest series. Programs
are broken down by office. The series
began on KOLO-TV Saturday (Aug.
20) and concludes Wednesday (Aug.
24). The programs will be taped and
rebroadcast later by KOLO Radio in
order to give the candidates the widest
exposure possible.

Wetter bettors ■ Paying off a bet
hinging on the popularity of two
pop ballads, three disc jockeys of
KFWB Los Angeles cavort with
a finny friend at Pacific Ocean
Park. The bet was originally to
be
paid atby Marineland
cleaning the acquarium
amidst
"sharks and whales," (Broadcasting,deemed
Aug. 8). However
officials there
the stunt too
dangerous and refused permission. In the water (front to rear):
Bill Ballance; white whale; Ted
Quillin and Gene Weed.

■

Drumbeats

StampGrand
giveaway
In association chain,
with
the
Union ■ supermarket
WGLI-AM-FM Babylon, N.Y., awarded listeners one million "Triple S Blue
Stamps" during a 13-week promotion,
which concluded Aug. 6 with a jackpot
award of 250,000 stamps. Names of
more than 4,000 listeners had been collected by the stations through a radio
contest in which listeners called WGLI
whenever a number was announced that
was the sum of all the numbers in the
listener's telephone number. Some
750,000 stamps were distributed in this
manner. The jackpot prize winner was
determined by drawing one name from
all those who had called during the run
of the contest. The drawing was broadcast as part of the WGLI Open House
show at a Babylon shopping center.
Colorful Vikings ■ To introduce the
syndicated series Tales of the Vikings,
WROC-TV Rochester sent a copy of a
Viking coloring book to each of the
hundreds of entrants who sent in a
drawing of a Viking or Viking ship. A
boy and a girl were selected as firstprize winners and awarded English
bicycles. Second-prize winners earned
dinner for themselves and their parents
in
the "Viking
Motor
Lodge. Room" of the Trenholm
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960
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Martin Koehring, formerly creative director of west coast operations
for Foote, Cone & Belding, to Chicago
office of McCann-Erickson as vp, creative director and member of plans
board.
Phelps Johnston, formerly vp and
director at Campbell-Mithun, Chicago,
to Don Kemper Co., that city, as vp
in charge of Chicago office and member of plans board. Robert Hilton, executive vp, v/ill continue to headquarter
there but devote more time to agency's
New York and Dayton offices.
Robert Leonhard, account executive and manager of agency's Detroit
office, and Robert Noel, tv copy supervisor, Chicago, elected vps at Leo Burnett Co. Mr. Noel also appointed tv
copy director.
John A. DeBenham, radio-tv producer at Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, N.Y., named assistant to Russell Ford, vp in charge of radio-tv commercial production.
Thomas J. Pritchard becomes administrative manager of Dayton office
of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
George O. Cutter, director of manufacturing at Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
N.Y., named vp. Stephen J. Griffin,
assistant to president, and William G.
Salatich, general sales manager, also
become vps.
Lloyd Burlingham joins Western
Adv., Chicago, as director of radio and
tv.
Earl R. Minser, formerly senior copywriter and creative assistant in Chicago
office of Western Adv., joins Allen &
Reynolds, Omaha, Neb., as copy chief.
George Rike, formerly senior copywriter at Mergenthaler Linotype Co.,
N.Y., joins Doyle Dane Bernbach, that
city, on copy staff.
George R. Windsor, formerly with
General Foods Corp., Los Angeles, to
merchandising department of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city.

Michael Fabian, formerly with The
Zakin Co., N.Y., to W.B. Doner & Co.,
Philadelphia, as director of media and
marketing. Manny Klein and Kenneth
Ferguson
Doner's and
Baltimore
office
as mediajoindirector
copywriter,
respectively.

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
)
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Brian Johnston joins Pat McDermott Co., Los Angeles pr-personal
management firm, as head of feature
writing department.
Larry Lownestein has resigned as
head of N.Y. office of Rogers & Cowan,
pr firm. Announcement of future plans
will be made shortly.
Harry David joins Lawrence Jeppson & Assoc., Washington pr firm, as
director of editorial services.
Donald H. Stone, formerly copy
supervisor at Grey Adv., N. Y., joins
Lennen & Newell, that city, in copy
department.
The

Here's the latest on WFBR coverage,
programming, air personalities, merchandising support, special features,
and market data. WFBR Brochure
includes results of a Pulse qualitative
survey of the Baltimore audience.
Write direct or ask your John Blair representative

'■i 'f- % ii

Media
13 EAST 20TH STREET

ND I
MARYLA
* BALTIMOR
FILE
RE E 2,RADIO
■ BALTIMO
BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...
Mr. Brunt

Mr. McKinnon

Charles W. Brunt and Ben McKinnon, general managers of WTOB
Winston-Salem, N.C., and WSGN
Birmingham, Ala., respectively, elected
vps of Winston-Salem Broadcasting Co.
(WTOB Winston-Salem, WSGN Birmingham, WAPA-TV San Juan, P.R.,
one third owner of WOLE-TV Aguadilla-Mayaguez, P.R. and applicant for
new ch. 8 tv facility assigned by commission to Winston-Salem-GreensboroHigh Point, N.C., area).
Norman Darer, formerly senior
analyst at CBS Radio budget department, appointed manager of sales operations at WCBS New York.
Jacques Biraben, member of WOR
New York sales stafi', named director
of sales.

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

O
UP
TR
YOU

Carlo Anneke, account executive at
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, promoted to
local sales manager, succeeding Bob
Jones who resigned.
Frank Gervin, on sales stafl' of
WGR-TV Buffalo, promoted to local
sales manager. He has been with station
since 1956.
Herbert Hahn, account executive at

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido

doWLIB can job.
only
the effective

Hotel Theresa, I25th Street & 7tti Avenue. New York 27. N Y.
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
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Forjoe & Co., N.Y., promoted to assistant sales manager.
Irving Steinbock, account executive
at KEX Portland, named assistant sales
manager.
Dick Morrison,
formerly vp and general manager of Commercial Recording
Corp., Dallas, appointed general manager of KICN Denver. Previously, he
was general sales
Mr. Morrison
manager of KBOX
Dallas, and WNOE New Orleans.
Robert Conrad, formerly operations
manager at WFMT (FM) Chicago, to
WDTM-FM Detroit as director of programming and operations.
Roy E. Nilson, operations manager
of WLCY Tampa-St. Petersburg, assumes similar duties at WQTY (formerly WTTT.) Jacksonville, both Florida. Murph McHenry named program
coordinator of WQTY.
Al Bowen, production manager of
KTTV (T\') Los Angeles, assumes additional duties as studio manager.
Henry Gulick, formerly of N.Y.
Subways Adv.. Co., and Jerry Warren, Bartell Broadcasting, N.Y., named
to service Herald Tribune Radio Network account at The Boiling Co., N.Y.
Daniel B. Berkson, formerly associate of Dewey, Baliantine, Bushby,
Palmer & Wood. N.Y., joins CBS as
attorney in corporate legal department.
Charles M. Pickering, formerly
salesman at WBZ-TV Boston, named
account executive in Chicago office of
Tv Advertising Representatives.
Arch Robb, manager of special programs for NBC. promoted to director
of special programs.
Claire Hughes, assistant manager of
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., reelected
president of Radio & TV Women of
Southern California. Regina Linderbaum, president of Filmcraft Produc-

tions; Helen M. Hall, with NBC; and
Dona Clark production supervisor with
J. Walter Thompson Co., all elected

Ray Vanderslice, in promotion department ofWIBG Philadelphia, named
assistant promotion manager.

vps.
Marshall H. Karp, formerly account
executive at WPIX (TV) New York,
joins ABC-TV as assistant daytime sales
manager. Before joining WPIX in May,
1959, Mr. Karp had been account executive with WNTA-TV New York.

Martin Plissner, formerly news bureau chief at MBS, joins WMCA New
York, as news chief.
Carl Imlay joins
Washington law firm
of Loucks & Jansky.
He formerly was principal legal assistant to
assistant director of
administrative office
of U.S. Courts. He is
graduate of George
Mr. Imlay
Washington U. Law
School in Washington.

Frances I. Pierce, promotion supervisor of KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle,
Wash., appointed acting promotion
director of KIRO-TV.
Patricia Danneman promoted from
film manager to operations manager;
Paula Schwarz from commercial manager to film manager, and Arlene
Kochan from staff to traffic manager,
all at WBBM-TV Chicago.
Mark Ritter, supervisor of copy and
traffic at WGLI Babylon, N.Y., named
program director; Dot Schroder becomes head of copy desk.
Devere Logan, formerly program
and promotion manager at WBCM Bay
City, to WJRT Flint, both Michigan, as
promotion manager.
William T. (Tom)
Hamilton, acting
general manager of
WNDU - AM - TV
South Bend, Ind.,
since death of Bernard C. Barth last September, appointed
general manager. PreMr. Hamilton
viously, he had been
with WOR and WHEW, both N.Y.
Robert J. Rentschler, manager of
Musicast (background music division
of WSWM [FM] Lansing, Mich.) promoted to vp of Mid-State Broadcasting
Corp., owner of WSWM. James McMahon, office manager of WSWM,
promoted to comptroller of Mid-State
Broadcasting Corp.
Jerry Jewler joins WWDC
ington as member of pr staff.

Wash-

Donley F. Feddersen, formerly director of program development at
WTTW Chicago, joins National Educational Television & Radio Center, N.Y.,
as director of tv programming.
William A. Warren appointed director of news and special events for
KDES Palm Springs, Calif.
Bill Reed appointed news director of
WWL-TV New Orleans. He had been
on station's news staff.
Robert Ritzert appointed sports director for WSTC-AM-TV Stamford,
Conn. He succeeds Bud VanDerheyden who joins promotion department of
Remington Rand.
Joe Patrick, sportscaster for KMTV
(TV) Omaha, Neb., promoted to sports
director. ■
Eric Mart, senior analyst in ABC-TV
research department, promoted to presentations writer in sales development.
Howard E. Reiquam joins KOMOTV Seattle, Wash., as staff meteorologist, succeeding late Bruce Caldwell
who died in plane crash May 30.
Dale Weber, formerly with KLOH
Pipestone, Minn., to WNAX YanktonSioux City, S.D., as member of sales
staff. Terrence J. Lalley, in sales service department, becomes account executive.
James J. Wychor, formerly general
manager of WKEE-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va., to sales staff of KSTP
Minneapolis.
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More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
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JosephN.Y.,
P. Foley,
formerly
Knodel,
joins Weed
Tv, ofthatAverycity,
as salesman. Jack Hetherington named
salesman in St. Louis and John A. Carrigan joins Chicago tv sales force. Mr.
Hetherington comes to Weed from
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, where he was
media department head. Mr. Carrigan
has operated his own business in Chicago for two years.
Charles Warner, formerly of
WTOP-TV Washington, D.C., joins
Avery-Knodel, N. Y., as salesman.
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Ralph L. Wolker, Washington communications attorney, is on extended
leave of absence from Pierson, Ball &
Dowd, looking toward retirement, it
was announced last week. Mr. Walker,
formerly attorney and examiner with
FCC from 1928-42, is 1926 law graduate of George Washington U., Washington. D.C.
Fred Stanton, in continuity department of WLOS-TV Asheville. N.C.,
appointed producer-director.
Suzanne Satter, formerly NBC talent cordinator. joins CBS Radio as proservice. ducer of ■"Dimension." new program
AI McCoy joins KRUX Phoenix,
Ariz., as air personality. He formerly
was with KOOL-AM-TV, there.
George Myska, formerly producer
for Radio Free Europe, joins WNEW
New York, in similar capacity.
Gary Shute, formerly program director at \A'KTJ Farmingham. to
WLAM Lewiston-Auburn. both Maine,
as announcer-air personality.
Dr. John T. Dempsey appointed director of neus and community projects
for WJKB-AM-TV Detroit. Dr. Dempsey formerly was news commentator
for WJBK. Bob Larimer named production assistant for WJBK Radio.
Harold Alexander, in production
department of WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla., promoted lo director. He formerly
was with WT\7 (TV) Miami.
Mel Gaumer, announcer-account executive for KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix,
Ariz., promoted to program director. He
formerly was with KWNW Wenatchee,
and KING Seattle, both Washington.
Frank Oxarart Jr. named program
promotion and merchandising manager
for KNX and CBC Radio Pacific Network, Los Angeles. He previously was
sales promotion assistant at KNXCRPN.
Dave Schiefer, formerly personality
at WDOV Dover, Del., to KAIR Tucson, Ariz., in similar capacity.
Bill Comer joins KEX Pordand,
Ore., as air personality. He formerly
was owner of KBCH Oceanlake, Ore.
Mrs. Evelyn Elmen joins KPLR-TV
St. Louis as director of women's
affairs.
John Henry and Thompson R. Watt
named sports director and news director, respectively, for KOA-AM-TV
Denver.
Charles White, formerly program
and sports director for WABZ Albemarle, joins WNCA Siler City, both
North Carolina. Mr. White previously
was program director of WCOS Columbia, S.C.
Tom Griffiths, formerly with WNOBFM Cleveland, to KYW, that city, as
air person?Jity.
BROADCASTING, Ausust 22, 1960

Robert F. Hurleigh, president of
MBS. named recipient of Veterans of
Foreign Wars Gold Medal of Merit
and Citation for . . . "energies devoted
toward saving network radio for the
AmericanHaas,
public."
Julian
KAGH Crossett, elected
president of Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn.. succeeding Kermit L. Richardson, KBOK Malvern, who becomes vp.
J. C. Willis, KVOM Morrilton, elected
secretary-treasurer.
La Von C. Yaney, program director
of WABX-FM Detroit, assumes additional duties as member of sales department.
James P. O'Leary, formerly with
KFSD San Diego, to KBIG Catalina,
both California, as air personality.
Jay Smith, formerly announcer with
WJIM Lansing, Mich., to WKYR
Keyser, W.Va.
Skip Bell, formerly air personality
at WPEO Peoria, 111., to WOKY Milwaukee in similar capacity.
Ed Auxer, formerly staff announcer
at WLIP Kenosha, Wis., to WSBTAM-TV South Bend, Ind., in similar
capacity.
Bud Dancy, formerly news editor of
KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark., to
WWL-TV New Orleans as member of
news staff.
Bob Mills joins KFMB-TV San Diego
as air personality. He formerly was at
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
Programming
Eddie Albert, motion picture, stage
and tv actor, joins Kaiser Industries,
Honolulu, as vp for special projects.
His responsibilities will include tv planning for all Kaiser facilities and will
serve in advisory capacity for Maverick
and Hong Kong (premiere scheduled
for this fall), firm's two tv shows.
Elliot Krane, regional sales executive of Romper Room Inc. (international tv kindergarten show) appointed
managing director of firm's new Canadian division and Claster Enterprises
Inc. (producers of Strikes 'n' Spares.
Ditckpins 'n' Dollars, Spare Time and
Pinbusters and It's in the Name). Harold Brown becomes director of sales
for Claster's bowling division.
Philip R. Rosenberg, supervising
film editor of Wolper-Sterling Productions, Los Angeles, promoted to vp. He
will be in charge of firm's four new
telefilms, all in production.
Glan Heisch, vp in charge of tv
production for TV Personalities Inc.,
named producer in charge of Mr.
Magoo series for UPA Pictures. Other
UPA changes: Carl Brandt becomes
musical director; Sam Weiss to layout
department; and Gordon Ipsen, Gloria
Wood and Thelma Witmer, all to
background department.
Michael Nebbie joins Elliot, Unger
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Bond Geddes, radio pioneer, dies
Bond P. GedUnited Press, and chief of the Capitol staff of the Associated Press.
des, 78, radio inHe covered the 1912, 1916 and 1920
dustry pioneer who
successfully fought
national political conventions and
early attempts to
traveled extensively as a correspondent with Presidents Wilson, Harding
ban radios in autoand Hoover. He participated in the
mobiles, died Aulegal trial of oil magnate Harry F.
gust 16 in Washington following a
Sinclair in Wyoming during the TeaMr. Geddes
brief illness. He
pot Dome scandal as a member of
also was a veteran newspaper man.
the personal legal staff of Mr. Sinclair. Mr. Geddes held a law degree
Mr. Geddes was executive vp and
from Columbian Law College (now
secretary of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. (now Electronic Industries
George Washington U.). He is surAssn.) from 1927 to 1950 when he
vived by his widow, the former
retired, although remaining on a Edith C. Gray, a sister, Mrs. Marconsulting basis. Before joining
garet R. Johnson, and four grandRMA, Mr. Geddes was manager of
daughters. Interment was held at
Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington.
the Washington
Bureau
of the
& Elliot, commercial production division of Screen Gems, N.Y., as director
of photography. W.P. Laffey joins Telescreen Adv. Div. of Screen Gems, as
account executive in charge of service
and control. He had been account executive for WOR-TV. that city.
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Equipment
& Eng'ring
W.
Walter Watts elected
chairman of
board and president of RCA Sales
Corp., in addition to responsibilities as
RCA group executive vp. Mr. Watts
joined RCA 14 years ago, serving firm
in many capacities.
Abraham Bluestone, market planning manager for Semiconductor Div.
of Raytheon Co., Needham, Mass.,
named projects control manager.
John Spitzer joins Semiconductor
Div. of Sylvania Electric Products,
Woburn, Mass., as supervisor of advertising and sales promotion.
William A. Simons promoted from
senior buyer to manager of purchasing
department at Shure Bros, (microphones, high-fidelity equipment, electronic components), Evanston, 111.
Donald L, Ganson appointed head
of transistor sales for Pacific Semiconductors, Los Angeles.
International
Leo Benoit, program director of
CHLN Three Rivers, appointed general
manager of CFDA VictoriaviUe, both
Quebec.
Pierre Brisson, chief engineer of
CFDA VictoriaviUe, Que., has bought
shares of original members of owning
company and is now majority stockholder of CFDA.
William Miller, formerly of Ford
Motor Co. International, joins Kenyon
& Eckhardt De Mexico, as associate
director.
Howie Meeker, Toronto Maple Leaf

hockey star, to CJON-AM-TV St.
John's, Nfld., for daily sports roundup.
James Kirkconnell, formerly of
S.E. Zubrow Adv. Co., Philadelphia,
to creative department of Vickers &
Benson Ltd., Toronto, Ont., adv.
agency.
Edwin W. Lasher, formerly president and general manager of Electronica Mexicana, S. A., and previously manager of Packard-Bell Electronics
Co.'s international division, appointed
consumer products director of marketing and manufacturing for Motorola
sidiary.
Overseas Corp., Motorola export subPerry Moss, coach of Montreal
Alouette's pro football team, signs with
CKGM, that city, for daily sport proDeaths
grams.
Paul C. Boford, 67, president of
Shenandoah Life Insurance Co. and
board chairman of WSLS-AM-FM-TV
Roanoke, Va., died Aug. 13 of
leukemia.
Paul Cunningham, 70, director of
public affairs for ASCAP, died Aug.
14. He was president of organization
from 1956-1959 and has been member
since 1921.
Ted Pope,
38, tv producer
for Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Toronto,
was killed on Aug. 13 in racing car
collision at Jarvis, Ont.
Leon Giroux, newsreel cameraman
for KRON-TV San Francisco died of
story.
heart attack Aug. 9 on way to cover
Jesse
NBC died
news Aug.
cameraman forSabin,
past 1253,years,
18
at his Brooklyn, N.Y., home. Mr. Sabin,
who had been ill since May, was most
recently assigned to Kicksville, U.S.A.,
NBC-TV study of narcotics.
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William H. Simons 19.4%, for $282,000 plus
compensation agreement with Mr. Simons
for five year period at $10,000 per year.
Veterans Bcstg. purchased 48.9?;, of Home
Bcstg. for $435,000 during past three weeks.
Veterans Bcstg. is licensee of WVET-AM-TV
Rochester, N.Y., and is headed by Ervin F.
Lyke, president. Ann. Aug. 17.
Ariz. —O.Seeks
of KEOS
licenseFlagstaff,
from Eldred
Smith assignment
to CLEM
Radio Bcstg. Inc. for $45,000. Purchasers
are Claud
M.
Pettit,
Lee
H,
Walker,
garet E. Pettit, and Edythe G. Walker, Mar25%
each. Mrs. Walker has Vs interest in KLAK
Lakewood, Colo. Mr. Walker is film librarian
at Ft. ance.
Carson.
Colo.12. Mr. Pettit is in insurAnn. Aug.
KAPP (FM) Redondo Beach, Calif.— Seeks
assignment
of cp Somers
of South and
Bay Robert
Bcstg. Co.
from
Sherman
W.
Crites, equal partners, to George R. Gillum
and Mr. Crites, equal partners, for $2,500.
Mr. Gillum
is employe of KABC Hollywood.
Ann.
Aug. 12.
WFGM-FM Fitchburg, Mass.— Seeks assignment of cp from Wachusett Bcstg. Corp.
to Music Service Corp., assignment of fm
facility to separate corporation. No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Aug. 16.
WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, N.J.— Seeks
relinquishment
control
Telefilm Assoc. Inc.,of100%
ownerof National
of NTA Radio
Bcstg. Co. and NTA Tv Bcstg. Corp., (liNational
Theatres cense &s of WNTA-AM-FM-TV),
Tv Inc., 87.3%, ownerby of
NTA.
Relinquishment of positive control will result from distribution by National Theatres
& Tv to its stockholders, as dividend, 844,875 shares of NTA common stock, leaving
National Theatres & Tv owning 21.17%
common stock of NTA. Ann. Aug. 17.
KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland. Ore.— Seeks
transfer of control of Mount Hood Radio &
Tv Bcstg. Corp. by election of Moe M.
Tonkon as trustee, with Harvey S. Benson,
of voting
trust
50%. of islicensee's
mon stock.
Mr.forTonkon
successorcom-as
trustee to Ted R. Gamble, deceased. Mr.
Tonkon is attorney. Ann. Aug. 17.
Tex. — Bestrs.
Seeks assignment
of KSEL
licenseLubbock,
of Lubbock
Ltd. from
David R. Worley. 50%, George N. W. Bush,
157r, and others to David Worley, 72V2. Mr.
Worleyandis others
buyingfor22i;,%,
from Ann.
Mr.
Bush
a totalinterest
of $41,625.
Aug.
KCOR12. San Antonio, Tex — Seeks assignment of license from KCOR Inc. to InterAmerican Radio Inc. for $400,000 plus $120,000 for agreement not to compete. Purchaser
is group headed by Ralph N. Weil, president
and 10%, owner. Group includes G. Sumner Collins, Joseph Savalli, Edna M. Hartley, Georgia L. Weil and Hall Syndicate Inc.,
all 13.515%. Purchasers are owners of
Laclede Radio Inc., licensee of KATZ St.
Louis, Mo. Ann. Aug. 16.
WCCN Neillsville, Wis.— Seeks transfer of
control of Central Wisconsin Bcstg. Inc.
fSturtz
'om Herman
42.8%. North,
and Howard
Jr., 48.4%-,North,
to Herman
196%,,
and Howard Sturtz Jr., 71.6%, for $5,800.
Ann. Aug. 12.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial
decision
lookingapplication
toward dis-of
missing without
prejudice
Sanford
L.
Hirschberg
and
Gerald
R. McGuire for new am station to operate
on
1300 kc. 1 kw, D, in Cohoes-Watervliet. N.Y.,
and granting application of Fairview Bestrs.

August 11 through August 17. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
revenue
is Davidin W.KDWT
KatAbbreviations:
liff,
sole $24,000.
owner,Applicant
with interest
Stamford, Tex. Ann. Aug. 12.
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
Existing Am Stations
fre—very high frequency, uhf— ultra high vis.—
quency, ant.— antenna, aur. — aural,
APPLICATIONS
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megaWCRL
Oneonta,
Ala. — Cp to increase
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new
mod. — modification, trans.— transmitter, unl. trans,
(dismissed
failure
to prosecute July
—unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles SCA —
13, 1960.) Petition filed Aug. 8, 1960 to resubsidiary communications authorization.
instate application. (1570kc). Ann. Aug. 10.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
WQDY Calais, Me. — Cp to increase daytime newpowertrans.
from (1230kc).
250 w to Ann.
1 kw. Aug.
and to12. inspecial temporary authorization. SH — specistall
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
WESC Greenville, S.C— Mod. of cp (to
increase power, install DA, make changes
New Tv Stations
in ground system and transmitting equipAPPLICATIONS
ment) to change from employing DA-D to
employing DA during critical hours only
San Bernardino, Calif. — San Bernardino
(DA-CH), and install new trans. EngineerValley Joint Union Junior College Dist. —
ing incomplete, (660kc). Ann. Aug. 12.
Uhf ch. 24 ( 530-536 mc); KRP 4.45 kw vis.,
2.68 kw aur.: ant. height above average terNew
Fm Stations
rainmated
—294 construction
ft., abovecost
ground
ft. Esti$70,000,120 first
year
APPLICATIONS
operating cost $11,600. Post Office address
701 S. Mt. Vernon Ave., San Bernardino,
Buffalo, N.Y. — Tallesin Bcstg. Corp. 100.7
Cahf. Studio and Trans, location 701 S. Mt.
mc. 29.6 kw. P.O. address 2888 W. 44th St.,
Ind. Estimated construction
Vernon Ave. Geographic coordinates 34° 05' Indianapolis,
cost $24,817, first year operating cost $23,750,
17" N. Lat.. 117° 18' 31" W. Long. Trans.
revenue
$26,000.
Principals include equal
RCA TTUIB,
ant.
TFU6A.
Non-commercial, educational. Ann. Aug. 17.
Merle and
L. Miller,WMHM
owners of WMLW
(FMlOphelia
Milwaukee.
Columbia, S.C. — First Carolina Corp., uhf partners
ch. 25 (536-542 mc); ERP 15.28 kw vis., 7.64
(FM)
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
and
WDTM
(FM)
Dekw aur; ant. height above average terrain
troit, Mich. Ann. Aug. 16.
649 ft., above
ground
554
ft.
Estimated
conWilson,
N.C—
Wilson
Radio
Co.
103.1
mc,
struction cost $181,257, first year operating
5 kw. P.O. address WVOT Wilson, N.C.
cost $377,000 revenue $440,000. P.O. address
Estimated construction cost $20,084, first
1007 Barringer Bldg., Columbia. S.C. Studio
year operating cost $7,500, revenue $10,000.
and trans, location Shakespeare Rd. &
Applicant will duplicate WVOT Wilson.
Ann. Aug. 10.
Wisteria St., Columbia, S.C. Geographic coo
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
3
4
°
03'
22"
N.
Lat.,
80°
58'
52"
W.
Eugene,
Ore. —70.14
Willamette
Family
Stations
Long. Trans. RCA TTUIB, ant. TFU21BL.
Inc.
96.1 mc,
kw. P.O.
address
Box
Legal ton,
counsel
James
E.
Greeley,
Washing1122,
Eugene.
Ore.
Estimated
construction
D.C. Consulting engineer Silliman,
cost $75,570, first year operating cost $60,424,
Moffett & Rohrer, Washington, D.C. Prin(all for Marvin
am-fm R.combinacipals include Phil E. Pearce, Geddings H. revenuetion).$60,528
Principals include
Steffins,
Crawford Jr., John W. Huggins, 162;,% each, 24%, Marvin R. Steffins Jr., 26%, K. Ray
Henry F. Sherrill, ll^^j^, and others. Mr. Barnes, 12%, and others. Mr. Barnes is in
Sherrill isvestment
attorney.
Mr. Pearceis part
is with
in- insurance. Mr. Stefiins Sr. was formerly
firm. Mr. Crawford
owner
majority stockholder in KGEI Detroit. Mr.
of investment firm. Mr. Huggins is banker.
Steffins Jr. is with furniture company. Ann.
Ann. Aug. 10.
Aug. 10.
Abilene, Tex. — Fine Music Enterprises.
99.3 mc. .324 kw. P.O. address Alexander
New Am Stations
Bldg., Abilene. Tex. Estimated construction
cost $10,082, first year operating cost $8,000,
APPLICATIONS
revenue
Principals
G. Perry $5,000.
and Chapin
Ross, inc'ude
45% each,Lowell
and
Flagstaff,
Ariz.
—
Dateline
Bestrs.,
1400
kc,
250 w. P.O. address % Joseph E. Patrick,
Earline Perry, 10%. Messrs. Perry and Ross
8021 N. 15th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated
are associated with Abilene Christian College. Earline Perry is with Gulf Oil. Ann.
construction
cost revenue
$19,792, $35,000.
first yearPrincipals
operating cost $25,800,
Aug. 12.
include equal partners Joseph E. Patrick
and Joseph A. Brandt, employes of KRUX
Ownership Changes
Glendale, Ariz. Ann. Aug. 10.
APPLICATIONS
Lehigh Acres, Fla. — Lehigh Acres RadioTv Co. 1440 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N. P.O'. adKTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.— Seeks transdress Lehigh Acres, Fla. Estimated confer ofliamcontrol
Co. from Bcstg.
Wilstruction cost $139.(X10, first year operating
H. Simons,of Home
51.1%, Bcstg.
and Veterans
cost $100,000, revenue $120,000. Principals
Co., 48.9%, to Veterans Bcstg, Co., 80.6%,
include Lee Katner, Gerald Gould, Edward
Shapiro andwithManuel
Riskin, 25^^^ companv.
each, all
associated
land development
Ann. Aug. 17.
MocksviUe, N.C.— WiU P. Erwin. 1560 kc,
250 w. D. P.O. address 203 S. King St.,
Morganton, N.C. Estimated construction
cost $10,995, first year operating cost $33,000,
revenue $36,000. Applicant has interests in
WBRM Marion and WIFM Elkin, both North
Carolina. Ann. Aug. 10.
Mocksvllle, N.C— Wilkes Bcstg. Co. 1520
EDWIN
TORNBERG
kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Box 950, North
Wilkesboro. N.C. Estimated construction
cost $33,028, first year operating cost $50,000,
& COMPANY,
INC.
revenue $60,000. Principals include equal
partners Doris B. Brown and Roland B.
Potter. Wilkes Bcstg. is licensee of WATA
Boone and WKBC North Wilkesboro, both
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
North Carolina. Ann. Aug. 16.
Eugene,
Ore.
—
Willamette
Family
Stations
SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
Inc. 1540 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box
1122, Eugene, Ore. Estimated construction
EVALUATIONS
cost $55,727, first year operating cost $60,424.
revenue $60,523 (all for am-fm combinaFINANCIAL ADVISERS
tion). Same ownership listed in application
for new fm in Eugene (below). Ann. Aug. 10.
Merkel,
Taylor
Co.
1500
kc, 250Tex.w.— D.
P.O. County
address Bcstg.
Box 1123,
Stamford, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$16,080, first year operating cost $18,000,
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontief 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
;

District 7-8531
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PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

William Grant
President and General Manager
RADIO
KOA
AND TV
DENVER,

COLO.

Sid Davidson
Chief Engineer
And here are their reasons:
* Siclnless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

less, inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSVLVftNlft
82

(FOR THE RECORD)

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Lompiied by bKuAUOAb>Tll\IG August 17
ON AIR
For APPLICATIONS
new116 stations
Lie
Cps.
NotCP75on air TOTAL
146
95
AM
3,459
39
849
FM
727
22
185
TV
472
61
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
80
Compiled by BROADCASTIIMG
August 17
VHF
TV
Commercial
453
533
UHF
12
Non-commercial
35
47
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC througii June 30, 1960
FWI
76
AWI
714
Licensed (all on air)
196
115
36
CPs on air (new stations)
75
CPs not on air (new stations)
TV
108
3,455
Total authorized stations
942
656
204
29
593
27
102
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
14
10
32
3,603
36
Applicatisns for new stations (in hearing)
582
797
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
38
72
277
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
859
Total applications for major changes
39
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
CPs deleted
0
0
0
47 1^
^ There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain 52their
hcenses.
one time but are no
-There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-hoiders which were on the air at
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
for new station on 1300 kc. 5 kw. D. DA, in
Rensselaer, N.Y. Applicants entered into
merger agreement. Ann. Aug. 15.
H Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
issued supplemental initial decision looking
toward granting application of Northwest
Bcstrs. Inc.. for new am station to ooerate
on 1540 kc 1 kw. DA, unl. in Bellevue, Wash.,
and denying application of Rev. Haldane
James Duff for new station on 1540 kc. 10
kw,
15. DA-1. unl. in Seattle. Wash. Ann. Aug.
■ Hearing
Examiner looking
H. Gifford
issued initial decision
towardIrion
denying applications of Old Belt Bcstg. Corp.
(WJWS), South Hill, Va.. and Patrick Henry
Bcstg. Corp. (WHEE), Martinsville. Va., to
increase power of their stations from 1 kw
to 5 kw. confining operation on 1370 kc, D.
Ann. Aug. 15.
B Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Robert Burdette & Assoc.
Inc., for new am station to ooerate on 900
kc, 500 w, D. DA, in West Covina, Calif.
Ann. Aug. 15.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
comniission denied petition by city of Fresno,
Fresno,for and
Unifiedcounty
School ofDistrict
stay Fresno
of JulyCity
7 report
and order which made Fresno. Calif., an alluhf commercial tv market, pending resolution of rulemaking dealing with tv assignments in Barkersfield, Calif. Petition for reconsideration of report and order is pending. Ann. Aug. 11.
■ Commission on Aug. 5. granted petition
by Broadcast Bureau and extended to Aug.
11 time to respond to joint petition by apfor review of on
examiner's
July of
25
order inplicantsproceeding
applications
Creek County Bcstg. Co., Tinker Area Bcstg.
Co., Sapulpa Bcstg. Corp.. and M.W. Cooper,westforCity,
am both
facilities
in Sapulpa
and MidOklahoma.
Ann. Aug.
11.
■ Bysion letter,
on
its
own
motion,
commisrescinded and set aside July 20
grant
of assignment of license of am station
WCBC and remote pickup station KD-9880,
Anderson. Ind.. from Civic Bcstg. Corp.
to Radio WBOW Inc. pending further study
of application filed June 7 for transfer of
control of Civic Bcstg. Corp. from Paul E.
and Jenny Billheimer to Alfred B. Smith,
Wendell Hansen and Loren F. Bridges. Ann.
Aug. 15.
■ Commission, by board composed of
Comr. Lee, on Aug. 12 granted request of
Assoc. of Maximum Service Telecasters
Inc.. for waiver of sec. 1.215 and 1.52 of
procedural rules to permit filing of com-

ments and pleadings in printed form bv
any person
they soor wish
lieu of typewrittenif comments
thosein prepared
by
mechanical processing methods in proceeding on interim policy on vhf tv channel assignments and amendment of part 3 of rules
concerning tv engineering standards. Ann.
Aug. 15.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
■ Granted petition by the Broadcast
Bureau and extended to Sept. 7 time to
reply to petition by Norfolk Bcstg. Corp.
(WNOR), Norfolk, Va., for severance and
grant of its
application
solidated foram
hearing.
Action which
Aug. 9.is con■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 7 time to reply to
petition
Long Island's
Station Inc.
(WGBB), byFreeport,
N.Y., forFirst
reconsideration
in proceeding involving application of
Petersburg Bcstg. Co. (WSSV), Petersburg,
Va,.
Actionwhich
Aug. 9.is consolidated for hearing.
■ Granted joint petition by applicants and
extended to Sept. 1 time to reply to Broadcast Bureau's
to setin aside
decision
and topetition
consolidate
hearinginitial
applications of Catskills Bcstg Co., Ellenville
Bcstg. Co., and Ulster County Bcstg. Co.,
for am facilities in Ellenville, N.Y. Action
Aug.
10.
■ Granted
request by Cosmopolitan Bcstg.
Co., and extended to Aug. 30 time to file
oppositions to petitions by Springhill Bcstg.
Co., and Northwest Mississippi Bcstg Co.,
to enlarge issues in proceeding on Cosmopolitan's applications
for Memphis,
am. facilities
New Orleans,
La., and
Tenn.,in
which are consolidated for hearing. Action
Aug. 10.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 23 time to reply to
petition by Edwin R. Fischer for severance
and grant of his application for am facilities in Winchester, Va., which is consolidated for hearing Life
with Stations
am application of Shenandoah
Inc.
(WSLS),
Roanoke. Va. Action Aug. 10.
■ Granted
by Charles
J. Lanphier,
Golden petition
Valley, Minn.,
and extended
to Aug. 22 time to reply to petition by
Eider C.eranceStangland,
for sevand for orderSheldon,
to make Iowa,
effective
immediately initial decision in proceeding on
their am applications, et al. Action Aug.
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BIDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D.C
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

P. MAY
Sheraton BIdg.
REpublic 7-3984
AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestviewf 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington S, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING iUDIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

ervice

Uirectory

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electron ics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5S51
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, 0. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Mo. 1-2338
Phone Lee's
KonsasSummit,
City, BR.

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Atsociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
engineering
home studyTVand Electronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratogo Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSaile— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington
RE 7-M5t6, D. C.
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■ Granted
by Charles
J. Lanphier.
Golden petition
Valley, Minn.,
and extended
to Aug. 22 time to reply to the exceptions
to initial decision filed by Minnesota Radio
Co., Hopkins-Edina, Minn., in am proceeding. Action Aug. 11.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 10 time to file petition
for review of opinion
hearing and
examiner's
Julypro-26
memorandum
order
in
ceeding on am applications
of Robert
L.
Lippert,
Fresno,SanandFrancisco,
Mid-America
Inc. (KOBY),
Calif. Bcstrs.
Action
Aug. 12.
■ Granted petition by John K. Rogers,
Bristol, Tenn., and extended to Aug. 19
time to file exceptions to initial decision
in proceeding on his am application and
that of Kingsport Bcstg. Co. (WKPT),
Kingsport. Tenn. Action Aug. 15.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled following proceedings for
hearing
on tvdates
Oct. 10: Wilmington, Del.,
ch. shown:
12 proceeding;
Oct. 19:
Salem. Ore., tv ch. 3 proceeding; Oct 26: am
applications of Radio Station WHCC
(WHCC), Waynesville, N.C., and Aluminum
Cities Bcstg. Co. (WGAP), Marysville,
Tenn. Mrs. Jane Rascoe, Corpus Christi,
Tex., et al, S&S Bcstg. Co. (WTAQ), La
Grange, 111., Mountain Empire Radio Co.,
Chnton, Tenn.; Nov. 1: WBIZ Inc. (WBIZ),
Eau Claire, Wis., et al; Nov. 7; Triangle
Publications Inc. (WNHC), New Haven,
Conn., et al, East Arkansas Bcstrs. Inc.
(KWYN), Wynne, Ark., et al. Actions. Aug.
10.
■ Denied petitions by Robert A. Riesman
and Roger Williams Bcstg Co., for leave
to intervene in New Bedford, Mass., tv
ch. 6 proceeding. Action Aug. 10.
■ Granted petition by WSTP Inc. (WSTP),
Salisbury, N.C., to extent tliat it seeks dismissal ofplication
its am
application;anddismissed
with prejudice,
retained ap-in
hearing status remaining applications in
proceeding. Action Aug. 10.
■ Granted petition by Mid-America Bcstg.
Co., (WGVM), Greenville, Miss., and extended from Aug. 16 to Aug. 26 time to excliange final
exhibits
ceeding on itsengineering
am application
and in
thatpro-of
Voice of New South, Inc. (WNSL), Laurel,
Miss. Action Aug. 10.

■ Dismissed as moot following pleadings
in New Bedford, Mass., tv ch. 6 proceeding: Applicants'by joint
opposition
to petition
to intervene
Robert
A. Riesman;
applicants'
joint
opposition
to
petition
intervene by Roger Williams Bcstg. Co.;to and
applicants' motion for leave to file joint
opposition
to petition
intervene
ert A. Riesman.
Actionto Aug.
12. by Rob■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued hearing from Sept. 26 to Oct.
31 in proceeding on applications of Eleven
Ten
Bcstg Corp.,
renewal
of license
am station
KRLA for
& aux.,
Pasadena,
Calif.,of
and
for
license
to
cover
cp.
Action
Aug.
15.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 22 in proceeding on am applications of
East Arkansas Bcstrs Inc. (KWYN), Wynne,
Ark., et al. Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On motion of Peoples Bcstg. Corp., and
with consent of other parties to proceeding
on application
Bcstg. extended
Co., for
new
am stationofinInter-Cities
Livonia, Mich.,
from sionAug.
15
to
Aug.
22
date
for
submisof additional engineering exhibits by
Peoples
Corp. in proceeding. Action Aug.Bcstg.
12.

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Sept. 19 in proceeding on
applications of Norman A. Thomas for new
am station in Greeneville, Tenn., et al.
Action Aug. 12.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Sept. 9 in proceeding on am
applications of Southeastern Bcstg. System
Inc. (WMJM), Cordele, and Washington
Bcstg. Co. (WSNT), Sandersville, both
Georgia. Action Aug. 12.
■ Granted petition by Ponce De Leon
Bcstg. Co. (WFOY), St. Augustine, Fla.,
and Indian River Radio Inc. (WMMB), Melbourne, Fla., and extended from Aug. 15 to
Sept. 2 time for exchange of preliminary
engineering exliibits in proceeding on their
am applications, et al. Action Aug. 15.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 22 time to respond
to joint petition for leave to amend their
applications bv Ponce De Leon Bcstg. Co.
(WFOY), St. Augustine, Fla., and Indian
River Radio Inc. (WMMB), Melbourne, Fla.,
in am proceeding. Action Aug. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled hearing heretofore continued
without ceedingdate
for Sept. of12Canandaigua
at 9 a.m., inBcstg.
proon application
Co., Inc., for new am station in Canandaigua, N.Y. Action Aug. 8.
■ Rescheduled hearing for Sept. 2, which
was continued without date by order of
ULTRA
July
in proceeding
on applications
United12,Electronics
Laboratories
Inc. andof
Kentuckiana Tv Inc., for new tv stations
to operate
tion Aug. 9.on ch. 51 in Louisville, Ky. Aca Rescheduled hearing for Sept. 16, which
REEL
! ! was continued witliout date by order of
July 12, in proceeding on am application
of
' Babylon-Bay
Shore
Bcstg.
(WBAB),
Babylon, N.Y.
Action
Aug. Corp.
9.
H Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 14 in proceeding on am applications of
WBIZ Inc. (WBIZ), Eau Claire, Wis., et al.
Action Aug. 12.
■ Granted petition by Service Bcstg. Co.,
and extended from Aug. 12 to Aug. 19 time
to file stipulations and supplemental engineering
exhibit inamproceeding
its application
for new
station inonConcord,
Calif. Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
a Granted request by Clearwater Radio
Inc. (WTAN), Clearwater, Fla., to extent
of continuing
datefromforAug.
exchange
of engineering exhibits
17 to Sept.
16,
parties nesseswill
make
their
requests
for
witon cross-examination not later than
28, and request was denied in other
For answers to your tape problems, see Sept.
respects, and further ordered that date for
your 3M representative or write: r>ept. exchange
of engineering exhibits in group
A is continued from Aug. 17 to Sept. 16,
MBX-80, 3M Company, St. Paul 6, Minn.
date for notification as to witnesses from
Aug. 31tinuedtofrom Sept.
Sept. 1928,to and
is conJ^IHHESOTA ]]^INING AND ])^AH U F AC f U R I HG COMPAMT li-^j^^^^^j
Oct. hearing
4 in proceeding
WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KE1 10 TOMOR R O W ^^^^Q^H^^^
on am applications of York County Bcstg.
Co. (WRHI), Rock Hill, S.C., et al. Action
"SCOTCH" is a registered trademark of tlie 3M Co., St Paul 6, Minn.
Aug.
16.
■ Granted
petition by Washington Home
and Farm Radio Inc., for leave to amend
its application for new am station in Washington, Iowa, to incorporate into application agreement entered into with competing applicant Washington County Bcstg.
Co., for am facilities in Washington, where84 (FOR THE RECORD)

by Washington County has been requested
to dismiss its application and partners will
be permitted to acquire stock interest in
Washington Home and reimbursed for expenses incurred in prosecution of its application. Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled conference
of counsel for all parties for 9 a.m., Sept.
7 in proceeding on application of M&M
Bcstg. Co. (WLUK-TV) Marinette, Wis.
Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 16 in proceeding on applications of
Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHC), New
Haven, Conn., et al. Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 21 in proceeding on application of
Mountain
Empire Tenn.
Radio Action
Co. for Aug.
new am
tion in Clinton,
12. sta■ Granted petition by Lake Erie Bcstg.
Co. (WLEC), Sandusky, Ohio, for leave to
amend its am application to reflect transfer
of control to Cleveland Bcstg. Inc.; Lake
Erie stockholders have sold their shares to
Cleveland Bcstg. which now owns all stock
of petitioner; application is consolidated for
hearing. Action Aug. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Scheduled a prehearing conference for
9 a.m., Sept. 12 in San Angelo, Tex,, tv ch.
3 proceeding. Action Aug. 9.
■ Scheduled hearing conference for 9 a.m.,
Sept. 1, in proceeding on applications of
WPET Inc. (WPET). Greensboro, N.C., et
al, to discuss procedure to be followed in
further hearing; applications were severed
from larger consolidated proceeding by
memorandum
Action
Aug. 9.opinion and order of July 27.
■ Scheduled further hearing conference
for group 2 for 9 a.m., Sept. 2, to fix new
schedule of hearing dates and to consider
such other matters as may seem appropriate
in proceeding
on am Co.
applications
gan Broadcasting
(WBCK),of MichiBattle
Creek, Mich., et al. Action Aug. 9.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
9 a.m., Sept.
in proceeding
am applications of 13Radio
Station on
WAYX
Inc.
(WAYX), Waycross, Ga., et al. Action Aug.
9.
■ Denied motion by SanVal Broadcastapplicantto for
am facilities
in Oro-of
ville, ers,
Calif.,
partially
quash notice
taking of deposition by James E. Walley,
commencing on Aug. 18, in Oroville, in consolidated am proceeding. Action Aug. 10.
■ Granted petition by Jefferson Standard
Bcstg. Co. to reopen record in GreensboroHigh Point, N.C., tv ch. 8 proceeding; acamendmentof toJefferson
its application
reflectcepted
commitment
Standardto Life
Ins. Co. to purchase certain serial debenture
issue of Jefferson Standard and closed record. Action Aug. 11.
By Broadcast Bureau
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
9 a.m., Sept. 14 in proceeding on applications
of Skyline Bcstrs. Inc., and Earl McKinley
Trabue for am facilities in Klamath Falls
and Myrtle Creek, both Oregon. Action
Aug. 12.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August IZ
■ Approved
specifications
Triangle
Publications
Inc., forsubmitted
operation byof
KFRE-TV
Fresno,
Calif.,
on
ch.
pursuant
to report and order, effective 30August
12;
ERP vis. 288 kw (DA), aur. 144 kw (DA),
ant. 2,020 ft.; without prejudice to whatever action commission may deam appropriate in light of any information developed
in
pending
concerning compliance
with sec. 317inquiry
of communications
act.
KANS Independence, Mo. — Granted mod.
of license to change name to KANS Inc.
WMPM
Smithfleld,dateN.C.—
Granted4, 1961.
extension of completion
to March
WYND
Sarasota,
Fla,
—
Granted
extension
of completion date to Feb. 24, 1961.
WABB Mobile, Ala. — Remote control permitted while using non-DA.
Actions of August 11
WMAR-TV
Baltimore,
Granted ant.,
licenses covering
changes inM^l.—
tv station;
height 730 ft. (main trans. & ant.): and for
auxiliary trans, at main trans, and ant.
location.
WAPI-FM
Birmingham,
— Granted
license covering
decrease inAla.
ERP
to 66 kw,
increase ant. height to 1,000 ft. make changes
in ant. system and change ant. location.
WJHL-TV
Johnson
City, ant.
Tenn.—
Grantedat
license
covering
auxiliary
facilities
main trans, site.
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KPGM (FM) Los Altos, Calif. — Granted
mod. ofmoteCPcontrol
to change
studio location
and and
repoint, chiange
ant. type
i make changes in ant. system.
I KQRO (FM) Dallas, Texas — Granted mod.
and
ant. -trans,
type trans.,
change
of CP to
main
studio
location
and establish
remote
control point; specify studio location and
change type ant.
, , perKEAP Fresno, Calif. — Remote, control
' mitted.
„
^
, ^ exKGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Granted
I tension of completion date to Dec. 31.
I KSAN San Francisco — Rescinded July 20
installaactionnewgranting
I! tion
trans., Ucenses
and use covering
old main trans.
as auxiliary trans, (present main trans.
! location), and remote control operation.
] KGMJ (FM) Seattle Wash.— Rescinded
I' July
action
granting
mod height
of cp toto 1101
increase25ERP
to 70.7
kw, ant.
jI ft.;
change
ant.
-trans,
location,
type
trans.
and type ant. and make changes in ant.
system.
||
Actions of August 10
II edWPAY-AM-FM
Ohio — Station
Grantassignment
of Portsmouth,
licenses to Radio
! WPAY
Inc.
WPFB-AM-FM Middletown, Ohio — Granted assignment of licenses to Radio Station
WPFB Inc.
KGVO Missoula, Mont. — Granted mod. of
I license to operate trans, by remote control;
!, conditions.
, ^ ^
Francisco, Calif.— GrantSan new
(FM)
jI edKBCO
cp
to
install
type
trans,
and inI crease ERP to 105 kw.
|l WWDC-FM Washington, D.C.— Granted
I Mod. of SCA to change sub-carrier fre!' quency from 67 kc to 65 kc.
Actions of August 9
j|
f
WCAE-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted li|1 cense for fm station.
i KOOL-FM Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted license
'j
fm station.Pueblo, Colo. — Granted license
I forKCSJ-TV
Ij covering changes in tv station.
I WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla. — Granted li'i cense covering changes in tv station.
I KQAL-FM Omaha, Neb.— Granted licenses
covering change in frequency, increase in
"• ERP and ant, height and change type trans,
j WKIP-FM
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.— Granted
II licenses
use old mainof trans,
as auxiliary
trans, andto installation
new trans.
' ■ Ci-ranted change of remote control aufor following
stations:
KVOL WGBA
Lafay1I thority
ette, La.,
while using
non-DA;
l| Columbus, Ga.; WATW Ashland, Wis.
Actions of August 8
jj
Ii ment
KQEN
Roseburg,
GrantedRadioassignof cp and licenseOre.to — KYNG
Inc.
I ■ Granted licenses for following tv stall tions: KNDO (TV) Yakima, Wash., KALA
" (TV) Wailuku, Hawaii; WDAM-TV Laurel,
i Miss.; WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss., and
I redescribe trans, and studio locations (not
; change); ERP vis. 28.3 kw, aur. 14.1 kw.
'i KALB-TV Alexandria, La. — Granted li'i cense
coveringOmaha,
changesNeb.in— tv
station. license
WOW-TV
Granted
' covering changes in tv station.
KOLO-TV
Reno, Nev. — Granted license
covering changes in tv station; ERP vis.
77.6 kw (DA), aur. 38.9 kw (DA), ant.
2,930 ft.
j KRDO-TV
Colorado
Springs, Colo. —
" tion.
Granted license covering changes in tv staKSYD-TV Wichita FaUs, Tex.— Granted license covering changes in tv station.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.— Granted license covering installation of aux. trans, at
main trans, site.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted license covering change in ant. system and
i ant. height.
WGR-TVchanges
Buffalo,andN.Y.—
Granted license
\iI covering
to redescribe
trans,
j location (not move) (main trans. & ant.)
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. — Granted lij cense covering changes in auxiliary trans.
■> (at main trans, site).
KYRO Potosi, Mo. — Granted license cover:[ ing installation of new trans.
WADS Ansonia, Conn. — Granted license
I covering installation of new trans.
WAAT Trenton, N.J. — Granted licenses
covering installation of new trans, and instal ation of old main trans, as auxiliary
trans, at present main trans, location.
KTIM San Rafael, Calif .—Granted license
covering change of ant-trans, location.
KDNT Denton, Tex. — Granted license covi covering change of ant.-trans. location.
I to 5 kw and installation of new main trans.
I for daytime use (2 main trans.)
KIXZ Amarilo, Tex. — Granted license
'. covering
in daytime
lation newincrease
trans, make
changespower,
in DA instal(DA■< 1 to
DA-2).
KXOA
Sacramento, Calif. — Granted liI cense covering increase in daytime power,
I, installation of new trans., make changes
in DA system and ground system change
j! BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

from DA-N to DA-2 and specify presently
licensed Raytheon RA-1000 bcstg. trans,
as nighttime main trans, and new Collins
21-E bcstg. trans, as daytime main trans,
and nighttime alternate main trans.
KOVR
(TV) toStockton,
Calif.—to Granted
mod.
of licenses
change name
Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. of Calif.
KRKH-FM Lubbock, Tex.— Granted cp to
install new t,ype ant. and make changes in
ant. system.
WWST-FM
Granted
increase
ERP Wooster,
to 52 kw Ohio—
and install
new cptypeto
trans.; condition.
WCOVnewMontgomery,
Ala. — Granted
cp to
install
trans, as alternate
main trans,
during nightime hours of operation and as
auxiliary trans, during daytime hours;
same location as present trans.
WJEF-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
cp to change trans, location; increase ERP
to 500 kw; ant. height to 800 ft.; install new
type trans, and new ant. and make changes
in ant. system; condition.
WCBS New York, N.Y.— Granted cp to
change ant.-trans. location; make changes in
ant. and ground system: install new trans,
and change studio location; conditions and
without mission
prejudice
to such action
as ofcom-its
may deem warranted
as result
final determination
with respect set
to forth
(1) con-in
clusions and recommendations
report of network study staff; (2) related
studies and inquiries now being considered
or conducted by commission; and (3) pendingudiceanti-trust
matters;
without prejto whatever
actionandcommission
may
deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerningtionscompliance
with sec. 317 of CommunicaAct.
KBOI-FM Boise, Idaho— Granted mod. of
cp to change type tran. (composite) and
make tionchanges
in tran.
equipment
(modulaand frequency
monitor);
conditions.
WTSB-FM Lumberton, N.C.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WDBN
Barberton,
mod.
of cp(FM)
to increase
ERP toOhio—
118 Granted
kw and
make changes in trans, equipment; ant.
440 ft.
WHFI Detroit, Mich. — Granted change of
remote control authority (second remote
control point).
WJCW-FM Johnson City, Tenn.— Granted
request and cancelled cp dated April 8, 1960,

authorizing station to operate at reduced
■ Following stations were granted extenpower.
sions of completion dates as shown: WISNFM
Wis.totoFeb.
Feb. 15,24, 1961;
1961; KSFV
WILFM Milwaukee,
St. Louis, Mo.
(FM) San Fernando, Calif, to Feb. 6, 1961;
WHEN-FM Syracuse, N.Y. to Feb. 16, 1961
and WBVP-FM Beaver Falls, Pa. to Oct. 6.
Action of August 3
WPBC-FM
Minneapolis, Minn. — Remote
control permitted.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont.; KXLJ Helena,
Mont. — Requests (1) amendment of subsection 21,11 (which generally restricts
granting of licenses) by adding new subsection (b), to read as follows (retaining all
existing matter as subsection [a]): (b) —
Restrictions on duplication of programming
— Station license may not be granted for use
of microwave frequency or frequencies for
purpose of transmitting tv programs to any
catv systems if, within period of 30 days
program or programs so transmitted would
duplicate one or more programs broadcast
or scheduled to be broadcast by tv station
which is providing only available locally
originated tv broadcast service in same area.
(2) Amendment of sec. 21.26 to read as
follows (new matter underscored) : sec. 21.26
— Grants
without
hearingis— proper
(a) Where
cant for radio
facilities
on itsappliface
and where it appears from examination of
application and supporting data that (1)
applicant is legally, technically, financially
and otherwise qualified: (2) grant of application would not cause harmful interfeience to existing station or station for
which cp is outstanding within its service
area; (3) grant of application would not
preclude grant of any pending applications;
(4) grant
of application
would
not adversely
affect
continued
operation
or establishment
of only available tv station which provides
locally originated
in application
applicant's
service
area; and programs
(5) grant of
would serve public interest, convenience or
necessity, hearing.
commission will grant application
without
Denied by memorandum opinion and
order adopted July 20, 1960 and released
July 25, 1960.

The Collins Announcer provides complete console-amplifier facilities away from the studio. The three-channel
Announcer is ideal for remote broadcast promotions be,4^^
cause it is compact, completely transistorized and easily COLLINS
carried in the car.
^
COLLINS RADIO COI^PANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

68 pounds ' cabinei is 44" long, 17" wide, TO" deep and sfands 31" high • two Collins 12",
4-pole motor turntables ' 14 transistors • two low level mike inputs and one high level nemo
input • within ±2 db frequency response on mike channel at 70-15,000 cps ' 117 v, 60 cps
power requirement. For more information contact your Collins sales engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30e per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Mid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
opening for salesman with management potential— 30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving
expenses — rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume,
photo
ING. first letter. Box 481B. BROADCASTCalifornia station with terrific advertiser
acceptance needs sales manager to improve
current $185,000 per year billing. Station is
in medium market on low frequency covering dous
vast new
Sanpotential.
Joaquin This
Valley sales
with manager
tremenmust be experienced self-starter with good
sales production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and top
salary to right man. Interview required.
Give^all details first letter. Write Box 780B,
BROADCASTING.
California 5,000 watt station in medium
market needs capable and aggressive sales
minded manager. Take full charge. Must
have proven record of producing and desire
stable situation where enlarged responsibilities provide larger income. Must be on
the street salesman able to handle salesmen
and staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions. InCASTING.terview required. Write Box 781B, BROADWanted: Sales manager, $600 guaranty plus
commission. Rocky Mountain. 5,000 watt
network station. Send complete resume Box
789B, BROADCASTING.
$800 a month guarantee plus use of car to
top man who can become sales manager.
Must
record, 25-40
yearsRadio.
age
limit. have
Seattleproven
2. Washington.
KTIX
Give full details and picture. Album programming. Contact H. B. LaRue.
Sales
Salesman — Mid-Atlantic top rated fulltimer
(not a juke box operation) desires salesman
who can sell at rate card. Mail resume and
financial
CASTING.requirements to Box 163B, BROADMid-south chain. See our ad under management. Box 481B, BROADCASTING.
Big money for hard hitting experienced
closer at top rated major market Florida
station. Guaranteed salary to start, plus
cash incentive and bonus plans. Our salesmen are highest paid in the city. Market
piosperous. competition keen, rewards high
for aggressive
tions unrivaled competitor.
anywhere inLiving
Florida.condiTell
all in first letter. Box 648B. BROADCASTING.
Growing Illinois station needs combination
announcer-salesman. Box 659B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman for greater Pittsburgh
area station. Must be experienced both
fields and looking for a home with a fast
moving, fast growing organization. Station
top rated in market and has never lost a
survey. Guaranteed $110 per week to start.
Send tape, resume, and photo immediately.
Box 680B. BROADCASTING.
Are you ready to step up in sales work?
Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 705B,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasters . . . station managers ... is
there a competing sales manager or a top
radio time salesman in your territory who
sends you home with a bad headache? If you
will furnish us with his name and address
and tell us approximately how much money
he makes,
to remove New
the irritation. WriteweBoxwill316,tryFrewsburg,
York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sales
Colorado
daytimer
will soon have staff
Progressive station wants good salesmanopening for versatile announcer. Voice,
announcer immediately. Excellent oppordesire
to
work
and
learn more important
tunity. KWRT, Boonville. Missouri.
than experience. 1st ticket desirable not
necessary.
Send
information,
resume, tape
Steady, Good
dependable
to
Bill Corrick, Manager. KLOV. Loveland,
wanted.
earningsannouncer-salesman
for hard worker
Colorado.
with tions
references.
and audition Please
to Ed forward
Damron, qualificaManager,
Staff announcer — $80 per week. Write
WSSC, Sumter, S.C.
KNIM, Maryville, Missouri.
Wanted, a young man with drive and
Aimouncer, preferably with first phone.
ambition. Experienced in radio sales and
Must be good announcer with right attitude
programming. Robert G. Jennings & Assoc.,
and ability. Not top 40 operation. Send tape
64 East 55th St., New York 22, N.Y.
resume and picture to KTOC, P.O. Box 550,
Jonesboro,
Louisiana.
Announcers
Experienced
announcer with first phone liNegro announcer. Must be experienced and
cense. Afternoon pops music and news prorockin'tion. personality
for
major
market
stagramming.
WCMY, Ottawa. Illinois.
Rush experience and tape. Box 591B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for station located near
great Smokey Mountains. Must be
We need a top man for a top station in a beautiful
young, vance.
ambitious
and determined
to admajor Florida market, to do disc jockey
Lots of experience
not necessary,
show and assume pMDsition as production
but will welcome your ideas. This is a
manager. Must have excellent voice. Strong
chance for a young man to learn all phases
commercial. Creative. No top 40 specialists.
work. Radio Station WFSC, FrankThis is solid career opportunity for right of radio
lin, North Carolina.
man. Must have adequate experience. Send
tape and resume to Box 609B. BROADCASTING.
Program director and top air personality
for WGEE. Indianapolis. Send background
and
tape to Tim Crow, Rollins BroadcastDeep south network affiliate needs outstanding-Telecasting. P.O. Box 1.389, Wilmington,
Delaware.
ing radio newsman, preferably with journalism degree.
Positionwriting
requiresandcreative
approach gathering,
producing
per week, at least 5 years e.xperience.
news. Send resume, tape, and salary re- $100
Send tape and employment record, WINA,
quirements. Box 645B. BROADCASTING.
Charlottesville, Va.
Experienced, stable, versatile announcer,
First ticket announcers wanted, beginners
with board showmanship. Weekly miniconsidered, sales possible. WIOS, Tawas,
Michigan.
mum,
$80.00.
Illinois.
Box
658B,
BROADCASTING.
A-1 country-western 5 kw station will pay
Negro announcer with 1st ticket and strong A-1
salary for A-1 engineer-announcer.
air personality for established major marSend tape,sonvil e 6,resume
ket station. Must be a go-getter. Resume
Florida. and picture. WQIK, Jackand tape immediately. Box 662B, BROADCASTING.
Steady, Good
dependable
wanted.
earningsannouncer-salesman
for hard worker
Announcer-jockey for mid-day shift. Must with
references.
Please
forward
qualificahave one or two years experience. Middle
tions
and
audition
to
Ed
Damron.
Manager,
west NBC affiliate. Send tape, resume, and
WSSC,
Sumter,
S.C.
photo. Box 728B, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for play-by-play
In central Florida — dj for modern pop music
man with sales experience. Excellent opformat — one of chain of stations. Excellent
job with advancement opportunities. Top
lina, collect.portunity. Call 385-2171 Chester, South Carosalary to right man. Sales experience or
1st phone helpful — not necessary! Must be Perspicaciously written emcee and deejay
top-notch
Send resume and
comedy
details write
B.L. Enterair
check. production
Box 744B, man.
BROADCASTING.
pries, P.O.patter.
Box For
1, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Major Pittsburgh station has opening for exWanted: Personality for midnight show. Top
modern radio
personality.
Experirated fulltime independent. Good pay.
enceciting
with Storz.
McLendon.
or Bartell
type
Wonderful
climate on Florida east coast.
operation highly desirable. Rush your best Call Dick Clark,
Chnton 2-6491. Daytona
tape. Box 749B, BROADCASTING.
Beach. Florida.
Opportunity! Learn tv while you do radio Immediate opening — announcer, beginner
on top-rated midwest music and news sta- with
potential. Forward tape, resume, photo
tion. Only bright,
dj's send tape to Ralph L. Hooks, Dixie Stations. P.O. Box
and picture
to Box fast
758B,paced
BROADCASTING.
46, DeRidder, Louisiana.
Michigan fuUtime station wants morning
Technical
man $120.00 per week. Send tape and picture
with first letter, material will be returned.
Box 761B. BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
Florida. Number one station in south Flori- engineer-announcer in southeast. $115.00
da area has immediate opening with top weekly salary for right man plus opportunity for advancement to supervisory
income for experienced, versatile dj to
capacity with salary increase. Send tape,
handle
"top
fifty"
morning
show.
Must
resume,
references and photograph if availbe conscientious, cheerful and outstandable to Box 494B, BROADCASTING.
ing in the creation . . . production of tape
commercials. Rush tape, photo and resume:
Engineer for eastern Ohio radio station.
P.O. Box 539, Hollywood, Florida.
State experience and salary desired. Box
Announcer
for
progressive
station,
exneri567B,
BROADCASTING.
ence necessary, no top 40. Good pay. KBRZ,
Freeport, Texas.
Virginia 1000 watt independent needs perOpportunity for married staff announcer.
manent, reliable
Good
Send resume. Network station. KFRO,
salary, hours
to engineer-announcer.
right man. Send resume
and tape to Box 677B, BROADCASTING.
Longview, Texas.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
='ngineer-announcer in Virginia area. $120.00
week start for right man. Engineering abili■y primary concern. Small, unhurried mar■cet, good music. Send tape, resume, refersnces and picture
to Box 683B,
CASTING. Only pleasant,
men BROADof good
Character need apply.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager — 5 in 1 (manager-comm managerprgm director-sports director-general staff
announcer).
16 Can
years
experience in radio-tv.
run thorough
station economically-successfully.
Sales my
"forte".
Age 37,
married,
four children.
Fine Top
personality-am
hustler. Prefer
southeast.
references.
Box 756B, BROADCASTING.

ItVanted,
first can
phone
Prefer youngler man who
learnengineer.
our operation.
Steady
fetation in mid-Atlantic area. Box 771B,
BROADCASTING.

Top man — top references. Excellent character. A.B. degree. Will invest 12 years solid
radio knowledge. PD-sales-N.D. Guarantee
to increase sales and build audience midwest. Let's get together. Box 757B, BROADCASTING.

Ichief engineer wanted. Must be experilenced tails,
to references,
maintain
equipment.
Giveletter.
deexperience
in first
Good tion.
pay,Box 795B,
steady,BROADCASTING.
west Texas. lOOO watt staEngineer-announcer. Experience necessary.
Good salary. KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Top grade 1st engineer for complete charge,
1 kw station. Salary open. Must be good on
equipment maintenance. Send complete
resume to Jim Pryor, KCJB, Minot, N. Dak.
First class engineer wanted am and fm.
WFAH. Alliance. Ohio.
'Engineer or combo engineer-announcer.
Wanted
York. inmiediately. WVOS, Liberty, New
Production-Programming, Others
Long established CBS affiliate leading
'southeastern market needs creative program director. Must have knowledge modern radio operation — have showmanship
flair and be able to handle promotion and
pubhcity. Young man on way up preferred.
State experience and salary desired first
letter. Box 739B, BROADCASTING.
Local
newsman-gather
250
fuUtime-southeast
New and
Yorkannounce
state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
farm
to deliver
agriculture story,
richdirector
farm —market.
Regional
station. Contact Jim Pryor, KCJB, Minot,
IN. Dak.
Girl Friday as personal assistant to operations manager of top rated 5 kw in 26th
market. 5 day-40 hour week, full employee
benefits. Send photo, resume, and salary requirements to Jim Stanley, WGH Radio.
Norfolk, Virginia.
Local news director. August opening at
daytime and
kilowatt
head news
established
bureau
work to with
writer news
and
three ters,correspondents.
Air
conditioned
quar5 day week, vacation, hospitalization
and pension benefits. Apply to William
Holm, WLPO, LaSaUe, Illinois.
Have an immediate opening for experienced
radio program-production man to build local and regional feature program concept.
I Write or phone Program Director. WOOD
1 Broadcasting, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Program director-dj for adult format. Salary open. Advancement and management
opportunity. Send full resume, picture and
tape with letter. Confidential. Jim Pryor,
i'KCJB, Minot, N. Dak.
' Want to live and work in radio or Tele' vision in northern California, southern
Oregon? Sales, transmitter operators, pro; duetion. Write Jerry Poulos, Box 1189. Medford, Oregon.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Thoroughly experienced and successful in
sales, management, and operation. 28 years
in radio, sober, best references. Experienced
in both small and metro markets. Willing
to invest, work on percentage, or leasepurchase. Available now after sale of own
station. Box 656B, BROADCASTING.
Yoimg Pennsylvania broadcasting executive
seeks tion.management
or sales manager's
7 years broadcasting.
Presently posiemployed. Box 730B, BROADCASTING.

Operations
managerexcept
— Over sales
20 years
ence aU phases
and experisports.
Sober, reliable, excellent personal and professional references including present. Eastern U.S. Must be permanent with station
having excellent reputation in employeremployee relationship. Box 759B, BROADCASTING.
Manager: Profitable operation record past
two years
job. Owner
confirm; facts topresent
substantiate.
Presentwill
position
secure, but I'm prospecting for greater
earning potential.
Extensive
sales and
executive
background
record.'pro'
Experienced,
dependable, financially sound business man
seeks your confidential inquiry. Box 768B.
BROADCASTING.
Competition got you down? Thinking of
selling? Stop! Let me develop a saleable
product and results producing sales force
as vour manager. Box 782B, BROADCASTING.
On way up. Successful salesman, sales manager.
medium
Top manager
40, network Large,
stations.
Lookingmarkets.
for sales
larger market or station manager medium
market. Prefer growing organization. Box
783B. BROADCASTING.
Too many years (6) of California razzledazzle prompt
the desire
for
"backhome"
midwest
and
leastreturn
a Must
semblance
of radioto normalcy
and at
sincerity.
be a
solid, smaller inarket with an understandable potential. Age. 45; 28 dedicated years in
radio; married with 2 teeners, communityhelper type, fine sense of humor coupled
with business acumen. No desk-jockey,
proved by record of production. Wears well
with
staff, ownership,
and theguy
all-important
advertiser.
This aggressive
seeks no
"pasture", just a sound community for
family
growth
and
well-being
for
and rewarding future as a result aof long
his
'know-how"
and hard work. Write or wire
Box
788B, BROADCASTING.
lO-years business, two years sales experience in top 50 market. Prefer commercial
manager, general manager, will consider
sales. The best of references. Available immediately. Box 794B. BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio time salesman presently located in
New York suburban area seeks connection
with radio or tv rep or a wide awake radio
station. Experienced in sales, promotion and
servicelocateoffor right
all types
of accounts.
reopportunity.
Salary Will
or draw
against commission plus expenses. Box 642B,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, desires change, copywriting, sales, announcing, manager exCASTING. perience. Will travel. Box 793B, BROADAnnouncers
Combo, 1st phone, 3'/2 years announcing,
age 27,
married,Available
like country
prefer midwest.
now.western,
Box 731B.
BROADCASTING.
Talented dj, experienced, young, single,
draft-free,
wants Will
swingin'
market, top college,
40 operation.
travel.smallBox
625B, BROADCASTING.
Up andtv.at Versatile.
'em morning
dj. Play-by-play.
Some
Excellent
references.
$125.00
minimum.
Box
646B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced annoimcer. Skilled enthusiastic
dj -newscaster. Prompt tape. Box 688B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, desires relocation
near Albuquerque.
Fifteen months
experience as program director,
announcer
and
engineer. Emphasis on announcing. Presently employed. Box 670B, BROADCASTING.
Attention Los Angeles area! McLendon experienced . . . Fantastic news, amazing
jock ability. Night shift needed. Box 671B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-accountant, experienced in both,
24; college grad . . . radio-tv. Box 694B,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious, experienced, dj announcer. Wish
permanent employment. Work own board.
Would like market in Illinois. Indiana or
Ohio. Available for personal interview between 19-30 September. Military obligation
completed. Box 721B, BROADCASTING.
Wish to raise family in west. 10 years expedj personality-sports
Availablerience as on
notice. References. play
Box— sales.
724B,
BROADCASTING.
After seven (7) years in radio and television, as an announcer disc jockey (both
radio and television), director and newsman
considering . . . New York City, Cleveland.
Miami, San Francisco, Los Angeles, or Chicago. Picture, tape, resume on request.
Minimum
CASTING. $150.00 weekly. Box 725B. BROADCombo,
1st phone
years^ announcing,
age
27,
married,
likes 3 ','2
country
western, prefer
midwest. Available now. Bo.x 726B. BROADCASTING.
Do you like Cole Porter . . . George Gershwin . . . Rodgers
and Hart?professional,
So do I! ! Let's
get
together.
Experienced,
stable,
sober, mature, married announcer seeking
long-term
employment.
Box
734B.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-lst phone, top 40, family man
desires
CASTING.North Carolina. Box 736B, BROADAnnouncer: mature, capable, dependable.
Desires
starting
on staff
— news and
commercial
forte.position
Box 752B.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-continuity writer, 10 years experience, desires permanencv: future. Box
754B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Over 15 years experience. Presently employed.
No sports,
no swingin'
jock. Must
or classical).beEasterngood
U.S.music
Must(pop
be and
permanent.
Highestences.personal
and
professional
Box 760B, BROADCASTING. referBright personality available September 15.
Ambitious, versatile talent, sense of humor
but sincere. 26, 5 years e.xperience, 1st
phone, married, reliable, personable. Will
become major talent in right spot. Prefer
west coast. Box 763B, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive announcer, graduate
broadcasting
— Prefer all
central
svlvania,
but school
will consider
offers.PennBox
769B, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer, graduate broadcasting, 2
years college, will travel and sell. Prefer
Florida, but will consider all offers. Box
770B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer/chief engineer/production, program director. Directional, major market
experience. Box 772B, BROADCASTING.
Top rated
jock inor major
ket. Can swing
sway, midwestern
will do it maryour
way. Familygramming.
man,Experience
age 27,
BA
proqualifiesradio-tv
for desired
position as jockey in major or jockey-pd
in medium market. Box 773B. BROADCASTING.
Negro disc jockey, looking for work, can do
news commercials, and work own board.
Box 774B, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, vet, married, experienced combo,
tight format, not a drifter or prima donna,
want to settle down. Box 775B. BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, college graduate desires start
in radio. Strong on news, commercials, dj.
Tapes
ING. on request. Box 776B, BROADCASTSalary second to potential. Emphasis local
news-remotes,
BROADCASTING.minimum staff. Box 777B,
Announcer/gal
Friday.
Ego compels
ambitious versatile
new entry
in radio/tv
broadcasting
to
prove
slie's
potential
talent
and a terrific asset. Thoroughly trained,
tape available. Box 790B, BROADCASTING.
Young ence,negro
announcer-dj
. 5 years
not afraid
of hard work,
eager experito get
ahead, willing to relocate. Edward Green.
265 E. Columbia St., Hempstead, N.Y. Phone
IV 6-2868.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Newsman, announcer-dj desires small,
medium market station in middle or northwest. Adult programming only. Married,
sober, stable. Handle any board. Little commercial experience. Lots of know-how and
ambition. Wantvancement.
position
room forJerry
adSalary nowith
problem.
Austin. Box 12212. Cove Station, Panama
City, Florida. Phone: Poplar 3-8156.
Young talented
announcer-dj
-copywriter.
Experienced.
Mature
voice with
a very
strong on the air personality, plus gooa
salesmanship. Ambitious. Hardworking. I
could
go onHurry!
and on,
costingoffer.
me
too much.
This butis ait'slimited
Have
voice,
will
travel.
Contact
Larry
Beller, 1745 East 55th St., Chicago 15, Illinois.
Phone: BUtterfield 8-5404.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Experienced announcer. Bill Huntington,
9952 Schiller, Franklin Park, Illinois. Gladstone 5-7990.
If you want top coverage and have a
heavy
schedule,BobI'mMann,
your man.
Seven play-by-play
years experience.
P.O.
Box 1029, Galesburg, Illinois.
Modern
live wire swinging'
Fast paced,
strong enthusiastic
happy dj.sound.
Great
Lakes and midwest major market areas
experience. Available September 1. Bob
Montgomery, 16806 Lkwd. Hts. Blvd., Cleveland 7, Ohio.
D-Js experienced. Good ad lib personalities.
Fast board. Good sell. Contact New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Young man looking for a start in radio or
tv. Covered all phases of studio operations.
Write
Mr. 15,Dimitri
Brooklyn
N.Y. Nickas, 226-6 Avenue,
Announcer-graduate of announcing school.
Low. mature voice, enthusiastic beginner
with
some Dukeshire,
board experience.
NormMichigan.
Swenson, 3741
Royal Oak,
Liberty 9-4159.
Technical
Engineer, 1st class, 10 years experience,
transmitter, remotes, recording maintenance.
New York. Connecticut area. Box 722B,
BROADCASTING.
First phone. Radio station in Florida. Ten
years transmitter experience. Box 723B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer. 5 years experience in
all phases
of maintenance
and programming. Box 735B,
BROADCASTING.
First class license — some experience — no
maintenance
— prefer small stations. Box
741B,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer available September 15th.
Twenty746B,years
experience in radio and tv.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced:
1st 796B,
engineer-announcer.
sire change. Box
BROADCASTING.DeEngineer, first fone, 15 years experience.
Desire Alabama, Florida. Permanent. Phone
after
o'clock.
LY 2-9935. Delbert
142 No.6 63rd
St., Birmingham,
Alabama.King,
Man, 23, first phone, veteran, single, car.
Wants job in radio or tv station. Four years
electronic
experience
with 402
the E.Navy.
Prefer midwest.
Neil Michel,
Jefferson,
Owensville, Missouri, GEneva 7-3415.
First class transmitter job with future, 13
years experience. Will consider am or tv,
any location that pays. Telephone Crestwood tral,
3-4158,
Jefferson
Rice, 708 West CenBentonville,
Arkansas.
Production — Programming, Others
Take a giant step in ratings and income!
I know a program director who can put
your station at the top of every timebuyer's
list. His
background
in modern agenformat
radio15 year
is solid
success. National
cies and rep's acknowledge his creative programming and sales-building production
work.
Presently
employed, this man marwelcomes
challenges
ket . .new
. the
tougher inthea top-twenty
better. For the
best investment
in personnel
you ever
made,
write Box 630B,
BROADCASTING.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
88
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Top-fliglit news and sports. Can handle own
department. Excellent background. Also handle radio-tv combination. Mid-twenties, v
good
looking, married. Box 707B, BROADCASTING.
Women's director — Original ideas. Versatile,
qualified.
No "girl" — not "grandma". Box
720B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsroom trainee, fuUtime with opportunity to prepare and air news. Former
Good news
delivery.newspaper.
Eight years
tising metropolitan
Two adveryears
college. Desire return to radio and/or tv.
$85 minimum. Box 738B. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Radio newsman, ready for news directorship.
9 years experience, college grad, married
with
children. #2
Desires
market.6 Currently
man inmajor
one ofmid-west
the top
ten
markets.
References.
Box
740B,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director at kilowatt regional wants
more sports-minded station. Refreshing
play-by-play.
make andyour
sports programmingWill
authoritative
appealing.
Can
and sales —
news
with
sports
supplement
strong on both. Also dj and run board.
Hard worker who will take a genuine interest in your station. Graduate Brown University. Box 742B, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio sports director ... 10 years experience, play-by-play, continuously plus
solid background-news, sales, and executive
experience.
responsible
tion in largerPrepared
market. for
College
education,posi33,
and pictorial audition availfamily.able.Tape
Interview upon request. Currently employed. Box 743B, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-broadcaster. Journalism-radio announcing background. Master's degree in
history;
nowLarge
employed
as newscaster.
Family man.
metropolitan
anywhere.
Box 750B, BROADCASTING.
Accomplished
Fast, pleasant
creative voice.
copywriter. Highlyvignetter.
identifiable,
"Off the cuff'"
Experienced:
agement, sales,delivery.
programming,
public manrelations, promotions. Mature, moderate, excellent television
appearance.
Magnetic
personality, radio or tv. Masterful interviewer.
Long and clean background, over twenty
years best recommendations. Wants chance
to earnvisionpermanency.
Presently radio, telerep. Box 764B, BROADCASTING.
Newsman,mercialcollege
three educational
years comradio news,graduate,
three years
radio siresand
television,
family,
veteran.
Deto relocate in northeast. Box 767B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman to write-air local news, spot
coverage,
handleinterest
mobile features.
unit, remotes.
Produce human
Box 778B,
BROADCASTING.
Spark gone from your news dept? Veteran
radio and tv newscaster, editor, administrator, 1 years. Has spark, will plug. Degree, proven ability. Presently employed;
seeking to direct news operation in greener
pastures. Box 791B, BROADCASTING,
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Northwest well-rated CBS vhf-tv affiliate
in medium market with pleasant year round
climate expanding local sales force. The
salesman we want must be thoroughly experienced in tv selling. Salary and commission. Send experience resume to Box 751B,
BROADCASTING.
Top salesman for top station in southeast.
First 50 market, channel 2, CBS affiliate
now in 11th year, covering 466,640 tv homes
wants
experienced,
aggressive
local-regional
salesman.
Background
and character
must
withstand rigid investigation. Immediate
opening. Rush complete resume which must
include picture, billings history and salary
requirements to Dick HoUoway, Sales Manager, WFMY-TV, GreensTDoro, N.C.
Have immediate openings for three experienced tv or radio salesmen or salesmenannouncers. 8 year old organization. Car
necessary. Moderate draw against excellent
commission.
No traveling.
Present openings include Virginia,
South Carolina,
Ohio.
Write or call Cy Newman, HD Productions,
Inc., 2016 Bishop Street, Petersburg, Virginia. Regent 3-6394.
Announcers
Staff announcer for southern market. Radio
experience acceptable. Prefer southerner.
Box 748B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted: By September 1, 1960. Announcer
for tv station. Experienced, with good voice
and commercial delivery. Mostly off-camera
work. Some copy writing. Man with radio
or tv experience needed to qualify. Drifters
and hot-shots
not apply.
EmployeeWrite
insurance andneed
vacation
privileges.
or call Wendell Elliott, General Manager,
WTVC-TV, Dodge City, Kansas.
Technical
Technical supervisor — Experienced maintenance GE transmitter and studio equipment. Northwest
location.
Salary $6,000-$7,000
annually.
Box 732B,
BROADCASTING.
First class engineer for maintenance in
combined tv-am operation. Experience with
tv studio
transmitter
desira-of
ble. Joband
could
develop equipment
into position
maintenance supervisor. "Contact Stan
Stydnicki, KMMT-TV, Austin, Minn."
Experienced tv broadcast engineer with
full power vhfarea
station
metropolitan
closein toMontana's
excellent largest
hunting andgineer
fishing.
Position
available
for enwho likes maintenance operation
planning and installation. 40 hour week.
Call collect ALphine 2-5611, Grant French,
KOOK-TV, Billings, Montana.
Vacancy for television engineer. Experience
desirable, but not absolutely necessary if
have radio background and willingness to
co-operate and work. Good working condiMexico. tions. Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New
First class engineer for tv master control
operation. Experience preferred but will
consider recent graduate of technical trade
school. "Contact E. M. Tink, Dir. of Eng.,
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa."
Chief tvengineer
technical
for
two
stations— under
in Puerto
Rico. director
Wonderful
climate, good salary and working conditions.
Experience
photo,
ences, etc. tonecessary.
John G. Send
Johnson,
P.O.referBox
5176, Ardmore Station, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Production-Programming, Others
Artist for Illinois tv station. Must be able
to spell. Can't be too temperamental. Have
own be
thumb
you're a beginner
you
best
able tacks.
to takeIf criticism.
Include your
fringe
abilities.
Box
765B,
BROADCASTING.
Help wanted: New Florida television station
serving Fort Pierce-Vero Beach area now
staffing departments. On air October First.
WTVI, Fort Pierce, Florida.
Art director. Southeastern capital city vhf
seeks man experienced in television art to
assume responsibility for all art work,
scenic design and to direct photographer.
Must be creative and ambitious. Attractive
company
benefits, ownership
pleasant working
conditions at multiple
station. Please
submit resume, recent photo, references and
samples of your tv art work to Box
785B, BROADCASTING.
Three directors for Detroit educational tv
station; $6,540; one year contract only; diproducer; station rector-designer,
broadcastsdirector-writer;
39 livedirectorweekly
programs plus special sports, documentary,
drama programs.
No
classroom
teaching
involved. Write: W. T. Rabe, 3800 Puritan,
Detroit 21, Mich.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Six-year major market radio veteran seeking tv opportunity. Now number one rated
dj with wide
personal
appearance
ground. $150.00
minimum.
Box back755B,
BROADCASTING.
FOR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Tech school grad, 1st phone, vet., 1 year experience, wants permanent position, studio
ING.
engineer preferred. Box 737B, BROADCASTAvailable September 15th. Nine years of tv
studio operation plus many years in radio
and first phone license. Box 747B, BROADCASTING.
1st phone license, over 2 years experience
including directing and all phases of studio
operation. Presently employed with radio
and tv outlet. Willing to relocate for right
position. Box 787B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Authoritative news director, weatherman,
aviator. Available September 8th after directing
Transcontinental
Mail Anniversary celebration.
RussAirBrinkley,
Box
1228, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
FOR SALE
Two Magnecord Equipment
PT6, good shape, $275.00
each. Box 727B, BROADCASTING.
For sale, 1-kw fm transmitter, excellent
condition, $200. Box 729B, BROADCASTING.
RCA 73B disc recorder with head and automatic recording equalizer. $200.00. Box 733B,
BROADCASTING.
Gates 250C1 transmitter $825. Gates 31A
speech console $250. Gates 28C0 limiting
amplifier $50. Berlant BRL recorder $100.
8' rack $35. Turntable preamp $25. Bogan
M6 mixer
Bradbury,
tion KHEM,$20.
BigBob
Springs,
Texas. Radio Sta(1) RA-1000' broadcast transmitter now in
operation, 630 kc. (1) Gates frequency
monitor. (1) Gates modulation monitor. (1)
RCA program amplifier. (1) Rack cabinet.
(2) cabinets,
Gates CB-11.
in
with 16",
prethree-speed
amps, G.E:.turntables
Pick-Up
arms and G.E. plug-in cartridges. (1) Composite approved Nems-Clarke type phase
monitor for two tower array. (2) Selfsupporting 345 ft. Lehigh Radio Towers,
complete with lighting kits, flashers, and
beacons.
(1) RCA-(1)20 Raytheon
Jack patchbuiltpanel
and
terminal block.
Phasor,
two pattern, instantaneous day-night switching. Radio Station KIDD, Box 1070, Monterey, California.
Two complete DuMont Flying Spot Scanner systems. First system has two DuMont
16 mm projectors, two Swindler Saupe slide
projectors, opaque section. Original cost
$31,300. In daily operation until last week.
Excellent
Priceand$6,260
firm.of Second systemcondition.
is full color
consists
two
16 mm fied.DuMont
projectors,
one
color
modiTwo color DuMont slide projectors.
Original cost $32,192.00. Price $6,500 firm.
Will sell both for $12,000 firm. Contact
Homer Lane, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Arizona.
Two magnecorders pt6ah and associated
amplifiers pt6J ... in excellent condition
. . . must sell at once . . . call W-DOG
Radio, Marine City, Michigan, telephone
RO. 5-7944, ask for Mr. Cale . . . Make us an
offer.
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with
A-2 lighting.
standing —immediately.
40' grounded— 190'
overall. 150'
Available
Radio Station WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL 4-4096.
For Sale:mitterFederal
3,000-watt
transand station192Amonitor
just fmreplaced
by higher power equipment. $2,500.00. WQXT
AM-FM, Palm Beach, Florida.
SALE

One RCA type BTA-5F am transmitter, 5 kw output operating
and tuned to 1310 kc. One RCA type BTF-lOB fm transmitter
10 kw output — operating and tuned to 97.3 mc. Contact:
Dan Hydrick, WGH Radio, Norfolk-Newport News, Virginia.
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue. N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
35 mm tv projectors for sale. Four used
Simplex Acme projectors with 3-2 pulldown
for tv,tactwill
be availableChief
in September.
Otis Freeman,
Engineer, Con220
East 42nd Street, New York 17, New YorkTelephone No. Murray Hill 2-6500.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru 24"
Paul,
Minn.Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Construction permit wanted. Small investment group wishes partial interest in radio
c.p. Any area. Can furnish capital and
references.
CASTING. No brokers. Box 676B. BROADResponsible individual, twenty years broadcast management wants thousand watt daytimer, 50,000-100,000 population primary
market, less population if single station
market. Eastern seacoast, North Carolina to
Florida, principal. Box 701B, BROADCASTING.
Would like to buy radio station direct from
owner. Can pay $25-$30 thousand down.
Please
give full particulars. Box 792B,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
FM: Cash for transmitter monitor, antenna,
etc. Also interested in purchase of operating stations. Box 745B. BROADCASTING.
Microphones desparately needed by new etv
station. Your gift is 100% tax deductable.
Box 766B, BROADCASTING.
Community ant. tv system in any sized
market. Box 779B, BROADCASTING.
Want 900 megacycle STL system, complete.
Contact R.J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN,
Lexington, Nebraska.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26, 1960. January 4, 1961.
For information, references and reservationstional
write Engineering
William School,
B. Ogden.1150Radio
West OperaOlive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
The National Academy of Broadcasting
(3338-16th St., N.W., Washintgon, D.C.) Est.
1934. Trains and places radio-tv announcers,
dj's.
term. writers, producers. Enroll now for fall
FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School. 2603 Inwood
Texas.
90

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

MISCELLANEOUS
Have new tapes: Will trade for time! Gospel
Broadcasters Agency, Schell City, Missouri.
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00 — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept DJ-2), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
CALIFORNIA STATION
With terrific advertiser acceptance needs
sales manager to improve current $185,000
per year billing. Station is in medium
market on low frequency covering vast
San Joaquin Valley with tremendous new
potential. This sales manager must be
experienced self-starter with good sales
production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and
top salary to right man. Interview required.
Give all details first letter.
I
Write Box 780B,
i
BROADCASTING.
i
V*
«*
** ^ * *
«*
* * ^fc * «
v^^.
'jy^. v$>~. jO^. -^iP^. vi?^. ■^/y'i -j^. vi?^ v?^ ;
§
MANAGER
§
Northern Ohio medium market sta- §
§tion
seeks strong
- man looking
for topsales-management
potential. Tell ^
§ all 1st letter.
'5'
^
Box 628B, BROADCASTING.

CALIFORNIA
5,000 WATT STATION
In medium market needs capable and
aggressive sales minded manager. Take
full charge. Must have proven record
of producing and desire stable situation
where enlarged responsibilities provide
larger income. Must be on the street
salesman able to handle salesmen and
staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions.
Interview required.
Write Box 781 B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

LIVELY DISK JOCKEYS
mOl

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
wwy/////////////////////////////////////////////:^
Top opening
station infor Canada's
biggest two
city
has
one and possibly
top air personalities. Apply together with auditon tape to:
gether with audition tape to:
Box 762B, BROADCASTING
W////////////////////////////////////////////////^
RECORD

EMCEE

Outstanding opportunity for creative and mature personality capable of handling both record show
and announce staff assignments.
Excellent salary and staff benefits, with one of nation's prestige
stations.
Send tape, resume and photo to:
Program Manager
WWJ-Radio
Detroit 31, Michigan
Sales
STATION SIGNERS
AAl Rated National Promotionai Agency
has several openings for Radio Station
contact representatives for patented
"Mike Radio" campaigns. Travel 3-s1ate
area. Drawing account against commission. Earnings $25,000 yearly up. Radio
background and following necessary.
Mail background information and qualifications.
John Burroughs, President
UNIVERSAL PUBLICIZERS. INC.
936 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
Outstanding 50 kilowatt eastern clear
channel needs qualified man to handle
large plant and
be strongbeneadministrator. staff.
Good pay Must
and company
fits. Send complete information on experience, salary required and recent photo.
Box 698B, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, Others

FRANTIC)

FOR PRESTIGE
PERSONALITY STATION
MAJOR
NORTHEAST MARKET
TOP PAY
Send Audition Tape (/Vi I.P.S.)
To Box 657B,
BROADCASTING

EXPERIENCED RADIO
NEWSMAN WANTED
With distinctive dramatic style to work
fast-moving, independent station. Needs
re-write, editorial and aggressive newsgathering ability. Send prospectus and
audition tape immediately to:
JACK LAWSON, P.D.
KXOA Radio
P.O. Box 3094, Sacramento 15, Calif,
or
Phone: WAbash 5-2717
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

FOR SALE

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
RADIO

Radio Station WERE in Cleveland
is entering into a new concept of
radio and is hiring a staff of creative,
imaginative writers capable of writing satire, humor, etc., and flexible
enough to adapt to a brand new kind
of writing. Salary open. Contact Ed
Stevens, Vice President, Programming and Promotion, Cleveland
Broadcasting, Inc., 1501 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland 15, Ohio. Superior 1-9600.

&
?
y
&

I PO 2-8811.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
DEAR SANTA
I'm
writing
early
you've Remembering
been so kind
to this DJ and TVbecause
Personality.
past gifts: Major Metro top DJ with the big
sell to housewives. Radio and TV sports. For
20 years, Santa, I, the wife and 4 kids enjoyed your presents. One more favor, while
still in my thirties, a Radio or TV manager to
give himself an early gift: ME.
Box 753B, BROADCASTING
=3
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
COMM'L ANNCR-SPORTS-NEWSCASTER
WANTED SEPT. 1
Major market VHF has opening for a
top man. High base, plus guaranteed
talent. You may be short on experi, ence, but long on versatility and ability.
Send resume and fof, or recent tape
and pic. OR CALL TODAY.
WXEX-TV
Mr. Robert Grossman
Petersburg, Va.
RE 3-7876
=5 fc:
=5 fc:
MISCELLANEOUS
Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor .Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, Califronia
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

1 Field
No.
■
Cartridge
\ In The Tape
B
Instant Cueing
J
For descriptive material, write
■ BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
H 8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
■
or
■aaaaaaa
contact your
VISUAL
ELECTRONICS man
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
STATIONS

'^i^

NEWSMAN WANTED
Experienced, aggressive, newscaster,
reporter and editor, for this toprated, 24 hours station, in the 43rd
market. All modern news-gathering
aids, including AP, UPI, Radio Press
Int'l., air and ground mobile units,
etc. Better than average salary and
working conditions, permanent position.
complete
information,
ineludingSendstarting
salary,
photo, tape,
etc., to BOB WYLIE, P.D., WAKR,
Radio-TV Center, Akron 30, Ohio,

SERVICE

Equipment

WRITERS

'-<^

EMPLOYMENT

5
v
f
y
^J
<S
?
^

5,000 WATT
RADIO STATION
Large Florida Market grossing
$250,000 0 year. Only $350,000
with 29 per cent down, balance
over 5 years. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely Interested,
write:
Box 509B, BROADCASTING

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Fulltime station grossing over $60,000
and showing good ownership earnings.
Absentee owner's other business interests forces quick sale. 13 acres of land
and fine building included in price of
$79,000 with $22,500 down and the
balance over 10 years.
Box 684B, BROADCASTING

Va.
Single
La.
terms
Single
terms
80 M
Regional
1
kw-D
W.Va.
Local
40M
53 M
Small
1029%dn
70M
Medium
Calif.
Fla.
1
kw-D
Medium
125M
Medium Regional 230M
29%
Wyo.
terms
Metro Daytimer
FM
Calif.
175M
1
kw-D
29%
Metro
130M
M?tro
Tex.
49M
Calif.
1 kw-D 185M
10 yrs.
Large
Fla.
terms
Regional
29%
Fulltime 250M
Fla.
Major
475M
terms
Major 250w
Calif.
And Others
PAUt. H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, 0.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.

STEP UP TO A BETTER
JOB THE EASY WAY!!
Many announcers and others have ^ound
that it pays to get your job through professional placement.
TOP JOB PLACEMENTS
IN THE SOUTHEAST
free resistration — Conf. Service
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
JA 5-4841
Atlanu, Ga.

FOR

SALE

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
FOR SALE BY OWNER
♦
1 KW DAYTIMER
♦
Single station north Georgia mar- ^
ket. $75,000 — 29% down. Ideal ♦
operation for owner-manager. ^
Box 784B, BROADCASTING *
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokert — Contullonti — Appraitert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced Broodcaiters
Confidential
Negoliationt
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa

To BUY or SELL a Radio or TV station,
contact
PATT McDonald co.
Box 9266 — Ph. GL. 3-8030
Austin, Texas; or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd. NY 17, NY
MU. 2-4813

STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Market
of 30,000. Average annuol gross has
been $80,000 for past five years. Asking $80,000 with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Market of
50,000. Asking $50,000 with 29S down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full time.
Doing $50,000. Asking $55,000.
Nafwork
SOUTHWEST. Full time.
$75,000. $20,000 down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Profitable. Full
time. $300,000 with 29%.
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytimer. Absentee owned .$100,000 with 29"^ down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
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MORE

If you can find
pretty high on
serious-minded
rest is ancient

any Romans around, ask them. They lived
the hog in their day. That is, until some
neighbors from up North moved in. The
history.

You'd think their fate would have taught us a lesson.
Yet today we Americans spend twenty billion dollars a
year for legalized gambling, while we spend a niggardly
four-and-a-half billion for higher education. Think of
it! Over four times as much! We also spend six-and-ahalf billion dollars a year for tobacco, nine billion dollars for alcoholic beverages, and billions more on other
non-essentials.
Can't we read the handwriting on the wall?
Our very survival depends on the ability of our colleges
and universities to continue to turn out thinking men
and women. Yet today many of these fine institutions are
hard put to make ends meet. Faculty salaries, generally,
are so low that qualified teachers are leaving the campus
in alarming numbers for better-paying jobs elsewhere.

In the face of this frightening trend, experts estimate
that by 1970 college applications will have doubled.
If we are to keep our place among the leading nations of
the world, we must do something about this grim situation before it is too late. The tuition usually paid by a
college student covers less than half the actual cost of
his education. The balance must somehow be made up
by the institution. To meet this deficit even the most
heavily endowed colleges and universities have to depend upon the generosity of alumni and public spirited
citizens. In other words, they depend upon you.
For the sake of our country and our children, won't you
do your part? Support the college of your choice today.
Help it to prepare to meet the challenge of tomorrow. The
rewards will be greater than you think.

It's important for you to know what the impending college crisis
means to you. Write for a free booklet to HIGHER EDUCATION,
Box 36, Times Square Station, New York 36, New York.

i{BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Sponsored as a public service
in co-operation with The Council for Financial Aid to Education

- HIGHER EDUCATION
KEEP IT BRIGHT
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OUR

RESPECTS

Harrington,

TO

. . .

Righter

More than 11 years ago, Jack Harrington, "Turk" Righter and Jim Parsons banded together to form their own
business, motivated by a single idea:
Tv should have a national representation company to sell tv exclusively.
Curiously enough, many broadcasting executives scoffed at the notion of
a tv-only representative company. But
the partners of Harrington, Righter &
Parsons Inc. stubbornly advanced such
a concept and communicated their conviction in a full-page advertisement in
the trade press headed: "Does Television
Deserve Stepchild Representation?"
The soundness of their judgment is
evident today. In February 1949 when
the company was established, the staff
consisted of the three partners and
some secretarial help at New York
headquarters. Today HR&P employs
more than 70 people at offices in New
York, Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Atlanta.
Outsiders ■ With benefit of hindsight,
their thinking does not sound startling
today. But in 1949, when radio was still
riding the crest of popularity, Messrs.
Harrington, Righter and Parsons were
regarded as "mavericks." They insisted
then that HR&P should serve solely as
a tv representative, and its station list
should be select. The partners have not
deviated from this philosophy. They
were not chagrined, even at the outset,
when there were about 50 tv stations
on the air and approximately 900.000
sets in homes throughout the country.
Messrs. Harrington, Righter & Parsons are "equal partners" in HR&R.
They were salesmen together at Edward
Petry & Co. and their affinity toward
the idea of a tv-only representative
company prompted them to form their
own organization. They point out that
they are "partners in all things and
each of us has an equal voice." Two
can outvote one on major decisions.
Jack Harrington, listed as president
for corporate purposes, claims: "We
have no arguments here — only vibrant
discussions."
The partners are dissimilar in appearance and personality but have
established optimum business rapport.
Jack Harrington, 49, is medium-sized
and chubby, cheerily outspoken, with
a merry sense of humor. "Turk"
Righter, 57, is a man-of-distinction
type — tall, well-preserved, dignified and
polished. Jim Parsons, 42, is handsome,
trim and youthful-looking, and radiates
aggressiveness and energy.
BROADCASTING, August 22, 1960

&

Parsons

Office Boy to Exec ■ John Edward
Harrington Jr. was born in Brooklyn
and was graduated from Brooklyn Prep
in 1927. He joined the Erickson Co.
(now McCann-Erickson) as an office
boy and a few years later was named
an assistant account executive, then an
account executive. In 1941 he left the
agency to join Petry as a salesman and
remained there until HR&P was organized.
In 1939 Mr. Harrington married the
former Dorothy Harrison of Brooklyn.
They have four children — John E. Ill
20; Ann 17; Meg 15; and Martha 14.
The family makes its home in Garden
City, L.I. Mr. Harrington belongs to
the Radio & Television Executives Society. He is a weekend golfer with a
16 handicap.
FosterwasRighter,
by Volney
his friends,
born incalled
Bryn "Turk"
Mawr,
Pa., on May 2, 1903. He attended St.
Paul's School in Concord, N.H., and
was graduated from Harvard College
in 1926 and the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration in
1928. From 1928-39, Mr. Righter
worked in turn at Erwin Wasey Co.
(now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan)
and Young & Rubicam in media, research and account activities. In 1939
he Mr.
joined
Petry'shassales
Righter
beenstaff.
married since
1931 to the former Sarah Williams of
Bedford Hills. N.Y., where the family
still makes its home. His older son,
James V., 25, was graduated from Harvard College last June. Another son,
Robert McCormick, 21, is a student at
the U. of Colorado. Mr. Righter has a
golf handicap of 17.
Radio Background ■ James Otis Parsons Jr. was born in New York City on

Mr. Harrington

May 27, 1918. He was graduated from
the Kent School and from Yale where
he received a B.A. degree in English
in 1940. He worked as a reporter for
the Watertown (N.Y.) Times and as a
salesman for WWNY Watertown before joining the U.S. Army in 1941. He
served briefly in the Army, was hospitalized for several months and received a medical discharge in 1942.
Mr. Parsons worked in the radio department of McCann-Erickson, New
York, for a year and another year with
C.E. Hooper Inc. in New York as assistant manager of station reports. In
1944 he joined Petry and was the account executive assigned to tv when he
left in 1949.
He married the former Elizabeth
Patricia O'Brien of Albany in 1957.
They have a daughter, Laurie Brown,
1 1 months old, and Mr. Parsons has a
son, William 14, by a previous marriage. The Harrington family also lives
in Bedford Hills. Mr. Parsons played
golf at Yale and, unlike his partners,
today has a metropolitan handicap of 4.
Persuader ■ HR&P takes credit for
bringing into or returning to tv such
advertisers as Rambler, Lark, Philip
Morris, American Sugar Corp. and
certain brands of Vick Chemical Co.
The partners point out that selling these
companies on spot tv involved "complete industry stories" incorporated into
presentations.
Another point of pride is the low
staff turnover at HR&P. The trio claims
there is less movement from its staff
by sales and creative personnel than at
any other representative company. One
indication of employment stability is
that nine long-term staffers, in addition
to the partners, are stockholders in
HR&P.
They agree they try to keep all their
staffers happy by delegating authority
and listening to their opinions. The
trio then makes the final decision.
Though
can outvote
one,that
they've
discoveredtwothrough
the years
they
generally come to a unanimous decision.

Mr. Righter

Mr. Parsons

They made a home for a bright stepchild
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EDITORIALS
The good new days
AMONG veteran broadcasters the celebration of its 40th
anniversary by WWJ Detroit last week undoubtedly
evoked yearnings for the good old days.
In the present atmosphere the good old days are apt to
be remembered as better than they really vi'ere. It is only
natural to think nostalgically of a time when competition
was defined as three or four stations in a major market,
when there wasn't any television, when payola was a nonsense word, when Amos 'n' Andy riveted an entire population to its superheterodynes and when the government meant
what it said when it vowed to keep out of program control.
We suggest, however, that the 40th anniversary of commercial radio is more reason to look ahead than behind. The
growth of radio continues. Listening habits change and so
do
listeners' tastes,
but change is no more than a challenge
to resourceful
broadcasters.
Radio isn't what it used to be, but neither is America
what it was in 1920. At the end of another 40 years radio
will no doubt be difl'erent from radio today, but there will
be radio and it will be a vigorous force. Isn't 40 the birthday at which life begins?
False alarms
ANOTHER significant event in radio history is about to
take place. The last of the daytime serials are about to
disappear.
This event has so far received scant attention. Yet it was
not long ago that the serials were the prime target of the
same sort of criticism that now is being aimed at some
forms of television programming.
The serials were accused of pandering to low-brow tastes,
of corrupting housewives with escapism instead of lifting
their cultural standards to winged heights.
Well, the serials are almost gone. The last time we looked,
there were still a lot of housewives around, and they were
more active in intellectual, cultural and civic affairs than
ever. When the westerns disappear from television, we'll
bet their scars will be no deeper than those the radio soap
operas left.
Prognosis of Echo I
ECHO I, which heralds the imminent arrival of global
communications, including international television, inevitably will trigger a new propaganda war.
This lamentable prospect is not difficult to discern. The
Soviet Union now spends more than $100,000,000 a year —
exceeding the entire budget for our international information program — to jam the Voice of America radio transmissions. Imagine the ends to which it would go to jam
tv transmissions via space satellites.
Scientists say that world-wide tv transmission through
use of reflecting satellites is about two years away. Technical
feasibility of this project was proved by Echo I.
Immeasurable good could accrue through peaceful application of space communications satellites. Africa, now
seething with internal unrest, presents a striking example of
what might be accomplished. The dark continent has dozens
of dialects and languages. Voice transmissions, on a continental scale, are all but futile. But the universal language
of pictures, via television, could permeate the remotest areas
with meaningful information which all peoples could understand. Community receivers in the hands of tribal leaders
could perform miracles in imparting knowledge.
The imminence of space communications was recognized
at the International Telecommunications Conferences in
Geneva last fall. The United States wanted bands allocated
94

internationally through ITU to make them free from harmful interference. The Russians, however, objected, on the
ground that such allocations were premature, and not
enough was known about propagation characteristics. The
upshot was that no allocations were made, but it was agreed
that a special international conference on space allocations
should be held in 1963.
The Geneva conferences did not discuss Soviet jamming
of Voice of America broadcasts, or those of other democratic nations, despite their violation of international understanding. The Russians insisted that these matters were
"political" and had no place at a technical conference.
Now that the United States has shown the way, Russia
certainly will press forward in satellite communications. The
move now will be toward active satellites containing the
transmitting and receiving gear necessary to enable people
everywhere to view the same live program simultaneously.
It would all be so simple if only the technical problems
were to be coped with. Any successful method of radio
transmission can be successfully jammed. The Soviet has
proved and practiced this as an international scofflaw since
the end of World War II. Satellites can be jammed if the
frequencies they use are known. And satellites, we presume,
can be shot down too.
Special

rates

for chanty

A GOOD

MANY newspapers and magazines try occasional y to create the impression that the press alone
is motivated by noble purposes and that broadcasting is
dedicated to the pursuit of money.
We have come into possession of some information that
provides a somewhat more objective comparison of the
motives of the media. It is contained in a pamphlet put out
by the Foster Parents' Plan which for 20-odd years has been
sending money and supplies to needy children in foreign
countries. The pamphlet explains the history, operation and
purpose of the Plan, and in it are these two illuminating
paragraphs:
"Do you know that magazines and newspapers, through
which Plan finds many new foster parents, charge Plan only
one-half of their regular space rates for our advertisements?
"Do you know that radio, tv stations, newspapers and
magazines gave Plan hundreds of thousands of dollars of
free time and space during the past year? Plan has never
paid one cent for radio or tv advertising."

Drawn for BKOADOASTING by Sid Hix
"Let's bring it up here every weekend! What the boss
doesn't know won't hurt him!"
BROADCASTING
August 22, 1960
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KANSAS

HI

CITY!

When the little hand and big hand are
straight up, this character takes over some 54 %
of the TV sets in Kansas City. That's been the
story for "Hi Noon's Cartoons" for 4 years.
When the big hand moves straight down,
Bette Hayes (now in her eighth successful year)
appears and the channel 4 dominance continues.
This pair has the locks on Kansas City's
noon-hour block. Both are typical of the
something-better programming viewers get
when WDAF-TV goes local.

REPRESENTED BY HARRINGTON. RIGHTER & PARSONS. INC.

ilF-V

• SICtM^LIL^&ILI^

• KAN^SAS

CITY,

MISSOURI

ACCORDING

TO THE

DICTIONARY...

CONSTANT
(kon-stant) means
1. always the same. 2. never stopping. 3. happening
often, again and again. 4. faithful, loyal, steadfast.
ACCORDING
KIMN

TO DENVER...

is constant ... a/ways the same ... always the

same top quality music and news, "alive" announcers,
sparkling production. It all adds up to KIMN being constantly Denver's No. 1 station . . . proudly serving Denver!
KIMN is never stopping . . . music and news 24 hours
daily, 7 days a week. And adding new listeners is also
constant at KIMN, It happens often, again and again as
more and more Denver area people tune to KIMN and
stay there! What's more, these listeners are faithful,
loyal, steadfast! They listen, they buy products and services advertised on KIMN!
ACCORDING

TO THE

RATINGS

...

for the constant sale of your product or service in the
Denver area . . . use Constant KIMN, consistently No. 1
in the Denver area!
JUST

LOOK

AT THIS!

KIMN

IS DENVER'S

NO. 1 STATION!

PULSE 19
SEVEN DAY AVERAGE
Latest Pulse,
June, 1960.
50% more audience than
Second Denver Station!

KIWIN...

DENVER'S

HOOPER 29.6
SIX DAY AVERAGE
Latest Hooper,
June, July, 1960.
Over 2% times the audience
of Second Denver Station!

INTEGRITY

950 ON YOUR DIAL

STATION!
CECIL HEFTEL, PRESIDENT

5000 WATTS I REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC. / KEY STATION-I NTE RMOUNTAI N NETWORK

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

AUGUST 29, 1960
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SRA's single rate push: 80% favor in first tally
l^Thelid's off for fall campaigning on the airwaves
There'll
You'd

be

lots of life in live tv drama

better

start

keeping

New

a count

of commercials

historic

WHO'S

in

WHO

season

93-county

confirms

of

next

Radio coverage

farm

WHO Radio farm ratings are phenomenal during the
periods when farm families listen most to radio (6 a.m.8:30 a.m., Noon-l:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. -7:00 p.m. — Monday
through Saturday). For example, WHO Radio's share of
farm homes using radio exceeds that of the next three
stations combined in 70% of all quarter hours surveyed.
It exceeds that of the next two stations combined in all
quarter hours.
But the farm radio audience accounts for only 28.4%
of all homes reached by 50,000-Watt WHO Rad io in this
tremendous 93-county area. WHO Radio's showing among
urban radio families is equally spectacular.

RADIO

Page

31

Page

38

Page

46

Page

64

Pulse
fact

impact
homes!

area is America's

EACH year since 1938 the "Iowa Radio Audience
Survey" has proved 50,000-Watt WHO Radio to be
the great favorite of Iowa farm radio famihes. Listenership
of our Farm News programs has always topped those of
the next two, three or jour stations comh 'tned!
i960 is no exception! Proof is in the new 93-County
Area* Pulse Survey which covered an area served by more
than 85 radio stations.

AND

14th largest radio market!

Ask your PGW Colonel about all the up-to-date facts
on
WHO
Radio — serving America's l4th largest radio
market
!
*This area includes 68% (93 of 137) of the counties in which WHO Radio
has 10% or more NCS No. 2 penetration.

for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, I
which also owns and opesates I
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport I
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Kepresentalives

i

BOWLING

IN

IS

BOOMING

WNAX-570
"BIG
AGGIE
. . . and WNAX-570 has had a l>ig part in its
growth and promotion. For the past eleven
years, the Annual WNAX 6-State Bowling
Tournament has heen growing hy leaps and
hounds with entries topping the 16,000 mark
this year. It's the higgest howling event of its
kind sponsored hy a radio station.
The size of the WNAX 6-State Bowling
'Big TourAggie
nament reflects the vastness of

WNAX-570
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF CBS
ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz

LAND"
Land" — a rich agricultural area spreading
across six states in the Midwest's great Upper
Missouri Valley. Its 21^ niillion people spend
$3,000,000,000 a year. 80% of them listen to
\^ NAX-570 three to seven times a week.
Bowling or hroadcasting — WNAX-570 has the
I>romotional know-how and the coverage to
produce results.

RADIO

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX,
Yankton,
KVTV, Sioux
City, S.IowaDak.
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Columbus- Ohio
WTTM, Worthington,
Trenton, N.J.
WMMN, Fairmont W.Va.

1960

Refrigerators.
A tirst-claKM ilrv air Iti'fri^emICiMtlt-r
lor witli
I'on ciiiiu-liiii'il
Ire
rixiiliiiiiM),
frir $12, wiiit-li
you can liuve li_v paviufi >'2ca!sli
•U(l II wecklr. "
A CO||l|,kfc tli-ROliltlCIlt «»f

Mattings,
From 15 to 40 ci^ntH, in plain
white and fancy colon*.
WEEKLY

OR MONTHLY

PAYMENTS.

Ckcuuud
<f
TV
LWGA
Lancaster,
NBC

Or 5 Per Cent. Discount for Cash.
»

Mil

MULTI-CITY

■ ^

fl

TV

and

C

A<»

MARKET

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel

8 stationx

is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.
NBC and CBS
and

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

CBS
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company,

Inc.

New York . Chicago • Los Angeles . San Francisco
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CLOSED
Tv boom ■ On eve of release by FCC
of television financial figures for 1959,
best estimates by informed sources are
that
growth overall
continued
unchecked
—
with tv's
indicated
increase
in total
revenues by networks and stations of
more than 15% over 1958's volume of
SI. 03 billion. In some markets, it's estimated, total revenues reached impressive proportions, as much as 25% over
1958 income.
figures
revenues
andFCC's
incometv are
due for
to be1959
released
this
week. Radio's 1959 financial report
will come out in October as usual, it's
hoped.

Summer audience ■ Television drumbeaters, who weren't too elated when
Sindlinger & Co. researchers reported
year ago that radio's July (1959) audience was bigger than television's, are
smiling bit more comfortably now.
Latest Sindlinger report shows tv back
in front in July this year, with average
daily audience of 84.4 million compared with 82.9 million for radio (in
July 1959 it was 79.4 million for radio,
77.7 million for tv). Radio enthusiasts
— including RAB, which had predicted
radio's inroads would increase (Broadcasting, Aug. 15) — are wondering
what happened, though RAB thinks it
knows. RAB says political conventions
did it: that Sindlinger report for week
between conventions showed radio still
out in front.

CIRCUIT®

ago. During its tv heyday, remedy accounted for at least $1 million spot billing each year at Ted Bates. Agency
admits NAB's actions chopped down
station list, but it isn't making any attempts to add outlets — though privately
Bates thinks it could.
Two for one ■ There's better than even
chance that FCC will go for revision of
its duopoly regulations to extent of permitting same owner to operate both
uhf and vhf to outlets in same market,
where need for additional service exists (i.e., fewer than three stations in
market). Morgan Murphy advanced
this proposal in seeking ch. 25 in Eau
Claire, Wis., where only existing station (his ch. 13 WEAU-TV) now tries
to accommodate all three networks
(Broadcasting, April 4).
Duopoly regulations prescribe that
individual licensee may not operate
more than one station of same class
in market (i.e., one am, one fm, one
tv). Waiver of tv duopoly rule (3.636)
thus would permit operation in same
market of one uhf and one vhf as
means of providing additional service
and, at same time, of encouraging development ofuhf. If FCC does authorize waiver, it presumably would be under rigid restrictions including prohibition against duplication of vhf programs on uhf outlet.

Secret reasons ■ FCC had more on
which to go than formal letter from Director Leo A. Hoegh, of Office of Civil
and Defense Mobilization, which it released Aug. 19, finally rejecting proposals to enlarge vhf band to accommodate additional tv channels (Broadcasting, Aug. 22). Buttressing Mr.
Hoegh's letter was classified document
going extensively into reasons for flat
rejection beyond those cited (1) too expensive (over $5 billion for replacements), and (2) weakening to "an unacdefense. ceptable degree" our country's national

Network licensing ■ Irrespective of
outcome of November elections and
operation of equal time provisions
under suspension of Sec. 315 permitting
Great Debates, networks are confronted with fight at next session of
Congress to stave off legislation requiring that they be licensed. Championing
such legislation is Rep. Bennett (RMich.) who has assumed mantle of
former Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)
who carried on battle for decade prior
to his defeat two years ago. Mr. Bennett
raised issue again last week in consideration of 315 suspension and has
served notice that he intends pursuing
legislation next session.

Still around ■ Preparation H tv commercials still survive in estimated 60
markets year after NAB Tv Code Review Board's removal as code subscribers of some 30 stations that persisted
in accepting hemorrhoid remedy business. At its peak. Preparation H spot
tv schedule ran close to 150 stations.
Though total has fallen off, product still
appears on 70-75 stations in commercials using similar film and copy of year

There's no certainty that licensing
proposal will be enacted. Some legislators (plus FCC) feel that affiliates
would be disposed to relinquish program origination responsibility to networks to even greater degree. Middleground approach, fostered by FCC,
would subject networks to same degree
of regulation as licensed station operators, but without formality of licenses.
Networks have pointed out that they

are subject to these regulations anyway
because their owned and operated stations are licensed.
Unequal time ■ Political aspect of
American Bar Assn. convention this
week will have predominantly GOP
flavor. Not on invited list of speakers
is Sen. John F. Kennedy, Democratic
candidate. Vice President Nixon is
billed for major address as are President Eisenhower and Secretary of State
Christian A. Herter. Official ABA explanation isthat Republicans were invited because they are government officials. Sen. Kennedy isn't member of
bar and partisan considerations weren't
taken into account in arranging speaking schedules on program.
Also slated for scant attention at
lawyers' convention is important Canon
35 issue, according to advance check
with ABA. Antiquated rule barring
microphones and cameras from courtrooms has been shunted to committee
headed by Whitney North Seymour,
noted constitutional lawyer, ABA
president-elect and special counsel for
NAB at FCC program inquiry last
winter. Mr. Seymour, ABA said, is
expected merely to report orally that
his committee can't find angel to finance preliminary study designed to
show feasibility of depth survey showing impact of broadcast working tools
on judicial processes.
Back to classes ■ Here's schedule of
FCC members following August monthlong recess (except for Commissioner
Robert E. Lee who stayed on job during entire period): Chairman Fred W.
Ford returns Sept. 6, as do Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and John S.
Cross. Returning today (Aug. 29) are
Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde and
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley. Returning Tuesday, Aug. 30, is neophyte
Commissioner Charles H. King.
Ads from
■ Tip-off
Detroit'sin
early
rule sales
of thumb
on on
spending
media for new auto models: M.C.
Patterson, Dodge's general manager,
has prepared talk for today (Aug. 29)
at meeting in New York of 1,100
eastern area Dodge dealers in which he
notes that new sales this year resulting from
Polara
andadding
Dart Lancer
models to
willDodge's
mean
added advertising money available for
1961 campaign "in all media." (Dodge
starts national ad campaign soon for
its car and truck lines.) BBDO is
Dodge's agency.
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"WAGA-TV's

EDITORIALS...

IN THE

TRADITION James
OF C.AMERICA'S
Hagerty
Press Secretary to the President
FREE AND
RESPONSIBLE
PRESS..."
The inauguration in May of 1960 of telecast editorials twice each weekday evening on WAGA-TV
brought to Atlanta's million-plus population the first "other voice" since the merger of the two daily
newspapers more than 10 years ago. ■ In the words of President Eisenhower's Press Secretary . , ,
"The expression of varied opinions, supported by fact and conviction, can be
a healthy addition to the intellectual development of a community." The
"WAGA-TV Editorial" is another example of what Mr. Hagerty calls "... the
fine public service activities being carried on by WAGA-TV." ■ A basic programming objective of WAGA-TV is ". . . to promote community betterment
. . . the development of an active, informed citizenry ... to cooperate with the
recognized governmental, civic, charitable, religious, educational, and other
James C ilagerty

famous

6

agencies dedicated to these ends."

on the local scene . . .for public service
^^^^/^^^^^^^"^^^ |
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF

ONE

Mr. Houston

Let's remove obstacles to creativity ■ Why do we not
get more effective advertising for the millions of dollars
we spend? Bryan Houston, president of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, New York, asks this question.
And in this week's Monday Memo he explores some
of the reasons for the blocking of creativity that otherwise could achieve this goal. One is the artificially engendered sense of shame among advertising men for
their calling. Another is the multi-layered corporate
advertising department that nibbles away creative
talents. Page 18.

Political fog lifted ■ Suspension of Sec. 315 equal-time language by
Congress, with presidential approval, clears the way for campaign arrangements. Other political developments: Analysis of early tv timebuying in the South by Broadcast Advertising Reports indicates heavy
purchases during the fall campaign; Nixon appears on the Jack Paar
Show, first major broadcast after Sec. 315 legislation; do's and don'ts
for broadcasters as a result of the legislation; final congressional steps in
Sec. 315 passage. A political roundup begins on page 31.

LANSING
The

proves

More for single rate ■ Reaction to Station Representatives Assn.'s recom endation ofone rate for both local and national spot advertising is
running about 80% in favor. But several stations cite problems. Page 38.
Look at live drama ■ Shirley Temple, Family Classics, Witness, and
others join the U.S. Steel Hour, Armstrong Circle, DuPont and Dow
as live dramatic fare on CBS-TV and NBC-TV. ABC-TV may have
some too. Page 46.

ABC radio hikes rates ■ A new rate card, based on 100% clearances
and introducing new discounts, goes into effect Oct. 1, coincident with
the start of new Flair programming. New program and business formats
are reviewed with ABC affiliates. Page 74.

that ...

is the rnarkets'

Senate passes payola bill ■ Sen. Pastore guides a modified measure
through the Senate despite a Proxmire move to reinstate license suspensions. Page 60.

They're counting the spots at the FCC ■ It all started seven years ago
when Commissioner Lee got incensed at a radio station for too many
spots; today it's official policy — 13-14 spots per hour are okay, but
watch out if your records show more than that. Page 64.

Hooper

WILS

Time Inc.'s broadcast activity ■ New plans afoot will include camera
techniques, edited portions of the "March of Time" library and a New
York news bureau, according to Wes PuUen. Page 48.

Legal maneuvers in Miami and Boston cases ■ FCC postpones the
Sept. 15 deadline permitting National Airlines' ch. 10 in Miami to remain operational until Sept. 30. Commission also continues for two
weeks the deadline for briefs in reopened Boston case. Page 62.

latest
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Legal viewpoint ■ The relations of the broadcast media and lawyers
will be discussed during sessions of the American Bar Assn.'s convention in Washington, with a report on Canon 35. Page 76.
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NBC • CHANNEL 10
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and WPON - Pontiac
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KTVU

PURCHASE

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK
Space
NBC

Opposes

KRON-TV

plea to consolidate

NBC told FCC Friday (Aug. 26) it
is prepared to show its conduct in negotiating for purchase of KTVU (TV)
San Francisco-Oakland "was entirely
proper."
Network
comments,
with
those
of RKO
General along
and
KTVU, were filed in opposition to petition by Chronicle Publishing Co.,
licensee of KRON-TV San Francisco,
seeking consolidated hearing on KTVU
purchase with NBC-RKO transactions
in Washington, Philadelphia and Boston (At Deadline, July 4).
Only pertinent factual issue, NBC
said, is actions of network contracting
to purchase KTVU and it has no objection to hearings on this issue alone.
Most issues raised by Chronicle already
have been resolved favorably to NBC,
petition stated.
In answering antitrust allegations by
KRON-TV, NBC maintained that after
conducting "an exhaustive investigation," Justice Dept. concluded that no
coercion was involved in KTVU buy.
Network, said, as did other two parties,
that exchange of NBC Philadelphia
stations for WNAC-AM-TV, WRKOFM Boston and RKO buy of NBC's
Nixon

appearance

doubles

Paar

rating

NBC-TV Jack Paar Show's sevencity Arbitron rating for 12 midnight
to 12:30 a.m. period during Vice
President Nixon's guest appearance
Thursday night was more than double
that of same period preceding Thursday, American Research Bureau reported Friday. ARB said during Nixon
appearance it was 16.4, compared to
7.8 week earlier. Projected to national
basis, ARB said, Paar-Nixon audience
would be 7.5 million homes, 12 million
people.

Watchdog
asks

fund

group
boost

Senate Commerce Committee's Freedom of Information (Watchdog) Subcommittee plans wide-scale monitoring
of tv and radio stations during rest of
1960 election campaign, it was revealed
Friday.
Parent committee chairman, Warren
G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.), submitted
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

hearing

WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington should
not be consolidated with KTVU hearing because KRON-TV is party of interest only in San Francisco.
RKO charged that Chronicle, in efforts to delay or prevent KTVU transfer, has "reached out far beyond the
parties and issues involved . . . and
gratuitously attacked RKO. . . . The
Chronicle's scandalous attack on RKO
flows solely from a tenuous and indirect
extension of its apparently frantic attempts to perpetuate its network [NBC]
affiliation.
." KTVU hit Chronicle
Both RKO. . and
charges that RKO actually controls
station, operated under construction
permit by San Francisco-Oakland Tv
Inc. RKO said it at no time tried to
induce sale of KTVU to NBC. KTVU
denied there is any hidden control and
maintained that past relationships between KTVU principals and RKO
". . . are perfectly clear and perfectly
innocent."
In saying they had no objection to
hearing on one issue, all three parties
waived their rights to Sec. 309 (b) (McFarland) letter.
committee resolution asking boost of
subcommittee appropriations from presently-approved $35,000 to $185,000,
mostly to contract monitoring service to
spot check tv and radio stations and
networks for abuses of Sec. 315 provisions as amended last year and of suspension privilege given to broadcasters
in case of presidential candidates.
Press equality
Spokesman for Rep. Randall
Harmon (D-Ind.) said Friday
there's question on constitutionality of Rep. Harmon's bill (HR
13145) to require newspapers
and magazines to give equal space
to all candidates for same office
and charge identical advertising
rates. But Rep. Harmon, who introduced bill after complaint by
Democratic constituent about
M uncle (Ind.) Star's coverage of
candidates, is reported to have
felt bill will help point up "discrimination" against Democrats
by Republican-dominated press.

BEGINS ON

PAGE 31

era

prompts

sales

scheme

Space developments are triggering
new type of network selling. Success
of NBC-TV's Project Echo, half-hour
documentary telecast 9:30 p.m. on same
day communication satellite was
launched, has led network to set up
new "hold for release" procedure.
Julian Goodman, NBC director of news
and public affairs, is planning series of
four similar programs. Journey Into
Space, for broadcast as developments
warrant, and network salesmen are
pitching to prospective advertisers.
Project Echo, telecast after 5:39
a.m. satellite launching Aug. 12, was
sponsored by Bell Telephone System
through N.W. Ayer, using no commercials but explaining Bell Labs' part
in developing satellite. NBC, Bell and
Ayer had been working on television
project for weeks, clearing stations
through day of telecast.
Samuel
Allied

Cuff
Stores

dies;
official

Samuel H. Cuff, 58, radio-tv director of Allied Stores since 1948, widely
known for activities in connection with
retail use of broadcast advertising, died
Thursday (Aug. 25) of cancer at home
in New York. Mr. Cuff was key figure
in so-called "Pottstown (Pa.) Study" on
measurement of radio sales effectiveness several years ago.
He also helped initiate and supervised Allied Stores" "Color Caravan"
which toured some 40 cities in 1956-57
jointly promoting color tv and Allied
outlets. Before going to Allied, which
operates 90 retail stores in U. S., Mr.
Cuff managed WABD (TV) (now
WNEW-TV) New York. He also had
been radio-tv news commentator and
was author ("The Face of the War",
1942), lecturer, non-denominational
minister.
Bakersfield

station

sold by Chronicle
Tv station sale, reported Friday, subject to usual FCC approval:
■ KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.: Sold
by San Francisco Chronicle (KRONTV) to Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp. for $850,000 plus assumptions of $250,000 obligations. Reeves'
organization owns WUSN-TV Charleston, S.C., and is large land developer in

AT

DEADLINE

South Carolina and North Carolina.
Reeves also is sound equipment manufacturer.
J. Drayton Hastie, broadcasting chief
for Reeves, said Bakersfield purchase
is first move toward expansion to full
quota of tv holdings. He also stated
there would be no personnel changes
at KBAK-TV. Bakersfield station was
bought by Chronicle in 1953 for $85,000. It began operation on ch. 29 in

WEEK'S

1953, and is affiliated with CBS and
ABC. Broker was Hamilton-Landis &
Assoc.
Union

sponsor

For sixth consecutive presidential
election. International Ladies Garment
Workers Union Campaign Committee
will underwrite series of programs on
behalf of Democratic candidates. Se-

ries, to begin Oct. 6, will run on consecutive Thursdays until Nov. 3 on
ABC Radio network, 10:30-10:45 p.m.
(NYT). Featured on each program will
be outstanding speaker, plus Hollywood
talent. Series will kick off with Adlai
Stevenson and wind up with Sen. Kennedy. M.S. Novik, radio tv consultant
to AFL-CIO, has handled program
since
1936. Furman-Finer, New York,
is
agency.

HEADLINERS
A.N. Halverstadt, manager of advertising
production division of Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, named general advertising
manager. He will be responsible for guiding and correlating advertising policies,
practices and personnel development for

divisions, as well as for
operating
P&Gcentral
E'^ir'
i.^ some
staff departments in merchandising and advertising production acMr.
tivities. Other P&G managerial changes:
Halverstadt
E.A. Snow, vp-advertising, becomes vptoilet goods division; CM. Fullgraf, presently manager,
toilet goods division, will become managing director,
Thomas Hedley & Co., P&G English subsidiary. He succeeds
K.W. Streith, who undertakes special assignment for development of company business in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Portugal and Austria. E.G. Harness, manager, soap
products promotion division, named manager, advertising
department, soap products division. All changes are effective Oct. 1.

Denver: WFBM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis; WTCN-AM-TV
Minneapolis; WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.
In a separate development, Phil Hoffman last week resigned as vp and general manager of WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis toacquire exclusive Hammond Organ franchise for
Omaha-Council Bluffs area. Station Manager Arthur M.
Swift adds his responsibilities and reports direct to Mr.
Pullen who is also Twin State Broadcasting Inc. president.
Mr. Swift, who was named WTCN station manager in early
1959 and of both stations last September, previously had
been general sales manager of WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids. Mr. Hoffman's election to vp and general manager came
in May 1957.Denver.
He had been station manager of Time's
KLZ-AM-TV
Anton J. (Tony) Moe,
vp and general manager
of KSO Des Moines,
promoted to executive
vp
of WKOW-AM-TV
Madison,
Wis. Frank

R.H. Coffin, vp of RCA, becomes staff vp
in charge of advertising and sales promotion in consolidation move of firm's institutional and staff advertising sales promotion activities. He will have responsibilities for coordinating policy on both
product and institutional advertising. He
will report to Kenneth W. Bilby, vp of
public affairs. Mr. Coffin joined RCA in
Mr. Coffin
1949 and became vp in 1955. Previously,
he was account executive with McCann-Erickson, N.Y.

McGivern,
account
executive atWLOL
Minneapolis, succeeds Mr. Moe
Mr. Moe
Mr. McGivern
as general manager of
KSO. All stations are owned by Midcontinent Broadcasting
Co. of Wisconsin. Before joining KSO as general manager
in 1958, Mr. Moe was with CBS-TV Sales, N.Y., and prior
to that was sales promotion manager for CBS-TV Pacific
Network from 1951-55. Mr. McGivern joined WLOL in
1956 as account executive. Previously, he was general
manager of WCFL Chicago.

Frederick S. (Fritz) Gilbert, general manager of Time magazine, appointed general
manager of Broadcasting Div. of Time
Inc. He will coordinate and direct activities which include ownership and operation of four tv and radio stations as well
as "experimental production of news and
news feature programs for tv and radio"
(see story, page 48). Mr. Gilbert will reMr. Gilbert
port to Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc.
vp who is responsible for company's broadcasting and real
estate operations. Mr. Gilbert joined Time Inc. in 1935 as
staff member of The March of Time, worked 1937-46 in
advertising sales for Time and Life in Detroit and Cleveland, served as advertising manager of Life International
until 1948 when he became assistant publisher of Time and
its general manager in 1954. Time stations: KLZ-AM-TV

H. Stilwell Brown, consultant to Concert
Network Inc. for past three months, appointed to newly-created post of general
manager. Earlier, he had been with Northeast Radio Network (formerly Rural Radio Network) since 1948, starting as assistant to general manager and advancing
to sales manager, station relations manager
and vp and general manager. In new posiMr. Brown
tion, Mr. Brown will supervise Concert
Network's four owned-and-operated stations (WNCN (FM)
New York, WBCN (FM) Boston, WHCN (FM) Hartford
and WXCN (FM) Providence) and will coordinate operations with network's affiliated stations (WDAS-FM Philadelphia, WBVA (FM) Woodbridge, Va., and WMTW-FM
Mt. Washington, N.H.). Mr. Brown will headquarter in
New York.
FOR OTHER NEWS
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MUSEUM-BOUND. When Philadelphia's Art Museum opened in 1928 the news
Worthwhile
about

In

Philadelphia

to visit their Museum.

announcements

recorded

What

brought

by Museum

quent intervals by this pioneer
delphia institutions a forum

Two
them?

Philadelphians

Perhaps

officials for WIP,

in Philly radio. WIP

for talking

more

and

it was

one of the

broadcast

offers authorities

to the public in their own

are

at fre-

of Phila-

words— and

voices. It's another example of the public service consciousness which has differentiated WIP from other Philadelphia radio stations for 38 years. It typifies
Metropolitan's unique
ing audiences for WIP

blending of traditional with new concepts to create growservice . . . and your story ... in METRODELPHIA,
PA.

A station of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V. P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Retry

The

Embassy

of

Mexico

This view of the main staircase
in the Mexican

Embassy-

shows the colorful mm-als by
Roberto

Cueva

Photographed

del Rio.
for WTOP-TV

by Fred Maroon.

REPRESENTED

BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

Advertisement

and directors meeting. 5 p.m. at Cherry Plaza
Hotel, Orlando.
Sept. 16-18 — UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — Assn. Canadletuie Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and iVIurray Brown, CFPL-AMFM-TV, president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21— Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
Sept.
Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair22 —Inn,AP St.Michigan
Clair, Mich.

EDITORIALIZING?

Here

Are

Tools
Bigger

New

For

A

Job

Ask any station broadcasting editorials— and you'll discover how
highly rewarding this activity can
be! It's a vital public service; it
improves "station image;" it lifts
program ratings.
Now, with Broadcast Editorial
Reports, this station service can
be expanded to embrace national
and international affairs which
are discussed with concern by local audiences all over the country.
For BER provides daily authoritative "Opinioncasts" — three minutes of background material and
analysis, plus opinion. The material can be used as received;
can be revised by station broadcasters to advance opposing
views. The pertinent information
can be adapted in many ways.
World- Famed Staff
The men who prepare these
"Opinioncasts" include such veteran global newsmen as H. V.
Kaltenborn . . . Henry Cassidy . . .
W. W. Chaplin . . . Leon Dennen
. . . Eugene Lyons . . . Louis P.
Lochner . . . John Luter . . . Will
Oursler . . Ansel Talbert — and
others of the same stature. In addition, these are experts in other
areas of public interest.
Low, Low Costs
Rates, based on primary coverage, range from $7.00 to $70.00
per week, with service exclusive to
one station in a market. For all
the facts on BER (and sample editorials), contact A. Maxwell Hage,
President and Editor-in-Chief.
BROADCAST
EDITORIAL
REPORTS
33 East 39th Street, N.Y. 16
MUrray Hill 9-3450
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(^Indicates first or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 29— NAB Radio Code Review Board, NAB
headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 — American Bar Assn. Annual
convention, Statler-Hilton Hcrtel, Washington, D.C.
President Eisenhower will address opening session,
2 p.m. Aug. 29 at Sheraton-Park Hotel.
Aug. 29-Sept. 3— American Assn. for Education in Journalism annual convention. The Council on Radio and Television Journalism will sponsor three broadcasting events; an address on convention and campaign broadcast coverage by
Samuel J. Sharkey, editor of NBC News; a
panel discussion on radio-tv education against
the background of the mass communications approach, and a session on research. Pennsylvania
State U., University Park, Pa.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1 — Comments due on FCC proposal to add
additional vhf channels to several principal markets through reduced mileage separations. Also
under consideration are new engineering curves
for use in plotting assignments. This is continuance of June 20 deadline. Reply comments now
due Sept. 16. (Dockets 13340 and 13374.)
Sept.
2-4 —meeting.
West Virginia
Broadcasters'
Assn.
annual fall
The Greenbrier,
White Sulpher
Springs.
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America, Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Starved Rock Lodge, Utica, N.Y.
*Sept. 12 — Hollywood Ad Club initial meeting
of 1960-61, 12 noon at Stage 6, Paramount Television Productions. Ken Snyder, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, wJI be program chairman for demonstration-discus ion ofvideo tape techniques.
Sept. 13 — Premium Advertising Conference,
morning only, in conjunction with four-day New
York Premium Show at Hotel Astor, both sponsored by Premium Advertising Assn. of America
Inc. Speakers: William P. Dunham, product group
manager. General Foods Corp.; Henry 0. Whiteside, vice president and research director of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Charles M.
Hanna,ment author-lecturer-economist
and manageconsultant.
*Sept. 13 — Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at
Hotel Statler. W.D. (Pete) Moore, advertising
manager. Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp., will present
the Dodge Dart advertising story.
Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Cunningham
& Walsh executives will discuss radio problems.
Sept.
15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Fla.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
dn eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Ohio.
Sept. 15-17 — British Columbia Assn. of Broadcas.ers annual meeting at Kelowna, B.C.
Sept. ]6 — Broadcasting Executives Club fall
social. 100 Warrenton St., Boston.
"Sept. 16 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters officers

■Sept. 22-23 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting. Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Urbana, III.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District conventien. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of time to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
' Sept.
26 — Hollywood
Club Awards
luncheon made
meetingby
at
Hollywood
RooseveltAdHotel.
Advertising Assn. of the West (BROADCASTING,
July 4) will be presented to Hollywood winners.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept.
28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
Chicago.
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
dn eight cities) on better radio station manajeinent. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren Harris
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
Sept. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention meeting. Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Tentative program plans include session for major state candidates in fall elections.
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
*Oct. 4— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel
Statler. Robert Light, president. Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami
ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting,
NAB Headquarters, Washington. Girdle-bra advertising and theatrical film clips used in tv
promotion are among board problems. Plans will
be drawn for integration of code operations
among
offices. Washington, New York and Hollywood
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation anBROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

THE

RAILTON

SPECIAL

IS THE
PACESETTER
IN AUTOMOBILES
It hit an incredible speed of 415 miles per hour

IS CINCINNATrS
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

is the

STATION

only

radio

station

Cincinnati offering a merchandising
through supermarkets.

in

plan

Our exclusive tie-

up with A & P stores offers you extra sales
promotion

. . . guaranteed

in-store

displays for your client's products. In Programming ... In Popularity ... In Productiv ty . . . WSAI
radio station

is Cincinnati's PACESETTER

Represented Nationally by GILL-PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS mM-Cincinnati; Wm-Philadelphia; mU-Tampa
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MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY
. . . and 30 years of KTRH
programming has developed a pattern of listener
loyalty blanketing over 80
counties, serving over
1,087,100 radio households
and extending over 60,000
square miles. Comprehensive news reporting,
tasteful music, sports, farm
information and variety
give KTRH the popular balanced programming that
benefits over four million
people.

50,000 WATTS -740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
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nual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y. Speakers
include Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president, and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson vice president.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
"Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eigtit cities) on better radio station management.
Ricke/s Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 10 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices w\U be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Town House, Omaha, Neb.
Oct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society I2th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-17 — ^Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on
High Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skin/in Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT southern area
Music City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-Oct
2— AWRTMass.New England conference. Springfield,
Oct. 7-8— AWRT Heart of America conference. Chaue Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
— 'AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25— Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15— Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22— Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York

AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE

YOU LOOK
TV CENTRAL
RATES ANDCALIFORNIA'S
RATINGS,
AT
THE MORE YOU
UKEKJEOJV
1

channel 47
J
o
' for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H'R-^^C representative
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How

in

mmsi
mmm

ten

short

weeks,
Mmmm
jmm iQ
m

we

set

Cleveland

WJW850.-104j

,

„
Frankly, we're a little amazed ourselves.
Not because Beautiful Music Radio is a
startling success but because our new concept in programming caught on so fast!
We launched Beautiful Music Radio on May
2nd , , . announced it with bus cards, billboards, newspapers (see cut). At the time,
we were ninth in this eight station market.

Mlfl

eastern Ohio! And the super-duper Hooper
for June- July has us in fifth place, overall.*
But even more important than the ratings,
is the gratifing response of mail we received
from grateful, intelligent and enthusiastic
listeners,
WJW is on the move! And now is the time
you should get the Beautiful Music Lion
by the tail.

In just ten short weeks, we took over as the
Number

One quality music station in North-

Because
in ten
weeks, we've
set Radio!
Cleveland on its
ear short
for Beautiful
Music

*With a whopping 107% increase (C. E. Hooper, June-July, 1960 vs March-April, 1960)

A STORER STATION
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850« -104.1 FM

CALL KATZ or NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22,
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1.
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MONDAY

MEMO

from BRYAN HOUSTON, president, Fletcher, Richards, Calkins & Holden, New

York

Let's
remove
obstacles
toreformed
creativity
the medicine man!
rary attention of the legion that would
The unintentional sabotage of the
I would like to point out the cold
reform us.
high creative effort that frequently ocI hold no brief for those few ad- hard fact that the techniques of mass
curs in the name of the imperfectly understood and amorphous thing we call
selling by advertising — vulnerable as
vertisers, agencies or media who use
"business orientation" is the burden of tricks to misrepresent, rather than they may be to chicanery — are inherently and necessarily more honest than
niy message today.
merely to entertain. But only the magany other form of commerce. And for
nificent
conceit
of
the
advertising
man
We can and do get good creative peoa simple reason. Dishonesty cannot conple to work within the guide lines of allows him to take the blame for what
tinually bring in repeat customers —
immorality
exists
in
show
business.
He
good commercial practice. There is no
which is the real backbone of American
problem there. But the real question, as had about as much to do with it as advertising.
the ticket takers did with Shoeless Joe
I see it, is not can we, but why do we
Basic Premise ■ Let me sum up my
not get more effective advertising for Jackson!
first
point this way. No creative man
the millions of dollars we spend? I have
Despite the fact that public education
I've ever associated with ever delibno complete answer for this one.
and public concern with public health
erately set out to destroy his livelihood
have advanced somewhat faster than
There are certain problems in mainby practicing deceit on his fellow man.
the
morals
of
the
medicine
show,
the
taining a high creative output under
I believe the advertising business is
the practical limitations imposed by a advertising business seems to be taking
among the cleanest, finest businesses
the blame for not having singlehandedly
business orientation. These stem from
America has developed. But the creative
the nature of creative people — their
people in advertising could do even
more effective work if clients would
urge to do it differently, to write deathless prose, to amuse, to draw or paint
stick to a business orientation that
equips the agency with the truth, the
for posterity; in short, to "fly" rather
than be bound by the chains of practical
whole truth, and nothing but the truth
necessity to move that merchandise.
about their products.
Impact ■ I just happen to be one of
The second force that adversely afthe school that believes advertising
fects the excellence of advertising today
is a little more complicated, tougher to
should and can be interesting, informative and impelling. The average obscure
capsule and somewhat difficult to deal
print ad or commercial seems to me to
with. It concerns today's multi-layered
have been created in the honest belief
corporate advertising department and
that greater results can be obtained by
the passing of an ad or a storyboard
indirection.
from hand to hand up the line until
It is natural that creative people
its original freshness is thumbprinted
to death and its lifeblood has leaked
should cial.lean
to the fun.
"way There
out" commerIt is more
is more
out through a thousand niggling,
nibbling changes.
room out there, so it is easier. And if
it hits, you've really got it made.
On the other hand, if you insist on
reducing the creative process to a tried
and true formula your audience is
bored stiff and, worse, the fine creative
spark that might have made a great
commercial is stamped out.
I say there is no real problem in the
exercise of high creativity within the
boundaries of good business orientation.
But over and above the natural creative shortcomings (that are amenable
mostly to the application of good common horse sense) there are two major
forces that are adversely affecting the
excellence of advertising today.
Sense of Shame ■ Force number one
is the sense of shame that has been
artificially engendered in creative people for what we are doing.
Good creative work of any kind is a
joyous, happy, outgoing thing. And a
sense of shame is the poorest soil from
which to expect a good creative crop.
Yet, we have come to the point where
we are almost glad to see some other
unfortunate creatures take the tempo18

Bryan Houston, native of San Antonio,
Tex., was chairman of the New York
agency bearing his name from 1955
until merging last year with Fletcher
Richards for a combined billing now
put in excess of $30 million, including
Eastern Air Lines, U.S. Rubber,
Heublein and other substantial broadcast investors. Mr. Houston has been
in the oil business, a Young & Rubicam vp, executive vp-general sales manager of Pepsi-Cola, executive vp of
Lennen & Mitchell and president of
Slierman & Marquette. During World
War // he was an Army colonel and
later an executive in the Office of Price
Administration and the Economic Cooperation Administration.

If we could vest the client's authority
to edit in no more than one knowledgeable advertising man — and eliminate
the troupe of midgets who crawl all
over the creative product with their
little red pencils and squeeze the life
out of it before it can be born — the
level of advertising quality would be
raised by at least 50%.
The most expensive thing that happens to agencies and advertisers today
is the layering of negative responsibility in corporate advertising departments. Itis not practical to get a great
ad or commercial through seven layers
of editorial criticism — and it is completely impossible to keep good creative people at top productive levels if
their work is to be constantly and repeatedly rehashed.
We are privileged to list among our
broadcast clients enlightened people
who believe in the theories advanced
above. From the sales figures on their
products, I'm quite sure that millions
of Americans who read magazines and
watch television agree, too.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

The value of TIME is our use of it. Thus, productivity
becomes the significant indication of our TIME'S worth.
At WBAL-TV in Baltimore, productivity is our principal
orientation. We seek to use our TIME well by employing
good creative talent, good judgment and good taste to
produce the kind of programs that people watch.
With many award-winning public service features to
our credit, and with over 75 live local shows each
week, the variety, quality and interest of our regular
schedule is not easily matched. Every minute of our day
is planned with care and consideration for our public
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

responsibility and executed with the attention of professional excellence. Audience and sales follow naturally
this healthy pattern of productivity.
"TIME is a sandpile we run our fingers in," the philosopher says. At WBAL Television 11 in Baltimore, we
cup our hands tightly.
NBC Affiliate/Channel 11 /Associated with WBAL-AM

& FM.

WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
19
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Smiles

that

make

you

happy

F

The pleasure is all yours when you select one of
these proven laugh-winners (and big audiencewinners !) from CBS Films. This Fall, scheduled
to be comedy's biggest season, is the ideal time
to put these guaranteed gloom-chasers to work
for you. See how hapijy you'll be with . . .
The

Phil

Silvers

Show

Sponsored by Dial, Ronzoni, Coca-Cola, Brylcreem, Studebaker-Packard, others. First in its
evening time period in seven-station New York
(NSI Jan. -June '60) . Said the American Stores
(Acme) ad manager : ''Add us to the long list of
clients for whom Bilko has done a solid job. We
sought the ideal program for a family audience,
and found a winner." ( 138 half hours)
Colonel

Fiacli

Sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive, Kroger, Dow
Chemical, Pepsi-Cola, others. First in its evening time periods in Milwaukee, Great Falls,
Jackson, others (NSI, Jan. -June '60). Saluted
TV Guide : . . as long on charm as it is short on
pretense . . . one of TV's pungent delights." When
"Flack" ended in Detroit, the protests made
front-page news, and The Detroit News headlined: ''Civic, Business Leaders Rally Round
Flack." (39 half hours)
The

Honeymooners

Sponsored by Anheuser-Busch, Safeway, Progresso, S&W, Canada Dry, Clairol, others. First
in its evening time periods in Boston, Albany,
Norfolk, others (NSI and ARB, Jan.-June '60) .
Said New York's Daily News: "You would have
to go far to find a more amusing foursome. . . ."
Said Variety: "... a perfect mating of script and
cast." Sponsor Armour & Co. (Youngstown) reported :"... does a real selling job for all our
Armour products." (39 half hours)
". . . the best film prograrns for all stations"
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis,
San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta. Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd.

CBS

Films

In Augusta,

OPEN

Georgia

WSTV-TV
The Best of CBS and ABC 9
'CHANNEL
STEUBEHViLLE-WHEELINB
Representeii by Avery-Knodei, Ine.
YOUR

WRGP-TV

ODUCT'S
PRST
BE

The Best of NBC 3
CHATTANOOeA, TENNESSEE 'CHANNEL 1
Represented by H-R

FRIEND
IS

The FRIENDLY

Group's

DW-TV
Newest member of The FRIENDLY
t
Group serving over a million people with 721
million dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC.
For Rates and Avails
• IN AUGUSTA: R. E. Metcalfe, TA 4-5432
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Gaynor, OX 7-0306
Represented Nationally byAvery-Knodel, Inc.

MIKE^

Single rate trend
editor: Just a line of appreciation for
the splendid vi'ay Broadcasting handled the one-rate story in the August
15 issue (pages 27, 114). We not only
appreciate the emphasis your magazine gave the subject in the news columns, but thought the editorial equally
appropriate. — Eugene Katz, President,
The Katz Agency, New York.

WRDW-TVl
The Best of CBS and ABC 1^
AUQUSTA, 6E0RQIA
Represented by Avery-Knsdel, Inc.

editor: We would appreciate permission to reproduce the article, "Now a
big push for single rate," . . . with
credit to you, of course. . . .—Flora
Love, Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, Ottawa, Canada.
[Permission granted. — ^The Editors.]

WBOY-TH

No opera at 4 a.m.
editor: That article you ran on page

The Best of NBC and CBS '3
CURKSfiURQ, WEST VIRQINIA
Represented by Avery-Xnodei, Inc.

KODE-TV
The Best of CBS and ABC 1^
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

I cannot say the crow is white. But needs must call a

spade a spade*

60 of your issue of August 15, "So
you
rific! can't get opera at 4 a.m.," is terIf reprints are available, we could
use several hundred copies. I would
like to supply copies to all the stations
we represent for their use in local
speech-making, conferences, discussions
with local groups and leaders etc.
If reprints are available, please ship
them . . . and damn the expense! —
Frank E. Pellegrin, Executive Vice
President, H-R Television Inc. and
H-R Representatives, New York.
Editors.]
[Reprints are available, 5^ each. — The
Waiver of Sec. 315
editor: ... As you know, the House
of Representatives passed S J Res. 207
thereby completing congressional approval to an important measure on
which the Senate had taken similar
action June 27. The effect of this
resolution ... is to waive the onerous
equal time requirement of Sec. 315
of the Communications Act insofar as
the presidential and vice presidential
nominees are concerned during the
1960 campaign. The debates may now

* Humphrey Gifford
"A Woman's Face is
Full of Wiles"
You
don't haveTVto audience.
dig too deep to find out KROC-TV
the Rochester

averages over 80% of

SPOTS NEXT TO 10 PM NEWS: 42^ PER RATING POINT (APPROX)
CHANNEL
ROCHESTER
10
MINNESOTA
KROC-TV
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConneil
G. David Gentling, gen'l. mgr.
NBC
22

go Atforward.
long last broadcasters have been
given a measure of temporary relief
from the veto power of the New Party,
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly Issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook i\lumber $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35^ per copy; Yearbook Wumber $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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Boston, June 10 : Station WHDH
used the new RCA-4401 Image Orthicon in a highly
successful colorcast of a regularly scheduled night baseball game from Fenway Park.
No greater lighting was needed than for black-and-white

pickup.

For more information about this high- sensitivity image orthicon for low-lightlevel color telecasting, contact your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor. RCA Electron
Tube Division, Harrison,

N. J.

mm
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The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

the For America Party, the Mississippi
Black and Tan Grand Old Party, the
American Third Party, the Christian
National Party and the American
Party and many other splinter groups
and fringe cadidates.
Favorable action on this resolution
is due, in very considerable measure,
to forceful editorial comment of editors who have recognized the dangers
inherent in Sec. 315 and who have
spoken out against its damaging restrictions.

SAN
DIEGO
CALIFORNIA
THE leth
LARGEST
COUNTY

.

Although a permanent solution is still
to be won, broadcasters now have an
opportunity to prove that they are
willing and able to discharge their
duties in the finest tradition of a truly
responsible free press.
We are most grateful for the support of Broadcasting and I would
like to thank you for your help. —
Frank Stanton, President, CBS Inc.

THE 19th
LARGEST
CITY . . .
THE

STES
G FAOW
INT
GR
MAJOR
MARKET

BOOK

IN THE

NATION ! *
SERVED
AND
SOLD
%t

^att ?9ieig;or Inion

BY

Evening

Tribune

"The Ring of Truth"
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA-GREATER LOS ANGELES-SPRINGFIELD,
ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY WASHINGTON BUREAU AND THE COPLEY NEWS
SERVICE. REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLUDAY CO., INC .
* Census Bureau preliminary report. County population: 1,003,522. City: 547,294.
Rate of increase since 1950: 63.7% for the city, 105.1% for the outlying area.
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NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
title/ position*

company name
address
ctty
Send to home address
24

stmte
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■ "In Reference to Radio," National
Assn. of Broadcasters, Washington,
D.C., $1.00 (for NAB members only).
An educational packet designed to
improve broadcaster relations with librarians, educators and other public
groups was published Aug. 17 under
direction of John Couric, NAB public
relations manager. It contains nine
separate publications telling the story
of radio. Extensive background material for research is included. The
folder can be inscribed with station call
letters and name of school or library.
Contents include these NAB publications— Radio USA, Dimensions of
Radio, Radio Code of Good Practices,
Radio and Television Bibliography,
The Sight and Sound of Justice, Code
of Conduct for Broadcasting Public
Proceedings, Advertising Stopped at 10
O'clock This Morning, Broadcasting
the News and Editorializing on the Air.
■ "Video Tape Recording" by Julian L.
Bernstein, John L. Rider Publisher Inc.,
N.Y., 268 pp.; $8.95.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWeeKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6. D, C.

name

REVIEW

The author, an instructor in audioelectrical-video technology at RCA
Institutes, N.Y., presents a fine overall
survey of a field that is becoming increasingly important to the tv industry.
There is an excellent introductory
section dealing with the history of vtr
from its most primitive stages to its
current "revolutionary" status.
Other chapters review mechanics of
recording, electronics of tape recording,
servo and video systems, and machine
and tape operations.
For those who are less familiar with
scientific jargon, this book will be a
pleasant surprise. It abounds with
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

FIRST
IN

TWICE

THE

BOTH
LOWEST
COST

PULSE

OF

AND

ANY

STATION

PER
IN THE
MARKET

TAMPA

-ST.

PETERSBURG

Represented Nationally by GILL-PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WALT - Tampa; mM - Cincinnati; WIH - Philadelphia
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More

quarter-hour

Portland

stations

firsts than

combined—

...April

1960

Hooper

too... 35.7 June- July

PULSE.

290

First

all other
out of 300

All

Day

DYNAMIC
RADIO IN
DYNAMIC
MARKETS

m

1960 Hooper
DON W. BURDEN — Presidenf

FASTEST

SELLING

SERIES

IN

SYNDICATION

TODAY!

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups hke Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
''best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 . PL B-2100
28

photographs and explanatory drawings,
and its style is clear and readable.
All in all, a must for station owners
who
ment. are about to invest in vtr equip■ "Control Techniques in Film Processing" Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, 55 W. 42nd St.,
New York 36., 181 pp., $5.00.
A booklet designed to raise the
quality level of film processing, has
been released by The Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers.
Each of the 10 chapters was written
by a recognized specialist in some
phase of the work. Included are discussions of the general principles of process control; mechanical evaluation and
control; instruments for photographic
control; control strips and sensitometric
curves; the chemistry of film processing
and economic considerations in establishing a process control system.
■ "ABC of Film & Tv Working Terms,"
by Oswald Skilbeck, Hastings House
Publishers. 151 East 50th St., New
York 22, N.Y.. 157 pp; $3.95.
The author, managing director of a
London film production company, has
assembled a dictionary of the working
words used in British film and tv studios. The usage followed is essentially
British and the American user is likely
to find some of the terms have acquired
a new meaning on the other side of
the Atlantic.
The book will prove useful to filmmakers with occasion to work in Britain
or in working with British technicians.

|oCORSAST:I-NP
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug.Price
29-31,
Sept. part.
1-2, 5-7 (11-11:30
a.m.)
is Right,
Aug.
29-31,
Sept.
p.m.) It Could Be You, 1-2,
part. 5-7 (12:30-1
Aug. 30,
b (9:30-10through
p.m.) Lennen
Arthur
Murray
Party,Sept.
P. Lorillard
& Newell and Sterling Drug through
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample.
Sept.through
7 (8:30-9
Is Aug.
Right,31,Lever
Ogiivy,p.m.)
BensonPrice&
Mather and Speidel through Morman, Craig
& Kummel.
Sept. 2 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drug through Grey Adv.
Sept. 2 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
Sept. 3 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, IMabisco through
Ted Bates.
Sept. 3 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Sept. 3 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, sust.
Sept. 4 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Sept. 5 (10-11 p.m.) Murder and the
Android, Purex through Edward H. Weiss.
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AUGMENT

YOUR

SALES

WITH

MUSIC

FOR

MATURE

MINDS

WBAL-RADIO, Maryland's only 50,000 watt station, covers a total population of over IVi million people . . . each with different
likes and dislikes. To reach this massive Maryland market, WBAL-RADIO hits a new note in full range programming — MUSIC
FOR MATURE MINDS. No disturbing idle talk. No discordant deviations. Just the big sound of beautiful music . . . music for
people of all ages . . . music for millions of discriminating Marylanders within the 14,000 square mile area that WBAL-RADIO
covers. If you're looking for a captive audience for your client, you can make beautiful music together with WBAL-RADIO.29
Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co.,Inc.|^Associated with WBAL
FM&TV ^^^L'P^J) JQ'^Py^LT|]y|Q[^£|
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Peach orchards,
Stanislaus County

• Modesto, home of KBEE, is a peach of
a farm market. The gross income of the
average farm around Modesto is $18,186
— almost 161% higher than the national
average.*
The home county (Stanislaus)
is:
first nationally in peach production
first nationally in milk exports
second nationally in turkey production
ninth nationally in total farm income
The most effective way to beam your
radio message into the prosperous Mo-

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
30

desto area is on KBEE, the Beeline station in Modesto.
As a group the Beeline stations cover
a market whose retail volume exceeds
that of Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire
and Rhode Island combined. The five
Beeline stations deliver more radio
homes here than any combination of
competitive stations ... at by far the
lowest cost per thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)

'
M
\

\

KOHo
KFBK O SACRAMENTO
KBEE O MODESTO
NO
KERN
BAKERSFIELO
KM J OO FRES

* Sales Managemeiit's 1960 Survey
of Buying Power

• PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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AIR
Sec.

mass-influencing

Radio and television are shaping up
as the dominant vote-influencing weapons of the 1960 political campaign.
Airwave appearances, free and sponsored, promise to surpass any mass
effort in political history, judging by
pre-Labor Day developments.
Grass-roots television will be more
widely used by candidates than had
been predicted, it appeared from the
first documentary evidence of political
timebuying. This local air campaigning
promises an important volume of station revenue and may account for 20%
to 25% of non-network tv business in
active political markets, according to
monitoring reports in southern cities by
Broadcast Advertiser Reports (see BAR
story page 36).
Clearing the Air ■ Ground rules for
network and station operation during
the campaign began to emerge last week
as the result of two developments:

studies

CAMPAIGNING

315

opens

effort

indicate

way

for debates

in history

extensive

■ Signing of SJ Res 207, suspending
Sec. 315 language for the presidential
campaign. President Eisenhower lauded
broadcasters for their public service as
he affixed his signature to the measure.
■ Progress in attempts by the two
parties to work out a schedule for "The
Great Debates" between Vice President
Nixon and Sen. Kennedy.
At the weekend, hope was voiced that
the GOP and Democratic spokesmen
could meet with network representatives
by mid-week and possibly resolve most
of the problems involved in setting up a
schedule of joint debates.
This schedule is one of the main factors holding up the purchasing of broadcast time by the advertising agencies for
the national parties.
In any event, some of the confusion
over what broadcasters can do and can't
do during the campaign began to lift as

looms

timebuying

effect of the Sec. 315 legislation was
studied.
These questions have been asked for
months: "How can stations stay out of
political trouble?" "Is it necessary to
grant free time?" "Must each party or
opposing pair of candidates be given or
sold exactly the same amount of time?"
(See story page 36 for campaign do's
and don'ts.)
Congressional action on Sec. 315 was
completed Aug. 22 when the House
passed a joint resolution by voice vote.
As in the Senate, it was made clear in
debate that networks and stations will
be watched closely during the campaign
develop.
for any sign of favoritism that might
Nixon vs Paar ■ The first major
broadcast following suspension of the
Sec. 315 equal-time requirement for
presidential candidates was Vice President Nixon's Thursday night appearance

Under new rules ■ The first nationwide broadcast after suspension of the
political law's application to the presidential and vice presidential races took
place when Vice President Nixon appeared in a video tape interview on the
NBC-TV Jack Paar Show Aug. 25. The
day before President Eisenhower had
signed the suspension into law.
With the Sec. 315 legislation clearing the way for the "Great Debates"
between Sen. Kennedy and himself,
Mr. Nixon voiced his views in answer
to questions by Mr. Paar.
"The debates will be a very rugged
experience for the two of us," the GOP
candidate said. "I hope we present the
views so people can make up their
minds on the issues, not the personalities. It will be a great challenge. It's
most important not to bore the public.
Instead we must get more people to the
polls and get them to think."
The program was taped in the NBC
Washington studios at WRC-TV.
Sen. John F. Kennedy, Democratic
candidate, will be offered a parallel appearance on the Paar show.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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AIR

CLEARED

FOR

GREAT

The nation's tv and radio networks and their aflfihates were ready
last week to make their audiences
the most poHtically-informed electorate in history following congressional and presidential approval of a
resolution to suspend — for this campaign— the equal time provisions of
Sec. 315 for presidential and vice
presidential candidates.
The House passed S J Res 207
Aug. 22 by voice vote, with no dissent heard, and the President signed
it Wednesday to complete action on

made clear, as did the Senate, that
all the networks and all tv and radio
stations will be under a congressional microscope from now till election day Nov. 8. The Senate has a
special "watchdog" subcommittee
looking for any instance of partisanship or favoritism by a broadcaster
in presenting candidates. The House
Commerce Committee also will keep
a sharp lookout for abuses of the
new privilege, its chairman, Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), promised last
week.

Sen. Johnson*

Rep. Harris, who managed the
suspension resolution on the House
floor, in urging support for the proposal made these points:
■ The measure would mean $4 to
$5 million in free time divided between the Democratic and Republican party nominees (based on eight
hours from each network).
■ Its public interest mandate
should assure equal time for the
nominee of any "substantial newsworthy" third party.
■ Congress does not expect the
networks to accept commercial sponsorship of programs on which candidates appear that are covered by
the new law.
(Mr. Harris said he understood
that neither of the two candidates
want commercial sponsorship and
. . . 'therefore, I do not think there
will be any effort at all to do that.")
Suspension this year provides no
basis for asking outright repeal of
Sec. 315 next year. He added, however, that suspension this year will

Public Law 677, 86th Congress.
Enactment of the measure, approved by the Senate June 27, gave
the networks carte blanche to carry
out their promises to present the
major party presidential and vice
presidential candidates in a series of
face-to-face debates without being
subject to equal time demands from
minority or splinter party candidates
for those offices.
On the Spot ■ But the House.
* With Nancy Hansclvnan of CBS.

by video tape on the NBC-TV Jack
Paar Sliow. Mr. Ni.xon gave a preview
of the way he will perform in a joint
debate. The candidate created an air of
relaxed competency as he fenced with
the m.c. and answered two questions
from the Washington studio audience
and two from the New York studio
(see picture page 31).
While neither major party would divulge details of timebuying plans, one
GOP campaign official said, "We're
planning lots of spot tv." Similar statements were made informally at Democratic headquarters. (See roundup of
time buying strategy. Broadcasting.
Aug. 15).
The networks were getting restive
over lack of agreement between the
parties on the joint debate schedule.
Time is running out, since a lag of 45 to
60 days is involved in notifying sponsors
32 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

that time will be withheld for political
programming.
Both parties are pitching for the 1 1
p.m. -midnight hour on NBC election
eve. One network official said it may be
necessary to toss a coin to decide between the two.
One purported time purchase in the
negotiating stage is an all-Pennsylvania
hookup for a half-hour Kennedy
speech slated Sept. 15 in Lancaster, Pa.
ABC Invitation ■ Immediately after
the signing of the Sec. 315 resolution,
ABC announced it had invited Nixon.
Kennedy. Lodge and Johnson to appear
on the ABC-TV Campaign Roundup to
discuss their views on the issues. The
weekly series returns Saturday. Sept. 17
(7:30-8 p.m.).
The invitation was issued by John
Daly, ABC vice president in charge of
news, special events and public affairs.

DEBATE

put Congress in position to know
better how to legislate for the future.
Questions Raised ■ Rep. John B.
Bennett (R-Mich.) said that while
he supports the resolution, he does
so with little enthusiasm, feeling it
delegates too much authority to the
broadcasters.
Rep. John Moss (D-Calf.) said he
supports
bill he
"reluctantly,"
and
added thatthewhile
trusts the networks to be fair to each candidate,
he doesn't trust the stations themselves which, he said, can apply the
new law in presenting spots on behalf of candidates on the local level, m
He said he has received a number of M
complaints concerning abuse of editorializing by licensees and is bothered by the "increasingly partisan operation of some broadcasters."
Rep. William Avery (R-Kan.)
questioned whether the amount of
free time contemplated
(total 24
hours) might not be more than
people would want to see on politics.
"We who are in public life are so

|
j
j
;
i
,
>

Ambassador Lodge

If accepted by the candidates the appearances would be in addition to the
already proposed Great Debates.
President Eisenhower congratulated
networks for the public service they are
performing by providing facilities for
candidates on an equal-time basis and
without cost.
He told his Aug. 24 news conference,

j
[

after signing
315 years
resolution,
"It
seems
to me the
overSec.
these
the costs
of presenting the issues and cases and
personalities to the public has gone way
up, and if these networks can help out
on this equal-time basis, it will be a fine
thing." The President's remarks were
made in answer to a question asked by
Ray Scherer, NBC White House correspondent.
Debate Concepts ■ As the weekend
approached, several points of difference
were apparent in the party attitudes
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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Sen. Kennedy
close to this matter we may overly
evaluate or estimate how much public interest there is in these political
matters."
Rep. William Springer (R-Ill.)
spoke favorably on the measure.
Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.)
entered a proposal by Richard D.
Porter, U. of Southern California,
counter-proposing that networks offer to sell time in a debate format to
all candidates or adapt the debate
structure to the presently-exempted
news and panel shows.
Unusual Tactics ■ SJ Res 207 was
passed by the House under the fairly
rare suspension of rules procedure
reportedly because House Speaker
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex. ) did not want
to risk getting it shelved by the ultraconservative House Rules Committee, which normally releases bills.
Statements by the networks on
sponsorship were entered in the
Congressional Record by Rep. Harris. Though CBS repeated its nosponsorship position on the proposed
debates and ABC and NBC left the
question of debates sponsorship to
the candidates, neither committed
itself on programs other than debates
on which the candidates might ap-

toward the candidates' joint broadcasts.
The Democrats want five appearances
— two or three debates and two or three
news conferences, according to J.
Leonard Reinsch, broadcast consultant
to Sen. Kennedy.
The GOP was understood to favor
a maximum of three broadcasts, with
the last one taking place around Oct.
20 or 2 '/2 -weeks before the end of the
campaign. This baffled some of the
Democratic planners, who felt the debate or conference closest to election
day would pull the biggest audience.
Democrats felt, too, that Republicans
aren't showing the confidence they evidenced afortnight ago. The Nixon supporters had predicted their candidate
would be much more effective than Sen.
Kennedy in off-the-cuff, free-swinging
oratory.
Lending importance to the joint
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

pear. Mutual indicated it would
carry all candidates" appearances unsponsored.
SJ Res 207 was proposed by the
Senate Commerce Committee after
hearings in May on a bill to require
the networks to furnish free tv time
to candidates. Most witnesses felt
this amounted to confiscation and
most agreed the networks should be
given a chance to make time available to major party candidates for
the presidency and vice presidency
without being subject to equal time
demands from splinter parties.
Hearings have been held on simi-

VicE President Nixon
lar or related measures
during this Congress
House and Senate over
President Eisenhower

in the House
and in the
several years.
called Sec.

315 "ridiculous"' last year after an
FCC decision holding that Lar Daly,
perennial candidate for high office
and thorn in network sides, was entitled to time equal to that of two
political opponents who had appeared on newscasts. The presidential expression gave impetus to a
bill enacted later in the year to
exempt news programs from Sec.
315.

broadcasts is the widely held belief
that enough independent votes may be
swung to decide the election outcome.
Herbert Klein, press secretary to
Vice President Nixon, was chary about
answering questions dealing with the
GOP position. He said the GOP prefers not to divulge its stand before an
agreement is reached between the parties and the networks.
Networks Approve ■ Commenting on
final congressional action on Sec. 315,
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president,
said broadcasters are offered "an unprecedented opportunity to bring to the
American people the candidates and
issues of this vital presidential campaigning."" He said the CBS networks
were prepared to broadcast the debates
from any cities in which the candidates
were appearing.
If campaign itineraries should prevent

the candidates from meeting in person,
he said, "CBS would offer the use of
electronic and split-screen techniques so
that each candidate could see and hear
his opponent, while both could be seen
and heard on the screen at the same
time in American homes."' He recalled
he had first suggested suspension of the
equal-time clause last May in testifying
before a Senate subcommittee.
Earlier Dr. Stanton had announced
CBS networks would not accept commercial sponsorship for the joint debates.
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, said in telegrams to the presidential candidates that NBC's desire to
present them on the air was not
prompted by commercial considerations
but by a desire to inform the electorate.
He added, however, that NBC had received expressions of sponsor interest
and "felt it desirable in the public interest to encourage sponsorship of informational programs in the field of
public affairs." Finally, Mr. Sarnoff
said the network intended to proceed
with joint debates "whether or not sponsor interest develops."
For ABC, Mr. Daly said, "We can
anticipate that as soon as Vice President Nixon's and Sen. Kennedy's representatives have firmed up their campaign schedules and have had an opportunity to make such modifications
as will permit the joint appearances of
the two candidates, the specific dates
and times of the debates will be settled.
The radio and television media eagerly
await this opportunity to further expand
their service to the public in this election year, relieved of at least some of
the inhibitions of the Communications
Act of 1934."
Political sidelights
■ Henry B. Owen, executive vice
president of King Broadcasting Co.,
Seattle, was named Aug. 24 by Sen.
Kennedy to head his campaign committee in Washington state. Mr. Owen,
66, is a director of Greater Seatde Inc.
and the Central Assn. of Seatde.

■ Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
stations will start an intensive get-outand-vote campaign after Labor Day,
using talks by such celebrities as Francis Cardinal Spellman, Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, James A. Farley, Helen
Hayes, Al Capp, Milton Caniff, Buddy
Hackett and Norman Thomas. Underlying the drive is "the importance
of the forthcoming presidential elections
to the entire citizenry and the free
world." Participating stations will be
WTTG (TV) Washington; WNEW-TV
New York; KOVR Stockton-Sacramento, Calif., and WTVH (TV) Peoria, III.
33
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The score for Almanac
total for Greatest

... 90 stations. The

Headlines

. . . over 50

stations and still coming ! Convincing
proof of the tremendous appeal of this
short-segment concept for audience, station
and sponsor alike ! The reason, of course,
is its flexibility. A five-minute show
slips easily into any time slot. It
multiplies exposure and frequency. It allows
advertisers to stretch advertising dollars
over prime TV times. And the subject matter
has high inherent interest and prestige.

AND

NOW...ANOTHER

PROGRAMMING
INNOVATION
FROM

OFFICIAL...

Great, dramatic high points
in the history of sports . . .
brought to the TV screen
through newsreel clips.
Exciting, fast-moving vehicle
for a commercial message . . .
tremendous selling appeal for
the sponsor who must limit his
commercials to seconds but wants an
important setting. Goes anywhere . . .
for any advertiser! Arrange for
a screening— get your order in early,

I KONO KYW
I
*^ELP
' WXY2
)

Sportfolio's success is assured!
Official Films, Inc.
25 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.
PLaza 7-0100
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POLITICS:
Campaign

BONANZA

advertising

The first documented case histories
of 1960 political campaigning on television suggest — without exception —
that candidates may rely on grass-roots
tv even more heavily than anybody expected.
In the closing days of the campaign,
political purchases may account for 20
to 25% of the non-network television
business in politically strategic markets.
That was the speculation last week
based on tv monitoring reports made
in southern cities while last-minute primary campaigning was actually in progress. The "preview" cities were New
Orleans, Miami, Little Rock and Nashville, which at the time of the monitoring— by Broadcasting Advertisers Reports— were in the throes of primary
electioneering. In the heavily Democratic South, the primaries often are
more bitterly contested than the final
elections.

NEW
Amended

AIR
Sec.

may

to 25%

315

offers

FOR
both

LOCAL

of total

Consistent ■ BAR's records showed
that in three and probably all four of
these cities the number of political spot
announcements during the monitored
pre-primary weeks totaled from onefifth to one-fourth of all local, national
and regional spots, aside from substantial numbers of programs ranging from
5 to 60 minutes in length.
By actual count, BAR found that
political announcements represented
24.6% of all non-network advertising
messages — and 41.2% of all local advertising messages — in New Orleans
television during the monitored week
(July 16-22) preceding the voting
there.
In Little Rock, which found itself in
FCC's hot water when its tv stations
substituted local politics for the Republican National Convention on primary eve (Broadcasting, Aug. 1),
BAR'S figures showed 19.6% of non-

RULES

Broadcasters face the 1960 election
under a new set of rules. Two major
changes have been made in the political broadcasting law (Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act) since the last
state and nationwide elections.
In many respects the law now is
more liberal through ( 1 ) exemption of
four categories of news shows from
equal time demands and (2) exemption
of presidential and vice presidential
candidates from Sec. 315, signed into
law last week.
But, through these same two acts of
Congress, new pitfalls have been
opened for broadcasters in placing
aspirants for public office before the
listening and viewing public. And
Congress has given repeated and stern
warnings that it will be watching the
all-powerful electronic media during
the fall campaigns.
The FCC, prodded by Congress, also
is wielding a big stick over the station
operator's handling of politicians. The
commission already has mailed a
lengthy questionnaire to every am, fm
and tv station and network demanding
minute accounting of political broadcasts— both those aired and refused
(Broadcasting. Aug. 15).
No Ready Answer ■ How can station "WOF-AM-TV stay out of trouble
36 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

run
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advertising

network commercials were political
during the period of two weeks (July 915) before the primary. In Miami the
political content was estimated to be at
about the same level (week ended
April 29). BAR was still analyzing its
Nashville tapes last week but first indications were that the political ratio
(week ended July 15) was running
close to that found in the other markets.
These four are the only cities where
BAR'S regular monitoring — which includes 76 U.S. markets, plus the networks— has coincided with pre-primary
wind-ups. The uniformily heavy political volume found in all four cities led
observers to speculate that, despite the
relatively small number of cities, they
might prove typical of many throughout the U.S. in this fall's campaign.
At All Hours ■ In all four markets
the political purchases were scattered

CAMPAIGN

opportunities

during the next two months and still
fulfill what the FCC says is its obligation to help inform the electorate? No
group is more divided on this question
than practicing lawyers before the FCC
— and, it might be added, key commission staffers themselves. However,
there are certain guides which the WOF
manager can follow in making his decisions.
One little-publicized facet of Public
Law 86-274, which exempted newscasts,
news interviews, news documentaries
and on-the-spot coverage of news events
from equal time demands, is that it
removed the exemption from libel for
broadcasters from statements made by
candidates on these four categories of
broadcasts. In a 5-4 decision a year ago
in the WDAY-T'V Fargo, N.D., case,
the Supreme Court ruled that a station
was not liable for broadcast statements
made by a candidate because the station
was expressly forbidden by Sec. 315, as
then written, from censoring the candidate's statement.
News programs no longer fall under
Sec. 315. Technically the station can
censor statements on such broadcasts
by candidates and could be held accountable for libel.
This new law will prove beneficial
to broadcasters and the public, however, in permitting stations to cover

and

pitfalls

newsworthy campaign activities of state
and local candidates without a stopwatch to make sure equal coverage is
given. No longer will a Lar Daly be
able to make demands because Mayor
Daley attended an official function.
The latest congressional action exempting the presidential campaign from
Sec. 315 will prohibit the same Mr.
Daly from demanding — and getting —
network time as he did on the Jack
Paor Show. The new law, S.J. Res 207,
was placed on the books for this year
only on a trial basis as a compromise.
Exemption from equal time demands
was absolutely necessary, the networks
successfully argued, if they were to present the "great debates" featuring presidential nominees Richard M. Nixon
and John F. Kennedy. Otherwise, they
reasoned, the baker's dozen-plus selfstyled candidates for President could
make legal demands for equal time.
The industry tried twice before (in
1956 and again last year) to get debates exempted from Sec. 315. In fact
the 1959 amendment included such an
exemption as it passed the Senate but
the exemption was deleted by the
House.
A Local Problem ■ This same law.
while helping the networks, can add to
the problems of the individual stations.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

' throughout the day and night — as early
as 7:25 a.m. for one spot and 8 a.m.
! for an hour-long discussion program,
j and as late as 12:45 a.m. and later —
but the emphasis appeared to center on
late afternoon and evening time in most
cases.
The totals by market, as compiled
from BAR records broke down as follows:
NEW ORLEANS— 460 spot announcements plus 45 programs (six
five-minutes, 29 quarter-hours, three
20-minutes, seven 30-minutes).
LITTLE ROCK— 156 spot announcements plus four programs (two
half-hours, two quarter-hours).
MIAMI — 499 spots plus 61 programs
(53 five-minutes, one quarter-hour, four
half-hours, one 35-minutes and two 60minutes).
NASHVILLE (preliminary count) —
107 spots plus seven quarter-hour programs.
Four-city Totals ■ 1,222 spots plus
two one-hour programs, one 35-minute
program, 13 half-hours, three 20-minute periods, 39 quarter-hours and 59
five-minute periods.
For example, Messrs. Kennedy and
Nixon will be touring the hinterlands
and appearing on television and radio
with candidates for governor and Congress. Will the station then have to
grant equal time to the state candidate's opponent? Not if the appearance
is strictly "bona fide news coverage."
However, one FCC official said last
week that if the local candidate discussed "issues" the station then could
be liable for equal time demands —
even if the appearance was news. This
interpretation already has been sharply
disputed by others.
Pandora's Box ■ In the news exemption to Sec. 315 — so eagerly sought by
radio-tv — the Congress added a phrase
that lawyers predict will lead to an endless stream of litigation. It requires stations ". . . to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance." Many questions already are being asked as to the meaning of this
requirement. For instance: What constitutes a reasonable opportunity?
Whose conflicting views? How many
views? Who can demand time to answer
whose views (i.e., a layman vs a candidate)?
Much will hinge on a definition of
"reasonable opportunity" and the FCC,
as yet, has handed none down. The
commission has, however, already
slapped the wrists of three tv stations
because of their alleged lack of "fairness" in presenting both sides. This
came about when the three Little Rock

BAR figures indicated that on WWLTV New Orleans — which carried substantially more political business than
either of the two other stations there —
politics accounted for more than half
(54.8%) of all local commercial messages aired during the week.
Examination of the BAR report suggests politics may hold several implications for regular national advertisers,
none of them necessarily welcome.
Triple-spotting was not entirely unheard-of, and even when commercialization didn't go that far, the schedules
sometimes appeared to be so awash
with politics that product messages
seemed lost — at least on the logs, although one observer speculated that
actually the reverse might be true: "In
all that politics, a regular commercial
might come as a welcome relief to the
Pre-emptions ■ In New Orleans a
viewers."
total of 12 hours, 35 minutes of regular
programming was pre-empted for politics during the week — 9 hours, 30 minutes of network time, 3 hours, 5
minutes of local programming. Virtually all of the network preemptions were

tv stations blacked-out the first night
of the Republican convention in favor
of state and local vote appeals by Democratic candidates (Broadcasting, Aug.
1).
In addition to the President and Vice
President, 33 senators, 437 congressmen, 27 governors and thousands of
other state and county officials will be
elected Nov. 8. Aspirants for these jobs
have recognized that radio and television— particularly the latter — are the
primary means for exposing their personal attributes to the voter.
These many politicians will cause the
station manager to face new problems
and make important decisions almost
daily between now and Nov. 8. Each
time an office seeker feels he has been
wronged, seeds are sown for a protest
to the FCC and Congress. And, as the
officeholders on Capitol Hill have
warned repeatedly during the past 18
months, broadcasting is on trial.
Here are the ground rules under
which political broadcasting operates
(the 1959 amendment appears in
italics) :
"Sec. 315 (a) If any licensee shall
permit any person who is a legally
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he
shall afford equal opportunity to all
other such candidates for that office in
the use of such broadcasting station:
Provided, that such licensee shall have
no power of censorship over the material broadcast under the provisions of
this section. No obligation is hereby

in evening hours (ranging between
6:15 and 10 p.m. local time).
CBS-TV's Douglas Edwards and the
News was pre-empted across the board
on WWL-TV. (Sponsors: American
Home, Philip Morris, Carter Products.
The Texan (Brown & Williamson, AllState). Peck's Bad Girl (sustaining).
Reckoning (participating). Invisible
Man (sustaining), Video Village (Procter & Gamble) and a quarter-hour of
Brighter Day (Lever) also gave way to
politics on WWL-TV.
WVUE (TV) pre-empted 15 minutes
of ABC-TV's Music on Ice (sustaining). Producer's Choice (Bristol-Myers,
Reynolds Tobacco), Best of Groucho
(J.B. Williams Co., Lever Bros.),
Cimarron City (sustaining), Wichita
Town (Alberto-Culver), Masquerade
Party (Block Drug) and Moment of
Fear (participating).
The stations sharing the political
bonanza in the other cities were KARKTV, KATV (TV) and KTHV (TV) in
Little
Rock; WCKT
'WPST-TV
and WTVJ
(TV) (TV),
in Miami,
and
WLAC-TV, WSIX-TV and WSM-TV
in Nashville.

CBS

beams

That wasn't really a television
spotlight in the House gallery
last Monday when congressmen
voiced approval of the Sec. 315
suspension. The beam came from
the sometimes boyish face of CBS
President Frank Stanton.
With good reason. More than
five years ago, in May 1955, he
first offered CBS network facilities for face-to-face televised debates between major party presidential candidates, conditioned on
protection against equal time demands from splinter party candidates.
With him were Vice President
Richard S. Salant, often the
spokesman for CBS in Capitol
Hill testimony on Sec. 315, who
took time away from his vacation to witness the triumphant
moment, and Washington Vice
President Ed Bunker and CBS
Washington attorney Leon
Brooks.

imposed upon any licensee to allow the
use of its station by any such candidate.
"Appearance by a legally qualified
candidate on any —
"(1) bona fide newcast,
"(2) bona fide news interview,
"(3) bona fide documentary (if the
appearance of the candidate is inci-
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dental to the presentation of the subject
or subjects covered by the news documentary), or
"(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona
fide news events (including but not
limited to political conventions and
activities incidental thereto),
shall not be deemed to be use of a
broadcasting station within the meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the
foregoing sentence shall be construed
as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presentation of newscasts,
news interviews, news documentaries,
and on-the-spot coverage of news
events, from the obligation imposed
upon them under this Act to operate
in the public interest and to afford
reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of

public importance.
"(b) The charges made for the use of
any broadcasting station for any of the
purposes set forth in this section shall
not exceed the charges made for comparable use of such station for other
purposes.
"(c) The Commission
appropriate rules and
carry
out the
provisions■
Added
Provisions

shall prescribe
regulations to
of
section."to
In this
addition

the amendment of Sec. 315 (in italics
above), the Congress simultaneously
adopted the following language as Sec.
2 of Public Law 86-274. Sec. 1 of that
law was the amendment to Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act. Here is the
second part of the Congressional action:
"Sec. 2. (a) The Congress declares its

BROADCAST

intention to reexamine from time to
time the amendment to section 315 (a)
of the Communications Act of 1934
made by the first section of this Act, to
ascertain whether such amendment has
proved to be effective and practicable.
"(b) To assist the Congress in making
its reexaminations of such amendment,
the Federal Communications Commission shall include in each annual report
it makes to Congress a .statement setting
forth (1) the information and data used
by it in determining questions arising
from or connected with such amendment, and (2) such recommendations
as it deems necessary in the public
The text of the joint resolution to
suspend Sec. 315 for presidential and
vice
presidential candidates appears on
interest."

page 32.
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SINGLE
RATES
WINNING
POLL'
Respondents to SRA survey running 6-to-1 in favor of concept
Station Representatives Assn.'s endorsement ofthe single-rate concept for
both local and national spot business
has brought back a response that is
running about 6-to-l in favor — but reflects some serious concern nevertheless.
Out of approximately 75 stations
that had responded to SRA's letter by
late last week — less than two weeks
after the letter went out (Broadcasting, Aug. 15) — the formations were
shaping up this way.
■ Pro: 39 said they already were on
the one-rate plan, eight others were
adopting it or had just done so, and
about a dozen others said they were

inclined toward it, or agreed with the
concept but had some questions or
reservations or thought that in some
cases practical considerations dictated
exceptions.
■ Con: Six stations flady rejected the
idea, two others said they had tried it
but found it didn't work and two others
thought it was not a real solution as far
as they were concerned.
■ Unclassified: The rest were noncommittal, wanted more information or
for other reasons were hard to classify
as yes or no. With a few notable exceptions, the first returns came from
medium and small-market stations, predominantly radio rather than television.

Station
Here's the boxscore of station
positions on the single-rate question
as compiled from letters to SRA:
Recently adopted, or have decided
to adopt, a single rate — KYTE
Pocatello, Idaho; KAYO Seattle,
Wash.: KSOK Arkansas City, Kan.;
KPHO Phoenix; WEJL Scranton,
Pa.; WKLV Blackstone, Va.; WBNY
Buffalo; WDCL Clearwater.
Already on a single rate — KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex.; KHOW Denver;
KSET El Paso; WHBC Canton,
Ohio: WBGN Bowling Green, Ky.;
WCMP Pine City, Minn.; WICE
Providence, R.I.; KTVB Boise,
Idaho; all Balaban stations (WIL St.
Louis, WRIT Milwaukee. KBOX
Dallas, WICS-TV Springfield, 111.;
WTVO-TV Rockford, 111.; WCHU38

boxscore

on

single

TV Champaign. Ill and WHNB-TV
Hartford, Conn.); WAJF Decatur,
Ala.; WMBD-AM-FM-TV Peoria,
III.; KRIS-AM-TV Corpus Christi;
KPAM Portland, Ore.; KWEI
Weiser, Idaho; KFSC Denver:
WDNG Anniston, Ala.: KOOL-AMTV Phoenix; WITZ Jasper, Ind.;
WYCL York, S.C.; KIZZ El Paso;
WAGE Leesburg, Va.; WMCA New
York; WISP Kinston, N.C.; KBRI
Brinkley, Ark.; KIND Independence, Kan.; KVTV (TV) Sioux
City, Iowa; WHYE Roanoke, Va.
Considering or inclining toward a
single rate — WJUD St. Johns, Mich.:
WCHB Inkster, Mich.; KOJM
Havre, Mont.; WBRV Bonnville,
N.Y.; WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem,
N.C. WITN
Washington, N.C.;

The SRA letter, adopted unanimously
by
organization's
20 member-firms
and thesent
out by Managing
Director
Lawrence Webb, had gone to all U.S.
radio and tv stations, whether represented by SRA members or not. SRA's
position is that separate national and
local (or retail and general) rates inevitably result in discrimination against
some advertisers and that the historical
reasons for the distinction no longer
exist. Stations which for any reason
could not now go to a single rate were
urged by SRA to take a "transitional"
step by rigorously defining and enforcing their separate categories.
Whither Commissions? ■ In their
rates
WCNY Carthage-Watertown, N.Y.;
KYND Tempe, Aiz.
Against single rate (favor separate
national and local rates) — KIST
Santa Barbara, Calif.; KWKH
Shreveport, La.; WJEJ Hagerstown,
Md.; KOOK Billings, Mont.; WSTVAM-TV Steubenville, Ohio.
Think single rate not practical in
all situations — KPAY Chico, Calif.;
KTFI Twin Falls, Idaho.
Have tried single rate but abandoned —it WMRN Marion, Ohio;
KJEO Fresno, Calif.
The other letters out of a total of
about 75 received as of last week
were noncommittal or took varying
positions. Several asked for additional information.
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every

friday

evening

at

seven

a program deeply concerned

with the interests and welfare of its viewers
REPORTS"
HIO-TV

W

PROGRAMS TO DATE
Installation of STRATEGIC
AIR COMMAND at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base
1913 FLOOD and what has
been done to prevent another
COMMUNITY THEATERS
in the area
WHIO-TV SURVEY of programming preference
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Difficulties encountered in FINANCING EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS in the expanding population
NEW HORIZONS in MEDICINE— a series on medical
research in the Dayton area
PROGRAMS TO COME
(Partial List)
CIVIL DEFENSE— a series on
preparation, plans, equipment
and training in this area
FBI in Southwestern Ohio;
equipment, training, qualifications, operations
WATER POLLUTION, and
what is being done to curb it in
the Miami Valley
WEATHER FORECASTING,
and why the Miami Valley area
is one of the most difficult to
forecast
MILITARY AVIATION
PROGRESS, from old McCook
Field to present installations at
WPAFB

Photographed during the first program of the New Horizons in Medicine series are (left) Friiiil< C.
Sutton, M.D., Director, Miami Valley Hospital; Al Herbert, moderator; and Nathaniel Soifer, M.D.

There's entertainment galore on WHIO-TV.
That's as it should be. But there's information, too, that is
interesting, dramatic, vital. That's as it must be
if WHIO-TV continues its policy of both satisfying and
serving its viewers. As it will.
Ask George P. Hollingbery for data on WHIO-TV
and its market — third largest in Ohio.

Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and
WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina

Channel

Dayton
Ohio
OF SEAL
GOOD
PRACTICE
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responses, many stations voiced concern over the effect of agency and/ or
rep commissions — 15% each by standard definition — upon their net take
from national business. Several pointed
out that, with a single rate, these commissions would mean that national sales
would actually yield less than local.
One broadcaster proposed that the commission system be eliminated outright.
Some said they got around this problem by adding the equivalent of the
commissions onto the local rate in setting the charge for national business.
This included at least one broadcaster
who felt that he was on the one-rate
standard nevertheless. Another, explaining that the commission problem
was the reason for his two-rate structure, summed it up this way: "Assume
our lowest local rate to be $1.15. If we
have to deduct a 15% agency commission and a 15% rep commission, this
leaves us with a net of about 83 cents.
Why bother to sell national at all when
our lowest local rate is $1.15?"
Others cited other reasons — and opposite results.
One, on a single rate for the last six
years, said: "We have found that by
the time we pay our local salesmen
their commission on local accounts,
plus the cost of writing copy, servicing

tional and which for local rates.

the account and the other necessary
duties, our cost per account was about
19 percent compared with only 15%
(commission) for the national ac-

One said: "We define a local advertiser as one which is locally owned and
has only one or two local ouUets; a national advertiser is one which may be
locally, nationally or regionally owned
but which has several coverage-area outlets or a product which is generally
available through several stores within
or outside of (our coverage area).
Another, who contended the single
rate is good in many but not all cases,
reported: "We allow any advertiser in
the area to use our local retail rate
where the announcements are authorized by and billed to a local firm when
the address of this store is given in the
announcement. . . . We charge the
general (national) rate to all companies that are advertising a product or
service that can be purchased in any
of the various stores and cities of our

Another single-rate exponent: "We
(find)
count." that it costs the station more to
put local advertising on the air than it
does to pay rep and agency commissions. Therefore it stands to reason that
national-regional advertisers should not
he penalized and expected to pay the
costs arising from local advertising."
On The Other Hand ■ At the opposite pole was the experience of a station
that is sticking to dual rates: "The
local merchant never asks for a long
listing of affidavits showing the exact
times each and every spot was aired
and what preceded and what followed
it. The local merchant doesn't demand
audience surveys, engineering surveys,
coverage maps; nor do we have a list of
long-distance phone calls to pay for at
the end of each month for our local
boys. ... I want to be paid something
for my toil and something extra when
it becomes extra toil and expense. You
don't get box seats at balcony prices."
Stations with separate rates volunteered different ways of handling the
sometimes sticky problem of deciding
which advertisers are eligible for na-

We're

ready

with

the

\

SRA's contention that separate rates
are no longer justified did not go un- f
challenged: ". . . The benefit gained by
advertising on our station for a retail
outlet diminishes with distance. When
a listener 75 miles away hears Chesterfield cigarettes advertised on my station he can go next door and buy a
package if he has the inclination. If
he hears about a sale at one of our

/
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local department stores, he has to come
75 miles to make the purchase. Obviously the national advertiser benefits
more from the coverage than a local
advertiser."
Effect on Revenues ■ Some singlerate stations thought it resulted in higher revenues, some thought other advantages were more tangible.
One: "Unfortunately, I can't say that
the single rate has increased national
business for us. It seems to me that
while the national agencies — or at least
their executives — can talk about the
single card and its merits, the timebuyer is concerned only with the numbers. ... On the other hand, if station management only knew the headaches that are avoided with a single
card — it makes running a radio station
a pleasure instead of a problem."
Another, after a year with a single
rate: "Many other stations have said
this is an 'unrealistic' approach, but we
don't believe them — and we have the
growth to prove it."
Another, after six single-rate years:
"You tion
may
quotenational
us to any
other stathat our
business
has

made
go to anot
single
"Only
a blindplans
man to would
be rate:
able to
see
that this can be and has to be the only
answer to the rate problem."
Another sent in a copy of his singlerate card with a note but no philosophizing: "This is it," he wrote, "and
we don't give a dam (sic) who buys!"
Agencies laud SRA
Officials of two major agencies last
week officially commended the singlerate stand taken by Station Representatives Assn. (Broadcasting, Aug. 15;
also see page 38). They were Herbert
Zeltner, vice president and media director of Lennen & Newell, and Leslie D.
Farnath, media vice president of N.W.
Ayer & Son, who has been one of the
leaders in the continuing movement for
more rigid enforcement of equitable
rate policies by stations.
Mr. Zeltner said in a letter to SRA
members: "Very rarely does an agency
send fan mail, but your wisdom, farsightedness and very real concern for
the overall effectiveness of broadcast
advertising which was demonstrated by
this action certainly calls for a heartfelt
'thanks' from your agency partners.
"As with most other [agencies], we
have become increasingly concerned

gone up over 20 percent and [the single
rate] also aided us in raising our local
rates."
One broadcaster who said he has

Over

100 stations

"blank

Write,

rection at last."
Wade gets Toni
Wade Adv., Chicago, has recouped
part of the estimated $10 million it
lost last month when Alberto-Culver
moved over to Compton Adv. (At

give us a

check'* renewal

If your market

with the 'local-national' rate problem in
spot broadcasting and the serious ramifications this question holds in regard
to the proper and professional handling
of broadcast advertising. We at Lennen
& Newell attempt to do everything we
can to work for — and insist upon — the
use of a single rate for all 'like' advertisers— a rate which reflects an equitable charge for commercial time delivered. By adding your views ... to
this work, we feel a great step forward
has been taken in this area."
Mr. Farnath wrote to SRA Managing
Director Lawrence Webb: "I certainly
feel [the rate situation] needed some
concerted action such as [SRA has
taken] which already is producing results. It is also gratifying to note the
effort being made to clarify local and
retail rate definitions, wherever it is
still not possible for a station to adapt
the single-rate policy. "There is no question but that your action has really
started things moving in the right di-

every

year—

is open —
wire

or phone

WALTER
SCHWIMMER,
INC.
75 East Wacker Drive • Chicago 1, Illinois
PHone: FRanklin 2-4392

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

Deadline, July 11). Wade snared a
portion of the Toni account — about $1
million billed for Deep Magic Facial
Cleanser and a new hair coloring test
product. The accounts move from
North Adv. about Sept. 1.
In a further realignment of products,
also indicated by the Gillette division
at that time, the $750,000 Pink Pamper
Shampoo account shifts from Clinton
E. Frank to North.
A

new

public

sponsor

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE

DRUGS

ARE

SOLD
ON

LONG

ISLAND

THAN

IN

ATLANTA,
AKRON

AND

ALBUQUERQUE..
PUT

TOGETHER!

'72,043,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

>10,000
IHHLI
HEMPSTEAD
lONC ISIANO, N. Y.

WATTS
AM 1100
FM 96 3

Represented by Glll-Perna
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affairs

for tv shows

The gradual trend toward sponsorship of quality public service shows,
sparked by the experience of Bell &
Howell, gained momentum last week.
A relatively unknown manufacturer,
American Photocopy Equipment Co.,
bought
weeks of
Huntley alternate
Reports (starting
Sept.NBC-TV's
25), plus
a two-part news and public affairs series
on CBS-owned WBBM-TV Chicago.
Total "show costs": about $530,000.
The business was placed through Irving
Rosenbloom & Assoc., Chicago agency.
The company (makers of photocopy,
binding, laminating equipment) maintains national distribution, but heretofore has been active only in magazine
and direct mail media. Its regular national advertising budget runs about
$1.3 million, supplemented by a "test
fund" for experimental purposes. This
past spring it invaded broadcast media
for the first time, buying WBBM-TV's
primary elections documentary. Beat
the Drums.
The Huntley buy carries an option
for cancellation after the fourth week
and alone represents a half-million-dollar investment.
Why did American Photocopy get
into public affairs tv? David L. Elias,
vice president, copy chief and account
executive at the Rosenbloom agency,
says to reach "quality audiences" and
to obtain "leads on a quality basis with
quality programs through low-pitch
commercials." If they bring desired results— in terms of "image" as well as
leads — the company hopes to expand
its use of television from the test-fund
stage, he added.

Fri.,
Thur
Sat.,
Sun.,
Tue.,
Mon.
Wed.

18
Date
Aug 19
20
,Aug.
Aug
Aug
Aug.
Aug.
23
21
Aug. 22
24

■ Business
Time sales

briefly

Playing ofFense ■ Gillette Safety Razor
Co., via Maxon Inc., Detroit, kicked
off a $4.9 million 10-week campaign
last Saturday (Aug. 27) to introduce a
new product. Right Guard power-spray
deodorant for men, as well as for three
other Gillette products. The sales drive
will be incorporated into Gillette's
sponsorship of the World Series on
NBC-TV and NBC Radio, five weeks
of major league baseball on ABC-TV,
NCAA football games on ABC-TV,
Saturday Night Boxing on ABC-TV,
radio d.j. programs in over 100 U.S.
markets and starting Sept. 1 a tv spot
campaign for Right Guard for four
weeks in the top 25 markets.
Daytime debut ■ Coast Fisheries Div.,
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, will use six
CBS-TV daytime programs, along with
other media, to introduce nationally
its new meat-flavored Puss 'n Boots
brand cat food. Tv commercials in the
$500,000 introductory campaign will
feature the new brand through October, after which they will be integrated until next June with commercials
for established Puss 'n Boots products,
single biggest tv user at Quaker Oats.
Agency: Lynn Baker Inc., N.Y.
'Temple' buyers ■ Beech-Nut Life Savers Inc., Canajoharie, N.Y., and Radio
Corp of America have signed for twothirds sponsorship
in NBC-TV's
The
Shirley
Temple Show,
new colorcast
series beginning Sept. 18 (Sun. 7-8 p.m.
NYT). Frank Baum's "The Land of
Oz" will be the premiere feature. Agencies: Young & Rubicam for Beech-Nut
and J. Walter Thompson for RCA.
Belafonte specials ■ Revlon Inc.,
N.Y., will sponsor two hour-long
specials starring Harry Belafonte during
the coming season on CBS-TV. Norman Jewison, who directed the special
Tonight With Belafonte last December,
marking the singer's tv debut as star of
his own show, will direct the first Revlon special on Nov. 13 (10-1! p.m.
EST) . The second is scheduled for next
spring. Revlon's agency: Grey Adv.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each Instant
Rating
the week August 18-24 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron day of
ratings of American Research Bureau.
17.4
Program and Time
Network
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
17.9
ABC-TV
Twilight Zone (10 p.m.)
23.5
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
21.7
17.5
CBS-TV
What's Mv Line (10:30 p.m.)
16.8
CBS-TV
What Makes Sammy Run? (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Diagnosis: Unknown (10 p.m.)
19.0
CBS-TV
U. S. Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Bureau
Copyright 1960 American Research
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On August 4, 1960, KHQ-TV- Spokane's first television station - began full power operation from
its new antenna atop Tower Mountain.
This most modern of RCA installations beams the
channel 6 signal - stronger than ever - from a
point 2,150 feet above average terrain, 4,549
feet above sea level.
For viewers - and for advertisers - here's what
KHQ-TV now offers:
Service to 20% more TV Homes
Improved signal for Z0% of current Inland Empire TV Homes
"City Grade" Area doubled -from 1,260
to 2,900 square miles
Greatest U. S. coverage of any Spokane
station.
Above pciformance fiK'ncs bnsccl on estimates by
George C. Da\ is. Consulting iLnijinecr, Washington, D.C.,
and H. C. Bova\, Consulting Engineer, Spokane, Wash.
Note: '
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k
7
area coverage
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OLD

Above
Average
Terrain

941 ft.

Above
Sea
Level

3,143 ft.

AND

WITH

KHQ

FINEST

NEW

SPOKANE, WASH.
CHANNEL 6

2,150 ft.

4,549 ft.

Represented by The Kafz Ageney, Inc.;
Art Moore and Associates,
Seattle, Wash., Portland, Ore.

TELEVISION
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NOW

ELECTRONIC

MODERNIZED
EQUIPMENT
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TV

AMATEUR

SHOW

SELLS

CARS

'Dragnet' actor sponsors himself on tv
When a successful actor is also a Co., reports that without exception
purchasers said they came to Ben Alsuccessful businessman, that's unusual.
exander Ford because of the KTVU
When, as the businessman, he sponshow.
And
they bought despite the
sors himself as a tv performer, that's
rare. And when, the day after the openfact that at the time general automobile business was slow. In a letter to
ing broadcast, his business does three
times its normal volume, that's news.
the station, Mrs. Spann wrote: "To
The program is the Ben Alexander
us, this points up once again the tremendous potential salesmanship to a
Show, broadcast on KTVU(TV) Oaklocal show. The audience is intensely
land-San Francisco Fridays at 7-8
p.m. It features the actor best known
loyal. Viewers pay attention to every
as Frank Smith of Dragnet as m.c. of word; there's no mental tune-out when
an amateur show whose sponsor is the sponsor's message appears. And
when they listen to a good sales story,
Ben Alexander's San Francisco Ford
agency, out in the Portreo district. To
they
buy buy
and and
continue
to buy."
be strictly accurate, the Ford agency
They
they write
to vote for
their favorite performers on the show
sponsors half the program; the other
half is sustaining.
(winners return at the end of three
Before the show went on the air
months
for "quarterfinals"). More
(April 29), a normal Saturday vol- than 10,000 letters were received in
ume for Ben Alexander Ford was four
three days after the July 29 broadcast.
or five cars, his agency, L. C. Cole Co., There's also a three-week waiting list
for studio audience tickets.
San Francisco, reports. On April 30,
the day after the initial broadcast, the
What is it that takes the Ben Alexagency sold 14 cars. Business was good
ander Show out of the usual "local
throughout the week and peaked again
amateur show" class and makes it
on May 7, the day after the second
something special for both its audience
show. This pattern has continued, with
and sponsor?
a minimum of 10 cars being sold each
According to KTVU, the answer is
Saturday and a peak of 19 on June 4. Ben Alexander, off camera as well as
Incidentally, on that day, nine of the on. He first meets the talent of the
cars Ben Alexander Ford sold were
program (which previously has been
new, ten used, and the nine new cars
auditioned, screened and booked by
were more than the combined sales
the show's
unit).
Three
hours
before production
air time he
interviews
of two "auto row" dealers.
Against Trend ■ Katherine Doyle
them in preparation for the on-air interview and, if he spots something
Spann, vice president of L. C. Cole

that his 30 years in show business tells
him is wrong, he takes the situation
into his own hands and tries to correct it.
Artists' Touch ■ For instance (to a
teenage dancer): "No, no, no. This
won't do at all. I was told you were
going to dance to a big band record.
You're the opening act. The nice litde
lady playing the piano won't do. You'll
have to use the record." (She did and
she won the show that evening.)
For instance (to a mother whose
10-year-old daughter was dressed in
furs): "She's not going to sing 'A
Good Man Is Hard To Find' on this
show! If she can't sing anything else,
let her grow up first, then come back."
(The little girl changed her tune and
while
she complimentary.)
didn't win top honors, the
mail was
KTVU stages the show in its largest audience studio and Director Gene
Hays works with "three cameras, two
audio booms and crossed fingers," he
says, non-pros
because when you're working
with
anything can happen,
although with Ben Alexander's coaching most shows go off smoothly. And
if
they
one seems to mind,
least of don't,
all the noaudience.

■ Agency App'tments
■ Russ-Bo Sportswear Mfg. Co., Washington, D.C., appoints Larrabee Assoc.,
that city. Russ-Bo, a national advertiser, manufactures Crystal Collins
skating wear, Betty-Bo gym suits, bowling attire, dancing leotards and costumes and Skate Queen attire.
■ Audio Devices Inc., N.Y., manufacturer of magnetic tapes, names Charles
W. Hoyt Co., N.Y., effective Sept. 1.
■ Houston Chemical Corp., which recently acquired Peak and Nor'way antifreeze brands when it purchased antifreeze and automotive chemical marketing operations of Commercial Solvents Corp., names Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., N.Y. Spot radio and spot
tv will be used in a few scattered markets during the advertiser's fall drive
for Peak.
■ The National-LP Gas Council, Chicago, appoints Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, to handle its account, with an
estimated promotional budget of nearly
vertising.
$500,000. Council has used radio ad-

Ready for tv customers ■ Ford agency bert (left) and James Amo find that tv
owner Ben Alexander (center) along has already done most of the spadework
with general sales manager William Gil- in selling customers.
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n Flotill Products, Stockton, Calif., appoints Cohen & Aleshire, N.Y., to
handle all Tillie Lewis low-calorie foods
and several specialty- foods marketed
under the Flotill label. Agency, which ji
has started a complete re-design of
packages, is drawing plans for national
advertising on the leading items.
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CAN

POLITICrANS

AFFORD

TO BE HONEST?

A question of singular pertinence in an election year, recently debated, openly and boldly, by a panel of
distinguished guests on Channel 2. The conversation provided the sort of local programming Chicagoans
look for, and have come to expect, on CBS Owned WBBM-TV... vital, perceptive, provocative.
People who value their time find more worth watching on WBBM-TV. That's why time is so valuable
on WBBM-TV, Chicago's favorite television station for 61 consecutive Nielsen reports (total weekL
WBBM-TV, CHANNEL 2 IN CHICAGG-CJBS OWNED

PROGRAMMING

THERE'S

LIFE

IN

LIVE

DRAMA

STILL

'New blood' transfusion will help program form to hold its own
Whether live television drama in the fore a court-like board of inquiry. This denied formal scripts. Family Classics
sixties will ever regain the volume it also is by Talent Assoc.
goes on Oct. 28 and 29, Friday and Satattained in the fifties remains to be
urday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT, with a
Indications are that this year's drama
seen, but at the outset of 1960-61,
mixed
live
and tape presentation. Bescale may balance last year's in terms
cause of the consecutive-night presentaof nighttime and Sunday hours. In
there's life yet in the form and new
blood coming in. Significant new items
tion, the producers wDl tape the first
ABC's case, the record could double.
Highlights of the comparative picture half of each show, completing prelimon this season's network playbill:
inary work on the second half the day
■ Shirley Temple, the high-budget
at each of the television networks, with
Part I goes on the air to be ready for
anthology being color recorded for a resume of the planned productions,
Sundays at 7 p.m. by NBC-TV on the looks like this at the present time:
a live conclusion. The first story is "The
West Coast.
On ABC-TV ■ Two 90-minute plays Three Musketeers", to be introduced
by Joan Fontaine, hostess for the six
■ Family Classics, six two-night book
in the tri-network series of Special To- shows, who also signed to star in one
dramatizations by Talent Assoc., New
night series sponsored by General Time
of them. Breck sponsors half of each
York, to run 12 hours on CBS-TV.
and General Mills were on ABC-TV —
■ A strong possibility of four or
"Ninotchka" and "The Citadel." Now
Occasional dramatic entries on
more dramas for ABC-TV produced
the
network has been in negotiation
program.
by Fred Coe and directed by Arthur
CBS-TV next season will include a 90with Mr. Coe and Mr. Penn, who diPenn.
minute comedy starring Jackie Gleason
rected for him on the old NBC-TV
neither sold nor scheduled but at re■ The weekly Witness series, 7:30Philco-Goodyear Television Playhouse
8:30 p.m. Thursdays on CBS-TV, an
hearsal stage. Ingrid Bergman in "Four
improvisational format presenting a and later CBS-TV's Playhouse 90.
While ABC last week was not yet ready and
Twenty
Hours in aafter
Women's
Life"
is
down
for sometime
the first
of
famous historical rogue each week be- to announce an official agreement, there
the year. If producer Leland Hayward's
appeared to be a definite deal in negotiation for live or taped television
negotiations succeed for tv rights to "A
Thurber Carnival," now on the stage,
dramas.
this would be a late-season show.
For the Sunday afternoons Robert
CBS-TV ■ Playhouse 90's sun seems
to have sunk in the West where it orig- Herridge will produce and Gore Vidal
inated, but there is compensating CBS
will write Monograph, four 60-minute
activity in the East. The sturdy U.S. programs planned for after Jan. 1 and
Steel Hour and Armstrong Circle The- to include some drama. The Sundayatre go on alternating in the old noon CBS Television Workshop returns
Wednesday night hour at 10. virtually
for its second weekly season Oct. 2
alone among the literally-live dramatic
with an original 90-minute play, after
shows every week. Talent Assoc.. which
which it reverts to a regular 55-minute
produces Armstrong Circle Theatre
format.
(the Steel Hour is by Theatre Guild),
NBC-TV ■ Between the regular and
also hopes to get Witness on a truly special schedules, NBC stands to equal
live basis after the first few weeks of
or better last year's dramatic track rectaping. DuPont Show of the Month,
ord. Thirty-nine dramatized stories in
also by Talent Assoc., for CBS-TV, for- the Shirley Temple Show will exceed
goes tape except on holidays and rare
the number of plays included in last
occasions.
year's Ford Startime which also inWitness and Family Classics will be eluded variety and musicals in its hour.
filling a gap left by Playhouse 90, Shirley Temple will add star duties to
which finished last season on a floating hostessing for some of her plays, inschedule and was not taken up again
cluding the premiere on Sunday, Sept.
by the sponsors. CBS talked tentatively
18 (7-8
"TheBaum
Landbookof series
Oz,"
about staging four Playhouse 90 dramas
based
on p.m.),
the Frank
this
year,
but
these
plans
remain
in
will be sponsored by RCA, Beech-Nut
InaugurationHeritage,
timing ■one
Equitable's
Our
American
of several
limbo, presumably awaiting a sign of Life Savers and Breck. Executive prodramatic-special series on NBC-TV this sponsor interest. Another quartet of ducer is William H. Brown Jr.
season, has an early start on the season.
plays, dramatizations of Ernest HemSunday Showcase is gone from the
ingway works, and three of the Special NBC schedule but there's another hour
"The Magnificent Dude," about Teddy
Roosevelt (played by George Peppard,
Tonight stories add to the drama deficit set aside now on Tuesdays 9-10 p.m.
here in a scene with daughter Alice, being made up by Witness, Family
for both dramatic and other forms.
played by Joanne Linville) has been
Classics and scattered others buttress- Three plays that Robert Alan Aurthur
taped for broadcast Friday, Jan. 12, 9is doing for Purex probably will go in
ing the new drama schedule. Witness
10 p.m. Heritage starts Friday, Oct. 21, bows Sept. 29 for R.J. Reynolds and
this spot, the first in October. The Dow
with a story about Alexander Hamilton.
Hour of Great Mysteries, back for nine
Helene Curtis with an extemporized
shows, starts in the Tuesday time Sept.
probe
of
Lucky
Luciano.
Actors,
both
Many of NBC's plays will be programmed in the Tuesday 9 p.m. and
in the rogue role and on the board of 27. The Dow show is produced by
Friday 10 p.m. hours.
inquiry, will be intensively briefed but Robert Saudek Assoc. Other live (tape)
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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Trend: Same kind of programs, but less spectacular
(Mr. Baum was also author of the
There is no evidence of any shift
perhaps four or six one-hour-long,
Oz books). These programs, to be
or maybe 90 minute programs based
in tv programming for the 1960-61
season, David Levy, vice president
produced by Henry Jaffe, will be
on the Frank L. Baum children's
offered to advertisers and in the near
book. The Magical Monarch of Mo
in charge of programs and talent for
future, Mr. Levy said, if they go
NBC-TV, said Thursday (Aug. 25)
well as specials, he noted, they could
in Hollywood. The volume of westerns is off, he said, but this decline is
be adapted for future use as a halfhour series.
made up for by an increase in actionadventure shows. There are also more
NBC-TV plans a special commemorative civil war program for
situation comedies slated for fall,
next
April,
100th
anniversary of the
chiefly at CBS-TV, he noted, but
outbreak of the war between the
overall the programming will be
about as it has been.
states, but it will probably deal with
the war as it affected individuals,
One change, Mr. Levy reported,
both soldiers and civilians, rather
is a decrease in specials, at least so
than with major conflicts or major
far as NBC-TV is concerned. "We
will probably do about 100 specials
personalities. "We also have high
hopes for The Blue and The Gray,
this season," he stated. "About half
as many as last year, when we probwhich
will That
get onseries
the deals
air this
he added.
withyear,"
two
ably did too many." Specials have
brothers, one in the Federal army,
their place in the tv program field,
the other a Confederate, and again
he said, breaking into routine proemphasizes the war as it affected
gram schedules and arousing viewer
two ordinary men rather than stressinterest. Specials are good for season-,
ing its history book aspects.
al advertisers, like Hallmark, who
Mr. Levy said that the contract
must advertise in a different way
between NBC-TV and Dore Schary
than the company whose product is
for a civil war series had expired and
in daily use, like Bufferin, he noted,
had not been renewed, although
adding, "You don't get a greeting
"we're still interested." Mr. Schary
card every day, though you may get
turned in one script and four outa headache."
NBC's David Levy
"all excellent," while working
Among the specials NBC-TV plans
on the lines,project.
for the coming year is a series of
Fewer specials this season
dramatic shows to be accommodated
primarily between the Tuesday time
and the Friday 9 p.m. hour that alternates with Bell Telephone Hour include
Equitable's Our American Heritage by
Milberg Productions and perhaps some
of eight David Selznick movie scripts
for which NBC-TV has acquired tv
adaptation rights.
Hallmark Hall of Fame is back with
its six shows by George Schaefer's Compass Productions, but the first one that
strictly fits the live-drama definition
this year is "Time Remembered" Feb.
7. Preceding that will be a taped Play
With Music based on "Shangri-La"
Monday, Oct. 24, the filmed "Macbeth" Sunday, Nov. 20, and an opera,
"Golden Child," Friday, Dec. 16.
Saudek's Omnibus doubtless will include some drama in its program load
when it returns to NBC after a season's
absence. The show will do 13 hours on
Sundays 5-6 p.m., beginning Nov. 13.

NBC-Jerry Lewis split
NBC confirmed reports last week
that the network and comedian Jerry
Lewis have agreed to terminate their
five-year contract. The pact still had
one year to run. Mr. Lewis originally
had planned to star in six NBC-TV
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

telecasts this season, but now plans
to concentrate on his work in the motion picture field and in independent
television ventures.
ABC-TV

wields

ax

on 'Dick Clark Show'
ABC-TV's Dick Clark Show (Sat.,
7:30 p.m.) will be dropped on Sept.
10. ABC-TV spokesmen noted that
American Bandstand, another program
featuring Mr. Clark (Mon.-Fri., 45:30 p.m.) will continue on the network. They explained that the Dick
Clark Show was scheduled a half hour
earlier (7-7:30 p.m.) to make room for
a new program The Roaring 20's, which
bows on the network on Oct. 15. They
added an insufficient number of affiliates indicated they could clear time
to carry Dick Clark Show in the new
time period. The decision then was
made to discontinue the program.
Beechnut-Lifesaver Inc., which is
sponsoring the Saturday program, will
shift part of its investment to Mr.
Clark's daily program. NBC-TV, meanwhile, announced last week BeechnutLifesaver has bought into sponsorship
of its Shirley Temple Show. (See Business Briefly, page 42).

*Oscar'

broadcast

up for network grabs
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences hopes this evening (Aug. 29)
to award the broadcast rights to the
1961 "Oscar" awards ceremonies to
either ABC or NBC. Last week the bids
of these two networks, along with that
of CBS, were rejected by the Academy's
awards negotiating committee, and
ABC and NBC were invited to submit
more detailed proposals to the committee for consideration at its meeting at
7:30 tonight. CBS, whose bid was described byB. B. Kahane, academy president, as "substantially lower" than
those of the other networks, was not
invited to enter another proposal.
The academy board, scheduled to
meet at 9 p.m., will consider and probably act on the recommendation of the
negotiating committee. For the past two
years the motion picture industry has
sponsored its own award ceremony
broadcasts on radio and tv. Previously,
the Oscar broadcasts were made under
commercial sponsorship, the method to
which they will return, starting with
1961. Heretofore, NBC's radio and television networks have carried the Oscar47
award broadcasts.

TIME

INC.'S

Include

opening

PROGRAM
of New

Time Inc., owner and operator of
four tv and radio stations, has disclosed
plans to expand its news and programming activities.
The publishing company has placed
Time magazine's general manager,
Frederick S. Gilbert, in that post with
the broadcasting division to direct and
coordinate the expansion under the
supervision of Weston C. Pullen Jr.,
Time Inc.'s vice president responsible
for broadcasting and real estate opera10). tions (see Week's Headliner, page
today'srevealed:
(Aug. 29) announcement,
Mr.In Pullen
■ Continuation of experiments using
a new candid motion picture technique
for tv. The new photographic approach
was devised and directed by Bob Drew,
former Life editor who has produced
two full-hour films, "On the Pole,"
dealing with the Indianapolis 500-mile
race, and "Primary," a story of the
Kennedy-Humphrey primary fight in
Wisconsin, as well as several shorter
news features.
■ A plan to use in future tv programming footage selected from the
more than 10 million feet of documentary film from the "March of Time"
film library. Work here is being conducted by a team of film editors under
the
supervision
Morrie
Roizman. of Time Inc.'s veteran
■ The opening within the next few
months of a New York broadcast news
bureau that will join and parallel its
Washington broadcast news bureau
(which now operates under the direction of lohn W. Roberts) in conjunction
with the Time-Life Washington news
bureau. The New York unit would

York

PLANS
news

bureau

service — as does the Washington operation— Time Inc. stations with daily and
weekly special news roundups and feature reports.
Mr. Pullen noted that Manfred Gottfried, former managing editor of Time
and chief of foreign correspondents for
the parent company, will continue to
consult with the broadcasting division.
Andrew J. Murtha continues as business manager of the division with Ole
G. Morby, coordinator of broadcasting
operations, reporting to Mr. Gilbert.
Time Inc. stations are KLZ-AM-TV
Denver; WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis;
WFBM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis; and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.
Warner

Bros,

seeks

injunction dismissal
Warner Bros. Inc. last Tuesday (Aug.
24) asked the U.S. District Court of
the Southern District of New York to
dismiss an American Federation of
Musicians petition for injunctions that
would bar the motion picture company
fromtelevision.
releasing its post-'48 feature films
to
AFM's complaint was filed in court
two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Aug.
22). It alleged that under terms of a
contract signed with major studios, including Warner Bros., the AFM's consent was required before films could
be exhibited on tv. The complaint noted
that Warner Bros, has entered into an
agreement with Creative Telefilm &
Artists Ltd. to lease 122 features to tv.
and said AFM efforts to negotiate with
Warner Bros, had been ignored.
Warner Bros, claimed in its answer
that its contract with the AFM expired

in 1958 and is no longer binding. The
company pointed out that motion picture musicians now are represented by
the Musicians Guild of America. The
company charged also that AFM's
action was "political" in nature, stating
that a National Labor Relations Board
election among Hollywood musicians is
scheduled in Hollywood Sept. 7-8, at
which time they will vote for either
AFM or MGA. AFM's position is that
the contract covered performance of
musicians through 1958 and is still
binding up until that time. A spokesman indicated that the union will press
for some form of payment to musicians
in films made between 1948 and 1958
and subsequently released to tv.
The court reserved decision on
30).
Warner
Bros.' action and scheduled
another hearing for tomorrow (Aug.
AFM

■
i
^
i
i

last week served notice that

the union will exercise "full legal *
rights" against sellers and/ or purchasers I
of post-'48 features and said the union
will move promptly against companies
who choose not to consult the union
before entering into sales contracts.
Desilu sustains loss
Desilu Productions sustained a net
loss of $201,387 for the 13 weeks ended July 30, first quarter of the company's fiscal year, President Desi Arnaz
announced Friday (Aug. 26) in an interim report to stockholders. The loss
was ascribed to the five-month strike of
the Screen Writers Guild, which delayed the start of production for this
fall. First quarter of Desilu's last fiscal
year showed a profit of $265,050, Mr.
Arnaz reported. With the report went
quarterly dividend checks of 15 cents
per share to common stockholders. No
dividends were paid on the Class B
common stock held by Lucille Ball
Arnaz and Mr. Arnaz.

A simplified vtr editing system
cation and code numbers (like edge This may include sound changes and
A simplified method of picture and
sound editing of video tapes has numbers) on both the cue track of additions as described later.
"The fourth step is the synchrobeen developed by Loren L. Ryder,
the video tape and the edges of the
nizing of music and sound effects on
president of Ryder Sound Services,
1/4 -inch audio tape. Also simultaneHollywood. Mr. Ryder has invented
ously a60-cycle synchronizing signal additional 14 -inch audio tapes.
"The fifth step is the transfer of
a new device known as a re-synchrois recorded on the edges of the V4inch audio tape.
audio from the l^-inch tape to the
nizer. He describes it as a connecting link between the techniques of
"The second step is to edit the video tape as a replacement of the
television and of motion picture film. video tape using present procedures,
original audio signal." This is accomplished through use of the reAfter the sound and sync infor- except that the picture can be cut
synchronizer, which mounts on the
mation have been recorded on the without allowing for the 9V4-inch
tv tape in the usual manner along
advance of sound with respect to pic- side of the 14 -inch audio tape recorder and changes the relative positure. The edited picture may include
with the picture information, Mr.
tion of the picture with respect to
vtr inserts and may be timed for
Ryder outlines the editing procedure
the audio signal by increasing or deas follows:
narration or other sound changes.
creasing the loop of tape between
"The third step is to match the
"The first step is to transfer the
sound onto V4-inch audio tape and code numbered Vi-inch audio tape the audio reproduce head and the
simultaneously record audio identifi- to the code numbers of the vtr tape. synchronizing reproduce head.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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All

going

Ihe's the suburban woman — the most influhtial buyer in America. And who's getting
ome to her? All four stations of The Herald
!^IBUNE Suburban Radio Network with
aeir network staff, editorial knowledge and
kill. Four stimulating, aware radio stations
hat have the power to reach the woman
'hose world is on power-steered wheels,
/hose life is in motion from supermarket, to
595 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

WGHQ
Hudson Valley

home

to

the

same

cookout, to school meeting, to commuter express. Your commercials can put her finger
on the starter for immediate buying because
The Herald Tribune Suburban Radio

Keralb aTribune
SUBURBAN RADIO NETWORK
• Represented

W VIP
Westchester-

woman
Network reflects her community in the entertainment and the advertising it carries.
The Herald Tribune Suburban Radio
Network offers unique powerful suburban
coverage because it communicates directly
and without waste to the land of the commuter family— and specifically to the woman
who does 66%% of the buying, /r's time you
tvere getting home to the suburban woman!

O nationally by THE BOLLING CO., 2i7 Park Avenue, Nexv York, N. Y.

W VOX
W estchester

WF
YI
Long Island

6 goes vtr ■ Hollywood's
Stagemajor
studio to be devoted exfirst
clusively to the production of video
tapes for television is now ready to
offer its facilities to outside producers
and packagers. It's the mammoth
Stage 6 of Paramount Television Productions, located adjacent to PTP's
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles. PTP is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp.
Boasting 16,000 sq. ft. of unobstructed floor space. Stage 6 has been
completely remodeled and equipped
at a cost of more than $400,000 as
an exclusive tv tape production center. Stage 6's show business background goes back to the filming of
the first talking motion picture,
"The Jazz Singer." and last year
the studio made its tv tape debut
with the recording on vtr of the
Bolshoi Ballet.
James A. Schulke, vice president in
charge of PTP, said Paramount believes that during the 1960s tv tape
will revolutionize tv production techniques in Hollywood. He predicted
that vtr will become the most widely
used method of recording tv programs and commercials, heretofore
the chief domain of film.
Latest Equipment ■ Stage 6 has
been equipped with English-made
Marconi Mark IV 4V^-inch tv cameras, which were given a thorough
50 (PROGRAMMING)

workout in the field this summer
during on-location taping of The
Wrangler, a vtr western which has
been produced by PTP for use on
NBC-TV as a summer replacement
for Ford Motor Co.'s Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show.
Stage 6 also features a precise
electronic vtr editing machine, the
TV-ola (see picture below), developed by PTP Chief Engineer John
Silva to enable producers to have the
same frame-by-frame editing with
tape that they have enjoyed with
film. Converting vtr impulses to
frozen pictures, the TV-ola allows

Frame by frame ■ Precise, splithair editing of video tape is here being done on the TV-ola by engineer
Vince Filizola. Ampex vtr is in rear.

the producer, director or editor to
study up to 90 individual frames of
the three-second segment of tape in
which the editing point is contained.
When the precise moment of the
cut is selected, the TV-ola automatically marks the tape for editing. Vtr
editing time is cut to a minute or less.
Sight & Sound ■ Stage 6 also
features an RCA TS-40 transistorized
switcher, capable of handling 12
camera outputs, as well as an RCA
transistorized special effects amplifier,
providing over 150 various effects.
Other gear includes the latest Ampex
video tape recorders and an eighttrack audio tape recorder designed
and built for PTP by Ampex. The
custom-built audio console can mix
feeds from 24 microphones and accommodate complex scoring and
dubbing assignments.
For location work. Paramount has
built a mobile tv tape recording unit,
a Ford cab-over-tractor drawing a
specially-built 26-ft. studio van. Its
equipment complement includes an
Ampex vtr unit plus four Marconi
Mark IV's or six RCA TK-U's, as
well as a video-audio control room.
The Hollywood Ad Club will meet
on Stage 6 Sept. 12 with Kenneth C.
T. Snyder, vice president and tv-radio creative director of Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Hollywood, presiding for vtr day.
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Tinker

to

Evers

(but never to chance). . .

It really looked this time like
an HR&P man (as they say in
the bleachers) was swinging
for a strikeout.

to bat. "Sounds fine with me," agreed the broker,
"but you better cover my distributor in the station's
city." Well, the station itself fielded that one with
neat dispatch and - as a result of this quadruple play
— we came up with the order.

The New York agency had vetoed one of his stations,
mainly because the client - out on the West Coast —
had heard "unfavorable reports from the field."
Undaunted, our New York
man asked our San Francisco
-office to make a full presentation on the client's home
grounds. "I'm sold," said the
client, "but my broker in the Northeast isn't. Sell
him and I'll go along." So now our Boston office went

Some people might call it a lot of
time, expense and transcontinental
shenanigans to make one not-verybig sale for a single station. But
HR&P men think differently.

They're out to sell spot television — sometimes in
small lots, sometimes in big pieces — sometimes for
one station, sometimes for a hundred.

The moral is this: HR&P men are picked for
resourcefulness, which directly rewards the stations
who have picked us. But it goes further. Since we
concern ourselves with only one medium, there are no
limiting factors to keep us from the creation of new
business for the whole spot TV industry. Uniquely,
we can afford to be doubly creative that way.

HARRINGTON,
NEW YORK
. CHICAGO
DETROIT

RIGHTER
• ATLANTA
• BOSTON

&

PARSONS,
INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES

It's jazz — all jazz — and it pays
a different approach to his jazz show
All-jazz programming — 15 to 19 Henry observed.
and what it should sound like to
hours a day of it— is paying off at
There's a unique format at KJAZFM. "Our announcers have comKJAZ-FM Berkeley, Calif., which
plete freedom in programming their BayNational
Area jazzaccounts
fans." at KJAZ-FM
has just celebrated its first anniverinclude Coca Cola, Sears, Trader
sary and Pat Henry, owner-general
shows," said Judson Snyder, promanager, is planning better quarters
director.
"Included
on asoura Vic's foods, Simca autos and Lufstaff aregramsuch
diversified
talents
thansa airline. Local sponsors inand improved technical facilities.
bank executive, law student, junior
clude quality restaurants and music
On the theory "you can't fool
high school vice principal, psycholshops, with no discount houses adthose jazz listeners out there," Mr.
mitted to the list.
ogy teacher, music teacher (serious)
Henry requires that all announcers —
"We avoid the hard sell," Mr.
and there are 16 of them — have a
andThevolunteers."
volunteers, Mr. Snyder ex- Snyder said. "We cross out adjectives
knowledge of jazz and know the deall day long from advertising copy,
plained, work parttime and get 50%
sires of the San Francisco Bay Area
most of which is written at the stacommission for the time they sell.
fans. The area is a jazz center and
is called the birthplace of the West
tion. KJAZ-FM doesn't sound like
"They all have one thing in comCoast type of modern music.
mon," he added — a knowledge and a
an Mr.
am Snyder
station."said the station's 1 kw
KJAZ-FM celebrated its anniverdeep understanding of jazz. That's
transmitter
puts a signal far out into
sary Aug. 1 "in the black" and is announcers
the key to thecanstation's
success.
"The
do a lot more than
getting occasional complaints from
the Bay Area, with occasional shadlisteners who say it has too many
just read the data from the album
ow spots in deep valleys, with regular audience reports from Monterey
liner
notes;
they
know
the
stories
becommercials. "I guess that's a sign
hind the data. Each of the 16 brings and Carmel.
of prosperity in this business," Mr.

Program up-grading
seen from pay tv
Whatever the eventual effect of pay
tv on free tv, its immediate effect will
be an appreciable improvement in the
quality of commercial tv programming, starting right now.
That's the opinion of Bruce Eells,
executive vice president of the new
Television Artists & Producers Corp.,
organized to "embrace all phases of
production, packaging and financing of
filmed
market. video shows," for the world
"Up to as recently as three years
ago, television didn't need quality programming. Its novelty and its convenience were enough to keep the public
at home and their tv sets turned on,
hour after hour, night after night.
"The result was — and is— that the
majority of programs on television are
less than mediocre both in entertainment value and in sales results. With
television out of the novelty stage and
with the great improvement in the entertainment value of theatrical movies,
this is no longer good enough. It's not
good enough for the viewing public.
And it's not good enough for the advertiser who plunks down $5 million
for time and talent for a season's run
of the average half-hour program."
Actually, Mr. Eells said, the advertiser's investment in a new tv series is
$15 million rather than $5 million because "what he wants is the kind of a
show that will go on attracting an audience and selling his product for at
least three years. If he guesses wrong
and the show he sponsors is a turkey,
he has to start all over again and the
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starting up costs of a tv program, like
any new venture, are always greater
than the cost of continuing a good program whose past success adds momentum to its progress the second and
third years. The audience knows it,
likes it and tunes it in. The dealers,
knowing that the program advertising
the products they have for sale is a
winner, are enthusiastic and by their
enthusiasm do a better sales job themselves and so help to make the show
produce the maximum sales return for
does it take to get more of
theWhat
sponsor."
these better, successful programs on tv?
The kind of professional program
builders that made the movies great,
avers Mr. Eells. And what does it take
to get these master producers away
from theatrical films and into television? The promise of pay tv which, a
Full

palette

NBC-TV's peacock will be
working overtime on Nov. 11,
which the network has designated
"Color TV Day— U.S.A." No
less than nine hours of that Fricolorcast,day's
far inprogramming
excess of will
any beprevious
one-day color total, a network
spokesman said. NBC-TV's entire
daytime schedule from 6 a.m. to
5 p.m. (EST) will be in tint, with
the exception of two filmed series
— Make Room for Daddy and
Loretta Young Theatre. Nighttime color shows scheduled are
Texaco Huntley-BrinkJey Report
(6:45-7) and The Bell Telephone
Hour (9-10).

few years hence, will offer the greatest
financial rewards ever known in the
entire history of the entertainment
business, he declares. And they're going
to get into television now, to get prepared to reap the harvest of pay tv
when it arrives, he firmly believes.
Judge

orders

to musicians

payment
from

AFM

Hollywood musicians who agreed to
drop their litigation against the trust
fund policies of the American Federation of Musicians in exchange for a
cash setdement of $3.5 million from
the AFM (Broadcasting, April 11)
have moved a step nearer collection.
Judge Harold W. Schweitzer of Los
Angeles Superior Court has authorized
payment of about $1 million to some
2,400 musicians who had been emstudios. ployed at the major motion picture
Specifically, Judge Schweitzer approved a plan where payments made
by the movie companies into the Music
Performance Trust Funds in exchange
for the rights to release theatrical pictures for use on tv would be released by
Samuel Rosenbaum, trustee of the
funds, to the Citizens Bank of Los
Angeles as receiver. Similar approval
is expected shortly for transfer of
money now in the trust funds to individual musicians employed in the
making of tv films, phonograph records and radio transcriptions. In each
case, the Hollywood musicians asserted
that the AFM had wrongly required the
employers to pay wage increases or
royalty fees into the trust funds instead
of to the musicians doing the work.
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says:

With this phrase, a Variety cohimnist sums up a professional appraisal of WOR-Radio

THE

FITZGERALDS

proo;ramming

-'Provocative

and interesting couple.". . . the Fitzgeralds, a provocative and interesting couple,

'^WOR

has

some

of the

best

pro-

grams that can be heard/'

CARLTON

NEWS: On the hour, at WOR there is 15 minutes of well selected and well delivered news.
GALEN DRAKE: At 9:15,Galen Drake talks
amusingly and sometimes philosophically. He
is not record-breaking, but he is intelligent, and
you may even learn things, and I don't believe
you'll be bored.

MARTHA

DEANE-^'Best

woman's

program on the air." Following Galen
Drake, after the 15 minutes of news, is the best
woman's program on the air — Martha Deane.
The name, Martha Deane, is a studio name and
the present Martha Deane has used it for 19
years. Her name is Marian Young Taylor —
Mrs. William Boling Taylor, and she is the
mother of 16-year-old twins, whom she talks
about just enough to make her listeners interested in them. Martha Deane is the best commentator and interviewer on the air. She gave
the best reports of Princess Margaret wedding,
even reporting the lack of smiles on the face of
the Queen. She has just been asked to cover both
political conventions. Her daily interviews cover writers of new books, politicians, world travellers —practically everyone in the public eye,
and a lot of people who never become famous,
but have something to talk about. Outside of her
commercials — and she does these sensibly— she
lets her guests do the talking, and she knows
how to get them to say important and worthwhile things, too.
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whom I'm sure you know. They are talky, amusing and, best of all, alive ! No repeated repeats
for the Fitzgeralds, an ingratiating couple, who
really seem to like people as well as animals.
FREDERICKS -''Only intelligent nutrition and food program

on TV or radio.'VollowingtheFitzgeralds
is the only intelligent nutrition and food program on television or radio ! This, m itself, is
unbelievable. In a world where food and health
are the most talked about subjects, outside of
politics in season, the subject of good foods is
seemingly purposely shunned by television and
radio programming. Good programs may be
considered— but they never reach the consumer.
Only bits and pieces, firmly tied to commercials
—and usually foods that lack both nutrition and
flavor, are ever discussed — except on this one
program. Carlton Fredericks, on his 45-minute
program, from 1 :15 to 2, really talks on nutrition, health and food. Dr. Fredericks (he is a
Ph. D.) may annoy you occasionally. You may
not even always agree with him. But on the
whole, he is sound, sensible and certainly instructive. You actually may learn what to eat,
how to conserve your health, and how to get
more out of living by listening. I can't promise
quite so much of any other program, tv or radio.
Last

year, more

WOR

than

advertisers

used

any other

radio station.

Use WOR "Air Magic"
uct. It WORks!

for your prod-

WOR-RADIO
710 fm 98.7
An RKO General Station
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an estimated $3,732 million or $2.23
per share in consolidated earnings in
1960.
Second quarter consolidated earnings
amounted to $2,033 million or $1.22
per share, of which $1,201 million or
72 cents a share represented installments on sale to tv of the film library.
MCA distributes the film library to tv
stations. Paramount noted that in overall terms, the first six months of 1960
fell sharply in earnings in comparison
to the similar period of 1959. The $5.26
million earned in 1959's first half had
been boosted by a special income of
$2,767 million from the January 1959
sale of Paramount's holding in Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
CBS-owned

stations

get
'Dimension'
CBS new
owned radio
stations last week
were preparing for the premiere Sept.
Green cheese? ■ Using live television cameras plus telescopes and
other technical equipment, WDAYTV Fargo, N.D., gave viewers an
intimate glimpse into the mysteries
of the moon. The program, sponsored by a local hobby shop, was
titled Moon Spectacular. It was teleEight

stations

to air

*Post' films in color
When Independent Television Corp.
took over the filming of the Best of the
Post from the production hands of the
Saturday Evening Post and decided to
continue to film and print in color,
ITC knew it was taking a chance.
As of last week. ITC felt it had
been "vindicated" by the subsequent
actions of several major stations, according to Walter Kingsley, ITC president. Each of these stations — eight in
all — will telecast the series in color this
fall. The stations: WGN-TV Chicago,
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, KFSD-TV San Diego.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, KING-TV
Seattle, WNHC-TV New Haven and
KGW-TV Portland, Ore.
Colorcasting of syndicated film, aside
from cartoons, is unusual.
In addition,
it's expected
otherin
markets
will have
the seriesstill
aired
color. ITC, Mr. Kingsley explained,
has placed considerable investment (an
average production cost per program
of more than $40,000) in the series.
Color added to this initial cost.
Already in Color ■ ITC had its decision to make when it took over production from the Post. (ITC now is
developing the series in conjunction
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cast from I 1 p.m. to 1 1 :20. WDAYTV's weatherman Dewey Bergquist
is in charge of the project and has
announced plans for live shots of
balloons, satellites, eclipses and
planets. He said "It's educational —
it sells — and it attracts a big lateevening audience."
with the magazine but handles distribution.) Some of the anthology films
(based on Post stories) already had
been color photographed. ITC then
decided to complete as many of the
remaining 26 films in color as possible.
Of the 26 now in the can, 90% are
available for telecasting in color.
For the color prints, stations spend
above the card rate. "At the time we
felt we should continue to film and
print in color, we were advised that the
spotty economy in syndication then
current dictated against." Mr. Kingsley
said in an interview last week. "We
went
The against
Best ofthetheadvice."
Post is now in close
to 80 markets, and will be on some 100
stations this fall. "Station management
is supporting ITC in taking chances,
Mr. Kingsley noted, and this shows the
tv industry in his opinion is ready "to
ask for something extra, for something
more important."
Tv income

boosts

Paramount earnings
Television income continues to
brighten the books of Paramount Pictures Corp. As announced in the motion
picture on
studio's
report,
installments
sale ofsix-month
the Paramount
pre- 1948 film library accounted for
$1,955 million, or $1.17 per share of

5 of a new program service, "Dimension." which will be employed to "differentiate CBS-owned radio stations
from
A other
first outlets."
script series, Wonder of
Words, was sent last week to augment
an initial shipment of recorded material
already in the hands of the seven stations. Words will employ local radio
personalities in a commentary on fascinating aspects of words and grammatical usages in the English language. The
"Dimension" project is made up of
nine other series: American Landscape,
This Is Our Heritage. The Year 2.000,
This /.? My Profession, stories told by
Bennett Cerf, personality sketches by
Dorothy Kilgallen, a series on the teenager world, a Hometown series and
another on The Most Influential Person
in Allen
my Life.
Producer
of "Dimension"
is
Ludden.
director
of program
services for the owned outlets.
General

Artists

to Centlivre

sold

brewers

General Artists Corp.. New York,
one of the three large talent agencies
operating in television, motion pictures
and the theater, is being sold to
Cendivre Brewing Corp., Fort Wayne,
Ind.. a company with diversified interests, for an estimated $2 million.
Lawrence W. Kanaga, president of
General Artists, announced that an
agreement was reached with Herbert
J. Siegel, a Philadelphia financier, who
heads a group that controls Centlivre.
He added that Mr. Siegel and his
associates have agreed to purchase the
outstanding stock of General Artists
and to accelerate planned expansion in
the entertainment field, including the
eventuality of pay tv. He said that
operation of GAC would continue
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

\l I,

With the farm issue up for grabs in the
coming election, and with both the
Democrats and the Republicans going
all out for the all-important farm vote,
millions of listeners all over Hometown
and Rural America will be tuned in
with new intensity to Keystone stations.
Never before has this vast radio audience been such a prime market for

Keystone advertisers . . . and never before has this audience had such a powerful purchasing potential.
And here's your tip: No matter who
wins the election — you can win in
Keystone markets. Call Keystone right
now and jump on the band-wagon!
This is THE TIME to sell YOUR campaign to all or part of Hometown and
Rural America. They'll be listening!

CHICAGO
111 W. Washington St.
STate 2-8900
NEW YORK
527 Madison Ave.
ELdorado 5-3720
DETROIT
612PenobscotBuilding
WO 2-4595
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LOS ANGELES
3142WilshireBlv
Dunkirk 3-2910
SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.
SUtter 1-7440

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, inc.

^OF MOMETO*
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under its present management.
Among the artists handled by the
company are Perry Como, Nat "King"
Cole, Pat Boone, Patti Page, Andy Williams, Paul Anka, Milton Berle and
Tony Bennett.
■

Film

sales

"Pete Smith Specialties" (MGM-TV)
Sold to WNBQ (TV) Chicago;
WLAC-TV NashvUle; WGR-TV Buffalo; KONO-TV San Antonio; WKJGTV Fort Wayne; KSLA-TV Shreveport,
La.; WCAB-TV Savannah, and WPSTTV Miami.
"Hearst Metrotone News Services"
Telenews Daily Newsfilm sold to
KOVR (TV) Sacramento - Stockton;
KCPX-TV Salt Lake City; WFAA-TV
Dallas; KLFY-TV Lafayette, and Recife Tv, Rio and Tv Exelsior, Sao Paulo,
both Brazil. This Week in Sports, sold
to KFBC-TV Cheyenne; KTRK-TV
Houston; ZBM-TV Bermuda, and to
National Assoc. of Insurance Agents
for Memphis, Chattanooga, Johnson
City and Knoxville, all Tennessee.
Weekly News Review was bought by
KFBC-TV Cheyenne and KTVO (TV)
Ottumwa, Iowa.
"Sherlocl{ Holmes Features" (UAA)
Sold to WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio;
WEAU-TV Eau Clair, Wise; KXGOTV Fargo, N.D.; KGMB-TV Honolulu;
WNEW-TV New York; WTVH (TV)
Peoria, 111.; WSLA-TV Selma, Ala.;
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.; WICS (TV)
Springfield, 111.; and KXJB-TV Valley
City, N.D.

(la-ber da) p. n.

"Golf
Tip of the Day" (Heritage Productions)

1. the first Monday
of September
2, e.g. Monday
through

Sunday

Wmca

where

sound

of radio

never

stops.

at

the

the Straus broadcasting group
wmca
NEW ■ YORK
AM Radio Sales
wbny
BUFFALO ■ JackMasla& Co..lnc.

rpi
RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL
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Sold to WGN-TV Chicago; WHDHTV Boston; WMAR-TV Baltimore;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati; K P R C-T V
Houston; CLKW-TV Windsor-Detroit;
KPLR-TV St. Louis.
TV)Now in 20 markets.
"Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal" (MCASold to WNBC-TV New York;
WAGA-TV Atlanta; WTVT (TV) Tampa; WDBO-TV Orlando; WGN-TV Chicago; KABC-TV Los Angeles; WAVYTV Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va.; WRC-TV
Washington, D.C.; WHBQ-TV Memphis; WLBW-TV Miami; WCTV (TV)
Tallahassee; KDUB-TV Lubbock;
WBTV (TV) Charlotte and WKBW-TV
Buffalo.
UA)
"Case of the Dangerous Robin" (ZivSold to Chicago & Suburban Retail
Selling Assoc. for WNBQ (TV) Chicago; Lincoln Income Life Insurance
Co. for WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.; 7Up Bottlers, WDSU-TV New Orleans;

Color

breakout

WOR-TV New York, a nonnetwork station is going to break
out in color this fall. Station has
scheduled a minimum of 144
hours of color broadcasts during
the first 13 -week cycle of its introductory move into color. Robert J. Leder, vice president and
general manager of WOR Div. of
RKO General, said viewing dates
will be announced following the
installation of RCA color transmission equipment, already begun.
Color telecasts will consist of motion pictures carried on its Million
Dollar Movie segments. In addition, according to Mr. Leder,
color telecasts are planned for
other broadcast areas within the
station's programming. He noted
that the move marks the first time
a New York independent station
will offer viewers regularlyscheduled color tv programming.
Des Moines Savings and Loan Assoc.,
KRNT-TV Des Moines; Safeway
Stores, KOB-TV Albuquerque; Ira
Young Auto Co., KCEN-TV TempleWaco, Tex., and Maston Motors for
Fort Wayne. Brown & Williamson has
bought ifour markets. Also sold to
WJBF (TV) Augusta, Ga.; WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids; WOAI-TV San Antonio;
WRGB (TV) Albany-Schenectady;
WVEC-TV Norfolk; KVOO-TV Tulsa,
and WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss.
Inc.)
Now in 126 markets.
"Ranks #1" (Programs for Television
Sold to WNBC-TV New York;
WHDH-TV Boston; WGR-TV Buffalo;
WRCV-TV Philadelphia; WHYNTV Springfield, Mass.; WRGB (TV)
Schenectady; WPTV (TV) Palm Beach,
Fla.; WSUN-TV Tampa-St. Petersburg;
WLWA (TV) Atlanta; WCCO-TV Minneapolis, and KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
Now in 11 markets.
"LocI« Up" (Ziv-UA)
Sold to McKenzie's Pastry Shoppes
for WWL-TV New Orleans.
Now in 174 markets.
"337 Warner Bros. Cartoons" (UAA)
Sold to KOMU-TV Co. Lumbia,
Mo.; WHIO-TV Dayton; WJTV (TV)
Jackson, Miss.; WGEM-TV Quincy,
111. Renewed by WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge; WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.;
KMTV (TV) Omaha; and KRON-TV
San Francisco.
tions)
"Flight" (California National ProducSold to KMSP-TV Minneapolis;
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio; KGLOBROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

26

superb

from

feature

United

all from

the

of motimi

films

Artists,
new

ejn

pietures.

§
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
I§
DALLAS
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.^
= LOS ANGELES

247 Park Avenue, MU 7-7800
75 E. Wacker Dr., DE 2-2030
1511 S Bryan
RI 7-8553
400
BeverlySt.. Drive,
CR 6 588(

TV Mason City, Iowa; WAIM-TV
Anderson, S.C.; WRAL-TV RaleighDurham, N.C.; KSL-TV Salt Lake
City; WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.;
WTTV (TV) Indianapolis; WPBN-TV
Traverse City, Mich.; KMOS-TV Sedalia. Mo.; WDAM-TV Hattiesburg,
Mo.; WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga., and
WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Now in over 200 markets.
"Greatest Headlines of the Century"
Sold to KGLO-TV Mason City,
Iowa; WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.;
KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.; KEYC-TV
Mankato, Minn., and WLWD-TV
Dayton, Ohio.
Now in 40 markets.
Independent Television Corp. announces the following sales:
Tugboat Annie, sold to WGAN-TV
Portland, Me. and KATV (TV) Ketchikan, Alaska; Ramar of the Jungle,
sold to WISC-TV Madison and KOBTV Albuquerque; Hawkeye and The
Last of the Mohicans, to KOB-TV Albuquerque; Sergeant Preston of the
Yukon, to WKBN-TV Youngstown and
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss, and The
Action Theatre Package, to WABC-TV
New York.
■

Program

notes

Two new series ■ Official Films, N.Y.,
announces two new series available for
distribution. Sportfolio, a one-minute
sports show which features 260 films
of great sports events, will be ready for
October delivery. Official's second new
property. Spunky and Tadpole, is a
group of 150 cartoons in color and
black and white.
Victory over discrimination ■ WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N.Y., has produced
a series of three programs concerning
discrimination in New York State called
With Liberty and Justice. The programs dealt with background, housing and housing problems involved
in anti- discrimination. They were seen
in succeeding weeks during the past
month. WRGB's Sunnie Jennings was
the producer and several eminent
theorists on the subject made up the
panels, including New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.

Editors' status ■ Producer Wilbur Stark
has announced a new policy of giving
film editors on his tv series and motion
pictures, screen credit as "creative film
editor" plus part ownership
the
properties. First to receive this of
benefit
is John Woodcock, editor of The
Brothers Brannagan, which makes its
debut this fall in syndication for CBSTV Films. Mr. Stark said he hopes
58 (PROGRAMMING)

For copies, write . . .
Broadcasts of an analysis of
the nuclear arms race produced
18,000 requests in 90 days for
copies of the text, according to
William N. Plymat, president of
World Peace Broadcasting Foundation, Des Moines, Iowa. Radio
stations in a number of markets
have carried tapes of an address
by Dr. Jerome D. Frank, Johns
Hopkins U. The tapes are available in 29 and 44-minute versions.
The foundation was formed
"to educate masses on world
peace problems," according to
Mr. Plymat, who is president of
Preferred Risk Mutual Insurance
Co., Des Moines. Its goal is
peaceful solution to world problems. Dr. Cecil Hinshaw, American Friends Service, is vice president. Foundation headquarters
is at 6000 Grand Ave., Des
Moines. Among stations that
have carried the public service
program are WDAF Kansas City;
WCAU Philadelphia; WBZ Boston, KOA Denver, WHO Des
Moines, WBZ Cleveland and
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
the move will lure the best film editors
to his company. He said film editors
are perhaps even more important than
directors.
Creating a stir ■ KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
offers for free syndication to all U.S.
tv stations for public service use, a 30minute documentary called "Prison
Riot Report — 1960." A group of 11
prison officials who attended the initial
screening pronounced it "outstanding,"
according to the station. WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa., has already taken advantage of the offer and presented the
program Sunday, July 31. KDKA-TV
reports that it plans two similar programs dealing with penal institutions
for women and juveniles.
'Bloopy' underway ■ Jules Power
Productions Inc., N.Y., has completed
the first three episodes of a new slapstick comedy film series, Bloopy and
the Colonel, which has a production
schedule caling for 104 6-to-lO-minute
episodes in the first year and an equal
number the second year. Episodes are
designed to fit into a half-hour network
program or as syndicated film in local
children's programming, the company
reports. Starring Joe Ross and Bobby
Gibbons in the lead roles, Bloopy and
the Colonel is called "new in every
respect." Mr. Power, who produced
Watch Mr. Wizard on NBC-TV as

well as local live children's shows in
several cities, says his new series
achieves the "broadest sort of visual
comedy without resorting to kicks in
the pants, bops on the head, or other
questionable comic devices."
Scholarly series "From Sept. 19through
May 27, 1961, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
will present
an Friday
educationalMich.,
series Monday
through
called Ten O'Clock Scholar. Cooperating on the project and providing
speakers are: Central Michigan College;
Olivet College; Michigan State U.;
Hope College; Calvin College; Aquinas
College; U. of Michigan and Grand
Rapids Junior College. Subjects for the
first 13 weeks of the series include
speech, conversational Spanish, government and consumer economics. Under
consideration for upcoming segments
are child care, music appreciation, great
works, the modern novel and art in the
home.
Migrant documentary ■ Production
crews from KING-TV Seattle, KGWTV Portland and KREM-TV Spokane
(Crown stations) are at work preparing
a documentary concerning migrant
workers. The program, according to
Bob Schulman, KING-TV's director of
special features, will relate the story
and problems of the "latter-day Oakies"
upon whom the region's agricultural industry is frequently dependent for survival. The project will be telecast by
all three stations. Some film sequences
have already been shot in the lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, home of
many of the migrants.
Film library ■ Seeking material for its
two-hour tv special Hollywood and the
Movies, Wolper - Sterling Productions
has made an arrangement for exclusive
use of the Gregston Enterprises film
library, which includes "The Great
Train Robbery," "The Eagle," starring
Rudolph Valentino, "Intolerance," "The
Black Pirate," with Douglas Fairbanks,
the original "Hunchback of Notre
Dame," with Lon Chaney, "Birth of a
Nation" and other old-time greats.
Wolper-Sterling is also asking anyone
owning films dealing with the early
days of movie-making to get in touch
with Jack Haley Jr., producer, at 9119
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
Religious film ■ "Our Lady's Shrine,"
filmed by Norwood Studios and sponsored by the National Council of
Catholic Men, is available for local tv
use anywhere in the U.S. free of charge.
The half-hour 16mm color film covers
the history, construction and dedication
services of the National Shrine in Washington, D.C. For further information
write National Council of Catholic
Men, Radio-Tv Film Dept., 50 East
42nd St., New York 17.
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IT

ALL

THIS

IN

ADDS

UP

TO

CINCINNATI

WCKY

SOME

BUY

All you have to do is cross Nielsen audience numbers
with rate card dollars and you'll come

up with the smart

money radio buy for Cincinnati— 50,000 watt WCKY.
Straight rate or package, day or night, programs or announcements,
you'll find that WCKY packs a drawer-full of listeners at an
efficiency rate that drives cost-per-customer right in the bottom drawer.
For Cincinnati or for the Ohio River Tri-State Valley, the numbers
tell the story- WCKY is some buy . . . the buy. Check it out with
Tom Welstead in New York or with AM Radio Sales everywhere else.

WCKY
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ICINCINNATI

GOVERNMENT
SENATE

OKAYS

Eliminates

license

The Senate last week approved the
payola bill (S 1898) with its own
amendments eliminating proposed
broadcast license suspensions and modifying a proposed provision to give the
FCC power to impose $1.000-a-day
forfeitures on misbehaving broadcasters.
Before approving the bill by voice
vote, the Senate voted down a proposal by Sen. William Proxmire (DWis. ) to reinstate the license suspensions section passed by the House
(Broadcasting. July 4).
Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R.l.)
of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, who managed S 1898 on
the Senate floor, said he had assurances
from House leaders the Senate amendments would be accepted.
Sen. Proxmire in offering his amendment from the floor to put the license
suspension provision back in the bill.

Sen. Proxmire
Murder got away
said the Senate modifications place the
licensee in position to "get away with
murder." Sen. Proxmire also offered
two other floor amendments, but withdrew them "reluctantly" after being
assured by Sen. Pastore that their
merits would be aired next year, either
in the Senate or the House.
The two Proxmire proposals withdrawn would (1) prohibit the FCC
from considering as a favorable factor
in an application the fact a member of
Congress is a stockholder in the applicant; (2) provide for FCC regulation
of the networks.
60

REVISED

suspensions

from

PAYOLA
House

Pliigola ■ Sen. Pastore also explained
—to Sen. Clair Engle (D-Calif.)— that
the Hollywood motion picture industry
has no cause to become alarmed at the
"free plug" proscriptions of the revamped Sec. 317. "I would hope the
FCC doesn't use the new law to harass
anyone," Sen. Pastore said. He added
he hoped the FCC could hold informal
conferences with interested parties to
work out problems involving specific
groups. "I would hope the FCC will be
reasonable" (in administering the new
section), he said.
Sen. Engle said Hollywood is concerned that networks, before airing a
motion picture, may require the producer to guarantee the absence of
payola and free plug practices in the
film's production.
Sen. Andrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.)
praised the bill and the broadcast industry's participation in drafting it.
"I think the industry has shown a
pretty
decent
he said. on the
Others
who attitude,"
spoke favorably
bill, as amended by the Senate, included
Sens. Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.) and
Gordon Allott (R-Colo.).
Sen. Proxmire, in introducing his
congressional ownership amendment,
said FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
told him that while congressional stockholdings of an applicant under present
law would be considered in favor of the
applicant if the holding were substantial, the holdings by five congressmen
in the Capital Cities Tv Corp. awards
are not substantial enough to be considered.
Agreement ■ Sen. Pastore said he
agreed with Sen. Proxmire that congressional stockholdings should not be
a factor in FCC grants, but asked him
to withdraw the amendment, assuring
Sen. Proxmire he would hold hearings
on the question next year. Sen. Proxmire and co-sponsors of the amendment. Sens. Joseph Clark (D-Pa.) and
Ernest Gruening (D-Alaska), agreed to
this.
Introducing his network regulation
amendment. Sen. Proxmire made a
lengthy statement charging the networks with a low level of taste in programming and with excessive exposure
of crime and violence shows. The FCC
itself has recommended network regulation, he said.
Sen. Pastore said that to tell networks what to program gets into government censorship of programming
and also runs into the question of

passed

.

BILL

version

viewer preference. Those who like
symphony
orderwoogie,
the networks not music
to playcan't
boogie
he
said. He noted the FCC made a study
of network programming, but made no
report; that it stated it had no objection to network regulation only after
the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee's payola heearings were comThe Rhode Islander noted Chairpleted.man Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House
Commerce Committee has said he will
hold hearings next year on network
regulation. "If the House doesn't, I
will," he promised.
Duty to the Public ■ Sen. Proxmire
said he felt it was Congress' duty to look
after the public interest where network programming is concerned.
In urging adoption of his amendment
to reinstate the suspension section, Sen.
Proxmire said this sanction had been

Sen. Pastore
Wins a tug of war
recommended by the FCC, by the Attorney General and the House Commerce Committee and had been passed
by the House.
Sen. Pastore, in reply, said the FCC
had acknowledged it could get the same
results with other sanctions; that he
himself knows as much about what license suspension would and would not
do as does the Attorney General; that
House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris' description of suspensions as the "heart" of the bill was
perhaps "poetic license"; that the House
approved the bill before broadcasters
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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Can

you

this

one?

guess
M

Put the sound effects together —
and come up with a famous tune
1 Sound effect: Big Ben chimes

2 Sound effect: Cow mooing

3 Sound effect: Wind blowing

Answer — "Londonderry Air". And to you, the important thing is what happened on the air.
This was the first in our recent series of "Sound Charades". We
be weeks figuring it out." Did we ever get fooled! We started the
time it was broadcast, five people were given a chance to phone
prize money. Each time a charade was guessed, we changed to

thought, "Ha, ha, they'll
one above at 6 A.M. Each
in the correct answer for
a new one.

Would you believe it— by noon, the same day, we had 4 winners. By 6 P.M. we had 8. 23
days and $3,200 later, we concluded that our audience was bright and we were broke!
These are the kind of people we offer you as an audience — people who can grasp a selling
message, and who know a good thing when they hear it.

Radio

. . .the station that keeps people in mind
WASHINGTON, D.C.— REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla. — ifs WWDC-owned
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court
collection
trials onfortheir
merits. would be "new"
The Senate amendments also changed
language of the bill to make it clear
that sanctions for refusing to obey a
cease and desist order could be applied only after such order had become
final.
New

CHICAGO
Tribune Tower
Superior 7-7140
NEW YORK
730 Fifth Avenue
Juclson 6-3316

ULSE,

could make known their primary objection to it: namely, that license suspension would deprive the public of
service where other sanctions would not.
Before the Senate rejected the amendment over Sen. Proxmire's lone vote.
Sen. Pastore grimly promised he would
ask that the bill be recommitted if the
Proxmire amendment were accepted.
Besides eliminating the suspension
section, the bill as approved by the
Senate Thursday would modify the forfeiture section to provide:
Failure to operate as set forth in
license must be "willful or repeated"
rather than "negligent or intentional"
as approved by the House; licensee is
protected by one-year statute of limitations and a maximum forfeiture of
$10,000; licensee must be notified of
specific violations and given opportunity to answer before imposition of forfeiture; pendency of a forfeiture at any
stage up to final determination by
courts may not be used by the FCC to
prejudice the licensee's rights in other
FCC proceedings (though facts on
which a forfeiture is based, going to
the fitness of licensee, could be used —
the licensee having the right to crossexamine and ofi'er his own evidence);
forfeiture cases which reached the

from

forms
FCC

The FCC has announced that copies
of its revised form 346, for applications for authority to construct or make
changes in tv translator stations are now
available. Applicants for either uhf or
vhf translators may obtain the new
forms at the Commission's Washington
office or any of its field offices.
Meanwhile, FCC representatives are
in the second week of their Western
tour to explain what steps are necessary
to make previously termed illegal vhf
operations lawful. The group consists
of Dee Pincock of the general counsel's
oflice and Mac Parker from Washington.
This week's schedule:
Great Falls, Mont. — DeMolay Youth
Center on Aug. 29 at 11 a.m.; Wenatchee. Wash. — Regional Library on
Aug. 30 at 11:30 a.m.; Salt Lake City
— State Capitol, Governor's Board
Room on Sept. 1 at 9 a.m.; Redmond,
Ore.^ — -Westminster Hall on Sept. 1 at
1 p.m.; Pocatello, Idaho — City Hall on
Sept. 2 at 11 a.m.; Grand Junction,

Colo. — KREX-TV auditorium on Sept.
2 at 1 p.m.
Vhf translators were authorized July
28 by the FCC which also provided for
recognition of those stations built illegally (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
MORE
FCC

MIAMI

extends

in Miami,

TIME
deadlines

Boston

cases

The FCC, acting last week to maintain the status quo in the Miami and
Boston ex parte cases while it mulled
petitions for stays and reconsideration
by various parties, granted a postponement of the effective date of its Miami
ch. 10 order.
It agreed to a two-week extension of
the deadline which it originally gave
National Airlines to take its ch. 10
WPST-TV Miami off the air.
Instead of Sept. 15 as the deadline, it
set Sept. 30 as the new last day.
The commission also continued,
from Sept. 12 to Sept. 27, the deadline
date when new briefs are to be filed in
the reopened Boston ch. 5 case.
The FCC, which technically has
been in recess during the month of
August, acted through a board, comprising Commissioner Robert E. Lee.
The full commission is due to hold its
first meeting after the summer recess
on Wednesday, Aug. 31.
Last month the FCC issued its highly
controversial final order in the Miami
ch. 10 case. It voided its 1957 grant
to National Airlines, found all applicants except L. B. Wilson Inc. tainted
with the ex parte brush, and issued a
permit for ch. 10 to the Wilson firm.
It ordered National Airlines to cease
operating by Sept. 15.
In the Boston case, the Commission
voided the 1957 grant to WHDH Inc.
(Boston Herald-Traveler) , but gave it
permission to continue operating on
ch. 5 there under temporary authority
while it reconsidered the merits of all
the four Boston applicants.
Last week also saw L. B. Wilson file
an opposition to the National Airlines
request to the commission for a stay
of its July 14 order pending the outcome of its court appeal.
Wilson, the only one of the four
Miami ch. 10 applicants found untainted in the rehearing, told the FCC
that
National
Airlines'
request
should the
be denied
because
it showed
no
basis for granting a stay. The commission, in its July 14 order, granted
the ch. 10 facility to Wilson.
Wilson also emphasized that, acting
on the Commission's grant, it had obligated itself to spend $500,000 on equipment and construction — with some of
the equipment already enroute to MiBROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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a_ designers and builders of the world's most powerful radio transmitters
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How

Lee

forced

Quietly, almost secretly, a revolution has been in the making at the
FCC in its regulation of advertising
volume on radio and television.
Not by fiat but by indirection, the
FCC has set the ceiling on commercials at 1,500 spots a week for
stations operating 18 hours a day
seven days a week.
More and more broadcasters who
apply for license renewal or for approval of a station sale have been
getting letters from the FCC asking

Spot Regulator Lee
1 2 per hour is enough

ceiling

on

commercials

"how come?" if the apphcation
forms showed an average weekly
spot volume exceeding 1,500.
A pen
fewwith years
ago this
regularity.
The didn't
FCC hapdid
not seem interested in "counting
spots" to this degree. But then Commissioner Robert E. Lee got interested in over commercialization and
began dividing the total hours of
station operation per week by the
total number of commercial spots
per week to come up with an average number of commercial spots per
hour. If this hourly average hit
above 13 or 14, broadcasters got a
letter.
A year or two ago. there was an
upsurge
of such
"inquiries."
It raised
havoc official
with what
up to
then had been an almost pro-forma
clerical task of filling in Question 12
of Part IV of the FCC's forms for
renewals and for transfers.
Spot data are based on a composite week, issued by the FCC each
year to its licensees.
Listener's Complaint ■ It all began seven years ago, in 1953, when
Commissioner Lee was the freshman
member of the FCC. This is how
he explains it:
While driving to work each day,
and again home at night, Mr. Lee
began listening almost regularly to
one of the independent radio station's in Washington. The more he
listened, the more incensed he got.
Spots were virtually continuous, he
says, and, to add to his objections,
the station was filled with bait and
switch ads.
The day of reckoning came in
1955. The station's license was up
for renewal, and a sitting member
of the FCC, for one of the few times

ami. Wilson said that it had already
paid out over $100,000 on these contracts.

Airlines.
On Friday, the appeals court granted
the FCC an extra week, until Aug. 29,

WPST-TV Value Set at $6 Million ■
In its pleading, Wilson said that it had
attempted to acquire or lease the
WPST-TV ch. 10 facilities, but that
National Airlines claimed they were
worth five times their book value —
"or $6 million."
The Miami ch. 10 station, Wilson
said, had, as of Aug. 5, discontinued
three hours of morning programs per
day of its schedule and had laid off 19
employes.
Wilson also filed with the appellate
court a notice that it will intervene as

to
Airlines'
petition
for respond
review. toIt National
also denied
a request
by
National for early argument on its motion attacking the FCC's July 14 order
or, in the alternative, for a stay. National Airlines' request and the commission's request were both filed before
the FCC changed the deadline to Sept.
30.
The commission's Office of General
Counsel filed an oppostion to the request by North Dade Video Inc. for
reconsideration by the FCC of its July
14 order. The FCC staff said that the
commission was correct in finding that
North Dade had hired Washington at-

July
of thebyFCC's
in theasreview
a14party
decision
requested
National
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in commission history, had a first
hand, personal knowledge of the
station's programming practices.
Mr. Lee spoke up on the subject
that midweek at the regular FCC
meeting. No one was interested.
But the ex-FBI agent and Capitol
Hill investigator is not one to be
discouraged by lack of initial attenpoint of and
view makes
(he's for
uhf tion
forto his
television,
no
bones he's in favor of letting pay tv
be tried out).
As the months went by, he became known within the private ranks
of FCC commissioners and the staff
executives who sat in on meetings
regularly as the one who consistently kept bringing up questions of
over-commercialization whenever
the spot totals seemed too high.
In the Majority ■ Soon he had an
ally. Then he had two. About two
years ago Mr. Lee found himself
with a majority of the commission
behind him.
So far has this attitude been taken
over by the FCC as a whole that it
is part of the policy statement on
programming
issued by the commission last July:
"With respect to advertising material, the licensee has the additional
responsibility to take all reasonable i
measures to eliminate [false and i
misleading advertising] and to avoid i
abuses with respect to the total
amount of time devoted to adver- ji
tising continuity as well as the fre- !
quency with which regular programs :
are interrupted for advertising mes- t
Thus came the time when hardly
a session of the commission went by
without one or two letters going out
asking a broadcaster to justify what
sages."
torney Robert F. Jones, former FCC
member and former U.S. congressman
from Ohio, to influence the FCC
through Hill contacts.
The FCC general counsel's office also
referred to the Elzey Roberts petition
as a matter for policy consideration by
the commission. Mr. Roberts, former
St. Louis broadcaster, had asked that
the commission withdraw its ch. 10
grant to Wilson and throw the vhf facility open to new applicants (BroadCASTING, Aug. 22).
Asks for Trusteeship in Boston ■
Greater Boston Television Corp., one
of the Boston applicants, asked that
Boston Herald-Traveler's ch. 5 WHDHTV be placed under a trustee pending
the outcome of the re-evaluation of all
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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jthe commission termed an "excesisive" number of spots.
Nothing drastic ever took place.
No station lost its license. No station was ever "cited" for a hearing
on this point.
! Each of the stations tolled by the
jFCC responded with alacrity to the
inquiry. In many instances the composite week was blamed; it gave an
atypical volume of spots per hour,
broadcasters said.
Where the broadcaster acknowledged the correctness of his count
, and questioned the FCC's verdict of
over-commercialization,
two steps
I were taken:
Either the commission engaged
the alleged culprit in lengthy correspondence until he took the hint
and buckled under to the threat of
possible unpleasantness, or, as in
most cases, the suspect fell in with
the FCC's viewpoint without a
struggle.
Today it is rare that a broadcast
application for renewal or transfer
—the forms required for each of
these processes is similar — is held
up for inspection because of the
spot count.
The broadcasters and their lawlimits yersare.have learned what the FCC's
j| Just how did Commissioner Lee
arrive at his magic number? Simple,
says the Chicago-born commissioner
with the rebel-sounding name: From
the NAB code.
The tv code recommends a limit
of one minute of commercial for
each five minutes of programs — or
' three one-minute spots for each
quarter hour.
Using this as the base for his
,, calculation. Commissioner Lee
comes up with 12 spots per hour, a
I figure he says was set by the industry itself.
the Boston applicants for this facility.
Greater Boston said that WHDH-TV
is making a profit of $2.5 million a
year and that it was unfair to permit it
to "reap the enormous financial benefits
j flowing from the operation of the station and to use the money derived
therefrom to press its application to the
detriment of the other applicants."
Greater Boston asked that the trustee be appointed by the FCC and that
he be prohibited from giving the Boston
Herald-Traveler any payments for "professional services or expenses incurred
in furthering the application of WHDH
Inc. for ch. 5" unless by agreement
among all parties that a like sum be
made available to each of the applicants.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

Greater Boston said the FCC should
approve the trustee making payments
to WHDH based on a fair return on its
capital investment — the fair return to
be fixed by the commission — and for
sary.
WHDH
to meet debt payments if necesBoth Greater Boston, and Massachusetts Bay Broadcasters Inc. filed oppositions to the petition for stay filed
by WHDH Inc. two weeks ago.
In its July 14 order the commission
voided its 1957 grant to WHDHBoston Herald-Traveler, but said
WHDH-TV could continue operating
under temporary authority pending the
outcome of new proceedings among the
four applicants as to who should be
given the channel. WHDH not only
asked for a stay of this order, but also
asked the FCC to reconsider its July
14 judgment (Broadcasting, Aug. 15).
More

time

for AFCCE

in tv 'drop-in' study
The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers last week
asked for a fourth extension of the
deadline for comments on FCC rulemaking to "drop-in" additional vhf
channels in selected cities through reduced mileage separations. The engineers asked for a delay of 30 days beyond the present Sept. 1 deadline.
In preparing their comments, members of the association have produced
results differing as much as 7.5 db in
the permissible effective radiated power,
the petition said. "The difference is
obviously of such magnitude that a
substantial part of work done earlier
will have said.
to beThe
completely
revised,"
AFCCE
differences
were
caused, it was pointed out, because of
deviations in the latest set of propagation curves.
Consideration should be given to revising the high-band vhf propagation
curves to more accurately depict expected coverage, the engineers said.
The latest extension in the rulemaking
was granted so that interested parties
could make use of revised curves after
it was discovered that the first proposed
curves were inaccurate (Broadcasting,
May 9, 1960).
In comments filed last week, both
KCEN-TV Temple-Waco, Tex., and
the National Grange were against the
commission's proposal to provide more
vhf tv stations through reduced mileage
separations. KCEN-TV said the investments of thousands of dollars by existing licensees under current rules should
be protected while the grange argued
that a reduction in mileage separations
"would result in the impairment and
destruction of existing tv service to vast
numbers of people, especially those living in rural areas."

New

support

seen

for

daytime power boosts
The count last week was four in favor
and one against the FCC's proposed
rulemaking to permit existing Class
IV am stations to boost daytime power
up to 1 kw regardless of the extent ot
interference caused by the increase
( Broadcasting, August 1 ) .
Four stations, WMRF Lewiston,
WHUM Reading, both Pennsylvania;
WJER Dover-New Philadelphia, Ohio,
and WNBZ Saranac Lake, N.Y., stated
that the commission's proposal would
greatly expedite the processing of a
backlog of 400 applications for power
boosts now pending. The stations also
stated that such rulemaking would
bring additional radio service to more
of the public without the expense and
lengthy process of a hearing procedure.
One station, WARD Sonora, Tex.,
claimed that the proposal is "unjust,
unfair and inequitable." WARD, an
applicant for a station on 1240 kc,
stated that existing Class IV stations
in the Sonora area have applied for
power increases and that, under the
proposed rulemaking, those stations
can protest a grant to WARD but
WARD cannot protest their power
increases.
Power increases by Class IV stations
have always caused automatic hearings.
The new ruling, if adopted, would relax requirements to eliminate the need
for hearings. The relaxation of the rule
would apply only to existing Class IV
stations, however, and applicants for
new stations would follow the present
rule. Comments on the proposal are
due Sept. 1.
Senate
FCC

group

defers

appearance

The FCC won't be called up for hearing in the Senate Commerce Committee's plans to investigate "regulatory
lag" of government agencies until well
into the first session of the 87th Congress next year, and possibly the year
after, according to a high committee
source.
Committee Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) who announced
he'd make the study during the FCC
appropriations hearings in May (Broadcasting, May 30) as a long-range
"Hoover Commission"-type undertaking, said that the General Accounting
Office soon will initiate things with a
"pilot study" of biggest and oldest regulatory agency, the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Committee staffers will
interview people at the FCC and other
agencies and the GAO report on ICC
will be applied, where possible, to other
agencies before they're called up for
hearing, the spokesman said.
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OPERATOR

PERMITS

FOR

REDS?

Could 'wreak havoc,' Lee tells House
A House Un-American Activities
rows case, legislation is needed in this
Committee hearing on proposed legisla- field." Mr. Borrows appealed to the
tion to prohibit the licensing of radio
court when
his was
firstdismissed
class operator's
license
renewal
by the
operators who have communist backcommission in December, 1959. Mr.
grounds brought the admission by FCC
Borrow refused to answer two questions
and industry witnesses that our Conelrad communications system could be and asked for a hearing which was
granted. After revocation of his first
jeopardized by covert disloyal acts.
The hearing last week on HR 12852,
class permit, he appealed to the court.
(He has currently appealed its decision
a bill introduced by Rep. Francis E.
to the Supreme Court).
Walter (D-Pa.), committee chairman,
featured testimony by FCC Commis'Encouraging Trend' ■ "While the
sioner Robert E. Lee, and Joseph F. majority opinion of the court of apKeating, vice president of programs
peals in this case reveals an encouraging
and operations for Mutual.
trend toward a recognition of the facts
as to the nature of the communist conRep. Walter's bill, introduced June
28, would prohibit issuance of a radio
spiracy and the threat which communists pose in such vital areas as radio
operator's license to any individual who
communications, the Borrow case does
willfully 'fails or refuses to answer
certain questions relating to communist
not deal with holders of operators'
activities when summoned to appear
licenses as distinct from applicants,"
before videsfederal
agencies."
The billwhich
pro- Rep. Walter said.
for revocation
of a license
Commissioner Lee, who is FCC Demay have been issued to any individual
fense Commissioner, testified that a
upon disclosure of communist activities.
radio operator could "wreak
Rep. Walter, in an introductory state- communist
havoc" on the Conelrad system in a
ment, said the bill infiltration
was "designed
to cope
with communist
in the
field time of national peril. The commissioner explained that "a station which
of radio communications."
remained on the air under attack conRep. Walter made it clear that last
ditions could provide navigational aid
June's U.S. Court of Appeals majority
to approaching aircraft." He said that
decision in the Morton Borrow case,
which upheld the right of the FCC to a "classified study" is now underway
which could "control this particular
ask the holder of a broadcast license
sort of thing in the future," but renders
whether or not he has ever been a Conelrad
vulnerable to sabotage today.
communist (Broadcasting, July 4)
Under
questioning
by Richard Arens,
was only a step in the right direction.
committee counsel, Mr. Lee said he
"It appears," he said, "that in addition
apprehensive" over atto the law as pronounced in the Bor- was "presently
tempts by the communists to penetrate
the communications facilities of the
U.S. He said that if the committee was
"thinking in terms of security of communications, you must remember that
the common carrier [systems] do a lot
of highly classified work and they do
a lot of switching in connection with
their entire communications system that
might make it desirable [to enact covering legislation] and there might be a
way to extend this to our [Communications] Act." The commissioner, who
is a former FBI investigator, said "I
would just point out that Sec. 219 of the
Communications Act . . . looked like an
appropriate place. I am not even endorsing this, but I am just giving you
commission is "entitled to insuggestion."
a The
quire
into anything
pertinent,"
Commissioner
Lee we
toldfeeltheis committee,

Rep. Walter
'Legislation is needed'
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"and if a man declines to answer those
questions,
he can
be denied
a license."
Under the
decision
in the
Borrow
case, if a person says he has been a
communist but nevertheless wants his
license, the FCC "hasn't the power to

'Fifther'

suspended

David J. Gould, NBC studioaudio engineer who took the Fifth
Amendment when asked by the
House Un-American Activities
Committee whether or not he had
ever been a communist (page 68)
has
work.been suspended by the net"this ofis
in The
line network
with the said
NBCthatpolicy
suspending employes who refuse
to testify as to their present or
past affiliations with the Communist Party. Under this policy, if a
suspended employe appears within
60 days in public hearings before
a congressional committee or
other governmental body or authority and testifies full on all
questions asked him regarding alleged communist or subversive
activities, and if his answers establish that he is not an admitted
communist or engaged in any type
of subversive activity, then the
employe will be reinstated
promptly without loss of seniority,
service credit or pay; otherwise he
will be discharged."
deny the request," the commissioner
asserted. But, he said, in "such a case
we would set him for a hearing and
would have to make a public interest
finding that being a member of the
Communist Party was not in the public
interest and deny him on public interest
No Power ■ The law says that if an
applicant lies but another witness testifiies that the applicant is a communist,
thegrounds."
commission does not have the power
to deny the license, Mr. Lee testified.
The commissioner said he thought
the Walter bill would be a "useful tool."
He said that if no witnesses "come
forth" to testify that an applicant is a
communist,
FCC hasMr."noLeerecourse"
but to grant the
a license.
said he
"has no reservations about the bill" but
was speaking personally since the FCC
is on vacation and the bill has not as yet
come before the commission.
Asked by Chairman Walter as to the
number of known communists now
holding radio operators' licenses. Commissioner Lee said "we don't really
know how many communists have inthe communications
He said filtrated
that
the commission industry."
received
reports on communist activities from
other federal agencies. The Borrow case,
"if it stands up [under a future Supreme Court decision] gives us the
implicit authority that your bill would
make explicit," Mr. Lee stated.
The commissioner brought with him
an impressive array of FCC personnel
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

We're not being cagey — it's a known fact — Baton Rouge
market ranks just below Ft. Worth-Dallas, Houston and

as a
New

Orleans. It's the 4th largest market in the Gulf South— an area
made up of the states of Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi. The
Baton

Rouge

market,

with a population

sales of $1,285,000,000.00,
station WBRZ. Baton
looked on any list.

Rouge

is served

completely

is truly too BIG

ABC
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including Edgar Holtz, associate general counsel; Charles R. Escola, assistant general counsel; Kenneth W. Miller,
U.S. supervisor of Conelrad, Office of
the Chief Engineer, and Frank M. Kratokvil, assistant chief of the Field Engineering Bureau.
Mutual received a large pat on the
back from Chairman Walter during
Mr. Keating's testimony. The network
vice president, in a prepared statement,
said that MBS considers informing the
public of the "nature and objectives
of communism" a part of a network's
fundamental obligation. Rep. Walter rethat "it is
unfortunate
other plied
media
of indeed
information
have that
not
taken the same position that your company has." Mr. Keating emphasized
that "only a few people could play
havoc with our Conelrad system, even
though the vast majority of radio personnel and technicians were completely
cooperative." He said that Mutual
would favorably consider the bill.
Other witnesses fared poorly before
the committee. Among four licensed radio operators who took the Fifth
Amendment when asked if they belonged to the Communist Party was
David J. Gould, studio-audio engineer
with NBC. Mr. Gould said that he refused to answer the question on advice
of counsel and that all questions answered during his turn on the stand had
been given to him by his counsel. Chairman Walter told Mr. Gould that his
lawyer supplied advice which "will
cause you some trouble."
Tv findings filed
for ch. 8

High

Point

Overlap and concentration of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. stations
should be "weighed comparatively" but
are not prevalent to a degree that
"compels
disqualification,"
Broadcast Bureau
said a fortnight FCC's
ago in
Moore
Moore fun. That's just what happens every
Monday-through-Friday when Garry and
Durward Kirby blend their special brand
of informality and wit. Millions of listeners
find Garry Moore immediately and immensely !il<able. No wonder sponsors find
ony friend of Garry's is a friend of theirs!
In all radio Garry Moore is the kind of
company you keep

Only
on

CBS

Radio
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proposed findings in the contest for
ch. 8 High Point-Greensboro, N.C.
The bureau said further that Jefferson
and Tri-cities Broadcasting Co. are not
the "same applicant" because of the
interests in both of Ralph Price.
Mr. Price owns 25% of Tri-cities and
7% of Jefferson. His Jefferson interests
would
be placed
"irrevocable"
voting trust
if the in
ch. an8 grant
goes to
Tri-cities. Jefferson Standard owns
WBT-WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C,
WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C., and 17%
of WFMY-TV Greensboro, which
would be sold if the applicant is successful in its bid for ch. 8.
Other applicants are High Point Tv
Co. and Southern Broadcasting Inc.,
both seeking a station for High Point.
All four applicants put forth their own
arguments designed to show the superiority of each.

Mary Jane's first
Mary Jane Morris, former
FCC secretary, last week filed
her first pleading with the commission as a private attorney.
Now practicing law with her
brother in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Miss Morris urged the FCC to
accept No. 2 of three outstanding
alternatives for adding an additional vhf channel to Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo. Allocation of
ch. 13, to Grand Rapids as proposed, is a "simple solution" to
the problem and could be accomplished at once without waiting for an overall interim policy,
she said.
Miss Morris resigned as commission secretary last April.
Hoffa loses round one
Teamster President James R. Hoffa
has lost the first round in his $2V2
million libel suit against Jack Paar,
Robert F. Kennedy and NBC-TV.
U.S. District Judge Theodore Levin, in
Detroit, quashed the service of summonses on Messrs. Paar and Kennedy
because they had been improperly
served outside the state of Michigan,
where the suit was instituted.
Judge Levin ordered a hearing Sept.
19 on a motion by NBC to quash the
summons received by the network. The
suit grew out of a July 22 appearance
by Mr. Kennedy, brother of the Democratic nominee for President, on the
Jack Paar Show. The case against
Messrs. Paar and Kennedy still is before the court but the practice in the
past has been to dismiss a case if proper
service is not made within a reasonable
time.
Amendment
okayed
The House Commerce Committee
last week reported favorably an amendment of the Communications Act which
would bring it up to date. It approved
a bill (S-1740), already passed by the
Senate, which would forbid common
carriers to discriminate in charges or
services furnished for chain broadcasting or radio communication of any
kind.
Specifically, the provision is now contained in Sec. 202 (b) of the Act, but
it refers only to the use of common
carrier "wires" for this purpose. The
amendment would substitute "communication facilities" — thus encompassing
within its terms microwave relays as
well as cables used by common carriers.
There is no record that common carriers have attempted to charge premium
fees for the use of radio relays.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

TV Augusta, Ga., asked the commission
to issue a cease and desist order to
Two Knoxville am's
WRDW Augusta, an am station.
feuding over calls
WRDW-TV stated that until Feb.
WATE Knoxville, Tenn., does not 4, 1960, both stations were owned by
like the plan of a new neighboring am
Southeastern Newspapers. Since that
station to use the call letters WROL,
date, however, the tv station has been
the call of WATE for many years.
owned by WPIT Inc. (Friendly Group)
WATE has asked the FCC to rescind
all of the am and tv asthe assignment of WROL call letters to whichsetspurchased
excluding the physical assets of the
WFCT Inc., which has received a grant
am station.
for a new station on 1490 kc in FounWRDW was subsequently sold in
tain City, Tenn.
June to Radio Augusta Inc. which has
Fountain City adjoins Knoxville,
retained the old call letters. The tv stawhich is moving to annex that suburb,
tion contended in its petition to the
and use of the WROL call there would
commission that it purchased the right
cause confusion to the public and the to the am call when it purchased the
assets of the two stations. It further
post office and result in a "distinct
stated that the am station receives the
disservice," WATE claims. The Knoxville station, on 620 kc, relinquished
benefit and attention of advertising and
the WROL call in late 1956 but said good will fostered by the tv station.
that it still receives mail addressed to
WROL.
Broadcast Bureau
The WATE pleading charged that
seeks hearing shift
WFCT Inc. is trying to ". . . acquire
The FCC Broadcast Bureau has
some of the prestige earned by station
WATE when it used the WROL
asked the commission to shift the site of
call . . ." and asked that any further
Gila Broadcasting Co.'s license renewal
use of WROL be limited to a station hearings
from Washington to Phoenix
outside the WATE service area.
— to begin Sept. 19.
In answer to the pleading, WROL
The bureau said that it intends to call
stated that the Knoxville station has not
at least six witnesses, all of whom live
used the WROL call since 1956 and that in Arizona and will introduce books and
the present owner never operated the records of two Arizona corporations.
station when it was so known.
The bureau also noted that the five
WATE has no property right in the Gila stations— KCLF Clifton, KGLU
call letters, WFCT Inc. asserted, and its SafTord. KVNC Winslow, KZOW and
petition "is bad in substance and in- KWJB-FM both Globe— were all Arizona stations.
suf icient inlaw." The station contended
that there cannot be confusion because
The main issue of the hearing is
a sufficient length of time has elapsed whether management contracts between
since the call was last used in the area.
Gila and Radio Assoc. Inc. resulted in
It further claimed that the assignment
relinquishment
of control without comof the call letters conforms with FCC
mission approval. Also, whether Louis
practice and policy.
F. Long, Gila principal stockholder,
Augusta Confusion ■ In another
acquired
disposed of his stock without FCC and
consent.
pleading regarding call letters, WRDW-

FTC warns about 'guarantee*
If an advertiser can't explain what
adversary
action by said
the itFTC."
The commission
recognized
he means by his guarantee in a 10that
disclosing
all
the
facts about a
second
or
1
-minute
spot,
don't
use
the word.
guarantee within a limited time poses
This is the latest word from the a problem to writers of radio and tv
Federal Trade Commission, which
"But a guarantee is
has issued a statement that this is an commercials.
such a compelling sales point that,
opinion of its staff in answer to in- whether it be in inches of newsprint
quiries from advertisers.
or the average commercial's 10-toThe same finding holds for ad- 60-second time span, if space does
vertising space limitations, the FTC
not permit disclosure of a guaransaid.
tee's terms and conditions, the guaThis opinion came as a result of
rantee may not be mentioned in the
protests by advertisers that 10-secad," John R. Heim, director of the
ond spot radio or tv commercials do FTC's Bureau of Consultation, denot offer enough time to qualify the clared.
Recommended reading, according
dramatic
FTC said.claims of "guaranteed," the
to the FTC: The commission's
Failure to fully explain the terms
"Guide Against Deceptive Advertisof the guarantee "is an invitation to
ing of Guarantees."
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InPerson gives sponsors the opportunity toput their best foot forward
with millions of interested listeners.
This entertaining new program
presents all kinds of people in the
news— in person. Well-known figures and unknowns, cosmic and
comic personalities, people from
all walks of life. CBS Newsman
Ron Cochran keeps things moving
with precision and wit. In all radio.
In Person is the kind of company
you keep

ON
RADIO
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Forward

and

up for

N.Y.

uhf

study

The FCC's New York uhf study took a "great leap
forward" last week as its most vexing problem — the antenna placement on top of the Empire State Building —
came under industry advisory study, following a meeting between FCC officials and Empire State Building
executives.
A commission spokesman said that the antenna problem "is now more or less solved." He said that the
New York meeting held August 19 produced "excellent
results" and that "we now know an antenna can and
will be placed" on top of the world's tallest building.
The news was heralded as a key step in setting up the
commission project. There had been some serious doubts
that an antenna could be placed on the building without
causing interference with the signals of other stations
sharing the tower. The meeting in New York attended
by FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee, and members of
the chief engineer's staff indicated the feasibility of locating the antenna there without causing interference or
overwhelming technical problems.
The commission spokesman said that the industry advisory group would probably meet Sept. 2 to decide on
the kind of antenna to be used. He said that letters
have been sent to industry members asking advise on
the technical factors inherent in deciding on antenna
make. The letter mentioned certain antennas and asked
for opinions of them.
Meeting at the summit ■ At the site of their future antenna location on top of the Empire State Building,
FCC and Empire State officials discuss means of installation. The meeting produced a commission affirmation
that the antenna "could and would" be installed there
and that technical difficulties could be solved. (L to r)
Sidney Lines, chairman of FCC transmitting subcommittee; Arnold Scrivseth, FCC project engineer; Ralph
Renton, FCC vice chief of engineering; FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee and John F. Garrety, vice president of the Empire State Building.

■

Government

briefs

Three 'rV ■ Communications lawyers
are going back to school — not to study
law, but engineering. A 24-week
course has been established by Capitol
Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, D.C., for lawyers specializing in
radio law. The course, under the sponsorship of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., is open to FCBA
members, FCC personnel and the
Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers and their staffs. It
will cover subjects ranging from classical theory (electron, proton, neutron)
to engineering aspects of international
broadcast agreements.
It consists of weekly two-hour sessions. Tuition is $75, which includes
reference material and supplies. The
first session is Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. If
enough applications are received, a
second session will start on Sept. 22.
The classes will be held at CREI in
Washington.
70 (GOVERNMENT)

No more time ■ The FCC has turned
down a petition filed by KFSD-TV San
Diego, Calif., for more time to file
comments and replies in the commission's tv rulemaking proceeding for
Bakersfield, Calif. (Broadcasting.
June 27). The commission's proposal,
which would make Bakersfield an alluhf market, is a companion piece to a
rulemaking adopted last month making
Fresno, Calif., all uhf. KFSD-TV had
sought a 20-day extension of time
from Sept. 6 to Sept. 26 for comments
and from Sept. 21 to Oct. 12 for reply
comments in the proceeding.
Tax deduction ■ The House last week
passed a bill (HR 12536) that would
allow a manufacturer to deduct up to
5% from his sales price of products
subject to federal manufacturers excise
tax for local advertising on tv, radio
and in newspapers when the manufacturer pays for such advertising (Broadcasting, June 20). The Senate Finance
Committee reported an identical bill to

the Senate floor last week.
USIA money ■ The Senate and House
last week agreed on an appropriation
of $119.35 million for the U.S. Information Agency, parent agency of the
Voice of America, for fiscal 1961. The
amount, a compromise between those
formerly approved by the two bodies,
was $2.36 million more than that approved bythe House and $2 million less
than that approved by the Senate.
KRLA delay ■ An FCC hearing on the '
license renewal application of KRLA !
Pasadena, Calif., scheduled to begin in .
that Oct.
city Sept.
26, has
been postponed
to
31. The
Broadcast
Bureau
asked for the postponement because of
vacations and the press of other business. Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham, who will sit for the
hearing and granted the postponement,
will be in Los Angeles for further hearings
FCC's programming inquiry
15). in the Oct.
beginning
10 (Broadcasting, Aug.
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Says Maury Ferguson of Maury Ferguson Associates,
agency for Fred Jones Ford, Oklahoma City, "With
taped commercials, I can make my pitch at offperiods and get top quality with least effort . . .
and you can't beat RCA TV Tape for picture quality."

SALES

ARE
since

UP

they

AT

KWTV.

installed

"We're glad we waited for RCA," says Edgar T. Bell,
General Manager of KWTV, and well-known pioneer
in the Broadcast Industry. "The use of RCA TV
Tape has up-graded our station's entire production
because it affords the best opportunity for talent and
crew to view their work critically and to improve it.
Sales are up . . . the equipment is booked solid . . .
and advertisers are pleased with the superb quality

RCA

. .
TV

Tape

Equipment

RCA would offer superior features in its machine . . .
and we weren't disappointed. In fact, our first RCA
Recorder proved so popular with advertisers that
we have had to install a second."

Says Mr. Bell: "In tape recording, the quality of the
picture is all important . . . and we wanted to make
sure that KWTV taping facilities provided all the

This is the kind of acclaim RCA TV Tape has been
getting in the ever-growing number of stations where
it has been installed. Station managers find that once
advertisers have seen results, they become enthusiastic Tape users. They find a convenience in operation that is unparalleled, and service after the sale
of a kind that only RCA with its broad background
in television can perform.

clarity, sharpness and realism of 'live' production.
Being fully RCA-equipped, we felt confident that

RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N.J.

they are getting in their Tape commercials."

Get the facts on TV Tape ! Check with
Edgar Bell and other proud new owners .. . see your RCA representative.
He can show you how to profit most
with this advanced new equipment.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INTERNATIONAL
ITP

growth

noted

in latest report
International Television Programs,
New York, which distributes Ziv-UA
programming abroad, has released a
report covering the price structure, advertising and sales methods, tv commercial practices and other topics concerned with the marketing of film programs in foreign countries.
Edward J. Stern, president of ITP,
issued the report on the seventh anniversary of the founding of the company. He noted that ITP has grown
from a company employing two staffers
and selling five programs to one engaging 306 persons, including those
used for dubbing and sub-titling, and
selling 36 properties.
The report stated that orders for tv
programs sold abroad are through foreign branches of a company or its
agency, though preliminary screenings
often are held in the U.S., resulting
in recommendations. Most foreign
branches have almost complete autonomy in the selection of programs,
though this varies from company to
company, Mr. Stern said.
The report makes the point that
prices of film tv shows, in terms of

In Roanoke
the

Selling

actual dollars, are lower in foreign
markets than in the U.S., resulting in
a satisfactory cost-per-thousand buy.
Mr. Stern estimated that the annual
budget for an advertiser sponsoring a
program in one of the larger Latin
American markets would amount to
less than $35,000.
Companies listed as active by ITP in
tv advertising abroad are American
Airlines, Borden, General Motors. Crosley, Emerson, Ford, Richard Hudnut,
Sears Roebuck, Standard Brands, Max
Factor, Corning Glass, Hazel Bishop,
Pepsi-Cola, Goodrich Tire, Liggett &
Myers, Procter & Gamble, Nestle, General Tire, Westinghouse, Philco. RCA,
Sherwin-Williams Paints, National Biscuit Co., and Chase Manhattan Bank.
CBC tv applications
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
filed applications with the Dept. of
Transport and the Board of Broadcast
Governors at Ottawa, for six more television stations to round out its national
coverage. The six stations are for
smaller communities at Cranbrook,
B.C., Camrose, Alta.; Flin Flon and
The Pas in Manitoba; and Dryden and
Sioux Lookout in northwestern Ontario.
No date has been set for the hearings.

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
You in
won't
rich selling
bongo
drums
thegetRoanoke
Television
Market, but there are nearly
2,000,000 people who are willing
and able to help you turn a neat
profit on foodstuffs, toiletries,
pharmaceuticals, gasoline, household products and other items.
The magic number for reaching
these heavy-spending, non-Calypso
folks is seven. In Roanoke, seven is
WDBJ-TV . . . which will beat the
drum for your product in over
400,000 television homes of Virginia, N. Carolina and W. Va.
WDBJ-TV has maximum power,
highest tower, superior service and
programming ... to help you sell
like sixty on seven.
ASK YOUR
PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES
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Calgary

plans September start
CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta., new ch. 4
station, is expected on the air during
the latter part of September. It will be
the first of the second stations licensed
in major Canadian cities this year to go
on the air. CFCN-TV will start initially
from
quarters, with
programming
from 5temporary
p.m. to midnight,
live news,

>j
i
!
II
]
'
\
i'
t
«
i
j
i
j

sports
and weather
telecasts
the temporary
quarters
or a either
mobile from
unit
during the initial period. By the first
of the year the station's new headquarters are expected to be ready and programs will start at noon. Station is represented by Television Representatives
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
CFCN-TV is the only second station
which will compete with another pritv station. CHCT-TV
vately-owned
Calgary. In all other cases the first station in the city was either a Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. station or an independent station with CBC obtaining the
second license.

■
■
:
'

BBG

hearings
Public hearings will be held Sept.
1-2 by the Board of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa, Ont., regarding the
establishment of television networks in
Canada. Oral representation will be
heard by the BBG from those who submitted written briefs by August 15.
Known to be applying for network
operations are a group of newly
licensed tv stations led by CFTO-TV
Toronto, Ont., owned by the Toronto
Telegram, evening daily, and a group
headed by Spence Caldwell, Toronto
advertising agency executive and film
distributor.
Meetings will be held in the court
room of the Board of Transport Commissioners inthe Union Station BIdg.
at Ottawa.
■

CHANNEL

Roanoke, Virginia

CFCN-TV

Abroad

]
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in brief

CBC's Olympic coverage ■ Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is airing more than
1 7 hours about the 1 960 Summer Olympics from Rome. Italy, on its radio and
television networks, from Aug. 25 to
Sept. 11. Direct reports are being heard
nightly, except Sunday, from Aug. 25 to
end of games, on both CBC TransCanada and Dominion networks. CBCTV is carrying a half-hour summary six
nights weekly through CBS-TV. CBC
has sent two of its own staff reporters to Rome, Thom Benson and Ward
Cornell, for the Trans-Canada network
quarter-hour broadcasts, and is using
Montreal freelance reporters Doug Smith
and Russ Taylor, for the half-hour
Dominion network reports. CBS video
BROADCASTING, August 39, 1960
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tape is being flown by jet daily from
Rome to Idlewild, New York, and sent
by microwave from there to CBC at
Toronto.

Throughout
A

famous

the
name

World
for

QUALITY

is

ROCHESTER'S

Agency appointment ■ Shell Oil Co.
of Canada. Toronto, Ont., appoints
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather to handle all
its advertising effective Jan. 1, 1961. J.
Walter Thompson Co., Toronto, has
handled account for about 25 years.
Ogilvj', Benson & Mather to handle all
agency, is opening a Toronto office with
A.G. Kershaw, MacLaren Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, as manager.
Rogers' will ■ J. Elsworth Rogers, former president of CFRB Toronto, who
died earlier this year, left an estate of
$1,994,703, according to the probate
of the will announced at Toronto on
August 19. The estate was mostly in
stocks and bonds. Succession duties
I are expected to account for about
$775,000. His widow is to receive the
! income from one-half of the residue,
] and the remainder is being divided
I equally between two children.
f New office ■ James Lovick & Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont., has opened its tenth
Canadian office at Halifax, N.S., with
Walter L. Browne as manager. Company started in Vancouver, moved eastward and now has offices across Canada from Pacific to Atlantic, and is one
of the few Canadian advertising agencies with an office in New York.
Freedom crusade ■ The Inter-American Press Assn., N.Y., and the InterAmerican Assn. of Broadcasters, Montevideo, Uruguay, last week joined
forces to campaign for freedom of expression in Cuba. The groups plan to
enlist the support of the press and radio of all American countries to restore
freedom of expression in Cuba.
CBC

relay

Intricate hand assembly of the new Super Speed
1000 Shutter mechanism, which contains 274 parts.
In the

vital

The

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. area

QUALITY

stations

To improve radio reception on a national basis in geographically isolated
sections of Canada, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is constructing two
low powered relay stations at Wedgeport, N.S., and Hinton, Alta. They are
40 w stations, similar to 73 other relay
transmitters the CBC now has in
operation.
CBC has application for four more
low power relay transmitters with the
Board of Broadcast Governors at St.
Fintan's, Nfld.; Senneterre, Que.: Red
Lake and Bancroft in Ontario. It plans
to file applications for seven more stations in the mountainous area of British
Columbia and an eighth at Haliburton,
Ont. CBC engineers are studying 19
other locations for low power relay
transmitters, and are investigating methods of improving radio coverage in the
province of Alberta.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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ABC
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Rate

hike

IS

effective

ABC Radio has prepared a new rate
card to go with the new programming
image it displayed to its affiliates last
week.
Network rate increases ranging in
some cases up to about 60% are slated
to go into effect Oct. 1 . They will be
partially balanced off by a new discount
structure designed to encourage volume
orders. The new card also is premised
on 100% station clearance, as opposed
to 75% under the current card. Advertisers will be rebated on a pro rata basis
for any stations not carrying their
orders.
Showpiece ■ The rate changes coincide with the Oct. 3 start of Flair, the
55-minute afternoon strip which is the
showpiece of "the new ABC Radio"
(Broadcasting, June 6 et seq.). Flair
and other elements of the new programming, aimed basically at the younghousewife audience, are being outlined
to ABC Radio affiliates in a series of
regional meetings that started last week.
Robert R. Pauley, vice president in

WEST
CALIFORNIA
$475,000
CALIFORNIA
$260,000

WASHINGTON
$400,000

COAST

MEDIA

GOING
with

new

TO

program

schedule

charge of ABC Radio, heads the network delegation at the meetings.
ABC officials said affiliates were "enthusiastic" about both Flair and the
other plans, including additional emphasis on news, public affairs and
sports, greater use of the Breakfast Club
to showcase new talent, local selling in
sustaining network news shows preceding the hour, and cancellation of four
commercial religious programs to open
up more local programming time on
Sunday afternoons.
In the new rate card, the 60-second
charge in Breakfast Club goes from
$1,100 gross for time and $300 for
talent, to $1,300 for time and $300 for
talent. In news and sports programs,
five-minute segments (allowing 1:15
minutes for commercials) go from $800
plus $200 to $1,100 plus $200; 60second announcements go from $550
plus $200 to $1,000 plus $200, and 30second announcements go from $350
plus $150 to $600 plus $100. Co-sponsorships (alternating 60's and 30's) go

FEATURES:

Outstanding fulltime. Number one rated.
Major market. Good cash flow operation. Terms available.
Profitable fulltime 1 kw in one of California's fastest growing medium-size
markets. Number one ratings. Good
proven management available. Terms
subject to negotations.
Top power facility in good market.
Needs "grass roots" owner-management
plus technical rehabilitation . . . Low
down payment. Good terms. Unusual opportunity.

Inc.
"Blackbu/tm & Qmipmu/
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS— FINANCING— APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON. D. C: James W. Blackburn— Jack V. Harvey— Joseph M.
Sitrick — Washington Building, Washington, D. C. — ST 3-4341.
MIDWEST: H. W. Cassill— William B. Ryan— 333 North Michigan AvenueChicago, Illinois— Financial 6-6460.
SOUTHERN: Clifford B. Marshall— Stanley Whitaker- Robert M. Baird—
Healey Building. Atlanta, Georgia — JAckson 5-1576.
WEST COAST: Colin M. Selph— California Bank Building— 9441 Wilshire Boulevard— Beverly Hills, California — CRestview 4-2770.
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COST

MORE

in October

from $650 plus $100 to $750 plus $100
In Flair, 60 seconds are $1,100 plu>
$300 and 30 seconds are $660 pluj
$150. These figures are gross, minimum
buy rates — before discounts.
A new discount — based on weeki\
dollar volume — is being added to tht
current frequency discount. The new
dollar- volume discounts range from 3%
for expenditures of $2,000 a week tc
20% for $17,000 or more per week.
The current 10-second announcement (at $205 plus $50 for talent)
deleted in the new rate set-up.
'Flair' ■ Officials said the approximately 50 affiliates at the opening regional meeting, Monday in New York,
not only hailed Flair as an important
new network program, but indicated in
many cases that they hoped to produce
local versions of the show. It consists
of short features (none more than 9(i
seconds long) with name personalities,
interspersed by popular recordings.
Actor-comic Dick Van Dyke is host and
the features include such personalities
as New York Restaurateur Toots Shor
on table manners, Audrey Meadows
with beauty tips, Gussie Moran on the
women's, view of sports, Hans Conried.
Jean Carroll, Yul Brynner. Steve Lawrence, Boris Karloff and ABC newsmen
in light reports from Paris. Cairo, London, Tokyo and Hollywood.
The program — described as "the one
route beoutfed
of straight
—
will
to the music
networkand atnews"
1-1:55
p.m. and 2-2:55 p.m. Monday through
Friday and stations may carry it whole

Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KXOX St. Louis: Sold by Elzeyi
Roberts Jr. and C.L. Thomas to Todd!
Storz for $1.5 million cash, handled!
direct. KXOX Broadcasting Inc. will be
liquidated and Storz purchases all assets,
including real estate. KXOX operates,
on 630 kc with 5 kw. Other Storz stations are WHB Kansas City; WTIX
New Orleans; WDGY Minneapolis-St.'
Paul; WQAM
homa City. Miami and KOMA Okla■ KTKT Tucson, Ariz.: Sold by Copper State Broadcasting Co. to Leland
Bisbee
Broadcasting
Co. (KRUX
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

or in segments in their own local programming (provided they use all of it,
including commercials). ABC officials
said most affiliates planned to use it
whole, rather than break it into inserts.
Highlights of other plans, most of
which had been disclosed earlier:
■ News at :55 to be expanded, starting Oct. 31, with five-minute newscasts
at 55 minutes past the hour from 7:55
a.m. through 10:55 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Any segment not sold
by the network may be sold locally by
affiliates, subject to recapture on two
weeks" notice.
■ Additional commentary and background news to be fed, as warranted,
immediately following News at :55 (this
additional material will not be offered
for sale by the network). In addition, a
'"morning news call"' will be added to
the current "afternoon news call" to
feed news material and background for
local use.
■ Four 25-minute weekly public
affairs programs are being planned:
Frontiers of Science, From Capitol Hill.
Overseas Press Club Conference and
ABC University of the Air.
■ Late Sports, with Howard Cosell,
to be expanded to 10 minutes, Monday
through Friday (6:45-55 p.m. EDT). It
will be available for local sale, subject
to two weeks" recapture.
■ Eight to ten major sports events to
be carried each year.
■ Half-hour Five Star Final news
wrapup at 6:30-7 p.m. on weekdays,
consisting of John Daly with hard news,
John Cameron Swayze with national
weather, Howard Cosell with sports and
Arthur Van Horn with business and
stock market report, followed by Edward P. Morgan with news analysis at
7-7:15.
■ Four commercially sponsored religious programs (25 minutes each) to

be dropped from the Sunday afternoon
schedule by Nov. 20, to clear the way
for more local programming. The shows
to be dropped: Wings of Healing, Frank
and Earnest, Radio Bible Class (one of
two editions) and Oral Roberts. Their
departure will leave 1 I religious protaining).grams (seven commercial and four sus-

Phoenix, Ariz.) for $400,000. Announcement of purchase was made by
George P. Lasly, vice president-general
manager of Bisbee organization, who
also said KTKT personnel and format
would remain unchanged. Sellers include Art Linkletter, radio personality;
John Gudell, tv producer and Tom
Wallace, veteran broadcaster. KTKT
operates on 990 kc with 10 kw daytime but holds cp for 10 kw day, 1 kw
night unlimited.

KSEL Lubbock, Tex., has application
pending before FCC to increase his
holdings to 72.5%. He also owns 98%
of KLEA Lovington, N.M. Mr. Sanders
owns 10% of KSEL Lubbock. KBUY
operates on 1010 kc with 5 kw daytime and 500 w night.

■ KBUY Amarillo, Tex.: Sold by David R. Worley and Gerald H. Sanders,
to Radio KBUY Inc. for $250,000.
Purchaser is G.E. Miller & Co., real
estate investments and financing, headed by Giles E. Miller. The Miller firm
owns KOKE Austin, Tex., and has
option for 50% interest in KINT El
Paso, Tex. Mr. Worley owns 50% of
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

■ Breakfast Club will start showcasing new personalities and will travel
more. Two one-minute spots within the
show will be made permanently available to stations for local sale.
■ "We will no longer accept expediency sales, short-notice orders or
cancellations, and we'll eliminate the
sale or programming of isolated five■ Standard
shows."' format of station comminute
pensation will be continued.
Affiliates heard the new plans at regional meetings last week in New York,
New Orleans and Chicago. The final
session is scheduled today (Aug. 29) in
San Francisco. Accompanying Mr.
Pauley were James Duffy, national sales
director: William T. Rafael, national
program director; Earl Mullin, national
director of station relations; Frank
Atkinson, station relations manager, and
Jack Mann, director of sales development and program coordination.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EAST
Daytimer in suburban market showing high cash flow. Price is $160,000 with 29% down and good terms
on balance.
WASHINGTON, O.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Profitable station in rich farming
area. Has good real estate and substantial net quick assets. Priced at
$265,000 with 29% down payment.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV/ER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN

V.I. tv to send
first signal

soon

VITV (TV) Virgin Islands is scheduled to send its initial signal this month.
The station, headed by William R. Lastinger, president, will send out current
television fare via closed circuit cable
distribution system.
The station reports that islanders,
without solicitation, have indicated willingness to pay $10 per month fee for
service.

SOUTHEAST
This is a good facility in a good
market with plenty of potential.
Price is $265,000 and $63,000
down payment is needed. There is
good net quick and real estate.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Profitable fulltime California radio
station located in attractive, growing area. Grossing in excess of $90,000. Priced at $175,000 with 29%
down on long terms, no interest.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

■ KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.: Sold by
Joseph Carroll and associates to David
and Betty Snow, Madera, Calif., for
total consideration of $103,000. KFLW
is 250 w CBS affiliate on 1450 kc. Sale
was handled by Hamilton, Landis &
Assoc.
■ WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn.: 50%
interest sold by estate of John R.
Crowder to James Porter Clark, present
50% owner, for $52,500. WEKR is
250 w on 1240 kc. Broker was Paul
H. Chapman Co.

HAMILTON-LANDIS & Assoc., INC.
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TelePrompTer

courtrooms, will be considered at the

buys

another catv system
Purchase of a community antenna
system in Eugene, Ore., by TelePrompTer Corp. (Closed Circuit, Aug. 15)
for $384,000 plus an undisclosed number of TelePrompTer shares, was announced last week.
The Eugene Cable Company, founded
in 1955 by William D. Elkins and Ray
F. Siegenthaler, serves nearly 5,000 subscribers with tv signals from KOIN-TV,
KGW-TV and KPTV (TV) Pordand,
Ore.; KOAC-TV Corvallis, and the local KVAL-TV Eugene.
Messrs. Elkins and Siegenthaler will
continue to manage the system, Irving
B. Kahn, president of TelePrompTer,
said.
The Eugene system is the fifth such
acquisition by the Kahn organization.
It already owns antenna companies in
Silver City and Farmington, New Mexico; Rawlins, Wyo., and Liberal, Kan.,
serving in all 8,000 people.
The company is preparing to begin
test installations of its key tv system of
pay tv in its Liberal, Kan., system.
Broker in the Eugene purchase was
Blackburn & Co.
ABA

meeting

to view

Canon 35 pros & cons
Relations of the legal profession and
broadcasting will be discussed at a series
of meetings and panels to be held this
week during the Aug. 29-Sept. 2 convention of the American Bar Assn., in
Washington. Over 12,000 are expected
to attend.
The ABA's anti-broadcast Canon 35,
barring cameras and microphones from
Broadcaster

and

meeting of the association's ruling body,
the House of Delegates. An ABA committee headed by Whitney North Seymour, president-elect of the association,
will report on efforts to obtain foundation financing for a preliminary study
to determine whether reliable factual
data can be compiled on the question,
"Do photographing and broadcasting aftrial?"
Thefect fair
committee
has been in existence
15 months, holding consultations with
the six national organizations representing broadcasting and the press. There is
no indication any progress has been
made in securing an angle for the preliminary study.
At an Aug. 31 meeting of the ABA
insurance, negligence and compensation
law section, Linton Godown, Chicago
handwriting and documentary specialist,
will demonstrate use of closed-circuit tv
in the courtroom so juries can see eviddence and exhibits while listening to
testimony by witnesses.
Closeups ■ The Linton plan is based
on the idea that closeups of such exhibits as documents, photos or x-rays,
for example, would aid judges and
juries. Under present procedure, such
exhibits are usually not seen by judges
and juries until a later time.
Use of closed-circuit tv or video tape
in legal proceeding has been advocated
by the ABA's
committee
on continuing
education
of the
bar. The
committee
noted the facility is being used increasingly by leading universities and public
schools "to provide large numbers of
students
withhave
high-quality
instruction,"
and doctors
a closed circuit
radio
service available at $10 a month. This
service, the committee report said,
brings three separate 15-minute medifamily

A 15-state search for missing Ok- family
lahoma broadcaster Henry S. Griffing althou|
and his family has produced no new istered
leads as of late Thursday. Mr. Griffing, who
is president of Video
Independent Theatres Inc. (12% owner
of KWTV [TV]
Oklahoma City)
secretary and director
of KWTV and is president of the Vumore
Corp. (a catv system),
was last seen when he
and his family boarded their one-engine
Cessna aircraft at
Teterborough, N.J. on
Mr. Gripping
Aug. 16.
station
It is presumed that the Griffing
76
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missing

was headed back to Oklahoma
;h no flight plan was regwith the aviation authorities.
No trace of the family
has been reported
since the plane took
off from Teterborough. Aboard was
Mr. Griffing, his wife
and two children.
Civil Air Patrol
search units have exbut so plored
far various
to no"leads",
avail.
Video Independent
Theaters is offering a
$5,000 reward for information on the family's where-abouts a
spokesman at the tv
said last Thursday.

cal news and information programs six
days a week, 12 hours a day. Medical
news, clinical sessions, panel discussions, case histories and professional developments are supplemented by music.
A panel discussion on ethics of lawyer appearances on tv programs was
scheduled at an Aug. 27 session, under
sponsorship of the National Conference
of Bar Presidents. Panelists including
Grant B. Cooper, Los Angeles County
Bar Assn. and Herman F. Selvin, past
president of that group. The topic has
been an exciting one in that city, where
efforts have been made to keep lawyers
off-the-air because of purported selfpromotion aspects. Another Aug. 27
panel dealt with proposals to revise
the copyright laws. Among panelists was
Vincent
T. Wasilewski, NAB vice president.
A panel discussion on "Crime Portrayal in Public
slatedsection.
Aug.
30 before
the Section"
criminal islaw
Charles H. Tower, also a NAB vice
president, will appear on this panel
along with Charles Sutton, Los Angeles
Times, and Charles Fletcher-Cooke,
London, member of Parliament.
Raymond Burr, star of the Perry
Mason tv series, will speak Aug. 27 atthe annual banquet of the Judge Advocate Assn.
Religious
form own

stations
network

Eight religious radio stations have
banded together to form the Western
Inspirational Network. At a meeting in
Los Angeles with discussion groups,
panels and workshops, representatives
of the stations drafted and adopted a
constitution, explored the possibility of
program exchanges and discussed administrative, programming and technical problems common to their operations. Participating stations were: KBBI
Los Angeles. KCFA Spokane, KEAR
San Francisco, KEBR Sacramento,
KGDN and KGFM (FM) Seattle,
KHOF grade,
Los Montana.
Angeles,
and KG'VW
BelA network
member,
but not represented at the meeting, is
KWIL Albany, Ore. Dick Palmquist of
KEAR was elected president. Larry
Gordon of KWIL was elected vice
president. Jean Carpenter of KHOF
was chosen secretary and Bob Ball of
KGDN-KGFM, treasurer.
IVIanager sues KRLA
Edwin V. Schulz, general manager
of KRLA Pasadena (Los Angeles) from
Aug. 1, 1959 to Feb. 15, 1960, has
filed suit for $105,000 against Eleven
Ten Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KRLA, in U.S. District Court, Southern
District of California. He alleges that
the company breached a five-year written employment contract with him last
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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New

portable

audio

amplifier-only

19/2

lbs!

Completely transistorized — not a tube in the circuit.

Carrying handle functions as base to position unit for most convenient operating angle.

The first time you lift it you'll be thankful for transistors —
because it is 100% transistorization that makes this lightweight reliable design possible.
General Electric's new Type BA-26-A has built-in studio
quality. Designed for AM-FM-TV and recording use, this
portable amplifier provides console quality for remote broadcasts such as sports events, concerts and spot news. Besides
the customary microphone inputs, this portable amplifier
features a high-level input for tape or transcription.
Here is the first portable audio amplifier containing its
own regulated self-contained power supply with a range of
95 to 135 volts a-c. Provision for battery operation is also
included. A laminated plastic front panel preserves permanent markings and allows space for other information to be
added and erased without damaging the surface,

For complete specifications on the latest in General Electric's new line of Transistorized Audio
equipment, write Technical Products Operation, Communication Products Department, Section 4890,
General Electric Company, Lynchburg, Virginia.

GENERAL
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February, when it still had 4Vi years to
run. Mr. Schultz is suing for $100,000
in unpaid salary and $5,000 compensational damages. He also asks for an
accounting and I % of the station's net
income during the term of this contract.
NAFI

offers

stock;

tells tv profit, loss
NAFI Corp., Oakland, Calif., last
week made its second public stock offering in six months (Broadcasting,
March 28 ). The diversified corporation,
which engages in textile specialty, oil
and gas, and boat-manufacturing operation as well as broadcasting, filed a registration statement with the Securities
& Exchange Commission to sell $7.5
million in 20-year debentures to help
finance its recent purchase of ChrisCraft Corp. (boat manufacturer, particularly pleasure crafts).
NAFI operates KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore.; KCOP (TV) Los Angeles; KFJZTV Fort Worth, Tex., and KXYZ Houston. In the statement the company reports that for the year ended June 30,
1960 KPTV showed a net profit of
$238,332 before deduction of $123,933
for amortization of intangibles. KCOP,
which has never shown an annual profit
according to the statement, showed a
loss of approximately $30,000 for the
four-month period ended June 30, 1960.

Amortization of intangibles for that
period would have been about $107,000.
The prospectus lists several reasons for
KCOP's losses, among them loss taken
on the production and distribution of
tv programs in joint ventures. KCOP
this month dispersed its distribution
business and has announced that it now
plans
to produce programs for its own
use only.
Two etv stations
form own network
A new tv network connecting California's two non-commercial educational tv stations, KQED (TV) San Francisco and KVIE (TV) Sacramento will
go into operation following the completion of a two-way microwave relay
unit atop Mount Diablo and special
installations at the two stations. The
target date is Oct. 15. Construction is
being financed by a special grant from
the
Ford Foundation's Fund for Adult
Education.
The permanent connection will enable
the two stations to share classroom instructional programming during school
hours, and other programming in the
afternoons and evenings. If other noncommercial educational tv stations start
operations in California, they too will
be hooked into the California Community Television Network, according
to current plans.

e are pleased to annoaticej as brokers,

■

Media

reports

Turned down ■ Technicians of WPTV
(TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., voted
10-2 against International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers as bargaining
agent, according
to election
certified to National
Labor results
Relations
Board.
Getting set ■ L.B. Wilson Inc., new
licensee of ch. 10 Miami, has leased an
entire building, at 2133 N.W. 11th Ave.
for station studios (At Deadline,
Aug. 15). The building, formerly occupied by Soundac Productions Inc., is
a two-story split-level structure, 80 feet
by 100 feet. There is substantial room
for a microwave tower to operate between the building and transmitter at
Hallandale, Fla., 20 miles north. There
are also spacious studio accommodations and a large parking area. Wilson
expects to begin operations on or about
Sept. 15.
Fm at Riverside ■ WRVR (FM) New
York, new 20 kw station to be operated
by The Riverside Church, plans to start
broadcasting early next year, it was
reported last week. A station spokesman said programming will be devoted
to community service, including Spanish shows, rather than religious programs. Located in the church, at Riverside Drive and 120th St., the station
will be on the air (at 106.7 megacycles) seven or eight hours daily, covering evening and nighttime periods.
Improved signal ■ WOR New York
has started operating from a newly-developed 50 kw transmitter, which was
constructed and installed by Conti-

Ike compteiion of our recent transaction:

Electronicssite
Corp.
WOR's N.J.
formernental
transmitter
in at
Carteret,
The new signal's quality is said to incorporate advancements made in Continental's recent experimental two-million-watt transmitter for the U.S. Navy

$9,750,000
WDAF-TV

AND

AM,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

and is described by WOR
York's high fidelity voice."

Sold ^o

D.C.
TRANSCONTINENT

TELEVISION

HOWARD

E.

CORPORATION

STARK

brokers — financial (Consultants

50 EAST 58TH STREET
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office

as "New

for NAEB

The National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters opens an office in Washington, D.C, on Thursday (Sept. 1),
with William G. Harley, its presidentelect, heading up a staff in the DuPont
Circle Bldg. Plans were announced last
week at association headquarters in
Urbana, 111., by Dr. Harry J. Skornia,
now NAEB president.
Mr. Harley is on leave of absence
from his duties as program director of
WHA-TV Madison, U. of Wisconsin
station. Dr. Skornia resigns as president Nov. 1 to devote full time to teaching radio-tv at the U. of Illinois' college
of journalism and communications.
BROADCASTING. August 29, 1960
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FM

Multiplexing

STEREO

predicted

Stereophonic multiplex broadcasting
should become an operating reality for
fm stations early in 1961, Harold L.
Kassens, chief of the aural existing
facilities branch, broadcast facilities
division of the FCC, said Wednesday
in Los Angeles.
Answering a question during a panel
discussion of stereo multiplexing at the
Western Electronics Show & Convention, held Tuesday-Friday (Aug. 2326) in the Los Angeles Memorial Sports
Arena, Mr. Kassens said that the FCC
deadline for comments on its proposed
rulemaking is Oct. 29. The commission,
he said, anticipates making its decision
on fm. stereo multiplex standards before the end of the year. This would
enable broadcasters to begin operating
under the standards early next year.
Preceding the question-and-answer
session, the technical requirements for
fm stereo multiplex broadcasting were
oudined in a paper prepared by R. J.
Farber of Hazeltine Research Corp. It
was read by George Gieseke. Mr.
Farber, secretary of panel 1 of the
National Stereophonic Radio Committee, said that NSRC took up the
problem of broadcast transmission and
reception of a two-channel stereo signal
after the commercial success of such
stereo reproduction system had shown
that "the second audio channel of the
stereophonic system adds sufficient
depth and illusion to produce highly
salable results."
Mr. Farber noted that all of the
systems proposed for stereo multiplexing use a combination of left and right
signals to modulate the main fm carrier
but proposed "many" methods of subcarrier modulation, including "fm, am,
am suppressed-carrier and am singlesideband techniques." His committee is
not recommending any preferred method of modulation, he said, as "each
system must be considered as a whole."
But he pointed out that whatever system
is adopted, the FCC, will have to
modify its rules for Subsidiary Communications Authority (SCA).
Representatives of various manufacturers described the systems devised by
their companies: William H. Baubien,
General Electric Co.; Carl Filers,
Zenith; Murray G. Crosby, CrosbyTeletronics Corp.; Harold N. Parker,
Calbest Engineering & Electronics; and
William S. Halslead, Multiplex Development System.
A. Prose Walker, manager of the
NAB engineering department, described
field tests of the various proposed stereo
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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SESSION

for early

1961

multiplex systems made in the Pennsylvania hills near Uniontown, using
signals of KDKA-FM Pittsburgh. Mr.
Walker played part of the tape prepared for the field tests by Bell Telephone Labs and portions of a record
of the reception of the broadcast of that
tape by one of the proposed systems,
but he declined to say which one. He
also avoided reporting any of the findings of the tests, which he said encompassed about 3,500 technical - measurements but said that the EMI system,
brought from England and not reported
on at Wescon was not ruled out from
consideration.
The field test group, NSRC panel 5,
will present its report to the FCC on
Oct. 28, Mr. Walker said.
Big Group ■ Largest business or professional gathering to be held in Los
Angeles this year, Wescon registration
topped the 15,000 mark by 4 p.m. of
the opening day. It was expected to pass
35,000 by the end of its four-day stay in
the sports arena.

Here and in a specially built 56,000square-foot annex, a total of 987 exhibits of electronic and related spaceage equipment were on display, an alltime record. Even so, some 200 additional exhibitors had to be turned down
for lack of space.
In six conference rooms, specially
constructed
"grandstand"
areas
of the arena, in210thescientists
read papers
and participated in discussions in 44
technical sessions, of which the stereophonic multiplex broadcast session was
one. It was the only discussion devoted
to broadcasting.
Five awards for industrial design excellence were presented to four California companies; Ampex Data Products Co., for its FR-600 magnetic tape
recorder; Beckman Instruments (two
awards), for its potentipmetric recorder
and the 210 high-speed data processing
system; Librascope Div. of General
Precision, for it's RPC 4000 electronic
computing system, and Eitel-McCuIlough, for the Eimac X762B power
triode. Merit honors were awarded to
22 other design entries.
Scholarship awards were won by five
students in the future engineers competition. Their experiments were ex-

PUT
YOUR
FINOER

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN BALTIMORE

SEATTLE

TACOMA

. . . bigger than Cleveland
and Louisville combined
You can't overlook a market of 1
million prosperous people with $3
billion in Spendable Income. Such
a market is the rich Puget Sound
area blanketed by KTNT-TV, a
CBS affiliate. Learn how and why
this station has achieved such wide
listener acceptance and popularity
... ask your WEED TELEVISION
man for full details. Talk to him
before you make promotional plans
in the Pacific Northwest.

CHRNNEL II
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area

hibited at the Future Engineers Show
at Wescon. They received scholarships
ranging from $1,000 down to $200.
Exhibits of 25 other young scientists
earned for their creators $25 Defense
Bonds.
Wescon, sponsored annually by the
Los Angeles and San Francisco sections
(comprising the 7th region) of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the
Western Electronic Mfrs. Assn. is held
each August, alternately in Los Angeles
and San Francisco. Last year's Wescon
in the Cow Palace in San Francisco,
had an attendance of 31,300.
■ Technical topics
Direction finder ■ National Bureau of
Standards has developed a special antenna which can pinpoint instantly the
direction from which vhf forward scatter radio signals arrives. It can be
adapted also for use in other ionospheric
phenomena. The antenna scans a 42
degree azimuthal arc, with electric or
mechanical moving parts. The new an-

tenna is being
usedNBSat field
NBS" tsation
Boulderin
Lab, aimed
at the
Havana, 111. This is 800 miles. The
Boulder antenna comprises a row of
seven, five-element Yagi antennas. This
is being increased to 25 to permit a
beam width of 1.5 degrees.
Moving day ■ MacKenzie Electronics
Inc. moved Aug. 15 from its old quarters at 145 W. Hazel St., Inglewood,
Calif, to 1025 N. McCadden Place,
Hollywood. New telephone is Hollywood 3-5186.
Louder, please ■ An automatic limiting amplifier capable of raising average radio broadcast program audibility
has been developed by the Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids Div. Called the
26J-1 Auto-Level Limiting amplifier,
the unit, Collins said, can extend coverage area of stations and produces automatic fades in addition to boosting
average and low level program portions.
The unit allows limiting action up to 30
db without noticeable effect other than

Tv follows Echo
Television viewers across the nation "tracked" the
communications satellite Echo I on their tv screens as the
10-story high balloon entered its third week in 1,000mile-high orbit.
Aside from the millions who saw the satellite with the
naked eye, tv stations fed pictures of the glowing orb
as it swung across the skies. In two instances tracking
was videotaped and played back to televiewers on 11
p.m. news shows:
On the third day of its transit. Echo was captured on tv
by WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y. (see picture). Station
technicians recorded on tape the path of Echo I over that
city at 10 p.m., using a field camera equipped with the
new RCA 4401, super-sensitive image orthicon camera
tube.
The recording was broadcast to area viewers on WROCTV's 11th Hour News program. It was also fed to the
NBC-TV network during the HuntJey-Brinkley News
show.
The next night, Aug. 16, cameramen of WSYR-TV
Syracuse, N.Y., shot the orbit on tape as it swung over
the central New York area at 9:40 p.m. The tape was
broadcast to Syracuse viewers on the station's Late Nite
News at 1 1 p.m. the same evening.
Meanwhile, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration reported the successful trans-Atlantic relaying of a radio signal via the satellite. This took place
Aug. 17 when a coded radio signal was transmitted by
the Bell Labs, installation at Holmdel, N.J., and received
in France. News of the transoceanic feat was made
public by NASA last week.
On August 23, Bell Labs, bounced the first transAtlantic "radio program" from Echo I. This comprised
voice messages describing the experiment and a recording of "America the Beautiful." The program was successfully picked up by an experimental station in England.
Critical Phase Approaching ■ Echo I entered a second
critical period last week when for the first time it passed
behind the earth's shadow into darkness that is calculated
ao
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bringing up the average listening level
of the program, the company reported.
Additional information can be obtained
by writing to Collins' Cedar Rapids division.
Microwave signal source ■ The solidstate tunnel diode, one of the newest
devices in electronics, has beeen adapted for producing microwave signals in
a new, tunable tunnel-diode oscillator
developed by engineers of the RCA
Electron Tube Div. The diode, a semiconductor device, is combined with a
microwave circuit to provide a new
type of tunable signal-source component that can be designed to meet needs
of radar, telemetry and satellite systems. The oscillator, which is now
available on a sampling basis, is designated the RCA Developmental Type
SS-100 and comes in a package approximately 6by 3 by Ys inches in
size, exclusive of tuning dial and connectors, and less than one pound in
weight. Tunnel diodes for the application were developed through joint

I's progress

to drop its temperature to minus 80° F. It went through
its first serious problem the first week of orbit when it
passed unscathed through a shower of micrometeorites.
Scientists figure that the sublimating gasses which keep
the satellite in its spherical shape in sunlight (at 240°F.)
may solidify when the balloon becomes cold. This would
result in a serious collapse of the sphere which may or
may not right itself when the balloon comes into sunlight again, it was pointed out.
The aluminized communications ball went into its first
period of darkness last Wednesday. This lasted for two
minutes. This sunless period will increase each pass from
now on until December, NASA explained, when the darkness will cover some 30 minutes out of each 118-minute
transit around the globe. For the following three months
the periods of darkness will diminish.
Should the balloon become permanently misshapen, its
value as a radio "mirror" may be seriously affected, it
was pointed out.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

efforts of RCA David Sarnoff Research
Center, Princeton. N.J., and RCA Semiconductor &Materials Div., SomerviUe, N.J.

New record cutter ■ A portable disc
recording and playback system, which
can cut 6-inch to 1 31/4 -inch master records instantaneously, has been introduced by the Rek-O-Kut Co.. Corona,
N.Y., manufacturer of high fidelity
equipment. The unit, called the Imperial II.will cut master records at 3 3 '/a
and 78 r.p.m. and comes with idler and
adapter for 45 r.p.m. recording. Retail price: approximately $700.
exGE expansion ■ A $2.8 millionnced
pansion program has been annou
tube deby General Electric's receiving
partment. Irvine D. Daniels, manager
of the department, said the expansion
would include a new warehouse building and a new cafeteria building to be
constructed on G.E.'s 95-acre site near
Owensboro, Ky. In addition, alterations
will be made in the main Owensboro
plant. G.E.'s receiving tube department
employs about 7,600 people in seven
cities.
TALK
3M

MERGER

may

acquire

drug

tion pharmaceuticals and cosmetics and
toiletries (Richard Hudnut, DuBarry
and Sportsman lines). 3M recently acquired the Revere Camera Co. for $20
million, entering the home tape recorder field, and the Mutual radio network
for $1.3 million (Broadcasting, July
25, April 25).
Under tentative plans outlined last
week, some phases of 3M research
would be applied through chemical developments tomedicine and pharmacy.
W-L places research and marketing
stress on the development and promotion of ethical and proprietary pharmaceuticals. Both companies are worldwide in production and distribution.
Warner-Lambert would retain its own
identity, and operating autonomy.
3M would issue a half share of its
common stock, plus one share of special
Class "A" voting stock for each share
of W-L common stock. The purpose of
the Class "A" stock would be to pay the
W-L stockholder a dividend return from
the combined company equal to what
he probably would have received in
1960. Annual dividend on Class "A"
will be $1.35 per share or. if the dividend paid on 3M common is reduced, a

COVERAGE

proportionate reduction. Class "A"
would be convertible at any time into
three-fifths of one 3M common share.
Warner-Lambert currently has about
5.26 million common shares outstand-

firm Warner-Lambert
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., alif all proposed
"A" of
shares
wereing and
converted,
total Class
number
3M
ready agiant in magnetic tapes, home
common
would
be
approximately
5.78
recording systems and network ownermillion. 3M common has been trading
ship, may move into the proprietary
pharmaceuticals field merging with a at $70-75 in recent weeks.
top broadcast advertiser.
Reeves income up
That prospect was held out last week
nemerger
of
ment
announce
joint
a
in
Reeves Broadcast & Development
gotiations involving 3M and WarnerLambert Pharmaceutical Co. Last year Corp., Danbury, Conn., has reported
a 15% increase in sales during the first
the two companies had a combined sales half
of 1960. Net sales totaled $2,
volume of nearly $700 million and earn894,000
compared with $2,498,000
ings of nearly $80 million.
in
the
same
period of 1959. Ac
William L. McKnight and Elmer H.
cording
to
Hazard
E. Reeves, presiBobst, board chairmen of 3M and Wardent, the company realized special cred
ner-Lambert, respectively stressed that its after
taxes of $972,000 from the sale
further discussions and subsequent apof 350,000 shares of Soundcraft's 453,
proval by their boards and stockholders
441 share-holding in Cinerama Inc. The
would be necessary "before any comcompany also had a $19,000 profit on
bination can be reached." An exchange
its sales volume as opposed to a $21,of stock would be involved.
Though Warner-Lambert had only 000 loss during the first six months of
last year. Mr. Reeves said that June
one-third of sales volume and onefourth of net income of 3M last year, sales at the magnetic and recording
products plant in Danbury were the
the company is a $30 million advertiser,
with perhaps $13 million in broadcast
highest in the company's history and he
media ($10.6 million in spot, $2.3 mil- expects a continued climb in sales and
operation profits during the last half of
lion in network). 3M had worldwide
1960. The company has also anvolume of $500 million and net income
nounced that two of its subsidiaries.
of $63.5 million in 1959. compared
with $190 million and $16.4 million for Reeves Products Inc. and Reeves
Sound Studios Inc., both located in
W-L.
York, have been merged under
Warner-Lambert's diversification ex- New
the name of Reeves Sound Studios Inc.
tends to proprietary medicines (Listerine Antiseptic, Bromo-Seltzer, Super and will operate as a division of Reeves
Broadcasting & Development Corp.
Anahist, Sloan's liniment, etc.), prescripBROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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FANFARE
Mall

in Miami

With city and county authorities cooperating, five blocks of Flagler St., Miami's main downtown shopping thorofare, were blocked off on Aug. 15 for a
"Sale-A-Thon." The move tested a
scheme to develop a mall in the center
of the city. All promotion of the "SaleA-Thon" was done on radio.
Murray Woroner, manager of
WAME Miami, conceived the promotion and in league with executives of
WGBS and WQAM, worked out
the over-all approach. The streets were
roped off at 9 a.m. Soft-drink booths
were set up with drinks going at halfprice. (One stand reportedly sold 4,900
drinks in 12 hours.) Model shows, and
auctions of merchandise were held during the day with dances in the evening
until 9 p.m. when the stores closed.
Extensive spot schedules were run on
the three stations as well as some spots
on Miami's Spanish-language WMIE
announcing the bargains of that day,
the events and the idea of a permanent
mall. More than 200,000 people
jammed the area. Over 25 retail stores
enthusiastically praised the successful
promotion and the Downtown Business
Council presented Mr. Woroner with
a citation.
A

'cool' promotion
For the second year, KXOK St.
Louis, Mo., has staged a "cool" promotion in the form of a 20-ton pyramid
of ice that finally melted after five
days. Listeners were invited to submit
guesses as to the exact moment the ice
would completely melt. The task was
complicated by the alternate 300 lb.
blocks of ice with cans of 7-Up frozen
in.
The station reported that over 5,000
listeners sent in entries, trying to guess
the exact moment (day, hour, minute)
when the ice would melt.

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

market!

.More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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Double take ■ Riders in some 750
New
York
taxicabs, particularly
Madison Avenue fares, looked twice
last week at this card posted in the
C. L. Thomas, vice president of
KXOK and Jack Elliott, program director, described the final moments of
the iceberg from the site — the front
lawn of the station.
KIRO's 'derelict'
On Aug. 31, Jim French, air personality of KIRO Seattle, will be cast adrift
upon a sea of troubles. Although his
small pleasure craft will be equipped
with all safety equipment, Mr. French
will not use power once he is cast
adrift in Puget Sound to simulate actual boating conditions after power failure and the importance of proper
equipment. He will broadcast part of
his adventures from the "derelict" and
release botUes with messages submitted by listeners. The first bottle recovered and the one turned in within
30 days at the place farthest from
Seattle will win prizes for the messagewriters. In addition listeners are competing for prizes to the one who can
estimate most closely the amount of
time elapsed from casting off until
Mr. French comes to shore and the
place he'll land.

DIAL 1110 50,000 WATTS

RADIO LOS ANGELES
A
RL
K/
Represented
by
DONALD COOKE INC.

back of cabs. Time salesman Bill
Morgan is identified as a "Commercial Operator"' and all timebuyers are
alerted to be on the lookout.
RAB's 'comebacks'
There is no need for a radio salesman to turn heel or offer agreement
the next time a prospect frowns and
says, for example, "We don't need to
advertise — everybody in town knows us.
Why dio
should
we waste
the has
money?"
RaAdvertising
Bureau
instituted
in its "Local Radio Salesman" newsletter a conversational
"stopper
designed
to erase frowns
with service"
pleased
expressions. To answer the question,
RAB suggests (after taking a poll of objections and comebacks among member stations) that the salesman reply
with a gambit: Everybody knows Kennedy and Nixon,
too, but they're
advertising
and campaigning
in allboth
50
states. The reason? Competition. As
long as you don't have a monopoly on
every customer in town, you need to
Future newsletter editions will answer
advertise."
such
negative attitudes as: "My budget's already spent;" "We're doing all
the business we want right now," and
"I tried radio five years ago."
No help for burglars
KELP El Paso, Tex., has provided
listeners with an anti-burglar plan
which it claims will give listeners peace
of mind while vacationing. Vacationers
are reminded to inform the police they
will be out of town and to stop milk
and newspaper deliveries — then, instead of leaving the lights on (the oldfashioned way, according to KELP),
leave the radio going, tuned to KELP,
naturally, since that is the only fulltime
outlet in the area. Each week the station pays the listener who wanders
farthest afield, giving him a check for
$9.20 (KELP operates on 920 kc). This
more than pays for the electricity, the
station says.
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For

the

curious

People are curious about tv. Acting
on this premise. WCBS-TV New York
is promoting viewership with a new
Sunday half-hour, This Is WCBS-TV.
Personalities from the regular show
lineup take viewers on a behind-thescenes tour each Sunday afternoon (44:30 p.m. EDT). introducing people
who put shows on the air and showing
how they do it. Frank J. Shakespeare
Jr.. vice president and general manager
of WCBS-TV. explained it as "our own
people-to-people program" when he appeared on the first one Aug. 21. Others
on the debut were weather reporter
Carol Reed, who was hostess; Herb
Gardner at the Videotape Center showing how tv tape works; Hunt Rylander.
chief effects director, who showed how
to turn a studio into a Hawaiian scene
with wind, surf, beach and mountains,
and John Pokorski of the CBS sport
department, who showed how problems of the winter Olympic coverage
were handled.
Other installments of This Is WCBSTV will include visits with administrative and production personnel, tours
of the film department, program department and other points. Robert
Goodman is director and John Mosedale writer of the show, produced by
WCBS-TV"s public affairs department.
Matching

funds

Joining in the campaign to raise
S 156,000 by public subscription for the
San Francisco Actors" Workshop
(which must be raised by Labor Day or
a similar sum from the Ford Foundation will be forfeited). KGO-TV San
Francisco presented an all-star benefit
broadcast last Saturday (Aug. 27) at
11 p.m.-midnight. Vivien Leigh, Bob
Newhart. the Gateway Singers. Ronnie
Schell, Mabel Mercer, George Cerruti
and his orchestra, Vernon Alley were
among those agreeing to appear by
early last week. Mayor George Christopher and other civic leaders were also
scheduled to appear on the broadcast,
during which telephone pledges were to
be solicited from the viewing public.
■

Drumbeats

Bells are ringing ■ WIND Chicago
launched its extensive, annual "back to
school" campaign Aug. 21 with a heavy
schedule of spot announcements, a
contest and other activities beamed at
teenagers. The campaign, built around
the slogan, "start school, when school
starts," was announced by Ralph L.
Atlass, vice president in charge of the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station.
The drive was officially kicked ofl" with
an air editorial by Gordon Davis,
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

IVIonkey

mike

A historic WGN Chicago microphone, used originally in exclusive station coverage of the
Scopes evolution (monkey) trial
in 1925, will be part of an exhibit
commemorating the 40th anniversary of radio broadcasting. A
request came from the Cousley
Collections, New York, for display by the Dry Dock Savings
Bank and other financial institutions from mid-August to Jan. 1 .
Historic relics supplied by other
pioneer radio stations will also be
exhibited. The microphone was
lent in 1955 to the producers of
"Inherit the Wind," a play based
on the Scopes trial, for its Broadway and Chicago runs.
WIND general manager, and keynoted
with a proclamation by Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley. Recorded announcements by entertainment, business and
civic leaders are being supplemented
with live
station's
staff members. The spots
contestbywill
run through
Aug.
31. with first prize of $100, and the
campaign through Sept. 4.
Keeping posted ■ The Saturday Evening Post launched in its Aug. 27 issue
the first of a series of audience-promotion advertisements backing up Independent Television
new general
drama series.
Best Corp.'s
of the Post.
It was
estimated that the first ad, which was
a double page, Select-A-Market regional
ad, will be read by over 13 million
readers representing 54.28% of the
total circulation and including almost
all of the states east of the Mississippi
River as well as Canada and the Post's
entire foreign circulation. ITC reports
that the series has been purchased for
71 markets during the first three weeks
of selling.
Radio binge ■ Crediting radio for past
merchandising success, Floyd Bennett s
newest discount chain store in Patchogue. Long Island, will be promoted
and advertised during the period from
Aug. 29 till Sept. 3 on 10 New York
area radio stations. Participating in a
spree of over 49 hours of remote broadcast time during the grand opening
celebration will be: WABC, WINS and
WMCA, all New York; WPAC and
WALK, both Patchogue; WGBB Freeport; WGSM Huntington; WBAB and
WGLI, both Babylon, and WBIC Islip.
'Heartbeat of the Corn Country' ■ A
special 26-page supplement was published Aug. 12 by the Shenandoah
(Iowa) Evening Sentinel, saluting the
35th anniversary of May Broadcasting
Co.'s KMA there. The supplement paid

tribute to the late Earl May. station
founder; his son. Edward, now president of May Broadcasting Co. (owned
by May Seed & Nursery Co.); Owen
Saddler, executive vice president and
general manager of May, and other station executives and personnel. Additionally, several advertisers took space
to salute the station, which was founded
on Aug. 12. 1925. and now operates
with 5 kw on 960 kc. May Broadcasting also owns and operates KMTV (TV)
Omaha (75%) and owns 48.86% of
KFAB Omaha. The station celebrated
its
own. anniversary with festivities of its
To the future ■ Celebrating its 40th
anniversary next month, KNX Los
Angeles will not look back to September
1920, when Fred Christian built a fivewatt transmitter, installed it in a back
bedroom of his Hollywood home and
began broadcasting recorded music. Instead, 50 kw KNX is preparing a 40year look into the future, to the year
2.000. with some 50 vignettes, based
on the best opinions of leaders in
science, literature and the arts, to be
broadcast during the week of Sept.
19-24. As Fred Ruegg, CBS Radio vice

for modern tv lighting control.

1

it s the LUMITRON

C-J-R ELECTRONIC DIMMER
There is none finer!
Today's most advanced, most reliable power amplifier
is the all-electronic C»J«R Dimmer by LUMITRON . . .
the first name in theatrical lighting since 1892. Employing the solid-state silicon controlled rectifier, the
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Multiplication— KDKA
style
team
before
the
game.
water and white-painted peaches
If there's one thing better than
aimed at the opponents.
a good old promotion, it might be
Once on the field, the "Junior AllThe score was disputed, but uman old promotion multiplied a dozenStars" brought out a bag of tricks
KDKA says were copied from the
pire Nellie King, former Pirate
fold. At least that's one moral to be
drawn from the experience of
scripts of previous contests in the
pitcher, called it in favor of the juniors 2-1. It was a 30-minute match.
annual series: custard pies, seltzer
KDKA-AM-FM-TV Pittsburgh this
year after the annual baseball game
between the broadcasting staflf and
a newspaper-recruited team.
For the contest this year the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations
in Pittsburgh got 12 area publishers
to cooperate an 11 -paper expansion
of the old plan. The players got pie
in the face, but the promoters got
a four-week ride in the local papers
and space in as many major out-oftown newspapers, KDKA-TV reported last week when the clipping
was done.
The game was played Aug. 9 to a
crowd of 26,000 immediately preceding a Pittsburgh Pirates-Chicago
Cubs contest at Forbes Field. Opposing the radio-tv personalities was
a team of 10 to 16-year olds selected
in contests the previous four weeks
by area papers. (In past years the
KDKA players challenged the editorial staff of a single newspaper.)
Inducements offered the youngsters were autographed baseballs
caster. Another was a playing style
from the Pirates, a chance to meet
Pie in his eye ■ One reason for
demonstrated
by radio disc jockey
KDKA's defeat by youngsters was
the stars in the Pirates' dressing
Clarke
Race,
shown at left sitting
the
pie
the
opposition
pitched
at
room and dinner with parents, newsdown
on
the
second-base
job.
paper sponsors and the opposing
pitcher Carl Ide, KDKA-TV newspresident and general manager of KNX
said in announcing the anniversary program, "The years during which KNX
Radio grew to its present position of
importance need not be relived to be
remembered."
Fm promo from NAB ■ Spot announcements extolling the merits of fm radio
have been distributed by NAB to fm
members. The spots, nine in all, range
from 10 to 60 seconds and are the
13th unit in a series of build-radio-onthe-air promotion aids carried out by
John Couric, NAB public relations
manager. Mr. Couric is analyzing results of a questionnaire survey designed
to find the types of build-radio announcements members desire.
More bounce ■ KECK Odessa, Tex.,
sponsored a bouncing contest for its
disc jockeys, postulating a sequence of
bounces each had to complete. While
a d.j. was bouncing on a trampoline
at one end of town, another one competed on a different trampoline on the
other. The progress of each was reported over KECK. After three furious
hours of competition, one emerged the
victor and was treated to a steak dinner
84 (FANFARE)

by the loser, who was paying the forfeit of serving as a car-hop at a local
drive-in.
Heavy mail ■ After a fire destroyed its
mailing list, KCFM (FM) St. Louis
asked listeners to send in cards with
their names and addresses. In return the
station sent them cigarette lighters. In
the 10-day campaign some 2,200 cards
were submitted, beanng the desired information. The station points out that
the drive was during the political conventions and while ball games were
being played, which might have been
expected to draw listeners away from
a good music station.
Fall shopping ■ WCAU-TV Philadelphia will begin promoting its "Fall Film
Festival" on Sept. 11, by exploiting
the traffic of people through the
Quaker City's shopping centers. The
oudet has effected a tie-up with 16
centers in its coverage area, including
eastern Pennsylvania, southern Nev/
Jersey and Delaware. Posters in the
windows of 450 stores, reportedly
reaching more than 2 million people
each week, will herald the coming of
the festival.

•Prize Wagon Party'
Prizes for viewers mount with avalanche fury in the Prize Wagon Party
promotion of KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.
Thirty-six prizes are given away each
week with a grand prize donated at
the end of the 1 3-week cycle — a Volkswagen station wagon.
Customers register their names and
addresses in prize boxes placed in stores
of 35 local merchants. Each Friday the
boxes are collected and at 10:05 p.m.
each Friday night a drawing is held on
the air. The winner from each box is
awarded his choice of a portable stereo
phonograph or a gas light, for example. Prizes are rotated each week.
After the 35 names are drawn and winners announced, all the names from
the boxes, including winners, go into
a giant drum. The winner of this drawing gets his choice of a 23-inch console tv set, a washer-dryer, a two-ton
air conditioner or a 25-horsepower outboard motor. An even larger drum accommodates all names submitted during the 13-week period; one of them
is chosen for the Volkswagen. KLFYTV reports big listener excitement.
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FATES
Broadcast

Miss Seidenberg

&

Advertising

Mr. Broun

Saul M. Broun, president and owner
of Sterling Adv., N.Y., joins Kastor
Hilton Chesley Clifford & Atherton, that
city, as senior vp and member of plans
board, effective Sept. 1. Mr. Broun will
supervise accounts formerly serviced by
Sterling, as well as other Kastor Hilton
clients in fashion and textile industries.
Beryl Seidenberg, chief radio-tv timebuyer at KHCC&A, elected vp.
Edward A. Gumpert, vp and chairman of marketing plans board at Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard, N.Y.,
elected member of board of directors.
Thomas J. Moloney, formerly of
Brown & Butcher, N.Y., joins Hicks &
Greist, that city, as director, stockholder and chairman of executive committee.
G. Gregory Sherry promoted from
vp to executive vp at Grant Adv. Inc.,
Chicago, and continues as account
supervisor.
Harry Bressler, previously vp and
creative supervisor at Ted Bates & Co.,
N.Y., joins Leo Burnett Co. as vp and
tv copy director in tv commercial department. Previously he was with Doherty, Clifford, Steers and Shenfield and
McCann-Erickson, both N.Y. Scott
Young, formerly head of video tape
recording operations at WBBM-TV
Chicago, to Burnett as broadcast program supervisor.
John Mitchell Sanchez, formerly of
Mogul, Williams & Saylor, N.Y., joins
Weiss & Geller, that city, as vp and director of art.
Pierre Garai, Thomas Batman and
William Casey join Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N.Y., as copy supervisors. Mr.
Garai formerly was copywriter with J.
Walter Thompson and Ted Bates, N.Y.,
and Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Mr. Batman comes from C.J.
LaRoche, N.Y., where he was creative
director. Previously he had been with
Cunningham & Walsh as creative director on all Texaco copy; copy supervisor
on Esso and Esso research at McCannErickson, N.Y., and creative director at
M-E, Chicago. Mr. Casey had been a
copywriter and art director on White
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FORTUNES
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Owl Cigars, as well as member of
special projects group at Young & Rubicam, N.Y.
Dennis Clark, formerly of Wade
Adv., Chicago, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los Angeles, as account executive on Max Factor. Michael Ben-Dror,
account executive on Max Factor, promoted to senior account executive.
Elizabeth Harris, formerly supervisor
of audience measurement division at
NBC-TV, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., as senior media research analyst.

The Man

Spot To Get News
Is The Man
With..

Richard I. Ide, formerly with Cunningham &Walsh, N.Y., joins Allston,
Smith & Somple, Greenwich, Conn., as
account executive and assistant to president.
Allen Tolchard, formerly copy supervisor at Morse International, N.Y.,
joins Maxon, Inc., that city, as senior
copywriter and acting supervisor of
copy department.
Graham Hay,
timebuyer, at Compton Adv., N.Y., promoted to head timebuyer. Mr. Hay joined agency as assistant buyer in 1952
and year later was
advanced to timebuyer. As head timebuyer he succeeds Robert Liddel who
was promoted to associate media position. (Week's Headliner, Aug. 15).
Rudy H. Behlmer, formerly West
Coast director of tv and radio for
Grant Adv., L. A., named executive
producer in charge of all live and video
tape programmed commercial production and development for KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles, Mary Warren, Program
director and administrative head of
program department, assumes added
responsibility for coordinating film purchasing and program office procedures
at KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, all NAFI Corp.
stations.
Joseph W. Durber, formerly new
products brand manager at ColgatePalmolive Co.. N.Y., joins Best Foods,
division of Corn Products Sales Co.,
that city, as product manager.
Edward J. Montagne rejoins William Esty Co.'s Hollywood office as
program consultant. Mr. Montagne,
with Esty from 1950-1954, formerly
was producer at CBS-TV.
William R. Kuhns, Robert F. McCuddy and Edgar C. Cook Jr. appointed copywriters at Aubrey, Finlay,
Marley & Hodgson, Chicago.
Robert G. Stake, formerly with H.E.
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Westmoreland, Duluth, Minn., advertising and pr firm, joins McCutcheon &
Patton Adv., Phoeni.x, Ariz., as account executive.
William J. Gillilan, vp and director
of marketing at Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh, appointed director
of advertising service.
Mrs. Frances Banister joins TracyLocke Co., Dallas, as associate media
director in budgets and plans division.
Mrs. Patsy Lytel named associate media
director of contract division.
Hamilton Howard, formerly with
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, Neb., advertising agency, to Wright, Campbell
& Suitt, Chicago, as creative director.
John E. Lynge, formerly pr director
of Smith, Hagel & Knudsen, N.Y., joins
Ellington & Co., that city, as assistant
pr director.
Veri Servi joins pr staff of Kennedy/Walker, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Dick Doty named pr director of Miller, Bacon, Avrutis & Simons, Miami
advertising agency.
The

Media

Edwin Moss Williams appointed vp
in charge of station
relations for WCRO
Johnstown, Pa. Mr.
Williams formerly was
vp of United Press
(now UPI). He also
was information conMr. Williams
sultant to Economic
Cooperation Administration.
Les Leslie, formerly program director of KVEC San Luis Obispo, to
KNEZ Lompoc as general manager,
succeeding Tom Wallace Jr. who becomes general manager of KGEE
Bakersfield, all California.
Dave Wagenvoord named general
manager of WWOM New Orleans. Ken
Karlton, formerly announcer at WTIX,

Unitecl Press
Facsimile
United

that city, named program director at
WWOM.
Patrick B. Raymond, account executive at KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.,
promoted to general manager.
William E. Nichols
appointed station manof KYA-AM-FM
San agerFrancisco.
He
formerly was general
manager of KFRC,
that city. He also was
general sales manager of KFRC. PreMr. Nichols
viously, he was with
KROY Sacramento, Calif.
Frank Telford, director of program
development
for to
NBC-TV's
coast
division, named
head newwest
program
development committee. Others on
committee are: Lillie Messinger, program and talent development executive; Fenton Coe, director of film production; and Jack Emanuel, executive
story editor.
Roy E. Nilson, operations manager
of WLCY Tampa-St. Petersburg, assumes additional position as operations
manager of WQTY (formerly WTTT)
Jacksonville, Fla. Both are Rahall stations. Dick Allen named program coordinator of WLCY. An earlier item
(Broadcasting, Aug. 22) was not clear

Sidney S. Spaner appointed sales
manager of KRAK Stockton, Calif.
Formerly, he was sales manager of
National Adv. Productions, San Francisco theater promotion and advertising
firm.
David J. Blackstead appointed
operations manager of KXJB (TV)
Valley City and KXGO-TV Fargo, both
North Dakota. Other changes: James
R. McGuire, commercial manager;
Norman H. Larson, production manager; William D. Brouse, promotion
and merchandising manager, all for
KXJB and KXGO-TV. Clyde Olsen
appointed sales manager for KXGO
Radio.

International

Movietone

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings d__b
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Edward D. Taddei, formerly ownerpresident of WHCT (TV) Hartford,
Conn., appointed general manager in
operational realignment following purchase of station by RKO General to
conduct three year $10 million subscription tv test (Broadcasting, April
4). C. Donald Woodman Jr. continues as film manager and Lillian
Hackman, formerly with WEAT-TV
West Palm Beach, Fla., becomes controller.
Adam Waran appointed sales manager of Cameron Broadcasting Co.
which operates KDES Palm Springs,
Calif.
Ralph Hess Jr. appointed sales manager of WDVA Danville, Va. He was
promotion manager and account executive at WDVA from 1953-1959.
Mel Gaumer, announcer and account executive at KOOL-AM-FM
Phoenix, Ariz., promoted to program
director. He has been in broadcasting
since 1936.
Parker R. Daggett,
formerly general sales
manager of WRIT
Milwaukee, to KBOX

in
its identification of Mr. Nilson's position.

Newspictures

Press

Henry H. Mamet, executive director
of Chicago Board of Rabbis Broadcasting Commission, elected to board
of directors of National Assn. for Better Radio & Television (NAFBRAT).

Dallas as general manager. Both are Before
Balaban stations.
Mr. Daggett
Brewing Co.

joining WRIT, Mr.
Daggett was sales
manager
for Miller

Walter P. Baker, formerly of
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., joins WTVH
(TV) Peoria, 111., as program and production director.
Jim Backlin, special services director at KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D.,
named program director of KFYR,
succeeding Stanley Wilson.
Jim O'Neill joins KSTN Stockton,
Calif., as program director. Paul Gregory becomes news editor and Jerry
Teal air personality.
Joe Grady, formerly tv producer
and air personality in Philadelphia area,
rejoins WHAT, that city, as operations
manager. He had been at WHAT in
1936, his first year in broadcasting, as
part-time announcer.
Armand A. Lartigue, assistant to
business manager of WCBS-TV New
York, named business manager.
John J. McCrory, account executive
with CBS Tv Spot Sales, Chicago,
transfers to New York office.
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Realignments
CBS News has realigned its operation, with changes in three executive
posts. In the change-over. Sam Zelman, a general news executive, has
been named director of tv news, replacing Malcolm Johnson, who has
been appointed coordinator of election coverage. Bill Crawford has
been named managing editor, succeeding James Burke, who has been
moved into a news editor's classification and Frank Donghi has been

at CBS

News

succeeded as assignments editor by
Ralph Pasman. Mr. Donghi has
been named as assignment expediter.
In the realignment, under Mr. Zelman's direction, Mr. Pasman will be
in charge of collecting the news and
Mr. Crawford in preparing it for
use on the air. Previously, Mr. Burke
had responsibility for both collecting
and preparing the news with Mr.
Donghi serving as his assistant in
charge of assigning coverage.

Milton Komito, formerly general manager
of WTAP-AMTV Parkersburg,
W.
Va., Miami
to WCKR-AMTV
as general
sales manager. PreV
viously, he was program manager for
Mr. Komito
WAKR - TV Akron,
and in sales at WHlZ-TV Zanesville,
both Ohio.
Thomas Holmquist, news director
of KBUR Burlington, Iowa, assumes
additional duties as sales representative.
Richard Pratz joins KBUR's
staff.

Mr. O'Leary

Richard A. O'Leary,
assistant sales manager at KABC - TV
Los Angeles, promoted to sales manager, effective Sept. I.
He succeeds Elton H.
Rule, now general
manager of KABCTV (Broadcasting,
Aug. 8.

Jack M. Duffield, local salesman at
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, appointed
to national sales staff, specializing in
servicing advertisers and agencies in
New York area.
Dean J. Poucher joins sales staff of
WIS-TV Columbia, S.C. He previously
was with WTAN Clearwater, Fla.
George W. (Woody) Sloan Jr. joins
sales staff of WTIC-TV Hartford,
Conn. He had been with sales staff of
Ziv-United Artists.
Donald M. Hine
named director of
programming and public affairs for Transcontinent Television
I Corp. (WROC-FMTV Rochester. WGR: AM-FM-TV Buffalo,
both New York;
Mr. Hine
WNEP-TV ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Pa.; KFMB-AM-FM-TV
San Diego; KERO-TV Bakersfield,
Calif.; WDAF - AM - FM - TV Kansas
City). Mr. Hine previously was program manager of KNXT (TV) and
CBS-TV Pacific Network.
Dean B. Shaw joins WKYN San
Juan, Puerto Rico, as production manager. William L. Shaw named chief
announcer.
George M. (Buddy) Rutledge appointed sports director of WAPI
Birmingham. Ala. He will handle playby-play of Auburn Tigers football
games.

John
Begue, in
various programming
and sales positions
with WICS-TV
Springfield, promoted
to station manager of
WICFD-TV Danville,
both Illinois. Facilities are owned by
Plains
Television
Mr. Begue
Corp. Mr. Begue, veteran of 18 years
in broadcasting, has been with WICSTV since it came on air in 1953.
Gordon French, national sales representative of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
and Robert S. Cochran, sales service
manager, promoted to account executives. Robert L. Nelson, assistant director of research and sales promotion,
appointed sales research manager for
station and CBS-TV Pacific Network.
Ron Gleason, formerly assistant sales
promotion manager at KCBS San Francisco, joins KNXT-CTPN research and
sales promotion department as assistant
to Mr. Nelson.

news

Bernie Herman joins WFBM Indianapolis as air personality. He formerly
was at WIRE, that city.
Neil Horrigan joins WDRC Hartford, Conn., as account executive.
Programming
Andrew M. Griffin, member of sales
staff of Bill Burrud Productions, Hollywood, appointed vp in charge of sales
of Wiljon Corp., new subsidiary formed
to coordinate local sales and sponsors
with production of new daytime Bill
Burrud Show. Gene McCabe is Wil-

Bill Daniels, Denver, and Fred
Stevenson, Fayetteville, Ark,, named
members at large of executive committee of National Community Television Assn. Appointments were made
by NCTA President Sandford Randolph, Clarksburg, W. Va. NCTA
executive committee comprises officers
and two members at large named by
president.
Olin Morris, formerly of WATE
(TV) Knoxville, Tenn., joins WPTA
(TV) Fort Wayne, Ind., as news director.
Dick Stambaugh, formerly air personality at WBIL Leesburg, Va., to
WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla., as news
director and air personality.
Bill Finley, formerly with WPCATV Philadelphia, to WDAS-FM. there.
Donald Macfarlane, salesman at
WVIP Mt. Kisco, N.Y., named sales
manager.
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RCA TRANSISTORIZED

jon's vp for production: Sally Sedgwick is secretary-treasurer. Wiljon will
operate for both sponsor and/ or agency
without fee by helping to produce commercials and promotional campaigns
as new approach.
William J. McCauley, formerly
NBC TeleSales special projects coordinator, named sales account executive at
Videotape Center, N.Y.

AMPLIFIERS

Phil Conway,
with to
MCA-TV's
Cleveland
office, transfers
N.Y. as
account executive for New York and
New England.

TYPE
BA-34A
10-WATT

MONITOR

AMPLIFIER

requires only half

the space30% of power
Here's a compact monitor
amplifier with overall performance equal to earlier
models, twice the size. Full
10 watts output with excellent frequency response and
very low distortion. Highgain permits operating from
output of low-level microphones. Plug-in mounting.
Standard input and output
terminations.
Write to RCA. Dept. KE-22. Building 15-1. Camden, N.J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Ltd.,
Montreal.
BADIO eORPORATiOM
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) ®
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

Kenneth Daniels, formerly of Warner Bros, tv commercial sales, joins
MGM-TV commercial and industrial
film department, as west coast sales
representative.
Frank Beatty named Miami newspictures bureau manager for United
Press International, filling vacancy created by death of Mike Ackerman
earlier this month.
Robert D. Graff, formerly producer
of Wisdom series and specials, NBCTV, appointed executive producer of
ABC-TV"s Winston Churchill series
{Churchill Memoirs), which debuts
Nov. 27 (Sun.. 10:30-11 p.m.). He
replaces Edgar Peterson, who resigned
last week to undertake independent
project.
Michael H. Franklin resigns as executive director of Writers Guild of
America West, but continues in post
until successor is named.
Equipment & EngVing
Frederic H.C. Wise, treasurer of
Birmingham Sound Reproducers
(USA) Ltd., College Point. N.Y.,
elected chairman. Donald G. Clarke
named president.
Donald W. Gunn, vp — sales for Sylvania Electronic Tubes Div., N.Y.,
named regional vp of Sylvania Electric
Products Corp.
Seymour Mintz appointed vp and
general sales manager of Capehart
Corp.. Richmond Hills, N.Y. He formerly was president of manufacturing
division of CBS.
Maury I. Marks, formerly senior
electronic engineer at International Resistance Co., Philadelphia, joins Hill
Electronics, Mechanicsburg, Pa., as
senior systems engineer.
Thomas J. Kelley promoted to assistant director of International services for Raytheon Co., Waltham,
Mass. For past six years, he has been
in various management capacities for
Raytheon's International activities.
Kenneth E. Glover
Commercial
ApparatusjoinsandRaytheon's
Systems

RCA

changes

RCA Victor Distributing Corp.
announces realignment of executive
personnel involving the following
transfers: A.D. Keyes, manager in
Wichita, Kan., to merchandising
manager in Chicago, reporting to
J. A. Curl, vp in charge of branch;
W.J. Walsh, from manager of marketing development and sales services in Chicago general office to
Wichita manager; E.E. Hart, from vp
of Kansas City branch to Davenport, Iowa, in similar capacity; L.A,
Baumgartner, from vp in Davenport to Buffalo in similar capacity,
and A. W. Sayers, vp in Buffalo to
Kansas City in similar capacity.
The changes are effective Sept. 1.
Other changes: Emmett B. Dunn
named director of budgets and planning and C. Wesley Michaels appointed manager of planning and
market research for RCA's industrial electronics products.
Div. as manager of new business development.
Jess E. Dines, formerly of Thomas |
Electronics. Passaic, N.J., joins FotoVideo Electronics, Los Angeles, as
manager of west coast engineering office.
Fred H. Noike joins Page Communications, Washington, D.C., as assistant
director of telecommunications. Robert
I. Barry named assistant director of
construction and installation for technical documentation.
Leroy Friedman, formerly manager
of technical operations at Columbia
records, N.Y., named director of national manufacturing and engineering ]
quality control; Robert McColgin,
formerly director of national quality
control, becomes manager of manufacturing and engineering services.
John J. Paris, formerly of WTVW
(TV) Evansville, Ind., named promotion manager of Columbia Record Distributors Inc., Cincinnati branch.
Joseph G. Poppe appointed district
manager of distributor sales for CBS
Electronics. Danvers, Mass., and will
headquarter in Detroit.
Lawrence T. Lopina, previously department head of corporate accounting
at Motorola-Chicago
Co.. appointed t
comptroller. He has been with Motor
ola since 1953.
Allied

fields

Paul E. Menneg, formerly vp of
client services at Communications
Counselors, N.Y. (pr affiliate of McBROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

Cann-Erickson), named executive direcjtor, N.Y. office of Rogers & Cowan,
inational pr firm.
Freddie Fields, vp and member of
board of MCA, resigns to form his own
tv, theatrical and business management
firm.
David C. Stewart named executive
Idirector of Joint Council on Educajtional Tv, Washington, DC. Mr.
IStewart served for last four years as
jassistant director under Ralph Steetle
'who resigned to join administrative
staff of Oregon State Board of Higher
Education.

Deaths
George C. Wiswell, 66, chairman
of board of Chambers, Wiswell, Shattuck, Clifford & McMillan, Boston,
died Aug. 21 following long illness.
CWSC&M merged with Grant Adv.,
N.Y. last week (Broadcasting, Aug.
22 ) .
Glen R. Glenn, 52, president of
Glen Glenn Sound Equipment Co.,
Hollywood, was killed Aug. 21 in auto
accident in New Brunswick, Canada.
William E. Richardson, 84, vp and
FOR

Station

Authorizations,

THE

co-founder of Henry Quednau Adv.,
Tampa, Fla., died Aug. 21 in Glen
Ridge, N.J.
TravissultantWells
Jr., 56,Hotel,
advertising
for Roosevelt
N.Y., conand
specialist in copywriting, radio production and direction, died Aug. 22 of
heart attack in N.Y.
Carlton R. Moore, veteran entertainer with WEEI Boston, died Aug.
18 following short illness. He had
been in radio for 22 years and before
that he was song plugger for Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder, Boston.

RECORD

Applications

$29,000, revenue $9,600. Applicant is licensee
of
KJLM-FM
Diego and
Angeles,
both San
California.
Ann.KGLA-FM
Aug. 22. Los
Twin
Falls,
Idaho
—
Radio
Sales
92.3
mc. 3.3 kw. P.O. address P.O. Box Corp.
511. Twin
Falls. Estimated construction cost $14,012,
first year operating cost $14,400. revenue
$18,000. Principals include D. Spencer Grow
and Arta L. Grow, 50%, R,W, Burden and
Janice Burden, 50% . Mr. & Mrs. Grow own
75% of KEXO Grand Junction, Colo., and
100% of KEYY Provo, Utah. Ann. Aug. 17.
Wilson, N.C.— Wilson Radio Co. 106.1 mc.
5 kw. P.O.
Wilson. N.C.
mated address
constructionWVOT
cost $20,084,
first Estiyear
operating cost $7,500, revenue $10,000. Applicant fm will duplicate WVOT Wilson. Ann.
Aug. 17.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KQXR-FM
Bakersfield,
Calif.—from
SeeksEdward
transfer of control of KLEF Bcstrs.
L. Robertson and Maude H. Robertson,
equal partners, to Edward L. Robertson and
Maude H. Robertson, 37',2%, Walter B.
Marston, 25%, by conversion of $10,000 loan
into station interest. Ann. Aug. 17.
KROG Sonora, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
control of Sonora Bcstg. Co. from Harlan L.
Egan and Ralph P. Bowen, equal partners,
to Ralph P. Bowen, sole owner, for $5,000.
Ann. Aug. 17.
KFMH (FM) Colorado Spring, Colo.— Seeks
assignment of license from FM Colorado
Co. to KFMH Inc. for $35,000. Purchaser is
TV Colorado
Inc., isJames
D. ofRussell,
dent. TV Colorado
licensee
KKTV presi(TV)
Colorado Springs-Pueblo. Colo. Ann. Aug. 22.
KGHF
Pueblo,
Colo.
—
Seeks
assignment
license from Gifford Phillips to KGHF Inc.of
for $120,000. Purchaser is TV Colorado Inc.,
James D. Russell, president. TV Colorado is
licensee of KKTV (TV) Colorado SpringsPueblo, Colo. Ann. Aug. 23.
WPFA-TV Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks assignment of cp from C.W. Lamar Jr., deceased,
to Louisiana National Bank of Baton Rouge,
executor of estate. Ann. Aug. 23.
KBCL-AM-FM Shreveport, La.— Seeks
transferfordofGodfrey
controlandof Good
Inc. CrawAlvinMusic
Childs,
equal
partners, to Messrs. Godfrey and Childs,
37 •'2%, each, and Joe Monroe, 25%, for

As Compiled by Broadcasting
August
18
through
August
24. Includes data on new stations, changes in
1
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Lane, Austintown, Ohio. Estimated conAbbreviations:
struction cost $32,793, first year operating
cost
$60,000, revenue $75,000. Applicant is
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
licensee of WWOW Conneaut, Ohio. Ann.
'jpermit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf Aug. 17.
Gaffney, S.C.— E. Raymond Parker. 1500
uhf— ultra high fre(I—very high frequency,
kc. 1 kw D, 250 w. critical hours. Post
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
1 quency.
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, me — megaoffice address 1010 S. Petty St. Estimated
construction cost $23,000, first year operatcycles. D— day. N— night. LS — local sunset,
ing cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Applicant
mod.— modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. is salesman.
Ann. Aug. 17.
: —unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
Redfield,
S.D. — Victoria Bcstg. System
' subsidiary communications authorization.
1560
kc,
500
w.
D. Post office address Box
SSA— special service authorization. — STA—
588. Redfield. S.D. Estimated construction
'\ special temporary authorization. SH — specicost $12,888, first year operating cost $22,000,
revenue $35,000. Applicant is George H.
I'[ fied hours. • — educational. Ann. Announced.
Puder, record retailer. Ann. Aug. 17.
1. New Tv Stations
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
'{
APPLICATION
! Richland, Wash.
— Columbia Empire Bcstg.
KHOT Madera, Calif. — Cp to increase
Corp. uhf ch. 25 (536-542 mc); ERP 19.86
l| kw vis., 10.715 kw aur.; ant. height above
500 w to 1 kw, change from emaverage terrain 1271 ft., above ground 142 power from
DA-D to non-directional
ft. Estimated construction cost $64,838, first changes ploying
in trans.
(1250 kc). Ann. and
Aug.make
17.
year
operating
cost
$90,000
revenue
$102,000.
WTVB
Coldwater,
Mich.
—
Cp
to
increase
Post Office address 23 S. First St., Yakima,
nighttime
power
from
500
w
to
1
kw.
(1590
Wash. Studio and trans, location 7 miles
kc). Ann. Aug. 17.
south of Kennewick, Wash. Geographic coKSWS Roswell, N.M. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
ordinates 46° 06' 11" RCA
N. Lat.,TTUIB,
119° 07'antenna
47" W.
Long. Transmitter
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Aug. 17.
TFU-21DL.
counsel Haley,
WoUenKBKR
Baker,
dayI berg
& Bader,LegalWashington,
D.C. Consulting
time power
from Ore.
250 —w Cpto to1 kwincrease
and install
new trans. (1490 kc). Ann. Aug. 17.
M engineer Warren C. Brown, Yakima, Wash.
i Principals include Hugh E. Davis, 26.92%,
WJAY
Cp install
to increase
power from 1Mullins,
kw to 5 S.C.
kw —and
new trans.
Weed L.TvLyon,
Corp.21.54%,
(JosephandJ. others.
Weed), Messrs.
23.08%,
!' Leo
(1280 kc). Ann. Aug. 18.
Lyon and Davis are employes of KNDO
New Fm Stations
Yakima. Ann. Aug. 23.
APPLICATIONS
Existing Tv Stations
Tucson, Ariz. — E. Edward Jacobson. 96.1
ACTION BY FCC
mc, 25 kw. P.O. address 6907 Melrose Ave.,
Los Angeles
38. Calif.
Estimated
construci *KETC (TV) St. Louis, Mo.— Waived
tion cost $30,000,
first year
operating
cost
mileage separation requirement of sec.
t 3.610(b) and granted application to change
trans, site from 5031 Berthold Ave. to BoatII mans Bank Bldg. at Olive and Broadway
I Sts.; conditioned that permittee accepts any
electrical interference which may result
operation
of tv Ind.,
station
operating
on
•' from
ch. *9located
in Evansville.
trans, and
ant.
at distance
ofwith
approximately
, 165 miles or more from trans, site herein
i: specified. Ann. Aug. 23.
EDWIN
TORNBERG
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
& COMPANY,
INC.
' 5 Lapeer,
Mich.office
— Lapeer
Bcstg.1133Co.Cedar
1530 St..
kc,
kw D. Post
address
Lapeer, Mich. Estimated construction cost
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
$42,100,enuefirst
operatinginclude
cost $50,000,
$60,000.year
Principals
Robertrev-L.
, Taylor, James Harris, Robert Tripp, EdSALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
ward Oyster, William Myers and Robert
EVALUATIONS
M. Myers,
16%%
each.
Mr.
Taylor
is
attorney. Mr. Harris is in farm machinery
servicing business. Mr. Tripp is in banking.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
Mr. Oyster is employe of WTAC Flint,
Mich. Mr, William Myers is in publishing.
■ Mr. Robert Myers is dairy farmer. Ann.
I Aug. 17.
Iii kc,Boardman,
Ohiooffice
— Louis
W. 3808
Skelly.
1570
1 kw D. Post
address
Chaucer

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W,
District 7-8531
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$9,000. Mr. Monroe is manager of KBCL.
Ann. Aug. 23.
WACE ofChicopee,
transfer
control
Regional Mass.
Bcstg.— Seeks
Co. from
John ofS.
Begley,
66
2/3'r.
David
W.
Hayes,
Martin
Riciiard Hayes, Catherine Hayes, Toomey
and Richard monwealth
P. Bcstg.
Hayes,
to ComCorp.8.3':"r
for each,
$250,000.
Purchasers are Paul Smallen, Lazar Emanuel
and Blair Walliser, 20A% each, and others.
Messrs. Smallen, Emanuel and Walliser have
interests in WEOK Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Ann.
Aug. 17.
VVHAI-AM-FM Greenfield, Mass.— Seeks
involuntary transfer of control of Haigis
Bcstg. Corp. from John W. Haigis Sr., deceased, to Franklin County Trust Co., executor of Mr. North
Haigis' estate. Mass.
Ann. —Aug.
VVNMB
Seeks22. Bcstg.
transfer of control of Adams,
Northern Berkshire
Co. from James G. Keyworth, Robert Hardman, SS.l'f each. James Hardman and
Harold 73.4'
Crippen,
13.3';', James
each, toHardman
Robert Hardman
>, Messrs.
and
Crippen, 13.3' r. for $19,800. Ann. Aug. 18.
WOWE
Allegan,
Mich.
—
Seeks
transfer
control of Allegan County Bcstrs. Inc. fromof
Keith and Joanne Weldy, Lewis E. Groh,
Walter C. Swogger, Maurice L. Weldy, and
Albert Vandenbosch, all 20'; , to John F.
Wismer and Harmon L. Stevens, equal partners, for approximately $46,650 including
corporation liabilities. Purchasers are license s of WHLS Port Huron, permittee of
WHLS-TV Port Huron, licensee of WLAVAM-FM Grand Rapids, all Michigan, and
each have
Mich.
Ann. I3Aug.interest
23. in WLEW Bad Axe.
WJDX-AM-FM-Jackson,
— Seeks
transfer of control of Lamar Miss.
Life Insurance
Co., licensee, from Life Companies Inc.,
98.55^7. to John D. and Clint W. Murchison
Jr., 32.92'"r
each,percentages
and others.inMessrs.
Murchison hold like
Life Companies Inc. Transfer made by distribution to
stockholders in parent corporation stock in
license corporation. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Aug. 17.
KODY North Platte, Neb.— Seeks assignment of license from KODY Bcstg. Co. to
North Platte
$200,000.
chaser is JamesBcstg.
Stuart,Inc.soleforowner,
who Purhas
interest in KFOR Lincoln. KRGI Grand
Island, both Nebraska; KMNS Sioux City,
Iowa and KSAL Salina. Kans. Ann. Aug. 18.
WNCN (FM) New York, N.Y.— Seeks as-

INVESTIGATE
the
AUTO

JOCKEY

for partial or
FULL

AUTOMATION

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
1. Automatic AUDIO cueing of announcements (No silver contacts on tope)
2. Automatic AUDIO cueing of recorcJs
(Backed up for perfect cue)
3. Absolutely guaranteed less dead air than
competition
4. No tones are used — announcements can
be made on any quality tape recorder
5. Costs less — does more
6. Price includes delivery and 3 day installation and instruction by factory representative
7. Independent use of tapes and changers
AMPEX • CONCERTONE • RUST REMOTE
CONTROL available on lease — case
histories available
CALL— WRITE— WIRE
SHALER-AITKEN COMMUNICATIONS
305 Harrison St. — Toft, California
Tel: RO 5-4086
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(FOR THE RECORD)

signment of license from Concert Network
Inc. to WNCN Inc., assignment to whollyowned subsidiary with no financial consideration involved. Ann. Aug. 17.
WMMH Marshall, N.C.— Seeks transfer of
control of Marshall Broadcasting Co. from
Cleatus O. Brazzell, Andrew D. Shields and
Vernon
SSVa'/'r
each,partners,
to Messrs.
Brazzell McCarthy,
and Shields,
equal
for
$6,500. Ann. Aug. 17,
KGGG
Forest
Grove,
Ore.—
Seeks
transfer of control of Triple G Bcstg. Co. from
Lester L. and Dorothy R. Gould, LeRoy A.
Garr and Esther L. Plotkin, 25'7r each, to
Percy B. Crawford, sole owner, for approximately $65,000. Mr. Crawford is owner
of WMUZ Detroit. WDAC Lancaster. Pa.,
WYCA Hammond, Ind., and permittee of
WMFP Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.. and KDMI Des
Moines, Iowa. Ann. Aug. 18.
KOPY Alice, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Alice Bcstg. Co. to Alice
Bcstg. Inc., change to corporate business
form with no financial consideration involved. Ann. Aug. 22.
WEET Richmond, Va.— Seeks transfer of
control of Radio Richmond Inc. from Burton Levine, 807,. and Melvin Levine, 20v,
to
and Mrs. WJ,
Burton
Levine,transfer
90^/;:. andof
AbeMr.Friedman,
, negative
control with financial consideration not reported. Ann. Aug. 18.
WBOF, WYFI (FM) Virginia Beach, Va.
— Seeks assignment of licenses from Virginia Beach Bcstg. Corp. (am) and WBOFTV Inc. (fm) to Metro-WBOF Inc. for
$260,000. Purchaser is Temple W. Seay, sole
owner. Mr. Seav is attorney, Ann. Aug. 17.
KNDO (TV)
Yakima,
SeeksValley
assignment of license
fromWash.—
Yakima
Tv Co. to Columbia Empire Bcstg. Corp.
for 660 shares of capital stock in Columbia
plus lease of equipment for 36 months for
approximate total of $56,000. Purchasers
are Leo L. Lyon, 21.54^7, Weed Tv Corp.
(Joseph J. Weed), 23.08'7r. Hugh E. Davis,
26.92'/;, and Mr.
others.
UponwillFCCpurchase
approvalfromof
assignment.
Davis
Ralph Tronsrud, seller. 660 shares of stock
in Columbia for $37,500. This will give Mr.
Davis
51.53';;andmajority
interest
Columbia.of
Mr. Lyon
Mr. Davis
are inemployes
KNDO. Ann, Aug. 23.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward denying application of WHAS Inc., to change
trans, site of WHAS-TV (ch. 11) Louisville, Ky., from within that city to near
Brownsboro, Ky., about 19 miles northeast
of Louisville and 58 miles from Lexington,
Ky., increase overall height of ant. above
ground from 600 ft. to 1,859 ft,, change type
of trans,
es. Ann, and
Aug. make
18, other equipment chang■ Hearing
Examiner
Elizabeth
C. Smith
issued supplemental initial
decision
looking
toward
denying
application
of
Bay
Area
Electronic Assoc. for new am station to
ooerate on 1580 kc. 500 w. D. in Santa
Rosa, Calif, Ann. Aug. 23.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission postponed from Sept. 15 to
Sept. 30 effective date for setting aside cp
of Public Service Tv Inc. (WPST-TV, ch.
10), Miami. Fla., to allow sufficient time for
consideration by full commission of pleadings filed relating to this proceeding, including23.petition by Public Service for stay.
Ann. Aug.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission postponed from Sept. 12 to Sept.
27 time for parties in Boston, Mass., tv
ch. 5 proceeding to file briefs directed to
comparative reevaluation of applicants (provided for in July 14 decision) to allow sufficient time for consideration by full commis ion of motion by WHDH Inc. (WHDHTV), for stay pending consideration of its
petition for reconsideration. Ann. Aug. 23.
18 By order, commission denied petition by
KFSD Inc.. for extension of time from Sept.
6 to Sept, 26 to file comments and from
Sept, 21 to Oct. 12 to file reply comments
in Bakersfield. Calif., tv rulemaking proceeding. Ann. Aug. 24.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
■ Granted petition by Booth Bcstg. Co.
(WSGW). Saginaw, Mich., and extended to
Sept. 7 cisiontime
to file exceptions
initial dein proceeding
on its am toapplication.
Action Aug, 17,
H Granted petition by Coast Ventura Co.
(KVEN-FM), Ventura, Calif., and extended
to Sept. 9 time to file reply to exceptions
and brief in support thereof in proceeding

on
Aug.its17.application for mod. of cp. Action
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
■ Ordered, with consent of both parties
to proceeding on applications of Eleven Ten
Bcstg. Corp.. for renewal of license of am
station KRLA & aux. and for license to
cover cp, that place of hearing is changed
from
Action Pasadena,
Aug, 17. Calif, to Los Angeles. Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 8 Aug.
in Salem,
Action
18. Ore., tv ch. 3 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Lawrence E. Bodkin, receiver, requesting that he be substituted as applicant in lieu of WTTT Inc.
(WTTT). Arlington. Fla.. in am consolidated
proceeding. Action Aug. 16.
■ Granted petition by KTAG Assoc.
(KTAG-TV), Lake Charles, La., for change
of application to show Louisiana National
Bank of Baton Rouge, executor of estate
of C.W. Lamar Jr.. in lieu of C.W. Lamar
Jr.; amendment accepted in Lake CharlesLafayette. La., tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action
Aug. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled Sept. 27 for resumption of
further hearing in proceeding on am applications of Consolidated Bcstg. Industries
Inc. Natick. Mass.. et al. Action Aug. 18.
By Hearing Examiner H, Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Medford Telecasting
Corp for leave to amend its application for
new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in Medford. Ore., to change classification of program owing to typographical error in prepof exhibit;Action
application
dated aration
for hearing.
Aug. 19.is consoliBy Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted
motionandby reopened
M.W. Cooper,
west City, Okla.,
recordMid-in
proceeding on his am application, et al.
which is scheduled for hearing to afford
Cooper additional opportunity to complete
comparative (i.e., non-307[b]) aspects of his
presentation; hearing to be reconvened
Sept. 12 at 9;30 a.m.. for this purpose. Action
Aug. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Received
in evidence
exhibit B of Concert
Network engineering
Inc., and closed
record in proceeding on its application and
that of WBUD Inc., for new fm stations in
Trenton, N.J, Action Aug. 18.
■ Received in evidence exhibit 3 of Ionia
Bcstg. Co. (WION), Ionia, Mich., cancelled
hearing scheduled for Sept. 7, closed record and ordered that parties may file proposed findings of fact and conclusions on
or before Sept. 29 and replies thereto, if
any. may be filed by Oct. 10 in proceeding
on■ Ionia's
application.
Aug. and
18.
Grantedammotion
by PaulAction
J. Molnar
extended from Aug. 24 to Aug. 26 date for
exchange of exhibits in proceeding on his
application and that of Ohio Music Corp..
for
fm 18.stations in Cleveland, Ohio.
ActionnewAug.
■ Granted petition by Laurel Bcstg. Co..
Laurel, Md., and extended to Sept. 9 date
to file proposed
conclusions of law andfindings
to Sept.of 23factto and
file reply
findings inplicationproceeding
on Laurel's
am apwhich is consolidated
for hearing.
Action Aug. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by WDUL Tv Corp.
(WHYZ-TV), Duluth, Minn., for leave to
amend its application to reflect death of
Louis E.holder inCaster,
director and
and passing
stockapplicantofficer,
corporation,
of his stock to his widow, Josephine B.
Caster. Action Aug, 17.
■ Scheduled dates to govern proceeding
on am applications of Robert L. Lippert.
Fresno. and Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc.
(KOBY), changeSan
Francisco,written
Calif. cases,
Sept. 15
exof affirmative
frozen
as of this date: Sept. 30 notification of
witnesses
desired Action
for cross-examination;
and Oct. 6 hearing.
Aug, 18.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 23 to file response to
petition by Abilene Radio and tv Co. to
modify issues in San Angelo.. Tex, tv ch. 3
proceeding. Action Aug. 18.
■ Granted
motion by dates
TBC and
Inc.. continued
for continuance of procedural
hearing to Oct. 31 in proceeding on its
application and that of Bay Video Inc.. for
new tvama City,
station
operateAug.on 18.
ch. 13 in PanFla. toAction
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and laboralones
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderol 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett I. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTINO RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksvllle, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE
A. E. Towne Assocs., inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

ervice
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Mo. 1-2338
Phone Lee's
KansasSummit,
City, BR.
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1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
A$»ociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-0458

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

Uirectory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

JOHN A. MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES
RADIO REMOTE
Box 3192,
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Woodland 7-1469
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BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August 19
WCTW-AM-FM New Castle, Ind.— Granted assignment of cp. assignment of licenses
and cp and license to WCTW Inc.
KKAR Pomona, Calif. — Granted assignment of cp to Intrastate Bcstrs. Inc.
forWSBC-FM
fm station.Chicago, 111. — Granted license
Chicago,
III. — Granted
license
for♦WMBI-FM
noncommercial
eciucational
fm station.
WEZL Richmond, Va. — Granted license
covering changes in ant. system (remove
top loading).
WITH-FM Baltimore. Md.— Granted license covering decrease in ERP, increase
in ant. height and operate trans, by remote
control; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem appropriate
in light of any information developed in
pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317 of Communications Act.
WENR-FM Chicago, 111. — Granted license
covering increase in ERP and installation
of new trans, and ant.; without prejudice
to such action as commission may deem
warranted as result of its final determinations with respect to: (1) conclusions and
recommendations set forth in report of
network study staff; (2) related studies
and inquiries now being considered or conducted by commission and (3) pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317
of Communications
Act.
KGEM Boise, Idaho — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.— Granted license covering increase in daytime power
and installation of new trans.
WEEU
Reading,
— Granted
to install old main
trans,Pa.(main
trans, cplocation)
as alternate main trans.; remote control
permitted employing DA-N.
WEZL aux.
Richmond,
Va. — Granted
change
trans, location
(site of cpmainto
trans.); remote control permitted.
KXKW Layfayette, La.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WNOK-FM Columbia, S.C.— Granted mod.
of SCA26 kcto and
change
frequency
from
67 kcsub-carrier
to 26 kc and
65 kc.
KOPR-TV Butte, Mont. — Granted extension of completion date to Feb. 13, 1961.
Actions of August 18
KPDQ
Portland,
of license to KPDQ Ore.
Inc.— Granted assignment
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. — Granted
license covering increase in daytime power
and installation of a new trans, (one main
tr3n.s )
KSTN Stockton, Cailf.— Granted license
covering erection of tower for daytime opin daytime
power,
install-in
ation oferation,
new increase
trans,
and make
changes
DA pattern.
Alpine,trans,
Tex. as
— Granted
license to
useKVLF
old main
aux. trans.
KLTZ Glasgow, Mont. — Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
WCOL Columbus, Ohio — Granted licenses
covering
move inof ground
main ant.
-trans,and
location
and changes
system
type
trans.; and of alternate main ant. -trans,
location and changes in ground system and
type trans.
KVGB Great Bend, Kans.— Granted license covering installation of new trans,
as auxiliary trans.
WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio — Granted
license covering changes and redescription
of studio and trans, location (not a move).
WNBC New York, N.Y.— Granted cp to
install new aux. trans., increase power to
America's

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 24
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
853
ON AIR
For new
Lie.
Cps.
stations
75
Not89on air
AlVI
3,461
43
149
FM
729
23
117
TV
472
61
182
1V
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 24
VHF
80
533
Commercial
453
UHF
12
47
Non-commercial
35
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1960
AlVI
FIVi
TV76
1 It
196
115
Licensed (all on air)
36
75
CPs on air (new stations)
3,455
CPs not on air (new stations)
942
656
Total authorized stations
3,603
593
27
108
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
10
32
204
36
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
102
Total applications for new stations
582
29
38
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
72
797
277
14
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
859
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
0
0
0
CPs deleted
4711
39
52
no longer on the air, but retain their
^
There
are,
in
addition,
ten
tv
stations
which
are
licenses.
are no
^ There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
SUMMARY

5 kw, change ant. -trans, location, change
from
employing
nondirectional
ant. -aux.DA-DN
trans., (DA-1)
and typetotrans.;
conditions; and without prejudice to such
action as commission may deem warranted
as result of its final determination with respect setto: forth
(1) conclusions
recommendations
in report and
of network
study
staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now
being considered or conducted by commission; and (3) pending anti-trust matters and
pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317 of Communications Act.
Actions of August 17
WSNO Barre, Vt. — Granted license for
am station and specify main studio location.
WNTT Tazewell, Tenn. — Granted license
for am station.
WNNJ Newton, N.J. — Granted license covering increase in power; without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
developed in pending Inquiry concerning
compliance
tions Act. with sec. 317 of CommunicaWKMF Flint, Mich. — Granted license covincreasetrans,
in daytime
tionering
of new
changes power,
in ant. installasystem
and change from DA-1 to DA-2; without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem appropriate in light of any in-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
Ulster 2-5600
92

(FOR THE RECORD)

JARET
CORP.

formation developed in pending inquiry concerningmuncompliance
ications Act. with sec. 317 of ComKXIC Iowa City, Iowa — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as aux.
trans.
WPIK Alexandria, Va. — Granted license
covering changes in ant. system and change
in ant. -trans, location.
WIL St. Louis, Mo. — Granted license covering installation of new trans, as aux.
trans; without prejudice to whatever action
commission may deem appropriate in light
of any information developed in pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with sec.
317 of Communications
Act.
WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
alternate trans, at present trans, location;
without prejudice
whatever action
mission may deem toappropriate
in lightcom-of
any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317
of Communications
Act.
WSID Baltimore, Md. — Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, location,
change type trans, and make changes in
ant. and ground system; without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
developed in pending inquiry concerning
compliance
tions Act. with sec. 317 of CommunicaWWIN Baltimore, Md. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans; without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem formation
appropriate
light of any
indeveloped inin pending
inquiry
concerning
compliance
with
sec.
317
of
Communications Act.
WAAF Chicago, 111. — Granted license covering installation
of new main
trans,trans,
at main
trans, location
as alternate
and
operateudice tobywhatever
remote action
control;commission
without prejmay
deem tion
appropriate
light of any
informadeveloped inin pending
inquiry
concerningmunicompliance
with sec. 317 of Comcations Act.
Detroit,as Mich.
— Granted
for
forWJBK
new trans,
alternate
main license
trans, for
nighttime and auxiliary trans, daytime;
without mission
prejudice
whatever action
may deem toappropriate
in the comlight
of any information developed in pending inquiry
concerning
compliance
with
sec.
317
of Communications Act.
WAKE Atlanta, Ga. — Granted license covering installation of new transmitter as
alternate main trans; without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

;appropriate in light of any information
'peveloped
concerning
Compliance inwithpending
sec. 317 inquiry
of Communications
tAct.
r] WNOE New Orleans, La. — Granted license
',;covering
installation
new trans,
for aux-to
' iliary purposes
only; ofwithout
prejudice
iwhatever action commission may deem apIpropriate in light of any information
developed in pending inquiry concerning
compliance with sec. 317 of Communicaj tions Act.
ij KTEM Temple. Tex. — Granted license cov'Jering changes in ant. and ground systems
J and change trans, location: remote control
'[permitted;
without may
prejudice
whatever
action commission
deem toappropriate
IIin light of any information developed in
j pending inquiry concerning compliance with
'lsec. 317 of Communications Act.
(I
WKOP-FM
— GrantedERP.liI cense
coveringBinghamton,
change in N.Y.
frequency.
j:ant. height, ant. system and installation new
Iant. and trans.
I WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. — Granted
; cp
tem. to make changes in daytime ant. sysi KPEN (FM) San Francisco, Calif. — GrantI ed mod. of cp to increase ERP to 46 kw;
' ant. height to 1.220 ft.; and move ant.;I trans
320 ft. from present site (same description).
i WONW Defiance, Ohio— Granted mod
[ of cp to change type trans.
KMER (FM) Fresno, Calif. — Granted extension of completion date to Dec. 1.
Times Herald Co., Port Huron, Mich. —
Granted authority through Sept. 30. to transplay-by-play
semi-profes! sionalmitfootball
gamesaccount
in PortofHuron
area to
station CHOK Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, via
leased telephone circuit.
Actions of August 16
WTHR Panama City Beach, Fla. — Granted
assignment of license to Helen W. King.
WFAN-TV
Lafayette, Ind.— Granted license covering changes in tv station; ERP
(! vis. 186 kw, aur. 100 kw, ant. 660 ft.
i! useWHUM
Reading,
Granted license to
old main
trans, Pa.as— aux.
KXOA
Sacramento, Calif. — Granted license to use old main trans, as auxiliary
, daytime trans.
WMBM South Miami, Fla. — Granted license
covering change in frequency, increase in
power,
ant-trans.,of studio
locationschange
installation
DA-2 and
and studio
new
trans., make changes in ground system.
' hours tion;
of without
operation
and
specify
studio
locaprejudice to whatever action
commission may deem appropriate in light
; of any information developed in pending
inquiry concerning compliance with sec.
317 of Communications Act.
WATRold Waterbury,
Grantedlocation)
cp to
install
main trans, Conn.
(main — trans,
I as axix. trans.
i| oldWLLH
Granted cpto tobe move
trans,Lowell,
(main Mass.
trans,— location)
used
I as aux. trans.
Riverside,
to KACE-FM
increase ERP
to 1 kwCalif.—
and Granted
install newcp
I; type trans.; ant. —50 ft.
KSFR (FM) San Francisco, Calif.— Granted mod. of cp to increase ERP to 44 kw.
I
Actions of August 15
WPLB Greenville, Mich. — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location
same as trans, site.
KHFM
(FM) Albuquerque,
ed cp to increase
ERP to 3.3kw,N.M.—
installGrantnew
trans, and new ant. and make changes in
ant. system; ant. — 20 ft.
(j WKYN Rio Piedras, P.R.— Granted cp to
] install new trans, (main trans, location) as
[! aux. trans.
KBRZ Freeport, Tex. — Granted cp to in,| stall new trans, and change studio location;
• remote control permitted.
j
KTXL newSan trans.
Angelo, Tex.— Granted cp to
, install
KORK Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted cp to inj stall new trans.
j
KSEW
1 stall
new Sitka,
trans. Alaska— Granted cp to inI mod.
KOLLof cp(FM)to change
Kansas type
City,trans,
Mo.— and
Granted
new
I ant.
II of WKBX
Kissimmee,
Fla. — condition.
Granted mod.
cp to change
type trans.;
WODI Vinton, Va.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and studio location.
KZON ToUeson, Ariz.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. trans, and main studio
location; conditions.
; ■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dales as shown: WKBR
Manchester. N.H. to Oct. 1, and KOL-FM
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Seattle, Wash, to Feb. 28. 1961.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
KSUE Susanville, Calif.; KVIP-TV Red— Requests
rules
so as ding,
to Calif.assign
ch. 9 amendment
to Susanville.of Calif.,
and substitute ch. 13+ for presently assigned ch. 9 in Alturas. Calif. Ann. Aug. 19.
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian and
Mexican broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian
and Mexican broadcast stations attached to
recommendations of North American Remeeting.gional Broadcasting Agreement engineering
580 Kc
XEFI Chihuahua, Chihuahua — 5 kw D,
0.25 kw N. ND. unl. (Change in classification of daytime operation.)
610 Kc
XEEL Fresnillo, Zacatecas— 0.25 kw D.
0.15 kw N. ND, unl. (PO: e60kc 0.25 kw ND,
D II.)
620 Kc
XEOO Tepic, Nayarit— 1 kw D, 0.25 kw N,
ND. unl.
810 Kc
XEIC Ciudad Obregon, Sonora — 5 kw, ND,
D. (Increase in power — PO. 0.5 kw.)
870 Kc
XEEV San Cristobal.las— 1 kw ND, D.
Casas, Chiapas. (Change in location from
Villahermosa, Tabasco.)
920 Kc
XEXK Ensenada, Baja, Calif.— 0.5 kw D.
0.2 kw N. ND, unl. (PO: 0.5 kw ND D III.)
XEMD Torreon, Coahuila — 1 kw D/O.lkw
N ND. unl. (Change location from Gomez
Palacio. Durango and increase daytime
power.)
New, XEOP Villa Frontera, Coahuila—
0.25 kw D/0.25 kw N. ND, unl.
950 Kc
XEYJ Neva Rosita, Coahuila — 1 kw D/
0.1 kw N, ND, unl. (PO: 1300 kc.)

1170 Kc
XEGV Caborca, Sonora— 0.25 kw, ND, D.
(Change in location from Nogales, Sonora.)
1270 Kc
New, XEQH Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo — 1 kw
D/0.1 kw N, ND. unl.
XEMH Merida, Yucatan— 1 kw D/0.5 kw
N, ND, unl. (PO: 0.5
1340kwKc ND unl.)
XEOZ Jalapa, Veracruz— 0.25 kw, ND, unl.
(Change in call letters from XEFA.)
1360 Kc
New, tecas—0.25
XEZC
Concepcion
del, Oro, Zacakw ND, unl.
1390 Kc
XESP San Pedro Tlaquepaque, Jalisco —
Ikw D/0.25 kw N, ND unl. (PO: 1400 kc
1 kw D/0.25 kw N ND.)
1400 Kc
XEZD
Ciudad
Camargo,
Tamaulipas —
0.25 kw D/0.1 kw N, ND, unl. (Change in
call letters from XEZC.)
1430 Kc
XEWD Ciudad Miguel Aleman, Tamaulipas
—2
kw from
D/0.150XEHD.
kw N, ND. unl. (Change call
letters
1460 Kc
XEOLkw ND,
Ciudadunl.del(Change
Carmen in Campeche
0.25
call letters—
from XEUJ.)
1490 Kc
New,
XEMK
Huixtla,
Chiapas— 0.5 kw D/
0.2 kw N. ND unl.
1580 Kc
XEUL Campeche, Campeche— 0.25 kw D/
0.15 kw N, ND, unl. (Change in location
from Progreso, Yucatan and decrease night
1300 Kc
power.)
unl.CJME Regina, Saskatchewan — 1 kw. DA-1,
1430 Kc
CKFH Toronto, Ontario— 10 kw-D, 5 kwN, DA-2, unl. (PO: 1430 kc. 1 kw, DA-2 III.)

Collins Automatic Tape Control is the perfect answer to
automatic programming. Just insert the tape cartridge,
push one button, and you're certain of reliable performance.
More than 500 radio stations own the network-approved,
internationally - used Collins Automatic Tape Control.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK. CALIFORNIA

syllable-separating sfarf and siop time of less ihan 0.1 second • 7.5 inch/second fape speed •
frequency response ±2 db, 50-12,000 cps • less fhan 0.2% rms wow and flutter * programming
segments from 40 seconds to 31 minutes • remofe control available. For more information93
contact your Collins sales engineer or write direct.

CLASSIFIED

AD

VERTISEMEIVTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — f2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1733 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charse for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bkoaocasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Mid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
opening for salesman with management potential— 30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving
expenses — rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume,
photo first letter. Box 481B, BROADCASTING.
California station with terrific advertiser
acceptance needs sales manager to improve
current $185,000 per year billing. Station is
in medium market on low frequency covering dous
vast new
Sanpotential.
Joaquin This
Valley sales
with manager
tremenmust be experienced self-starter with good
sales production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and top
salary
right first
man.letter.
Interview
required.
Give alltodetails
Write Box
780B,
BROADCASTING.
California 5.000 watt station in medium
market needs capable and aggressive sales
minded manager. Take full charge. Must
have proven record of producing and desire
stable situation where enlarged responsibilities provide larger income. Must be on
the street salesman able to handle salesmen
and staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions. InCASTING.terview required. Write Box 781B, BROADWanted: Sales manager, $600 guaranty plus
commission. Rocky Mountain, 5,000 watt
network station. Send complete resume Box
789B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity in top fifty am-fm-tv
market for
manager.of
Mature
man promotion-marketing
with proven background
audience-winning. sales-developing ideas
will find secure future with exceptional
benefits. Send complete resume and recent
photo to Box 854B. BROADCASTING.
Ohio single station market daytimer needs
stationtion ofmanager
experienced
in full
small market
station.
Box opera872B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Mid-south chain. See our ad under management. Box 481B, BROADCASTING.
Big money for hard hitting experienced
closer at top rated major market Florida
station. Guaranteed salary to start, plus
cash incentive and bonus plans. Our salesmen are highest paid in the city. Market
prosperous, competition keen, rewards high
for aggressive
tions unrivaled competitor.
anywhere inLiving
Florida.condiTell
all
in
first
letter.
Box
648B,
BROADCASTING.
Are you ready to step up in sales work?
Here is an opportunity. Texas. Box 705B,
BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan market SW has attractive offer
for experienced salesman with sales management potentiality. Replies confidential.
Send references and background to Box
807B, BROADCASTING.
Top salary plus commissions to 25% for aggressive salesman in half -million market!
Immediate
for confidential.
mature, experienced man!opening
All replies
Box
878B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, attractive
department. Must be young
able to lady
meet forthesales
clients,
and some air work. Contact Fred Cale,
WDOG Radio, Marine City, Michigan or
phone Rockwell 5-7944.
Second man. Good earnings, community
and station. Air mail letter. I will call you.
Sales ful.exoerience
a must. New
Announcing
KRSN, Los Alamos,
Mexico. help94

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Need tact
expert
attractiveMarine
offer, City,
conFred W.salesman
Cale, WDOG,
Michigan or phone Rockwell 5-7944.
Steady, Good
dependable
wanted.
earningsannouncer-salesman
for hard worker
with tions
references.
and audition Please
to Ed forward
Damron, qualificaManager,
WSSC, Sumter, S.C.
Representative wanted in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written contacts with your clients! Write for particulars and further details to VKK-office,
Vienna 66. P.O.B. 128. Austria.
Step erup!Einployment
Midwest Service,
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2. Minn, for free application.
Announcers
Negro announcer. Must be experienced and
rockin'tion. personality
major
staRush experiencefor and
tape.market
Box 591B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer with 1st ticket and strong
air personality for established major market station. Must be a go-getter. Resume
and tape immediately. Box 662B, BROADCASTING.
In central Florida — dj for modern pop music
format — one of chain of stations. Excellent
job with advancement opportunities. Top
salary to right man. Sales experience or
1st phone helpful — not necessary! Must be
top-notch
Send resume and
air check. production
Box 744B, man.
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity! Learn tv while you do radio
on top-rated midwest music and news station. Only bright,
dj's send tape
and picture
to Box fast
758B,paced
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — experienced announcer with deep,
resonant voice for metropolitan Good Music
operation. fidential.
StartSend $105
replies contape perandweek,
references
first
letter to Box 808B, BROADCASTING.
Adult programming requires adult talent.
We have an upcoming opening in a southern enced,
metropolitan
market preferably
for an experimature announcer,
with
first phone. Send tape, details to Box 825B,
BROADCASTING.
Have enced
mid-September
opening
for inexperiannouncer desiring
to locate
small
Georgia
city
near
Atlanta.
Favorable
working conditions. Above average for right
man. Send audition tape with letter to
Box 827B, BROADCASTING.
Single station college community needs
staff or di with play-by-play potential. Will
consider
beginner. Box 829B, BROADCASTING.
New radio station eastern shore of Maryland needs good announcer with first class
ticket. Great opportunity for hard worker.
Great place for family boating, hunting, all
water sports. Contact with complete details first letter. Box 880B, BROADCASTING or phone Talbort 2-3301. Easton, Md.
Chief station
engineer-announcer
wantedopportunity
for new
radio
directional. Also
to make extra cash selling. Send complete
resume to Box 881B, BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer wanted: Long on ability, short
on talk, able to program good music. Good
location with oioneer good music and news
station. Box 890B, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
for Network
married staff
announcer.
Send resume.
station.
KFRO,
Longview, Texas.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Announcer ... 1st phone . . . immediately.
5000 watt directional-daytimer. Minor maintenance. Growing organization — advancement opportunities. Car necessary. Permanent position. Farm background. Contact —
Bob Wilson, General Manager. KLGA, Algona. Iowa. Cypress 4-2475.
New station, with modern tight format accepting applications
— airRadio,
mail tape
and complete
resumeforto dj's
KLIB
Liberal. Kansas.
Second man. Good earnings, community
and station. Air mail letter. I will call you.
Salesful.experience
a must. New
Announcing
KRSN, Los Alamos,
Mexico. helpAnnouncer, preferably with first phone.
Must be good announcer with right attitude
and ability. Not top 40 operation. Send tape
resume and picture to KTOC, P.O. Box 550,
Jonesboro, Louisiana.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Experienced announcer with first phone license. Afternoon pops music and news programming. WCMY, Ottawa, Illinois.
Newsman-staff, experienced, stable. Send
tape, resume,
and New
salaryYork.
requirements.references
WCSS, Amsterdam,
Combo man — Engineer, announcer vacancy
immediately. Permanent position for right
man. Phone Williamsburg, Kentucky, 6125,
WEZJ.
Program director and top air personality
for WGEE, Indianapolis. Send background
and tape to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting. P.O, Box 1389, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Female.ence.25Run orownover.controls.
At leastTop
3 years
experisalary.
Top
all-girl station. Rush tape, resume, WHER,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Announcer for fm needed immediately.
Some experience helpful. Good opportunity.
Southener preferred. Send tape and resume.
No collect calls. WHLF, South Boston, Virginia. Preston Young.
Needed immediately, announcer or combo
man . . . permanent job with growing chain
for capable qualified individual. Excellent
working conditions in new ultra modern
plant. City of 13,000 near Indianapolis. Send
resume,
tape. Contact
Wally Ind.
Bruner. General Manager.
WITE. Brazil.
Announcer-copywriter
with copy
restricted
permit. Resume, tape, sample
to WKLZ,
Bo.x 663. Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Immediate opening, alert, combo dj. WRAJ,
Anna, Illinois, Don Michel, Manager.
We have so much personality on the air
now it frightens me sometimes, but must
compound situation by one more addition.
Especially good opportunity for young,
creative air man. Send tape and other
oaraphernalia
Gearhart, WROV,
Roanoke.
Va. .to . Jim
. quick!
Steady, Good
dependable
wanted.
earningsannouncer-salesman
for hard worker
with tions
references.
and audition Please
to Ed forward
Damron, qualificaManager.
WSSC, Sumter, S.C.
Wanted: Personality for midnight show. Top
rated fuUtime independent. Good pay.
Wonderful climate on Florida east coast.
Call Dick Clark, Clinton 2-6491, Daytona
Beach, Florida.
Announcer-engineer. Permanent position.
Call Ed Hundley, 1600, Nebraska City, Nebraska.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade. Atlanta,
Ga.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write
Walker Employment Service, 83 So. 7th
St., Mpls. 2. Minn, for free applications.
Technical
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in southeast. $115.00
weekly salary
for right man
opportunity for advancement
to plus
supervisory
capacity with salary increase. Send tape,
resume,
references
and photograph if available to Box
494B. BROADCASTING.
Virginia 1000 watt independent needs permanent, reliable engineer-announcer. Good
salary, hours to right man. Send resume
and tape to Box 677B, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for combination chief
engineer-announcer in Virginia area. $120.00
week start for right man. Engineering abiUty primary concern. Small, unhurried market, good music. Send tape, resume, references
and picture
to Box 683B,
CASTING.
Only pleasant,
men BROADof good
character need apply.
Southern metropolitan adult station needs
engineer
announcing
ability.living
5 kw condirectional with
operation,
excellent
ditions for the right man. Send tape, details to Box 826B. BROADCASTING.
Top grade 1st engineer for complete charge,
1 kw station. Salary open. Must be good on
equipment maintenance. Send complete
resume to Jim Pryor, KCJB, Minot, N. Dak.
1st phone engineer-announcer.
handle
maintenance,
some air work. SeeMust
all details,
tape first letter. KGKB, Tyler, Texas.
Chief engineer. Must be experienced to
maintain transmitter and studio equipment
in same building. Send resume, references
and salary
requirements. WCSS, Amsterdam, New York.
Chief engineer for 1 kw. Coastal Maine area.
Salary open — write WDEA, Ellsworth,
Maine.
First class engineer wanted am and fm.
WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
A-1 country-western 5 kw station will pay
A-1 salary for A-1 engineer-announcer.
Send tape,sonvil e 6,resume
Florida. and picture. WQIK, JackChief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Step erup!Employment
Midwest Service,
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
fulltime-southeast New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced continuity writer for
good music
station send
in metropolitan
west city. Please
full detailssouthfirst
letter to Box 811B, BROADCASTING.

*I culture
Experienced
to deliver
agristory,farm
richdirector
farm —market.
Regional
station.
Contact
Jim
Pryor,
KCJB,
Minot,
N. Dak.
I Continuity writer. Immediate opening at
]i WHBL, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Excellent
wage. 40 hour week plus overtime. EmI ploye benefits. A good place to work. Call
I collect: Paul Skinner. GL 8-2107.
j,
\ Commercial copy writer or copywriter/an, nouncer. Male or female. Model station in
1 excellent radio market. WLAG, LaGrange,
' Georgia.
Local news director. August opening at
daytime kilowatt to head established news
bureau and work with news writer and
Air conditioned
quarI three
ters, 5correspondents.
day week, vacation,
hospitalization
I and pension benefits. Apply to WiUiam
I Holm, WLFO. LaSalle, Illinois.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Have an immediate opening for experienced
radiocal program-production
man to build
loand regional feature program
concept.
Write or phone Program Director, WOOD
Broadcasting, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Want tovisionlive
and workCalifornia,
in radio or
Telein northern
southern
Oregon? Sales,
transmitter
operators,
duction. Write Dick Green, Box pro732,
Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Fast-growing, 20-man, 4A agency in the
growing southwest needs a man to head its
busy radio-tv
you're radio-tv
young,
ambitious,
full department.
of ideas, andIf have
copy experience, knowledge of production,
and are willing to work hard, you may be
the mantunity forweadvancement
are seeking.within
Excellent
opporthe agency.
Air mail resume, picture, and starting salary requirements to Ward Hick Advertising.
P.O. Box 1317, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Program director-dj for adult format. Salary open. Advancement and management
opportunity. Send full resume, picture and
tape with letter. Confidential. Jim Pryor,
KCJB, Minot, N. Dak.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Top man — top references. Excellent character, A.B. degree. Will invest 12 years solid
radio knowledge. PD-sales-N.D. Guarantee
to increase sales and build audience midwest. Let's get together. Box 757B, BROADCASTING.
Manager available immediately. 39 years —
19 in all phases broadcasting — metropolitan,
medium and small markets. Married, presently living in east but will relocate for position
College, excellent references.withBox future.
800B, BROADCASTING.
Desire relocate more healthful climate. Consider anyTwelve
management,
program
ing.
years, allsales,
phases
radio.openBox
801B, BROADCASTING.
Former station owner seeks connection as
managerrectorsmall
market Outstanding
station or news
dilarger station.
record,
best references. Consider investment. Box
804B, BROADCASTING.
Manager: Securely employed general/sales
manager. Profitable operation, eight station
market. I'mportunity,seeking
increased
earning
opmore desirable
location.
Married,
financially stable, established acceptance
and unqualified recommendations from top
industry contacts and present owner. Your
inquiry
held confidential. Box 818B, BROADCASTING.
Two man team will solve your sick station
troubles. 17 years experience, especially
good in copy,
programming,
sales,with
and option
management. Want
per cent lease
to buy. Box 824B, BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience in announcing, selling, engineering. Presently manager in
small market. First phone. 26. Family. Upper
ING. south. $150. Box 848B, BROADCASTGeneral manager/sales manager for small
or medium market station. Fifteen years in
sales and management. Heavy on local and
regional. Thorough knowledge all phases of
station ences.
operation.
Highest industry referBox 863B. BROADCASTING.
Profits down? I'll up them by improving
programming, producing sales. Mediumlarge markets.
onlv if vou want results. Box 867B,Write
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Twenty years in broadcasting, 12 years in
management, sales management, ownership. politan
From small
to large
metromarkets. market
Thorough
broadcaster,
age 41, college. Thorough experience sales,
program,
engineering,
personal reasons
divestingaccounting.
ownership, For
seeking
employment. Box 875B, BROADCASTING.
Manager, 15 years experience, strong on
sales, first class ticket. Married, steady,
references. Box 888B, BROADCASTING.
My best salesman desires a management
position in either radio or television. He
billed $300,000 the past year. For details
contact 895B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Manager/program director. 13-years — all
phases900B,
radio-tv.
West or southwest desired.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Have your share of audience but not your
share of sales? I'll take care of problem as
sales manager.
Prefer growing Large-medium
organization. markets.
Box 869B,
BROADCASTING.
Profitable sale of station releases manager
who increased
26% Sidney
last year.
sonal sales. Write
King, High
Box per198,
Eagle Pass, Texas.
General manager, skilled, capable, 30
years experience. Top programming, agsales, economical
public-in
relations gressiveand
promotion. operation,
Experienced
am-fm-tv and ownership. Age 62. Frank O.
Myers. P.O. Box 823, Fort Worth, Texas.
Sales
After 314 successful years with present employer, sales manager desires change. Southwest preferred.
Station
management experience. Box 892B,
BROADCASTING.
Executive-performer-writer re-entering tvradio.
49.7 rating
top 25 markets.
Extremely successful
salesinmanager.
West preferred.
Write Box 896B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports ence,and
pd. Play-by-play,
7 yearsgraduate,
experi26, married,
family, college
excellent character and references. Employed. Box 644B, BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer-accountant, experienced in both,
24; college grad . . . radio-tv. Box 694B,
BROADCASTING.
Bright personality available September 15.
Ambitious, versatile talent, sense of humor
but sincere. 26, 5 years experience, 1st
phone, married, reliable, personable. Will
become major talent in right spot. Prefer
west coast. Box 763B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, college graduate desires start
in radio. Strong on news, commercials, dj.
Tapes
ING. on request. Box 776B, BROADCASTFive kw experience with fifty kw voice and
style, educated and intelligent, vet, 28, best
references,
travelBROADCASTING.
anywhere including overseas. Box 809B,
Negro announcer. First phone license. Good
voice and personality. Announcing school
graduate. Will locate anywhere. Box 812B,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced, adult, family radio man.
Thoroughly familiar all phases. Fifteen
years in business; eight years succesful
management. Have first phone. Five figure
man; prefer south or west. Box 874B,
BROADCASTING.
Medium market owners: As manager, will
produce top programming, hard hitting
sales. Let's
share the increased profits! Box
868B,
BROADCASTING.

5 years fast paced, friendly, morning man.
Top ratings. Real air salesman. Can operate
one-man tv. Box 819B. BROADCASTING.

General manager — Now employed. Desires
change. Solid background of success all
phases of radio operation. Sober, reliable
family man. Active civic affairs. Box 887B,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj. News, comm. Looking for
small market to start. Operate own board.
3 years college. Box 820B, BROADCAST-95
ING.

Staff, experienced all phases, 30, married,
veteran, references, employed. Minimum 95
dollars. Milwest or west. No top 40 please.
Box 815B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Lively dj! Friendly (not frantic) for young
adult music. Versatile, tight board, production, news. Experienced. Ratings 8 station
midwest.
CASTING. Interested? Box 821B, BROADFirst phone dj, veteran, married, reliable,
31
yearsnorthwest
old, presently
Pacific
location,employed.
want to Prefer
settle.
Box 830B. BROADCASTING.
Major markets
personalities,
tention: Not a topseeking
40 T and
T man butat-a
personality, voices, gimmicks, inserts, etc.
Three markets over 300,000 in background,
seekingkets. post
in oneto of
the ...
top if
thirty
Have desire
swing
you marneed
ratings then you need me. Currently numING. ber one ratings. Box 833B. BROADCASTPersonality dj wants to locate in midwest
or southern college town. Top thirty market experience, top rated. Salary secondary. Box 839B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, excellent mature voice (AB
degree-Speech),
firstweather.
phone. Capable
Strong onof
news,
commercials,
good, sane dj show. 3 years experience.
Electronics background. Negro veteran
(Korean). Box 841B, BROADCASTING,
May I swing for you? Ready for jump to
med. -large market. Personality jock, tight
production, strong commercials and news
delivery. Start fall with me, instead of
pills. Box 842B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj desires location in midwest
in personality or top forty station. AvailING. able immedia'tely. Box 844B, BROADCASTTalented adult announcer, 36, excellently
trained by broadcasting school, has everything but experience. Distinguished appearance, professional authoritative delivery and good.
grad, and/or
compatible,
determined.College
Interested radio
tv staff,
newscasting, commercials. Some previous
stage
and radio acting. Box 846B, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer
. . . Ambitious,
dependable. Professional
schooling, very
veteran
.ING.
. . Some sports. Box 849B, BROADCASTAnnouncer — Young. Experienced, late night
dj work — Jazz oriented. Vet. Box 850B,
BROADCASTING.
Fifteen years experience announcer, disc
jockey, news, sports, mature voice, tight
production. Dependable, married. $150
weekly. Box 852B, BROADCASTING.
Permanent position sought by mid-west
am-tv operation for highly qualified, capable staff announcer whose summer-only
agreement terminates in September. Box
853B, BROADCASTING.
My makes
husband's
wellOn intvN.Y.
as a his
dj,
he
peopledoing
happy.
or radio,
commercial readings compel people to buy.
Before radio, he taught music production.
Because
child's health,
must
leave N.Y.ofto our
a year-round
milder weclimate.
So — if you want a man who is loved and
believed by people, — hire my husband. I'll
send
you Renee.
a tape. Box
You'll858B,
thank
me for it.
Sincerely
BROADCASTING.
Available now. Young, ambitious, experienced dj. Prefer east coast but will consider all replies. 20, pleasant voice, not
afraid
ING. to work. Box 859B, BROADCASTAggressive
colorful play-by-play
available immediately
for sportsannouncer
position
in midwest. Box 845B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced — Young ambitious.
Vet
no rock,
professional school graduate.
Box — 851B,
BROADCASTING.
Swinging d-j program director employed
in top ten markets top chain. No money
here, single, young, 7 years experience.
Good references can move today. Tape and
resume return mail. Can program top 40
station
from top to bottom. Box 864B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced: Any format. Excel at newscasting and disc jockey work.
Salary $85. Currently emploved. East coast
preferred. Box 865B, BROADCASTING.
96

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Turntable mc-Glib adlib, over year experience. Seeks metropolitan location. Box
866B, BROADCASTING.
Sports job desired. Excel in play-by-play
basketball. Am working in large market.
Five years experience. Prefer midwest. Will
consider other. Box 870B, BROADCASTING.
Smooth nightime professional desires permanent job with 50 kw station in large
market. Experienced. Minimum salary
$175.00. Box 871B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Experienced adman
.Broadcasting
. . some announcing.
Master's
degree.
school. Seeking
opportunity
. . . available now. Box 873B, BROADCASTING.
Basic working newsman. Perform all functions:
editing,
views, writing,
field work
withbeeper,
mobile tape
unit,interetc.
Adult
dj,
secondary.
Box
876B,
BROADCASTING.
Fill newscaster shift now — directorship
later.
Do some staff. Box 877B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Young man, vet, single. Excellent radio training background. Best
references. Desires experience. Box 885B,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Washington-Baltimore area: Versatile announcer, nine years experience
radio-tv,
graduate
desires position
your area. college
Box 889B,
BROADCASTING.
Young,era, married.
year tv: dj
Announce,
audio, td. 51 months
at 5 kw.cam1st
ticket, trade school, college. Radio and/or
tv. Box 901B, BROADCASTING.
Young
talented
announcer-dj
-copywriter.
Experienced.
Mature
voice with
a very
strong on the air personality, plus gooa
salesmanship. Ambitious. Hardworking. I
could
go onHurry!
and on.
costingoffer.
me
too much.
This but
is ait'slimited
Have voice, will travel. Contact Larrv Beller, 1745 East 55th St.. Chicago 15, Illinois.
Phone: BUtterfield 8-5404.
Professional negro dj — announcer available.
Excellent news-programming. Fast boardman-national acceptance NYC, Phila., S.F.
15 years daily experience. Young, now on
west coast, desires to relocate. Call or write
LeRoy Chambers, 9224 East 14th Street,
Oakland, California, LO 9-6774.
Relocate in midwest: Experienced-familycombo, announcer, news — tight production
— good voice — want larger market. Any
type music. Minimum $90. References furnished. Douglas Gruber, R5, Columbus, Indiana, Drexel 2-7770.
Experienced announcer. Bill Huntington,
9952 Schiller, Franklin Park, Illinois. Gladstone 5-7990.
Good dium"album
music"four
dj years
lookingexperience,
for meor big market,
26, veteran, married, excellent audition taoe
available.
GeneOttumwa,
Klemick.Iowa.Murray 2-7807,
125 W. Fifth,
If you want top coverage and have a
heavy play-by-play
schedule.BobI'mMann,
your man.
Seven
years experience.
P.O.
Box 1029, Galesburg, Illinois.
For professionally trained announcers, writers,
SDortscasters
disc jock-of
eys.newsmen,
Contact The
National andAcademy
Broadcasting,
3338-16th St., N.'W., Washington, D. C.
r»-Js
experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street. New York City.
Announcer, 1st phone, available immediately, no maintenance. $85. no car. BE 7-6721
after
5 p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer. Currently employed at format operation: desires to advance to your midwest
station. Have served as chief. Experienced
am. fm, maintenance, construction. Family
man— no vices. Box 813B, BROADCASTING.
Maintenance engineer. Three years experience. Sober, steady, available immediately.
Box 822B, BROADCASTING.
Floridian wants permanent position in
state. Announcer with big Hooper from
major
S.C. market.
First directionals.
phone with chief's
experience
including
Box
831B, BROADCASTING.
1st class ticket holder for 8 years, broadcast and tv. Experience, age 36, good health.
Desire
chief or assistant chief's job. Box
835B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, announcer seeks New York or
New England position, 5 years experience,
1st phone. Box 855B, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Take a giant step in ratings and Income!
I know a program director who can put
your His
station
at the
top of every
timebuyer's
list.
15 year
background
in modern
format radio is solid success. National agencies and rep'sgrammingacknowledge
his
creative
proand sales-building production
work. Presently employed, this man welcomes
new
challenges
ket . . . the tougher inthea top-twenty
better. For marthe
best investment in personnel you ever
made, write Box 630B, BROADCASTING.
Newsroom trainee, fulltime with opportunity to prepare and air news. Former
suburban metropolitan news announcer.
Good news delivery. Eight years advertising metropolitan newspaper. Two years
college. Desire return to radio and/or tv.
$85 minimum. Box 738B, BROADCASTING.
Sports director at kilowatt regional wants
more sports-minded station. Refreshing
play-by-play. Will make your sports programming authoritative and appealing. Can
supplement
sportsAlso
withdjnews
—
strong on both.
and and
run sales
board.
Hard worker who will take a genuine interest in your station. Graduate Brown Universify. Box 742B, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio sports director ... 10 years experience, play-by-play, continuously plus
solid background-news, sales, and executive
experience.
responsible
tion in largerPrepared
market. for
College
education,posi33,
family. Tape and pictorial audition available. Interview upon request. Currently employed. Box 743B. BROADCASTING.
22 year old woman with B.S. in tv, movies
and radio is looking for work in N.Y.C.
area. Prepared to do production and/or writing. Available now. Box 817B, BROADCASTRadio newscaster. Presently employed at
large city station. Background includes
magazine-newspaper-staff announcing experience. Mature, family man. Metropolitan
areas only. Box 834B, BROADCASTING.
Young man looking for start in radio or
tv. Grad New
of SRT-TV,
lack Box
experience.
Prefer
Englandbutarea.
843B,
BROADCASTING.
Million market program assistant wants
programming authority in good market.
Box 856B. BROADCASTING.
Really
quality experienced
news coverage?
Here's
a newswantdirector
all phases
radio-tv currently employed major market.
Box 898B. BROADCASTING.
Radio news director seeks metropolitan
spot in northeast. At present in suburban
market. Six years radio and newspaper
experience.
English degree. Box 903B,
BROADCASTING.

Technical

TELEVISION

Engineer-announcer. 5 years experience in
all phases of maintenance and programming. Box 735B. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer available September 15th.
Twenty years experience in radio and tv.
Box 746B. BROADCASTING.
Experienced:
1st 796B,
engineer-announcer.
sire change. Box
BROADCASTING.De-

Help Wanted — Sales
Salesman — for station in medium size
market. Mid-Atlantic area. Must be energetic, dependable, preferably married: with
experience
in either opportunity
local television
radio sales. Excellent
for rightor
man: productive account list, salary and
commission. Resume and photo. Box 886B.
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Major sires
market
midwest
station
deaccount executive television
to take top
billing
list and cellent
continue
to bring
in profits.
Exopportunity.
Pleasant
conditions.
Outstanding potential. $12,000 the first year.
Box 894B, BROADCASTING.
Top salesman for top station in southeast.
First 50 market, channel 2. CBS affiliate
now in 11th year, covering 466.640 tv homes
wants
experienced,
aggressive
local-regional
salesman.
Background
and character
must
withstand rigid investigation. Immediate
opening. Rush complete resume which must
include picture, billings history and salary
requirements to Dick Holloway, Sales Manager, WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N.C.
Technical
Technical supervisor — Experienced maintenance GE transmitter and studio equipment. Northwest location. Salary $6.000-$7,000
annually. Box 732B, BROADCASTING.
Go west, young man. Established western
vhf-TV broadcaster needs sharp maintenance technician capable of progressing to
chief engineer. Write stating age. training,
and experience. Box 814B, BROADCASTING.
Colorado network station needs two am-fmtv studio/transmitter engineers immediately. First class required. Send resume first
letter. Box 861B, BROADCASTING.
Assistant to chief wanted, KCTV. San Angelo, Texas. First class ticket, strong on
maintenance. Must have experience with
DuMont equipment. Air mail resume.
First class engineer for maintenance in
combined tv-am operation. Experience with
tv studio and transmitter equipment desirable. Job could develop into position of
maintenance supervisor. "Contact Stan
Stydnicki, KMMT-TV, Austin, Minn."
First class engineer for tv master control
operation. Experience preferred but will
consider recent graduate of technical trade
school. "Contact E. M. Tink, Dir. of Eng.,
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa."
Northeast vhf with vtr seeks experience
studio engineer. Excellent opportunity and
benefits. Air mail resume, references and
salary requirements to Chief Engineer,
WENH-TV, Durham, N. H.
Transmitter man wanted for mountaintop
installation with quarters if desired. Write
C.E., WPTZ. Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Experienced studio technicians with technical training, 1st FCC required. Salary
range
Engineer,
1761 E. $5.00O-$7,700.
Museum Drive.Chief
Chicago
37. WTTW,
First class engineers for studio and transmitter openings. Call or write Chief Engineer. WXEX-TV, 124 W. Tabb St.. Petersburg. Va. Regent 3-7876.
Production-Programming, Others
Artist for Illinois tv station. Must be able
to spell. Can't be too temperamental. Have
own be
thumb
you're a beginner
you
best
able tacks.
to takeIf criticism.
Include your
fringe
abilities.
Box
765B,
BROADCASTING.
Art director. Southeastern capital city vhf
seeks man experienced in television art to
assume responsibility for all art work,
scenic design and to direct photographer.
Must be creative and ambitious. Attractive
company benefits, pleasant working conditions at multiple ownership station. Please
submit resume, recent photo, references and
samples of your tv art work to Box
785B, BROADCASTING.
Traffic manager
one of
top
television
stations.for Must
be the
alert,south's
accurate
and quick with details and a competent
typist. Excellent salary, plus additional
company benefits. Send full resume, giving
qualifications, experience and background.
All replies will be held confidential and
will
be returned if requested. Box 802B,
BROADCASTING.
Traffic girl wanted for outstanding midwest television station. Some experience
helpful, but will consider college training
in traffic. Excellent working conditions,
employee benefits. State salary expected
and full details in letter to Box 840B,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Producdon-Programtnins, Other*
Motion picture cameraman-editor; should
have experience
news filmic
and sense.
documentaries. Must befilming
creative,
Large midwestern tv station. Box 882B,
BROADCASTING.
TV news personality with ability to write,
produce
tv news
handle Box
on-the-spot
interviews
majorandmarket.
883B,
BROADCASTING.
Help wanted: New Florida television station
serving Fort Pierce-Vero Beach area now
staffing departments. On air October First.
WTVI, Fort Pierce, Florida.
Three directors for Detroit educational tv
station; $6,540; one year contract only; diproducer; station rector-designer,
broadcastsdirector-writer;
39 livedirectorweekly
programs plus special sports, documentary,
drama programs.
No
classroom
teaching
involved. Write; W. T. Rabe, 3800 Puritan,
Detroit 21, Mich.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Six-year major market radio veteran seeking tv opportunity. Now number one rated
dj with wide
personal
appearance
ground. $150.00
minimum.
Box back755B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv commercial announcer that
can sell for good base plus decent talent
scale. Ten years experience, age 32, married.
Film clip and resume upon request. Prefer
east or south, others considered. Box 828B,
BROADCASTING.
Top radio man wants opening in television.
Experienced,
Possible oersonal audition. Box 838B,stable.
BROADCASTING.
College
graduate,
experience
radiotv,
desires
job as5 years
combination
sportsman
radio-tv. Will consider radio or television
separately. Tod references, tapes upon request. Box 847B, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Tech school grad, 1st phone, vet., 1 year experience, wants permanent position, studio
engineer
preferred. Box 737B, BROADCASTING.
Available September 15th. Nine years of tv
studio operation plus many years in radio
and
first phone license. Box 747B. BROADCASnNG.
TV studio technician, first phone, three
years experience, references. Box 810B,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, 8 years experience am-tv all
phases. nance,
4 years
tv and
studio,
video,Boxmainteconstruction
remotes.
832B.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Presently employed in southwest.
Want to relocate as close to New York City
as possible. Box 902B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
'Remember the man!" Experienced tv and
radio announcer, BA degree radio-tv speech,
married, vet, versatile, top references; not a
floater, just looking for a responsible and
potential
position in
programming-public
relations capacities.
Prefer
Michigan, Ohio.
Pa.. N.Y. area. Presently employed. Box
816B, BROADCASTING.
To alert production managers only: Versatile tv production man seeking spot that
will lead to directing. Presently employed
by top station in market where wellrounded experience includes camera, lighting, film, projection, audio, some switching.
First phone, degree, theatre production
background. Capable, conscientious, and a
"comer." Excellent references. Box 837B,
BROADCASTING.
Program director/prod, mgr./oper. mgr.
Top flight director. B.A., family, mature
and creative. Prefer west coast or major
market anywhere. 8 years tv. Box 85'7B,
BROADCASTING.
Radio news director now seeks television
slot. Legwork and/or on-camera. English
degree. Six years radio and newspaper exCASTING. perience. Northeast. Box 904B, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Creative producer-director, desires creative
production managers job. 6 years experience. Top references. Box 897B, BROADCASTING.
Program directing professional fully
equipped with outstanding rating history,
top industry
references
an effective recordwide
in public
service,and
budgeting,
automation and administration. Looking for
permanence as prime reward for making
aCASTING.
good station better. Box 879B, BROADFOR SALE
Equipment
Magnemite TD-610 spring-powered twintrack
7 ',2 ips,
seldomrecorder,
used. Best
offer.permagnet
Box 52, erase,
Flint,
Michigan.
(1) RA-1000 broadcast transmitter now in
operation, 630 kc. (1) Gates frequency
monitor. (1) Gates modulation monitor. (1)
RCA program amplifier. (1) Rack cabinet.
(2) Gates CB-11, 16", three-speed turntables
in cabinets, with pre amps, G.E. Pick-Up
arms and G.E. plug-in cartridges. (1) Composite approved Nems-Clarke type phase
monitor for two tower array. (2) Selfsupporting 345 ft. Lehigh Radio Towers,
complete with lighting kits, flashers, and
beacons. (1) RCA- 20 Jack patch panel and
terminal block, (1) Raytheon built Phasor,
two pattern, instantaneous day-night switching. Radio Station KIDD, Box 1070, Monterey, California.
Two complete DuMont Flying Spot Scanner systems. First system has two DuMont
16 mm projectors, two Swindler Saupe slide
projectors, opaque section. Original cost
$31,300. In daily operation until last week.
Excellent condition. Price $6,260 firm. Second system is full color and consists of two
16 mm DuMont projectors, one color modified. Two color DuMont slide projectors.
Original cost $32,192.00. Price $6,500 firm.
Will sell both for $12,000 firm. Contact
Homer Lane, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Arizona.
Western Electric studio console — model
25B. Excellent condition— $200.00. KDEN
Broadcasting Company, 1601 W. Jewell Ave.,
Denver 23, Colorado.
RCA, BTF-3B fm transmitter-3kw. General Radiomonitor.
type 1170-A
frequency
modulation
Both set
up for and
99.9
mc but unused for several years. Contact
Lewis
Dickensheets,
KWFT,
Wichita
Falls,
Texas.
BTF3B RCA 3kw fm transmitter currently
in operation, includes spare tubes, etc.
Available October 15. This transmitter uses
cheapest finals. Best offer close to $6000
fob
Chicago. Contact Les Vihon, WFMQ,
FI 6-7636.
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with
A-2 lighting.
150' standing —immediately.
40' grounded— 190'
overall.
Radio
Station
WOKJ,Available
P.O. Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL 4-4096.
For Sale:mitterFederal
3,000-watt
transand station192Amonitor
just fmreplaced
by higher power equipment. $2,500.00. WQXT
AM-FM, Palm Beach, Florida.
W.E. control board $200; CB-11 turntables
with RCA transcr. arms and cabinets $100
ea.: Pentron tape magazine repeater with
cartridge (A-4) $80; GL 5593 Phasatrons
$10 ea. D-4605 Terre Haute, Ind. or Box 433.
Will buy or trade used tape and disc reequipment —etc.
Ampex.
Magnecord,cordingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment
for sale. Boynton Studio. lOB Pennsylvania, Tuckalioe. N.Y.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Me., metal cabinets
starting
$199.00.Inc.,
30 1080
different
8"
thru 24" atMiratel,
Dionnemodels
St., St.
Paul, Minn.
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FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Equipment — (Cont'd)
Auricon 16mm sound PRO 200 CM71 movie
camera with Berndt-Bach factory three
lens turrett conversion complete with NR-24
Auricon amplifier. Auricon E-6 microphone
and cables. Angeneux ICM F 1-8 W.A. lens,
Schneider-Xenon 25MM F 1-5 lens, Wollensak
Rapatar 75MM
2-8 feet
lens,of and
many
other accessories.
Also F1600
B wound
sound color 100 Tungsten Ansco film.
Equipment
used only
studio condition. has
Recentlybeen
completely
overhauled
by
Camera Equipment Co. of N.Y.C., and in
perfect condition. Better than $3000.00 value.
Physician owner returning to residency
training. Asking $1000.00 for quick sale.
Address all inquiries to: L.T. Zimmerman,
M.D., 762 High Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania.
WANTED TO BUY
Statiions
Responsible individual, twenty years broadcast management wants thousand watt daytimer, 50,000-100,000
population
market,
less population
if single primary
station
market. Eastern seacoast. North Carolina to
Florida, principal. Box 701B, BROADCASTING.

deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs.
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.0fr — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept DJ-2), 65 Parkway Ct.. Brooklyn 35. New York.
RADIO

Would like to buy radio station direct from
owner. give
Can pay
thousand
Please
full $25-$30
particulars.
Box down.
792B.
BROADCASTING.
Investment whole or partial ownership 250
kw davtimer. Population over 15,000. No
brokers. Box 823B. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Management
CALIFORNIA STATION
k With terrific advertiser acceptance needs
§ sales manager to improve current $185,000
V per year billing. Station is in medium
^ market on low frequency covering vast
i San Joaquin Valley with tremendous new
f• experienced
potential. Thisself-starter
sales manager
must sales
be
with good
A production and stable record. Must be
m creative sales manager able to work well
• with staff. Ideal working conditions and
top salary
to rightfirstman.
Interview required.
J^ Give
all details
letter.
•
Write Box 780B,
i
BROADCASTING.

Equipment
FM: Cash for transmitter monitor, antenna,
etc. ing
Also
interested
in purchase
of operatstations.
Box 745B,
BROADCASTING.
Microphones desparately needed by new etv
station. Your gift is 100% tax deductable.
Box 766B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 7000 MC microwave link — Write
Box 836B, BROADCASTING.
RCA 1-0 used camera head only, any condition, with or without viewfinder. or complete RCA used camera chain. Reply to
William C. Grove. General Manager, KFBCTV,
ming. 2923 E. Lincolnway, Cheyenne, WyoAnything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle. Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
4G-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road. Dallas 35. Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
August 31, October 26. 1960. January 4, 1961.
For information, references and reservationstional
write Engineering
William School,
B. Ogden.1150Radio
West OperaOlive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road. Dallas.
Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Spots —sical
recorded
— 25add
(1 mim)
tapes included.
$35. Mubackground
$5. Tapes
Box 806B. BROADCASTING.
#1 station
Rocky Complete
Mountain seeks
additionalininvestment.
automation
makes this a most profitable operation.
Write Box 860B. BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Technical
ENGINEERS
Experienced in detailing and layout of
studio and transmitter audio facilities,
including familiarity with audio switching equipment. Degree desirable but not
essential.
Permanent position with a leading conD. C. sulting engineering firm in Washington,
Send resume to:
J. P. Gaines, Personnel Manager
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
2001 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
or call7-7600
FEderal
Production-Programming, Others
PROMOTION

MANAGER

One of America's best known group station
operators has an opening for an e.tperienced
station promotion
ager. television
Position is located
in orrt ofmanthe
nation's top markets. The man we seek
must be able to handle his own department. Should know audience, sales and
community promotion. State qualifications
and salary requirements in initial letter.
This is a top .job in a top company. We
" ill pay moving expenses for the right man.
Write
Box 884B, BROADCASTING
ZAVZ
WFBR BALTIMORE
Wonts

Rod/o Newsman

Must be mature and experienced with ability to rewrite,
dig up stories and voice them
with authority. Opportunity to
Announcers
join an outstanding radio news
team. Send full resume, photograph and audition, to:
R. B. Jones, Jr.
I
MORNING MAN
|
WFBR
? We need a comic who can swinj! y
y with a #1 Top 40. No news. Just (S»
13 East 20th Street
be funny for $7500 per annum. P
Baltimore 18, Maryland
Box 893B, BROADCASTING
L
TELEVISION
=3 e=
Help Wanted — Announcers
RECORD

EMCEE

Outstanding opportunity for creative and mature personality capable of handling both record show
and announce staff assignments.
Excellent salary and staff benefits, with one of nation's prestige
stations.
Send tape, resume and photo to:
Program Manager
WWJ-Radio
Detroit 31, Michigan

COMM'L ANNCR-SPORTS-NEWSCASTER
WANTED SEPT. 1
Major market VHP has opening for a
top man. High base, plus guaranteed
talent. Man short on experience, but
long on versatility and ability will be
considered.
Send resume and SOF, or recent tape
and pic. OR CALL TODAY.
WXEX-TV
Mr. Robert
Grossman
Petersburg, Va.
RE 3-7876
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960
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RADIO
STATIONS

Situations Wanted — Management
AVAILABLE
r
U One of the most qualified, experienced
men in the broadcast business. Monager-lst phone-sales-announcer. 16 years.
All phases radio. Sales tv. Age 38, married, 2 children. Prefer Illinois or midwest, consider all others.
Box 803B, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE

-

5,000 WATT
RADIO STATION

I

Large Florida Market grossing
$250,000 a year. Only $350,000
with 29 per cent down, balance
over 5 years. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely interested,
write:

Equipment
Box 509B, BROADCASTING
Splendid used Raytheon one-watt portable color microwave system with audio
and complete with two pedestal mounts
if used for fixed operation, cables, one
8'
X 12'
reflector,
four-foot
dishes
and passive
feeds one
radome
1000
watt and 500 watt voltage stabilizers.
Current market price $12,500.00. A
steal at $7,500.00 FOB shipping point in
southeast. Subject to prior sale. Reply:
Box 805B, BROADCASTING.

No. 1
In The Tope Cartridge Field
Instant Cueing
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
or
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
aBBaiiaaaiaa ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

MIDWEST JOBS WAITING
Sales • Engineers
* Anncrs
• Combo • Mgmt.
OVER FIFTY
OPENINGS
New Radio and TV jobs daily!
Write NOW for free application.
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division I
83 So. 7th St.
2, Minn.
Federal Minneapolis
9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
asFinancial
recommended
Groups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000— $6.95, 2,000— $11.00, 5,000— $24.00.
Check copy
with for
order.
Send
yourDelivery
imprint. within 3 days.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California
, BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
FOR SALE BY OWNER
1 KW DAYTIMER
Single station north Georgia market. $75,000 — 29% down, ideal
operation for owner-manager.
Box 784B, BROADCASTING

CALIFORNIA FULLTIME
located in one of the state's better metropolitan area markets. Ideal low cost
setup for owner-manager. Total price
$195,000 with terms available.
Box 862B, BROADCASTING.
'■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■uik
3* Best little station in Alabama. §
§ 69M— (without
real estate 58M) "
Gene Newman,
WHRT,
Hartselle, Alabama
La.
Single 250-w 107M
terms
Tenn.
Single Daytimer 62l\/l
Va.
Ikw-D
80M
Single
25
dn.
cash
N.Y
Single Daytimer 105M
cash
Single
Cal.
68M
15 dn.
Miss.
Single 250w
Single 250w 39M
15 dn.
Ga.
Single 250w
84'IVI
terms
29%
Daytimer
50M
Ala.
Metro Ikw-D 175M
Ga.
58 dn.
Metro
Local
175M
Cal.
Large
29%
Fla.
Large
cash
Regional
Tex.
Ikw-D 165M
225M
25%
29%
Mid Atl Major Fulltime 330M
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta Indianapolis Los Angeles
Nashville New York
San Antonio
San Francisco Seattle Troy, 0.
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta 9, Ga.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Coniuitanti — Approiiert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcaiteri
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa

FOR

SALE

PACIFIC COAST
5 KW fulltime station. Number one
in market. Ocean is minutes away.
Attractive city — growing area. Undeveloped potential. 7'/2 year payout after taxes. $3 50,000 price with
terms.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER,
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.
Washington 7, D. C.
Tv and Radio
Consultants

INC.
W.
Licensed
Brokers

• GUNZENDORFERi
ARIZONA — $10,000 down. Easy payout.
Toul price S45,000.
CALIFORNIA — $12,500 down. S300 a
month payout. Total price S60.000.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST — .^27,500 down.
10 year payout. Total price 895,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles. Calif.
Licensed Brokers • Financial Consultants

Texas Major market money-maker! S368,500 firm, 5168,000 down, 10 years 6%
on payout. Southern Major market fulltime regional. In black dC climbing. :^1
Pulse,
#1
Hooper.
West
Coast fulltime
regional. §350,000
Making money.
8367,500 29% — Southern single. In
black. 845,000, 812,500 down — Southwest
full-time regional. Big profits. Real estate
incl. 8210,000 29% Southern medium regional. Nice profits. 892,500 with 29%
down. — Southwest Major market FM. In
the black. Will rush full data. — West
Texas single regional. Making profit. 849,500 29% — PATT McDONALD, Box
9266, Austin, Texas, GL. 3-8080, or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd St. N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU. 2-4813, or Dick Watts, Box 701,
South Houston, Texas. HU. 6-7400.

STATIONS FOR SALE
TOP SOUTHWEST MARKET Daytimer.
Excellent frequency. Asking $120,000
with 29% down.
TOP NORTHWEST MARKET Daytimer.
Programs country and western. Asking
$135,000. Terms.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Profitable fulltimer.
Asking $120,000 with 29% down.
DAYTIMER. Southwest. Small Market facility. Asking $60,000 with 29% down
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full time.
Doing $50,000 a year. Asking $55,000
with 25% down.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 1) Class A FM
CP close in to Los Angeles. Asking
$5,000. 2) Class B in operation. Asking
$25,000 with good terms.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
99

HOPE IS A THING WITH FEATHERS" STARS ELI WALLACH, BERT WHEELER, CARMEN COSTI-PRODUCED FORCES FILMS BY ROBERT HERRIDGE

Entire

new

produced

TV

on

series,

Live

''The

Robert

Herridge

Action

"The Robert Herridge Theater" is an unusual halfhour television series offering special treatments of
dramas, jazz and ballet. Produced for CBS Films
Inc. by Mr. Herridge, all 26 shows have been recorded exclusively on "SCOTCH" BRAND Video Tape.
Why video tape? Because it reproduced the "live"
feeling of the original performances, eliminated fluffs,
cut production costs sharply and made schedules
more flexible. People throughout the television in-

Theater/'

''Scotch"
brand Video
dustry are turning to video tape for incomparable
fidelity, speed and economy in recording TV specials,
location and commercial programming.

Tape

Order your copy of "The Show Is On Video Tape,"
booklet of three television case studies in planning
and production of a network commercial, a drama
program and a local "spectacular." Send 25^ in coin
to cover mailing and handling to 3M Co., Box 3500.
St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

^y^lNNESOTA J\/JlNINC AND J^i^A N U F ACTU R I NG COMPANY
WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEr TO TOMORROW
100

'Scotch" is a Registered Trademark of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export : 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. ©1960 3M Co.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Gordon

TO

. . .

Barton

Staid San Franciscans, whose hills
had felt tremors before, shuddered
when word went around in the spring
of 1959, "McLendon's coming." And
when Gordon McLendon put his newly
acquired KABL (formerly KROW) on
the air with 36 continuous hours of a
single rock-and-roll number, "The Gila
Monster." lovers of the arts set about
battening down the cultural hatches
against this invasion from Texas.
Having duly upset the Bay Area,
Gordon did a fast shift from "The Gila
Monster" to serious music. The residents sighed with relief but wondered
how long this long-hair concept would
last in a city that had an anomalous
reputation as a musical center and as
a burial ground for good-music radio
stations.
San Franciscans were dubious but
they failed to equate Gordon's flair for
exotic shocks against his serious devotion to a fast-growing list of successful commercial enterprises. Though
off-beat and wild in his attentiongetting gimmicks, he's actually a busy,
bubbling and dynamic broadcaster,
movie producer and syndicator with
nationwide interests.
Heading the list are McLendon
Corp., with seven radio stations; McLendon Radio Pictures, a mushrooming
production firm that has done several
features, and McLendon Radio Jingles,
producing McLendon-written musical
commercials and jingles for national
advertisers and radio stations — over a
score of corporations in all.
This commercial fireball is just entering the middle-age bracket. Born
June 8, 1921 in Paris, Tex., he still

McLendon

salutes other stations in the market
and recommends some of their programs. It ran commercials for a giantsquid fighting contest; offered 10 cents
for best letters on the moon's backside; had a lion-washing exhibition;
ran a non-existent candidate for public
office and had the electorate and politicians half crazy; offered a listener a
ballet in his backyard and even gave
a weekend title to a surplus battleship.
Once in Dallas he gave away $50,000
in prize money — a burst of largesse that
gave his controller a financial fit.
These helped lift KABL into the
black. "They fit the old concept of
serious music like socks on a rooster,"
he recalled, "but they worked."
Gordon got into radio by worshipping as a boy at the Ted Husing
shrine. Though an outstanding scholar
(head of his class at Kemper Military
School and editor of the Yale Literary
Magazine), he caught the radio itch
listening to the Husing play-by-play
sports accounts. His break came during
World War II when he was in naval
intelligence as Japanese language officer. This gave him a chance to work up
his own program for Armed Forces
Radio Service. Calling himself Lowell
Gram Kaltenheatter, he spoofed commentators ofthat era.
After the war he entered commercial broadcasting with KNET Palestine,
Tex., but sold it to start KLIF Dallas.
Networks of the era caught his fancy
and he conceived his first nationwide

hasn't reached his peak, though constantly hopping around the country
looking after his interests and planning
ways to broaden his sphere of influence.
Pleaser ■ Often called a formula
broadcaster, Gordon's only fixed formula is to give people what they
want to hear. In Dallas his KLIF
prospered with music, news and sports
— lots of each presented in flamboyant
depth. Yet in San Francisco he programs good music, a format that's also
working out on WYSL, his Buffalo
station.
The Bay Area venture gave Gordon
a chance to tinker with some ideas he'd
hatched years ago. He never had been
able to figure why serious music had to
be presented "with the personality of a
dental drill." The KABL answer: "Excitement and delicious anticipation
instead of dignity and deficits." KABL's
shirt is absolutely bereft of stuffiness. It
BROADCASTING, August 29, 1960

Broadcaster McLendon
San Francisco's second shock

venture — a cooperative network paying affiliates a fixed monthly fee. It
took money to get Liberty Broadcasting System in orbit, a detail that was
handled through his family and friends.
Liberty — and Death ■ Liberty grew
into the largest of all networks — 458
stations — between 1948 and 1952. He
conceived the game-of-the-day idea for
baseball and his facile tongue became
familiar to sports fans everywhere. Then
he started a game-of-the-week for football. But Liberty ran into trouble, especially when organized baseball refused to give further game rights.
Liberty won a tidy sum, incidentally, in a later law suit against baseball.
"I had about every experience a
network operator
can were
have."bitter,
Gordon
recalled.
The lessons
but
this 30-year-old operator rode it out,
contemplated the details of what had
happened, and started over again. His
radio empire began to expand. Now
the rollcall includes KLIF, KABL and
WYSL; KILT Houston; KTSA San
Antonio; KEEL Shreveport, La., and
WAKY Louisville.
Gordon's foray into the motion picture field has caught Hollywood's attention. Last year he bought a 400acre half-finished stone stockade on
a north Texas reservoir, turning it
into a combined production unit, living facility, farm and ranch.
The elder McLendon, Barton, has a
chain of movie houses, oil and real estate interests. Gordon entered movies by
writing and producing national promotion campaigns for pictures. The list
is now over 100. This fall his studio may
be the site for six episodes of Have
Gun, Will Travel and a movie he
wrote,
"Tommarried
Sawyer's
Gordon
Gay Treasure."
Noe, daughter
of ex-Gov. James A. Noe, Louisiana
broadcaster. They have four children
ranging from 8 to 16.
Back at the Ranch ■ His hobbies
include the studio-ranch with a herd
of white-face cattle and a dozen horses,
all with plenty of pedigree; several
dogs of less formal origin; a temperamental ringtail monkey and a tropical
bird that has the run of the living area.
There's no more ardent radio fan.
Assigned speech time, he'll come up
with a topic like "Wifl Radio Kill Television?" He gets a bang out of talking
about his interest-building tricks — the
Girl Friday at KABL who razzes the
station on the air, for example. He expects his newsmen to be on the job,
calling Moscow, tracking tornadoes and
keeping on top of all that's happening.
He believes ardently in editorializing
and is credited with such firsts as production intros to newscasts; wide use of
101
mobile news units and rating-based
pay for disc jockeys.

EDITORIALS
The

road

to repeal

THIS YEAR, for the first time in any national election
campaign, broadcasting lias the authority to function
more like an instrument of journalism than like a soap box.
The 1959 amendment of the political broadcasting law
and last week's suspension of its equal time rule as it
applies to presidential and vice presidential candidates have
given broadcasters a degree of editorial license they never
had before. These improvements in the law must be regarded as distinct achievements of those earnest broadcasters
who aspire to the status of a journalistic force and are willing to accept the responsibilities of that status.
But the new freedom is by no means absolute.
Indeed the law in its present state has created some new
problems. Take the "fairness" standard that was written
into the 1959 amendment, for example.
In that amendment the Congress exempted newscasts,
news interviews, news documentaries and on-the-spot coverage of news events from the principal restrictions of
Section 315, but in the next breath it added that broadcasters
must "afford reasonable opportunity for the discussions of
conflicting views on issues of public importance."
The interpretation of that sentence will depend largely
upon the mood of the FCC. It will be surprising if many
disgruntled partisans do not complain that stations are
denying them a right to express their views. Stations must
be prepared to defend themselves against a constant deluge
of such complaints between now and the election.
There would also seem to be new libel dangers created
by the changes in the law. In June 1959 the Supreme
Court ruled that because broadcasters were explicitly forbidden by Section 315 to censor any candidate's speech
they were immune from libel actions.
This immunity would appear to be removed from the
types of news programs listed in the amendment that the
Congress passed a few months after the Supreme Court
decision. The news programs were exempted not only
from the equal time requirement of Section 315 but also
from the anti-censorship provision. The law of averages
suggests the probability that some candidate will say something in the next two months that will lead to a libel action.
If he has said it on a news type of show, the station may find
itself a party to the suit.
Yet libel is a risk to be desired — if the risk flows from
the right to edit. The full right to edit political broadcasts
is what broadcasters must seek. They cannot get it until
Section 315 is repealed.
No

more

number of under-served markets. Uhf to date has not proved
itself in predominantly vhf markets. Three-network service
is demanded in virtually all of the top 150 markets. The
dozen vhf channels available cannot accommodate all these
under current engineering standards.
The FCC has pending an "interim" plan for vhf drop-ins
in critical markets which would be in derogation of existing
mileage separations. But with the rejection of the proposals
to expand the vhf band, the "interim" plan becomes moot.
There is no longer an "interim" unless it be the ultimate
extended use of uhf on a market-by-market basis of deintermixture, or a wholesale shift to uhf nationally. Neither
alternative is within target range.
Vastly greater importance is now attached to the FCC's
$2-million uhf experiment in New York, authorized this
year by Congress. If uhf station clusters can cover the
greater metropolitan area with its shadows, canyons and
skyscrapers, uhf probably will work anywhere. But this is
by no means certain and it will entail at least a two-year
test.
Impetus also should be given the proposal of Morgan
Murphy's 'WEAU-TV Eau Claire, Wis., that the duopoly
rule be waived to allow joint operation of uhf and vhf
as a means of providing all-network service in that existing one-station market. This experiment, if authorized,
along with the New York test, should encourage manufacturers to accelerate production and improvement of all- I
channel receivers.
Now that the last glimmer for vhf expansion is gone, ;
broadcasters along with the FCC should concentrate on
solution of their No. 1 facilities problem. We still feel
there should be better management of the spectrum as between government and non-government users, as proposed
in pending legislation. This legislation should be pursued
at the next session.
The government's rejection of the vhf expansion, of
course, is a bitter, but not unexpected, disappointment.
Looked at another way, it is a victory. Three years ago
the military openly implied that it would need more vhf
space, presumably to be wrested from tv and fm. Channels
2 to 6 were in jeopardy. Because of the backfire. Congress
and the White House intervened. The military last year
finally said it had no designs on space used by broadcasters. So, at worst, the line was held.

v channels

THE television allocations problem is more serious than
ever. In formally rejecting proposals of the FCC for
expansion of the vhf band, the military has forced tv to
find its solution within the bounds of the 12 vhf and 70 uhf
channels now available for domestic tv service.
The military's answer, relayed through the Oflfice of Civil
Defense Mobilization, was apparent months ago. In anticipation of this, steps already had been taken to beef up uhf
testing as the possible long-range answer.
The OCDM veto seems indisputable. The FCC cannot
question its reasonableness when the argument is that to
turn over any of its vhf space now reserved for military
use would weaken our national defense "to an unacceptable
degree." We doubt whether Congress would either, under
prevailing cold-war conditions.
The FCC is confronted with its most challenging allocations dilemma. Need exists for additional tv stations in a
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"We need an art director for our new western series. Are
you quick on the draw?"
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KDWB

SMASHES

SIGNIFICANT

THROUGH

#1

WITH

POSITION

A

IN

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
RADIO!
On the air less than a year, KDWB, the Crowell-CoUier "color radio" outlet in the
Twin Cities, turns the rankings topsy-turvy . . . grows like Topsy . . . and re-arranges the
rankings for the first time in years in this traditionally traditional Midwest metropolis.
Now — as with audiences in Los Angeles and San Francisco — the people of the Twin
Cities prove that Crowell-CoUier's tight, bright brand of "Contemporary Communications" isthe kind of radio most people want to listen to most.
Buy KDWB first ... first (like we told you we would be) in Minneapolis/St. Paul.
HOOPER

. JULY AUGUST

I960 . KDWB 25.9 AVERAGE

SHARE . TOTAL RATED PERIODS

_
^
MINNEAPOLIS
/ ST. PAUL
I%^JVW^>
CHANNEL ^>^S
FEDERAL 5-6003 / PROSPECT 6-1 501
■John M. McRae, General Manager • National Sales Representatives: Daren F. McGavren Co. Inc.
KFWB
LOS ANGELES
KEWB
A SERVICE OF CROWELL-COLLIER

SAN FRANCISCO
KDWB
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
BROADCAST
DIVISION '•first in contemporary communications"
Robert M. Purcell. Director

Transcontinent Television Corporation is proud to welcome two stations known
for distinguished broadcasting service in the Heartland of America: WDAF-TV
and WDAF Radio, in the thriving Kansas City Market. These fine stations enhance the entire Transcontinent group: 12 stations, individual in operation,
cumulative in experience, recognized leaders in their markets. Appreciating the
confidence placed in them by corporations and their advertising agencies,
Transcontinent stations serve them with quality programming tailored to meet
the requirements of the individual community.
Each station draws upon the individual successes of the entire group and constantly improves through the intimacy of this association.

12

DYNAMIC

svMBo^Ej^ WROC-TV,

STATIONS

WROC-FM,
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6

LIVELY

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersf ield, Calif.

MARKETS
^Represented by^__^^

^ I WGR-TV, WGR-AM, WGR-FM,
Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM, ^dwardj^P^^
■v* I KFMB-FM,San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton— Wilkes-Barre, Penn. The or. g.nai station Representative
^

I

WDAF-TV, Kansas City. Mo. Rep. by Harrington, Righter & Parsons Inc. WDAF-AM,

TRANSCONTINENT

TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380

MADISON

Rep. by Henry I. Christal Co. Inc.
AVE.,

N. Y. 17
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"Balanced
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Radio is the housewives'

habit in Baltimore. With

EARS

favorite Hstening

WCBM's

''Balanced Program-

ming" they enjoy good music... comedy

and drama...

keep current with world events . . . learn what's new
and where to buy it ! The ratings prove our point . . .
you reach adult buyers — all day, every day — on
WCBM
in Baltimore!
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KRLD-TV covers 58 Texas and Oklahoma counties with a spending potential
of $4.8 billion and $3.6 billion in retail sales.
Channel 4 places your message in more TV Homes in the vast Dallas -Ft.
Worth Market area than any other station. t
-SRDS Consumer Market Data, July, 1960
tNielsen Television Audiences, July 24, 1960
represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

4,
MAXIMUM
4

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembem Pres,c/enf
DCM(14^~ Ft Myotic
POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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.CLOSED
Fifth network ■ Los Angeles group will
soon announce formation of new radio
network, Republic Broadcasting System, to provide 24-hour news, music
and sports service nationwide at no
cost to stations. Affiliates will be asked
to guarantee clearance of at least four
hours of network service per day.
They'll get 90 seconds in each quarterhour for local sale. Network will get
its revenue from national spots in program segments.
New network will be headed by Dave
Cornelius, who's been program director and newsman on Southern California stations. One backer is Joe Kirkwood, Jr., Hollywood actor who plays
Joe Palooka role. RBS will be budgeted
at $5 million — $2.5 million for lines,
$1 million for staff, $1.5 million for administration and promotion. Los Angeles will be origination point.
Post-'48 prices ■ Distributors of major
studio post-'48 movies are trying strenuously to make network deals. They
usually are asking networks to pick 26
features before quoting prices. But one
index to price structure is that one
major distributor of post-'48 movies
gave networks right to pick 26 features
from its supply and quoted $200,000
per picture, or total price of $5.2 million, for single network presentation.
Nielsen deal ■ That "irreconcilable
conflict" between NBS-CBS and Nielsen
over rates for renewal of Nielsen tv
rating service (Closed Circuit, July
18) has been resolved — and in usual
way: by compromise. Both CBS and
NBC had wanted rates no higher than
those charged ABC, but ABC's contract
by its own terms assures ABC of price
advantages. In coming to terms, Nielsen yielded some and so did CBS and
NBC, apparently with no party getting
all it had wanted. New agreements
have no terminal dates but are subject
to cancellation by either side on approximately one year's notice.
Biggest immediate effect of CBS and
NBC signing with Nielsen is decision
of American Research Bureau to shelve
its plans for daily Arbitron national
ratings reports. This even though its
overnight nationals during political conventions generally impressed networks
with their apparent accuracy as well as
obvious speed. But without network support, ARB says it will forget daily nationals at least for year, will continue its seven-city daily reports (to
which networks do subscribe) and will

CIRCUIT.,

do national ratings about seven times
per year.
Aiming for
depth ■ rating
The Pulse
monthly
tv network
reportsInc.'s
on
Top 20 shows are headed for oblivion,
but "biographical" audience surveys
are planned as replacement. Change
will take place around end of year. New
studies will measure viewing and buying
habits of viewers, will examine makeup of audience in terms of job, income,
rent expenditure, etc.
Debate flareback ■ Chagrined Democrats, who wanted Nixon-Kennedy tv
debates to run right up to election, lost
out in negotiations with GOP but
they're promising high-level repercussions. They say many legislators voted
for Sec. 315 suspension in anticipation
of debate schedule that would include
final campaign days. GOP, they argue,
refused to allow any debate after Oct.
21. As result several legislators plan to
attack GOP attitude on ground they
were deceived and would not have gone
along with Sec. 315 suspension.
While agreement reached with Nixon
end Kennedy groups on Great Debates
(story page 44) precludes sponsorship
by any organization for this series, it
was tacitly understood at last Wednesday's meeting that this would not be
construed as policy which would preclude sponsorshsip of public service or
news interview programs, whatever
their nature. No-sponsorship proviso,
it was agreed, applies only to face-toface presidential and vice presidential
debates for this election. Carrying ball
on clarification was NBC, through Vice
President William R. McAndrew. It's
understood NBC already has aligned
series of seven one-hour programs Saturday evenings, beginning Sept. 17, for
use of candidates themselves, to be
handled by Huntley-Brinkley team on
depth-interview basis.
Still hung up ■ Congressional approval
last week of omnibus bill (S 1898)
doesn't necessarily mean automatic renewal of some 600 temporary licenses
issued by FCC since its rigid interpretation last March of sponsor identification
provision on payola. Most stations will
get renewals where violations were unintentional. But in more extreme cases
of under-table payments and of station payola, as opposed to failure to
identify recordings, FCC may take its
time and even conduct further inquiries.
TIO campaign ■ Television Informa-

tion Office is preparing full-page ads,
its first, to run next month in four
magazines (Atlantic, Harper's Saturday
Review, Reporter) that appeal to opinion leaders. Ads will call attention to
Nixon-Kennedy tv debates — and to
television industry's initiative in making
them possible.
Pay tv problems ■ With FCC formally
reconvened, one of first orders of business will be what to do about application of General Teleradio for pay tv experiment in Hartford via its recently
acquired WHCT-TV (ch. 18) . Teleradio
wants en banc hearing to expedite action while opposition, including Theatre
Owners of America, has pitched for
routine hearing before examiner, to be
followed by proposed findings and oral
arguments — process that could take two
or three years.
Skiatron pay tv is being talked up
again by Matty Fox, New York promoter, recently embroiled in SEC proceedings. He was in Texas last week
trying to raise funds for proposed wire
pay tv installations in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. Mentioned in Houston
was figure of $10 million, of which $8.5
million purportedly had been raised.
There's talk of IBM and AT&T cooperation in project. Before wire pay
tv can be introduced, California public
service commision must approve it.
Past pleas to commission have failed.
Holes in dike ■ Two soft spots in new
NAB Radio Code structure — lack of
restraint on participating commercial
spots and weak rules governing station
promotions and contests — are permitting flagrant violations of good broadcasting, according to one prestige station. Code should be amended to halt
gross overcommercialism, station contends. First roll-call of code enrollees
under new pay-as-you-go plan shows
one-seventh of radio stations have
joined (story page 68).
Broadcasters only ■ Print newsmen,
through press associations, are trying
to horn in on Great Debate series but
so far have gotten nowhere. Network
position is that their own news staffs
are competent to handle interviews with
presidential and vice presidential candidates and that since networks are donating their time, print news organizations have no basis on which to intercede. Moreover, they point out that
precedent is being created by hooking
up of networks for head-to-head debate
series, which heretofore has been done
only for President's appearances.
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The only economically sound way that
wages can be increased is through increased
productivity.
There are several ways to increase productivity. One is by the installation of new,
more efficient machines, which management isfree to do whenever it is economically possible.
However, when improved machines are
introduced, the employee has the responsibility to use the new equipment to its best
advantage. If this is done, the employee
may then deserve a share, certainly not all,
of the results of the increased productivity.
Why

a share? Because

it should be

remembered that without shareholders'
investment of their money to buy the new
machines, the employee would not even
have the opportunity to earn a share of the
benefits. Shareholders, too, earn their share.

REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND

1, OHIO

Wherever and whenever possible, the installation of new, improved machines to help
increase the efficiency of employees, is a basic
policy of Republic Steel.
One evidence of this is the present use of
the most highly efficient machines available
to produce the many types and sizes of
Republic electrunite® Tubing. This amazingly versatile product— the steel tube— is the
strongest structural form, per pound, that
man can build.
As boiler tubes and hydraulic fluid line
tubing, this electrically welded steel tubing is
used to withstand internal pressure. For
mechanical applications, millions and millions
of feet go into everything from furniture to
automobile drive shafts and rear axle housings. It is easily shaped— expanded, reduced,
turned, flared, flattened, flanged, depressed,
and specially formed in innumerable ways
for practically endless uses.
As raceways for electrical wiring, it is vital
to the building industry.
Republic Steel is one of the world's largest
suppliers of electrically welded steel tubing.
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WEEK

Mr. Mogge

IN

BRIEF.

How radio boosts sales for Seven-Up ■ What does a
regional advertiser do to make a significant sales impact
with a budget that obviously couldn't spread effectively
across all media? Dominance in a single medium — radio
— has been the successful strategy for the Seven-Up
Bottling Co. of Los Angeles. Food marketing expert
Norton W. Mogge, president, Atherton Mogge Privett
Inc., Los Angeles, relates the details in this week's
Monday Memo. Page 20.

Networks plan ahead ■ A full year ahead of the 1961-62 season finds
networks, producers and some agencies deep in the process of planning
its prime-time programming. Page 27.
Rundown on casualties ■ Only 15 network shows new in the 1959-60
season will find their way back this fall, according to a McCann-Erickson
summary. Page 28.
Cranberry comeback trail ■ The U.S. cranberry grower is depending
on a $1 million tv campaign to recapture his primary market (more than
half of cranberry sales are made in the holiday periods). Page 30.
KYA tests commercial upgrading ■ Bartell's San Francisco station will
take on the role of a test station for the radio industry, starting with
adoption of a 16-point commercial policy including a single rate.
Page 34.
Now for action ■ Labor Day's here and the "Great Debates" schedule
has been arranged; so the two major parties are getting down to serious
campaigning. Timebuying plans and network schedules will soon take
shape. Page 44.

E-qui-

The successful 'egghead' ■ Robert Saudek, who has proved that cultural
programming with entertainment values can be profitable, is preparing
for the busiest season of his career, with 33 hour-long or 90-minute
network productions on the drawing board. Page 54.
Tv's revenues and profits at new high ■ Television's financial data for
1959 released by the FCC; total revenues reach a new high of $1.1 biUion
— up 13% over 1958. Profits, before federal tax, also move up — $222.3
million, a 29.3% boost over the previous year. Page 60.
Canon 35 ignored ■ American Bar Assn. fails to do anything about its
anti-broadcast rule at its annual convention but gives gavel awards to
four tv and two radio stations for promoting understanding of law and
justice. Page 66.
The adult audience ■ A new RAB study claims that radio surpasses tv
in reaching the daytime adult audience, which the bureau characterizes
as the "important" audience for most advertisers. Page 72.
Nine-tenths have tv ■ A U.S. Census Bureau sample survey shows 46.5
million homes have more than one tv set. Saturation of 88% is 2% above
the tv home saturation of a year ago. Multi-set tv homes are increasing
too. Page 74.
Legislative success ■ 86th Congress had progressive second session
with enactment of payola bill. Sec. 315 suspension and NARBA ratification. Page 76.
Watchdog money denied ■ Senate refuses to okay $150,000 for subcom it e tomonitor political broadcasts in last official business of 86th
Congress. Page 78.
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Senate

ON THIS PAGE AND

group

plans

political monitoring
Senate Watchdog Subcommittee
won't discard idea of monitoring political broadcasts on tv and radio stations— even though Senate last week
(page 78) failed to approve $150,000
asked for that purpose — if Joe Bailey
Humphrey, majority counsel, has his
way.
Mr. Humphrey said Friday he plans
to ask politically-interested contacts
throughout country to make audio
tapes, on non-paid voluntary basis, of
political broadcasts where they suspect
station bias and furnish them to subcommittee. He said he hoped he and
Walter Boehm, minority counsel, could
solicit volunteer monitors on bipartisan
basis, though he thought each counsel
could work faster getting monitors
from members of own party.
Mr. Humphrey said he hasn't submitted plan yet to subcommittee members and no date has been set for meeting, but he feels they'll approve it as
being in keeping with mandate of resolution creating subcommittee and setting out its functions.
He said he believes enough volunteers
from both parties will participate so
that
there'll
be average
of half-dozenin
for each
state,
with concentration
centers of population. They'll be persons with "trained ear" in political field,
he said. He thought plan would furnish
"adequate"
and "reliable" information
for Senate unit.
Commenting on argument by Sen.
Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) that such monitoring activity by congressional committee would be necessarily partisan, Mr.
Bailey said tapes would be adequately
documented and that such "demonstrable" evidence speaks for itself.
He emphasized that monitoring plan
would not be "entrapment," but record
of "what actually happens" on stations
during election campaign.
RCA

elects

Watts

Election of W. Walters Watts, board
chairman-president of RCA Sales Corp.,
to RCA's board of directors announced
Sept. 2 following meeting of board. He
succeeds Dr. Charles B. Joliffe, vice
president and technical director of
RCA, who reached retirement age last
year but continues to serve RCA on
special assignments. Board also issued
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

on common stock of RCA, payable
Oct. 24, 1960 and dividend of 87 '/2
cents per share on first preferred stock
for period Oct. 1, 1960-Dec. 31, 1960,
payable Jan. 3, 1961.
Rotation

plan

for election

set

debates

CBS will handle pool coverage of
first Nixon-Kennedy joint radio-tv appearance (see page 44), NBC the second and ABC one or two others (two
if Oct. 8 date, now tentative, becomes
firm), according to network sources
who said rotation system was determined by lot Friday afternoon (Sept.
2).
Plans for eight hour-long political
specials, tentatively titled The Campaign & the Candidates," to be sponsored by Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
and presented on NBC-TV Saturdays
at 9:30 p.m. NYT starting Sept. 17
are being announced today (Sept. 5)
by William R. McAndrew, vp in charge
of NBC News.
Film

group

named

Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D., named chairman of NAB
Television Committee, conducting continuing study of developments in tv
film area. Other members: A.J.
Fletcher, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C;
V/illiam Goetze, KFSD-TV San Diego,
Calif.; A Louis Read, WDSU-TV
New Orleans; Frederick S. Houwink,
WMAL-TV Washington, and Leonard
J. Patricelli, WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn.

Cities over 25,000
List of 673 cities of 25,000 or
more inhabitants, based on preliminary 1960 census count, was
made available Sept. 2 by U. S.
Census Bureau. In 1950 there
were 483 cities in this size group,
according to bureau, increase of
190 during decade. Five cities
that dropped out of 25,000-andover group were La Grange, Ga.;
Morgantown, W. Va.; New Kensington, Pa.; Washington, Pa., and
Winona, Minn. (Full population
data on cities over 50,000 appeared in Broadcasting June 27
and Aug. 8.)

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON
King,

Bicks

PAGE 27

to get

recess appointments
White House said Friday President
intends to make new recess appointments of Charles H. King to FCC
and Robert A. Bicks as assistant attorney
general in charge of Justice Dept. antitrust division within 30-day time limit
after Senate's adjournment.
Senate failed to confirm two nominations made earlier in year when it
recessed in July for political conventions. Though Senate passed resolution before convention recess giving
all nominations status quo until it reconvened Aug. 15, there was legal
question on whether resolution took
precedence over statute letting nominations expire after 30 days of recess and
also question of whether Messrs. King
and Bicks could be paid.
President accordingly made recess
appointments and sent renominations
to Senate last Wednesday, day before
adjournment. Since Senate also failed
to act on new nominations. President
will give them new recess appointments
and they'll have to be sworn in again.
Also failing confirmation by Senate
vyas nomination of Federal Trade Commission Chairman Earl W. Kintner
to new term. Mr. Kintner's present
term does not expire until Sept. 26
and President can give him recess appointment to serve through next session
of Congress unless successor is nominated and confirmed. King and Kintner
nominations failed to clear Senate
Commerce Committee and Bicks nomination never got out of Judiciary Committee.
Radio-tv

convention

coverage

defended

Some newspapers "made much" of
completeness of their coverage of national political conventions, yet denounce tv-radio broadcasters for "doing what they do — and better," Samuel
Sharkey, NBC news editor, said in talk
to Assn. for Education in Journalism
meeting at Pennsylvania State U.
Mr. Sharkey said newspaper editorials and tv-radio columns have been
"unstinting in attacks on broadcasting
for devoting as many as 60 hours to
the two conventions. Is it too much
to ask the press and the public to put
up with the open functioning of the
Democratic process for 0.7% of one
year in every four?" he asked.
He charged newspapers with criticiz9

AT

DEADLINE

Kauai

meet

Shirt-sleeve sessions — literally
— are on tap this week for CBSTV Affiliates Board and key executives of network. They're holding their annual late-summer session Wednesday and Thursday
at Kauai Surf Hotel, Kauai,
Island, Hawaii. One business
item will be to elect new chairman to succeed William B. Quarton of WMT-TV Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, whose term expires this
year. Network delegation is expected to be led by President
James T. Aubrey Jr.
ing broadcasting for product mentions
and describing them as plugola; yet, he
said, newspapers give columns of plugola for cameras, foods, fashions, etc.,
and call it "editorial support."
Charge that tv-radio, newspapers and
other educational processes yield to
"mass opinion" was made by Ralph McGill, publisher of Atlanta Constitution
(WSB-AM-TV). "Mass opinion wants
Gunsmoke instead of political conventions, Wagon Train instead of a program on the Congo," he said.
Criticism that tv has greater effect
on youngsters than have parents, religious and ethical advisors and teachers
was challenged by David Manning
White of Boston U. "We are going
to use the technical advancements in
communications to enrich the cultural
lifesaid.
of the majority of our people,"
he
Applications
for vhf

filed

Scott,

Sugg

for NBC

slated

board

Election of Walter D. Scott, NBCTV executive vice president, and P. A.
Sugg, executive vice president for owned
stations and spot sales, to NBC board
of directors is expected to be announced
this week. Mr. Scott, who joined NBC
sales department in 1938, was named
eastern sales manager in 1949, national
sales manager, radio, in 1951. He became administrative sales manager, radio and television, in 1952; vice president and national sales manager, television, 1955; vice president, television
network sales, 1958, and executive vice
president in February 1959. Mr.
Sugg joined company as vice president,
owned stations and spot sales, in 1958,
and became executive vice president
five months later.
TvB expansion plan
Television Bureau of Advertising
plans to expand and expedite flow of
sales aids and other services to members. William B. Colvin, who resigned
as station relations director about two
years ago and is now advertising and
sales promotion manager of Westinghouse's WBZ-TV Boston, reportedly
is slated to return to bureau for important role in this enlarged memberservice program.

boosters

First applications for vhf television
repeaters reached FCC last week and
were announced Friday. Of first 11
applications, one group of four was for
New Castle, Wyo., to pick up and rebroadcast on vhf channels signals of
KFBC-TV Cheyenne and KTWO-TV
Casper, both Wyoming; KOTA-TV
Rapid City, S.D., and KDUH-TV Hay
Springs, Neb.
Other seven applications represented
single channel pickups for: Trail CityGlencross-Timber Lake-Firesteel, S.D.,
to relay KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D.;
Claremont, N.H., to relay WMUR-TV
Manchester, N.H.; Ouray, Colo., to relay KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.;
Union County, N.M., to relay KGNCTV Amarillo, Tex.; Eagle Butte, S.D.,
to relay KPLO-TV
Reliance, S.D.;
10

Loma, Mont., to relay KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont., and Afton, Wyo. (relay
station not identified).
FCC authorized low-powered, vhf
repeaters at end of July following several years of controversy (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).

100

radio

new Class IV outlets would have to follow present rule which requires hearing
where interference is involved.
Only two comments opposed proposed ruling. These were by J.G. Rountree, Austin, Tex., consulting engineer,
and Ward Broadcasting Co., applicant
for Class IV am at Sonora, Tex.
Deadline for comments was Sept. 1;
for replies it is Sept. 15.
n

Business

briefly

Massey looking ■ Massey Ferguson
Inc. (U. S. Industrial Div., Toronto,
farm machinery), which past year-andhalf spent estimated $3 million in radiotv, is losing its Jubilee USA on ABC-TV
Saturday evenings for 1960-61 season
because of network's newly-acquired
Gillette fight series. Company, which
had been gratified with Red Foley Show,
is shopping elsewhere and is understood close to completing details for
new farm tv property on another netBrorby. work. Agency: Needham, Louis &
Agency named ■ Remington Rand
System Inc. (office equipment), New
York, names Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
New York, as agency, effective immediately. Account formerly was at Gardner Adv., New York, and billing has
been about $500,000. Media for account are to be evaluated and plans will
be announced shortly.
Lark series ■ Studebaker-Packard
Corp., South Bend, Ind., has bought
Wilbur and Mr. Ed, half-hour comedy
show about married couple and their
"talking" horse as exclusive property
for sponsorship by Studebaker-Lark
dealers in more than 120 markets, starting in January. Agency, D'Arcy Adv.,
St. Louis.

stations

file power comments
Almost 100 local radio stations have
filed comments with FCC on proposal
to permit existing Class IV radio stations to raise power from present 250
w limitation up to 1 kw. All urged
commission to enact rule so that pending 400-odd applications for this power
boost may be granted.
Earlier in week more than 25 comments were filed (see page 81), and on
Friday, almost 70 additional documents
were reported in.
Proposal, issued August 2, would permit power boosts without hearing regardless of interference caused by increase. New ruling would apply solely
to existing local stations; applicants for

Media

matching

What's good about tv rating
data if figures can't be compared
with competitive media? Station
competitors WJXT (TV) and
WFGA-TV, both Jacksonville,
Fla., will know in next two weeks
how they stack up against newspaper readership figures in that
city. Stations commissioned business research firm of Daniel
Starch & Staff, New York, for
readership study of Jacksonville
Times-Union Journal. Local paper is not included in Starch's
sporadic surveys of seven newspapers in four cities, it's reported.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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MOBILE,

Avery-Knodel,
Persons,

Jr.,

ALA.

Representative
General

Manager

The new Broadcast

House

is now nearly half again as large: 40,000 sq. ft. There

are two large, identical studios fully equipped with the latest
video switching and transistor audio facilities. Two
increase the flexibility of WJXT
and local programming.
synchronized

From

RCA

in producing commercial
rear screen projectors to a

teleprompter system to a complete

kitchen . . . there's more to Florida and more
to WJXT than ever before!

video tape machines
messages

There's WJXT in Jacksonville,
with greatly expanded facilities to
put you in the swim of a booming

market!

The building is completely new — but
the overwhelming lead in coverage is an
old story. WJXT

reaches 65 vs only

39 counties in the Northeast

Florida-

South Georgia region . . . and goes on
to capture thundering rating
leads every month.
WJ

XT

^

l reports.
Zh thorougk^oca

FASTEST

SELLING

SERIES

IN

SYNDICATION

TODAY!

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 • PL 5-2100
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(*lndicates first or revised listing)
Sept. 12-15 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America, Hotel Astor, New York.
Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on better
ment. cities)
Starved Rock
Lodge, radio
Utica,station
III. manageSept. 12 — Hollywfood Ad Club initial meeting
of 1960-61, 12 noon at Stage 6, Paramount Television Productions. Ken Snyder, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, will be stratprogram
chairman
for demonion-discus ion ofvideo tape
techniques.
Sept. 13 — Premium Advertising Conference,
morning only, in conjunction with four-day New
York Premium Show at Hotel Astor, both sponsored by Premium Advertising Assn. of America
Inc. Speakers: William P. Dunham, product group
manager. General Foods Corp.; Henry 0. Whiteside, vice president and research director of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Charles M.
Hanna,ment author-lecturer-economist
and manageconsultant.
Sept. 13 — Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at
Hotel Statler. W.D. (Pete) Moore, advertising
manager. Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp., will present
the Dodge Dart advertising story.
■'Sept. 15 — Sigma Defta Chi Chicago Headline
Club chapter dinner opening 1960-61 season,
Henrici's Restaurant ([\/lerchandise Mart), Chicago. Panel with leading local newsmen will discuss "At What Point Does Coverage Effect the
Story?" Speakers: Bernard Eismann, CBS-Chicago; Bill Conway, AP; Murray Gart, Time Chicago bureau, and Donald Janson, New York Times
Chicago correspondent.
Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Cunningham
& Walsh executives will discuss radio problems.
Sept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Fla.
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, 0+iio.
Sept. 15-17
— British
Assn.B.C.of Broadcasters annual
meeting Columbia
at Kelowna,
Sept. 16 — Broadcasting Executives Club fall
social. 100 Warrenton St., Boston.
Sept. 16 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters officers
and directors meeting. 5 p.m. at Cherry Plaza
Hotel, Orlando.
Sept. 16-18 — UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — ^Assn. Canadienne Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AMFM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Sept. 19-20 — ^Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
on better
radio station
ment. cities)
Pocono Manor
Inn, Pocono
Manor, managePa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.

Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-23 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting. Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Urbana, III.
Sept. 22-2':i — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District convention. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of time to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Awards made by
Advertising Assn. of the West (BROADCASTING,
July 4) will be presented to Hollywood winners.
*Sept.television
26 — Firstbetween
of the series
''Great
on
Sen. ofJohn
F. Debates"
Kennedy,
Democratic candidate, and Vice President Richard
M. Nixon, Republican candidate. 9:30 p.m., EDT..
See story this issue.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren Harris
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
Sept. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention meeting. Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.

OCTOBER
Oct. 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Tentative program plans include session for major state candidates in fall elections.
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel
Statler. Robert Light, president. Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in
a hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting,
NAB Headquarters,
Washington.
Girdle-bra
vertising and theatrical
film clips
used in ad-tv
promotion are among board problems. Plans will
be drawn for integration of code operations
among Washington, New York and Hollywood
offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation anannual
The Queenof Elizainclude International
Arthur HullConvention,
Hayes, president
CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president, and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson vice president.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

The commercial is tlie payoff

bread

butter.

.

.

Lobster Thermidor and Baked Alaska
are fun to eat sometimes . . . but you
wouldn't want to live on them. The
thing that puts roses in the cheeks of
the TV sponsor is that all-important
three minutes of tape or film that
carries the product sell. . . . Here at
Ayer we know that the sponsor's
bread and butter is our bread and
butter. We try to make every commercial so flavorful, so packed with
imagination

and

persuasion, that

the most jaded audience palate will
respond N. W. AYER

& SON,

INC.

Hurtib^ of ^^ayioijlgnies Reached Per Broacicast. Average V4 jiour Per^i3^oUrJ)ay^F^^

[ERE'S PROOF^
ain

according to
April I May
Nielsen 1960

len^then^

WLW Radio now commands almost 6 times the total daytime audience as its nearest
competitor . . . and 40% of the metropolitan Cincinnati daytime audience!
WLW Radio has increased its total daytime audience 12% in 3 months . . . 52% in
one year! And has increased its metropolitan daytime audience 14%) m. 3 months . . .
29% in one year!
These WLW

spectacular audience ratings are due to two important factors:

— Number- of Ratlio Homes Reached Per Broadcast. Average % Honr Per "3-Hour Day Part-6 AM tb 6 PM ~

Station B
Station C
Station D
^

Station E

60,000

; 50,000^

80,000

70,000

1. The WLW World's-Highest-Fidelity AM Transmission— developed exclusively by
Crosley Broadcasting engineers.
2. The WLW programming— a concept of programming with broad audience appeal,
especially in music, news and information.
So when buying Radio time, take one look at these audience charts here . . . and
you'll see why you should call your WLW

.12,Q0Q

Representative!

14,000

18,009/^
;,ooo-

The

BilfLW

rad^^

with duSienct 2mSn^J_
top IQ in Americd-~L~u
and first in Cincinnati

^

World's Highest Fidelity
Radio Station 3 8th year

Crosley Broadcasirng^XorjpTefraTior^^

. . . but the

SAME

great
ming
program

that have dominated
Charlotte

Radio

for the past 3 years!

49ao

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Still the best

radio

buy
in Charlotte
National Representatives
ADAM YOUNG, INC.
18 (DATEBOOK)

eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 10 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N, Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
better radio
ment. Town
House,on Omaha,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers national electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th an
nual convention. Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 13-15 — IVIutual Advertising Agency Networl<
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco.
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section. Central Canada
Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
■'Nov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Lennox
Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 14-16
— Broadcasters'
Assn, New
annual convention.
Sheraton Promotion
Charles Hotel,
Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,

will be keynote speaker. Among topics on agenda:
color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other
probes, audience surveys and the role of video tape,
graphic arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
■Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting, Fresno.
■Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors annual meeting, Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
*Nov. 30-Dec. 3— Sigma Delta Chi national convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York. Schedule calls
for registration and opening night buffet, convention sessions through annual evening banquet
Dec. 2, closing morning meeting and afternoon
visit to United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention activity of SDX executive council Dec. 4.
JANUARY 1961
*Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman,
board chairman of Genesco Corp., will speak at
the
opening-day
ler-Hilton
Hotel, luncheon.
New YorkGrand
City. Ballroom, StatJan. 13-14
Oklahoma City.
Broadcasters' Assn. Biltmore Hotel,— Oklahoma

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).

Sept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT southern area
Musicson City,
USA conference,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. Andrew JackSept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT New England conference, Springfield, Mass.
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
—
Harrisburg, AWRT
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.

NBC -TV
Sept.
5-9, part.
12-14 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price
is Right,
Sept.
5-9,
12-14
Could Be You, part. (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Sept. 5 (10-11 p.m.) Murder and the
Android, Purex through Edward H. Weiss.
Sept. 6 (9:30-10 p.m.) Arthur Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and Sterling Drug through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Sept. Lever
7, 14through
(8:30-9Ogiivy,
p.m.) Benson
Price Is&
Right,
Mather and Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel.
Sept. 9 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drug through Grey Adv.
Sept. 9 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
Sept. 10 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco through
Ted Bates.
Sept. 10 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Sept. 10 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 11 (conclusion of baseball game
to 6:30 p.m.) National Singles Tennis
Championships, sust.
Sept. 10 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) World
Wide '60, sust.
Sept. 11 (8-9 p.m.) Music on Ice, sust.
Sept. 11 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

'Jan. 21-22 Palmer
— Ninth House,
annual Chicago.
Retail Advertising
Conference,
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional Group on
Military Electronics and Los Angeles section. Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with
Arthur N. Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S.
La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Calif. Convention will be held in Biltmore Hotel, that city.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns. Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
APRIL
'April 6-8Billings,
— Montana
meeting.
Mont. Broadcasters Assn. annual
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25—
AWRT
ference. Skirvin
Hotel,southwest
Oklahoma area
City. con-

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb
14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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from NORTON

W. MOGGE,

president, Atherton Mogge Privett Inc., Lo3 Angeles

How
radio
boosts
sales
for
Seven-Up
Good Neighbor Policy ■ Dominance
All advertising media are good.
spots, some as long as 60-seconds, but
is not the only advantage radio has to
I say that quite often and I firmly the trend is strongly to 10-second comoffer. Radio is a personal medium, an
mercials. These are placed by our media
believe it, although I sometimes have
all-the-time medium. It goes with the
trouble convincing media people that director, Jane Leider, on leading Los
listener from room to room at home
Angeles
area
radio
stations
in
conjuncI do, especially when I've just rejected
and away from home in the car, at
tion with news and weather reports,
a proposal that a particular medium is
the beach and practically every place
just what the doctor ordered for each sports commentaries (Bob Kelley's
else. And it gives the advertiser a
Parade
of
Sports
has
carried
Seven-Up
and every one of our agency's accounts.
spots since 1957) and programs of chance not merely to be a fellow travBut, while all media are good, how
eler but a friendly, helpful companion.
good they are for an individual product
various kinds, including John Mcor service depends on how carefully
To a product like Seven-Up, whose conShane's
after-midnight
On
Til
Dawn
show.
suming public includes virtually every
they are selected to do the job the adindividual of all ages, both sexes and
In the last year radio spots have been
vertiser wants done and how effectively
every
size and shape, this is a great
they are used. Buy them all and you used on a greater scale than previously.
advantage.
scatter your shots too widely to ever Again, it is our aim to dominate with
create a strong selling impression any- many short messages. The number of
During the late night hours, Sevenwhere.
spots now runs, on the average, beUp
has been encouraging wakeful listentween 150 and 300 a week. Add sports
ers to John McShane to pay back a
Be Dominant ■ That's true even for
most national advertisers and it's doubly programs, news broadcasts and time
helpful neighbor by nominating him —
true for the regional advertiser with a signals and it is easy to see that radio
or more probably her — as "Neighbor of
is
the
dominant
medium
in
the
Sevencomparatively modest budget. For him,
the Month." Every month since March,
Up
plan
of
advertising.
the best strategy is to be big and doma hi-fi set has been sent to some good
inant in one medium and to let the
Samaritan because of a letter about his
others go by the boards.
good deeds sent to John McShane. Each
Take one of our clients, the Sevenmonth the writer of the winning letter
Up Botding Co. of Los Angeles. In its
also has received a hi-fi set. The five
market area, Los Angeles and Orange
Good Neighbor runners-up (the five
counties in Southern California, surletter writers) were each presented with
veys show Seven-Up the beverage found
five cases of Seven-Up each month.
in most homes. Distribution is excellent.
Get Out & Vote ■ After six months
A hard-hitting driver-sales force covers
the
Good Neighbor mail is starting to
the trade most effectively from one end
slack off, so we're switching to anof the territory to the other.
other tack and launching a "Be sure
At the national level, Seven-Up is adto vote" drive. Radio permits a sponvertised bythe parent company (headsor like Seven-Up to show good citizenquartered in St. Louis) with outdoor
ship as well as neighborliness in a way
posters, television (mostly participathat people appreciate and at a cost
tions in well known national shows),
such an advertiser can afford.
magazines and certain other special
I wish I had some glowing tale of
publications. All of this advertising has
how
a single radio announcement or
a heavy circulation in the Southern
California area.
program sold a million cases of SevenSpots and Sports ■ For the local efdon't
We make
But I haven't.
Up inovernight.
go
for radio specials
that would
fort, Seven-Up Bottling Co. of Los
it possible to segregate sales produced
Angeles concentrates on radio, mosdy
by radio from those of other media
10-second and 30-second spots, but with
used to advertise this bottled beverage,
some programs, chiefly special sports
whose packaging does not lend itself
events. Seven-Up Bottling has sponto box-top offers.
sored the Rams-Redskins Times charity
football game in August of each year,
What we have done, as I hope I've
as well as the AU-Star Pro Bowl game
Agency veteran "Nort" Mogge is made plain by now, is to use radio to
iu January, also a charity event, on Los
known as a food marketing specialremind people as many times a day as
Angeles radio stations.
ist. For 13 years he has been president
the budget will permit that Seven-Up is
These radio sportscasts tie in with
of Atherton Mogge Privett Inc. and its a good soft drink and that if they try
another sports activity of the company,
predecessor, Mogge-Privett Inc. Before
it they'll probably like it.
that he spent 13 years with J. Walter
the Seven-Up Youth Foundation, which
We in the agency, as in top manageprovides uniforms and equipment for
Thompson Co. in Seattle and Los Anment of the Seven-Up Bottling Co. of
geles,
first
having
worked
for
four
Los Angeles, believe that the policy of
boys' junior baseball teams. More than
650 teams of the Little League, Pony
years with Lord & Thomas in San making radio the dominant medium for
League, Babe Ruth and Park & RecFrancisco. After graduation from Michhas achieved the desired reigan State U., Mr. Mogge worked for Seven-Up
reation circuits benefit from this prosults. And the year-by-year increase in
gram. And the youth foundation work
Sunkist Growers, Northwestern Fruit
Seven-Up sales in Los Angeles and
has led to more radio for Seven-Up in Exchange, Meredith Pub. Co. and
Orange
counties since we began majorlocal broadcasts of Litde League games.
California Prune Industry before ening
in
radio
is pretty convincing evitering agency field.
But chiefly, Seven-Up goes in for
20
dence that we're right.
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Time is the universal property. Man shares it ahke
with the animate and the inanimate. It is a dimension
in which he participates only, and the measure of
his effectiveness is history.

makes it possible for more members of our community to experience more in, of and from Time,
more immediately, with more people, than any
other medium of communication.

As a medium of communication, that portion of Time
which we share most immediately with our community isof particular import to us. From Baltimore,
WBAL-TV shares daily in the Time of some 2,570,500
men, women and children who constitute the
Maryland Market. From Baltimore, WBAL-TV
participates in the same Time dimension as nearly
700,000 television households that exist at this Time
within our coverage area. From Baltimore, WBAL-TV
*Time is my estate, to Time I'm heir . . Goethe

''Time is my estate ..." the philosopher says. It is
yours, too, and ours. In Baltimore, you can participate in Time wisely through the facilities of WBAL
Television 11. The history of our sales success is the
measure of our effectiveness.
NBC Affiliate/Channel 11 /Associated with WBAL-AM

& FM.

WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

OPEN
PENINSULA
GAN'S
CHI
MIUPPER
IS EASILY AVAILABLE
NOW

The

New

$100,000,000

BIG-MAC
Bridge
carries thousands to the U. P. daily!
Paul Bunyan Television
WPBN-TV
WTOM-TV
Traverse City
Cheboygan
One Rate Card
Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties
INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P.
and parts of Canada
Offering the Only Principal
City Grade and Grade A
coverage to Traverse City,
Cheboygan, and much of Resort-Rich
Northern Michigan
Reach the MOST homes with P
7000 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, Noon-6 PM)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2800 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)
* ARB (March, 1960)

BN *
Sta. B.
Sta. B.
Sta. B.
Sta. B.

MIKE^

Magnet of attention
editor: Thanks for sending me those
extra reprints of the article in Broadcasting of July 25 on which I have
had a lot of embarrassingly flattering
comments [Our Respects to, page
97]. — Leo Burnett, Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago.
No opera at 4 a.m.
editor: If possible, would you please
send me 20 reprints of your article reporting on my study of the Los Angeles
broadcast schedules? The article ["So
you can't get opera at 4 a.m."] appears
on page 60 of your issue of Aug. 15 . . .
— James A. Brown, S.J., U. of Detroit,
Detroit.
[Reprints are available. 5<j: each. — The
Editors.]

Number

One

single station
market
in
America!

End of the 'soaps'
editor: Your article ("Era ends as
soaps leave radio," page 27, Aug. 22)
re the photo at the bottom of the page
which shows Frank and Anne Hummert. Isn't one of the "unidentified"
men (second from left) actually Karl
Swenson who in those hey days of the
soaps played Lord Henry Brenthrop on
Our Gal Sunday (CBS) and the title
role on Lorenzo Jones (NBC) and has
since left the radio circles of New York
to appear in the movies out here in
Hollywood?
I enjoyed that story very much and
recall nearly all of those 45 or so soap
operas that were on the air back in
1940. I think it should be mentioned
also that Chicago was the "soap opera
city," in that the majority of the daytime serials originated from the windy
city. — Doug Cramer, Cramer Productions, Los Angeles.

r
tiore TV h

'^®'"«

Yearbook helps to sell
editor . . . Your Yearbook is an
excellent ready reference of . . . stations
. . . Our Engineering Dept. wears thin
the copy we normally get each year and
I am hoping to get an additional copy
of the Yearbook for use in the Sales
Dept. — W. H. Jaeger, Bird Electronic
Corp., Cleveland.
[The new Yearbook number will be published later this month and will be available at $4 per copy. — The Editors.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add Sl.OO
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues 35# peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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the
-TV
WTHI

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL
10
TERRE

HAUTE,

INDIANA
Represented by THE BOLLING CO.
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NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR

REGIONAL

AND

LOCAL

SPONSORSHIP

The hard-hitting, no-punches-pulled story
of a police undercover
the TIGHTROPE

between

agent who walks
life and death!

Right off a successful run on the CBS-TV Network, TIGHTROPE is ready to win its biggest
audiences yet!
During its network run, against one of television's top-ten programs, TIGHTROPE boosted
its time period share of audience 45.4%— going
from a 26.4%

share in September to a first-

place 38.4% in May.*
Now, this exciting series is ready to put your
station up in front of its competitors!

Starring MIKE

CONNORS

the most appealing new male personality in years

37 half-hour films
available immediately.
For details, contact

INC.
SCREEN
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK . DETROIT • CHICAGO • HOUSTON • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • TORONTO
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Source:
Nielsen Television Index.
October 1 (September 29. 1959 telecast)
and June 1 (May 31. 1960 telecast)
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both "Dr. *Nielsen" and "Dr. *ARB"

say it's not a psychosis,

but a FACT!

We're being watched seven days
a week by the MAJORITY of TV
viewers

in the

rich Rochester,

New York, area!— By folks who
can afford to BUY your product!
*ARB Report, March, 1960
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QUAKER
WESTERN

OATS

COMPANY

MARKETS!

"ThePETER
Day
The
LIND
HAYES

Devil Hid"

ERNIE KOVACS
"Author at Work"

JOANNE DRU
"Capital Gains"
JUST

OFF
FOR

JULIE ADAMS
"Minister Accused"

THE

NBC

NETWORK...

LOCAL

AND

REGIONAL

NOW

AVAILABLE

SPONSORSHIP

For the second straight year, The Quaker Oats Company
has bought the re-runs of this outstanding series in 20 Western
markets. THE AWARD THEATRE was originally presented on
the NBC

network as the Emmy

Award winning "Alcoa-Goodyear

Theatre."
Impressively produced and brilliantly acted by all-star casts
...THE AWARD THEATRE gives advertisers the opportunity to present their sales messages in an atmosphere of prestige and quality. THE AWARD THEATRE belongs in your sponsorship plans!

FOR DETAILS ABOUT ALL 78 HALF HOURS, CONTACT
INC.
SCREEN
m
GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK . DETROIT . CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOLLYWOOD . ATLANTA • TORONTO
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NOW

SHAPING

UP:

1961-62

SEASON

1960-61 schedules haven't begun but tv networks are
already blocking out shows to be seen a year from now
The first important network decisions
and plans for 1961-62 programming
are under way a full year ahead of the
season's start, promising some — but no
major — changes in regularly scheduled
tv program fare a year from now.
Networks and producers, and in
some cases the major agencies, are already engaged in the preliminary process of screening properties and ideas
and earmarking those that appear to
hold promise.
Each of the networks is planning far
in advance of the point reached at this
time a year ago. All are working hard
on 1961-62 planning, even though the
1960-61 season has not yet begun.
The main impetus for this stepped-up
planning is the increasing competition
j among the networks for the most deI sirable production talent and ideas
available. Into this scramble has been
injected the rising trend toward more
pilot financing by the networks. This
pressure has served to activate program
executives' travel to and from Los
I Angeles, heart of tv film making.
Major production companies — iniIIeluding such firms as Screen Gems, Four
I Star Television, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
The

busy

MCA-Revue, Desilu, Ziv-United Artists
Tv, Warner Bros, and 20th Century
Fox, which together are responsible for
most tv film packaging — are reported
to be in the active stage in preparing
material for the 1961-62 season.
Finished Pilots ■ Some pilots already have been made. Four Star has
a pilot on a new series, The Freshman,
that stars Gertrude Berg. Screen Gems
has completed a pilot on Trouble at his
Heels, featuring Robert Sterling, and
has several series in the works, as has
Four Star.
An executive for one of the major
tv film houses, who only last week returned to New York after a lengthy stay
in Hollywood, reported that "network
teams" were scouting all producers,
learning what production talent is available and what is exclusively tied to individual companies. This information
is necessary to network decisions on
pilot financing.
Most executives agree that the buying
season for 1961-62 will lag behind program preparation. But product should
be well worked out — and in many cases
with a working agreement among network, producer and advertiser — once

program

chiefs

the buying season does begin.
A cross-section of major agencies was
checked by Broadcasting last week on
the status of 1961-62 season planning.
These included J. Walter Thompson,
Young & Rubicam, McCann-Erickson,
N.W. Ayer, Grey Adv. and Cunningham & Walsh.
The agency consensus: For the 196162 season, programming will be assembled much earlier than ever before. Some
of the agencies appeared to be closer to
working deals than were others. The
agencies agreed, however, that clients
cannot buy this early, that most do not
buy from scripts, and a few agency executives felt emphatically that the buying season will continue to fall within
the "normal" February-April period.
More of Same ■ On the whole, program planners among the networks,
agencies and production firms do not
anticipate a radical shift in program
popularity
Here's
prevailing in
opinion1960-61.
runs among
the how
program
experts :
There'll be a reversal in position of
action-adventure to westerns. Action-adventure shows should take the lead, with
westerns showing a slight decline but

of television

networks

What holdovers from
How many of the programs in the
television networks' upcoming fall
nighttime schedule will be around a
year from now?
If the past year's experience is any
clue, about 40% won't be. And
about 60% of this fall's 46 new
series will not see a second season.
The relationship of survivors to
casualties is the subject of an internal study by McCann-Erickson's
M-E Productions, made available to
Broadcasting last week.
Fifteen new programs — programs
that were new last season — are being
held over. Of these, nine appear in
a Top 40 ratings list based on
Nielsen reports for the period June
6-Aug. 7 (McCann-Erickson says the
summer months' viewing statistics
usually average out proportionately
to about what they are during the
January-February period of more
intensive viewing) .
Twelve shows that were new in
1959-60 made this Top 40 list. Of
these, the three that will not be
renewed — Mr. Lucky and Tightrope
on CBS and Alaskans on ABC — are
felt to have benefitted from strong
time periods to which they did not
bring enough audience appeal of
their own. The only other Top 40
show not renewed, the veteran
firmly in second place. Situation comedy ought to run a very strong third
but the point is being reached where
only the very strong shows in this
category will make it.
This is the way some of the leading
network, agency and production officials
capsuled their views:
At ABC-TV ■ Current planning has an
estimated 16 shows in various forms of
development, some 10 of these to be
carried through to pilot and 6 or 7 of
the 16 expected to obtain a berth in
the 1961-62 schedule.
Thomas W. Moore, vice president in
charge of tv network programming and
talent, compares advance planning to
the staging of a bomb run — modifications in the plan are made while the
attack is in progress. At present, the
network is "talking to everybody in the
business;" some commitments already
have been made and in general pilots
should be turned out earlier than in past
experience.
ABC-TV expects some "turnover";
in Warner Bros, shows by 1961-62 and
already is in agreement with the studio
on "program developments." There are
also commitments on pilots with Desilu
Productions, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
20th Century Fox and Four Star Tele28 (THE 1961-62 SEASON)

this

year

to next?

Father Knows Best, was dropped because star Robert Young left the
program.
The 15 new-in-1959 programs renewed for this fall are the nine in
the June-July Top 40 — Untouchables, Detectives, Twilight Zone,
Hennesey, June Allyson Show, Rebel, Adventures in Paradise, Dobie
Gillis and Dennis the Menace, listing
in order of June-July ratings — and
Hawaiian Eye, Deputy, Bonanza,
Laratnie, Riverboat and Take a
Good Look.
Other renewals for 1960-61 include 21 oldtimers in the Top 40
list and 25 other programs which
were off the air for the summer —
including Jack Benny, Red Skelton,
Garry Moore, Perry Como and
Dinah Shore — or for other reasons
did not make that Top 40. In all,
61 programs were renewed, 41 wjre
dropped.
It was pointed out that 1959-60's
"new" programs fared slightly better
than new programs in prior years.
The 15 that survived from 1959-60
to 1960-61 compared with 12 new
entries held over the year before
and 10 the year before that. Of the
top-rated 36 shows renewed this
fall, 21 have been on the air at least
three seasons.
vision, and the network expects a few
more this month. ABC-TV anticipates
a programming commitment with Walt
Disney Productions, indicating that the
Disney-NBC-TV talks will not entail exclusivity. From experience, it's assumed
three-fourths of the pilots committed
will be given a production go-ahead.
It's too early, in Mr. Moore's opinion, to detect absolute 1961-62 trends
in program types, though some new
straws in the wind include consideration
of cartoon series of the calibre of
Flintstones (Screen Gems' entry on
ABC-TV next season) and possible concentration on the one-hour situation
comedy. He sees no radical changes,
noting that program trends are gradual.
"Creativity is a slow process, one that
takes
time." officially announced last
ABC-TV
winter that it is developing a tv series
— a half-hour weekly program with a
working title of The Great Barnuni.
At CBS-TV ■ It is estimated that a
third of the 25 projects CBS has in
various stages of development for the
1961-62 season will be committed for
pilot production. The projected programs fall in a broad range of types,
the weeding-out process to take place
as the upcoming 1960-61 season gets

underway and trends are analyzed.
These projects — in oudine or script
form — include both hour-long and halfhour formats, according to Oscar Katz,
CBS-TV's programming vice president.
Staff and outside producers are at work
on outlines, the network retaining the
right to go to script or to drop the
CBS-TVwith
already
"assembled"
project.
material
ScreenhasGems,
MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and Four Star Television. Commented Mr. Katz: network
program executives have been traveling
coast-to-coast "for months."
At NBC-TV ■ David Levy, vice
president in charge of programs and
talent, estimated NBC-TV has about
10-12 properties "going into script" for
the 1961-62 season. Half of these may
be brought along to pilot stage.
As yet none is being produced, but
NBC-TV has several properties for
which pilots were made in the 196061 season and are available for 61-62.
Among them: Three Wishes, a halfhour comedy (Diane Jergens, Gustavo
Rojo and Wallace Ford are the stars;
Robert Welch is the producer and Andrew McCullough directed the pilot);
The A venger, a half-hour western (starring Vic Morrow and developed by
Frank Telford, an NBC program development executive); The Blue and
the Gray, a Civil War piece of an hour
length and starring Darryl Hickman
and
Dick Davalos
Telford'sa
development);
One (also
HappyMr. Family,
situation comedy; Port of Entry, an
action-adventure series, and Barbarians,
a period
adventurealsoof has
an hour's
length.a
The network
announced
few properties for '61-62. Among them:
six classics (four already announced
are "Camille," "Nana," "Jane Eyre"
and "Intermezzo") which will be 90 to
1 20 minute dramatic colorcasts; NewYork Ledger, an hour-long drama series
createdative
by services)
NBC's and
RossPanama,
Donaldson
also(crean
hour-long action-adventure series filmed
in color in Central America and the
Caribbean. There's been a report of a
pending Walt Disney deal with NBC to
take effect in the '61-62 season.
Mr. Levy said that it had become a
"tortuous path" in programming with
decisions which formerly were made
four or five months before the season's
start now being made some nine months
in advance. But it's become necessary,
he
gain "more time" and
thus thought,
enhance toquality.
The NBC-TV program chief believes
that the networks must break from the
pattern of action-adventure and even
situation comedy to a degree, and he
expects this trend will have begun by
1961-62. This is the area of "credibility'' toward, which, he said, the networks have been reaching. Mr. Levy
BROADCASTING, Sepfember 5, 1960
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WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

"LITTLE
ARE

PEOPLE"

WATCHING!

Talk about reaching influentials ! Every weekday, thousands of
brand-conscious kids come to attention for WHO-TV's
children's shows.

popular

At mid-day the "Cartoon Town" segment (12:10 p.m.-12:40
p.m.) of Family Theatre sets the pace with No. 1 position in
both homes reached and metropolitan ratings (see ARB below).
And in the afternoon, the cartoon and comedy segment (4 p.m.4:45 p.m.) of Early Show is tops in all departments.
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Announcements in these popular WHO-TV shows are available at a phenomenally low cost per thousand !

WHO

WHO-TV's excellent station-time "program mix" attracts
every segment of the Central Iowa audience morning, afternoon

WHO
WHO

WHO

and night. One of America's greatest film libraries* helps get
the job done!

WHO

Whether you want little people, big people or both,
WHO-TV reaches them all in Central Iowa. Ask your PGW
Colonel for specifics!

TV
V

WHO
WHO

^MGM Package WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard"
if "Showcase Package" NTA "Dream," "Cha»ipagne,"
"Lion" -k SCREEN GEMS "Sweet 65" ★ HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" M and A ALEXand others.ANDER "Imperial Prestige" -k PARAMOUNT LIBRARY

WHO
WHO
wro
WHO
WHO

ARB SURVEY
Des Moines Television Audience • June, 1960
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
(AVERAGE PER QUARTER HOUR)
:4S p.m.
12:10 p.m. -12:40 p.m.
4Total
p.m. -4 Children
Children
Total
Viewing
42.3%
Viewing
Homes
42.1%
48.5%
Homes
24.8%
36.4%
59.0%
21.3%
18.2%
WHO-TV
33.3%
7.7%
33.1%
33.3%
Station B
Station C

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio. Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO
WHO
WHO

Channel

13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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said Outlaws, a new entry on NBC-TV
in the upcoming season, was "rooted in
credibility." He thought westerns would
continue as a staple form. There's room,
he added, for shows which do not "look
artificial with synthetic people" but deal
with real people.
At Screen Gems ■ William Dozier,
vice president in charge of west coast
activities, Screen Gems, said: "We do
not plan to submit our pilots earlier for
the '61-62 season than we have done in
the past. It so happens, however, that
we are producing pilots early. The
reason is that we have these projects
ready and so we go ahead with them.
For instance, we have just completed a
pilot of a new series. Trouble at his
Heels, starring Robert Sterling."
Mr. Dozier indicated that pilots will
be submitted, as is usual at Screen
Gems, during October, November and
December. He reported that SG executives have had some discussions with
agency and network officials about the
'61-62 season.

Screen Gems has about 15 or 20 program series in various stages of development at this point, Mr. Dozier
said. One series already has been sold
but he would not reveal the buyer.
Mr. Dozier indicated he does not believe in the early showing of pilots. He
observed: "You can be too early with
a pilot and when it's around a while,
its value is diminished."
With respect to programming trends,
Mr. Dozier would say only that there
would be "fewer westerns" in 1961-62.
He would not elaborate on other areas.
It is known that Screen Gems has several adventure series under consideration, including two with the working
titles of Tangiers and Macao.
At Four Star ■ Thomas J. McDermott, executive vice president of Four
Star Television, reported his company
already is developing 10-12 series for
the '61-62 season and that in time probably would add three or four more. But
pilots will not be made of all.
Asked if he'd be showing the Gert-

BROADCAST
CRANBERRY

rude Berg pilot which he acknowledged
that Four Star had completed, Mr. McDermott said the firm probably would
hold off until the end of February in
most
filmed cases
early. in which a pilot has been
Mr. McDermott, who formerly was a
Benton & Bowles executive, emphasized
the buying season can be advanced only
so far. "Few sponsors can make deals
when
not advertisers
there to see."to
It alsotheisproduct
difficultis for
commit monies a year in advance of
the new fiscal period. He thought the
buying season as usual would come
after Jan. 1, the bulk of it in March,
April and May.
Preliminary talks are now under way
for new programming in the 1961-62
season among networks, agencies and
producers, Mr. McDermott noted, with
the aim two-fold: to become as
knowledgeable as fast as possible and to
get
a "first crack" — an option or an
understanding.
The Network Power ■ The networks
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Aim of a record budget: to wipe out '59 cancer-scare setback
The cranberry industry has picked
Wiped Clean ■ That report cited to the grower fell from $11-12 to $7-8
television for the top role in its efi'ort laboratory tests indicating a weed killer per barrel, with the government forced
to buttress the cranberry farmer with an
to reinstate cranberries as popular din- used by some growers was a possible
source of cancer in rats. Result was
estimated $10 million in grants-in-aid).
ner fare during the ThanksgivingThe cooperative also had enjoyed a
Christmas period.
circulation of the report in the nation's
short-lived cranberry juice radio regionnews
media
serving
to
wipe
cranberries
An estimated 60% of the season's
off dinner plates as restaurants deleted
al test designed to implant a new crancrop is sold in the October-December
the food from menus and stores took
period. In these three months this year.
productThis
on grocers'
and
in the berry
home.
was testedshelves
even furOcean Spray Cranberries Inc. will cans olT shelves.
ther in television, the company then
spend an estimated $1 million in a
Ocean Spray is a marketing organization that represents 75% of the U.S.
adopting a premise that tv would aprecord tv push. The sum represents twogrowers who make up an estimated $40
thirds of the approximate total adverpear to be the cheapest, most efi'ective
million a year business. This year and long lasting medium.
tising BBDO, New York, will bill on
Tv Roots ■ The tentative conclusion
Ocean Spray in the cranberry season.
cranberry bogs are expected to bring
Television plans encompass:
received permanency when the cranin a bumper crop. Advertising funds
berry people and the agency in looking
■ A spot campaign that will run in are pinned to an arbitrary assessment
at past sales found that it was precisely
on each barrel depending on anticiflights in the nation's top 50 markets.
in the top 30 markets in which cran■ An "experimental" special hour it
pated sales.
berries were advertised on television
But the record outlay this season
will sponsor on NBC-TV: "Story of a
in
1958-59
that sales stood up the best
includes additional monies placed in
Family" in the 7:30-8:30 p.m. period
the coffer because of the unusual cir- in the ugly period last year. This unon Nov. 17 in the pre-Thanksgiving
week.
cumstances in a life-and-death struggle
derscored the "lasting" or "carry over"
eifects of tv.
of an industry.
The cranberry growers' campaign
Cranberry advertising by Ocean
The comeback trail was staked out
will put tv to a unique test because that
medium has been selected to carry the first in print advertising in the spring Spray traditionally follows a two-ply
brunt of advertising designed to re- when a less ambitious four-week spring approach: foremost the promotion of
cranberry sauce as a desirable food,
campaign touted the food as a dinner
capture the product's primary market.
and secondly Ocean Spray as a brand.
At one time, Ocean Spray, assured
product at Easter. From this nibble
The media planning considers spot
of its sales niche at Thanksgiving time,
at public attitudes has come the big
tv as the basic advertising vehicle
tv bite for the fall.
had advertised to broaden the purchase
backed by some print. The advertising
An unusual history of advertising
of canned sauce the year round. But
is in two parts and there will be a set
this was before the fall of 1959, when
precedes the tv plunge. Ocean Spray
in the 1958-59 season had been in the of commercials for each: (1) the sales of
in the middle of the peak selling season
cranberries, and (2) of canned
a government report nipped potential
top 30 markets via spot television be- fresh
sauces.
sales in the bud.
fore the debacle of 1959. (The return
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continue to dominate the program field.
This is mainly because of the networks'
financing role. The hour-long program,
especially, is in the domain of the network. But many agencies now are
searching diligently for new program
ideas or properties for 1961-62. mostly
in the half-hour form. There's a tendency for advertisers to seek an early
first option on sponsorship of a show irrespective of licensing. Some agencies,
however, manage to achieve the same
thing through a mutual understanding
with the network and the producer.
There's undercurrent talk in agency
ranks of a building trend by advertisers to finance pilots not for the control or ownership of the program but
for that "first option" on the series.
(Should they decline the option, losses
seldom are more than nominal and
often fully recouped in the sales of the
program to some other advertiser or to
a network.)
There were some hints of speedy action by agencies on behalf of clients to
Fresh cranberries have never been
il advertised before. It'll be done this
year because of the unusual drive for
turnover, because of a bumper crop
and a short season.
Test Panel ■ BBDO has been test
I paneling three different commercials
'i for canned sauce. It's expected one
j of these commercials will be selected as
the heavy campaigner. The three: a
j| commercial concerned with the historical background of cranberry eating,
another pointing up the product's eating
as ail-American, and a third (and probably the commercial to be used) which
'I musically associates the product with
freshness and wholesomeness. All advertising will make use of the Good
Housekeeping seal, to emphasize in
general that the product is wholesome.
In the NBC-TV special — it's to be
produced and directed by Joseph Krumgold under the supervision of Irving F.
Gitlin, executive producer, creative
projects for NBC news and public affairs— Ocean Spray plans for an association with a program that's new and
different to tv. The show is designed
to make use of a "reporting" technique
to tell a story of a typical American
family through periods of both trouble
and fortune. Actress Jane Wyatt has
been signed as narrator for the series
1 that also will touch on Thanksgiving as
I a family festival.
j In that program. Ocean Spray in• tends to place 2 two-minute commercials and a pair of one-minute messages,
the former commercials with "low-key
sell". (Among the plans: a commercial
that will use still pictures of lithographs and prints of the Thanksgiving
holiday).

wrap up properties well in advance of
the general timetable. There were these
comments:
Said one executive: "We are more
than several months ahead in our program planning. We will see our first
pilots within the next 10 days, and expect to have seen most before Jan. 1."
Another agency executive: "Our
thinking on programs began before
buying ended on the other (1960-61)
season. We have seen 50-60 scripts for
'61-62, the bulk from producers. We
are at least one or two months ahead
of last year's pace."
Another agencyman said: "I've seen
12 series, six in detailed synopses with
another three or four episodes outlined; another six had scripts for about
twoTwo
episodes."
Big Buyers ■ N.W. Ayer and
McCann-Erickson reported they have
read dozens of scripts. C. Terence Clyne
of McCann-Erickson noted his agency
had "ideas" which amounted to perhaps a half-dozen projects of interest

Pulling wool out of water ■ When
a commercial calls for a waterfall,
and there's not one readily available
in New York, build one. Or at least,
that's what Daniel & Charles decided
on as a solution to a problem posed
by client Woolite Inc., Los Angeles.
A filmed commercial was desired
that would point up the cold water
rinse magical quality of soap product
Woolite, a cleaner for woolen sweaters and blouses.
The agency's Lincoln Diamant,
vice president in charge of tv-radio,
and production firm Elliot, Unger &
Elliot in New York, went to work

for '61-62, predicted a return to more
live drama and musicals, less violence
and more dramatic formats within
filmed series and a decline in situation
comedy output (after the 1960-61 season he thought the number would be
cut in half).
Mr. Clyne expected to see a halfdozen pilots before the first of the year
and thought the pre-seasonal activity
would reach a peak in March or April.
Tom Calhoun, who heads program
production at N.W. Ayer, said his department had read nearly 50 scripts or
synopses and by the time Warren Warner of his unit arrives in Hollywood
early this month to discuss some of the
more promising ones with producers,
he will have studied nearly 100. Mr.
Calhoun, and Joe Rines of his department, only last week returned from a
trip abroad where they boned up on
what's available abroad. His prognostication: pilot films will reach the market
as early as November 1960 whereas in
the past "it has been early February."

on the problem. Finally the EU&E
director Larry Goldwasser and designer Pete Johnke constructed a
home-made waterfall in their studio.
It included a curtain of water that on
cue pulled aside on curtain traverses
(at left in photo), a garment
mounted on invisible glass and a
continuous cascade of Woolite suds
pumped through piping and down
another sheet of glass.
The Woolite spot starts Sept. 12 in
a 10-week crosscountry campaign
that will call for saturation placement in 14 top markets. It's the first
major use of spot tv by the client.
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Data released last week by Television Bureau of Advertising
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF METWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
2nd 1Quarter
J Line
J 3n .- J un6
Jan. -June
7DU
1959
Agriculture & farming
$
216,611
$1,209,095
$
642,468
$1,048,140
Apparel, footwear & accessories
2,916,782
710,217
4,223,212
2,824,957
Automotive, automotive accessories
13,115,209
26,790,359
& equipment
23,073,047
3,532,204
Beer, wine
1,802,858
4,030,002
708,742
2,760,541
Building materials.
207,531
equipment & fixtures
886,589
1,396,132
1,575,991
Confectionery & soft drinks
3,539,503
1,078,640
8,267,804
6,203,622
102,110
Consumer services
781,241
1,689,939
2,032,807
41,587,332
Drugs & remedies
18,138,660
5,704,787—
35,465,054
143,517
254,901
Entertainment & amusement
143,517
Food & food products
27,343,787
57,392,516
8,963,886
57,555,312
Freight, industrial &
—
247,530
54,290
agricultural development
235,587
Gasoline lubricants & other fuels
1,155,251—
7,685,827
3,551,129
2,187,148
273,353
371,250
Horticulture
240,016
14,049,990
14,960,832
Household equipment & supplies
8,147,313
2,928,078
Household furnishings
1,718,609
357,786
3,329,265
1,791,151
Industrial materials
10,423,733
4,772,253
10,595,179
1,356,107
Insurance
2,828,960
680,773
5,584,611
5,133,387
915,311
Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
6,782,609
3,533,025
5,992,767
Office equipment, stationery
292,514
& writing supplies
1,028,103
1,735,110
1,961,169
15,940
Publishing & media
36,590
43,904
Radio, tv sets, phonographs.
musical instruments, accessories
2,118,308
1,069,408
289,471
2,901,374
Retail or direct by mail
36,792
36,792
Smoking materials
19,546,620
39,401,889
37,927,340
6,650,538
35,548,883
17,612,321
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
5,768,418
33,798,047
701,657
149,192
Sporting goods & toys
1,311,932
1,258,214
Toiletries & toilet goods
10,469,953
28,039,751
51,995,107
56,099,021
715,062
765,173
269,152
Travel hotels &. resorts
79,961
Miscellaneous
578,109
4,245,145
1,805,731
3,888,934
TOTAL
$336,235,352
$52,912,130 $164,335,671
$308,651,214
ESTI MATED EXPENDITURES
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
June 1960
June 1960
1. Dristan
1. Procter & Gamble
$4,715,527
2. Anacin tablets
790,845
$796,215
2. American Home Products
2,832,114
3. Texaco (general promotion ) 762,810
3. Lever Bros.
2,443,877
4. Crest tooth paste
667,148
4. Colgate-Palmolive
2,040,601
5. Winston cigarettes
5. General Foods
652,634
1,692,611
6.
Phillies
6. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
1,463,970
cigars
595,919
519,394
7.
Salem
cigarettes
7. Gillette
1,208,707
8. Gleem tooth paste
8. Philip Morris
514,325
1,206,467
483,918
9. Bayer aspirin tablets
9. General Motors
1,197,923
10. Chevrolet passenger cars
452,640
10. Sterling Drug
1,107,441
11.
Pall
Mall
cigarettes
445,890
11. Texaco
1,017,080
12. Colgate dental cream
437,455
12. Brown & Williamson
1,013,124
13. Kent cigarettes
949,743
436,320
13. National Biscuit
14. Tide
14. American Tobacco
929,775
434,406
411,931
15. Bufferin
15. National Dairy Products
897,589
ESTI MATED EXPENDITURES
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
TOP 25 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
TOP 25 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
SECOND QUARTER 1960
SECOND QUARTER 1960
1.
1. Anacin tablets
2. Procter & Gamble
$12,506,267
2. Dristan
American Home Products
$2,357,830
2,183,068
8,365,411
3. Texaco (general promotion)
Lever Bros.
6,840,605
1,988,181
Phillies
cigars
4.3. Colgate-Palmolive
5,856,924
7.5. Winston cigarettes
1,874,692
5. General Foods
1,721,234
5,183,500
6.7. General Motors
4. Bayer aspirin tablets
1,652,813
5,131,783
Pall Mall cigarettes
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
4,190,939
1,559,402
8.
8. Sterling Drug
L
&
M
cigarettes
6. Tide
3,957,891
1,346,409
9. Philip Morris
3,201,998
1,323,187
10. Gleem tooth paste
10. Gillette
3,163,387
1,288,459
11.9. Salem cigarettes
12.
11. Texaco
1,280,931
3,006,100
Crest tooth paste
12. Ford Motor
2,916,546
13.
1,253,071
Chevrolet
passenger
cars
Brown
&
Williamson
1,227,800
13.
2,842,789
14. Bufferin
14. General Mills
1,220,579
2,773,835
15.
15. American Tobacco
Marlboro cigarettes
1,201,511
2,733,461
16.
16. National Biscuit
Camel cigarettes
2,658,916
1,188,774
18.
17. Phillips milk of magnesia
17. Kellogg
2,644,903
1,179,472
19.
18. Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Viceroy
cigarettes
2,418,209
1,064,639
19. Bristol-Myers
Ford passenger cars
2,376,510
1,034,066
20. Allstate Insurance Co.
21.
20. Chrysler
2,341,180
1,001,685
21. National Dairy Products
22. Prudential Insurance Co.
2,204,134
998,420
22. Miles Lab.
997,787
2,165,031
Armstrong's
floors & walls
23. S. C. Johnson & Son
23.
24.
Nabisco
cookies
994,746
2,155,441
24. Alberto-Culver
Kent cigarettes
948,897
2,089,789
25. One-A-Day vitamin tablets
25. Bayuk Cigars
944,646
1,884,072 Time
Costs
Only
LNA-BAR: Gross
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■ Agency App'tments
■ Campbell Soup Co., Camden, NJ.,
appoints Leo Burnett Co., to handle
advertising for its Swanson frozen foods
and heat-processed products (about $1.5
million billings), terminating its relationship with Tatham-Laird. Burnett already handles Campbell's tomato juice,
frozen soups and Franco-American
products. (Other Campbell agencies remain unchanged: BBDO for heatprocessed soups; Needham, Louis &
Brorby
for porkjuices.)
& beans and V-8 Cocktail vegetable
■ Sweet-Orr & Co., N.Y. (Work clothes,
industrial uniforms and boys pants), by
mutual agreement has terminated relationship with Kastor Hilton Chesley
Clifford & Atherton Inc., N.Y., effective Sept. 1. Move was taken to allow agency to solicit competitive account, which had not been named as of
last Friday.
■ H.F. Ritchie Co., a subsidiary of the
Beecham Group Ltd., of England, appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.. to
handle marketing of Macleans toothpaste in the U.S.
■ General Foods Ltd names Young &
Rubicam Inc., Toronto, for Canadian
advertising of Gaines Gravy Train dog
food, which will be introduced in
Canada this fall.
n Wilson Sporting Goods Co., Chicago,
appoints Campbell-Mithun, that city, to j
handle its advertising effective Nov. 1.
Roche, Rickard & Cleary, which handled account, will continue to service
Wilson's Ideal dog food, Wilson's B-V
and other products. Campbell-Mithun
was also named to handle Wilson hams,
bacon, sausage, canned meats, MenuPak and portion-controlled meat products.
■ Veri-Kleen Products, Garden Grove,
Calif., has appointed Adams & Keyes,
Los Angeles, as agency for the company's line of carpet cleaners, spot removers and other household products.
A Southern California tv campaign is
planned for fall.
■ Admiral Corp., Chicago, appoints
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, that city,
to handle its commercial electronics account. Agency already handles the
advertising. consumer and international
company's
■ Four more Pepsi-Cola bottling com- ,
panies have named BBDO as their
agency. This makes a total of 16 bottlers announced as having appointed
BBDO after the initial Pepsi-Cola Co.
switch from Kenyon & Eckhardt to ,
BBDO. The four companies are located
in Atlantic City, Jamestown (N.Y. ),
Hickory (N.C.) and Wilmington, Del.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

IN -STORE DISPLAYS
TRADE
SAMPLE

MAILINGS
GIVEAWAYS

BUS CARDS
IN-STORE
DEMONSTRATIONS
POINT-OF- PURCHASE
MATERIALS
PRODUCT SURVEYS
CUENT REPpRTS
.„

Heart of WSOC-TV's merchandising set-up is a display
arrangement with 113 super markets of three key chains
in the Carolinas. Other potent sales stimulators
round out a support program of tremendous worth to
advertisers. To sell big in America's 25th largest
television homes market, use Charlotte's big new
picture... use WSOC-TV.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIG and WHIO-TV, Dayton
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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CAN
KYA

RADIO
volunteers

KYA San Francisco is offering itself
to the radio business as a test vehicle
for a number of commercial practices
advocated by industry leaders and/or
critics. Effective Sept. 15, that Bartell
Group station will institute a new 16point policy designed to try in everyday practice points covering such
things as a single rate, elimination of
multiple spotting and an end to all
barter, per inquiry and percentage
business.
The new policy, guaranteed at the
outset to last at least six months, is the
brainchild of Mort Wagner, executive
vice president of the Bartell Group and
general manager of KYA. It carries the
blessing of Bartell management as an
experiment but not endorsement as a
recommended policy for either other
Bartell stations or other broadcasters.
Besides adopting the initial 16-point
policy, KYA is trying to set up a panel
of industry leaders who would analyze
commercial practices and recommend
adoption of other ideas. Any new idea
so recommended would be guaranteed a
trial of at least 120 days on the station, with a full report on the test made
available to other stations. KYA plans
a report on the effectiveness of its 16point plan after six months, which it
will distribute to all radio stations.
The experiment is restricted only to
commercial or administrative practices,
and will not involve programming.
KYA is primarily a news and popular
music station.
These are the 16 points going into
effect Sept. 15:
1 . One rate card effective no later
than Dec. 15, 1960. Prior to that date
a 20% deduction of Card #8 will be
allowed Bay Area retail businesses with
three or fewer outlets. This is in line
with the recent Station Representative
Assn.'s stand for a single rate (Broadcasting, Aug. 15), except that in the
interim period before the single rate
goes into effect KYA will allow dis-

as
lets.

MAKE
laboratory

PURITY
for survival

2. One sales message between musical selections.
3. A maximum of 18 commercial
units per hour, consisting of 14 minutes,
two 10-second spots and two 20- or 30second spots.
4. Twenty-minute protection and a
maximum two sponsorships per hour
for the same advertiser, unless all parties
are notified and approve to the contrary. Mr. Wagner feels that two commercials per hour are enough for an
advertiser to achieve saturation, and
that any more than that is trying to
the listener. Exceptions to this policy
might be made during certain seasons —
the car buying season in the fall, for
example — if all advertisers concurred in
the exception.
5. Time signals and temperature reports under 10 seconds in length and
newscasts under 41/2 minutes are not
available for sale. Tacking a commercial mention onto the simple announcement of the time is an imbalance of
the commercial over the service provided, Mr. Wagner feels.
6. All announcements may be fixed
at the outset within a half hour. If
fixed, three days' notice of change will
be given if involving a plan, and one
week's notice if a category purchase
(AA, A, etc.). If notice to move is
given, the client has 24 hours, if under
a plan, and 48 hours otherwise to firm
his position and pay accordingly. Mr.
Wagner says this policy will combat
the growing inability of advertisers to
buy any but run-off-schedule positions,
and still allow "plan" purchases. Under
the policy, an advertiser who buys one
spot in A time with another spot to go
in A time if available, or to be moved
into B time if not available, would be
given definite positions within a half
hour period. If another advertiser came
along and offered to pay the full rate
for the A time, the first advertiser would

for each day of
the week August 25-31 as rated by the multi-city 1 Arbitron Instant
Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Date
Program and Time
Network
20.2
Thur., Aug. 25
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
18.1
ABC-TV
21.7
Fri., Aug. 26
Twilight Zone (10 p.m.)
17.6
CBS-TV
21.8
Sat., Aug. 27
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sun.,
What's
My Line
p.m.)
CBS-TV
17.5
IVlon., Aug.
Aug. 28
29
New Comedy
Show(10:30
(10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Tue„ Aug. 30
Comedy Spot (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Wed., Aug. 31
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
IMBC-TV
16.7
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

of ethics

counts to firms with three or fewer out-
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test

PAY?

MoRT Wagner
Bold venturer
have 24 hours to decide either to drop
to the B time or pay the full rate and
retain the A position.
7. No per inquiry, percentage or
barter business will be accepted, nor
will orders be accepted for resale pur8. No continuity designed to elicit a
"call right now" response will be perposes. mitted without special approval. Approval also will be necessary to include
phone numbers in continuity and to
include addresses if the clients ask for
an immediate "write now" response.
KYA's address may never be used. All
these points are being adopted to discourage "pitch" advertising.
9. KYA reserves the right to approve
and/ or request a change of continuity
at any time.
10. Commercials may not exceed one
minute or be less than 10 seconds in
length.
11. All national business emanating
outside the San Francisco area must be
placed through both agency and national representative. This does not
mean that an agency cannot actually
place the business directly with the station, but that even if it does the rep
will still get his commission.
12. Any addition to schedules during
the protection period will carry the
current rather than the protected rate
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

A far cry from the miner's mule of the '80s, this new mammoth ore truck performs Herculean tasks in Anaconda's
Berkeley Pit at Butte, Montana. Still in the experimental

THE
MOST

POWERFUL

TRUCK

IN

THE

WORLD

moves

copper
75

AT

A

ore—
TONS

TIME!

stage, the gigantic vehicle hauls ore up-grade out of the pit,
75 or more tons at a time. Designed to replace Diesel trucks
with less than half the capacity, it operates electrically on
special trolley wires and each of its four outsized wheels can
deliver 400 horsepower, a total of 1600 horsepower — making
it the most powerful truck in the world. Without a load, it
can leave its trolley wires and operate on 350 horsepower
supplied by its own Diesel generator.
Huge as it is. Anaconda's new truck is in proportion
the vast Butte operation. One of the richest mineral
ever discovered, Butte has supplied industry with more
three billion dollars in mineral wealth. Up to 1959, more

with
areas
than
than

7 million tons of copper had been mined at "the richest hill
on earth" — which has also been a bountiful source of zinc,
manganese, lead, silver and gold.
Current production at Butte continues to set king-sized
standards, and the new king-sized ore truck is part of a system which moves more than 28,000 tons of ore a day at the
Berkeley Pit. This is just one reason why the Company's
ore production is consistently on the increase. Not only with
new and highly efficient equipment, but through continuing
exploration and constant development of new copper sources,
such as the new El Salvador Mine recently opened in Chile,
Anaconda meets the growing needs of industry for more and
better products in the entire nonferrous metal field.

AnacondA
SUBSIDIARIES OF ANACONDA MANUFACTURE: COPPER AND ALUMINUM ELECTRICAL
WIRES AND CABLES; ALUMINUM FOIL, SHEET, ROD AND BARS, STRUCTURALS, TUBING
AND EXTRUDED SHAPES: COPPER. BRASS AND BRONZE SHEET, PLATE, TUBE, PIPE, ROD
FORGINGS AND EXTRUSIONS; FLEXIBLE METAL HOSE AND TUBING.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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AIK

EXPRESS

.

Air Express goes where the jets go. If has ever
since the first commercial jetliner roared skyward.
But 600 mph speed is just one more reason pro-

FIRST

ON,

FIRST

. . . FIRST

OFF

CHOICE

NATIONWIDE

I

gressive businesses hail Air Express as America's
modern way of doing business; there are others:
Like the sure knowledge that AlR EXPRESS gets
first priority treatment on all 35 of the nation's ;
scheduled airlines. It's always first on, first off — ^
with new loading systems tailored to the jet age,
and kid-glove handling every mile of the way.

[

j other reasons? Dependable overnight delivery
to more than 20,000 communities. Prompt pickup
and delivery service by the AlR EXPRESS fleet of

That's why, more than ever, it pays to think fast,
think Air Express first. One phone call is all it
takes to enlist the skills of thousands of AlR

trucks — many radio - dispatched for maximum
speed. Immediate confirmation of delivery, too, via

Express specialists — and speed your product
FIRST TO MARKET. . . FIRST TO SELL I

the giant AlR EXPRESS-operated

teletype network.

' And, in some areas, helicopter service links small

AiR

EXPRESS

'!airfields with major terminals.
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY

•

GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES

except where the station has accepted
an annual blanket order. KYA regards
extension of schedules as actually new
business, and will insist on treating it
so during protection periods.
13. Sound effects will not be accepted
in live announcements. KYA is taking
this step to insure quality of its commercials. Itfeels that if sound effects
are to be integrated properly, without
danger of slips, the commercials should
be planned and produced on tape in
advance.
14. Newscasts and announcement
purchases may not be combined frequency discounts. This practice, fairly
common in the industry, prevents an
advertiser from getting a more favorable rate for the high-priced newscast
purchase by buying a number of lowerpriced regular spots.
15. KYA has AFTRA and IBEW
contracts and will assess production
costs accordingly.
16. Live copy may not exceed 135
words for a 1 -minute commercial, 60
words for a 30-second commercial, 40
words for a 20-second commercial and
15 words for a 10-second commercial.
In addition to the 16 enumerated
policies, the station notes that all programming must conform to laws of the
U.S. and California, regulations of the
FCC and Federal Trade Commission
and the Radio Code of the NAB. KYA
also reserves the customary right to
preempt any advertiser's programming
for important public messages or announcements, orif it is determined the
best interest of the public is not being
served.

Steel scenes ■ Two new U. S. Steel
Corp. institutional tv commercials
will make their premiere on the U. S.
Steel Hour (CBS-TV) in September,
one on the use of steel in school construction (Sept. 7) and the other on
specially designed pipe for aqueducts
in supplying communities with water
(Sept. 21). Both commercials have
this in common: they run 2V2 minutes long, were filmed outdoors by
38
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Mr. Wagner notes that KYA does not
decry any policies which run contrary to
the ones it is adopting for the experiment, but simply wants to give new
policies a chance for a practical test.
Whether or not any of the 16 points will
be maintained at KYA beyond the sixmonth test period will depend on "acceptance," Mr. Wagner says. If they
prove economically sound, they'll stay.
If they don't, KYA says it won't be
because they weren't given a chance.
KM&G
opens Houston
office for Gulf Oil
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, last Thursday (Sept. 1) opened
a new office in Houston to continue advertising and related service to Gulf Oil
Corp. which is moving its marketing
operations to the Texas city. Last year
Gulf Oil spent more than $2.6 million
in radio-tv spot and network television.
George Ketchum, agency president,
also announced that executives transferring from Pittsburgh to Houston arc
Donald A. Colvin, who will head advertising operations; Stanley Kail, advertising account executive; H. Dale
Henderson, who will be in charge of
public relations activity in Houston,
and W. Kerr Wilson, public relations
account executive.
The Houston operation — at 1205
Holman Ave. — is the third new office
opend by KM&G in the past four years.
Others are in New York and Washington. The 37-year-old agency also reported that its 1959 billings in all media
were $29.9 million.

Transfilm-Caravel via agency BBDO.
The school message (picture at right)
tells viewers, "More and more
schools like these are being built.
They are practical and efficient, as
well as beautiful." The commercial
will be placed on the season opener
U. S. Steel Hour (CBS-TV) on Sept.
7, an institutional message by the
steel company that salutes school
openings while pointing out the use

■

Business

briefly

Alpha and Omega ■ ABC-TV last
week announced sponsorships of pregame and post-game shows to be seen
this fall with telecasts of NCAA football. General Mills Inc. (Knox Reeves)
and Bristol-Myers Co. (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield), starting Sept.
17, will sponsor College Football Scoreboard, which will be presented immediately following conclusion of each
Saturday afternoon game. Sports broadcasters Jim Simpson and Bob Wolff,
both of Washington, D. C, will give
summaries of college football games
with scores and highlights. Union Carbide (William Esty) and Willard Storage Battery (Meldrum & Fewsmith),
starting Sept. 24, will back College
Football Time, a series of 12 football
features immediately preceding NCAA
telecasts. Sports broadcaster Chris
Schenkel will m. c. the 15-minute programs, on 11 Saturdays, Sept. 24Dec. 3 and on Thursday Nov. 24.
Throws to Rizzuto ■ Mennen Co.
(men's grooming toiletries and baby
care products), Morristown, N.J., purchased sponsorship of CBS Radio's
Sports Time with Phil Rizzuto (Mon.Sat. 6:55-7 p.m. EDT) for 65 weeks
beginning today (Sept. 5). The longterm buytensive
is advertising
a key play
in Mennen'splans
exand promotion
involving the former New York Yankee
shortstop. Agency: Warwick & Legler,
N. Y.
This week ■ Miles Labs (for Alka Seltzer and other products), Elkhart, Ind.,

of steel in school construction. In
the second institutional commercial,
(picture at left) a crane lowers aqueduct pipe in place (in pipe trench).
The commercial explains that the
pipe is specially designed and of high
strength weighing over eight tons.
When the pipe is cement mortarlined and coated, the sectional weight
is increased to some 21 tons, it is
further explained.
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I'll

climb

a

BRAND

NEW

TOWER

to

bring

more

WRBL-TV
coverage!"

WRBL-TV will soon beam to its prime
Southeastern market from a new tower
more than twice its current height above
average terrain. At the same time
WRBL-TV will switch from channel 4 to
channel 3*. The combination of the new
tower and new channel will boost
WRBL-TV's total Grade B audience to more
than 193,895 television homes in 55
counties of Georgia and Alabama!
And when you consider that the Columbus
Metropolitan Area alone is Georgia's second
largest market with the highest per familyincome in the state, it's easy to see why
Columbus and WRBL-TV are "sound
buys" in the marketing plans of
more and more top companies!
Call Hollingbery for choice availabilities.
''Target date is September 15, 1960

terrain

1293' above average

-^COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA

i

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company
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MULTI-CITY

MARKET

WGAIi-TV
In addition to being the first choice

of

viewers in these three metropolitan markets, WGAL-TV is the nurnber one station
in Gettysburg, hianover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin,
Waynesboro,

Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

other communities.

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCoilough, Pres.

316,000 WATTS
40

and many

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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is buying a schedule of one-minute spot
announcements in about 90 key markets
starting this week. Agency Wade Adv.
Inc., Chicago.
Keep it green ■ Prior Products Corp.,
N.Y.. will use eight-second animated
comic strips created by Animated Productions Inc., N.Y., to boost national
introduction this month of its new product "Instant Tint-A-Green Lawn Treatment." No agency has yet been named
to handle placement of the tv spot campaign, but it"s reported that by the end
of September, virtually all U.S. cities
will have had two or three exposures
to the spray product that turns brown

grass green. Spot radio is also being
considered for broadcast share of $100,000 ad budget total.
World Series wrapups ■ Goodyear International, subsidiary of Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,
signed for sponsorship of World Wide
Broadcasting System's quarter-hour
evening wrapups of the 1960 baseball
World Series, which will be transmitted
to a network of Latin American radio
stations by WRUL New York.
Fall campaign
■8. ■ Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y., will
enter 50 markets for a
13-week tv spot run starting about Oct.
4.

1.
2.
3.4.
5.
6.7.
9.8.
10.
11.
12.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
17.
18.
18.

TOP 20 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for May 31-June 15
Wagon Train
Gunsmoke
Untouchables
Have Gun, Will Travel
Ed Sullivan
77 Sunset Strip
Perry Come
Danny Thomas
Perry Mason
Father Knows Best
Red Skelton
Garry Moore
Jerry Lewis
Dinah Shore
What's
My Line
Mr. Lucky
Alfred Hitchcock
Hawaiian Eye
Real
Happy McCoys
Price Is Right
Copyright 1960, The Pulse Inc.

29.2
28.4
25.7
25.6
25.5
24.1
23.7
23.1
22.9
22.6
22.3
21.6
21.6
21.4
20.6
20.5
20.2
20.1
20.1
19.8
19.8

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Aug. 7
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Republican Convention-NBC
15,956
2. Gunsmoke
15,594
12,972
3.4. Republican Convention-CBS
Wagon Train
12,430
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
12,385
5.6.
11,300
Sunset Strip
7. 77
Untouchables
10,984
8. Armstrong Circle Theater
10,441
9. California All Star Rodeo
10. I've Got a Secret
9,899
9,718
Rank
% homes
1. Republican Convention-NBC
35.3
2. Gunsmoke
34.5
3. Republican Convention-CBS
28.7
27.5
4. Wagon Train
27.4
5.6. Have Gun, Will Travel
25.0
77
Sunset
Strip
24.3
7. Untouchables
8. Armstrong Circle Theater
23.1
21.9
California All Star Rodeo
21.5
10.9. I've Got a Secret
Rank

AVERAGE AUDIENCEi

1. Gunsmoke
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

No. homes
(000)
14,419
11,255

Wagon Train
77 Sunset Strip
Untouchables
I've
HappyGot A Secret
Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
Whafs My Line
Armstrong Circle Theater

5.3.
9,582
8,814
8,724
7.
8,633
6.
8,543
8,362
10.
8,046
9.1.
7,820
% homes
Rank Gunsmoke
24.9
31.9
4.2. Have Gun, Will Travel
21.2
19.5
Wagon
Train
77 Sunset Strip
19.3
3.5.7. Untouchables
6. I've
Got
A
Secret
19.1
Happy
18.9
Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
8. What's My Line
18.5
17.8
9.
17.3
10. Armstrong Circle Theater
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
I Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
Copyright 1960 by A C. Nielsen Co.

fe.
- .
Top 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
July 5-11, 1960
Rank
%
1. Gunsmoke
2. Ed Sullivan
3. Untouchables
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
5. Wagon Train
6. 77 Sunset Strip
7. Miss Universe
8. Alfred Hitchcock
9. Perry Mason
10. Comedy Spot
Rank
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

homes
28.7
26.1
25.8
25.7
25.5
24.6
24.4
23.9
23.4
23.2
homes

Gunsmoke
12.500
Ed Sullivan
11,300
Untouchables (OOO's)*
10,900
Have Gun, Will Travel
11,200
Wagon Train
11,100
77 Sunset Strip
10,500
Miss Universe
10,500
Alfred Hitchcock
10,300
Perry Mason
10,100
Comedy Spot
10,000
Copyright 1960, VIdeodex Inc.
* (Listed
in sequence of rating level from
first table)
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency,
day and time.
Armstrong Circle Theatre (CBS-134): Armweeks. strong Cork (BBDO), Wed. 10-11 p.m. alt.

1. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N.Y.
Network bow ■ American Photocopy
Equipment Co., Evanston, 111., will
start its first network tv program sponsorship Sept. 25 as co-sponsor (with
Kemper Insurance) of NBC-TV's Chet
Huntley Reporting (Sun. 5:30-6 p.m.
EDT). Agency: Irving I. Rosenbloom &
Assoc., Chicago.
Nov. 8 date ■ The Phiico Corp., Philadelphia, and The Mennen Co., Morristown, N.I., have agreed to co-sponsor
election night (Nov. 8) coverage on
ABC Radio. Agencies: Maxwell Assoc.,
Bala Cynwyd, Pa. (Phiico); Warwick
& Legler, N.Y. (Mennen).
California All Star Rodeo (CBS-162): Carter
Products (SSC&B), Fri., Aug. 5, 8:309:30 p.m.
9-10 Como
p.m. (NBC-151): Kraft (JWT), Wed.
Perry
Father Knows Best (CBS-155): Lever Bros.,
Scott Paper (both JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30
Happy
Kraft (JWT), Wed. 99:30 (NBC-146):
p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever Bros.
(JWT), American Home Products (Bates),
p.m.
Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Hawaiian Eye (ABC-168): Carter, American
Chicle and Whitenall (all Bates), Ritchie
(K&E), Wed. 9-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-182): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m
I've Got a Secret (CBS-197): R.J. Reynolds
(Esty),
10 p.m. Bristol-Myers (DOSS), Wed. 9:30Jerry Lewis (F\IBC-154): Timex (D&P), May
27, Fri. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Perry Mason (CBS-150): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Gulf Oil (Y&R), Sat. 7:30-8:30
Mr. Lucky (CBS-171): Lever (OBM), Brown &
Williamson (Bates), Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.
Garry
p.m. Moore (CBS-160): S.C. Johnson (NLB)
and Pittsburgh Plate Glass (BBDO) alternating in first half, Kellogg (Burnett) and
Polaroid (DDB) alt. in second, Tues., 10-11
Real McCoys (ABC-148): P&G (Compton),
Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
Price
p.m. Is Right (NBC-158): Lever (OBM), Speidel (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Republican National Convention {CBS-190):
Westinghouse (Grey, M-E, KM&G), Mon.Thurs., July 25-28.
Republican National Convention (NBC-160):
Lipton Tea (SSC&B), Cowles Magazines
(M-E), Brown & Williamson (Bates), B.F.
Goodrich (BBDO), Bristol-Myers (DCSS),
Field Enterprises (KM&J), RCA (JWT).
Mon. -Thurs., July 25-28.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American-Chicle,
Whitehall (both Bates), R.J. Reynolds (Esty),
Brylcreem
(K&E), Fri. 9-10 p.m.
9-10
p.m. (NBC-180):
Dinah
Shore
Chevrolet (C-E), Sun.
Red Skelton (CBS-170): S.C. Johnson (FCB),
Pet Milk (Gardner), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9
Danny Thomas (CBS-202): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Miss
p.m. Universe (CBS-174): P&G (Grey), July
9, Sat. 10:30-12 p.m.
Untouchables (ABC-127): Liggett & Myers
(M-E), Warner-Lambert (L&F), Seven-Up
(JWT), Luden's (Mathes), Armour (FCB),
Lewis Howe (M-E), Carnation (EWRR),
Thurs. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-184): Ford (JWT), R.J.
Reynolds (Esty), National Biscuit Co. (M-E),
Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
What's My Line (CBS-147): Sunbeam (P-P),
Kellogg (Burnett), Sun, 10:30-11 p.m.
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than
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Television

Spot

Sales.

source: Latest (June)ARB, Sunday through Saturday; 7:30-11 pm
in New York, Philadelphia and Los Angeles, 6:30-10 pm in Chicago and
St. Louis; average of homes delivered by the CBS Owned stations
versus the other network-programmed stations in the same five markets.
STATIONS : WCBS -TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago,
WCAU -TV Philadelphia and KMOX -TV St. Louis. Operated by
CBS Television Stations, A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
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SPECIAL

DEBATES
Campaign

SET;

buying

will be

Purchases of political radio and tv
time, stalled by pre-Labor Day uncertainty, will get under way this week at
Democratic and GOP campaign headquarters in Washington.
Two factors that had delayed planning are now out of the way.
First, a schedule of "Great Debates"
between Nixon and Kennedy has been
agreed on by the parties and networks.
Second, formal opening of intensive
mass-influencing efforts had awaited
passing of Labor Day.
Timebuying officials at Democratic
headquarters (Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli) and at the GOP Washington
offices (Campaign Assoc.) had long
since completed preliminary strategy
and had been sitting on their hands
awaiting the debate schedule announced
Aug. 31.
Now the professional agency executives can get on with their booking,
with the slide rules and charts due for
a heavy workout.
GOP Strategy ■ Republicans will
start working on a schedule of nighttime half-hours of paid network time.
This slate will speed up as the campaign
progresses. Buying of five-minute day
and night segments at the tail-end of
network features will speed up but the
plans for spot tv are still uncertain.
Democratic officials were reluctant to
discuss specifics, insisting they couldn't
set up definite buys until the debate
schedule was settled.
A tipoff on the heat of the campaign

1

!!3Mffl?SJaL.

REPORT

TIMEBUYING
built around

four

planning came Sept. 1 when Herb
Klein, Vice President Nixon's news
secretary, announced the GOP candidate would leave his hospital bed Sept.
12 to visit four widely-separated cities
in one day, and then continue to travel
9,000 miles through 14 states coast-tocoast before Sept. 17, end of the first
campaign week.
The jet schedule includes Baltimore,
Indianapolis, Dallas and San Francisco
the first day. The Sept. 14 itinerary, for
example, will start at Milwaukee and
move to Atlantic City, N.J., Roanoke,
Va., and Omaha, Neb.
The GOP will send an advance crew
to all cities to help radio and tv stations
arrange coverage, if they desire. When
the GOP candidate visited Atlanta Aug.
26, for example, a WLWA (TV) pooled
pickup was made available to a special
network that was said to have reached
a heavy
percentage of the state's radio
and
tv homes.
Similarly Democratic headquarters is
working on arrangments for Sen. Jack
Kennedy and his teammate. Sen. Lyndon Johnson.
At the moment there is no central
source of information on time buys by
the numerous local and special groups
supporting the separate presidential candidates.
The Debates ■ An important feature
of the Great Debate schedule is that it
will include only two face-to-face debates, judging by planning at the weekend. These will take place in Chicago,

Already plenty of political exposure
A total of 36.9 million or 81.6%
ing this week.
of all U.S. television homes watched
Republican convention telecasts
the Republican national convention
ranged from 27.7 million to 29.9
million different homes per day. High
on tv at some time during the fouraudience point was nominee Richard
day sessions, July 25-28, A.C. Nielsen Co. reported last week. The avM. Nixon's acceptance speech on
erage viewing home watched the proJuly 28, which was seen in 17.2 million homes (Democratic nominee
ceedings for 7 hours 32 minutes.
During any minute of the 17 hours
John F. Kennedy's acceptance speech
was seen in 17.6 million). President
of coverage, an average of 12.9 million homes was tuned in.
Eisenhower's July 26 address, with
16.7 million homes, had the second
These figures lagged behind the
all-time record set during the July largest tv audience of the GOP con11-15 Democratic convention. The
vention. Average nightly tune-in
Democratic sessions, which lasted
represented 29% of all U.S. tv
homes at any given minute.
five days and covered more hours
per day, attracted 38.7 million difNielsen's figures for both Republiferent homes (86% of all U.S. tv
can and Democratic conventions reflected continental U.S. audiences
homes) which averaged 9 hours 38
only, excluding Alaska and Hawaii.
minutes of convention viewing dur44

^

free

BEGINS
network

hours

Sept. 26, and New York, Oct. 21.
Question was raised over the fact
the Oct. 2 1 debate will occur two weeks
before election day. Democrats had indicated they would accept dates closer
to the election. Informal Republican
comment suggested the party planners
wanted to use broadcast time during the
final fortnight under their own rules.
The GOP appeared to be placing importance on an election eve broadcast
by President Eisenhower.
An Oct. 13 Nixon-Kennedy appearance will be of a panel nature, with possible use of a split screen. Oct. 8 is
tentatively the fourth date for a debatepanel broadcast. Here an important factor is ABC-TV's commitment to the
Washington - Stanford football game,
starting at 4:45 p.m., New York time.
It was anticipated an effort would be
made to advance game time for a
Nixon-Kennedy panel.
All joint appearances of the candidates will be radio-tv simulcasts on all
three tv and all four radio networks.
Pooling arrangements will be worked
out as well as production plans, probably by drawing lots. Networks have informally indicated willingness to permit
feeds to non-afiiliate stations at normal
pickup
points.of Service ■ What will all
The Price
this cost the networks? It was anybody's
guess at the time the schedule was approved. One guess was $1.5 million.
CBS tentatively placed an estimate of
$450,000 on its out-of-pocket loss in
time and pre-emptions. ABC gave a
figure pliedof
$625,000.
afigure
by Sept.NBC
1. hadn't supAn important phase of the debates
is the non-sponsorship angle. The networks agreed not to sell the time to
advertisers but they made it quite clear
this is only an exception. They insist on
the right to make public-service programs available to sponsors.
The debate programs will run without
interruption, even for station breaks.
Hence there will be no opportunity,
under the agreed-upon format, for affiliates tosell time between the start and
windup of the programs.
Special Coverage ■ Network planning for separate campaign features is
making some progress. NBC-TV is
scheduling eight special Huntley-Brinkley reports on Saturdays, 9:30-10:30
p.m. These definitely will be sponsored. NBC-TV and Longines-Wittnauer
Watch Co. were putting final touches,
it was reported, on plans for the series,
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

People buy what they see, and they see it on KTBS-TV
in Shreveport. What

these people see are pictures of the

finest quality. What

they hear are sounds of truest tone.

What's more, close-up of KTBS-TV

power reveals a big

broad coverage over four states (1,361,300''' people
and still growing) that brings sales (they spent
$1,337,264,000-

in 1959). No wonder time buyers look

to KTBS-TV where people buy. It's the
bright spot for spots in the Southwest
* Sales Management, July JO, 1960

□
□
CHANNEL

3 SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA

/ Pres. & Gen. Mgr. Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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starting Sept. 17 and continuing through
Nov. 5.
Four would be moderated by the
Huntley-Brinkley team and four by
Frank McGee, NBC newsman. The
first and final episodes, moderated by
Mr. McGee, would offer reviews of the
campaigns to date and use live, tape
and film reports. Huntley-Brinkley
would put the spotlight on views and
activities of the candidates. LonginesWittnauer's agency is Victor A. Bennett Co., New York.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., as part
of its big convention-election package
on CBS-TV, will sponsor nine half-hour
campaign reports titled Presidential
Countdown. These will feature CBS
newsmen with Walter Cronkite in
charge. The first eight will be Mondays,
10:30-11 p.m., starting Sept. 12. The
last will occur Friday, Nov. 4, 9:30-10
p.m. Travelers Insurance is sponsoring
an entertainment series. Actuality Revue, of prior presidential campaigns.
This feature is slated Oct. 24, 8:30-9:30
p.m.
ABC-TV is scheduling eight Campaign Roundup programs. Candidates
Kennedy, Nixon, Johnson and Lodge
have been invited to appear individually for interviews with ABC newsmen. On programs without candidates,
ABC will offer reviews of preceding
week's developments, regional reports,
film clips of speeches and similar material, with Bill Shadell as anchor man.
Other ABC newsmen to appear will be
Quincy Howe, Edward P. Morgan, John
Rolfson, Paul Harvey, Al Mann and
William Winter. Dates now slated are
Sept. 17, 24 and Oct. 1, 7:30-8 p.m.;
Oct. 8, 8-8:30 p.m.; Oct. 15, 7-7:30
p.m.; Oct. 20, 10:30-11 p.m.; Oct. 28.
8-8:30 p.m.; Nov. 3, 2:30-3 p.m. The
network is negotiating for a series sponsor.
Mutual's World Tonight (Mon.-Fri.,
8:05-8:30 p.m.) is devoting each Friday broadcast, starting with the conventions and continuing through post-election Friday, to a documentary wrapping
up the week's political developments.
This is part of the convention election
package bought by Oasis cigarettes.
Debate Dates ■ The joint network
announcement Aug. 31 on the debates
said it was agreed the two presidential
candidates will appear jointly on all tv
and radio networks Sept. 26, Oct. 13
and Oct. 21, with "tentative consideradate. tion" being given to Oct. 8 as a fourth
It noted the opener Sept. 26 will be a
face-to-face meeting originating in Chicago, 9:30-10:30 p.m. (EDT), with domestic policy as the topic. The final
program on the series on Oct. 21 will
deal with foreign policy, the candidates
meeting face-to-face in a New York
studio.
46
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"The remaining two programs will be
in a news panel discussion format," it
was explained but no details had been
worked out at the time.
"It was agreed that the programs will
have no sponsoring organizations," the
statement said, adding that the programs will originate in network studios
without studio audiences.
Network representatives at the Wednesday conference were John Daly, for
ABC; Sig Mickelson, for CBS; William
R. McAndrew, for NBC, and Steve McCormick, for MBS. Taking part on behalf of Sen. Kennedy were J. Leonard
Reinsch, Kennedy-Johnson communications advisor, and Ted Sorenson, Sen.
Kennedy's legislative assistant. Vice
President Nixon's representatives were
Fred Scribner, Jr.. undersecretary of the
Treasury; Ted Rogers, tv-radio consultant-producer, and Herbert Klein, news
secretary.
The Great Debate idea first began to
assume definite shape last May when
the networks testified before a Senate
Commerce subcommittee considering
legislation to seize eight hours of prime
time from networks for use of candidates. The legislation, of course, died
quickly (Broadcasting, May 23).
At the time the networks themselves
made separate proposals. David C.
Adams, NBC senior executive vice
president, offered eight one-hour Meet
the Press broadcasts in prime Saturday
evening time, six to include appearances by Democratic and Republican
nominees. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc.
president, offered eight exclusive onehour telecasts in prime time for debates
and discussions. Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president, suggested each major network offer three prime periods with
largest audiences on a rotating basis
for nine weeks for use by two major
candidates.
■

Political

sidelights

■ One of the first independent stations
to ask coverage rights to the great debate series was WMGM New York.
Arthur M. Tolchin, executive vice
president-director, wired the presidential
candidates the station would like to carry
the series.
■ KEX Portland, Ore., Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. outlet, invited the
candidates for six national and local
offices to appear in a series of face-toface radio debates. The broadcasts
would be unsponsored. Dr. Charles M.
White, of Portland State College, would
serve as moderator. Invitations were
sent by Herbert L. Bachman, KEX general manager.
■ WKCW Warrenton, Va., is taking a
private presidential poll, offering listen-

ers a $100 cash award for selecting the
winner. Ties will be broken on a vote
basis.
■ Nat Welch, Alabama businessman,
has been named special representative
for the 1960 Dollars for Democrats
Drive. He will contact state chairmen
around the nation. Mr. Welch for six
years was vice president in charge of
sales at Orr Industries, tape manufacturer now part of Ampex Corp.
■ WJPS Evansville, Ind., has asked 30
Indiana radio and tv stations to join
in a verbal vote survey. Verne Paule,
general manager, said the poll will begin Sept. 22 and stations will interview
voters by tape recording. The weekly
composite will be sent to Mr. Paule for
statewide tabulation. First results will be
announced Oct. 3. Tabulations will reflect percentages for presidential and
gubernatorial candidates. WJPS has
used the technique in past campaigns.
■ Leonard H. Marks, Washington communications lawyer, has taken leave of
absence from his firm, Cohn & Marks,
to devote full time working on the staff
of Democratic vice presidential candidate Lyndon B. Johnson. Mr. Marks,
before he entered private practice, was
an assistant general counsel of the FCC.
Mr. Marks worked for Sen. Johnson's
nomination as the Democratic presidential candidate before the Los Angeles convention in July.
■ WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., invited
opposing candidates for governor and
U.S. senator to appear in a series of
debates in the three weeks immediately preceding the election. Harold
Gross, president, proposed to set aside
three half-hour periods of prime time
for each set of candidates.
■ Four-minute beeper phone reports
and air-mail tape reports on addresses
to be delivered by Vice President Nixon
and Sen. Kennedy in Atlantic City,
N.J., Sept. 15 and Sept. 21, respectively,
will be supplied to stations wishing them
by Resort Radio Productions, Atlantic
City. Mr. Nixon will address the National Federation of Republican Women and Sen. Kennedy will speak to the
Steel workers' Union.
■ Rep. Alvin M. Bentley (R-Mich.),
vice president and one-third owner of
WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich., won
the Republican nomination for the
Senate in the Michigan primaries. His
Democratic opponent in the November
election will be incumbent Patrick V.
McNamara. WKNX-AM-TV also has
been granted ch. 9 at Alpena, Mich., on
a conditional basis (Broadcasting,
Aug. 1) and is an applicant for an am
station at Houston, Tex., on 1070 kc
with 10 kw.
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Jewelry design by BELLOCHIO — Dallas

From pencil sketch to exquisite finisin, only
the brilliance of the precious gems

out-

shines the quality reflection of the master
jewelry designer.

When

this same

"quality touch" is pos-

sessed by great television and radio stations, the all-important quality reflection
shines in many ways!
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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radio

&

television

• dallas

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

In 1960-61

the

Greatest

POWERHOUSE

will make

Channel

Eleven

of

''TREASURE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
FAVORITE TV PERSONALITIES
PAUL COATES
Top TV JournalistErnmv-winner. Exclusively
on KTTV in L A. ^

JINfl HAWTHORNE
"Weather Eyes"
now has new laugh-builder,
"Funnv World. "

THE b:

MEL JASS
Great new selling
personality from
Minneajjolis-St. Paul.

1^

JACK LA LANNE
nationally -famed
health culturist
is the morning rage
in Southern California.

DON LAMONO
Hosts early-evening
hour loaded with new
THREE STOOGES
comedies.
GEORGE PUTNAM
26 years in news —
10nL.A.
vears "'Mr. News'

SHERIFF JOHN ROVICK
After 3100 telecasts,
a lunchtime institution
in Southern California.

^^^^

^^

BILL WELSH
At the helm and
on camera for KTTV
at every major L. A.
event since 1951.

GREAT MUSI
FROM CHICAGCO

JACKSON WHEELER
Old pro gives
new twist to sports
each week night.
VINCE WILLIAMS
Creating excitement
and heartthrobs with,
daytime "Newsbreaks.

NEW

IDEAS..

ROYAL CANADIAN
MOUNTED. POLICE

.NEW

SHOWS..

.NeW

PROGRAMS

EYE-LAND''

in Southern

in

KTTV

history

California
ALWAYS FIRST WITH EVENTS
THAT MEAN THE MOST

The KTTV planned yearround sports package gives
fans most comprehensive
sportsingcoverage
all — includUSC-UCLA offootball,
top
golf, basketball, track and
other events.

With five or more stations
covering Tournament of Roses
Parade, KTTV traditionally
gets biggest audiences ... by
nearly 2 to 1 over the second
station.

Rough duty for Bill Welsh at
the Long Beach International
Beauty Congress, biggest special event in all Los Angeles
television— a KTTV exclusive.

When the fans look for their
beloved Dodgers on television,
where
do they find 'em? Naturallv-KTTV!

.ON

.
See your
Blair
man!
A 'KJnW..
Division of Times-Mirror
Broadcasting
Company • 5746
Sunset Boulevard,
Los Angeies ^S^aj

PROGRAMMING
NOW
Three
as

ITS
5-minute

popularity

OLD

NEWSREELS

series

meet

of information

The current demand for informational-type programming on tv is sparking an interest in daily five-minute
shows edited from newsreels of yesteryear. Three distinct program series of
this type already are on the market,
and more than 1 10 sales have been completed to date.
This programming trend started to
take shape early this year when Richard B. Morros Inc., New York producer, in association with Hearst Metrotone News, created and produced
Almanac Newsreel, which now is sold
in more than 87 markets. Several
months later, the Sherman Grinberg
Film Libraries Inc., New York, which
has access to footage from several
newsreel organizations, fashioned
Greatest Headlines of the Century,
which has been bought in 56 markets.
Earlier this summer, Pathe News Productions, New York, created Milestones
of the Century, and the series is scheduled to be aired in 21 markets, starting in early September.
Both Abnanac and Greatest Headlines
are being distributed by Official Films,
New York, while Milestones is handled
by Cinema-Vue Corp., New York. Program ing isdesigned for showing 365
days a year.
Richard B. Morros, who produces
Abnanac and is credited with conceiv-

with
shows

success
rises

ing the notion of editing old newsreels
for use into tv programming fare on a
regular basis, attributes their popularity
largely to "the present climate for programs of information, which can help
explain the events of today." He noted
that stations buying five-minute newsreel programs on a library basis may be
interested in scheduling them as public
service efi'orts, but are finding they are
suitable for sponsorship, particularly by
institutional-type advertisers. Reports
filtering back to Mr. Morros from stations indicate that banks and other
financial institutions and local gasoline
companies are active advertisers.
Greatest Headlines and Milestones
both treat one significant news story
in a five-minute episode. Almanac devotes each segment to one outstanding
news event of a specific date — Pearl
Harbor, on Dec. 7, for example. The
series are offered to stations on a library
basis for unlimited use. Stations tend to
slot them before or after their regular
newscasts, though Mr. Morros indicated that some stations reported they
are reducing their feature film time by
five minutes to accommodate Almanac
in late afternoon or late evening time.
He added that some stations run the
program as many as four times a day,
starting with early morning through late
evening.

A

reprieve

The "soap opera" programs
aren't dead — not yet. Charles
Michelson Inc., N.Y., producerdistributor of radio shows, announced last week he has acquired U.S. rights to Portia Faces
Life and Life Can Be Beautifid,
from their owners. CBS Radio
sounded the death knell to its
"soapers" several weeks ago
(Lead Story, Aug. 22). Mr.
Michelson noted that he has held
the foreign rights to these series
and others, and regards the present time as "propitious"
for their
distribution
to local stations.
He
reported he has received more
than 35 inquiries from stations.
Mr. Michelson said he has acquired scripts and is having the
programs produced in Australia.
In addition, he is preparing for
U.S. distribution of other radio
serials including The Clock,
Famous Jury Trials, The Hidden
Truth, Squad Room, Official Detective and Sherlock Holmes.

Olympics

coverage

complicated

is

by variety

Seventeen foreign tv and radio companies from 58 nations are on the scene
of the XVII Olympic Games in Rome
feeding immediate reports of the athletic events back to their respective
countries.
Theodore Trancu, Rome correspondent for Wide World Information Services, New York, last week described
such seemingly complicated operations
as (1) the Euro vision Network which
links 20 million tv sets in 18 European
nations; (2) the Japanese "photogram"
system, separate telephoto picture transmission with a dubbed-in sound track
and (3) CBS-TV which must convert
from its video tapes the 625 line Italian
image into the 525 line American image, jet the tapes to the U.S., and install them on mobile video tape units for
same day showing.

"The
Big Three"
■ Thiscatches
sequence
from Almanac
Newsreel
the
50

three leaders — Stalin, Roosevelt and
Churchill — at the Yalta conference.

RAI-TV (the Italian state-owned tv
company) will telecast all 95 hours of
sporting events; Eurovision will telecast
60 hours and CBS 20 hours with an option to pick up special events not broadcast byNetwork.
either RAI-TV or the Eurovision
Other statistics: 350 correspondents
and commentators speaking 15 different
languages; 400 Italian technicians, and
8,000 athletes.
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IN

WSPA-TV's

GREAT

MARKET

AREA

fm

Here in the Prosperous Piedmont area of the Carolinas
is a mighty buying power being unleashed daily. The
Owens-Corning Fiberglas plant at Anderson, S.C. (pictured above) is an example of the new industries
which are making business hum in the Southern
Piedmont.
New industries pouring millions of dollars into the
skilled labor force of this area . . . and the increasingly high living standards of the people creates a
constant demand for new products. WSPA-TV sells
these products to an audience with a one and one
half billion dollar appetite. Each new industry that
locates in this rich area adds to the buying power of
WSPA-TV's public . . . and more industries are coming
almost daily.
WSPA-TV, with its studios in Spartanburg and transmitter on Paris Mt. (1182 ft. above average terrain)
near Greenville is "closest with the mostest" to serve
the Spartanburg-Greenville SUPERmarket!

AM • FM • TV •
PAWS
SPARTAN
BU R G, S
National Representatives: GEORGE
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P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.
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Once again records were shattered as more than 75,000 spectators witnessed the colorful Parade of Champions preceding the 1960
Ail-American at Derby Downs. The parade, largest in Derby history, included over 2,500 people in 50 bands and marching units.

Hats
Detby

off

to

sponsors

around
the

Andy Williams, popular TV singer and recorffl
ing star, wins ttie Oil Can Trophy. Jack izarl
Chevrolet advertising manager, makes tif
presentation as western star Dale Robertsol
and Craig Stevens (TV's Peter Gunn) look
Mr. K. E. Staley, general sales manager (!
Chevrolet,
$5,000 Scholarstii'li
Award
to presents
the 23rdtheAil-American
winnef
Fredric Lake of South Bend, Ind.

world!

Without your help we know the
Soap Box Derby could never have
reached such heights of success and
popularity. Now that "Derby fever"
is over for 1960, Chevrolet joins
more than 50,000 boys all over the
world in saying thanks a million to
all the Derby sponsors. We hope
you'll be working with us again
next year on the "greatest amateur
racing event in the world." . . .
Chevrolet Division of General
Motors, Detroit 2, Michigan.

In one of the early rounds of the 23rd Al
American, the Levittown, N. Y., champio
edges contestants from Endicott, N. Y. an
Lynchburg, Va.

168 boys
representing these
168 newspapers,
radio & TV stations,
civic and
fraternal groups
raced in the 1960
Ail-American
Soap Box Derby.
Aberdeen (Wash.) Active Club
Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal
Albany (Ga.) Optimist Club
Albuquerque (N.M.) Tribune
Alton
(III.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Amarillo
(Texas) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Ambridge
The Times(Pa.) BPOE 983 and
Amsterdam (N.Y.) Elks Lodge
No. 101 and Rotary Club
Anderson (Ind.) Herald
Anniston (Ala.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce, WHMA Radio
and Anniston Park Board
Asheville (N.C.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce, Inc.
Ashland (Ohio) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Austin
(Texas) AmericanStatesman
Bangor (Maine) Dally News
Beloit (Wis.) Daily News
Bernardsville (N.J.)
Somerset Hills Jaycees
Big
Spring (Texas)
Herald
Birmingham
(Ala.) News,
Optimist
Club,
WABT-TV,
WABT-Radio
Bloomington (Ind.) Daily
Herald Telephone and Jaycees
Bluefield (W. Va.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Bowling Green (Ky.) Warren
County Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Bradford (Pa.) Journal
Brooklyn
and The(N.Y.)
Sun World Telegram
Canton
(Ohio)
Commerce Jr. Chamber of
Charles City (Iowa) Knights of
Pythias and Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Charleston
(W. Va.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Charlotte (N.C.) Carolina
Broadcasting Co.
Cheyenne
(Wyo.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Chico (Cal.) Golden Empire
Broadcasting Co.
Cicero (III.) Life Newspaper
Cleveland (Ohio) The Plain
Dealer
Columbia (Mo.) Missourian
Conshohocken (Pa.) The
American Legion
Coshocton
(Ohio) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Crawfordsville (Ind.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Dallas
(Texas)Inc.Optimist Clubs
of Dallas,
Dayton
(Ohio) ofJr.Greater
ChamberDayton,
of
Commerce
Inc.
Daytona Beach (Fla.) Kiwanis
Club of Halifax Area
Des Moines (Iowa) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Detroit (Mich.) News
Dover (N.H.) Lions Club
Duluth (Minn.) Herald and News
Tribune and Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
DuPage
(111.) Jr.
ChamberCounty
of Commerce
Elkhart (Ind.) Jaycees, Inc.
Ellwood City (Pa.) Ledger
Endicott (N.Y.) Daily Bulletin
and Station WENE
Eugene
Evansville(Ore.)
(Ind.)KORE-Radio
Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Flint (Mich.) Journal
Ft.ofDodge
(Iowa) Jr. Chamber
Commerce
Ft. Lauderdale (Fla.) News,
Optimist Clubs of Broward
County,
Dept. Parks and Recreation
Ft. Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram
Fredericksburg (Va.) Free
Lance-Star

Fulton (N.Y.) BPOE 830
Gary
Glen (Ind.)
Burnle Post-Tribune
(Md.) Capital
Gazette Press
Grand Junction (Colo.)
Daily Sentinel
Greeley (Colo.) Jr. Chamber
of
Commerce(N.C.)andJr.KYOU-Radio
Greensboro
Chamber of Commerce
Hamilton
(Ohio) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Hancock
Order of(Mich.)
EaglesFraternal
Hartford (Conn.) Times
HighChamber
Point (N.C.)
Jr.
of Commerce
Houston
(Texas)
Jr.
Chamber
of Commerce
Hudson
(N.Y.)
Jr.
Chamber
of Commerce
Huntington (W. Va.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Indiana (Pa.) Evening Gazette
Indianapolis (Ind.) Star
Jacksonville (Fla.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Kalamazoo (Mich.)
WKZO City
AM-TV
Kansas
(Mo.) Ararat
Shrine Temple
Knoxville
(Tenn.)
of Commerce Jr. Chamber
Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune and
Foremen's(Ohio)
C\ubEagle
Lancaster
Gazette Co.
Laredo (Texas) Times
Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press
Levittown (N.Y.) Tribune
Levittown (Pa.) Bristol
Courier and Levittown Times
LongChevrolet
Beach (Cal.)
DealersLosor
Assoc.
Los Angeles (Cal.) Chevrolet
Dealers' Service
Lubbock
Journal (Texas) AvalancheLynchburg
(Va.) Jr.Inc.Chamber
of Commerce,
Magnolia
(Ark.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Mankato
(Minn.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Mansfield (Ohio) News-Journal
McKeesport
Publishing (Pa.)
Co. Daily News
Meridian (Miss.) Star
Michigan
Jr.
ChamberCityof (Ind.)
Commerce
Middletown (Ohio) Optimist
Club, Inc.
Midland
(Texas) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Minneapolis (Minn.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Mission City (B.C.) Eraser
Valley Record Ltd.
Moses Lake (Wash.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Muncie (Ind.) Star
Natchez (Miss.) Times
New Albany (Ind.) Tribune
New Orleans (La.) States Item
New Philadelphia (Ohio) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Newport News (Va.) Hampton
Roads Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Norfolk (Neb.) Optimist Club
Norfolk (Va.) Virginian Pilot
Oakland (Cal.) Tribune
Omaha
(Neb.)Youth
Optimist
Club
of Omaha
Foundation
Orange
(Va.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Owensboro (Ky.) Messenger &
Inquirer (W. Va.) Jr.
Parkersburg
Chamber of Commerce
Pasadena
Foothill
Chevrolet(Cal.)
Dealers
Assoc.
Five Flags(Fla.) Fiesta of
Pensacola
Peoria
(111.) WestCo.Central
Broadcasting
Petersburg (Va.) Progress-Index
Phoenix
KOOL RadioTV, Inc.(Ariz.)
Portland
(Ore.) Oregon
Television, Inc.-KPTV
Poughkeepsie
Jr.
Chamber of (N.Y.)
Commerce
Providence (R.I.) WICE Radio
Ravenna-Kent (Ohio) RecordCourier
Roanoke
(Va.)Optimist
Time, WorldNews and
Club of
Roanoke, Inc.
Rochester
Rock Island(N.Y.)
(III.) Times-Union
Blackhawk
Shrine Club and Davenport
Newspapers, Inc.

Roswell (N.M.) Daily Record
Sacramento
(Cal.) The 20-30
Club,
KCRA Sacramento
Radio and TVNo. 1 &
Saginaw
(Mich.) Jr. Chamber
Commerce
St.ofCatharines
(Ont.)
Standard Ltd.
St. Charles (Mo.) Daniel
Boone mDerby
(Comit e ofMooseAssn.Lodge)
St.Publishing
Marys (Pa.)Co.Daily Press
St. Paul (Minn.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Salem (Ore.) Capital Journal
Salisbury (N.C.) Recreation
SanDepartment
Antonio
(Texas)
News
Athletic
Assn.,ExpressExpress Publishing Company ■
Company (Cal.) The
SanSunBernardino
San Diego (Cal.) Union
Sandusky
Inc. (Ohio) Newspapers,
Savannah (Ga.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Seattle
(Wash.) KIN(J
Boadcasting Co.
Sheboygan
Publishing(Wis.)
Co. Press
Sidney
(Ohio)
Jr. Chamber
Commerce and
Sidney of
Printing & Publishing Co.
Sioux
City (Iowa) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Sioux Falls (S.D.) Argus-Leader
Smyrna
(Ga.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Southampton
(N.Y.) Lions Club,
Inc. and Bridgehampton
Lions Club, Inc.
South
Bend (Ind.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Springfield
(Mass.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Spring
Valley (III.) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Staten Island (N.Y.) Kiwanis
Club of North Shore
Stockton (Cal.) Karl Ross Post
No. 16, American Legion
Tacoma (Wash.) News Tribune
Tallahassee (Fla.) Democrat
Tampa
(Fla.)ofWTVT-TVand
Chamber
Commerce Jr.
Temple (Texas) Exchange Club
Toledo (Ohio) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce
Torrington
(Conn.) Radio
Station WTOR
Torrington (Wyo.) Telegram
Trenton (Mo.) Jr. Chamber of
Commerce and KTTN Radio
Waco (Texas) News Tribune and
Times Herald
Warren (Ohio) Tribune Chronicle
Warsaw
Shrine (Ind.)
Club Kosciusko County
Washington
Broadcasting(D.C.)Co.,National
Inc.
WRC-TV-WRC
Watertown (S.D.) Public Opinion
Westbrook
(Maine) Jr. Chamber
of Commerce
Inc.
WestBenevolent
Palm BeachAssociation,
(Fla.) Firemen's
Wichita (Kansas) Beacon
Winston-Salem (N.C.) Jr.
Chamber of Commerce
Wooster (Ohio) Daily Record
Youngstown
of Commerce(Ohio) Jr. Chamber
Germany, Adam Opel A/G
Hawaii, Honolulu Advertiser;
Parks & Rec. Dept.; Aloha
Motors; Service Motors Ltd.
Philippines,
Northern
& International
B. F.Motors
Goodrich Corporation
Puerto Rico, Caribe Motors
International "El
B. F.Imparcial,"
Goodrich
(Corporation,
Corporation
Venezuela, General Motors
deGeneral
Venezuela,
A. The Co.,
Tire & C.Rubber
International
Sears, RoebuckDivisionde Venezuela,
S. A. and Y.M.C.A,

adept at mixing art with commerce, to
the advantage of both.
"If we have proved anything," Mr.
Saudek said, in contemplating his 196061 workload, "it is that you can make
money reproducing quality shows withHeoutiscompromising
aware thatstandards."
this principle has
not been universally embraced. "For
years industry leaders have pontificated
about television's potential as the greatest mass medium of all time," he said,
"but television isn't anywhere near its
potential yet.
"It's the networks that have to be
the catalysts for upgrading programming. They make the critical decisions.
They decide which programs are going
The Saudek Schedule ■ So far Mr.
on the air."
Saudek
has succeeded in persuading the
networks to decide in favor of all but
seven of the 33 hour and 90-minute
shows that Robert Saudek Assoc. has
in rehearsal or on the drawing board
for 1960-61.
Nine shows of The Dow Hour of
Great Mysteries, sponsored by Dow
Chemical Co., have been scheduled on
NBC-TV Tuesdays at 10-11 p.m., starting withRex
"TheHarrison
Datchetand
Diamonds"
starring
Tammy

PRACTICAL
With

his knack

EGGHEAD

of making

culture

pay,

Saudek's starting his biggest tv season
television stream in more ways than
Though its beginning is still several
weeks away, the 1960-61 season of one. Critics have deplored the new
network television has already been
season's promise of a glut of breadmarked as the year live television died.
and-butter programming and a dearth
It may be true that more network
of cultural fare. Yet it will be in 1960programming will come out of film cans
61 that Mr. Saudek's Omnibus, which
than ever before, but it is also true has
presented everything from Greek
that for one of live television's chief tragedy to the ultra-modern dance, reapostles 1960-61 will be the biggest
turns to television after a year of homelessness.
year of his career. Robert Saudek, head
of Robert Saudek Assoc., has 33 shows
Mr. Saudek's contemporaries in television program production often call
in work — all to be live or taped in
live technique. Last season he did 17 him the egghead of their craft. If he
shows, the year before 15.
is an egghead, he is also hard-boiled.
Mr. Saudek is running against the No one in television has been more
54 (PROGRAMMING)

Grimes Sept. 20. Four 90-minute programs of Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philharmonic under sponsorship of Ford Motor Co. will be
presented on CBS-TV (dates not set).
Thirteen Omnibus hours will be shown
on NBC-TV Sundays at 5-6 p.m.; of
these, seven have been bought by
Aluminium Ltd. which will also sponsor the same telecasts on the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. The only Saudek
project that still is seeking network
time is 7 Wonders of the World, seven
hour programs being prepared for New
York's new Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts. It is Mr. Saudek's
hope that this series will get network
exposure this winter.
In some of these cases, Mr. Saudek
simplified the networks' decision-making
process by delivering sponsors as well
as shows. He is credited with the sale
of his mystery hours to Dow Chemical
and the seven Omnibus productions to
Aluminium, which was an Omnibus
sponsor in earlier seasons.
Two Different Jobs ■ Mr. Saudek's
background has fitted him to perform
the dissimilar jobs of salesmanship and
creative production.
He was born (in Pittsburgh, June 11,
1911) to sicians.
parents
muHis fatherwhowaswere
an both
orchestra
conductor and musical director of
KDKA. His mother was a violinist. At
the age that other toddlers are taken
to the zoo, Mr. Saudek was taken to
the theatre and concert hall.
By the time he reached college he
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

had developed an insatiable taste for
culture, but he had become familiar
enough with commercial radio, through
his father's connection with KDKA. to
Ijunderstand that culture must be paid
jifor. At Harvard, while studying for a
Ijjachelor's degree in government, he
Worked as an announcer at WBZ Boston. After getting his degree and a
Phi Beta Kappa key in 1932, he returned to Pittsburgh and joined KDKA
;as a continuity editor.
• At night he studied law at Duquesne
U., but his course was still incomplete
when, in 1938, he went to New York to
become assistant to the sales manager of
NBC. In 1942, when NBC's Blue Network evolved into ABC, he joined it
as assistant to Edgar Kobak, executive
vice president (afterward president of
Mutual and now a business consultant).
!Except for wartime service in Armed
^Forces Radio in Europe Mr. Saudek was
with ABC until the fall of 1951. He was

Benson, vice president for business affairs (Princeton, Phi Beta Kappa);
Walter Kerr, drama consultant (former
professor at Catholic U.. Washington,
D.C., and drama critic for the New
York Herald-Tribune) ; Richard Thomas, production controller (U. of North
Carolina) ; Michael Ritchie, assistant
to Mr. Saudek (Harvard); and a work
force of secretaries and clerks who
speak and dress with the kind of assured casualness that exclusive women's colleges cultivate. "We seem," said

a Saudek associate, "to attract girls
from Wellesley, Radcliffe, Bryn Mawr
andRange
Vasser."
in Reading ■ The atmosphere
to which these girls are drawn may be
described by listing the reading material
that is laid out in the RSA reception
room. In addition to the usual selection
of broadcasting and show business publications available in New York radiotelevision offices, Robert Saudek Assoc.
provides waiting visitors with the latest

jvice president in charge of public affairs, publicity, continuity and research
,and had collected three Peabody Awards
for his radio productions of Hiroshima,
Communism — U.S. Brand and Clear
and Present Danger when he left ABC
to head the Tv-Radio Workshop of the
Ford Foundation.
Ideal Marriage ■ The Workshop was
£L job that might have been created for
him. The Ford Foundation wanted to
develop cultural television programs
that attracted big enough audiences to
lihe commercial vehicles. Lxjsses were
junderwritten by foundation funds.
The Workshop's Omnibus was tv's
.first 90-minute program. In its seven
Iyears on the air Omnibus received 75
awards, including three Peabodies. Mr.
_Saudek produced more than 150
fimnibus shows, containing 500 difjjferent features and running through the
^widest range of subject matter any
jtelevision program has attempted,
j In the spring of 1957 the Foundajtion withdrew its support having conjcluded that Omnibus had served its
-purpose of proving that quality television could support itself. For a secret
.price Mr. Saudek bought the rights to
jthe Omnibus programs and to the
(Bame, and he established Robert
.Saudek Assoc.
Robert Saudek Assoc. was a new
name for the same kind of organization that Mr. Saudek had run at the
Tv-Radio Workshop. RSA consists of
a small, permanent staff including Mr.
Saudek; AUistair Cooke, former U.S.
correspondent for England's Manchester Guardian and Omnibus host; Jack
Perlis, information consultant (Harvard
.graduate); David J. Oppenheim, asso'ciate producer (Eastman School of
Music and Julliard); Mary V. Ahearn,
feature editor (Radcliflfe); Henry May,
production designer (Yale); George M.
.(BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Star attraction ■ Robert Saudek has a
knack of persuading performers and
personalities from other media and
professions to try tv. Leonard Bernstein (at right in picture above), has
done several shows for Saudek enterprises, will do four hour-long produc-

tions of Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philharmonic this year.
When Boston attorney Joseph Welch
was asked why he stooped to appear
on television, he replied: "If it's good
enough for Bob Saudek, it's good
enough for me."

Saudek formula ■ The Omnibus production of "Boswell's Life of Samuel
Johnson" was among the "most exciting" shows Mr. Saudek thinks he has
done. It featured Peter Ustinov (1)
and Kenneth Haigh. Mr. Saudek says
the objective of his programming is to

be "ideational in orientation but nevertheless entertaining." He believes "in
art, not artiness." The idea of quality
programming is not enough, he says.
The execution of the idea will determine its success. You can't be stuffy,"
says Mr. Saudek.
55

Our

Altruism

Backfired

Now that the smoke of the pohtical conventions in Los Angeles and Chicago has cleared
away— and our local television reporting crews
have returned to their home bases— we wish to
report a statistic:
Our stations were 100% successful in sellcoverage of both conventions in every Corintljianing market.
We fielded a 14-man team— complementing
CBS's superb national coverage— to achieve local and regional coverage, to tell an intensive
story of our respective state delegations, and to
view national events with local eyes. We did this
with our eyes open, hardly daring to hope for
extensive sponsorship, fully prepared to underwrite the expense in the interest of service. The
fact that we didn't have to is a tribute to the
enlightened local, regional and national sponsors
who saw the prestige— and commercial— value of
our local coverage.
Among the comments:
"Countless compliments attest that convention programs gave us a prestige vehicle for primarily institutional messages. We feel that other advertisers throughout the country should watch this sort of thing carefully
and evaluate its possible future value to themselves."
—Texas National Bank (Agency: Goodwin-Dannenbaum) on KHOU-TV, Houston.
"Purchase
both conventions
gave complete
tion of our ofmarket
. . . KOTV spending
lot of saturamoney
and effort bringing local angle to our public. Excellent
opportunity
for Stores
advertising."
—Safeway
(Agency: Perry Ward Associates), co-sponsor with Conoco Gasoline (Benton & Bowles), on KOTV, Tulsa.
"Corinthian's convention coverage gave us saturation
with dominance, intense audience interest— and lots of
family audience per dollar."
— Bonsib, Inc.. agency for meat packer Peter Eckrich & Son, on WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne.
"Through KXTV's locally oriented convention coverregularareanewscaster,
Hankto Thornley,
peopleage with
of Shell's
Sacramento
will continue
associate
Shell with important news presentation. This is an ideal
combination of audience service and commercial im—Shell Oil Co. (J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco) on KXTV, Sacramento.
pact."
It is heartening to prove that good public affairs programming is also good business. Each
Corinthian station will continue to explore opportunities tobring such programming to the
attention of sponsors who recognize that service
and commercial effectiveness go hand in hand.
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issues of Horizon, Realities, History Today, Saturday Review of Literature and
American Heritage.
Mr. Saudek's life is wrapped up in
his work and his family. He is married
to the former Elizabeth Koch of Pittsburgh and they have five children —
Richard, 20, a Harvard student who
has worked this summer as a copy boy
for the New York Times; Christopher,
18; Robert Eliot. 15: Mary Elizabeth.
12, and Stephen. 7. They live in Bronxville, N.Y.
Work takes up the bigger part of
Mr. Saudek's schedule, at times claiming 18 hours per day. He reads omnivorously in search of subjects for television production. As one acquaintance
said the other day: "Those bags under
his eyes are from bouts with books, not
His search for material and talent
bottles." turns up both in unexpected
sometimes
places. While on a visit at Harvard last
spring he looked in on a college play
with the improbable title, "Oh, Dad,
Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You in the
Closet and I Am Feeling So Sad." Mr.
Saudek decided that television wasn't
ready for this production, but he was
impressed with the direction of the
show. He hired Michael Ritchie, the
director, to be his assistant after graduation last June.
In his frequent travels, Mr. Saudek
encounters businessmen from other
fields and has become disturbed by
what he detects as a growing attitude
of tolerant amusement, if not contempt,
toward television.
"We start to talk about the business
we're in," he recalled last week, "and
when I say, 'Tm in television,' there's
always
a giggle
snicker. It's as if
I had said
I was ora abookie.
"I think those of us working in television ought to raise our sights continually so the image we present to
outsiders will be one they can respect,
even admire."
AFM

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne f/y-/? J
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

wins

back

pay

The American Federation of Musicians announced last week that a settlement has been reached with NBC
under which 20 NBC staff musicians
and eight or 10 extra sidemen will receive up to about $2,000 per man for
work they performed on The Perry
Como Show three years ago.
AFM oflRcials said that the program
was shown in England three years ago
without compensation to the musicians
who performed for the shows. The
union and the network, they said, have
been negotiating the issue for three
years and last week agreed on a settlement in excess of $50,000. AFM said
that each musician, staff or extra, will
receive a share in proportion to the

number of programs for which he
played. Since February 1959 this contingency has been covered by union
contract stipulation between NBC and
the AFM.
POST-48
Warner

FILMS

Canadian

shrouded

sale

in mystery

The status of the sales of 122 Warner
Bros, post-48 features to Creative Telefilm & Artists Corp., Toronto, scheduled for consummation last Thursday
(Sept. 1) but complicated by an injunction application, remained a hush-hush
affair at week's end.
Spokesmen for Warner Bros, and
Creative Telefilm would not discuss the
project and would not indicate if the
contract had been signed or the date
delayed. Several months ago, Warner
and Creative Telefilm announced they
had reached an agreement under which
the latter would acquire tv rights to the
features for $11 million and a commitment to pay Warner additional funds,
depending on tv revenues.
Several weeks ago the American Federation of Musicians asked the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District
of New York for an injunction to halt
the sale on the ground that under the
terms of a contract with the AFM,
Warner was required to obtain the consent of the union before it could release
the features (containing music) to tv.
Judge William B. Herlands had not issued a decision by last Thursday, although AFM had urged him to reach
a verdict by that date.
In a hearing before Judge Herlands
earlier in the week, Warner contended
that the AFM cannot enforce its contract because AFM is no longer the bargaining agent for musicians at Warner
Bros, (the Musicians Guild of America
now has jurisdiction at motion picture
studios). Warner also argued that the
injunction should not be issued because
the AFM has adequate remedy at law
in a suit for damages.
AFM insisted that it was the bargaining agent at the time the 122 motion
pictures were produced. Union spokesmen said they are attempting to obtain
re-use payment for musicians who performed for the films.

'Oscar's'

moving

to ABC next year
At a cost of $561,000 per year, and
"subject to formalization" of contract,
ABC has been awarded, on an exclusive basis for the next five years, all
radio-tv broadcast rights in the U.S. and
Canada, to the annual Academy of Mo57

tion Picture Arts & Sciences "Oscar"
award ceremonies, starting with the
April 1961 event.
Under the agreement jointly announced last week (Aug. 29) by B.B.
Kahane, academy president and Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV vice-president
in charge of programming, the academy
will put on the 90 minute broadcast and
also have "reasonable" approval of the
advertiser who will sponsor the event
annually. There will be no local station
break announcements. The academy
will underwrite all program costs, with
ABC participating in specified production costs such as lighting and also promotion, according to Mr. Kahane. The
deal also includes a provision for flexibility of format should the 90 minute
program run overtime.
NBC has had the annual show for
the past eight years, initially sponsored
commercially, but the last three years
sponsored by the film industry itself.
ABC's sealed bid topped NBC by an
undisclosed margin this year. CBS' low
bid was eliminated a few weeks ago
(Broadcasting, Aug. 29) and the network did not resubmit a new one.
■

Program

notes

Powers pick-up ■ Radio Liberation,
propaganda station with powerful
transmitters in Munich, Germany, and

on the island of Formosa, has
received permission of WBT Charlotte,
N.C., to rebroadcast the two-hour excerpt of the spy trial of Francis Powers that WBT had picked up and recorded from Radio Moscow. In making
the request Radio Liberation explained
that its receiving monitors in New York
had been unable to tape the Moscow
broadcast at that time. WBT makes it
a regular practice to pick up Russian
short-wage propaganda programs in
English for its series called Radio Moscow. The series is syndicated and currently heard on more than 20 radio
stations. The Moscow line is rebroadcast with commentary and analysis by
WBT staffers. The station was particularly on the alert for the Powers
trial excerpts.
Station-to-station ■ A popular daily
exercise program featuring John Hills,
health director of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, will be syndicated to WSAZ-TV
Charleston-Huntington, W. Va.
Violence revisited ■ Recalling the mid30's, called the "violent years" by some
American historians, and the flood of
gangster pictures produced then, with
such rising new stars as Edward G.
Robinson, Humphrey Bogart and James
Cagney, KHJ-TV Los Angeles has set
aside late Saturday evening for a new
series of theatrical movies and called

the sequence The Violent Years.
Series began Aug. 20 with "Marked
Woman," starring Humphrey Bogart,
has such pictures as "Hatchet Man"
and "Tiger Shark," both with Edward
G. Robinson, and another Bogart
starrer.
"Racket
for the weeks
ahead.Busters," scheduled
Comeback trail ■ Featuring interviews
with such guests as Roy Campanella,
injured baseball player who now is host
of a tv series, Comeback is a public
service program of WMAR-TV Baltimore shared with three other stations.
The taped program is exchanged with
those of other coordinating stations "as
a joint public service endeavor to further enhance the industry's prime image
and purpose." according to WMARTV. Participating are WOR-TV New
York. WSB-TV Atlanta and WHASTV Louisville. The Baltimore station
presents the program on alternate
Wednesdays, 5:15-5:30 p.m.
■ Film sales
"Blockbuster Package" (Jaylark)
Sold to WJAR-TV Providence;
WFLA-TV Tampa; WRDW-TV Augusta. Ga.; WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.;
WVEC-TV Norfolk; WIS-TV Columbia,
S.C.; KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark.; WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio; WERT (TV)
Evansville, 111.; KPLC-TV Lake
Charles, La.; WLVA-TV Lynchburg,
Va.; WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., and
KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex.
Now in 119 markets.
"Science-Horror
Features'" (United
Artists
Assoc.)

Eee

17/, Err Yii,
Off
Ohlilih

r

You'll find more than just a moo-moo here
and a quack-quack there in the growing
Greenville-Washington Market. In 1959, onehalf of the state's Billion Dollar Farm income
was in this market dominated by WNCT and
WITN. Take a close look at all the fertile
facts before planting your next campaign.
Avails and details are yours for the asking.

witn

"ONE OF THE TOP 100 MARKETS'
Well over 1,000,000 Population - Set Count 200,000
58 (PROGRAMMING)

Sold to KRIS-TV Corpus Christi;
KGMB and KHVH-TV, both Honolulu;
WEGA-TV Jacksonville; KLFY-TV
Lafayette, La.; WPTV (TV) Palm
Beach. Fla.: WJHG-TV Panama City,
Fla.; WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.; KCSJTV Pueblo, Colo.; KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., and WSLA (TV) Selma,
Ala.
"First Re-Run Package to Australia"
(International Television Programs)
Sold to Amalgamated Television
Services, Sydney, for all of Australia.
TV)
Also a six show package of first-run
features were sold to ATN Sydney and
GTV Melbourne.
"Pre-'48 Paramount Features" (MCASold to WMBD-TV Peoria; KGLOTV and KEYC-TV Mason City, and
WJXT (TV) JacksonvUle, Fla.
"Shotgun Slade" (MCA-TV)
Sold to KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; P.
Ballantine & Sons, brewers, for an
upstate New York market, and R. J.
Reynolds for two markets in Kentucky
and Wisconsin.
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99
TRACKDOWN

On

WWJ-TV,

6:00

Monday

Detroit

P. M.

through

Friday

For your fall and winter
campaign, WWJ-TV proudly
features the finest adult
western available for spot advertising.
*'Trackdown"

is first run off network — and scheduled

across the board for maximum
big family-hour audience.

exposure to WWJ-TV's
1

Saddle up with these terrific tales of the Texas Rangers
to corral important sales gains in the prosperous
Detroit-Southeastern Michigan market. Your PGW
Colonel has complete details. Phone him today!
Detroit, Channel 4- • NBC Television Network
WWJ-TV

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC,
Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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THE

TV

REVENUE-PROFIT
FCC

reports

total

time

Running counter to the prevailing experience ofAmerican industry, tv's 1959
financial revenues and profits continued
their upward spiral in both categories.
Based on FCC's official release last
week, total tv revenues for 1959 soared
to a new high of $1,163 billion — 13%
over 1958's $1.03 billion. Revenues include all income from the sale of time,
talent and program material.
Tv's profits, before federal income
tax, also reached a new high — $222.3
million, up 29.3% over 1958's $171.9
million.
The general pattern of American
business in the last few years has been
a continued climb in total revenues,
but with profits down because of hiked
expenses. These stem mainly from the
increasing cost of raw material and
labor.
In tv for 1959, expenses climbed,
but remained relatively stable in relation to income. Total expenses increased
9.7% over 1958— $941.6 million compared to $858.1 million. The number
of employes remained fairly constant —
How

MEDIA

tv fared

in the

No. of
Stations
in
tion
Tv Markets
(2)
(1)
Op3eraAlbany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.
3
Albuquerque, N.M.
3
Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.
3
Amarillo, Tex.
3
Atlanta, 6a.
Austin,
3
Rochester, Minn., Mason City, Iowa 3#
Bakersfield, Cal.
3
Baltimore, Md.
3
Boise-Nampa, Ida.
3
Boston, Mass.
3
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Paducah,
3
Ky., Harrisburg, III
3
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, Iowa
3#
Champaign-Urbana-Danville, III.
Charleston-Oak Hill-Huntington,
4
W. Va., Ashland, Ky.
3
Chattanooga, Tenn.
4
Chicago, III.
3
Cincinnati, Ohio
3
Cleveland, Ohio
3
Colorado Springs-Pueblo, Colo.
3
Columbus, Ohio
4
Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex.
4
Denver, Colo.
3
Des Moines-Ames, Iowa
3
Detroit, Mich
3
El Paso, Tex.
3
Evansville, Ind. -Henderson, Ky.
3
Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, Mich.
3
Fort Wayne, Ind.
3
Fresno, Cal.
3
Green Bay-Marinette, Wise.
Greenville-Spartanburg, S.C.,
4
Asheville, N.C.
60

sales

NEW

billion dollar

mark

40,270 in 1959 compared to 39,382 in
1958.
Other highlights of the 1959 tv financial report:
■ Twelve tv stations reported revenues of over $7.5 million. Average
expenses totaled $6.3 million — $1.5
million for salaries and wages. $1.6
million for film, $350,000 for talent,
$250,000 for depreciation and $2.6
million for all other costs.
■ Total revenues from the sale of
network time went up 5% to $445.8
million. Revenues from time sales to
national and regional advertisers rose
22.9% to $424.2 million, and to local
advertisers up 10.6% to $200.6 million.
Total time sales amounted to $1,070.6
million. This was an increase of 12.6%
over the 1958 figures.
■ The sale of time only was divided
as follows: network time to national advertisers, 41.6%; national and regional
spot, 39.6%, and local advertisers,
18.8%. This is roughly the same division as in 1958.
■ The three tv networks reported

leading
porting
No.
Re$25,000
orTime
More
Sales
(3)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

top

HITS

multi-station
Time Sales:
and
National

Network owned stations accounted
for only 23.9% of total revenues, but
63.6% of the profits.
■ Of the 496 tv stations reporting a
full year's earnings, 74.6% reported a
profit; 25.4% a loss. Only 8.4% of the
107 pre-freeze vhf stations reported a
loss; 25.9% of all post-freeze stations
reported a loss.
There were 69 uhf stations operating
for the full year; 35 reported a profit,
and 34 a loss.
■ Total revenues of the 77 uhf stations were $28 million up from $26.1
million reported by 79 uhf stations in
1958. Total loss for the 77 uhf outlets
was $500,000, compared to a loss of
$2.2 million for 79 stations in 1958,
and of $3.5 million for 88 uhf stations
in 1957.

last year

Local
Total
Total
Advertisers
and
Stations Broadcast
(8)
(6)
Reporting Revenues3
(7)
3
$1,015,374
1,789,833
Sponsors'
956,191
3 $5,222,118
610,951
3,173,158
3
1,019,093
1,902,348
3
1,927,247
6,843,594
3
1,657,455
656,491
3
3
2,741,610
3
490,316
957,654
9,501,287
3 19,531,021
5,250,745
3
9,489,944
2,528,814
3
288,755
1,776,337
3
406,612
2,586,691
3

$1,496,134
387,902
926,270
390,082
1,665,402
331,590
2,095,636
198,110
3,620,473
2,120,106
496,649
767,833

5,791,622
264,712
13,191,035
6,081,427
1,137,936
1,570,413

1,141,334
625,244
6,157,995
1,921,896
3,410,650
218,931
1,658,513
2,151,027
1,170,728
1,714,493
4,255,444
324,770
515,709
801,836
689,688
793,309
810,075
682,145

1,785,071
789,939
25,326,700
5,226,882
9,004,293
422,896
4,037,519
4,528,844
3,339,662
2,354,917
10,042,253
688,084
688,194
1,430,015
919,222
1,560,522
949,858

1,079,074
666,966
8,089,590
2,316,267
3,378,499
694,899
2,059,597
3,130,689
2,540,518
623,101
781,002
4,406,172
702,182
573,351
819,191
803,858
762,141

1,175,812

696,612

Networks
(4)

in 1959

total revenues of $576.1 million, up
11.5%, and total profits, before federal
income tax, of $87.9 million, up 14.2%.
These figures include revenues from the
network's 17 owned and operated station. tions as well as from network opera-

markets

Regional
Advertisers
and
(5)
Sponsors^
$3,279,405
529,902
1,902,886
558,295
3,882,260
675,986

HIGH

4
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

Total
Broadcast
(9)
Expenses
$3,943,457
1,770,950
1,834,822
2,209,812
4,708,288
1,255,544
6,771,219
1,031,245
10,929,423
5,535,546
1,167,388
2,466,645

Total
Broadcast
(10)
18,883
$1,278,661
1,338,336
Income'
2,135,306
401,911
307,4642,730,068
8,601,598
3,954,398
608,949
120,046
73,591-

259,636
3,602,799
1,864,852
99,428
13,393,188
25,459,885
3,671,082
6,022,752
7,040,308
8,556,984
128,121
1,281,157
5,244,038
2,115,776
2,280,059
6,874,851
1,751,760
5,010,769
484,770
3,070,381
9,774,506
7,673,996
1,693,224
188,002
76,089
1,557,276
2,731,188
179,749
2,114,808
2,697,036
2,154,676
227,397
29,832
201,329275,062
2,128,173
2,403,235
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3,862,435
1,964,280
38,853,073
9,693,834
15,597,292
1,409,278
7,359,814
9,154,910
6,762,529
3,555,151
17,448,502
1,769,313
1,745,278
2,529,859
2,294,557
2,726,868
2,382,073

ootball

tactics
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p do better
roadcast
reative
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than

aren't
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same
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equipment
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discussed
team
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•
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DALLAS,

TEXAS

Time Sales:
National

No. of No. Reporting
and
Stations $25,000
Regional
Advertisers
or more
and
Time
in
Tv Markets
Networks
lion
Sales
(2)
(5)
(1)
(3)
Opera(4)
Harrisburg- Lancaster- YorkSponsors'
5
5
Lebanon, Pa.
1,160,705
2,517,521
Hartford-New Haven-New Britain,
6
6
Waterbury, Conn.
1,637,003
5,922,295
937,200
3
3
251,532
Honolulu, Hawaii
3
3
1,611,106
Houston-Galveston, Tex.
4,811,299
4
4
5,219,715
1,818,921
Indianapolis-Bloomington, Ind.
3
3
4,939,280
Kansas City, Mo.
2,071,416
3
3
664,457
Knoxville, Tenn.
1,002,633
3
3
218,647
Las Vegas-Henderson, Nev.
86,414
3
3
Little Rock, Ark.
636,522
1,012,824
7
7
Los Angeles, Cal.
28,544,778
5,301,919
816,604
3
3
Madison, Wise.
523,772
4#
3
3
Memphis, Tenn.
1,591,759
2,851,841
3
3
Miami, Fla.
4,658,725
1,406,137
4
1,923,868
Milwaukee, Wise.
5,514,731
4
4
M Inneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.
5,069,538
2,407,662
487,450
3
3
962,562
Mobile, Ala.-Pensacola, Fla.
3
3
Nashville, Tenn.
1,609,265
1,253,878
3
3
New Orleans, La.
3,127,200
1,385,546
7
7
New York City, N.Y.
11,070,449
53,851,982
4#
Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News3
Hampton, Va.
2,004,367
1,099,223
3
3
Oklahoma City-Enid, Okla.
1,356,211
3
3
2,837,652
Omaha, Nebr.
1,352,903
2,414,862
714,132
3
3
Orlando-Daytona Beach, Fla.
523,252
977,404
3
3
Peoria, III.
663,479
3
3
Philadelphia, Penn.
16,278,444
5,135,599
4
4
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz
727,307
1,467,115
3
3
Pittsburgh, Pa.
10,782,150
3,262,016
3
3
667,148
Portland-Poland Springs, Me.
1,461,118
4#
3
Portland, Ore.
4,129,601
1,463,191
3
3
Richmond-Petersburg, Va.
1,286,808
1,053,234
4#
3
3
1,140,628
Roanoke-Lynchburg, Va.
862,516
3
3
Rochester, N.Y.
2,246,297
1,105,090
3
912,954
Sacramento-Stockton, Cal.
3,382,868
4
4
918,571
Salt Lake City-Provo, Utah
1,384,452
4
4
San Antonio, Tex.
1,059,898
2,066,914
4
4
9,715,695
San Francisco-Oakland, Cal.
3,364,103
3
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, Pa. 3
833,717
1,059,649
5
5
Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.
1,606,039
5,421,411
3
3
720,972
South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.
539,854
4#
3
3
671,631
Spokane, Wash.
1,794,017
4
St. Louis, Mo.
7,014,027
2,538,618
3
3
1,015,620
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
2,530,540
3
3
272,924
Tucson, Ariz.
467,812
3
3
Tulsa, Okla.
1,098,586
2,004,693
]^
3
Wailuku, Hawaii
4
4
Washington, D.C.
2,431,379
6,947,540
3
3
854,917
Wichita-Hutchinson, Kans.
1,829,009
4QR RJ^7
3
3
858 943
Youngstown, Ohio-New Castle, Pa.
272
265
Total 80 markets
$343,806,366
$119,566,512
Markets less than 3 stations
245
253
Total 191 markets
$38,428,755
$80,399,521
525
Total 271 markets
$424,205,888
$157,995,267
510
1 Before commissions to agencies, representatives and others.
#
- Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus talent and pro- '
gram sales.
■
" Before Federal income tax.
Note: — denotes loss.
A three-year
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REVENUES,

EXPENSES
INCOME OF 3 TV NETWORKS AND 519 TVANDSTATIONS
1959 - 1958 - 1957
($ Millions)
1959
1958Broadcast
Revenues I9571
3 Networks (including 17 owned and operated stations*)
$576.1
261.3
263.6
$516.7
93 Pre-Freeze television stations .... 291.2
$467.9
780.3
729.2
Subtotal
867.3
Post-Freeze television stations:
334 VHF stations
77 UHF stations
Industry total

268.6
28.0
$1,163.9

3 Networks (including 17 owned and operated stations
$488.2
93 Pre-Freeze television stations .... 196.1
Subtotal
684.3
62 (THE MEDIA)

223.6
187.3
26.7
26.1
$1,030.0
$943.2
Broadcast Exoenses
187.8
$439.7
627.5

179.3
$397.2
576.5

Local
Advertisers
Total Total
and
Stations Broadcast
(6)
(8)
(7)
Reporting
Revenues1,059,653
l',519!215
Sponsors'^
1,264,620
2,432,328
22^2581416
040,989
862,948
698,218
718,172
16,991,897
556,820
1,064^970
12,533,057
875 030
3,643,611
995 654
1,672,263
2,288,494
10,570,115
1,335,310
1,336,460
928,197
919,231
790^905
3,994,387
1,834,560
3,351,447
46l!o96
1,504,665
684,560
691,228
1,146,603
1,240,801
1,402,011
1,288,272
5,346,435
977,969
1,539,186
588,639
846,480
3,178,224
1,535,549
1,031,605
933,773
2,314,162
869,247
420 146
$150,925,986

5
4,006, bib
6
7,918,570
3
2,587,059
3
7,880,601
4
8,607,389
3
8,208,491
3
2,297,652
3
1,106,255
3
2,231,644
7 45,610,926
3
3
1,817,217
5,023,018
3
8,545,648
4
8,404,758
4 10,814,919
3
2,420,905
3
4,104,684
3
6,200,085
7 69,534,724
3
3
4,169,211
5,331,520
3
4,518,601
3
2,013,814
3
2,344,963
3 22,463,765
4
3,954,^:79
3 15,356,170
3
2,350,<c91
3
6,148,534
3
3,043,175
3
2,503,362
3
3,4,759,776
VoD, V4o
3
4
3,651,350
4
4 16,652,358
3,889,472
3
2,784,410
5
7,715,663
3
1,820,903
3
4 11,292,045
3
4,726,576
3
2i94l'978
1,822,671
3
3,725,304
1
4 11,178,905
3
3,237,720
3
1,716,613
267 $567,232,444

Total
(9)
Broadcast
Expenses

Broadcast
Total
(10)

3,164,810

841,805
Income^
129,405
2,454,743
2,153,401
1,678,219
703,273
2,801,087

5,463,827
2,457,654
5,727,200
6,929,170
5,407,404
1,594,379
1,283,052
2,007,518
35,997,499
1,402,192
3,194,106
6,089754
6,003,610
8^308,899
2,308,766
3'536i512
3,479,137
40,211,596
5,297,229

224,126
415,025
176,797 9,613,427
1,828,912
2,455^894
112,139
2,401,148
2,506,020
625^547
902,856
29,323,128

3,515,859
3,816,434
1,885,758
2^263,462
15,292,951
3,806,646
9,999,424
2,265,843
4,545,880
2^583,167
2,136!654
3,029,537
4,281,429
3,947,809
3,412,801
10,560,279
2,569,932
7,728,659

5,356,746
84,448
460,008
1,602,654

1,781,919
2,379,923
8,780,198
3,948,173
1,644,410
2,923,454

562,055
38,984
778,403
2,511,847
12,996178,261
801,850

8,890,261
2,933,395
1 532 442

304,325
2,288,644
184 171

$410,518,528

$156,713,916

653,352
1,515,086
982^089
128,056
81,501
147,633
7,170,814

366^708
956,411
478,347
476,671
214,478
6,092,079
296,459-

$124,615,864
$49,747,510 252 $158,201,370
$ 33,585,506
519
$725,433,814
$200,673,496
$535,134,392 $190,299,422
Not all stations in this market operated a full year during 1959.
Data not published for groups of less than 3 stations.
Data withheld because third station in this market in operation for
short period during 1959.

at networks

&

stations

Post-Freeze television stations:
334 VHF stations
77 UHF stations
Industry total

1959 1958228.8 202.3
28.5 28.3
$941.6
$858.1
Broadcast Income
(Before Federal Insome

19571
176.5
30.2
$783.2
Tax)

3 Networks (including 17 owned and operated stations *)
$ 87.9 $77.0 $ 70.7
93 Pre-Freeze television stations ....
95.1 75.8 82.0
Subtotal
183.0 152.8 152.7
Post-Freeze television stations:
334 VHF stations
39.8 21.3 10.8
77 UHF stations
( .5) ( 2.2)
( 3.5)
Industry total
$222.3
$171.9 $160.0
( ) Denotes loss.
' 1957 data cover 3 networks and 16 owned and operated stations; 95
pre-freeze and 390 post-freeze stations (302 VHF and 88 UHF).
" 1958 data cover 3 networks and 19 owned and operated stations; 94
pre-freeze and 401 post-freeze stations (322 VHF and 79 UHF).
Includes three post-freeze stations (2 UHF and 1 VHF). The two UHF
stations were sold prior to December 31, 1959.
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' in any

future

national

portation will fall upon
nnilitary freight

moved

emergency,
the

the

railroads

principal
(in World

burden of transWar II, 90% of all

by rail).

In everyone's interest, public policy should give the railroads the opportu'
nity to compete with other forms of transportation on a fair and equal basis.
I
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAI LROADS , WASH I N GTON , D. C .
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Which

kind

profited — which

(vhfs&

uhfs; pre-freeze

&

Icind lost

post-freeze

stations)

TV STATIONS CLASSIFIED BY
VOLUME OF TOTAL BROADCAST
-Freeze
1959 PROFIT
Only] OR LOSS
REVENUES SHOWING NUMBER
REPORTING
Operating Full Year
Post-Freeze
Post-Freeze
[Stations
Pre
Loss
Loss
Loss
Profit
VHF
Profit VHF
Profit
Total Broadcast Revenues
UHF
7
Over 58,000,000
10
1
28
8,000,000
203
15
6,000,000 - 6,000,000
16
2
4
4,000,000 - 4,000,000
1
17
3,000,000 - 3,000,000
43
14
1
1
2,000,000 - 2,000,000
1
41
6
3
3
1,500,000 - 1,500,000
24
1
26
4
6
1
1,000,000 - 1,000,000
1
3
8
9
1
800,000 - 800,000
51
8
7
5
600,000 - 600,000
400,000
27
7
12
400,000 - 200,000
1
24
3
6
200,000 - 100,000
98
4
9
2
Less100,000
than 9
9
83
35
237
Total operating full year 1959
station.
NOTE: Excludes 6 satellite stations whose financial data are included with their
34

parent

Says MAJOR SELLINGFORCE
(Ambrose W., at your service)
Ever get
you're getting
nowhere
fast,theoldfeeling
snake-killer?
I
did
.
.
.
that's
why
I
gavehome
up Indian
scouting and scooted back
to
South Carolina to plan ahead.
Started with that 1,526-foot tower
that gives WIS-TV the power to
deliver the whole state (or pretty
near) for one buy. Me, old
Major Sellingforce, I planned the state
so Columbia would be SOUTH
CAROLINA'S
BIGGEST
AREA IN THE
1960 METROPOLITAN
CENSUS . . . and
that it is! Down here, population
sales are jumping like a sausage on a
pan. Join up with WIS-TV, old
flint-dodger.
a fighting
outfit . . .
MAJOR
SELLINGIt's FORCE
IN SOUTH
CAROLINA . . . way ahead of

WIS-TV
NBC/ABC
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Channel 10, Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV,
Ala.
WIS, 560, Channel
Columbia.12, S.Montgomery,
C.
WIST, 930, Charlotte, N. C.
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Breaking

down

networks

&

519

profit &

loss

television

of the

three

tv

stations

BROADCAST FINANCIAL DATA OF 3 NATIONAL
TELEVISION NETWORKS1959AND 519 TV STATIONS

Item
(1)
Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Sale of network time to
advertisers
Total network time sales
2. Deductions from network revenue from sale of time to advertisers
a. Paid to owned and operated
stations
b. Paid to affiliated stations
Total
participation by
others (excluding
sions) in revenuecommisfrom
sale of network time
3. Total retentions from sale of
network time
4. Non-netv.ork time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
b. Local advertisers
Total non- network time
es
5. Total sal
time sales
6. Deduct - Commissions to agencies, representatives, etc
7. Net time sales
Revenues from incidental broadcast
activities:
a. Talent
b. Sundry broadcast revenues
Total incidental broadcast
activities
Total broadcast revenues
Total broadcast expenses
Broadcast income (before Federal
Income Tax)

Total 3
17 Network 502 Networks
Owned & Other and 519
3
Operated TV
Sta
Networks
(2) Tv Stations^
(5)
(3) Sta
(4)
TV
($ Millions)
$443.3
443.3

30.5
125.0
155.5
$287.8

$ 30.5
27.3
92.6

$127.5= $445.8
173.3
331.6
504.9
91.6
632.4

424.2
200.6

287.8

119.9
21.9
150.4

66.7
221.1

128.5

181.7
35.7
217.4
438.5
406.5

4.7
4.4
137.6
9.1
81.7

624.8
1,070.6
180.2
540.8 890.4
10.9
76.5
197.0
47.0
36.1
273.5
941.6
587.8
453.4
1,163.9

$ 32.0

$ 55.9

$134.4 $222.3

network owned and operated uhf stations that were sold prior to December
Includes
31
1959 data for two
tv stations includes
Total retentions from sale of network time of $127.5 million by 502 other
in addition to receipts from the 3 national tv
networks
tv
miscellaneous
from
received
revenues
networks.
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SEE
STATION
LOCAL

FOR

YOURSELF

DOES

Central

AROUND

BUSINESS

Most

WHY

IN

Watched

ONE

80%
DES

Station

OF

THE

MOINES

. . . KRNT-TV!

Most Believable Personalities . . . KRNT-TV!

Surveys Study

Most Believable Station . . . KRNT-TV!

(Feb. 1960)
Ask Katz

Most People Would

for the

Prefer KRNT-TV

Personalities As Neighbors!

Most People Vote KRNT-TV
The Station Doing the Most to Promote

facts

Worthwhile

Public Service Projects!
Nielsen
(Feb. 1960)
Ask Katz

Wonderful
The Points Where

Ratings
on
KRNT-TV!
Your Distribution is Concentrated

Wonderful
The Points Where

Ratings
on
KRNT-TV!
the Points Count the Most for You.

ARB
(Mar. 1960)
Ask Katz
Ask Katz

See

about

yourself

the list of local accounts

v\/hose

strategy is to use this station almost exclusively. It reads

Central Iowa

like who's who in many classifications— Foods and
Institutions, to name a couple.

Advertisers

for

for

yourself

Financial

the new, tried and proved power concept of these companies

of concentrating on one station. See for yourself how they use this station to get distribution and produce sales. The bold concept used by these companies discards the old
strategy of a little here, a little there, a little some

place else. Old strategy oftentimes results

li in a dissipation of efforts.

See
for yourself
why KRNT-TV regularly carries around 80% of the local
business. See for yourself that this station is a big enough sales tool to win your sales
battle if it's used in a big enough

way.

KRNT-TV
DES
MOINES
A COWLES STATION
UROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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Profile

of tv stations

tliat had

sales of at least
Table 7

$25,000

PRINCIPAL EXPENSE ITEMS OF TV STATIONS' WITH $25,000 OR MORE TIME SALES CLASSIFIED BY VOLUME OF REVENUES
[Stations Operating Full Year 1959 Only]
Average Per Station
A 11
Total
oalaries
CfNo.19iAnof ^
FL AfJC
vnp 1n 1 beCP oc
<3(IU VV cities
Broadcast Revonues
Film
1 dienL
Other
Depreciation
Less than $100,000
$127,033
All
100,000- 200,000
80,540
21,993
$37,636
208,032
27,360
102,295
$25,844
38
262,831
$23,216
200,000- 300,000
$38,696
28,340
34
91,067
73,932
4,207
135,506
382,186
145,729
300,000- 400,000
1,641
165,483
35,627
5,502
50,023
42,491
409,926
136,913
400,000- 500,000
32
51,940
8,437
197,519
45,612
500,000- 600,000
508,384
184,697 1
232,160
28
53,141
629,040
63,370
9,978
10,678
240,722
600,000700,000
200,622
"7An
AnA
QAA
AAA
91,087
74,992
9,657
279,175
34
/UU,UUU- oUU,UUU
699,778
85,931
13,524
19,563
109,065
38
37
99,927
110,754
810 047
800,000-1,000,000
308,167
262,498 1
106,305
24,765
37
360,569
134,788
1,000,000-1,500,000
341 827 I
968,254
146^403
492^898
209,266
1,345,943
464707
1,500,000-2,000,000
54
32,669
46
173,837
292,024
62,166
617,848
1,722,251
2,000,000-3,000,000
36
10
722,279
171,598
576,376
22
888,197
94,443
3,000,000-4,000,000
434,997
2,311,514
196,525
927,337
184,645
592,612
1,049,665
2,950,784
4,000,000-5,000,000
293,955
165,755
14
992,933
1,235,870
5,000,000-7,500,000
3,936,825
1,248,312
12
1,547,216
Over -$7,500,000
253,234
352,932
6,431,213
2,659,389
491
1,618,442
Total All Stations
$375,941
$1,080,852
107
$195,736
Total Pre-freeze Stations
$2,549,331
$834,551
$366,220
$45,361
$535,113
$97,594
$134,227
Post-freeze
Stations:
$162,262
VHF
319
$721,426
$261,923
$883,178
135,821 !
180,569
65
427,464
$19,689
$108,832
51,495
$245,327
UHF Post-freeze Stations
$85,655
50,164
Total
$671,667
$248,152
384
9,415in time sales which are not required
$18,017
$226,528to i1
with less than $25,000
' Excludes data for 5 post-freeze stations (1 VHF and 4 UHF) operating full year 1959 $99,158
$79,812
report detailed expense data.
Note: Also excludes data for 6 full year operating satellite stations whose financial data are included with their parent station.
The

expense tab
Table 6
BROADCAST EXPENSES OF 3 TV NETWORKS
AND 519 TV STATIONS
1959
Total 3
17 Network
502 Networks
and 519
Owned and
Other
TV
TV
3 Operated
Type
of
tions
tions
(4)
works
StaExpenses
(2) TV (3)
(1)
Net(5)
($ Thousands) Stations'- $ 73,762 $127,843
Technical $ 39,977 $14,104
StaProgram 316,097 40,835 188,975 545,907
Selling
20,589
82,913
8,598 53,726
General and
Administrative 29,872 18,171 136,963 185,006
Total
Broadcast Ex-penses $406,535 $81,708 $453,426 $941,669
Includes data for two network owned and
operated UHF stations that were sold prior
to December 31, 1959.

Spot radio's pace
Radio spot advertising billings
during the first six months of 1960
dipped almost imperceptibly under the total for the same period
a year ago, according to estimates
compiled by Station Representatives Assn. SRA's estimates: $85,909,000 as compared to $85,923,000 for the first six months of
1959. The figures are compiled
for SRA by the accounting firm
of Price, Waterhouse & Co. They
represent gross billings, before
commissions. They are subject to
adjustment when FCC's official
radio figures for 1959 become
available later this year.
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ABA

MEET

Crime
Six

shows

radio-tv

IGNORES
on

CANON

tv subject

shows

The American Bar Assn. brushed
aside the matter of broadcast coverage
in the courtroom at its annual convention, held last week in Washington. But,
it gave six Gavel Awards to radio-tv
stations for distinguished service in promoting understanding of law and
justice.
Canon 35, anti-broadcast rule of the
ABA, was slated for consideration before the House of Delegates but official
ABA sources said the matter was not
brought before the house.
Dozens of sectional meetings were
held during the convention, including
a panel at which crime portrayal by
news media was discussed in blunt
terms.
A last-minute addition to the agenda,
announced Aug. 30, was a speech by
Adlai Stevenson, Democratic presidential nominee in the 1952 and 1956 campaigns. He replaced Vice President
Richard M. Nixon, who could not appear because of his illness. President
Eisenhower spoke Aug. 29.
Honors ■ These gavel awards were
presented for television programs:
KPIX-TV San Francisco, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station, "for
fostering public understanding of the
processes of criminal law through its
documentary tv production, A Life in
the Balance." Donald H. McGannon,
WBC president, accepted the award.

honored

35

of discussion
with

awards

WRC-TV Washington, NBC o&o
station, "for increasing public understanding of the role of juvenile courts
in the American judicial system."
Joseph Goodfellow, vice presidentgeneral
manager of WRC-TV, accepted
the award.
Paisano Productions, Hollywood, "for
dramatizing basic legal safeguards afforded to accused persons through the
Perry Mason
television
Raymond Burr, star
of the program."
show, accepted
the gavel.
Tulane Close-Up, Tulane U., New
Orleans, "for the nationally televised
program With Justice for All, explaining the functions of legal aid and defender services in aiding indigent per-|
sons." Dr. Herbert E. Longenecker
Loyola president, accepted the award
Two radio awards were presented:
WRCV Philadelphia, NBC o&o station, "for contributing to public understanding of the administration of justice
through
series Law
Action."
RaymondtheW.radio
Welpott,
vice inpresident
r
general manager, accepted the award
WHAS
Louisville "for increasin
public understanding of the America
system of law and justice through the
radio series It's the Law," Victor Sholis
vice president, accepted the award.
Four newspaper gavel awards went tc
the Washington Post, Pittsburgh Post
Gazette, Portland Oregonian and LindBROADCASTING, September 5, 196(''

UVS
NEVER
MAY
You
NSI SURVEY— KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA
(February, 1960)
STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK

HOMES DELIVERED
WKZO-TV
Mon. thru FrI.
9 a.m.-Noon
59,600
73,900
Noon-3 p.m.
68,000
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. thru Sat.
158,200
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m.-Midnight 130,500

PERCENT OF TOTAL
39%
STATION B
STATION
44% B
WKZO-TV
61%
48%
56%
52%
37,800
37%
57,200
3
5%
63%
61,600
65%
90,600
67,700

^Oldest fortified castle in the world is at Gomdan
(Kingdom of Yemen, Arabia) dating prior to 100 A.D.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTU CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KAUMAZOO
WWTV — CADILUC, MICHIGAN
KOIN-IV — UNCOIN, NEBRASKA
iROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

CASTlT^
DEST
l
O
E
H
T
IM
BUT... WKZO-TV Gets Results ''Fit For

A King" In Kalamazoo-Grand

Rapids!

WKZO-TV is the "palace royal" for advertisers in
Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids (two of America's 51
fastest-growing city-markets) and in Greater Western
Michigan, one of America's 20 largest television markets!
Every day, WKZO-TV carries news of your product
to more of the market's 600,000 television homes than
any other station. WKZO-TV delivers an average of 70%
more homes per quarter hour than Station 'B,' Sunday
through Saturday, 6 p.m. -9 p.m. (NSI — February, 1960).
For all the rest of outstate Michigan worth having, add
WWTV to your WKZO-TV schedule.
// you want it
all, give us a call!

100,000 WATTS
. CHANNEL 3 * 1000' TOWER
Studios
Both Kalamazoo
andT
GrandV
Rapids
OKinZ
W
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National RepreienfotiVet

say-Schaub Newspapers. Decatur, 111.
Whitney North Seymour was inducted
as ABA president. He is an authority
on constitutional law and represented
NAB as special counsel in appearances
at the FCC program hearings last
winter and Senate legislative hearings
in May.
Kintner Speaks ■ The Federal Trade
Commission's radio and tv advertising
unit has reviewed 5,175 radio and tv
continuities during the fiscal year 1960
—from July 1, 1959 to June 30, 1960,
FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner said
in an address on food, drug and cosmetic law.
The work of the monitoring unit,
Mr. Kintner said, extended also to a
review of 142 magazines and 626 newspapers. All in all the FTC chairman
said, the unit has looked over 203,841
advertisements in all three media.
In a discussion of the work of the
unit, Mr. Kintner made it clear that
despite its name the group scrutinizes

all media. This has proved most economical, he said. He also disclosed that
the monitoring unit maintains liaison
with the Alcohol Tax Div., of the Internal Revenue Service and forwards to
that agency radio and tv commercials
for beer, wine and other alcoholic beverages. In the last 12 months. Mr.
Kintner stated, 3.567 such advertisements were segregated and forwarded
to the treasury unit.
ABA adopted a resolution urging
federal regulatory agencies to amend
their rules of practice so only attorneys
appearing on behalf of parties directly
involved would be heard during toplevel review of examiners' recommendations. The resolution was offered
by Mr. Kintner. He said the rule would
relieve members of Congress of "making speeches on behalf of their constituents" before regulatory agencies.
Critical Moderator ■ In approaching
the problem of crime portrayal in public media, the ABA named William B.

NAB's Radio
NAB's pay-as-you-go Radio Code,
a grown-up version of the old standards of practice, has passed the 600mark in subscribers.
Once a non-paying honor system
document with statements of ethical
requirements, the code now is operating on a basis parallel with the
NAB Tv Code. Although the new
code setup has just gotten off the
ground, its subscriber list promises
continued growth.
The next step will be appointment
of a fulltime director to administer
the code. The director will operate
under supervision of John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president.

Code: On the road to
When the code was overhauled
July 1, its rolls were opened for the
first time to non-NAB stations. The
enforcing agency is headed by Cliff
Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., who
presided at a code board meeting
held Aug. 28 in Washington.
NAB's campaign to explain code
benefits will be operated through
state broadcasters associations, supported by the NAB station relations
staff, headed by William Carlisle. A
complete radio code presentation is
planned at the series of eight Fall
Conferences starting Oct. 13 in At18). lanta (see conference schedule, page

NAB Radio Code Board ■ (L to r) : James L. Howe,
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Elmo Ellis. WSB Atlanta; Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Herbert L.
Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; Cliff Gill, KEZY
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McKesson, district attorney of Los
Angeles County and chairman of
ABA's crime-media committee, to moderate apanel.
Mr. McKesson opened with a halfhour castigation of radio-tv and newspapers, citing familiar anti-broadcast
statements but ignoring pro-broadcast
studies and statements. His onesided
presentation moved Charles H. Tower,
NAB tv vice president and panel member, to say,sounded
"Our moderator's
statement
to me more opening
like a
criminal complaint than a description
of the subject to be discussed. This, I
suppose, is a pardonable offense for one
who has so ably and conscientiously devoted his time and talents to the vital
role of public prosecutor."
Also taking sharp issue with Mr. McKesson was Charles Fletcher-Cooke, of
London, Member of Parliament, who
contended publication and broadcasting of crime news is desirable, with
the alternative of no publicity much

prosperity
The new director will aid in preparing a monitoring program to
check on enforcement of code provisions. An audio symbol for broadcast use by subscribers is being
worked out.
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, 111., member of the NAB
Policy Committee, took part in the
Aug. 28 code meeting. Also representing NAB, besides Mr. Meagher,
were Everett E. Revercomb, acting
administrator and secretary-treasurer; John M. Couric, public relations
manager; Douglas A. Anello, chief
counsel, and John Degnan, assistant
to Mr. Meagher.

Anaheim, Calif., chairman; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore;
George J. Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa; Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

WHEN
DID
THEY
FIND
TIME

FOR

WORK?

In agency "X", a real togetherness outfit, there
is extensive exchange of birthday cards every
year. Each executive sends one to all other
executives, one to every worker and, naturally,
one to the president. Each worker sends one to
each executive (there are no secrets), one to all
other workers, and one to the president, naturally. There are, naturally, twice as many
executives as workers. Nine hundred cards are
sent in a year's time.
How many workers in agency "X"?
The correct answer will win you a copy of Dover
Publications' "Amusements in Mathematics" —
plus one birthday card next time you're thirtynine.* Oldtimers need not despair. There are
different prizes for repeat winners.
* Plus a picture (personally autographed by our
copywriter) of Sophia Loren or Jack Kelly, a couple
of the stars who'll be seen in our new first-run.
Grade A late-night movies.

—

Channel

7

Washingfon,

D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated witli WMAL.
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and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.69

ALWAYS

shoot in color . . . Eastman

Color Film . . . Youll be glad you did.

For example, helping LESTOIL seek
out and sell millions of housewives
through brilliant, imaginative,
instantly understood ANIAAATiON is
possible only with film.
In fact, film — and film alone —
does these 3 things for you: (1)
gives you crisp, vivid animation;
(2) provides high-polish commercials rich v/ith optical effects; (3)
assures penetration and coverage
the world over.
for more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

worse. "A small minority in England
seizes crime programming as a stick
to beat United States broadcasting,"
he said, adding no connection between
tv crime programs and the increase in
crime has been proved.
"There is no increase in the carrying
of guns," he said in defending television. "There is no evidence that a
normal child is in any way induced to
crime. Our children regard westerns as
remote costume pieces, drawing a sharp
distinction between fiction and documentary fact." ■ Mr. Fletcher-Cooke
In England
said many people in his country regard
the Independent Television Authority
as weak and possessed of few but critical sanctions. "Suspension of a station is like the hydrogen bomb — too
flagrant to be used except in exceptional cases." he said.
The competition of the ITA tv stations in Great Britain "has been extremely good for the BBC," he said,
adding, "I would view with great alarm
any reversal of that trend." He argued
parental authority "is more important
than all the mass media in the world."
Crime portrayal in media is a basic
sociological and psychological problem, not a media problem, Mr. Tower
contended. Those who don't like what
most people like on television constitute "a small but presumably chosen
band of people who believe that America is going to hell in a television picture tube," he said.
Mr. Tower cited an NAB analysis of
a typical programming week in Washmgton, with variety-comedy, drama and
adventure constituting 38% of time,
westerns 9%, cultural and interview,
9%, and down to private detective 3%,
police 3%, courtroom 3% and mysteries 11/2%. He reminded that in terms
of
selection "Matt
will
beatpopular
Bill Shakespeare
to the Dillon
draw every
time, and by a wide margin. Broadcasters will continue to serve up some
Shakespeare, perhaps not enough for
those who want no Dillon and all
Shakespeare, but still a significant
amount." He analyzed the basis for the
popularity of crime and adventure programs.
Tv and J.D. ■ "There are to my
knowledge no studies showing a causal
relation between television and juvenile
delinquency," Mr. Tower said. He
said broadcasters will continue to program to the best of their ability and
"resist the deceptively easy course of
government directive because we believe that a free society in today's world
rests more importantly than many
people realize on a free system of
broadcasting." He said self-regulation
through the NAB Tv Code is bringing
improved standards.
Ashbrook Bryant, of the FCC net-

work study office, said tv crime programs aren't likely to affect a normal
child but might have an impact on a
frustrated, emotionally disturbed child.
He argued criticism of broadcast programming "isn't thought up by dissidents merely to embarrass broadcasters."
He said Sec. 326 of the Communications Act and the First Amendment
properly forbid the FCC from censoring programs or penalizing program
material it thinks is bad, aside from obscenity and related material.
Tom Cameron, Los Angeles Times
crime reporter, said newspapers can't
change the community image. He said
there were 105,227 major crimes in Los
Angeles last year, but only a small percentage were reported in the newspapers. He said newspapers have raised
the standards of crime portrayal.
In a pre-convention ABA panel, several attorneys clashed on the ethics of
lawyer participation in tv programs portraying trials. Herman F. Selvin, Los
Angeles attorney, said tv shows are incompatible with legal ethics because
their first requirement is audience appeal. Arguing in favor of trial programs were Richard F. Hayden and
Quenton C. Ogren, Los Angeles lawyers, and Gilbert Giordano, Washington. They took the position it was better to have the programs conducted with
supervision of lawyers and emphasized
creation of greater public understanding of the judicial process and function
of lawyers.
In a pre-convention copyright session Joseph A. McDonald, communications attorney, served as chairman of a
panel. Application of copyright to electronic media was reviewed. Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB vice president, participated inthe discussion.
■ Rep appointments
■ WSJS-AM-FM-TV Winston-Salem.
N.C.: Peters, Grifhn, Woodward. N.Y.
■ WAME
N.Y.

Miami: Adam Young Inc.,

■ WKNB New Britain-Hartford. Conn.:
George P. Hollingbery Co., N.Y.
H WHIL Medford (Boston), Mass. and
WJBW New Orleans, both Tarlow Assoc. stations: Forjoe Co., N.Y.
B WIST Charlotte, N.C.: Adam Young
Inc., N.Y.
■ WWMT (FM) New Orleans: Good
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
■ WEIR Weirton, W.Va.; WDNG Anniston, Ala.; WSKY Asheville, N.C.;
WICK Scranton, Pa.; WJPR Greenville,
Miss.; WWML Portage, Pa.; WTCS
Fairmont, W.Va.; WAPX Montgomery,
Ala.; Spot Time Sales Inc., N.Y.
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MORE

EARS

THAN

EYES

IN

DAY?

RAB says radio outdraws tv in daytime
The Radio Advertising Bureau last audience surpasses tv's in every hour
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. (see chart). RAB
week unveiled a new study which asnoted
that a comparable study conductserts that radio's penetration of the adult
ed in the winter of 1958 showed that
consumer audience is "consistently
greater" than television's during the radio had a "substantial edge" over tv
in daytime adult audience penetration,
daytime hours when "most buying takes
but added that the winter 1960 figures
indicate that radio has increased the
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney,
place." the results of the study, told edge by 6.5% in the average hour beoutlining
a news conference in New York last
tween 6a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday (Aug. 31) that the bureau
The study points out that the proportion of adults in radio's audience in
was aiming at daytime tv's advertising
1960 has held steady or gained since
billing. He estimated that daytime tv
1958, while in tv, it has decreased. For
is grossing about the same as daytime
radio — approximately $550 million an- e.xample, RAB said, the daytime aunually.
dience in radio averaged out to 87%
adult in 1958 and 88% in 1960, while
The study makes two main points:
(1) daytime radio outranks daytime tv tv's averaged out to 62% in 1958 and
in adult audience and (2) adults are the 61% in 1960.
To bolster its contention that adults
only important audience for most advertisers.
are the significant audience for most
RAB's conclusions regarding the size advertisers, RAB offers statistics gleaned
from various marketing studies which
of the adult audience during daytime
claim, for example, that 98.2% of food
hours (defined as before 6 p.m.) are
based on research conducted for the and grocery buyers are adult; 85% of
all department store traffic is adult and
bureau by The Pulse Inc. in 27 metropolitan markets during the winter of 95% of all drug and toiletry purchases
1960. RAB supports its claim that are made by adults. RAB asserts that
adults (over 18 years old) are the only children have "very little influence" on
important audience for most advertisers
brand choice, even for products tradiby citing published research on buying
"children's"
ucts.tionally
In thisconsidered
connection,
the prodstudy
habits in groceries and supermarkets,
points to research data that indicates
department stores and drug stores.
that for purchases of ice cream and
The study shows that radio's adult

WINTER
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ADULT
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to local advertisers.
Advice from WXYZ-TV
WXYZ-TV Detroit has formed an
advisory committee on commercial productions to serve as consultants to advertising agencies. The council will provide information on new techniques in
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11 NOON
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2

3

4

5

,

!

j
j

'
j
r|
;
■
J

the
creation
of tv commercials,
and prowill j'
answer
technical
questions, solve
duction problems and advise on matters fof staging, continuity, engineering and ■
direction. The station's president, John ■
F. Rival, drew the group of experts ]
from WXYZ-TV's graphic arts, video !
tape recording, direction, scenery, con- j
tinuity direction and stagin<j depart-;
ments. Mr. Rival commented that he ,
feels that since it is difficult even for j
people directly involved in the broad- !i
casting industry to keep abreast of rap- |
id developments, the council will aid i
advertisers to realize the possibilities of '»
the medium.
i'
■

IVIedia reports

KBLA sued ■ Charging breach of contract, Lisa Robinson, disc jockey and •.
self-styled "high priestess of jazz" last,
week filed a $2,015,000 damage suit i
against KBLA Burbank, in Los Angeles ,
Superior Court. She charges that KBLA I \\
sold her midnight to 5 a.m. station time
and seven days later cancelled her show.

Car pools ■ WIP Philadelphia lastji
Thursday (Sept. 1) instituted a speciafcar pool telephone service, arranging to
bring together riders and drivers during
the Pennsylvania Railroad strike. Omii a
Thursday, the first day of the strike,j ;S
calls came from drivers as far away as5 ts
Cape May, N.J., and Wilmington, Del.,^ u
WIP General Manager Harvey Glas-j, ij
cock reported. He said the service wouldi i
continue as long as the need exists.
i:
OfTiclal consultant ■ Broadcasters Pro-,
motion Assn. will serve as official radio-„
tv consultant for Junior Achievement's
national headquarters in New York.'^
Workingstandards
through committee,
education andBPAprofes-'
sional
hast

RADIO

4
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sherbet, peanut butter, bread and chocolate milk, children have "little influence" on brand decisions.
RAB officials will be showing the
study to leading advertisers and agencies and copies will be distributed to
more than 3,000 agencies and advertisers. RAB member stations will be making presentations, based on the study,

,

ft
t(
in

prepared announcements for publidf ^
service broadcasts and distributed them' Ej|
to local JA franchises. Among commit-;* It
ments thus far are NBC-TV's Dave (
Garroway Show and CBS-TV's Gen-:. Iji
eral Electric Theatre, plus "star" en-|. (!)
dorsements by certain tv personalities; \
ft
Local talent ■ WINF, good music staBROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

tion in Manchester, Conn., is co-sponsoring acommunity symphony orchestra which now has over 50 members,
most of them amateurs. The project was
developed by John Gruber, who conducts a classical-music program on
I WINF and is music critic of the Man\ Chester Evening Herald, co-sponsor. Mr.
Gruber invited people who had once
played musical instruments fairly well
to apply even though they might be out
i of practice. He offered to lead the orchestra. The local board of education
has supplied practice space and the
group intends to give a series of concerts beginning next spring.

elementary school (Richard E. Byrd).
Facilities would include $91,227 in
equipment and $10,000 in engineering
services for installation, with the sum
above the Motorola contract to be underwrit en as a gift by its president,
Robert W. Galvin.
Unanimous 'A proposal to amend the
bylaws of the California Broadcasters
Assn. to include associate memberships
for individuals and firms in broadcasting-connected activities was unanimously approved by the CBA board at a
meeting in San Francisco Aug. 12. The
amendment will be submitted to the
full CBA membership at the annual

meeting, to be held Nov. 18 in Fresno.
High gross ■ Total motion picture theater gross may attain an all-time high
of $1.5 billion in 1960, Albert Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger Co., Norwood, Pa. reports. He noted that
although attendance at theatres was
down 6.5% in the first seven
months of 1960 from 1959 levels, the
gross is keeping pace with the peak
year of 1946. He explained this apparent paradox by pointing out that the
average admission price has risen to
69 cents from 60 cents in 1959. He
said the motion picture public is becoming more selective each year.

' CBS-TV workshop ■ Applications are
being accepted for the second annual
seminar, CBS Television Workshop, for
, new writers and directors, starting Sept.
' 19. Workshop telecasts this season be'i gin Sunday, Oct. 2 (noon-l:30 p.m.
' EDT), but subsequent shows will be
' in the Sunday, noon to 12:55 p.m., period. Writer and director applicants may
send samples or summaries of their
" work to The McCleery Unit, Room
' 500, CBS-TV Network Production Cen"ster,
524 W. 57th St., New York 19,
t, N.Y.
ii Keystone adds ■ Fifteen stations have
joined the roster of Keystone Broad!: casting System: KCLF Clifton, KZOW
' Globe and KGLU Safford, all Arizona;
KRCK Ridgecrest, Calif.; WIRV Irvine,
iKy.; KMIS Portageville, Mo.; KVAS
|tAstoria and KWVR Enterprise, both
i'iOregon; WFIS Fountain Inn, S.C.;
I'WBNT Oneida, Tenn.; KMCO Conroe
1^and KLUE Longview, both Texas;
'WFLS Fredericksburg, Va.; WBOY
|5Clarksburg, W.Va., and WXMT MerI'rill, Wis.
Jvtr roundup ■ WNBQ (TV) Chicago
ijlilast week rounded out its video tape
!ijrecording installation with the acquisilation of new kinescope transfer equipiiment. The system makes it possible for
I clients to make black-and-white film
<pcopies of programs or commercials to
-r use on stations not yet equipped with
i-K video tape playback facilities. Additiondil^ally, WNBQ can make direct kinescopes.
jWNBQ's
vtr equipment
is adaptable
for both color
and black-and-white
and
Mincludes four machines, editing facilities

J'Iand the new transfer system.
i 'Closed circuit etv ■ The Chicago Board
s j'of Education has taken these aclifiitions involving closed circuit tv: (1)
i : approved a contract with the Chicago
[ Educational Television Assn. (WTTW)
iijiifor $180,000 for the fifth straight year
m'lOf junior college courses (some 1,500
B lihalf-hours) September 1960-June 1961;
ii-i(2) announced a $59,997 contract with
jiMotorola Communications & Electronjiics Co. for experimental installation of
^1 la closed circuit etv system at a Chicago
"fiBROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

flat-ter-er (flat- er-er),7i. A person who
tells us what we think of ourselves.
AND WE THINK A LOT OF OURSELVES, AND WHY NOT? WE
HAVE SOME 448,000 TV HOMES
TO FALL BACK ON AND NEARLY
2,000,000 WONDERFUL PEOPLE.
WE HAVE THE FINEST FACILITIES IN THE SOUTH. FINEST
STUDIOS, ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT, VIDEO TAPE, COMPLETE
THREE-CAMERA MOBILE REMOTE
UNIT, AND WE KNOW HOW TO USE
THIS EQUIPMENT. WE HAVE
THE BEST ANNOUNCERS, THE
BEST PRODUCERS, THE BEST
WRITERS. WE HAVE THE BEST
TELEVISION STATION AND THE
BEST AUDIENCE IN THE SOUTH.
WE COULD BE EASILY CONVINCED, THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY IF WE DIDN'T THINK
SO, ARE!
WE WOULDN'T
BE AND
WE

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
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TV
New

HOMES:
U.S.

NEARING

Census

figures

More than 46.5 million homes have
one or more tv sets, according to a May
study by the U.S. Census Bureau.
In one of a series of semi-annual
sample surveys conducted for Advertising Research Foundation, the bureau
found that 88% of the 52.6 million
homes had tv receivers in the month of
May.
The figure surpasses estimates made
last winter by A.C. Nielsen Co. (45.2
million tv homes, 87% saturation,
without Alaska and Hawaii) and American Research Bureau (46 million tv
homes, 88% saturation).
The Census Bureau's 88% compares
with 86% in May 1959, 83% in January 1958 and 12% in April 1950.
Same Rate ■ "This increase of two
percentage points (in saturation) since
May 1959 is at substantially the same
annual rate as the increase during the
preceding 16 months, although below
earlier rates of increase," the bureau
said, recalling that only 12% of households had tv when the 1950 census was
conducted.

When

you

Blackburn,
revealed
serious,

are

bigger

SATURATION
than

A city-by-city and county-by-county
count of tv sets was conducted last
April when the 1960 decennial census
was conducted but the circulation data
will not be available before early 1961.
(County circulation figures compiled by
Nielsen and ARB were published in
Broadcasting, last June 20.)
"Another indication of the continued
popularity of television is the increase
in the proportion of households with
more than one set," the bureau stated.
The multi-set saturation rose from 8%
in May 1959 to 11% in May 1960.
"One house out of eight with television had two sets or more," according
to the bureau. "This was the first period
in this series of surveys in which there
was some evidence that households acquiring an additional set exceeded the
number that obtained their first set,
although this might reasonably be expected for a product whose potential
market for first sets has declined to 12%
of Urban
all households."
Vs Rural ■ As in past Census
Bureau sample studies, tv saturation is

sell

thru

you

only

are

to

financially

responsible

buyers!

We do not send out lists. Every sale is handled on an individual
basis. A deep knowledge of the market, combined with a strong
feeling that our reputation is too valuable to risk for any commission,
provide a professional service of the greatest reliability.

& Company, Inc.
BLACKBURIV
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
James W. Blackburn
H.William
W. CassitI
C/ifford B. Marshall
B.
Ryan
Calif. Bank BIdg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441 Wiishire Blvd.
333
N.
Michigan
Ave.
Joseph
M. Silrick
Healey Building
Washington
Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
JAckson 5-1 576
Financial 6-6460
CRestview 4-2770
STerling 3-4341
74
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industry

estimates

higher inside large cities (standard metropolitan statistical areas). Tv saturation in cities is 91%, unchanged from
a year ago.
these tocities
uration roseOutside
from 80%
82%.the satGrowth of tv was larger, in May
general,
in rural nonfarm homes. This table
of tv had previously lagged, especially
uary
in rural non-farm homes. This table
shows households with tv sets by urban
and rural residence and size of place:
Percent with sets
Urban and rural residence
1960
and size of place
90 1959 195889
89
90
Mav
United States
86
83
Urban
89
87
88
88
In urbanized areas
90
Areas of 3 million or more. . . 91
88
91
Areas of 1-3 milion
89
88
Areas of 250,000 to 1 million 89
80
Areas under 250,000
88
JanNot in urbanized areas
86
85
91
91
88
86
Places of 10,000 or more . .
Places under 10,000
Rural nonfarm
89
88
86
Rural farm
73
76
68
81
82
32
Tv saturation is equalizing around
the country as the South acquires more
tv households. A gain of 6%
was noted
in the East South Central 84states. Pacific
figures didn't gain in the last year,
which the Census Bureau traces to the
May
inclusion of Alaska and Hawaii in that
uary
division.
Geographically Speaking ■ Following83
is a geographical breakdown of tv
households:
Percent with sets
90
195890
Region and division 1960
IVIay
1959
United States
88
86
89
Northeast
92
92
92
85
New England
. . .83
Middle
Atlantic
92
92
North Central
89
77
87
88
East North Central
90
68
90
72
West North Central
87
82
75
South
82
79 Jan90
South Atlantic
84
82
East South Central
78
85
West South Central
81
80
West
87
36
82
74
Mountain
83
81
73
Pacific
88

Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ WGMA Hollywood, Fla.: Sold by
Jack Barry and Daniel Enright to Southland Broadcasting Co. for $265,000.
Purchasers are Kingsley H. Murphy Jr.
and Carroll E. Crawford, owners of
KOTE Fergus Falls, Minn., and applicants for am station in Northfield,
Minn., and tv station in Moline, 111.
Messrs. Barry and Enright were
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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The distribution of tv circulation by
size of household and number of tv
sets in 1960 follows (percentages):
Number of sets in household,
May 1960 Two or
more
Total None
One
NUMBER OF PERSONS
11
77
100 12 63
All households
100
35
2
1 person
100
13 80 127
2 persons
100
9 79 16
100
4 76
80
4 persons
100
6 75 16
18
5 persons
100
9
6 persons or more
79 13
TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD
100
8
Husband-wife households. 100
68
5
Other households
27
Among households with a telephone,
94% had one or more tv sets while
66% of households with no telephone
had television.
The Census Bureau figures were obtained as part of regular monthly
population sample surveys. The sample was spread over 333 areas with
usable information obtained from 26,000 households.
Political

worksheet

NAB has sent all broadcasters, members and non-members, a sample worksheet designed to aid in keeping score
on the upcoming political campaign — so
they can properly answer the FCC's request for information. The FCC questionnaire was sent to all broadcasters
three weeks ago, requiring licensees to
keep records on appearances by political candidates and political programs
during the period Sept. 1 to Nov. 8 ( At
Deadline, Aug. 15).
An explanatory memorandum by
NAB government affairs vice president
Vincent T. Wasilewski accompanied the
trade association aid. The worksheet is
confined to non-network programs,
since radio-tv networks will provide detailed information to affiliates on their
own programs. It also provides space to
list the political candidate, office
sought, party affiliation of candidate,
length of program, and whether it is sustaining, sponsored by candidate or commercial sponsor.

once associated with tv quiz shows
21 and Tic-Tac-Dough. The FCC early
this year raised serious questions concerning Mr. Enright's "'character qualifications ... to own and operate a broadcast facility" (Broadcasting, Jan. 25)
following charges that their tv shows
were tainted with quiz-rigging. In their
application to the FCC for sale approval they stated that they recognized
the possibility that the commission may
order "a long, expensive and time-consuming hearing" of WGMA's license
renewal. The station is a 1 kw daytimer on 1320 kc.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Vices

STATIONS

sell products

journalist

group

told

America's mass communications
media are "creatures of their audience,"
according to Martin Mayer, author of
Madison Avenue, U.S.A. In a luncheon
address last week before the annual
convention of the Assn. for Education
in Journalism at Pennsylvania State U.,
Mr. Mayer said "there is extremely
little" the media can do to change the
situation.
Advertising, he said, does not really
manipulate mankind. It only influences
the American housewife to do something without thinking. Its effect, he
contended, is not important as "what
you do is not really important, but
rather what you are."
By a, process of redefinition, Mr.
Mayer said, advertising is using what
used to be vices to sell products. These
vices, or basic motivations, he said are
lust, sloth, greed and pride.
Lust, Mr. Mayer contended, has been
translated by advertising into a desire
to be sexually attractive. Sloth is now
the desire for recreation. Greed is the
desire to enjoy the good things of the
world. And pride is now the desire for
social status.
Train Radio-Tv Newsmen ■ Broadcasters and journalism schools should
encourage young people to take specialized training for careers in news
broadcasting, Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, told the association.
News broadcast courses would enable journalism schools to place their
graduates in jobs that are satisfying and
productive, he said, and help broadcasters meet "an existing and critical
need for professional assistance."
Mr. McCollough, chairman of the
NAB Policy Committee, said NAB
studies show that despite a sharp increase in news broadcast programming
in recent years, a relatively low percentage of employes involved in news
operations of radio and tv stations had
previous journalism school training or
newspaper experience.

■ KOTN Pine Bluff, Ark.: Sold by
B.J. Parrish to the Joe Ellen Broadcasting Corp. of Arkansas for $117,500.
KOTN operates fulltime with 250 w on
1490 kc. Broker was Patt McDonald
Co.
■ WGHN Grand Haven, Mich.:
by Hilbert F. Wulf to Richard D.
Cecil H. Gillespie for $110,000.
Gillespies formerly owned KXGI
Madison, Iowa. WGHN is 500 w
timer on 1 370 kc. Transaction
handled by Hamilton, Landis
Assoc.

Sold
and
The
Fort
daywas
and

FOR

SALE

EASTERN
New York Sfate daytimer doing close
to $100,000 — area holds great potential, a realistic buy at $110,000.00. Terms avail.
Full-timer needs a go-getting owner.
Potential is excellent in^ market of
275,000 people. Retail sales $350,000,000.00. Forbes Magazine states
this city one of top ten cities for
"Best Performance" in percent gaining business over preceeding year in
U.S. Price $135,000 with $30,000
down and time to be agreed on.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.V/.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
5000 watt fulltimer in one of the
larger midwest markets. Priced at
$125,000, with negotiable terms.
Station has potential well beyond its
current price.
1000 watt fulltimer in midwestern
city of some 70,000. Price of $132,000 is negotiable. Station suffers
from absentee ownership.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV/ER
DELAV/ARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
NEW MEXICO
In the Land of Enchantment we have
a couple of attractive properties, one
an AM-FM combination in a real fine
market, AM is fulltime; and a fulltime 250-watt AM in another excellent market. Combination deal is
$125,000 on good terms and the
other is $90,000, terms.
COLORADO
We offer a daytimer in a major market, station has unbelievable coverage and is a money maker. Can be
had for $140,000, good terms.
Fulltime regional, single market, real
estate worth $50,000 quick assets in
excess of $40,000, fulltime, making
substantial profits, $215,000, $100,000 down, good terms on balance.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Profitable daytime-only radio station
on excellent frequency. Sale includes
valuable land-building and accounts
receivable. Grossing $55,000 annually and priced at $90,000 with 29%
down and balance over 7 years.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY
HAMILTON-LANDIS & Assoc., INC
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS • FINANCING

GOVERNMENT

86th

CONGRESS

Sympathetic

ear

to radio-tv

The 86th Congress adjourned its second session last week with three major
accomplishments to its credit in the
field of broadcasting, a performance
that set it apart from the talk-much-butdo-nothing Congresses of recent years.
The legislative record shows that
while there were many indignant and
threatening sounds from Capitol Hill
about the tv quiz and payola scandals
and skullduggery and inefficiency at the
FCC — and some that were irrational
and punitive — congressmen and senators in general lent a sympathetic ear to
broadcasters and their problems.
On the books last week — and made
possible only because broadcasters went
to extra efforts to let Congress know
what they believe to be in the best
interests of the industry and the public
— were these accomplishments:
■ A new law which deals with payola,
free plugs and tv quiz abuses; gives the
FCC intermediate sanctions to bring
misbehaving broadcasters into line;
makes the public interest more secure
in hearings before the FCC; and substitutes a pre-grant procedure for the
time-consuming protest procedure
which has frustrated the FCC since it
was enacted in 1952.

And

there

76

JUST

shown

definitive

in three

■ Suspension of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act as it applies to presidential and vice presidential candidates,
for this campaign year, to give the networks achance to make good their offers
of free time to major party candidates
without being hampered by splinter and
minority party demands for equal time.
■ Senate ratification, at long last of
the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and the U.S. -Mexico
Treaty of 1957.
Other broadcast legislation passed by
Congress in the second session legalized
vhf tv boosters and authorized FCC
members whose terms expire to continue in office until successors qualify.
Congress also, in approving the FCC
budget for fiscal 1961, authorized a
two-year, $2 million FCC study of uhf
propagation in New York City, and
handed the commission $150,000 to
organize a monitoring unit to watch for
broadcaster violations of statutes and
FCC rules and other abuses, specifying
that the project must not get into program censorship.
Legislation on which hearings were
held, but which didn't make it through
Congress, included measures to allocate
federal funds to educational tv stations

are

The biggest trouble spots ahead on
Capitol Hill for broadcasters as Congress adjourned last week were in
political broadcasting, proposed FCC
regulation of the networks and various investigations of broadcast rating
services.
The most immediate is the sharp
congressional lookout for broadcaster favoritism among political
candidates or parties under (1) exemptions of news and panel shows
from equal time provisions governing presentation of candidates,
granted by statute last year; (2) suspension of the equal time provisions
for this year in the case of presidential and vice presidential candidates.
Both the Senate and House have
expressed concern over possible
abuse of the newly-conferred discretion and the Senate has appointed a
Freedom of Information (Watchdog)
Subcommittee, headed by Sen. Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.) to conduct a
running investigation during the

WASN'T

still

storm

actions

(passed by Senate and reported by
House Commerce Committee, but
shelved in House Rules Committee); to
bring community antenna systems under
FCC regulation (failed by one vote during Senate debate and was sent back to
the Senate Commerce Committee for
further study next year); to set up a
code of ethics at the FCC and laws covering off-the-record contacts in hearing
cases (died on the House calendar); to
extend the hours of daytime-only am
stations (died in House Commerce
Committee); to exempt certain station
personnel in small towns and cities from
overtime provisions of federal wage and
hour laws (Senate and House failed to
reach agreement) ; to authorize minor
league baseball teams to black out teleof majors'
games in by
the Senate).
minors'
home casts
cities
(recommitteed
Appointee Juggling ■ The second session of the 86th also brought the resignation of John C. Doerfer, FCC chairman, in March after he was questioned
by the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee about the propriety of his acceptance ofhospitality from broadcaster
George B. Storer. FCC Commissioner
Frederick W. Ford was elevated to
chairman after Mr. Doerfer's resigna-

warnings

campaign and report back to Congress next year. The Senate unit was
given $35,000 for its operations, but
was denied its request last week for
an additional $150,000 to engage a
monitoring service to spot check station political programs and follow
up complaints. Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce
Committee has said his group also
will watch for favoritism by stations, but no separate unit has been
set up for this purpose.
The Perennial on Network Control ■ The threat of legislation for
FCC regulation of the networks has
been posed in the Senate for several
years, but emphasis will shift to the
House next year. The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last
February issued an interim report
recommending network regulation
following its hearings on the tv quiz
scandals the previous fall.
Bills were introduced both to regulate and to license networks and the

TALK

ahead

as

.

FCC recommended regulation, the
milder proposal, last May in comments to the House Commerce Committee.
Most criticism against the networks has centered on programming
and Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.),
ranking member of the House committee has been the most vocal.
When the House Commerce Committee failed to report network regulation or licensing legislation to the
House floor for vote. Rep. Bennett
tried to add such provisions as a
floor amendment, but they were
voted down.
Rep. Harris, chairman of the
committee, has said the question
will be aired before his Communications & Power Subcommittee next
Other criticism, treating the monopoly aspects, has come from Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) of
the House Antitrust Subcommittee,
year.
who has threatened to hold hearings
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tion.
The Senate confirmed the nomination of Robert E. Lee to serve a second
seven-year term on the FCC, but failed
to confirm another RepubHcan nominee, Edward K. Mills Jr. Mr. Mills
withdrew his name from nomination
because of questions about his family
stock ownership in Westinghouse and
General Electric.
The Senate also failed to confirm the
subsequent nominee, Charles H. King,
also a Republican, and Mr. King was
given a recess appointment by the President when the Senate recessed in July
for the political conventions. Democrats, who control the Senate, hope they
can name a Democrat to the FCC spot
next year if the party's nominee wins
the presidency this year.
The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee headed by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) held a series of hearings
on payola practices, with ABC-TV star
Dick Clark winding up testimony. The
hearings were well-publicized by the
press, but did not have the drawing
1 power of the tv quiz scandal hearings
the previous fall.
Mr. Harris and other congressmen
had some unhappy moments themselves
with publication of stories in the Knight
Newspapers and Life magazine charging congressional abuses of public expense accounts,
'i Spectre of Stiff Penalties ■ It was in
the heat of publicity over the congressional expense accounts that the House
approved stiff forfeitures provisions

. . .

j
I
j
'

I
I

Congress

networks said they'd furnish tv-radio
time free for debates by presidential
and vice presidential candidates of
major parties if the splinter party equal
time hazard were removed and the
resolution, as passed by both Senate and
House, accepted the principle.

watches

on the proposed multi-million station
exchange transaction among NBC,
RKO General and others.
The most recent criticism of network programming came from Sen.
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) during
Senate debate on the payola bill last
month and he withdrew a proposed
network regulation rider to the bill
after Sen. Pastore promised his communications subcommittee would
hold hearings on the proposal if the
House doesn't.
Ratings to Be Rated ■ Broadcast
ratings have been criticized in both
the Senate and House as being responsible for mediocre network programming and the situations leading
to the tv quiz deceptions.
As a follow-up to the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee's
hearings last fall on the tv quiz scandals, Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
in April engaged a three-man group
of statisticians (Technical Committee on Broadcast Ratings, under the
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

and license suspensions in the payola
bill, over some oppostion. The Senate
Commerce Subcommittee headed by
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) held
hearings, after broadcaster protests,
and eliminated suspensions and modified the forfeitures provisions of the
House version and the House agreed
to the Senate amendments. Parts of the
payola bill covering Sec. 317 and other
subjects had been drafted by the House
Commerce Committee with help from
broadcasters.
The payola bill was grafted onto a
Senate-passed bill setting up an FCC
pre-grant procedure and several of the
amendments added by the House Commerce Committee were contained in
recommendations made in February by
the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, also headed by Rep. Harris.
The final payola provisions were designed to give the FCC wide latitude in
determining Sec. 317 applications after
broadcasters had objected strongly to
narrow FCC interpretation of Sec. 317.
The Pastore subcommittee drafted
the Sec. 315 suspension resolution after
hearing objections, from broadcasters,
networks, political leaders and others,
to a proposal to require networks to
furnish free time to candidates. The

radio-tv

aegis of the American Statistical
Assn.) to examine the validity of statistical methods on which ratings
services base their findings. No results have yet been released.
In the Senate, Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson, (D.-Wash.) of the
Senate Commerce Committee in May
revealed that the Federal Trade
Commission also is investigating ratings. No announcement has come
from the FTC on the progress of its
investigation. Sen. Magnuson said he
has turned over other data in committee files on ratings to the FCC.
Sen. Magnuson also has set in
motion another study that would examine the whole structure and operation of the federal regulatory agencies under his committee's jurisdiction. Described as a kind of "Hoover
Commission" study, the long-range
project will cover the FCC and other
federal agencies and will seek solutions ot the "regulatory lag" problem among the agencies.
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Watchdog
The Senate effectively killed a
resolution asking an additional $150,000 for its Freedom of Information
(Watchdog) Subcommittee to monitor the political programs of tv and
radio stations before adjourning at
11:51 p.m. last Thursday till next
year. The House had adjourned hours
earlier.
The resolution (S Res 374), the
last business taken up by the Senate,
was withdrawn by Watchdog Chairman Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.)
shortly before adjournment after it
became obvious a "freeze" was on by
opponents of the measure to debate
it right up to the midnight deadline
previously set by the Senate to shut
down for this year.
The debate was marked by
stormy exchanges between Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of
the
watchdogCommittee,
group's parent
Senate
Commerce
who favored
the resolution, and Sens. Strom
Thurmond (D-S.C.) and Frank
Lausche (D-Ohio), both members of
the committee, and Sen. Everett
Dirksen (R-Ill.), minority leader, all
of whom opposed it.
The resolution was brought up in
mid-afternoon, but became deadlocked right up to the time of adBroadcasters

could

be

next FTC targets
Broadcasters must avoid violations of
Federal Trade Commission rules governing false or illegal advertising or
they will be the next targets of this
powerful government agency.
This warning was issued Sept. 2 to
the West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
meeting at White Sulphur Springs, by
Bernard B. Smyth, of the law firm of
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.
In a ofstudy
"the anatomy
and
habits
the of
sometimes
carnivorous
FTC," Mr. Smyth suggested broadcasters are lucky because the commission has been shooting at advertisers
rather than at the broadcast medium.
He warned of the FTC's eager interest in advertising and media, calling it
"another federal agency in a position
where its paternal, public-interest inspired, loving concern with your affairs can demolish you with one bearlike smack."
He said FTC "is primarily a policing
agency while FCC is an industry regulating agency." Its interests include unfair practices of disguised commercial
activity such as payola: deceptive
78 (GOVERNMENT)

monitoring

funds

fail test

journment when Sen. Lausche offered
a motion to table the watchdog
funds measure. The watchdog unit
thus is left with a $35,000 fund
previously allocated and has been
ordered to investigate and report
early next year on any abuses by
broadcasters of newly-conferred discretions given them to present majorparty candidates without being
answerable to equal time demands

from splinter and minority party
candidates.
Usurps Executive ■ Sens. Thurmond, Lausche and Dirksen held that
monitoring by the subcommittee
would usurp a function which should
be performed by the FCC as a part
of the Executive Department; that
the subcommittee would be partisan
simply because members and staffers
are, by necessity, partisan; and because monitoring amounts to intimidation of broadcasters.
Sen. Magnuson countered that the
FCC is an arm of Congress, not the
Executive Department; that having
the FCC do the monitoring would
be "like leaving a fox to watch the
henhouse." "I know of instances
where fairness hasn't been used" in
political broadcasts, he said.

Sen. Yarborough
Complaints are being received
claims for quality or terms of procuring
a product, and unlawful business arrangements between a broadcaster and
others (special time-display deals with
a chain store, for example).
FTC for many years has ignored
broadcasters and other media if they
act "merely as conduits of faulty advertising," Mr. Smyth said. He added,
"Even if the FTC does not name broadcasters as respondents, the continued
broadcasting by station licensees of advertising material found to be faulty by
FTC would, in the words of FCC 'raise
serious questions as to whether such
stations are operating in the public
Act modernized
interest'."
A bill to amend the Communications
Act to revise language which could be
used but never has been to discriminate
against broadcast networks has been approved by both Houses of Congress and
is awaiting President Eisenhower's signature.
The legislation (S 1740) forbids common carriers to discriminate in charges
or services furnished for chain broadcasting or radio communications of any
kind (Broadcasting, August 29). The

Sen. Yarborough, who said complaints on political coverage already
are being received by his group, explained that the $150,000 would
have been used by the staff and for
contracts with private monitoring
services for a total 240 hours of
monitoring at $72,000; travel, $27,860; rental of monitoring equipment
(two units per state average), $12,500; contingencies, $29,218; two
investigators, $5,978.
provision, already contained in Sec. 202
(b) of the Act refers only to the use
of common carrier "wires". Since common carriers now use microwave relays
as well as cables for inteconnection purposes, the amendment will bring the
Communications Act up to date.
KOBY

charges

before

court,

KABL
FCC

Charging "malicious intent to injure
and deception of the public," Gordon
Broadcasting Co. (KOBY San Francisco) filed a $L328,000 damage suit
against McLendon-Pacific Corp. (KABL
Oakland) in Alameda County Superior
Court last Thursday (Sept. 1).
KOBY also filed a complaint with the
FCC charging KABL with fraudulent
advertising and lack of responsibility.
KOBY had planned to change its call
letters to KQBY as of Sept. 12 with
teaser campaigns on bus cards, signboards and newspapers using the letters
"IQ" as a teaser. It was said that since
Aug. 30, KABL has been using on the
air spots to the effect that "intelligent
quality
programming"
on KABL
as of Sept.
12, date ofwill
thebeKOBY
call
letter change.
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PAYOLA,

QUIZ-RIGGING

KAYOED

House accepts Senate-passed amendments
The payola bill (S 1898) was sent
Satisfaction with the newly-enacted
to the White House last week after the legislation was expressed last week by
House agreed to Senate amendments
Clair R. McCollough. Steinman Stations,
knocking out the license suspension
chairman of NAB's policy committee.
provision and modifying the forfeiture
"The original legislation went too far,"
section (Broadcasting, Aug. 29).
he said, and "NAB is happy that Congress removed from the legislation a
The bill passed the House with no
proposal to permit the FCC to suspend
trouble despite objections by Rep. John
B. Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking repub- station licenses." He said that while
lican on the House Commerce ComNAB "believes that fines are unnecesmittee, that the measure should also
sary, it is pleased that the legislation
provide for FCC regulation or li- enacted contains provision for appeal
censing of the networks. Rep. Ben- to the courts and other safeguards."
nett attempted in vain to add an amendment on the floor providing for net- Triangle asks court
work regulation when the House origito reverse FCC
nally passed the bill in June.
Rep. Bennett entered in the CongresThe U.S. Court of Appeals in Washsional Record during the House debate
ington was asked to reverse the FCC
last week a staff memorandum from
in
its
refusal
to permit ch. 8 WNHCRobert Lishman, chief counsel of the
TV New Haven, Conn., to change the
House Legislative Oversight Subcomlocation of its transmitter.
mittee, setting forth the reasons for
Triangle Publications Inc., licensee
the subcommittee's recommendations
of the ch. 8 ABC-affiliated New Haven
for FCC licensing of networks in its reoutlet, filed its appeal against the FCC's
port last February. The lengthy memAug. 2 decision last Thursday.
orandum cited several sources, inIt charged that the FCC was arbitrary
cluding recommendations by the At- and capricious in upholding the protest
torney General, the FCC, the Barrow
submitted by ch. 22 WWLP (TV)
FCC network study report and testi- Springfield, Mass., three years ago. The
mony from network executives and
protest followed a grant without hearothers before congressional committees.
ing of WNHC-TV's application to move
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the its transmitter
site from Gaylord Mt.
House Commerce Committee, who ex- to Mt. Higby, 20 miles northeast of
plained the Senate amendments last New Haven and 38.7 miles from Springweek, said the amended bill is an imfield. WWLP charged that it would sufprovement in some respects over the
fer economic injury from the move. An
House version and "I think [the for- examiner's initial decision in 1958
feitures provision] will reach the prob- recommended that the commission affirm its 1957 grant of the New Haven
lem."
To Rep. Bennett's insistence that the move.
bill places no legal responsibility on the
Triangle charged that the commission
networks to present programs "in the violated due process by holding the
public interest," Rep. Harris replied New Haven-Springfield area was unique
that the bill's criminal penalty pro- and that the change of antenna site
visions against payola and free plugs would "upset the delicate balance of
and rigged quiz shows does place re- allocations" in the area. This means.
Triangle stated, that the commission
sponsibility on the networks. "The
producers and the networks cannot
amended its rules in an adjudicatory
turn their backs and close their eyes
proceeding
"in total disregard of all
any more on these practices without
pertinent statutory provisions. . ."
being subject to the penalty of the
The commission also erred. Triangle
law," he said.
said, when it concluded that the change
The Lishman memorandum, ad- in WNHC-TV's transmitter site would
dressed to Rep. Harris but prepared at "impair the ability of the uhf stations
in the Connecticut Valley to compete
Rep. Bennett's request, said the network
licensing provision was not in the Overefi'ectively ..." There are four other
uhf stations all closer to New Haven,
sight group's original recommendations,
Triangle said, and none protested.
but
was
added
at
Rep.
Harris'
direction.
Triangle also asked the court to reAs finally approved, the bill provides
for forfeiture of $1,000 a day for violations, with a maximum forfeiture of
$10,000. A section which would suspend station licenses was eliminated by
the Senate.
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verse the FCC's ruling denying its petition that the commission take notice of
WWLP's application to acquire onethird interest in WHNB-TV New
Britain, Conn., and its acquisition of
WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass.
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WBZ

'PAYOLA'

Oversight

group

The manager of Westinghouse's WBZ
Boston and a former disc jockey for the
station who presented conflicting testimony during the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee's payola hearings last February appeared before that
group again last week.
And subcommittee members hinted
darkly that WBZ Manager Paul
O'Friel's request to rebut testimony
given by former WBZ disc jockey Norman Prescott might have been motivated more by station license renewal
troubles than by a simple desire to set
the record straight.
Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) and
Robert Lishman, subcommittee chief
counsel, thought it unusual that Mr.
O'Friel waited three months after Mr.
Prescott's secret testimony was released
publicly before asking to appear again
before
the he
House
Mr. O'Friel
noted that
sent group.
a statement
to the
subcommittee on May 1 1 taking issue
with Mr. Prescott's testimony given
Feb. 8 and released Feb. 17. Subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)

DISPUTE
reviews

AIRED

testimony

said this statement was not accepted for
the record because the group's "normal"
practice is not to accept such statements unless it has an opportunity for
questioning.
Mr. O'Friel last week denied Mr.
Prescott's testimony that he was aware
of payola activities at WBZ. Mr. Prescott, he said, did not leave WBZ voluntarily as he testified; the station declined to renew his contract at his aboveunion salary and would have fired him
for his "disinterest and patronizing manner" evensalary.
if he had chosen to stay on at
a lower
Mr. Prescott's ratings were sliding in
July 1959 and WBZ settled its contract
with him (running to Sept. 5, 1959)
for $3,000, he said. He denied Mr.
Prescott was "ordered" to plug certain
records to promote movie advertising
on the stations or that the station asked
the disc jockey to solicit free albums
from record companies to award as
prizes in station promotion contests.
He said WBZ made no promises in asking record companies for some thou-

sand free albums of standard, established hits to restock its library and that
the records could have been bought for
less than $1,000, anyway. He denied
urging two disc jockeys under suspicion of payola to fabricate stories that
they received payments from record
companies for services other than on-air
exposure of records. He termed as a
misunderstanding subcommittee investigators' charges he withheld information from them concerning meetings
with disc jockeys and record companies.
Prescott's Reply ■ Mr. Prescott, denying Mr. O'Friel's statements, said he
left of his own accord for another job,
but negotiated contract a settlement because he thought "morally" he should
get the whole year's pay. He denied his
ratings were slipping and said Mr.
O'Friel should have noted that Nielsen
listed his show as No. 1, while Mr.
O'Friel cited a lower rating issued by
Pulse. He said he refused to sign a nopayola affidavit sent him by WBZ because he was no longer an employe.
He reiterated earlied charges he was
ordered to plug records promoting
movies and repeated testimony that
station promotion people asked him to
solicit free albums as promotion prizes.
Mr. York
O'Friel
"ordered"
himHe to charged
go to New
to solicit
the
thousand records to restock the WBZ
library and that the trip "humiliated"
him. He didn't think WBZ could have
bought the records for less than $1,000;
otherwise, he said, the expenses WBZ
paid
trip wouldn't have been
worth for
the his
difference.
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rulemaking
extended

A fourth extension of the deadline
for comments on its rulemaking to
"drop-in" additional vhf channels in
selected cities through reduced mileage
separations was granted by the FCC
last week. The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers had
petitioned the commission for the time
extension (Broadcasting, Aug. 29).
The new deadline for comments is
Sept. 30. The commission also extended
the time for reply comments from
Sept. ] 6 to Oct. 14.
In comments on the proposed rulemaking filed last week, the Washington State Grange supported the position
taken earlier by the National Grange in
stating that the drop-in plan at reduced
mileage separation would impair tv
service in the Nation's rural areas.
WTTW (TV) (ch. 11) Chicago, an
educational station, also filed comments
in opposition to the proposal. The station stated that the rulemaking is premature and "can only muddle other
studies
now
undertaken."
In anotherbeing
action,
the commission
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

extended the deadline for comments on
a rulemaking affecting the tv table of
assignments in Grand Rapids, Cadillac,
Traverse City, and Alpena, all Michigan, and New Bedford, Mass.-Providence, R.I. Deadlines in this instance
are the same as those listed above.
One of the commission's alternatives
for amending the table of assignments
in the Grand Rapids area concerns
dropping in ch. 11. WTTW, in its
comments concerning the "drop-in"
study, asked that the commission not
assign ch. 11 to Grand Rapids since it
was felt that this would cause interference to the "only" etv service in the
southwestern Michigan area.
Class
seen

IV power
easing

plan

log jam

Twenty-six stations met the Sept. 1
deadline for filing comments concerning the FCC's proposed rulemaking to
permit existing Class IV am stations to
boost daytime power up to 1 kw. Only
two comments went on the record
against the commission's proposal.
Nearly all of the comments stated
that the commission's proposal would
expedite the processing of a backlog of
400 applications now pending for power boosts. Power increases by Class IV
stations have always caused automatic
hearings. The new ruling, if adopted,
would relax requirements to eliminate
the need for hearings.
J.G. Rountree, Austin, Tex., consulting engineer, claimed that each application for power increases should be considered individually. He was against the
commission's proposal. The Ward
Broadcasting Co., applicant for a Class
IV am at Sonora, Tex., also turned
thumbs down on the proposal (Broadcasting, Aug. 29).
The commission has proposed the
power boosts regardless of the extent
of interference caused by the increase.
The proposal would apply, however,
only to existing Class IV stations and
applicants for new stations would follow the present rule.
Ant!

pay-tv

groups

answer RKO's rebuttal
Hartford Phonevision Co., the RKO
General group seeking a pay-tv grant
from the FCC, had one of its questions
answered by its critics last week.
Two organizations composed mainly
of theatre owners, which had earlier
asked the FCC to hold a full evidentiary hearing before an examiner in the
case of Hartford's application for pay
tv over WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.,
sent a letter to the FCC last week
which answered some of the questions
Hartford raised in its rebuttal to the
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

hearing request (Broadcasting, July
25).
The Joint Committee Against Toll
Tv, a national organization, and the
Connecticut Committee Against Pay
Tv, told the commission that they have
a recognizable interest in the case. Hartford contended that the groups did not
have such an interest and, under commission procedures, did not qualify as
a protestant.
The theatre owners pointed out in
their answer that the Hartford operation and the theatre owners are in definite competition both for motion picture films and for audience. The two
organizations claim that exhibition of
films on pay tv could have an adverse
effect on audiences and on "word of
mouth" advertising since those films are
generally
produced for showing in theatres.
Consequently, the theatre owners
claimed, the possible injury to them is
immediate, specific and direct, and this
gives them "standing" under the Communications Act to protest as an interested party.
School
plan

fm

wins

Unusual
Pickups
No

Are

Problem

multiplex
support

The FCC's proposed rulemaking to
permit non-commercial educational fm
stations to engage in non-commercial
multiplex subsidiary operations got a
nod of approval from two universities
and the American Medical Assn. last
week. Deadline for filing comments on
the commission's proposal was Thursday (Sept. 1).
The AMA said it supported the proposal as a boon to many educational
institutions. The U. of Michigan, licensee of WUOM (FM) Ann Arbor, Mich.,
said the plan would allow for the transmission of specialized educational programs to special audiences, such as
meetings of professional groups. It further stated the proposal would make
possible program relays between educational stations.
Michigan State U., licensee of
WKAR-FM East Lansing. Mich., also
supported the commission's proposal by
saying that it would be of great advantage to schools and universities.
The commission's proposal is limited
to the use of multiplex for strictly educational purposes. The National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters had asked
for multiplex authority for background
music, time signals and relaying broadcast material to other fm and standard
commercial stations (Broadcasting,
July 11). The commission said this was
inconsistent with the policy governing
educational stations, which provides
that non-commercial fm stations will
transmit no commercial or sponsored
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Scissors

session

okayed by Ike
A conference to work out methods
of cutting through the red tape of government regulatory agencies has the
support of President Eisenhower.
The President said last week that he
supports the idea of a conference to
study ways to speed up the work of
the federal administrative agencies.
He asked E. Barrett Prettyman, chief
judge of the District of Columbia Circuit Court, to be temporary chairman
and to arrange for the holding of the
meeting. Judge Prettyman was in charge
of the President's conference on administrative problems in 1953-55. This resulted in a report issued in March 1955.
The idea of a new conference was
submitted to the President Aug. 25 by
the heads of the six federal regulatory
agencies — the FCC, the Federal Trade
Commission. Federal Power Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board, Securities & Exchange Commission and the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
The memorandum referred to a
House Commerce Committee report
last February which stated that a more
comprehensive and permanent agency
than the advisory council, which was set
up by the congressional committee, was
needed. The House's advisory council
on regulatory agencies was established
early this year following the exposure
of behind-the-scenes influence in some
agencies.
There have been suggestions that a
special administrative court be established to handle the judicial functions
of the regulatory agencies.
The agency heads recommended that
the conference be called to determine
whether a continuing meeting of such a
group is desirable. They emphasized
that the function of such a unit would
be advisory only, but that through the
exchange of ideas and suggestions benefits would accrue.
They said a conference was neces-

FTC quizzes
Officials of rating companies in
New York have reported that
investigators for the Federal
Trade Commission have been
questioning them on their methods of operations to gather general background and to ascertain
if rating information can be misused or can be "influenced by
outsiders." A spokesman for one
company said the "influence"
angle apparently is being explored to discover if there is a
possibility that a service could
give a superior rating to its subscribers in particular markets.
FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner
told the Senate Commerce Committee last May that the FTC
was investigating rating services
(Broadcasting, May 9).
sary to study on a comprehensive scale
the "cumbersome procedures, unnecessary expense and delays which have
been steadily increasing in some of the
procedures of the administrative agenThe conference would consist of representatives ofthe six regulatory agencies and cabinet rank departments.
Civil Service Commission, National
cies." Relations Board, Atomic EnLabor
ergy Commission, Federal Aviation Administration aswell as a group representing lawyers who practice before the
agencies.
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee last week asked President Eisenhower that findings made by the newly
reconstituted Administrative Procedures
Conference be made available to his
committee.
Sen. Magnuson noted his committee
has inaugurated a "Hoover Commission" study of federal regulatory agencies (including the FCC) under his
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committee's jurisdiction to investigate
the perennial "regulatory lag." Sen. i
Magnuson also heads the Senate Independent Offices Appropriations Subcommittee which hears appropriations
budget requests from the regulatory
agencies.
FCC must

decide

public interest: Ford
It is the commission, not the courts,
which must decide where the public
interest lies, FCC Chairman Frederick
W. Ford told lawyers Friday at a meeting of the West Virginia Bar Assn. at i
White Sulphur Springs.
The chairman's remarks came at the
end of his presentation of a lengthy
survey of court rulings involving FCC
cases.
Principal point made by Mr. Ford
was that the courts generally have upheld the substance of FCC's decisions
but have been extremely rough on the
commission where procedural errors
have been alleged.
In this latter area, Mr. Ford said,
have been liberal interpretations of
standing to protest. He also cited a
number of cases where the courts have
found that the commission erred in
finding an applicant financially qualified; in expressing its determination on
why one community should receive a
first or additional radio service as against
another market; and in similar matters.
The courts have not overturned the
commission on matters where its "expertise" has been utilized, Mr. Ford
said.
Mr. Ford urged that administrative
agencies must be permitted to be more
flexible in judging their cases than is
possible under procedures established
for court cases.
Comments

urge

ch. 1 2

kept in Fresno as etv
The FCC was virtually inundated
last week with over 200 comments on
its proposed rulemaking to assign ch.
12 from Fresno, Calif., to Santa Maria.
Lompoc-Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo
or Santa Barbara, all California.
The comments came from individuals
. . . educators, professional men, housewives, lawmakers . . . each asking that
the commission keep ch. 12 in the
Fresno- Visalia, Calif., area as an educational allotment. Typical of the
comments, an elementary school teacher from Terra Bella, Calif., stated that
etv is desperately needed in the area
and can best be achieved by use of a
vhf channel.
A pleading filed by the San Joaquin
Valley Community Tv Assn. Inc., which
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

proposes to operate an etv in the area,
urged that the commission reconsider
and assign ch. 12 to either Fresno or
VisaUa and retain ch. 10 in Bakersfield, Calif., for educational purposes.
The commission has proposed making
Bakersfield all-uhf by deleting ch. 10.
Fresno was made an all-uhf market
in July when the commission finalized
rulemaking and deleted ch. 12 from that
city (At Deadline, July 11). Deadline
for filing comments in the Bakersfield
rulemaking is tomorrow (Sept. 6).
The

call letter

battle

continues

Controversy over call letters continues to rage in two Southern cities.
Two am stations in the Knoxville,
Tenn.. area and an am and a tv station in Augusta. Ga., all submitted comments to the FCC in their respective
disputes (Broadcasting, Aug. 29).
Last week. WRDW Augusta filed an
opposition to an earlier petition by
WRDW-TV asking the commission to
issue a cease and desist order against
the am station. WRDW-TV claimed
in its petition that it had contractual
rights to the use of the call. The am
station, however, denied such a right.
WRDW has used the call for over 30
years, the petition claimed, while the
tv station has been using the call only
since 1954.
Until February 1960, both stations
were owned by Southeastern Newspapers. Since that date, however, the
tv station has been owned by WPIT Inc.
(Friendly Group) and the am was subsequently purchased from Southeastern Newspapers by Radio Augusta,
Inc.
While WRDW admitted that two stations with separate ownership in the
same metropolitan area could not continue to utilize the same identifying
sign, the station contended that it is
the
commission's
should
retain the duty
call. to decide which
Knoxville Dilemma ■ WATE Knoxville, in a new petition, reiterated its
earlier argument against the use of its
former call letter, WROL, by a station
in neighboring Fountain City. WATE
stated that the call had been used by
the Knoxville outlet for years and it
is still widely associated with the letters.
It stated that it does not believe that
the commission should allow the reassignment of call letters within the same
general metropolitan area, especially
those call letters long used by another
station. Such a policy, WATE contended, breeds confusion in the minds
of the radio audience and contravenes
the entire idea of call letters as a convenient and accurate manner by which
a station might be identified,
j- In an earlier answer to the WATE
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

petition, WROL stated that the
ville station had not used the
since 1956 and that the present
never operated the station when
so known.

Knoxletters
owner
it was

Lowest

cost

per thousand
■

Government

briefs

Stay considered ■ San Francisco Federal Judge George B. Harris is considering the request of NBC, RKO General Inc. and KTVU (TV) San Francisco to stay the antitrust proceeding
brought against them by KRON-TV
San Francisco last June (Broadcasting,
July 4). The civil court action charged
that NBC and RKO General were engaged in a conspiracy to reduce competition inSan Francisco through their
agreement to exchange stations (RKO's
Boston outlets for NBC's Philadelphia
stations) as well as through NBC's proposed purchase of KTVU in San Francisco. KRON-TV opposed the request
for delay in proceeding in its antitrust
suit.
Deadline extended ■ Deadline for replies to the petition of WHDH-TV
Boston for reconsideration of the FCC's
July 14 order has been extended from
Aug. 28 to Sept. 12. The commission
took the action last Wednesday (Aug.
31) on request of Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc., one of four Boston
applicants. In July the commission order
vacated its 1957 grant of ch. 5 to
WHDH-Boston Herald-Traveler because of purported ex parte contacts
made by WHDH principals and ordered a new proceeding in the case.
WHDH filed a motion for reconsideration early last month.
Beamed at Cuba ■ Establishment of
a "Radio Free Cuba" was recommended last week by Rep. Roman C.
Pucinski (D-Ill.). Mr. Pucinski told the
House that the American public should
support such a "high powered" broadcast service, similar to the way it supports Radio Free Europe. The Cuban
people would listen to such broadcasts,
he said, and must be told how Castro
is communizing the island republic. Mr.
Puciniski suggested that transmitters be
located on one of the islands between
Cuba and Florida.
Tax relief ■ Manufacturers can now
save a little on federal manufacturers
excise tax payments when they pay for
local advertising. Congress last week accepted aconference report which permits a manufacturer to deduct up to
5% from the sales price of his product
when he pays for local advertising on
tv, radio and in newspapers. The conference report on HR 12536 was submitted to both the House and Senate
following passage of the bill by both
houses earlier last month (Broadcasting, Aug. 29, June 20).
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wins

&

patent

battle, Admiral loses
Zenith Radio Corp. scored a legal
victory over Admiral Corp. Wednesday
(Aug. 31) in a court decision involving alleged patent infringements.
The ruling was handed down by
Judge Ross Rizley in an Oklahoma
City Federal District Court but still left
unsettled the actual extent of damages.
He ruled that Admiral had infringed
on six Zenith patents. Zenith sought
treble damages and an injunction
against further use of the patents. Two
of them involve its remote control device and circuit for locking pictures in
poor reception areas.
Zenith originally filed the suit in
1958, charging that Admiral had
copied the features. The latter filed a
counter claim accusing Zenith of infringing its patent on a record player.
The Admiral suit was denied by the
Oklahoma City Court.
■

Technical

topics

Tricky tube ■ A new vidicon tube sensitive in the near ultra-violet region with
a photoconducive layer and construction permitting televising of underwater
scenes with high efficiency has been developed by The Machlett Laboratories,
a subsidiary of Raytheon Co. The tube
is mechanically and electrically interchangeable with standard vidicon tubes.
Both focusing and deflection are accomplished magnetically. Full specifications are available from the company
at 1063 Hope St., Springdale, Conn.
Audio up ■ In reporting its best firsthalf in history, Audio Devices Inc.,
N.Y., announced last week that sales in
the first six months of 1960 were $3,251,954 compared with $2,930,414 for
the same period of 1959. The sales increase was attributable to a 22% rise
in sales of magnetic recording tape, the
company's
chieffirst
product.
taxes for the
half ofProfits
1960 before
were
$283,012 as compared with a loss of
$40,977 for 1959. The 1959 result was
due to a loss of $259,931 in the Rectifier Div. for this period. On Jan. 15,
1960, the company disposed of this
division. Net income after provision for
Federal income taxes was $143,012
equal to 17(? per share on the 828,119
shares outstanding at June 30, 1960.
This compared with a loss of $14,677
for the first six months of 1959.
Tape sales ■ RCA reports these shipments of tv recording equipment: a
monochrome recorder each to WAVE-

ENGINEERING
TV Louisville; KOAM-TV Pittsburg,
Kan.; RCA International; WKJG-TV
Fort Wayne; color units, two to NBC
in Burbank, one to Television Bureau
of Advertising in New York. Three
color studio cameras were shipped to
NBC in New York.
Bigger quarters
■ Bauer transmitters,
Electronics,
manufacturer
of broadcast
is moving from Burlingame, Calif., to
new and larger quarters at 1661 Industrial Rd., San Carlos, Cailf.
Merger
voted ■ Corp.,
Stockholders
of General Instrument
Newark,
N.J.,
and General Transistor Corp., Jamaica,
N.Y., at separate meetings last Tuesday
(Aug. 30), overwhelmingly approved
the merging of the two electronic companies (with General Instrument as the
surviving corporation) and elected three
new directors to an expanded 15-man
General Instrument board. The merger,
which was agreed upon July 20 (Broadcasting, July 25), became effective
Aug. 31. The "new combined company" will have assets of approximately
$37 million, with 15 plants and research
centers, projected sales for 1960-61 of
more than $80 million and will be fullline producer of semiconductors.

No

more

fringe?

An improvemeent in tv pictures in poor-reception areas may
result from a new system that
tests the "vision" of military radar
sets. A. E. Abel, general manager of the radio division of the
Bendix Corp., announced last
week that his company has developed a system that solves some of
the ailments that afflict radar,
such as blind spots, blurred images
and double images. He said the
same techniques can be applied
to tv.
Mr. Abel added that now it
will be possible for commercial
tv engineers to strengthen a station's signal in the direction of
weak areas when they know precisely where the weak areas are.
The system is said to involve a
combination of electronic and optical gear, some elements of which
are carried in an aircraft. Special equipment in the plane, he
explained, receives the radar signal radiating from the ground
station, compares it continuously
with the plane's flight path and
shows what the radar actually
"sees" in graph form.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960
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Advertising

Howard Kramer, account supervisor, Compton Adv., N.Y., and
Bertram F. Mulligan, assistant director
of radio-tv program department, named
vps. Mr. Kramer previously was assistant manager, advertising and publicity, U.S. Lines; advertising and publicity manager, Cunard Lines. Mr. Mulligan was formerly radio program director and announcer, and head timebuyer for Compton.
Ellen Stillman, vp
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston, joins
Grant Adv., N.Y., in
similar capacity. Miss
Stillman had been with
K&E since 1956; she
previously was vp
and director of adverMiss Stillman
tising and publicity
for Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc.. Boston. She is on board of Ocean Spray
and chairman of its marketing committee.
William W. Prout, merchandising
manager, Lever Div., Lever Bros.,
N.Y., named to head washday products
division. E.L. Whitney, product manager, becomes head of dishwashing
products and household liquid cleaners
division, and Charles E. Palmer, merchandising manager, Pepsodent Div.,
named merchandising manager, in
charge of toilet soaps and "Air-Wick"
line. Richard E. Baiter, who was merchandising manager, Lever Div.,
switches to Pepsodent Div., same capacity.
Norman F. Johnson, formerly advertising supervisor, promoted to advertising manager of Fresh Milk and Ice
Cream Div. of Carnation Co., L.A.
Lawrence R. Mcintosh, former executive vpof Grant Adv., Detroit, joins
Young & Rubicam, S.F., as vp and account supervisor.
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U
B
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®

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for menibership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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FORTUNES
George W. Salzer, independent
marketing consultant, joins Waring
Products Corp., Winsted, Conn., as advertising and sales promotion manager.
Mr. Salzer will direct advertising and
promotion activities for the entire Waring line.
Morton Werner, vp and director of
radio-tv department at Young & Rubicam, N.Y.. appointed senior vp.
Hal Josephs, group head art director at Grey Adv., N.Y., joins Smith,
Hagel & Knudsen, that city, as creative
art director.
Michael Turner,
vp of Benton &
Bowles, N.Y., apassociate di-&
rectorpointed
of Lambe
Robinson - Benton &
Bowles Ltd., British
subsidiary of B&B.
Mr. Turner, who was
elected vp last year,
Mr. Turner
will supervise several accounts and
establish merchandising department in
overseas branch. He joined research
department of B&B in 1950, moved
into account work in 1953, and was appointed account supervisor early in
1959.
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Fred Frost named manager of tv
art-production department of Young &
Rubicam. N.Y. Marvin Kunze becomes
executive supervisor of art group; John
LaPick promoted to tv art supervisor,
and Carl Sturges, Robert Waters,
Pyrmen Smith, William Muyskens
and Dick Saunders named senior producers.
R.S. (Steve) Mason, formerly with
advertising department of General Mills,
Minneapolis, joins Ralston Purina Co.,
Ralston Div., St. Louis, as assistant to
Robert Eskridge, cereal advertising
manager. Mr. Mason was with GM
for three years and worked on company's grocery products.
George Rogers, manager, administration, participating programs for
NBC-TV, granted leave of absence to
serve on radio-television staff of Campaign Assoc., N.Y., agency for Republican Party. B. Donald Grant will replace Mr. Rogers until his return in
November.
John P. Hickey named media supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit. He
will supervise Mercury and Comet accounts.
Paul Smith promoted from assistant
manager to manager of personnel department atLeo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Before joining agency in 1958, he was
with Kraft Foods Co. in Chicago and
San Francisco.
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Charles D. Hyman and Jane
Haeberley appointed assistant producers in television department of
Doherty. Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N.Y.
Harry Parnas, formerly media director of Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y.,
joins Kelly-Smith Co., newspaper representative, asdirector of sales development in research department.
Arthur M. Arlett named pr director
of Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, San
Francisco advertising agency.
Burton G. Feldman, vp at Gordon
Best Co., Chicago, resigns to open own
advertising agency under his name at
333 N. Michigan Ave., that city.
Fred Shine named assistant director,
radio-tv sales department of Trand Assoc., N.Y.
Donald L. Wert, account executive
at Ted Bates, N.Y., joins Lambert &
Feasley, that city, as marketing assistant on Fizzles Instant Sparkling Drink
Tablets.
The

Media

Joseph D. Mackin,
general manager of
WMAM Marinette
for past 20 years and
of WLUK-TV Green
Bay, both Wisconsin,
since its construction
in 1953, resigns to
join WSJM St. JosephMr. Mackin
Benton Harbor,
Mich., as vp and general manager.
Simultaneously, Mr. Mackin acquires
further stock interest in Walker Group
stations (WISM Madison; WEAQ Eau
Claire; WOSH Oshkosh; WKTL Sheboygan; WBEV Beaver Dam, all Wisconsin, and WSJM). Mr. Mackin started in radio in 1935 at WIBA Madison,

Wis., went to WMAM in 1939 when it
was built and became station manager
next year.
Hal Davis, formerly director of advertising for Broadcast Div. of CrowellCoUier Publishing (KFWB Los Angeles, KEWB Oakland-San Francisco
and KDWB St. Paul, Minn.), appointed
general manager of KKAA Honolulu.
Howard P. Gray appointed manager
of KWIZ Santa Ana, Calif. Mr. Gray
for past 12 years was with KGIL San
Fernando, Calif, as corporation officer
and station manager until recent change
in ownership.
Peter V. O'Reilly,
sales representative for
WTOP-TV Washington, D.C., since January 1956, appointed
to newly created post
of local sales manager. Before joining
sales department, he
Mr. O'Reilly
was announcer on
WTOP-AM-FM-TV for two years.
Robert M. Fleming, promotion and
publicity director of WCKY Cincinnati
since 1952. has retired. Prior to joining WCKY as program director in 1942,
he held advertising and sales posts in
agencies and industries in Ohio and
New York.
Chet Casselman, morning news
editor of KM PC Los Angeles, promoted to news director of KSFO San Francisco, both Golden West Broadcasters
stations.
Frederic W. Wile Jr., one-time NBCTV vp in charge of programs in Hollywood and more recently executive of
John Guedel Productions, that city,
named managing director for Pacific
Coast operations of Advertising Council. He succeeds Robert Grey.

Tom Gonterman,
account executive with
Batz - Hodgson - Neuwoehner, St. Louis
advertising agency, for
past three years, appointed general manager of KBKC Kansas City. He succeeds

Mr.
gonterman
Bill Allred,
who transfers to KAKC
Tulsa
in similar capacity. Both stations are
owned by Public Radio Corp.
James B. Patterson, assistant program manager of KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted to program director.
Before joining KABC-TV this May,
was free-lance tv director.
Gaines Kelley, general manager of
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., was admitted to Cone Memorial Hospital, that
city, for treatment of heart condition.
He became ill while vacationing at a
North Carolina beach.
Carl A. Cook, sales manager of
WCHS Charleston, W.Va.. appointed
general manager of WKEE-AM-FM
(formerly WHTN) Huntington. W.Va.
A. Okla.,
Klinge,promoted
director toat program
KVOOTV Ray
Tulsa,
director, succeeding Bill Sadler.
Warren K. Agee, member of West
Virginia U. School of Journalism,
named executive officer of Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalism fraternity,
succeeding Victor E. Bluedorn, who resigned last May.
Thomas S. Sullivan, attorney, joins
Washington law firm
of Dow. Lohnes &
Albertson. He was
previously
assistant
United States attorney
for District of Columbia and. more recentMr. Sullivan
ly, trial attorney for
Securities & Exchange Commission.
Ruth Musser, program manager of
WMCA New York, named director of
programming.
Cliff Gill, president of KEZY Anaheim, Calif., Aug. 20 married Dorothy
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Hero
Dick Jennings, assistant maneditor of the
NBCcapture
Radio'sof
Monitor,agingeffected
a robbery suspect Aug. 30, after
trailing the man on foot and by
car for more than two miles in
midtown Manhattan. The suspect
was wanted in connection with a
$10,000 holdup in which another
suspect was killed and a policeman wounded.
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Hunt of Grantray Lawrence Animations, L.A.
Tom Shutter, formerly group copy
supervisor and producer at R. Jack
Scott Agency, Chicago, to production
staff of WBKB (TV), that city, as producer and creative writer on station's
Clock- A-Doodle-Day show.
Nat Cavalluzzi, account representative in station clearance department,
ABC-TV sales, promoted to station
additions salesman.
Winthrop Baker, program manager
of WMBD-TV Peoria, 111., joins WBZTV Boston, as assistant program manager.

ager of New Orleans office.
Crash

victims

Oklahoma broadcaster Henry
Grifflng and his family, missing
since Aug. 16 (Broadcasting,
Aug. 29), were discovered last
week to be victims of an airplane
crash. The family had been en
route from Teterboro, N.J., to
Oklahoma City in Mr. Griffing's
single-engine Cessna aircraft when
the accident occurred in the Pennsylvania mountains, about 69
miles south of Pittsburgh. Mr.
Grifiing was president of Video
Independent Theatres (12% owner of KWTV [TV] Oklahoma
City) and the Vumore Corp. (a
catv system ) .

W.C. Heinz, sports columnist, joins
TelePrompTer Corp., N.Y., as director
of sports programming.
Jimmy McHugh, ASCAP composer,
appointed to board of directors to
finish unexpired term of late Paul Cunningham.
International
Brian Skinner, formerly of CKY
Winnipeg, Man., named promotion
manager of CKEY Toronto.
Barry G. Nichols, formerly of
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.. and publicity director of CHCT-TV Calgary.
Alta., named public service director of
CJAY-TV Winnipeg, Man., ch. 7 station which expects to be on air as first
competitive tv station in Canada Nov.
1.

Jerry Mulderrig, formerly account
executive with Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N.Y., to sales staff of H-R
Representatives, that city. He was timebuyer at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample for
three years and at Lennen & Newell for
one year.

signs new three-year contract, to develop dramatic and musical specials.

Jerry Dunphy, newsman at WBBMTV Chicago, joins KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles as reporter on Seven O'clock
Report.

Equipment & Eng'ring
Orland O. Schaus, technical director, Cyanamid of Canada, joins Audio
Devices, N.Y., as manager, research
and engineering.

Floyd Kalber, news director of
KMTV (TV) Omaha for past nine
years, to news staff of WNBQ (TV)
and WMAQ Chicago, effective Oct. 1.

William O. Spink, equipment sales
manager of Sylvania Electronic Tubes,
L.A., named vp-sales.

Tom Parker, formerly on announcing
staff of KFOR Lincoln, Neb., to WOCAM-FM-TV Davenport, Iowa, in
similar capacity.

Irwin Goldman, associate director
of research for administration. General
Telephone & Electronics Labs, N.Y.,
named senior research analyst for
Western regional operations.

Theodore Swarterbroeck, co-manager of UFAC Elizabethville, Congo,
"shot down and killed by mutineers",
according to report by Ivan Freart, now
sole operator of African station, to Rev.
C. Thomas Spitz Jr., director of The
Lutheran Hour foreign operations, St.
Louis.

Programming

L. Harriss Robinson appointed director of marketing of Westrex Corp.,
division of Litton Industries. Prior to
joining Westrex in New York, Mr.
Robinson was manager of marketing
of Surface Communications Div., RCA,
for two years.

Arthur E. Cruttenden, 41, assistant
account supervisor at Tatham-Laird,
Chicago, died of cancer at his suburban
Barrington home Aug. 27. Before joining agency in 1954, he was vp and account executive at Clinton E. Frank
Chicago.

Allied

Paul Russell, 45, vp and management supervisor, BBDO, died Aug. 29
of heart attack at his home in New
Canaan, Conn.

Larry Lowenstein,
executive director of
New York office of
Rogers & Cowan, joins
NTA, that city, as director of public relations. Previously, Mr.
Lowenstein was director of CBS-TV press
Mr. Lowenstein
information department and head of publicity-promotion
for Benton & Bowles, N.Y.
Harris Clayton, for past five years
in charge of business affairs for Rosenberg-Coryell Agency, Beverly Hills,
Calif., talent rep, appointed director of
business affairs. West Coast, for MGMTV and assistant to Robert M. Weitman, MOM vp in charge of tv production. Kenneth Daniels joins MGM's
commercial and industrial film department as sales representative.
Benjamin EIrod, named Western
Div. manager of United Artists Assoc.,
L.A. Carl Miller, formerly of Screen
Gems, N.Y., joins UAA as account executive in Seattle area.
Robert Herridge, CBS-TV producer.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Fields

Lawrence Milly, field representative
for ASCAP, Pittsburgh, named man-

United

Press

Bud ofHayward,
formerly
radio-tv
director
James Lovick
Ltd., Toronto,
named program manager of CFCF-TV
Montreal.
Deaths

International

news

produces!

FANFARE
Open

house

despite

success

lightning

Does television reach the masses
with "aggressive" showmanship? Yes,
according to WTVW (TV) Evansville,
Ind. The station marked its fourth anniversary Aug. 20-21 with extensive
promotion including an open house,
product giveaways, displays and other
features.
Over 100,000 viewers passed through
the WTVW studios during the two-day
observance, despite a power failure
that put the station ofT the air for three
hours the first day when lightning
struck the station. WTVW reported it
held the open house, not to show off its
facilities, but to promote its lineup of
fall shows, including the ABC-TV slate.
The response, it felt, was well worth
the $3,500 promotion budget and was
proof that any medium-or small-market
station can do a similar job.
Most of the network shows were unknown by viewers in its claimed tristate coverage area of Indiana, Illinois
and Kentucky, WTVW pointed out.
Products identified with the various
ABC-TV programs (viz., orchids, luau
cookbooks, leis with The Islanders,
fortune cookies with Hong Kong) were
given out to visitors. Displays accompanied all the ABC-TV previews. Additionally, WTVW obtained costumes
from returning network properties for
the 1960-61 season.
Cooperating fully in the project were
such diverse firms as Pan American and
United Air Lines, 20th Century-Fox,
Warner Bros., Screen Gems, Ziv-United
Artists, Desilu, MCA, MacGregor and
Wilson sporting goods, Purdue U., and
others.
Except for stories carried by local
newspapers, WTVW carried the brunt
of promotion on its air schedules.
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■ End-of-the-summer
Big turnouts
and outings drew huge
picnics
crowds for sponsoring radio and
television stations in Cincinnati,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

'Dr.' IVioore

endorsed

A CBS Radio merchandising prescription delivered healthy results to a
summer advertiser looking for specialized treatment.
A total of 1,984 entries were put in
a fish bowl at CBS Radio Aug. 19. This
was the date set for the drawing of
three winners in a contest designed to
show dealers' reactions to Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co.'s sponsorship of the
Garry Moore Show. Approximately
2,500 PPG dealers across the country
were sent questionnaire cards on which
dealers were to check one of four reasons why Garry Moore "is an ideal
salesman for PPG Auto Glass installa-

BROADCASTING
i THE SUSINESSWEERLV OF TELEVISION AN9 RA»IO
DeSales St.. N. W. Washington 6. D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7 00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name
address
city
Send to home address
88

zone

state

WHK Cleveland, reports its second annual Appreciation Night at
Geauga Lake Park doubled the attendance of last year's effort with
an estimated 105,000 people in the
audience. WHK personalities were
hosts to 22 recording stars and
groups headlined by teenage singer
Fabian.
WlIC (TV) Pittsburgh, began its
promotion of NBC fall programming
with a day-long affair at the West
View Amusement Park. The station
claims an attendance of 15,000 for
the event which offered 12,000 free
rides and many valuable prizes. Each
of the park's 21 rides were renamed
to promote a new NBC show. (For
example: the caterpillar was renamed the "Klondike Caterpillar"
(see picture).
Highlight of the 11th annual
picnic of WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
was a boat race with park patrons
helping WKRC personalities row
across Le Sourdsville Lake.

tions." In an optional question, more
than 1 ,000 entrants expressed their personal endorsement of Mr. Moore's
salesmanship.
A second part of the mailing to
dealers consisted of a package containing an apothecary jar filled with pilllike candies to be taken "as scheduled
locally on CBS Radio . . . once each
weekday during August" and intended
to "cause panes of Pittsburgh Plate
Glass to disappear from stock." Ross
Fernow,Glass
advertising
manager
PPG's
Auto
Div., reports
salesof are
up
over the comparable period a year ago
and that the radio buy — coupled with
the dealer contest — brought PPG lo the
attention of consumers. First place winner received a 1961 Columbia HighFidelity Stereo Console. Second and
third place winners were awarded
Columbia transistor portable radios.
The contest was created by Arthur L.
Hecht, CBS director of merchandising.
'OfFicial appreciation'
Gov. Price Daniel of Texas expressed
"official appreciation" for the cooperation the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
has given to the Governor's Highway
Safety Commission.
The governor commented in particular about the "Drive Lighted and Live"
campaign of the Fourth of July weekend. Texas radio stations urged drivers
to drive with their headlights on during
daylight hours as a sign that they were
safe drivers. He cited an 18% reducBROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

tion below predicted accidents as the
"first major achievement of this kind
in recent years on that particular holi-

During holiday weekends, as on this
Labor Day, WICC Bridgeport, Conn.,
has the most popular car on the road.
The station's mobile unit swings into
the stream of traffic on the 129-mile
Connecticut Turnpike and at every toll
station WICC pays the quarter fee for
the motorist directly behind the news
unit. The highway host calls the payment the price of safety. Turnpike
toll collectors in New Haven and
Fairfield Counties, who are familiar
with WICC's safety program, refuse
to take tolls from the trailing motorfists. Instead, they say: "This one's
on WICC. Drive safely, arrive safely,
enjoy your trip." Preceding each long
holiday weekend, WICC airs a saturation spot announcement campaign linking the "toll treat" with turnpike safety.
WICC's
projects
in 1959
earned antraflic
Alfredsafety
P. Sloan
Award.

Costly fans
Mutual discovered last week
that fan-mail requests (even
those from managers and owners
of affiliated stations) can become
too costly. On Aug. 23, MBS presented on The World Today
(8:05-8:30 p.m.) a 25-minute
program dedicated to the late
Oscar Hammerstein II. For a
week thereafter, the network reported, station officials sent in
congratulatory wires and asked
for tapes of the program for their
re-use at a later date. When the
number of requests mounted to
180 — or nearly half of the network's total complement of affiliates— MBS' accounting department stepped in, saying it was too
costly for the network to produce
the tapes. But Mutual offered a
solution: last Tuesday (Aug. 30),
the network replayed the program
on closed circuit so that affiliated
stations might record the show
off the line.

■ Drumbeats
In case of attack ■ WWRL New York
is distributing in Spanish-Puerto Rican

and Negro neighborhoods a police department pamphlet that outlines precautions to take against muggers, bur-

day."
Riding

on

WICC

FOR

THE

glars and molesters. With support
through heavy on-air promotion,
WWRL sends its mobile unit into the
areas for interviews with women who
have experienced any such ordeal, and
to hand out the 4-page pamphlet.
Nose counting ■ WMAY Springfield,
111., has been conducting a presidential
preference poll in that city. Attractively-dressed girls with
WMAY buttons
and red-white-and-blue
ballot boxes cover
private homes, business offices and industrial plants asking each individual
to name his choice for President and
for governor of Illinois. In addition
they are asked to list party affiliation.
Gold medal ■ Tele-Log, a monthly external house organ published by
KRON-TV San Francisco, won a gold
medal in its category of the press
awards given by the California State
Fair & Exposition. It has been published
by the station since October 1956. The
booklet gives a variety of information
about significant events in the operation of KRON-TV and its affiliated
network, NBC-TV. It is mailed monthly to a specialized group of 3,500 including employes, educators, PTA and
government officials, business and civic
leaders, agency executives and others
interested in television.

RECORD

hours of operation from D to unl., utilizAuthorizations, Applications
ingtion1 kw
during daytime
nighttimeoperation
operaand 5 DA-N
kw, during
and
change
ant.
-trans.,
location.
(1590
kc)
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Ann. Aug. 29.
KRUS Ruston, La. — Cp to Increase dayAugust 25 through August 31. Includes data on new stations, changes in
time power from 250 w to 500 w and to
Install new trans. (1490 kc) Ann. Aug. 25.
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
New Fm Stations
Comanche, Tex. — Radio Comanche. 1550
Abbreviations:
APPLICATIONS
kc, 250 w D. P.O. address Box 1109, Graham,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $9,696,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
Sioux
City,
Iowa — Edwin C. Wolff. 97.9
year operating cost $28,800, revenue
permit. ERP — effective radiated power. vh£ first
2.97
kw. Estimated
P.O. address
1614 Morning$36,000. Applicant is Gilbert T. Webb, sole mc,
side
Ave.
construction
cost
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high freowner, former 507r. owner of KSWA Gra$14,689, first year operating cost $25,000.
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
ham and KBAL San Saba, both Texas. Ann.
revenue
$30,000.
Applicant
Is
owner
of
radio
visual, kw — kOowatts. w — watts, mc — megaAug. 29.
and phonograph equipment business. Ann.
cycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
Aug. 30.
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. Existing Am Stations
Beverly, Mass.— United Bcstg Co. 101.7
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 44 Country Corners
subsidiary communications authorization.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Rd.,
Wayland, Mass. Estimated construcSSA — special service authorization. — STA —
tion cost $9,216. Applicant fm proposes to
WVNA
Tuscumbia, Ala. — Cp to change
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. • — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Honolulu, Hawaii — Polynesian Bestg.
NEW YORK
Inc. 1210 kc, 1 kw. P.O. address Lusitania
& School Sts. Estimated construction cost
60 East 42nd Street
$18,500, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue $40,000. Applicant Is Mary K.
Wong, former 42% owner of KOOD HonoMUrray Hill 7-4242
EDWIN
TORNBERG
lulu. Ann. Aug. 25.
WEST COAST
Salina, Kans.— John M. Hall. 630 kc, 500 w.
P.O. address 1521 Slefkln Lane, Wichita 8.
860 Jewell Avenue
& COMPANY,
INC.
Kans. Estimated construction cost $61,916,
first year operating cost $68,000, revenue
Pacific
Grove, California
$84,000. Applicant is Va owner of KWBB
Wichita. Ann. Aug. 25.
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
FRontier 2-7475
Hartford, Ky.— Hayward F. Spinks. 1600
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 302 Mulberry
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
WASHINGTON
Ct. Estimated construction cost $18,725, first
EVALUATIONS
year operating cost $35,000, revenue $38,000.
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Applicant owns pharmacy. Ann. Aug. 25.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
Bucryus, Ohio — Andrew Emerine. 1520 kc,
District
7-8531
250 w. D. P.O. address 502 N. Main St..
Fostoria, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$18,035, first year operating cost $50,000.
revenue $60,000. Applicant Is 20% owner of
WFOB-AM-FM
Fostoria, Ohio. Ann. Aug.
30.
Station
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f
Equipping
Radio

a

AM
FM
TV

Station?

Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTIMG August 31
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
23
ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
87
858
45
Lie.
181
153
730
Cps.
3,461
75
117
473
60
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
80
Compiled by BROADCASTING August 31
453
VHF
UHF

47
TV

35

533

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC ttirough June 30, 196012
AM
Licensed (all on air)
115
36
CPs on air (new stations)
3,455
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
593
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
204
3,603
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
277
582
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
797
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
859
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
0
0
CPs deleted

FWl
714
196
942
108
32
36
29
72
10
39
0
0

TV
75
76
656
27
102
14
38

0
0
52 4711
1 There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
^ There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

Miniature

Microphone
only
This RCA Miniature Dynamic Microphone is as
inconspicuous as modern
microphone design can make
it! Just 2^16" long, it weighs
but 2.3 ounces. And, in
spite of its compactness,
the BK-6B is a durable,
high-quality microphone.
Try it for remotes! You'll
find it excellent for interviews, panel shows and
sports. It's a great value
at $82.50!
Order \our BK-6B iwic! Write
to RCA, Dept. L-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. Whateiiei
Your broadcast equipment needs,
see RCA FIRST!
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s ) ®
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duplicate its operation of am station (application now pending). Ann. Aug. 30.
Worcester, Mass. — Waterman Bcstg. Corp.
107.3 mc,chanic1.39
kw. P.O. construction
address 34 MeSt. Estimated
cost
$11,145, first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue $21,000. Applicant fm will duplicate
WAAB Worcester. Ann. Aug. 25.
WiUiamsburg, Va. — Williamsburg Bcstg.
Co. 96.5 mc, 3.58 kw. P.O. address 3855 N.
30th St.. struction
Arlington.
concost $15,500, Va.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $66,000, revenue $70,000. Applicant fm
will duplicate WCBI Williamsburg. Ann.
Aug. 25.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KDXE North Little Rock, Ark.— Seeks
transfer of control of Arkansas Valley
Bcstg. Co. from Claude Carpenter Jr., sole
owner, to Sim C. Callon for $47,000. Mr.
Gallon is in real estate. Ann. Aug. 25.
WMMW Meriden. Conn.— Seeks assignment of license from Silver City Crystal
Co. to Meriden Radio Inc. for $125,000.
Purchasers are Edward B. Connolly, G. A.
Kruttschnitt, Hall Syndicate Inc., and
others. Hall Syndicate publishes newspapers,
is headed
by Robertof M.KCOR
Hall San
and is
applicant for purchase
Antonio,
Tex. Mr. Kruttschnitt has been associated
with WMMW as officer and stockholder for
five
Mr. Connolly
in
KATZ years.
St. Louis,
Mo. Ann. has
Aug. interest
30.
WGMA
Hollywood,
Fla.—
Seeks
assignment of license from Melody Music Inc.
to Southland Bcstg. Co. for $265,000. Purchasers are Kingsley H. Murphy Jr. and Carroll
E. Crawford, equal partners, owners of
KOTE Fergus Falls, Minn. Ann. Aug. 29.
WAFM
(FM) from
Miami,Bayfront
Fla. — Seeks
ment of license
Bcstg.assignCorp.
to WKAT Inc. for $25,000. Purchaser is
estate of A. Frank Katzentine, deceased.
Ucola Katzentine is executrix and sole
beneficiary
of estate.
cense of WKAT
Miami WKAT
Beach, Inc.
Fla. isAnn.liAug
25.
Ocilla Bcstg. System, Ocilla, Ga. — Seeks
assignment of cp from Ocilla Bcstg. System
to Charles CuUis Wade for ^6,000. Mr. Wade
is in various businesses m South. Ann.
Aug.
29. Quitman, Ga. — Seeks assignment
WSFB
of license from Quitman Bcstg. Co. to John
E. Boyd for $45,000. Mr. Boyd formerly had
interest in WFSC Franklin, N.C., and is
applicant
for new am in Lenoir, N.C.
Aug.
29.
. ^Ann.,
KPOI-AM-FM Honolulu, Hawaii — Seeks
transfer of control of KPOI Bcstg. Co.

from H. G. Fearnliead, 51%, to Colgreene
Bcstg. Co. for $83,750. Purchasers are Grin
Lehman,
70%, and
AlbertN.Y.Heit,
ers of WmJC
Hudson,
Ann.30%,
Aug.own29.
WMT Cedar Rapids, KWMT Ft. Dodge,
both Iowa — Seeks transfer of control of
American Bcstg. Stations Inc. from Helen
Shaffer Mark and Helena Mark Herman,
surviving trustees of voting trust, to same
principals
B. Quartondeceased).
(to replace and
HerbertWilliam
M. Bingham,
Also, stock held personally by Helen Shaffer
Mark, for
6.8%,certificate
will be of
transferred
to voting trust
interest and
no
financial consideration. Ann. Aug. 25.
WTCR
Ashland,
Ky.—
Seeks
transfer
control from WTCR Inc. to Connie B. Gayof
Bcstg.
by simple
exchange involved.
of stock
with Aug.
noCorp.
financial
consideration
Ann.
25.
WQMR Silver Spring, Md.; WGAY-FM
Washington,
D.C. — Inc.
Seeksto transfer
trol from WGAY
Connie of
B. conGay
Bcstg.
Corp.
by
simple
exchange
of
stock
with
no
financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. Aug. 25.
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph; KLIK Jefferson City, both Missouri — Seeks transfer of
control of KFEQ Bcstg. Co. and KLIK
Bcstg. Inc. from Oscar K. Fine and Jesse D.
Fine, 30% each, Isadore J. Fine, 20%, and
others, to KFEQ Bcstg. Inc. and GTS Bcstg.
Inc.,
respectively,
for $1,850,000.
is Connie
B. Gav Bcstg.
Corp., groupPurchaser
headed
by Connie B. Gay, 76.49% owner. Mr. Gay
owns WQMR Silver Spring, Md.; WGAY
Washington, D.C: WTCR Ashland, Ky., and
WFTC Kingston. N.C. Ann. Aug. 25.
WSOC Charlotte, N.C. — Seeks assignment
of licensedersonofBelkCarolina
Bcstg.
Co. corporation
from Hento WIST
Inc.,
wholly-owned
by
Mr.
Belk.
No
consideration involved. Ann. Aug. financial
30.
WFTC Kingston, N.C— Seeks transfer of
control
of
Town
and
Country
Worldwide
Productions Inc. from Connie B. Gay, sole
owner, to Connie B. Gay Bcstg. Corp.,
change in business form. Ann. Aug. 25.
North Carolina Electronics Inc., Raleigh,
N.C. — Seeks transfer of control of corporate
permittee from John P. Gallagher, sole
owner,
and Gallagher,
Frank P. 50%.
Larson Jr.,to25%James
each,Poston
and Mr.
Messrs. Poston and Larson agree to dismisseratetheir
application N.C,
for newand amwillto pay
opin Washington,
$1.00 per share for up to 7.100 shares in
permittee
corporation.
Larson N.C.
has Mr.
interest in WUTV
(TV) Mr.
Charlotte,
Poston is vp of industry sales agency. Ann.
Aug. 25.
WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license of Fayetteville Bcstg.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
W< ■shingten, D. C. FEderol 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Vo.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. 0. Box 32
CReslvIew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
Son Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Read
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAcksen 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting om-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Mo. 1-2338
Phone lee's
KonsosSummit,
City, BR.

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambrictge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Raciio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
A$toeiate Member
Institute of Radio Engineer!

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast.
engineering
home studyTVand Electronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
Sales
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increoses
209A
LaSoile— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 91
Washington 6, D. C.

Service
Directory
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JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

RE 7-0458

Co. from G. Paul Crowder and Irene C.
Norman (executors of estate of John R.
Crowder), and James Porter Clark, to Mr.
Clark, sole owner, for $52,500. Ann. Aug.
30.
KBUY Amarillo, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Worley & Sanders Bcstrs. to
KBUY Inc. for $250,000. Purchaser is G. E.
Miller & Co., owner of KOKE Austin, Tex.
G. E. Miller & Co. also has option for 50%
interest in KINT El Paso, Tex. Ann. Aug.
29.
KURV ofEdinbiirg,
Tex.from
— Seeks
transfer
control
KURV Inc.
Rogers
Kelley,of
sole owner, to W. Lloyd Hawkins, 44%,
Norman E. Loomis, 33%. and D. A. Benton,
23%. for $150,000. Mr. Hawkins is owner of
KRTN Raton, N.M. Mr. Loomis is in oil
and gas production. Mr. Denton is 10%
owner of KTNM Tucumcari, N.M. Ann.
Aug. 25.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
H Commission gave notice that July 11
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Frank James for new
class B fm station to operate on 107.7 mc
in Redwood City, Calif., became effective
Aug. 30 pursuant to sec. 1.153 of rules. Ann.
Aug.
31.
B Commission
gave notice that June 29
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Bill S. Lahm for new
am station to operate on 1220 kc, 500 w,
D, in Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., became effective Aug. 18 pursuant to sec 1.153 of
rules. Ann. Aug. 31.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
affirming
Dec.Alvarado
2, 1959 Tvgrant
applications of (a)
Co., of
to increase
vis ERF
of
station
KVOA-TV
(ch.
4),
son, Ariz., from 5.37 kw (7.29 dbk) toTuc-35
kw (15.44 dbk) and ant. height from 30
ft. to 3,682 ft., change trans, site to about
17 miles northeast of city atop Mt. Bigelow,
and make other changes, and (b) Old
Pueblo
to move
trans, location
of KOLD-as
TV (ch.Bcstg.
13), Co.
Tucson,
to same
KVOA-TV
atop
Mt.
Bigelow.
increase
vis
ERP from 30 kw (14.77 dbk) to 75.4 kw (18.77
dbk) and ant. height from 100 ft. to 3,747 ft.,
and make other changes, and (2) setting
aside Feb. 9, 1960 memorandum opinion
and order which postponed effective dates
of grants pending hearing on protest by
Tucson Aug.
Tv Co.,
Ann.
26. (KGUN-TV, ch. 9). Tucson.
OTHER ACTIONS
B By order, commission, on petition by
Assoc., of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers, further extended time
from Sept. 1 to Sept. 30 for filing comments and from Sept. 16 to Oct. 14 for
filing reply comments in rulemaking proceeding on interim policy on shorter-spaced
vhf tv channel assignments and amendment of part 3 concerning tv engineering
standards. By separate orders, commission
also extended to those dates time for filing
comments and replies in rulemaking affecting tv table of assignments in Grand
Rapids, Cadillac. Traverse City, and Alpena,
all Michigan, and New Bedford, Mass.Providence, R.I. Ann. Aug. 26.
H Commission on August 25 granted petition by Jack L. Powell and Alyce M.
Powell, joint tenants (KVON), Napa, Calif.,
and extended to Aug. 25 time to file opposition to petition by Golden Gate Bcstg.
America's

Corp. (KSAN). San Francisco, Calif., to
enlarge issues in proceeding on their am
applications, et al. Ann. Aug. 29.
■ By order, commission, on motion by
Massacliusetts
Bay 28 Telecasters
tended from Aug.
to Sept. 12 Inc.,
time exfor
parties to file replies to petition bv WHDH
Inc.
(WHDH-TV),
for rehearing
July
14 Boston
ch. 5 decision
which (1) of
vacated
April 24, 1957 grant to WHDH Inc., to operate on thatparative
channel,
comevaluationordered
of allfurther
applicants
(WHDH, Massachusetts Bay, Greater Boston
Tv Corp., and Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
Inc.),argument
with filingbefore
of briefs
and subse-en
quent oral
commission
banc
and,
meanwhile,
allowed
to continue its present ch. 5 WHDH-TV
operation
under STA. Ann. Aug. 31.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 7 time to file exceptions and brief to initial decision in proceeding on am application of KDEF Bcstg.
Co. (KDEF), Albuquerque, N.M. Action
Aug.
30. petition by Golden Gate Bcstg.
Granted
Corp. (KSAN), San Francisco, Calif., and
extended to Sept. 6 time to file reply to
oppositions to its petition to enlarge issues
filed by Broadcast Bureau and Jack L.
Powell and Alyce M. Powell (KVON),
Napa. Calif., in am proceeding Action
Aug. 30.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Aug. 26 time to file response to petition by Norman A. Thomas
to enlargeforissues
his appHcation
new inam proceeding
station in on
Greenville,
Tenn., et al. Action Aug. 26.
■ Granted petition bv Albuquerque Bcstg.
Co. (KOB), Albuquerque, N.M., and its
successor company, KSTP Inc., for leave
to amend application to substitute latter
as applicant therein. Action Aug. 26.
a Granted petition by Mercury Bcstg.
and extended to Sept. 26 time to file response to petition by Western Plains Bcstg.
Co. party-respondent, to enlarge issues in
proceeding
on Mercury's
application
new am station
in Colorado
Springs, for
Colo.a
Action Aug. 26.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
to Sept.
time Telecasting
to file responses to petition
by 13Valley
Co. to enlarge issues in Wausau, Wis., tv
ch. 9 proceeding. Action Aug. 26.
■ Granted petition by Kingsport Bcstg.
Co., (WKPT). Kingsport, Tenn.. and extended to Aug. 30. time to reply to exBureau
ceedingceptions
on itsof Broadcast
am application
and inthatpro-of
John
K.
Rogers.
Bristol,
Tenn.
Action
Aug.
26.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted motion by Tucson Tv Co.
(KGUN-TV), Tucson. Ariz., insofar as it
requests ceedingcorrection
on applicationsof oftranscript
Alvarado inTv proCo..
(KVOA-TV) and Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co.
(KOLD-TV), Tucson; denied motion in
other respects. Action Aug. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Rahall Bcstg. Inc..
for leave to amend am application to
reflect assignment of license of station
WQTY (formerly WTTT), Arlington, Fla.,
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from Lawrence E. Bodkin, receiver, to
Rahall Bcstg. Inc. Action Aug. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
Denied petition by Medford Bcstrs. Inc.
(KDOV), Medford, Ore., for leave to
amend its am application by specifying new
ant. site, located approximately three miles
northeast of its present site, and rejected
amendment submitted therewith; application is consolidated for hearing with am
application of Rogue Valley Bcstrs. Inc.
(KWIN), Ashland, Ore., and R. W. Hansen (KCNO), Alturas, Calif. Action Aug.
29.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
B Further continued without date hearing in matter of application of Philip D.
Boothroyd, Sparta, N.J., for renewal of
radiotelephone first class operator license
pending determination of litigation proceedings in Court of Appeals on Morton
Borrow v. FCC. Action Aug. 23.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
B Granted motion by Nathan Frank
(WNBE-TV), New Bern, N.C.. for mod of
prehearing procedure in re its proposal for
specification of trans, and ant. site; continued prehearing conference from Sept
26 to Sept. 30. Action Aug. 29.
B
Granted
petition by Hennepin Bcstg.
29.
Assoc.
for acceptance of amendment to its
application for new am station in Minneapolis, Minn., which is minor in scope and
does not affect present issues. Action Aug.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
B Granted request by WBUD Inc., and
extended to Sept. 26 time to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law, and replies to be filed by Oct. 19, in
proceedmg on its application and that of
Concert Network Inc., for new fm stations
in Trenton, N.J. Action Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
B Rescheduled Sept. 7 hearing for Sept.
22 in proceeding on application of Mark
Twam Bcstg. Co., for renewal of license
of station KHMD Hannibal, Mo. Action
Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
B Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued from 9 a.m., Sept. 2 to 10
a.m., Sept. 14 conference for group 2 of
consolidated proceeding on am applications of Michigan Bcstg. Co. (KBCK), Battle
Creek, Mich., et al. Action Aug. 24.
□ Granted petition by Caba Bcstg. Corp.,
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Baltimore, Md., to substitute
Radio Americana Inc., for Caba. and retained amendment application in hearing
status: matter of petition by another ap- i
plicant in proceeding-Rossmoyne Corp., for h
dismissal of its application for new am
station in Lebanon, Pa., will be considered
in initial
decision
in consolidated proceeding. Action
Aug. 24.
B Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued date for hearing conference
from 9 a.m., Sept. 1 to 10 a.m., Sept. 12
and for further hearing from 10 a.m., Sept.
1 to 11 a.m., Sept. 12, in proceeding on a.m.
applications of WPET Inc. (WPET), Greensboro, N.C., et al. Action Aug. 24.
B Uponmento, Calif.,
request
bv KCRA
Sacra-to
continued
to Sept.Inc.,
6 time
exchange its engineering exhibits in proceeding on its application for renewal of
license Aug.
which 29.is consolidated for hearing.
Action
B Granted joint petition by applicants and
extended to Nov. 15 time to file proposed
findings and to Nov. 30 for replies in proceeding on am applications of Radio Muscle
Shoals
Florence, Ala., et al.
Action Inc.
Aug. (WOWL),
29.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August 26
WMNB North Adams, Mass.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by Robert
Hardman
through
purchase of stock from
James Gordon
Keyworth.
KXQR (FM)
Bakersfield,
Calif.—
assignment
of license
and SCA
to Granted
Elward
L. and Maude H. Robertson and Walter B.
Marston.
WNCN (FM) New York, N.Y.— Granted
assignment
WNCN Inc. of cp, license and SC^A to
WHNB-TV New Britain, Conn. — Granted
license for tv station; ant. 970 ft.
WCHL Chapel Hill, N.C.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit to change ant. -trans.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

and studio location and make changes m
ground system.
WYSL-FM Amherst, N.Y. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 49 k\v. change
type temant.
and make changes in ant. sysand trans.
WGH-FM Newport News, Va. — Granted
mod. ofcreasecpant.toheight
increase
ERP ft.to change
100 kw, type
deto 3S0
ant. and make changes in ant. system.
B Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown; extenWIXK
New Richmond, Wis. to Sept. 16; WAMO
Pittsburgh, Pa., to Oct. 22; KCJH San Luis
Obispo. Calif, to March 9, 1961.
WFUR-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— Remote control permitted.
Actions of August 25
KROG Sonera, Calif. — Granted assignment
of license to Ralph P. Bowen tr/as Sonora
Best?. Co.
WBEU Beaufort, S C. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
Tex. — asGranted
licenseat
to KWED
use old Seguln,
main trans,
aux. trans,
main trans, location and operate by remote
control.
KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Granted license
covering change in ant. trans, and studio
location and make changes in ant. system
and ground system.
KFSD-FM
San increase
Diego, Calif.—
license covering
in ERPGranted
and ant.
height, change ant. -trans, and main studio
location, type trans, and make changes in
ant. system.
KIHIcense for(FM)
Tulsa, condition.
Okla. — Granted lifm station:
KOOOeringOmaha,
Neb.
—
Granted
license covincrease in power, installation
new
trans, and change in studio location.
KARR Great Falls, Mont. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
KXXL Bozeman, Mont, — Granted license
covering increase
in daytime power and instal ation of new trans.
,1 to WRFL
(FM)
Winchester,
install new trans, and ant.Va.—
at 50Granted
ft. south-cp
west of present main trans, location with
remote control operation of trans, from
studios for aux. purposes; EHP 8.6 kw; ant.
1,330 ft.
KGPO (FM) Grants Pass, Ore.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 4.5 kw, increase ant.
height
530 ft.,
ant. -trans, locaI tion andto install
newchange
type trans.
1
VVIBA-FM Madison, Wis,— Granted cp to
J decrease ERP to 11 kw, decrease ant. height
'. to
ft., make
change changes
trans, location,
install new
ant.470and
ant. system;
re: mote
control
permitted; inconditions.
I
KDFC
(FM)
San
Francisco,
Calif.—
Granted mod. of SCA to make changes in programming format.
WKBV-FM Richmond, Ind.— Granted mod.
j of cp to decrease ERP to 23 kw. change
ij type trans, and type ant. and make changes
in ant. system.
II ed KMAX
(FM)cp Sierra
Madre,typeCalif,—
of
to change
trans,Grantand
movemod.
trans,
location.
WMOP-FM Ocala, Fla. — Granted mod. of
i cp to change type trans,
j ■ Following stations were granted ex: tensions of completion dates as shown:
WCRM Clare, Mich, to Oct. 31; WTYS Marianna, Fla. to Sept. 30; WTVB Coldwater,
Mich, to Oct. 15; *WGUC (FM) Cincinnati,
Ohio
Oct. 9;1; KQUE
*WSMC-FM
Collegedale,
Tenn. toto Nov.
(FM) Houston,
Tex.
to Oct. 1: KWG-FM Stockton. Calif, to Nov.
24: WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis. to March
8. 1961; WILY (FM) Pittsburgh, Pa. to Nov.
15; WSLM-FM Salem, Ind. to Oct. 1.
WYFI-FM Norfolk, Va.— Granted license
covering changes in ERP, ant. system and
ground system.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark.— Granted extension of authority through Sept. 20 to
sign-off
events. at 8:05 p.m. daily except for special
WWML control
Portage,
Pa. — Granted change of
remote
authority.
KXXL Bozeman, Mont. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
i
Actions of August 24
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from Allen T.
Gilliland Sr. to Allen T. Gilliland Jr., W.W.
Jacka and Bank of America, National Trust
& Savings Assn., executors of estate of AlI len T. GilUland Sr. deceased.
I WJDX-AM-FM
Jackson, Miss.— Granted
J transfer
of control
from W.Life
Companies
Inc. to John
D, and Clint
Murchison
Jr.
WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111.— Granted license
covering operation in accordance with report and order adopted March 21, 1958.
WLUK-TV Green Bay, Wis,— Granted li! cense covering changes in tv station.
I KMFOstall newOmaha,
Neb, — condition.
Granted cp to intype trans.:
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash,— Granted cp
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

to change ant. -trans, and studio location,
make changes in ant. system (increase
height) and in ground system.
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw,
type trans., changes in equipment, correct
geographic
coordinates
nancial data:
ant. 650 ft.and change in fiColumbia Bcstg. Co., Inc, New York, N,Y.
— Granted extension of authority to Sept.
15, 1961 to transmit programs to CFRB,
CKAC,trol CJAD
and other
stations
under
conof Canadian
Bcstg.
Corp.:
without
prejudice to such action as commission may
deem warranted as result of its final determinations with respect to:set(1) forth
conclu-in
sions and recommendations
report of network study staff: (2) related
studies and inquiries now being considered
or conducted by commission: and (3) pending antitrust matters.
National Bcstg. Co., Inc, New York, N.Y.
— Granted extension of authority to September 15, 1961 to transmit programs to
stations under control of Canadian Bcstg.
Corp. or to any licensed station in Canada
whether or not such programs are network
programs and whether or not they pass
through prejudice
NBC's regular
facilities:
without
such chain
action
as com-of
mission may deem towarranted
as result
its final determinations with respect to:
(1) conclusions and recommendations set
forth in report of network study staff; (2)
related studies and inquiries now being
considered or conducted by commission;
and (31 pending anti-trust matters.
WHOH (FM) Hamilton, Ohio— Granted
extension of authority to Oct. 3 to remain
silent; conditions.
KRAK-FM Stockton, Calif,- Granted request for cancellation of license; call letters
deleted.
KNDC Hettinger, N.D.— Granted authority
to Nov. 18 to sign-off at 7 p.m.
KLEI Kailua, Hawaii — Granted extension
of authority to Sept. 22 to remain silent.
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.— Remote control permitted while using non-DA.
WHHM
Memphis,
permitted
for trans,Tenn.
and— Remote
alternatecontrol
main
trans.
WDAF-FM Kansas City, Mo.— Rescinded
commission action of Aug. 2 granting extension of completion date to January 27,
1961.

B Following
stations were
extensions of completion
dates granted
as shown:
KTOD Sinton. Tex. to March 9, 1961;
WBBF-FM Rochester, N.Y. to Nov. 7 KSWC
Tucson, Ariz, to March 15, 1961.
Actions of August 23
WCCN Neillsville, Wis.— Granted acquisition of positive control by Howard Sturtz
Jr.
through purchase of stock from Herman
North.
KRSC Othello, Wash.— Granted extension of authority to Dec. 1 to sign-off at
6 KVRH
p.m.
Salida, Colo, — Granted extension
of authorit.v to Nov. 1 to sign-off at 8
Actions of August 22
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted assignp.m. ment of licenses to David K. Worley, et al.
KURL
Billings,
Mont. — Granted
ment of license
to Yellowstone
Bcstg.assignCorp.
KHFI (FM) Austin, Tex.— Granted assignment of license
Heard Features
Inc. and SCA to KennedyKTVE for(TV)
El Dorado,
Ark.—
license
tv station;
ant. 1.320
ft. Granted
WFAG Farmville, N.C.— Granted mod. of
license to change name to Carl Venters Jr.,
and H. Cloid Wade Jr.
K-4KE-TV Wichita, Kans.— Granted mod.
of
and license
Radio to
Inc. change name to KAKE-TV
KSVN
Ogden,
Utah— Granted change of
remote control authority.
B Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WDYL
Ashland, Va. to Jan. 1, 1961: KVFD Fort
Dodge, Iowa to Nov. 25; WETT Ocean City,
Md. to Nov. 1; WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky. to
Feb. 20, 1961; WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss,
to Oct.2; 1;KTPS
WFBM-TV
Ind. to
Dec.
(TV) Indianapolis,
Tacoma, Wash.,
to
March 13. 1961; KTXT-TV Lubbock, Tex.
to Jan. 21, 1961: WIPM-TV Mayaguez. P.R.
to
30; KIFI-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho to
Feb.Nov.
9, 1961.
Actions of August 8
WGR-TV Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted license
covering changes and to redescribe trans,
location (not a move) (aux. trans.).
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Mid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
opening for salesman with management potential— 30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving
expenses
— rapid advancement
for producer.
Area applicants
favored. Send
resume,
photo
first
letter.
Box
481B,
BROADCASTING.
California station with terrific advertiser
acceptance needs sales manager to improve
current $185,000 per year billing. Station is
in medium market on low frequency covering dous
vast new
Sanpotential.
Joaquin This
Valley sales
with manager
tremenmust be experienced self-starter with good
sales production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and top
salary to right man. Interview required.
Give all details first letter. Write Box 780B,
BROADCASTING.
California 5,000 watt station in medium
market needs capable and aggressive sales
minded manager. Take full charge. Must
have proven record of producing and desire
stable situation
where income.
enlargedMustresponsibilities provide larger
be on
the street salesman able to handle salesmen
and staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions. InCASTING.terview required. Write Box 781B, BROADUnusual opportunity in top fifty am-fm-tv
market
manager.of
Mature for
man promotion-marketing
with proven background
audience-winning,
sales-developing
ideas
will find secure future with exceptional
benefits. Send complete resume and recent
photo to Box 854B, BROADCASTING.
Ohio single station market daytimer needs
stationtion ofmanager
experienced
in full
small market
station.
Box opera872B,
BROADCASTING.
Station in one of top 25 markets will soon
require general manager. Opportunity for
a manager or sales manager with strong
sales record to join group operation. Must
providetion,finest
references.
all letter
informa-to
resume and
photo Send
in first
Box 943B, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager for power station on
Miss, gulf coast. Prefer area man. Percentagetial.with
good popular
guarantee.
Excellent
potenAll new
music
programming
with exceUent acceptance. Send photo and
resume to Sam Woodall, WVMI, Biloxi,
Miss.
Sales
Mid-south
See our ad under management. Box chain.
481B, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan riarket SW has attractive offer
for experienced salesman with sales management potentiality. Replies confidential.
Send references and background to Box
807B, BROADCASTING.
Top salary plus commissions to 25% for aggressive salesman in half -million market!
Immediate
for confidential.
mature, experienced man!opening
All replies
Box
878B. BROADCASTING.
Newark,
Jersey
Top independent,
money andNewfuture
for— salesman
who loves topto
sell,
multiple
chain,
send
resume
Box 929B.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top St. Louis independent, multiple market, $6,000 plus, resume to Box
935B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio salesman to assume management of sales department. Guarantee,
expenses, override. Excellent opportunity to
make money if you produce. KWVY, Waverly, Iowa.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Two aggressive salesmen for new full-time
am going on the air about December 1.
Fast-growing
market.
chanceManager,
to get
in on ground floor.
WriteYourGeneral
WBBX, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Step erup!Employment
Midwest Service,
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Announcers
Negro announcer. Must be experienced and
rockin'tion.personality
major
staRush experiencefor and
tape.market
Box 591B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro annoimcer with 1st ticket and strong
air personality for established major market station. Must be a go-getter. Resume
and tape immediately. Box 662B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — experienced announcer with deep,
resonant voice for metropolitan Good Music
operation. fidential.
StartSend $105
replies contape perandweek,
references
first
letter to Box 808B, BROADCASTING.
Adult programming requires adult talent.
We have an upcoming opening in a southernenced,
metropolitan
market preferably
for an experimature announcer,
with
first phone. Send tape, details to Box 825B,
BROADCASTING.
Have mid-September
opening
for inexperienced announcer desiring
to locate
small
Georgia
city
near
Atlanta.
Favorable
working conditions. Above average for right
man. Send audition tape with letter to
Box 827B, BROADCASTING.
New radio station eastern shore of Maryland needs good announcer with first class
ticket. Great opportunity for hard worker.
Great place for family boating, hunting, all
water sports. Contact with complete details first letter. Box 880B, BROADCASTING or phone Talbort 2-3301, Easton, Md.
Chief engineer-annoimcer wanted for new
radio station directional. Also opportunity
to make extra cash selling. Send complete
resume to Box 881B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted: Long on ability, short
on talk, able to program good music. Good
location with pioneer good music and news
station. Box 890B, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening announcer-sales1 kw opportunity
ABC daytimer
da maneast1. Salesman
coast. Good
for Floriright
man. Box 914B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, mature voice for medium
market fulltimer. Must be capable in all
areas including news delivery. Starting
salary $120.00 per week. Tape and complete
resume
CASTING.required. Write Box 940B, BROADVersatile staff announcer for central Pennsylvania daytimer. E.xcellent opportunity to
succeed with new, live wire operation. 1st
ticket preferable. Send tape, salary reCASTING. quirements and resume. Box 971B. BROADMinnesota regional station needs announcer
with first class ticket. Good salary. Must be
good announcer. KTOE. Mankato, Minn.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Experienced announcer with first phone.
Good pay. Fringe benefits. Good working
conditions in northeast Iowa college town.
Send tape, photo, resume, to KWVY Waverly, Iowa.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Announcer-first phone for multiple station
operation with
excellent
chance
advancement and extra
benefits.
Send for
resume
and tape to WALM, Albion, Michigan.
Top salary for experienced announcer with
music, news, sports station. No top 40.
Good future and best working conditions.
Good voice essential. Rush tape and resume
bama.
to John Garrison, WFUN. Huntsville, AlaProgram director and top air personality
for WGEE, Indianapolis. Send background
and tape to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting. P.O. Box 1389, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Needed immediately, announcer or combo
man . . . permanent job with growing chain
for capable qualified individual. Excellent
working conditions in new ultra modem
plant. City of 13,000 near Indianapolis. Send
resume,
tape. Contact
Wally Ind.
Bruner, General Manager,
WITE, Brazil,
Announcer-copywriter with restricted permit. Resume, tape, sample copy to WKLZ,
Box 663, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Announcer — Must be experienced in dj and
staff work. Emphasis on good commercial
delivery, personality, and ability to work
smoothly
in fast-paced
nent positon
at dominantoperation.
station inPermasolid
market, offering excellent salary and full
company benefits. Send tape and resume
to WMAY, 711 Myers Bldg., Springfield,
Illinois.
First fulltime announcing position opening
in four years at WOKK. Meridian, Miss,
station Pulse rated number one by far in
5 station market. Popular music format.
Daytime shift. Good salary and fringe
benefits. Send tape, photo and resume to
Joe Carson. WOKK, Meridian. Miss.
Immediate opening, alert, combo dj. WRAJ,
Anna. Illinois, Don Michel, Manager.
Experiencedworking
adult-music
staff announcer.
Excellent
conditions,
congenial
staff,
good
pay.
Tape
and
resume
nois.Program Director, WSOY.detailed
to
Decatur, Illi24 hour Florida station needs experienced
announcer for morning show. Send resume,
WTRL, Bradenton, Florida.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write
Walker Employment Service, 83 So. 7th
St.. Mpls. 2. Minn, for free application.
Technical
Southern metropolitan adult station needs
engineer with announcing ability. 5 kw directional operation, excellent living confor the826B,
rightBROADCASTING.
man. Send tape, details toditionsBox
Have immediate
opening
chief engineer-announcer 1 kw ABC
daytimer
Florida east
coast. Good opportunity for right man.
Box S15B. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Northeastern metropolitan
major suburban market, responsible conscientious engineer to head and direct engineering dept in all activities plus expansionment.plans.
and most
modern equipFull Latest
particulars
first inquiry.
Salary
open. Major corporation looking for capable
person. Box 919B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer for Virginia 1000 watt
station. Good salary and hours to right man.
Engineering ability first consideration. Send
ING.
tape and resume to Box 956B. BROADCASTBROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Top grade 1st engineer for complete charge,
1 kw station. Salary open. Must be good on
equipment maintenance. Send complete
resume to Jim Pryor, KCJB, Minot, N. Dak.
Chief engineer. AM and fm operation.
Some announcing. Send information and
tape to catine,
George
Iowa. Volger, Mgr., KWPC, MusEngineer-announcer,
for new
kilowatt fulltimer.
Help with station
construction,
then
carry full announcing trick. Excellent opportunity to grow W'ith new operation. Send
tape andPortsmouth.
resume to N.H.
Charles Halle, Station
WBBX.
Chief engineer for 1 kw. Coastal Maine area.
Salary open— write WDEA, Ellsworth,
Maine.
Top flight chief, sound engineer needed
immediately for large, coastal Virginia
Muzak franchisee. Thorough knowledge of
installation, maintenance with ability to
direct engineering department. Contact
Dick Marable, WGH, Newport News, Virginia.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write Walker Employment Service, 83 So. 7th St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
fulltime-southeast New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced continuity writer for
good music
station send
in metropolitan
west citv. Please
full detailssouthfirst
letter to' Box 811B. BROADCASTING.
Program
cal musicdirector
station for
in well-established
the Pacific west. classiMust
be capable of organizing and directing air
personnel, supervising classical music selection, giving
working with
station's commercial
staff, and
fully professional
action to
program policy and station promotion.
Please do not apply unless you can furnish
proof of classical music broadcasting experience under demanding circumstances. Send
full background,
and Box
salary928B,
desired with first references
letter. Write
BROADCASTING.
Program director. Leading 50,000 watt Pacific coast station has immediate opening
for bright, aggressive, idea man, with extensive music and news programming background. Must be able to run a modern, tight
personally, adult format operation. Box
933B, BROADCASTING.
Capable news director, experienced, both in
gathering and airing of local news. Medium
market, completely equipped. Must have
mature delivery. Tape and complete resume
required. Starting salary . $125.00 weekly.
Write Box 941B. BROADCASTING.
Need experienced radio continuity writer.
Northwest North Carolina station. Send full
particulars. Box 946B. BROADCASTING.
50 kw station needs young, aggressive radio
newsman with experience and desire to take
over news operation. Send tape, picture,
and complete resume to Box 962B, BROADCASTING.
Program director-dj for adult format. Salary open. Advancement and management
opportunity. Send full resume, picture and
tape with letter. Confidential. Jim Pryor,
KCJB. Minot, N. Dak.
Wanted — Experienced program director-announcer for 1-kw daytimer about to go
fulltime. Emphasis on good music, news
and sports. Car necessary. Progressive city
of 15,000. Salary open. Send tape, photo,
full information and references first letter
to Manager. KSCB, Liberal, Kansas or phone
Main 4-3891.
Have an immediate opening for experienced
radio program-production man to build loI cal and regional feature program concept,
i Write or phone Program Director, WOOD
, Broadcasting. Inc.. Grand Rapids. Michigan.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Fast-growing, 20-man, 4A agency In the
growing southwest needs a man to head its
busy
radio-tv
young,
ambitious,
full department.
of ideas, andIf you're
have radio-tv
copy experience, knowledge of production,
and are willing to work hard, you may be
the mantunity forweadvancement
are seeking.within
Excellent
opporthe agency.
Air mail resume, picture, and starting salary requirements to Ward Hick Advertising,
P.O. Box 1317, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced, adult, family radio man.
Thoroughly familiar all phases. Fifteen
years in 'business;
eightphone.
yearsFive
succesful
management.
Have first
figure
man;
prefer south or west. Box 874B,
BROADCASTING.
My best salesman desires a management
position in either radio or television. He
billed $300,000 the past year. For details
contact 895B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Station cessful
manager
presently salesman,
managing sober,
sucstation, excellent
conscientious, highly reliable. Past record
to support qualifications. Box 912B, BROADCASTING.
Retiring after 20 years as Marine. 13 years
spent inment.radio-tv
. . . capableand/or
of any pdassignDesire management
. . .
40, married, desire to settle for life . . .
prefer southwest or west. Available January '61. Box 923B, BROADCASTING.
Revived
'dog' profitable
from $75,000
two year
loss
to a top arated
operation
in 1959,
and in 1960. Nine station market. My job
secure, but I'm prospecting for increased
earning cation.
opportunity
and ofmore
desirable
loYour expression
possible
interest
held confidential. Box 926B, BROADCASTING.
I offersults incharacter,
drive, saleswith
rereturn for stability,
growth opportunity
aggressiveization.
butFamilyhonest
and
respected
organman. No drifter. Twelve
years radio-tv-newspaper
sales, sales
management experience. Presently
employed.
Box 948B, BROADCASTING.
Capable family man, lawyer, engineer, newscaster, productive radio-tv sales record. Box
961B, BROADCASTING.
Doubled
expenses half
months
medium gross-cut
market. Guarantee
samesixfor
you.
Desire metropolitan market. Box 965B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-sales. Experienced in all
types of programming. Sales, public relations, production and news. 6 years in present market. Self-starter, good idea man.
Famil.y man. 38. Warm climate needed for
wife's health. Box 967B, BROADCASTING.
General manager, skilled, capable, 30
years experience. Top programming, agsales, economical
public-in
relations gressiveand
promotion. operation,
Experienced
am-fm-tv and ownership. Age 62. Frank O.
Myers. P.O. Box 823. Fort Worth, Texas.
Sales
Executive-performer-writer re-entering tvradio.
49.7 rating
top 25 markets.
Extremely successful
salesin manager.
West preferred.
Write Box 896B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Major markets
personalities,
tention: Not a topseeking
40 T and
T man butat-a
personality, voices, gimmicks, inserts, etc.
Three markets over 300,000 in background,
seekingkets. post
in oneto of
the ...
top if
thirty
Have desire
swing
you marneed
ratings then you need me. Currently number
one
ratings.
Box
833B,
BROADCASTING.
Fifteen years experience announcer, disc
jockey, news, sports, mature voice, tight
production. Dependable, married. $150
weekly. Box 852B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Permanent position sought by mid-west
am-tv operation for highly qualified, capable staff announcer whose summer-only
agreement terminates in September. Box
853B, BROADCASTING.
Turntable mc-Glib adlib, over year experience. Seeks metropolitan location. Box
866B. BROADCASTING.
Sports job Am
desired.
Excel inin large
play-by-play
basketball.
working
market.
Five
years
experience.
Prefer
midwest.
Will
consider other. Box 870B. BROADCASTING.
Young, married. 1 year tv: Announce, camera, audio, td. 5 months dj at 5 kw. 1st
ticket, trade school, college. Radio and/or
tv. Box 901B, BROADCASTING.
I need competition — I want a tough market.
No. 1 Pulse jock, ex-net newsman. 12 years
experience
1st phone.
Now or
working
pddj. Prefer — eastern
seaboard
southeast.
Min. $150. Box 916B. BROADCASTING.
Do not
answerat 1130
this ad
unlessYork
you're
kw
fulltime
in New
Citya or50
need a 26 voice impressionist, pd, a swinger!
Married,
vet, B.A. wants to move up! Box
918B,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer — Part-time, 30, married,
college degree. Vicinity New York City
only. Let me handle your sports program.
Strong onBoxplay-by-play.
Experienced copywriting.
924B, BROADCASTING.
Personality, 7 years major eastern market.
Resonant mature delivery. Family man — 27.
Prefer Florida coast station with chance for
advancement. Box 931B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, mature but young announcerdj with adult appeal seeking permanency
with sports minded anti r&r operation. Will
travel. Box 932B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer / program director. Versatile,
news, tion.
music,
Offers quality producBox 937B,sports.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young, realistic, ambitious.
Cheerful style. Tape available. Also copy.
Box 938B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports announcer-newscaster.
Nine years football. Excellent references.
College graduate. Available immediately.
Box 942B, BROADCASTING.
Top personality, nationally known, recording artist. Eighteen years on radio, including own show on CBS, MBS, NBC and own
regional network. Have appeared on Ed
Sullivan show twice. No formatters need
reply. Strong
competition $250
is welcomed.
imum offer considered,
per week. MinBox
947B, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play, news. Top coverage, 7 years
experience. Married, one child. Heavy sports
wanted. Box 953B, BROADCASTING.
Radio announcer, experienced, family man.
sales, 958B.
brightBROADCASTING.
sound. Want to settle' down.
Box
Anticipating an opening soon for a newsman-announcer? Permanent. Midwest. Box
960B, BROADCASTING.
Free lance football! 15 years major conferences. Award winner all sports. Radius 200
miles
ING. of Raleigh. Box 963B. BROADCASTAnnoimcer-d.j
night
man seaboard
on one market.
of toprated stations in
eastern
Will locatesibilitiesanywhere
immediately
with
posfor good market coverage. Resume
upon request. Box 972B. BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious dj looking for permanent
position
Not BROADCASTING.
a wanderer, prefer top in40. northeast.
Box 974B.
Religious, music, radio background. Mature
woman, versatile. Box 978B, BROADCASTING.
Jazz deejay, will go anvwhere, midwest
ING.
preferred. Write Box 979B, BROADCASTCountry-personality deejay, first phone, experienced. Make offer. No modern radio.
Box 980B, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Young announcer, dj, newscaster. One year
experience. Desire positiofi in station with
future, preferably in south. Eager, easy to
work with, love radio. Excellent references
and tape upon request. Minimum salary
$75.
328 Presently
South Lakeview
Drive, Sebring,Write
Florida.
employed.
Single, versatile
radiotelevision.
Wants announcer,
permancy. six
Best years
references.
Available personal interview. Bob Heffner,
Route 1, Rockford, Ohio.
Experienced
announcer.
class license. Traffic,girl
news.
Excellent1streferences.
Beth Kirchoff, 3324 Cleburne Ave., No.,
Brunswick, Georgia.
Young negro announcer. Vet. Some board.
Willing to learn. 3rd phone. Have car, will
travel. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
For professionally trained announcers, writers,
sportscasters
disc jock-of
eys.newsmen,
Contact The
National andAcademy
Broadcasting,
3338-16th
St.,
N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
D-Js
lib personalities.
Fast experienced.
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.

Ohio, Pa., New York. Program director
with first ticket. Plenty successful formula
broadcasting experience. Presently employed as pdhardworking.
for chain.
reliable,
Not Conscientious,
looking for prima
donna desk job. Double as sports director
with
consider
straight
dj. If play-by-play.
your not willingWillto pay
top wage
for
top job don't waste our time. Must give
thirty
days notice. Let's talk!! Now!! Box
936B, BROADCASTING.
1
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Beginner engineer — 1st phone. Inexperienced
but eager to learn. Harold Codner, 3236
Columbus Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Desire
engineer position in small am.
3-2158. chief
mid-west
or west. Jefferson Rice, 708 West
Central, Bentonville, Arkansas, Crestwood
Production-Programming, Others

Good deep
announcer-first
. . homesick
for
south. Any phone
offer. . Johnny
Reb,
FRontier 4-9106, Los Angeles.
Announcerstart
— broadcasting
school graduate
desires
in radio. Commercials
with
good ture
sell.
news experience.
delivery. Low,
mavoice.Smooth
Some board
Norman
Swenson, 3741 Dukeshire, Royal Oak, Michigan. Liberty 9-4159.

YOUR HANDY CLASSIFIED AO ORDER FORM

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Technical

". . . . his (news) broadcasts, which he
prepared, were timely, terse, and informing." "... I found him agreeable, reliable,
and 959B,
polite BROADCASTING.
in all my dealings with him."
Box
Football predictions! Weekly winners-point
spread! sonal
Reliable
Terrific percontacts! handicapper.
Market exclusives.
Box
964B, BROADCASTING.
11 years experience production — news
writer, reporter, broadcaster, mobile units.
Family man. Available immediately. Anywhere. Box 969B, BROADCASTING.
Former public and station relation executive, 18dustry,
yearsdesiresexperience
inreturn to broadcasting
station relation
or public relation position. Excellent
achievement record both in field and as
director. Box 970B, BROADCASTING.
News director, sportscaster. TV, radio. 6
years experience. References. Box 981B,
BROADCASTING.
Major market pd — Unexcelled production,
promotion, deejay. Will trade experience,
talents all phases format radio for integrity, stability, percentage increased profit
and/or piece of business. No top 40. Any
market
considered. Degree. Box 983B,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Sales manager-tv station. Our client is an
NBC-TV affiliate in a medium-sized Pa.
city where living is pleasant and a dollar
still goes a long way. They seek a sales
manager stantialwho
increase
already
sublocal andcanregional
billing
by strong
personal selling and effectively motivating
and directing a two-man sales force. While
we prefer a man with local tv station sales
management experience, we will consider a
strong tv salesman, ready to move up, or a
man witli closely related experience. Position pays a substantial base salary plus
commissions in accordance with experience.
Write in confidence. Frederick Chusid &
Company. Management Consultants, 221
North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Sales
Major market midwest television station desires account executive to take top billing
list and continue to bring in profits. Excellent opportunity. Pleasant conditions.
Outstanding
potential. $12,000 the first year.
Box 894B, BROADCASTING.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)

Technical
Go west, young man. Established western
vhf-TV nancebroadcaster
needsof sharp
mainte-to
teclinician capable
progressing:
chief
engineer.
Write
stating
age,
training,
ING.
and experience. Box 814B, BROADCAST-

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $

Colorado network station needs two am-fmtv studio/transmitter engineers immediately. First class required. Send resume first
letter. Box 861B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced transmitter engineer
for brand new vhf, full power, RCA installation, gulf coast location. Very good salary
for qualified man. Send resume to Box
957B, BROADCASTING.

□ Bill

BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Transmitter man wanted for mountaintop
installation with quarters if desired. Write
C.E.. WPTZ, Plattsburgh. N.Y.
Experienced studio technicians with technical training, 1st FCC required. Salary
range $5,000-$7,700. Chief Engineer, WTTW,
1761 E. Museum Drive, Chicago 37.
Production-Programming, Others
Artist for Illinois tv station. Must be able
to spell. Can't be too temperamental. Have
own
thumb
you're a beginner
you
best be
able tacks.
to takeIf criticism.
Include your
fringe abilities. Box 765B, BROADCASTING^
Trafficwestgirl
wanted
for Some
outstanding
midtelevision
station.
experience
helpful, but will consider college training
in traffic. Excellent working conditions,
employee benefits. State salary expected
and full details in letter to Box 840B,
BROADCASTING.
Motion picture cameraman-editor; should
have experience filming news and documentaries. Must be creative, filmic sense.
Large midwestern tv station. Box 882B,
BROADCASTING.
TV news personality with ability to write,
produce tv news and handle on-the-spot
interviews major market. Box 883B,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman — Opening now for experienced
on-camera newsman. Must be able to gather,
edit, and air for top-rated am-tv. Send resume, picture and kine or vt. Box 910B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman porter.
— Need
solid experienced
reCapable good
of shooting
16mm sound
or silent, and handle tape recorder. Not
necessary
be future
on-the-air
potential offeredto for
air man,
work. butSend
resume and picture. Box 911B, BROADCASTING^
Somewhere there is a good, creative, experienced television copywriter who knows
he
must byprogress.
Maybeemployer.
he's taken
for
granted
his present
Maybe
he cannot advance because his superior is
also a good man. We address this to such a
writer. We are a veteran tv station, NBC
affiliated, in a good midwestern market.
We do a lot of local business. Our writer
must be the best man in the market.
We're the
station.
man, creative,best
experienced
and Toof such
good a habits
we
offer a private office, good salary and a
chance to be his creative self. Box 922B,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
I offer character, stability, drive, sales,
results in return for growth opportunity
with aggressive but honest and respected
organization. Family man. No drifter.
Twelve years radio-tv-newspaper sales,
sales management experience. Presently
employed. Box 948B, BROADCASTING.
My best salesman desires a management
position in either radio or television. He
billed $300,000 the past year. For details contact Box 968B, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Young man with two years experience in
commercial tv promotion wishes to enter
sales training program with progressive
television station. Formally assistant prornotion director and now in sales promotion, large eastern station. Resume. Box
951B, BROADCASTING.
General sales manager: Local, regional, national tv sales management in competitive
markets since 1950. Proven ability for
imaginative, creative sales leadership to
attract, train and manage crack sales force.
Top personal salesman with good agency
contacts. Strong on market research and
sales development.
A "take-charge"
man
capable
of full responsibility
for sales policy, planning and administration. Hard
worker with plenty of drive plus good disposition. Now employed. Age 40. married,
own home, no children, sound physical
condition, good appearance, excellent educational and social background. Best references from industry, past and present emplo.yers. Above average man for aggressive
station. Will interview and relocate in
September. My companv aware of this ad.
Replies confidential and will be acknowledged. Box 975B, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
On camera news, weather, and commercial
announcer, 16mm film audition available.
Call NYC, Bayside 9-7241.
Experienced
and emcee
for tv record disc-jockey
hop or midnight
recordlooking
show.
Prefer Ohio, California and Florida but
will consider all others. Personality. Box
976B, BROADCASTING.
Technical
1st phone,
41,2 years maintenance.
experience all Resume
phases
studio
operations,
upon request. Box 921B, BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer, 2V2 years telecasting experience. First phone. Ham seven years.
Desires operations and/or maintenance with
well established progressive station. Definite chance of advance. Box 930B, BROADCASTING.
Looking for tv transmitter position. Experiemitter
nce 9years
tv studio,
years Box
am transand former
chief 10radio.
939B,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, married, vet, 25 years old, tv
experience, RCA 25 kw and studio, installation of GE 35 kw and studio. Presently
employed.
Prefer midwest. Box 982B,
BROADCASTING.
Recommendable personnel completing rigid
internship seeking studio operations jobs,
technical or production. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.
Experienced in all television operations including transmitter. First phone. Graduate
of two technical schools. Excellent references furnished on request. James Murphy,
70
Roger St., Hartford, Conn. Ph. Chapel
7-8712.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director/prod, mgr./oper. mgr.
Top flight director. B.A., family, mature
and creative. Prefer west coast or major
market
anywhere. 8 years tv. Box 857B,
BROADCASTING.
Program directing professional fully
equipped with outstanding rating history,
top industry wide references and an effective record in public service, budgeting,
automation and administration. Looking for
permanence as prime reward for making
aCASTING.
good station better. Box 879B, BROADProduction manager — Hardworking, ambitious, young man desires production manager or producer-director position with company that will use fresh, creative, practical
ideas. 5 years experience, B.A., M.S. — radio
& tv. Loves hard work, long hours and a
challenge. Excellent references. Box 945B,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for qualified man to supervise or
assist in your promotional department? Experience al areas of tv promotion. MS degree tv. Formally assistant promotion manager. Now with net o&o station in sales
development.
Because
of impending
organization must
relocate.
Resume onre-orrequest. Box 950B, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio news director at large CBS affiliate station in southeast, heading three-man
department, now seeks challenge in larger
market as news director or staff member.
Experienced in reporting, filming, editing,
writing, on-camera broadcasting. Single,
college graduate (BS in journalism), veteran, 29. Special interests include editorials,
documentaries.
Emphasis
on smooth production. Box 977B,
BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Two complete DuMont Flying Spot Scanner systems. First system has two DuMont
16 mm projectors, two Swindler Saupe slide
projectors,
opaque
section.until
Original
cost
$31,300.
In daily
operation
last week.
Excellent condition. Price $6,260 firm. Second system is full color and consists of two
16 mm fied.DuMont
one color
modiTwo color projectors,
DuMont slide
projectors.
Original cost $32,192.00. Price $6,500 firm.
Will sell both for $12,000 firm. Contact
Homer Lane, KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Arizona.
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
withed— 190'
A-2 lighting.
standing —immediately.
40' groundoverall. 150'
Available
Radio Station WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL 4-4096.
Motorola
two-way
radio, units
base complete,
station with
antenna and
two mobile
Al
condition, wonderful for remote broadcast.
WPHB Radio, Philipsburg, Pennsylvania,
Phone Dickens 2-2300.
For Sale:mitterFederal
3,000-watt
transand station192Amonitor
just fmreplaced
by higher power equipment. $2,500.00. WQXT
AM-FM, Palm Beach, Florida.
Tapak portable tape recorder, good working condition, with built-in transformer for
low Z mikes, $250. Steve Aronson, WVIP,
Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
Gates 1 kw fm transmitter with dual
channel multiplex, new exciter. $3,500.
W.E. control board $200; CB-11 turntables
with RCA transcr. arms and cabinets $100
ea.: Pentron tape magazine repeater with
cartridge {A-4) $80; GL 5593 Phasatrons
$10 ea. D-4605 Terre Haute, Ind. or Box 433.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Comercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also am monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service. Eidson Electronics Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St.. Laredo, Texas.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru 24" Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
Paul, Minn.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Would like to buy radio station direct from
owner. Can pay $25-$30 thousand down.
Please give full particulars. Box 792B,
BROADCASTING.
Investment whole or partial ownership 250
kw daytimer. Population over 15,000. No
brokers. Box 823B, BROADCASTING.
Want small market radio station in southern
Michigan. Will pay 25 thousand down. Box
949B, BROADCASTING.

Equipment

Equipment
FM: Cash for transmitter monitor, antenna,
etc. Also interested in purchase of operating stations. Box 745B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— 7000 MC microwave link— Write
Box 836B, BROADCASTING.
5 kw fm transmitter in good condition, not
more than 5 years old, type 335-BR HewlettPackard fm modulation monitor, sidemount fm antenna with 6.3 power gain, acCASTING. ces ories if available. Box 913B, BROAD-

550
Blaw-Knox
tower.foot
Designed
for fm self-supporting
and tv antennas H-21
dismantled,
ready
to
ship.
$15,000. Box 917B
BROADCASTING.

Wanted— Channel 25 TFU-21DL uhf antenna
and mounting hardware. Must be in good
condition. State price on location. Box
944B, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
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WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Would like to buy used remote control
equipment
delivery
approximately 30 davs. forSend
detailswithin
including
price to
Box 973B. BROADCASTING.
RCA 1-0 used camera head only, any condition, with or without viewfinder, or complete RCA used camera chain. Reply to
William C. Grove, General Manager, KFBCTV,
ming. 2923 E. Lincolnway, Cheyenne, WyoUsed Dumont field sync generator in good
operating condition. Contact E. M. Tink.
Director of Engineering, KWWL-TV. Waterloo, Iowa.
3-5 fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. ComSupply, 75 Varick Street,
New pass
YorkElectronics
13.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
In six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960.
4, 1961.
For information,January
references and
reservations
write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,School,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Amiouncing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Spots — recorded — 25 (1 min.) tapes $35. Musical background add $5. Tapes included.
Box 806B, BROADCASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS
Available now! . . . for modern color
radio. Individually cut news introductions
and exits,
and million recordsports,
seller weather,
promos. radar,
Plus gimmicks
to help
"sound." rates.
Done by
professionals
at
very your
reasonable
Write
now for
approval tape. KING Enterprises. Box 955B,
BROADCASTING.
Production service! Your commercials,
promos, intros done with 24 top voices.
Low monthly rate! Get demo tape today
. . . Arts, Inc., 1409 4th St., So., St. Petersburg, Florida.
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00 — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept DJ-2), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.
RADIO
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CALIFORNIA STATION
I With terrific advertiser acceptance needs
w sales manager to improve current 8185,000
« per year billing. Station is in medium
^ market on low frequency covering vast
J San Joaquin Valley with tremendous new
sales manager
be
«' potential.
experienced Thisself-starter
with goodmust sales
i production and stable record. Must be
f creative sales manager able to work well
• with staff. Ideal working conditions and
i top salary to right man. Interview required.
J Give all details first letter.
•
Write Box 780B,
i
BROADCASTING.

CALIFORNIA
5,000 WATT STATION
in medium market needs capable and
aggressive sales minded manager. Take
full charge. Must have proven record
of producing and desire stable situation
where enlarged responsibilities provide
larger income. Must be on the street
salesman able to handle salesmen and
staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions.
Interview required.
Write Box 781 B, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

>t
x*"
'*v
v^
\^
\
'v^

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

f«
J
f
«
^
J
•'
i
ff
•
i
J
•
1

LIVELY DISK JOCKEYS
(NOT FRANTIC)
FOR PRESTIGE
PERSONALITY STATION
MAJOR
NORTHEAST MARKET
TOP PAY
Send Audition Tape (ZVi I.P.S.)
To Box 657B,
BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others
TOP NEWSMEN

WANTED

10,000 alive.
watt Alert
midwest
swingin'
station
comes
newsmen
needed
for
nation's newest, most successful news
concept, hard driving, production minded, beeper conscious, best local coverage
diately.
with quality. Send tape, resume immeBox 934B, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management

WANTED

America's number one Baseball Broadcaster to do playby-play for a major league
team.
Rush tape —

Help Wanted — Sales
%
SALESMAN
Q Calling on Radio & TV stations. We
will train you to sell HOTTEST LINE
in the broadcast field — Top money
maker. Write Box 925B, BROADCASTING.
Tell us where we can phone you
— and what area you are now covering. Other non-competing lines OK.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

plioto — resu-

MANAGER
COMMUNITY ANTENNA TV SYSTEM
Outstanding opportunity in East for
qualified man with broad sales experience, able to train and direct personnel
in sustained selling effort and supervise
CATV ficeoperations,
maintenance
and ofroutines. Resumes
should describe
in detail all relevant present and prior
responsibilities, give present earnings
and three business references. No inquiries of references will be made withoutmostpermission.
confidence. All material held in utBox 920B, BROADCASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS

me to:
BOX

954B,

BROADCASTING.

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moselev Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, 'California
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Equipment

Equipment

Splendid used Raytheon one-watt portable color microwave system with audio
and complete with two pedestal mounts
if used for fixed operation, cables, one
8'
X 12'
reflector,
four-foot
dishes
and passive
feeds one
radome
1000
watt and 500 watt voltage stabilizers.
Current market price $12,500.00. A
steal at $7,500.00 FOB shipping point In
southeast. Subject to prior sale. Reply:
Box 805B, BROADCASTING.

STATIONS
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦
FOR SALE BY OWNER
X
♦
1 KW DAYTIMER
♦
% Single station north Georgia mar- %
♦ ket. $75,000 — 29% down. Ideal *
% operation for owner-manager. ^
♦
Box 784B, BROADCASTING X
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

CALIFORNIA FULLTIME
Located in one of the state's better metropolitan area markets. Ideal low cost
setup for owner-manager. Total price
$195,000 with terms available.
Box 862B, BROADCASTING.

Food processing plant with one radio
station on airnow
— twoandapplications
for
consideration
another toupcome
up about first of the year. Will sell
entire set-up for §250,000.00 with
$100,000.00 cash, balance over five year
period. Owner diabetic and retiring. This
is real bargain.
Box 927B. BROADCASTING.

Ga.
Single Fulltime $175M
29%
Tenn.
Single Daytimer 62M
cash
107M
La.
Single 250w
terms
Ga.
Single Daytimer 50M
terms
La.
Single Regional
terms
53M
29%
84M
Single 250w
Ga.
Medium Daytimer 185M
Calif.
29%
29%
Fla.
Medium Regional 230M
125M
Medium Ikw-D
29%
Wyo.
Texas
Medium Ikw-D
225M
29%
La.
Medium Fulltime 158M
terms
Tenn.
Metro 25% int. 12M
cash
Wash.
Metro
85M
FM
Ikw-D
49M 10terms
Metro
Calif.
yrs.
Metro
Texas
130M
29%
Ikw-D
Fla.
Fulltime 250M
terms
Major
Calif.
475M
terms
Major 250w
And Others
PAUL H.
COM PAN Y
CHAPMAN
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

In The Tape
Cartridge
1Field ■No.
Instant Cueing
■
For descriptive material, write n
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc. ■
8800 Brookville Rd.,o
Silverr
Spring, Md. J■
contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man 5
■ ■■■
■■■■■■■kc

t
I

FOR

SALE

. ^/y-. v5^' -j^^. xj^- • --i^"- '^O^- '^C^- ■ V
§ Best little station in Alabama. §
-(without real estate 58M)
Gene Newman,
WHRT,

Employment Service

1~

FINGER ON THE PULSE
Experienced personnel . . .
. . . Opportunities in many markets.
PAUL BARON, BROADCAST MANAGER
MAUDE LENNOX PERS0)1NEL SERVICE,lnc.(Agcy)
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 20, N.Y.
Circle 6-0276
I Send tapes, resumes before calling.

JOBS THROUGHOUT
IN RADIO Sc TV
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent scouts for the station your look— free registration
— confidential
service. ing forImmediate
job openings
for —
Annoii ncer-Engineers
Engineers-Sales men
Announcers-N ewsmen-D
J .' s
PROFESSIONAL
PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta. Ga.

^ 69M- Hartselle, Alabama

To BUY or SELL a Radio or TV station,
contact
PATT McDonald co.
Box 9266 — Ph. GL 3-8080
Austin, Texas; or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42ncl. NY 17, NY
MU. 2-4813

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultantt — Approiteri
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nalion-Wide Service
Experienced BroadcQiteri
Confidential Negotiotiont
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full time.
Doing $50,000 per year. Asking $55,000
with easy terms.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Growing market of 50,000. Absentee owned. Asking $50,000 with $10,000 down.
NORTHWEST CENTRAL. Daytimer. Did
over $15,000 last month. Profitable.
Asking $150,000 with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Full time. Network. Asking $75,000 with 29%.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Network.
Profitable. Asking $100,000 with $15,000 down,
NORTHWEST CENTRAL. Daytimer. Good
growing
29%
down.market. Asking $100,000 with
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar

Dollar
for

beat
a n't
you ca
classified ad
in getting

top-flight

personnel

Why
for

you

your

you
BRAND

get

more

money

buy

when

by

NAME...

You get more value and satisfaction for your money when
you buy by Brand Name because the speciahzed knowhow of the manufacturer stands behind your purchase.

A respected Brand Name is a manufacturer's most valuable asset and he spares no effort to protect it by constantly testing and bettering the quality of his product.

A Brand Name is the manufacturer's guarantee of satisfaction, further endorsed by the retailer who sells it.

Brand Names give you publicly approved standards of
quahty and value, for a brand-name product has to
earn its good reputation against all its competition.

Magazine advertising helps you get the most value for
your money. Choose a maker's Brand Name you know.
!
CONFIDENCE

T

BRAND
A

Brand

Name

is a maker's

reputation

NAMES

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION, INC.. 437 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Clark

TO

. . .

Brower

A story that made the rounds during
World War 11 was recounted at a
luncheon of the Chicago Broadcast
Advertising Club by Clark George,
vice president of CBS Tv Stations Division and general manager of WBBMTV Chicago.
He told about the soldier and sailor
who were comparing their respective
services. "In the army," the sailor concluded, "you belly up to the beachhead
and the enemy shoots at you personally,
but in the navy he's just shooting at
the ship."
Mr. George used the anecdote to
point out that there's only one consolation in today's "state of war" by federal agencies. Congress and various
critics against broadcasting and advertising in general: they're being fired on
collectively instead of individually.
A Hoosier by birth and a veteran
of CBS Inc. for 23 years, he practices
and preaches a strong approach to
news, public affairs and active participation in civic -community projects. He
also has achieved an enviable record
in sales and programming and has won
recognition from industry and allied
groups.
Tryout ■ Since last Jan. 4, Mr.
George has had a good opportunity
to test specialties as head of the network's
owned-and-operated
WBBMTV. It was
then
that he succeeded
H.
Leslie Atlass, vice president in charge
of WBBM-TV, in what might be
called the divorce proceedings that split
CBS Chicago into separate radio and
tv operations.
Clark George (often confused, when
he first came to Chicago, with NBC
Radio Network Sales' George Clark)
comes from Fort Wayne, Ind., and is
an only child (born Feb. 18, 1919). He
attended South Side High School, drove
a creamery truck, worked in a local
brewery, and indulged in athletics —
"my one great interest — I was a brokendown athlete."
When his father went to California
on business, he returned with a rosy
picture of the U. of Californa's new
campus (UCLA) and the Georges decided to settle their fates and fortunes
on the West Coast. Mr. George's father
wanted to open a new business and
wanted Clark to attend school there.
Connections ■ Mr. George attended
UCLA, continued his athletic pursuits
(baseball, basketball, football) and, still
lacking a definite ambition in life, drifted
on. Then he got an offer from an old
BROADCASTING, September 5, 1960

George

family friend, Donald Thornburgh,
then vice president and general manager
of KNX Los Angeles, to go into radio.
The requisites were stringent (including
a college education) but young Mr.
George accepted — at $1 per show as
usher in Hollywood's Radio City. To
supplement this meagre income, he
washed dishes at a sorority house and
mowed the lawn at the campus athletic
house, while majoring in English. He
was graduated in 1941 and was promoted to the CBS mailroom.
World War II claimed Mr. George
in December 1941 and he moved up
from ensign to commander in the Navy
while traveling all over the Pacific, to
South America and other locales. Let
out of service in January 1946, he
rejoined CBS in the press information office of KNX, then was
promoted to the sales staff. He moved
to San Francisco in 1949 as California sales manager of Columbia
Pacific Radio Network and was recalled
into the Navy from July 1950 to December 1951, during the Korean conflict.
Back to CBS ■ Bill Shaw, at that
time general manager of KNX, contacted Mr. George after his discharge
and offered him a job as CPRN eastern
representative for the station in radio
spot sales. The following year Mr.
Georgeoffice
joinedas CBS
Tv Spot executive
Sales' Newat
York
an account
a time, he recalls, "when tv was start-

ing
He was elevated in
1954 toto develop".
general manager.
In 1956 Mr. George returned to the
west coast, succeeding James Aubrey
(now president of CBS-TV) as general
manager of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
and as head of the Columbia Television
Pacific Network. KNXT, which had experienced good growth from its inception in May 1948, continued to move
forward under Mr. George's leadership,
gaining a reputation for frequent winning of awards (nearly 200 in 12 years,
including the coveted duPont, Peabody,
and the Ohio State U. Institute for Education by Radio-Television honors, plus
one from the National Assn. for Better
Radio and Television for most consistently contributing "to the educational, cultural and social significance
of broadcasting"). With two of the
awards, he set aside $1,000 each for
two scholarships at UCLA. Mr. George
was named vice president in charge of
KNXT and CTPN in June 1959.
Chicago Style ■ Since coming to Chicago, Mr. George has established a
reputation for participating in civic
and community affairs and for capitalizing on the city's big appetite for news
and public service shows ("local viewers
seem to have a tremendous interest in
this type program, as attested by the
ratings, no matter what the hour"). As
a consequence, WBBM-TV viewers are
apt to get a still heavier diet of public
service programming in the months
ahead. Among recent examples: the twopart Anatomy of a Crisis series on the
Congo crisis, aired in prime time; the
primary election study, Beat the
Drums; and Seminar 60, an educational series. Mr. George also feels that
station
saying: newsmen ought to travel more,
It's part of our responsibility to the
community. It's costly and time-consuming, but it pays untold rewards. A
tv station is more than a business operation— it has a responsibility right down
the line to the people, who in turn
should become a part of the community. And because we are an o&o
operation, that philosophy enables us to
do the job." He adds that the same
motivation — that of educating the
people in civic and cultural pursuits —
also applies for press critiques such as
the alternate-week WBBM-TV Views
the Press.
Mr. George married the former
Carmen Lemper on April 13, 1941, and
they have three children, Mary 17,
Fred
Robert 6.volley
Mr. George's
hobbies13,areandswimming,
ball and

WBBM-TV's George
Public service is his specialty

sports cago
cars.Broadcast
He's also
active in the
ChiAdvertising,
Chicago
Federated Advertising and Executives
clubs and is radio-tv chairman of Chicago's Crusade of Mercy campaign. 101

EDITORIALS
Innocence

ALONG with other elements of the television business,
the ratings services have been taking abuse. They
have been criticized for everything from downright dishonesty to perpetrating a hoax by calculating national figures from samples of inadequate size.
At least two of these services, the American Research
Bureau and A.C. Nielsen, must have taken a measure of
cheer last week from a U.S. Census announcement. The
Census found more television homes in this country than
ARB and Nielsen had found. As reported elsewhere in
this issue, the government counts 46.5 million U.S. homes
with
million.tv sets against ARB's 46 million and Nielsen's 45.2
This certainly suggests that neither ARB nor Nielsen is
sucking figures out of its thumb and that neither is being
dishonest. In this case their errors (if they were errors)
were on the conservative side. The comparison of the
government estimates with those of the two companies
speaks well for the private companies' motives and procedures.
Now

IVIanhunt

by association

some

more

laws

THE "Communications Act Amendments, 1960" is a
phrase that will be fitted permanently into the broadcasting idiom. It is the brief title for the Pastore-Harris
amendments enacted at the short session of Congress which
wound up last week. These amendments to the Communications Act of 1934 will be cited often in FCC decisions and
in pleadings and lawsuits that inevitably will arise over the
FCC's newly acquired and infinitely broader authority over
broadcasting.
There's a long title, too. It reads:
"An Act to promote the public interest by amending the
Communications Act of 1934, to provide a pre-grant procedure in case of certain applications; to impose limitations
on pay-offs between applicants; to require disclosure of
payments made for the broadcasting of certain matter; to
grant authority to impose forfeitures in the broadcast service: and to prohibit deceptive practices in contests of intellectual knowledge, skill or chance; and for other purposes."
It could have been much worse. The legislation began
as S 1898 in the Senate and simply would have amended
procedural and administrative aspects to make them more
workable and less time-consuming. But the House Legislative Oversight Committee used the bill as a vehicle for its
payola and quiz-rigging bans, and then proceeded to throw
in other sanctions in the form of suspension and fine provisions that would have made life unbearable for the already
harried broadcasters.
We said it could have been worse. Chairman Pastore
(D-R.I.) of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, tossed
out the 1 0-day suspension provision. The forfeiture proposal
was scaled down substantially. We still feel fines are unnecessary because the FCC has ample power under existing
cease and desist and revocation provisions to punish willful
and persistent offenders.
These Senate changes didn't just happen. They came as
a result of persistent opposition of broadcasters, organized
through the NAB.
As is always the case in Washington, staff work is basic.
In this instance, the essential staff level task was handled
knowledgeably and expeditiously by the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee's communications expert, Nicholas
Zapple. It was a race against adjournment — and the Oversight Committee's steamroller.
102

THE NAB has been without a paid chief executive for
six months — since the untimely passing last March of
its dedicated chairman-president, Hal Fellows.
In that critical half-year, the NAB staff has carried on in
exemplary fashion, under the policy direction of the volunteer three-man committee. Clair R. McCollough, the committee's chairman, has been in constant touch with Washington headquarters. He has traversed the 100 miles from his
own headquarters in Lancaster, Pa., innumerable times to
handle the thousand-and-one details of policy control. His
associates — G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S.C., and
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY, Decatur, 111., have traveled to
Washington whenever called upon.
Meanwhile, the selection committee hasn't been dawdling.
An intensive search has been under way. A list of nominees has been screened and several important personages
within and outside broadcasting have been interviewed.
Howard Lane, KOIN Portland, Ore., selection committee chairman, will call his eight-man group to Washington
during the week of Sept. 19. Action is hoped for then.
The policy committee cannot carry on indefinitely. This
should not be asked of men who have their own duties to
Broadcasters as well as those with whom they do business
perform.
were mightily encouraged to learn that men of the calibre of
Henry Cabot
are under
Mr. 1)Lodge's
identity
becameLodge
known
(Closedconsideration.
Circuit, Aug.
when
the UN Ambassador was drafted for the Republican vice
presidential nomination. That eliminated him from NAB
consideration.
We think the selection committee is searching at the
proper level. We believe, moreover, that the selection should
be made prior to the November elections to avoid possible
political implications. The man selected should be above
partisan politics.
The Selection Committee, however, should not dismiss
out of hand the possibility of appointment of an outstanding broadcaster to the NAB presidency. There are statesmen of commanding stature in broadcasting who would do
credit to this assignment if only one could be induced to
accept.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"He said with today's headaches, lie needs all the help
he can get!"
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are incredibly
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spots have
no wonder
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true. And, you'll be amazed at their brightness, even
after weeks of play. Discover the difference this new
announcement
new
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PROGRAMMING

THE
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SUCCES
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DANGERQSiS
II

r I- ^ markets
^LK
PET W

hers'.
andANDot BOUGHT BY;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati
WABC-TV New York
KDKATV Pittsburgh
KPRC-TV Houston
WKY-TV Oklahoma City KRON-TV San Francisco
WCTV. Tallahassee
WKBW TV Bultalo
KVAR Phoenix
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.
WTVJ Miami
KNXT Los Angeles
WJAR-TV Providence
WBZ-TV Boston
KVOSTV Bell ingham
WWJ-TV Detroit
KGNC-TV Amarillo
WBAP TV Fort Worth

WBAL-TV Baltimore
Wm Tampa
KFDX TV Wichita Falls
WKRG-TV Mobile
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
WJXT Jacksonville
WSJV South Bend- Elkhart
with new orders
every day!

The new power
in TV programs
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Her lipstick clings, and so does your message, when you reach her with Spot Radio.
Multiply this listening by millions of daily
make-up sessions, and youil know why
Spot Radio pays off BIG for smart national
advertisers.

Radio Division
Edward

NEW YORK

Retry
&'Co.,
The Original Station
Representative

• CHiCAGO

• ATLANTA

BOSTON

Inc.

DALtAS

DETROIT

KOB
Aibuquerque
WS8
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGH
Chicago
WFAA , , Datlas-Ft. Worth
WKMH
Detroit
KPRC
Houston
KARK
Little Rock
W!NZ
Miami
WISH
Milwaukee
KSTP Minneapotis-St, Paul
WTAR
Norfolk
LOS ANGELES

Omaha
KFAB
WIP
Philadelphia
KPOJ
Portland
WJAR
Providence
WRKL
Richmond
KCRA ,
Sacramento
WOAI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
KMA
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane
WGTO . . , Tampa-Orlando
KVOO
Tufsa

• SAN FRANCISCO

• ST. LOUIS

popuiutinn

vxptosion

YoiCve got to sell 'em in the city, and in the snhnrhs, too! 1960 figures are out — showing that Connecticut^ s mushrooming population
is moving out of the cities, into the suburbs, tvhere IVELFs fullthroated 5000 watts comes in loud, clear, and ivelcome! //'s powered
for all New Haven County; and more — you get all of Middlesex
County; most of Fairfield and Hartford Counties; and all of Suffolk
County, Long Island, too! Try BIG Buy WELl — notv bigger than ever!
WELI
/ 960 / 5000 watts / The Sound of Netv Haven
Boston: Eckels & Company
Motional: H-R Representatives

in suhnriptttt

Connecticut

I960

AL-TV
W
Lancaster,
Pa.
NBC

and

CBS

Bicycles
We ha-^:* takea the agency for the celebrated

MULTI-CITY

TV

MARKET

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel

8 station

is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,

Pa.

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER

Co m pa n y , I n c . New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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CLOSED
Time abroad ■ As part of its international expansion program, Time Inc.
Broadcasting Div. is looking toward acquisition of ownership interests in tv
and radio stations throughout world,
along with supplying of managerial
service. New Time Inc. organization,
under President lames A. Linen, has
instructed Weston C. Pullen Jr., head
of broadcast operations, to embark upon
crash program internationally. Time
Inc. is building new European headquarters in Paris under Pullen direction.
Andrew Heiskell, Time Inc.'s new
board chairman, is now on extended
world tour seeking new opportunities
in all forms of mass communications.
Recent transfer of Frederick S. Gilbert,
general manager of Time, to general
manager of Broadcasting Div., was in
keeping with plan to beef up over-all
broadcast operations and relieve Mr.
Pullen of day-to-day responsibility for
stations.
Air war ■ That conflict between FCC
and Federal Aviation Agency about
who has final say in approving heights
and sites of radio and tv towers
(Broadcasting, June 13) may have to
go to President to be resolved. Conferences last few weeks between FCC and
FAA lawyers have resulted in stand-olf .
If dispute is submitted to President, he
no doubt will ask Attorney General for
opinion.
FCC has always acted on assumption
that Communications Act gives it sole
authority to determine placement and
height of radio and tv towers "in public interest." Aviation interests have
submitted recommendations to commission, but FCC always has made
final ruling. FAA lawyers claim that
law setting up aviation agency reserves
to it final decision on whether tall structures are hazards to air navigation or
not.
Payola bill ■ Is President Eisenhower
going to pocket veto S 1898 — omnibus
bill dealing with payola and broadcast
procedure? That question made rounds
in Washington last week but is false
alarm. President has 10 days from date
of engrossing of bill in which to sign
it and that time doesn't expire until
next Saturday (Sept. 17). Meanwhile
routine check is being made of government agencies. There's no known opposition of sufficient force to dissuade
President from permitting measure to
become law.

CIRCUIT^

Only known opposition to measure as
it finally evolved with Senate amendments knocking out suspensions and
modifying forfeiture (fine) provisions,
came from motion picture producers
who feared anti-payola provisions could
raise Ned (at $1,000 per day; maximum
of $10,000 in year) with their established production methods and could
result in increased costs for shows produced for tv. FCC will confer soon with
any interested groups on application of
sponsor identification provision (Section 317) from which guidelines should
emerge. This is possible under discretionary power given FCC under new
law.
Control room ■ Soviet jamming of
Voice of America broadcasts recently
has taken on new aspect. Instead of
blacking out entire programs, Russians
now are engaging in "selective jamming." obviously meaning that censors
have been brought into act. At times
single items (i.e.. Powers espionage
trial, Congo eruptions) are blasted
while in same broadcast, such items as
Echo I and last two Discoverer launchings were allowed through.

be easily inferred by listeners, it's said.
So feu- no complaints about religious
broadcasts have reached FCC, but some
Washington lawyers have had requests
for advice from stations. Unofficially,
FCC's attitude is said to be that political
broadcasting law won't apply because
no appearances by political candidates
are involved. But if issue were presented
to FCC, it would probably say doctrine
of fairness requires broadcasters to accord opportunity for rebuttal if antiCatholic lectures become particularly
heated.
NAB vacancy ■ NAB committee to
select new president will meet in Washington September 21-22 at call of
Howard Lane, KOIN-AM-FM-TV
Pordand, Ore., at which time it hopes
to complete its task. Under consideration, it's understood, are two highlyplaced individuals now in public
life
with whom preliminary conversations
have been held. Individual members of
eight-man committee have screened
lengthy list of nominees as successor
to Harold E. Fellows, who died last
March.

Nixon aide ■ Robert C. Doyle, president-general manager, WICO Salisbury,
Another enigma is Russia's cooperation in executing new international Md., and tv pool coordinator at both
shortwave schedules agreed to at last Democratic and Republican conventions, last week joined Nixon-Lodge
year's International Telecommunications Union conference in Geneva, even
campaign organization as tv producerthough it continues its jamming, re- director under Ted Rogers, tv-radio
portedly involving expenditures of consultant-producer. Mr. Doyle will be
advance man and will handle local
more than $100 million per year. New
international broadcast schedules be- arrangements for Nixon-Lodge pickups
came effective uneventfully Sept. 4 for campaign's duration.
marking first time allocations ever have
Peek into space ■ Inside story of Echo
been coordinated. VOA broadcasts total I,
communications satellite which has
800 shortwave frequency hours carried been hovering over earth since August
over 75 transmitters daily throughout
12, will be unfolded to FCC Thursday,
world. Since July 1, when allocations
22, at AT&T Center at Holmdel,
were circularized, every conflict was Sept.
N.J. FCC en masse will be in New York
reconciled which entailed some two
on Wednesday for annual luncheon
dozen changes in I). S. assignments.
with Radio-Television Executives SoWorld shortwave plan was presented
ciety, to be addressed by Chairman Fred
in Geneva by U. S. delegation headed
I
Ford,
and will stay over Thursday for
by FCC Commissioner T.A.M. Craven.
Bell Labs tour.
Touchy problem ■ Religious issue in
presidential campaign has started to
give some broadcasters trouble. Stations
(many in South) that regularly carry
religious programs featuring Protestant
ministers — especially those of fundamentalist or evangelical persuasion —
have begun to notice some increase in
discussion of Catholicism. So far there's
no indication of direct reference linking Sen. Kennedy and Catholic issue,
but in some broadcasts linkage could

Network-tested ■ MCA Tv Ltd. is reported to be placing its M Squad
crime-adventure series, which has been
on NBC-TV for past three years, into
syndication to stations in few weeks,
with 1 1 7 half-hours to be offered. M
Squad is said to be first of several ofTthe-network programs that MCA Tv
will offer to stations before first of year,
believing such product lends itself well
to across-the-board stripping by stations in daytime periods.
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Get ready for the 'cinematic sixties' in tv ■ With the
progression of filmed, live and video tape tv advertising
into a distinctive "cinematic" advertising art, with the
graduation of trained cinematic students from colleges
(all of whom grew up fully exposed to tv) and with
the advent of tv as a force in international marketing,
the 1960s may well be an exciting time for both television and advertising. Lincoln Scheurle, radio-tv proMr. Scheurle
ducer, J.Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, who scans a
brief storyboard on the subject in this week's Monday
Memo, foresees a cinematic impact on print advertising, too — all to the
good, he says. Page 20.
Tv's big-budget journalism ■ More than $22 million worth of prime
time this season will be programming public information shows. An
analysis of projects, plans and philosophies. Page 27.

LANSING
The latest Hooper
proves that ...

WILS

Chrysler's big year ■ Blessed with sales successes during the 1960
model year, the motor giant unveils its 1961 line at Florida extravaganza
for newsmen. Radio and tv take important roles as the corporation and
its divisions consider advertising plans. Page 32.
AAAA's ideas for improving spot ■ Agency association proposes clearing-house for data on competitive campaigns, industry-wide agreement
on audience measurement, universal cash discount among other "suggestions for the advancement of national spot advertising." Page 40.
What's a Diily Bean? ■ New York and Washington tv viewers know all
about it, as a new product catches the public's fancy. Page 40.

Is the markets'

Debateless debates? ■ Planned tv-radio appearances by the presidential
candidates won't be debates at all. Page 54. The networks reveal the
political timebuys and programs already arranged. Page 56.

N6.1
STATION
TIME
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
12:00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
12:00 noon
6:00 pm

,

WILS

STATION
B

63.1

19.9

66.5

14.2

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

NBC aseeks
spaceto tv
■ Network's
BobsPage
(Sarnoff
write
letter equal
of rebuttal
critic John two
Crosby.
60. and Kintner)
Vacation's over and FCC faces pot full ■ The FCC is back from its
August hiatus and is confronted with a lengthy list of complex and worrisome headaches. They start with a two-and-a-half-day meeting. Page 66.
Another wrench thrown at NBC-RKO deal ■ The San Francisco
Chronicle files for NBC's Washington station. This is the third move by
KRON-TV, which stands to lose its NBC affiliation if the network's buy
of KTVU (TV) San Francisco is confirmed. Page 70.

WATTS
A divorce in Chicago ■ What happens when a network-owned radio-tv
station separates its news department into two distinct operations — one
for radio, one for tv? Page 92.

WILS
leads
power

Station
by

B in
20-1

. ail of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the Lansing markets' 313,000 residents
represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
associated with }M I L X ' T V
NBC • CHANNEL 10
studios in LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
* ift,
and WPON
Pontiac
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|naSimone
|mmy Davis Jr.
Ian Kenton
I a Fitzgerald
]Ivia Syms
March

tzzy Gillespie
ck Haymes
mny Bruce
iirah Vaughan
kita O'Day
Newhart
label Mercer
J'rofessor" Irwin Corey
'lie Wilson

jfhere else could

you get all these

jxcept on the fresh, new

hour

we may name-drop for a moment . . . our guest list is impres'e. Just check the group assembled here (identified above, if a
ime should escape you), playboy's penthouse relies on an oldshioned, but always unbeatable factor: superb entertainment
ade by the show business people everybody is talking about
ii)m one coast to the other. Add to that an atmosphere of a
iphisticated penthouse ... a witty host* who projects a mood

entertaining

show

people

together. . .

te^w.

of easy informality and graciousness . . . and you have a show
that has great appeal for a vast audience, playboy's penthouse
is available now for syndication— 26 one-hour shows. Arrange
for a screening now. This is the show to ^J';i>
WATCH. * Hosted and produced by Hugh M.
F
Hefner, Editor and Publisher of Playboy
25 west 45 street
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
Magazme. official
films, inc.
PLaza 7-0100
©1960, Official Films, Inc.

TRANSLATION:

(EVERYBODY'S

MUAAMY

LISTENS

TO

WINS

1010)

And in WINSland there are enough 'mummies' to fill
all of the pyramids that were ever built in Egypt. In
fact counting mummies
WINSland

means

and daddies and boys and girls,

17,000,000 — consumer-wise

that is.

In fact WINSland is not just the nation's #1 market —
it is equal to Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia
put together. In fact along Madison
wise "Pharoahs"
WINSland

Avenue

the super-

of the advertising world know

equals the markets

that

of Detroit, San Fran-

cisco, Boston, Pittsburgh, Washington,

D.C. and Cleve-

land put together.

And one other thing — in WINSland (that's
New York of course) WINS spells WON!

8
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LATE NEWSBREAKS
NO

PAYOLA

Renewals
Boston

AT
ON THIS PAGE AND
STAIN

clear

area

three

stations

First resulted
job completed
G-2
sleuths
in cleanbybillFCC's
of health
for three Boston area radio stations
tarred with brush of payola during last
fall's congressional hearings.
Commission Friday announced license renewals for WHIL Medford,
WTAO Cambridge and WEZE Boston.
All three had been fingered by various
witnesses before Rep. Oren Harris" CDArk.) Legislative Oversight Subcommittee regarding payola scandals.
FCC action, it's understood, resulted
from investigation of below-counter
payoffs by music publishers and distributors to station disc jockeys and
other personnel which found no culpability on part of management. Report
indicated also that management in all
three cases had increased internal security to guard against similar practices
in future.
Friday announcement bears out reports commission has decided to lift
heavy hand of government authority in
payola cases except where it finds willful
and aggravated violations (Closed
Circuit, Sept. 5).
Actually, Boston investigation was
undertaken initially by Broadcast Bureau task force, but was completed by
recently formed Complaints & Compliance Div.
C&C office was set up last June,
under attorney John C. Harrington.
Late in same month Congress voted
$150,000 for establishment of this FCC
investigative office.
Networks

settle

more

Kennedy-Nixon details
Networks will offer fourth hour to
presidential candidates for joint appearance—7: 30-8 : 30 p.m., EST Oct.
7. Decision to clear period was made
Friday (Sept. 9) at New York meeting
attended by tv network news heads:
John Daly for ABC, Sig Mickelson for
CBS and Bill McAndrew for NBC.
(See early story page 54).
Oct. 7 appearance, if accepted by
candidates, will be on news discussionpanel format — four newsmen questioning candidates for full hour. NBC will
produce, with moderating assignment
probably going to commentator Frank
McGee. Selection of newsmen, and meBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

which they'll be chosen, is still
underdia from
discussion.
Program on Oct 7 will appear as
second of four. First, produced by
CBS, will be "modified debate" on domestic issues. Third, on Oct. 13 and
produced by ABC, will be news discussion-panel format. Fourth, on Oct.
21 and also produced by ABC, will be
"modified debate" on foreign affairs.
Each program will include panel of
four newsmen. They'll be chosen from
among networks for first and fourth
while second and third may include
newsmen from other media. All programs will have candidates face-to-face
in same studio except No. 3, which will
be "electronic confrontation" with candidates appearing from opposite coasts.
Sen. Kennedy in New York, Mr. Nixon
in Los Angeles.
Broadcasters

warned

about foreign 'deals'
FCC Friday warned U.S. broadcasters not to try to make their own deals
with individual Mexican and Canadian
broadcasters in problems such as those
arising from joint use of same frequency.
Commission, which has had reports
of half-dozen such contacts by U.S. stations, mostly with Mexican broadcasters,
said it can't allow such individual negotiations and asked that problems be
Carolina

relays

South Carolina commercial stations WUSN-TV Charleston and
WNOK-TV Columbia are "boosting" wire signal of new state
educational tv system based in
Columbia. State officials and
RCA, which equipped system, announced opening Friday (Sept. 9).
Closed circuit serves 15 schools
from Columbia to Charleston and
additional 65 schools get broadcast signals from WUSN-T'V and
WNOK-TV, transmitting tapes
made in Columbia school studios.
RCA has equipped system with
two tv tape recorders, cameras,
projectors and associated gear.
Initially, system is being used for
elementary and advanced algebra,
geometry and South Carolina history. It also will be made available for teacher training and is to
be extended to reach schools
around state.

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON

PAGE 27

sent to FCC rather than foreign governments or broadcasters.
International agreements are binding
only when mutually agreed upon by
two governments and private agreements
may prove unacceptable when examined, FCC said. They also may affect "atmosphere" of government negotiations aswell as running risk of violating U.S. laws prohibiting certain
types of "correspondence or intercourse" with foreign governments,
agency said.
Connie Gay offers
public stock issue
Formation of publicly-held corporation capitalized at $1 million was announced Friday by Connie B. Gay,
Washington, D.C., country music impresario and multiple broadcast owner.
Preliminary registration form was
filed with Securities & Exchange Commission Friday for public offering of
130,000 shares ($1 par value) of Connie
B. Gay Broadcasting Corp. No selling
price was estimated, pending submission of end-of-month financial statement. Corporation authorized to issue
1 million shares (at $1 par), with 340,000 to be outstanding. Besides 130,000
to be offered to public, remaining 210,000 shares will be distributed to present
Connie B. Gay Enterprises associates.
Control will be retained by Mr. Gay
himself.
Portion of proceeds from public
offering, expected to yield $1 million
net, will be used in purchase of KFEQAM-TV St. Joseph and KLIK Jefferson
City, both Missouri (Broadcasting,
August 1), Mr. Gay said. Hill, Darlington & Co., New York, is underwriter.
Employes name IBEW
Engineering and program department employes of Triangle Publications
in Fresno, Calif. (KFRE-AM-FM-TV),
voted 19-0 for representation by Local
202, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, according to certification by National Labor Relations Board.
Franklin

stock

offer

Franklin Broadcasting Co., Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., which owns and
operates five "better music" radio stations, last week announced offering of
75,000 shares of common stock, at $4
per share, through arrangement with its
underwriters. Gateway Stock & Bond
Inc., Pittsburgh.
Franklin was founded by its presi9

AT
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dent and chairman, William F. Johns
Jr. Stations are: WMIN MinneapolisSt. Paul; KRIB Mason City, Iowa:
WWOM New Orleans: WLOD Fort
Lauderdale, and KOME Tulsa. Okla.
FBC also owns Pool Publications
Inc., which publishes Swimming Pool
Weekly newspaper. FBC's five directors
all reportedly are active in business and
are residents of Fort Lauderdale.
Hollywood

musicians

favor

over

AFM

MGA

Inroads by Musicians Guild of America into what had been exclusive domain
of American Federation of Musicians
for more than 50 years hit snag Thursday (Sept. 8) when AFM won National
Labor Relations Board election for right
to represent musicians employed at
major Hollywood studios.
Vote by musicians working for members of Assn. of Motion Picture Producers was 473 for AFM, 408 for MGA
and 1 against both unions. Sixty protested ballots are not enough to change
result. At Universal Pictures, vote was
97 for AFM, 85 for MGA and 1 vote
against both. With 24 protests to be investigated, enough to reverse AFM's
lead, this is not conclusive as yet. Victory at AMPP restores AFM bargaining
rights lost to MGA two years ago when
musicians voted for that union at time
AFM strike against major studios had
gone on for six months with no sign of
settlement in sight.
KPAP

change

favored

FCC Hearing Examiner Walther W.
Guenther issued initial decision Friday
favoring application of KPAP Redding,
Calif., to change from 1 kw daytime on
1270 kc to 5 kw daytime on 1330 kc.
Mr. Guenther found change would
bring additional service to more people
than would receive interference from
new facility.
Armstrong

to NL&B

Thomas E. Armstrong, previously tv
radio creative director at Fuller, Smith
& Ross, Pittsburgh, has joined Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as group
head and writer in tv creative department. He formerly was with Campbell
Ewald Co. and Brooke, Smith French
& Dorrance. Also joining NL&B as
copy writer is James R. Sherburne who
previously was with Foote, Cone &
Belding, Campbell Mithun and Edward
H. Weiss & Co.
10

Tape-film 'mix'
ic "mix"
m electron
tape-fil
New
g develop
ed
tv recordin
system of
by Reeves Sound Studios, New
York, and RCA as concept more
than year ago has been in limited
operation for past IV2 months.
Reeves established it over year's
time at approximate $2 million investment cost, claims system can
handle color or black-and-white
tv tape and film and will be demonstrated for agency tv producers
for first time this week (Sept. 14)
at Radio & Television Executives

Society's workshop session at
Reeves. Picture mixing was explained by Reeves-RCA at news
conference more than year ago
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3, 1959).

ATAS

educational

unit

Academy of Television Arts & Sciences announces formation of Public
Information, Lecture and Service Bureau to provide U.S. colleges with
lecturers and advisors in all phases of
tv courses, aid in setting up communication centers and assist in closed-circuit programs and broadcasts on college
or commercial tv stations. Brochures
were mailed to some 500 colleges. Bureau, headed by Hal Davis of Grey
Adv., New York, is manned by volunteers from among 6,000 academy
members in Los Angeles, New York,
Baltimore, Chicago, Washington. D.C.,
Seattle and Arizona. All requests for
services are to be submitted to ATAS
New York Office, 200 Central Park
South, zone 19, for relay to appropriate
chapter.
Payola pamphlet
Guide for station use in complying
with sponsor identification requirements of amended Communications Act
has been sent NAB members by Douglas A. Anello, chief counsel. Four-page
guide shows 27 samples outlined in
congressional report adopting amendments (S 1898).
FC&B
appoints three
Edwin Brunst, Dan Baumle and
Robert Moore have joined Foote, Cone
& Belding in Chicago as merchandising
supervisors, it was announced Friday
by Michael J. O'Connor, vice president
and merchandising director. Mr. Brunst
formerly was merchandising executive

with Young & Rubicam and Kroger
Co. Mr. Baumle joins FC&B from
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, where
he was promotion development supervisor. Mr. Moore previously was group
sales manager at Marshall Field & Co.,
Chicago department store.
■

Business

briefly

First phase ■ Claridge Foods Inc..
Flushing, N.Y., which last week moved
its canned meat account from Charles
W. Hoyt Co. to Smith/ Greenland Co.,
N.Y., has started immediate eight-week
radio campaign in New York and Philadelphia and plans to extend to other
markets after initial phase. Drive on
WPEN Philadelphia started with 22
half-minute spots weekly on six shows.
Campaign begins Sept. 15 on WMGM
New York with total of 16 spots weekly
on five shows, followed by concurrent
drive starting two weeks later on
WMCA New York with 14 spots weekly. All commercials are half-minutes
Fridays.
and are aired only on Thursdays and
Burning brighter ■ Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, has added three NBC-TV nighttime shows to
its heavy network and spot tv lineup
for this season. B&W's order for participation in Outlaws, Riverboat and
Dan Raven makes those programs virtually sold out, network said. Agency:
Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago.
Banking on radio ■ Continental Illinois Bank of Chicago has ventured into
radio for first time, buying schedule of
125 spot announcements per week on
five local stations: WGN, WCFL.
WMAQ. WBBM and WFMT (FM).
Agency: Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.
Day's share ■ Beech-Nut Life Savers
through Young & Rubicam, N.Y., has
bought into eight NBC-TV daytime
shows. Purchase supplements series of
thirds announced earlier in NBC-TV
nighttime schedule and Jack Paar Show
for total 18-show, $8 million package.
Toys spotted ■ Ideal Toy Corp., N.Y.,
bolstered its fall tv season with 15-week
schedule of spot commercials in 40 markets throughout country, using between
2 and 40 spots per day in each. Ideal
also has set dates for previously announced special, Christmas in September with Shari Lewis (Broadcasting,
Aug. 22), which will be taped in New
York and broadcast on one Sunday afternoon in each of 21 major cities, Sept.
18, 25 and Oct. 2 (when show will be
retided). Agency: Grey Adv., N.Y.
BROADCASTING, September T2, 1960
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stations. Thesi
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Owned

Radio

Stations.

This is Dimension:
THE YEAR 2000 What will the fantastic world of tomorrow be
like? Artistic, industrial and scientific leaders tell you: William
T. Snaith of Raymond Loewy Associates; Dr. Austin Smith,
Pharmaceutical Mfr. Association. Their predictions: hospitals
that operate on a do-it-yourself basis, banks that supply parts
for the human body, drugs that cure all infections; carpets and
wallpaper used for central heating, weather control, cordless
toaster and lamps and many more.
DOROTHY KILGALLEN INTRODUCES YOU TO PEOPLE YOU'D
LIKE TO KNOW The world's most famous newspaperwoman
brings you the intimate stories of how Rosalind Russell conquered apersonal fear, how Pope John XXIII shows his sense
of humor, and fascinating moments in the lives of Joan Crawford, James A. Farley, Fannie Hurst, Marlene Dietrich, Tony
Curtis, Ingrid Bergman, The Duchess of Windsor, actor Marlon Brando, The Queen Mother, Audrey Hepburn, Marilyn
Monroe, Hedy Lamarr, Patrice Munsel.
THIS IS MY PROFESSION Leaders in important fields tell
what
they acting
think about
life's work.vocation.
Vincent Anthropologist
Price: why he
considers
a highlytheireducational
Margaret Mead: how primitive people help us understand ourselves better. Others: Melvin Belli, lawyer; Irwin Allen, motion
picture man; Claude Philippe, hotelier; Frank Gibney, journalist; Richard Joseph, travel editor; Ilka Chase, Tony Randall,
William Zeckendorf, Tex McCrary, Mischa Elman.
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE TEENS Famous people reminisce: Betsy von Furstenburg feared at 16 that she would never
get off the 57th Street bus line; Minnie Guggenheimer thinks
teenagers today are more serious than she was; also Air Force
Capt. Paul Briand, writer; Suzanne Szasz, photographer; Mark
Damon, Roberta Peters, Maria Schell, Roy Cohn, George Q.
Lewis, Tony Galento, Mark Goodson.
HOMETOWN Childhood recollections. Hildegarde's father's
drugstore in New Holstein, Wis.; "Pappy" Boyington's first
plane ride over St. Mary's, Idaho; and other hometown stories
from Zsa Zsa Gabor, Margaret Mead, Dick Joseph, Dirk Bogarde, author John Donovan, Peter Glenville, Josh White.
THE WISEST OR MOST INFLUENTIAL PERSON Important
guests describe one person who has influenced them: Theodore
Bikel remembers an elderly scholar; Roberta Peters, her Italian
singing teacher. Also Mark Damon, Ilka Chase, Mischa Elman,
Maria Schell, Dick Joseph, Claude Philippe, William Zeckendorf, Roy Cohn, Dr. Maxwell, Mel Heimer.
BENNETT CERF TELLS HIS FAVORITE STORIES Author, editor,
publisher, lecturer and TV personality Bennett Cerf, who has
had 7 books on the best seller lists, now brings to radio the
warmth thatinmade
America's number one lecturer. A new
Dimension
radiohimhumor.
THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE Burgcss Meredith and Kevin McCarthy narrate this colorful series of American sound portraits
using the full range of radio techniques— sound, music, good
writing— to take you to the skating pond, the country drug store.
Coney Island, a diner at midnight and many more uniquely
American scenes.
THIS IS OUR HERITAGE Hear noted radio actor. Bill Lipton,
interpret the writings of the men and women who created our
American heritage: Tom Paine, Woodrow Wilson, Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Daniel Webster and others.
AMERICAN PORTRAIT Raymond Massey narrates a moment
of greatness from American History, takes you to an actual
scene in the lives of the Wright Brothers, Paul Revere, Sam
Houston, Alexander Hamilton and others.
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KCBS, San Francisco; KNX, Los Angeles; WCAU, Philadelphia;
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! A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(*lndicates first or revised listing)
SEPTEMBER

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 . PL 5-2100
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Sept. 12-13 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eigtit cities) on better radio station management. Starved Rock Lodge, Utica, III.
Sept. 12 — Hollywood Ad Club initial meeting
of 1960-61, 12 noon at Stage 6, Paramount Television Productions. Ken Snyder, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, v^ill be program chairman for demonstration-discus ion ofvideo tape techniques.
Sept. 13 — Premium Advertising Conference,
morning only, in conjunction with four-day Mew
York Premium Show at Hotel Astor, both sponsored by Premium Advertising Assn. of America
Inc. Speakers: William P. Dunham, product group
manager. General Foods Corp.; Henry 0. Whiteside, vice president and research director of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Charles M.
Hanna,ment author-lecturer-economist
and manageconsultant.
Sept. 13 — Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at
Hotel Statler. W.D. (Pete) Moore, advertising
manager. Dodge Div., Chrysler Corp., will present
the Dodge Dart advertising story.
Sept. 15 — Sigma Delta Chi Chicago Headline
Club chapter dinner opening 1960-61 season,
Henrici's Restaurant (Merchandise Mart), Chicago. Panel with leading local newsmen will discuss "At What Point Does Coverage Effect the
Story?" Speakers: Bernard Eismann, CBS-Chicago; Bill Conway, AP; Murray Gart, Time Chicago bureau, and Donald Janson, New York Times
Chicago correspondent.
Sept. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Cunningham
& Walsh executives will discuss radio problems.
'Sept. 15 — Theatre Owners of America annual
convention. A panel session, "Pay Television —
Meeting the Menace," will include Mitchell Wolfson, Wometco Enterprises, Miami; Sumner Redstone, drive-in theater operator, and Marcus
Cohn, Washington attorney. Philip Harling, chairman of the Joint Committee against Pay Television, will be moderator. Hotel Ambassador, Los
Angeles.
Sept. 15-16 — Public Utilities Advertising Assn.
Region 5 meeting. Tampa Terrace Hotel, Tampa,
Fla.
Sept. 15-16 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Lincoln Lodge, Columbus, Otiio.
Sept. 15-17 — British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters annual meeting at Kelowna, B.C.
Sept. 16 — Broadcasting Executives Club fall
social. 100 Warrenton St., Boston.
Sept. 16 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters officers
and directors meeting. 5 p.m. at Cherry Plaza
Hotel, Orlando.
Sept. 16-18— UPI Minnesota Broadcasters fall
meeting. Sawbill Lodge, Tofte, Minn.
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — ^Assn. Canadiemie Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AM-

FM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
Sept. 21 — Radio & Television Executives Society's kick-off newsmaker luncheon at the Grand
Ballroom, Hotel Roosevelt, 12:30 p.m., features
address by FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford.
Sept.
Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair22 —Inn,AP St.Michigan
Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-23 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting. Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Urbana, III.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District conventien. Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 22-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications for extension of timt to construct uhf tv stations, pursuant to hearing order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
Sept. 26 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Awards made by
Advertising Assn. of the West (BROADCASTING,
July 4) will be presented to Hollywood winners.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
Chicago.
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
*Sept. 28 — ASCAP West Coast membership meeting Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., 4
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.
p.m. 29 — Chicago Federated and Women's Ad'Sept.
vertising Clubs annual workshop clinics. Radio-tv
clinics will be held each Thursday for eight weeks
starting this date.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren Harris
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
Sept. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention. Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Tentative program didates
plansin fall
include
session for major state canelections.
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel
Statler. Robert Light, president. Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A, Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in a
hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting, NAB
Headquarters,
advertising
and
theatrical Washington.
film clips usedGirdle-bra
in tv promotion
are
among board problems. Plans will be drawn for
integration of code operations among Washington,
New York and Hollywood offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation anBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

CAPITAL

TYPES

#4

THE
UPSIDE

First cousin of The
Unimpeachable Source,
easily identified by pale pallor at
mention of Payola.
Opens every conversation
with "Hear you've been having
trouble with your
government contract".
Seldom wrong. Major source
of "inside" information:
listening to WTOP

Radio,

the important station in
the 20-County Greater
Washington area,,

WTOF»

Washington. ^. C.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Operated by
THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION/
WTOP RADIO Washington. D. C.
WTOP-TV Channel 9. Washington, D. C.)
WJXT Channel 4. Jacksonville, Florida

"Whatta

ya

mean

TULSA'S

a

annual International Convention, The Queen Elizainclude Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president, and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson vice president.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
annual International Convention, The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct.
10 — practices
FCC's inquiry
tv network
program
selection
will into
be resumed
in the
U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Town House, Omaha, INeb.
Oct, 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-1^1 — Audio Engineering Society I2th annual convention. Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
"Oct. 14lum—bia, s.c.South Carolina AP Broadcasters. CoOct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 18-21— National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.

TOUGH

MARKET. . . have you ever used KAKCl"
If you haven't used The New KAKC you don't know how easily your
problem can be solved. You see, The New KAKC is the most "listened
to" station in the 21 county market area of Northeastern Oklahoma
(according to Pulse). And, they're an adult audience too. What about
Station
Why, tothey've
best.allTheother
NewTulsa
KAKC
has more
firsts in Image?
area service
their got
creditthethan
stations
combined .. . and they're continuing to pile up more! Yes sir. The New
KAKC is Tulsa's best Radio buy in anybody's book. It's been that way
for quite awhile . . . and they intend to keep it that way.
\

AWRT Conferences
Sept. 16-18 — American Women in Radio
& Television board of directors meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 23-25— AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT southern area
Music City, USA conference, Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept. 30-Oct.
2— AWRT
ference, Springfield,
Mass.New England conOct. 7-8— AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6 — AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.

Hi, I'm K. A. Casey . . . here to offer you
the best radio buy in Tulsa. Call your Adam

\Y^oung representative and see for yourself
Dial
970

KIOA
DES MOINES

KAKC
TULSA

STATION
KBKC
KANSAS CITY

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention.
Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLy OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSal es St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
$ n.oo
7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
Bill
□ Payment attached
□ Please
name

title/ position*

Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
oe•
c

company name
address
city
Send to home address
16 (DATEBOOK)

O
zone

state

NAB Fall Conferences
Oct. 13-14— Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Oct. 18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
Oct. 20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Oct. 24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
Oct. 27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

. decidedly Cleveland's #1 station. Wooing
Cleveland? Let first-place WHK be your Cyrano. WHK,
with its 26.9% share in the morning. WHK,
share in the afternoon. WHK,

with 34.9%

with an all-day

average of 31.1%. (Next station: 22.3%.)* What makes WHK

so

irresistible? Metropolitan's new concepts of service,
news and showmanship, ready to go to work for yoiir proposal.
Just whisper sweet somethings to Blair, or
General Manager Jack Thayer (EXpress 1-5000).

♦Hooper,
June-July,
p.m., ofMon.-Frl,
Pulse agrees
21.1% 1950,
average7 a.m.
total-6 share
audience,
in and out of home, June, 1960
mm

1

In

Chicago

. . . O'Hare International, the "jet capital," is the largest commercial airport in the world. Its ten-square-mile complex
now handles over 125 jet flights a day. And with the completion of its $120,000,000 building program in 1962, it will
be capable of handling twelve million passengers annually!

In

Chicago

WGN

TELEVISION

—owned

and operated by

Chicagoans—is

dedicated to

quality programming
community

WGN

and

service.

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

MONDAY

MEMO

from LINCOLN SCHEURLE, radio-tv producer, J. Walter Thompson

for
ready
Get
Where is broadcast advertising — and
in a sense, all advertising — headed in
the decade ahead?
In the late 1940s, to meet the challenge of television, the most potent
means of communication known, advertising— the propelling force behind modern capitalism — united with the cinematic form of expression. The result:
cinematic advertising. (Of course, I
mean not only filmed but live and video
tape tv advertising — both variations of
the cinematic form.)
Cinematic advertising is utterly different from most of the prevailing
forms prior to television. Since the
start of this century, both advertising
and the "motion picture" form of expression developed into major business
forces. But there was very little creation
of cinematic advertising before tv.
The Marriage ■ Thus, one of the
major developments in advertising in
the 1950s was the determination of advertising people to learn this new form
of advertising and of film-tv people to
learn how to use film-tv for advertising
purposes. The result has been the emergence of the cinematic advertising man
— writers (both print and tv), art directors (both print and tv), producers, copy
group heads, account representatives
and advertising managers.
The development of cinematic advertising people is not complete, any more
than any advertising practictioner can
claim to have learned all there is to
know about this business. What the
1950s have produced is a number of
people within agencies, client managements and studios who can produce
rather effective cinematic advertising on
a relatively economical and consistent
basis.
The 1960s will see its further propagation as television becomes international.
First Generation ■ Although the motion picture form was perfected in several ways in the first half of this century, many educational institutions only
now are beginning to teach the cinematic form. "Film" courses are becoming not only part of "speech" degrees
but will be integrated in commerce and
advertising majors as well. We will see
far-reaching effects from those "cinematic" graduates entering television in
the 1960s. Those leaving college will be
the first generation who almost from
birth have been exposed to all varieties
of the cinematic form, largely through
television.
20

Co., Chicago

'cinematic
the
Nearly all current textbooks on
(print) advertising principles, on copywriting and even on television advertising, will undergo extensive revision.
Few reflect the key differences between
the two very divergent forms: "print
advertising" and "cinematic advertising."
We learned in the 1950s that cinematic
advertising is not only a new and unique
form of advertising expression in itself,
but that this fact often became confused
with the business of television as a
means of communication — a means of
transmitting "tv-translated" print advertising as well as a more truly cinematic
kind. Thus, in the 1960s, we will see
the appearance of advertising texts as
knowledgeable in the cinematic forms
as in the printed.
Clearer distinctions will be made between seemingly similar areas of activity throughout broadcasting. For example, in clarifying areas of broadcast
activity, network-station and agencybroadcast media operations will become
as distinct an area of activity as feature

Line Scheurle was wilh CBS New York
for three years as radio producer and
researcher. Later he also worked for
Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc.. Dayton,
Ohio: Francis Hooper pr firm and
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as
producer before joining JWT in 1952
as tv copy writer. He was named producer in 1956.

in tv
sixties'
film distribution, exhibition and theatre
operation were in the 1930s. This station-media area has as much to do with
the creation of cinematic advertising
as the distribution-exhibition of "movies" had to do with the direct creation
of cinematic products. Likewise, the
problems of creating cinematic advertising and the problems of radio-tv
programming are not at all the same —
although, in agencies, both generally
are solved by "radio-tv people." Programming and creative cinematic advertising have as much in common as
a third area of radio-tv activity: the
manufacturing and servicing of sets.
Other Changes ■ Television research
will improve as it learns to understand
more about the cinematic form of advertising. Already, the men who direct
this research are adjusting their thinking from years of research-conditioning
in a print-oriented society. They have
found that the methods used for testing
print advertising are often inapplicable
to the testing and evaluating of cinematic advertising. Tv research techniques \yill become as fully "cinematically oriented" as print research is now
being perfected for the evaluation of
print advertising.
Of course, print advertising itself will
undergo changes — even more than it
already has since the coming of television. Naturally, the creative innovations of print adapted in tv advertising
are as welcome as any "cinematic exthat canseebe a"caught"
in "ads."
The 1960scitement"will
great deal
more
of this — and advertising will be all the
better for it.
The advertising business can be very
proud of itself because of this gradual
synthesis. In little more than a decade
it has produced a new creative entity,
by being willing to adjust many advertising principles not necessarily applicable to the cinematic form of advertising. Also, it has had to master a whole
new medium of expression — one so
vastly more complicated and expensive
because it includes all the other forms
of expression while being a form all
of its own. with its own creative characteristics.
If the future leaders in advertising,
knowledgeable in the cinematic form,
can show the same alertness, determination to learn and sound judgment in
planning for the next 10-20 years of
advertising in world markets, we have
nothing to worry about in the "cinematicBROADCASTING,
sixties!"
September 12, 1960

OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL-TV.
Here's how to make
Shrimp Creole:
Put 3 tbsp. shortening in
heavy pot; heat. Chop 1
large onion, 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato paste, 2 bay leaves,
1 lb. peeled and deveined
shrimp. Cook 45 minutes to
1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed until light & fluffy.)
Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.
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. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:
Mon.
thru
Fri.
Sat
Sun.

15 minutes of news 8:00-8:15 a. m.
45 minutes of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
15-minute news final nightly 10:30-10:45
^'^ minutes of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
15-minute news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
15-minute Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.

Ask Katz

about WWL-TV's

big new

news

lineup.

-TV
NEW
WLORLEANS
W
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OPEN
Radio and the whole man
editor: Your editorial titled "False
alarms" (Aug. 22 issue, page 94) comments that the demise of the soap opera
has thus far received little attention.
It has received a great deal of mine
— and should at least be considered by
others, I think. Even vagrants buried
eulogy.
at public expense often rate a short
1 regret more the new spirit of the
times, which makes the soap operas
economically untenable, than the loss
of the soap opera itself.
I do think one big point has been
overlooked in the revolt against the
soaps in favor of "information" type
programs. People are not all mind —
there's body and emotion and imagination there, too . . .
When radio ceases to entertain as it
informs — radio will cease. And the two
greatest informer techniques man has
ever used are drama and poetry. An
age which rejects them will reject the
facts and philosophy they could convey.
We'll probably be money ahead
without the soaps. That's a sadder situation than any soap opera writer ever
devised. — Patrick E. Lee, Radio Manager. KFBB Great Falls. Mont.
Clear channel issue
Nex-us
(nek'sus)

n.

1. interconnection;
tie; link
2. e.g. The

Barry

Gray

Show

wmca

where

on
the

world-famous
meet

nightly

from

11 to 1 AM.

editor: It was with interest that I read
your recent article concerning the
pragmatic
FCCthe Commissioner approach
Robert E. Leeof in
area of
commercial announcements ["How Lee
forced ceiling on commercials," page
64, Aug. 29]. Mr. Lee took a stand on
a matter of frequency of spot announcements bylistening to his radio
— rather than the usual abstract method
of statistical compilation.
I hope Mr. Lee's practical approach
will prevail with regard to the clear
channel issue. I hope he will use his
radio again and attempt to determine
how many of the 24 clear channels he
can receive with a listenable signal.
(Theoretically he should be able to
receive a good signal from all 24 since
they justify sole possession of a frequency by claiming national coverage.)
The abstract arguments of the clear

the Straus broadcasting group
wmca
NEW ■ YORK . AM Radio Sales
wbny
BUFFALO ■ Jack Masia & Co,, Inc.

rpi
RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL
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MIKEd
channel licensees may then become as
superficial as the commercial statistics
that stations submit. — Robert J. Miller,
6233 N. Kildale Ave.. Chicago.
KYA's experiment
editor: I cannot qualify as a spokesman for the radio industry, but there
must be many, many radio managers
today who, like myself, can only shake
their heads in amazement after reading
Mort Wagner's article, "Can radio
make purity pay" (page 34, Sept. 5).
By direct inference does Mr. Wagner
admit to such cardinal sins as multiple
spotting, barter, Pis, percentage business and above all, over-commercialization on his station and his other
properties? And now, "All this is going
to stop for six months on KYA as of
September 15th" even though the remainder of the group will continue in
the now "renounced" policy.
Where has Mort been in hiding? The
majority of well-operated stations have
been practicing Mr. Wagner's newlydiscovered "formula" for many long
Nevertheless, I for one am delighted
to
welcome Mort into the fold of "legitiyears.
mate broadcasters." You'd be surprised,
Mort, how green the grass really can
be. — Thomas S. Carr, Vice President
and Manager, WBAL Baltimore.
P.S.: Mort left out one important
point. No. 17 — all recordings and
transcriptions will be spun at their
proper speeds.RCASj
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Sept.is Right,
12-16, part.
19-21 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price
Sept,Be 12-16,
19-21 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Sept. Lever
14, 21
(8:30-9
p.m.)Benson
Price Is&
Right,
through
Ogiivy,
Mather and Speldel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Sept. 16 (9:30-10 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drug through Grey Adv.
Sept.through
16 (10-11
p.m.) Stauffer,
Moment ofColwell
Fear,
Lever
Sullivan,
& Bayles.
Sept. 17 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy
Doody Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco
through Ted Bates.
Sept. 17 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy
Bowles. Show, Borden through Benton &
Sept. 17 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 18 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Additions
Sept. 18 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut Lifesavers through Young
& Rubicam.
JackSept.
Paar19-21
Show, (11:15
part. p.m.-l a.m.) The
Sept. part.
20-21 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play Your
Hunch,
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Nielsen

Station

is your

best

of

station

Index

source

audience

facts

PROOF

Proof

of this claim

is yours

for

t/ie aslcing. It is a fact- filled
demonstration
data

gathering,

control
believe

of Nielsen
and

visual

sampling,

checking

and

procedures, from which
you will see that...

we

"

NSI^/>
the only validated source of
station audience facts available today,.*
providing

reliable

information

FOR ALL THE FACTS
CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
Nielsen

tation

ndex

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CHICAGOI, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
5T5 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
yO Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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BOOK

REVIEWS

■ "Television and Radio News" by
Bob Siller, Ted White and Hal Terkel,
McMillan Co., New York, 224 pp.;
$5.95.
A guide for radio and television
newswriting for both beginner and
veteran alike based on numerous nation-wide compilations on the gathering and disseminating of facts to a
mass media. The authors, veterans in
the field of radio-tv news, have put together a work providing the student
and newcomer with basic knowledge
necessary to launch his career. It offers
the professional new ideas drawn from
practices of stations and networks
across the country.
The reader learns of the exacting
process of bringing the news to the
eyes and ears of the public, the problems involved and how they are solved.
Samples of actual scripts are used to
illustrate clarity and how to make
them most effective to the audience.
IN PITTSBURGH
Take
and

TAE
See

. . .

how top production
facilities make hot
adjacencies even hotter
• Pittsburgh's largest studio space: two huge
drive-in studios . . . spacious outdoor facilities
... two in-studio bowling lanes!
• Two dual control rooms, each with customdesigned and built RCA audio boards, transistorized switchers, and the latest RCA
special effects amplifiers.
• Four Vidicon film chains; tour 16mm projectors and two 35mm slide projectors.
• Ampex VideoTape facilities.
• Complete production facilities for 16mm
sound or silent film . . . 35mm slide production equipment . . . fully equipped art department, scenic and prop shops.
• TeleScript production aids . . . TelePro rear
projection units.
• Full 100,000 watt signal power: two transmitters, twoantennaswith independenttransmissionlines.and three power supplysources
at the huge transmitter installation.
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

BIG mEVniONjU^IN PimBURGH
CHANNEL
24

It is a timely work — and an important one — when you realize that in
1959, United Press International sold
its news services to almost one third
more broadcasting stations than newspapers, proof that radio-tv news has
become a power to be reckoned with.
■ "Mass Communications" (Second
edition) edited by Wilbur Schramm,
U. of Illinois Press, Urbana, III., 695
pp: $6.50
Since publication of the first edition
in 1949, the medium of television has
come of age. It is this development and
the changes in mass media which tv
wrought that make a revised edition of
this book desireable.
Essentially, Mass Communications is
a collection of writings selected and
edited by Mr. Schramm, who is director of the Institute for Communication
Research at Stanford U. It approaches
its subject from the viewpoint of the
social scientist. In this second edition
more than a dozen new essays have
been added and new, up-to-date statistical tables have been included.
In his concluding chapter, Mr.
Schramm asks the question, "Who is
responsible for the quality of mass communications?" His answer — a "discriminating public." He sees the public's responsibility as being that of an
"active, discriminating audience" making its needs known to the media. "To
the extent that the public is less than a
full partner, government and media will
fill the gap . . ." Mr. Schramm concludes that if the public does not exercise its responsibility, "we deserve only
what we get."
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and

In early June of this year, WCKT,

Channel 7 in Miami, completed mailing its annual

edition of the WCKT Public Service Report. It was entitled "NEEDS" and covered 1959.
"NEEDS" was put in the hands of several hundred responsible South Florida citizens
. . . leaders in education, religion, government, professions, labor and business. The
half-inch book reported WCKT's efforts to meet the NEEDS of the COMMUNITY,
NEEDS for EDUCATION, NEEDS of the SPIRIT, the NEED to be INFORMED, the
NEED for an AIRING of ISSUES, and the NEED for NEWS.
Accompanying the 1959 NEEDS

report, WCKT

furnished these leaders a question-

naire, asking . . ."IN THE ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE, WHAT ARE SOUTH
FLORIDA'S GREATEST NEEDS AS OF NOW?"
The replies are in, and the answers are being used in the planning of an even greater
year of service based upon the "NEEDS" of our community as our citizens see them.
For a copy of the report and questionnaire, write to NEEDS, P.O. Box 38 M,
Broadcast Key, Miami, Florida.
BISCAYNE

TELEVISION

WCKT

CORPORATION
WCKR-AM-FM
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INFORMATION

SHOWS

In new tv network schedules: 190 prime hours for journalism
The television networks will fill $22 promised to present when they agreed public information programs are difficult to sell (Broadcasting, April 25),
million worth of prime time with broadto the "Doerfer Plan" during the worst
of
the
broadcasting
crises
last
winter.
a good many of the shows in prime
cast journalism in the 1960-61 season
— more than double the volume of such
At that time, acting on the suggestion
hours will be sponsored this season. The
of John Doerfer, then chairman of the money coming in from advertisers,
programming in 1959-60.
while hardly placing the programming
Last season the three networks de- FCC, the networks issued a statement
of intention to broaden information
voted atotal of 84 prime hours, worth
on a pay-as-you-go basis, will offset
some $10.5 million, to information
programming at peak viewing periods. some of the program expense and facilitates station clearances. Some affiliprogramming.
Broadcasting's estimate of $22 milIn the new season that is about to
ates are reported to have resisted when
lion for information shows in the upcoming season pertains only to the gross asked by the networks to clear sustainstart about 190 of television's choicest
value of the time. The total amount to
hours have been set aside for informaing public affairs programs.
This is what each network will be
tion programming.
be spent by the networks for producThese calculations do not include
tion cannot be accurately forecast. But programming in prime time public inthe time that will be given to the some of the prestige shows will carry formation:
Kennedy-Nixon debates or the hard production budgets running up to
On ABC-TV ■ ABC-TV's "Doerfer
news coverage of the political campaign
$200,000.
Plan" programming will consist of
to be carried between now and the
Here are the king-pins of the net- Churchill Memoirs on Sunday, 10:30Nov. 8 election. They do not include
works" information shows:
1 1 p.m. starting Nov. 27 and appearprograms scheduled for time periods of
CBS Reports on CBS-TV slotted in
ing weekly (production cost per show
lesser value in early evening or Sunday
various prime-time hours twice a approximately $50,000), filmed by
afternoon or any weekday daytime
month, a total of 26 hours of programScreen Gems under ABC-TV's superming; Bell and Howell Closeup, a series
vision and control. Bell & Howell sponshows like the seven, high-budgeted
soring several in the series; and Expediof 15 shows, 5 of them one-hour in
Purex-sponsored specials for women
that NBC-TV will air. Neither do these length and 10 half-hours, a total of 10
tion Tuesday, 7-7:30 p.m. starting Sept.
calculations include estimates of prime- hours on ABC-TV: White Paper, a 20 (programmed two weeks out of
time coverage of spot news events that series of six one-hour, once-a-month
three), sponsored by Ralston Purina
(show cost about $20,000).
cannot be scheduled in advance. They shows on NBC-TV: Our Nation's Fupertain only to journalism specials and
In addition ABC-TV will carry 15
ture which starting Nov. 12 will proseries now scheduled for prime nightgram an hour-long live debate each Bell & Howell Closeup programs, the
week with the exception of the third
time presentation during 1960-61.
episode, "Cast the First Stone,"
More than Promised ■ The 190 week in which a half of the hour will first
dealing with prejudice and discriminabe
turned
over
to
affiliates.
prime hours now scheduled go far
tion, will be broadcast Sept. 27, 9-10
beyond the minimums the networks
The Underwriters ■ Though as a rule p.m. The network also will have at least

Launching a series ■ In the first of this season's CBS Reports programs, Fdward R. Murrow ( 1 ) discusses the
Polaris Project with Rear Adm. William F. Raborn Jr.,
chief of Navy special projects, on the deck of an atomic
submarine. Encouraged by the success of "Profile of a
Missile" on this series last year, CBS-TV spent a year and
a half preparing the sequel to be shown Sept. 29.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Bright prospects ■ On the strength of their sparkling performances in leading the popularity ratings during both
conventions, Chet Huntley ( 1 ) and David Brinkley are
slated for a monthly hour-long series of in-depth specials
on NBC-TV, The World of Huntley and Brinkley. The
team will spearhead that network's 1960-1961 thrust into
the field of public affairs programming.
27

NEW

STATUS

The emergence of information
programs from "the Sunday afternoon ghetto" into prime time has
brought to the fore the men who are
in charge of such programming.
With a heavy commitment to ambitious journaUstic projects in the
season ahead, the top public affairs
specialists from each of the tv networks last week told Broadcasting
their overall plans and public affairs
philosophies.
Directing CBS-TVs information
programming schedule is Fred
Friendly, executive producer of CBS
Reports. Irving Gitlin, executive
producer, creative projects, NBC
News, is overseer of NBC-TV's public affairs specials. Thomas Velotta,
vice-president for special projects,
news and public affairs, shapes ABCTVs plans in that area.
NBC's Approach ■ Mr. Gitlin
paints a broad picture of new tv
techniques and stimulated thinking in
public affairs programming. On
White Paper, to be narrated by Chet
Huntley for example, the network
will make use of "individual reporting with an emphasis on making the
news." The U-2 show, he points out,
uses the talents of 30 reporters (some
are from NBC's staff, others are top
newsmen and news specialists selected from around the nation). The
topics to be explored are unusual but
relate to daily experience, dealing
with such subjects as "public relations boys," featherbedding, government by publicity and the American press.
On the intended use of animation
with film and the selection of broad
subjects from treatment in the White
Paper series, Mr. Gitlin comments:
"We realized tv's shortcomings formerly— if no pictures are available
four other one-hour documentaries in
prime time next season.
On CBS -TV ■ CBS -TVs "Doerfer
Plan" programming will include Eyewitness to History, a depth study of a
current news subject, on Friday, 10:301 1 p.m., starting Sept. 30, full sponsorship for 52 weeks by Firestone Tire &
Rubber, at a production cost of approximately $34,000 and Face the Nation on Monday, 10:30-11 p.m., starting Sept. 19 with Schick and Esquire
(boot polish) co-sponsoring, and onethird of the time, every third week,
turned back to stations.
The prestige series on CBS-TV will
be CBS Reports, each program an hour
long with the first, "Year of the Po28

FOR

SERIOUS

PROGRAMMERS

there's no program and no story. We
must exercise our muscle as a journalistic medium — let people know
what's
going
on we
and can
where
theysuch
fit.
We believe that
do six

Programs in the works include
"Death on a Holiday", dealing with
traffic accidents, filmed by five separate teams over the Labor Day weekend to be scheduled before the New

programs well. There's danger to
overextending." (He estimates it takes
six
Whitemonths"
Paper.) preparation for each
The Purex specials are also
challenging. Programs will explore
frigidity in women, religious intermarriage, the working mother, the
widow with children and the single
woman. These five and two repeats
comprise seven daytime specials.
Another of Mr. Gitlin's ambitious
projects is Our Nation's Future. In
a live appearance before a live audience, two leaders will hold discussion-debates on the "cardinal issue
of our time, using tv to stimulate debate and permitting the audience
to participate." In this series, formal
debate, informal discussion, audience questions and remotes ("to get
a regional flavor") will be included in
the format. On the week that a halfhour is turned over to affiliates, those
stations can schedule a local follow-up debate on similar topics.
Friendly & Assoc. ■ Fred Friendly
who with Edward R. Murrow formed
a near-legendary team on the See It
Now forerunner of the probe-indepth tv journalism show, heads that
network's priority series, CBS Reports. Mr. Friendly will again have
Mr. Murrow and other top CBS correspondents (Eric Sevareid, Howard
K. Smith, Bill Leonard and others)
to draw from in the new season's
efforts. He will also have a backlog
of nearly a dozen CBS Reports from
the 1959-60 series such as "Population Explosion" and "Biography of a
Missile," both highly acclaimed.

Year's holiday; "Harvest of Shame,"
about migrant workers (this may be
telecast in two parts); a depth report on the economy; an exploration
of where the voting power lies in the
country; a program on the drug busiterview.ness, and a new Walter Lippman in-

laris" (story of the nuclear sub-launched
ballistic missile), on Sept. 29 at
9:30-10:30 p.m. There will be at
least 25 additional hours programmed through the coming tv
year (a few hours will be repeats).
Sponsorship starts in January when
Olin Mathieson picks up the tab
for at least 13 shows and may buy
more. As set, CBS Reports will come up
with a new show every two weeks. Production cost per show will vary in the
range from $50,000 to over $100,000.
Other CBS-TV prime-time public information program plans for the season
include a group of at least three onehour Tomorrow specials (first entitled
"Thinking Man" on Oct. 26) sponsored

deals with
"portraits"
in Mr.
his Friendly
See It Now
tradition,
uses
35 mm film in shooting because he
likes the editing and mobility advantages. "Anything else is only semiprofessional",
says. he brought
During the he
interview
up his pet description of how he
works in television: We use a 2,000Ib. pencil to report." The pencil encompasses 35 mm equipment, audio
tape, camera and cameraman, lights,
technical man and reporter. With
this package unit, CBS Reports conducts its reporting cross country
and abroad — "Can you imagine carting this poundage around the
world?" he asks.
Mr. Friendly notes that in IVz
years his group has jumped from an
assigned 10-11 shows per season to
26 (actually 20 or 22 originals, since
some will be repeated). He recalls
that in the peak season of See It'
Now his group scheduled but 9 onehour shows.
'Tv a Must' ■ In quiet tones Mr.
Friendly shows a passionate concern
for the country's future: "How can
a democracy compete with a monolithic government where one guy
makes a decision? In a democracy
when all of the people are as well
informed as possible, there's promby American Machine & Foundry. A
special on education (and produced by
a CBS Reports unit) is called "Influential American" and will be sponsored by General Electric in the Nov.
1 3. 9-10 p.m. period.
Another: Travelers Insurance's "Actuality Revue" on Oct. 24, 8:30-9:30
Two and
specials,
Holden'seach
Hongof
Kong
The William
Hatemongers,
which runs an hour, may be slotted.
CBS-TV is seeking sponsorship.
p.m.On NBC-TV ■ NBC-TV will have
a new look under the public affairs regime instituted by Irving Gitlin, formerly with CBS-TV and now executive
producer, creative projects, NBC news
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

ise. All media ought to be informing
people — and tv is a must on this
road. It seems tv is here at this moment just when needed most."
He and Palmer Williams, associate
producer, estimate a "nominal" story
can take as short a preparation time
as eight weeks, but there are stories
such as the financial report that's
been a year in the making and Polaris has taken a year and a half.
CBS Reports has five camera crews,
expects to expand to six. Notes Mr.
Friendly: "As much goes into each
report as in the writing of a book.
As for our story selection, it is by the
seat of our pants.
ABC-TV's 15 Documentaries ■
Back in February ABC-TV, as part
of its news and public alTairs expansion, appointed Thomas A. Velotta vice president for special proj-

ects, news and public affairs. Mr.
Velotta has been working closely on
Closeup with John Daly, vice president in charge of the department and
narrator of the 15-show series.
Programs set include "Cast the
First Stone" on Sept. 27, documenting racial prejudice and discrimination in the North, and four other
shows titled "The Money Raisers"
(charity collection business); "Caribbean Crises" (on Haiti and Venezuela); "Troubled Water" (pollution of American water resources)
"What's the Proposition" (How an
indifferent electorate can ratify
propositions by default by indifference), the last named on Nov.
3. before Election day, and two
untitled programs, one studying
featherbedding, and the other Africa.
As many as four camera crews

(contracted from Telenews) are at
work on a single day, Mr. Velotta
reports. "We select topics which meet
certain requisites — for example, can
they be informational, are they subjects of great concern to the American people and do they affect the
lives of a great many people?"
Indicating how far in advance research must begin on a "depth program", he noted that for an asyet-unscheduled Closeup, ABC-TV
has been shooting film in the Congo
for some time.
All networks report generally the
same "pool" for additional people
needed to staff the increased activity in the area of public affairs.
Most are taken from the news areas.
Mr. Velotta noted that each of his
seven unit producers at one time
served as an editor in ABC News.

Mr. Gitlin
Mr. Velotta

Mr. Friendly

and public affairs. The "Doerfer Plan"
program will be filled by Our Nation's
Future, Saturday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. (a
half-hour on every third week turned
over to affiliates for local public service programming), starting Nov. 12. It
will feature discussions-debates by national and world leaders.
Another Gitlin-developed series on
NBC-TV will be White Paper (production cost per show $100,000 and over),
which will open Nov. 29 with the first
(on the U-2) of a planned six (one a
month) for the season. This program
will be on film (and also using animation techniques). Neither Paper nor
Nation's Future has found a sponsor.
Purex will back five nighttime speBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

cials on NBC-TV, two of them Project
20 shows in the broad public information category, the other three skirting
the entertainment program area
(dramas based on incidents in the lives
of real people) .
A special "Story of a Family" will
be slotted by NBC-TV in a prime hour
on Nov. 14 and will recap the story
of the country by concentrating on
episodes in the life an an American
family. A group of four shows. Journey
Into Space, that would be programmed
along the idea of "Project Echo," halfhour documentary in prime time, are
contemplated and are being offered for
sale to advertisers (Broadcasting,
Aug. 29). These are under the aegis of

Julian Goodman, NBC director of news
and public affairs.
A top prime-time, hour-long program now under development but not
yet proposed to agencies for possible
sponsorship in the new season is The
World of Huntley and Brinkley. This
program presumably would be slotted
once a month and would utilize the
talents of the two commentators who
starred for the network in political convention coverage this summer.
Still More Information ■ Aside from
the heavy commitments in prime time,
the networks will continue carrying a
big volume of information shows in
29
other periods.
NBC, for example, has a new series

of seven, high-budgeted Purex-sponsored Specials for Women that will
start Oct. 14 in the 4-5 p.m. period.
The first show is "The Cold Woman"
which will explore sexual and emotional frigidity in women.
The top non prime-time shows would
include among others Meet the Press,
the Wisdom series (filmed interviews
of top people in the news) and Chet
Huntley Reporting all on NBC-TV;
Prudential's continuing Twentieth Century weekly half-hour series, FYl and
Sunday News Special (both cross-overs
from news to public afTairs) and UN in
Action on CBS-TV; Johns Hopkins
File, College News Conference and
Open Hearing on ABC-TV. To these
will be added the traditional year-end
roundup specials.
These firm network plans for information shows are apart from all network's immediate concentration on
politics in this election year. Expensive
prime hours will be utilized for the
Kennedy-Nixon all-network appearances, for various special campaign
series and programs developed by each
network, and preemptions paid for by
the parties (see story, page 60).
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Indomitable Sir Winston ■ Churchill
Memoirs is ABC-TV's prime prestige
entry in tv journalism. The series will
be filmed by Screen Gems at an approximate production cost of $50,000
per show. It will be seen Sundays from
10:30-11 p.m. starting Nov. 27. Bell
& Howell, photographic equipment
manufacturer, will sponsor several of
the episodes.
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WSB-T

Mairta

WSB-TV is biggest in Atlanta, Georgia . . . and
Atlanta is bigger than ever. Confirmed 1960 census
figures show over one million people living in the
metropolitan area. And month after month more
of these people watch WSB-TV. Latest ARB figures,
for January through June, 1960, show WSB-TV
average share of audience from 9 a.m. 'til midnight
at 42.6% — and Atlanta is a 3-station market. This
proved preference for one station is sustained" by
superior local programming, top news service, staff
work of unexcelled professional quality, and 12
years of viewing loyalty. More than ever greater
Atlanta is the big market in the booming Southeast,
and your advertising belongs on WSB-TV.

Metropolitan Atlanta
Average Shares
of Television Audience
(Jan. -June, 1960-ARB)
Average percentages
of Sunday - Saturday
viewing for all three
stations on the air.

WSB-TV
channel 2 in Atlanta is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented
by Edward W. Retry & Company, Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV. Charlotte: WHIO 'WHIG-TV, Dayton
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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Chrysler line ■ The photographer purposely blurred this
photo of seven of the new Chrysler Corp. models previewed
in Miami last week. None of the new lines will be shown

HOW

CHRYSLER

It will back

its hot

Chrysler Corp., after a model year
of sales successes tempered by management trouble, plans extensive use of
radio and television to augment the
former and eliminate effects of the
latter.
Eight new lines of 1961 cars with a
total of 92 models in all price classes
were unveiled in Miami Beach, Fla.,
last week to 125 radio-tv newsmen and
to the press. Chrysler enters the new
model year with this basic philosophy:
Dynamic marketing can give the nation apush ahead to greater prosperity.
Chrysler will use the arts of promotion
and persuasion to acquaint the public
with its new models and to motivate the
purchase of cars.
To start this dynamic approach,
Chrysler used the devices of broadcast production as new models were
previewed in a two-day spectacular. It
recreated a political convention with a
howling chairman, demonstrations,
nominating speeches, floor rough-housing, speeches (short) and its version of
a Hundey-Brinkley team high up in an
elevated booth.
All the new models will be unveiled
to the public Sept. 28 on NBC-TV as
Chrysler Corp. resumes last season's
successful Fred Astaire spectaculars.
"That's a lot to do in a few commercial minutes," one top executive said.
Several Astaire programs are planned.
The Image Problem ■ During the
two dramatic days, an annual specialty
of Chrysler at new-model time, top
company and agency officials privately voiced their concern and embarrassment over the public image created
by the induced resignation of former
president William C. Newburg, charged
32

new

ADVERTISING

in public until next week. From left: the Imperial, Chrysler,
DeSoto, Dodge, Lancer, Plymouth and Valiant. Not shown:
the Dodge Dart, a big seller in 1960.

AIMS
models

with

FOR
strong

with owning interests in two supplier
companies. They are harassed, too, by
stockholder suits for receiverships.
These suits brought corporate retaliation in the form of $30 million in
counter suits.
What is Chrysler doing about this
public-image problem?
From an advertising standpoint:
nothing. Except, of course, to make
sure its corporate house is clean and to
try to sell more and better cars. Chrysler figures the best way to improve its
image is to build good cars and sell a
lot of them.
At the management level there appeared ageneral belief that no observable impact on car sales had resulted
from the extensive publicity given the
Newburg incident. It didn't do any
good, they admit, but no official would
concede there was proof of harm to the
selling elTort.
Leo Burnett, head of the agency
bearing his name, said: "We're letting
nature take its course in Chrysler institutional advertising." And Robert
E. Anderson, Detroit vice president of
BBDO (Dodge), added: "No creative
agency planning has been afl'ected by
these corporate developments."
Mr. Anderson said: "You in broadcasting have had a lot of bad publicity
in the last year. Yet the payola charges
involving specific stations and networks have had absolutely no efl'ect
on While
our buying
of radio
and television."
Chrysler
has ridden
out the
period of bad publicity, it has been
riding the impetus of two highly satisfying developments:
■ The corporation increased its share
of the American-built car market by

RECOVERY
radio~tv

campaigns

25% in a year, rising to 15.8% of the
market.
■ It introduced the second-ranking
compact (Valiant) and enjoyed outstanding success with the new Dodge
Dart, a competitor to Plymouth.
Now Chrysler enters the 1961 model
year with a second compact (Dodge
Lancer) ; a completely overhauled nonfinned Plymouth; gas economy; a brand
new six-cylinder engine with matching
transmission; unitized bodies, successfully installed in 1960 models; alternators in place of generators, and many
changes in styling.
The Tv Job ■ Because of the styling
and model changes, Chrysler will place
emphasis on visual promotion at first
in an effort to impress new lines in the
public mind. This should mean some
increase in television. Radio will be
used extensively, especially at the dealer
level, to clean up used-car and 1960
model inventories. It will be used also
as new models are brought out and
then more extensively on both a national and local basis.
The calendar year 1960 will be the
second largest automotive year in history (Broadcasting, June 20). Chrysler executives have watched the public's
demand for low-priced cars and the
newer compacts, and the main 1961
emphasis will go into this field.
Here is the national agency lineup
for 1961 models:
BBDO — Dodge Polara (mediumpriced), the successful Dart (lowpriced), Lancer, a new compact, and
trucks (Dodge and a new Dart line).
N. W. Ayer & Son— Plymouth, DeSoto and Valiant.
Young & Rubicam — Chrysler (three
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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"Baltimore"

Prime

Spots

Now

as

DIALING

Available

"Dialing for Dollars" is as much a part of the
Baltimore scene as crab cakes, white marble steps and
row houses.
"Dialing for Dollars" reaches a huge adult "buying" audience
every day . . . the perfect vehicle for any
product
or service!
"Dialing for Dollars" has, for years, been a daily
viewing habit with most Baltimoreans . . . and the facts
prove it!

for

FOR

DOLLARS

Fall and

Winter!

own "built-in" rating system! For example: during the
week of August 1, 1960 there were 8 winners out of 15
calls placed. An amazing record for a morning (9:40 10:00 A.M.) show in a metropolitan area of over 400,000
telephones listed!
Want more information? We've got all the facts you
need to convince yourself that "Dialing for Dollars"
is an important TV Buy!

For best results in Baltimore check all of the New
"Dialing for Dollars", on the air Monday through
Season availabilities on WMAR-TV . . . the station that
Friday, reaches an average weekly audience of over
offers you MORE in this huge 3-Station Market!
423,900 ADULTS*. And "Dialing for Dollars" has its
*ARB June 1960

'THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE"
Starring Jackie Cooper
Mon. through Fri. 9:00-9:25 AM
In Maryland

"NOT FOR HIRE"
Starring Ralph Meeker
Mondays 6:30-6:55 PM

Most People Watch

^^^^

NETWORK ^^^W

WMAR-TV
Sunpapers Television
• Baltimore 3, Maryland
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ
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Dodge planners ■ In photo above, impetus of biggest year
in Dodge history was rel!ected among advertising executives
as they reviewed media program at Miami Beach news preview of 1961 models. L to r: John McKee, BBDO vice,
president and Dodge account supervisor in Detroit; Charles
Brower, BBDO president; W.D. (Pete) Moore, Dodge
director of advertising and sales promotion; Robert E.
Anderson, BBDO Detroit vice president. Dodge introduced
a compact, the Lancer.
P-D-V media pickers ■ In photo at right, six officials of
N.W. Ayer & Son and Plymouth-DeSoto-Valiant division
discuss 1961 model advertising at Miami Beach last week.
models) and the top-of-the-line luxury
Imperial.
Leo Burnett Co. — Chrysler Corp.
institutional.
Meltzer Adv. — Simca, small import.
Broadcast Share ■ The total Chrysler
Corp. advertising budget has been running 15% to 20% radio-tv in recent
months. It had been higher last winter;
it probably will rise before yearend,
depending on sales trends and availability of attractive time purchases.
Should a new tv show strike a popular
note, Chrysler might want to sponsor it.
Chrysler's agencies have drawn advertising plans for the rest of the calendar year. They are working on 1961
advertising as the fourth quarter approaches. Radio spots, recorded and
script, have been prepared for national,
regional and local use, and television
plans embrace both network and spot
promotion.
Radio and tv spots will be used
heavily for the new Lancer compact as
well as the rest of the line. Chrysler
feels the public has been conditioned to
compacts as a result of the industry's
1960 introductions. The 1961 advertising schedules will again utilize radio's
flexibility, judging by early thinking at
Chrysler.
Dodge is Strong ■ Dodge is in a
happy position, with no cleanup problem. No sales incentives were needed
during the summer, according to W. D.
Moore, director of advertising and sales
promotion. Dealers generally are happy,
and the division's dealer organization is
a strong one. A lot of local and regional
radio and tv time was used during the
summer "to maintain dealer momentum," he explained. Sales of Dodge cars
are up a huge 150% over 1959.
The medium-priced Dodges ran about
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Seated (1 to r) : Jack W. Minor, P-D-V marketing director;
Harry E. Chesebrough, Chrysler Corp. vice president and
P-D-V general manager; Warner Shelly, Ayer president.
Standing: Brudon S. Greene, Ayer vice president; Louis T.
Hagopian, Ayer account executive, P-D-V; Richard T.
O'Reilly, Ayer vice president in Detroit.

a tenth of total division output. This
line has been cut to one model, the
Polara. Two different approaches will
be used for Dodges low-priced Dart and
new compact, the Lancer. The Dart
will be advertised as a standard family
car appealing to a broad segment of
the public. The Lancer will be featured
as a spirited car for younger people,
sportier than the Valiant, Chrysler's
first compact. A big Charger 225 motor
is optional in the Lancer.
Dart, like Plymouth, has been sharply changed and is pulling away from
Plymouth specifications, with strong
visual revamping. Dodge Div. will have
Lawrence Welk on ABC-TV every other
week, plus the usual cross-commercials
on in-between weeks. Spot radio in
1961 is likely to exceed purchases in
1960 when radio was used to a healthy
degree.
BBDO has prepared two types of
tunes for radio spots, reflecting the
youthful personality of the Lancer and
the "new neighbor" aspect of Dart.
Dodge tv spots will be available to
dealer groups during the autumn. A
new line in 1961 is the series of Dart
trucks.
N. W. Ayer is buying radio spot in
key markets for Plymouth-DeSotoValiant division. Garry Moore Show resumes Sept. 27 on CBS-TV, 9-10 p.m.,
alternate Tuesdays. Diagnosis Unknown, Garry Moore summer replacement, ran eight weeks. An actionadventure series, Mr. Garland, starts
soon on CBS-TV, alternate Fridays,
9:30-10 p.m.
In the Chrysler realignment of product last year, giving dealers wider
model lines, Plymouth sacrificed an
estimated one-third of its sales to
Dodge's parallel Dart. The dealer struc-

ture was revised and Plymouth salesper-dealer rose 37% in the 1960 model
line as well as calendar year. Plymouth
was the first major to start production
of 1961 models, getting under way Aug.
1 following three years of planning,
division officials said.
Air Angled ■ The large delegation of
radio-tv newsmen at Miami Beach
received custom-built publicity kits
containing time-cued scripts for films
and radio tape. Tv still art appeared in
a 4x3 aspect ratio. Industry newsmen
spoke highly of the institutional publicity sent stations by Chrysler Corp. They
described it as appealing and extremely
soft-sell in brand-name references, with
public service emphasized.
Chrysler enters the new model year
with the knowledge that four new compacts will be on the market as sweeping
style and engineering changes are
planned by most manufacturers. Five
new American-built cars appeared in
the 1960 model year. The introduction
of nine new models in this two-year interval isunprecedented in the industry.
European builders' share of the market is shrinking as the American industry meets the small-car challenge, according to L.L. Colbert, Chrysler president and board chairman.
The 1960 retail market (calendar
year) will reach and perhaps pass 6.5
million cars of which a half-million are
foreign.
In the last five years low-priced cars
increased from 55.4% share of market
in 1955 to 74.9% currently. By yearend low-priced cars will be selling about
80% of the market, according to Mr.
Colbert.
'With its 1960 models emphasizing
low cost, Chrysler accounted for 15.8%
of American-built car sales compared
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Moscow, May Day, 1960.
Networks, newsresels and the press reported the bristling
display of massive power which is May Day in Moscow
—but New Orleans viewers got the picture through the
eyes of their own Terry Flettrich, WDSU-TV Woman's
Editor. Through films and commentary jetted to New
Orleans they learned the reaction of their Russian
counterparts, the men and women in the streets.

New

Orleans

The Eastland Committee hearings. Ever since WDSU

WDSU-TV
gives you the picture
- with a 12-man news department,
largest in the South

could
have
been
the " firecracker
"of WPTR
tiser. At the local level WPTR carries more advertising than
Bennett coined the word "fire-crackers" for his editorials in
the next three stations combined. At the national level—
the New York Herald over a century ago. He could be writWPTR sells more total time than the next 2 facilities put
ing WPTR's radio editorials today. They're just as explosive.
together. If you want to build a fire in this market— nothing
Bennett said what he thought without fear. WPTR feels that
will do it faster and better than WPTR.
same obligation and follows that tradition of independence
See your EAST/man for full details. Foster & Creed, in New
in every editorial broadcast over its air. Perhaps that's why
it has become recognized as one of the outstanding news
England.
stations in America. Perhaps that's why more people listen
to it than to any other station in the market according to
Pulse. Perhaps that's why they trust it so much as well.
The proof is simple and nobody says it better than an adver-

.EOPLE-«- JL^

50,000

WATTS

ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan Mounsey. Exec. V.P. — A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES.
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to 12.3% a year ago. In 1961 Chrysler
is out to recapture the 20% share of
American car sales it used to enjoy.
Facing a Problem ■ In meeting headon the problem of Chrysler's public
image, Mr. Colbert said business management must discharge the basic responsibility ofshowing a profit on investment but at the same time "must
serve customers and observe the canons
of good taste, good faith and simple integrity."
The first thing Chrysler did when it
suspected conflicts of interest in the
front office, he said, was to get the facts
and then act swiftly. Outside counsel
was named to work with corporation
counsel and accountants. The facts
called for "drastic decision and action,"
he said. This was taken.
Then stockholder suits were launched,
with Chrysler retaliating by filing $30
million in libel actions against the suers
on the ground they were destroying
confidence of dealers and stockholders.
All this forced Mr. Colbert to resume
the presidency in addition to board
chairmanship. In any case, the whole
organization is determined to protect
names and prestige built up over nearly
four decades. "Television had its scandals," one official said, "but seems to
have survived them."
Mr. Colbert said Chrysler's gains have
been made in the low-price class, now
dominating the market. A fourth of
the nation's more than 50 million homes
do not own a car, he said, and Chrysler
is interested in that market. Two out
of every three sales of new cars are
normally made to customers owning
cars less than five years old, totaling 27
million cars, which he termed "a broad
target for salesmen to shoot at."
"All of us are going to do everything in our power to keep the customer
confident about the future and enthusiastic about our products and services,"
he added.
Agency Appointments
■ Allegheny Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
appoints W.B. Doner & Co., Baltimore,
to handle all advertising, merchandising and public relations. Allegheny's
Pepsi Cola and Cloverdale beverage
franchises cover sections of Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Virginia.
■ Haus Neuerburg K.G., Cologne,
Germany, names Frankfurt, Germany,
office of Foote, Cone & Belding, to
handle $750,000 Guldenring cigarette
account.
■ Bond Stores Inc., Chicago, appoints
Wade Adv. Inc. to handle its West
Coast advertising.
■ Grant Adv., Chicago, has resigned
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Belding is the major agency for Sunkist
domestic advertising.
■ Bauer
Chicago,
city, to
product

& Black Div. of Kendall Co.,
appoints Tatham Laird, that
handle advertising of a new
not identified, effective immediately. Leo Burnett handles remainder of account, which uses radio and tv.

■ Spencer Press Inc. (publisher of
American People's Encyclopedia, Our
Wonderful World, The Children's
Hour), Chicago, has shifted its account
from Reach, McClinton of Illinois to
Phillips & Cherbo. The company also
handles sales of Columbia records to
schools and libraries.
■ Kenyon & Eckhardt, Ltd., Toronto,
named to handle a new Nestle product,
Keen, an instant lemonade that is being
test marketed in Ontario. Media plans
have not as yet been formulated.

Burnett of Burnett ■ Board chairman
of agency handling Chrysler Corp. institutional account, Leo Burnett, smokes
an after-breakfast Philip Morris cigarette, aclient's brand, as he waits for
L.L. Colbert, Chrysler president-board
chairman, to speak at last week's Miami preview of Chrysler new models.

Swanson's Cookie Co. (Archway
cookies) account, effective immediately. Company spends about $120,000
in advertising and uses network and
spot radio, with headquarters in Battle
Creek, Mich.
■ Warner-Lambert Products Div. of
the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co., N.Y., appoints Grey Adv., to
handle a new test product,
a Sunkist Growers, L.A., has appointed
Leo Burnett Co. to handle all Sunkist
fresh fruit advertising in Canada,
starting Nov. 1. Burnett, which was
recently named to handle Sunkist fresh
lemon advertising in the U.S., succeeds Spitzer & Mills as Canadian
agency for Sunkist.
Foote, Cone &

■ Five-client addition has been reported by H. William Bernhardt Inc.,
international advertising and public
relations agency, Geneva, Switzerland.
Agency was formed after April 1 when
Dolan & Bernhardt Inc. ended a partnership, with Patrick Dolan merging
his London agency (Dolan, Ducker,
Whitcombe & Stewart) with BBDO.
New accounts are British-American
Tobacco Co. Ltd.; Lear Inc.; Mecabel
(diesel engines); Newsweek magazine,
and Chesebrough-Pond's (lip ice).
Agency also handles a share of the
TWA account in association with Foote,
Cone & Belding in Switzerland, France
and Belgium. Agency says it now has
raised its billings by $250,000.
Air rifles take

to tv

Children between ages 3 and 14 who
don't already know about guns from
watching tv westerns are going to be
exposed to a saturation sell starting
Oct. 31.
Daisy Mfg. Co. (air rifles, ricochet
sound smoke rifles, "spittin' image" sixgun holsters), Rogers, Ark., has purchased asubstantial spot announcement
campaign in the nation's top 50 markets
for a seven-week period. The business
was
placed through L.W. Ramsey Co..
Chicago.
Some 1,000 spots will be slotted in
high-rated children's shows and other
prime time periods on stations with a
claimed 97.1% reach of all U.S. tv
homes, according to Cash Hough, president of the B-B gun company.
The campaign will run through Dec.
17. The tv drive is part of a "triple sell"
promotion, described as Daisy's biggest
advertising campaign in 74 years. Norval B. Langworthy, Ramsey vice president, is account supervisor for Daisy.
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SOME
AAAA

IDEAS
suggests

FOR

ways

"What broadcasters should do to
make spot radio and television easier
to buy, more productive and apt to be
bought in larger quantities."
That's not the exact title, but it
summarizes the announced purpose of
two booklets issued last week by the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. One deals with radio, the other
with television, and they're virtually
identical in substance. The title: "Suggestions for the Advancement of National Spot Radio (Television) Advertising."
Establishment of a central reporting service to supply information on
past schedules used by competing
products, standard coverage measurements, standard formats for presenting
market data, industry-wide agreement

IMPROVING

for making

radio-tv

spot

buying

SPOT
ealser

on audience-reporting services, standard rate-card forms and a renewal of
agencies' long-standing plea for cash
discounts are among the features endorsed in the booklets.
Observers who had a chance to study
the "suggestions" said late last week
that they found "nothing new and
startling" in the proposals although they
do recommend some procedures which
many stations have either ignored or
elected not to follow. Lawrence Webb,
managing director of Station Representatives Assn., said he thought the
booklets would be "of tremendous value
so far as newcomers to the industry are

vice president in charge of marketing
services for Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
and were approved by the AAAA
board. The announcement compared
them to similar statements issued earlier
by 4A for newspapers and other print
media.
Here are some of the highlights found
in both radio and television booklets,
aside from recommendations for use
of standard procedures and/ or formats
in such areas as audience measurement,
rate cards, availability forms, billing
forms, prompt notification of time, programming and rate-card changes, etc.
Schedule
"A record
the
commercial Reports
schedules■ which
have ofbeen

The "suggestions" were developed by
concerned."
the AAAA broadcast media committee, headed by Leonard S. Matthews.

broadcast on each station — by product
classification and advertiser — is often a
necessary part of planning an effective

Dllly Beans' sales don't dilly-dally
In its first month of radio and
Marion, N.C. In Hammonton, N.J.,
commercial goes like this:
television advertising, distribution
they taught school during the day
(Cocktail party sounds)
and pickled beans in their apartof Dilly Beans, "green beans politely
GIRL: Do you think Dilly Beans will rement at night. With the help of a
place
peanuts
and
pretzels?
pickled in vinegar and dill," has
BOY: I never discuss politics.
second-hand
truck, they peddled
jumped from 25 to 1,500 cases per
ANMOUIMCER: We will now have 45 seconds
week.
their beans to department stores in
of music to eat Dilly Beans by.
New York and Philadelphia, with
MUSIC
Park & Hagna, New York, makers
little success. They decided to give
ANNOUNCER:
Dilly
Beans
are
crisp
green
of "the edible swizzlestick," and its
beans pickled in vinegar and dill. If your
up teaching and hit the Washington
agency, Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc.,
market with force. After several
friendly
neighborhood
grocer
doesn't
have
a
credit the "astronomical" flood of
jar — knock something off a shelf on the
orders to a spot schedule (around
months of floundering the girls disway out.
covered that a Dilly Bean added
$50,000 worth) that began Aug. 1
Park & Hagna is a two woman
just the right flavor to a Martini,
in New York on WNTA-TV,
firm composed of 26-year-old former
WNBC-TV, WPIX (TV), and
dubbed the new drink "Dillitini,"
school teachers, who, in 1958, deWQXR-AM-FM.
cided to market the pickled green
andMiss
the Dilly
"made."
Park Bean
toldwasBroadcasting
Even though the agency is using
beans
that
Sonya
Hagna's
mother
television 4-to-l over radio in New
that before Park & Hagna starthad made for years at home in
ed advertising Dilly Beans, it had,
York, the best audience and sales
among
its small number of clients,
response is from 60-second anone store in a large supermarket
nouncements on WQXR, according
chain. Now, one month after the
to William Murphy, media director
broadcast schedule began, P&H sells
at PKL. Park & Hagna has also
bought time on WRC-TV Washingto
about 75
% ofstore
the had
chain's
Another
chain
suchmarkets.
a rush
ton, D.C., but sales results are still
on
Dilly
Beans
that
it
ordered
150
spotty at this time.
cases two weeks ago and another
Jacquelyn H. Park, Park & Hag200 last week. When P&H first went
na's co-founder and advertising
into business in New York about a
manager, who claims that Dilly
year ago, the firm convinced
Beans appeal to "creative, adBloomingdale's Department Store to
venturous type" people, feels that
fm and "sophisticated am" stations
buy
four into
cases the
of beans.
P&H's
are the best media for her product.
venture
media,Since
BloomingThese stations will carry most of the
dale's is ordering lots of 50 cases
Smoke Dilly Beans ■ Still, above,
about every two weeks.
Dilly Bean sales effort when they are
pulled from one of the 10-second
marketed more extensively around
Mr. Murphy bubbled over the
spots appearing on New York telethe country. However, Miss Park
vision on behalf of Dilly Beans, pic"spectacular and immediate results"
tures a young lady heeding the
of the broadcast advertising camsays, television advertising is essenadvice of an announcer who bellows,
tial if the consumer is to develop an
paign. "One week before we initiated
the schedule, nothing; the next week
image of the product.
"Break the smoking habit . . . Eat
A typical WQXR one-minute
we couldn't answer the phone."
Dilly Beans!"
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jresident McKinley dispatch a message to Garcia, the Cuban
l9Volutionist. Today, 61 years later, it's still a mystery how
ie American courier, traveling on foot
irough hostile, unknown

country, de-

vered the message. There's no mystery

MESSAGI:

bout the way Balaban stations get your message
lert, lively programming

through,

and interesting personalities make

iaiaban the message-bringer of 1960. The word on your product

ro

k your service gets through to prospective buyers and
i.ells consistently day after day, week after week with
'he Balaban stations

THE

couriers par excellence.

STATIONS

in tempo with tiie times
JOHN F. BOX, Jr., Managing Director

LOUIS
WRITSold
Nationally by Robert
E. Eastman MILWAUKEE
& Co,, Inc.

/ KBOXSold Nationally DALLAS
by the Katz Agency

BALABAN

WIL-ST.
m

GARCIA

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES

Date
Thur.,
Sept. 1
Sat.,
Fri., Sept. 2
Sun.,
Mon., Sept. 3
Tue.,
, Sept.
Sept. 45
Wed. Sept. 6
, Sept. 7

Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day of
the week Sept. 1-7 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
19.4
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
17.4
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
21.2
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
17.8
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
16.9
Comedy Spot (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
22.1
U.S. Steel Hour do p.m.)
CBS-TV
21.7
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

broadcast advertising campaign. It
serves as a guide to the degree to which
competitive products or services are
being promoted and may help to de-3 termine what stations will be used and
the extent of the campaign.
"When agencies and advertisers need
information on past competitive schedules the data is generally requested
from each individual station by each
individual agency. It would be simpler
for stations to supply all information at
one time to a central source to which
each agency and advertiser could be
referred. We recommend that such a
central reporting service be developed,
either as a private enterprise or as an
industry-wide project."
Local and national rates — The suggestions omit any reference to a single
rate for both classes of business, but
assert that if there is a difference between the two then "it is essential that
the broadcaster define clearly in his
rate cards what kind of advertising is
entitled to his 'local' rate and the kind
... to which he applies his 'national'
Co-op ferentials
advertising
"Wide
rate diflead some —local
advertisers
to
abuses in connection with cooperative
rate."
advertising
— abuses such as double billing, undisclosed minimum rates, brokerage and wholesaling of broadcast
time, etc. Properly used, cooperative
advertising has its place in our distribution system. But when cooperative
advertising is abused, advertising funds
are diverted away from advertising purposes; advertising effectiveness suffers;
and advertising efficiency is lowered,
resulting in loss of revenue to broadcasters, advertisers and advertising
alike."
agencies
Payment
"Payment agency
dates
should
allowDates
the ■advertising
reasonable time to collect from clients
. . . Ordinarily the discount date should
not be sooner than the 15th of the
month following date of broadcast, and
invoices and certificates of performance
the STORE R station
hacked by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
42
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should be in the agency's hands at least
10 days prior to the payment date.
"If payment date is related to an invoice date, it should be reckoned from
the postmark date of the invoice. The

interval between mailing of invoice and
payment date should be set with due
consideration for time in transit to agencies farthest away from the stations
offices. Allowance for transit time
should take into account weekdays oi^
holidays that may intervene.
"Some agencies bill their clients from
orders without waiting for media bills
Many, however, do not follow this practice and need at least 10 days from receipt of invoice to bill and collect fron
clients, and in turn pay media. Wher
agencies and media are located at considerable distances from each other, un
less air mail is used even 10 days ma>
notCash
be enough."
Discount ■ "The advertisint
agency ordinarily cannot pay the med
ium until after it has collected from the
advertiser. The reason is that the agency's obligations to media, on the average, are about six times its own tota
gross income. Few, if any. agencie*
can accumulate sufficient capital to fi
nance expenditures of this size.
"Most advertisers are accustomed tc
paying their bills in 30 days or longer
For the agency to be able to pay the
medium in 15 days, it must have thai
medium's help in offering the advertiser some incentive to pay in 10 day;
or less instead of 30. ... The most effective incentive known is the cash dis
count — a percentage [editor's note: gen
erally 2 per cent] of the net rate whic?
the agency may deduct if it pays the
medium on or before the due date.
"The agency passes the cash discount
on to the advertiser if he pays on time
in the exact amount allowed by tht
medium. Thus the cash discount is noi
income for the agency. Nor does the
cash
discount
reduce
medium's
revenue,
since the
rate the
is customaril}
adjusted to allow for it. While this in
creases the gross rate, it does not in
fluence selection of media since agen
cies base their cost estimates on after
discount rates.
"Thus the cash discount does not cosi
anybody anything — except the adver
tiser who pays late.
"Besides stimulating prompt pay
ment by the advertiser, the cash dis
count gives the agency an automatic.
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BiOTHE
"FitMS
FROM

OF imMs
SEVEN
ARTS

SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK:
Union Carbide Buildinj r, 270 Park Ave. • YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D LaCr gsse, Skokie, III. 'ORchard
DALLAS: 6710 Brad bury Lane • ADams
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • QRanit

6-1717
4-5105
9-2855
6-1564

PHILADELPHIA

suffered losses."
Print Media ■ 'The great majority of
print media allow cash discount. The
great majority of broadcasters do not.
In billing clients, the agency ordinarily
includes all media on a single bill:
Each client pays the whole bill on
time in order to earn whatever discounts
are allowed. Thus most broadcasters

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

WIBG

The finest families in Philadelphia listen to WIBG.
First in quantity, quality
and on-the-air audiences,
according to the latest Pulse
and Hooper.

• CALL KATZ

the
STORER
station backed
by 33 years
of responsible
broadcasting
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warning of possible shaky credit when
an advertiser passes the discount. In a
number of cases this has enabled agencies to secure payment before advertiser bankruptcy, while other creditors
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get a 'free ride' on the cash discount
that is allowed by most print media
and some broadcasters. If more broadcasters allowed cash discount, the
amount of discount on many advertisers" bills could be much larger and
therefore much more effective than it
now is. This would be especially true
of advertisers whose appropriations are
heavily allocated toward broadcastOn some subjects, AAAA treated
radio and television differently, for e.xample:
Multiple spotting — The tv booklet
saiding."
that many agencies and advertisers feel commercial effectiveness is
diminished "when a commercial has
more than one other commercial adjacent to it, especially between programs." The radio book said they
think this diminution occurs "when programs are interrupted for commercial
announcements so often that it becomes irritating." Television broadcasters were urged ''to limit the number of commercials in any one cluster;"
radio broadcasters, "to limit announcements, regardless of length, to a certain
each were
program."
Both radionumber
andwithin
tv stations
asked
to specify these policies on their rate
cards.
Rate protection — For tv, AAAA
recommended one year's protection;
for radio, one year "wherever feasible."
In both cases it was noted that "less
than one year's rate protection discourages the planning of annual campaigns. It causes some advertisers to
set up abnormal reserves for rate increases, which, if not used, represent
a loss of revenue to stations. Where no
reserves are set up and rates are increased, cancellations sometimes occur." Radio stations were told, in addition, that "to reduce confusion and
uncertainty in connection with advertising budgets" they '"should consider
scheduling the effective dates of rate
changes with at least six months notice
in NAB
advance."
Codes ■ Both radio and tv
stations were told that AAAA thinks
they should recognize the NAB radio
and tv codes, but they were told in
different language and there was an ad-

ditional caution to radio about (1)
"commercials which are over-long, overrepititious or which interrupt programs
at inappropriate times" and (2) "programs which are deemed by any considerable segment of the public to exert any undesirable influence, especially on children, or to be in bad taste,
or to be over-commercialized, or to be
interrupted for commercial announcements with irritating frequency." The
radio booklet says "all stations should
observe
the spirit
of the
NAB Radio
Code.andTheletter"'
tv booklet
states that "everyone connected with
television advertising should recognize
the sound objectives" of the NAB Television Code "and should seek to further its development and application as
a means of preserving the effectiveness
of the television medium." The tv booklet also includes a copy of the "AAAA
Copy Code" and its "interpretation
with respect to television commercials."
AAAA said copies of its "suggestions" were being distributed to radio
and tv stations and to station reps,
and that copies also may be obtained
from AAAA headquarters, 420 Lexington Ave., New "^ork 17.

Foiled again ■ One way to deal
with a nagging wife is demonstrated above by Howard Morris
who has swathed Pat Carroll in
Alcoa foil. The moral of this
flashy manuever is: You can wrap
anything in heavy-duty Alcoa
Wrap. The comedy team (once
featured as husband and wife on
the Sid Caesar show) last week
began adding the family touch to
a series of Alcoa commercials on
Alcoa Theatre (NBC-TV). The
filmed spots will also be used on
the weekly Alcoa Presents (ABCTV). In the commercial Mr. Morhis "wife"
nagsrishim
and does when
the mummy
bit
goes berserk
with the aluminum foil.
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»
sales
This ancient Indian

in

the

pottery is a product

of someone's innate ability . . . creativity.
Here in the Industrial Piedmont the one
station with the proven ability to create
sales is WFMY-TV.

«

wfmy-tv

nation's

44tli

creates
market

To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities in all) . . . where 2.3 million
customers have $3.2' billion dollars to spend
. . . call your H-R-P rep today.
♦ Source: Television Magazine, I960 Data Book
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■ Business
Time sales

ATLANTA
BILLION
DOLLAR
MARKET
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A

million!

PEOPLEa

BIG
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MOVIES

AUDIENCE

BIG

SALES!

waga

CBS tv

CALL KATZ

5

the STORER station
hacked by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
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briefly

Backs football ■ General Insurance Co.
of America, Seattle, through Cole &
Weber Inc., that city, will sponsor a
half-hour tv syndicated series of 13
programs called National Pro Football
Highlights in some 60 U.S. and Canadian markets. The series will present
what are considered the most important plays of the si.\ National Football League games played each week.
The action will be filmed by Tel Ra
Productions, Philadelphia. Jim Leaming, sports director of WIP Philadelphia, will narrate the series and Tom
Harmon, former football star, will be
host for General Insurance.
Action in Philadelphia ■ Westinghouse
has planned a $250,000 advertising
campaign in the Philadelphia area to
begin Sept. 26. In addition to newspaper and billboard ads, the company's
plans include co-sponsorship of four
Philadelphia Eagles pre-season football
games on WCAU-TV: full sponsorship
of 15-minute warmup shows preceding live telecasts of the full professional league schedule on WCAU-TV and
co-sponsorship of all Eagles' games on
WCAU-AM-FM. Saturation spot schedules have been purchased on WPENFM and WHAT-FM. The ads will promote Westinghouse's television and
stereo high-fidelity products. Wermen
& Schorr, Philadelphia, is agency on
the account.
Macaroni order ■ Ronzoni Macaroni
Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., is using
tv, radio and subway posters in its
three-media fall advertising campaign in New York and New Haven,
Conn. The campaign, mapped by Mogul Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y., includes: co-sponsorship of The Phil
Silvers Show over both WNBC-TV New
York and WNHC-TV New Haven, renewal of Children's Theatre on WNBCTV, a metropolitan New York radio
schedule of spot announcements highlighted by a new agency-created jingle
and participations on Italian and Spanish language radio programs.
Savings, plan ■ Christmas Club, a Corporation, N.Y., which ordered its 1960
air time on Mutual 13 months ago, reports that its drive will consist of a 40broadcast news program campaign for
the four-week period from Dec. 1
through Dec. 28. Commercials are
aimed at renewal of Club savings for
1961 at some 8,000 participating savings institutions. Agency for the account, which used spot tv before starting with MBS in 1958, is Ross Roy,
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,
N.Y.
Food buys ■ Standard Brands Inc. (for

Chase & Sanborn coffee products) and
R.T. French Co. (for Worcestershire
sauce product), both through J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y., have ordered radio
campaigns on Mutual. French renewed
a cycle of newscast participations it
had used during July and August, effective Oct. 10. Standard Brands ordered up to seven newscasts per week-day,
also starting Oct. 10. but preceded by
advertisements during the week of Oct.
3 on MBS' Galen Drake feature. In
addition, the coffee advertiser bought
Monday-through-Thursday participations in the week-night World Today
program starting Oct. 3.
Fabulous 50 ■ Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
N.Y., has started a tv spot drive for its
FAB detergent, using minutes and 10second commercials in some 50 markets through Dec. 3 1 . Agency: Ted Bates,
N.Y.
Fore and aft ■ Burma-Vita Co.
(Burma-Shave), Minneapolis, will tag
on to ABC Radio's coverage of Notre
Dame football games this fall with
sponsorship of ABC's Football Predictions, 10-minute pre-game series, and
ABC's Football Scoreboard, 10-minute
post-game series. Both will be conducted
by sports broadcaster Harry Wismer,
starting Sept. 24 and continuing 10
consecutive Saturdays through Nov. 26.
Agency: Bozell & Jacobs, Minneapolis.
Wraps off ■ Howard Clothes Inc.,
N.Y., started a three-month saturation
radio schedule last week in 30 cities
from Boston to Orlando, Fla. The campaign includes 130 one-minute spots
per week in multiple station markets.
Other stations in the Midwest may be
Umbrella

ads

Advertisers' communications
costs, sprawling upward at twice
the rate of sales or profits, are
going to force big companies
away from single-product advertising to a J.corporate
technique,
Gordon "umbrella"
Lippincott.
industrial designer and marketing
consultant, told the American
Management Assn. Friday (Sept.
9). Promotion of a company's
identity as the producer of a variety of quality brand name products, rather than single-brand promotion, will be the only economical way for mass marketers
in the sixties, the board chairman
of Lippincott & Margulies, New
York, said. Consequently, the designer cautioned, advertisers will
have to pay more attention to
their corporate symbols and nomenclature.
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don't

buy

dairy

products

Of course WJAC-TV believes in statistics. It's
mighty comforting to know that current ratings by ARB and Nielsen show WJAC-TV to
be the leading station in the JohnstownAltoona Area. But mere numbers of people are
not as important as their buying habits— and
that's where the WJAC-TV audience really
gladdens the hearts of advertisers. Mr. Lou
Galliker, Advertising Manager of the GaUiker
Dairy Company, puts it this way:
"Dairy products are a doily need of every family—ond we look to WJAC-TV to sell the whole
family on our brand. The more viewers, the
more advertising impressions we get per dollar
—and viewer confidence and loyalty helps to
make more soles per advertising dollar, too."
If you have a product you want to move,
WJAC-TV will deliver the prospects- -in big
numbers, in ready responsiveness! Put
WJAC-TV to the test now!

get the

whole

story from

HARRINGTON,
AND
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PARSONS,

RIGHTER
INC.
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In Steubenville,

Ohio

WSTV-TV

The Best of CBS and ABC 9
STEUBENVILLE-WHEEirNa
fleiiretaiited by Avery-Knodel, Ine.
YOUR

WRGP-TY

ODUCT'S
BE
PRST

The Best of NBC 3
CHATTANOOQA, TENHESSEE
Represeirtad by H-B

FRIEND
IS

V!
WR
The BestDW
Of CBS-T
and ABC
1^
AU8USTA, SEORSiA
Bapretwsted by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
The FRIENDLY

Group's

TV-TV
The lowest cost Television bridge
to
the
Upper
5 Billion
Dollar
retail market. The bestOhio
of CBSValley's
and ABC.
Plus Shopper
Topper Merchandising.
For Rotes and Avails
• IN STEUBENVILLE: Jotin J. Laux, AT 2-6265
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Gaynor, OX 7-0306
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

WBOY-TV
The Best of NBC and CBS 12
CURKSBURB, WEST VIRBINtA
Repreteafad by Avery-Knodel, (nc

KODE-TV
The Best Of CBS and ABC 1^
JOPUN, MISSOURI
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

PUT
YOUR
FINGER

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN PITTSBURGH

SEATTLE

TACOMA

. . . bigger than Boston
and Jersey City combined
The Puget Sound area served by
KTNT-TV includes IV2 million
people with incomes greater than
the national average. Besides Seattle and Tacoma, there are four
other major cities within this
station's listening area.
Before you buy TV on the West
Coast, get the complete KTNT-TV
story from WEED TELEVISION.

KBIiw
CHRNNEL II
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and ttie Puget Sound Area
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added later. Howard also is sponsoring
or participating in sports and news
programs in various markets and has
tied-in promotionally with three teams
in the new American Football League.
The company will add 12 new branches
to its 93-store chain this fall. Agency:
Mogul Williams & Saylor, N.Y.
Chicago test ■ TougTi retail advertising wall along Chicago's State Street
was broken with the sale of long-term
spot saturation packages by WNBQ
(TV) to Henry C. Lytton & Co., department store, starting Aug. 29. Lytton
bought a series of video tape recorded
spots in color for use on the NBCowned outlet, signifying a departure
from the store's traditional preference
for newspaper advertising. Spots were
bought on test basis, with money coming at the outset from a special
fund, it's understood. Production
will be handled by WNBQ vtr sales
department under William Huffman and
business was placed through R. Jack
Scott Agency, Chicago.
For the roosters ■ Massey-Ferguson
Inc., Racine, Wis. (subsidiary of Massey-Ferguson Co. Ltd., Toronto — farm
equipment), buys Today on the Farm
on NBC-TV (Sat., 7 a.m. in each time
zone), starting early in October (At
Deadline, Sept. 5). Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Commercial tie-in ■ Advertisers General Mills and Westinghouse Electric
Corp. and their respective agencies
Knox Reeves and McCann-Erickson
have worked out a new tie-in promotion
for the fall that will involve scheduling
of commercials on both radio and tv.
Kernel of the promotion: $3 refund on
the purchase price of a Westinghouse
"buffet fry pan" — the refund certificate
in a box of Bisquick. Westinghouse's
broadcast support includes tv commercials on 205 stations Nov. 8 (election night) and on 200 radio stations,
followed by a radio campaign in 26
major markets during the Nov. 16 and
Nov. 20 weeks; General Mills' activity
encompasses
a spot tv
in the
middle
of November
that"blitz"
will include
29 different 60-second commercials.
Network for snacks ■ Old London
Foods Inc., N. Y., expands its network
television starting Oct. 4 for its Fun
Food snacks and melba toast. From its
former one ABC-TV show participation (American Bandstand) last year,
this fall the advertiser will be in four
ABC-TV programs: Beat the Clock.
Who Do You Trust?, Day in Court and
Love That Bob. The tv campaign is
expected to reach 12 million viewers
each week and will be backed by a promotion and merchandising drive. Richard K. ManofT Inc., N.Y., is the agency.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

4

food

chains

MUST

be

right

about

WDAY-TV!

Every important food chain in Fargo uses big
time on WDAY-TV

— on a year-'round basis !

This does more than confirm the judgment of

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

the large national advertisers who use WDAY-TV.
Because these hig local advertisers don't have to
depend on ratings, coverage maps or other printed
material that may or may not tell the whole story
of any station's effectiveness. These local advertisers know their market and its preferences. They

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in
their very heavy spot schedule on
WDAY-TV

is

just simply can't be wrong.
PGW

has all the facts. Ask your Colonel!
Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super
Fair in the Phil Silvers Show on
WDAY-TV
WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. •
CHANNEL

6

Affiliated with NBC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly
on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV
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A

NEW

CIGARETTE

Radio-tv

campaign

will not

up

PM

budget

Network and spot tv and spot radio
will be cornerstones in the 50-state
build-up this fall for Commander cigarette brand, a new king-size, non-filter
brand made by Philip Morris Inc.
willAlthough
result in Commander's
litde additionalintroduction
broadcast
spending, PM's current investment in
half a dozen network tv programs,
and tv-radio spot campaigns in the
top 22 markets, will be utilized from
Sept. 15 to the end of the year to establish the new cigarette. More markets may be added to the spot drives
later in the year, a company spokesman said, but it's felt that the network
program lineup will be sufficient to
blanket the country. Leo Burnett Inc.,
Chicago, was assigned to handle Commander advertising.
CBS-TV carries all Philip Morrissponsored shows: Perry Mason, Rawhide, Dobie Gillis, two Douglas Edwards and the News programs and the
new Route 66 network entry.
Philip Morris, which allocates approximately 60% of its total ad budget
to broadcast media, was the fifth ranking tobacco company in total tv spending during 1959, and was the 18th
largest spender in network tv. Commander's introduction in all major
media involves multi-million dollar
outlays during the remainder of 1960.
During 1959, Philip Morris rolled $4,387,270 into spot tv and $8,595,078
into network tv.
New Announcer ■ Highlighted by the
greeting, "Have a Commander . . .
Welcome aboard," advertising for the
new brand will project the "bright,
nautical tone" set by its name and softpack packaging. Commercials and ads
will also feature the brand's new manufacturing process^ — high velocity air jets
which create Commanders on a revolving porous tape and vacuum-cleans the
tobacco by rolling the leaf particles in
the air. Raymond Der, a Broadway
actor, has been signed as announcer for
all Commander commercials. Mr. Der.
who has never appeared in tv commercials before, is said to represent a
departure from standard announcing
techniques with his "unusual style of
delivery."
Don't

overlook

the *extra-urbs'
A new marketing survey on the top
15 sales areas in the U.S. will be distributed this month to agencies and
clients by CBS Television Spot Sales.
The survey emphasizes the trend to
50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Wayful line
theof ball
bounceswill■ Acarry
poweradvertisers
the
sponsorship
exclusive seriesball
of on
the ABC-TV's
games of the
new professional American Football
League. At the kickoff luncheon at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria representatives of the sponsors went into
a huddle with Joe Foss, league commissioner (second from left, seated)
and William P. Mullen, vice president in charge of sales for ABC-TV
(second from right, seated). Reprethe suburbs. "Where's Everybody Going?" measures the market changes experienced during the last 10 years. It
was described last week by the representation firm as the "first authoritative
study of the pace these changes are
expected to set in the coming five
years." Analyses of market trends are
based on special forecasts and tabulations of the top 1 5 markets prepared
by Market Statistics Inc.
The study is available free of charge
on request, CBS Television Spot Sales
further announced.
The study takes the position that on
the basis of the research available each
market is larger than the usually acmetropolitan
and that cepted
each"standard
market
consists of area"
three
distinct parts — the city, the suburbs
and the "extra-urbs." These three added
together, the study says represent a
"telemarket." Changes in marketing
procedures as well as markets themselves have coincided closely with the
growth of tv — this because tv can expand an advertiser's coverage to take in
a total potential sales area, the study
explains.

senting the advertisers are (1 to r,
standing) : E.J. Bassett, vice president and general manager of Sinclair
Refining; George Reichart, director
of marketing and advertising for
General Cigar Co.; George Laboda.
director of radio-tv for ColgatePalmolive; (left, seated) Ted Rosenack, executive vice president of
Pabst Brewing Co.; (right, seated)
Frank Kemp, media vice president,
Compton Adv., representing Schick
Safety Razor Co.
TV

AND

Young
more

DIAPERS
mothers

time

with

spend
tv set

Advertisers of products or services
used by mothers of young children are
targeted for chief interest in a new tv
audience survey published last week by
Television Advertising Representatives
Inc., New York rep firm for the five
Westinghouse - owned tv stations.
Mothers of small children spend 32%
more time throughout the day watching tv than do other women, according
to TvAR's second in a series of Audience Dimension studies conducted by
The Pulse Inc. in each of the TvAR
markets.
Women with children under six devote an average 5 hours 17 minutes
each weekday to tv, while all other
women average 4 hours 1 minute, the
survey shows. Viewing by mothers of
children under two is practically identical to that
five age
group.of mothers of the two-to"In every hour of the morning, afBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Let's

Talk

Your

About
Children

For

A

Change!

Funny thing about this industry. We all seem to talk about "viewers" as
though they didn't necessarily include our own families — our neighbors —
our friends. We're always interested in the mass audience — the impersonal
statistics — the questionable ratings.
Consider your own children for a moment. You're vitally interested in the
school they attend — the friends they make — the food they eat — the
entertainment they choose. How about their daily diet of TV? Is it the best
the industry can offer — or is it just passable? Is it aU "cake and candy"
— or is it a balanced diet of fun and EDU-TAINMENT*?
If you program the Encyclopaedia

Britannica Film Library you have no

worries — you're doing the best any parent can do to add vitamins to the
meal. Your children's audience will grow — your adult critics will approve.
But — if you're just grinding out the slapstick and cartoons, you're programming to the tune of the Pied Piper — and your children are in the
parade. Think about that the next time someone from Trans-Lux says
"Isn't it time you acquired the Encyclopaedia

Britannica Film Library?"

*EDU-TAINMENT: a proper balance of education and
entertainment on film made to order for youngsters —
available in approximately 700 shapes, sizes and colors.

TRANS-LUX

TELEVISION

C

625 Madison Ave. • New York 22, N. Y.
PLaza 1-3114-5 • For information contact
RICHARD
CARLTON,
Vice President
In Charge

Of Sal eS • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

I

5th in a series
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MISS Fran and her sparkling puppet
friends offer entertainment and
educational guidance to a devoted and
responsive audience daily. When
little people of the KWTV

the

54-County

Community tune to Miss Fran and her
puppet menagerie they find imaginative
encouragement to be courteous, respectful, and considerate . . . qualities which
make desirable citizens today . . . and
tomorrow! An opinion poll of these
"little people" would no doubt reflect
THE STORYBOARD is Miss Fran's way of giving recognition to
the junior artists who have sent in literally thousands of drawings.

TV-RADIO
MISS FRAN

MIRROR'S selection of
FROM STORYLAND as

"Best Children's Show Southern States."
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ternoon and evening, their viewing is
above the level registered by women
with no young children. They spend
43% more time watching tv from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. and 24% more at night,"
explainsrector Robert
Hoffman,
TvAR's He
diof marketing
and research.

Miss Fran with puppets Bopper and
Droopy, as seen daily, Monday
through Friday, 7:50 to 8:15 AM.

KANSAS
.« • ..•« • • •
«
.*• • 'yy-' •
••• V; *rf^-|<.V4H.OMA

. • • *^ • .
TEXAS

The personality that is Miss Fran
can be measured: An average of
61 letters a day has been her mail
count for the past two years.

adds: "The difference in the level of
nighttime viewing between the two
groups of women is greater in the early
evening and late evening than during
prime evening time. Between 6 and 7
p.m., the tune-in among women with
young children is 33% greater than
among other women, and 46% greater
between 1 1 p.m. and midnight. Compare this with the smaller difference of
21% between 7 and 11 p.m." The
study also provides information on
specific programs and program types.
Begun in December 1959, the survey includes individual reports on the
five markets, as well as for the markets
combined. The sample consisted of a
minimum of 1,000 homes in each of
the metropolitan areas and interviews
were conducted with all women in the
family 18 years of age and over. It is
highly probable that the overall picture
presented for these five major markets
is typical of other markets in the country, TvAR said.
An earlier TvAR study reported on
the "Age of Viewers," while the next
report, due in November, will cover
viewing by owners of pets. TvAR represented stations are: WJZ-TV Baltimore. KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, WBZ-TV
Boston, KYW-TV Cleveland and KPIX
(TV) San Francisco.
■

Also

in advertising

Merger ■ Holtzman-Kain Adv., Chicago, has acquired the John Marshall
Ziv Organization (public relations firm),
that city, and will operate it as a subsidiary under the management of John
M. Ziv. At the same time, Ziv's advertising subsidiary will be discontinued
and its accounts will be transferred to
Holtzman-Kain. Kenneth W. Hayden,
vice president and general manager of
the Ziv firms, becomes creative director of H-K in the realignment.
Honolulu bound ■ Lennen & Newell,
N.Y., in its first move outside the continental U.S. opened its fourth branch
office on Sept. 1 in Honolulu, Hawaii.
The new oflfice will be under the jurisdiction of Senior Vice President Marshall J. Weigel, who is in charge of all
West Coast operations for L&N. The
Honolulu office will be managed by
Walter C. Lindley, former manager of
Boland Assoc. Ltd., Honolulu agency.
BBDO reports ■ BBDO is making available to advertising media (including
broadcasters) a new "brainstorming"
session report presenting 107 ways su-
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Riding the specials
In an unusual timebuying
negotiation, Smith / Greenland
Co., New York advertising agency, last week arranged a package
of 20-second and 10-second station breaks on WCBS-TV New
York within each CBS-TV spectacular this season. The time
will be used for two agency
clients, Downyflake Foods Inc.
(frozen waffles, pancakes). New
York, and Red L Foods Corp
(shrimp and scallop dinners).
New York, with total cost reported at approximately $150,000.
Each client will make use of
about 40 spots within 40 network
specials starring Sid Caesar,
Jackie Gleason, Ingrid Bergman
and Art Linkletter and within
such shows as Playhouse 90, Dupont Show of the Month and
others. Downyflake Foods will
utilize the 20-second station
breaks and Red L Foods the 10second spots.
Leo Greenland, president of
Smith/ Greenland, noted that the
purchase will "make every dollar
do the work of two. It allows a
small budget advertiser to enjoy
and participate on the cream of
network telecasts."
permarkets can build their own store
image to attract customers. The ideas
are grouped under such general headings as advertising, customer aids and
services, parking areas, personnel, planning strategy, promotions, store layout
and lighting. The report is available
from BBDO for $1.00 per copy.
New oflfice ■ Weston Assoc. Inc., Manchester, N.H., advertising agency, has
announced the opening of a new office
in Woodstock, Vt. Stewart Wark has
been appointed vice president and manager.
New Athens agency ■ Williams & Co.
Advertising, 403 N. Lumpkin St.,
Athens, Ga., opened Sept. 1, according
to Claude Williams Jr., president.
West to East ■ Advertising Federation
of America, now headquartered at 250
W. 57th St., New York, will move
Sept. 20 to new offices at 655 Madison
Ave., New York 21. New telephone:
Templeton 8-0325.
New members ■ The board of governors of the League of Advertising
Agencies, N.Y., has approved membership of Joseph Reiss Assoc., N.Y., and
Roy Bruce Co., Hingham, Mass.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 53

SPECIAL

GREAT
'Debate'

DEBATES
misnomer

shed

The so-called "Great Debates" between Sen. Kennedy and Vice President
Nixon lost that designation last week.
Representatives of the candidates and
the networks, meeting in Washington
Thursday (Sept. 8), agreed that the title
was a misnomer to begin with, and that
the joint appearances would go on the
air without benefit of name.
In fact, the candidates' appearances
on the four-network tv-radio simulcasts
will not be considered programs at all.
but rather "interruptions of programming" for a discussion of the issues.
The agreement apparently was motivated by the feeling that a debate must
produce a winner, something these appearances are not designed — officially^ —
to do, and also that they will not take
classic debate form.
Some of the physical details also appeared to be agreed upon. CBS will
originate the first debate (Sept. 26),
NBC the second (Oct. 7 or 8 exact date
up to the networks) and ABC the third
(Oct. 13) and fourth (Oct. 21). Each
network will furnish its own moderator.
Format ■ The form they will take, at
least for the first appearance, was
worked out last week. This is how it
will go:
The first broadcast will originate from
Chicagotime).
Sept. CBS
26 (9:30-10:3d'p.m.,
York
will handle this New
first
program (or non-program), with Don
Hewitt, producer of the Douglas Edwards newscasts, in charge for the network. Mr. Hewitt handled the network
side last week in meeting with J. Leon-

as

REPORT:

TO

POLITICS

BE

DISCUSSIONS

Nixon-Kennedy

series

veers

to panel

ard Reinsch, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli and Executive Producer Bill Wilson, representing Sen. Kennedy, and
Ted Rogers, representing Vice President Nixon.
Political party and network representatives are scheduled to met again this
Thursday in Chicago to settle further
details of the Kennedy-Nixon appearances.
The Sept. 26 program will be staged
in the studios of WBBM-TV the CBS
owned station in Chicago. Appearing
on the air will be the two candidates, a
moderator selected by CBS (probably
news commentator Howard K. Smith),
and four newsmen, one each from the
four radio and tv networks whose facilities will carry the joint appearance.
Own Corners ■ Messrs. Kennedy and
Nixon will be at separate lecterns, with
the moderator between them. The four
newsmen, with their backs to the cameras, will face the candidates. Their
faces will be seen only at the start of
the program when they turn around to
acknowledge their introductions. When
they ask questions in the latter part of
the program they are to represent "the
front row of the audience — asking questions for the 100 million people seated

utes for an opening statement, and then
the newsmen will alternate in asking
questions. The answering candidate will
have IV2 minutes to reply, and then
the other candidate will have Wi minutes to comment on that reply. And so
on for the next 34 minutes, after which
each candidate will have 3 or 4 minutes
to sum up.

behind
at home."
Also them
in the
studio, aside from the
necessary technicians, will be a timekeeper (Sig Mickelson, president of
CBS News) and two assistants, Mr.
Reinsch and one aide and Mr. Rogers
and one aide.
Each candidate will have eight min-

FCC

A clock arrangement controlled by
the timekeeper will be installed in each
candidate's lectern, but will not be seen
by the Beat
home the
audience.
not
playing
Clock, "We're
Mr. Hewitt
commented.
The candidates will arrive at WBBMTV one hour before air time to familiarize themselves with the physical arrangements and to pose for photographers. Press arrangements will be
handled by the news secretaries for the
respective candidates. Newsmen will
not be permitted in the studio during
the show, but may view the proceedings
from another studio.
As of last week neither ABC or
NBC had revealed its moderators but
the networks agreed that no network
executive would narrate the shows.
asks

networks

for election

reports

The FCC last week asked the networks for interim reports during the
election campaign on clearances by
stations of individual network programs

Yarborough to public: you too can 'monitor' radio-tv
Tv and radio audiences were asked
The Watchdog Subcommittee, a counsel of the subcommittee, also
has indicated the Senate unit plans
unit of the Senate Commerce Comlast week by Sen. Ralph Yarborough
(D-Tex.) to report to his Freedom
mittee's Communications Subcomto ask for politically-conscious members of both the Democratic and Remittee, was organized and has been
of Information (Watchdog) Subcommittee any instances of unfairness
publican parties to make audio tapes
given an appropriation of $35,000
of political broadcasts they consider
to watch for any favoritism by broadby broadcasters in presenting political broadcasts.
to be partisan in nature and furnish
casters in presenting political prothem
to the subcommittee (BroadIn the case of "rank injustice and
gramsThe
during Yarborough
this year's unit
election
campaign.
was
casting, Sept. 5). The subcommitunfairness,"' he said, "many Ameritee has been instructed to report its
cans will complain and some will set up after Congress last year exfindings to the Senate early next year.
empted news and panel shows from
record evidence of such cases."
Sen. Yarborough, in his appeal to
the equal time provisions of Sec. 315
The Texas Democrat's appeal
listeners and viewers last week, asked
came following Senate action a fort- of the Communications Act. Congress this year also suspended the them "to be the jury in demanding
night ago in refusing to appropriate
an additional $150,000 to the Watchequal time provisions of the act for fair play." He urged audiences to
dog Subcommittee to monitor polit- presidential and vice presidential
"monitor programs across the nation
candidates.
ical broadcasts (Broadcasting,
and report any unfairness to the
Joe Bailey Humphrey, majority
Sept. 5).
54

committee."
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AMPEX
NEW

COLOR

IMPROVEMENTS,

HOW
CAN

NEW

EXCLUSIVES

YOUR
MAKE

Color TV's much heralded
rival still holds promise
the station equipped with
color broadcast facilities.

COLOR
MORE

CAME
PROFIT

ters in the color processing circuits bring better clarity and
color detail by providing sharp

arfor
live
But

rejection of unwanted carrier
with no ringing. Picture edges

it also holds startling technical problems . . . and expense.
Making local live color pay is
a challenge of the first order.
To the engineer, it is just as
much a technical challenge,
too, in having all facilities

stay sharp and clean.
LONG

TERM

STABILITY

Improved design of the color
chassis provides added assurColor Rack
Complete B/W
VR-IOOOC Console
ance of entil e system stabifity.
New Ampex exclusives in design include thermostatic ovens
right when the second hand in the control room says "go"!
for precision frequency sources . . . new encoder with autoA Videotape" Television Recorder can pay off in both of
matic carrier balance . . . new stable delay lines replacing
these areas. How? By permitting you to sell more color comsensitive tank circuits . . . and new clamped demodulator
mercials .. . safely recorded on tape.
replacing synchronous detectors.
Plan 1 . Record tape commercials back-to-back with live color
QUICK, SIMPLE SET-UP New Ampex color equipment
telecasting. The time spent in balancing color facihties is
alone
affords such simplicity and speed in set-up. Daily setdone only once . . . before the show. Sell the taped commerup has been simplified to a quick 7-step check-out which can
cials as adjacencies or inserts in your next color show. Profit
be completed in 5 minutes or less ... no specialized sweep
is high . . . cost is low.
generator required. You are invited to write for complete
Plan 2. Schedule one day — or more — to tape the entiie
information on color equipment in the new deluxe Videotape
week's color programming. Regular taping sessions permit
Television Recorder console (VR-IOOOC) and the new standyou to put more color programming and commercials on the
ard of the uprights (VR-IOOIA).
air. Reason: more engineering time is spent in profitable production —rather than non-chargeable set-up. And you're
FOR ENGINEERS ONLY:
sure your programming is fluff-free . . . the tape is right.
Engineers are human too! One significant improvement in the
NEW AMPEX COLOR New Ampex color electionic units
new Ampex color chassis is the simplicity of daily set-up. Attaining this aim is always a design objective, and in this case
feature major improvements over all earlier designs to proresults were unusually good.
Last summer at the United States Exhibit in Moscow, an Ampex
vide improved picture quality — greater stability — and
team demonstrated an Ampex color VTR to an estimated 2V2
greatly simplified set-up procedures.
million Russians. The tape recording of tlie Nixon-Khrushchev
debate was exciting enough but it was followed by about two
IMPROVED
DIFFERENTIAL PHASE PERFORMANCE
months of 12-hour-plus work days. One of the engineers was a
design engineer from the Ampex Video Laboratory. With no
An Ampex exclusive, the Differential Phase Compensator,
time
for sightseeing, this man's thoughts turned to work-saving
devices.
provides new, positive stability of color values on playback
Result: Simplicity of daily set-up was designed into the new
. . . automaticallij . Color hues hold steady . . . there's no shiftAmpex color chassis. A built-in testing network has a relay
system to route signals through various electronic paths. (With
ing to green shadows and magenta highlights. Ampex DPC
mod-demod, without mod-demod, for example.) By using 4
holds differential phase shift within 5 degrees ... as combasic test points and test network selector, a series of "Go —
pared to 20 degrees or more on any recorder without DPC.
No-Go"areadjustments
can needed.
be made quickly. Permanent low-pass
filters
built in where
BETTER COLOR DETAIL Color detail of fabrics and skin
End advantage: 7 step — 5 minute daily set-up procedure.
tones have been significantly improved, too. Costly Bode filAmpex tapes are made and
played around the tvorld

•tm ampex corp.
VIDEO PRODUCTS

DIVISION
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AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California
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on which presidential and vice presidential candidates appear.
The agency also asked tv and radio
stations affiliated with ABC, CBS, MBS
and NBC to make prompt reports to the
networks on such clearances so the networks can make their reports promptly.
The FCC notice said the reports
from networks are needed so the commission can compile and analyze clearance information as the campaign
progresses and report to Congress "'as
soon as possible" after the elections.
The Senate Communications Subcommittee requested the reports on station
clearances — at the behest of Sen. A.S.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) — during
the latter's hearings in May on a bill
to require the tv networks to furnish
free time to major party presidentialvice presidential candidates (Broadcasting, May 23).
EQUAL
Seven
of Sec.

TIME
FCC
315

GUIDE

examples
in action

First guidelines on Sec. 315's political
broadcasting provisions as amended in
September 1959 — this is the congressional legislation which exempted from
the equal time requirements appearances by candidates on bona fide news
shows and panel and discussion formats
— were issued by the FCC last week.
The list of examples (there are seven
of them) is the first group of political
rulings since the September 1959
amendments. Previously the Commission had issued compendia of equal
time rulings twice, in 1958 and in 1954.
The FCC document (FCC 60-1050)
details the changes which have occurred
in the law and in its regulations since
it issued the 1958 revision. It calls attention also to the passage of SJ Res.
207 which suspends for the 1960 political campaign the mandatory equal
time provisions of Sec. 315 as they
apply to the presidential and vice presidential candidates. The commission's
notice, however, includes no ruling on
this subject as yet.
The text of the examples issued:
Q. A Philadelphia TV station had been presenting a weel<ly program called "Eye on PhiladelThis program
of personalitiesThree
being phia."
interviewed
by a consisted
station representative.
candidates for the office of Mayor of Philadelphia,
representing different political parties, appeared
on the program. Would a write-in candidate for
Mayor be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A.. No, since it was ascertained that the appearances ofthe three mayoralty candidates were
on a bona fide, regularly scheduled news interview
program and that such appearances were determined by the station's news director on the basis
of newsworthiness. (Telegram to Joseph A. Schafer, November 2, 1959.)
Q. A local weathercaster who was a candidate
for re-election for Representative in the Texas
Legislature was regularly employed by an AM
and TV station in Texas. His weathercasts contained no references to political matters. He was
56 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

identified over the air while a candidate as the
"TX Weatherman." Would his opponent be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A. No. The Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit,
ruled that
the weathercaster's
not
involve
anything
but a bona fideappearance
effort to did
present
the news; that he was not identified by name but
only as the "TX Weatherman"; that his employment did not arise out of the election campaign but was a regular job; and that the facts
did not reveal any favoritism on the part of the
stations or any intent to discriminate among
candidates. (Letter to KWTX Broadcasting Co.,
March 16, 1960; Brigham v. FCC, 276 F. 2d 828
(CA.5), April 19, 1960.)
Q. A sheriff who was a candidate for nomination for U. S. Representative in Congress conducted a daily program, regularly scheduled since
1958, on which he reported on the activities of
his office. He terminated each program with a
personal "Thought for the Day." Would his opponent be entitled
opportunities?"
A. Yes.
In light toof "equal
the fact
that the format
and content of the program were determined by
the sheriff and not by the station, the program
was not of the type intended by Congress to be
exemptment offrom
"equal
opportunities"
Sectionthe 315.
(Letter
to Station requireWCLG,
April 27, 1960.)
Q. Certain networks had presented over their
facilities various candidates for the Democratic
nomination for President on the programs "Meet
the Press", "Face the Nation" and "College News
Conference."
Said programs
were regularly
sched-of
uled and consisted
of questions
being asl<ed
prominent individuals by by newsmen and others.
Would a candidate for the same nomination in
a state primary be entitled to "equal opportuA. No. The programs were regularly scheduled,
bona fide news interviews and were of the type
which
nities?"Congress intended to exempt from the
"equal opportunities"
of Section
315.
(Letter
to Andrew J.requirement
Easter, April
28, 1960;
letters to Charles V. Falkenberg, May 12 and
June 13, 1960.)
Q. A candidate for the Democratic nomination
for President was interviewed on a network program known as "Today." It was shown that this
was a daily program emphasizing news coverage,
news documentaries and on-the-spot coverage of
news events; that the determination as to the
content and format of the interview and the
candidate's
participation
was judgment
made by and
the
network in the
exercise oftherein
its news
not for the candidate's political advantage; that
the questions asked of the candidate were determined by the director of the program; and that
the candidate was selected because of his newsworthiness and the network's desire to interview
him concerning current problems and events.
Would the candidate's opponent be entitled to
"equal
A. No,opportunities?"
since the appearance of the candidate
was on a program which was exempt from the
"equal
of Section 315.
(Telegramoportunities"
to Lar Daly,requirement
July 6, 1960.)
Q. A candidate for the Democratic nomination
for President appeared on a network variety show.
A claimant for "equal opportunities" showed that
his name had been on the ballots in the Democratic presidential primary elections in two states;
that the network had shown him in a film on a
program dential
concerned
presicandidates; with
and the
that various
he was 1960
continuing
his efforts as a candidate for the Democratic
nomination. Would the claimant be entitled to
"equal opportunities?"
A. Yes, since the appearance of the first candidate was on a program which was not exempt
from
Sectionthe315"equal
and theopportunities"
claimant had requirement
shown that heof
was
a "legally
the
nomination
for the qualified"
same office. candidate
(Telegram for
to NBC,
July 6, 1960.)
Q. A former President expressed his views with
respect to a forthcoming national convention of
his party.
A candidate
thatconference
party's nomination
for
President
called a forpress
to comment on said views, which conference was broadcast byponent
twofor the
networks.
said candidate's
same Would
nomination
be entitled op-to
"equal
A. No,opportunities?"
since the appearance of the first candi-

date was on a program which was exempt from
the
"equal
opportunities"
requirement
of Section
315. (Telegram
to Falkenberg
& Falkenberg,
July
7, 1960.)
BUYS

AND

Networks

GIFTS

list party

buying, programming
Political buying at the tv networks
advanced last week, with an unscheduled and temporary flareup caused at
NBC-TV over a Democratic buy on
the Today show.
NBC-TV had accepted an order for
a minimum 15 five-minute segments
(7:55-8 a.m. EST) in Today (7-9 a.m.
EST) while host Dave Garroway was
vacationing. Mr. Garroway objected to
what would be a mid-way interruption
on the east coast telecast but by late
in the week Mr. Garroway had been
satisfied and negotiations were continued to work out matters to allow for a
"minimum of interruption."
The network rundown of party purchases and other political programs:
ABC-TV: The Democrats asked to
be relieved of a half-hour time period
(Sept. 29, 10:30-11 p.m.) which was
granted by the network. But another
previously-ordered half hour (Sept. 20,
8:30-9 p.m.) was retained. The Republicans have five-minute segments ordered
on ABC-TV, most in daytime periods
except for one or two scheduled at
night, and the 11 p.m. -midnight election eve time.
ABC-TV has had acceptances for appearances on its Campaign Roundup
from Messrs. Kennedy and Lodge. The
series, offered for sponsorship but not
yet sold, will start Saturday, Sept. 17
(7:30-8 p.m.) and though the schedule will be mobile, three programs will
follow, generally on Saturday evenings.
ABC reported there is a possibility Mr.
Johnson will appear on the series, but
has had no word from Mr. Nixon on
the series.
It was also learned unofficially last
week that Mr. Nixon will appear on
ABC-TV's sustaining College News Conference on Sunday, Oct. 23, at 1:30-2
p.m. EDT. The network was awaiting
word from Mr. Kennedy on this series.
CBS-TV: The late election eve time
period on CBS-TV was fixed this way:
the Republicans will take the 10-11
p.m. period and the Democrats have the
11 -midnight committed. The GOP on
CBS-TV also has a half-hour on Oct.
3 (8:30-9 p.m.) and has ordered fiveminute segments (two at night with
ods).
several reservations for daytime periThe Democrats have purchased eight
five-minute periods in Class A time on
CBS-TV and have yet to confirm reservations for half-hours on the network.
Person to Person is taping a halfBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Believing that spot television can sell
about anything, one of our HR&P
salesmen made a pitch to the manufacturer of a commercial fertilizer
used only by farmers and big truck gardeners.

well,

Its agency was dubious. "Only a small part of the TV audience could possibly be interested," said the a.e. "We'd have
to sell an awful lot of product to them if we wanted the
investment to pay off."

for

land's

sake!

Our man allowed as how this was right,
but he still thought spot TV could do it.
What's more, he had an early evening
news strip available that would be just
the thing for a test. He backed up his
recommendation with some cogent facts about rural electrification, TV set ownership and viewing habits among farm
families. The short of it was that the client switched some
money from another medium and put it into a spot TV test.

But the long of it was that the following year this account expanded to an
impressive list of markets. The year
after that, its principal competitor
also jumped into television — and on
an even bigger scale. We are happy to report that the HR&P
man who started the whole idea was successful in getting
the business for his stations.

We admit things like this don't happen every day, but
neither are they unusual in our shop. That's one reason
why we put such a premium on creative flair and resourcefulness inselecting and developing our sales staff. Another
is because — representing one medium only — we need put
no artificial limitations on the creation of new business for
spot TV. We can, uniquely, afford to be creative BOTH ways.

HARRINGTON,
NEW YORK
. CHICAGO
• DETROIT

RIGHTER
• ATLANTA
. BOSTON

&

PARSONS,
INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
. LOS ANGELES
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hour interview with Sen. Kennedy, his
wife and daughter for broadcast Thursday, Sept. 29 (10-10:30 p.m. EDT),
sponsored by Polaroid. A similar invitation by the show to candidate Nixon
awaits his return to his desk from being hospitalized. The Kennedy appearance will mark the fifth time Person to
Person has departed from its two-subject format. (Half-hour interviews were
telecast last season with Herbert Hoover, Maurice Chevalier and Archbishop
Martin J. O'Connor from the Vatican,
and Harry Truman was a 30-minute
subject in 1957). The Person to Person
crew will visit the Kennedy home in
Washington Sunday (Sept. 19) to tape
the program for play 10 days later.
CBS-TV"s Captain Kangaroo was
trying to get Vice President Nixon and
Sen. Kennedy for a Saturday morning
program but gave up when the Nixon
office declined twice. After Sen. Kennedy accepted, the program had offered
the Nixon invitation a second time,
with no success. J. Leonard Reinsch,
Kennedy communications advisor, was
disturbed. Kangaroo producer David
Connell said, that one candidate's rejection could cancel an appearance by
the other, but the Kangaroo staff felt
it would be unfair to present one alone,
even though there was no obligation
to present both. The candidates would
have climaxed a week of Captain
Kangaroo programs on the U.S. government, aplan which continues intact
for the week of Oct. 24 (8:15-9 a.m..
New York time), Monday-Friday. The
Saturday program is being rewritten.

D.C.

politician

(SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

Campaign Assoc., agency for the
Republicans, admitted last week it has
yet to start its half-hour show buying
in earnest "but we will." There has not
been a decision on the extent or start of
spot tv.

files Sec.

"independent"
forA theformer
Democratic
nominationcandidate
for the
presidency last week challenged the
constitutionality of the newly-enacted
Public Law 677 suspending the equal
time provisions of Sec. 315 for presidential and vice presidential candidates.
Andrew J. Easter of Washington filed
a suit in Federal District Court in Washington against both houses of Congress,
major party presidential nominees Nixon and Kennedy, FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford, NBC President Robert
E. Kintner, President Samual H. Kauffmann of the Washington Star and President Roy E. Larsen of Time Inc. {Time,
Life, Fortune and other magazines).
Mr. Easter charged that Congress
in effect amended the Constitution by
illegal means when- it passed the Sec.
315 suspension, a law which he said
abridges the freedom of speech and
freedom of press guarantees of the Constitution. The freedom of the press
guarantee in the Constitution, he said.
58

NBC-TV: The network has about a
dozen other Democratic orders and a
few less from the Republicans for fiveminute program segments, most of
these adjacent to popular daytime
periods. The Democrats have asked for
a change in a half-hour previously
ordered, this show to be worked in
elsewhere in the schedule, and two
other such shows are under discussion
with the Democrats. The Republican
Party also is negotiating with NBC-TV
for half-hour periods but has yet to
make purchases firm. Not yet resolved
by NBC-TV is the Nov. 7, election
eve 1 1 p.m. -midnight hour that both
parties wish to sponsor.
Mr. Nixon appeared yesterday
(Sept. 11, 6:30-7 p.m. EDT) on NBCTV's Meet the Press (repeated by NBC
Radio), and the program, which has
no sponsor, expects to line up Mr.
Kennedy some Sunday in October. The
presidential and vice presidential candidates will have a show apiece, probably
in October, in the previously announced
Saturday series. The Campaign and the
Candidates (8:30-9:30 p.m.. New York
time), sponsored by Longines-Wittnauer. The Campaign and the Candidates starts Sept. 17 for an eight-week
run.

315

suet

"carries with it the obligation to present
the
facts." ofEspecially
is this true and
of
broadcasts
news commentators
news interviews, he added. Tv-radio,
newspapers and magazines, he said, used
"discriminatory and unfair practices
in silent unison," or, as he termed it
elsewhere in his suit, gave him "the
silent treatment."
He specifically charged NBC with refusing his April 5 request for equal
time on Meet the Press after presenting
other aspirants for the Democratic
nomination. The FCC supported NBC's
refusal April 28, he charged.
The Star, Mr. Easter said, published
sketches of five persons "seeking the
Democratic nomination or pretending
not to" in a series which began April
18, but the newspaper excluded him.
Though the equal time provisions in
the Communications Act do not specifically cover newspapers and magazines,
he said, newspapers and magazines are
given "preferential" postage rates.

■

Political

sidelights

■ John W. Rollins, one of the principals
of the Rollins Broadcasting Co., chain
of radio and tv stations, has been
nominated by Delaware Republicans to
run for governor. Mr. Rollins, who
served as lieutenant governor of Delaware for a four-year term eight years
ago. will run with J. Caleb Boggs, present governor, who was nominated for
the Senate seat now held by Democratic
Sen. J. Allen Frear Jr.
The 44-year-old Republican gubernatorial candidate is associated with his
brother, O. Wayne Rollins, in ownership of WAMS Wilmington, WJWL
Georgetown, both Delaware; WEARTV Pensacola, Fla.; WPTZ (TV) Plattsburgh, N.Y.; WNJR Newark, N.J.;
WBEE Harvey, III.; WRAP Norfolk,
Va., and WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.
B Cy N. Bahakel has withdrawn from
the 6th Virginia congressional race in
which he was running as an independent. Mr. Bahakel, who has interests in
several southern stations, termed himwhen selfhea "political
discoveredbabe
that inhe the
wouldwoods"
need
official Democratic backing to win the
Virginia race. He lacked such backing
on
a technicality
since
the district's
Democrats
closed their
convention
without naming a candidate. Mr. Bahakel
has interests in WABG-AM-TV Greenwood, WKOZ Koskiusko, both Mississippi; WLBJ-AM-FM Bowling Green,
Ky.; WKIN Kingsport, Tenn.; WWODAM-FM Lynchburg and WRIS Roanoke, both Virginia, and WXEL Waterloo, Iowa.
■ WKRC-TV Cincinnati Sept. 17 starts
The First Tuesday, a series of eight
half-hour programs on political party
activity. The opener will deal with
politics in government and the individual's responsibility for its proper
function. The series was prepared by
WCET (TV) Cincinnati, educational
outlet.
■ WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W. Va.,
and the Charleston Gazette have made
two hour-long programs available to
senatorial and gubernatorial candidates. Senatorial opponents will appear
Oct. 28; gubernatorial, Nov. 3. The
public will send questions to the stations and newspaper, with a screening
board picking those to be asked on the
air. Neil Boggs, WCHS news director,
is handling the series, which will be
fed to statewide radio and tv hookups.
■ WDMV Pocomoke City, Md., offered free time to Republican and
Democratic candidates for Congress,
according to WDMV general manager.
Curt White.
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for rebuttal

of John Crosby's column on its programs
noff and President Robert E. Kintner.
NBC charged last week that column"These are educated guesses," he wrote.
ist John Crosby made a "vindictive and
distorted" and "false and damaging" at- The actual figures, he said, are "a secret
tack on NBC in a column claiming that between David SarnofT and God." He
the network had "sacrificed" quality suggested that "NBC may even be losprogramming in a bid for viewers and
that its profits and prestige had shrivNBC's
reply was
in aand
letter
sent by
ing money."
Messrs.
Robert
Sarnoff
Kintner
to
eled since the presidency of "visionary"
Robert H. White 2nd, president and
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.
Mr. Crosby, whose column is carried
editor of the Herald Tribune. They said
and syndicated by the New York Her- they would "not undertake to correct
ald Tribune, contended in his Wednes[Mr. Crosby's] misleading observations
day piece that "managementwise . . . on the operational and management
aspects of broadcasting, since he is uninNBC is a mess of colossal proportions"
formed in those fields and is not comand "is being run as whimsically as
anyHe huge
business
ever
was."
petent
to deal with them. "Nor," they
said that under Mr. Weaver NBC
added, "do we question his right as a
was "tops in prestige, in morale, in reviewer to criticize programs, despite
ideas and just possibly in money makhis dislike of television."
But Mr. Crosby could have read
ing." But since then, he said, it has
slipped to last in ratings and its profits "in the July 20 issue of his own newshave dropped from $18 million to $19
paper," they wrote, that NBC's profits
million under Mr. Weaver to between
were at an all-time high during the first
$2 million and $5 million last year half of this year. And NBC not only en"under these hard-headed practical men
joyed "near-record profits in 1959,"
like" Board Chairman Robert W. Sar- they continued, but "the indications are
Outstanding
in Radio-TV

Values
Properties

A powerful full-time radio station in a
major market, hub of a rich industrial
and agricultural ai'ea. Excellent assets.
Liberal terms available.
A highly profitable Gulf Coast daytimer
in outstanding growth market. Stable
economy, with diversified industry and
agriculture. 29% down; balance in 5
years.
Full time facility in a medium market.
Gross compares favorably with price.
Excellent owner-operator opportunity.
$20,000 down; term are negotiable.

SOUTH
$250,000

SOUTH
$150,000

SOUTH
$75,000

& Company, Inc.
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Building
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6-4460
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STernng 3-4341
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that NBC will earn an all-time high in
profits for the year 1960, with the
fourth quarter of this year surpassing
the previous record fourth quarter of
The letter continued: "In view of Mr.
Crosby's professed devotion to responsibility in programming, his attack on NBC is a striking example of
his1959."
bias, since he gives no recognition to
NBC's accomplishments in news and
public affairs programs, where it has
established a leading position; nor to its
presentation of entertainment programs
of outstanding merit; nor to its development of color television . . ."
The Herald Tribune printed the
Sarnoff-Kintner letter in its Letters to
the Editor column Friday (Sept. 9),
without comment.
"In the interest of fairness, we are
sure that the Herald Tribune and the
member newspapers syndicating Mr.
Crosby's column will want to print this
letter in an appropriate position so that
their readers may not be misled."
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week subject to FCC approval:
■ WTMT Louisville, Ky.: Sold by
Jefferson Broadcasting Co. (Earl F.
Hash, president) to Norman and Sherman Broadcasting Co. for approximately $425,000. Purchasers are George
Norman and Robert Sherman, Western
broadcasting management consultants.
WTMT is a 500 w. daytimer on 620 kc.
Transaction was handled by Paul H.
Chapman Co.
■ WHHM Memphis, Tenn.: Sold by
Tom W. Shipp to Mercury Broadcasting Inc. for approximately $250,000.
President of Mercury Broadcasting is
William H. Grumbles, former vice
president of RKO General (see Fates
and Fortunes, page 102). WHHM is
on 1340 kc. with 250 watts. Sale was
handled by the Paul H. Chapman Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 108).
■ KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark. (Monroe, La.): 80% sold by William H.
Simons, widower of former FCC Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, to Veterans Broadcasting Co. (WVET-AMTV Rochester, N.Y.) for $347,000
plus $50,000 compensation over five
years, plus agreement to have licensee
repay $134,000 personal loan to Mr.
Simons. Mr. Simons bought ch. 10,
NBC-aflRliated station for $1.1 (Ax
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STATIONS
Promotion

man

reveals

Some people might be destined for
greater
life if they
let
their things
hobbiesin interfere
with didn't
their
work. Such a person is the former
promotion manager of KVOY Yuma,
Ariz., whose name is, of all things.
Snow.
Lawrence J. Snow's hobby, or one
of them, is holdups. Others include
burglary, forgery and the like, as
police records in a half-dozen states
attest. But when Mr. Snow can tear
himself away from these pursuits his
typewriter can be almost as persuasive as his pistol.
Take the mimeographed sales
letter he recently circulated to station managers throughout the country from an address most people
would find inconvenient — the Garrard County Jail in Lancaster, Ky.
"Dear Sir:" (wrote the undismayed Mr. Snow) "There are certain advantages to operating a business from a jail cell. . . . Who . . .
could toss this sales letter away without at least finding out what I'm
selling?"
Mr. Snow was selling a station
traffic system he devised during the
year and a half he spent as promotion manager of KVOY, which, he
said, enabled his boss to drop his
traffic manager from the payroll and
turn the work over to his promotion
manager, who also wrote all station
copy. Admitting modestly that his
system "is not the world's most
original," Mr. Snow said that, nevertheles , itsaved KVOY money and
is so simple that "an intelligent ape
could set it up for you." His brochure, said Mr. Snow, cost $10 and
if the station manager is not satisfied
with it he gets his money back. "You
can't lose — since you certainly know
where to find me."
That the letter brought results
from stations is verified by Garrard
County Prosecuting Attorney Gilbert
Wilson, who said Mr. Snow was arrested there Aug. 1 on suspicion of
Deadline, July 11). Sale includes
48.9% sold to Veterans in July.
■ WBOF Virginia Beach; WYFI (FM)
Norfolk, both Virginia: Sold by a group
headed by Leo Hoarty to Metro-WBOF
Inc. for $260,000 ($40,000 for fm).
Metro-WBOF Inc. is owned by Temple
W. Seay, Washington, D.C., attorney.
■ WACE Chicopee, Mass.: Sold by
John S. Begley and associates to Commonwealth Broadcasting Co. for
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

hidden

persuader

being an accomplice in a burglary
and for carrying a concealed weapon. (He has since been transferred
to Madison County Jail, Richmond,
Ky., where he was wanted on a more
serious charge, attempted armed
robbery of a motel.)
"He borrowed the jail's typewriter, took it back to his cell and
wrote those letters," Mr. Wilson said,
"and lots of money started coming
in." When Mr. Snow was transferred
to Richmond, he bought all his fellow prisoners a farewell dinner,
showed them his promotions scrapbook and told them he made "plenty
of money," Mr. Wilson said, adding
that the jail is holding a stack of
other checks that have arrived since
he left. Kentucky authorities since
have found that Mr. Snow served
two penitentiary terms in California
and one in New Mexico for robbery,
burglary and forgery and is wanted
by law enforcement agencies in
Oklahoma, Arizona and Iowa on
similar charges.
KVOY Manager Leo A. Newsome
Jr. last week acknowledged that Mr.
Snow's traffic system enabled him to
drop his traffic manager from the
payroll. He said the 26-year-old
promotion manager had been a
"good and capable" employe and
was well-liked in the community and
that he never caused any trouble. He
just failed to show up for work last
July 18.
He said he knew Mr. Snow was a
parolee but wanted to give him a
chance after hearing his story that
he was convicted because he happened to be with others who actually
committed a robbery. He said Mr.
Snow got his high school diploma in
prison, then taught other prisoners
and that his scrapbook of his efi'orts
in freelance writing was "impressive." Mr. Newsome added:
"Now I guess every paroled convict in the country will be coming
to me looking for a job."
$250,000. Principal Commonwealth
stockholders are Lazar Emanuel, New
York attorney; Blair Walliser, exMBS vice president, and Paul Smallen. New York advertising man. Same
group has substantial interests in
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
■ WCBC Anderson, Ind.: Sold by Civic
Broadcasting Corp. to Radio WBOW
Inc. (J. W. O'Connor, president) for
$185,000. Radio WBOW is licensee of
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., while Mr.

FOR

SALE

EASTERN
New York State daytimer doing close
to $100,000 — area holds great potential, a realistic buy at $110,000.00. Terms avail.
Full-timer needs a go-getting owner.
Potential is excellent in market of
275,000 people. Retail sales $350,000,000.00. Forbes Magazine states
this city one of top ten cities for
"Best Performance" in percent gaining business over proceeding year in
U.S. Price $135,000 with $30,000
down and time to be agreed on.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
5000 watt fulltimer in one of the
larger midwest markets. Priced at
$125,000, with negotiable terms.
Station has potential well beyond its
current price.
1000 watt fulltimer in midwestern
city of some 70,000. Price of $132,000 is negotiable. Station suffers
from absentee ownership.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
NEW MEXICO
in the Land of Enchantment we have
a couple of attractive properties, one
an AM-FM combination in a real fine
market, AM is fulltime; and a fulltime 250-watt AM in another excellent market. Combination deal is
$125,000 on good terms and the
other is $90,000, terms.
COLORADO
We offer a daytimer in a major market, station has unbelievable coverage and is a money maker. Can be
had for $140,000, good terms.
Fulltime regional, single market, real
estate worth $50,000 quick assets in
excess of $40,000, fulltime, making
substantial profits, $215,000, $100,000 down, good terms on balance.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Fulltime radio station grossing in excess of $100,000.00 annually and
breaking even under absentee ownership. Priced for fast sale at total of
$120,000.00 with possibility of term
payout.

SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

HAMILTON-LANDIS & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPER^
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISAIS • FINANCING

O'Connor has interest in WPFA Pensacola, Fla., WCVS Springfield, 111.,
and KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa. Commissioner Robert T. Hartley dissented.
■ WZFM (FM) Jacksonville, Fla.:
Sold by Irving Click to Carmen Macri
for cancellation of $110,000 note to
company which Mr. Macri also owns.
Mr.
ville. Macri operates WZOK JacksonRadio-tv
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W. O. "Oub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mer
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team

fund

Even if the U.S. Olympic team isn't
a smashing success, the mass media
drive for funds to get them to Rome
has set a new record.
So reported Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, which served as volunteer advertising agency and spearheaded the
campaign among radio-tv stations, newspapers and magazines, for the U.S.
Olympic Committee. EWR&R reported
Thursday that mass media donated a
record-breaking $300,000 in measurable time and space. A total of 511 various media responded to the agency's
appeal, not including spot commercials,
special programs and other events reported but unofficial.
EWR&R projected circulation of each
medium to an estimated 143 million
for tv, 97 million for radio, 31 million
for magazines and 5.3 million for newspapers. It reported that 297 radio and
tv stations used scripts, recorded messages and spot films, and that 48 magazines and 166 newspapers ordered one
or more mats.
The U.S. Olympic Committee sought
$1.5 million for training, transporting
and accommodating the 400-plus delegation of athletes and officials to Rome.
The public was asked to contribute a
dollar or more to the fund in return for
a specially printed souvenir postcard
from the summer games.
The mass media campaign doubtless
stimulated hundreds of individual and
corporate contributions, according to J.
Lyman Bingham, committee's executive
director. He also lauded EWR&R's role
in preparing and placing the campaign.
Joseph Furth, agency vice president,
headed up the agency account team.
CBS,

KD U B-TV
KE D Y-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS B I G S P R I N G, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
KYER-TY
ABILENE • SWEETWATER CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL
THE
BRANHAMREPRESENT'VE
COMPANY

drive

rate

Nielsen
hassle

Renewal of the CBS and NBC contracts for Nielsen television ratings service (Closed Circuit, Sept. 5) was announced byA.C. Nielsen Co. last week.
ABC already had renewed its contract,
but negotiations with NBC and CBS
had been snagged over differences on
rates.
Nielsen also announced new agency,

Tentative
Jan. 1, 1961, has been set as
tentative starting date for Republic Broadcasting System, a
fifth radio network which plans
to provide 24-hour-a-day programming without
charge Sept.
to affiliates (Closed
Circuit,
5),
Dave Cornelius, organizer of the
network, said Wednesday (Sept.
7) at a news conference in Hollywood, where RBS will headquarter. Solicitation of stations will begin next month, he said, with
plans of lining up a sufficient
number of affiliates to deliver two
million listeners or more for RBS
programming at the outset.
advertiser and station orders bringing
total subscribers to the Nielsen radio
and television index services to 386;
said 300 advance orders have been received for its radio and tv coverage
studies, scheduled for delivery next
summer, and reported that Maxon,
Chrysler and Life were the first agency,
advertiser and publisher subscribers,
respectively, to sign up for the new
Nielsen Media Service, which will
measure magazine audiences and the
combined audiences reached by advertisers using major magazines in conjunction with television.
Chicago

city council,

'test'
news last
extend
tvChicago
broadcasters
week
gained another step in their demands
for news access to local city council
proceedings — but still remained on
"probation."
Management and news representatives of the four commercial tv stations
testified before the council's rules committee and won the promise of unrestricted film coverage— on a trial basis
until Dec. 31.
The rules group's
recom-to
mendation isconsidered
tantamount
council approval.
This past summer the stations had
agreed to carry the complete two-hour
council meetings on video tape, rotating the fortnightly assignments among
themselves. This was the council alternative to unrestricted coverage for
strictly newscast purposes.
Councilmen generally seemed gratified with that arrangement, although the
broadcasters complained that it was tantamount to a "strings-attached" proposal. But viewers apparently took a
dim view of the full council telecasts,
according to station testimony before
the committee last week.
William Garry, WBBM-TV news and
public affairs director, told the rules
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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WTHI-TV
the

group, "we could have run a western
in there [instead of the council meetings] and done a lot better. It was a
pretty low rating (Nielsen)." Robert Lemon, station manager of WNBQ (TV),
said, . . the programs did not really
create the maximum kind of interest."
RAB

Number

single

One

station

market
in
America!

radio

meets

to profile

salesmen

Radio Advertising Bureau's first in
a series of eight regional management
conferences opens today (Sept. 12) for
a two-day stand at Starved Rock Lodge,
Utica, 111. Here, as in the remaining
conferences (see Datebook, page 14),
station executives will get their first
look at a profile of the average U.S.
radio salesman, everything from his
educational background to the day of
the week he closes most of his time
sales, which is one of 120 subjects to
be covered at each of the two-day meetings scheduled during the next five
weeks.
RAB's profile of radio salesmen,
based upon a nationwide survey of radio stations, reveals more than 72%
of the salesmen are college-educated,
90% are married and 69% of those
have at least two children. He has 6.6
years of radio experience before arriving at his present job, and, according
to the survey, he closes the highest
percentage of his sales on Fridays. It's
a young man's game, RAB says, with
more than 86% of the salesmen between the ages of 18 and 45.
Bureau executives slated to attend
this year's conferences include: Kevin
B. Sweeney, president; Warren Boorom and Miles David, vice presidents;
Patrick E. Rheaume, manager, member service; Robert H. Alter, manager,
sales administration; Maurice E. Fidler, division manager, and Dale R.
Woods, Keith Andre, William R. Lacker and Arthur E. lost, regional managers.
■ Media

WTHI-TV
C H . ^^^^^^ f O
TERRE
HAUTE,

INDIANA
Represented by THE BOLLING CO.
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reports

Opens in Philly ■ Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., New York, last week announced the establishment of a new
Philadelphia office in which Benedict
Gimbel Ir., vice president of Metropolitan, will maintain his headquarters. Address: The Philadelphia Saving Fund
Society Bldg., 12 S. 12th St., Philadelphia 7. Telephone: Walnut 5-2828.
Opera winners ■ Five winners in the
third annual competition of the American Opera Auditions have left for
Europe where they will make operatic
debuts in Milan and Florence, Italy,
this fall. American Opera Auditions is
a national non-profit organization financed in the main by the Taft Broadcasting Co. of Cincinnati.

Unprepared
Following a fire in northern
Nevada which caused some $200
million worth of damage and
brought an emergency blackout
in the Reno area, KBUB SparksReno, a daytimer which had
stayed on the air around the
clock on auxiliary power, broadcast an editorial pointing out the
moral of the holocaust. Edward
J. Jansen, owner and general
manager, noted the similarity between the effects of the fire and
those that could be expected from
an atomic explosion. Most people had ignored Civil Defense
announcements on radio and tv
warning them to keep a supply
of food, water, gasoline, dry ice
and other family necessities in
case of atomic disaster and so
they were unprepared when a
disaster struck, he said.
KBUB served as the only fulltime contact between state and
local governments and the people, broadcasting emergency announcements when the area was
caught without water or electricity, the station reports; KOH
Reno was on the air until midnight the night of the fire, Aug.
21. The station also mentioned
that some radio dealers kept open
all night to handle the rush on
radios by citizens who wished to
be kept informed of progress in
handling the emergency.

New

honors ■ KNUZ Houston received the Texas Associated Press News
Broadcasters Award for best continuous
news coverage in the state. KNUZ also
recently won the National AP award
for its coverage of the 1 959 Amoco
Virginia disaster. Before that it won the
Alfred P. Sloan award for consistent I
public service programming. Al Crouch j
is news director of KNUZ.
j
Rate cut ■ WGR-TV Buffalo has issued
a new rate card describing its rates for
use of video tape facilities. The rate
per half-hour of studio use has been
reduced from the $200 of the card issued one year ago to $50. The card
also establishes a new off-the-air rate
of $25 for five minutes or less.
Spots widen ■ Spot Time Sales Inc., |
N.Y., opened additional branch offices '
Sept. 1 in California and Illinois. Addresses are: 821 Market St., San Francisco 3,Clint Sherwood, manager, telephone: Garfield 1-6789 and 30 N. La- I
Salle St., Chicago, Don Sanders, manager, telephone: Franklin 2-6447.
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Arlington (Jacksonville.)
WQTY
on Aug. 31 on 1220 kc
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with 250 w daytime. The station
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Raha
operated by
Sam G. Rahall. president, with his
Rabrothers, N. Joe Rahall and Farns Pehall also own WLCY Tampa-St.
tersburg, Fla.; WKAP Allentown^PaK^
WNAR Norristown. Pa., and WWN
ion's proThe new stat
W Va.will
Beckleypoli
be patterned after !
cies
aram
, Mr. Rathose of the other stations
hall announced, and will feature a Top
50 format. Sam Newey is resident sales
ger;tor.Murph McHenry is program
manadina
coor
KSKI plans debut
The resort center of Sun Valley.
Idaho, will have radio service starting
Sept 15 KSKI will operate on 1340
kc with 1 kw. The format will consist
e-of-the-road-type
of "popular middl
music" with news on the hour and on
the half hour, according to Bert Godclassical
frey general manager. Some featu
red.
be
also
will
jazz
music and
Bill Innes is program director; John
Harrison, news director; Stan Miller,
chief engineer and Jean Kooreman
women's director.
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Problems and backlog
The full, seven members of the FCC
returned to Washington last week after
their month-long August summer vacation to face one of the toughest problem agendas before the communications agency in the last decade.
It
isn't
difficulttheproblems
of each
case thatthe have
commissioners
slightly aghast — it is the sheer number
of complex controversial items that
face them. In fact, the situation forced
the commission to sit for two days last
week — the very first full meeting of
the new season.
Among the burning issues:
■ Pay television. Pending before the
FCC is the first and only application
for permission to institute toll tv. This
was filed by RKO General for Hartford, Conn. The proposed three-year
demonstration of pay-for-see tv over
RKO General's WHCT (TV) in Hartford will be run in conjunction with
Zenith Radio Co., proponent of the
Phonevision system.
The nub of the commissions probProblems

and

FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford didn't want to make any public
statement on where he thought the
commission was going with some of
the intensely difficult problems before it ("That's something for all
seven commissioners to determine,"
he stated last week to Broadcasting), but he did not mind making
some observations on a few of the
problems facing his agency:

coverage."
■ On the establishment of the
66

FCC

spell vacation hangover for commissioners
has proposed to drop in vhf channels
lem is how to handle the application
in a dozen problem areas in order to
RKO General asked for a full hearing
ensure at least three network outlets
before the FCC en blanc; opponents,
in each market, all on comparable vhf
notably the theatre-owner backed Joint
Committee Against Pay Tv, and its frequencies. These would be at less
Connecticut adjunct, has asked for a than minimum mileage separations cochannel.
routine, complete evidentiary hearing
before an examiner. At issue is RKO
First steps are underway to establish
General's belief that action can be se- a uhf demonstration program in New
cured within months if its suggestion
York City. The FCC received $2 milis followed. It fears that a routine
lion from Congress for this purpose
hearing might last for years.
and plans are in the making for the
■ Television allocations. Turned
experiment.
down officially and formally by the
■ New program forms. This revision
Office of Civilian & Defense Mobilizaof that part of the renewal form which
calls for information on programming
tion was the FCC's hope of swapping
present uhf tv channels for some of the has been under study for the last year.
military's vhf space — with the idea that The basic approach has been to rea contiguous tv band in the vhf could
work the questions so that the data rebe established. OCDM said the move
sulting would give a clearer picture
was too expensive and would affect the of station programming than do the
military posture of the United States.
questions — particularly in the
Now the FCC must face up to the present
radio field.
problem — what to do about uhf. At
present the commission is moving along
what it calls an "interim" solution. It
observations
FCC's G-2 division: "Mark my
words, if the Compliance and Complaints Division works out as it was
set up to work, broadcasters will demand its continuance as a protection
against the marginal-type operator.
The division was not set up to heckle
broadcasters."

B Pay tv is one of the "knottiest
and
most hedifficult"
the FCC,
said. problems facing
■ One of the best answers to the
uhf-vhf problem, he pointed out, was
the all-channel receiver. This would
ensure an audience for uhf stations
even if they are intermixed with vhf
outlets. The commission asked Congress for legislation to require this,
but the bill died at the completion of
the 86th Congress last month.
■ Again
allocations:
"What
I'm
afraid
of ison that
tv is going
to end
up like am, jampacked with stations
to the detriment of good coverage. It
may be — and this is what I fear —
that tv will eventually become a
straight vhf service, but with uhf

FACES

Fred Ford
What to do, what to do

One of the major blocks to completing this work was a significant debate among the commissioners themselves and the industry on how far the
FCC may legally go in looking at programming. This was finally resolved
early in the summer when the commission issued a policy statement on
its interest in programming.
This held that although the commission is debarred from censoring and
from inquiring generally into specific
programs, it does have the responsibility of looking over the general program pattern of its licensees. It also
maintained that it has the right to inquire what the broadcaster has done
to determine the needs of his community and how he has attempted to
meet them.
■ Rule changes required by amendments to the Communications Act.
Aside from a number of procedural
changes which must be made (pre-grant
protest formula, loosening of separation between staff and commissioners),
the commission must also set up regulations covering its intent on payola, quiz
rigging, sponsorship identification and
the newly granted authority to impose
fines on broadcasters.
Each one of these amendments must
be interwoven into the present pattern
of regulations. In some cases, hearings
undoubtedly will be held in order to
advise the commission of the scope of
proposed regulations. This is certainly
true of the payola provisions of the congressional amendments. These actually
affect not only licensees but also proBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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gram producers and motion picture producers not under the jurisdiction of the
FCC.
■ License renewals. For the first time
in its 26-year history the commission
has an estimated 600 stations operating
under old licenses while their applications for renewals are held up. Most of
them involve allegations of payola in
some form or other. Generally speaking
the commission is understood to be
ready to renew the licenses of those stations where the payola was not wilfull
or of a major degree. The remaining
cases involve sponsorship identification
problems, technical problems and pro-

cedural complications.
■ Ex parte cases. The commission has
set aside its grants in the Miami ch. 10
and Boston ch. 5 cases, but it still is
faced with a number of other tv cases
in which charges have been made that
parties approached commissioners off
the record. These include St. Louis ch.
2, Miami ch. 7, Jacksonville ch. 12
and Orlando ch. 9.
Ike to salute radio-tv
NAB member stations, along with
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters members, will join Inter-American Assn. of

Broadcasters in spreading a salute to
Day.
broadcasters
by President Eisenhower
on Oct. 4, Continental Broadcasting
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of the NAB Policy
Committee, said
sage "will be of
of international
tarian influences

minican Republic. The President's
comments should make every broadcaster proud of his profession and desirous of disseminating this message."
NAB is making taped recordings of
the message available for Continental
Broadcasting Day. Herbert E. Evans,
president of Peoples Broadcasting
Corp., is NAB representative on lAAB.
Fresno

CHANGED

in the

important

A

T

V_/i\J"J*. . . Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV
station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime
audience gains.
ARB, November '58 to March '60, WAST
NSI average ratings, April '59
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the President's mesgreat interest in view
efforts to halt totaliin Cuba and the Do-

proposal

draws

congressmen's views
Comments on the FCC's proposed
rulemaking to assign ch. 12 from Fresno, Calif., to Santa Maria, LompocSanta Maria, San Luis Obispo or Santa
Barbara, all California, totaled nearly
300 by the Sept. 6 deadline.
A last-minute filing by Rep. Charles
M. Teague (R-Calif.) stated that he
was "vitally interested" in the rulemaking and proposed that ch. 12 should remain in Visalia or Fresno as an educational allocation. "I have doubts," he
stated, "of assigning additional vhf
channels to San Luis Obispo, LompocSanta Maria, or Santa Barbara" since
the area is small and has "difficulty"
supporting its present facilities.
Another congressman, Rep. Charles
S. Gubser (R-Calif.), also expressed
interest in the rulemaking, saying that
he felt that the San Joaquin Valley
(Visalia-Fresno) should be an all-uhf
market, but that the area should not be
deprived of educational allocations. He
further stated that a vhf channel would
best serve the area for educational purKERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., which
operates on ch. 10, stated that the composes. mission proposal to delete ch. 10 from
that city should be rejected. The station
stated that the successful all-uhf operation in Fresno would not be adversely
affected by continued operation of ch.
10 in Bakersfield. The commission has
proposed making Bakersfield an all-uhf
operation.
Other comments were filed by KBAKTV Bakersfield; KMJ-TV Fresno;
KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo and KFSDTV San Diego. ABC issued a statement
in support
of the commission's
to
make Bakersfield
as well asproposal
Fresno
an all-uhf market.
Fresno was made an all-uhf market
in July when the commission finalized
rulemaking and ordered ch. 13 deleted
from that city.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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. . . when you buy the Shreveport market.
Like every other business, television stations must build
their own reputations to gain the respect and loyalty
of their customers and the industry. Six years ago KSLA-TV
- started operations as Shreveport's first and only
television station. Today it is stiU the 'No. 1 preference
-of viewers and advertisers alike.
We like to feel that this is possible because of
our strict adherence to good station pra.ctices . . . consistent,
yet imaginative, programming . . . and loyalty
to national and local advertisers who can depend on KSLA-TV
to fulfill its obligations to both advertisers and viewers.
This consistency PLUS dynamic ratings (and we have 'em)
add up to KSLA-TV. Your Harrington, Righter 6- Parsons man
has the complete story. Why not give him a call?

shreveport,

la.

'CHRONICLE'S'
Bay

Area

battle

NEW
with

STRATEGY

NBC-TV

prompts

bid for network's D.C. tv facilities
tional purchases with the Dept. of JusThe tangled affairs of NBC and
RKO General Inc. were given a new
tice. The decree grew out of a government antitrust suit brought in 1956
yank last week when the San Franafter Westinghouse exchanged its Philcisco Chronicle, licensee of KRON-TV
there, filed a formal application for
adelphia stations for NBC's Cleveland
outlets. Westinghouse received also $3
the facilities of NBC's ch. 4 WRC-TV
Washington, D.C.
million from NBC. There were allegations that NBC pressured Westinghouse
The West Coast newspaper-broadinto
agreeing
to the exchanges under
caster has been feuding with the netthreat of yanking NBC affiliations from
work ever since NBC arranged to buy
Westinghouse stations.
KTVU (TV) in San Francisco. KRONWestinghouse tried to intervene in
TV is the present NBC affiliate in the
the present NBC-RKO General exBay area.
change, but was denied this by the
Since NBC has agreed to sell its
Philadelphia federal court. WestingWashington stations (WRC-AM-FM
house stands to lose its NBC affiliation
are also included in the sale) to RKO
General, the Chronicle said in last in Boston if NBC acquires an outlet
there.
week's application, this means it is
The Philadelphia-Boston-Washing"no longer interested in continuing a
ton-San Francisco transactions have
tv service in that community."
also caught the eye of Rep. Emanuel
The Chronicle said that the publiclyexpressed desire of the existing owner
Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman of the
of the Washington outlets to leave the House Antitrust Committee. He told
the FCC that he expected it to look
community should entitle its application to serious consideration.
carefully into the case.
The Chronicle application for WashKOLN-TV
Lincoln
ington stated that the publishing company was interested in developing a
source of additional programs for its gets new satellite
San Francisco station in the event it
A champion of small-scale tv, the
loses its NBC affiliation there.
Electron Corp., has sold its construcUnder FCC regulations, an applicant
tion permit for KGIN-TV Grand
for an existing facility is entitled to be Island, Neb., to Cornhusker Tv Corp.
treated as if both his application and
the renewal license application of the for $2,500. Electron Corp. is a subsidiary of Ling-Temco Electronics.
current broadcaster are brand new.
Cornhusker, owned by John E. FetBid for Philadelphia ■ The attack on
zer, will use KGIN-TV (275w on ch.
11) as a satellite for its station in
NBC's Washington stations is not the
only embroilment in which the netLincoln, Neb., KOLN-TV. Mr. Fetzer
work finds itself. Last May Philco Corp.
applied for the ch. 3 facility now held
by
WRCV-TV
in Philadelphia.
ThisNBC's
station
also is involved
in the
A like bid
NBC-RKO General swap.
The Chronicle has asked the FCC to
Another application for an existing tv facility was filed with the
consolidate into one hearing all of the
FCC last week. Southside VirNBC and RKO General transactions.
ginia Telecasting Corp., filed for
It also has filed a civil antitrust suit
ch. 8 Petersburg, Va. This is
against NBC, RKO General and
KTVU.
now occupied by WXEX-TV
Richmond-Petersburg, Va.
The station swap agreement between
The firm is the same as the one
NBC and RKO General involves the
which contested for the original
network's Philadelphia outlets, WRCVch. 8 grant in 1955. In that case,
AM-TV, to be exchanged for RKO
Thomas G. Tinsley's Portsmouth
General's WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO
Television Corp. won the grant.
(FM) Boston. In addition NBC has
Southside is 62.94% owned by
agreed to sell to RKO General the netLouis H. Peterson, owner of
work's Washington stations for $11.5
WSSV Petersburg (and of WNOR
million and has signed an agreement to
Norfolk and of 21% of WLVApurchase KTVU for $7.5 million.
AM-TV
Lynchburg, Va.). It
The complex ownership shuffle
asked that its application be set
stemmed from the antitrust consent
for hearing with the license redecree signed by NBC last fall. This
newal of WXEX-TV.
required the network to sell its Philadelphia properties and to clear any addi70 (GOVERNMENT)

also has interests in WKZO-AM-TV
Kalamazoo, WWTV (TV) Cadillac
and WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids, all
Michigan.
Electron Corp. manufactures and
markets low-priced closed circuit tv
cameras, educational tv and tv broadcast systems and tv translator systems.
The company is also the permittee of a
tv station in Douglas, Ariz., and has
applications on file with the FCC for
tv stations in Reno, Nev., and Missoula, Mont., all low-power vhf.
Miami

ch.

10

allows

Wilson

action
to build

L. B. Wilson Inc., the new grantee
for ch. 10 in Miami, received a green
building.
light
from the FCC last week to start
The commission granted a request by
the Wilson firm for temporary authority
to construct a tv station (WLBW-TV)
on ch. 10 with 316 kw visual power
and antenna height of 520 ft.
The FCC also waived the mileage
separation rules and permitted WLBWTV to construct its antenna site ninetenths of a mile less than the required
220 miles co-channel separation between the Miami station's antenna site
and that proposed by several Largo,
Fla., ch. 10 applicants.
In its action the commission emphasized that the authorization is for
construction only. When the station is
built, a further authorization is required before operation may begin.
At the same time the FCC denied
an objection by the Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters to the L. B. Wilson
request for mileage separation waiver
and denied a request by National Airlines to withhold action on the L. B.
Wilson request for temporary authority
because of the pendency of National's
legal petitions.
which was
ordered to take itsNational,
ch. 10 station
off the
air by Sept. 15 (later extended to Sept.
30), has asked the FCC to reconsider
its original July 14 grant to L. B. Wilson. It also has filed an appeal in the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
against
the a commission's
asked for
stay there. actions and has
Stay Denied ■ Earlier in the week the
FCC announced it had issued instructions to turn down both National Airlines' and the Boston Herald-Traveler's
requests for stays of the July 14 decision.
In its July 14 order, the FCC revoked its 1957 grant of ch. 10 to National Airlines and found all applicants
disqualified except L. B. Wilson. It
granted the Miami vhf channel to Wilson, but stated that it would only authorize afour months license initially.
The commission at that time also rescinded its 1957 grant of Boston's ch. 5
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Sales Management's

Survey of Buying

Power says: "The presence of armed
forces frequently constitutes a hidden
plus; their average income, while well

earn $8,408 to equal navy pay of $3,709,
plus allowances, income tax differential,
retirement plan, health services, and
other

below the- national average, frequently
is largely available for discretionary
spending,"
Twenty-five

major

naval

commands

(comprising the world's largest naval
installations), plus 7 important army
and air force commands, located in the
Norfolk-Newport News metro area
create a hidden plus we estimate conservatively at$200 MILLION annually.
For example, a civilian would

have to

lion paid

*4 fringe benefits — including
country club dues, and
theater tickets!
the more than $150 milto service people living in

Tidewater
Thus equals about $350 million of
f
civilian payroU. In other words, here is a
hidden plus of $200 miUion not reported
in the SM Survey of Buying Power, or
elsewhere. And we have not included here
the fleet based navy payroll of $123,199,602 in (1959), much of which is spent in

market
centration

Tidewater.
Also please note that retail sales figures
as reported in SM Survey of Buying
Power and elsewhere do
not inelude sales in Tide- ^
ies,
post
many commissarwater's
stores,
exchanges, ships'
and service clubs. '
Tidewater

is a / /^1

tremendous

the entire

. . . greatest conof people in
Southeast . . . more

than 820,000
report) in half
Atlanta or

(new census
the area of metro
Miami! Tidewtar

is a better way to

spell it, and sell
is the most powerit, for WTAR-TV
ful advertising medium in the market —
No. 1 in every audience survey ever
made here!

Represented by (EdwardYPetry aYco., Inc.) Tke Original Station Representative

NORFOLK,

VIRGINIA

CHANNEL

3

to the Herald-Traveler, but ordered a
reopening of the original hearing.
In explaining its action last week in
the Miami ch. 10 case, the FCC said
that it "deems it essential to the public
interest to permit L. B. Wilson Inc. to
commence construction immediately
and complete it as soon as possible so
that in the event Public Service [the
National Airlines" tv subsidiary] does
not prevail in its pleadings, continuity
of tv service to the Miami area on ch.
10 will not be interrupted."
Is House Oversight
SAN

unit on

DIEGO

CALIFORNIA
FURNITURE-HOUSEHOLD- APPLIANCE
STORE SALES
in San Diego County reached $86, 565,000
last year — a total that placed San Diego
11th among the nation's 200 leading counties.
Top salesmen for products and services
of all kinds are San Diego's
two daily newspapers;

Evening Tribune
*COPYRIGHT 106O SALES MANAGEMENT "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER"
'The Ring of Truth"

Wcwspopfi/tg
0^
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO.
CALIFORNIA - GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD,
ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY
WASHINGTON BUREAU AND THE COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLIDAY CO.. INC,

UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL '
newsroom
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out?

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee may not be reactivated in
the 87th Congress next year, the New
York Times reported last week. Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) was quoted as
saying next year will be "a new situation" and that he has no comments now
on whether he'll ask that the unit, part
of his House Commerce Committee, be
revived.
House Speaker Sam Rayburn (DTex.) said he hadn't discussed the oversight unit's future with Rep. Harris,
but that he would be guided by the latter's judgement. Speaker Rayburn first
announced formation of the subcommittee in 1956.
The Times quoted "authoritative
sources" as saying the subcommittee's
investigations of the FCC and other
agencies have been practically concluded and that two investigators have
been dropped from the staff of about 30
persons for lack of funds.
Subcommittee spokesmen have said
the unit has no active investigations
under way concerning the FCC, but the
group is underwriting an evaluation of
broadcast ratings services by a threeman committee under the aegis of the
American Statistical Assn. (Broadcasting, April 4). No results from this
study have yet been announced.
Two

■to cuu
addiiion

its way

new

tv's granted;

cp proposed for third
Grants of construction permits for
new tv stations in Flagstaff, Ariz., and
Salina, Kan., have been made by the
FCC.
Saunders Broadcasting Co., applicant
in Flagstaff, was awarded ch. 1 3 with
1.78 kw power. The firm is owned by
Charles J. Saunders, who also owns
KCLS Flagstaff and publishes the
weekly Flagstaff Gazette.
The Salina grant was to Prairie
States Broadcasting Co. for ch. 34. The
station will operate with 6.92 visual
power. Prairie States is owned by M.L.
and T.L. Gleason, principal stockholders of KAWL York, Neb.
In another tv action. Hearing ExamBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

KCMCTV
TEXAHKANAJexas-Arlcansas
Reathing
33

more

€ovnfy

area

homes
than

in
ever

a
before:

Able to receive . .97,800
Net weekly
audience . . . . .71,000
ARB 1960 Coverage Study

Primary

ABC

Unduplicated
over

a wide

with

Programming

4-State

Area:

Dominant KCMC-TV is now the only ABC
primary affiliote between Little Rock and
Dallas, and between Tulsa and New Orleans
the 4-State

Corner

of the Southwest

with . . .

_
Maximum Power
Channel 6

KGMGTV

TEXARKANAJexas-Arkansas
WALTER M. WINDSOR, General Manager

"zra"., VENARD,
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RiNTouL

& MccoNNELL,

Inc. !:u;i:::^:^:tJ::^nt.7S

iner Annie Neal Huntting issued an initial decision which proposes a grant
of cp to Kentuckiana Tv Inc. for ch.
51 in Louisville, Ky. The competing
application of United Electronics Laboratories Inc. for the same facility was
dismissed without prejudice following
an agreement between Kentuckiana
and United.
Under the agreement, Werth L. Rector, president of United, will become a
I2V2 % stockholder in Kentuckiana. Mr.
Rector is sole owner of United. Kentuckiana Tv Inc. is a group headed by
George E. Egger, president.
Sen.

Morse:

'I have

only begun to fight'
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) said he
will ask for a congressional investigation next year of "monopolistic practices" in chain acquisitions of newspapers and radio and tv stations.
"I have only begun to fight," he said,
after charging such monopoly exists in
the methods of acquisition of newspaper
and broadcast properties used by the
Samuel I. Newhouse organization,
which owns WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse, WAPI-AM-FM-TV Birmingham;
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; 50% of
KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland. Ore.,
22.71% of KTVI (TV) St. Louis, and
which publishes a number of newspapers.
Sen. Morse said the Newhouse organization recently bought 40% of
stock in the Springfield (Mass.) Republican and is attempting to "weaken" the
newspaper's pension plan for employes.
He called this an anti-labor practice
and said Newhouse also is engaged in
similar practices in Oregon.
"Democracy will be greatly weakened," he said, "if the people of this
country start to be brainwashed by a
monopolistically-controlled press, radio
and television business."
AFTRA

Chicago

writes

its congressman
The Chicago chapter of American
Federation of Tv & Radio Artists has
asked Congress to require the FCC to
hold public hearings where broadcast
license renewals have been protested.
The chapter said local and network
broadcasters in Chicago have cancelled
locally produced programs, thus terminating services of AFTRA members
there.
AFTRA made similar charges
against NBC"s Chicago stations,
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV), Oct. 2.
1958, in a petition to the FCC asking
that the cations
stations'
license
applibe denied.
The renewal
FCC turned
down the petition and renewed the
76 (GOVERNMENT)

station licenses Dec. 22, 1959.
The union made its views known in
a request to Rept. Roland V. Libonati
(D-Ill.) who forwarded it to Rep. Peter
F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.), a member of the
House Commerce Committee, which
has jurisdiction over the FCC.
The AFTRA chapter also on Aug.
12 asked Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (R111.), Senate minority leader, to help
defeat that part of a minimum wage
bill (the bill died in Senate-House conference) affecting employes of tv and
radio stations in cities of 100,000 population or less. The bill proposed exemptions to such stations only where overtime pay is involved. The AFTRA
message, however, indicated the union
feels the proposed exemptions applied
to the regular 40-hour week. The
AFTRA group said there are hundreds
of stations just outside large cities such
as Chicago, which claim coverage of
the larger cities.
FCC

relents

of blocked

on

50

renewals

The FCC last week opened the dam
on a reservoir of an estimated 600 license renewal applications which have
been held up for the last six months —
and approved renewals of almost 50 licenses.
The group covers stations all over
the country and includes eight tv stations. It was included in the announcement of routine license renewals of
stations in Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia and the District of Columbia,
all of whose licenses expire Sept. 30.
The backlog of station renewals applications, considered the highest in
FCC history, stemmed primarily from
the payola scandals as well as such
other problems as stations' failure to reply or to respond fully to the questionnaire on the same subject; on purported
technical violations and other "houseJune 13). keeping" matters (Closed Circuit,
There's general understanding that
the commission has lifted its restrictive
hand for most of those applicants whose
renewals were frozen because of the
imposition of the Commission's "get
tough" policy.
The following stations, which had
been operating under a temporary extension of their old licenses, were renewed :
WHP-AM-FM-TV Harrisburg, Pa.;
WDEA Ellsworth, Maine; WBNX New
York, N. ¥.; WPEL Montrose, Pa.;
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa.; WAGMAM-TV Presque Isle, Maine; WKNE
Keene, N.H.; KFTV Paris, Texas;
WHYN Springfield, Mass.; KFDA
Amarillo, Tex.;
WLEM
Emporium,
Pa.; KDFC

(FM) San Francisco, Calif.; WPRO :
Providence, R.I.; WSMN Nashua, i
N.H.; WLOA-FM, Braddock, Pa.; '
WNAE Warren, Pa.; WCAX Burling- ;
WGBR
N.C; WLBR
ton,
Vt.; Goldsboro,
WINR Binghamton,
N.Y.; ''\
Lebanon, Pa.; KONE Reno, Nev. i
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.;
WCHN Norwich, N.Y.; WKST New
Castle, Pa.; WGCB Red Lion, Pa.;
KOLO Reno, Nev.; WPME Punxsutawney.
WVNJ
Newark,
(FM)Pa.;New
York,
N.Y.; N.J.;
KCULWNCN
Fort '
Worth. Tex.; WWLP (TV) Springfield, \
Mass.; WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass.;
WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass.
WGAW Gardner, Mass.; WJDA
Quincy, Mass.; WHMP Northampton,
Mass.; WERS (FM) Boston, Mass.;
WHSR-FM Winchester, Mass.; WABI- 1
AM-TV Bangor, Maine; WPOR Portland, Maine; WFMU (FM) East

WCBA N.J.
Corning, N.Y.; WICU-TV '
Orange,
Erie, Pa.;* WQED (TV),* WQEX (TV)
Pittsburgh, Pa.
|
*WDFM (FM) State College, Pa. |
KOFY
San Mateo, Calif.; WRIB
Providence,
R.I.; KIEV Glendale,
Calif.
FTC

announces

more

payola consent orders
Federal Trade Commission approval
of consent orders forbidding further
payola practices by Carlton Record *
Corp. and Carlton Record Distributing
Corp.. New York, and Hugo & Luigi
Products Inc., New York, was announced last week.
The FTC in approving the consent
orders adopted initial decisions by two
examiners based on orders agreed to by
the Carlton firms, which manufacture
and sell records to independent distributors, and Hugo & Luigi, which
produces master recordings for sale to
record manufacturers for reproduction.
The H&L decision was amended slightly by the
All
the FTC.
concerns were charged with
paying tv and radio disc jockeys to
broadcast the firms' records and the
Carlton firms were charged with making payments to other station personnel. The consent agreements are not
considered admissions by the firms that
they have violated the law.
The FTC also announced that another record distributor. Interstate Electric Co., New Orleans, has denied the
agency's charge made June 27 that iti
practiced payola. Interstate said it participated in"generally accepted and entirely proper promotions and advertising activities" which were "not intended
to" and did not obtain exposure "in ;
the manner alleged" and that they did
not mislead and deceive the public.
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WJAR-TV

SCORES

AT NEWPORT

JAZZ

NEWS

BEAT

FESTIVAL

On TV news programs throughout the nation, a startled
nation watched the explosive riot at the Newport Jazz
Festival last July — thanks to a crack camera crew of
WJAR-TV. WJAR-TV filmed this major news event, and
supplied NBC, CBS, TELENEWS and other New England
stations with film. At the same time, WJAR RADIO fed
NBC's "Monitor", Major scoops like this are another
reason why the Peabody-Award-winning News Department of WJAR-TV dominates the Providence market!
WJAR-TV

CHANNEL

10 • PROVIDENCE

Whether

it jumps

to make

a discovery

that's out of this world, or sits down
to spend a century

quietly

or two on atomic

re-

search, steel is the only material that has
the strength and vigor to keep up with the
reach of modern
New

man's mind.

Stainless Steels developed

by United

States Steel withstand

the vibration

and

friction of unearthly

speeds. New

USS

Steel Forgings shape atomic
nuclear

power

systems.

reactors and

Look

around.

You'll see steel in so many places — building strength.
USS is a registered trademark

United

States

Steel
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WARNER
AFM

POST-48

fails to block

sale

Warner Bros, transferred 122 post'48 feature films to Seven Arts Productions, Toronto, last Tuesday (Sept. 6)
following a U.S. District Court ruling,
which denied an American Federation
of
Musicians'
to halt
the sale.petition for an injunction
An agreement between Warner Bros,
and Creative Telefilm & Artists, Toronto, which has changed its name to
Seven Arts Productions, had stipulated
that Warner would be paid $11 million
for the tv rights, plus a 50% participation in profits after all costs and distribution fees were recovered. The closing for the transaction originally had
been set for Sept. 1 but was held up
when the AFM sought the injunction.
The union claimed that Warners and
other major studios were bound to a
contract under which they had to obtain consent from the federation before
they coud sell films in which musicians
performed.
U.S. District Court Judge William B.
Herlands, in denying AFM's application, upheldbetween
Warner'sthe contention
that
the contract
motion picture

ART

LINRLETTER'S
HOUSEPARTY
To millions of listeners, the liveliest Art is
Linkletter. His zany stunts, surprises and
conversations with kids (who say the darndest things) make Houseparty a bright spot
in the day for housewives. And as for sales,
nobody livens them up like Art Linkletter.
In all radio, Art Linkletter is the kind of
company you keep
ONLY
ON

CBS

RADIO
80

company and AFM had ended in 1958
when studio musicians chose the Musicians Guild of America as their bargaining agent.
A Warner attorney confirmed that
the transfer of the 122 films had been
completed on Tuesday. Seven Arts
Productions, meanwhile, has scheduled
a news conference in New York today
(Sept. 12) to give details of the transaction and to reveal plans for distribution of the films to tv.
Appeal ■ AFM immediately appealed
the decision and warned that it will
"continue to file suits against any major
motion picture producer that ignores its
contractual
to the that
federation."
The union pledge
maintained
despite
Judge tween
Herlands'
contracts
AFM and ruling,
the movie
makers bein
effect until early 1958 when the AFM
members went out on strike require
AFM's consent to any tv use of theatrical pictures made before that time.
Musicians Guild of America announced that it too will go into court
seeking injunctions to stop any of the
major studios with which it has contracts (that went into effect two years
ago when MGA won bargaining rights
at these studios from AFM) from selltheatrical
films to
tv.
MGAing their
willpost-'48
also ask
for a court
order
requiring the motion picture producers
to negotiate with it for reuse payments
for the musicians who participated in

FILMS
of 1 22

SOLD

features

the original scoring of the pictures.
Cecil Read, guild president, reiterat
ed MGA's position that the musician
who worked on these films "have cer
tain legal and/ or equitable propert;
rights in and to all sound track on th^
post-'48s and that MGA, as coUectivi
bargaining representative for studio mu
sicians, is entitled to go to court to en
force the tv restrictive clause.
"It is the intention of the guild ti
take whatever legal action is necessar;
to protect the rights of the musician
and to require all reuse payments to bi
made to the actual musicians wh*
scored these pictures, instead of to thi.
AFM trust fund, as has been the cas^
in all already
pre-'48 sold
films toandtelevision
some post-'4.
films
unde
AFM
and contracts."
AFMpolicies
President
Herman Kenin ha^
stated that all reuse fees AFM col
lects from the sale of 1948-58 picture:
to tv will be distributed on a pro rate
basis to the men who played for the
sound tracks and not diverted to thd:
trust funds.
Studios involved are Allied Artists
Columbia, Disney, MGM, Paramount
20th Century-Fox, Universal-Interna
tional and Warner Bros. In an NLRE
election held Wednesday -Thursda}';
(Sept. 7-8) in Hollywood. AFM wal
seeking to regain the right to act a;
collective bargaining representative fo(
the studio musicians it lost to MGi*i;
two years ago. Some 1,400 musiciane,
were eligible to vote in the two-da}=
election. (See At Deadline.) i
Can't

hire, then

train

help, animators agree
Faced with a shortage of trained an|
imators to work on tv programs anc;
commercials, more than a dozen Holly-,
wood animation studios are contribut
ing $405 apiece (salary of an instruc
tor) to establish five evening courses ir
animation at the U. of Southern Call
fornia. Other studios now being con,
tacted by an organizing committee art
expected to bring the total studios par^
ticipating to at least 20, a spokesmar
said. The money will go to provide
teaching materials needed for the classe;
and, if there is anything left over
scholarships for talented students ma}
be established.
Instructors will be working membed
of the profession. Lester Novros, ownei
of Graphic Films Corp., who was with
Disney before he started his own busiBROADCASTING, September 12, 196(

ness in 1941, will teach filmic expression, an introductory course, Mondays,
7-8:40 p.m. Art Babbitt, director of
animation and co-owner of Quartet
Films, another Disney alumnus, will
teach an animation class, Tuesdays, 7j9:40 p.m. Paul Julian, co-owner of
Quartet Films, who started in animation
with Warner Bros., will teach a class in
cinematic design, Wednesdays, 7-8:40
p.m.
Leo Salkin, writer-director for Format Films, will teach the course in elements of production, Thursdays, 7-9:40
p.m. Ray H. Thursby, now with Anicam
and for many years a cameraman with
Pacific Productions, Disney, Industrial
Films and the Army, will teach problems in cameras, Fridays, 7-9:40 p.m.
Classes will start Sept. 19. Each
course will run for 16 weeks, ending
Jan. 27. Tuition is $32 per unit. Filmic
expression and cinematic design are two
units each.
Animation studios which have contributed or pledged the $405, an arbitrary figure based on the salary of an
instructor, are: Cascade Pictures of
California, Churchill-Wexler Productions, Film Fair, Fine Arts Productions,
Format Films, Graphic Films, HannaBarbera Productions, Pantomime Pictures, Ray Patin Productions, Playhouse
Pictures, Quartet Films, Swift-Chaplin
Productions, Tv Spots and Jay Ward
Productions.
Big changes in NBC's
Saturday a.m. lineup

NBC-TV's Saturday morning lineup
of children's shows has undergone a
shake-up resulting in three major
schedule changes effective in October.
Four varied programs, including two
new colorcast series, are set for the
young audience.
Starting at 10 a.m. (all times EDT)
on Oct. 1 will be The Shari Lewis
Show, a color series that replaces
Howdy Doody Show, which will be
sponsored by National Biscuit Co.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt. King
Leonardo and His Short Subjects, a new
color cartoon series about a gentle lion
who rules over the mythical kingdom
of Bongo Congo, will follow at 10:30
a.m., starting Oct. 15. It replaces
Ru§ and Reddy Show and will be sponsored by General Mills through DancerFitzgerald-Sample. Fury, starting its
sixth season on NBC-TV, continues in
its current 1 1 a.m. time period under
sponsorship of Miles Labs, through
Wade Advertising, and National Biscuit (K&E).
The Lone Ranger, a long-time radiotv western series that was on CBS-TV
last season, moves over to NBC-TV
Oct. 1 in the 11:30 a.m. spot. It will
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

replace Circus Boy and will be sponsored by General Mills (D-F-S), and,
starting in January, by Beech Nut Life
Savers through Young & Rubicam.
True Story and Detective's Diary, both
sponsored by Sterling Drug via D-F-S,
will continue in their current 12 noon
and 12:30 p.m. periods respectively.
MGA scales rise
An estimated 35% increase in the
scales of phonograph-recording musicians are contained in the new four-year
contract signed by Musicians Guild of
America with Essex Productions Inc.
(Frank Sinatra firm), Verve Records
Inc.. Contemporary Records Inc. and
Disney Records effective immediately.
The pact provides for a basic rate of
$67.50 for three-hour recording session
($16 increase over old AFM rate) with
yearly increases up to $75. Overtime
and re-use rates also increase as do
scales for arrangers, orchestrators,
copyists and librarians.
■ Film sales
"Warner Bros. Features" (UAA)
Sold to KRIS-TV Corpus Christi;
WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla.; KMBCTV Kansas City; KCRA-TV Sacramento; KPLR-TV St. Louis, and
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.
"Warner Bros. Cartoons" (UAA)
Renewed by KGBT-TV Harlingen,
Tex.; KDUB-TV Lubbock; WKRG-TV
Mobile, and WSBT-TV South Bend,
Ind. Sold to WKRC-TV Cincinnati;
KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa; KTVO
(TV) Ottumwa, Iowa; WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky., and WICS (TV) Springfield, III.
"The Play of the Week" (NTA)
Sold to WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y.;
WTOL-TV Toledo; WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., and WRCV-TV Philadel"Tightrope"
(Screen Gems)
phia.
Reruns sold to WNEW-TV New
York; KTTV (TV) Los Angeles;
WCCO-TV Minneapolis; WTTG (TV)
Washington; KOOL-TV Phoenix;
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.; WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala., and KALB-TV
Alexandria, La.
"Boxoffice" (UAA)
(first listing)
Sold to KTVK (TV) Phoenix and
KLRJ-TV Las Vegas.
Background: This package contains
post-'48 features such as "The Barefoot Contessa," "King and Four
Queens,"
and features
"Baby Face
Other UAA
sales Nelson."
include
"United Artists Features" sold to
WNBC-TV New York and KTES-TV
Nacogdoches, Tex. "Warner Bros. Fea-

BACKGROUND
Edward R. Murrow presides over
a major innovation in news programs. Every Sunday he and crack
CBS News correspondents abroad
examine the week's most significant news in a 25-minute international "conference call." The objectivto
e : impart fresh insight into
the meaning of the news. In all
radio, Edward R. Murrow is the
kind of company you keep .

ONLY
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81
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A tv campaign for Moral Re-Armament
ment of RCA, is another industry
A worldwide movement to help
debut is scheduled Oct. 15 at Waradvisor.
free nations battle against comner's Times Square theatre. New
Using ideological methods,
York. The film, depicting the life
munism is operating out of one of
of Mary McLeod Bethune, Negro
the most complete tv plants in the
MRA's goal is to put free nations on
the offensive in the worldwide battle
nation.
educator, stars Muriel Smith.
against communism. The Mackinac
Moral Re-Armament, with new
MRA has representatives in the
project was built last winter by
tv facilities completed this summer
Congo where the lessons of democvolunteer workers from 23 counat Mackinac Island in northern
racy are being taught. In addition,
tries. The first MRA major film
Michigan, is setting up an extensive
prominent persons from many Afriproduction was titled Hoffnung,
video production schedule and plans
can nations have been receiving into distribute films to stations in the
doctrination inthe democratic way
meaning "hope." It has been shown
on tv stations in the U.S. and 12
of life at Mackinac Island and
U.S. and other countries.
other nations on a public service
Caux. This is just one phase of
The program was mapped out in
basis.
MRA's
work.
rough form over the Labor Day
The tv studio at Mackinac covers
weekend as volunteer executives
On The Offensive ■ Howard S.
82,500
square feet. It can produce
and talent from New York, HollyMeighan, president of Videotape
all types of films ranging from news
wood and foreign nations met at
Productions of New York, has been
clips to full-length color features.
serving MRA as an industry conthe
group'sworld
American
The main studio is 80x120 feet,
A second
center headquarters.
is maintained
sultant to this endowed, volunteer
flanked by a smaller 20x50 studio
at Caux, Switzerland.
project which has the support of
and rehearsal facilities. Film laborademocratic thought leaders in many
A new film produced at Mackitory, editing and dubbing equipment
nations. Andrew Inglis, manager of
nac. The Crowning Experience, will
and all other needed facilities are
be made available to tv stations on
closed circuit television and film
a public service basis. Its theatrical
provided plus an 800-seat theatre.
recording of the marketing departThe klieg lighting system is claimed
to be the world's largest.
James Hardiman, publicity director of Screen Gems, predicted
MRA will turn out "the finest pictures ever shown. They will be great
in entertainment value and professional standards, but more important they will carry a message
of Dr.
hopeFrank
for the
N. world."
D. Buchman, managing director of Scottish Television, described MRA's new tv facilities and the MRA project as "the
ideological master stroke of the
century." He added, "Nothing could
be more timely than the opening of
this studio now. It comes when
civilization is facing chaos and gives
a full and eff'ective answer to it. The
programs from this studio will put
the free nations on the off'ensive
and effectively wrest the initiative
MRA's new studio at Mackinac Island, Mich.
tures" to WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
WMAL-TV Washington, D.C.; KXGOTV Fargo, N.D., and KXJB-TV Valley
City, N.D. "RKO Features" to WHNBTV Hartford, Conn.; "Movieland Features" to WMAR-TV Baltimore;
WMAL-TV Washington and KTVE
(TV) El Dorado, Ark. "UAA Features"
were sold to 'WNBC-TV New York and
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.Va.
"1960 Olympics" (CBS Films International Sales)
Television rights sold to ch. 13,
Buenos Aires, Brazil, and to the Australian Broadcasting Commission.
"Superman" (Flamingo Films)
Sold to WPIX (TV) New
32 (PROGRAMMING)

York;

WGN-TV Chicago; WXYZ-TV Detroit;
WSB-TV Atlanta; WPST-TV Miami;
KMGO-TV Fargo, N.D.; WNDU-TV
South Bend; WITI-TV Milwaukee, and
KOB-TV Albuquerque.
"Highway Patrol" (International Television Programs)
Sold to new. planned German commercial television operation, scheduled
to go on the air in early 1961.
UA)
"Case of the Dangerous Robin" (ZivSold to WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.;
WSPA - TV Asheville - Greenville - Spartanburg; KFYR-TV Bismarck, KUMVTV Williston, WMOT (TV) Minot,
KDIX-TV Dickinson, all North Dakota;
WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge, and WEHT

from Khrushchev."
(TV) Evansville, Ind. Also sold to Gay
Johnson's Wyoming Automotive Service
Co. for KFBC-TV Cheyenne; Capitol
Chevrolet, WCOV-TV Montgomery,
Ala., and to Brown & Williamson for
WBZ-TV Boston; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh: WBAL-TV Baltimore; KYWCity.
TV Cleveland, and WDAF-TV Kansas
Now in 142 markets.
"Popeye Cartoons" (UAA)
Renewed by WTEN (TV) Albany,
N.Y.; WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.;
WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.; KGBT-TV
Harlingen, Tex.; KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex.; WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.; WEEKTV Peoria, 111., and WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla.
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How

does

it

much

cost

NOT

TO

GO

TO

COLLEGE?
Everybody deplores the high
cost of going to college.
But the rapid and exciting scientific developments of recent
years make one thing obvious. It
is vitally important that America's
well edu-of
cated toyoung
meetpeople
the be
challenge
the future.
For quite some time, American
business has been aware that the
high cost of going to college is not
nearly as high for the nation as
the cost of not going to college.
The cost of not going to college
could be a critical weakening of
democracy
itself.price!
The nation cannot afford that
To help promising students and
privately-financed liberal arts
colleges, we and many other companies give financial aid in various ways. Standard Oil, for example, has made funds available
which provide for 34 graduate
fellowships and undergraduate
scholarships in science and engineering. those
The educational
institutions select
who receive
the
awards. Four-year scholarships
awarded through the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation
also are included in the program.
Supplementary grants are made
to schools chosen by the Merit
Scholarship winners.
In addition, Standard Oil has
made funds available from which
$175,000 is paid yearly, through
the State Associations of Colleges,
to aid privately-financed liberal
arts colleges in the Midwest and
Rocky Mountain areas.
At Standard Oil, where so much
of our ture,planning
the few
fuwe believeconcerns
there are
things
to America's
securitymore
thanvital
a well-educated
public. And we think that industry should back up such beliefs
with substantial aid to colleges
and students.
What Makes A Company A Good Citizen?
For one thing— the way it looks
ahead, for the good of all. In
years to come, America will gain
strength and security through the
combined efforts of business and
colleges today in making higher
education available to more

Jomet
Nueehterlein,
a Benior
Indiana's Valparaiso
typical
of the A.young
Americans22, who
hold atscholarships
awarded byUniversity,
American isbusiness.
Majoring in history and government, he is editor-in-chief of the student newspaper, the Torch. 'Top) New, modern buildings like the impressive chapel above
are rising on the campus of this 100-year-old university.

people.
STA

IV DA
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THE SIGN OF PROGRESS.
THROUGH RESEARCH
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A

DAVID
Rotondo,

IN

A

production

It's the annual jitters and misgivings
season in television, the weetcs of suspense between plans and production.
In New York, where production and
crafts people keep readjusting to technical developments and the West Coast
program pull, there's a private production supplier who has thrived through
it
Septemberwhere
he's tape
shaking
his all.
headButandthiswondering
and

FIELD

aid firm,

OF

prospers

GOLIATHS
despite

ments several times the size of Rotondo. All are working for a cut of what
must have been a $15 million pie last
year, give or take some millions. It is a
congenial competition and each supplies the other on items not duplicated
in the different shops (odd properties,
plastic molds, gear, etc.).
Not all networks care to discuss the
subject in detail, but Ervin Anderson,
manager of CBS design and production
operations, will admit to a $5 million
annual volume. E. Carlton Winckler is
head of this operation, which employs
from 250-350 people from low point to
peak season. NBC, with last year's
bulky schedule of specials added to

tv changes

In bidding against the network, Rotondo trades on its comparative size.
It is completely specialized, unburdened
by complex organization and bulky
overhead. Although the company retains some stage and convention work,
its main stake is in tv, and it has to
make money from this specialty to
survive. Rotondo can get a job out overnight.
The complete production package

the West Coast are going to leave him.
covers scenic design, construction and
He's the founder of the P.J. Rotondo
Construction Co., a modern David in
paint, props and prop men, costumes,
a field of network Goliaths. Mr. Rographic arts, mechanical effects and distondo started some 50 years ago in the
play. There are 75 on staff the year
around and twice that many at midpoint
theatre, grew with television and now
competes with networks on supplying
in the September-June season. Four
trucks and a station
physical production
services. His comwagonRotondo
ply between
the
plant
pany approaches a
and network tape
$2 million yearly
and film studios
volume.
around town.
Sunny Side ■ Mr.
Com mercial s
Rotondo's gloom
nowadays are the
fails, however, to
backbone of the
rub off on his men.
The executive vice
business, accountfor 70%
president of P.J.
ordersingand
growingof
Rotondo Construc"by leaps and
tion is as sanguine
as the founder is
bounds,"jalianMr.
Bohsays. (The
uncertain. Aram
executive vice presBohjalian concedes
ident joined the
that live program
firm five years ago
orders have diminafter half a dozen
ished the past few
years
with Benton
seasons. But com& Bowles, New
mercial work has
York, where he
compensated to the
was a tv producer.)
point where it repDuring a slow
resents 70% of a
week for Rotondo
total volume in tv
that has never Artful clutter ■ One of a series of authentic interiors Rotondo rounded up for last month, work
was in progress for
stopped growing. Philadelphia Story, a 90-minute special last season on NBC-TV.
these tv clients,
Mr. Bohjalian looks
regular program and commercial jobs, split roughly 70/30% between tape
for no plateau so long as new adverand film: White Owl, Beechnut, Swiss
tisers throng to join the established
probably showed a very considerable
volume, although Bernard I. Paulson,
ones in a field that is still young. As
Watch, Dow, Blue Bonnet, Consolidated Edison, Carter Products, Post
for tape, where Mr. Rotondo foresees
director of design, art and scenic production, would rather not say what.
Cereals, Maxwell House, Instant Maxpossible trouble, Mr. Bohjalian sees
well House. Remington Rand, Sealtest,
positive benefits. Tape is tending to Frederick Schumann's production servDupont. Philco Ipana, BufTerin and
turn program work from seasonal spurts
ices department at ABC keeps 80-100
Bromo Seltzer.
into a 12-month operation, although it people busy on network shows, comA couple of network daytime soap
will take years to reach that optimum,
mercials and occasionally pilots. Networks stock properties and costumes
he thinks. Meanwhile, Rotondo is busy
operas and the weekly I've Got a Secret
and have on staff the studio technical
sustain program activity between speand making money in both the live-tape
and film areas.
personnel, lighting, wardrobe, makeup
cials
such DuPont
as Equitable's
Heritage and
Show American
of the Month.
people and other specialists needed on
Rotondo is not the only private New
the alternate-week Armstrong Circle
York firm competing with networks in a set.
Theatre and others. Rotondo will be
Out of the East ■ Rotondo devotes
production service. It is, however,
bidding for live and tape shows still not
virtually alone among independents in little or no space to props and costumes
offering a complete production pack- but still requires 40,000 square feet of selected in this season's bill of specials,
working room in two buildings that are as well as whatever regular programage, design to effects.
The others in the field, ABC, CBS
ming it can land. The reduction of spesituated
NewSts.York's East River on
93rd and by94th
and NBC, all own production establishcials this year below last year's record
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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proportions is working to sharpen the
sales effort.
Networks are reticent to name their
stake in the scenic supply business, but
obviously it is important to them, although proportionately small on the big
ledger. There have been other independents bucking them besides Rotondo
in the New York field, and they have
fallen by the wayside in the short history
of television. Rotondo has endured and
expanded. Its willingness to go all the
way on the production package probably is one reason for this.
The founder may get the blues in
August. But Mr. Bohjalian thinks the
firm is in the business to stay.
■

Program

notes

Strictly service ■ CBS-TV contributed
its services and facilities for a special
half-hour closed-circuit program carried to thousands of volunteer workers
for the United Community Funds and
Councils of America last Wednesday
(Sept. 7). The taped program, which
featured appearances by President
Eisenhower and leading figures from
business, labor and entertainment, discussed the forthcoming nationwide
campaign. The program originated from
WTOP-TV Washington, B.C., and was
fed to CBS-TV affiliates throughout the

Now-EASTERN'S

country. Volunteer workers viewed the
telecast in the studios of affiliated stations.
Multi-station hoedown ■ A new country-western tvshow, called Mississippi
Valley Jamboree, will be offered to stations in late October. The program features country and hillbilly stars and audience participation, originates live in
St. Louis from 10 p.m. to midnight
CST. The producers announced that
over a dozen stations covering a fivestate area have signed for the show so
far. Sponsorship is sold in half-hour
segments. For further information write
Gateway Broadcasting Co., 11600 Tesson Ferry Rd., St. Louis. Sub-launch report ■ A depth report on
the U.S. Navy's Polaris, a hydrogenheaded ballistic missile that uses atomicpowered submarines as the launching
site, is set to open the 1960-61 CBS
Reports series Sept. 29. The film is
titled "The Year of the Polaris," will fill
the 9:30-10:30 p.m. period and will
feature Edward R. Murrow as the reporter. The episode is considered an
offshoot of the much heralded "Biography of a Missile" shown in the past
season's series. For this program, Mr.
Murrow and others connected with the
production had been involved with the

Polaris project over a year and a half.
Fred W. Friendly is executive producer
and Palmer Williams director of production of the series which will be seen
twice-a-month in the new season.
Dry subject ■ A series of three radio
documentaries on the problem of obtaining water in Arizona is being produced for broadcast on the Voice of
America by KPHO Phoenix. The programs will be of special interest to the
people of arid areas of the world such
as Egypt, India and the Sudan. The programs will first be broadcast on KPHO,
then in English around the world with
subsequent translations for those areas
with climate similar to that of southern
Arizona. Larry Burroughs, KPHO program director, is in charge of the series.
Yankee talk show ■ A new weekly
discussion series prepared by the public
affairs department of the Yankee Network, entitled American Issues, started
on WNAC Boston and all Yankee Network stations last week. It will continue
for 18 weeks. One year in preparation
and produced by the Tufts Civic Education Center of Tufts U. in cooperation
with Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council at WGBH, the
programs will bring together outstanding local and national figures for de-

Flying Freighters offer

OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY
New York— Miami— San Juan
New York— Atlanta— New Orleans— Mobile— Houston
Chicago— Atlanta— Miami— San Juan
•
•
•
•

Reserved space on every Freighter flight.
Pressurized and temperature-controlled.
Flights daily except Saturday and Sunday nights.
Piclcup and delivery service available.

In addition, Eastern offers freight spoce on over 400 daily passenger
flights-including DC 8-B Jets and Prop-Jet Electras-to 128 cities
in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your
Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.

easternXair
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(Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT) as a special
program-salute
to the
network's Athletic
coverage of National
Collegiate
Assn.'s football games starting Sept. 17.
College football stars of the past and
present will appear as well as singers
Merv Griffin and Louise O'Brien, with
John Daly as host-m.c. The tv rally is
produced by Fred Heider and directed
by Jack Sameth.

bates on topics such as "Will American
local government survive?", a two-part
probe that will launch the series.
Middle East sales ■ International Radio & Television Programs, N.Y., has
been appointed European and middle
east sales representative for Official
Films Inc., N.Y. International Radio
and Television Programs Inc. maintains
an office at 25 W. 45th St.. New York.
N.Y., and will appoint agents abroad.

What's right ■ Amy Vanderbilt, etiquette expert, has been signed by Victor & Richards, N.Y., to write and
record 130 35-45-second program capsules for radio syndication. The series
entitled. The Right Thing To Do deals
with everyday problems in social behavior.

Record first half ■ TelePrompTer
Corp., N.Y., announced September
1 that gross revenues in the six
months ended June 30 reached $2,631,071, highest figure for any similar
period in the company's history. This
represents an increase of 37% over the
$1,910,194 reported for the same
period a year ago. Net income for the
period was $107,821, equal to IS^ a
share on 599,794 shares outstanding at
June 30 compared with net earnings of
$132,135, or 37 <j; per share on 356,591
shares outstanding at mid-year 1959.
First half earnings were reduced through
purchases of catv systems and development of Key-TV, a pay tv system
(Broadcasting, Aug. 29).

Philosophy course ■ WPON Pontiac,
Mich., in cooperation with Michigan
State U. -Oakland, plans to start a 12week university-level radio course titled
The Philosophies of Life. Half-hour
programs each Saturday 10-10:30 a.m.
from Oct. 1 through Dec. 17 will be
augmented by at least three discussion
sessions on the MSUO campus. Dr.
William Kluback, MSUO professor of
philosophy, will serve as instructor.
Registration cost per person is $1,
which covers a course outline, supple-

NCAA rally ■ ABC-TV will present
Football Kickoff--1960 on Sept. 14

Things

the

journalism

Getting the story is one thing.
Getting it back home is another.
John Rich, NBC correspondent
who has covered the Congo situation for the past two months,
sent an informal report back to
New York headquarters last week
telling how he and his colleagues
on other networks moved stories
out of Leopoldville. His report is
reproduced below. Mr. Rich's customary beat is Berlin, to which
he'll return after a stopover in
the U.S. for a special program on
the Congo.
"After the Belgians left, radio circuits out of Leo were pretty impossible. There was nobody at the
transmitters who
knew
how to
change frequencies. So we crossed
the river twice a day to do our
spots from Radio Brazzaville, a
powerful station in the former
French Congo. (We made so many
trips across the 2 V2 -mile-wide Congo that we started buying commutation tickets — 1 1 rides for the price
of 10.) Brazz Radio had a line almost constantly to Post Telephone
& Telegraphe in Paris. We'd just
walk in and, if there was no engineer there, switch on the mike our-

mentary reading list abstracts and excerpts and a certificate of completion,
all of which will be mailed to the aircourse student. WPON says the series
is an experimental project designed to
determine the desire for such instruction in the Pontiac area.
Acquires rights ■ Banner Films, N.Y.,
has acquired distribution rights to The
Debbie Drake Show. The show, which
offers 130 15-minute episodes, features
planned exercises, beauty tips and
health hints demonstrated by Miss
Drake.
Service unit ■ C.F. Productions, N.Y.,
has been formed to handle sales and
service details of the MBS syndicated
program. Living Should Be Fun. The
firm, to be located at 1 Park Ave., will
be headed up by Dave Nathan. Telephone: Lexington 2-3544.
A testimonial ■ The Hollywood AFL
Film Council, composed of unions and
guilds representing more than 24,000
employes of the motion picture production industry, has endorsed the drive
of the American Federation of Musicians to secure representation rights
at the major film studios in a resolution
that states "the interests of the musicians inthe major studios will be best

professor

forgot to teach
rents, and the danger of being swept
selves and call Paris for New York
and London. Sometimes one of us
over the rapids in case of a breakdown at night (the Congo runs over
would ride gain for the others. What
miles of incredibly rough rapids just
we did would curl a shop steward's
hair!
a few miles below Leopoldville) all
service across the river stops at
"One complicating factor was
that the ferry was closed down much
6 p.m. (In the Congo, on the equator, it gets light at 6 a.m. and dark
of the time. Because of the curat 6 p.m.) Besides navigational hazards, the ferry also was shut down
from time to time at the whim of
the confused Leopoldville authorities.
"As a lifesaver at many times
when a story held us up too late
to get the scheduled ferry to make
a broadcast, we'd hire a Rapide. a
tiny launch that, for a pretty price
and a tip to the skipper, would take
us skimming among the islands of
floating hyacinth across to the other
side. If circuits held us up beyond
6 p.m., there was one final chance
to get back. Air Brousse (meaning
bush), a bushpilot charter line,
would occasionally fly after dark to
Togetherness ■ NBC's John Rich
one of the two Leopoldville air(1), CBS' Winston Burdett (center)
and BBC's Neal Bruce prepare their
broadcasts as they ride the ferry
"As with most big stories that
break in remote areas, getting the
across the Congo from Leopoldville
to Brazzaville. Picture was taken by story was easy, but getting it out was
ports.
Joe Falletta, CBS cameraman.
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To

add

"atmosphere"
RCA

fitted into a boclcyard scene
One of a series on
"HOW ADVERTISERS
ARE sold"

to

the

sales

Special

pitch

. . .

Effects

!

Products of your local sponsors can be given that "distinctive" appeal with intriguing traveling matte effects. Using RCA Special Effects equipment, exciting slide
or film backdrops can easily be inserted into commercials. You can place an
animated figure into a moving background or add "atmosphere" details that
give results, very simply. The system will accept signals from several sources to
produce a variety of effects.
In addition to traveling matte backgrounds, RCA can provide modules for 154
special effects, including wipes, split screens, block, wedge, circular and multiple
frequency patterns. Any ten effects may be preselected — simply plug ten modules
into the control panel. You get the right effect to add that extra sell to your programs and commercials every time !
Your RCA Special Effects will sell itself to
advertisers and give your station a competitive
edge. See your RCA Representative. Or write
to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. LB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
for descriptive booklet. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N. J.
RCA Special Effects Panel
The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

In Roanoke
the

Selling

served by a union affiliated with the
AFL-CIO with its great economic bargaining power throughout the United
States." Musicians Guild of America,
currently representing the motion picture musicians, is an independent union, ,
outside the AFL-CIO fold. The Film
Council also called on all musicians to

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
Many people, much wampum,
in Roanoke. Heap big voice is
WDBJ-TV, serving over 400,000 TV
tepees in Virginia, N. Carolina
and W. Va.
Roanoke not get-rich-quick
market, but plenty steady. Growing, too! That's why smart ad chiefs
are going western . . . Western
Virginia, where they'll sell like
sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV.
Maximum power, highest tower.
Superior programming for braves,
squaws and offspring.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

join in the campaign against "runaway" foreign production of films by
American film producers.
MGA votes ■ Musicians Guild of America members have approved the contract negotiated with the Alliance of
Television Film Producers by a vote of
206 to 12. Ratification of the contract
came Monday, Aug. 22 after a previous
membership meeting had failed to pro22). a quorum (Broadcasting, Aug.
duce

i

Play that thing ■ NBC-TV has com- I
pleted taping a segment of Project
Twenty called "The Ragtime Revolution." Producer-director Donald B.
Hyatt said this marks a departure from
past programs in the series in that 75%
of the show is live, with film clips and
newsreels making up the remainder of |
this history of the musical era. Hoagy
Carmichael is starred; Purex sponsors
the series. Among other programs for
the coming season on Project Twenty
are "The Will Rogers Story" and several dramatic properties to be produced by Robert Alan Aurthur. i|

Roanoke, Virginia

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexei's
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD

Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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Contract okayed ■ Contract covering
actors in tv entertainment films negotiated between the Screen Actors Guild
and the Alliance of Television Film |
Producers and the Assn. of Motion Pic- I
ture Producers (Broadcasting, July 4, |
Aug. 8) has been overwhelmingly ap- ,
proved by SAG membership. A mail
referendum produced 5,362 votes in
favor of the contract to 207 opposed.
New York members of SAG approved
the contract by a 971-to-147 majority, 1
despite the opposition of the New York j
branch council of SAG, which sent all ,
New York members a letter condemning

the pact as "unsatisfactory when taken ^
p
in its entirety."
Sell Hope ■ California National Productions which has just acquired television distribution rights to two Bob
Hope movies, "Road To Rio" and "My
Favorite Brunette," has sold the properties to the five CBS-TV owned and
operated stations. They are WCBS-TV
New
York;
WBBM-TV
Chicago;
KMOX-TV St. Louis; KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles, and WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
'Panama' series ■ NBC-TV will begin ;

c
^

i
|
|
i

Central American location filming in ' I
color next February on a new action |
and adventure series, Panama, which is j
set for prime evening colorcasting in the
1961-62 season. Created by NBC's proBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Sylvania
cathode

ray

tubes
IIIUIIILUI
monitor

...without

UlC act
auL ,
the

dropping the "ball"

Juggling camera shots with nary a fumble calls for experience, quick reaction and the reliable quality of Sylvania
Cathode Ray Tubes in your video monitoring equipment.

Your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor has Cathode

Sylvania C. R.T.'s feature high resolution, sharp, brilliant
pictures— let you see the scene just as the camera picks it
up. What's more, Sylvania C. R.T.'s resist the toll of time,
retain youthful electrical and phosphor characteristics for
extended useful service . . . offer lower costs per hour of
tube operation.

— C. R.T.'s, large and small power tubes, mercury vapor
rectifiers, image orthicons. vidicons. See how fast he gets
into the act. Ask him, too. for your copy of the Sylvania
Industrial Tubes Booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 129, 1100
Main Street. Buffalo. New York.

OA

A

Ray types from 8" to 24" for video monitors . . . over 168
Cathode Ray types for industrial requirements. Call him
for prompt service on all Sylvania Tubes for Broadcasting

H
7T

T

7

SYLVA
Subsidiary of GENERAL
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If having a solid adult
audience is square, we're
the squarest!
WSUN

has the greatest percentage (97.2/( ) of adult
listeners of any station on
Florida's west coast. Furthermore this adult

leadership is
throughout the
entire 24-hour
broadcast day. and
to the entire 29
county Sun coast
area with 1,404,403
people. In WSUN
radio homes the
adults control

gram development department, under
supervision of Preston Wood, the series
will involve three continuing characters
cast as soldiers of fortune and expatriates who are unable to return to their
native countries and have joined forces
in Panama through their common love
of adventure.
RPI signers ■ Radio Press International
announces eight new subscribers to its
voice news service. They are: KXEN
St. Louis, Mo.; KWKH Shreveport.
La.; KTHS Little Rock, Ark.; CFRB
Toronto, Canada; WFEA Manchester,
N.H.; WFGM Fitchburg, Mass.; WOTT
Watertown, N.Y., and WQTE Monroe,
Mich.
'Ark' to tv ■ "Noah's Ark," a Darryl
Zanuck film, will be offered as a United
Artists Assoc. tv special. The IVi-hour
feature was directed by Michael Curtiz.
Uncle Sam's Show" Mutual Broadcasting System will feature a new Army Recruiting-sponsored radio series — Topic
of Conversation — each Saturday from
Sept. 17 through Dec. 10 at 12:35 p.m.
The 25-minute discussion series is produced and directed by Lt. Stephen
Freidheim with the support and cooperation of the National Guidance and
Youth Organizations, the National
Chamber of Commerce, Seventeen
magazine and the National Education
Assn. The programs will be unrehearsed
discussions of the problems, accomplishments, views and ideas of today's
young Americans. It will be available
for local programming after Dec. 10.
Capsule radio ■ Creative Services Inc.
(capsule radio series), Chicago, announces sale of following properties to
these stations: Guidance Message in the
Stars to KUZN West Monroe, La., and
Dottie Frye, Your Dear Friend to
WYVE Wytheville, Va., both for 26
weeks; Senator Claghorn to WPFB

the listening . . .
they control the
purse strings, too !
For top results use
the grown up"s station

Middleton, Ohio, and Moody Speakin'
and Al Heifer's Sports Show to WTIC
Hartford, Conn., both for 13 weeks.
European "Father" ■ Plans have been
completed to film several segments of
NBC-TV's Bachelor Father in Europe
The company, including John Forsythe, Noreen Corcoran and Samee
Tong, will head overseas in September
accompanied by producer Everett Freeman. Bachelor Father is regularly sponsored by American Tobacco Co. and
American Home Products Corp.

620 KC
TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
Natl, Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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Northeast adds football ■ Northeast
Radio Network and Syracuse U. have
concluded a deal for the broadcast of
all games on the 1960 Syracuse football
schedule. The university team was
rated number one in the nation last
year. Ellis (Woody) Erdman, president
of Northeast, reports that the games

will be aired by affiliates in more than
20 cities in New York and Pennsylvania. Negotiations are underway,
he states, to add two more Pennsylvania affiliates plus a New York City
outlet. All games will be aired on Saturday afternoon with the exception of
a Friday night (Nov. 18) game in Miami. This is the second year of the
Syracuse U. -Northeast sport association.
Partnership expands ■ Hal Roach Jr.
and Carrol Case, partners in the tv
series. Racket Squad and Public Defender, have formed Showcase Enterprizes with offices at Hal Roach Studios, Culver City. The firm plans to
develop and produce tv film series and
feature motion pictures.
Awards for directors ■ Awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in
live television will be made for the first
time at the annual awards dinner and
dance of the Directors Guild of America in the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
iHills, on Feb. 4, 1961. This will be in
addition to the presentation of awards
for outstanding directorial achievement
for motion pictures released in 1960,
according to Frank Capra, DGA president. Screen Directors Guild and RadioTv Directors Guild merged earlier this
year and changed their combined name
to Directors Guild of America. All
2,200 members of the combined guilds
will cast ballots for the awards for the
first time this year.
Broadcasters

plan

lawyers' tv guide
To head ofT the Los Angeles County
Bar Assn.'s proposed ban on tv appearances of attorneys, the three tv
networks and Los Angeles independent
stations have agreed to a guide or set
of principles which will regulate appearances of attorneys portraying attorneys on tv courtroom programs.
Specific wording of the rules is being
worked out.
Each producer using attorneys as
actors will be expected to sign the rules
which have been coordinated through
the special committee set up to investigate the situation by the State Bar Assn.
of California (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
Concensus is that the guide, in its final
form, will be acceptable to the State
Bar Assn., the only group which actually can discipline California attorneys.
There have been arguments for and
against the Los Angeles County Bar
Assn. recommendation that lawyers be
prohibited from appearing on tv courtroom programs. Those favoring the ban
declare tv appearance is self-advertising.
Those opposing assert the profession is
shown more favorably when portrayed
by an attorney.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Make ever) precious soijnd ai^d
precious second count ^th tl^ r«f£

IVIACi^EI^ZiE
INSTANT

PLAYBACK.,.

I

Natural Live

Quality Reproduction.

your

announcers can deliver perfe
announcements every dime. RecorS>^t
leisure, erase if fl2iffed^\^record
until perfect . . . tvithout pres§u^ or
tension . . . put on the air as perfec
announcements

at the push of a button.

Call us . . . we'll demonstrate.

THE MODEL 1CPR IS A COMPLETE RECORDER AND SINGLE-CHANNEL PLAYBACK UNIT
• Instant Automatic Erasure of
Any
Length Segment
—
Interlocked
Against Accidental
Erasure
• Completely Transistorized
• Superior Fidelity
• Advanced Design

The MACKENZIE MAGAZINE
Makes the Difference!
Patented metal construction.
Will not warp, will not bind . .
longer head life . . . longer
tape life. Magazines available
factory loaded for any desired
segments from 2 seconds to
five minutes.

• Rugged Construction
• Simple Maintenance
SEND THE COUPON
□
□
n
n

A Perfect Companion ! For the ultimate in
flexibility and foolproof operation use the ICPR
with the 5CPB Five-Channel Selective Program
Repeater. Countless combinations of your very
own sounds . . . instantly cued . . . instantly
available at your fingertips. New sound horizons
. . . limited only by your imagination!
ICPR

Recorder and Playback . . . $485

F.O.B. Los Angeles. Lease and Lease Purchase Plans Available
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I'd like a demonstration of
I'd like a demonstration of
Please mail ICPR Recorder
Please mail SCPB Repeater

the ICPR Recorder.
the SCPB Repeater,
information,
information.

-StateM

, ELECTRONICS.
C.
1025 N. McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, Calif., HollywoodIN
3-5186
Norman J. Oatby, General Manager
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CBS Chicago finds am news operation thrives without tv's help
How well can radio news get along times as many personnel as that of carry equipment with them on regular
news beats as well as special assignby itself at a major network radio-tv
WBBM-TV's news operation. The
ments.
station operation after a divorce from
physical split took place last Februrary,
One newsman serves as a fulltime
with
the
newly-created
radio
setup
its glamour-laden television spouse?
tape editor, thus expediting coverage,
Very well, both in audience pull and
moving from first floor CBS-Chicago
and each newscast has a proof reader.
sales success, according to CBS Chi- headquarters to the second floor radio
Two fulltime reporters help supplement
cago which offers as proof its own case
programming area.
coverage of the Chicago City News
history CBS' WBBM-AM-TV split its
Muscle ■ The strength of WBBM's
radio news operation lies in men, facil- Bureau. Mr. Larson, onetime top colradio and tv news department last Janulege debater and previously with WOWary and told each to go its own way. Inities and what Mr. Larson calls "comherent in the decision was the belief
AM-TV Omaha before joining WBBM
munication— getting the message home
in 1956, would like to see more of his
to the listener and letting him know
that radio fares best on its own through
staff
deliver actual air newscasts, but
the qualities of immediacy and flexi- you're communicating with him." But
bility.
acknowledges this is a future project.
the story also is one of departmentalization or, more properly, specializing
In the general divorcement of CBSTo show how it's stepped up its covalong magazine or newspaper lines.
Chicago operations, E.H. Shomo, CBS
erage (from 15.2% of total air time in
The idea originally was conceived a February to 19.7% in May 1960),
Radio vice president and general manfew years ago by William Garry, then WBBM radio cites these statistics:
ager of WBBM, appointed Ben Larson
news director, with responsibility for re- head of the combined news operation
■ Most radio stations air 1 1-20 newsshaping the radio newsroom. The pri- at CBS-Chicago and now WBBM-TV
casts daily— WBBM carries 39, with 31
mary objectives: immediacy, originality
news and public afi'airs chief. With the of them locally-written.
■ Most schedule 11 newscasts on
and thoroughness in all newscasts and
formation of a radio-only news operation,
it
has
finally
reached
fruition
on
analyses and no resort to rip-and-read
Sunday— WBBM has 19, and 12 of
practices. Today, according to Mr.
the local, regional, national and inter- them are locally-written.
national levels.
■ Most radio stations broadcast
Shomo, the divorce has proved agreeWhat effect has the split had on
able for WBBM radio in terms of audifewer than two 15-minuie newscasts
ence pull and sales results.
WBBM-TV news operations? Virtually
per day; 28% of them, none at all —
Today, Mr. Larson heads up the larg- none, according to Mr. Garry. "It WBBM carries four per day, plus four
10-minute shows.
est radio news room in the Chicago area
hasn't hurt us at all. We kept our
(and perhaps the nation), with facilities
■ The average U.S. radio station deoriginal facilities and we haven't been
of two radio news and three full news
votes three hours daily to news —
pinched
for
personnel,"
he
reports.
WBBM-TV has retained its same three
wires, a special regional hookup, sports
WBBM averages four.
and weather wires, and Chicago area
camera crews, assignment desk, edi■ 70% of all locally-produced radio
tors and key reporters (like top-notch
network, plus a modern monitoring sysnews programs in the U.S. are spontem for police and fire calls. The staff
Mike Neigoff), though it lost a few
sored; at WBBM, 77% are fully-sponincludes 1 2 writers and special events
writers in the transition. With the disored and 97% sponsored or particivorcement. Mr. Garry points out, his
director (Hugh Hill), plus secretary and
pating.
engineers on assignment — or about three
department took on public affairs funcMr. Larson says: "The concept of
tions, a whole dimension by itself,
while maintaining a quality news operation.
The radio staff includes specialists on
military and other foreign news (Erv
Lewis and Wilfred Wolfran), sports
(Joe Diehl and Robert Pettet) and others
conversant with business, science, medicine, politics, etc. Cumulative experience
of the stafl" (which includes Gerald
Ashe, Mel Bloom, John Calloway, Richard Etter, George Friedman, Stanhope
Gould, Norman Syse, Patricia Barton)
runs over 60 years at WBBM alone and
considerally more overall.
Armed with specialists and perhaps
the most complete wire room in the
city, WBBM also claims a monitoring
system with nine separate channels to
cover police and fire transmissions and
The plotting board ■ Ben Larson,
WBBM's eavesdropper ■ Erv Lewis,
WBBM news director (r), outlines as- call-backs (including suburban), plus a newsroom veteran, tunes in one of
signments for newsman Norman Syse broadcasts of all competing local radio
the many channels that can be picked
stations. WBBM is concentrating more
(center) and Robert Meyer, radio
up on this monitoring device. The system was installed to cover Chicago
engineer. Mr. Meyer is holding one of heavily on tape recordings. Last March
it aired 252 compared with 37 a year
many WBBM portable tape recorders
police and fire department calls. Comused for on-the-spot interviews and
ago under the combined operation —
newscasts can be
monitoredpetingbystations'
dialing.
about seven times as many. Newsmen
reports.
92 (PROGRAMMING)
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combined radio-tv newsrooms certainly
has the advantage of economy. But we
had long felt that a staff devoted exclusively to radio coverage and radio
deadlines, to that special style of writing, would he superior. The constant
search for the audio approach to a
story (rather than being concerned
with both audio and video) could not
help but put forth the type of newscasts
that WBBM demands."
Physically, the radio news department was moved closer to radio studios
to provide faster service to on-the-air
personnel and speed up broadcasting
of bulletins. A sports office was set up,
removed from the general news area,
with separate sports wire and Western
Union sports ticker. A soundproof teletype room was built for wire machines
and the station improved lighting conditions, installed a tape playback machine, and set up a message center for
news editors and air personnel.
Editorial Research, Too ■ With the
split came two other innovations in the
newsroom: it also handles research for
radio editorials voiced by Mr. Shomo
and has instituted a system calling on
WBBM radio's 300 employes for
emergency news coverage (every man
a reporter).
As the radio-only approach gains
momentum, WBBM is placing greater
emphasis on area news (editors are

Shomo

puts

your

news

E.H. Shomo. CBS Radio vice
president and general manager of
WBBM Chicago, has strong feelings aboutmust
newscasting.
"Goodto
newscasts
be written
order," he said. "Listeners to this
station deserve and get fast, accurate coverage written and
broadcast to make the latest
happenings understandable and
informative."
On local coverage, Mr. Shomo
said that station newsmen "are
trained experts in analyzing and
understanding the problems of
the area" and are "arming listeners with the facts of everyday
events" and insuring that "they
are better equipped to play their
role in the community and
regional development. To give
Msteners this information is our

hired partly for their midwestern background) and in-depth treatment for the
goal."
longer newscasts.
Income from news shows is rising —
along
with it,
costs
but WBBM
feels
it's
well worth
in —terms
of scoops,
faster
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operation and more listenable newscasts. Mr. Larson is convinced that
radio will command a still larger listeninterest, adding:
good share
of
thater interest
will be "A
attributable
to the
speed and dependability of the information provided by radio news departMusic Makers' image
building business
ments."
Radio station ID music should reflect
the "personality" of its surrounding
listening area, says Mitch Leigh, president and creative head of the commercial music production firm of Music
Makers Inc., New York. The company
has opened a separate division to
specialize in this image-making technique.
To tailor a station's identification
theme to the personality of the area.
Music Makers sends a representative of
the creative staff to the designated territory to get the feeling of the "local
milieu." WHDH Boston was among its
first customers to acquire such a musical
personality, which is expressed there in
19 spots ranging from five seconds to
two minutes and eight seconds in length.
Music Makers' expansion program will
continue with a move to the Music Makers Bldg. at 6-8 W. 57th St. today
(Sept 12).
Sales begin here, too, because
more and more manufacturers
are discovering the test-marketability of this Northeastern New
Yoi'k and Western New England
audience. The thousands of engineers, skilled wox-kers, farmers
and their families who live here
represent a wide cross section of
preferences and tastes. And, the
metropolitan, suburban and rural
nature of this market further
gives you an excellent sampling
of modern America's living
habits. But, what really makes
sales begin here is that WRGB is
the number 1 voice and picture
in this area. Let WRGB place
your message where sales begin.
Contact your NBC Spot Sales

THE

SALE

people
can

BEGINS
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translate
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your

sales.

representative.
WRGB
CHANNEL M
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION I I
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EQUIPMENT
Your product's exposure
on KOIN-TV is the magical
prelude to a purchase in
Portland, Oregon, and 32
surrounding Oregon and
Washington counties.
KOIN-TVs

power of

persuasion is earned by years
of carefully-planned
program service, tailored
to community needs and
preferences. Check Nielsen
for proof*.

KOlN-TV

PERSuaoES

Receiver

production

matching

1959

in

PoRiyiND

merger

The merger of Jerrold Electronics
Corp., Philadelphia, and Harmon-Kardon Inc., Westbury, N.Y., was announced Sept. 2. The agreement between the two firms, which will retain
the Jerrold name, provides for exchange
of 1.8 shares of Harmon-Kardon stock
for 1 share of Jerrold stock. The transaction, which is considered to amount
to $3 million, brings together highfidelity specialist, Harmon-Kardon company, with $3.5 million sales at last
fiscal report June 30, and a principal
manufacturer of community antenna
systems, Jerrold, which reported $8.5
million sales at end of its fiscal year
last February. Jerrold disposed of nine
owned catv systems last month, selling
them to H&B American Corp. for $5
million (Broadcasting, Aug. 15).
■

Highest ratings and widest coverage . . .
7 of every 10 homes in Portland and 32
surrounding counties.
KOIN-TV • Channel 6, Portland, Oregon
One of America's Great Influence Stations
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales

pace

Despite vacation shutdowns during
the month, with concomitant sharp
drops in tv and radio set production,
tv retail sales of tv receivers zoomed
by 20,000 sets over the preceding
month. Electronic Industries Assn. reported last week.
Both production and sales of tv and
radio receivers for the seven months
of this year remained above the same
period last year.
Tv production through July this year
reached 3,231,898— of which 259,468
contained uhf tuners. Total radio production for the first seven months
reached 9,414,879.
Tv sales for January-July were 3,050,385; radio sales, 4,451,721.
Production and sales figures for the
first seven months of this year follows:
Tv
Production Sales
Period
Jan.-July 1960
3,231,898 3,050,385
Jan.-July 1959
3,133,075 2,634,532
Radio
Jan.-July 1960
Jan.-July 1960
9,414,879* 3,685,708
4,451,721**
7,936,621
Includes
3,651.101 auto radios and 492,242 fm radios.
Excludes auto radios.
Jerrold

peoPLE

&

Technical

topics

Team work ■ RCA has issued a brochure describing the role small businesses play "on the RCA team" in its
handling of industrial and defense contracts. The 26-page pamphlet is fully
illustrated with photographs and drawings and describes representative small
businesses of the 8,800 with which the
corporation deals. "A company with as
diversified a production program as
RCA must have the help of suppliers

ENGINEERING
to operate
efficiently,"
brochureof
states.
It covers
the broadtheactivities
the corporation and lists the specific
contributions of the smaller companies.
It also outlines RCA's policy "of integrating small business firms into the
nation's industrial and defense efi^ort."
Merger ■ Blonder-Tongue Labs Inc.,
Newark, N.J., has acquired controlling
interest in Benco Television Assoc.
Ltd., Toronto. The Canadian company
is said to be that country's oldest and
largest in the community and master
antenna fields and also markets a variety of other industrial electronic products. Blonder-Tongue is a prominent
U.S. producer of equipment for community and master antenna installations as well as antenna boosters, uhf
converters and am/fm radios. Benco
will continue to operate under Canadian management with Canadian person el, itwas announced. The new organization intends to move into the
closed-circuit and pay-tv fields, it said.
Blonder-Tongue is active in the Stratovision etv system and Benco has participated in the Etobicoke pay-tv experiment, the company reported.
Relay link ■ Electronic Systems, a division of Mechanical Products Inc., is
offering a new low-cost microwave relay link with a baseband width of 5 mc
and power output of 0.1 watts, which
operates in the 10,500 to 13,200 mc
range for point-to-point fm transmission of tv signals, one-way voice communications channels and data channels. It features portability, compact
size and costs $4,490 for the complete
system. The transmitter and receiver
for the new link are self-contained in
individual units weighing 31 and 32
pounds; there is no need for separate
control units or power supply. A detailed brochure is available from Electronic Systems, 1422 River St., Jackson, Mich.
Tight and tangle-free ■ Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn.,
has developed a plastic clip that slips
smoothly between the flanges of tape
reels to hold loose ends securely in
place. The Scotch-brand tape clip is
about the size of a thimble, made of
polystyrene plastic with all edges tapered and smooth to prevent scratching.
Clips retail 10 for 35 cents and will
"keep magnetic tapes tight and tanglefree," according to 3M. Clips are produced in only one width and will fit
standard quarter-inch recording tape on
any size reels.
Crosstalk ■ Browning Labs., Laconia,
N.H., announces a new multiplex monBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

PHIL HEDRICK and LEE WALLENHAUPT, Station WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, N.C. :

"General

Gets

Electric's

Good

New

Pictures

'Most sensitive tube for low-light-level remotes
we've ever used! For the first time, our home
audience is seeing quality pictures of church
services, school programs, little-theatre plays,
bowling contests, other indoor events we could
not telecast before.
"And there's more to the story. The new GL7629 doesn't develop "stickiness" — image retention— even when focused on lighted objects for
long periods of time. General Electric seems to
have licked this common tube fault.
"An easy camera tube to install, too. Set-up
time is less than with any other tube we've used.

'Progress Is Our Most
GENERAL

A

GL-7629
Where

Camera

Others

Tube

Fail!"

Helps us when local news is breaking fast. Put
us down as sold all the way on GL-7629 performance, and convinced that this tube represents
first-class value! "
For black-and-white indoor remotes — for color
where high-level studio lighting isn't available —
you simply can't equal the super-sensitive GL7629. Also available: standard GL-5820 camera
tube, and new field-mesh GL-7293. Phone your
G-E tube distributor! Distributor Sales, Electronic Components Division, General Electric
Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

/mporfani- Proc/ucf
ELECTRIC

itor (509) designed to provide all measurements necessary to guarantee multiplex signals. It will be equally useful
when FCC mutiplex stereo specifications are announced, according to Gardiner G. Greene, president of Browning. The 509 is available on a lease
basis. It is described as checking rf
input level; measuring sub-channel level
and beep tone level; checking sub-carrier frequency; measuring percent modulation of main channel, modulation of
sub-carrier, signal-to-noise ratio of main
channel and sub-channel, main to subchannel cross-talk and both sub-channel to main and sub-channel to subchannel cross-talk.
NASA contracts ■ Contracts for space
research and development for first six
months of this year amounted to $134
million. National Aeronautics & Space
Administration announced Sept. 3.
Among contracts listed; Air Inc Research Corp., Washington, D.C., $144,214, reliability study of Project Saturn
(24-hour communications orbit); Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass., $150,000, research program on long distance communications
via earth satellites and earth-to-spaceprobe communications; RCA. Princeton, N.J., $302,324, design, develop,
fabricate, test and deliver laboratory
model of electrostatic tv satellite camera; Dage Television, Thompson-RamoWoolridge Inc., Michigan City, Ind.,
$185,886, closed circuit tv system; General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y., $30,590, tv system for sighting and control
test for orbital astronomical observatory.
New fm tuner ■ Eric Engineering,
Santa Monica, Calif., announces availability of its new Model 2457 fm tuner.
Features of the unit include: sensitivity
1.5 micro volts for 20 db of quieting;
flat response from 20-20,000 cps; built
in antenna and a multiplex outlet. Size:
12"x7"x3%". Weight: 9 pounds. Cost:
$84.95 (west coast) and $89.95 (east

RADIO
DRAMA-MYSTERY
PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE
AND
UP
$10
For Details
V^rite, Wire, Phone:

Phone: PtAZA 7-0695
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coast). Additional information can be
obtained by writing to Eric Engineering,
1823 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica,
Calif.
Signal fading ■ An instrument to
measure the rate of radio signal fading
has been developed by the Central Radio Propagation Lab., National Bureau
of Standards. The device records the
number of times per second that a radio
signal envelope crosses the average signal level with a positive slope. It records fading rates down to almost zero
cycles per second and as high as 300
per second.
Tape advance ■ Ampex Magnetic
Tape Products has announced a new
mastering tape designed specifically to
meet the needs of the recording industry for a tape with the lowest possible
background noise and best frequency
response for more faithful reproduction. Ampex engineers claim this is
the quietest tape commercially available with a wider dynamic range (4 to
6 decibels) and a lower print-through
(6 to 8 decibels) than tapes heretofore
available.
Itsy bitsyto radio
six-transistor
radio,
claimed
be the■ Asmallest
made in
the
U.S., is in production at General Electric"s radio receiver department in Syracuse, N.Y. Exactly the size of a pack
of king-size cigarettes, the radio is said
to weigh only 10'/2 ounces including
battery. With carrying case, earphone
and battery, the diminutive set will retail at $39.95 and will be available this
fall.
Sneak preview ■ A television camera
and monitor fitted into a make-up table
has been created by Sol Cornberg, president of Space Communications Corp.
of New York. The new unit, called
Space Tele-Make-up Console affords
anyone appearing on television a preview of themselves on screen at makeup time. The console is six feet high
and 4 feet wide, contains an adjustable
Ling Spectator camera and Ling 8-inch

Now that radio networks have withdrawn all
drama program series, you can cash in on our
truly great network style transcribed half-hour
dramatic radio shows for daytime or evening
scheduling.
Choose one series or all and you have an immediate top-rating success. Don't disappoint your
loyal listeners who buy the products of their favorite
programs.
Half-hour series program titles include: The Clock,
Famous Jury Trials, The Avenger, The Seeled Book,
Medical File, The Hidden Truth, Sherlock Holmes, and
Stand By For Crime.
Order Your Program Series Nowl
CHARLES MICHELSON, INC.
Pioneer Radio Program Producers Since 1938
45 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

New

vtr editor

Telescript CPS Inc., New York,
last week announced the development of a new electronic video
tape editing device, which is said
to speed up the editing process.
Peter Jackson, engineering vice
president for Telescript, said the
device, called Tape-Editor is a
two-unit transistorized machine,
which eliminates the need for microscopes, chemical preparations
and the "time-consuming" search
for the edit pulse. The device sells
for $1,200 and alreadv has been
sold to NBC Chicago. NBC New
York and the Videotape Recording Center, Hollywood, according
to a company spokesman.
monitor. Also included are a bank of
lights, on-ofl" switch, double convenience
outlet and a formica tabel top. Complete stationary model is priced at $1,550; the complete portable, $1,650.
Film resistors ■ Corniag Electronic
Components, a department of Corning
Glass Works, has produced a line of
low-cost film resistors in half-watt and
one-watt sizes. Available now in engineering quantities, they will be in mass
production by mid-October, Corning announced. Itsaid its thrust into the lowcost resistor market was made possible
by new automatic machinery that can
turn out huge quantities. The price of
the one-watt C-32 will be 6.1 cents and
the half-watt C-20 will sell for 5.9 cents.
New NEC award ■ The National Electronics Conference will present a new
$500 award during its 16th annual conference-exhibition inChicago Oct. 1012. The award will be presented to
the
author atof its
the 1959
"best conference
tutorial" paper
delivered
and
supplements a similar one for the best
original paper at the same meeting.
The tutorial award will be given for
"selection, organization and evaluation
of material, plus scholastic level and
clarity of presentation. Still another
honor: The NEC Award of Merit, plus
$750, to the author of a "particularly
influential paper" given during any
prior conference. NEC also announced
the addition of Marquette U. of Milwaukee as a participant in the annual
conference-exhibition, to be held this
fall in Chicago's Hotel Sherman. It
will join nine other participants, including EIA and SMPTE.
BBC camera ■ British Broadcasting
Corp. engineers in collaboration with
the Taylor, Taylor & Hobson Div. of
Rank Precision Industries Ltd., have
produced a prototype of a new tv camera, which is described as an "internal
zoom" camera. Instead of the usual
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

selection of fixed focus lenses mounted
on a turret in front of the camera, the
British model has a zoom lens inside
the camera lying alongside the electronic components. The single lens unit
covers the normal range of camera
view angles and apertures. The camera's compact construction provides
better protection against lens damage
and makes it unnecessary to carry a
complete range of separate fixed focus
lenses. Electronic components are the
same as those used in the Marconi
Mark III image orthicon camera.
Portable lope unit ■ RCA has introduced a 25-pound portable tape recorder designated the RCA M 1-35 120.
The compact unit measures 8V2 by 14Vi
by 16 inches and is styled with a charcoal gray, wear-resistant, grained fabric
covering. The recorder, which is designed for sustained operation wherever
high-quality, semi-professional tape recordings are required, provides speeds
of IVi, 3^4 and I'^'s inches per second,
and operates from a 117-volt. 60-cycle
power source. The seven-inch reel holds
1 .200 feet of standard quarter-inch
magnetic tape. Both sides of the tape
can be used by turning the reel over.
Price: SI 79.50.'
Power supplies ■ Foto-Video Electronics Inc.. Cedar Grove, N.J., announces availability of two new alltransistor power supply products: The
P-30-36. 30 Ampere, 0-36 Volt Regulated Power Supply uses silicon rectifiers and an all-transistorized regulator
— 12Vi inches high. 15 inches deep and
19 inches wide for rack mounting, with
panel mounted controls that include
4-range output voltage switch, vernier
voltage control, circuit breaker for overload protection and power switch, voltmeter, ammeter and pilot light. The V410, All Transistor Power Supply includes a semiconductor rectifier-filter,
an all-transistorized regulator, and may
be ordered fully equipped for conversion to a V-4iO-MON or a V-410CAM. Load current is 200 ma. to 1.5 a.
Output voltage is 275 to 285 v. DC.
Its size is 5Vi inches high for 19-inch
rack mounting.
Emerson receives option ■ Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., Jersey
City, N.J.. has received an option for
purchase of approximately 540,000 out
of the 1.000.000 shares of Granco
Products Inc.. Kew Gardens, N.Y. Under the terms of the agreement, subject
to Granco stockholders' approval, Emerson will provide certain financial and
sales assistance to the radio set manufacturer.
Data plant ■ RCA has begun construction for a $4 million electronic data
processing equipment manufacturing
plant on a 100-acre plot in Palm
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Beach Gardens, Fla., a new city being
created some five miles north of Palm
Beach. The complex of one-story buildings, in which several hundred employes
will supplement RCA's office, engineering and manufacturing facilities in
Camden, N.J., is expected to be in
operation by next January. The plant
will produce the RCA 301 electronic
computer system.
Three-quarter mark ■ Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp. & Subsidiaries,
Jersey City, N.J., report a consolidated
net profit for the 39-week period ended
July 30 of $2,920,450 before federal
income taxes, and $1,483,182 after,
equal to 70 cents per share on the
2,118,582 shares outstanding. For the
like period ended Aug. 1, 1959, net
profit after provision for federal income taxes amounted to $1,466,548,
equal to 69 cents per share on the same
number of shares.
Music's
way

THE

REMARKABLE
SONY RADIO
WIRELESS
MICROPHONE

The convenience and variety of uses for
this remarkable instrument are almost
beyond the imagination. The Sony CR-4
mike and radio transmitter can be
slipped into a coat pocket for completely
wireless on-the-street interviewing,
studio audience interviewing or on-thespot broadcasting from awkward places.
It gives complete freedom to active
singers, dancers, comedians, performers
with electric instruments and actors,
eliminating the need for cumbersome
mike booms and entangling wires.
Microphone, transmitter, receiver and
carrying case, $250. For information or
literature, write: Superscope, Inc., Dept.
3, Sun Valley, California.

free

up there

America's
tions make nomusic
bones licensing
about the organizacelestial
music they're sure
libraries.
Both ASCAP and
tional Aeronautics
tration ofl'ering their
out charge.

they have in their
BMI wrote the Na& Space Adminiscomplete lists with-

The licensing organizations were
moved
to offerbetween
America's
pieces
transmission
Earthtopand
EchoforI
when they read that scientists recording
music for test broadcasts had switched
to public domain music when they were
warned copyright infringement might be
involved.
On Aug. 14 "American the Beautiful," was transmitted between Holmdel,
N.J., and Goldstone, Calif. On the same
day an instrumental recording was sent
from the Naval Research Lab at Stump
Neck, Md., to Holmdel, bouncing it off
the balloon.
Zenith expansion
Plans for construction of a new manufacturing plant in Paris, 111., were reported last week by Zenith Radio Corp.
for its wholly-owned subsidiary. Central Electronics Inc. The indication is
that the company is finding it difficult
to keep up with consumer demand for
certain products.
The Paris plant represents the fourth
step in Zenith's $7.5 million expansion
program authorized by its board of directors last year. Other steps included
the purchase of a factory and addition
to a present building, both in Chicago,
and the acquisition by Zenith Radio Research Corp. of a building in Menlo
Park, Calif.
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Collection
of
the Best
Equipment for Broadcasters . . .
The New Gates Catalog of
Broadcasting, Communications and
Electronic Equipment.
The new 236 page Gates Catalog
is a handy reference manual of all
broadcast and communications
equipment that is available from
Gates.
Let it assist you in your new equipment planning.
WRITE ton YOUR CATALOG TOOAT ON YOUR LETTERHEAD!
GATES '
IGATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
SLANDER
INVASION OF PRIVACY
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
COPYRIGHT.
For these and related hazards
you need our EXCESS POLICY to
hold your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
carry yourself - INSURANCE to
cover the excess.
WE ORIGINATED THIS
SPECIAL COVER
AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE
and is SATISFACTORY
AND INEXPENSIVE.
Write for details and rates.
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
- 2J. W E ST T E N T H S T R E E T
. -KANSAS GIT.Y, MO.
V NfwYork, Chicago
San tooFranc'.ico
:.l07Wn!iom 175 W.
Bush
^ St. Jackson
St.
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of second Canadian network
more second tv stations are licensed
National coverage for television prothroughout Canada.
grams on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. will have preference over operaGraham Spry, representing the Canations of a second tv network. Dr.
dian Broadcasting League, told the BBG
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board
that a private network company should
of Broadcast Governors, intimated at be a public trust and not be controlled
the public hearings for laying ground
by any one station or group of stations.
rules for a second network at Ottawa
Mr. Spry led a battle for nationalization of Canadian radio in 1929, before
on Sept. 1-2.
After hearing briefs and questioning
the present status of the Canadian
officials of the CBC, the recently formed
broadcasting of government-owned and
independent stations was established.
Independent Television Organization,
Dr. Stewart, BBG chairman, made it
and a potential applicant for a second
clear that independent tv stations now
network company. Dr. Stewart assured
the CBC that it will continue to have
affiliated with CBC would not be allowed to break off their CBC relationaccess to all private television areas in
the country for its national service.
ship in favor of a private network as
long as they remain the only station in
Al Ouimet, president of the governtheir area. But should another area stament-owned CBC, which at present has
tion wish to pick up CBC programs, the
the only Canadian tv network, felt that
affiliated station could apply to the BBG
a private tv network could not economically duplicate CBC. He wants the pri- for severance. Under existing regulavate network to be defined as one which
tions BBG can demand that any station be affiliated with CBC, but cannot
would only distribute taped programs
among its affiliates or would use a work.
force any station to join a private netspecific amount of microwave time a
BBG is expected to announce final
week to feed programs to affiliated stations.
regulations for a private network comR.B. Misener, CFCF-TV Montreal,
pany before mid-September.
and president of the Independent TeleAgency change
vision Organization composed of second
stations licensed this year in eight CanaNorman, Craig & Kummel. New
dian markets, pointed out that a second
York, announced last week that the
network should be controlled by the
agency
has acquired
"major
interest"as
stations owning it. Under proposed
in a Canadian
agencya to
be known
BBG rules, tv stations would be limited
Burley, Norman, Craig & Kummel,
to owning only 49% of the total shares
Toronto. The acquisition resulted from
in a private network company. Mr.
negotiations with Henri. Burley & McDonald Ltd., which had been affiliated
Misener felt that the newly-licensed stawith
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
tions should be given time to go into
Chicago.
operation before a second network is
The Canadian agency will handle
formed, and suggested no private network company be licensed until next
summer. He felt that a second microBalance sheet
wave network at present would be technically and economically impossible.
Canadian advertising agencies
Spencer W. Caldwell, film and equipin
1959 increased their total billment distributor at Toronto, and an unings by 7.33% for a total of
successful applicant for Toronto's sec$250,937,939, according to preond tv station license last March, apliminary figures of the Dominion
peared before the BBG with plans to
Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa.
form a private network company. He
Agencies had a gross revenue of
insisted such a network would be profit$41,233,095, with a net revenue
able and that there would be a number
before income tax deductions of
of applicants for the license when the
$2,943,139, about 8V2% higher
board opens its hearing in November.
than in 1958. The preliminary
He submitted figures which showed that
figures do not include a breaka microwave coast-to-coast one hour
down on billings by media. There
network program would cost $1,025,
were 4,275 employes last year
while a similar taped program for eight
stations air-expressed to individual stacompared
with of
4,197
employes
with
a payroll
' $26,141,058,
tions would cost $2,075. Caldwell stated
and
a
payroll
of
$23,826,156
in
that such a network would comprise 20
1958.
to 30 stations, not the present eight, as
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Dow Chemicars Handi-Wrap and
Zefran, the Jamaica Tourist Bureau and
Maiden Form brassieres for NC&K in
Canada. Norman B. Norman, president
of NC&K, pointed out that the agency
already has an office in Kingston,
Jamaica, to handle Caribbean and
Latin America business and plans to
establish a branch in London.
Canadian

tv set

sales

down, radio sales up
Sales of both radio and television sets
continue to drop in Canada, according
to figures for the January-July period
released by the Electronic Industries
Assn. of Canada. During the first seven
months of 1960 radio receiver sales
totaled 262,916 units as against 300,043 in the same period last year. Television receiver sales in 1960 amounted
to 156,064 units as against 191,447 in
the first seven months of 1959.
Battery portable radio receivers and
receivers incorporating fm reception
were the only major categories showing increases over last year. Sales of
both am and fm sets in the JanuaryJuly period totaled 15,432 as against
9,445 last year. Portable receiver sales
amounted to 53,713 sets compared with
43,697 in the 1959 period.
The

BGG

plans

a very busy day
Six television and 15 radio satellite
station applications will be heard by
the Board of Broadcast Governors at
its Sept. 26 meeting in the Railway
Committee Room of the Canadian
Parliament Buildings at Ottawa. Five
radio stations are requesting power increases and a number of new stations
are being applied for.
CKGM Montreal, Que., is applying
for an fm station with 14 kw on 98.5
mc.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has an
application in for a French language
tv station at Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere,
Que. on ch. 6 with 5.2 kw video, 2.6
kw audio and an antenna 1,226 feet
above average terrain.
Power increases are being requested
by CKCY Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., from
250 on 1400 kc to 10 kw day and 5
kw night on 920 kc; CKEC New Glasgow, N.S., from 1 kw day and 250
night to 5 kw on 1320 kc; CKCR
Kitchener, Ont., from 250 w to 10 kw
day and 5 kw night on 1490 kc; CKOM
Saskatoon, Sask., from 5 kw on 1420
kc to 10 kw on 1250 kc; CKX-TV
Brandon, Man., on ch. 5 from 19.3
kw video and 9.65 kw audio to 53.9
kw video and 26.5 kw audio and
change of antenna site; CHLN Three
Rivers, Que., from 5 kw to 10 kw day
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

and 5 kw night on 550 kc.
More Changes ■ CJOB-FM Winnipeg, Man., is requesting change of
frequency from 103.1 mc to 97.5 mc
with 250 power and separate programming from CJOB.
New tv satellite stations are being
applied for by: J.C. Dufresne at Fox
River, Que., on ch. 7 with 5 w to retransmit programs of CHAU-TV Carleton, Que.; Lumby and District Tv Syndicate at Lumby, B.C., on ch. 5 with 5
w to retransmit CHBC-TV Kelowna,
B.C.; CHAT-TV Medicine Hat, Alta.,
for satellite at Pivot, Alta., on ch. 3
with 3.75 kw video and 1.85 kw audio;
CHSJ-TV St. John, N.B., for satellite
at Cameron Mountain, N.B., on ch. 13
with 46 kw video and 23 kw audio
power; CKBI-TV Prince Albert, Sask.,
for two satellites to serve North Battleford, Sask., area with 5 w power on
ch. 4; Lower St. Lawrence Radio Inc.,
at Edmundston, N.B., for satellite on
ch. 3 with 100 w video and 57 w audio
power to retransmit programs of CJBRTV Rimouski, Que.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is requesting licenses for 15 low power
radio relay stations throughout Canada
with 40 w. Department of National
Defence, Ottawa, Ont., is requesting
three radio stations on 1340 kc with 5
w at Bird, Man.; Great Whale River,
Que.; and Winisk, Ont.
VOA

contract

The U.S. Information Agency has
awarded an architectural and engineering design contract to Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, for
the Voice of America's powerful midAfrican relay radio station outside
Monrovia, Liberia.
The station will have six 250-kw and
two 50-kw transmitters. It will give the
Voice effective radio coverage of Africa
and supplemental coverage of parts of
Central Europe and the Middle East as
well as serving as an around-the-world
relay station for programs originating in
VOA's Washington headquarters, according to USIA.
Total estimated cost of the new shortwave relay station, including the value
of equipment available from other
projects, is $12,627,000. Henry Loomis,
director of VOA, said contracts for
construction of the eight transmitters
are about to be let.
Canadian

from one huckster

to another"

Paul E. Mills, Executive Vice PresicJent
of Jug End Barn (formerly with Westinghouse an6 Storer), welcomes Broadcasters to Jug End for Sales Seminars
and Business Conventions.
Jug End Barn, your yearround convention center in the
Berkshires, site of the National
iHotel Sales Management Association— two national awards,
now has a new Chief Sales
Engineer . . . Paul E. Mills, a
30-year Radio and TV veteran,
winner of 52 national awards
during his association with
broadcasting, invites all Broadcasters and Media men to make
Jug End their Business Meeting and Sales Seminar Headquarters. Full resort facilities
. . . ideal for work and fun . . .
1600 acres to roam . . . golf
course . . . swimming, skiing,
horseback riding and the entire
script of facilities you demand.
Call or write direct to Paul E.
Mills, Exec. Vice President, for
the full pitch on Sales Seminars and Convention Meetings
at the Barn.
JUG END BARN
Great Barrington 34, Mass.
Tel. 434
JUG END BARN . . .
THE BROADCASTERS'
OWN CONVENTION
HEADQUARTERS
IN THE
BERKSHIRES
am

fall survey

Fall survey for the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont., industry co-operative research organization, is being held for all Canadian radio and television stations Nov. 14-20.
Duncan Grant, BBM executive vicepresident, points out that survey is a
week later than last year because of the
99

BRISTOLJOHNSON CITYKINGSPORT
Sales Hub for a
$ Billion-Plus Market
Dominated bv
WCYB-TV
The Tri-Cities sales complex is Tennessee's most octive market area. Retail
sales per household range from $6,025
to $9,434-$2,400-$5,800 above state
average— swelled by dollars pouring into
this sales center for a $1.2 billion* income market.
Antenna 2,219 ft. above average surrounding terrain on 4,360 ft. mountain,
low band channel (5) and an integrated
antenna create a 37-county tv viewing
area sold only by VVCYB-TV. Within this
market, WCYB-TV delivers twice as
many
quarter-hour
reachedaverage
. . . reaches
132,000 tv"homes
families, 59°o more net weekly circulation
then the only other competitive station
(ARB, 3/60).
Get all the facts on this rich southern
morket
LEY-REEDserved
or . "on
. . a platter" call HEADWCYB-TV
Channel 5
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
NBC
*SRDS Consumer Market Data, July '60

U.S. elections in the first week of
November.
In announcing the dates, he asked
Canadian stations not to program special shows, contests or give-aways during and prior to the survey week, so
that the survey can represent normal
audience conditions.
Agency merger
Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd. and E.W.
Reynolds Ltd., advertising agencies with
offices at Toronto and Montreal have
merged. The new firm — Ronalds-Reynolds & Co. Ltd. — will have billings of
about $10 million, making it one of the
larger Canadian advertising agencies.
Both agencies have handled a fair
amount of both radio and television accounts, Ronalds mainly from the Montreal office, Reynolds mainly from Toronto.
Russell C. Ronalds, chairman of
Ronalds Adv. Agency, is senior consultant of the new company. Warren Reynolds has been named president, with
Frank deB. Walker, president of Ronalds, as executive vice-president and
managing director. Ray Avery, executive vice-president of Ronalds, and former radio-tv director of its Toronto office, is senior vice-president of the new
firm and manager of the Toronto operation. N. Stuart Walton, executive vicepresident of Reynolds, is vice-president,
creative services.
Visitors

from

abroad

A group of 17 tv and radio administrative and programming specialists from stations in Africa, Europe,
the Far East, the Near East and South
America were scheduled to arrive in
Washington last week for a four-month
exchange program sponsored by the
U.S. State Dept. to acquaint its members with the U.S. people and with tv
and radio operations in this country.
They'll get orientation in Washington
from Sept. 8-22, attend a special telecommunications seminar at Syracuse
U. from Sept. 28-Oct. 28 and each
member of the group will visit two U.S.
stations for three-week periods from
Oct. 31 to Dec. 10. The annual program,secutive
the State
one, ends Dept.'s
Jan. 6. seventh con-

RADIO

and

100 (INTERNATIONAL)

TELEVISION

Debate requests
Director George V. Allen of U.S.
Information Agency, reported that
USIA has received requests from
European, Asian and Latin American
governments for video tapes of the
Nixon-Kennedy debates and news conferences. Arrangements are being
worked out with representatives of the
candidates for distribution of the tapes
to tv operations abroad. Eurovision
would handle transmission in Europe.

CBC tv application
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
filed application for a television station
at Coleman, Alta., not Camrose, Alta.,
as reported earlier. This is one of six
tv station applications CBC has made
to the Board of Broadcast Governors.
The applications will probably be heard
during the late September meeting of
the BBG at Ottawa. CBC expects to
have the stations on the air by late 1961
if the BBG and the Dept. of Transport
approve the applications.
CBC is investigating 14 other areas
throughout Canada where television
coverage might be extended.
■ Abroad in brief
Monarch switches ■ Ford Motor Co.
of Canada, Toronto, has appointed J.
Walter Thompson Co., Toronto, to
handle the account for Monarch cars,
formerly handled by Cockfield, Brown
& Co. Ltd., Toronto. J. Walter Thompson Co. now handles the Ford, Monarch and Falcon accounts. The Lincoln
account has also been moved from
Cockfield, Brown & Co. to Vickers &
Benson Ltd., Toronto, which also handles the Meteor and Mercury accounts.
Company is also expected to handle
the Comet account. The Comet replaces
the Frontenac, a wholly-Canadian product, this fall. Cockfield. Brown & Co.
will continue to handle Ford's institutional advertising, and advertising for
its British and German cars and the
Ford tractor line.
Educational radio-tv aid ■ Ford Foundation, N.Y., has announced grants
to assist various foreign development
programs. They include a $474,500
grant to the government of India for an
educational tv experiment in the Delhi
school system and a $210,000 grant
to the Nigerian Broadcasting Corp. for
an educational radio project for secondary schools and teacher-training institutions. The Indian project is a fouryear program of etv in the higher secondary schools of Delhi and New Delhi,
conducted cooperatively by All India
Radio, Dept. of Public Instruction of
Delhi State and the National Institute
of Audio-Visual Education. In Nigeria,
the project stresses instruction in the
English language and in civic and social problems of a newly independent
country.
Anglican church on tv ■ Anglican
Church of Canada, with headquarters
at Toronto, Ont., decided at the annual meetings of its General Synod at
Hamilton, Ont., to spend $105,000 on
television and radio programs in 1961.
The present budget is for $4,500. This
is the first major tv project undertaken
by the Anglican Church.
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FATES
Broadcast

Mr. Rover

&

Advertising

Mr. Hurley

Richard H. Hurley and Harold V.
Rover, account supervisors at Compton
I Adv., N.Y., named vps. Mr. Hurley,
' who joined Compton in 1949 as assist' ant timebuyer, was made timebuyer in
1950; assistant head timebuyer in 1952.
and account executive in 1959. Mr.
I Rover joined
Compton
in 1952assistant
as research assistant.
He became
account executive in 1955, was made
I account executive in 1957 and account
|: supervisor this year.
Robert W. Allrich, account executive
at Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago,
elected vp.
John H. Pinto, previously vp and
creative director at Grant Adv., N.Y.,
joins Gordon Best Co., Chicago, as vp
and plans board chairman with responsibility for supervision of creative servi ices in new N.Y. office.
L. J. Sauers, vp for marketing at
American Home Products Corp., N.Y.,
named executive vp and general manager. J. B. Shortlidge, formerly general
sales manager, becomes vp for sales.

FORTUNES
Palmolive, N.Y., joins Ogiivy, Benson &
Mather, that city, as administrative coordinator of media department. Paul
Bures joins agency as senior broadcast
buyer. He formerly was with J. Walter
Thompson.
Raymond C. (Bud) Davis appointed
broadcast supervisor for Los Angeles
and San Francisco broadcast operations
for Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
He formerly was radio-tv producer with
Fuller & Smith & Ross, that city.

TRANSMIHER^

Bennett
W. Cooper,
previously
account executive
at North
Adv. and
formerly at Edward H. Weiss & Co..
both Chicago, to Clinton E. Frank,
that city, in similar capacity.
Robert Twiddy named account executive on Shell Oil at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.
John N. Calley, director of new program development at
ted Bates, N.Y.,
elected vp. He joined
agency in 1958 and
was appointed assistant vp last year. Prior
to joining Bates, Mr.
Mr. Calley
Calley was head of
N.Y. office of Henry Jaffe enterprises,
and manager of program sales at NBC.
David B. Williams joins pr staff
of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove as
chief writer in agency's New York office.

Robert E. Blackburn, formerly creative director at Clinton E. Frank, Chicago, to Wade Adv., that city, in similar
capacity.

Albert Collins appointed sales promotion manager in marketing div. of
H.J. Heinz Co., succeeding L.A.
Collier.

Frank Menner, formerly of Colgate-

A. Vernon Bowen, formerly with

3 new vps at Lennon & Newell
S. Brooke White,
William W. Suitt and
Daniel C. Ellis, copy
supervisors at Lennen
& Newell, N.Y., named
vps. Mr. White, who
joined agency in February, 1957, works on
P. Lorillard account.
Previously, he had been
Mr. WmTE
Mr. Suitt
Mr. Ellis
with copy departments
Smith & Ross, Cleveland, and prior
of McCann-Erickson, N. W. Ayer
and BBDO. Mr. Ellis, who is also to that creative supervisor at Maxon
Adv.. Detroit, came to L & N in
copy supervisor on P. Lorillard.
was with Kudner prior to joining November, 1958. He is associated
with Best Foods-Corn Products Co.
L & N in 1958. Mr. Suitt, formerly
vp and creative director at Fuller & accounts.
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1 Kw

^From an Engineers' Viewpoint
The"BauerKit"Model 707istheonly
1000/250 watt AM transmitter with
Silicon Rectifiers in all power supplies, aVariable Vacuum Capacitor
and a Constant Voltage Transformer.
Your assurance of maximum reliability and optimum performance!
Note the simplicity of design wdth
easy accessibility to all components,
too. All components are standard
items available at local sources.
Assemblyeasier
of the
Kit" is
actually
than "Bauer
many consimier
audio kits — the wiring harness
is furnished completely pre -fabricated and coded. And when you
complete the transmitter it will be
fully inspected, tested and guaranteed by the Bauer Electronics Corporation.
Bauer 1 Kw Transmitter
(In Kit Form) $3495.00*
Bauer 1 Kw Transmitter $4495.00*
* FOB San Carlos, California
WRITE FOR THE COMPLETE
ENGINEERING STORY TODAY!

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1663 Industrial Road
San Carlos Calif.
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Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample, N.Y., as
supervisor on Frigidaire account, joins
Albert A. Kohler Co., Old Greenwich,
Conn.
EXCLUSIVE

J. M. (Buddy) Brown, formerly
creative director of Glenn Adv., Ft.
Worth, to Tracy-Lo;ke Co., Dallas.
The

LISTINGS

$410,000
Mid-West
Excellent regional daytlmer, close
to large city, $90,000, cash and
governments to with deal. 29%
down, term of seven years.
$420,000
Mid-West
Owners will lease excellent I kw
fulltimer, eleven years, $80,000
in pre-payments will handle.
$450,000
Mid-West
Fulltimer, regional, priced at one
and one-half gross, good real
estate, takes $400,000 cash.
$125,000
South-West
An outstanding daytimer in the
black, priced at slightly over
gross, 29% down, balance six
years.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Coniultontj — Appraiiert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa

EAD
MEN WEHSOSPRAPERS
SIN USINESS
BUAN
ME B
®

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Media

Richard P. Hogue, vp and general
manager, KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., resigns. Robert Salk of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. will assume
station's managerial duties temporarily.
William H. Grumbles, formerly headquarters vp of RKO
General serving as director of West Coast
and Memphis (Tenn.)
Divisions, becomes
president of Mercury Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Grumbles which has purchased
WHHM Memphis, pending FCC approval (see Changing Hands). Mr.
Grumbles had been in charge of KHJAM-TV Los Angeles, KFRC San
Francisco and was general manager of
WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis.
Stover J. AAorris Jr., formerly sales
manager of WDVA Danville, Va., to
WDTI. that city, as vp and sales manager,
Clayton Donaldson, on engineering staff of WIL St. Louis, promoted
to transmitter supervisor.
Bill Taylor, operations manager. International Good Music Inc., Bellingham. Wash., national fm broadcast
organization, resigns to open own offices there as broadcast consultant.
Caryll F. Beer, formerly director of
Independent Background Music Operators Assn., becomes general manager of Musi-King, background music
facility of KQUE-FM Houston. Webb
Hunt joins station as program director.
Arthur J. Miller Jr. named sales
manager of radio division of The Boiling Co., N.Y. Norma Walsh becomes
manager of Boston office; Henry Gulick, Dan O'Neill and Jerry Warren
all join New York sales staff.
Hugh Finnerty appointed localregional sales manager for Tulsa
(Okla. ) Broadcasting Co. which owns
KTUL-TV, that city.
John E. Campbell, account executive at KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted to assistant general sales manager.Bert Mensuh, on engineering stalT
of WVIP Mt. Kisco, N.Y., named chief
engineer.
Jack Elias, night facilities supervisor
at WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, named di-

rector. Lou Vlahos succeeds Mr. Elias.
C. Howard Lane, executive vp of
KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Ore., and
president of Astoria Broadcasting Co.
(owner of KAST As.oria, Ore.),
elected board chairman of Columbia
Pviver Packers Assn.
Thomas E. Thieike appointed acting manager of WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. Formerly he was assistant manager of field cashiers for
Interstate Life Insurance Co., which
owns stations.
Gerald A. Vernformerly
director
of tv on,sales
services
for
NBC-TV, joins CBS
Radio Sales Staff. Mr.
Vernon, 23 - year
broadcast veteran,
began his career in
1937 as an NBC

Mr. Vernon

page.
He subsequently became
research analyst; assistant
promotion manager in charge of research, and assistant sales development
manager. He became sales development manager, ABC Radio in 1942;
coordinator of tv sales, ABC-TV, 1948,
and sales manager, 1950. Mr. Vernon
joined J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.. in
1955 as associate media director, and
returned to NBC-TV in 1958.
John Wernsdorfer Jr. joins WEBB
Baltimore as merchandising manager.
NAB

names

Eugene S. Thomas, vp and
general manager of KETV (TV)
Omaha, Neb., elected chairman
of NAB's Community Antenna
Committee. Others on the committee: Thomas C. Bostic, vp
and
general Wash.;
managerOmar
of KIMATV Yakima,
Elder,
vp, secretary and general attorney, ABC New York; C.
Howard Lane, vp and managing director
KOIN-TV
land, Ore.;ofFred
Weber,Portvp
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.;
Howard Monderer, Washington
attorney for NBC New York;
William C. Grove, general manager and chief engineer
KFBCTV Cheyenne,
Wyo.; of
Thad
W.
Sandstrom, general manager of
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.; and
Thomas
K. Fisher,
general counsel,
CBS, vp
Newand York.
Clair R. McCollough, president
and general manager of the
Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa.,
is chairman of the NAB Policy
Committee which announced the
appointments.
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Tom Rapkin, salesman for WVKO Columbus, Ohio, named
Community Club
Awards director, appointment claimed to
be first among some
400 radio and tv stations across the naMr. Rapkin tion. Mr. Rapkin was
producer and special-feapreviously
tures writer with WLWC (TV), that
city, and announcer for WOSU-TV
there.

Frank Evans, named program director of KRHM (FM) Los Angeles.

Boyd Fellows, on production staff
of KMOX-TV St. Louis, appointed
program manager for KETC (TV),
educational station, that city.
Winthrop P. Baker Jr., formerly
program manager of WMBD-TV
Peoria, 111., to WBZ-TV Boston as
assistant program manager.
John A. Hicks, formerly of the
Clarke Brown Co.. Atlanta and New
Orleans, joins H-R Representatives, Atlanta, as account executive. Rouen J.
Westcott, formerly of KHJ-TV Los
Angeles, joins H-R Representatives,
that city, as member of sales staff.
Bob Biernacki named account executive for AM Radio Sales, N.Y. He
formerly was sales executive for RadioTV Representatives, that city.
Alan Y. Naftalin, with Washington
communications law firm of Koteen &
Burt, becomes member of firm. Mr.
Naftalin formerly was attorney with
FCC"s Office of Opinions & Review.
David Fentress, vacation fill-in announcer for WWDC Washington, becomes regular member of station's announcing staff. Joe Phipps rejoins
WWDC as news personality. He had
been station's news director from 1957
to 1959 when he left to form Deadline
Inc., Washington news bureau for
several radio stations.
Bill Magner joins KOTA-TV Rapid
City, S.D., as salesman. He was previously announcer -newscaster with
WNEM-TV Flint, Mich., WEDF Flint
and WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Claire Horn, research analyst at
Mcfadden Publications, joins WORAM-TV N.Y., as sales development
manager.
Nail Kuvin, formerly with WERC
Erie, Pa., to WXEX-TV Richmond,
Va., as assistant director of promotion and merchandising. Jerry Joiner
joins WXEX-TV as announcer-newscaster.
Doug Harris, formerly promotion
director for WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.,
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

James
Substitute
When Duane Knustson, announcer for KROX Crookston,
Minn., decided to attend the Minnesota State Fair for 10 days, he
found himself with an able substitute — former congresswoman
Coya Knutson. Mrs. Knutson, a
candidate for state representative
in the 9th district, broadcasts
births, deaths, marriages, farm,
weather and school news — everything but politics — to the people
in the "Fertile" area.
to promotion staff of WLOS-TV
ville, N.C.
Charles
WNOE, and
with WSBM,
program staff

Ashe-

Hale, formerly with
James Brown, formerly
both New Orleans, join
of WWOM, that city.

Francis Hunt and Jack Murdock
named co-directors of production and
programming for KPLR-TV St. Louis.
Mr. Hunt formerly was operations
manager for KTVI (TV), that city.
Mr. Murdock was production director
of KTVI. Mrs. Evelyn Elmen joins
KPLR-TV as director of women's affairs.

• 50 hours playing time
on 4 flashlight batteries
• Uses standard 3" tape
—gives up to 90 minutes
recording time
• Weighs 5 pounds;
size ; 9" X 5" X 41/4"

G. Wells

joins Bisbee Broadcasting Co. as national advertising sales director. Bisbee owns
KRUX Phoenix and
has recently purchased (subject to
FCC approval) KTKT

Arizona.
both Mr.
Tucson,1958,
Since
Wells has Mr.
beenWells
vp of
The Rumrill Co., and general manager
of its Buffalo division.
Msgr. Timothy Flynn, of New York
Archdiocese Catholic Radio & Tv Center, named by Pope John XXII as
one of six American consultants on
press, radio and tv secretariat. New
group is one of bodies preparing for
approaching Eucumenical Council. It
includes total of 18 consultants and
15 members.
Jack Vandermyn, reporter-photographer for WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind.,
promoted to news director. Biff Cole
named number two man on news staff,
succeeding Bernard Kelly who moves
to WISH-TV Indianapolis. Other
changes: Stanley Frakes, formerly
with WBRT Bardstown, Ky., to WFIETV engineering staff: Dave Wilson,
formerly with WPSD-TV Paducah,
Ky., to sales staff; and Jack Berning
to sales staff.

AS PORTABLE AS A CAMERA
BLE was
rTArecording
Greatest idea since ^tape
invented — a precision machine that's
truly toportable!
No waiting— —indoors
you're orready
record instantly
out.
Play back anytime. Use Phono Trix in
office,students,
home or professional
car. It's idealmen,
for
businessmen,
servicemen, clergymen — and for family
fun. Quality-built for years of pleasure.
FASCINATING ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE
Telephone pick-up and amplifier $8.95
Stethoscope ACearphones
8.95
adapter 19.95

MATTHEW STUART
CO., INC.,
Dept. & B9
156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
City
Please
send me full details on Phono Trix, and
GENTLEMEN:
the
name of my nearest dealer.
In luxurious scotch-grain
leather case complete with
microphone, reels and tape,

Address
Zone

State
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John V. Hanrahan joins WERE
Cleveland as writer in newly formed
creative department.
Macey I. Schaffer,
formerly promotion
director for Tidewater
Teleradio (WAVYAM-TV), Norfolk,
Va., named advertising and promotion
director for WFILAM-FM-TV PhilaMr. Schaffer
delphia. He succeeds
Don Winther, who resigned.

Al Moffett joins news and public
affairs department of WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla. Formerly he was with
WBT and WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C.

Wendell Harris joins WAPI-AMTV Birmingham, Ala., as member of
news staff.
Dick Purtan, formerly with WHEN
Syracuse, joins WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla., as newsman-personality. Bill
Hampton, formerly news director of
WTNT
Tallahassee, Fla., joins WMBR's
news staff.
Willard A. Michaels, WJBK-TV Detroit, named chairman of NAB Tv
Committee on Video Tape Usage.
Group will meet in Washington Sept.
26. Other members: Virgil Duncan,
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C; Kenneth
Tredwell, WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C; Robert Breckner, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles; Stokes Gresham, WISHTV Indianapolis; Raymond J. Bowley,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp.;
Charles E. Corcoran, NBC-TV.
Ron L. Beebe, formerly air personality at WAXX Chippewa Falls,
Wis., to WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., in
similar capacity.
Reynolds Large, formerly air personality at WAXU Lexington, Ky., to
WLW Cincinnati in similar capacity.
Richard

Reeves,

formerly of

Neivesf

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

marliet!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

the

AP

directors

The Associated Press Radio &
Television Assn., New York, has
elected seven directors to its 16member board, which is composed of four directors from four
geographical regions of the U.S.
Those elected are: Paul Adanti,
WHEN Syracuse, N.Y., one
year; Joe M. Cleary, WESB
Bradford, Pa., four years; P.O.
Carver, WSJS Winston-Salem,
N.C, four years; Irving Waugh,
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn., two
years; Gene Terry, WTAD Quincy, 111., one year; Carl Lee,
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.,
three years, and John Thompson, KRCA Los Angeles, four
years. Messrs. Adanti, Cleary
and Carver are incumbents.
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., joins WCBS
New York writing staff of news department.
James P. Johnson joins WTVC
(TV) Chattanooga, Tenn., as announcer-director.
Ed Gates, formerly with WETZ
New Martinsville, W. Va., to WWOW
Conneaut-Ashtabula, Ohio.
Chuck Brinkman, formerly air personality atWHNC New Haven, Conn.,
to KQV Pittsburgh in similar capacity.
John Russell joins announcing staff
of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
Programming
Dick McKay, assistant advertising
manager for Walt Disney Productions,
Burbank, Calif., to director of publicity, succeeding Joe Reddy, named
pr director. Vince Jeffords, merchandising manager, shifts his activities from
New York to West Coast, working under Card Walker, vp in charge of sales
and promotion.

DIAL /no 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

Clayton E. Bond, account supervisor
at California National Productions, Chicago, appointed account executive at
CBS Films, that city.
Sidstey Ginsberg,
assistant to President
Richard P. Brandt,
Trans-Lux Tv, N.Y.,
named assistant vp in
charge of production.
Mr. Ginsberg, who
came to company 18
years ago as assistant
Mr. Ginsberg
theatre manager, will
assume responsibility for all production
activities for T-L properties. Succeeding him as assistant to Mr. Brandt is
Bud
Levy, formerly vp of Brandt
Theatres.
Malvin Wald, tv-motion picture
writer, has been signed by Jack L.
Copeland, executive producer of Allied
Artists' Informational Films Div., to
write script of He Reached For Eternity, tv special based on life of scientist
Albert Einstein.
Albert D. Hecht, producer-director
of tv commercials, appointed New York
sales representative for Animation Inc.
Bob Kurtz joins tv commercial staff
of Format Films, Los Angeles, as story
man. Bill Southwood and Jack Parr
also joining the staff of Format Films as
animators.
Marvin Schwartz, art director for
Capitol Records Inc., promoted to director of creative services, succeeding
Lou Schurrer, who resigned. James R.
Silke, assistant art director, succeeds
Schwartz. In another change, Joseph
Csida becomes head of new single-record-artists-&-repertoire operations which
moves its headquarters from Hollywood
to New York.

Equipment & Eng'ring
J. Bryan Straley, executive vp,
Reeves Instrument Corp., N.Y., elected
president and member of board. Mr.
Straley joined company in 1954 as director of contract administration.
David R. Hull elected executive vp
of Hoffman Electronics Corp., Los Angeles. Previously, he was vp and general
manager of equipment operations for
Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.
Eugene G. Slotta, Joseph J. Bolus
and Charles Freed named manufacturing manager, production engineering
manager and head of parametric devices
department, respectively, for Raytheon
Co's special microwave device operations.
Richard T. Bough named district
manager in Detroit for distributor sales
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Ampex

Corp.

promotes

three

Neal K. McNaughten appointed staff vp
and marketing consultant for Ampex Professional Products Co.,
Ampex Audio Co., and
Ampex International. He
formerly was manager
of Ampex Professional
Mr. Good
Mr. Salzman
Co., Redwood City,
Mr.
Calif. He is succeeded McNaughten
Ampex Professional Products Co.
by Leonard E. Good, corporate
staff director of operations services
He formerly was general sales manager of long lines division of Amerifor Ampex Corp. Harold S. Salzcan Telegraph & Telephone Co.
man named marketing manager of

Electric Co's
for General
organizationcomponent
s division.
electronic
Charles R. Lunney, formerly manager of advertising and sales promotion
for Sylvania Home Electronics Corp.,
Batavia, N.Y., joins General Electric
Co., Syracuse, N.Y., as manager — advertising and sales promotion for tv
receiver department.
Rudolph C. Schmidt named sales
manager of Universal Transistor Products Corp. He formerly was with Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
James J. Burns named district sales
representative for Los Angeles office of
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.
John W, Hillegas appointed field
sales representative in Southeast for
Adler Electronics, New Rochelle, N.Y.
International
Sam Pitt, production manager of
CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta., and formerly of CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.,
and CJIC-TV Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
named executive producer of CFCFTV Montreal. Kenneth M. Dobson,
formerly of CKSO Sudbury, Ont.,
named general sales manager.
Ron Poulton, radio-tv editor of
Toronto Telegram, named news director
of CFTO-TV Toronto, Telegram station which goes on air early in January.
Deaths
William F. O'Neil, 76, founder and
board chairman of General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, (parent company of RKO General Inc. which owns
and operates five tv and seven radio
stations), died of heart ailment Sept.
5. Mr. O'Neil, pioneer in broadcasting,
once was identified with The Yankee
Network and was instrumental in making feature films part of tv. Among
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960
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WITHIN A STONE'S THROW
OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW!

ions
most desirable locat
One of New York's
MADISON
AVENUE
AT

52nd

STREET

survivors are sons, Thomas F., president and board chairman of RKO General Inc., William, owner of WSKP
Miami, John, financial committee chairman of General Tire, and Michael G.,
president of General Tire.
Jack D. Tarcher, 64, vp of Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., died Sept. 5
at his home in N.Y.
Angel Ramos, 58, owner of newspaper El Mundo and WKAQ-AM-FMTV San Juan, Puerto Rico, died of
heart attack at his home in Harrison,
N.Y., Sept. 1.
Vincent Riggio, 82, retired president and board chairman of American
Tobacco Co., died Sept. 6 in Mt.
Kisco, N.Y.

A Bigger and Better

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere...
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

Wesley M. Angle, 77, president of
Stromberg-Carlson Co. (manufacturer
of electrical products) from 1934-1945,
died at his summer home Sept. 3.
Jim McRae, 53, chief engineer of
CKSO-AM-TV Sudbury, Ont., died
at Bar Harbor, Maine, on Aug. 28,
while celebrating his 27th wedding
anniversary. He had been with CKSO
for 25 years, starting as transmitter
operator.
Joseph F. Cummiskey, 50, news director of WHEN Syracuse, died Sept.
3 apparently of heart attack.
Mike Fitzgerald, manager of CKAR
Huntsville, Ont., and former announcer atCFRB and CHUM Toronto,
Ont., and CELT (TV) Toronto, died
of heart attack Sept. 2.
Frederick A. Kugel, 45, editor and
publisher of Television magazine, died
of heart ailment last Wednesday at
Bay Shore, Long Island. Mr. Kugel
founded Television magazine in 1944.
He was 1936 graduate of U. of Pennsylvania and later studied at U. of
London School of Economics.

The magnificent new
SARBERRY
17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
B.
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
PLAZA 3-5800 • TWX: NY 1-138 .
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FANFARE

Gospel

singer

Building

winner

announced by Pet IVIlIk
Sadie Louise Reed, winner of Pet
Milk Co.'s first national Sunday Morning Gospel Singing contest, is about
to embark on a commercial recording
career, the spoils of her victory. The
promotion, prepared for Pet Milk by
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, was carried
on 64 stations, 22 of which were affiliated with Keystone Broadcasting System.
Miss Reed, blind and physically
handicapped by polio, was sponsored
by WILD Birmingham, Ala. She was
selected as the winner last month in
Chicago in a runoff of the top three
contestants from among the 64 entries.
Miss Reed also received $250 as a cash
gift for her favorite church or charity.
Contestants from WXOK Baton Rouge,
La., and WTMP Tampa, Fla., rounded
out the top three. The judges were
Roberta Martin, nationally known gospel singer, Roebuck Stapler, leader of
the Stapler singers, and Calvin Carter,
vice president of Vee Jay records which
awarded the record contract.
There's no escape
Promotion for the fall schedule of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles was harder
to escape than the heat last week. Even
folks on the beach were treated to huge
signs boosting the station pulled along
by boats. In addition a newspaper-advertising schedule has been arranged
almost daily from Sept. 7 through Oct.
11, a 204-spot campaign is being utilized on KBIG Avalon, KGBS Los Angeles and KWIZ Santa Ana, as well as
billboards and bench advertising. KTTV
figures it will obtain at least 301 million
advertising impressions — 43 for each
of the 7 million tv viewers in Southern
California. KTTV itself will use some
],500 1-minute spots, a series of 26

(Ten) Grand smiles ■ The cash
on the table is phony but that's a
very
checkto for
that's
being real
handed
Mrs.$10,000
Jack Custer,
winner of the Christmas in August contest conducted by KJOE
Shreveport, La. Ray Armand Kovitz (r), KJOE's owner-manager,
is overseeing the presentation by
William Murdoch, assistant trust
officer of the Commercial National Bank, that city. KJOE listeners
received the counterfeit money on
a dollar-for-dollar basis on purchases made at participating
sponsors' stores over a six-month
period. Second prize was a Ford
Falcon and 132 other prizes were
awarded to those collecting the
most certificates. Pepsi-Cola, Armour Meat Packing and Esso
sponsored the contest with seven
individual stores. The bank was
official supervisor and custodian
of the bonanza.
different promotional on video tape.
Gimmick letters, contests and personalities disguised as stars of the various
shows visiting advertisers and agencies
round off the the scheme.

Service

to broadcasters and tke broadcastLncj ^ndastrij

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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plan

The nation's building-supply industry
is receiving an eight-point plan on how
to build sales through the radio medium. In an industry analysis released
by Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, the bureau outlined eight major
reasons why radio is the building-supply \
dealer'
medium.s most effective advertising

an a decade of GomlrucUve

HOWARD

supply

NEW YORK. N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

The report reveals that lumber and
building-material sales hit an all-time
high of $9.1 billion in 1959. Sales
breakdown: 39.1% to homeowners;
39% to contractors; 13.8% to farmers,
and 8.1% to commercial users. Among
radio's advantages to the dealers: Radio's dominance of the farm market;
the medium's superiority in suburbia —
big building-supplies market, and radio's universal coverage and economy.
Need

more

salesmen

The lack of skilled salesmen is one of
the problems currently faced by the
more than 100,000 U.S. retailers who
sell radios, tv sets and phonographs, reports Radio Advertising Bureau in an
industry analysis.
While the $2.6 billion home entertainment equipment business is
"plagued" by additional problems, such
as price-cutting, competition and increased operating costs, the RAB brochure lists "eight big reasons why radio
turns the volume up" for these dealers.
To aid in boosting their sales, RAB
points out radio's selling effectiveness
by citing its influence in suburbs, its
popularity with housewives, its strength
with teenagers and other factors.
'Ski-Tacular'
Preparations for the water ski carnival presented by WVEC-TV NorfolkHampton, Va., Aug. 21, were of the
do-it-yourself variety after the station
learned there were no professional
water ski shows available at the time
WVEC-TV wanted to launch its fall
promotion campaign. Tom Chisman,
president of the station, as well as a
water sports fan, decided to use local
talent, amassing enough for his "SkiTacular" to include a ski ballet, an
aquabatic troupe, various ski jumping
and other water specialists. The event
drew 35,000 spectators.
A lot of popsicles
A request to listeners to send popsicle sticks to be used in the rehabilitation of tuberculosis patients by WEBB
Baltimore garnered no fewer than 150,000 sticks in less than two weeks. To
reward its audience, composed largely
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

favorite of the d.j.s to KYW when they
saw the girls on the beaches; the girls
also urged bathers to vote. Big Wilson
took the decision from Swinging Sweeney. The latter bicycled the winner and
his bikini girl in a rickshaw through
downtown Cleveland, wore a Gay '90s
bathing suit everywhere for one week
and took over Mr. Wilson's record
show while he enjoyed a day off to go
swimming
with both models — and his
wife.
Monkey see, monkey do ■ A monkey
eating bananas during a newscast commercial for Hi-Way Market, Kitchener,
Ont., on CKCO-TV Kitchener, helped
to sell quickly 26 tons of the tropical
fruit.

Cooling off ■ A feature of the fourday market tour which WITN (TV)
Washington, N.C., conducted for
New York agency people was this
refreshing interlude. The group was
brought from New York by private Pullman cars, toured the brightleaf tobacco market at Wilson, the
Marine air station at Cherry Point
and the deep-sea port of Morehead
City. After inspecting the WITN
facilities, the travelers went home by

of Baltimore's Negro community, the
station offered record albums to those
who contributed the most sticks. The
winner sent in over 8,000 sticks.
A

clearance problem
A simultaneous announcement on
every radio and television station (17
of them) in San Antonio, Tex., heralded the opening of the 1960 Parade of
Homes.
Producers of the affair were faced
with the problem of opening five homebuilding sites at the same moment. In
previous years, a visiting dignitary had
been rushed from site-to-site by helicopter to perform the chore as rapidly
as possible. For the split-second simultaneous opening the visiting dignitary
procedure was scrapped in favor of San
Antonio's ten am, three fm, and four
tv stations (including one uhf).

■

Drumbeats

National-local fronts ■ To give its
1960-61 tv news in depth. Ideal Toy
Corp., New York, is sending jobbers
and dealers a newspaper that gives the
full promotion story. The Ideal Tv
Times is published in a standard edition for the entire country, with one
exception. Each tv market will receive
its copies custom-imprinted with the
Ideal tv schedule applicable to that
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

chartered airplane. Among the
guests were the above aquanauts
(first row 1 to r) : Charles Digney,
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield;
Betty Fowler, NBC; John Wrath,
Headley-Reed; Joan Ashley, J. Walter Thompson; (second row, 1 to r)
Jim Watterson, Lambert & Feasley;
Pat Patterson, WITN; Jack Hardingham, Headley-Reed; Lloyd Werner,
Compton Adv.; Jim Ducey, Cunningham & Walsh.

Blink, blink ■ For three hours a day
for two weeks the mobile unit of
WKOX Framingham, Mass., was
parked near various sponsor locations
and passing autos were urged to blink
their lights at it. The license number
of each blinking car was recorded and
each day at 6 p.m. one number was
drawn from a bowl and announced on
WKOX. The owner of the car was then
given 24 hours to drive in to the station

for modern tv lighting control.

area alone. Stories include Ideal's network and spot activity (Broadcasting,
Aug. 22), the making of a commercial, success of tv tie-ins for toys and
illustrations of every Ideal tv item with
preview scenes and synopsis of each
commercial Ideal will run this fall.
Respite ■ The eats and drinks were on
the house — or more properly, on the
mountain. Hardy hikers who ventured
up Mt. Pisgah in the North Carolina
Smoky Mountains to the antenna site of
WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., were treated to a picnic by the station. The visitors reached the site by climbing a
mountain path from a National Park
Service area IV2 miles below.
Talkies " WYSL Buffalo broadcast a
"movie sound track" on radio as its
answer to the Late, Late Show. The
movie was titled "The Killer Shrews"
and was reportedly a McLendon Radio
Production presentation. It lasted 1
hour and 20 minutes, frequently interrupted by such announcements as
"Would Melvin Harrigan please come
to the box office," to add authenticity.
Lure of the bikinis ■ Two disc jockeys
of KYW Cleveland staged a popularity
contest with bikini-clad lovelies parading the northern Ohio beaches as their
campaign managers. Listeners were
urged to telephone a vote for their

its the LUMITRON

C-J-R ELECTRONIC DIMMER
There is none finer!
Today's most advanced, most reliable power amplifier
is the all-electronic C«J«R Dimmer by LUMITRON . . .
the first name in theatrical lighting since 1892. Employing the solid-state silicon controlled rectifier, the
C«J«R is a dramatic step forward in the Art of Lighting
... an advancement you should not overlook.
Whether supplied with the completely automatic
LUMITRON Auto-Punch infinite preset system or a
multi-scene manual preset system, you can depend on
the C«J«R to outperform any other.
FEATURES . . .
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under size-4"
10 pounds.W x 8" H x 16" D. Light weight• No
warm-up, required.
no cooling, no tube replacement, no
maintenance
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to choose one of the daily prizes, such
as fm table model radios or portable
transistors. The station reports that
thousands of listeners participated and
the mobile-unit men recorded over five
blinks per minute. Sponsors were
clamoring to have the mobile unit at
their stores, the station said.
Presidential contest ■ New York City
residents will be called upon to concern themselves with details of the
political campaign by guessing WORAM-FM-TV's weekly mystery question. The stations plan a quiz on
Presidents of the past, and will ask
audiences to compete for special
awards by stating qualities they desire
in the modern American leader. Prizes
include color tv sets, transistor radios
and complete sets of the Encyclopedia
Britannica.
Series offer ■ KDKA Pittsburgh is offering a trip to the American League
site of the World Series to the listener
who sends the best question of the
season to Joe L. Brown's weekly radio
show. Mr. Brown, general manager of
the Pittsburgh Pirates, conducts his
own show each Sunday from 12:1512:45 p.m., answering questions submitted by baseball fans. The fan whose
question is most interesting gets air-

plane accommodations, World Series
tickets and expense money. Mr. Brown
now receives more than 500 questions
weekly. The contest winner will be
announced Sept. 18.
High purpose ■ Lloyd Ridner, coowner of KAVI Rocky Ford, Colo., has
taken a stand to urge industry to come
to that town. His stand is a platform 35
feet above the city and he announced
he would not come down until the
campaign's goal of $10,000 has been
realized. Membership certificates have
been sold at $5 each. Even tourists who
spot him while passing through town
have purchased them. Each listener who
buys a certificate gets the opportunity
of guessing the day and time Mr. Ridner will descend. The contest winner
gets $500 in merchandise. The non-profit group sponsoring the drive will use
money collected to purchase land required for a plant site, as of Aug. 17,
contributions had passed $3,000. Local
merchants are supporting the pole-sitter
with furniture, food, magazines and
even sleeping pills. Colorado stations
and newspapers have commented on
Rocky
effort. Ford's tourist attraction and civic
Auto show ■ WWVA Wheeling, W.Va.,
for the sixth consecutive year, will sa_ FOR

Station

Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

Applications

EDWIN
&

Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WLBW-TV Miami, Fla.— L.B. Wilson Inc.
KGTV
(TV) Pocatello, Idaho— Sam H.
Bennion.
WICD (TV) Danville, 111.— Plains Tv Corp.
Changed from WDAN-TV.
KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.— Liberty Tv Inc.
KTVT (TV) Ft. Worth, Tex.— NAFI Telecasting Inc. Changed from KFJZ-TV.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Fairfield, Calif.— Valley Bcstg. Co., 650 kc,

60 East
42nd " Street
tslEW
YORK
Murray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
I
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

1625 Eye7-8531
Street,■ ; N.W. '
District
■1
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Fair count ■ Radio broadcasters have
long complained that their medium is
regularly and unfairly downgraded, even
by people in advertising who should
know better, whenever it is compared
audiencewise with tv. But it remained
for KNX Los Angeles to do something
about it. What KNX did was to issue
a small card, suitable for slipping into
the card pocket of a wallet, bearing the
headline: "Who's Listening? Who's
Watching?" and the subhead: "these
days in Los Angeles." Below are setsin-use figures for both broadcast media,
morning, afternoon and night, weekday
and weekend. Radio wins hands down
during the daytime hours and at night
gets beaten by only three to one, a
much smaller ratio than the usual
guess. Reverse side of the card shows
that in Los Angeles five radio sets were
bought
last year for every three tv
sets.

_

As Compiled by Broadcasting
Sept. 1 through Sept. 7. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. D— day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization, — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.

lute the 1961 American automobile
models with a series of broadcasts
called. The WWVA Automobile Show
of the Air. Each car will have two
broadcasts describing its highlights.
Narration and description will be furnished by the various automobile managers in WWVA's area. The series
is presented as a public service.

1 kw D. P.O. address P.O. Box 830, Sterling,
Colo. Estimated construction cost $25,293,
first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$75,000. Applicant is Alvin A. Ross who has
mterest in KGEK Sterling, Colo. Ann. Sept.
Pinellas Park, Fla. — Pinellas Radio Co.,
570 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 354 44th Ave.,
St. Petersburg, Fla. Estimated construction
cost $35,030. first year operating cost $38,000.
revenue $51,000. Principals include William
D. Mangold, 60%, Edward P. Landt and
Francis G. Bonsey, 20% each. Mr. Mangold
has interest in WILZ St. Petersburg which
will be sold if application is granted. Mr.
Landt
in construction.
Mr, Bonsey is
architect.is Ann.
Sept. 7.
Many, La.— Many Bcstg. Co., 1530 kc. 1 kw
D. P.O, address Many, La. Estimated construction cost $18,145, first year operating
cost $30,000, revenue $42,000. Principals are
A.H. Colvin Jr. and T.L. Colvin Sr., equal
partners,
of KTOC Jonesboro. La.
Ann. Sept.owners
6.
Poplarville, Miss.— Ben O. Griffin & Henry
Clay Hunter, 1520 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address
Picayune, Miss, Estimated construction cost
$21,444, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $36,000. Principals are Ben O. Griffin, 65% and Henry Clay Hunter, 35%. Mr.
Griffin is pharmacist. Mr. Hunter is employe
of WMOE New Orleans. La. Ann. Aug. 31.
Black% Hills
800
kc.Rapid
1 kw City,
D. P.O,S.D.—
address
RobertCorp.,
J. Dean.
P.O. 1330. Estimated construction cost $43.750, first year operating cost $57,600, revenue
$85,000,
H. Koren,
Bernard Principals
P. Thomas,include
ThomasPaul
J. Winn,
and
Robert J. Dean, 25%, each. Mr. Koren is MD.
Mr. Thomas is artist. Mr. Winn is in real
estate. Mr, Dean formerly had interests in
KOTA Rapid City, S.D. Ann. Aug. 31.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KUDE Oceanside, Calif. — Cp to Increase
nighttime power to 5 kw. make changes in
ant. system
(DA-1 to DA-2),
and install
new
trans,
for nighttime
use. (1320
kc). Ann.
Sept. 2.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Cp to change
hours of operation from D to unl. using 5
kw power, install DA for nighttime operation, specify new nighttime ant. -trans, locaBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

tion. install new trans, for nighttime use
(2 main trans. & 2 sites). Request waiver of
sec. 3.28(c) of rules. (1360 kc). Ann. Sept. 2.
WED A Tampa, Fla. — Mod. of cp (for new
station)
ant. -trans,
location
install newto change
trans. (1550
kc). Ann.
Sept. and
2.
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich. — Cp to make
changes in DA pattern. (1430 kc). Ann,
Sept. 2.
WGSM Huntington, N.Y. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, except during
Canadian restricted hours, install new trans.
Request waiver of sec. 3.24(g) of rules.
(740 kc). Ann. Sept. 7.
WFYI
— Cp toinincrease
power to 50 Mineola,
kw. makeN.Y.change
ant. system,
ground system and install new trans. ( 1520
kc). Ann. Sept. 2.
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw. (1490 kc).
Ann. Sept.
CALL7. LETTERS ASSIGNED
KQBY
SanFrancisco
Francisco.
— Gordon
Bcstg. of San
Inc. Calif.
Changed
from
KOBY.
WINY Putnam, Conn. — Israel Putnam
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WPCT.
W(3TY Arlington,
Changed
from WTTT.Fla.— Rahall Bcstg. Inc.
WCCF Punta Gorda, Fla.— Charlotte Radio Co. Changed from WFIF.
WEDA Tampa, Fla. — Dixieland Bcstrs.
WALG Albany, Ga.— Radio Albany Inc.
Changed from WALB.
WPEH Louisville, Ga.— Peach Bcstg. Co.
WNGA Nashville, Ga.— Hanson R. Carter.
KIRLChanged
Wichita,
— Jayhawk Bcstg.
Corp.
from Kan.
KFBI.
WERA
Plainfield.
N.J.—
Tri-county Bcstg.
Corp.
North Syracuse,
Sol Panitz
& WSOQ
Barry Winton.
Changed N.Y.—
from WJMK.
WHCA Rugby. N.D.— Rugby Bcstrs.
KNND
Cottage
Grove,
tion KOMB.
Changed
from Ore.—
KOMB.Radio StaKTDO
Toledo,
Ore.—
Edward
C. McElroy
Jr. Changed from KLUU.
WLPS Lehighton, Pa.— Valley Bcstg. Co.
WRJS San German, P.R — Jose Soler.
KIKK San Antonio, Tex. — Alamo Bcstrs.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Worthington, Minn. — Worthington Bcstg.
Co., 94.9 mc, 26.6 kw. P.O. address Worthington, Minn. Estimated construction cost $25,772, first
yearPrincipals
operating include
cost $21,000,
revenue $14,000.
R.W. Olson
87% and others. Mr. Olson has interests in
KWOA Worthington, Minn. Ann. Sept. 7.
WilkesP.O.Bcstg.
97.3North
mc, Wilkesboro,
4.49 kw. P.O.N.C.—
address
Box Co.,
950.
Estimated construction cost $16,106, first year
operatingplicant cost
revenue $12,000.
Apfm has $12,000,
same ownership
as WKBC.
North Wilkesboro. N.C. Ann. Sept. 2.
Odessa, Tex. — Audiomnialtifidelity, 99.1
mc, 3.4 bock,
kw.Tex.P.O.
address 1316
39th St., LubEstimated
construction
cost
$10,385, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $26,000. Principals include Eldon
Ray Cox, 90%, and others. Mr. Cox is in
electronics. Ann. Sept. 2.
Waco, Tex.— Waco Bcstg. Corp., 99.9 mc,
3.895 kw. P.O. address P.O. Box 3158. Estimated construction cost $16,068, first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $24,000. Applicant fm will duplicate WACO Waco, Tex.
Ann. Sept. 7.
Existing Fra Stations
APPLICATION
WFMK (FM) Grand Rapids, Mich.— Mod. of
cp to location,
change ant.
-trans, ant.
location,
studio
decrease
height change
above
terrain to 216 ft., and change station location to Holland, Mich. Ann. Sept. 2.CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KQBY-FM San Francisco. Calif .—Gordon
Bcstg. of San Francisco Inc. Changed from
KOBY-FM.
111.— Vincent G. Cofey
andWMRO-FM
Benjamin Aurora,
A. Oswalt.
WELF
(FM)
Glen
Ellyn,
111.— Elizabeth G.
Coughlan.
WHFS Inc.
(FM) Bethesda, Md.— High Fidelity
Bcstrs.
Co.WNEM-FM Bay City, Mich.— Gerity Bcstg.
Inc.WI^IAX-FM Grand Rapids. Mich.— WMAX
WEGO-FM
N.C— Concord-Kannapolis
Bcstg. Concord,
Co.
WRNJ (FM) Atlantic City, N.J.— Melvin
Gollub.
WOIO Corp.
(FM) Cincinnati, Ohio— Seven Hills
Bcstg.
WPGH
Bcstg. Corp.(FM) Pittsburgh, P.a.— Nemco
KJSB (FM) Houstin, Tex.— Joel S. Kaufmann.
WLRJ (FM) Roanoke, Va.— Lee Hartman
& Sons Sound Equipment.
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Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
Alaska Bcstrs
— SeeksInc.assignment
of KJNO
license Juneau,
from Baranof
to South r
Eastern Alaska Bcstrs Inc. for $50,000. Purhaser is Radio
group Radio
headed by cJ.
ChesterAnchorage
Gordon, Inc.,
president.
Anchorage is owner of KBYR Anchorage
Equipping a
and has banks,controlling
of KFRB
Fairboth Alaska. interest
Ann. Aug.
31.
KTKT Tucson, Ariz.- Seeks transfer of
control of Copper State Bcstg. Corp. from
Radio Station?
Thomas J. & Angie M. Wallace, 50%, and
House Party Productions Inc., 50% to Leland Bisbee Bcstg. Co. for $410,000. Prior to
sale to Bisbee, House Party Productions Inc.
will buy 50%- interest held by Wallaces for
$190,000. Purchasers are Leland S. and
Margaret C. Bisbee, 42.85% each, and George
E. Bisbee, 14.30%, hcensees of KRUX Glendale, Ariz., and WFRL Freeport, 111. Ann.
Aug. 31.
KRKS Rldgecrest, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Gilson Bcstg. Corp., to
Ridgecrest Bcstg. Co. for $48,000. Purchaser is
Israel Sinofsky, who is in electronics. Ann.
Sept. 7.
KYTE Pocatello, Idaho— Seeks transfer of
control of Pocatello Bcstg. Co. from Thomas
R. Becker and Francis J. Riordan, 40%, each,
and others, to Francis J. Riordan, SO'a,, and
others, for $25,000. Ann. Sept. 7.
WMRO-AM-FM Aurora, 111.— Seeks assignment of cp's
Vincent
Cofey andto
Benjamin
A. from
Oswalt,
equal G.partners,
WMRO Inc., change to corporate business
form with no financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 6.
WNMP Evanston, III. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of Evanston Bcstg. Co.
from Angus D. Pfaff, deceased, sole owner,
to First National Bank and Trust Co. of
BK-6B
Evanston, estate executor. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 7.
KBLR-AM-TV Goodland, Kan.— Seeks assignment of licenses from Tri-State Tv Inc.
and Tri-State Radio Inc. to Max Jones,
trustee in bankruptcy. Ann. Sept. 7.
KAKE Wichita, Kan. — Seeks assignment
Miniature
of license from KAKE Bcstg. Co. to KAKETV & Radio Inc., corporate merger with no
change in ownership and no financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 2.
WORL Boston, Mass. — Seeks transfer of
Pilgrim Bcstg. Co. from Joseph A. Dunn,
Chester A. Dolan Jr., Marie F. Gately, and
Microphone
Edward M. Gallager Jr., 18.5%, each and
others to Edward M. Gallager Jr., 37%,,
James E. and Francis P. Mutrie, 18.5% each,
and others, for $45,000. Messrs. Mutrie are in
motor transportation. Ann. Sept. 2.
KLTF Little Falls, Minn.- Seeks assignment of license from John H. Lemme, individual, and Mr. Lemme, administrator of
This RCA Miniature Dyestate of Oscar Lemme, to Little Falls Bcstg.
namic Microphone is as
Co., to change to corporate business form
with no financial consideration involved.
inconspicuous as
modern
Jean H. Lemme aquires 121/2% interest
^82^0
through stock gift from her husband, John
only
microphone
(iesign can make
H. Lemme. Ann. Sept. 2.
WKJW Picayune, Miss. — Seeks transfer of
it! Just 2\(," long, it weighs
control of Tung Bcstg. Co. from H.R. Mcintosh, 99.5% to Hugh O. Jones, 87.5%,, for
but 2.3 ounces. Anci, in
$73,870 plus option agreement to purchase remaining holdings from Mr. Mcintosh for
spite of its compactness,
$10,146. Mr. Jones has interests in WPMP
the BK-6B is a (iurable,
Pascagoula, WHHT Lucedale, both Mississippi, Ann. Aug. 31.
KGIN-TV Grand Island, Neb.— Seeks ashigh-quality microphone.
signment of cp from Electron Corp. to Cornhusker Tv Corp. for $2,500. Cornhusker, licensee of KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., owned
You'll
remotes!
Try it
by John E. Fetzer, who has majority infind
it for
excellent
for interterests in WKZO-AM-TV Kalaniazoo,
WWTV-TV Cadillac, and WJEF-AM-FM
views, panel shows and
Grand Rapids, all Michigan. Ann. Aug. 31.
WRNY
Rome,
N.Y.
—
Seeks
assignment
of
sports. It's a great value
license from WRNY Inc. to Alert Radio Inc.
for $90,000. Purchasers are Herbert Mendelat
$82.50!
sohn, Edward McMuUen, Ernest R. Field,
and Louis Beck, 257<;, each. Messrs. MendelOrder your BK-6B now! Write
sohn and McMullen are employes of WINS
New York, Messrs. Field and Beck are atto RCA, Dept. LB-22, Building
torneys. Ann. Aug. 31.
15-1, Camden, N. J. Whatever
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N.C— Seeks transyour broadcast equipment needs,
fer of control from James F. Flanagan, Gale
see RCA FIRST!
F.
Lewis,
371/2%
each,
and
Robert
G.
Currin,
25%, to James F. Flanagan, 56.25%, and
Robert G. Currin, 43.75%, for $10,000. Ann.
Sept. 7.
RADIO CORPORATION
KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.— Seeks assignof AMERICA
ment of license from Caloretex Corp. to
David F. Snow for $95,000. Mr. Snow was
formerly
of KHOT Madera, Calif.
Ann.
Sept.employe
7.
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of license from News-Review Co. to Douglas
County Tricasters Inc. for $80,000. Purchasers are Robert F. Johnson, Joseph G,
Maierhauser and James H. Johnson, 331,3%,
each. Mr. Maierhauser is owner of Colossal
Caves, tourist attraction. Messrs. Johnson
are employes of News-Review Co. Ann
Sept. 7.
109

KLVT Levelland, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Herald Bcstg. Co. to Levelland Bcstrs. for $100,000. Purchasers are
Marshall and Clint Formby, equal partners,
owners of KPAN Hereford, KTUE Tulia,
both Texas.
Messrs.
FormbyTex.alsoAnn.
haveSept.
interest in KACT
Andrews.
7.
WGEZ of Beloit,
Seeks
transfer
control Wis.—
of Radio
Beloitinvoluntary
Inc. from
Angus D. Pfaff, deceased, sole owner, to
First National Bank and Trust Co. of Evanston, estate
executor.
No financial
consideration involved.
Ann. Sept.
7.
Hearing Cases
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission,
on petitions
by O'Keefe
Co., reconsidered
and granted
without Bcstg.
hearing its application for new class B fm station in Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa., to operate on 100.1 mc; ERP 1 kw; ant. height 134
ft.; engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by KGMO RadioTv Inc., severed from consolidated hearing and granted its application to change
facilities of station KGMO Cape Girardeau,
Mo., from 1220 kc, 250 w, D, to 1550 kc, 5 kw,
D, DA. Ann. Sept. 7.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by Birmingham
Bcstg. Co., severed from consolidated hearing and granted its application for new am
station to operate on 1550 kc, 50 kw, DA,
D, in Birmingham,
dition). Ann. Sept. 7.Ala.; (engineering con■ By decision,
commission
application of Capitol
Bcstg. (1)
Co.denied
for new
am station to operate on 730 kc, 500 w, DA,
D, in East Lansing, Mich., and (2) dismissed for failure to prosecute similar application of W.A. Pomeroy for new station
on 730 kc, 250 w, D, in Tawas City-East
Tawas, Mich. Comr. King not participating.
May 25, 1959 initial decision looked toward
denying both applications. Ann. Sept. 7.
H By decision, commission denied application of WMAX Inc., for increase of power
of WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich., from 1 kw
to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1480 kc,
D. Comrs.
Bartleydecision
and King
not toward
participating. Feb. 4 initial
looked
this
action. Ann. Sept. 7.
H By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by James J.
Williams for rehearing to permit presentation of evidence relative to site availability
and other matters in connection with his application for new am station to operate on
1450 kc, 250 w, unl. in Williamsburg, Va.
Comr. Cross dissented. May 2 initial decision looked toward denying application.
Ann. Sept. 7.
H By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Broadcast
Bureau to dismiss application of Clearwater
Radio Inc., to increase daytime power of
WTAN Clearwater, Fla., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continuing operation on 1340 kc with 250
w-N,
in consolidated
Comr. which
King notis participating.
Ann. hearing.
Sept. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Radio Medford Inc.. insofar as it seeks deletion of
financial issues as regards to its application
for new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in
Medford, Ore., which is in consolidated proceeding with similar applications of TOT

America's

Industries Inc., and Medford Telecasting
Corp.,
but issue
grantedas to
Radio
Medford's
petition
to include
financial
qualifications
of TOT Industries. Comrs. Bartley and King
not participating. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Veterans
Bcstg. Co.
issue 9onregarding
transmitter sitetoin delete
proceeding
its application
to increase
daytime
power
of
KNUZ
Houston, Tex., from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation
on
1230
kc,
250
w-N,
which
consolidated hearing. Ann. Sept. 7. is in
H By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by Radio Virginia
Inc., severed from consolidated hearing
and er granted
application
to increase
of stationitsWXGL
Richmond,
Va., powfrom
1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 950
kc. D; engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 7.
m By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. (WNEW-FM). New York,
N.Y..
for amendment
(1) review of application
examiner's ofruling
granting
urban Bcstrs. from tonew
fm stationSub-in
Elizabeth, N.J., to specify new trans, site
and (2) enlargement
of issues
Suburban's
application.
Comr. King
not onparticipating.
Ann. Sept. 7.
■ By memorandum
opinion
andof order,
commission
denied motion
by Dept.
Navy
on its own behalf and on behalf of Dept.
of Army and Federal Aviation Agency for
enlargement of issues in proceeding on application of Nathan Frank for specification
of trans, and ant. site of station WNBE-TV
New Bern, N.C. Ann. Sept. 7.
ai By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
petition by Idaho
Mic-2
rowave Inc.,denied
for reconsideration
of May
ordering which
dismissed
its
March
2
pleadbecause of scandalous and impertinent
material contained therein in Twin Falls,
Idaho, microwave protest proceeding.
Comr. King not participating. Ann. Sept. 7.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
a Granted petition by Hennepin Bcstg.
Assoc. and extended to Sept. 7 time to file
reply to oppositions of Broadcast Bureau
and Robert E. Smith. River Falls. Wis., to
its petition to enlarge issues in am proceeding. Action Aug. 30.
IS
Granted
petition
Inc. (WHASTV). Louisville.
Ky., byandWHAS
extended
to Oct.
18 time to file exceptions to initial decision
in proceeding on its application to change
trans, and ant. location. Action Aug. 31.
fS Granted motion by Capital Cities Tv
Corp. and extended to Sept. 20 time to file
oppositions
Veterans Bcstg.
Company's
petition
for toreconsideration
in Vail
Mills,
N.Y., ch. 10 proceeding. Action Sept. 1.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petition by Lawrence Shushan
for dismissal without prejudice of his application for new fm station in Santa Barbara, Calif. Action Sept. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
B Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 22 time to reply to
petition for leave to amend, for exchange of
exhibits and for date of hearing, and time

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacfed through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reh'ability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
150 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
UUter 2>5600
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(FOR THE RECORD)

JARET
CORP.

to respond to joint petition for leave to
amend filed by Ponce De Leon Bcstg. Co.
and Indian River Radio Inc., in proceeding
on their applications for am facilities in St.
Augustine and Melbourne, both Florida; extended from Sept. 2 and Sept. 13 to Oct. 4
and Oct. 18 time for exchange of exhibits
and formal hearing. Action Sept. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Sept. 20 at 9 a.m., in proceedof Radio Carmichael
new ingamon application
station in Sacramento,
Calif,, et for
al.
Action Aug. 30.
■ Granted request by Mid-America Bcstg.
Co. (WGVM), Greenville, Miss., and continued Sept. 13 hearing to 9:00 a.m.. Sept. 19
in
its am
and
thatproceeding
of Voice ofon New
Southapplication
Inc. (WNSL),
Laurel, Miss. Action Sept. 1.
H On own motion, corrected in various respects transcript of record in proceeding on
am application of High Fidelity Stations
Inc. (KPAP), Redding, Calif. Action Aug.
31.
■ On ownformotion,
conference
Sept. 29scheduled
in Wausau,prehearing
Wis., tv
ch. 9 proceeding. Action Sept. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
by Service
Bcstg.1 and
Co.
andH Granted
received motion
in evidence
its exhibits
1-A. closed record and ordered that proposed findings of fact and conclusions may
be filed on or before Sept. 30 and replies on
or before Oct.
Service's
application
for 17newin proceeding
am station on
in Concord,
Calif. Action Aug. 31.
■ Granted motion by Kentuckiana Tv Inc.
for leave to amend its tv application to reflect terms of agreement with United Electronics Laboratories Inc. looking toward
dismissal of United's application, amend
Kentuckiana's application to reflect addition
of United's president and stockholder, W.L.
Rector, as 121/2% stockholder in Kentuckiana, adopt engineering
portion in
of financial
United's
application,
and reflect changes
and
programming
sections
of
Kentuckiana's
application, retained amended application
in hearingceeding.
in Action
Louisville,
Sept. 2. Ky.. tv ch. 51 proBy Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted joint petition by applicant Antennavision Service Co. and protestant Valley Telecasting Co. (KIVA, ch. 11), Yuma,
Ariz., and continued indefinitely Sept. 7
hearing
in proceeding
Antennavision's
applications
for cps foronfixed
stations at
Oatman Sept.
Mountain
Action
1. and Telegraph Pass. Ariz.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Frederick County
Bcstrs. Winchester, Va., for leave to amend
its am application to reflect certain option
agreement. Action Sept. 2.
■ Postponed Sept. 16 prehearing conference to Sept. 27 in proceeding on am applications of Triangle Publication Inc.
(WNHC), New Haven, Conn, Action Sept. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted petition by Simon Geller for
leave to amend his application for new am
station in Gloucester, Mass., to specify operation on 1540 kc in lieu of 1410 kc and to
make other changes and removed amended
application from hearing and returned to
processing line. Action Aug. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by Seaway Bcstg. Co..
Chicago Heights, 111., to make engineering
changes to its am application; application
in consolidated hearing. Action Sept. 2.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Setpember 2
KVOB Bastrop. La. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Bastrop Bcstg. Co.
WHMA Anniston, Ala. — Granted request
for cancellation of license for aux. trans.
Action of September 1
KPDN
Pampa,
Tex. —L. Granted
of license to Warren
Hasse. assignment
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Victor C. Diehm
through purchase of stock from William M.
and Hilda M. Deisroth; without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
warranted as result of any final determinations reached by commission in connection
with its pending inquiry into compliance by
broadcast licensees with sec. 317 of Communications Act, and related matters.
WAZL-AM-FM-TV Hazleton, Pa.— GrantBROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Loboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillord, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BIDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14tli St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. SI<lom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
BrecksvilU, Ohio
(o Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson i-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

or

Service

y

Direct

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM.FM TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Morkef St.,
tee's Summit. Mo
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Auoeiate Member
Institute of Radio Engineert

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Wosiiington 6, D. C.
RE 7-0458

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

ofaitiless
TOWERS

Lee Ruwitch, Exec. Vice President
and General Manager
WTVJ
MIAMI,

FLA.

/
Jack Shay, Vice President
in charge of Operations
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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(FOR THE RECORD)

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 7
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
863
ON AIR
Lie
Cps.
For new stations
75on air
Not176
81
AIVI
3,461
51
FIVI
731
27
157
TV
473
60
117
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 7
533
VHF
TV
Commercial
453
80
12
48
Non-commercial
36
UHF
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through July 31, 1960
AIVI
FWl
714
Licensed (all on air)
115
36
CPs on air (new stations)
3,455
75
196
CPs not on air (new stations)
TV76
108
942
656
Total authorized stations
27
593
14
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
10
32
3,603
204
36
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
797
102
Total applications for new stations
582
29
38
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
72
277
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
859
39
Total applications for major changes
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
CPs deleted
SUMMARY

471'
^ There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain 52their
licenses.
one time but are no
^ There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

ed acquisition of positive control by Victor
C. Diehm through purchase of stock from
Hilda M. Deisroth; without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem warranted as result of any final determinations
reached by commission in connection with
its pending inquiry into compliance by
broadcast licensees with section 317 of Communications Act, and related matters.
amWTTC
station.Towanda, Pa. — Granted license for
WFGM-FM
Mass. — Granted license for fm Fltchburg,
station.
WIOI New Boston, Ohio — Granted license
covering
increase in power from 500 w to
1 kw.
WCAW Charleston, W.Va.— Granted hcense covering change of frequency, ant.trans. location installation of DA-N, make
changes letioninof remote
ant. and control
ground operation.
system and deWBAW Barnwell, S.C. — Granted license
covering increase in power.
WMBO Auburn, N.Y. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power.
WABYering Albany,
— Granted
license cov-of
increase in N.Y.
power
and installation
new trans.
WOGA Chattanooga. Tenn. — Granted liin ant.
-trans, locationcense
and incovering
ant. changes
and ground
system.
WMBI Chicago, 111. — Granted license covering changes in ant. system.
WLAV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted license covering installation of old main
trans, as aux. trans.
WISO
Granted
olci main Ponce,
trans, P.R.
as —aux.
trans. license to use
WENK
Union
City,
Tenn.—
covering installation of newGranted
type license
trans.
WHDL Olean, N.Y. — Granted license to use
old main trans, as aux. trans, daytime
and as alternate main trans, nighttime at
main trans, location.
WEMW-FM Madisonville, Ky — Granted license covering changes in trans, equipment,
ant. system and increase ERP; ant. 355 ft.
WOVE Welch, W.Va.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WHAK
Rogerschanges
City, inMich.—
cense covering
trans, Granted
equipment.liK73AP, K77AO, K83AJ, Quincy, Wash.—
Granted cps to show unattended operations at remote control point.
KFBK-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
cp
to
ERP toand115 new
kw, ant.
ft.,
install increase
new trans,
ant. 240make
changes in ant. system; remote control permitted.
KGUD Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to change trans, site and make
ant. changes; conditions.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted extension of authority to Nov. 30 to sign-off

each day at 6:05 p.m.
KFJZ-FM
Fort Worth, Tex.— Remote control permitted.
WSOC Charlotte, N.C.— Remote control
permitted while using non-DA.
■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
dates granted
as shown:
K70BK Springerville-Eager, Ariz, to Mar.
1. 1961 and WFBG-FM Altoona, Pa. to Oct.
31.
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, Ind.— Rescinded
commission
cense for tvaction
station.of Aug. 29 granting liWIRV Irvine, Ky. — Rescinded commission
action
station. of Aug. 5 granting license for am
Actions of August 31
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.Va.— Granted acquisition of positive control of Huntington Publishing Co. by Huntington Herald
Co. through purchase of stock from Walker
Long and six other stockholders by Huntington Publishing Co.
WSOC
Charlotte,
N.C.—Inc.
Granted assignment of license
to WIST
KOPY Alice, Tex. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Alice Bcstg. Co.
*WETV (TV) Atlanta, Ga.— Granted lition. cense for noncommercial educational tv staWIMA-TV Lima, Ohio — Granted license
covering changes in tv station; ERP vis. 219
kw, aur. 117 kw.
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.— Granted license covering redescription of studio and
trans, locations (no change in site); without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance
Communications
Act. with sec. 317 of the
WRBS
Baltimore,
Md.—toGranted
mod.
of cp (TV)
to decrease
ant. height
215 ft..
ERP to 15.5 kw, change type ant. and make
changes in ant. system.
KTIM San Rafael, Calif.— Rescinded Aug.
8 commission action granting Ucense covering change Actions
of ant. -trans,
location.
of August
30
WPFA-TV Pensacola, Fla.— Granted inassignment of cpNational
from Charles
Lamar Jr. voluntary
to Louisiana
Bank W.of
Baton Rouge, executor of estate of Charles
W. Lamar Jr., deceased.
KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Ore— Granted transfer of negative control from Ted R.
Gamble and Harvey S. Benson, voting
trustees, to Harvey S. Benson and Moe M.
Tonkon, voting trustees.
Actions of August 29
■ Granted KGMC (FM) Portland. Ore.,
extention of completion date to Sept. 23.
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WLWI for(TV)
Indianapolis,
Granted
license
tv station;
ERP aur.Ind.—
148 kw.
ant.
980 ft. (See Sept. 1 action, above); without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem formation
appropriate
light of any
indeveloped inin pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with
sec.
317
of
Communications Act.
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio — Granted license covering changes in tv station; without prejudice
to whatever
com-of
mission may deem
appropriateaction
in light
any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance
with sec. 317
of Communications
Act.
WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.— Granted license covering changes in tv station; without
whatever action
sionprejudice
may deem toappropriate
in lightcommisof any
information developed in pending inquiry
concerning compliance
with sec. 317 of Communications Act.
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio — Granted licenses
covering changes in tv station and specify
studio location; ERP vis. 182 (DA), aur.
91.2 kw (DA)
(maintrans,
trans.at &newant.);
instal ation of aux.
mainandtrans,
site; without prejudice to whatever action
commission may deem appropriate in light
of any information developed in pending
inquiry concerning compliance with sec.
317 of Communications Act.
WORA-TV Mayaguez, P. R.— Granted licenses covering changes in tv station (main
trans. & ant.); and to maintain currently
licensed main ant. as aux. facilities at main
trans, site; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem appropriate
in light of any information developed in
pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with sec. 317
of Communications
Act.
WIWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga.— Granted license
covering changes in tv station (main trans.
& ant.); ERP vis. 275 kw, aur. 138 kw;
without prepudice
whatever action
com-of
mission may deem toappropriate
in light
any information
inwith
pending
inquiry concerning developed
compliance
sec. 317,
of Communications
Act.
WITI-TV Milwaukee Wis. — Granted license
covering installation of aux. trans, at main
tra-ns. site; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem appropriate
in light of any information developed in
pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with
sec. 317 of
Communications
Act.
KGMG (FM) Portland, Ore.— Granted
mod. of
cp topermitted.
specify studio location; remote control
Staff Instructions
■ Commission
Sept. 7 directed
tion of documenton looking
toward preparadenying
motion
by
WHDH
Inc.
(WHDH-TV
ch. 5).
Boston, Mass., for stay of July 14 decision
in Boston ch. 5 proceeding, pending resolution of WHDH's
petition
14 decision
vacated
Aprilfor24,rehearing.
1957 grantJulyto
WHDH Inc., to operate on that channel,
ordered further comparative evaluation
of aU applicants (WHDH, Greater Boston
Tv Corp., Massachusetts Bay Telecasters
Inc., and Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
Inc.), with filing of briefs and subsequent
oral argument before commission en banc,
and. meanwhile, allowed WHDH-TV to
continued its present ch, 5 operation under
STA. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ Commission on Sept. 7 directed preparation of document looking toward denying
petition
Tv Inc.
TV, ch. by
10), Public
Miami, Sevice
Fla., for
stay (WPSTof July
14 decison in Miami ch. 10 proceeding pending action by Court of Appeals. July 14 decision disqualified all applicants except L.B.
Wilson Inc., set aside Feb. 7, 1957 grant to
Public Service, and granted Wilson application to construct and operate on that channel for period
of fourto months
afterPublic
construction. In addition
Wilson and
Service, Miami ch. 10 proceeding involves
applications by WKAT Inc., and North Dade
Video Inc. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ Commission on Sept. 7 directed preparation of document looking toward denying
petition by San Jose Bcstg. Co. (KXRX),
San Jose, Calif., for reconsideration of April
27 grant of application of Marin Bcstg. Co.,
to change trans, site of KTIM San Rafael,
Calif., continuing operation on 1510 kc, 1
kw, D. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ Commission on Sept. 7 directed preparation of document looking toward denying
petition by Guinan Realty Co. for reconsideration, stay and rehearing of April 8 decision which granted application of Louis
Adelman for new am station to operate on
1300 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Hazleton, Pa., and
denied application of Guinan for same facilities in Mt. Carmel, Pa. Ann. Sept. 7.
■ Commission on Sept. 7 directed preparation of document looking toward remanding
to examiner for further hearing proceeding
on applications of New Bcstg. Co., Herbert
Muschel and Independent Bcstg. Co. for new
fm stations in New York, N.Y. Ann. Sept. 7.
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SUNDAY

LAWS

are unfair and unnecessary

. . .

SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTISTS

believe Sunday laws are discriminatory
and are religious in motivation
and effect.
As such they do violence to civil
and religious liberties.
Sunday "Blue Laws" have no place
in a society of free men.

Free*
thumb-indexed
Write*
riec bound PP''
background
reference leatherettevolume on
the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Please m\te on letterhead.

^dventist
Public
Relations
^g^Q
Eastern
Avenue,
N.W., Office
Washington 12, D. C.
RAndolph 3-0800

Collins Automatic Tape Control is the perfect answer to
automatic programming. Just insert the tape cartridge,
push one button, and you're certain of reliable performance.
More than 500 radio stations own the network-approved,
internationally - used Collins Automatic Tape Control.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

syllable-separafing sfarf and stop fime of less fhan 0.1 second • 7.5 inch/second tape speed •
frequency response ±2 db, 50-12,000 cps • less fhan 0.2% rms wow and flutfer • programming
segmenfs from 40 seconds fo 31 minufes ' remote control available. For more information
contact your Collins sales engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVEIITISE»IEi\TS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20c per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25c per word— 52.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch— ST ATIONS FOR SALE adrertismg require display space.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Mid-south chain — 4 top rated stations — has
openingtential— 30-40
for salesman
management
po— married.withGuarantee
— moving
expenses — rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume,
photo
ING. first letter. Box 481B, BROADCASTCalifornia station with terrific advertiser
acceptance needs sales manager to improve
current $185,000 per year billing. Station is
in medium market on low frequency covering dous
vast new
Sanpotential.
Joaquin This
Valley sales
with manager
tremenmust be experienced self-starter with good
sales production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and top
salary to right man. Interview required.
Give all details first letter. Write Box 780B,
BROADCASTING.
California 5,000 watt station in medium
market needs capable and aggressive sales
minded manager. Take full charge. Must
have proven record of producing and desire
sta'ble situation where enlarged responsibilities provide larger income. Must be on
the street salesman able to handle salesmen
and staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions. InCASTING.terview required. Write Box 781B, BROADStation in one of top 25 markets will soon
require general manager. Opportunity for
a manager or sales manager with strong
sales record to join group operation. Must
providetion,finest
references.
all letter
informa-to
resume and
photo Send
in first
Box 943B, BROADCASTING.
Single marketperienced
west commercial
Texas station
needsGood
exmanager.
chance for further advancement. Some anbut not absolutely necessary. Boxnouncing
149C,helpfulBROADCASTING.
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
South Dakota chain of am and tv stations
wants aggressive commercial manager for
competitive m.arket of 180.000. $125.00 weekly plus override. Good producer can make
$1,000 plus monthly. Send full particulars to
Manager: KRSD, Rapid City, South Dakota.
Sales
Mid-south chain. See our ad under management. Box 481B, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan market SW has attractive offer
for experienced
salesman
with confidential.
sales management potentiality.
Replies
Send references and background to Box
807B, BROADCASTING.
Newark, New Jersey — Top independent, top
money and future for salesman who loves to
sell, multiple chain, send resume Box 929B,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top St. Louis independent, multiple market, $6,000 plus, resume to Box
935B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for California station,
strong closer with good established billing
in comoetitive market. Salary open, resume.
Box 987B, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for Texas station. Great opportunity for go getter. Box 997B, BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman for S.C. station. Must
be hustler to handle established and new
accounts. $100.00 weekly salary plus incentives. Send complete details of experience,
education, age. photo, etc. Box 159C,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Experienced salesman, or abmitious announcer desiring sales training. Top-rated
music-news station. KGKB, Tyler, Texas.
Top salesman wanted immediately for
progressive
station.
completeGrace
resume including
salary Rush
requirements.
Heath,
Assistant Manager, WLSE, Wallace,
N.C.
FM station man experienced in sales and
some board work, excellent opportunity.
WRVB-FM, Madison 1, Wisconsin.
Growing tional
mediaassociates/representatives
brokerage firm needs
in addiNew
York-Washington and midwest areas. We
will eithersociatefranchise
a territory orto hire
an as-a
(straight commission)
representative on fixed salary, expenses
and bonuses. Requirements are #1. Old
enough for maturity in judgment, young
enough to be an eager learner (generally
early
to early #3.
40's).Working
#2. Faceknowledge
to face
selling 30's
experience.
of oiie or more media fields. #4. Character
that will terviews
stand Washington,
thorough
InNewinvestigation.
York, Chicago.
San Francisco.
Atlanta.
Contact
Paul
Chapman, 1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
Step erup!Employment
Midwest Service,
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Announcers
Negro announcer. Must be experienced and
rockin'tion.personality
major
staRush experiencefor and
tape.market
Box 591B,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer with 1st ticket and strong
air personality for estabUshed major market station. Must be a go-getter. Resume
and tape immediately. Box 662B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — experienced announcer with deep,
resonant voice for metropolitan Good Music
operation. fidential.
StartSend $105
replies contape perandweek,
references
first
letter to Box 808B. BROADCASTING.
Have mid-September opening for experienced announcer desiring to locate in small
Georgia
city near Above
Atlanta.average
Favorable
ing conditions.
for workright
man. Send audition tape with letter to
Box 827B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced country-western deejay for
CaliforniaBoxstation,
sales, tape-photo
resume.
986B, some
BROADCASTING.
Step up! Punch and push personality for
top-rated,
24-hour
5 kwweek.
in booming
eastern market.
35 hour
Start $105.00.
First phone preferred, will consider all
others. Send
tape, BROADCASTING.
picture, detail. Permanent. Box 994B,
Now
hiring — quality
3 swinging,
dj's for
tight
production,
musicselling
format.
Virginia
fulltimer. Send tape, resume and photo first
letter. Box 107C, BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer
with commercial
ence. Run control
board. Goodradio
pay. experiFringe
benefits.
East
coast.
Box
119C,
BROADCASTING.
Near New York City 4th largest market in
U.S. Need two
top-notch
dj's. production.
Must have
knowledge
of board
and tight
Adult station, no top 40. Good opportunitv
for right man. Box 123C. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Midwest radio-tv combination will have
opening for bright, fast dj also capable of
doing quality tv commercials. Send tape,
picture
CASTING.and resume Box 137C, BROADIncreasing staff. Mature voice. News and
good music.
Excellent
munity. Our staff
knows New
of thisMexico
ad. Air commail
Box 147C, BROADCASTING.
Need experienced announcer for west Texas
daytimer with news experience. Send tape
and references first letter to Box 150C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj or ambitious trainee defuture with
music-news
station. siring
KGKB,
Tyler, top-rated
Texas.
Program director assume morning personality show. Capable handle personnel. Emon community,
zonaphasis
top regional.
First area
phonerelations.
essential,Arino
maintenance. Must work closely with management
and
sales.
Excellent
facilities,
including modern production equipment and
aids. Modern music format with adult approach. future
Local newswith
important.
Chance
build solid
progressive
group.to
Top salary for right man. Position open due
to promotion within group. Contact Harry
L. Becker, KVNC. Winslow, Arizona. Telephone 289-2011.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Staff announcer; play-by-play experience
desirable. Middle of road music but tight
operation. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
Announcer-first phone for multiple station
operation with
excellent
chance
advancement and extra
benefits.
Send for
resume
and tape to WALM, Albion, Michigan.
Staff announcer, experienced, tight production, stable. Send tape, resume, salary
requirements and references. WASA, Havre
de Grace, Maryland.
WFMT, is
Chicago,
classical
music — fine
arts
station,
accepting
applications
for staff
announcer. Must be able to correctly pronounce foreign names and terms. Low key
delivery. Liberal arts background desired.
Tapes and letters only. WFMT, Dept. MR,
221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 1, Illinois.
Program director and top air personality
for WGEE, Indianapolis. Send background
and tape to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting. P.O. Box 1389, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Wanted, experienced morning man for metro
good
music-news
operation.
Send York.
tape and
references
to WIBX.
Utica, New
Announcer-copywriter with restricted permit. Resume, tape, sample copy to WKLZ,
Box 663, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Announcer — Must be experienced in dj and
staff work. Emphasis on good commercial
delivery, personality, and ability to work
smoothly
in fast-paced
nent positon
at dominantoperation.
station inPermasolid
market, offering excellent salary and full
company benefits. Send tape and resume
to WMAY, 711 Myers Bldg., Springfield,
Illinois.
FM
station, man must have sales experi1, Wis
consin
ence, real opportunity.
WRVB-FM, .Madison
Air personality experienced with play-byplay ability. Modern adult music format. 1st
phone required. Top salary if solid and
capable. Growing group. High dry climate.
Send tape, background and references air
mail
to Harry L. Becker, KVNC, Winslow,
Arizona.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Leading integrated radio-tv operation expanding live programming in new milliondollar plant
opening
for versatile
announcer ofhas
proven
professional
caliber.
WSAV Radio-Television, Savannah. Georgia.
Immediate
opening
for versatile
dj-announcer, salary
commensurate
with ability,
write or phone Program Director, WTNS,
Coshocton. Ohio.
Announcer-dj for good music NBC midwest
affiliate, Must have experience, work days.
Good salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape
and resume to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.
For deejays original enough to create their
own material. The Deejay AirHumorOlogy
Kit tells you what humor is and how to
create your ownHumorOlogy,patter.
postpaid.
AirP.O. Box $4.80.
1, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential, Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write
Walker Employment Service, 83 So. 7th
St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Technical
Chief engineer — Northeastern metropolitan
major suburban market, responsible conscientious engineer to head and direct engineering dept in all activities plus expansionment.
plans.FuH Latest
and most
modern equipparticulars
first inquiry.
Salary
open. Major corporation looking for capable
person. Box 919B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer for Virginia 1000 watt
station. Good salary and hours to right man.
Engineering ability first consideration. Send
tape and resume to Box 956B, BROADCASTING.
Now hiring — Chief - engineer - announcer
combo
tight-production,
format. forVirginia
fulltimer.quality
Send music
tape,
resume, and photo first letter. Box 108C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
for latest
Montana
1 kw non-directional. Fine plant,
equipment,
friendly
community, good working conditions.
Health insurance, retirement plan. Give
details, references, experience, snapshot,
tape if combo. Box 112C, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer needed
for small market, full time operation. Voice
requirement will be exacting. Engineering
requirements
mobileautomatic
equipment. Gates necessary
equipmenton with
cartridge equipment to follow. Salary open.
Full resume including tape mandatory.
Write Box 133C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. 10 kw directional-remote
control operation — NYC suburb. Must be experienced in equipment maintenance and
engineering
administration.
Send resume to Box staff
158C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. AM and fm operation.
Some announcing. Send information and
tape to catine,
George
Iowa. Volger, Mgr., KWPC, MusTech School graduates:
1st chiefMarion,
engineer/announcer needed One
in WATP,
S.C. and one in WLSC, Loris, S.C. 20 hours/
week announcing. $75.00/week. Send resume
and references with letter.
First phone with vtr experience to install,
Contact Lafayette,
Bill Fall,
%maintain
WBAA,3 Ampex
Purdue vtr's.
University,
Indiana.
Engineer-announcer, for new kilowatt fulltimer. Help with station construction, then
carry full announcing trick. Excellent opportunity to grow with new operation. Send
tape and resume to Charles Halle, Station
WBBX, Portsmouth, N.H.
Chief engineer for 1 kw. Coastal Maine area.
Salary open — write WDEA, Ellsworth,
Maine.
Immediate opening for first phone man.
Will accept young man just out of school.
Must be able to do some announcing or
willing to learn. Call Banner F. Shelton,
WMYN, Madison, N.C. Phone 9207.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Florida is calling for good engineer (first
phone) production man. Must know Gates
equipment. No announcing. WOKB, Orlando, Florida.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Step erup!Employment
Midwest Service,
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Production-Programming, Others
Local uewsman-gather and announce 250
f iiUtime-southeast New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Program
well-established
cal musicdirector
station for
in the
Pacific west. classiMust
be capable of organizing and directing air
personnel, supervising classical music selection, giving
working with
station's commercial
staff, and
fully professional
action to
program policy and station promotion.
Please do not apply unless you can furnish
proof of classical music broadcasting experience under demanding circumstances. Send
full background,
and Box
salary928B,
desired with first references
letter. Write
BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman: Assist news director, central New York metropolitan station. Newsin-depth operation: editorials, documentaries, panel discussions. Cover beat, write, air
news. Salary open. Box 120C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced program director-announcer for 1-kw daytimer about to go
fulltime. Emphasis on good music, news
and sports. Car necessary. Progressive city
of 15,000. Salary open. Send tape, photo,
full information and references first letter
to Manager, KSCB, Liberal, Kansas or phone
Main 4-3891.
Young man with inquisitive mind for expanding news operation. Some typing experience necessary. Work primarily gathering, editing and announcing local news.
Some dj nouncer
work.considered.
Inexperienced
young tape,
anSend photo,
resume
and
starting
salary.
WADS,
Ansonia, Connecticut.
Have an immediate opening for experienced
radiocal program-production
man to build
loand regional feature program
concept.
Write or phone Program Director, WOOD
Broadcasting, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Broker of television and radio stations to
live dioinor television
the south. ownership
Backgroundor— management
previous radesirable. Write full and complete details in
first letter outlining chronologically your experience, education, physical appearance
and background. Extremely lucrative for
the right individual. Associated Personnel
Service, 1627 K Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C.. ST. 3-6520.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced, adult, family radio man.
Thoroughly familiar all phases. Fifteen
years in business; eight years succesful
management. Have first phone. Five figure
man; prefer south or west. Box 874B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Retiring after 20 years as Marine. 13 years
spent in radio-tv . . . capable of any assignment. Desire management and/or pd . . .
40, married, desire to settle for life . . .
prefer southwest or west. Available January '61. Box 923B, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-sales. Experienced in all
types of programming. Sales, public relations, production and news. 6 years in presSelf-starter,
good needed
idea man.
Familyent market.
man, 38.
Warm climate
for
wife's health. Box 967B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, qualified station manager
seeks home. New ownership requires
change.
$15-li500
monthly. WantPresent
top 50 earnings
market with
challenging
opportunity.
Write
Box
lOlC,
BROADCASTING for personal interview.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Young (26) very adult veteran seeks management opportunity. Excellent air background, managerial experience. Serious,
production-minded,
interested
in Would
bright
modern sound with family
appeal.
like to institute and sell quality radio in
small to medium market. Box lOOC, BROADCASTING.
Management — small, medium market. Former manager small market three years. Experienced sales, programming, announcing,
etc. Eleven years radio. 32, family. Now
sales
top
CASTING. 50 market. Box 104C, BROADVeteran broadcaster, over 20 years radio
experience,
markets,
Progressed large
through sales,
salesmidwest.
management,
general management and ownership. Will
invest in right situation. Box 105C, BROADCASTING.
Manager. Radio and/or tv. Sales, programming, administration. Production. Capable.
Box HOC, BROADCASTING.
Top qualityagement.announcer
pd ready
for manOne dozen years
of experience.
Handle people well, steady, married. Want
opportunity more than big bank account.
Box 140C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Executive-performer-writer re-entering tvradio.
49.7 rating
top 25 markets.
Extremely successful
salesin manager.
West preferred.
Write Box 896B, BROADCASTING.
Southern California radio manager wanted,
willing to give golden voiced announcer
with nineteen years experience a chance
at unglamorous radio sales. Mature, deadly
serious, and dedicated salesman from now
on. Box 991B, BROADCASTING.
I want to sell! Can you use the services of
an ambitious, well recommended, 26 year
old college graduate, experienced in all
phases except sales who wants to build a
future in the sales profession? Box 131C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, excellent mature voice (AB
degree-Speech), first phone. Strong on
news, commercials, weather. Capable of
good, sane dj show. 3 years experience.
Electronics background. Negro veteran
(Korean). Box 841B, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer — Part-time, 30, married,
college degree. Vicinity New York City
only. Let me handle your sports program.
Strong on play-by-play. Experienced copywriting. Box 924B, BROADCASTING.
Top personality, nationally known, recording
Eighteen
yearsMBS,on NBC
radio,andincluding artist.
own show
on CBS,
own
regional
network.
Have
appeared
Ed
Sullivan show twice. No formattersonneed
reply. Strong
competition
is
welcomed.
Minimum offer considered, $250 per week. Box
947B, BROADCASTING.
Country-personality
deejay,
phone,radio.
experienced. Make offer.
No first
modern
Box 980B, BROADCASTING.
Attention Mississippi! Young announcer, 2nd
phone, two years experience. Know good
music. Available in November. Box 985B,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, strong
news, commercials,
steady, Box
relocate anywhere.
Seeking challenge.
988B. BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, sales-minded, serious, audience
appeal.
Versatile, go anywhere. Box 989B,
BROADCASTING.
Gal dj, negro, board, sales, travel. Available
immediately. Box 990B, BROADCASTING.
Married, mature good music announcer desires permanent position with advancement potential.
Competent and
at educational
board. Experienced in commercial
oneration. Available February, 1961. Box
992B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Seeking opportunity for advancement. Also salesman
and
sports
Radio
graduate.
No play-by-play.
area preference.
Box school
996B,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Air personality
with position
friendly, inintimate
livery wants career
medium de-or
large market. Tight production combined
with personality air salesmanship. Box
998B, BROADCASTING^
Mature personality, single, solid voice, adult
approach. Seeking medium to large market
operation. 10 years experimodernence allquality
Rightin opportunityphases.
will take Nome drifter.
anywhere
USA.
Box 999B, BROADCASTING.
Experiencedfessional,
dj: versatile.
news Ambitious.
and sports. Adult,
proBox 109C,
BROADCASTING.
N.E. dj, bright sound, fast pace, 6 years,
employed, family, 24, some sales, sports.
$125
ING. minimum. Box 114C, BROADCASTAttention southern states. Announcer, vet,
school grad. Ambitious. Will
professional
travel.
Box 115C, BROADCASTING.
Sports director, news. Top coverage. 7 years
refBest 121C.
wanted.
experience.erences.Heavy
. Box
Available sports
immediately
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, conscientious announcer seeks
Can hanmidwestern staff position. College.
dle news, music, features and play-by-play-.
BROADCAST
126C,
Box
experience.
Combo
ING.

Top forty jock presently employed by numfive
stationforina nation's
marketber onelooking
home in number
Los Angeles,
areas. Box 128C.
Francisco
San
or
Diego
San
BROADCASTING.
Four years play-by-play basketball and
football. News: gathering, writing, editmg.
Box 134C, BROADCASTING.
Need a man to reach and adult audience
and sell them? Need a man familiar with all
kinds of music who features tight production? Then you need me. Presently employed in medium market— ready for the
big time. Box 139C, BROADCASTING.
Young married announcer available. Runs
own board. Four years experience in top 40,
news, and fm. One child. No floater. Sober.
Box 141C. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, first phone. No
maintenance. Middle Atlantic states only.
Wolford, Temple 6-0969, Alexandria, Va.
Box 145C, BROADCASTING.
Youngfer married
vet, with
experience.
Presouth. Good
voicefmand
professional
school
graduate.
Box
146C,
BROADCASTING.
California here I come. The magic month is
October. Top-rated deejay at number one
station pulls stakes in northeast. Currently
program
StrongIf you
on promotions anddirector-deejay.
modern radio ideas.
swing,
move October. Modesty and money prevent
me
from
rambling
on.
Box
151C,
BROADCASTING.
Attention! N.Y., N.J.. Conn., neighboring
states, Staff-dj, 31/2 years experience. Married, dependable, available immediately. Box
152C. BROADCASTING.
Hold fellow-feeling with Saul E. Halpert's
"The Vanishing Newscast." Box 153C.
BROADCASTING.
Live morning personality, now top rated
major mid-western market. Wish to relocatesiderandall offers.
settle down
back noeastfloater.
but will
Married,
Ex conrefs.
Box 156C, BROADCASTING.
Combo man — 1st phone. Primarily fastpaced, swinging jock. Top personality,
young, rently
family
High40 rated
Curwith 10 man.
kw, top
stationshow.
in major
market.
$125
minimum.
Box
157C,
BROADCASTING.
Great radio, nine years, solid references,
know standard and formula radio. News and
music. Veteran with college. Finest of background. Box 160C, BROADCASTING.
Young, lively sound, some experience. High
on ability. Prefer southwest. Will send tape,
resume
and photo. Call LO 8-5495 (New
York City).
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Mature voice. Good personality.
Operate own board. Will travel anywhere.
Tape, resume, photo. Larry Beller, 1745 East
55th St., Chicago 15, Illinois. Phone: BUtterfield 8-5404.
Mediocre annoucer dj and dance musician.
Can an,
double
as chief
engineer,
copywriter,
traffic
managermusic
or libraristation
manager. Experienced all phases of radio
and meteorology. Wide knowledge of music
from corn to classics. Unencumbered, sober, disgustingly conscientious. Small salary
and community no deterrent if you can
prove you need such man and want me.
Write Martin L. Croft, Martinsburg, Pa.
Exmarine, graduate of broadcasting school
is interested in Michigan-Ohio-Ulinois-Indiana area.
Permanent
position can
needed.
ture, ambitious,
dependable,
give Mayou
quality. Ken Hale, 18055 Schoenherr. Detroit
5. Call WO 2-5785 or LA 6-0732.
Young negro announcer. Vet. Some board.
Willing to learn. 3rd phone. Have car. will
travel. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois.
D-Js
experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street. New York City.
Country and western dj. Desires personality
type show with opportunity to sell. Married,
17 years borne,
experience
in c&w
Osphone Pleasant
0715,field.
4203Jack
Emmet
St., Omaha, Nebraska.
DJ — Ten years experience — now available.
Past four
a half
in eastern
board and
market of
half years
a million.
Prefersea-to
audition live — but will mail tape-lettersfilm-resume on request. No top 40 please.
Call South Orange 2-5912 9:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m., or write Bruce Parsons, 12 Washington Park, Maplewood, N.J., New Brunstime. wick Studio number — Charter 7-1450, anyMature announcer — 7 years experience, all
phases. Excellent news, deejay and commercial.itGood your
production
man — decent
willing offer
and
able to do
way. Any
considered — east or midwest. Available imiately. No tapes,
talk to me.Blvd.,
Von N.W.,
Neubauer, Apt. med210,
4520 MacArthur
Washington 7. D.C., Federal 7-5062.
Technical
Texas only. Engineer-announcer. DJ, 8 years
all phases. Married, 29, currently chief. Box
127C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer seeking Gulf
Coast ence.
position.
years chief available
experiTape and Three
recommendations
upon request. Box 129C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
— potential
Two
years
in radio, announcer
one in tv.— will
Box train.
162C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced first engineer. Family man.
George Davenport, 2222 B North 23rd, Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Phone WEst 3-3270.
Production-Programming, Others
Former public and station relation executive, 18dustry,
years
indesiresexperience
return to broadcasting
station relation
or
public
relation
position.
Excellent
achievement record both in field and as
director. Box 970B, BROADCASTING.
Washington, D.C., newspaperman, 20 years
experience,
radio-tv,
tive work, including
wants write
and/ornowairlegislanews
mornings, evenings, weekends, Washington
areas station, to keep hand in. Solve news
staff scheduling problems! Box 995B,
BROADCASTING.
Topflight radio woman: Top billings, top
ratings,
top listener
follow-thru,
some tv,
seeks challenging
opportunity
metropolitan
market. Attractive, dynamic. Drives own
car. If interested in seasoned pro with exceptional skills and professional knowhow,
write Box 102C, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, experienced, journalism graduate,
23, family, leaving Army, prefer midwest.
Box 130C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman reporter and newscaster experienced in police, court, political, education,
government
featuresprofessional
— straightforward news
interpretiveand
reporting,
delivery — terested
college,
car,
best
references
inradio or tv news work. Box —142C,
BROADCASTING.
News from there to hear. Basic working
newsman. Tenure-growth potential. Midwest. News-time difference. Adult dj secondary. $5,200. Box 154C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
Sales
Nationalcessfuland
regional
manager
— sucvhf small
marketsales
station,
southwest,
offers opportunity to man willing develop
national sales contacts all levels, working
with brokers, client personnel and agencies
to get and keep market and station on list.
Expansion into major market pending but
need someone able handle present market
and grow with us. Tell us how much you
need to earn now, and how much you want
to earn later. Box 136C, BROADCASTING.
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
Experienced television salesman or agency
man to take charge of local sales and assist
sales manager in national sales. Immediate
opening. Complete resume and references
to Edward Boghosian, WJAR-TV, Providence, Rhode Island.
Announcers
Leading integrated radio-tv operation expanding live programming in new milliondollar plant
opening
for versatile
announcer ofhas
proven
professional
caliber,
WSAV Radio-Television, Savannah, Georgia.
Technical
Go west, young man. Established western
vhf-TV broadcaster needs sharp maintenance technician capable of progressing to
chief engineer. Write stating age, training,
ING.
and experience. Box 814B, BROADCASTWanted: Experienced transmitter engineer
for brand
full power,
lation, gulfnew
coastvhf,location.
Very RCA
good instalsalary
for qualified man. Send resume to Box
957B, BROADCASTING.
Florida vhf
for trainee
maintenancehas
positionopening
with station.
The inselected
applicant
experience
on am-tv
and remotewilltv obtain
facilities.
Prefer recent
tech
school graduate with first phone. Cram
course graduate will not be considered. Box
143C, BROADCASTING.
Continuing expansion requires additional
transmittertenance ofengineer
and engineer
for mainnew microwave
system.
Both
positions
require
licensed,
experienced
men.
Send resume, references and starting salary
requirements to Chief Engineer, KOAT-TV,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Transmitter man wanted for mountaintop
installation with quarters if desired. Write
C.E., WPTZ, Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Video maintenance coordinator. Minimum
age 28,
minimum
video Florida.
experience 3 years.
Best tvjobstation
in Miami,
Contact
2nd Ave. Herb Evans. WTHS-TV, 1410 NE
Production-Programming, Others
Trafficwestgirl
wanted
for Some
outstanding
midtelevision
station.
experience
helpful, but will consider coUege training
in traffic. Excellent working conditions,
employee benefits. State salary expected
and full details in letter to Box 840B,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman — Opening now for experienced
on-camera newsman. Must be able to gather,
edit, andsume, air
Send910B,
repictureforandtop-rated
kine oram-tv.
vt. Box
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman— Need good solid experienced reporter. Capable of shooting 16mm sound
er silent, and handle tape recorder. Not
necessary to be on-the-air man. but potential offered for future air work. Send reING. sume and picture. Box 911B, BROADCASTArt director: Experienced in tv art and
photography. Must be creative, send resume
and sample of art work to: Ronald Boyles,
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
My best salesman desires a management
position in either radio or television. He
billedtact$300,000
past year. For details conBox 968B,theBROADCASTING.
Sales
Six years at uhf station, 41/2 as nationallocal sales manager. A moneymaker desirlarger market and opportunity. Box
132C.ing aBROADCASTING.
Top television salesman, executive qualifications, excellent background, married, presING. ently employed. Box 138C, BROADCASTAnnouncers
Young man, presently small tv-am operation, desires larger market. Good appearance. 4years experience. Box 155C, BROADCASTING.
On camera news, weather, and commercial
armouncer, 16mm film audition available.
CaU NYC, Bayside 9-7241.
Let's make your station's sports coverage
tops in your market. Experience in radio-tv
with
network
affiliates in major
south independFlorida's
No. 1 ents
market.
football Announced
and basketball,
weekly tv
sports shows, series on basketball in area,
half hour duction,
tv sports
phases prowrite, somespecial.
work Allshooting
and
editing film. Interviews with over 150 sports
personalities and entertainers. College grad.
TV work in Army. Ambitious, desire opportunity to do on-camera work and grow
with tionstation.
references.
posiin West, Top
consider
others. Desire
Bob Darby,
185 N. Wabash, Room 1119, Chicago, 111.
Technical
1st phone, 4V2 years experience all phases
studio operations, maintenance. Resume
upon request. Box 921B, BROADCASTING.
Looking for tv transmitter position. Experiemitter
nce 9years
tv studio,
years Box
am transand former
chief10 radio.
939B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced studio maintenance, microwave. All phases operation. First phone.
Presently
CASTING. employed. Box 122C, BROADFirst phone, 3V2 years experience all phases
studio, remotes. Some transmitter, vtr.
Family.
Veteran. Box 135C, BROADCASTING.
Competent studio operations interns completing comprehensive technical and production training seeking employment. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.
Young man looking for a start on tv.
covered aU phases of studio operations. Also
have training on commercials, willing to
travel and please state beginners salary.
Write to Mr. Dimitri Nickas, 226-6 Avenue,
Brooklyn 15, New York. Or call anytime
after 7:00 p.m. at this number NEvins 8-3183.
Production-Programming, Others
Available January 15, 1%1 — Production/direction live/film. Versatile all phases commerical/education. 10 years experience.
Have
Arri—
Passport—
Will travel. Box 640B,
BROADCASTING
.
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production manager — Hardworking, ambitious, young man desires production manager pany
or producer-director
comthat will use fresh, position
creative,with
practical
ideas.
5
years
experience,
B.A.,
M.S.
—
radio
& tv. Loves hard work, long hours and a
challenge. Excellent references. Box 945B,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman, college graduate, with six
years reporting, writing and filming experinews position with security.enceBoxlooking
993B,forBROADCASTING.
Producer-director-writer. Experienced.
Alert,
Creative, Practical. Box lllC,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Excellent background, education.
Ten years all phases radio, wire service.
MS journalism. Want tv. 29, married. Box
113C, BROADCASTING.
22 year old woman with B.S. in tv, movies
and radio is looking for work in N.Y.C.
area. Prepared to do production and/or
writing. Available now. Box 817B, BROADCASTING.
Film director — 10 years experience. Familyman
— Outstanding references. Box 124C,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Vidicon broadcast camera Dage 300D includes EIA sync generator, camera control,
power
supply,allVidicon,
inch professional monitor,
cables, 14instruction
books,
working order. Make offer. Box 106C,
BROADCASTING.
Real bargain for cash buyer, Tapak recorder,
and Viking
cartledges.
instruction manualwith
and twenty
amplifier.
Both machines
for just $200.00. Write KALG, Box 268,
Alamogordo. New Mexico.
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with A-2 lighting. 150' standing — 40' grounded— 190' overall. Available immediately.
Radio Station WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL 4-4096.
Motorola
two-way
radio, units
base complete,
station with
antenna and
two mobile
Al
condition, wonderful for remote broadcast.
WPHB Radio, Philipsburg, Pennsylvania,
Phone Dickens 2-2300.
For Sale: Federal 192A 3,000-watt fm transmitter and station monitor just replaced
by higher power equipment, $2,500.00. WQXT
AM-FM, Palm Beach, Florida.
Multiplex
single
nel new, Gates
never generator
been used.
$600subor chanbest
offer. WRVB-FM, Madison 1, Wisconsin.
Gates 1 kw fm transmitter with dual
channel multiplex, new exciter. $3,500.
WwithE, RCA
controltranscr.
board arms
$200; and
CB-11cabinets
turntables
$100
ea.: Pentron tape magazine repeater with
cartridge (A-4) $80: GL 5593 Phasatrons
$10 ea. D-4605 Terre Haute, Ind. or Box 433.
Ampex 601 recorder, full track. Brand new
in box, $485.00. Box 221. Lebanon, Tennessee.
Video cast,
monitors.
circuit Inc.,
and broadFoto Video Closed
Laboratories
Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Ampex 351-2P portable demonstrator, like
new. $1685.00 — cost $2105.00. Kaminga ElecCompany, 1337 Judd, SW, Grand Rapidstric
9. Michigan.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru
Paul. 24".
Minn.Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St.. St.
World's largest searchlight. G.E., mounted
on good Chevrolet truck. Cost over $65.000.00. Still like new, rents for $75.00 per
night. Ideal
to boostsacrifice
radio-tv$2950.00.
sales skyhigh.
Going
in service,
Pay for
self in ten weeks. Phone Howard Rigsby,
Ala. 3-5485, or P.O. Box 1662, Birmingham,
VE

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipmentmonitor, antenna,
FM: Cash for transmitter
etc. ing
Also
interested
in purchase
of operatstations. Box 745B,
BROADCASTING.
Need am-£m broadcast equipment transmitters,—speech-remote-console-antennamonitors-recorders
the works. Box 1G3C,
BROADCASTING.
RCA 1-0 used camera head only, any condition, with or without viewfinder, or complete RCA used camera chain. Reply to
ming.
William C. Grove, General Manager, KFBCTV, 2923 E. Lincolnway, Cheyenne, WyoUsed Dumont field sync generator in good
operating condition. Contact E. M. Tink,
Director of Engineering, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.
Studio console, preferably Western Electric
25B. Also want 250-1000 watt fm transmitter,
frequency and modulation monitors. Write
David
Gustafson, KUMD-FM, Duluth 12,
Minnesota.
Wanted to buy immediately. We want to
purchase
two goodandusedtapeconsoles
or consolettes, turntables,
recorders,
to set
up twothingrecording
studios.
If
you
have
somegood and it is reasonably priced, call,
write neer,
or Radio
wire:Station
Max WDAK,
F. Harper,
Chief EngiColumbus,
Ga.,
telephone: FAirfax 2-5447.
Studio zoom lens for RCA 1.0 television
monocrome camera. Write Chief Engineer,
WSAU-TV, Wausau, Wisconsin.
Want used Dumont field camera chain in
good operating condition. Contact E.M. Tink,
Dir. of Eng., KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
Haveready
c.p. toforgo.hotPrefer
spot incomplete
southern California
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, Cahfornia, Triangle 3-1967.
Used 1 kw transmitter wanted by missionary station. Korea. Reasonable or donation.
Advise
RAVEMCCO, 475 Riverside Drive,
New York.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26. 1960. January 4. March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank.School,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
The National Academy of Broadcasting
(3338-16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.)
Est. 1934. Trains and places radio-tv announcers dj's,
writers, producers. Enroll
now for fall
term.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

*i
I
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j

CALIFORNIA STATION 1
With terrific advertiser acceptance needs
sales manager to improve current $185,000
per year billing. Station is in medium
market on low frequency covering vast
San Joaquin Valley with tremendous new
potential. This sales manager must be
experienced self-starter with good sales
production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and
top
to
top salary
salarydetails
to right
right man.
man. Interview
Interview required.
required. i
Give
Give all
all details first
first letter.
letter.
I
Write Box 780B,
J
BROADCASTING.
i

CALIFORNIA
5,000 WATT STATION
In medium market needs capable and
aggressive sales minded manager. Take
full charge. Must hove proven record
of producing and desire stable situation
where enlarged responsibilities provide
larger income. Must be on the street
salesman able to handle salesmen and
staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions.
Interview required.
Write Box 781 B, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
TOP NEWSMEN

WANTED

America's number one BasehaW Broadcaster to do playby-play for a major league

Box 934B, BROADCASTING.

BROKER WANTED— SOUTHEAST
Broker of Television and Radio Stations
to live in the South. Background — Previous Radio or Television ownership or
Management desirable. Write full and
complete details in first letter outlining
chronologically your experience, education, physical appearance and background. Extremely lucrative for the right
individual.
ASSOCIATED PERSONNEL SERVICE
1627 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
ST 3-6520
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
^/-i t.^. jj^.

-O"'

■-<i'~' -O^- ■-<5*~- '-^

y Pied Piper
theG powder
DJ-PD puff set, iMORofNIN
&Iphone
personality
with saleable y
- ideas for lively, mature metro ra
§ dio (and tv). 15 top rated years
man. all changes. Responsible family
1^ thru
Box 116C. BROADCASTING

NEW MANAGER
Currently employed 50 kw Los Angeles
Format station. If your news operation
lacks the depth and direction you demand,
let my experience lead the way. Plenty of
beat-pounding, research-digging, featurewriting, phone-checking and hustle in my
background. Let's put it to work for you.
Finest
references.
Write "News
P.O. Box
1618, Hollywood
28, Manager,*'
California.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management

team.
Rush tape —

photo — resu-

me to:
BOX

954B,

BROADCASTING.
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10,000 alive.
watt Alert
midwest
swingin'
station
comes
newsmen
needed
for
nation's newest, most successful news
concept, hard driving, production minded, beeper conscious, best local coverage
diately.quality. Send tape, resume immewith

Production — Programming, Others
WANTED

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
for PROMOTION MANAGER
TV station in top 10 market wants
creative promotion manager with
strong emphasis on audience promotion. This is your chance to join
dynamic group operation where
growth depends on ability. Write
fully and send sample of YOUR
best idea.
Box 144C, BROADCASTING

1
r:
SALES ENGINEER TELEVISION
Excellent opportunity to manage television equipment sales from the home
offrce of a major manufacturing company. Must have heavy technical background with thorough knowledge of
television transmitters and video equipment. A permanent salaried position
with liberal company benefits. This is
a once in a life-time opportunity for
right man who wants to advance with
a successful electronics manufacturing
company. Mail photo and complete resume to:
X Box 125C, BROADCASTING pr
Lv!
stw
siv
«w
stvl
FOR SALE
Equipment
Splendid used Raytheon one-watt portable color microwave system with audio
and complete with two pedestal mounts
if used for fixed operation, cables, one
8' x 12' passive reflector, four-foot
dishes and feeds one radome 1000
watt and 500 watt voltage stabilizers.
Current market price $12,500.00. A
steal at $7,500.00 FOB shipping point in
southeast. Subject to prior sale. Reply:
Box 80SB, BROADCASTING.

No. 1
in The Instant
Tape Cartridge
Cueing Field
For descriptive material, write
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
_ contact your VISUAL ELECTRONICS man
SiaaiBaaiiai ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
or
MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
asFinancial
recommended
Groups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000— with
$6.95,ortler.
2,000—Delivery
$1 1 .00, within
5,000—3$24.00.
Check
days.
Send copy for your Imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

Radio Remote Control and
Multiplex Systems
For
Mr.
Studio Transmitter
Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbara, California
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Employment Service
BETTER MIDWEST JOBS
From 250w to 50kw
WE PLACE RADIO & TELEVISION
Salesmen . . . Engineers . . . Anncrs.
Combo . . . Mgmt.
Write NOW for free application
WALKER EMPLOYAAENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division J
83 So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Federal 9-0961

Stations

Ga.
Tenn.
La.
Ga.
La.

FOR SALE
Stations
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦
FOR SALE BY OWNER
J
♦
1 KW DAYTIMER
♦
Single station north Georgia mar- ♦
ket. $75,000 — 29% down. Ideal *
♦ operation
for owner-manager. ♦
♦
Box 784B, BROADCASTING X
♦

I

5,000

|
i|
K
^
|

1,000 WATT DAYTIMER
Located on Florida east coast, billing
around $3,000 a month, with unlimited potential. Station owns studios,
leases land for $1.00 per year. Price
only $100,000 with $42,000 down.
Write:
Box 1I8C, BROADCASTING

5000 WATTS
DAYTIME NORTH CAROLINA
Wanted: experienced operator interested
In purchasing up to 50% of station and
assume active management.
Box 161C, BROADCASTING
Haskell Bloomberg
Station Broker, Lowell, Mass.
Colorado — $125,000; $300,000. North Carolina —
S7S,0aO. Florida— $200,000; $250,000; $500,000.
Arizona — $300,000. Maryland — $80,000. Alabama —
$150,000; $200,000. Idaho— $90,000. New Jersey—
$175,000; Tennessee — $125,000. Texas— $32,000;
$400,000. Pennsylvania- $100,000; $160,000. California—$1 75,000.and West
Virginia— $60,000. WRITE
cash available
identification.
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Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro

Fla.
Calif.
Ga.
Wyo.
Texas
La.
Tenn.
Wash.
Calif.
Texas
Fla.
Calif.
Major
And Others
PAUL H.MajotCHAPMAN

Fulltime
62 M
Daytimer $175M
250w
107M
Daytimer
50M
Regional
250w
8453 MM
Daytimer 185M
Regional 230M
125M
225M
Ikw-D
Fulltime
158M
Ikw-D
25% int. 12M
FM
85M
Ikw-D
49M
130M
Fulltime
250M
Ikw-D
250w
475M

29%
cash
terms
terms
terms
29%
29%
29%
29%
terms
cash
terms
10 yrs.
29%
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORFORATFD
MEDIA BROKEFici

Stations
-i-i^ GUNZENDORFER
CALIFORNIA. $12,500 down. ?300 a
month payout. Asking price ^60,000.
NORTHWEST. $27,500 down. 10 years
payout. Asking price 595,000.
ARIZONA. $10,000 down. Asking price
?45,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATE.S
8630
W. Brokers
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed

NORMAN
& NORMAN
IN C O R P O R A T Ip
Brokers — Contullanti — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bidg.
Davenport, Iowa

Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

WATT

FULLTIMER
I
'5 Located in large market area
\* on Florida Gold Coast. Station
^ billing around $15,000 a month
1^ at present, but has unlimited,
undeveloped potential. Price
$500,000 with 29 per cent
down. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely interested, write:
BOX 11 7C, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MID-ATLANTIC
This 5 KW daytimer returned 541,000 to
its owner last year, yet he devoted only
10% of his time to the operation. Established 5 years in excellent 3 station quality market. Only one salesman on staff.
Vastly underdeveloped revenues. Gross
provides 7 year payout after tax. 7-year
terms. 5225,000. Brand new equipment
and studio facilities.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, 0. C.
Tv cn-i Rcscfio
Licensed
Consultants
Brokers

Dollar

Dollar

for
STATIONS FOR SALE
TOP SOUTHWEST MARKET DAYTIMER.
Excellent frequency. Asking $120,000
v/ith 29% down.
TOP NORTHWEST MARKET DAYTIMER.
Programs country and western music.
Asking $135,000. Terms.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Profitable. Full
time. Asking $300,000 with 29% down.
This is an excellent facility.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Absentee owned.
Asking $67,500 with $10,000 down.
WEST NORTHCENTRAL STATE. Very
profitable daytime facility serving a
market not overburdened with radio.
Did over $15,000 last month. Asking
$150,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

a
beat
you can't
classified ad
for getting

top-flight

personnel
BROADCASTING
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A

/

man

reqmres

same

essential

nutrients

fewer

Due in part to diminished physical activities, the recommended daily dietary allowances for "Men, 65 years,"
are lower in calories but similar in essential nutrients
recommended for younger age groups. This reduction
in calories is easily accomplished by a moderate reduction in dietary fat. A basic cereal and milk breakfast as
shown in the table below merits consideration because
its moderate low-fat content of 10.9 gm. provides 20 per
Kecommended Daily Dietary Allowances*
and NLtlk Moderate Low-Fat Breakfast

Nutrients

Calories Protein

Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast
Recommended Dietary
Allowances — Men, 65
Years (70 kg.— 1 54 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

503
2550
19.7%

20.9 gm.

of 6j

hut

calories

cent of the total calories, yet it provides for this age
group and for most others about one-fourth of the
recommended daily dietary allowances of protein, important Bvitamins, and essential minerals. The Iowa
Breakfast Studies on Men Past 60 Years of Age demonstrated that a well-balanced, moderate low-fat morning
meal was a sound one for the maintenance of health and
well-being during the morning hours.

and the N?/tritional Contribution of a Basic Cereal

Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — 1 oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 o:.; Sugar — 1 teaspoon;
Toast (white, enriched) — 2 slices ;
Butter — 5 gm. (about 1 teaspoon);
Nonfat Milk— 8 oz.
Niacin
Vitamin
A
Thiamine Riboflavin
Calcium
Iron
0.532 gm.

2.7 mg.

588 I.U.

0.46 mg.

0.80 mg.

equiv.
7.36 mg.

Ascorbic
Acid
65.5 mg.

70 gm.

0.8 gm.

10 mg. 5000 I.U. 1.3 mg.

1.8 mg.

18 mg.

75 mg.

29.8%

66.5%

27.0%

44.4%

40.9%

87.3%

Cereal Institute, Inc. : Breakfast Source Book.
Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1959.
Food & Nutrition Bd. : Recommended Dietary Allowances, Revised 1958.
Natl. Acad. Sci. — Natl. Research Council Publication 589, 1958.
Watt, B. K., and Merrill, A. L. : Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed, Prepared. U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

11.8%

35.4%

*The allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age,
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3
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A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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Tom White's career in the station
representation business is one of individual development in harmony with
company growth. The Avery-Knodel
radio-tv station rep firm was three years
old and had a New York staff of 12
when Mr. White, starting as a trainee,
became the 13th man on Sept. 17, 1948.
This is anniversary week for both the
man and the company — which celebrates its 15th on Saturday (Sept. 17)—
and Mr. White's rise to vice president
and director of tv sales is representative
of Avery-Knodel's
climb to prominence
in
the field.
In the summer of 1948 Mr. White
was struggling with two problems: he
was unhappy with his niche in the business world and he wanted to relocate
in New York, his favorite city. An application at the New York office of
Avery-Knodel answered both needs.
His delight at returning to New York
was matched by the enthusiasm he put
into proving himself in an unfamiliar
business field and he put off thoughts of
marriage for the next 1 0 years, while he
concentrated on his profession.
Brooklyn-born, on Aug. 25, 1918,
Thomas Joseph White was IV2 when
his parents moved to Westhampton,
Long Island, a resort community where
he and his own family now spend many
of their summer weekends. He attended
Westhampton schools, graduating from
high school in 1936. In summer he
caddied at local golf links and clerked
in stores. After high school, he decided
on a business college course at Benjamin Franklin U. in Washington, D.C.
He attended one year and then accepted a position in the New York
offices of Eastern Air Lines,
Seeing the Country ■ As rumblings of
war grew louder, Mr. White enlisted in
the Army Air Corps — nine months before Pearl Harbor. His tour of duty
lasted until September 1945. An Officers Candidate School graduate, it was
his military fate as a training officer to
be transferred frequently from one U.S.
post to another during his entire period
of service. The travel experience proved
at least one thing to him: there was no
place in the states he liked better than
New York. He was discharged with the
rank of first lieutenant.
Back in civilian life, Mr. White returned to his desk at the air-line office,
but it was only a short time before
Eastern packed him off to Detroit as
a division manager. It was here he
BROADCASTING, September 12, 1960

Joseph

White

began taking stock of his career and
decided to make a fresh start. During
this period he became interested in the
station representative field through talking to acquaintances in a rep company
which had offices in the same building
as Eastern. This led to his application
at Avery-Knodel in New York and he
was soon on his way back to that city.
First Sale ■ Once more, Mr. White
went into training — spending six months
as a trainee — making out availability
sheets and performing the other routine
functions at a rep company. Passing the
sink-or-swim test, he moved up to the
radio sales stafll" and recalls that his first
sale involved five night-time chainbreaks on WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.
He worked in radio sales for the next
18 months and then was assigned briefly to both radio and tv sales. AveryKnodel represented three tv stations at
that time. He moved into the tv sales
end permanently, becoming director of
the department in October 1958. His
efforts were further rewarded last
March with a vice presidency.
A believer in team play policy as the
most constructive way to carry out a
project, Mr. White keenly appreciates
this practice at Avery-Knodel. Perhaps
this also accounts for his hesitancy in
admitting to personal accomplishments

within the organization. He prefers to
see any credit reflected on his staff. The
tv sales department, which currently
serves 27 tv stations, has a staff of eight
salesmen in the New York office and
two persons who handle sales development. Mr. White holds weekly staff
meetings and his day-to-day responsibilities include station relations (with
occasional trips to represented markets)
and general problems that arise.
Mr. White's interest in the tv spot
medium goes beyond the immediate
confines of Avery-Knodel. He is a member of the Station Representatives
Assn.'s trade practices committee and
belongs to the Radio & Television Executives Society.
Family Phase ■ Married life began
at 39 for Tom White. In April 1958, he
and the widowed Silvia Nunez of New
York were married in Port Washington,
N.Y. With her two children (Lisa, 7
and Mimi, 6), the family setded in
Forest Hills, Queens, where several of
Mr. White's representative company
competitors
also grown
live. Mr.to White's
hold has since
include houseJudy,
11/2, and "T.J." (Thomas J. White III),
5 months. A devoted family man, he
avoids hobbies or other individual pursuits which would take up the time he
spends at home with the children. When
they go to Westhampton for a weekend,
Mr. White occasionally plays a round
of golf at the Westhampton Country
Club, of which he is a charter member.
He is also a member of the Forest Hills
Men's Club.
In 12 years at Avery-Knodel. Mr.
White has demonstrated more than
learning and leadership ability in the
midst of competition. A ready smile,
directness in speaking and modesty are
among the traits that win friends for
himself and Avery-Knodel. He is respected both for his manner and his
good
business
But what's
important
to hisjudgment.
own satisfaction:
he
has been convinced from the start that
he came to the right place.

Avery-Knodel's White
He bought a return ticket

Mr. White puts it this way: "In the
12 years of my association with national
spot sales, I've seen — and been a part
of — broadcasting's growth to a billion
dollar business. Avery-Knodel, too, has
grown to continuously meet the competitive problems of today . . . the challenges of tomorrow. Honest, hard work
can result in even further growth — and
profits, too — to the entire industry. It's
121
needed. It will pay off."
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EDITORIALS
Fine

print: must

reading

FINANCIALLY, television's health was never better. The
aches and fever of a couple of years ago, when the
national economy itself was a bit debilitated, have passed
and the patient has snapped back stronger than ever.
The authority for this diagnosis is the annual financial
checkup by FCC, which issued its 1959 report a fortnight
ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 5). Despite some unsettling
moments in spot in recent months, most authorities expect
I960 to continue — though perhaps more moderately — the
trend the FCC found for 1959: revenues were up, expenses
were not up as much, and profits were up by almost 30%
— before federal income tax, of course — to a new record
of $222.3 million. Not bad for a 12-year-old.
The picture is so pretty that outsiders with an eye for
a quick buck might not be blamed for wanting in. Insiders
selling services to management — unions are among those
that come to mind — might feel entitled to a bigger cut of
this obviously juicy melon. Some managements themselves
might be misled into wholesale but unsound curtailments
— in programming, for example — in an effort to improve
their take-home ratio.
We suggest, therefore, that nobody overlook the fine
print in the FCC tables. The totals give a good picture of
the television business as a whole, but the fast-buck operators and the vendors are not dealing with the business as
a whole. They are dealing with its components, one station
or at most a few stations at a time, and there is evidence
aplenty that the components — the stations individually —
are not universally prospering.
The unfortunate fact is that one out of four stations in
1959 wound up with a loss instead of a profit. About half
of the uhf stations were in the red. A fourth of the postfreeze vhf stations were still suffering losses in 1959. And
nine of the 107 vhf stations that were granted before the
freeze was imposed in 1948 were losing money 11 years
later. It is obvious that although television has provided
high rewards for some, the possession of a television license
does not guarantee access to Fort Knox.
There is another danger in the pretty picture. The bigger
any business gets, or seems to get, the more it becomes fair
game in the eyes of headline-hunting bureaucrats and congressmen. For these sharpshooters the fine print is must
reading — not just the fine print on losses but that describing
expenses as well. The biggest expense is programming.
Indeed it exceeds all other expenses combined.
This fact alone suggests that, contrary to the carping of
some critics, broadcasters are aware that their most important function is programming, and they are backing that
belief with more money than they put into anything else.
Every

man

an

debating,
on end,subjects.
or investigating, at taxpayers" expense, hours
these forbidden
It isn't hard to assess the reason for this unprecedented
congressional interest. For some time the political scientists
have established that he who has broadcast exposure and
knows the techniques stands an infinitely better chance of
winning an election than the non-broadcast or inept broadcast campaigner.
Hence the burst of activity at the last session of Congress
to ( 1 ) exempt news and panel shows from the equal time
provisions; (2) suspend Section 315 as it applies to presidential and vice presidential candidates: (3) establish the
Senate "watchdog" subcommittee to keep tab on political
balance (it lost out at the very last day of session on an
increase in budget from $35,000 to $150,000 to monitor
political broadcasts): (4) instruct the FCC to monitor for
possible favoritism.
The national political conventions were tailored for tv
coverage, to the chagrin of the print media. This may account to some degree for repeated assaults upon tv and
radio by editors and publishers. Understandably it could
account too for the attitudes of most of the critics and
columnists who would hardly run counter to the views of
their bosses.
Few seriously question the importance of radio and
television in the 1960 campaign. The networks must
maintain equitable balance in the handling of news and
special events. And upon every individual broadcaster devolves the responsibility for balance in state and local
elections.
Politicians love broadcasting for what it can do for them.
But for every winner there must be a loser.
Broadcasters must be wary of today's embrace. It could
become tomorrow's stranglehold.

expert

ITwhowasn't
too anlong
ago when
the members
evinced
interest
in broadcasting
could ofbe Congress
counted
on one hand. Then the problems were minimal. Senators
and representatives shied away because radio was highly
complex and the function of the FCC was largely that of
controlling allocations to avoid ruinous electrical interference.
In the last decade a full-scale turnabout has occurred. It
began with the onset of television. Now everyone in Congress isan expert. Just about the liveliest topic of congressional discussion these days — next to the elections and the
cold war— is television.
122

But the interest is not in allocations, although this
ponderous subject has been given the once-over-lightly in
each session since the end of World War II. The interest
is in the potency of television and radio in electioneering,
plus such matters as program quality and ratings.
And it is precisely in these areas that Congress cannot
legislate under the First Amendment, except where criminal
offenses are concerned and they are covered otherwise in
our statutes. This, however, does not deter Congress from
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by Sid Hix

"Our simple ways aren't good enough for them since
they made those breakfast food commercials!"
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KIEM-TVEureka, Calif.
KBES-TV-Medford, Ore.
KOTI-TV -KJanKith Falls, Ore
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f»a.sco. WashinKnon
KLI':\\'-'i'\
LewisVon. Idaho
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CAL-ORE

TRIO

^1

1

KNTV-SAN

KEY-T-SANTA

JO
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Now on the West Coast aloi:
f-reative Vouii};! 'resentation
access to a thrivinji market in
C'xce.ss of $4,n()0,()()i),(M)0.

G

TELEVISION

TutTiddm
NEW YORK
} £asl 54t/i SI.
Vew York 22. N. Y.
'■■1848

CHICAGO
P.' identiar Plaza
Chicago 1. III.
Michigan 2-6190

ST. UOUIS
915 Olive St.
St. Louis, Mo.
MAir 1-5020

LOS ANGELES
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28. Calif.
HOIIywood 2-2289

Young

0

Xjompany

SAN FRANCISCO
JSS Montgomery SI.
Room 1410
San Francisco €, Cslif.
YUkon e-S36S

DETROIT
3340 Book BIdg.
Oetroil 25, Mich.
WOodward 3-6919

ATLANTA OALLAS
JIS7 W. P»»chtf»i( JSOO JV**; m/l
Atlanta. G*. Dallas Tirxm
TRiniry 3-7S6*

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
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And in the same September 17 issue, there
appeared an advertisement highlighting the
formation of the predecessor company to AveryKnodel, Inc.
In the decade and a half that followed, fabulous
growth came to this industry. And to AveryKnodel, too . . . from six employees in two offices
to almost 100 people in seven strategicallylocated offices ... a selling organization fully
qualified and really dedicated to sales and
service.
With this record of healthy growth, we are
pleased to celebrate our Fifteenth Anniversary.
\\\\
AVERY- KNODEL
RADIO AND TELEVISi / / / / ^
Offices in; New York.

iON Pt^'

KCBQ

NUMBER

IN

NUMBER

ONE

THE

ONE

GROWTH

MARKET
Now

the 16th Market

(over

a million) — and the top
growth area in the nation,
with an 80.2% increase
since

1950.

San

Diego

looks to KCBQ for leadership and gets it: straight
from the shoulder news
coverage

. . . hard

hitting

editorials . . . and penetrating community service.
KCBQ — consistently toprated for four years. Blair
has

all the facts and figures, including the latest
Pulse qualitative study.

BARTELL
4 4 4

MADISON

BROADCASTING
AVENUE,

NEW

CORPORATION
YORK

22,

NEW

YORK

WADO New York
WOKY Milwaukee
WAKE Atlanta
WYDE Birmingham
KYA San Francisco
KCBQ San Diego
TeleHaiti
TeleCuracao
TelAruba
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represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Moment of harmony ■ What may become museum-piece is slated to appear in newspapers in four major cities
next Monday (Sept. 26) — ad signed
jointly by all three tv networks. ABCTV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV, which for
legal if no other reasons rarely do
anything together, reportedly have
agreed that instead of promoting NixonKennedy all-network appearance that
night in separate ads. they'll do it
in single ad carrying all their names.
Ad is supposed to run in New York,
Washington, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Catalyst bringing networks together was
Television Information Office, which
also has prepared advertising copy that
all of its members may use, either individual y orwith their tv competitors,
in local promotion of telecast.
Shift South ■ Frank White, vice chairman of McCann-Erickson. now is dividing his time between New York
headquarters and expanded Washington
operations in RCA Building. 1725 K
Street. Reason: greater importance of
Washington in lives of advertising agencies and their clients.
Film credits ■ First step in setting up
new Sec. 317 sponsor identification
rules in line with provisions of S 1898.
signed by President last week, is special
informal conference between FCC staff
and representatives of motion picture
producers. This is scheduled for
Wednesday (Sept. 21), with film representatives to be led by Ed Cooper
tv specialist of Motion Picture Assn.
FCC feels movie point-of-view important, since some Hollywood practices may have strong impact on
responsibility of licensees.
Traditional Hollywood practice of
manufacturers supplying motion picture
studios with virtually any product without charge in exchange for its use in
picture is causing Hollywood lawyers
to pore over text of new anti-payola
law to see whether this practice would
have to be dropped or altered to permit
sale of theatrical films to television.
Public issues ■ At least two multiple
owners in tv and radio are contemplating "going public" in near future. They
are awaiting favorable market climate
before filing proposals for public issues
with Securities & Exchange Commission.
Job ending ■ With issuance of recommendations in Miami ch. 7 ex parte
case (see page 71) special examiner
Horace Stern, retired chief justice of
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, who has

CIRCUIT.

been handling such cases for FCC, is
expected to announce resignation from
special job. Judge Stern is 82 and has
handled three such hearings in addition
to Miami ch. 7: Miami ch. 10, Boston
ch. 5 and St. Louis ch. 2. Commission
has issued final orders in only two;
Miami ch. 10 and Boston ch. 5.
Interesting sidelight to resignation
of FCC associate general counsel Edgar
W. Holtz who has been special counsel in ex parte cases (see page 71 ). He
announced resignation last Monday,
two days before special examiner
Horace Stern came out with initial
decision on Miami ch. 7 case, which
recommended voiding grant to WCKT
(TV) there and disqualifying it, as well
as two other applicants, from further
consideration for channel. Counsel for
WCKT is Hogan & Hartson, law firm
which Mr. Holtz is joining.
Canned guitars ■ Fifty-station Country
Music Network. New York, is gearing
to add ' recorded-network'" programming to structure which so far has been
limited to joint selling in conjunction
with Charles Bernard Co.. New York,
station representative. Basic operating
tool for CMN. survey of countryWestern market, will be unveiled tomorrow (Sept. 20) by Dr. Sydney
Roslow of The Pulse at presentation in
New York for agencies and advertisers.
Before the blow ■ In San Francisco
Chronicle application for ch. 4 Washington, D.C., now licensed to NBC's
WRC-TV (Broadcasting, Sept. 12).
there's correspondence between Harold
P. See. general manager of Chronicle's
KRON-TV San Francisco, and RCA
(NBC's parent) regarding equipment
for new tv station "in undisclosed location." RCA assistant credit manager
voiced pleasure at receiving inquiry,
saying "We are happy to learn of your
British viewer ■ Charles FletcherCooke, Conservative member of Parliament, who participates in weekly panel
plans."
television programs over Britain's Granada network, is making study of part
tv and radio play in U.S. national elections. He is member of Queen's Council
and attended American Bar Assn. sessions in Washington three weeks ago.
He participated in panel that examined
relationship of television programs
to crime rate.
Options
slipping
■ Thoughoption
FCC's time
order of cut
in television
took spotlight last week (see page 31),
option time on one radio network —

Mutual — is heading downward voluntarily. Mutual has required its affiliates
to carry six-and-one-half hours for
religious programming on Sunday. Reports are that MBS is notifying stations
that network is dropping option time
on Sunday, and stations now may elect
to carry or drop religious programs.
Mutual's format provides for feeding
affiliates two five-minute newscasts
hourly, with affiliates selling one segment and keeping revenue and Mutual
selling other and retaining payment.
Nomenclature ■ CBS Radio Division
has run into name problem with its
new "Dimension" programming, collection of short features that CBS-owned
radio stations drop into local shows to
"differentiate" those stations from other
outlets (Broadcasting, Aug. 29).
Seems that Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. is claiming its WBZ-TV Boston
has had weekly half-hour known as
Dimensions for about 10 years and that
its KYW Cleveland has had one under
same name for four. WBC and CBS
officials are talking it over. CBS officials
say they don't expect it to involve
"trouble."
Trend to comedy ■ CBS Films is pinning its network sale hopes on situation
comedy in 1961-62 season. Production
firm, which this season will have Angel
(situation comedy, licensed to CBSTV and in Thursday night schedule)
as its only network entry, has earmarked additional
six comedies.
series for '61 -'62,
all of them
situation
New entry ■ H&B American Corp..
which recently acquired nine catv systems from Jerrold Electronics for $5
million (Broadcasting, Aug. 15) contemplates expansion in licensed broadcast field (both radio and tv). Company
disposed of two non-communications
interests last week. David E. Bright,
board chairman, last January acquired
control of KFBB-AM-TV Great Falls,
Mont. Charles L. Glett, veteran west
coast broadcast executive resigned vice
presidency of National Theatres &
Television last June to become president of H&B American Corp., and its
subsidiary, Transcontinent Communications System.
Bonanza ■ Musings of radio-tv specialists in presidential campaign: Free time
on barn-storming and whistle-stopping
trips is being offered in profusion. Stations apparently are operating on basis
that when in doubt, give 'em time.
Everywhere there's concern about required reports to FCC on political
time.
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A rebuttal in behalf of radio ■ When L.S. Matthews
of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, discussed "How can radio
be sold more effectively?" in his Aug. 22 Monday
Memo, he didn't expect that Newark agencyman Jay
Victor would disagree rather tartly with some of his
comments. For that matter, Mr. Matthews may not
know the man from Newark. But Jay Victor is very
much alive. And it appears that his 20 years of radio
experience sort of choked up on him a bit when he
Mr Victor
stumbled upon a few of the verbs, nouns and adjectives
that Mr. Matthews had assembled to convey his thoughts on certain
problems in radio today. Of course, not everyone had this reaction.
However, for Mr. Victor's, turn to page 18.
Option time cut by 30 minutes ■ A split FCC issues final order on
option time, reducing it from the present three hours to two-andra-half
hours. Order also boosts pre-emption time notice to 17 weeks and asserts
the right of stations to refuse programs even after a series has been accepted or to substitute local programs for network programs virtually at
will. Commission withdraws proposal to force "straddle" programs to
be counted in option time. Page 29.
Tv vogue ■ Fall fashions previewed on electronic runways, as retailers
follow Macy's into television with local specials. Page 32.
Radio success in Denver ■ First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. rockets
upward as a result of sponsorship of radio newscasts on KOA Denver.
Page 49.
A matter of money ■ Republicans, running short of funds, delay purchases of time for campaign television and radio hookups. Final details
of the Nixon-Kennedy telecast Sept. 26 are settled at a Chicago session.
Page 54.
Another pay-tv battle ■ FCC orders a second hearing on pay tv, using
RKO General's Connecticut application as a base. A Theatre Owners
of America meeting was told pay tv would mean the death of the motion
picture theatre. Page 58.
Cashbox in Toronto ■ Check by Broadcasting of wired tv service shows
the service is a sellout for the experiment. Viewing falls off during the
summer, however. Page 58.
Stern throws book in Miami ch. 7 case ■ FCC Hearing Examiner
Horace Stem lives up to his name in Miami ch. 7 ex parte case. He
recommends that the 1956 grant to Biscayne Television Corp. be voided
and that Biscayne as well as two other applicants be disqualified for offthe-record contacts. Page 71.
Aviation agency rises to plague broadcasters ■ New rules by Federal
Aviation Agency take over, it's believed, question of radio-tv towers.
Proposed FAA rules conflict with FCC practice for last decade which
reserves final decision on issuance of broadcast permit, including question of air obstruction, to communications agency. Page 78.
NAB's fall conferences ■ The autumn series of eight meetings starts
Oct. 13 in Atlanta. NAB staff executives are completing program plans.
Page 84.
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Sur-vey

(ser-va) v.t.
1. to critically
examine;

evaluate

2. e.g. wmca's

active

efforts in determining
community
requirements

for

effective broadcasting.
the Straus broadcasting group
wmca
NEWb
■ n
YORK y AM Radio Sales
w
BUFFALO ■■ JackMasla&Co.Jnc.
BUFFALO

RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL
rpi
7

when

you

think

of

Kansas

City

remember

ourA.P/

. . . because KCMO-TV's full power
coverage delivers more than
two million potential customers

in

this wealthy 200-mile-wide
marketing area.

The Center of our A. P.

TV
E. K. HARTENBOWER,
V.P. and Gen. Mgr.
SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.

®

Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes
and Gardens" and "Successful Farming" Magazines.

ithe tallest self-supported
tower in America... transmitting atfull power.

AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
Nets

split on

ON THIS PAGE AND
free

campaign feeds
Networks are divided into two camps
on question of feeding Nixon-Kennedy
radio-tv joint appearances live to independent stations in areas where they
have their own affiliates. NBC will; CBS
and Mutual won't, except on usual oneday delay basis to protect their own affiliates. ABC was reported Friday to be
inclining toward will-do camp but officials there said definite decision had
not been made. NBC's only charge will
be for any special lines involved. CBS
and Mutual, while protecting own affiliates, will feed to any market that cannot get Nixon-Kennedy broadcast otherwise (through affiliates of other networks, for example).
All four network organizations
meanwhile designated newsmen — one
from each — who will represent them
as panelists on first joint appearance
next Monday. CBS, which will produce that broadcast, named Howard
K. Smith moderator (Broadcasting,
Sept. 12) and Stuart Novins as its panelist; ABC designated Robert Fleming as
panelist; NBC, Sander Vanocur, and
Mutual, Charles Warren.
After next Monday's joint appearance, 9:30-10:30 p.m., timing of other
Nixon-Kennedy all-networks broadcasts
will be: Oct. 7 and Oct. 13, 7:30-8:30
p.m. and Oct. 21, 10-11 p.m. (all times
EDT).
WNEW New York, independent,
will carry Sept. 26 program live, picking up from NBC.
WBAZ

to ignore

Khrushchev

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

UN

visit

WBAZ Kingston, N.Y. decided last
week to give short shrift to Premier
Khrushchev's UN visit. Except for telling listeners of his arrival and departure, and unless something of significant
nature develops, station plans silent
treatment. Other Communist leaders at
UN meeting this month will get minimum coverage in WBAZ newscasts.
Jack Marquardt, station news director, said Friday that announcement
of these plans resulted in "many letters,
calls and telegrams in support of the
move." As far as WBAZ is concerned,
Khrushchev's visit is "not particularly
newsworthy," he said. Radio Free Europe called Mr. Marquardt Friday
morning and planned to broadcast taped
interview with him behind Iron CurBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

Cleric applies
Proverbial faith of ministers
was exemplified Friday when Rev.
Robert M. Parr, pastor of Detroit's Gilead Baptist Church, filed
application with FCC for ch. 62
in Allen Park, Mich. Mr. Parr,
who filed in own name, estimated
cost at $32,600, expenses first
year at $40,000 and prospective
income first year at $50,000. Minister spelled out net worth at almost $114,000, reported he had
all equipment on hand. He proposed regular commercial operation, with emphasis on local programming, including news coverage and church and club affairs.
tain to show that Americans are not
impressed with Premier's visit. (For report on coverage protests received by
networks, see page 64.)
Two

Kemper

series

on NBC-TV aid agents
Commitment by Kemper Insurance
Cos. for one-hour, twin-program spread
on NBC-TV starting Sept. 25 was described Friday by C. R. Bishop, advertising manager, as supporting agency
system among insurance firms. Two
series (Chet Huntley Reporting and Celebrity Golf on 26 Sundays) are expected
to reach 9.5 million viewers, providing
agents in coverage area "with prestige
television programming to help pre-sell
top insurance
prospects."
Programs
represent investment
of nearly
$1 million
in support of system. Kemper has used
tv advertising past four years as "most
dramatic means of supporting agents,"
it's noted by Clinton E. Frank, agency
handling account.
ARB

plans

national

seven

Arbitrons

American Research Bureau will provide Arbitron overnight national tv
ratings for seven weeks during coming
season, with NBC as first customer,
ARB announced today (Sept. 19). Originally ARB had hoped to provide overnight national Arbitrons on regular daily
basis, but signing of all three tv networks with A.C. Nielsen Co. curtailed
plans to seven weeks, at least for present
(Closed Circuit, Sept. 5).
Those seven will include four in heart

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS ON

PAGE 29

of introductory season for new fall programming (Sept. 18-24, Sept. 25-Oct. 1,
Oct. 2-8 and Oct. 16-22), plus Nov. 1319 and, next spring, March 1-7 and
April 1-7. Overnight nationals will be in
addition to ARB's regular seven-city Arbitrons and diary-based national reports.
Congress
cited

pressures

by Lishman

Congress and administration often interfere in impartial rule-making functions of regulatory agencies, Robert W.
Lishman, chief counsel of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, said in
talk to committee of Federal Bar Assn.
in Chicago Friday.
He said members of Congress have
interceded in such cases in behalf of
constituents or supporters and executive branch has used appointive and
budget-control
power to bend agencies
to its will.
Mr. Lishman said Congress can relieve some of pressures by giving agency
people better salaries, and realistic expense accounts and other incentives so
they
can
resist "blandishments" from
outside.
Liberal
on

uhf

FCC
cps

stand
urged

Call for sympathy on behalf of uhf
grantees who have held on to cps
without building for many years has
been placed before FCC weeks before
oral argument on requests for extensions of permits, which is scheduled
to take place Sept. 23. Request for
liberal attitude was made by four uhf
cp- holders: WAZL - TV Hazleton,
WQCY (TV) Allentown, both Pennsylvania; WEHS-TV Chicago, 111., and
WHLS-TV Port Huron, Mich.
At same time, WERE-TV Cleveland,
one of 30-odd uhf grantees ordered to
oral argument on request for extension
informed commission it was surrendering cp. FCC in February notified 54
uhf grantees that requests for extension would be turned down unless they
showed good reason why they haven't
hearing.On June 3 it ordered 31 to
built.

WHDH-TV

asks delay
Boston Herald-Traveler went to
court Friday seeking judicial order
which would force FCC to stay its
July 14 decision voiding WHDH-TV
Boston grant. Herald-Traveler wants

AT

effectiveness of decision held in abeyance until court rules on its appeal.
Meanwhile
Herald - Traveler's
for reconsideration
filed withpetition
FCC
Aug. 15 was opposed by two parties to
three-year-old case: Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc. and FCC's general
counsel. FCC's July 14 order voided
ch. 5 grant to Boston newspaper
on grounds its principals had engaged
in oflf-record talks with commissioners.
Commission said, however, WHDH-TV
could remain on air temporarily until
it made new decision in case.
Porter

CONTINUED

DEADLINE

criticizes

news suppression
Decisions to suppress information
are made by government attorneys
rather than heads of agencies, former
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter told
Federal Bar Assn. in Chicago Sept. 15.
Appearing on panel at three-day convention in Conrad Hilton Hotel, Mr.
Porter claimed "suppression is also felt
to be easiest by some agency heads because disclosure might lead to criticism
of the agency in Congress or show its
inefficiency."
He held that government attorneys
want to extend scope of information
and favor fourth category of privileged
or classified information — relating to
"the interest of efficient administration."
Mr. Porter predicted courts eventually will recognize it but to "more
limited" degree. He urged courts to
adopt requirement that government
state specifically why certain information should not be disclosed, noting
judiciary trend toward greater privilege
for government. Mr. Porter is now engaged in private law practice in Washington, D.C.

Ad

week

extended

to

12-month

Advertising Federation of America
board decided Friday to extend annual
Advertising Week to year-round, continuing campaign. McCann-Erickson is
task-force agency, kicking oflf campaign
during previously announced Ad Week,
Feb. 5-11. Emerson Foote, M-E president, is national plans chairman.
George W. Head, advertising director of
National Cash Register Co. is Ad Week
committee chairman; Hugh Collett, executive assistant to AFA president, is
campaign director.
Decision to extend Ad Week follows
closely intensified pre-election program
to improve advertising's image in eyes of
legislators at all government levels, national, state and local.
Telemeter
technical

For

basis

to stage
test

International Telemeter Corp. asked
FCC Friday for permission to set up
six months' experimental technical test
in Saugus, Calif. Company, developer
of Telemeter system of coin box pay tv,
estimated it would spend $46,700 on
equipment and about $25,000 for operations. In addition it is leasing land at
$250 per month. Purpose of test, ITC
said in its application, is to test out new
developments which have been incorporated in its system during last two years.
It also wants to test transmissions in
hilly terrain around transmitter site. It
asked for 60.25 mc, with 1.25 w; 61.25
mc with 5 w, and 65.75 mc with 1.25 w.
All these frequencies are part of ch. 3.
Telemeter system is method being
used in Toronto system which began

the

birds

New use for fm multiplex subchannels — chasing starlings —
was revealed to FCC Friday by
Dwight Harkins, owner of Harkins Radio Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
Working with Bud Boudreau,
Phoenix pipeline-and-pump man,
Mr. Harkins has tested use of
tape - recorded starling distress
calls, with portable transistorized
multiplex equipment broadcasting sounds over 1,000-acre field.
Playback of distress sounds is
described as having memory effect. FCC discussions were held
preparatory to filing application
for permit to use device. Mr.
Harkins is former owner of
KTYL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix.

last February (see story on page 58).
ITC is subsidiary of Paramount Pictures
Inc.
Religious debate
Two clergymen will debate campaign
religious issue today (Sept. 19) on
KMOX St. Louis, CBS-owned outlet.
Rev. Frank Kellogg, pastor of Maplewood Baptist Church, will debate with
Father David Bayne S.J., research associate of Institute of Social Order of
St. Louis U. and former dean of U. of
Detroit law school. Topic will be
"Should religion play a role in the
presidential
Debateprogram,
will be
heard during campaign?"
At Your Service
starting at 3 p.m. Transcript will be
made available by KMOX, according
to Robert Hyland, KMOX general manager.

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS
charge of syndication at Indejoins UPA Pictures as national
sales staff to handle syndication
Tracy. He will headquarter in

committee in 1952, elected senior vp and treasurer in 1956.
He has been chairman of K&E's management review board
and member of plans board. He was elected to newlycreated post of executive vp in 1958, in which capacity he
was operations head of K&E.

David C. Stewart, with Kenyon & Eckhardt for 15 years,
most recently as executive vp and treasurer, elected president of agency in new top management alignment. Also
affected: William B. Lewis, formerly president, elected
chairman of board, succeeding Edwin Cox who becomes
chairman of executive committee. Mr. Stewart was corporate officer and director of several companies in oil industry before joining K&E just after World War II, was
elected secretary and general manager in 1947, named
director in 1949, elected treasurer and member of executive

George J. Abrams, who resigned last month as president and chief executive officer, cosmetics & toiletries division of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. (Broadcasting, Aug. 15), has joined The J.B. Williams Co. as vp
effective Oct. 1. He will report to Matthew B. Rosenhaus,
president of J.B. Williams (formerly Pharmaceuticals Inc.).
Mr. Abrams was with several companies including Block
Drug Co. (vp of advertising and sales) and with Revlon
for four years leaving in February 1959 as advertising vp.

Alvin E. Unger, vp in
pendent Television Corp.,
sales head. He is building
of Mr. Magoo and Dick
New York.

10

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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by the Keystone

U's.

U's, now available as a group

buy with one billing, can deliver* more homes at
lower cost-per-1000 than the VHF station in the
market.

Buy the Keystone

U's . . .

1

WHP-TV
WLYH-TV
WSBA-TV

' ARB, Harrisburg, Lancaster, Lebanon, York, March, 1960
Contact Keystone National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York,
oxford 7-9736 or contact any of the following representatives: Boiling Co. for
WHP-TV, Blair-TV Associates for WLYH-TV, Jack Masia & Co. for WSBA-TV.

Arts & Sciences, board of trustees meeting. Mountain Shadows Hotel, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Sept. 26 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Awards made by
Advertising Assn. of the West (BROADCASTING,
July 4) will be presented to Hollywood winners.
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
Chicago.
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Sept. 28 — ASCAP West Coast membership meeting Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., 4

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 18-20 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
convention. Slieraton-Cliarles Hotel, l\lew Orleans.
Sept. 18-21 — Assn. Canadienne Radio Television
Francaise annual meeting. Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Andrew Stewart, chairman of the Board of Broadcast Governors, and Murray Brown, CFPL-AMFM-TV,
president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.

"IT WAS A
WHALE OF A
SALE !" said the
fellow who gained
fame by selling
refrigerators to
eskimos. He thought
he'd be "in solid"
with the igloo
and kayak trade,
but he didn cut
enough ice for 't
repeat
business in our 49th
State. He learned that, unless the sales
impact is delivered where it counts,
the man who thinks in terms of steak
must settle for whale blubber.
Whether
refrigerators,
rockets, oryou're
raisinsselling
in Kansas,
KTVH
delivers local programming
impact where it is important. This
exclusive CBS-TV affiliate for Central
Kansas reaches the audiences that count,
delivering The News at 6 P. M. and
10 P. M. and The Weather and Sports at
10: 13 P. M. to more Central Kansas
homes* than any other TV station. KTVH
covers a GROWING market that is
already more prosperous, more densely
populated than Alaska. To sell Kansas . . .
buy KTVH.
Niehen,
February, 1960
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representativea

KANSAS
■ WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON ■
12

Sept. 19-20 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa.
Sept. 19-21 — Institute of Radio Engineers national symposium on space electronics and telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
*Sept.
20
Academy of Television
& Sciences,
Hollywood — membership
meeting. 8Artsp.m.,
Beverly
Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Steve Allen, Dr. Frank
Baxter, Sheldon Leonard, Rod Serling, Bill Stout
and David Susskind will discuss "Should Celebrities Be Seen and Not Heard?"
Sept. 20-21 — Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting at Amherst, N.S.
*Sept.
— ChicagoHotel.
Federated
Advertising
Club
luncheon.21 Morrison
Jay Berry,
vice president
and general
manager
Alexander
Co.'s and
National Div., will
show ofreel
of top Film
American
European
film
commercials
from
1960
Venice
Film
Festival.
Sept. 21 —newsmaker
Radio & Television
Society's
kick-off
luncheon atExecutives
the Grand
Ballroom, Hotel Roosevelt, 12:30 p.m., features address by FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford.
*Sept.
Assn. of meeting
Maximumat Service
Telecasters
technical22 —committee
Washington,
D.C.,
headquarters. Henry E. Rhea, director of engineering. Radio & Television Div., Triangle Publications
Inc., Philadelphia, is chairman.
Sept. 22 — AP Michigan Broadcasters meeting.
St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich.
Sept. 22-23 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting. Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Urbana, III.
Sept. 22-24 — Advertising Federation of America
Tenth District conventien. Little Rock, Ark.
■'Sept. 21-24 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. St. Clair Inn, St. Clair, Mich. Speakers
include FCC Commissioner Charles H. King and
Arthur Schofield, assistant to the president of
Peoples Broadcasting Corp.
*Sept. 23 —Memorial
Broadcasters
Seminar
at U.Mo.cf
Missouri.
StudentSales
Union,
Columbia,
Three sales and sales promotion symposiums will
be held featuring leading Missouri broadcasters
and agency representatives. Ben Wells, vice president and sales manager, Seven-Up Co., St. Louis,
will be guest speaker.
Sept. 23 — FCC has scheduled oral argument on
23 applications
for extension
construct uhf tv stations,
pursuant ofto time
hearingto order
of June 11. For list of stations see FOR THE
RECORD, Aug. 1 issue.
Sept. 23-24 — Institute of Radio Engineers, Professional Group on Broadcasting sponsors 10th
annual broadcasting symposium. Willard Hotel,
Washington, D.C.
*Sept. 24-25 — National Academy of Television

Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y. Dr. Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, will speak at second
p.m.
day's
luncheon.
Sept. 29 —vertising
Chicago
Federated
Women's
AdClubs annual
workshopandclinics.
Radio-tv
clinics will be held each Thursday for eight weeks
starting this date.
■'Sept. 29-30 — Assn. of National Advertisers advertising management seminar. Hotel Ambassador
(West), Chicago.
Sept. 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and U. of
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren Harris
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
Sept. 30 — iVlinnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention. Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.
OCTOBER
*Oct. 1 — Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn. Patrick
Henry Hotel, Roanoke.
*Oct. 1-2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Banquet speaker
(Saturday): Len O'Connor, newsman-commentator
of WNBQ (TV)-WMAQ Chicago. Also scheduled:
panel discussions on small news operations; address by Bruce Dennis, program director of WGN
Chicago and president, Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
and appearances by Samuel Witwer, Republican
candidate for U.S. Senator, and Otto Kerner,
Democratic candidate for governor of III. (Sunday).
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium, Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 4— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel
Statler. Robert Light, president, Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. 4— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in a
hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting, NAB
Headquarters,
advertising
and
theatrical Washington.
film clips usedGirdle-bra
in tv promotion
are
among board problems. Plans will be drawn for
integration of code operations among Washington,
New York and Hollywood offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference. Hotel Commodore, N.Y. Speakers
include Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president, and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson vice president.
*Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
Annual international convention. The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Among key
speakers: FCC Chairman Frederick Ford, at Thursday (Oct. 6) luncheon, on "FCC and Broadcast
News,"
Pearson, Liberal
Nobel Prize
winner and and
leaderLester
of theB. Canadian
Opposition
Party, Saturday (Oct. 8) awards dinner.
Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
*Oct. 9-11 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

THE X-15
IS THE
PACESETTER
IN JET
It established

TRAVEL

the record for the fastest

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

provides Cincinnati's most complete news service. It is the only Cincinnati

radio station with radio-equipped mobile
news units ... it was the first Cincinnati
station to use "beeper" reports . . . the
first to editorialize . . . the first and only
Cincinnati station to "review"
papers. In Programming

the news-

... In Popularity

• . . In Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station,

Represented Nationally by GiLL-PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
- Cincinnati; WIH - Philadelphia; WALT -Tampa
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fall meeting. Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, l\I.C.
Oct. 10 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
on Omaha,
better radio
ment. Town
House,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
*Oct. 10-13 — Fourth annual Industrial Film &
Audio-Visual Exhibition. Trade Show BIdg., New
York. Agenda includes closed-circuit presentations;
speech by Robert L. Lawrence, president of New
York production firm bearing his name on "What
IVIakes Film
a Selling
screening
of
Venice
Festival Commercial?"
commercials and
speech by
Film
producer Hudson Faussett on "Commercial
workand production
Abroad,"& Television
Techniques Hereshop-lun&cheon byRadio
Executives
New York tv conSociety on
sultant Soleducational
Cornberg, television,
chairman.
*Oct. 11 — Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club's
meeting of 1960-61 seafirst monthly luncheonNielsen
Sr., board chairman
son. Speaker: A. C.
of audience measurement and research firm bearing his name.
Oct. 11— Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
— Audio Engineering Society 12th anOct. 11-14
nual convention. Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 13— National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television, annual institute for tv-radio chairmen.
10 a.m.2Losp.m.Angeles Chamber of Commerce BIdg,
Network
Agency
Oct. 13-15— Mutual Advertising
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. lA — South Carolina AP Broadcasters. Columbia, S.C.
Oct. 16-17— Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22— Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
& Television
Picture
of Motion ton-Park
Hotel, Washington,
D.C. Engineers. Shera'Oct 17-19— Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. annual
, Ky.Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
fall meeting.
Gilbertsville
'Oct. 18 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
board of directors meeting. Sheraton-Carlton
Harris, vice presiHotel Washington, D.C. Jack KPRC-TV
Houston,
dent and general manager of
will preside.
l Broadof Educationa
Assn.. Jack
National
Oct. 18-21—
San
Tar Hotel,
convention
casters annual
Francisco.
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the disdussion.
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
«Oct. 25 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. general
meeting in conjunction with NAB Fall
membership. Hilton
Hotel, Denver.
Conference
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section. Central Canada
Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
— Council on Medical Television's
*Oct. 27-28
with Television: An Institute for Medi"Teaching
cal Educators." Tv fundamentals and application
to medical instruction will be discussed. U. of
Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville. Friday
meeting in Jacksonville, Fla.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2— Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
fall conl\lov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
vention. Columbus Athletic Club,s Columbus, Ohio.
Mov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcaster Assn., Lennox
Hotel, St. Louis.
— Assn. of National Advertisers an13-16
Nov. nual
meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
Promotion Assn, anNov. 14-16— Broadcasters'
nual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel, New
Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,
will be keynote speaker. Among topics on agenda:
color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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Holiday

Series:

line's
saluting

The Singing Clock: 720 ousiom
Jingles

of the

Month:

America's

time jingles —

customized

MEEiSI
Best!

electronically cued!

TOP -40

parodies!

WITH
The Trademark

THE

WONDERFUL

Series: unexcelled

WORLD

OF

irarielf of thematic

MUSIC

Brilliant New C.R.C. Jingles — Compatible
for AM or FM. Highlighting entertainment,
service and fun!

Hilarious vignettes — Featuring Mel Blanc,
Hal Peary, Sterling Hollo way, and more!
Custom-Designed

for zestful breaks.

Exciting musical bridges by Don Elliot, composer
of the fun-filled "Thurber Carnival" score.
Complete, varied— refreshingly modern.

60mdio

km

************
CALL OR WRITE

P.O. BOX

6726
* DALLAS 19, TEXAS
Riverside 8-8004

Th9 nation's leading creators of quality musical productions

AND

I.O.'s!

FUN!

th/

TV

probes, audience surveys and the role of video tape,
graphic arts and news In promotion.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
*Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of of Broadcasters
meeting, Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting, Fresno.
"Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters meeting. Salem, Ore.
Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors annual meeting, Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national convention, Blltmore Hotel, New York. Schedule calls
for registration and opening night buffet, convention sessions through annual evening banquet
Dec. 2, closing morning meeting and afternoon
visit to United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention activity of SDX executive council Dec. 4.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn. 50th
anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board
chairman of Genesco Corp., will speak at the
opening-day
Hilton Hotel, luncheon,
New York Grand
City. Ballroom, StatlerJan.
21-22
—
Ninth
annual
Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago,
*Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters' Assn. Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting.
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by I^atlonal Professional Group or
Military Electronics and Los Angeles section. Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with
Arthur N. Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S.
LaClenega Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Calif. Convention will be held in Blltmore Hotel, that city.
*Feb. 4— Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills,
Calif. Presentation of awards for outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures,
live and film tv programs.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns. Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C.

MARKET
THE
NATION
$2,000,000,000

IN RETAIL

SALES

WOC-TV serves the largest market between Chicago
and Omaha . . . MinneapoHs and St. Louis. 438,480
TV

homes; almost $3 billion in effective buying income; over $1 billion gross farm income.

And to help you get the maximum

number of these

dollars WOC-TV specializes in effectively co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level —
the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer
as well as the retail outlet.
Further proof of aggressiveness — WOC-TV

offers

the greatest amount of local programming — over
33 hours each week.
PftE61DENT
Col B, J Palmer
VICE PRES a, TREASURER
D D Palmo
w
EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Evan<
SECRETARY Wm Ralph
D Wasner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER Pax Shaffer Your PGW Colonel has all the

AWRT Conferences
Sept. 23-25 — AWRT southwest area conference. Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT southern area
Musicson City,
USA conference,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. Andrew JackSept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT New England conference, Springfield, Mass.
Oct. 7-8— AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov.
4-6
— AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.

facts, figures and other data as
well as day by day availabilities. See him today.

THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT •)
BETTENDORF / '^^'^
ROCK
MOLINE ISLAND ")> ILL
EAST MOLINE J
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
ORDER

1960

YEARBOOK,

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago,
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Blltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

NOW!

TING
DCAS
BROA
■U
^^^^I^^^B
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV
OF TELEVISION
ANO RADIO
173 5 DeSales St., N. W. Washington
6, D. C.
NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ /.OO
Q 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name
company name
address
city
Send to home address
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title/ position

state
zone

^

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
13-14— Blltmore Hotel, Atlanta
18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb,
14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
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This year more than ever
New York audiences are watching
network quality entertainment
every night on WPIX-11,
the prestige independent.
Advertisers aie seUing with
minute commercials in this

the
.^

independent

"network atmosphere"
during prime evening hours!
No other station provides this
kind of selling opportunity
in New York — Prime Time Minutes
in so many good looking programs.
M SQUAD
AIR POWER
MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
MIKE HAMMER
MEN INTO SPACE
HIGH ROAD
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
SAN FRANCISCO BEAT
THIS MAN DAWSON
TARGET
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
DECOY
MEET McGRAW
INVISIBLE MAN
STATE TROOPER
YOU ARE THERE
TRACKDOWN
SILENT SERVICE
YOU ASKED FOR

IT

MR. ADAMS AND EVE
THE HONEYMOONERS
SHOTGUN SLADE
NAVY LOG
BOLD

VENTURE

JEFF'S COLLIE
WHIRLYBIRDS
THE CALIFORNIANS
BOLD JOURNEY
AND MANY MORE
where

are

your
GO^second

commercials
tonightF

prestige
with

network

programming

!

MONDAY

MEMO

from JAY VICTOR, president, Jay Victor & Assoc., Newark, N.J.
A

rebuttal

In this publication on August 22,
L.S. Matthews, vice president of marketing services for Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, stated some thoughts he had
about radio in his Monday Memo,
"How can radio be sold more effectively." He made one mistake. He stated
them.
Of all the disadvantages that print
has over radio, the most significant, I
believe, is that sometimes print is read.
This phenomenon takes on even greater
importance when you're out to nail a
guy with his very own words. You can
then read and re-read what he said —
each phrase apart as you'd dissect
atear
fly and use the feet and wings of his
own dismembered thoughts as clubs
against him.
That's exactly what I intend to do
with Brother Matthews. As a man who
has worked in radio and with radio
stations some 20 years, I have asked for
"equal space" to pose a number of questions as an answer to Mr. Matthews because Iearnestly believe that some of
the things he said demand an answer —
and fast.
Selling Proof ■ Mr. Matthews stated:
"We need proof to show our clients that
you can still do a selling job in radio
with a 1950-sized schedule."
Let me ask — why? On what grounds
of logic should radio have to produce
1960 results with a 1950 schedule?
Does anyone demand this of other
media? Could Leo Burnett Co. or any
agency sell a 1950 car to a 1960 buyer?
Could they sell a woman a 10-year-old
dress with any schedule at all? Or is
Mr. Matthews not aware that 1950 is
dead? It is. Should he not, as a marketing man, be cognizant of the fact that
different times demand different approaches to a selling problem? Is it not
plain to any agency man that 1950
thinking will not work in a 1960 market? And certainly Mr. Matthews didn't
intend to imply that his clients are so
childish in their beliefs as to honestly
expect this miracle.
Rate Cards ■ Mr. Matthews stated:
"With few exceptions, you can't rely
on a rate card any more."
Let me restate that more accurately:
There are a few exceptions in radio
where you can't rely on the rate card.
Are there not a "few" people in every
walk of life you cannot trust? Does
this make all of us bad? Incidentally,
does not this same "lack of reliance"
obtain with a "few" marginal magazines as well? And a "few" newspapers?
And a "few" tv stations to boot? Isn't
18
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behalf

of

there always somebody somewhere who
will make "a deal"? Is it fair to stain
the integrity of the great majority of
honest managements with the actions
of Mr.
this Matthews
"few"?
stated: "Radio is close
to becoming a reminder medium — a
supplementary medium to be used only
on top of print or television or for
short-term promotional purposes."
Isn't this kind of smug? Especially
when you consider that radio is listened
to on an average of 3 hours and 1 1
minutes every day by housewives —
which far exceeds the total reading
time of all newspapers and magazines
combined. And may I ask — what medium by itself (used for a national product) is not a reminder medium? When
an agency employs print, radio and tv
in its media strategy, which "reminds"
and which "sells"? And if the agency
really knows, why is it wasting its
clients money just "reminding" people

Jay Victor has operated his own advertising agency for the last 11 years. Before that he was a radio writer (starting
shortly after graduation from Columbia
U., New York, in 1928), playwright and
freelance writer. Manhattan Merry-GoRound was one of the first of a dozen
or so shows for which he wrote.

radio

instead of putting all of the budget into
the area that produces the actual sale.
Field of Products ■ Mr. Matthews
stated: "As long as radio is sold to
us as a great mass medium where we
can achieve high frequency of impact
with relatively low reach at a low costper-thousand, it will be used only for
products which require this combination of media values — and from a marketing standpoint this certainly narrows
Narrows the field to what? To food,
the
field."
drugs,
cigarettes, gasoline, automobiles
and you name it? What can't radio sell
today that it sold in 1950? Did it ever
pretend it could sell a turbine to an
engineer?
As for "low reach" I have some questions on that, too. How does Mr.
Matthews figure it— on an individual
spot basis? Is it fair to measure Life or
the Saturday Evening Post on its weekly cumulative total against this sort of
yardstick? Every statistic I've seen
seems to prove that on the same cumulative basis, major radio stations in
every major market reach from 50%
to 80% of that total market in any
given week. And we all know that although a magazine promises 5 million
readers (plus 10 million more in a
barber shop) that doesn't mean every
one of them sees your ad. Aren't we
doing real great in magazines if 30%
of them note our message? In radio, the
figures we get are of people who actually listen.
Programming ■ On the subject of
programming, too, I have a question
to raise. Mr. Matthews objected to
the "town crier" type of radio — whatever that is. Isn't he showing his age?
A 16-year-old can listen to this music
by the hour. His nerves don't seem to
frazzle as easily as ours. Yet doesn't
he buy cigarettes and Coca-Cola and
you name it?
I could go on but space is running
out. Nor need I enter a defense of spot
radio whose benefits are too well known
to every buyer and seller of time. The
reason spot is treated as a stepchild, in
my honest opinion, is that it takes much
more work to buy in the first place, and
second, the actual bookkeeping and follow through involved just eat up too
much time to make an exciting profit
picture for the giant agencies in the
field. Efforts are being made to solve
these problems. Then independent radio
can look ahead to an even greater future
than before.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

In the Maryland Market, nearly 700,000 television homes
mark TIME in the swift clocks of commerce and industry.
Here thrives one of the world's largest steel mills, one of
the nation's leading chemical centers, a center of clothing
manufacture, a center of the graphic arts, a multiplicity
of mercantile activities that naturally ensue in the
nation's second largest seaport— handling over 22,424,464
long tons annually, the production of aircraft and missiles,
the fabrication of automotive components and many
other activities vital to the economic welfare of our
nation. These people are the producers of goods and
services, the measure of whose effectiveness is accomplishment inTIME.
*INFINITELY SWIFT IS THE VELOCITY OF TIME . . . Seneca
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For these same 700,000 television homes, WBAL-TV
charts TIME's deliberate and constant speed carefully
each day with an elaborate and varied program schedule
designed to meet all their needs for relaxation, for
entertainment, for information.
"Infinitely swift is the velocity of TIME . . ." the philosopher says. At WBAL Television 11 in Baltimore,
YOU keep pace in the Maryland Market.
NBC Affiliate /Channel 11/Associated with WBAL- AM & FM.
WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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KOLN-TV!
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JBIBIDDDIQmiqbl
igQg
Lincoln-Land
KOLN-TV's ofNCSTV
Figures show — percentages
reached weekly, day or night.

1959
KOLN-TF
duPont Award
JV inner

WKZO IV — CR/SNO BAPIDS-KJIJMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — K«l<IM«ZOO.BAIIlE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WiEF'FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADIILAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN'tV — IINCOLN, NEBRASKA

A little tliggiiig will show you just how
important Nehraska's other big market
— Lincoln-Land — really is. A little more
will show you how well and how economical y it is covered by KOLN-TV.
Latest Nielsen credits KOLN-TV with
57,000 TV homes during prime 6 to 9
p.m. viewing time. Compare that with
any Omaha station. Then compare
cost-per-thousand figures to round out
the picture.
Ask Avery-Knodel for the facts on
KOLN-TV— Official Basic CBS Outlet
for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
-T
OL—N
K
COVERS
IINCOLN-LAND
NEBRASKA'S
OTHERV
BIG MARKET
Afery-Knotitl, Inc., Bxclusive National Repretenlatiyet

OPEN
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Compliments L. S. Matthews
editor: The Monday Memo of Aug.
22 (page 14) by L. S. Matthews of
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, "How can
radio be sold more effectively?", is a
sound, analytical piece that should be
read in every agency media department.
In hailing the trend away from
certain types of radio, he gave an indirect vote of confidence to the kind of
foreground, community-centered radio
which KCBS and the other CBS-owned
radio stations have consistently followed. We know well how to achieve "boxcar ratings," but we believe this has
often been done without regard to
either the kind of listening (background) itinduced or the commercial
atmosphere it provided.
The consistent comments we receive
about KCBS, from people who recognize it as the most aggressive station
in the Bay Area, convince us that every
market needs one or several stations
which don't live or die by their musical
format.
Our new "Dimension" concept of
local radio goes one vital step further
in adding excitement and interest to
our daily programs. We think it is genuinely the radio of the future. It is, however, the kind of radio a local station
cannot hope to develop for itself.
Our mail response which indicates
how vital our kind of radio has become
in the lives of our audience, our sales
successes (many of which are based
on limited, not saturation, schedules),
and our important position in the community are all proof that there is much
more to measuring radio than just audience ratings or cost per thousand.
Thank you, Mr. Matthews, for your
endorsement of the many strengths of
good radio. — Maurie Webster, Vice
President and General Manager, KCBS,
San Francisco.
[BliL Newark agencyman Jay Victor in this
week's Monday Memo disagrees with
some
of Mr.
Matthew's views. See page
18.— The
Editors.]
Clear channel issue
editor: Robert J. Miller is coiTipletely
misinformed on the clear channel issue

United
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35(t per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new On
addresses.
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Your

Now

big

PLUS

in

on

930

watts

kc

More power, prime dial position-in the

Charlotte

Now

5000

heart of the Caroiinas' greatest market

Now

AM/FM

over
I

simultaneously

2,500,000

Two stations for the price of one with

in the 43-county WSOC listening area-

high-quality adult audience programming

over a half-billion dollar retail sales!

WS6C

people

radio
CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta;
WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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EXTRAS

PLUS

PROFIT

Back in 1956 when

PLAN

elevision Recorder,

the Videoi

customers were content to record a program

A

on tape and then play it

back at the right time. Today's needs are different! Picture quahty must
be indistinguishable from live even up to a fifth generation copy. Transitions
between

tape and film/network/ live programming

must be flawless and

complete with wipes or lap dissolves. All operating functions must be remote
controllable to meet future system requirements. The demand
equipment

designed for mobile use today— human

is for rugged

engineered for efficiency

in meeting tomorrow's needs. Ampex— the specialist in tape recorders,
has met these needs with a package of features you ca;n order today!
AND WHAT ABOUT

PROFITS? Profit from tape is no accident, it must be planned.

With experience, backed by personal visits to more than 100 VTR-equipped
stations, Ampex's famed Station Relations Team has the right plan to custom fit
your tape operation and pave your way to profits with tape. Their experience
is yours for the asking... they '11 work with your people, right in your station!
Wire, phone or write for detailed information on an Ampex package
plan to start you on your way to profits . . . today!
Profits in politics . . . taping regional political candidates can pay
for your Ampex. Send for "Election Time

Is Profit Time."
»TM AMPEX CORP.

The Ampex
VR-IOOOC combines proven, table-top
convenience with major new features.
No pins to line up, no hold-down knobs
means fast tape handling! Schedule
tapes back-to-back— pay for your VTR.

The VR-IOOIA incorporates the advanced features of the console in a
pint-sized package. . . just IIV2 sq. ft.,
only 5'3" high! Convenient, detachable work-shelf, makes space for
splicing in seconds with the Ampex
precision Splicer.**

Improved picture quality
picttfrs
sparkleto and
S/N ratiocTstrity,
is increased
better"sn^tl
42 db for interchanged tapes, up'
48 db on non-interchanged basis.
Improved frequency and transientj
sponse
able fromdeliver
live !picture indistingu'"

Control your
fR from studio floor or transmitter.
Lmpex
Remote Control**
operates
all
record/playback
functions...
including cue tone button and even
remote switching between B/W and
color standards. Remote panel operates video gain, sync gain and pedestal height, too !

TV Signal Synchro^^,..^^
W*
locks
the
station
'r.Tnow, mix and VTR
match totape
withsync
all
your picture sources! Wipe smoothly
from automobile spot on tape to price
slide ... or lap dissolve from movie or
rerun to your station announcer o^y
taped spot. No loss of moodabrupt changes — no dead air!

Many

Exclul
Differential Phase Compensatfl
holds color hues where they belong
Brilliantly engineered DPC typically
holds differential phase within 5 degrees in commercial operation ! No
more green sha^ftS.s and purple

Revolutionary new Time Element
Compensator** electronically and
instantly corrects Venetian blinds,
scallops and out-of -quadrature effects.
Althoughvidualallcontrols
Ampex
VTR's offerof indifor correction
misalignments,
new
TEC's
instantaneous
action is an invaluable operator
aid in
playback of interspliced tapes of un
iown recording accuracy.

stations have found it practical . . . and
profitable ... to move their console
VTR between studio and truck, thanks
to heavy-duty wheels. For built-in
mobile VR-IOOIA
use, Ampex'sis 5'3"
model
the upright
perfect
answer. Both models have proven
shake-resistant design — all tubes and^
ssential components are clamped.
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VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, California

Ampex

in his letter published in Broadcasting,
Sept. 12, page 22. His statement that
a listener "should be able to receive
a good signal from all 24 [clear channels] since they justify sole possession
of the frequency by claiming national
coverage" demonstrates abysmal ignorance of fundamental engineering.
The necessity for unduplicated nighttime operation on the clear channels
arises not from the fact that each clear
channel station claims "national coverage," but from the fact that the vast
"white areas" today served by clear
channel stations would be severely
limited by nighttime duplication. Mr.
Miller closes his eyes to the fact that
exacting engineering realities and not
"abstract
that
over
25.5 arguments"
million ruraldemonstrate
and small town
Americans, residing in over half the
land area of the U. S., depend upon
clear channel stations for their only
nighttime radio service and that additional millions must necessarily rely on
such service for a nighttime choice of
programs.
There is a compelling need for the
improvement in the clear channel stasignals in these underserved areas,
not a tions'
deterioration.
As the only radio voice that is available to these millions of Americans at
night, clear channel stations are an in-

dispensable national asset and vital to
the building of unity and our national
defense. — Gayle Gupton, Director,
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
Washington, D.C.
PLAYBACKS
QUOTE WORTH REPEATING
When columnist Tony Burton of The
Knickerbocker News in Albany, N.Y.,
wrote a scathing rebuke of television for
alleged lack of responsibility and poor
programming, it quickly drew rebuttals.
One came from David Rosen, assistant
to the general manager, WAST (TV)
Albany, and was printed by the News:
We in the broadcasting industry are
well accustomed to the intemperate
accusations that have been levelled
against us since the initial days of commercial radio, and we are resigned to
the fact that as long as the press feels
that broadcasting is invading the provinces of advertising and public influence, these attacks shall continue.
The broadcaster's first reaction is
usually to hurl back at the newspaper
the same type of accusation pointed at
himself. The tendency is to call attention to the emphasis on sensationalism,
sadism and sex on the pages of our nation's papers and to point to the circula-

tion builders such
as "JumboThisJackpots"
and television
supplements.
in most
instances, however, does not absolve the
broadcaster of his shortcomings, nor
does it instigate any vision could be
knocked apart reformation in the press.
Therefore, I shall not dwell on this.
I should like to address myself therefore, to one point which seemed to underlie Mr. Barton's article, the fact that
he believes the sole concern of the television industry is making money.
Television stations are licensed by the
FCC to operate "in the public interest,
convenience
and necessity."
I am sure
that the commission
in considering
this
requirement is mindful of the total public as well as minority groups within it.
In our society which is burdened today
with automation, mass conformity and
uncertainty as to the future, entertainment serves a valuable function. For
when we stop laughing or being able to
lose ourselves in a dream world for a
short while out of each day, we shall become automatons without freedom of
movement of thought. If on the other
hand, we neglect the realities of the
world, the same result will occur.
Minority Not Neglected ■ If the critic
will carefully and objectively examine
television as it is today, he will find
that we are providing for the "public
interest, convenience and necessity" by
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WBAL-RADIO, Maryland's only 50,000 watt station, covers a total population of over 2Vi million people . . . each with dift'erent
likes and dislikes. To reach this massive Maryland market, WBAL-RADIO hits a new note in full range programming — MUSIC
FOR MATURE MINDS. No disturbing idle talk. No discordant deviations. Just the big sound of beautiful music . . . music for
people of all ages . . . music for millions of discriminating Maryianders within the 14,000 square mile area that WBAL-RADIO
covers. If you're looking for a captive audience for your client, you can make beautiful music together with WBAL-RADIO.25
Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co.. Inc. ^Associated with WBAL
FM&TV ^^^{^ J^^J) JQ'^^^LTIMORE
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FASTEST

SELLING

SERIES

IN

SYNDICATION

TODAY!

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups hke Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N.Y, 22 . PL 5-2100
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offering a schedule which includes both
entertainment which is easily digested,
entertainment on a higher and more
cultural level, and a great deal of news,
informational and educational programming. It is true that the easily digested
entertainment might predominate during
the evening hours, but it is also true that
a medium dedicated to serving a total
audience must be concerned with the
needs and desires of the majority in
order to properly serve the public interest, providing this is not done to the
exclusion of the minority. An unbiased,
objective evaluation will show that the
minority is not being neglected as many
assert.
The person whose tastes differ from
those of most is protected first by his intellectual integrity which permits him
to turn to other pursuits, and secondly,
by the set manufacturers who put dials
on the set permitting him to switch
channels or turn the set off. I know of
no circumstances such as Mr. Burton
alluded to which requires a person to
sit in front of a television set and watch
what does not appeal to him.
To be more specific now about this
question of making money, no honest
broadcaster would say. that he programs the evening hour such as he does
solely to perform a public service.
Naturally, he is interested in the income
that will accrue to him by giving the
public what it wants. But let's stop
being naive and immature about this.
It is this income which permits him to
operate 18 hours a day instead of four
since the large majority of programs
throughout the day are put on at great
expense to him without any income
coming in to balance this expense. This
income also permits him to operate
costly news and public service departments, and to put on the many high
level shows which the critics are always crying for even though they might
not be commercially acceptable . . .
Free Enterprise ■ We believe in a free
press and a free broadcasting industry
in this country because of our devotion
to the principles of free speech and expression. The concept of government
ownership of mass communications is
distasteful to most of us. In order to
have our principles of free enterprise
extend into the areas of communications, it is necessary to permit those
who risk their capital in these areas to
get a return on their investment as people do in all other industries in our
economy. If one disagrees with our free
enterprise system, he should have the
courage to discuss it in its proper context and not in a discussion of television
programming. If he accepts it, he should
be willing to face the economic facts
of life inherent in this system, and
should be willing to recognize its attributes as well as its shortcomings. . . .
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Alarmists paint a frightening picture of today's moral climate. Ottiers are more optimistic. Both viewpoints were frankly expressed recently by a panel of distinguished guests on CBS Owned WBBM-TV, where
Chicagoans look for-and expect to see-high-quality, unflinching, provocative local programming.
People who value their time find far more worth watching on WBBM-TV. Which naturally is why time
is so valuable on WBBM-TV, Chicago's top-rated television station for 63 consecutive Nielsen reports.
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HALF
FCC

HOUR
adopts

new

CUT
rules

The FCC by a split, 4-3 vote on
Friday ordered television networks to
lop off a half hour from option time
for each of the four segments of the
broadcasting day.
It issued a final decision on the
proposal it first advanced in April 1959.
The order, however, relinquished one
proposal which also had been opposed
by networks and affiliates.
This was to count straddle programs
— those that begin in station time and
run into option time, or vice versa —
as all in option time.
The commission said in last week's
order that it had determined this would
not work. It withdrew the recommendation.
Four members of the commission
voted for the issuance of the order.
They were Commissioners T.A.M.
Craven, Robert E. Lee, John S. Cross
and Charles H. King.
Dissenting were Chairman Frederick
W. Ford and Commissioners Rosel H.
Hyde and Robert T. Bartley.
The nub of the dissent was that the
commission had no right to find that
option time practices were "reasonably
necessary" to successful network operation. The trio expressed the feeling that
deletion of all references to option time
from the rules would permit greater
competition and result in better broadcasting. They also expressed the fear
that FCC endorsement of option time
might inhibit antitrust attack by the
Department of Justice.
Commissioner King issued a concur-

Craven

Lee

FROM

to loosen

network

OPTION
control

ring opinion in which he declared he
was making no judgment on the legal
question, but only voting as between
continuing the present three-hour limit
on option time and reducing it to twoand-a-half hours.
Nets Unhappy ■ Network officials
expressed dismay at the news, but ventured conflicting opinions as to how the
reduction in option time would affect
them. They had not seen the order when
they were queried.
One spokesman said it "probably
won't hurt us, but it might." Another
said: "It probably will hurt us, but then
again
Thereit might
seemed not."
general unanimity that
no appeal will be taken from the commission's order.
None of the network sources knew for
sure just how the networks would put
the order into effect. The consensus
seemed to be that 30 minutes would be
deleted from present three-hour option
agreements with affiliates either at the
front end or the rear of the segments.
Film syndicators and other independent program packagers were cautious
in their reaction, but obviously considered the action a move in the right
direction.
This is what the order, which applies
solely to stations and is effective Jan. 1,
1961, does:
■ Forbids a station to option more
than two-and-a-half hours to a network
in each segment of the broadcast day.
The broadcast day is divided into
four segments: from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.;

C ROSS

King

Close decision ■ It was a split FCC that put out the option
time rule last week and the split went to the heart of the
practice: its legitimacy under the antitrust laws. The majority, comprising Commissioners Craven, Lee, Cross and King,
voted to put out the order with the finding that option time
was "reasonably necessary" for networking and in the public interest — although Commissioner King specifically stated
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

Hyde

TIME

of schedules

from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.; from 6 p.m. to
1 1 p.m. and from 1 1 p.m. to 8 a.m.
■ Requires networks to give affiliates
1 7-weeks notice before pre-empting
option time, in the cases where the affiliate has a firm, written contract for
the time on a spot basis. The affiliate
has no contractual non-network program in the time.
The present rule requests not less
than 56-days notice before a network
can take possession of option time.
■ Permits affiliates to reject network
programs as unsuitable for local audiences, even after a series has started,
and permits affiliates to substitute a
more suitable local program for a network progam when the licensee believes
it is in the best interest of his audience
to do so.
Under present practice, stations may
only reject a network program when
a series is first offered. Also a station
may only pre-empt network time for an
"outstanding" local program.
As it did last year when it issued the
proposal, the commission based its
action on its determination that option
time is reasonably necessary to successful network operation and in the
public interest.
Antitrust Issue ■ In its final order,
the Commission took cognizance of arguments, particularly by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles and the Dept. of Justice,
that option time violates the antitrust
laws.
It added, however:
"[The commission] is loathe to strike

FOKU

B.\RTLEV

he was not making a judgment on this question. The opposition. Commissioners Ford, Hyde and Bartley, took the view
that option time is not required, that the majority's findings
were not bolstered by sufficient arguments, and that regulation along these lines foreshadows more and more regulation
— all to the detriment of the principle of free and open29
competition in broadcasting.

THE

NEW

RULES

Here is the text of the revised regulations issued last week by the FCC
to govern television network option
time. The rules become effective
next Jan. 1.
Section 3.658(d)
Commission's Rules
read as follows:
§3.658 Affiliation
^. *

and (e) of the
is amended to
agreements.
*

(d) Option time. (1) No license
shall be granted to a television broadcast station which options for network programs any time subject to
call on less notice than is required
by subdivisions (i), (ii), and (iii) of
this subparagraph.
(i) In no event may a station subject its time to call, under an option,
for a network program to commence
earlier than four weeks after notice
of exercise of the option.
(ii) If a station has a written contract with one or more advertisers
pursuant to which a non-network
program series is being broadcast
the time so contracted shall not be
callable under an option held by a
network until the earlier of (a) the
end of a I 3-week waiting period or
down a practice of such long standing
in the broadcast industry in the absence
of a judicial determination as to its
validity or invalidity under the antitrust laws. And so, having found in the
area of its own expertise that option
time is in the public interest, the commission isbound in this proceeding to
consider the modification of its rules
limiting the practice in order to encourage the larger and more effective
useIt ofthen
television."
continued:
"The views here expressed are in no
way intended to be a determination on
the issues of legality of the option practice under the antitrust laws. In this instance, the action taken herein cannot
bind other agencies directly concerned
with the adjudication of antitrust questions nor frustrate a subsequent determination by a court of competent jurisdiction on the relationship of the
antitrust laws to option time."
In answer to objections to cutting
down on the option time length, the
commission said that the move will
pose no serious threat to "'continued
successful network operations." It will
"make a significant aflfirmative contribution to the affiliates' freedom of program selection and the competitive opportunities available to non-network
elements in the television field."
30

FOR

TV

OPTION

(b) the end of the program series so
contracted.
(iii) If a station has entered into a
written contract with an advertiser
or advertisers for the broadcast of a
non-network program scheduled to
commence no later than four weeks
after the network exercises its option
for the same time segment, the network may not under its option require the station to substitute a network program until the earlier of
(a) 1 3 weeks from the commencement of such non-network program
or (b) the end of the program series
so contracted.
(iv) If the station has contracted
with more than one advertiser for
the program series, the end of the
program series for the purposes of
this section shall be the latest of the
several contract termination dates.
(2) No license shall be granted to
a television broadcast station which
options for network programs more
than a total of 21/2 hours within each
of four segments of the broadcast
day, as herein described. In determining the number of hours of option
time, any network program which
begins during the hours agreed upon
The commission admitted, however,
that reduction in option time may affect
station clearances and that "a certain
amount" of checkerboarding and erosion
may occur.
Checkerboarding is a term used by
networks in describing what takes
place when they cannot gain clearances
for their full program service at the
same time and with all affiliates.
Multi-Million Dollar Loss ■ The impact of the loss of 30 minutes of network broadcasting was put into dollars
and cents by the networks when they
filed comments on this subject earlier.
CBS and NBC estimated that loss of a
half-hour each evening for a year would
cost each of them $9.2 million in revenues for the year. ABC estimated a loss
of $4.5 million in gross profits in the
same predicament.
The FCC originally wanted to establish a definition of straddle time programs which would have counted the
full program against option time.
The purpose of the move was to prevent networks from extending option
time by commencing a program in station time, or carrying a program which
begins in option time into station time.
The commission decided to drop this
proposal
realized
it wouldn't
work outwhen
the it
way
it wasthatsupposed
to.
If a program began in station time and

TIME

by the network and stations as option time and extends into non-option time, or which begins during
non-option time and extends into the
hours agreed upon as option time,
shall be considered as falling entirely outside option time. The broadcast day is divided into four segments, as follows: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.;
I p.m. to 6 p.m.; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.;
I I p.m. to 8 a.m. (These segments
are to be determined for each station in terms of local time at the
location of the station but may remain constant throughout the year
regardless of shifts from standard
to daylight saving time or vice versa).
Time options may not be exclusive
as against other network organizations and may not prevent or hinder
the station from optioning or selling
any or all of the time covered by the
option, or other time, to other network organizations.
(3) As used in this section, an option is any contract, arrangement
or understanding, express or implied,
between a station and a network
organization which prevents or hinders the station from scheduling programs before the network agrees to
carried over into option time, the FCC
report concluded, the station would be
required to drop from option time a
period equal to the amount of outside
option time it was carrying the network
program. But since this would be well
within prime evening time, for example,
and the network programs would be
prime programs, the station would desire to continue carrying network programs in this time.
Therefore, the FCC reasoned, its
proposal on straddle programs would
actually
limitrules
a station's
The new
do not freedom.
apply to radio,
but the commission said it would keep
radio network-station relationships under review.
Dissenters Stand on Law ■ The three
commissioners who dissented took the
position
commission's
on
optionthat
timethegives
approval toaction
this
The dissent was written by Commispractice.
sioner Hyde and concurred in by Commissioners Ford and Bartley.
The finding that option time is reasonably necessary to successful network
operations and in the public interest is
not justified, the dissent stated.
"We do not believe that networks
and affiliates operating as they do in a
relationship of interdependence and
mutual advantage cannot and do not
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

utilize the time during which such
programs are scheduled, or which requires the station to clear time already scheduled when the network
organization seeks to utilize the time.
All time options permitted under
this section must be specified clock
hours, expressed in terms of any
time system set forth in the contract
agreed upon by the station and network organization. Shifts from daylight saving to standard time or vice
versa may or may not shift the specified hours correspondingly as agreed
by the station and network organization.
(e) Right to reject programs. No
license shall be granted to a television broadcast station having any
contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a
network organization which, with
respect to programs offered or already contracted for pursuant to an
affiliation contract, prevents or hinders the station from ( 1 ) rejecting or
refusing network programs which the
station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory orunsuitable or contrary
to the public interest, or (2) substituting a program which, in the station's opinion, is of greater local or
national importance.

tions make their program choices. Regulation may well be required to provide
adequate access for local and national
programs during prime viewing hours.
This indicates a trend toward a system
of commission rationing of station time
among competing applicants. The type
of regulation which has been approved
points to still more regulation. . . ."
Barrow Report ■ The legal position
of option time was found shaky by the
Dept. of Justice several years ago. At
one time Justice called option time
a violation of the antitrust laws per se.
In February 1959, when the FCC
sent over its proposed order on option
time rulemaking, the Justice Dept.'s antitrust chief, Victor R. Hansen (who later
resigned) repeated its opinion, but in
softer terms: He said he thought option
time runs
trust Act. "afoul" of the Sherman Anti-

In issuing its final order on the subject, the FCC turned down various
alternative proposals submitted by National Telefilm Assoc., Spot Representatives Assn. and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
The option time proposals originated
in the 1957 Barrow Report. This was
the television network study headed by
Roscoe Barrow, dean of the U. of Cincinnati Law School. The report found
that option time violated the Sherman
Act and recommended that it be
abolished.
In the spring of 1958, a hearing on
maintain this relationship without the the whole gamut of the Barrow recommendations was held before the FCC.
I use of option-time arrangements.
Virtually
all
witnesses testified to the
"In most instances, network affiliation is eagerly sought by stations as es- importance of option time and the
sential to successful station operation; serious impact on networking its prohibition would entail.
and networks as a matter of definition
Network Reaction ■ Networks and
cannot exist without station outlets,
film companies were generally hesitant
i
"This mutuality of interest provides
I substantial assurances that without op- about discussing the option time ruling or its possible effects, pointing out
' tion contracts there would be clearances
that they had not yet seen it.
of time necessary for successful operThere was widespread speculation,
! ation."
The dissent also raised doubts as to even among network sources, that the
decision would not be appealed. Legal
the legal theory on which the majority
based its action. The commission has authorities thought it would be hard
to find a basis which offered much
not justified its assumption that option
assurance of success.
time is not a violation of the antitrust laws, the dissenter said.
An appeal, they said, would have to
But beyond this, the opposition de- prove that the FCC's decision was arclared, isthe fundamental issue whether
bitrary, unsupported by evidence and
i the broadcasting industry should operate
unreasonable — and this would require
an appellant to show, in effect, that there
' "under traditional concepts of competition which the antitrust laws are de- was some special magic about three
hours that did not apply to two and a
signed to foster, or whether it should
half.
be subject to a system of increasing
Another expert thought the pertinent
governmental
. . ."
The dissent regulations
added:
issues were so much alike that Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter
"When the commission undertakes to
would need only to dust off his famed
sanction the protection of networking
because it considers protection provided
decision in the chain-broadcasting case
by option time reasonably necessary, it in 1943 to make it equally applicable
must inevitably find it is more and
to an appeal in this one.
Moreover, it was noted, the Justice
more deeply involved in regulating the
terms and conditions under which sta- Dept. could be expected, in event of
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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appeal, to get into the case and argue
its already announced contention that
all option time violates the antitrust
laws.
Where to Cut ■ Richard Salant, vice
president of CBS Inc. and frequent
spokesman for its tv network in Washington hearings, said CBS-TV remained
opposed to any cut in option hours. He
said the network could not decide
whether to appeal until it has seen the
actual decision. As to possible effects
such a curtailment would have on network operations, Mr. Salant said they
were "so horrible to contemplate" that
the network had not considered what it
would do should the decision be made
pndIf stick.
the ruling does stick, the networks
will have three principal options that
they might pursue in renegotiating with
affiliates: (1) cut a half-hour off the
beginning of option time, (2) cut it off
the other end, or (3) take it out of the
middle. Actually, they might have other
choices — for instance, each network
might try to negotiate different periods
with different affliates — but variations
of this sort were considered unrealistic
from the standpoint of offering advertisers uniform clearances.
The possibility that a network might
return to the stations a half-hour within
the present three-hour option span —
making option time run, for example,
from 7:30 to 9 and from 9:30 to 10:30
— also was considered unlikely.
Generally speaking, NBC's evening
option time is 7:30-10:30 p.m., while
CBS's and ABC's are 8-11. Nobody
knows what it might become under
FCC's ruling, assuming it stands but
there was some speculation that "8
to 10:30 sounds like a reasonable bet."
Film syndicators, like the networks,
were reluctant to comment on the decision, although they have been among
the chief advocates of option time limitations. Obviously they considered it
a move in the right direction and
thought it would expand the market for
their programs, but they said they did
not feel they could comment before
studying the decision itself. Some also
said their reluctance to comment lay
at least partially in the fact that networks are now substantial customers
of the syndicators and that accordingly they did not wish to open old wounds
needlessly.
The option time issue was opened in
March 1956 when Richard Moore,
president of the independent KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, argued before the
Senate Commerce Committee that option time was an antitrust violation.
Later that year the House Antitrust
Sub-committee heard Mr. Hansen, then
antitrust chief of Justice, agree with
Mr. Moore's point. Some film syndicators also advanced that view.
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FASHION
FINDS
Retailers find tv fashion
Women's fashions, a late bloomer in
television, is flowering in New York
and at scattered other points. The
Seventh Ave. trade press is hailing the
development and Television Bureau of
Advertising is looking for an epidemic
of fashion parades. Production costs are
going into the hundreds of thousands.
In New York last week, three department stores rushed to the cameras
with fall-winter imports, and the same
thing is going on in Dallas. Atlanta.
Los Angeles, Milwaukee and Portland,
Ore.
It looks as if a new show species has
evolved, the fall and spring fashion special. Early characteristics of the burgeoning form: A half-hour of local
prime time showing Paris-Florence imports (originals and adaptations) on live
mannequins, sometimes in colorful settings and always
host-hostess
team. "commentated"' by a
Not that this is the idea form, although recognized in the trade as one of
the more successful tried so far by retailers, many of whom have been slow
and experimental in adapting to the
television environment. TvB's Howard
P. Abrahams, vice president-director of

'Holiday' wear ■ Merchandise by
Macy's, showcased at New York's Four
Seasons restaurant and sponsored by
Holiday magazine (through BBDO) on
WNBC-TV New York Sunday, Sept.
32

ADVERTISING

PLACE
IN
TV'S
SUN
shows pay off at the cash register

retail sales, believes retailers might have
even more success with a quarter-hour
show heralding each of the four big
selling seasons: pre-Easter, pre-vacation.
back-to-school in late August and holidays in late November.
Forerunner ■ It was a half-hour
show, however, that Macy's produced
and WNBC-TV New York sold to a
cigarette sponsor last March. So when
other retailers leaped into the tv act this
season, it was with the half-hour special. It was the "sensational" retail success of the spring Macy's show that became the pattern, as the trade took national notice and TvB spread the story.
The fashion trio on the New York
dial last week were (in chronological
order) Fashion Is News, Sunday (Sept.
11) on WNBC-TV, 10:30-11 p.m.;
Alexander's Fashion Imports: France
and Italy, Tuesday (Sept. 13) on
WCBS-TV, 8-8:30 p.m., and Paris
Fashion Show on WABC-T'V, also
Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m. Generally they
were considered a rating success against
network competition.
Sponsors and agencies respectively:
Holiday magazine through BBDO
(Macy's packaged the show), Alexan-

11. Models, one wearing an imported
original and the other wearing Ohrbach's "translation," pick their way
across a watery runway as Melvyn
Douglas and Kitty Carlisle (r) report.

der's department store through Henr>'
Bach Assoc. and Ohrbach's department
store through Doyle Dane Bernbach.
The color tape of Fashion Is News
is being played again tonight (Sept. 19)
at 10 by WSB-TV Atlanta, where
Macy's owns the Davison Paxon store,
which in this case sponsors Fashion Is
News itself. Ohrbach's imports will be
seen again next week, sponsored by the
house's Los Angeles store on KABCTV
10:30there,
p.m. Thursday (Sept. 28), 10In spite of a hurricane that in one
case interfered with post-show shopping
and in another with pre-show production, initiators of the electronic salon
shows generally seemed pleased.
Everybody Happy ■ Macy's, back into production of its second color fashion package in six months, said it was
very pleased with results in the store,
despite hurricane-depressed conditions
the next day which discouraged shopping. The event unveiled originals and
Macy's copies of gowns by Balenciaga,
Givenchy, Monsier X, Gres, Ricci, Cardin, Fabiani, Capucci and others in
France and Italy. Macy's merchandised
the show in newspapers and throughout
the store.
Sponsor Holiday used Fashion Is
News to offer a booklet, "What To
Wear Where." While the actual pull
was not announced, a spokesman for
the BBDO agency said those involved
with the sponsorship were very happy
with the promotion. The last WNBCTV color introduction of Macy's imports. Fashion First, was a spring preview, Sunday March 13, 10:30-11 p.m.,
sponsored by Alpine cigarettes through
Doyle Dane Bernbach.
Wednesday Sales ■ Alexander's
WCBS-TV show produced an immediate, big response in stores, Milton Hertz,
account supervisor at Henry Bach
Assoc., said after the program. Sales
success of the tv debut points definitely
to another show in the spring. Unlike
the two other dress specials, Alexander's show advertised prices, offering
store adaptations of Paris and Florence
originals with tags starting at $29.95
for dresses, $49.90 for coats and suits
from $55, all ranging upward.
The Alexander's maimequins modeled creations of Givenchy, Ricci, Cardin, Lanvin-Castillo, Fabiani, Capucci,
De Luca and others in the new terminal
of Pan American World Airways at International Airport, Idlewild, Long Island. The job, which according to one
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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source must have cost upward of $30,000 for production alone, was produced
by CBS Television Production Sales on
a crash taping schedule between Sunday and Tuesday night, complicatd by
the hurricane (the original script was
"washed out" and had to be rewritten)
and West Coast commitments of the
program host and hostess, Robert Sterling and his wife Anne Jeffreys. Neal
Wilder produced, Michael Levin and
Lou Tedesco directed and Marsha Dealy
wrote
the Alexander's
CBS
Television
Production program
Sales. Mr.forLevin
did original music for the production
and Roberta Davis was fashion coordinator. Henry Bach Assoc. is Alexander's
agency for special projects.
The Line ■ Ohrbach's Paris Fashion
Show (including Italian designs with
the French) foresook elaborate settings
to show 20 imports beside Ohrbach's
"translations" in dramatic light and motion. Actually the show was a tv translation of a special advertising program
created by President William Bernbach
of DDE for Ohrbach's, an institutional
campaign, editorial in approach and
omitting pricetags. The tv parade designs emphasized "clean" production.
Production cost of the taped WABCTV program was on a network scale,
but "you can't skimp on fashions,"
Maxwell Dane, agency vice president
and account supervisor, said. Reaction
in the trade Wednesday morning, following the 10:30 show of the night before, was good, Mr. Dane found. Ohrbach's, always a top design production
seller, Mr. Dane said, is looking for
long-term benefits from its tv show, and
while he considers the show's rating a
"respectable" one, "We were not trying
to get everybody in New York City, because not everybody is interested." Mr.
Dane was encouraged by early reaction
of men, traditionally the hardest to
"sell" in this field. He mentioned televiability
to demonstrate
fashion sion's
to aunique
wide
audience.
Don Trevor, tv director of the agency, headed the tape production team.
Maggie McNeills and Art James were
host and hostess. Another fashion assignment for DDB earlier this year was
a half-hour film last spring underwritten by the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union and distributed free to
stations, stores and organizations around
the country.
The rash of local fashion shows had a
network predecessor last spring when
Chesebrough-Pond's presented Paris A
La Mode on NBC-TV on Feb. 29,
through J. Walter Thompson Co. Fashion also plays a subsidiary role from
time to time on other network specials
and appears on an editorial feature basis
in regular programming. But it took a
local special in New York last spring to
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the higiiest-ranking television shows for each day of
the week
Sept. 8 — Research
14 as rated
ratings
of American
Bureau.by the multi-city Arb'tron Instant
Date
Thur., Sept. 8
Fri., Sept. 9
Sat., Sept. 10
Sun., Sept. 11
Mon., Sept. 12
Tue., Sept. 13
Wed., Sept. 14

Pragram and Time
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Miss America Pageant (10 p.m.)
Dennis the Menace (7:30 p.m.)
Project Twenty (10 p.m.)
Thriller (9 p.m.)
The Price is Right (8:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

show what tv really could do for a
store. niorAfter
the first John
Macy'sA. show.
Vice President
Blum Seof
the store was quoted on the front page
of Women's Wear Daily in such superlatives as "fabulous," "tremendous,"
citing unit sales almost tripled over the
past year in one day of selling after
Fashion First. The Macy-produced
shows carry no price mentions, but the
line-for-line copies sell between $50 and
$250.
The idea seems to be catching fire.
TvB reports similar shows this season
in Dallas by Titche Goetinger, in Portland, Ore., by Meier & Frank, a good
probability
Milwaukee
and a lot of for
talkGimbel's
in other inmarkets.
The
garment business is beginning to find
its place in the television sun.
MOBILE

AUDIEI^CE

It's big outside

rush

hours, too — Retry
"Drive time" is important to radio
advertisers,
"shift million
time,"
too, to reachbutthetheyrestneed
of their
mobile prospects.
That is the point of a new study made
public last week by the radio division of
Edward Petry & Co., station representative. It is designed to sell radio advertisers on the value of adding schedules
in afternoon and late-evening hours as
a means of reaching more of the nation's 20 million blue-collar workers
who in sizable numbers are driving
to and from work during those hours.
'Shift' and 'Drsve' a Drive time, consisting of the morning and afternoon
hours when work-bound and homebound traffic are heaviest, has long
headed the list of periods most preferred
by national spot radio advertisers. It is
generally defined as 6 or 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.
and about 4-7 p.m. "Shift time" in the
Petry lexicon consists of those off-hours
in early and mid-afternoon and in the
evening when blue-collar workers are
driving to and from work as shifts
change in plants and factories.
Actually, the Petry study shows, automobile listening represents a bigger
proportion of radio's total evening audience (25.1%) than it does in the com-

Network Rating
ABC-TV
17.5
ABC-TV
20.3
CBS-TV
41. o
CBS-TV
23.9
NBC-TV
19.7
IMBC-TV 18.4
NBC-TV
193

bined drive-time periods (22.9%),
while in early afternoon (2-4 p.m.) it
represents almost as big a percentage
(20.3% vs. 22.9%). Moreover, the
study continues, "During every single
hour after 2 p.m. there are proportionately more auto listeners available
than during highly coveted morning
Not all of these auto listeners are
drive-time."
blue-collar shift workers, the presentation acknowledges. But it notes that
in many markets, particularly the biggertion"industrial
areas, "a substantial porare.
In the 24 markets represented by the
Petry radio division, the booklet reports,
a traffic analysis showed that an average of 74% of all workers commute
to their jobs by car, driving an average
of 26 minutes each way. Considering
that on most shifts the workers going on
the job are replaced on the road by
other workers coming off, each shift
change means almost an hour of heavy
tratfic reachable by radio.
That they are reachable by automobile radio is pointed up by other findings which show that the car is the place
where most blue-collar men listen —
38.5% listen there on the average day
as compared with 18.2% who hsten in
the kitchen, the second most popular
tune-in spot. In addition, the presentation continues, blue-collar workers are
heavier auto-radio listeners than other
people: where 38.5% of the blue-collar
group listen in the car each day, the
average for all consumer groups is
25.8%.
Market Figures ■ The presentation
takes a look at the blue-collar commutation situation in the various Petry-represented markets and finds that the percentage of industrial workers en route
to or from their jobs between 2 and
4 p.m. ranges from 19% (Sacramento)
to 95% (Omaha), while those going to
or from work between 10:30 p.m. and
midnight ranges from 8% (Milwaukee)
to 60%' (Spokane).
The research material in the booklet
includes data from Radio Advertising
Bureau and A.C. Nielsen Co., local
market information and material
gathered in the studies of the Petry-represented cities.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

In the WFBR audience, not only are there more single car families and two car families, but
proportionately 14% more families who bought their car(s) NEW than did the families in the
total sample, which includes listeners to all Baltimore stations.*
When you advertise on WFBR,

you reach the people who have the spendable income and who spend it.

* In a recent Qualitative Survey in the metropolitan
Baltimore area, The Pulse, Incorporated, matched
certain socio-economic factors with radio station
listening habits.

B A LT IMORE,
Represented by John Blair and Company
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Gordon

Best

in both

east

expands
&

west

Gordon Best Co., Chicago, agency
has opened a west coast office in Pacific
Palisades, with Roy Kirtland as vice
president and general manager. Best
may add a radio-tv production man
there, according to Carl Post, agency
president. Best also plans to open a
New York office "in the near future"
and to construct its own building in
Chicago.
As part of the expansion program,
John H. Pinto, formerly vice president
and creative director of Grant Adv.,
New York, joins Best as vice president
and chairman of the plans board. He
will supervise creative services for present clients and devote his time to new
business activity, with headquarters in
New York.
Among the agency's active radio-tv
clients are Dumas Milner Corp. (PineSol deodorant), General Finance Corp.,

Maybelline Co. (eye beauty aids) and
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. (Old Milwaukee beer). Best recently lost the Amity
Leather Products Co. account with the
departure of Burton G. Feldman, vice
president who resigned to open his own
agency.
Proper

media

by NL&B

urged

executive

Advertisers should pick the media
which best present their products rather
than clinging blindly to newspapers,
Paul C. Harper Jr., executive vice
president of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
told the Cincinnati Advertisers' Club
last week.
His subject at the Wednesday luncheon meeting was "Let's Stop Wasting
Newspaper Space." If radio, tv or any
other medium is better for the advertiser's
purpose than
newspapers
"because
it delivers
a more
appropriate
audience, or better frequency, or a bet-

ter expression of your story, use it,"
he said. "Eighty-five percent of all the
adults in Cincinnati or anywhere else
is no bargain if you can't use it, or
can't afford it or don't need it."
Too much newspaper advertising today is ineffective and wasteful, Mr.
Harper stated, because it ignores the
competition for reader attention and
"the awful reality of the time squeeze."
He charged that too often these ads
showed "misapplied mechanics, misconceived design and misdirected
copy." Many newspaper copywriters
don't recognize the peculiar requirements of the medium and fail to capitalize on its power, he further pointed
out.
Mr. Harper suggested that while the
"basic postulates" of directness, simplicity, ease and pattern-breaking hold
equally for radio, tv, magazines and
other media, "nowhere do they have a
more vital application than in the
crowded, cluttered, often confusing
pages of the daily newspaper."

An 'actuality' spot for du Pont's Telar
makes Zerone and Zerox anti-freeze). Dow Chemical
du Pont, maker of Telar year-long coolant anti-freeze
Co. (its new coolant is Dowgard) and Union Carbide
figured real people — not cartoon characters as used in all
other Telar commercials — ought to demonstrate the
(maker of top-selling Prestone and producer of a newlydeveloped Prestone Long Life Coolant).
product in at least one of its commercials. To do the comEach is using the broadcast media as a platform from
mercial "right," E.L du Pont de Nemours & Co. decided
on actuality, casting one of its officials in the featured
which to launch brand identity and new sales. Dow is
commercial role.
spending more than $1 million in spot radio and in exTelar's more than $2 million seasonal spending in teleposures in Dow's Hour of Great Mysteries specials on
vision this fall-winter is indicative of the battle among the
NBC-TV; Union Carbide has $2 million working in spot
radio and network tv participations, while du Pont is
Big Three in anti-freeze. The clash involves du Pont (also
participating in a lineup of several network tv shows and
has a saturation spot radio schedule making up its more
than $2 million expenditure. (Some of these monies represent expenditures also for regular anti-freeze products as
compared to the new coolants).
The newer and heavier bombardments in radio-tv
come from Dowgard and Telar, Prestone having been
historically
the broadcast media's big customer at the time
of
the first frost.
The Telar demonstration commercial (through BBDO)

'Actually' ■ Dr. Kennen (IJ and chemist in a still pulled
from a commercial filmed at du Pont's Chestnut Run
research laboratory in Delaware. Says Dr. Kennen on
behalf of du Pont and Telar: "For years our number one
goal has been a never-drain anti-freeze. One that you can
leave in a car's cooling system indefinitely."
36
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uses the voice of Dr. Frank Kennen, head of du Pont's
anti-freeze research group that developed Telar, for portions of the narration. Dr. Kennen appears on camera in
the commercial. Filming took place in the Chestnut Run,
Del., research facility of du Pont. Elliot, Unger & Elliot
handled the production of this three-minute commercial
which first will be seen Sept. 30 on Show of the Month
(Lee J. Cobb in "Men in White" on CBS-TV).
Du Pont and station rep Broadcast Time Sales also
worked out an arrangement in which 27 stations will
carry spots for Telar on an "instant airtime" plan that
permits a doubling of the schedule in a market the day
that frost first is predicted for the area.
All of the coolants are emphasizing the year-round,
both summer and winter desirability of the products.
Telar claims it is usable the year round, needs no changing though any deterioration of the Telar protection is
detectable via a built-in indicator (changing of the substance's color from red to bright yellow). These are among
the points underscored in the commercial.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

For something they said would never get
off the ground, the airplane is riding pretty
high.
In fact, the airplane and aviation in general can do more than lift people. It can help
lift entire markets.
It's doing just this in the Greater Oklahoma
City market where aviation is putting money
in increasing amounts into the hands of people who in turn buy the products you have
to sell.
How high this market will soar is an estimate that is being revised upward with regularity. A leading business magazine reports
that Oklahoma City is the 5th fastest growing in the nation.
The contribution of aviation to the industrial, economic and business development of
the Greater Oklahoma City market is part
of the story of the outstanding sales opportunities awaiting WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION advertisers. It is natural for us to
be analyzing the market for you, because
WKY-TV and WKY RADIO are recognized
by the people who buy, as the prime communicators inthe market. An interesting part
of the analysis follows.

AVIATION

GREATER

OKLAHOMA

...WHERE

GETTING

^

IN

EVERY

CITY

UP

IS

HIGHER

YEAR!

Years ago, two brothers named Braniff started an airline in Oklahoma
City. Another aidine named "Safeway" carried passengers in a Fairchild
between Oklahoma City and Tulsa. It's now part of American Airlines. It was
natural for a young vital city to have enthusiasm for a young industry which
was greeted with skepticism in many other quarters.
This enthusiasm has paid off in a giant aviation industry which is contributing tothe growth of the Greater Oklahoma City market.

Tinker Air Force Base (part of which is pictured to the right) is the
largest supply depot in the world.
Tinker's Annual Payroll ... $1 1 5,000,000 to 24,000 people.
Tinker disburses 34% of the total U. S. Air Force budget ... 1 6 %
of the entire defense budget.
Aero Design and Engineering manufactures business airplanes . . .
sales volume over $15,000,000 a year.
Giant FAA Center is worldwide civil aviation headquarters . . .
expanding as more and more activities are moved here from
Washington.
Airmail origination . . . 289.6% increase over 1950.
It is indicative of the growth-mindedness of the market that civic-minded
businessmen have safeguarded thousands of acres of buffer zones around the
area's airports, insuring safe room for future growth.
What all this means to the marketer of products is more good jobs in
the aviation industry for more people every year.
WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION, in its established role of communicator, tells the story of your products to the people enriched by the
aviation industry in Oklahoma. Some of the reasons we are able to tell your
story so effectively are set forth on page 4.

SALES

GETTING

Take

local programming

WKY RADIO AND WKY TELEVISION
have more successful local programming than
any other stations in the market.
WKY

RADIO

News, for example, averages

over half the radio audience every time it's on
the air (17 times a day). Six other stations divide
the other half of the audience.
WKY TELEVISION News and Weather are
consistently rated among the top ten programs
in the market.
This indicates more than lower costs per thousand. Itsignifies a knowledge of what people want
in this market ... a closeness between audience
and media upon which advertisers can build more
sales.
Our supremacy in local programming is the
measure of how well we serve the market . . . and
how well we serve, is the basis of how well we sell
to the market.
Not only is Oklahoma City a good market in
which to do more business . . . WKY RADIO
AND TELEVISION ARE GOOD STATIONS
ON WHICH TO DO MORE BUSINESS.

RADIO

and TELEVISION
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System. Inc.
WTVT, Tampa- St. Petersburg. Fla.
Represented by The Katz Agency

OFF

THE

GROUND!

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEWS

A maximum of action, a minimum
of words. That just about sums up
the new animated commercials for
the new Fords which Playhouse Pictures of Hollywood made on order
from J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
One 20-second spot for the 1961
Ford opens with a herald holding a
standard marching across the screen
to regal music. Behind him come two
pages and behind them a knight,
whose armor squeeks as he walks.
He approaches the queen, seated on
her throne and bows as she speaks:
"Would you like to go up to 30,000
miles without a chassis lubrication?"
She taps him with her sceptor, his
armor drops and turns into a 1961
Ford. She gets in beside him and they
drive merrily off as she continues:
"Then get a '61 Ford. Beautifully
built to take care of itself."
The "beautifully built to take care
of itself" theme is used in all the
animated commercials and will be
the basic slogan of all advertising for
the new Ford. Another 20-second
spot opens with a statue of a general
on horseback brandishing a sword,
with several white pigeons sitting on
the stone figures as the announcer,
offstage, says: "Beautifully built . . ."
A CASE
Hot

HISTORY

cereal

to boost

uses

radio

summer

sales

If there is any doubt that radio can
move hot cereals in summer months,
the Cream of Wheat Corp., Minneapolis, isquick to cite its own case history
of the past 12 months.
Last September the client, which had
been using nighttime tv IDs, decided
it needed a new advertising approach to
meet heated competition from Maypo
and General Mills' Protein Plus. So it
sunk about $1.5 million into radio spots
— just about its entire budget. The commercials (utilizing the "It's Cream of
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

The plink of a raindrop is followed
by a flash of lightning. The pigeons
fly off. The rain comes down in
earnest. The general raises his sword
which becomes a sheltering umbrella.
The pigeons fly back to roost safely
beneath the rain-shedding shield as
the offstage voice continues: ". . .
to take care of itself. The "61 Ford
at Four
your Ford
dealers."
20-second
commercials and
four eight-second versions of them
were shipped last week by Playhouse
Pictures to more than 350 tv stations,
along with almost as many teaser
spots containing the tag line, "At
your
TheFord
Forddealers
spots Sept.
were 29."
created and
produced by Playhouse. Chris
Jenkyns and Ed Levitt were story
editors; Bill Melendez, director;
Sterling Sturtevant and Brenard
Gruver handled layout and design;
the animators were Bob Carlson,
Rod Scribner and Ed Levitt.
The same theme of the self-servicing automobile is carried in a group
of three radio commercials created
and produced for Ford by Freberg
Ltd. of Hollywood. Stan Freberg,
president of the firm, which specializes in the creation of radio-tv commercials, did the Ford spots in conjunction with William Hockerr of the

Wheat
Weather")
on over
220 stations
in some appeared
80 markets.
The campaign proved so successful
that Cream of Wheat kept the air campaign going right through spring and
summer. Delighted with its success, the
company has started a new cycle on
roughly the same number of stations.
"There's no doubt that radio turned
the competitive tide for Cream of
Wheat" George H. Alarik, BBDO account supervisor, said. "Perhaps not so
much in terms of actual sales percentage
increases as in the realization of the
fact that it's competing in a slow moving market during the hot months."
Actually, Cream of Wheat sales have
risen about 3% in the past 12 months.

Detroit office of J. Walter Thompson
Co. under the supervision of Ed
Rodgers, Ford's radio-tv advertising
coordinator.
One of the one-minute commercials for the 1961 Ford goes like this:
(Note: man and woman are very British.)
Woman: long
Harry
thatthefellow
taking an
unusually
timeisn't
to put
gas in?
Man:
Now
where
did
he
go?
(He
calls)
Hello . . .
Guy:
Man: (OS)
UnderI'mtheunder
car? the car,
Sound: Car door opens and closes; footsteps.
Man: Look here, what are you doing under
there?
brandit. new '61 Ford. There's
nothing This
wrongis awith
Guy: (Crawling out from under the car) Oh,
I know that. I was just waiting for it to
adjust
own brakes.
Man: itsWhat?
Guy: But I guess it wasn't ready yet. Every
'61
thatto comes
hoping1 read
it's
gettingFordready
do it soin II cankeepwatch.
there's a little mechanical brain in the wheel
that decides when it's time.
Man: How's that?
Woman: (OS) What's he doing, Harry?
Man: (Calls) He's watching our brakes. (To
guy)
here makes
there's its
nothing
see . . .
I meanNow thelookFord
own tomechanical
brake adjustments during the life of the
lining. You don't have to worry about it.
worried a about
wantGuy:to Oh,
see I'm
how not
it handles
wrench.it. I just
Man:thing toAah,
look there?
I hardly think there's anysee under
Guy: Well, I heard a little click just now.
Sound: Scuffling.
Woman: (Calling) Harry, what are you
doing?
Man: ourselves
I'm undera the
car. It looks like we've
bought
phenomenon!
Woman: Really? I thought it was a Ford.
Music: Tag 1 second.
Significantly, however, its brand share
of hot wheat cereal sales rose to 38.8%
by last December, 39.4% by FebruaryMarch and to 41.2% by this past June
the end of the spring and start of the
summer seasons. (About 40% of its
total
sales during the spring-summer
seasons.)
By now the Cream of Wheat commercials are well known to breakfasttime listeners. The announcements initially ran 20-30 seconds in length and
were expanded to a full minute on 186
stations for summertime. They have
been running as often as 20 times a
week in a given market under a formula
devised by the agency: a base of 10 per
week, plus five fi.xed spots and five
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LONG ISUNO IS A MAIOR MARKET!

"bulk" announcements from what the
client calls its "slush fund."
It's the announcer at any given station who actually decides whether "It's
Cream of Wheat Weather" on a given
day and if it so appears, the extra spots
are aired (between 6:30-8 a.m.). The
60-second spots feature a live leadin by
the station announcer, plus a 21-piece
orchestra, vocalist Lynn Roberts and
the voice of Mason Brown, veteran actor. It is claimed the commercials reach
70% of all U.S. radio homes.
TV
The

TAPE

LONG

GREATER

ISLAND
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MORE
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OAKLAND,
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OMAHA...
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'165390,000
■ Sales Mgt.i ,
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WHLI

Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)
H 0,000
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WATTS
t ^
AM we1100
FM 96.3

Represented by Gill-Perna
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KILLER

vtr revolution

in local

THE

A

commercials

"The guy in front of the gray drapes,"
who used to deliver the local live commercials on most tv stations, is dead
and tv tape has killed him, Russ Baker,
manager of station relations for Ampex
Professional Products Co., told the
Hollywood Ad Club last Monday
(Sept. 12). The opening meeting of the
1960-61 season, was devoted to video
tape and was held on Stage 6 of Paramount Television Productions in Hollywood (Broadcasting. Aug. 29).
Describing the local tv announcer as
having two commercials in his repertoire, Mr. Baker said, "He either talked
loud and fast and pointed his finger at
you, or he talked slowly and softly and
confidentially wheedled. He'd either
beat you into submsision or snuggle
death."in front of the gray drapes"
youTheto "guy
was a necessity for most tv stations
during the early evening "panic period",
that half-hour of news, sports, weather
— and commercials when "each segment is handled in a separate area in
the studio and each of the live commercials had an area of its own, with
the entire operation handled by the
same two cameras and director. The
idea was not to do the most effective
commercial, but to do one without
mistakes. The guy in front of the gray
drapes was the answer."
But today, with tape, Mr. Baker declared, "it is now possible to show
three rooms of furniture and four automobiles and do a good beer commercial
where the head on the beer is just right,
all in the same panic period." And this
can be done at any vtr-equipped station, in small cities as well as large.
James Schulke, vice president in
charge of PTP,
demonstrated
tv tape's
versatility
for both
commercials
and
programs with numerous segments of
material taped by PTP, both in the
studio and on location. Many of the
segments were taken from The Wrangler, first taped western which PTP produced both in its studio and on location
for use on NBC-TV as summer pro-

gram for Ford Motor Co. Mr. Schulke
stressed the technical quality of the
taped production and pointed out that
new techniques, such as PTP's TV-ola
editing device and the sound editing
method developed by Loren Ryder
(Broadcasting, Aug. 29), were what
made it possible. He also commented
that with the experience achieved
through producing The Wrangler, PTP
can now save $5,000 on the production
cost of any western and up to $10,000
on any other tv program, compared
with film.
Kenneth C.T. Snyder, vice president
and tv-radio creative director of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Hollywood, program chairman for the meeting, commented that tape is a new tool for the
production of tv programs and commercials and not a substitute for either
live or film production. He urged agencies to design commercials specifically
for taping, not to try to take scripts
written for live production or for filming and put them on tape.
A

cost-cutting

formula from TvB
The advertiser ought to consider spot
in weekend afternoon periods to help
him work out of an otherwise tight situation created by limited prime-time
availabilities in television. This in
essence is the advisory from Television
Bureau of Advertising.
TvB does its prime-time roadsign
painting in a new presentation booklet
for advertisers that has been sent to
stations and to potential tv customers.
The trade organization explains it viewpoint on the afternoon weekend supplementary (or substitute) for nighttime by
computing the added audience reach
(and cost) to a spot schedule in prime
time (evenings).
For example, it's pointed up that:
■ An advertiser can reach 37% of
the prime evening time audience at a
cost
time that's
rate. 36% of the prime evening
■ A Saturday - Sunday afternoon
schedule of a fixed number — say four
spots — becomes cheaper and reaches
more people proportionately to the
fewer nighttime prime spots used along
with the schedule. Or, to illustrate how
this works out in the purchase of four
afternoon spots:
When used along with but two nighttime spots per week, the afternoon time
cost only 71% more than the two prime
time spots but will reach 98.3% more
of — or nearly double — the audience.
When used with three nighttime spots
weekly, the cost increases 48% and
reach increases 48.5%.
In a ratio of four weekend afternoon
to five nighttime spots, audience jumps
281.6% at a 29% more cost.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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valuable

new

in

minutes

radio

Now, these and all other KBIG minutes are
new . . . and more valuable. The big reason?
Southern California's positive reaction to 3 talented
personalities: Joe Niagara (6-10 a.m.) , Jim
O'Leary (10 a.m.-2 p.m.) , and Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.).
This dynamic threesome adds new freshness,
new vitality to radio selling.
Result: Better sound for listeners . . . more
profitable climate for advertisers,
i*" Get the facts! New file-folder now available
from your KBIG or Weed rep.
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unbelievable

ads

Every moment in advertising is, or
should be, "a moment of truth," W.D.
Moore, director of advertising and sales
promotion for Dodge, declared Tuesday (Sept. 13) at the Los Angeles Advertising Club.
Advertising should be honest, he
stated, not because honesty is "morally
acceptable" or "the Christian thing to
do" or even "the American way," but
simply because truth "is pure advertising power, far more effective than

IN Toledo
FOR

33

YEARSI

Dodge's Mr. Moore
Advertising should be honest
your wife ever re-enacted in real life
the tv commercial toilet paper bit, we'd
probably
call the wagon
or go on it."
The responsibility
for— improving
advertising's image, for producing more

KATZ

Gross billings at tv networks
July Television Bureau of Advertising)
(as released last week by the
IN JULY & FOR SEVEN MONTHS
January-July
1959
1%0 % Change
1960
% Change 1959
$12,529,660 +49.3 $69,813,986 $89,480,230 +28.2
ABC-TV
23,475,841 +10.4 153,017,329 161,768,225 + 5.7
$ 21,269,782
8,391,470
CBS-TV
17,883,111
19,805,457 +10.7 133,364,262 140,797,855 + 5.6
NBC-TV
TOTAL
$47,544,363 $55,810,958 +17.4 $356,195,577 $392,046,310 +10.1
MONTH BY MONTH 1960
TOTAL
NBC
ABC
January
CBS
May
February
$23,477,358
$13,260,010
$20,980,897
$57,718,265
12,677,110
55,577,993
22,977,171
19,923,712
24,043,799
March
13,487,460
21,072,164
58,603,423
12,701,240
- 1.7
July
22,580,032
20,642,038
55,923,310
12,876,050
April
19,414,264
55,500,231
23,209,917
- 5.2
11,948,700 July 22,004,107
June
18,959,323
52,912,130
12,529,660
55,810,958
19,805,457
23,475,841
- 3.4
BY DAY PARTS
January-July
1960
1959
Change
Percent
1960
Percent
Change
1959
Daytime
$116,272,934
$15,604,849
13,432,491 + 2.1 $118,284,861
Mon.-Fri.
13,899,868 $15,931,977
101,505,673
96,274,294
Sat. -Sun.
16,779,188
19,998,640
1,704,981
+46.6
2,499,486 +24.9 237,910,716
6.20
275,773,376 +19.
Nighttime
31,939,514
39,878,981
TOTAL
$47,544,363 $55,810,958 +17.4 $356,195,577 $392,046,310 +10.1
LNA-BAR: Gross time costs only.
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anything else I know."
When television shows "cars roaring up what seems or is purported to
be a 60 degree incline, it's a very
simple trick — just tilt the camera. But
worse, it's an insult to our fine civil
engineers who don't build highways like
that. So why show them."
Moreover, Mr. Moore asked, "How
many people walk into a dealer's showroom and say, 'Man, I want a car that
can
really
It's bad
ads to be climb?"
unbelievable
and enough
worse for
for
them to be ridiculous, he stated, charging that too much advertising today underestimates the intelligence of readers,
listeners and viewers.
"Let's toss out ads that show ecstatic
housewives smelling their towels, or
caressing their two-ply, super-soft,
double-strength facial-quality, negligeecolored toilet paper. Let's treat toilet
paper like nothing more, nor less, than
it really is: toilet paper. If my wife or

believable, more effective advertising,
is a three-way deal, Mr. Moore asserted.
The copywriter must use more imagination, must turn out "brighter, shorter,
tighter copy, honest sincere stuff — facts,
not fancy," he said. But the advertiser
and the media also have their parts to
play. "The client certainly doesn't have
to okay what the agency submits," he
stated. "And even if he does, media
doesn't have to accept it.
"You media men — why don't you
get tough with us once in a while?" he
challenged. "Why don't you tell us (in
a nice way) that our copy is not quite
up to snuff, that we're too devious,
flirting with bad taste or losing sight
of honesty — if such is the case? Don't
be afraid to challenge us."
Chicago

firm

forms

tv leasing service
Development of a closed circuit tv
leasing service for advertising agency
and other potential clients was announced last week by Graphic Pictures
Inc., Chicago-based video tape production firm.
Robert H. Estes, Graphic president,
reported that about $1 million in electronic equipment, including a Telco
coaxial cable hookup and air check
service, will be made available to business and industrial users of closed circuit tv facilities.
Clients will be able to monitor and
video tape predesignated programs and
play them back via cable anywhere in
Chicago; pre-test live, taped or filmed
commercials or productions; hold personnel or sales meetings any place in
the country, with direct feeds to clients'
offices, or conduct news conferences;
and receive individual or simultaneous
exposures of pilot films or rushes of
commercials. The Telco coaxial cable
hookup extends throughout the U.S.,
Canada and Alaska, Mr. Estes said.
■ Business
Time sales

briefly

Sporting gesture ■ Monroe Auto
Equipment Co., Monroe, Mich., has
signed a 52-week contract with MBS to
sponsor Monroe Sportsreel featuring
Bill Stern. It will be heard at 5:30 p.m.
EST five times weekly. The program is
in addition to two morning broadcasts
sponsored by Monroe, which previously were Monroe Sportsreel at 7:30 and
8:30 a.m. EST. Under the new arrangement, the 7:30 show will be a newscast
featuring Mutual's Westbrook Van
Voorhis; the 8:30 show remains unchanged. Monroe claims to be the only
manufacturer of shock absorbers with
an advertising program aimed at the
consumer, using national magazines as
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Name's the thing
Dodge really ought to be the
sponsor of Gunsmoke, Dodge ad
manager W.D. Moore, told the
L.A. Ad Club last week (see story
page 44) . "Just imagine, the
next time you snuggle down to
watch this western epic, the
built-in commercials we could
get. Notice how many times the
word 'Dodge" is mentioned in the
half-hour. It would be so easy to
play off, 'Chester, let's head back
to Dodge,'
right
commercial. If we had
thisinto
showa we
could
make it into one half-hour long
commercial every week — just be
mentioning Marshal Dillon's seat
of operations."
well as radio. AA. Ballantyne is the
company's advertising manager and
Aitken-Kynett, Philadelphia, is its
agency.
Full swing ■ Continental Baking Inc.,
Rye, N.Y., through Ted Bates, N.Y.,
steps up its tv spot activity this month
with schedules being prepared for indefinite runs in a total of 91 markets on
behalf of Wonder bread and other
baked goods. A lesser amount of radio
spot buying is underway in other markets for short campaigns running on an
in-and-out basis. A heavy spot tv user
in recent years. Continental cut back
nationally last year to concentrate advertising money in individual markets.
The forthcoming tv drive consists of
new minute and 20-second commercials,
with day and night schedules varying
in each market. Continental's bakeries
have distribution in all but a few southeastern states and certain parts of the
Southwest.
Network splash ■ The Mogen David
Wine Corp., Chicago, in its first NBCTV purchase, has ordered participations
in two daytime and four nighttime programs during the 1960-61 season. Programs are: Jan Murray Show (2-2:30
p.m.) and Here's Hollywood (4-4:30
p.m.), both Monday through Friday;
Riverhoat (Mon. 7:30-8:30 p.m.). Outlaws (Thurs. 7:30-8:30 p.m.), Dan Raven (Fri. 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and Westerner (Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.). All times are
EDT. Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
Chicago.
Spot polish ■ Knomark Inc. (Esquire
Shoe Polishes), Brooklyn, N.Y., will employ a new 10-second radio jingle ID
in the top 15 markets to announce that
the odor is out and Esquire Boot Polish
now "shines brighter than bright." The
six-week radio campaign, with up to
80 announcements per week, gets un-

derway next week. In Canada, new oneminute tv commercials for the dual
language population are scheduled for
heavy exposure in eight markets Agency: Mogul Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y.
Bakery renews
show goods),
■ The
Kitchens
of Sara kid's
Lee (baked
Chicago, renews Fri. 8:45-9 a.m. segment of Captain Kangaroo on CBS-TV.
Mon. -Fri. 8-9 a.m. CDT as part of overall $2 million advertising budget for
1960-61 season. Agency: Cunningham
& Walsh, Chicago.
Whole truth ■ The Savings & Loan
Foundation, Washington, D.C. (represents 4,000 insured savings and loan associations), wil sponsor NBC-TV's "The
Real West," a full-hour Project 20
documentary telling the story of the
American west from 1849 to 1900. The
program is to be presented next March
and
mark actor
Gary isCooper's
debut.willDonald
B. Hyatt
producingtv
and directing. Agency: McCann-Erickson, N.Y.
In driver's seat ■ Reynolds Metals Co.,
Richmond, Va., will sponsor Auto Wonderland on CBS-TV Oct. 16 (Sun. 6-7
p.m. EDT). The live program, which
will pre-empt Face the Nation and The
Twentieth Century, will be a telecast of
the 43rd National Automobile show being held in Detroit. The 1961 model
cars will be on display. Executive producer for CBS News coverage of the
event will be Paul Levitan, with Harve
Fischnian and Phil Sykes as co-producers. Vern Diamond will direct. Agency:
Clinton E. Frank, Chicago.
Saturday series ■ The Kellogg Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich., signed for sponsorship of The Magic Land of AUakazam. a new children's series starting
Oct. 1 on CBS-TV (Sat., 11-11:30 a.m.
EDT). The program combines the talents of illusionist Mark Wilson and the
Huckleberry Hound cartoons. It is produced by Mr. Wilson for Mark Wilson
Enterprises, with cartoons produced by
Hanna - Barbera Productions. Andrew
Sidaris directs the show, which will originate in Television City, Hollywood.
Agency; Leo Burnett, Chicago.
Tryout for new Quota ■ Quaker Oats
Co., Chicago, is buying tv spot announcements inits Chicago and Minneapolis sales districts of Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and North Dakota
to introduce its new Quota low-calorie,
weight control product. Plans call for
about six announcements per week for
six weeks in four cities (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis)
starting the second week in October.
Agency
Quota is J. Walter Thompson Co.,for
Chicago.
Warming up ■ Downyflake Foods Inc.
(frozen waffles, pancakes and french
toast), N.Y., a newcomer to television.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

IN STEOBENVILLE-WHEELING
CHANNEL

9

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir.— AT. 2-6285
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

YOUR
CHANNEL

PRODUCT'S
BEST

12

28% taller and 23% more powerful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million annually. The best of CBS and ABC.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
D. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7280
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

FRIEND
IS
CHANNEL

3

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-R

CHANNEL

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS and ABC
Networks.
IN STEUBENVILLE:
John J. Loux-AT 2-6265
IN NEW YORK:
lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally:
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Want increased sales in the highly industrialized, heavily populated Upper Ohio Valley? Then count on WSTV-TV, the "ValStation."
You can
on profitable
results
when ley's
youHabituse
this lowest
cost count
Television
bridge tosales
a Booming
5 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET. More TV homes than our
competition. Lowest cost per thousand. Exclusive registered
"Shopper Topper"® merchandising service. The best of CBS and
ABC programs. We are a "make things happen" station. Let
WSTV-TV increase the sale of your product in this rich valley.

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CB^.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.

Member The FRIENDLY Group

Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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John J. Laux, Exec. Vice-President

N N E L

12
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WSPDTV
the station with the new 1000-foot tower
reaching 443,400 homes. This is solid
coverage in the 2-billion-dollar market
which is

TOLEDO
A STORER STATION • Represented by The Katz Agency
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Year's growth realized
The oldest savings and loan association in Denver is enjoying remarkable growth as the result of an
advertising budget that is close to
100% radio.
Since starting a newscast schedule
on KOA in 1953, the First Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. of Denver has
seen its assets rise from $9 million
to $33 million, according to Malcolm
E. Collier Sr., president.
The schedule of 22 newscasts
weekly — 7,176 by next year — is
based on the belief that radio
"reaches the people First Federal
wants
reach," executive
according to
Reed, toaccount
forLynn
the
newly appointed agency. Duray
Ranck Advertising.
First Federal's save-by-mail plan
has brought depositors from 42 states
and two foreign countries, according
to Mr. Collier. The association
learned a vivid lesson in ways of influencing people when it first started
sponsoring KOA's 6:55 p.m. newscast. "We enjoyed what would have
been a full-year's growth in the first
five months of radio," he recalled.
Soft-Sell ■ During the years. First
Federal has advertised consistently
on KOA with 5-minute and I5-minute programs. Copy is soft-sell, factual and institutional. A strong reputation has been built up in the service
area by frequent announcements for
Red Cross drives. United Fund and
similar public services.
The association is ranked fifth in
the city and has bought First Federal
Savings of Englewood, renaming it
First Federal Savings of Denver and
adding another 8 or 10 million dollars to total assets. This is expected
to raise the local ranking to third or
fourth.
Through late 1959, 100% of the
sponsor's budget went to KOA. Currently the radio share is between
90% and 95%. The account is
KOA's largest in point of airtime.
A fortnight or so ago First Federal
and KOA signed a contract extending through the 7,176th newscast.
This occurred in connection with the
association's 76th anniversary and its
will launch a double-barreled campaign
this month, using both network and
New York local programs. Commercials for Downyflake's line of frozen
food products will be directed to adults
on a number of CBS-TV special programs during the 1960-61 season, while
copy and "gimmicks" have been prepared by agency Smith/ Greenland Co.
for live presentation on five New York
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

in five months

via radio

in Denver

4^

Growth by news ■ Contract exending the KOA Denver radio contract
to the 7,176th newscast (up early in
1961) was signed as First Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. of Denver
celebrated its 76th anniversary.
Seated (1 to r): Lynn Reed, account

executive for Duray Ranck Advertising; Malcolm E. Collier Sr., First
Federal president; John Aldern,
KOA account executive. Standing,
Gene Grubb, KOA general sales
manager, and Glen Martin, KOA,
newscaster.

new addition in North Denver.
The story of First Federal dates
back to April 25, 1885, when Denver
was a frontier town. That day the
Cooperative Savings & Loan Assn.
opened its doors to receive money to
be invested in home ownership. The
association was successful through
the panics of 1893 and 1907 and the
depression years of the 1930s. It has
naver failed to meet a withdrawal or
to pay dividends.
Big Dividends ■ In 1933 First Federal received a federal charter, and
was one of the first to come under
the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corp.'s insurance of accounts.
This year's dividends will exceed
$600,000, paid at a rate of 4V4 %

perIt year
was compounded
the first in its semi-annually.
area to install
a drive-in window. Mail customers
are provided with postage-free deposit envelopes. A community room
is available for civic meetings.
The nostalgic story of First Federal's founding in 1885 and bits of
local history are woven into the advertising copy. Many of its pioneer
founders took prominent roles in the
opening of the West.
With its enlarged facilities, sound
policies and radio-promoted prestige.
First Federal is ready for continued
growth through the mass-influence
power of radio and an advertising
budget that has been informally estimated around $50,000 yearly.

children's shows, including three on
WNEW-TV and one each on WPIX
(TV) and WOR-TV. New York commercials starting yesterday (Sept. 18)
and will continue for 27 weeks on each
station.
Network medicine ■ CIBA Pharmaceutical Products Inc., Summit, N.J.,
via Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y., will

sponsor a 26-week Sunday quarter-hour
series titled This Week in Medicine, on
a yet-to-be-identified tv network beginning Oct. 30. Planned to reach the nationwide professional medical audience,
the pre-taped series will include worldwide summary of medical news with
filmed supplements on various aspects
of research, clinical medicine or surgery. The program is said to be first use
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 49

The timebuyer's want: a louder voice
The timebuyer apparently is group voting in favor of timebuyers
having more say in marketing and
human after all. He feels — like most
everyone else in a position to feel so copy approaches (though in this
category an unusually high percent— that he ought to be brought in on
age of media directors and account
more decisions at the agency. This
executives were in the affirmative),
is what Trendex found in a survey
and in having a greater voice in
for Broadcast Time Sales. The station rep ordered the study because it media selection, and against forcing
timebuyers to buy ratings alone.
suspected this might be the case.
Questioned on media decisions
There was hardly a dissenting timebuyer to a question asking if they
and strategy were timebuyers, media
thought their opinions would be resupervisors, account and client exspected more at an agency if they
ecutives. Obviously timebuyers
received higher pay.
themselves made
up the largest

of open circuit tv for reaching a national medical audience. It is produced
by the editorial staff and medical consultants of Medical News, bi-weekly
newspaper for physicians also sponsored
by CIBA. Nonprescription drugs will
not be included in product messages.
First-time network ■ Western Tablet
& Stationery Corp. has purchased 13
quarter-hours over 14 weeks in
ABC-TV's American Bandstand with
Dick Clark (Mon.-Fri., 4-5:30 p.m.).
Western Tablet claims to be the world's
largest maker of school paper supplies
and stationery. It's the advertiser's first
use of network tv in which it will introduce two new school paper products.
Agency is Bozell & Jacobs, Kansas City,
which also is handling a tie-in point of
purchase promotion featuring Dick
Clark.
Frankly speaking ■ Campbell Soup
Co., Camden, N.J., after two years of
test marketing a new product — Campbell's Beans & Franks — in 13 cities, is
ready to go national via network tv and
print introduction. One-minute daytime
commercials are scheduled during October, November and December along
with a "heavy schedule" of animated
commercials on Campbell's two network shows, Lassie on CBS-TV and
Donna Reed on ABC-TV. Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
More football ■ American Oil Co.,
N.Y., which has had a 19-year radio-tv
association with Washington Redskins
pro football team, is renewing support
for the coming season and is also adding
sponsorship participation in broadcasts
of three other teams' games. American
signed half-sponsorship of the 13-game
Redskin schedule on a tv network of 37
southern stations and 67-station radio
network; one-quarter sponsorship of
eight-game Baltimore Colts schedule on
three tv stations; one-quarter sponsorship of St. Louis Cardinals for 1 3 games
on eight tv stations, and one-third
50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

sponsorship on 33 radio stations for 13
New York Giants games. The advertiser's broadcast activities include fiveminute local election news segments
over 17 tv stations on election night.
Nov. 8. Agency: Joseph Katz Co., N.Y.
Borge special ■ Pontiac Div., General
Motors Corp., Detroit, will sponsor a
Victor Borge comedy-with-music special on ABC-TV Oct. 6 (Thur., 9:3010:30 p.m. EDT). Mr. Borge's star
guest will be Izumi Yukimura, Japanese
singer. Other guests include pianist
Leonid Hambro and Kubuki dancers
Shiko Yagi and Chushiro Sato. The program will be produced by White-Cates
Inc. and directed by Joseph Cates.
Agency: MacManus, John & Adams,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
In the basket ■ Braun Packing Co.,
Troy, Ohio, has signed with WHIOAM-TV Dayton, Ohio, to sponsor all
Ohio State U. basketball games for the
coming season. WHIO will feed a network of radio stations that includes
WIMA Lima, WMRN Marion, WIZE
Springfield and WFIN Findlay, all
Ohio. Three of the games will be televised on WHIO-TV.
Yule start ■ Hartz Mountain Products
(bird and pet foods), N.Y., has signed
sponsorship
ABC-TV's
The toPaul
Winchell Show,of which
will return
the
network for a fourth consecutive season
Dec. 25 (Sun. 4-4:30 p.m. EST). The
weekly half-hour variety show stars
ventriloquist Paul Winchell and his sidekicks Jerry Mahoney and Knucklehead
Smiff. Agency: George H. Hartman
Co.. Chicago.
Assorted flavors ■ Beech-Nut Life
Savers Inc., Canajoharie, N.Y., will be
represented in eight NBC-TV nighttime
shows during 1960-61. In addition to
sponsorship in The Shirley Temple
Show (Broadcasting, Aug. 29), BeechNut bought participation in Tall Man,
Thriller, Laramie, Dan Raven, Out-

laws, Westerner and Michael Shayne.
All but Laramie are new shows this season. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N.Y.
Western rider ■ R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., N.Y., has added to its network
program sponsorship in 1960-61 with
participation
in aNBC-TV's
Laramie.
which returns for
second season
Sept.
20 (Tue. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT). Agency:
William Esty Co.. N.Y.
Harper's
Purex
Corp.
via
EdwardFerry
H. revisited
Weiss & ■Co.,
Chicago,
will sponsor John Browns Raid, a
dramatization of one of the explosive
incidents leading to the Civil War, to be
presented as an NBC-TV special Oct.
25 (Tue. 10-11 p.m. EDT). Producer
Robert Alan Aurthur will tape the program onwhich
location
Harper's
W. Va.,
has inbeen
restoredFerry.
and
is a national monument.
■

Also

in advertising

Officers installed ■ The Assn. of Advertising Men & Women, New York,
opened its 46th year of activity last
Tuesday (Sept. 13) with the installation of new officers and the awarding of
the club's "Australian Cup" to incoming AAMW president David Moger,
president of David Moger & Co., who
was selected for making the most notable contribution to the organization
during the past year. Other ofiicers, all
of whom were installed by C. James
Proud, president. Advertising Federation of America, are: Lynn Feldman.
Enterprise Advertisers' Service, vice
president; Stan Linden, D.L. Terwilliger
Co., vice president; Dorothy Nixon,
Lever Bros., secretary, and Fred Matase. Pronto Medical Addressing Service, treasurer.
NC&K special bonus ■ In celebration
of its 20th anniversary on Oct. 1, Norman, Craig & Kummel Inc., New York,
on that date will announce formally to
employes a special year-end bonus graded up to four weeks' extra salary. Executive employes are to receive similar
bonuses. The bonus is in addition to
NC&K's regular profit-sharing plan.
The action, announced by Norman B.
Norman, agency president, is a reflection of the organization's rise to a billing total of $35 million annually.
Pays tuition ■ Geyer, Morey, Madden
& Ballard, N.Y., is initiating a tuition
aid program for staff members wishing
to further their careers through night
school courses. Stafi"ers apply for the
agency aid by filing applications with
the agency's personnel manager, listing
the name of the school and course, the
amount of tuition fee and why the student thinks the course will help him on
the job. Under the aid plan all or part
of the tuition fee will be refunded.
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ElA

proposes

tv set

a second

for every

home

Establishment of a fullscale public
relations program — ^to put a second tv
set into every home, as well as hike the
multiple ownership of radios and
phonographs — has been recommended
to the Electronics Industries Assn. by
its consumer productions division.
The proposals were made last week
at the annual fall meeting at French
Lick, Ind.
Edward R. Taylor, Motorola executive vice president, who is chairman of
the consumer products division, made
the suggestions to the EIA board. He
urged the appointment of a public relations committee to report on its plans
at th board's Nov. 30 meeting in San
Francisco.
The consumer products division also
recommended that an advertising code
be developed for the electronics industry, with proposals also to be submitted
at the Nov. 30 meeting.
The EIA members heard a discussion
of educational tv by Philip Lewis, Chicago Public School Systems. Mr. Lewis
urged manufacturers to do more than
sell tv equipment to schools; he suggested such improvements as more
rugged sets, better and bigger audio
components, better control knobs. He
advocated greater integration of tv with
other audio-visual equipment already
being used in the schools.
It was made known that a training
manual for teachers on the use of tv
for education had been prepared by
Mr. Lewis and will be published soon
by EIA.
Other highlights of the EIA meeting were:
■ Talk by John R. Heim. Federal
Trade Commission, on FTC guides on
advertising allowances and merchandising payments.
■ Estimate that 50% of all transistorized personal radios sold in 1959 in the
United States were manufactured in
Japan. This was made by Mark Shepperd Jr., Texas Instruments vice president. Mr. Shepperd predicted that Japanese color tv and portable tv sets
would soon be imported to this country.
■ Plans made to oppose any lowering of the tariff on tubes and semiconductors.
Ampex

in merger

Subject to stockholders' approval,
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
and Telemeter Magnetics Inc., Culver
City, Calif., will be merged, with Am52

&
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pex the surviving concern. The proposal was recommended last 'Wednesday (Sept. 14) by the boards of both
electronics companies. Merger terms
call for the exchange of one share of
Ampex for two shares of Telemeter.
Ampex, which develops and makes precision magnetic recorders, had 7,270,000 common shares outstanding on
July 31, while Telemeter, controlled by
Paramount Pictures Corp. and producer of fundamental components in the
data processing and computer industry,
had 852,344 common shares outstanding last January.
Gotham

acquires

electronic

firm

Gotham Broadcasting Corp., New
York, last Thursday (Sept. 15) announced the acquisition of Tare Electronics Corp., Westbury, Long Island,
as an operating division of Gotham.
Tare manufactures products for tv and
test equipment for the broadcasting industry and the military. A new line of
transistorized modular components for
broadcasting systems is in current production. Mario Conti is general manager of Tare and George Gordon is sales
manager. Allan Kronenberg, formerly
with Telechrome Corp.. has been appointed chief engineer.
Gotham Broadcasting, headed by J.
Elroy McCaw, president, operates
WINS New York, which is being sold
to Storer Broadcasting Co.; KT'VR
(TV) Denver, and KTVW (TV) Tacoma, in addition to several wholly
owned subsidiaries operating in various
fields.
U.S.

radio

Radio imports in 1959 totaled 5.8
million units ($70 million), some 14%
of U.S. consumption, most (5.5 million units, $55 million) from Japan and
some (265,000 units, $13.5 million)
from West Germany. U.S. exports continued a decline (that began in 1950)
to 289,000 units ($7.7 million) in
1959.
The continuing rise of U.S. radio production despite some adverse factors
(import-export ratio and tv's impact),
the report said, is due to increasing popularity of transistor portables, clock
radios and fm, plus the auto radio
market's firm stand in the face of foreign competition.
Increases this year (1960) will come
largely from fm radios, auto radios and
table model transistor sets.
■

Technical

Vtr developments ■ A four-page illustrated brochure outlining new developments invideo recording technique
is available on request from GPL Div.,
General Precision Inc., 63 Bedford
Road, Pleasantville, N.Y. It covers a
new application, tape to film transfer,
and two new features now available,
spot wobble and the alternate synchronizing generator.
Chic mike
Collins
Radio■
Co., Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
has turned
out
f
.% \
if
* ■**

production

nearing ali-time high
Shipments of radios and radio-phonographs by U.S. factories reached a new
high of 16.03 million units (valued at
$424 million) in 1959 and an even
greater high of 17 million units (at
$460 million) is expected for this year,
the Dept. of Commerce's business and
defense services administration reported
last week.
The 1959 figure was the biggest
since 1950's 15.8 million units ($398
million), though the 1950 figure was
nearly touched in 1955 and 1957. The
greatest gain in 1959 was in automobile radios, which rose from 3.9 million
in 1958 ($101.7 million) to 5.6 million
($132.6 million). The smallest gain was
in portable radios, up 14% from 3.3
million ($82.3 million) to 4 million
($93.7 million). Foreign competition
has made its greatest impact in this category.

topics

^-......^^

a new dynamic
microphone
model, the
Collins M-30,
ated,
pressurewith
oper-a
frequency response from
50 to 15,000

sures a high-fidelity reproduction
of
cps, which asvoice and music. The microphone is
essentially omni-directional and is
recommended by the company for panel
discussions, conventions, school programs and recordings in addition to
broadcast use. With a selection of either
50-ohm or 200-ohm impedance, the M30 may be used with any amplifier
having a 35-80 ohm or 150-250 ohm
input. With stand it weighs one pound.
Net price is $48.50.
New reference manual ■ A new 236page catalog on broadcast-communication-electronic equipment has been announced byGates Radio Co., subsidiary
of Harris-Intertype Corp., Quincy, III.
The 1960-61 catalog is designed primarily as a reference manual and may
be obtained cost-free by a request with
a company letterhead.
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SPECIAL
WHERE
Political

HAS
timebuying

Political timebuying ran into money
trouble last week, particularly on the
Republican side.
While Democrats were lining up
sponsored regional hookups in several
areas, Sen. Thruston B. Morton (RKy.), chairman of the Republican National Committee, said he was unable
to put Vice President Nixon on tv nationally from California because of a
money shortage.
Campaign Assoc., GOP campaign
agency, confirmed Chairman Morton's
gloomy explanation of delays in lining
up station hookups for speeches (see
timebuying roundup ( Broadcasting,
Sept. 12). The GOP hopes to raise
money at a series of Sept. 29 dinners.
In the 1956 presidential campaign
the two parties had about completed
buying of time by mid-September. The
major networks face the problem of
informing sponsors in advance when
they plan to cancel programs, providing time to cancel program advertising
and promotion.
The GOP has indicated it wants Oct.
3 (8:30-9 p.m.) on CBS-TV but hadn't
put it on the dotted line as of Sept. 15.
The time is slated for debut of Buddy
(Scott Paper through J. Walter Thompson Co.).
In addition the GOP has orders at
CBS-TV for four five-minute segments
at the end of night programs. Democrats have ordered seven such periods.
Both Republicans and Democrats have
a half-dozen five-minute segments in
CBS-TV daytime periods.
On the other hand. Democrats cancelled two NBC-TV half-hours (Sept.
20, 8:30-9 p.m., Alfred Hitchcock) and
another (Oct. 27, 10- 10:30 p.m.,
Groucho Marx). The party retained an
Oct. 31 reservation {Alfred Hitchcock.
8:30-9 p.m.). Democrats have shifted
their schedule of five-minute programs
but the GOP buys on NBC-TV haven't
been changed.
Debate Details ■ Final details of the
first Nixon-Kennedy network appearance Sept. 26 were worked out Thursday (Sept. 15) at CBS-Chicago studios.
Taking part in a morning conference,
besides Secret Service agents and Chicago police, were J. Leonard Reinsch
and Ted Rogers, representing Sen. Kennedy and Vice President Nixon, respectively; Clark George, vice president of
CBS-TV Stations Div. and general manager of the originating WBBM-TV;
Henry
Shaefer, business manager,
54

REPORT:

ALL

POLITICS

THE

hits snag

as

MONEY

Republican

Chuck Hynds. program director, and
William Garry, news chief, all of
WBBM-TV; Don Hewitt, CBS producer; Lou Shollenberger, CBS Washington, and others.
Security officers are checking over
200 CBS-Chicago staffers who will be
on hand for the Sept. 26 four-network
simulcast. Special badges are being issued.
In the studio Sept. 26 will be Dr.
Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president;
James Aubrey, CBS-TV president; Robert W. Sarnofl:, board chairman, and
Robert Kintner, president, both NBC;
and Leonard Goldenson, board chairman of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. Sig Mickelson, CBS
News president, will be "referee-timemoderator.keeper" and Howard K. Smith will be
Candidates and their aides will arrive
at WBBM-TV shortly before 7:30 p.m.
(CDT), going to Studio 1 on the first
floor for still and newsreel posing. At
7:45 they will go to private quarters
while the stage is rearranged. A short
warmup is scheduled at 8 p.m., with
the hour program starting at 8:30 p.m.
Newsmen and photographers will be
assigned to Studio 4. Monitoring and
other facilities will be provided. No
news conferences have yet been scheduled following the program. WBBMTV will transcribe the dialogue and supply text to reporters on a running basis.
Regional Plans ■ Five separate regional hookups and a nationwide network are on the current Democratic
timebuying schedule. A six-station
Pennsylvania network was purchased
Silence

of night

WVOP Vidalia. Ga., a daytimer
did not let night silence stop it
from airing election returns Sept.
13. The station not only aired
these returns by telephone but
sold this service to a local department store and bottling company.
WVOP ran promotion spots during the day announcing that during the night the election results
are only a telephone number
away. Station officials estimate
that during a seven-hour period
between 2,000 and 3,000 phone
calls were handled. The station returned to the air at 4 a.m. Sept.
14 with a complete election tally.

cash

GONE?
runs

short

Sept. 15, for a Kennedy speech originating in Harrisburg. Four stations
(WJZ-TV, WMAR-TV Baltimore;
WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md.; WTOP-TV
Washington) carried a Sept. 16 broadcast from Baltimore.
A North Carolina hookup of 1 1 stations was to carry a Sept. 17 pickup
from Raleigh. The day before the party
sponsored a tv tape of a Sept. 12 Ministerial Alliance program originating in
Houston. This was carried on six North
Carolina tv stations.
Scheduled this week is a West Virginia free-time hookup of six tv stations keyed from WSAZ-TV Huntington (Sept. 19, 9-9:30 p.m.). Candidate
Kennedy will speak on a nation-wide
ABC-TV hookup Sept. 20 when he addresses aDemocratic dinner in Washington on campaign issues. WMAL-TV
Washington will feed the network.
In the works are plans for Democratic
pickups all around the nation as the candidates appear on fast-moving schedules.
however. Most of the plans aren't fixed,
Vice President Nixon plans a 5,000mile itinerary covering 1 1 states during
the week starting Sept. 26. Cities include Washington; Chicago; Memphis;
West Memphis; Charleston, W. Va.;
New York City and Queens, Nassau
and Suffolk County, N.Y.; Burlington,
Vt.; Manchester, N.H.; Boston; Bangor,
Me.; upstate New York; Akron, Canton and Mansfield, Ohio, and Evansville, Ind. If money can be raised it
appeared the GOP might set up broadcast facilities in many of these areas.
Charge and Countercharge ■ The religious issue gained new prominence last
week as Chairman Henry M. Jackson
of the Democratic committee called on
news media, including radio and tv, to
"pursue an immediate investigation of
the true financing and true source of the
large volume of anti-Catholic material
nowGOP
passing
through Morton
the U.S.came
mails."
Chairman
back
with the charge that Democrats were
pumping the religious issue to new proportions by charging anti-Catholic
propaganda was Republican-inspired.
He declared this charge was false. The
religious question may be reflected in
additional use of broadcast media if the
heat of party discussion is intensified.
NBC Radio has scheduled a series of
five special NBC News programs assessing the effectiveness of the presiBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

THIS WAY TO GOOD EATING. Live lobsters-in-the-tank, pepper-pot soup and 95 years of tradition attract Philadelphia gourmets to award-winning "Old Original Bookbinders.'
Adventures
in Good
Taste.
When Mr. & Mrs. Metrodelphia crave a
sure gustatory experience, they turn to Bookbinders. When they hunger for responsible
newscastmg, vital information, public affairs illumination, they choose from WIP's awardwinning menu. Sigma Delta Chi gave WIP its annual Distinguished Journalism Award. WIP
received 3 out of 5 first place awards from Pennsylvania's AP Broadcasters
which cited us for "outstanding news operation" and "distinguished contribution
of information." The public service philosophy so honored has differentiated
its contemporaries for the past 38 years. Since Metropolitan began to season
traditional ingredients with new program
WIP

Association
to freedom
WIP from
the best of

concepts, larger audiences* are being attracted to

service ... and your story ... in Metrodolphla,

Pa.

A station of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascoci(, V. P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director, represented nationally by Edward Petry,
*WIP's June Pulse beats 17.5% faster than April's— as we head swiftly and surely toward first place. (Pulse. Philadelphia Metro Area, June, 1960, 6 a.m.- 6 p.m., Monday through Friday.)

Guards

against

'drop-outs",
tape

breakage

SOUND

TAPE

RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality
magnetic recording tape designed specifically for critical broadcast recording
applications. Essentially flat response
throughout the entire audio frequency
spectrum, uniformity from reel to reel,
and high tensile strength minimize worry
over drop-outs, distortion, tape breakage, and the loss of air time.
Splice-free
Mylar"
baseand
tapes4800
are available in 2400,
3600,
foot
lengths, and splice-free acetate base tapes
are supplied in 2400 and 3600 foot
lengths, on hub or reel. For the name of
your local RCA Distributor, write RCA,
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
"DuPont Registered Trademark
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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(SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

dential campaigns in the five major
geographical areas of the U.S. Entitled
Election Countdown, the series will
start Thursday, Sept. 29 (8:05-8:30 p.m.
NYT). Succeeding programs will be
broadcast Oct. 6, 20 and 27 and Nov.
3. Oct. 13 was left open for the joint
appearance that evening of Vice President Nixon and Sen. Kennedy on all tv
and radio networks. James L. Holton of
NBC News' New York staff is Countdown producer.
Some 500 tv stations and 3,000 radio
stations have been supplied with films
and transcriptions designed to stimulate
public interest and participation in the
Nov. 8 national election. In conjunction
with The American Heritage Foundation and The Advertising Council, Bill
Sturm Studios Inc.. New York, created
two one-minute voting films as a public
service. Black and white versions have
been sent to tv stations, transcriptions to
radio stations and color films are being
prepared for theatrical distribution.
Titled I'm Coin' to Vote and Married,
Moved or Come of Age, the filmed
spots are set to music (supplied by
Argosy Music Corp.) and feature the
"Ani-Kin," a three-dimensional, stop
motion puppet that is reported to be
exclusive with Bill Sturm Studios.
In Chicago the three tv networks
were confronted with a request by Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath, president of
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, for time to debate campaign
religious issues with Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, prominent Protestant clergyman. Dr. Peale late in the week disclaimed any role in the National Conference of Citizens of Religious Freedom. The group had entered the antiCatholic phase of the campaign, drawing Democratic charges that Dr. Peale
was active in the group.
■ Political sidelights
■ KABC Los Angeles is conducting its
own daily presidential poll on the
across-the-board Open Line, according
to Ben Hoberman, general manager.
The poll runs up to election day. Every
person phoning Reed Browning, Open
Line mc, is asked this question: "Who
is your choice for President of the
United States, Senator Kennedy or Vice
President Nixon?" Daily, weekly and
running tabulations will be kept.
■ KCBS San Francisco editorialized
over the Sept. 10 weekend on voter
registration. Maurie Webster, KCBS
general manager and CBS Radio vice
president,
took, "Before
as the editorial
theme. It's
He Too
urgedLate"
the
non-registered 40% to register before
the Sept. 15 deadline. Instructions were
given voters and civic groups were
urged to set up drives to bring them
to the polls.

■ WCAU-TV Philadelphia assigned
John Facenda, newscaster. Jack Whitaker, weatherman, and Gene London, children's favorite, to appear on a special
Sept. 13 program titled Make Your
Mark. Famous sports and stage personalities took part in the special, designed
to get out the registration.
■ WWDC Washington solved the problem of "who's on first?" in its upcoming political debates between two congressional opponents by tossing a coin.
The station offered free debating time
to Rep. John Foley (D-Md.) and
Charles Mathias Jr. (R), his opponent.
Coin tosser was Ben Strouse, WWDC
president.
■ Herald-Tribune Radio Network (four
stations) will carry two repeats of the
Kennedy-Nixon debates, which start
Sept. 26. Two repeats will be carried at
1 1 a.m. and 5 p.m. the next day. "We
can perform a public service to many
citizens who may miss the first appearance on the networks or who want
to hear the debates a second time."
Stations in the New York group are
WFYI Garden City, L.I.; WVOX-AMFM New Rochelle; WVIP Mt. Kisco
and WGHQ Kingston".
■ WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., has
started a half-hour political feature,
Mr. Candidate, Sun., 6 p.m. Time is
being apportioned equally among
candidates for high state and congressional offices. The series is coordinated
and directed by Bos Johnson, WSAZTV news director.
Liberals'

complaint

not FCC's concern
The FCC kept hands off a complaint
filed last week by the Liberal Party of
New York State which charged that
some New York tv and radio stations
were unfair because they did not carry
Sen. John F. Kennedy's speech accepting its nomination for president.
In a Sept. 12 telegram signed by
FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde,
as acting chairman, the commission
said the fairness provision of Sec. 315
applies to issues not candidates.
Mr. Hyde also told the complainants
that they had not "specified clearly
what particular subject of controversial
nature was discussed over the air, the
date when the program was carried,
the basis for the claim that the station
presented only one side of the question,
and whether the station afforded an opportunity for the presentation of different viewpoints."
The Liberal Party's telegram was
sent Sept. 10 and was addressed to
John C. Doerfer, former chairman of
the commission.
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walchingr

J-TV

Fresno

(California)
Of the nearly 200,000 TV homes in
the KMJ-TV viewing area ( 100,000
in Fresno's metropohtan area) the
majority of dials are likely to be set
on Channel 24 at any given time,
as witness:
• the highest percentage of women
viewers daytime and nighttime
(Mon-Fri) are on KMJ-TV;

• KMJ-TV is FIRST in the daytime hours (Mon-Fri ) in 95 quarterhour periods, the other two
local
and 40;stations trailing with 55
• KMJ-TV is FIRST in Share of
Audience, Sign-on to midnight
(Mon-Fri).
Source: ARB, March 1960

KMJ-TV
McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING
Valley
COMPANY
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees
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PROGRAMMING

FCC

SETS

It orders

major

SHOW
hearing

Pay television faces another head-tohead battle before the FCC.
A fullscale investigation of the cashbox medium was ordered Sept. 15 by
the commission, promising a resumption of the feud between RKO General
Inc. and Zenith Radio's Phonevision on
the one side and Theatre Owners of
America on the other.
Toll service, broadcast and wired,
was in the news last week as theatre
ov/ners met in Los Angeles at their
annual convention. FCC simultaneously
was holding a meeting in Washington
on the subject, coming up v/ith the
decision to hold a second round of pay
tv hearings that may run a week. The
full commission will sit.
The hearings have as their base RKO
General's application to start toll tv
broadcasting over its WHCT (TV)
Flartford-New Britain, Conn., a uhf outlet (ch. 18) it bought earlier in the year
for the purpose of pay tv service.
TOA charged in Los Angeles that the
successful advent of toll video service,
wired or broadcast, would mean the
death of the motion picture theatre.
Summer Test ■ In Toronto, Ont.,

on

DOWN
touchy

issue;

ON

theatremen

where wired pay service is in operation,
a Broadcasting check showed the
6,000-subscriber service has felt a summer decline in tune-in, affecting the
system's receipts (see survey, below).
TelePrompTer Corp., which some
weeks ago announced it would test pay
tv on its community antenna system in
Liberal, Kan., disclosed last week it may
not start the service until November.
The FCC's second pay tv investigation will be in the nature of an inquiry
rather than an adversary hearing on the
toll application itself. The outcome
obviously will affect the fate of the
RKO General application for paid service in the Connecticut market.
It will bring together on the one side
Thomas F. O'Neil, chairman and president of RKO General, and W. Theodore Pierson, his Washington counsel.
On the other side will be Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ (TV) Miami,
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, and WLOSAM-FM-TV Asheville, N.C., as well
as president of the Wometco Florida
theatre chain, and Marcus Cohn, his
Washington counsel.
An order formally announcing the

Etobicoke
revisited:
how
Canada's
six months after the 6,000 peak has
Toronto homes equipped with
been reached. It then will decide
Telemeter pay tv service spent an
average of $1 weekly for summer
when and where it will expand operations in the Dominion.
programs, according to a random
Summer viewing fell off in both
telephone check conducted by
Broadcasting.
pay and free television, according to
This figure showed a marked drop the Broadcasting check. Typical
from an average of nearly $2 durcomments: "There were too many
ing the spring months, shortly after outside things to do." "We were at
Canadian wired service was opened
ourNo cottage."
"We were ■ traveling."
in suburban Etobicoke.
Cutoffs Indicated
But those
who did not have Telemeter service
Trans-Canada Telemeter, subsidiin their Etobicoke homes showed an
ary of Famous Players Canadian
interest in its availability on their
Corp., had 5,500 homes connected
as of mid-September, according to streets. Most of the non-subscribers
William O. Crampton, operations
said they probably would take the
manager of the system. The figure service when it comes to their neighis expected to reach the 6,000 goal borhood.
Of listeners contacted, some said
originally set as the limit for a oneyear test period.
they did not like the programs offered. Others said the men of the
TCT has released no figures on
collections from subscribers and
family wanted more sports and
hoped to get them this winter. None
doesn't plan to release such informareported any intent to discontinue
tion until the pilot-system is comthe service.
pleted next year. Service was started
Subscribers said they carefully
last Feb. 26. The company wants to
study subscriber reaction for at least studied the program listings distrib58

PAY

TV

to fight

pay tv hearing must first be drawn up
by the FCC staff and then resubmitted
for Commission approval. This is expected in a week or so. If finally
adopted, the hearing itself should start
by late October.
Hill Influence Strong ■ The commission was slapped down by Congress in
1958 when it proposed to allow pay tv
tests. Most active in opposing the move
was Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee.
With Congress' admonitions in mind,
the FCC a year ago last March issued
a Third Report which spelled out more
stringent requirements for a pay tv test.
This, it was reported, passed muster
with Rep. Harris and his committee.
The Commission's move to hold an
en banc hearing on the entire pay tv
subject is apparently a compromise
move in the skirmishing that has been
going on between RKO General and
the theatre-oriented Joint Committee
Against Pay Tv and its adjunct, a Connecticut group of the same name.
RKO General asked that its application be given a hearing before the

toll tv is faring
uted by TCT not only for pictures
they desired to watch but programs
for children. Most viewed programs
are feature motion pictures, which
are changed at least twice weekly.
Some parents reported instances of
pictures shown during evening hours
that they felt were unsuitable for
teenagers.
A number stated they preferred
pay tv to the theatre for economic
reasons. "With four in the family."
one housewife stated, "all of us can
see a feature for $1 compared to $4
at the theatre." Some preferred the
larger theatre screen but settled for
pay tv because they could relax at
home.
Homes contacted were picked at
random in the Belmont 1 exchange,
the area in which the Telemeter operation islocated.
At TCT Mr. Crampton said the
most popular films to date have been
"Ten Commandments" and "Please
Don't Eat the Daisies." Box-office
receipts from the coin-box collecBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

[full commission. This was in the hope
jsuch procedure would speed up a decision. The anti-pay tv groups have opposed this and have pleaded for a full
"evidentiary" hearing meaning, it has
been assumed, before a hearing examiner in the usual manner.
The application for the $10 million,
three-year test of Phonevision system
of fee-tv was filed in June by RKO
General, in conjunction with Zenith.
Zenith developed the Phonevision system. The RKO General-Zenith agreement was first announced last April.
In Los Angeles ■ The TOA convention speakers charged not only that pay
tv would mean the death of motion picture theatres but that it would be a hoax
on the American public. TOA plans to
continue its fight to protect the public
from paying to watch programs broadcast over publicly owned airwaves.
Theme of the TOA session was "PayTv — Beating the Menace." Phil F. Marvice president
of New York's
Fabianling,theatres
and chairman
of the
TOA Toll Tv committee, reviewed the
campaign now in progress, having a
goal of "30 million signatures from
people from all walks of life, directed to every senator and congressman
in the nation, telling him in simple, direct language that we don't want pay
tv, that it is not in the public interest,
that it should be banned in whatever
form it takes, whether by wire or by
air and that the airwaves are free and
should remain free."
tions indicated 50% of boxes had
registered viewing of "Ten Commandments." Analysis on the second
film has not been completed but is
expected to show over 50% penetration.
Coin boxes are collected every
60 days. They automatically record
on tape which pictures have been
paid for and viewed. Children's programs have been found most popular.
Usually they include two features
costing about 25 cents for a threehour program.
Live musical programs on a weekly basis started Sept. 12, with a 50cent charge for a performance. The
first musical program featured Rachel
Cavello, Toronto pianist, in Adventures in Music. A 90-minute program filed by Larry Henderson, former Canadian Broadcasting Co. commentator, inRussian Samarkand has
been featured at 50 cents. Like the
musical, it is classed as an educational feature.
Free high-fidelity music is fed into
the pay tv system all day, with special concerts in the late afternoon.
Free service also includes news.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

Collision course ■ These are leaders of
the rival camps that are destined to
clash in the forthcoming FCC hearings
on subscription television. They are
(1-r) Thomas F. O'Neil, head of RKO
General which has applied to start a
subscription service on WHCT (TV)
Hartford; his attorney W. Theodore
Pierson, who has also represented

Zenith in its long fight for approval of
subscription television; Marcus Cohn,
attorney for the Theatre Owners of
America which is waging a national
campaign in opposition to pay tv, and
Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ
(TV) Miami, president of the Wometco
theatre
chain
and one of TOA's most
influential
voices.

The committee began by printing
100,000 petitions, but the demand by
theatre owners was so great that an additional 75,000 more had to be printed.
Already 16 million signatures are in
Washington, he stated, predicting that
before the next Congress convenes the
30-million mark will have been passed.
In Connecticut, theatre operators
have assessed themselves 10 cents a seat
to hire legal counsel to oppose the application for a pay tv test and to put
on a public relations campaign to tell
the public "the truth about pay tv". He
urged theatre owners to contribute to

the national committee fund, telling
them, "Your money and your help will
be used for the nationwide campaign
pointing toward the adoption by Congress at its next session of a bill to bar

weather and sports obtained from
the Toronto Daily Star and including
mention of the paper by TCT's own
newscaster.
Free service has included films
supplied by organizations and corporations. Films supplied by PanAmerican Airways, Canadian Red
Cross, Canadian Cancer Society and
conservation films furnished by breweries have been carried on the free
channel. Pan-American supplied a
series of 39 travelogues.
TCT has a crew of eight installing
the last 500 units in Etobicoke homes
and apartments where Bell Telephone
has brought in the Telemeter cable.
Some areas show saturation; others
have a waiting list. As of Sept. 12.
TCT said 275 names were on the
waiting list beyond those already contracted but not connected. The fee
for installation of the coin box is $4.
Only other cost to subscribers is the
amount paid for each program.
Program listings are issued every
two weeks and frequent announcements are carried on the announcement channel.

Chance to Attack ■ The first chance
to learn the truth about pay tv program
plans will come when proponents of
the Hartford, Conn., experiment testify
at the public
hearing ordered by FCC,
tv."
Mr.payCohn, Washington counsel for both
the national and Connecticut anti-pay
tv committees, told the meeting.
"For 15 years we opponents of pay
Some difficulty has been encountered in apartment installations where
existing community antenna systems
were found to be poorly installed.
Where building owners have objected, cables have been matched to
exterior colors.
Other Problems ■ Delays have been
encountered in obtaining rights-ofway over property, clearance in
apartment buildings and permits to
dig up streets for underground cable.
Possible interference with apartment
antenna systems has been another
problem.
TCT hopes its final studies of
viewing habits will present a thorough audience analysis. Some research has been done on the basis
of coin-box tapes showing, for example, that some homes watch for
a few weeks and then fail to pay for
a number of program periods.
By studying cost of maintenance,
programming, operations and equipment, TCT hopes to have a complete
picture of its wired pay tv operation
for the guidance of companies wanting franchises in other areas.
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television have attempted through
every possible device to force the proponents to give us the specifics of how
they intend to program pay tv," he
said. "All we have received is pie in
the sky. Of course, this is not to say that
in the literature which has been distributed to the public the proponents
have not promised every academy award
winning picture and every Broadway
smash hit. In addition, we have the
words of the promoters of baseball and
football that pay tv would afford them
an opportunity to force the American
people to pay to see all sporting events
on television and multiply a hundredfold their receipts from the boxoffice. . .
"The application of Hartford Phonevision Co. consists of 180 pages. Threeand-a-half of those pages are devoted
to its programming proposals. Twoand-a-half of those iVi pages discuss
and emphasize the fact that the applicant intends to rely primarily upon
'current releases' for its programming.
No names of producers or distributors
who will supply such film to the applicant are mentioned. No reference is
made to any specific films." Mr. Cohn
commented that he was looking forward eagerly to the opportunity to get
some definite answers during the hearing.
Warning exhibitors not to be misled
by arguments to the effect that radio
didn't kill records, the movies didn't
kill the theatre, and so on, so pay tv
won't kill theatres, Sumner Redstone
of the Northeast Theatres, Boston, said
that radio, television, recordings, the
Broadway theatre and motion pictures
are all various forms of entertainment
and so are competitive.
"But," he declared, "they are essentially different forms of entertainment.
Of critical importance is the fact that
pay tv and motion picture theatre exhibition will involve the sale of the same
product to the American public, namely,
current motion pictures. And motion
picture theatre exhibition will be subjected to impossible competitive conditions."
If theatres are finding the "buck a
car" competition of drive-ins hard to
meet, what will they do when faced
with the "buck a household" competition of pay tv, he asked.
Menace of Pay Tv ■ Exponents of toll
television are after a rich prize, Mr.
Wolfson stated. It is "a legal and
licensed piracy of the free airwaves and
a hi-jacking of the only merchandise we
have to sell." After the first impact of
pay tv has wiped out the theatres, giving the public no choice of picture
entertainment except television, "there
would be a charge of everything worthwhile that the people might choose to
see on their own tv sets, which the
people bought and which they must
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Sept.is 19-23,
26-28 (11-11:30 a.m.)
Price
Right, part.
Sept.Be 19-23,
26-28 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Sept.
19-22,
26-28
(11:15 p.m.-l a.m.)
The Jack Paar Show, part.
Sept.
Play
Your20-23,
Hunch, 26-28
part. (10:30-11 a.m.)
Sept.
21,
28
(8:30-9
p.m.)Benson
Price Is&
Right, Lever through Ogiivy,
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Sept. 22 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 23 (9:30-10 p.m.) IVlasquerade
Party, Hazel Bishop through Donahue &
Coe, Block Drug through Grey Adv.
Sept. 23 (10-11 p.m.) Moment of Fear,
Lever through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
Sept. 24 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy
Doody Show, Continental Baking, Nabisco
through Ted Bates.
Sept. 24 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Borden through Benton &
Bowles.
Sept. 24 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 25 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Sept. 25 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut Lifesavers through Young
& Rubicam.
Sept. 25 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Mystery
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Sept. 26-28 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, modern chemistry, sust.
Sept. 26-28 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, contemporary math, sust.
Sept. 26-28 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan Murray Show, part.
Sept. 28 (10-11 p.m.) Astaire Time,
Chrysler through Leo Burnett.
maintain," he said. "Not only would
the cost to the public be enormously
higher, but they would also be deprived
of much good and some excellent entertainment which they now get free.
"This is the greatest menace of pay
tv: The deprivation, the needless cost
and even the hardship that it would
put upon the American public. Certainly, we as exhibitors have an immediate and vested interest to protect, but
the real import of our danger or our
demise stands small against the monopolistic strangle-hold this retrogressive
device would have upon the public."
Pay tv would destroy the capital investment of more than $2.25 billion in
theatres and would take the jobs of some
150,000 theatre employes, Mr. Wolfson declared. "Then", he continued,
'While I'm not asking our hearts to
bleed for the television industry, consider the economic upheaval and the
personnel displacement there. The sales
departments of each station would be
decimated, or worse. The merchandising
and sales promotion departments would
be wiped out, or nearly so. The large
programming departments and the production staffs would be cut to probably
one person each.
"In short, instead of between 100 and
200 employes, a pay-tv station would

operate with a staff consisting of little
more than a film buyer (and what percentages he would have to pay!), a projectionist, an engineer to keep the station on the air and a few people to collect the ransom the public would have
to pay for the return of the use of their
Print Media Selfish ■ Mr. Wolfson
own
tv sets."
warned
exhibitors not to believe that
the public is enthusiastic about the
prospect of pay tv whenever they read
favorable articles about it. "Newspapers and magazines have a vested interest, too," he commented, "and they
would love to have the advertising dollars now going to television sponsoring
their
instead." he said, "when"Topresses
the contrary,"
ever the public realizes that pay tv is
really 'pay-or-you-don't-see tv,' they
have rejected it by almost unanimous
He cited several polls in which the
public voted against pay tv by more
majorities."
than 95% and concluded: "This would
seem to indicate that perhaps this case
should not be decided in Washington
at all, but that it might be a good idea
to put it to the people themselves, not
just in pre-worded petitions set out in
theatre lobbies, but by a national vote
by all the people who would be so immensely affected by such a change."
Delay in Kansas ■ TelePrompTer
Corp. has moved more slowly than the
company had anticipated in the area
of pay television. Last summer, with
considerable fanfare. TelePrompTer disclosed it had devised the wired "participation tv" system, the heart of
which was a "Key TV" control box, and
announced the system would be tested
in August over a catv system the company owns in Liberal, Kan. (Broadcasting, June 27). But the test did not
come off as scheduled, and it is now
tentatively set for November.
A TelePrompTer spokesman said last
week that a meeting of top company
officials was scheduled in New York last
Friday (Sept. 16), at which time the
exact date and the type of test to be
conducted were to be discussed. He reported that the reason for postponing
the test was that TelePrompTer engineers had made improvements in the
original methods of collecting data on
program usage and the company decided not to experiment with a system
that might prove obsolete.
He said that company officials were
to determine if the test in Liberal would
be merely "engineering" or whether it
would include programming. If the latter course were accepted, subscribers
would be asked to pay a fee. The Liberal, installation, he said, has 1,900
subscribers, but it is not known how
many of the customers would be asked
to participate in the tests.
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SEVEN
ARTS' PLANS
$1 1 million guarantee
given for WB package
Seven Arts Productions Ltd., Toronto, revealed last week that 40 films of
a package of 122 post-50 features purchased from Warner Bros. (Broadcasting, Sept. 12) will be offered for
sale to tv stations, starting this week.
David B. Stillman, president of Seven
Arts Productions, said that Seven Arts"
contract with Warner provides for a
guarantee of $11 million for the 122
films, plus payment to Warner of 50%
of funds accruing beyond the guarantee
and Seven Arts' distribution expenses.
He said Seven Arts is launching a sales
and advertising-promotion campaign
this week on behalf of the initital 40
features and indicated that other films
in the package will be released at later
dates, probably in groups of 40.
Mr. Stillman announced that Seven
Arts will function in various areas of
the entertainment field, including also
the production of motion pictures and
legitimate theater presentations. He
said Seven Arts will produce or coproduce 15 feature films through 1961
in which there will be a total investment of about $30 million.
Louis A. Chesler is board chairman
in Steubenville,

of Seven Arts Productions Ltd., Toronto. He has varied industrial interests,
including General Development Corp.
(building). Universal Controls Inc. and
C. P. Clare Electronics. Eliot Hyman is
vice president of Seven Arts Production
and president of Seven Arts Associated
Corp., New York, a division responsible for the tv distribution of the Warner
features. W. Robert Rich is vice president and general sales manager of
Seven Arts Associated Corp. Donald
Klauber is vice president and national
sales manager of Seven Arts Assoc.
The initial package will be known
as Films of the Fifties and includes
such motion pictures as "The Prince
and
The and
ShowSirGirl,"
with Marilyn
Monroe
Laurence
Olivier;
"Strangers On A Train," with Farley
Granger and Robert Walker; "The
High and the Mighty," with John
Wayne; "Springfield Rifle," with Gary
Cooper; "A Star Is Born," with Judy
Garland and James Mason and "Hondo," with John Wayne and Geraldine
Paige. A complete list will be released
by Seven Arts within a few weeks.
Mr. Stillman said the company also
plans to engage in the production of tv
film series, but will not initiate such
activity until 1961 because of the pressure of other projects (motion picture
production, theater production).
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Hollywood

musicians

to get trust funds
Hollywood musicians who dropped
their suits against the American Federation of Musicians for a cash settlement
of $3.5 million may get the money before the end of the year. Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Burnett Wilson
last week authorized necessary preliminary procedures. Specifically, he permitted attorneys for the rebel musicians
to go to the New York Supreme Court
for an order for the Musicians Trust
Funds to release money collected from
recording, transcription and tv film
companies. Last month Judge Harold
W. Schweitzer of the same court authorized release of about $1 million to
musicians employed at the major motion
picture studios, covering fees for the
release of threatrical films to television.
Attorneys for the plaintiff musicians.
Harold A. Fendler and Daniel A.
Weber, said that the distribution of the
$3.5 million to the individual musicians
may take several months. The order for
the distribution ends four years of litigation, which itself followed an intensive
campaign within the AFM to upset the
union's trust fund policies and have
wage increases and royalties paid to the
individual musicians instead of into the
trust funds. In recent months, AFM has
revised its policies to permit payment
of such fees to the musicians instead of
to the trust funds.
Stock

exchange

plans

daily radio-tv report
Upward of 110 radio stations and a
handful of television stations are set
to take a free, daily stock report from
the New York Stock Exchange beginning Sept. 1 9. Tests are underway now,
using a one-minute tape loop on special telephone lines. Reports are recorded by members of the NYSE staff
after the 3 p.m. closing, covering highlights of the day's trading. The exchange supplies each station with a
special taped opening and closing incorporating call letters, and tv stations
get stock film footage of floor action
to play with the audio.
With production eventually of new
tape cartridges, the exchange plans to
expand the report to include more business news and fill the three-minute minimum on long-distance calls. The service is available to any station willing to
pay for the line and to accept the NYSE
no-opinion news policy. Some 50 radio
stations are being accommodated individually by the exchange and around
60 more through Radio Press International. Inquiries about the daily report are handled by Robert E. Gurvitz,
Stock Exchange, 1 1 Wall St., N.Y.
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TV Sales Manager Neal Edwards
returns home after a gratifying day at the office. f His precocious
Uttle son, Kip, greets him at the door, then ushers him over to
a large circular table that has been pushed into a corner so
that it touches two walls. Kip points ominously at a spot on
the table's edge.
"Here's a puzzle for you, Dad,"
says Kip. "That spot on the table is exacdy eight inches from
one wall and nine inches from the other. Can you tell me the
diameter of the table without measuring it?"
Edwards' math is as sound as his
preparation of spot-campaigns for WMAL-TV clients. He
solves the problem forthwith. Can you?
Send us the solution and win a
copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. Repeat winners will receive other
valuable (?) prizes.
f Spent working new clients into WMAL-TV's
run, first-rate movies.

late-night first-

-tv
0l
wm
Channel
7
Washington,
D. C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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mittee then called it "the industry's
only forward-looking
casting, April 1 1). concept" (Broad-

TOP

^^.NORFOLK
PORTSMOUTH
NEWPORT

NEWS

HAMPTON

"BUNGLES the Clown",
"3 STOOGES"
host onis the
show,
just the touch of
VIDE-KNOW-HOW that moved
it into Top Ratings. Similar
touches throughout the schedule are delivering top audiences for WVEC-TV advertisers.
*Tops in EVERY Survey since March '60
...and WVEMV
TOP

RATED

has the

prime V\ hours.
VIDE-KNOW-HOW

work for you

Adjacencies do open up occasionally
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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Much of last Thursday's session reportedly was devoted to discussion of
CBS Radio's proposed new format,
which comes up for approval by CBS
Radio affiliates at their convention in
New York Sept. 28-29. Under this plan,
CBS Radio proposes to eliminate daytime serials and cut back on other
drama programs but continue its personality programming and expand its news
coverage (Broadcasting, Aug. 22).
NBC Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff,
President Robert E. Kintner, Senior
Executive Vice President David C.
Adams and Mr. McDaniel, vice president in charge of the radio network,
headed the NBC delegation at Thursday's meeting. Affiliates committeemen
participating, in addition to Chairman
Harvey, were Douglas Manship WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.; David M. Baltimore,
WBRE Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Ralph Evans,
woe Davenport and WHO Des Moines;
Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; William
E. Goetze, KFSD San Diego; William
Grant, KOA Denver, and Willard
Schroeder, WOOD Grand Rapids.

Film Show

and leads the field in 89

Let

praise network format
The NBC Radio Affiliates Executive
Committee last week took another look

RATED'

WYECaTV

CHILDREN'S

affiliates

at the operation of its network's new
programming format — and said it found
it every bit as satisfactory as it was the
last time they looked.
The format — which since Jan. 1 has
emphasized news and public affairs and
omitted entertainment shows — "has exceeded our expectation," George W.
Harvey of WFLA Tampa, chairman of
the affiliates group, said in a statement
issued after the meeting, held Thursday in New York. He said "there can be
no doubt" that NBC Radio, headed by
William K. McDaniel, is No. 1 in both
sales and ratings. The committee unanimously endorsed the plan as a "workable format for the stations, the network and the advertisers."
The last time the committee had examined the new format's operation so
thoroughly, according to participants,
was last April, when the plan had been
in effect for three months. The com-

VIDE-KNOW-HOWJgives

THE

Radio

20th's post-'48 sales
Initial sales on the post-'48 package
of 20th Century-Fox feature films were
announced last week by National Telefilm Assoc. The package of 61 features
has been sold in a total of 17 markets,
consisting of WNTA-TV Newark-New
York, WRCV-TV Philadelphia, WRCTV Washington, D.C., KTVI (TV) St.
Louis, WCKT (TV) Miami, WOWTV
Omaha,
KPHO-TV Phoenix,

WHNB-TV New Britain-Hartford,
WJAR-TV Providence, KUTV (TV)
Salt Lake City, KOB-TV Albuquerque,
WHYN-TV
Springfield,
Mass., 'WKZOTV Kalamazoo,
Mich., KFSA-TV
Fort
Smith, Ark., KLIX-TV Twin Falls,
Idaho, WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.,
and KLRJ-TV Las Vegas, Nev.
K won't be ignored
The tv-radio networks said last week
they proceed with their plans to cover
Premier Khrushchev's visit to the
United Nations despite a number of
written protests received from viewers.
The question came up last Wednesday when John Daly, vice president of
ABC's news, special events and public
affairs department, issued a statement
that said
in part:
inundated by letters
from "We've
all over been
the nation,
asking us to ignore Khrushchev's being here." He added that the network
plans "full, regular news coverage,"
but also emphasized that the Russian
leader has not been invited to appear
on its news or panel programs. A check
Thursday revealed this count of protest
letters: ABC-TV, 75; CBS-TV, 25;
NBC-TV, 41, and MBS, 14. An NBC
spokesman cracked: "We get more letters than this when Jack Paar's tie is
crooked."
'Doerfer plan' sales
A number of ABC-TV affiliates
have bought Westinghouse Broadcasting's The American Civil War
series to program in their local
"Doerfer Plan" time, according to
Trans-Lux Television Corp., distributor ofthe 13-episode series. It
reported sales for that purpose to
WKBW-TV Buffalo, N.Y.; WAST
(TV) Albany, N.Y.; WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio, and WSUN-TV St.
Petersburg, Fla. Trans-Lux said
the series also had been sold to
ABC-TV affiliates WMAL-TV
Washington, WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, and WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., but those stations had
not decided on using it in "Doerfer Plan" segments.
The "Doerfer Plan" is a voluntary agreement among the three
tv networks and former FCC
Chairman John Doerfer. It provides that each network will program at least one hour a week of
public service shows in prime
time, with a half-hour every third
week turned back to affiliates for
local public service efforts. Beginning this fall ABC-TV will
turn back every third week of its
7-7:30 p.m. Tuesday time period,
in which it will program Expedition on the other two weeks.
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SKYLINE NETWORK puts 90,600* nighttime TV homes
in your pocket every quarter-hour Sunday Through
Saturday over 32,000 more than the highest rated
station in San Diego - at 22% less cost per thousand.
With one buy, one billing, SKYLINE delivers the combined Idaho-Montana TV market reachable only through
SKYLINE NETWORK.
Non-competitive coverage - No duplication. CBS - ABC. One of the best spot
buys in the country.

BOOSTERS
ARB average November, 1959

SKyLfN£
NETWORK
Contact Mel Wright of Skyline Advertiser Sales - Box 2191, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Representatives - Hollingbery & Art Moore.
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IT'S
New

MOVIES
format

&
makes

NEWS
Los

AT

Angeles

KHJ-TV

well be reaching the same viewers four
times. But if they buy any one of the

station

MAYFE package plans, they're assured
that there'll be a new audience for every

a motion picture theatre at home
Two weeks ago in San Francisco,
10:30 p.m.- 12 midnight. Million Dollar
pretty girls invaded the city's advertising Movie is repeated. "The viewer tunes in
agencies, presenting media directors and
any time before 9, watches two complete feature films and tunes out when
timebuyers with red buttons reading
"MAYFE . . . anywhere." Later, in he reaches the point where he tuned in,
restaurants frequented by agency peo- just like going to a theatre," Mr. Klein
commented.
ple, button wearers were approached
by other pretty girls and asked what the
The two-picture combination is also
letters stood for. Anyone giving the shown on Sunday evening (7-10 p.m.)
right answer: "Movies are your finest and Saturday and Sunday afternoons
entertainment . . . anywhere . . . and
(1-4 p.m.). Channel 9 Movie Theatre
is also seen Monday-through-Friday at
especially
on
Channel
9,
Los
Angeles,"
received nine silver dollars.
5-6:30 p.m. In all, each Million Dollar
Last week in Los Angeles, more pret- Movie gets 1 1 showings during its
ty girls were making the rounds of week's run on KHJ-TV and the Channel 9 Movie Theatre feature is shown
agency offices there, again distributing
MAYFE buttons. With them went lot- 12 times. Both are pictures which have
not previously been shown in television
tery cards, enabling the agency personnel to win cash prizes, plus the grand
in Los Angeles, Mr. Klein said. He
adds that he has spent more than $1.3
prize of a "boat trip to Las Vegas"
million
since January 1 to get first-run
(a geographical impossibility made technically true through the double award
tv rights to top theatrical movies to
of a weekend in the Nevada resort city keep KHJ-TV on top in this type of
plus a boat which the winner could take programming in the highly competitive
along or not as he chose).
seven-station Los Angeles market.
This week, in New York, groups of KHJ-TV now has close to 400 films not
key agency executives are being taken
yet telecast in the city, he said.
on luncheon or cocktail yachting trips
"Our multiple-showing policy means
that we only want a viewer to watch
up the Hudson on a craft newly christened the S.S. MAYFE 9. Their host is
us once a week in prime time," Mr.
Mai Klein, vice president and general
Klein stated. "And it means that we
manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, ch. can offer advertisers unduplicated coverage. If they buy adjancies to four
9 station which proclaims itself "the
westerns
on the networks, they may
movie station for Los Angeles."
"Many radio stations have based successful operations on a 'music and
news" format," Mr. Klein commented
the other day. "At KHJ-TV, we've
adopted the formula of 'movies and
news.' Motion pictures have always
been our most popular programs.
Now we're making them our only programs, except for news and sports. Our
schedule still shows a few tv films, but
as fast as our present commitments
expire we'll drop them in favor of
theatrical
Like A pictures."
Movie Theatre ■ More than
six years ago, KHJ-TV embarked
on an experiment, the same theatrical
movie was shown at the same time each
night for a full week, theatre fashion.
The Los Angeles viewers liked the plan
and it's been in effect ever since. Subsequently, asecond feature film, run
across the board, was added. Then a
daily matinee run. Then a weekly
Sneak Preview. Last week, launched a
new double double-feature evening program format making it more movie
theatrelike than ever.
At 7:30-9 p.m., Monday-throughThursday, KHJ-TV now presents its
Million Dollar Movie. At 9-10:30 p.m.,
Channel 9 Movie Theatre goes on. At
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Theatre at home ■ One of KHJ-TV's
"Miss MAYFE" girls presents Les
Wallwork, account executive at Erwin,
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan with his
"Movies Are Your Best Finest Entertainment" button.

The Plans ■ Only one-minute announcements are offered under these
weekly package plans, which include:
Million Dollar Movie 16-spot package
( 1 1 M$M plus five different Million
Dollar Matinee [Mon.-Fri., 3-4:30 p.m.]
films) for $2,500; eight spots for
$1,350.
spot."Channel 9 Movie Theatre 12spot package for $1,800, six spots for
$1,000. Whipsaw Plan 14-spot package
(in two weeks covers all M$M and
Ch9MT showings) for $2,250, seven
spots for $1,200. Other plans offer various combinations of M$M and
Ch9MT ranging from as few as 10 (or
five for the half -strip) to as many as
28 spots per week.
"We feel advertisers are entitled to
the full attention of the audience and
our plan lets them have it," Mr. Klein
said. "At no time during either Channel
9 Movie Theatre or Million Dollar
Movie will we put two one-minute spots
back to back. When it's time for a commercial break — and that will come
where it won't interrupt the picture objectionably and never less than 15
minutes away from the previous break
— we will show a one-minute message,
then a 10-second programette, then the
second commercial and then back to
the movie. The programettes will be
made up of news headlines, information about the picture or its star or
something else of interest to the viewer.
They will never include any sell, not
even for a charity drive or civic cause,
such as a "Get Out the Vote" spot this
fall. Nor will they ever be trailers for
next week's movie. They'll be genuine
news
information."
Theor KHJ-TV
schedule calls for a
five-minute newscast between the end
of any movie and the start of the next
one, or every 90 minutes, Mr. Klein
said. There will also be at least three
news bulletin-and-headline broadcasts
during the showing of each movie.
To enable the station to broadcast
every picture to the best advantage,
KHJ-TV is installing RCA film and
slide color equipment and as soon as
the installation is complete all color
films will be broadcast in color, he
said.
KHJ-TV will actively promote moviegoing to its viewers, Mr. Klein said.
"With our format we can afford to say
'There's a great new picture in town,
go see it tonight. You can watch us tomor ow.' "He expects that a policy like
this will pay off by making it easy for
KHJ-TV to get top movie stars as guests
for special occasions and "it might
even pay off financially through increased movie advertising."
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

New research concept, measuring significant audience in seven areas, shows more families spend more time
listening to WBZ than any other Boston radio station! Get the full Pulse report from your AM Radio Salesman.
wj/r^'Cj WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY, INC,

\^BZ

+ WBZA SPRINGFIELD
REPRESENTED
BY AM RADIO SALES
BOSTON

Look

at
new
Boston^s

f
pulse
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■
You

Reach

imm

Negroes

Thru

Rounsaville Radio programs to a
positively receptive audience of 1,433,000
Negroes with an annual cash income of
824 million dollars! They spend 80% of
it for consumer goods— name brand,
quality products. But the ONLY way to
get your share of this buying-power is
through the medium preferred by 95%
of all Negroes— Negro Radio! And, in
six important metropolitan markets Negro
Radio is Rounsaville Radio! Any budget
you make for these markets must include
Rounsaville Radio or you completely miss
this S824,000,000 consumer group! Get
the
six numberone facts
rated about
stations!Rounsaville's
Call Rounsaville
Radio
in Atlanta, John E. Pearson or DoraClayton in the Southeast today!
Personal Letter
To understand the Negro
today is to know why Negro
Radio is so singularly effective as a sales medium.
Rounsaville Radio is more
than dominant with the
Negro— it is a daily necessity! Proof of our
Know-How
the Negro'sonquick,
loyal response
to products isadvertised
Rounsaville
Radio.
Letustell him about your products. Rounsaville
Radio is one of the oldest and the largest
broadcasters in Negro Radio.
HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. & NafI Sales Mgr.
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU
5,000
WattsStation!
— Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL
5,000 Watts Station!
— Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WYLDNegro-Programmed
1,000 Watts— NewStation!
Orleans' only full
time
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All— Discounts With Two or More!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Ownor-Presidont V.P. i NafI Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
NafI Rep.
Southeastern Rep.
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Film

sales

"Lock Up" (Ziv-UA) •
Sold to these advertisers to alternate
with American
Phillip's Kroger
Petroleum, WNBQ Tobacco:
(TV) Chicago;
Co. on WTHI-TV Terre Haute. Ind.
and WDAF-TV Kansas City; Rose Talbert Paint Co. for WIS-TV Columbia,
S.C.; WSIX-TV Nashville, and WNHCTV Hartford, Conn. Other sponsors to
buy film are Dumas Milner Pontiac Co.,
KTHV (TV) Little Rock and Bank of
Commerce, KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho. Also sold to WGAN-TV Portland,
Me.; WROC-TV Rochester, and KCRATV Sacramento.
Now in 184 markets.
"Best of the Post" (ITC)
Sold to Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
for stations in San Francisco, Bakersfield, Chico-Redding, San Luis-Obispo,
Salinas-Monterey, Eureka, and Fresno,
all California; California-Oregon Power Co., for markets in Oregon; Idaho
Power Co., for Boise; Iowa Power Co.,
for Cedar Rapids-Waterloo; Niagara
Mohawk Power Co.; Blue Cross, for
Buffalo; Charleston National Bank for
WCHS-TV. Liberty National Bank
and Adantic Mutual Fire Insurance for
Savannah; Royal Bedding, Pittsburgh;
Miles of California for KRCA-TV Los
Angeles, Crosley Broadcasting stations
in Cincinnati, Columbus, and Adanta.
Triangle Broadcasting bought the show
for its stations in Philadelphia, New
Haven-Hartford, Binghamton, Altoonalohnstown; Lebanon, and Fresno.
"Case of the Dangerous Robin" (ZivUA) Sold to Labatt's Breweries for
WKBW - TV Buffalo; WCNY - TV
Watertown, N.Y., and WWJ-TV Detroit. Max Factor has signed for KONA
(TV) Honolulu. Station sales include
KERO-TV Bakersfield; WTVN (TV)
Columbus, Ohio; WTVH (TV) Peoria,
and KVIP-TV Redding, Calif.
Now in 97 markets.
"Movieland Features" (UAA)
Sold to WKBW-TV Bufl:"alo; KRISTV Corpus Christi; WOWL-TV Florence, Ala.; WINK-TV Fort Myers,
Fla.; WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.;
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.; WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.; KGNS-TV Laredo,
Tex.; KLRJ-TV Las Vegas, Nev.;
WNEW-TV New York; WJHG-TV
Panama City, Fla.; KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.; KPLR-TV St. Louis;
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass., and
Dodsworth, Falck & Hutchinson,
Columbus, Ohio.
Various United Artists Assoc. Films.
"Olympic Cavalcade" and "Noah's
Ark" sold to KRIS-TV Corpus Christi;

"The Jazz Singer" to KCRA-TV Sacramento; and "Son of the Sheik" sold
to WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
"The Adventures
of Mark Twain"
(UAA)
Sold to WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y.;
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.; KYWTV Cleveland, and WMTW-TV Poland
Springs, Me.
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" (UAA)
Sold to KYW-TV Cleveland; WOWLTV Florence, Ala.; WMTW-TV Poland
Springs, Me.; KVAR (TV) Phoenix, and
KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D.
"The Latest 62" (Lopert Pictures)
Sold to KRCA-TV Los Angeles;
WABC-TV New York; WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WMAR-TV Baltimore;
WCKT (TV) Miami; WWL-TV New
Orleans; KPLR-TV St. Louis; KRODTV El Paso; WAVY-TV Norfolk;
WNHC (TV) New Haven, Conn.;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y., and
CKLW-TV Windsor-Detroit.
■

Program

notes

Signs 33 ■ Community Club Awards,
Westport, Conn., has signed 33 stations
to membership since Aug. I. New station members include WGUY Bangor;
WENE Endicott, 'N.Y.; WGLI Babylon,
N.Y.; KNIM Maryville, Mo.; WHAI
Greenfield, Mass.; WSEE-TV Erie,
Pa.; WROK Rockford, 111.; WGGO
Salamanca, N.Y.; WBRN Big Rapids,
Mich., and KAUS Austin, Minn. Renewals were contracted for 23 stations, i
UN reports ■ Point of Origin Inc. has
announced availability to local independent radio stations of daily on-thespot reports from the coming United
Nations sessions in New York. Jefi" St.
John will be at the UN today (Sept. 19)
before the formal opening, through
the many weeks the proceedings are
expected to run. Further information
can be had from Mr. St. John through
the Senate Radio-Tv Gallery in Washington.
Of voterscational
& ragtime
NationalCenter,
EduTelevision & ■ Radio
N.Y., has prepared two taped series.
Grassroots Voter — 1960 and The Ragtime Era for showing initially on educational tv stations and for subsequent
release to commercial stations. Grassroots Voter consists of seven one-hour
programs examining the seven most
crucial issues of the upcoming political
campaign, with participation in the
series by 13 etv stations. The series
was released Sept. 18. The Ragtime
Era. a 30-minute program devoted to
entertainment, music instruction and
history of American music, is set to
begin on NET stations on Oct. 30.
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PULSE

25.2%

1960

OF

LISTENS
THE

IN FM

AND

AM,

THE

FM

TO

MAKES

FM

THINGS

STUDY

AUDIENCE

WPEN-FM

LEADING

WPEN

FM

. .

STATION

HAPPEN

IN PHILADELPHIA

Represented Nationally by Gii_i--PERNA New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WEH Philadelphia; MIZM - Cincinnati; ^Ml-Tampa
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Precision metals and precious jewels. But it
also takes that "quality touch" of a master
watchmaker to create such a perfect
blending of balance and motion.
Similarly, it takes far more than facilities to
achieve that quality atmosphere
radio

&

television

so vital to

good broadcasting and telecasting practices.

Serving the greater DALLAS -FT. WORTH market

B.=?OADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING
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NEWS

EDWARD

RETRY

& CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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GOVERNMENT
A

STERN
Three

DECISION

applicants

Disqualification of three of the four
applicants for Miami's ch. 7 — including
the present grantee, WCKT (TV) — and
the voiding of the 1956 grant were recommended last week by special FCC
hearing examiner Horace Stern.
Judge Stern found that the three applicants had made behind-the-scenes approaches to former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and thus tainted themselves to such an extent that —
■ The grant made in January 1956
to Biscayne Television Corp. (WCKT)
was void.
■ Biscayne Television, East Coast
Television Corp., and South Florida
Television Corp. are disqualified to receive the grant.
The only applicant found by Judge
Stern to be untarred is Sunbeam Television Corp. Sunbeam is principally
owned by Sidney D. Ansin, Miami
businessman who has large real estate
interests in the state.
The examiner's recommendations
must be accepted by the FCC before
they become final. Usually parties file
exceptions and a hearing is held before
the commission en banc before a final
decision is handed down.
Charges that some of the Miami ch.
7 applicants attempted to influence
Commissioner Mack outside the record
were first made before the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee in 1957.
The case was remanded to the FCC at
its own request by the U. S. Court of
Appeals in 1959. Hearings were held in
Philadelphia before Judge Stern last
Holtz resigns
Edgar W. Holtz, associate FCC
general counsel who has been
chief attorney for the commission
in handling the ex parte cases, has
resigned from the FCC effective
Friday (Sept. 1 6). He is joining
the Washington law firm of
Hogan & Hartson.
Mr. Holtz joined the FCC in
1955 as assistant chief of the Office of Opinions & Review. In
1956 he was named associate general counsel and in 1958 he was
assigned the job of prosecuting
the sticky investigations of alleged
influence in television grants. He
was the senior commission attorney in four of these cases
Miami ch. 10, Boston ch. 5, St.
Louis ch. 2 and Miami ch. 7.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

disqualified;

ON
WCKT

CH.
(TV)

June.
WCKT, and its companion stations,
WCKR-AM-FM, are owned by principals of the Miami Herald (Cox) and
Miami News (Knight) and Niles Trammell, former president of NBC. Mr.
Trammell holds 15%. The remainder
is divided equally among the principals
of the Miami newspapers.
The Findings ■ Judge Stern found
that Biscayne principals enlisted the
aid of Ben A. Fuqua. vice president of
the Florida Light & Power Co.; and that
Mr. Trammell, James M. Cox Jr.,
president of the Miami News (and
principal owner of the Cox radio-tv
stations), and John D. Pennekamp, associate editor of the Miami Herald (a
Knight newspaper) spoke to Mr. Mack
about the case at various times while
it was pending before the FCC.
The examiner held that South Florida Television Corp. (which is headed
by Jack Stein), used Perrine Palmer
Jr. and Thurman Whiteside, both
friends of Commissioner Mack, to intercede in its behalf. He found that East
Coast Television Corp. (whose principal owner is Richard Mead), had engaged Miles H. Draper, a Tampa attorney and Republican political figure,
who brought pressure on Commissioner
Mack.
In reviewing these activities, Judge
Stern stated:
"And so, viewing the entire case in
retrospect, while no doubt there was
merit in the applications of each of the
three parties here under discussion, it
is clear that they were not content to
rest their respective claims on such
merit, but, forgetting the wise adage
that 'Striving to better, oft we mar
what's weir [King Lear, Act. 1, Scene
4], they failed to realize that their illadvised attempts improperly to influence Commissioner Mack merely impaired in advance the validity of any
award they might be fortunate enough
subsequently to gain by the final deThe Precedent ■ In considering the
question
cision." of disqualification. Judge Stern
leaned cisionheavily
on thech.FCC's
finalThis
dein the Miami
10 case.
decision, issued July 14, voided the
1957 grant to National Airlines and
found that three of the four applicants
disqualified themselves by engaging in
behind-the-scenes attempts to influence
Commissioner Mack. The commission
issued a new grant for Miami ch. 10 to
L.B. Wilson Inc. This decision is now

grant

7

MIAMI

held

void

being contested in the courts.
In his conclusions. Judge Stern found
that Mr. Mack should have disqualified himself in the final voting in the
Miami ch. 7 case; that having failed to
do so the grant was void, and that Biscayne, South Florida and East Coast
Television "having been guilty of misconduct and improper activities of a
type that revealed a lack of proper
respect on their part for the integrity
of the adjudicatory process, are disqualified toreceive a grant of their applications for a construction permit for
FCC also on July 14 voided the
ch.The
7, Miami."
1957 grant of ch. 5 in Boston to the
Boston Herald-Traveler, but did not
disqualify the permittee or any of the
others in this case. This too is being
contested in court.
Awaiting FCC decision is a final
order on the St. Louis ch. 2 case. In
this. Judge Stern found that KTVI
(TV) St. Louis principals had engaged
in off the record activities to influence
the move of ch. 2 from Springfield, 111.,
to St. Louis, but that no disqualification
attached. He did recommend, however,
that the move be vacated and the subject re-evaluated.
Designated for hearing on the e.x
parte issue are two additional cases:
Jacksonville, Fla., ch. 12 and Orlando.
Fla.,
ch. 9. These have not yet gone to
hearing.
Grossmans

proposed

for IVIiami's ch. 6
South Florida Amusement Co.,
whose principals operate a Miami
drive-in theatre, was recommended over
two other applicants for grant of Miami
ch. 6 in an initial decision issued last
week by FCC Hearing Examiner Forest
L. McClenning.
Mr. McClenning said South Florida
excels in broadcast experience and integration of ownership and management
over applicants Publix Tv Corp. and
Coral Tv Corp. South Florida President
Sherwin Grossman and his father,
Harry J. Grossman, vice president and
treasurer, operated WBUF-TV Buffalo
N.Y. (ch. 17) from August 1953 until
the uhf station was sold to NBC in
December 1955. Mr. McClenning
found the applicants equal in the factors of local residence, planning, policies, staffs, equipment and studios,
with "moderate differences" in civic
participation, diversity of business back71

In Roanoke
the

Selling

grounds and programming.
The FCC allocated ch. 6 to the Miami area April 24, 1957.

in '60
Signal

FCC

is Seven...
Wig-wagging will get you
Tiowhere, but your selling message
on WDBJ-TV will go into over
400,000 homes in Virginia, N.
Carolina and W. Va. ... a rich
and growing Television Market of
nearly 2,000,000 people.
You can sell like sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV . . .
best in sight, day or night, for higher
ratings at lower cost. Your only
station in this area offering CBS
network shows — plus superior local
programming, plus hard-hitting
merchandising assistance.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke, Virginia

WORLD
w

MOHAWK

MIDGETAPE

FAMOU!
PROFESSIONnu

juu

HIGH SPEED
^ POCKET

TAPE RECORDER

Used by NBC - CBS
and numerous radio and TV
stations, for recording
in the field.
Records anything it hears and
plays it right back in
unbelievable broadcast quality.
Special built-in "VU Meter".
Weighs only 3 lbs.

THE PEER OF POCKET
TAPE RECORDERS . . .
MIDGETAPE IS
AMERICAN MADE.
"Science Fiction" accessories ^
available for confidential
recordings.

For literature, or free demonstration
in your office, write Dept. B.
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refuses

to delay

Miami, Boston rulings
The FCC last week denied petitions
by incumbent operators of ch. 10 in
Miami ( WPST-TV) and ch. 5 in Boston
(WHDH-TV) asking for stays of the
agency's orders of July 14 which vacated grants of the respective channels
to the two.
The commission had issued instructions to this effect the week before
which also authorized L.B. Wilson Inc.
(WLBW-TV), only one of the four
Miami applicants not disqualified, to
construct a ch. 10 station with 316 kw
visual power and an antenna height of
520 feet and gave WLBW-TV special
temporary authority to operate for four
months only after construction (Broadcasting, Sept. 12).
WPST-TV, owned by National Airlines, may continue on the air only until
Sept. 30. WPST-TV had asked for the
stay pending court action on its motion
to vacate the July 14 FCC decision
which had rescinded the Feb. 7, 1957,
grant to that station. Other ch. 10 applicants were WKAT Miami and North
Dade Video Inc.
WHDH-TV's petition had asked for
a stay of the FCC's July 1 4 order pending the station's petition for rehearing.
In the July 14 order vacating the April
24, 1957, grant to WHDH-TV, the
FCC directed further comparative evaluation of WHDH-TV and the other
three contestants for ch. 5, including
filing of briefs and oral argument before
the FCC, but allowed WHDH-TV to
continue operating on ch. 5 under special temporary authority. Other Boston ch. 5 contestants are Greater Boston
Tv
Bay Telecasters Corp.,
Inc. and Massachusetts
Allen B. DuMont
Labs.
Commissioner Robert E. Lee dissented from both of the FCC decisions
last week. Commissioners T.A.M. Craven and Charles H. King did not participate.
Illlana

plea

in Terre

backed

Haute

case

The Broadcast Bureau supported applicant Illiana Telecasting Corp. in asking during oral argument last week that
the FCC overturn an examiner's initial
decision favoring WTHI-TV Terre
Haute for award of ch. 2 in that city.
WTHI-TV presently occupies ch. 10,
but has applied for ch. 2; meanwhile, it
is in a license renewal proceeding for
ch. 10 in which Livesay Broadcasting
Co. (WLBH Mattoon, 111.) has applied
for ch. 10.
Illiana said WTHI-TV principals also
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

WAVE-TV
28.8%

MORE

{therefore

28.8%

more

Gives

You

HEAVY

EATERS!

food-selling

opportunities!)

1^^^ When more people see your commercials, you
^^/automatically make more sales. So it's important to you that, from sign-on to sign-off in any
average week, at least 28.8% more families watch
WAVE-TV
Kentucky.
And

than any other television station in

you pay less per thousand for viewers on

WAVE -TV

than on any other station in this area.

A lot less! NBC

Spot Sales can PROVE

it to you!

CHANNEL

3 • MAXIMUM
NBC

POWER

LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, National Representatives
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not directly or necessarily related to j|
The
law of the land
for the different sections of the new
The President signed the payola
law. For those sections effective imbill (S 1898) into law (Public Law
mediately (forfeitures, payola, quiz
86-752) last week and FCC staflf
people began analyzing the legisla- rigging), he said the FCC will rely
tion so rulemaking can be issued to on the intent and cited instances in
Senate and House committee reports
implement it.
to administer these provisions until
All sections of the new law are
the
fect. FCC rulemaking goes into efeffective as of the date of presidential signature (Tue., Sept. 13) except
One FCC spokesman said that to
setting up a pre-grant procedure of get the rules on pre-grant procedures into effect within the 90 days
"petitions to deny" a grant to replace
the present protest procedure for
the FCC has the authority to call for
grants made without hearing. The
comments within the minimum perinew pre-grant provisions become efod of 45 days from its notice and, to
fective 90 days from enactment.
make the deadline, dispense with the
A commission spokesman said last usual replies to such comments,
which would take additional time.
week the FCC staff still is studying
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
the bill and issuance of proposed
said last week he has no comment
rulemaking hasn't yet been taken up
FCC rulemaking plans for the
at FCC meetings. He said it's likely on
new law.
separate rulemaking will be issued
control a radio station in Terre Haute
and the city's only two newspapers,
adding the newspapers charge joint national advertising rates, which the FCC
has considered in past cases. WTHITV is asking for ch. 2, even though it
has not tried to improve its ch. 10
facilities by asking for increased antenna height, Illiana said, and now
wants the FCC to assure that it keeps
ch. 10 until it gets ch. 2.
Illiana and the Broadcast Bureau
said a grant to Illiana will give Terre
Haute two tv stations, while a grant to
WTHI-TV will place things in an uncertain position.
WTHI-TV replied that Illiana is ignoring the fact that a court has vacated
the allocation of ch. 2 to Terre Haute
and that nobody can build until the related Sangamon Valley case involving a
shift of ch. 2 from Springfield to St.
Louis) is resolved. The station said
Illiana, which has claimed ch. 10 to be
just as good as the dropped in ch. 2,
should have applied for ch. 10 along
with Mr. Livesay, but, instead, lost in
a "fair
fight" decision.
for ch. 2 with WTHI-TV
in
the initial
WTHI-TV charged the Broadcast
Bureau with trying to "reinstate" the
FCC's "anti-straddling" rule to preclude astation from trying to better itself. WTHI-TV, he said, feels ch. 2 is
better than ch. 10 (six additional miles
coverage). The station, by being in the
position of trying to hold on to ch. 10
until it is awarded ch. 2, has been
"placed in a box not of our own
choosing,"
WTHI-TV
Terre
Haute station
said theresaid.
is noTheevidence
its principals have ever handled the
newspaper and broadcast properties in
a way contrary to the public interest.
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'Cut'

religious

film

spurs complications
WTIC-TV Hartford expressed surprise last week that its deletions in a
religious film broadcast last January
resulted in introduction of a bill in ConRep. Abraham Multer (D-N.Y.) ingress.
troduced the bill (HR 13161) on Aug.
31, the day before Congress adjourned,
which would prohibit a station from
making deletions in material where
there is a prior agreement with another
person specifying the matter to be
broadcast.
The bill, which died automatically as
Congress adjourned, was introduced by
Rep. Multer after a complaint was
made to him by the Commission on
Social Action of Reformed Judaism,
New York, about WTIC-TV's deletions
from a film furnished to the station by
Rabbi Samuel E. Karff of West Hartford for a sustaining religious program.
The film was furnished to Rabbi Karff's
synagogue by the commission.
The compaint to Rep. Multer was that
WTIC-TV deleted two portions of the
film,
of My
Hands." The
station"The
said Work
it deleted
as unsuitable
for
Sunday audiences treatments on starvation abroad ("too cruel and stark") and
on capital punishment ("too controversial").
Leonard J. Patricelli, vice president
and program director of WTIC-TV,
said the station's position on capital
punishment is in line with the NAB Tv
Code which states that religious programs should emphasize "broad religious truths, excluding the presentation of controversial or partisan views

religion
or morality."
He said
WTIC-TV carried the film
last Jan. 24 and that Rabbi Karff knew
about and
agreed
with the
position on the
deletions
six station's
days before
the broadcast.
Rep. Multer said last week he will h
reintroduce
bill next yeardo ifnot
he's give
re- '
elected and the
if broadcasters
him suflftcient reasons why the bill (
should not be reintroduced.

FCC actions favor
five new daytimers

'

The FCC last week granted two new
am stations and indicated intentions to
grant a third, while commission hearing •
examiners recommended am grants to
two
otherwould
applicants.
In all
cases
the '
stations
be the first
local
oudets
in their respective communities.
Great Plains Broadcasting Inc. was
granted 1310 kc, 500 w, daytime, at
Fairbury, Neb.
KTM Broadcasting Co. was granted ]
910 kc, 500 w, daytime, at North i
Charleston, S.C.
The FCC directed preparation of
orders for a grant to Macon County
Broadcasting Co. of 1050 kc, 250 w,
daytime, at Montezuma. Ga.
Examiner Annie Neal Huntting recommended Canandaigua Broadcasting
Co. for grant of 1550 kc, 250 w, daytime, at Canandaigua, N.Y.
Examiner Charles J. Frederick recommended Herman Handloff for 1260
kc, 500 w, daytime, directional, at
Newark, Del.
Radio

and

aid 'Voice'

video

tape

expansion

The U.S. Information Agency's
Voice of America expanded its radio
broadcasts to Latin America and Africa and the agency's television service
inaugurated a new video tape production studio during the first six months
of 1960, USIA Director George V.
Allen announces today (Monday) in his
semiannual report to Congress.
The VOA in March started a onehour daily Spanish-language shortwave
broadcast which by the end of June was
being relayed to local audiences by 75
regular (medium wave) broadcast stations in eight Latin American countries,
Mr. Allen said, and more stations are
being added to the list. Latin American ;
stations also used around 80,000 hours
of programs recorded by the VOA.
In the six-month period, the Voice
added a half-hour French-language i
broadcast to West and Central Africa,
where French is widely spoken, and '
also placed in operation a new antenna at its Munich, Germany, base to
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

These stations have
the ONLY
i

POPEYE

the

is

TV

"winding

ALL-NEW
POPEYE
STAR

up"-

cartoons produced
i especially for
television:

^^^^

He's an Angel in
DALLAS -FORTH WORTH
"Delighted to have new POPEYE
series . . . Commercial interest high;
already have confirmed orders and
expect to be sold out by starting date
. . . Have every confidence program
will be number one in time slot."
ROY BACUS, Manager
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth

He's Going
Like a
3-Alarm

Fire in
LOS ANGELES

He's an Inspiration
for Poetry in
ROCHESTER . . .
"We the
got sponsors
Popeye the Sailor Man
And
to Channel Five ran.
While he won't start 'til October
We're already in clover,
With Popeye the Sailor Man."
PAUL SCIANDRA
WROC-TV, Rochester ( N. Y.

...

"We are so enthused over the new
Popeye cartoons that we have increased
our Popeye program to a full hour as
of October 1st, and we are delighted to
say that this new hour format is sold
out as of that
date." W. JOLLIFFE
RICHARD
General Sales Manager
KTLA-TV, Los Angeles

Have you investigated the sales potential of POPEYE for your fall
schedule? AUDITION PRINTS
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE.

208

ALL-NEW
POPEYE
TV EPISODES
for delivery on or after October 1
Wire or call: AL BRODAX, Director TED ROSENBERG, Director of Sales

235 E. 45 St., New York 17, N. Y.
MU KING
2-5600
MU FEATURE^SYNDICATE
2-5965
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Altoona, Pa.
Albany, Schenectady, Troy, N. Y.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Asheville, Greenville,
Spartanburg,
S. C.
Atlanta,
Ga.
Bakersfield, Calif.
Baltimore, Md.
Bangor, Me.
Bay City, Mont.
Saginaw, Mich.
Billings,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Birmingham, Ala.
Bismarck, Minot, N. D.
Boise, Idaho
Boston, Mass.
Bristol, Va. -Johnson City, Tenn.
Buffalo, N. Y,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Dallas, Ft. Worth, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Duluth, Minn.
Eugene, Ore.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fresno, Calif.
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Green Bay, Wise.
Greenville, N. C.
Holdrege, Kearney, Neb.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Huntington, Charleston, W. Va.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Lebanon, Pa.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Lubbock, Texas
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City. N. Y.
Norfolk, Va.
Omaha, Neb.
Orlando, Fla.
Peoria, III.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Richmond. Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Sacramento, Calif.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Texas
San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Tacoma. Wash.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse,
Steubenville,N. Y.Ohio
Tampa, Fla.
Temple, Texas
Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D. C.
Wichita, Hutchinson, Kans.
Yakima, Wash.
Youngstown, Ohio

WFBG
W-TEN
KOAT
WLOS
WSB
KLYD
WBAL
WLBZ
WNEM
KGHL
WNBF
WAPI
KBOl
KFYR
WBZ
WCYB
WKBW
KFBS
WBBM
WCPO
KYW
WBNS
KKTV
WBAP
KBTV
CKLW
WDSM
KVAL
WKJG
KFRE
WOOD
WBAY
WNCT
KHOL
KHVH
WFGA
WSAZ
KMBC
KTLA
WLYH
KDUB
WTVJ
WTCN
WNHC
WPIX
WWL
WVEC
KMTV
WOBO
WEEK
WFIL
KPHO
WTAE
KGW
WRVA
WSLS
WROC
KCRA
KMOX
KUTV
KENS
KFSD
KPIX
KING
KELO
KREM
WSYR
WSTV
WTVT
KCEN
WSPD
WTTG
KTVH
KNDO75
WKBN

improve its signal to West Africa. Mr.
Allen said the USIA's programs prepared on video tape now can be seen
on about four-fifths of the free world's
tv sets, with tapes suitable for broadcast on all stations regardless of local
tv transmission standards.
Despite resumption of Soviet jamming of VGA broadcasts after the collapse of the summit meeting in Paris,
the Voice and other USIA services conto give
"straightforward
accountstinuedof the
Summit
conference and

I

the U-2 incident" and President Eisenhower's trip to the Far East and Latin
America, Mr. Allen said. Soviet jamming— which had been discontinued
at the time of Russian Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's tour of the U.S. in September 1959 — is aimed chiefly at VGA
broadcasts to Moscow and other heavily
populated
areas. The have
Voice's
Englishlanguage broadcasts
never
been
jammed, Mr. Allen said.
■
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Government

briefs

Channel changes ■ By proposed rulemaking, the FCC has asked for comments on conflicting switches in the tv
table of assignments affecting several
California cities. The proposals: by
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif., substitute ch.
1 3 for ch. 9 in Alturas and add ch. 9 to
Redding in addition to present ch. 7; by
KSUE (TV) Susanville, Calif., and
KVIP-TV Redding, Calif., substitute
ch. 13 for ch. 9 in Alturas and move
ch. 9 to Susanville.
Comments sought ■ The FCC has
asked for comments on proposed rulemaking which would revise some of
its fm and tv standards. These involve1( ) specifications for frequency
response in the vicinity of the color
pass band, (2) direct measurements of
operating power of aural transmitters;
(3) relaxation of reporting requirements on operation with reduced power
if for no longer then 10 days; (4)
abolish reference to "standard black
tv picture" in Sec. 3.689 (a) (1) which
specifies transmitter modulation to be
employed in determining visual operating power and substituting language
which specifies the form and amplitude
of the modulating signal.
In the red ■ Bankruptcy proceedings
have been filed by KBLR-AM-TV
Goodland, Kan. The courts have appointed Max Jones as trustee. KBLRTV operates on ch. 10 while the am
facility is a 1 kw daytimer on 730 kc.
The stations are owned by a group
headed by Leslie E. Whittemore, president. They were purchased in June
1959 from James F. Blair for $145,000.

<:J^ine ^ I Lou: <^Litwm
KQBY Son Fronciico * KSDO San Oiego * KBUZ Phoenix None left ■ Two applications for am
facilities on 730 kc in Central Michi76 (GOVERNMENT)

gan have been dismissed by the FCC.
The application of Capitol Broadcasting Co. for an am outlet in East Lansing
was denied and a similar application by
W.A. Pomeroy for a station in Tawas
City-East Tawas was dismissed for
failure to prosecute. An initial decision
in May, 1959 called for this action.
These were the only applications for
730 kc in that locality.
Clarification ■ A bill atfirming the
FCC's regulatory jurisdiction over the
use by common carriers of wireless
communications (such as microwave
relays) was signed into law last week
by the President. The bill (S-1740, now
Public Law 86-751) actually clarified
the FCC's jurisdiction in this area, since
this has never been disputed by common carriers.
Two consent ■ Two record companies,
both of the same Baltimore address,
have signed a Federal Trade Commission consent order prohibiting them
from engaging in payola practices. The
FTC. in affirming an initial decision
accepting the agreement, said Mangold
Distributing Co. and Marshall Enterprises Inc. were charged last May 13
with making payments to tv and radio
disc jockeys for exposure of the firms'
records.
Deceiving the public? ■ Three manufacturers of tv picture tubes last week
were charged by the Federal Trade
Commission with failing to reveal that
tubes they make are reactivated, reconditioned or rebuilt with used parts.
Ultravision Manufacturing Corp., Hawthorne, N.J., and American Standard
Tv Tube Corp., Jamaica, N.Y., do not
make disclosure in any way, while the
third firm. Wells Electronics Co., Cedarhurst. Long Island, N.Y., makes inadequate disclsoure on cartons and none
on the tubes themselves, the FCC said.
The agency said this gives dealers the
means to deceive the public.
Tax

deduction

A bill to allow a manufacturer to deduct local (co-op) advertising costs from the price of his
productturersin
manufacexcise computing
taxes was signed
into
law last week by the President.
the manufacturer's
of deducted
5% be
Up tomay
price
for local
advertising on tv and radio and in
newspapers under the provisions
of the bill (HR 12536), which
provides for reimbursement
through retailers for local advertising. The advertising must give
the name of the article and the
retail location where it may be
purchased.
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the
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CORP.

of

appointment

to handle

ELECTRONICS

all National

Sales

for the

PROFESSIONAL

TAPE

RECORDER

Here truly Is an Instrument so trouble-free — so
carefully engineered for nninlmum maintenance
— so meticulously built and assembled that we
dare make the unconditional guarantee which

Takes Reels
Up To 101^"

appears below. For the Century '21 meets or
exceeds all professional specifications — eliminates the nine major causes of recorder failure
— and is so designed that it almost guarantees
agoinst obsolescence. For positive proof, mall
the coupon below.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
TWO REPRODUCERS IN ONE — at far less
than the price of a comparable machine-

AVAILABLE IN ONE PIECE CONSOLE, TWO PIECE
CONSOLE, PORTABLE CASE, OR RACK MOUNTED

So good it is unconditionally
GUARANTEED

FOR

ONE

YEAR

The Century '21 is uncondiiionally (juaranteed to jierjunit
perjectly jor one year uith normal maintenance or rei/ardless of cause of failure (except niisu.ie or abuse I it n ill
be repaired or replaced without cost.
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j
we'd like to check out the Century Jl I
Professional Tape Recorder uithont obligation. |
rj Please phone us to arrange for Demonstration. |
Company:
.. |
Address:
City:
State: I
Attention:
... I
I
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FAA

CONTROL
Air agency

moves

The Federal Aviation Agency on
Friday threw down to the FCC the
gauntlet of control over radio and tv
towers.
The FAA issued proposed rules which
would require radio and tv broadcasters
to submit proposals for antenna heights
and locations to the aviation agency for
"determination"
as to orwhether
stitute an air hazard
not. they conThe notice asks for comments by
Oct. 31.
A spokesman for the FAA said last
week that the agency feels its legislative
statute gives it the authority to determine hazards to air commerce.
By the same token, he said, the Communications Act gives to the FCC the
power to issue broadcast licenses in the
"public convenience and necessity."
He expressed the hope that both
agencies will accommodate their actions
to each other in the best interest of both
aviation and broadcasting.
An FAA official said that the criteria
to be used in determining whether an
antenna tower is an air navigation
hazard or not is, in some instances, less
stringent than the criteria used by the
Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating
Committee.
ACC Folds Oct. 10. ■ The ACC goes
out of existence Oct. 10, following a
presidential executive order last month
(Broadcasting, Aug. 15). For the last
decade, the Airspace Panel and its
regional offices have made aeronautical
studies of all broadcast towers over 500
ft. above ground. The results of these
deliberations were forwarded to the
FCC as recommendations.
The FCC was not bound to follow

OF
to action,

STATION
issues

proposed

the recommendations, but in many instances found them so serious that it
designated applications involving tall
towers for hearings. Aviation interests,
including the military services, could
then become parties to the hearing and
argue their objections before the FCC.
It is this procedure which, in principle, is being challenged by the FAA in
its proposed regulations regarding tail
structures. The proposals envisage, in
the eyes of some broadcast attorneys, a
separate and distinct proceeding before
the FAA on the separate and distinct
question of antenna heights and sites.
The FAA claimed that Sees. 1101,
313 (a) and 307 (a) of the Federal Aviation Act gives it the power to require
notice and formulate policy on structures which might constitute hazards to
air commerce.
The FAA proposal (Airspace Docket
No. 60-WA-159) would establish a Part
626 of the agency's regulations governing criteria and procedure for determining an air hazard.
To Establish "Farms." ■ It would
also establish, in the rules, antenna farms
for the entire United States. The specific
locations of these farms, the FAA
notice said, would come later.
"With the expansion of the aviation
industry the problems presented by the
construction or alteration of structures
affecting safety in air commerce have
become pressing and can no longer be
satisfactorily resolved by presenUy
established criteria and procedures," the
notice stated. "This is particularly true
in view of the fact that the present procedures for the evaluation of proposed
construction with regard to possible

TOWERS?
rulemaking

hazards to air commerce utilize various
criteria developed at different times and
for dififerent purposes, some of which
are regulatory in nature and others are
of In
a policy
natureto. .the
." demise of the
referring
ACC, the FAA order stated:
"It is to be noted at this point that no
other forum exists for the consideration
of the effect of other tall structures upon
safety in air commerce; and further that
the Federal Communication Commission's consideration of antenna structures isin connection with the issuance
of a construction permit or broadcast
permit
broadcast
purposes."
The for
agency
said that
consideration
will be given to "possible" adjustments
of aviation requirements to accommodate tall structures, like raising minimum flight levels and realigning routes,
airways and flight patterns. Then it added: "The studies would also provide for
the consideration of possible adjustments
to the location and height of proposed
structures to eliminate or minimize nonconformance with the criteria."
In establishing "specific recognition"
to the requirements of the broadcast industry, the FAA stated, antenna proposals that meet established dimensions
in antenna farm areas would be automatically excluded from the category
of aviation hazards.
In the interim between the cessation
of the ACC and the adoption of the
new regulations, the FAA announcement said, the FAA administrator (General E.R. Quesada) would make judgments on all pending matters.
The proposed rules are divided into
five subparts. Each of these relate to a

Broadcasters favor FCC authority
cast towers as indicating that the testimony before the Senate Aviation
Two strong spokesmen for the
Subcommittee. AMST emphasized
aviation agency acknowledged FCC
broadcasting industry last week asthat
had Congress intended the FAA
jurisdiction
over
towers.
Even
Sec.
serted complete and final FCC au1101 of the Aviation Act is clear
thority over the grant of broadcast
to be given the jurisdiction it would
have spelled it out in the 1958 act
in this respect, NAB said; it gives ity.
permits — including the heights and
locations of antenna towers.
to the FAA power only to require
establishing the aeronautical authornotice of construction.
NAB said the jurisdiction claimed
The Assn. of Maximum Service
Both comments were in the naby the Federal Aviation Agency and
Telecasters maintained also that
aviation interests over towers was
ture of replies in the FCC's rulebased on an erroneous interpretathe FCC retains the power of demaking proposals issued last Febtion of the FAA Act. It cited an
ruary which were intended to amend
ciding the location and heights of
Part
17
of the FCC rules to refer
FAA publication which reserved to broadcast towers. This not only has
the FCC the right to make a final been performed properly over the to the FAA rather than the Air
decision on broadcast matters, even
Coordinating Committee. Compast years, it stated, but aviation
ments filed on June 7 from the FAA
though the FAA may have an in- interests have acknowledged this
and aviation quarters challenged the
terest. It quoted FAA comments
primacy by participating in FCC
supporting an amendment to the hearings on this issue. FAA itself FCC's jurisdiction (Broadcasting,
Communications Act to give the has conceded this position, it said, June 13). Deadline for replies is
in publications, in its rules and in today (Sept. 19).
FCC power over abandoned broad78 (GOVERNMENT)
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specific function — (a) introduction, (b)
requirements for notice of construction
or alteration, (c) procedures for aeronautical study, (d) rules of practice for
hearings, (e) establishment of antenna
farms.
Any person constructing or altering
an existing structure which is 150 ft.
above ground must notify the FAA.
If a structure is within 15,000 ft, of
any airport and is one foot or more
above ground for each 100 ft. it is
distant from the airport boundary,
notice must be filed.
Notice must also be filed for any
structure that is within 5,000 ft. of any
heliport three feet above ground for
each 100 ft. distance from the heliport
boundary.
In its criteria to determine an aeronautical hazard, the FAA proposed
rules start with any structure which
is 500 ft. above ground, or 170 ft.
above ground within the geographical
limits of any control zone or control
area or within 5 miles either side of a
visual flight flyway. Also considered a
hazard is any structure which is 1,000
ft. below the established median enroute
altitude of an ofl" airway route.

Other highlights of the proposed regulations include:
B Definitions of airport approach obstruction planes.
■ Notice is not required where a
structure is screened by already existing tall structures or terrain.
■ Notice must be filed not less than
30 days prior to the beginning of construction or alteration.
■ The procedure to be followed after
notice is that of (1) an informal conference, (2) a fact-finding by a regional
FAA office, (3) a "determination" by
the FAA. The rules also provide for a
full hearing before an FAA presiding
officer if a petition for such a move is
allowed by the FAA administrator.
Fort Smith ch. 22
Fort Smith Telecasters Inc. was
granted ch. 22 at Fort Smith, Ark., last
week by the FCC. The firm, owned onethird each by lames Roy lordon (tire
and auto supply store), Lloyd G. Hobbs
(finance company and motel) and C.E.
Laws (real estate) plans 8.51 kw power
visual and 4.79 kw aural, with antenna
240 feet above ground. Presently operating at Fort Smith is ch. 5 KFSA-TV.

FTC

to take

road

with ad groundrules
The Federal Trade Commission has
invited 2,000 business concerns in the
Cincinnati area to attend a special
"pilot" conference in that city Sept
28 to promote truthful and non-decepbasis. tive advertising on a community-widt
If the conference is successful, similar ones may be held in other metropolitan areas, according to FTC Chairman
Earl W. Kintner. It begins at 10 a.m.
in the Hotel Sheraton-Gibson.
The purpose of the conference, Mr.
Kintner said, is to familiarize businessmen with their legal responsibility to
advertise
honestly and thus reduce the
tising.
volume of false and misleading adverThe three-man FTC delegation will
be headed by John R. Heim, director of
the FTC's bureau of consultation, which
is conducting the session. The morning
session will see discussion of the FTC's
guides against deceptive pricing and
bait advertising and in the afternoon
on its guides on deceptive advertising of
guarantees and tire advertising. Mr.
Heim and Victor H. Nyborg, president
of Assn. of Better Business Bureaus,
will speak at lunch.
The FTC last December held a twoday conference in Washington on public deception, with representatives of
consumer and media groups and others
(Broadcasting, Dec. 28. 1959).
Kintner:
dishonest

report
competitor

Advertising people were invited last
week by Federal Trade Commission
Chairman Earl W. Kintner to report
to that agency "by mail or telephone"
any dishonest advertising by their com-

(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Population
1,520,100
Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Households
423,600
General
Merchandise
$ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a.m. to
midnight 7 days a week.
c B s • A B c
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R
Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: El Dorado Chemical Plant, Inorganic Chemicals Division, Monsanto Chemical Company,
producing fertilizer -products for agricultvre. El Dorado, Arkansas.
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petitors.
Men's
PostAddressing
No. 209 ofthetheAdvertising
American Legion
in New York last Monday, Mr. Kintner said the thought of being a "squealer" may be distasteful, but "it is your
public duty" to call deceptive advertising to the FTC's attention, a course, he
said, which is far more intelligent than
acquiescing in "such activity which
waste advertising dollars and discredit
theHeentire
also industry."
urged advertising people to
use ingenuity and inventiveness to
"come up with bona fide advertisements
which will outdraw the shady ones."
To discharge responsibilities to the
public and avoid embarrassment and
the FTC's restraints, advertisers, agencies and media representatives would
"do well to screen draft ad copy in
the light of the published decisions of
the FTC," he said.
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BY HER OWN LIGHT"-Cic^
But amplification of her aim^
helps, too. That's why Philaf
delphia's WRCV presented the
series,
"Law intoAction."
"For
contributing
the public
understanding of justicel'l^
WRCV received the American
Bar Association's 1960 Gavel
Award,
thus stations
becomingin one"
of two radio
the
United States ever to have
been so honored. "Law in
■Action" is only one of WRCV'i
distinguished community
affairs programs. It is representative of the quality programming for adult audiences

NBC Owned -1060 in Philadelphia

INTERNATIONAL
ON

OCT.

Nigerian

1
radio-tv

goes semi-commercial
Semi-commercial television and radio
will come to the Federation of Nigeria
Oct. 1, the day Africa's most populous
(40 million) country gains its independence from the British Commonwealth.
Eastern Nigerian Broadcasting Co.,
the new firm, in the Eastern of Nigeria's
three federated regions, is equally owned
by the government and a group of London financiers. It will take its place
alongside the established federal-regional service of the Nigerian Broadcasting
Co., which offers only non-commercial
radio. Ten kw transmitters will broadcast from the regional capital, Enugu,
on 48.25 mc visual-53.75 mc aural for
television, with radio on 3.96 mc and
953 kc.
Advertising will be along lines of
British independent tv. Television, all
locally originated, will be on the air 710 p.m. daily from Enugu with expansion planned later to cover a heavily
populated area around Aba, some 55
miles nearer the coast. Schedule emphasis will be on news information and
service, with radio programmed independently on a longer broadcast day.
Early remote assignments will be the
tour of Princess Alexandra, Queen
Elizabeth's representative for the independence ceremonies, and an appearance later in the month by Louis Armstrong under auspices of Pepsi-Cola Co.,
which has a plant in the Eastern Region.
This region has launched an aggressive

development program, exploiting
natural resources and expanding its
harbor. Port Harcourt, now served by
direct shipping service from New York.
The eastern market is emerging to
compete for an economic place beside
the federal seat of Lagos on the coast,
located in the Western Region, and the
Western regional capital of Ibadan,
where investors traditionally have settled first.
Ontario
beer

ads

monitoring
at border

Beer advertising by Canadian companies on U.S. tv stations close to the
international border is being monitored
by the Liquor Control Board of Ontario, to find out if Canadian breweries
are violating the spirit of Ontario's new
alcoholic beverage advertising code,
which came into effect on Aug. 1.
Ontario's Premier Leslie Frost announced the monitoring was taking
place and stated that the province is
looking for co-operation from Canadian brewers.
He said that the breweries had given
the Ontario government assurances of
improvement of their advertising "and
we expect them to play ball with us.
Already there are indications of betterment. We are satisfied that by the
end of the year there will be a marked
improvement
Under the all
new around."
Ontario advertising
code for alcoholic beverages these can
now be advertised for the first time in
Ontario. But the arrangement provides
that Canadian firms must abide by the

Per

schedule

Fidel Castro's Cuban government took over operation of
CMQ
country's
largest Circuito,
and last the
independentlyowned radio and tv group. It was
formerly owned by Goar Mestre,
who has fled to the United States
for asylum. The government also
issued an intervention order
against the network charging the
owners with abandoning the plant
and failing to keep it in proper
working order. CMQ was valued
at approximately $12 million.
spirit of the code even in advertising
entering Ontario from outside the
province such as from border radio
and television stations. The Ontario
Liquor Control Board has intimated it
can take action against offending companies by cutting down or by stopping
the buying of their products, which
can only be sold through commission
oudets.
Drinking scenes, bottles and glasses
of beer or other alcoholic beverages
may not be displayed in advertising
under the new code, but bottle labels
may be shown.
CBC in far north
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has commenced operation of CHAK
Inuvik, Northwest Territories, as the
furthest north broadcasting station in
Canada. Inuvik is located 200 miles
north of the Arctic Circle at the mouth
of the Mackenzie River, near the Alaska
border. Predecessor station was operated
parttime by the Canadian Army and
Royal Canadian Navy for personnel
stationed in the region. CHAK is the
1 0th CBC station to go into operation
in Canada's far northland to provide
broadcast service for the growing population which has only been able to receive Radio Moscow on a regular basis.
New

tv film firm

All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont., and Robert Lawrence
Productions (Canada) Ltd., Toronto,'
have formed a financial association to

Test programming ■ In anticipation of the debut of the new service, engineers
of the Eastern Nigerian Broadcasting Co. do a soccer pickup.
82

produce and market Canadian televi-'
sion programs and commercials. The'
new association was necessitated by the"
increasing complexity of Canadian tele- '
vision programming, requiring a high •
percentage of Canadian content. All- ■
Canada Radio & Television, which represents a large number of Canadian
stations for sale of time, will also have
video tape to give advertisers an audition of a station's programming.
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making

a

big

She's the suburban woman — the most influ;ntial buyer in America. And who's making
a big impression on her? All four stations of
The Herald Tribune Suburban Radio
Network with their network staff, editorial
knowledge and skill. Four stimulating, aware
radio stations that have the power to reach
the woman whose world is on power-steered
wheels, whose life is in motion from super-

impression

the

market, to cookout, to school meeting, to
commuter express. Your commercials can
put her finger on the starter button for immediate buying because The Herald Tribune
Suburban Radio Network reflects her
Keralb aTribune
SUBURBAN RADIO NETWORK

595 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. • Represented Q
WFYI
Long Island

on

/ WVIP
Westchester

Q

Q

same

woman

community in the type of entertainment
and the advertising it carries. The Herald
Tribune Suburban Radio Network offers
unique powerful suburban coverage because
it communicates directly and without waste
to the land of the commuter family — and
specifically to the woman who does 66%%
of the buying. It's time you made a big
impression on the suburban ivoman!

Q nationally by THE BOl.l.l-NG CO., 2i7 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
WWestchester
VOX

/ WGHQ
Hudson Valley
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FALL

CONFERENCES

progra m

for annual meetings
Speakers at the personnel roundtable
will include James H. Hulbert, NAB
broadcast personnel-economics manager; John M. Couric, public relations
manager and William Carlisle, station
relations manager. Mr. Couric will deal
with the role employes take in creating
a station image, including participation in civic affairs. Mr. Hulbert will
discuss money and manpower. Mr.
Carlisle will speak on the techniques
of reaching station decisions, saving
both time and money. Mr. Hulbert
will conduct a sales management panel.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV
Columbia, S.C., member of the NAB
three-man policy committee, will address the opening luncheon in the spot
normally taken by the late President
Harold E. Fellows. A committee member will appear at each conference.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, is policy chairman. Third member is Merrill Lindsay. WSOY-AM-TV
Decatur, III. Committee members will
review NAB internal developments
under their guidance since death of
Mr. Fellows.
Separate Sessions ■ The second morning at each conference will be devoted
to separate radio and television sessions. Mr. Meagher will preside at the
radio segment. This will include a review of engineering techniques and
progress in stereo by A. Prose Walker.
NAB engineering manager. At each
conference a speaker will speak on
"Radio of the Future." Mr. Couric will
speak on "Building Radio With Radio,"
reviewing
public
relations plansthe
for association's
the future. Mr.
Meagher
will report on progress of the Radio
Code Board's campaign to expand station participation in the code structure,
now on a paid basis and open to both
member and non-member participation,
tion.
At the tv session with Mr. Tower

NAB's annual series of eight Fall
Conferences will be held in two segments—Oct. 13-28 and Nov. 14-29.
Basic programming of the meetings was
completed last
week at the association's
Washington
headquarters.
Two themes have been adopted for
the 1960 meetings. They are "Broadcasters and Politics" and "People and
Profits." The themes reflect the growing
importance of broadcasting in government and politics as well as the close
attention given station personnel relations.
The first conference will be held Oct.
13-14 at the Biltmore Hotel. Atlanta
(see complete conference schedule in
Datebook, page 16).
Each conference will feature an afternoon discussion based on the role
played by broadcasting in national affairs. A long-range political science approach will be augmented by discussion
of Presidential campaign problems.
"The political session will be a study
in depth of the many facets of one of
the toughest problems stations have
ever faced — why, how and how deeply
should stations participate in politics,"
according to Everett E. Revercomb,
NAB secretary-treasurer and acting administrator. The four association vice
AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE
presidents are preparing conference
programming.
The Government Outlook ■ The vice
YOU LOOK
presidents will go into subjects ranging
AT CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S
TV RATES AND RATINGS,
"far beyond the 1960 election campaign
THE A^RE YOU
into the whole art and science of government," Mr. Revercomb said. "They
will discuss in detail the mechanics of
government and the problems faced by
LIKEKJE0-7V
the broadcaster. These will include the
1
1
intermingling roles of both government
and the industry, and what can be done

channel 47
J
o
for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H'R -44^ representative
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them."
Taking
part in the political discussion
about
will be Vincent T. Wasilewski, vice
president for government affairs; Howard H. Bell, vice president for industry
affairs; Charles H. Tower, tv vice president, and John F. Meagher, radio vice
president. Mr. Wasilewski will preside.
Mr. Bell will preside at the opening
morning session at each conference.
This will deal with radio and tv management problems and the importance
of the human factor in station operation. NAB staff executives will discuss
ways of finding capable personnel as
well as training. Case histories will
be cited to show how personnel errors
show up in red ink on financial statements.

presiding. Television Bureau of Advertising will review dollar growth of
the television industry. This will include latest information on the Fort
Wayne department store study. Television Code Review Board will report
on progress of this industry ethical
structure, including board actions and
work of the new tv code office in
New York. Television Information Office, headed by Louis Hausman, will
report on local and public service programming.
Mr. Tower will review developments
in pay tv (see pay tv roundup page 58)
and go into television management
problems.BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

In Buffalo

and

Western

identification

closely

use

identified

New

the

York

station

with

A minor point, perhaps, but even WBEN-TV
Buffalo- Western New York market.

for product

the

most

market

station ID's picture the

Never-ending is the WBEN-TV effort to be the station
tified with the likes and the loyalties of this important
when Ch. 4 pioneered television on the Niagara Frontier,
ice programming and quality local programming were
and followed to build loyal audiences.

most closely idenarea. Since 1948,
good public servthe standards set

Today, to best identify your product with the shopping habits of the more
than 2,000,000 people in this metropolitan market, use the station they
watch most often. Make your TV dollars count for more — on Ch. 4, the
station identified with top coverage, penetration and sales in Western
New York.

National Representatives :
Harrington, Righter and Parsons
CH.

V
-T
EN
WB
The Buffalo
Evening
News Station
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CBS in BuNalo
Affiliated with W6EN Radio
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SERVICE
Radio,
lives

AS

tv help

USUAL
save

in hurricane

For broadcasting stations along the
East Coast, it was public service as
usual during Donna's turbulent visit last
week. The all-out broadcast effort was
credited with saving countless lives and
avoiding even greater property damage.
In the course of covering the big
story, stations suffered their share of
the bruises, too. Two damage reports to
Broadcasting last week:
■ Around-the-clock coverage by
WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla., was interrupted for 12 hours when
Donna ripped off the roof of the station's transmitter house, smashing
transformers and flooding equipment.
Amount of damage was not immediately
ascertained.
■ A $15,000 loss was sustained by
the new 50-kw WINQ Tampa, Fla.,
when the hurricane toppled all three
towers of the station's three-element directional array for daytime operation on
1010 kc. The towers were blown down
Sept. 1 1 as the eye of Donna passed
within five miles of the Plant City site.
The station had just completed equipment tests and had filed a request for
program authority when the storm hit.
The 265-ft.-high towers were sheared
off at the concrete footings. Station
management hopes to have new towers
up in four to six weeks.

After Donna ■ Portions of the roof on
the transmitter house of WTVT (TV)
Tampa-St. Petersburg lay in the flooded
86 (THE MEDIA)

A success in the
The first radio defense network
received its baptism of fire last week
and came out of Hurricane Donna
boasting success.
For three full days, operating on
a 24-hour-a-day schedule, the Florida
fm defense network fed hourly
Weather Bureau advisories to all
broadcast stations in the state of
Florida.
The fm network, established in
July of 1958, comprises eight key
stations whose broadcasts are monitored by all radio stations in Florida
except those in the Panhandle section
in the northwest section of the state.
Weather Bureau advisories were
fed by the Miami headquarters to
WVCG-FM Coral Gables. These
were broadcast immediately and were
picked up off-the-air by other stations
in the chain— WCKR-FM Miami,
WFLA-FM Tampa, WQXT-FM
Palm Beach, WHOO-FM Orlando,
WNDB-FM Daytona Beach, WRUFFM
Gainesville and WJAX-FM
Along and adjacent to hurricane alley, stations started their storm coverage
more than 10 days ago. Two Florida
tv outlets, WLOF-TV Orlando and
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, had news personnel aboard the Navy hurricane hunters that flew into the eye of Donna off
the coast of Puerto Rico.
As the hurricane inched northward,

field below the smashed transformers.
Station returned to the air with reduced
power in just 1 2 hours.

midst

of disaster

Jacksonville. All immediately broadcast the information which was heard
not only by their own listeners, but
was picked up and broadcast by the
more than two-dozen am stations
which monitored the fm network.
In addition 150 other bulletins
were broadcast throughout each day
in three different languages. The fm
disaster network operated at top capacity until 6 a.m. Sunday when
Donna left Florida on its way north.
It is estimated that more than 25
men manned the network for the
life-saving three days.
Power failures at some cities
caused stations to throw in their
standby generators. One of these occurred in Coral Gables, the site of
the key station in the network.
John T. Rutledge, WVCG-FM
Coral Gables, chairman of the defense network, said Thursday that a
meeting to was
evaluate
the network's
operations
scheduled
to take
place Friday in Orlando.
local stations fed on-the-spot reports to
other radio and tv outlets throughout
the country while maintaining aroundthe-clock news and service to their respective communities. Many established
"Hurricane Centers" to relay instructions from city and state authorities, to
carry latest weather bulletins and to
serve as clearing houses for whatever
needs were required locally.
WFLA-AM-TV Tampa-St. Petersburg
augmented its service with Spanish
translations of its newscasts and, on
some of its telecasts, utilized an expert
in the sign language to simultaneously
convey reports to the 1,000 deaf persons in the area.
Donna also permitted three Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co. stations
(WBTW [TV] Florence, S.C., and WBTWBTV [TV] Charlotte, N.C.) to put
their new hurricane watch into operation. Plan, devised just the week before,
called for 15 of the stations' personnel
to be on the alert to go to pre-designated points in the Carolinas for spot
reporting.
In addition to the major radio and
television networks, the following also
reported their hurricane service to
Broadcasting:
WKWF Key West, Fla.; WTVJ (TV)
and WCKT (TV), both Miami; WPOM
Pompano Beach, Fla.; WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N.C; WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va.; WDMV Pocomoke City, Md.;
WPEN and WFIL Philadelphia; WERE
Cleveland; WDRC Hartford, Conn.;
WKNB West Hartford: WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield and WBZ-TV Boston.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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FIVI-5B
largest
selling
5KW
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Transmitter

m

m

manufactured
today!

Stability is what station engineers
look for in FM transmitters, and
stability was the engineering objective during research and design
of the Gates FM-5B 5000 watt FM
broadcast transmitter.

The left cabinet of the FM-5B is a complete 250 watt
FM transmitter, including exciter, provision for multiplex, 250 watt amplifier, control circuits and power
supplies. The 5000 watt power amplifier is totally
isolated in the right cabinet, with sepaiate power
supplies, relay equipment and metering. From exciter
output at 10 watts through 5000 watts, there are only
2 radio frequency stages. This is stability for ease in
tune-up and then staying that way.
Provision for single or dual channel multiplex eliminates adaptor arrangements when multiplex is added.
The new Gates multiplex system is widely acclaimed
for its new approach in simplicity and effective operation.
RF harmonics are handled from within, and an external coaxial style notch filter is standard equipment

lo protect the TV band. And, the twin 6076 tubes in
the 5 kilowatt PA have a big conservative factor, very
important in operating cost consideration through
long tube life.
Stability spells reliability . . . that's one reason why the
Gates FM-5B is the largest selling 5000 watt FM transmitter manufactmed today. Stability is what engineers
demand and get when they specify the Gates FM-5B
for 5000 watts.
For additional technical information, write for the
Gates FM Fact File, which includes price lists and
engineering bulletins on all Gates FM transmitters,
from 10 watts to 10,000 watts. Yours for the asking.

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C. In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

INTERTYPE

Crosby

has

in feud

with

he said, adding:
"Owning
a tv
network ample,affiliate
in one of
these cities

last word
NBC

Columnist John Crosby tossed another spear last week in his joust with
NBC.
"I said it and I'm glad," he wrote in
his syndicated column Monday morning, answering NBC's answer to his
charge that the network's profits and
prestige had sunk since "visionary"
President Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.
was replaced by "hard-headed practical
men" like Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff and President Robert Kintner
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12).
His charge
that million
NBC's profits
shrunk
from $18
under had
Mr.
Weaver to not more than $5 million
under Messrs. Sarnoff and Kintner had
brought from the Sarnoff-Kintner management areply that NBC's profits were
in fact at a near-record level in 1959,
were at a record high the first half of
this year and promised to set an all-time
record for the full year 1960.
In last Monday's column Mr. Crosby
retorted that NBC had neglected to add
that "very little of this prosperity came
from network television, which happens
to be the only thing I was talking
about." He was not writing about
owned-and-operated stations, for ex-

[where NBC has o&o's] is like owning
an oil well — and it takes about as much
brains to run one. Push a button and
the money rolls in.
"Nobody — not even Sarnoff and
Kintner — can lose money running a
network affiliate station. (Just to give
you some idea, WCBS-TV in New
York will gross roughly $15 million
this year with a net profit of roughly
$7 million.) However, in all the things
that require judgment — like the buying
of network programs instead of the
pushing of buttons — the Sarnoflf-Kintner regime has been to the viewer almost a total disaster."
To the assertion by Messrs. Sarnofi"
and Kintner that he was "not competent" to deal with matters of operation
and management Mr. Crosby replied
that "they are hardly the ones to be bandying that word 'competent' around."
He denied he was "anti-NBC"
any more than he had been "anti-CBS"
when he accused CBS of being "the
hallmark of mediocrity" some years
ago. In fact, he said, "NBC has given
me many wonderful moments. I love
its news. I love Huntley-Brinkley. I
love color television. I'm sure it will
give me many wonderful moments

again
this lunacy
blowsthey
over."
NBCwhen
authorities
indicated
probably would let his latest attack blow
over, without further reply.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week subject to FCC approval:
■ WKST-AM-TV Youngstown, Ohio:
80% interest sold by Samuel Townsend
to Ted Estabrook and John T. Valdes,
co-owners of WCUE Akron, Ohio, for
about $1 million. WKST-AM-TV operations will be integrated with those of
WCUE in new company. Communications Industries Inc. Mr. Townsend will
continue with stations under consultancy
arrangement as well as retaining 20%
interest in joint venture. WKST is 1 kw
on 1280 kc and is assigned to New
Castle, Pa. WKST-TV in on ch. 33 and
began operating in 1953. Both stations
are affiliated with ABC. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.
■ KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach. Calif.:
Sold by Kenyon Brown, Bing Crosby
and Kevin Sweeney to Washington
Homes of Washington, D.C. for $850,000. Washington Homes is headed by
Robert Symonds as president and Max
Reznick as vice president. KFOX operates on 1280 kc with 1 kw. KFOX-FM
is on 102.3 mc with 1 kw. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.

coramission!

■ KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz.; Sold by
Harry C. Butcher and associates to
Bruce Merrill, principal owner of Antennavision Inc., a group of community
antenna systems in Arizona, for $550,000. Agreement provides that KIVA
will withdraw its protest against use of
microwave channels to bring Phoenix
tv signals to cable company in Yuma.
Ch. 1 1 KIVA is an NBC primary affiliate.
■1
APPROVED
■ The followng transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 104).

Buying or selling, one of your greatest protections is

■ WQXI Atlanta, Ga.: Sold by Robert
W. Rounsaville to Esquire Broadcasting

We

stake

our

reputation
sale.

It

more
single

Is

on

every

worth

than

any

Blackburn's demonstrated willingness to lose a sale rather than a
future client. Perhaps that is why so many people come
back to us again and again.
BLACKBURIX
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
V/ASHIHGJOH, D. C. MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M, Silrick
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
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ATLANTA
Stanley
Robert M.Whilaker
Baird
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

Inc.

WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank BIdg.
9441 Wilshire BIyd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CReslview 4-2770

^
MEN WHO READ
11 BUSINES5PAPERS
W

MEAN

BUSINESS

1n the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations
and Associated'
Business Publications
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Co. of Atlanta Inc. for $1.6 million.
Esquire Broadcasting is subsidiary of
Esquire Magazine.
■ WAKE Atlanta, Ga., and WYDE
Birmingham, Ala., sold by Bartell
Broadcasters to former New York
broadcasters Ira Herbert and Bernice
Judis. Sales price for WAKE was $500,000; for WYDE, $525,000. Both included $80,000 for agreement not to
compete for five years within 50 miles
! of stations. Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley dissented.
■ KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex.: Sold by
John L. Buchanan to Robert W.
Rounsaville for $301,000 and agreement not to compete within 50 miles for
five years. Mr. Rounsaville is principal
of Rounsaville stations which comprise
WCIN-AM-TV Cincinnati, WLOU and
WTAM-TV Louisville, WATL-TV Atlanta, WTMP Tampa, WMBM South
Miami, WYLD New Orleans and
WVOL Berry Hill (Tenn.). Mr. Rounsaville sold WQXI Atlanta to Esquire
(see above). Grant was conditioned on
outcome of inquiry regarding sponsorship identification. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ KBUY Amarillo, Tex.: Sold by
Worley & Sanders Broadcasters to Radio KBUY Inc. for $250,025. Giles E.
Miller, president of Radio KBUY Inc.,
has interest in KOKE Austin, Tex.
Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and
Robert E. Lee dissented.
■ WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala.: Sold by
Wilhelmina Q. Echols to John C. Cooper Jr., manager of WJRD, for $205,000.
New

consultant

firm

Formation of new radio consultancy,
Maurice Jackson Organization in Columbus, Ohio, was announced last week.
Mr. Jackson has been in broadcasting
for past 25 years in both performing
and sales capacities, most recently with
WTVN (TV) Columbus and before that
with number of radio and tv stations in

Newest

among

leaders

serving

the

America's greatest
radio market!
More audience per dollar
than any other jeading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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the Midwest and South. His firm will
assist stations in designing both programs schedules and sales policies, with
special emphasis in the area of service
programming. Headquarters are at 3073
Edgefield Road, Columbus.
EDITORIAL
More

SURVEY

tv outlets

are

speaking their minds
Nearly a third (30%) of tv stations
are editorializing, according to a survey conducted by NAB's Television Information Office. Results were submitted at a Sept. 14 meeting of the
NAB Editorializing Committee in
Washington.
Four projects designed to develop
editorializing by stations were adopted
by the committee. Co-chairmen are
Joseph E. Baudino. Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., and Daniel W. Kops,
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
The committee projects include:
■ Compilation of a file of case histories showing what individual stations
accomplish when they editorialize.
■ Updating and revision of the NAB
publication. Editorializing on the Air,
to reflect latest developments and to
show techniques.
■ Frequent mailing of editorializing
aids to member stations.
■ Compilation of a list of problems
faced by editorializing stations.
The NAB staff was instructed to study
plans for an industry seminar on broadcast editorializing. Richard M. Allerton, NAB research manager, submitted
a radio editorializing survey conducted
by his department in a study of radio
news. The survey will be made available
in October.
The committee adopted a resolution
extending sympathy to the widow of
Alex Keese, WFAA-AM-TV Dallas.
Mr. Keese was co-chairman of NAB's
first Editorializing Committee.
Attending the committee meeting.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EASTERN
TV-VHF STATION IN SOUTH —
affiliated with top network. Plant investment approximately three quarters of a million dollars. Current cash
throw-off over $300,000.00 annually.
National and local sales growing.
Total price $2,200,000.00 with
terms. On right kind of deal will entertain exchange of stock for listed
stock. Hamilton-Landis & Associates,
Inc. handling this property exclusively, but are limited in our negotiations to qualified buyers only.
Sellers will arrange to meet with authorized officers of other companies
interested in discussing exchange of
stock transaction.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwest major market fulltimer. Top
billings in market. Extensive real
estate. Price slightly above annual
gross at $450,000.00 all cash.
Wisconsin fulltimer will gross at least
$90,000.00 1960 and show good return. It is a single station market.
There is valuable real estate. Extremely good terms can be had. The
price is $140,000.00 for the physical
assets with 29% down payment.
Midwest fulltimer in distress. Owner
forced to sell. Price and terms have
become quite flexible. This is a good
facility in a good market which is not
over-radioed. A $35,000 to $40,000.00 down payment will likely
handle this deal.
Midwest metropolitan — valuable
property — long record of earnings —
religonal operation — $750,000.00.
$150,000.00 down and terms 7-8
years to financially qualified operator.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOV/ER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
WEST TEXAS DAYTIMER—
$90,000.00, $30,000.00 down, liberal terms on balance. Single station
market, billing better than $60,000.00 per year. Owner-manager can net
$2,500 per month with this one.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
SOUTH
Fulltime radio station grossing in
excess of $100,000.00 annually and
breaking even under absentee ownership. Priced for fast sale at total of
$120,000.00 with possibility of term
payout.

SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., inc.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS '^• FINANCING

besides ihe co-chairmen, were Eugene
B. Dodson, WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
Simon Goldman, WJTN-AM-FM
Jamestown, N.Y.; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Lawrence H.
Rogers IL Taft Broadcasting Co.; Lee
Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington. John F.
Dille Jr., WSJV (TV) Elkhart-South
Bend, Ind., was absent.
Attending for NAB were Howard H.
Bell, Vincent T. Wasilewski, John F.
Meagher and Charles H. Tower, vice
presidents; Everett Revercomb secretary-treasurer and acting administrator;
Douglas A. Anello, chief counsel; John
M. Couric, public relations manager,
and Mr. Allerton.
THAT

OTHER

NAB

Sponsors like board's
thorough tv test
When Astaire Time goes on NBCTV Sept. 28 as an hour-long special
colorcast sponsored by Chrysler Corp.,
the audience will include a group of
civic and culturally minded individuals,
mostly women, mostly leaders of women's clubs, PTA groups and similar
organizations.
This group will be judging as well
as watching. What members will be
judging are the commercials created
for the program by the sponsor's agency, Leo Burnett Co. They'll judge the
commercials by checking a ballot distributed by the National Audience
Board, an organization dedicated to
the improvement of better programs
and better commercials on radio and
television.
The ballots contain eight statements
about the commercials: (1) the commercials are in good taste, (2) their selling message is effective and informative, (3) they are imaginative, (4) the
advertising copy is accurate, (5) the
commercials have entertainment value,
(6) they have eye-appeal, (7) increase
my interest in the product, (8) they are
believable.
Viewer-judges are asked to check each
statement to indicate whether they
"strongly disagree," "disagree," have "no
opinion,"
agree"
with it. The"agree"
ballots oralso"strongly
contain several
lines for comments, plus space for the
judge's name, address, organizational
affiliation and his office in that group.
Finally the judge is asked for permission to quote his comments and use his
name publicly. This usually means in
the National Audience Board monthly
news letter, which regularly reports on
results of the audience opinion surveys
conducted through its auspices.
Usually Programs ■ Normally, these
surveys seek to evaluate public reac90 (THE MEDIA)

Enjoying the change ■ Pleased
about the switch in frequency from
1240 kc to 930 kc and the accompanying power increase from
250 w to 5 kw of WSOC Charlotte,
N.C., are company principals. At
the signing of the contracts closing
the sale of the 930 dial slot are (1
to r) : G. Richard Shafto, executive
vice president of Broadcasting Co.
tion to tv programming. In no way a
competitor to the professional rating
firms, the National Audience Board
employs a "depth opinion" device. The
civic leaders participating do their previewing and reviewing under professional supervision. On the West Coast,
a psychology instructor at UCLA has
been counseling the organization on the
preparation of technically-correct ballots. He also has analyzed the returned
ballots to check the validity of the opinions registered in the home living rooms
or studio projection room where the
viewing was done.
The full results of the previews or
reviews, together with the comments of
viewers and an interpretation are included in a special report furnished the
advertiser, agency or producer engaging the services of the group. All facts,
good and bad, are supplied "without
garnishing, selection or manipulation,"
a boardtional
spokesman
stated.has"The
NaAudience Board
become
known for its frankness and integrity,"
he said. "Thus the service it renders
has real value."

of the South, former owner of the
930 facility in Charlotte; J. Leonard
Reinsch (seated), president of Carolina Broadcasting Co. (owner of
WSOC-AM-FM-TV) and executive
director of the Cox stations; Larry
Walker, executive vice president
of Carolina Broadcasting Co.; and
Henry Sullivan, general manager of
WSOC.
The board also encourages viewers to
write to stations and networks, sponsors
and their agencies, when they see or
hear something they like, when they enjoy a program and want to have it continued on the air or when they would
like to have its content repeated.
Encore ■ After a survey of the first
Evening with Fred Astaire broadcast,
J.R. Barlow, manager of product advertising for Chrysler, wrote the board
thanking "civic leaders for their recent
successful efforts to crystallize public
opinion in regard to the first Astaire
show. The wonderful comments of viewers and press have necessitated our repeating this program. You, National
Audience Board, effected not only a
public service in your unbiased reviewing of this program, but also a service
to Other
us, the users
sponsor."
of the National Audience Board survey services, in addition
to Chrysler and Leo Burnett, are Henry
Jaffe Enterprises, Desilu Productions,
Julian Lesser Productions, Herts-Lion
Productions and Hudson Co.
The producers discovered the NaBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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'One-book library of television and radio information"
AJL

separate directories indexing the world of
broadcasting

Designed to meet your specialized needs,
[the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the largest and most complete encyclopediatype book ever published for the business of
broadcasting. The information in this book is
massive (more than half a million words),
and it is organized for speedy reference.
jit's a desk-top book. You'll use it constantly
throughout the year for facts and figures,
names and addresses— for data available in
no other single source.
Compiled, edited and written by the same
staff that produces BROADCASTING — The
Businessweekly of Television and Radio.
Serving the business side of broadcasting
since 1 931 .
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ABC-TV's optimistic outlook ■
ABC-TV is continuing up its symbolic ladder with an accent on
youth, affiliates and the nation's
press were told in a taped closedcircuit presentation by officers and
stars last week from the West
Coast.
Leonard Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, cited progress in program-audience competition over the
past four years and pointed to
ABC-TV President Oliver Treyz
and Programming-Talent Vice
President Thomas W. Moore who,
he said, "have the talent and youth
to make it go." AB-PT and its network are planning five years ahead
and looking forward to a world
television exchange within that
period, Mr. Goldenson said. Meanwhile, in the U.S. he and his network chiefs agree that ABC-TV
has overtaken its goals in programming and audience and is now
entering phase three of its developtional Audience Board early in its history. Walt Disney, with a habit of being
first in many things, invited its civic
leader members to a special showing of
Davey Crockett in the spring of 1955.
The reviewers, led by the state television
chairmen of the California Federation
of Women's Clubs and the California
branch of the American Assn. of University Women, rated the series "excellent for the family, historically instructive."
ABC-TV San Francisco followed
suit, inviting Bay Area leaders to a
similar preview. Then Screen Gems
asked for a preview of Rin Tin Tin.
Questionnaires were developed for balloting and policies set for giving results
and interpretations of the surveys to the
industry hosts.
Century Note ■ The cost of an Audience Board survey is $100 per showing per city. If a preview is held in New
York and Los Angeles, the cost would
be $200. For a minimum nation-wide
survey, the cost is about $800. Regional
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ment blueprint, increased activity
in news and public affairs, an area
previewed by News Vice President
John Daly.
Julius Barnathan, vice president
for affiliated tv stations, appeared
with General Manager Howard
Maschmeier of WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn., chairman of the
ABC-TV Affiliates Assn., and seven
other association governors. The
governors had been meeting with
network chiefs in Hollywood all
last week, giving enthusiastic reception toplans which, Mr. Maschmeier said, would "cement ABCTV's No. 1 position established last
season." He made special mention
of public affairs entries, citing Bell
& Howell Closeup, the Winston
Churchill series and Expedition.
The network press preview
showed clips from these and the
entertainment lineup in a fastpaced musical-comedy format, introducing scenes and stars of new
fall shows, with reminders of estabsurveys, like that made of the Hudson
Co. Thanksgiving Day parade telecast
in Detroit, cost proportionately less.
The fees go toward paying the cost of
sending out invitations to tv chairmen,
printing the ballots, the professional
psychological supervision, the computations, clerical, communications, transportation and other incidental expenses,
not to exclude the publishing of the results, comments and interpretations. As
a non-profit, public service organization, national Audience Board itself
contributes some of the financing of
this operation.
In addition to reporting on results
to the survey, sponsors and the National Audience Board membership, the
organization also keeps the broadcasting industry informed about public reaction to its offerings. Four years ago,
Peter Goelet, president of the National
Audience Board, wrote to the late
Harold Fellows, president of the betterknown NAB, the National Assn. of
Broadcasters: "My general opinion is

lished programs, extended daytime
shows, specials and new emphasis
on live sports events.
Before the closed circuit cameras
in Hollywood (photo above) were:
Front row (1 to r)— Jack Gelder,
WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va. John
Dille, WSJV (TV) Elkhart-South
Bend, Ind.; Don Davis, KMBC-TV
Kansas City; Joseph Bernard,
KTVI (TV) St. Louis; Mr. Maschmeier; Bill Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston; Joe Drilling, KJEO (TV)
Fresno; and Joseph Hladky,
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids.
Back row — Dean Linger, advertising and promotion director, ABC;
Robert Coe, director of station relations. ABC-TV; Alfred Schneider,
vp in charge of business administration; Mr. Barnathan; Michael Foster, vp press information; Donald
Shaw, director station clearance
ABC-TV; Mr. Moore; Mr. Treyz;
Mr. Goldenson, and Court McCloud, manager, ABC-TV station
relations. Western Div.

that the public is very receptive to programs containing instructive content.
However, it feels that the effectiveness
of commercials with respect to the
primary job of moving merchandise
must be equated with factors of irrita-

■ Rep appointments
■ KTOP Topeka, Kan.: Spot Time Sales
Inc, N.Y.
tion."
■ KOBY
San Francisco and KBUZ
Phoenix: Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
N.Y.
■ KYA San Francisco: Broadcast Time
Sales.
■ WABB Mobile, Ala.: Robert E. Eastman, N.Y.
■ KPEN (FM) San Francisco: Adam
Young Fm Sales.
«a WSOC Charlotte, N.C.: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, N.Y.
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DeLIBerate a moment on the enormous Negro community in the
greater IVIetropolitan New York area and you'll see how much
good sense it makes to re-examine your radio schedule and
"LIB" IT UP.

NEGRO

COMMUNITY...

With top Negro personalities and a variety of proven merchandising aids to help sell your products,WLIB is a must buy in the
greater New York market. So— if you want to embrace the Negro
community— "LIB IT UP!"

This vital community, at latest count, encompasses over
1,494,000 people with a spendable income up in the billions.
And it's growing larger every day. To this alert and growing
audience WLIB offers more Negro programming than all other
radio stations in New York combined! More local Negro news —
more national Negro news — more Negro public service as well.
In turn it produces by far the greatest Negro listening audience
in town.
EMBRACES THE
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Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue, New York 27, N. Y.93
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Music

rings
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every

time

Southern
Most combination AM

you

buy

KFAC

-AM

you

also

get

California's
largest
FM
audience*
tions that reach over a million different homes in
and FM stations offer simul-

taneous coverage on a limited basis. For the past
twelve years we have been duplicating our entire
broadcasting schedule 24 hours a day. This is one
reason whv we are amons the four Los Anseles sta-

renewals
week"^.tell the story. 44 current advertisers
average
an Our
are in their 2nd to 20th continuous year of successful KFAC selling. We invite you to join them.
*Late$t PULSE Surveys

AM-FM
PRUDENTIAL
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The Music Stations for Southern California
24-hour simultaneous AM-FM at one low cost
Represented by The Boiling Company, Inc.
SQUARE

LOS

ANGELES
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Sidney G. Alexander, formerly vp and
group supervisor at
Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford & Atherton, N.Y., becomes
partner in Sanders &
Lowen, that city, to
be known as Sanders,
Mr. Alexander
Lowen & Alexander.
Prior to his association with KHCC&A,
Mr. Alexander was partner at Peck
Adv., and advertising director of both
Columbia and David O. Selznick motion picture companies.
Brooks Elms, vp on American Tobacco at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N.Y., joins Robert C. Durham,
Inc., as executive vp and general manager.
Ronald R. Mullins, Norman, Craig
& Kummel, N.Y., elected vp. James
Woodward named assistant vp.
Sylvan Taplinger, vp in charge of
radio-tv for W.B. Doner & Co., N.Y.,
resigns. He will announce future plans
shortly. Mr. Taplinger supervised Timex (watches) account for Doner.
Ronald P. Smillie appointed vp of
Krupnick & Assoc., St. Louis advertising agency. He has been account
executive at Krupnick since 1955.
A.P.D. Wheelan, formerly with
N.W. Ayer & Son, Hollywood, becomes partner in Barrie & Faulk Adv.,
San Francisco, which becomes Barrie,
Faulk & Wheelan. Mr. Wheelan will
supervise agency's creative activities.
Location: 215 Leidesdorff St., Phone:
Exbrook 2-1158.
Sam D. Keeper appointed general
manager and partner of Max H. Jacobs agency, Houston, which becomes
Jacobs-Keeper-Newell & Assoc. Vance
Newell named chief account executive
and partner. Others named to firm's
management: Mrs. Jesse McFarland,
Mrs. Ethel Younger, Alma Taylor and
Mary Bourgeois.
Robert C. Bullen, formerly vp and
creative director at Don Kemper Co.,
Chicago, to Olian & Bronner, that city,
as vp and account supervisor.
Theodore W. Prescott, formerly account supervisor at N.W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, to Charles E. Hires Co.
(Hires root beer), that city, as vp in
charge of marketing.
Eleanor Accles, media buyer at
Adams & Keyes, N.Y., joins Cunningham & Walsh, that city, as supervisor
of media services.
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Gerald P. Branson, field division
advertising manager of Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, promoted to
newly created position of media manager. Barry C. Sullivan succeeds Mr.
Branson. August (Gus) Gagel, midwest division advertising manager,
Omaha, Neb., returns to St. Louis to
assume Mr. Sullivan's former position.
William O. Home promoted to midwest division advertising manager. He
had been member of advertising staff.

St. Louis, joins Storm Adv., that city.

Dwight Reynolds, previously media
supervisor at Wade Adv., Chicago, and
formerly advertising manager of Alberto-Culver Co., to Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago, as all-media buyer including
broadcast activities.

Roy M. Marshall, formerly account
supervisor and director of business development at Ross Roy, Detroit, joins
MacManus, John & Adams, that city,
as account executive in commercial
products group.

Stanley Leipzig, formerly of Dunnan & Jeffrey, N.Y., joins S. Jay Reiner
Co., Mineola, N.Y., as director of station relations.

Richard
Wright, atformerly
ate media C.director
BBDO, associjoins
Carling Brewing
ministrative Co.,
assistant. Cleveland, as ad-

Harry Carlson, vp
of General Public Relations, N.Y., subsidiary of Benton &
Bowles, elected president of GPR. Sherwood Rollins Jr.
named vp. Mr. Carlson joined pr firm in
Mr. Carlson
1957 when it merged
with Burns W. Lee Assoc. He had been
vp of BWL.

James F. Donnelly Jr., supervisor
of sales promotion, A. O. Smith Corp.,
Kankakee, 111., appointed manager of
advertising, sales promotion.

Joseph Sullivan named advertising
supervisor for St. Paul (Minn.) Div. of
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. Terence
O'Brien appointed advertising supervisor for eastern and western divisions,
and Philip Hummel becomes point of
sale manager.
Richard B. Stockton, formerly vp
and account supervisor at French Adv.,

Mark Foster,
formerly
with Com-of
munications
Counselors division
Communications Affiliates Inc., N.Y.,
to Howard Chase Assoc., that city, as
account executive.
John F. KresI and Thomas J. Mack
named account executive and radio-tv
production manager, respectively, for
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, Neb., advertising agency.

Warren T. Brookes, account executive at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston,
elected president, Boston chapter,
American Marketing Assn.
Bernard W. Meyer, formerly marketing director for General Foods
Corp., Latin America Div., to Chesebrough-Pond International as marketing manager.
George B. Lavery Jr., formerly with
Campbell-Mithun, joins Kane Adv.,
Bloomington, 111., as business director.
Mildred A. Vigerhouse, formerly
director in radio-tv department of Ruder & Finn, N.Y., joins J.M. Mathes
Inc., that city, as member of staff.

D-F-S names three new vps
William A. Taylor,
Robert Scurlock and
Frederick A. Mitchell,
account
executives at
Dancer - Fitzgerald -Sample, N.Y., named vps.
Mr. Taylor, who is on
Procter & Gamble account, was with Young
& Rubicam until 1953
when he joined DFS.
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Scurlock
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Scurlock, who also works on
Needham, Louis & Brorby and head
P&G, came to agency in 1954 from
of research department with DFS
Benton & Bowles. Mr. Mitchell was
in Chicago. He works on Simoniz
formerly head of N.Y. office of account.
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She will supervise radio and tv publicity.
The

Media

Sumner N. Blossom, president of
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., N.Y.,
elected vice chairman. Raymond C.
Hagel, executive vp, assumes presidency. Publishing house owns KFWB
Los Angeles, KEWB San FranciscoOakland, and WISK St. Paul, Minn.
Jerry Friedman, sales manager of
KQBY (formerly KOBY) San Francisco, promoted to station manager.
Previously, he was account executive
at KYA, that city.
Gene P. Loftier, formerly executive
vp of KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge, Iowa,
appointed general manager of WTAPAM-TV Parkersburg, W.Va. Previously
Mr. Loffler was general manager of
KMMT (TV) and KAUS, both Austin,
Minn.
Glenn Thomas, formerly with
WAFC Staunton, Va., to KUSH Gushing, Okla., as station manager and
chief engineer.
David L. Lambert, formerly of tv
sales staff of The Katz Agency, N.Y.,
joins KVOR-AM-FM Colorado Springs,
Colo., as general manager and sales
manager.
Donald A. Wolff, formerly assistant
manager of Forjoe & Co., appointed

NAB

names

(FATES & FORTUNES)

Harold R. Krelstein, president of
Plough Inc. stations named chairman.
Radio Advertising Bureau finance
committee. George Comte, general
manager, WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee, also appointed to committee.
Jim Simons, general sales manager
at KWFB Hollywood, Calif., is at his
home following operation Sept. 6.
Edward A.W.
Smith has assumed
position as general
sales manager of
KQV Pittsburgh. He
formerly was Detroit manager of
Adam Young Inc.
and Young Television
Corp., station reps.

Mr. Smith

James R. Martin, formerly at KUSN
St. Joseph, Mo., appointed program
director at WKEE-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va.
Chuck Phillips, air personality at
WEMP Milwaukee, assumes additional
duties as program director. John
Michaels, formerly with WKHM Dearborn, Mich., joins WEMP as disc
jockey.

three

Three standing committees for
1960-61 were announced last week
by the NAB Policy Committee:
Television Music Advisory —
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., chairman; Payson Hall,
Meredith Broadcasting Corp.; John
E. McCoy, Storer Broadcasting Co.;
Clifford M. Kirtland Jr., Transcontinent Television Corp.; John J. Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting Co.;
Robert H. Smifh, WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; Charles C. Woodward Jr.,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations.
Freedom of Information — Frank
P. Fogarty, Meredith Broadcasting
Co., chairman; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va.; John
Charles Daly, ABC; Richard O.
Dunning, KHQ-AM-TV Spokane,
Wash.; John S. Hayes, Washington
Post Broadcast Div.; Theodore F.
Koop, CBS; William R. McAndrew,
NBC; Stephen J. McCormick, MBS;
August C. Meyer, Midwest Television Inc.; Sig Mickelson, CBS;
96

manager of Chicago office of Jack
Masla & Co., radio-tv station representative. Masla also announces move
of office from 435 N. Michigan Ave.
to 75 E. Wacker Drive.

committees

David C. Moore, Transcontinent
Television Corp.; D.L. Provost,
Hearst Corp.; Weston C. Pullen Jr.,
Time Inc.; Robert M. Purcell,
KFWB Hollywood; Lewis W. Shollenberger, CBS; James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL-AM-TV Columbus,
Ga. Mr. Koop represents RadioTelevision News Directors Assn.;
Mr. Shollenberger represents RadioTelevision Correspondents Assn.
Copyright — Omar F. Elder Jr.,
ABC-TV, chairman; Thomas P. Bashaw, KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.;
Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.; Robert M. Booth Jr.,
WSAL Logansport, Ind.; Ian A. Elliot, KATL Miles City, Mont.;
Robert V. Evans, CBS-TV; Leonard
H. Higgins, KTNT-TV Tacoma,
Wash.; Philip G. Lasky, Westinginghouse Broadcasting Co.; Douglas
L. Manship, WBRZ Baton Rouge,
La.; Harry R. Olsson Jr., NBC;
Gunnar O. Wiig, WROC - TV
Rochester, N.Y.; John Pattison Williams, Air Trails Network, Dayton,
Ohio.

Neville Miller, Washington communications attorney, was sworn in
Sept. 12 as member of District of
Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency.
Formerly mayor of Louisville, Ky.,
Mr. Miller has always been interested
in rehabilitation of slum areas. His new
post is parttime civic activity. He continues his practice as partner in law
firm of Miller & Schroeder. He is former NAB president.
David E. Lyman, program director
at WLEE Richmond, Va., promoted to
newly created post of director of program development. Other changes:
Stewart Yarbo, program director;
Arthur Lane, continuity director, Richard Via, assistant sales manager; Gene
Loving, assistant director of music;
and Roland Sisking, director of sales
promotion.
Harold F. Stone, formerly with
WNEM-TV Flint-Saginaw, Mich., to
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., as program
director.
Johnny Gunn, formerly operations
director at KOMY Watsonville, toKCVR-AM-FM Lodi, both California,,
as program director.
Rick Kraushaar and Jack Van
Nostrand join KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles as account executives.
Fred Ruegg, CBS Radio vp and general manager of KNX Los Angeles, reappointed to board of directors of
Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
filling vacancy created by transfer of
Howardnando toGray
San FerKWIZ from
Santa KGIL
Ana. Only
one
area representative is permitted from
member stations with that office being
held by ciation
KWIX's
treasurer. Ernest Spencer, assoBob Alien, formerly account executive for WEEI Boston, joins sales staff
of WCBS New York. Eugene F. (Red)
Mitchell, merchandising director at
WEEI, succeeds Mr. Allen. Richard A.
Bailey
director. becomes WEEI's merchandising
John H. Rawitzer, salesman at
KRAK Sacramento, Calif., joins sales
staff of KCBS San Francisco, succeeding Dick Godfrey, who moves to
KXTV (TV) Sacramento.
Bill linger, with radio-tv department
of Grant Adv., L.A., joins sales staff of
KGO San Francisco.
Jim Dodd, formerly on sales staff
of WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, named
announcer-salesman for The House Detective, tv real estate program, at
WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga.
Arthur J. Beaudin named merchandising liaison man for WFEA ManBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

MICROPHONES

- a type for every requirement
Check your microphone requirements, today. Do
you

FINEST QUALITY MICROPHONE
Standard microphone of the industry, the
RCA 77-DX offers full range frequency response
with a choice of three pickup patterns. Available in a satin chrome finish for radio and a
low gloss gray for TV, it will offer years of
rugged dependable service. $180.00

have one for each purpose — remotes, announce, interviews, boom, general purpose? Use

the handy

order coupon

to order

any microphones

you need.

PERSONAL MICROPHONE
Ideal for Remotes
Wherever a small Inconspicuous microphone is
needed the BK-6B can be used. This 2.3 ounce
unit offers excellent reproduction for every
speech application both in the studio and in
the field.
$82.50

HIGH-FIDELITY UTILITY MICROPHONES

NOISE-REDUCING BOOM MICROPHONE

General purpose BK-llA microphone is the
modern version of the very famous 44 BX. It
is ideal for every studio use, especially live
music pickup. The BK llA is an economical
high performance unit designed for years of
rugged service.
$125.00

Here is the highly directional BK-5A microphone for TV boom use. Its pickup pattern
effectively reduces noise while offering full
range highest quality pickup of the desired
source. The BK-5A is also an excellent choice
for control room use.
$165.00

ORDER

NOW

BY

Order any of these five microphones
Send check or money

MAIL!
for prompt

deHvery.

order with your order and micro-

phones will be shipped prepaid. If remittance is not enclosed
your microphones
COMMENTATOR MICROPHONE
The BK-IA is a fine microphone for interviews,
panel shows, and all general announce work.
Its rugged construction and insensitivity to
wind and mechanical vibration make the BK-IA
ideal for outdoor remotes. $75.00

RCA,

Audio

will be shipped C.O.D. Mail your order to

Sales, Broadcast

and Television Equipment

Division, Building 15-6, Camden,

N.J. Use coupon below.

RCA, Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment Division, Dept. LC-22
Building 15-6, Camden, N.J.
Please send the units checked. Check enclosed □ Ship C.O.D. □
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

□ 77-DX □ BK-6B □ BK-UA □ BK-IA □ BK-5A
Send to
AddressCity
-State_Zone_
Enclose remittance with order and save shipping charges.

Chester, N.H. He will work with sales
personnel in coordinating sales promotion activities.
Richard F. Schaller, formerly with
sales department of WBEN Buffalo, to
WGR-TV, that city, as member of local
sales staff".
Rudy Perea and Dick Amundson
join KELP El Paso, Tex., as members
of sales staff. Gene Rohling becomes
member of news department. Johnny
Fairchild and Morton Downey Jr. to
KELP as disc jockeys.
Mrs. Pat Barton promoted from
news staff to assistant to special events
director at WBBM Chicago. She originally joined station's news staff in
1942, moving to CBS Radio News in
New York as night editor in 1949 and
returning to WBBM in September 1959.
Jim Payfon appointed director of
newly created department of public
affairs of WDSM-AM-TV Duluth,
Minn. He joined WDSM when it first
went on air in 1939, serving as first
program director. He left WDSM in
1940 to become program director of
WLOL Minneapolis before rejoining
WDSM in 1946.
Jack White and John MacMillan
join expanded news staff of KUTV
(TV) Salt Lake City. Mr. White is editor-photographer and Mr. MacMillan
is news and sports reporter.
Tom Carnegie, account executive at
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, named director of sports for WFBM-AM-FM-TV.
William (Rip) Rowan, formerly
news editor at WCSS Amsterdam, to
WTRY Albany-Schenectady-Troy, both
New York, as member of news staff.
Orion Samuelson, farm service director at WBAY-AM-TV Green Bay,

Chicago in

Franc White named to promotion
staff.

Robert D. Fuzy, formerly tv producer of Columbus, Ohio, public schools,
named supervisor of instructional tv
programming for WOSU-TV, Ohio
State U. Telecommunications Center,
that city.

J. B. (Johnny) Martin, formerly
account executive at KOMA Oklathat city.
homa City, to sales staff of KOCO-TV,

Wis., to WGN-AM-TV
similar capacity.

Art McDonald joins news staff of
KOMO-TV Seattle. Wash. He formerly was news director of KREM-TV
Spokane, Wash.
Norma Nottonson appointed pr assistant for WMCA New York, WBNY
Buffalo, and Radio Press International.
Tim Lockhart joins WBAB Babylon,
N.Y., succeeding George Sima who
becomes editor on news staff.
Nick Gearhart, formerly head of
news department of WWL-TV New Orleans, joins news staff of KFMB-TV
San Diego, Calif., as night news editor.
William Miller, formerly on sales
staff of Armstrong Cork Co., St. Louis,
appointed sales planning assistant at
NBC Central Div. Network TV Sales,
Chicago.
Bruce Handshu, formerly with
WLW Cincinnati, to WCKY Cincinnati
as publicity promotion director, succeeding Bob Flemming who retired.
William K. McClure, cameraman
and correspondent for CBS News,
named director of European operations
for CBS Reports.
Robert H. Poller, formerly sales
and station promoter at WROV
Roanoke, Va., to sales staff of WALT
Tampa, Fla.
Bill Page joins WSOC Charlotte as
member of sales staff. Cooper Williamson becomes announcer and

Norman Kraeft, farm service director of WGN-AM-TV Chicago since
1950, and his wife and assistant,
Christine, resign to become agricultural pr director and farm women affairs director, respectively, for Kennedy-Johnson campaign.

e emJr., summertim
Coy Inc.
Wayne
ploye of Time
radio-tv stations,
member of Time-Life Washington bureau and son of late FCC Chairman
A. Wayne Coy, to WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as sales service assistant.
Robert
Hawkins, Bakersfield,
announcer-director at KERO-TV
Calif.,
promoted to production manager.
Dick Guthrie, newsman at KING
Seattle, elected chairman of Western
Washington Associated Press Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Shirley Bartholomew of KRKO Everett.
Roy Eaton, news director of KXOL
Ft. Worth, elected president of Texas
Associated Press Broadcasters Assn.
Pat Wilkins, on news staff of KEX
Portland, Ore., promoted to news director.
Hart Jenks, formerly with WOW
Omaha, Neb., to KXRX San Jose,
Calif., as news director.
Programming
Alfred R. Stern, vp of NBC Enterprises, elected board chairman of California National Productions, N.Y.
(Weeks Headlinter, Aug. 22). In ad-

Visiting new properties ■ Ward
L. Quaal (c), vice president and
general manager of WGN-AMTV Chicago, addressed luncheon
of station and civic leaders in Duluth-Superior Aug. 25 in the wake
of WGN Inc.'s purchase of
KDAL-AM-TV there (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 15; Changing
Hands, Aug. 22). Shown (1 to r)
are Robert A. Dettman, KDALTV chief engineer; Clifford Mork,
Duluth mayor; Mr. Quaal; Lawrence Hagen, Superior mayor;
and Odin S. Ramsland, KDALAM-TV general manager. WGN
Inc. bought the properties from
Red River Broadcasting Co.
(owned and operated by the Dalton LeMasurier estate) for over $3
million.
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WHY
SHOULD

A

BUSINESSMAN
BE

TAXED
TO

SUPPORT
GOVERNMENT
COMPETITIO
AGAINST
HIMSELF?

Some strange paradoxes crop up, at times, in the
American scene.
We are scrupulous, as a nation, to safeguard the
rights of the individual in court ... his right to
worship without interference ... his right to speak
freely and openly on any issue.
We have federal laws and regulations to protect
him against unfair competition in his efforts to make
a living . . . unfair competition, that is, except that
from the federal government itself.
Take, for example, the matter of the government's producing and selling electric power in the
open market. Because federal power systems pay no
federal income taxes, and little or no taxes to state
and local governments, they can undersell the independent electric companies which do produce taxes.
In fact, the very taxes provided by the independent electric companies and their customers are used in part to
help finance this unfair competition.
Now the proponents of federal "public power"
are pressing for billions more to build additional
federal power plants, although the independent electric companies are ready and able to supply all the
power the nation can conceivably need. And this on
top of more than $5,000,000,000 of taxpayers' money
already spent on such government installations.
How can this go on? Simply because the pubHc
doesn't know about it.
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A NEW

BOOKLET

TELLS THE STORY

You can get interesting, little-known facts, figures
and quotes by mailing the coupon below for the new
free booklet, "How Federal Government Electricity
Affects the Businessman." It discusses how "public
power" spending can affect your costs, prices and
profits, what happens when the government goes
into business with taxpayers' money, and the antibusiness implications of federal power spending.
AMERICA'S INDEPENDENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES
POWER COMPANIES
Room Ave.
1118-Uof the Americas
1271
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send promptly the
material checked beloiv,
ivithout charge :
HOW
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
AFFECTS THE
BUSINESSMAN
ELECTRIcm'

□ "How Federal
Government Electricity
Affects the Businessman"
□ Names of the companies
that sponsor this message
NAME.

(Please print)

ADDRESS CITY

-ZONE-

STATE99

dition, Mr. Stern continues as director
of NBC International Operations and
as chairman of NBC International, Ltd.
Harold Goldman, formerly executive vp of National Telefilm Assoc., is
developing an expansion program for
Famous Artists Corp. in all phases
entertainment with major emphasis on
creation and development of tv packages and possibilities of active participation by FA in pay tv.
Len Hensel, account executive at
Ziv-UA, named spot sales manager in
northeast. Other new spot salesmen:
Henry R. Liltler and Leon Taylor,
southeast; John H. Louis and Joseph
S. Moscato, north central; Don Dahlman and James L. Grubb, mid central;
Michael J. Eisler and Al Shore, south
central, and Jack Ellison and Jack
Martin, western division.
Norman A. Adier named executive
vp of Columbia Records, N.Y. He will
be responsible for entire marketing
operationresearch
and supervision
market
activities. of company's
Arthur Gross, formerly director of
tv sales at King Features Syndicate,
joins United Artists Assoc., N.Y., as
assistant general sales manager.
Peter Cooper, producer at Robert
Lawrence Animation, N.Y. and Hollywood, named executive producer of
Robert Lawrence Productions, those
cities. He will supervise all company's
live action and animated commercial
production.
George W. Linn, formerly partner
and account executive of White & Shuford Adv., El Paso, Tex., to Canyon
Films, Phoenix, as general sales manager.
Glenn Johnson appointed vp of
Norwood Studios, Washington, D.C.,
documentary film producer.
Oscar Rudolph signs with Screen
Gems to direct pilot for Telegraph Hill,

new series that begins production in
San Francisco next month.
Clayton E. Bond, formerly account
supervisor at California National Productions, joins CBS Films, Chicago, as
account executive.
Jack Kuhlman, John Dolan, Henry
DeMond, Ted Chapman, Larry Watkins and Shirley Citroen join Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Los Angeles,
as film editors.
Equipment & EngVing
Harry Hill Jr. and F. Gene Abrams
named district managers in Philadelphia
and St. Louis, respectively, for General
Electric Co.'s tv receiver department.
Thomas T. Witkowski and John T.
Underbill appointed director of long
range planning and operations manager, respectively, for Cubic Corp.,
San Diego, Calif.
Arthur S. Kester promoted from
chief division engineer in charge of
developing audio frequency communication-sound equipment to manufacturing manager at Rauland-Borg Corp.,
Chicago. Richard J. Medal succeeds
Mr. Kester.
International
Ken W. Davis named executive vp
of Interprovincial Broadcast Sales Ltd.
He will headquarter in Toronto.
R.A. Cauley has joined Grant Adv.
of Canada Ltd., Toronto, as vp.
Ian Grant, news editor of Canadian
Broadcaster for past four years, named
promotion manager of CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta.
Mengie Shulman, for many years
manager of VOCM St. John's, Nfld.,
and recently general sales manager of
CKRM Regina, Sask., to sales manager of NTA Telefilm (Canada) Ltd.,
Toronto.
Andy McClelland, formerly tv con-
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sultant with CFMC-TV and CKMI-TV
Quebec City, and CJSS-TV Cornwall,
Ont.. named production manager of
CFTO-TV Toronto.
Franklin Armstrong joins news staff
of CHUM Toronto.
Allied

Fields

Randall S. Jessee, executive director
of Metropolitan Area Planning Council
of Kansas City, leaves position to open
own pr and radio-production firm in
alliance with Fox & Reshkin Adv., that
city. Mr. Jessee previously was news
director of WDAF-AM-TV, that city.
Address of new firm: Postal Life Building, 612 West 47th, Kansas City.
Paul Purdom becomes partner in
new Rubin & Purdom Co., San Francisco pr and sales promotion firm. Address: Columbus Tower, 916 Kearny
St., San Francisco. Phone: Yukon 61296.
Deaths
Hil F. Best, owner of Detroit rep
firm bearing his name, died early this
month. He had been in semi-retirement
since suffering stroke in 1956. Hil F.
Best Co. represents many small U.S.
radio stations.
Herbert A. Carlson, 51, founderpresident of Carlson & Co., Indianapolis, died there Sept. 2. He started advertising career with Bozell & Jacobs
as account executive and later vp and
subsequently was associated with following agencies: Henri, Hurst & McDonald; Leo Burnett Co.,; Grant Adv.
Inc.; Christiansen Adv.. and Applegate
Adv.
James E. Sweet, 51, account executive at CBS Radio Network Sales, Chicago, since 1952 and onetime co-owner
of KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D.. died of
heart attack at Westmoreland Country
Club in Wilmette (III.) Sept. 10. He
previously was with WRC Washington,
D.C.
Sterling C. Williams, 63, member of
NBC-Chicago communications department and 30-year veteran of network,
died Sept. 10.
Frank H. Celona, 44. manager of
radio-tv production department of Lennon & Newell, N.Y,. died Sept. 9 of
coronary attack.
Calvin
Harper, Show
37, associate
director of D.
Linkletter
was found
dead in friend's swimming pool in Los
Angeles Sept. 10.
D.B. McKay, 92, broadcast pioneer
and former owner of Tampa Daily
Times, died Sept. 7, following long illness, Mr. McKay was founder in 1922
of
WDAE
Fla.,in that
city's first
station
and Tampa,
one of first
Florida.
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He flew 5,000,000 miles
It took a lot of time. It took a lot of skill. Flying all kinds
of planes . . . from 1-engine trainers to 4-engine jets. Mastering the flight regulations of many different countries.
It took years of training and experience. And something
else. The remarkable gift of all great professionals . . .
who can land a plane with incredible precision . . . command powerful jet engines with unqualified authority.
All Air France jet pilots are experienced enough to be in
this picture. But to stay in the picture, Air France requires each and every one of them to take refresher

to get into this picture I
courses every 3 months and pass stiff flight exams every
6 months. These are the men you always, find on Air
France... world's first International airline... world's only
airline with 41 years experience in international flight.
And you find them everywhere. Flying from all four Air
France gateways at New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Montreal. Flying Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jets and
Caravelle Jets over major Air France routes in all parts
of the world. Good reasons why you fly in confidence
when you fly Air France... the world's largest airline.

AIR^FRANGE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE/WORLD'S
MOST
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FANFARE
INFORMALITY
Picnic

BREAKS

for teacliers

A tree-shaded picnic table in a park;
a meal fit for the most discriminating
gourmet; a balmy summer day. Sounds
like a setting for a romantic interlude.
Actually, however, it was Allen & Reynolds" (Omaha, Neb., agency) novel
way of creating a favorable advertising
image to a group from the city's public
and parochial schools on the annual
Business-Industry-Education Day (BIE)
there.
The idea was the brainchild of A&R
President Milt Reynolds, who decided
that advertising might need more "selling," particularly in an election year.
The fact remained, too, that in the past
teachers had regarded advertising with
an icy reserve.
So while other companies hustled
their visitors off to lunch at hotels,
restaurants and company cafeterias, Allen & Reynolds gambled on the informality of an outdoor barbecue prepared by an expert. Details:
The chef: a logical choice was Lyle
DeMoss, an agency vp who stars on his
own weekly outdoor cookery show,
Lyle's Patio, on WOW-TV, that city.
The location: a small city park directly
across the street from the agency. The
weather: sunny and clear. The meal:
Cornish Game Hens stuffed with almond dressing. Shrimp Vesuvius, sweet

THE

brings

ICE

results

potatoes tropical, cottage cheese pecan,
marinated countrystyle tomatoes and
ice cream. The results: overwhelming,
according to agency officials, and by
far the most successful BIE Day the
agency has ever held. The novelty drew
local television and newspaper coverage
and created a relaxed, friendly afternoon session for those involved.
Sales push for Clark
A round of meetings with midwest
clients and their agencies has been set
by ABC-TV for personality Dick Clark
this week and teenagers will naturally
be on hand. Mr. Clark will confer with
advertising representatives in Chicago
Sept. 19-20 and in Minneapolis Sept.
21 with James Beach vice president in
charge of the network's Central Div.,
serving as host. Highlight of the Chicago junket will be a party in the Ambassador East Hotel for the teenage
children of agency and client representatives. ABC Central Div. also will fete
Mr. Clark at a studio press party.
Phone

for a year

Approximately 150 girls, aged 11 to
16, stepped up to the microphone to
chirp a Peter Pan brassiere commercial
and introduce a record in a promotion

run by WINN Louisville, Ky. The station had been selected to run the promotion by Kaufman's of Kentucky, Louisville department store. Although WINN
is a good music station and bars rock
'n' roll and Top 40 music, Kaufman's
felt that it could appeal to teenagers as
well as adults, the station reports.
A teaser campaign — "Keep watching
the Big K . . . you may be the Big K
DJ. ." — ran for a few days prior to the
auditioning campaign. Girls were then
instructed to enter the competition at
Kaufman's, tape the bra commercial
and lead-in and return to the store on
the next Saturday for announcement of
the winners. The winning teenager won
a phone of her own for a year; radios
and Kaufman's merchandise certificates
were other prizes. The winning commercials are being used in a current
campaign on WINN.
An eye for a dollar
Len Goorian, air personality and exploitation manager of WKRC-TV Cincinnati, did his best to make the local
citizenry resemble a mass shirt advertisement. But the eye patches he tried
to cajole people into wearing were actually boosting the station. The eye
patches were similar to the CBS-eye
symbol but with the figure 12 in the
center. (WKRC-TV is a CBS-TV affiliate operating on ch. 12.) Cashiers,
waitresses, doormen, mailmen, bank
tellers, newspaper boys, shoe shine boys
and others were given the eye patches
with a silver dollar and were told that
if the station's "Mystery Man" saw
them wearing the patch, they would be
given 1 2 more silver dollars. The oneeyed effect the promotion achieved is
attested to by the fact that WKRC-TV
gave away $320 during the one-week
campaign.

Gourmet gathering ■ Surrounded by
teachers and agency officials. Milt Reynolds (c), president of Allen & Reynolds,
Omaha, Neb., watches Lyle DeMoss,
102
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chef and agency vp, put the finishing
touches on a luncheon menu that won
plaudits for the agency at the annual
Business-Industry-Education Day.

KABC-TV's
fall drive
"For thrills, excitement, stimulation
. . . Call Surfside 6-5025" say the enticing, slightly lurid ads in Los Angeles
metropolitan and community newspapers. Those who phone that numljer
hear a recorded voice boosting Surfside
6, a new ABC-TV series on KABC-TV,
that city. (The phone prefix is the same
as one already in use.) The station reports that the telephone company has
installed 10 special trunk lines to handle
the surge of calls resulting from this
promotion. Other media are also used to
herald KABC-TV's fall schedule: print,
pro football programs, king-size bus
banners and 7- and 24-sheet billboards
— all featuring the campaign's theme,
"I'm sold on 7" (the channel number),
Direct mail and press parties are also
part of the campaign. J.F. Brembeck,
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960
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New

portable

audio

19'/2 lbs!
amplifier-only
Completely transistorized — not a tube in the circuit.

Carrying handle functions as base to position unit for most convenient operating angle.

The first time you lift it you'll be thankful for transistors —
because it is 100% transistorization that makes this lightweight reliable design possible.
General Electric's new Type BA-26-A has built-in studio
quality. Designed for AM-FM-TV and recording use. this
portable amplifier provides console quality for remote broadcasts sucli as sports events, concerts and spot news. Besides
the customary microphone inputs, this portable amplifier
features a high-level input for tape or transcription.
Here is the first portable audio amplifier containing its
own regulated self-contained power supply with a range of
95 to 135 volts a-c. Provision for battery operation is also
included. A laminated plastic front panel preserves permanent markings and allows space for other information to be
added and erased without damaging the surface,

For complete specifications on the latest in General Electric's new line of Transistorized
Audio equipment, write Technical Products Operation, Communication Products Department, Section 4890-19, General Electric Company, Lynchburg, Virginia.

GENERAL
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KABC-TV's promotion-publicity director, says it is the largest promotion drive
in the station's history.
■
Drumbeats
Fine music tour ■ KPAM-KPFM
(FM) Portland, Ore., classical music
stations, will sponsor a six-week opera
and concert tour of Europe Jan. 28 to
March 31, 1961. Jim McGuire, the stations' classical music commentator, will

be tour host. Among the cities to be
visited are Vienna, Berlin, Munich,
Milan, Florence, Rome, Paris, London
and Amsterdam. Admissions to 26
European musical events are included in
the tour price. Churchill Tours of Portland isorganizing the tour which will go
to Europe by .Scandinavian polar jet.
Voice of a goddess ■ KYW Cleveland
is running an on-the-air search for a
FOR

Station

Authorizations,

THE

RECORD

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
Sept. 8 through Sept. 14. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhi
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. D— day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization, — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Saunders
Bcstg. Co.
Granted vhf ch. 13 (200-216 mc) : ERP 1.78
kw vis., 955 w aur.; ant. height above average terrain
1832 ft., above
ft. Estimated construction
cost ground
$26,000. 80first
year
operating cost $38,000, revenue $43,000 P.O.
address Box 1677, Flagstaff. Studio-trans,
location Flagstaff. Geographic coordinates
35°
28" N. Lat.,
Ill" 35' 48"
Long.is
Trans.14' Electron,
ant. Andrew.
Sole W.owner
Charles J. Saunders, who also owns KCLS
Flagstaff and Flagstajf Gazette (weekly
newspaper). Ann. Sept. 8.
Salina, uhf
Kan.ch.
— Prairie
States
Granted
34 (590-596
mc):Bcstg.
ERP Inc.
6.92
kw vis,, 3.89 kw aur.; ant. height 180 ft.
Estimated construction cost $32,474, first
vear operating cost $72,000 revenue $88,000,
P.O. dioaddress
York.& Neb.
& trans, KAWL
locationBldg.,
Mariette
7th StuSts.,
Salina. Geographic coordinates 38° 50' 40"
N.
36' 35" W. are
Long.
Trans.L. Electron,
ant,Lat.,
RCA.90°Principals
Melville
Gleason
151%), Tommy L. Gleason (25%), Edna
Louise Gleason ( 12% ) and Mary E. Gleason
(12%). All have interests in KAWL York,
and KRFS Superior, both Nebraska. Ann.
Sept. 8.
♦Portland, Ore. — State of Oregon Board of
Higher Education. Granted vhf ch. 10 (192198 mo; ERP 31.6 kw vis., 15.8 kw aur.; ant.

height above average terrain 949 ft., above
ground 200 ft. Estimated construction cost
$108,800, first year operating cost $69,000.
P.O. address Box 5175 Eugene, Ore. Studio
location Healy Heights, Portland, Ore:
Trans, location Healy Heights, Portland,
Ore.
45° 29'
Lai., Geographic
122° 41' 39" coordinates
W. Long Trans.
RCA20"TT-N.
5A, and TF-6AH. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall and Southmayd Washington,
D.C. Consulting engineer Grant S. Feikert,
Corvallis,
non-commercial. Ann. Ore.
Sept. Educational,
8.
APPLICATIONS
Washington, D.C. — The Chronicle PublishijHg
ch. 4ant.(66-72
mc);above
ERP average
100 kw
vis., Co.,
50 kwvhf aur.;
height
terrain mated
554 construction
ft., above
ground
545
ft.
cost $1,738,350, first Estiyear
operation cost $1.6 million, revenue $2,4 million. P.O. address San Francisco, Calif. Studio location Washsington, D.C. Trans, location Montgomery County, Maryland, Geographic
coordinates
38° G.E.,
59' 59"
Lat,,Legal
77°
03'
09"
Long.
Trans.
ant.N.Consulting
G.E.
counsel W.Spearman
& Roberson.
engineer Robert L. Hammett. Chronicle
Publishing
Co. isandlicensee
of KKON-FM-TV
San Francisco
publisher
of the San
Francisco Chronicle. Ann. Sept. 8.
Petersburg, Va. — Southside Virginia Tele8 (180-186
mc); above
ERP
316 kw casting
vis.,Corp.,158vhfkw ch.aur.;
ant. height
average terrain 891 ft., above ground 969 ft.
Estimated construction cost $724,110, first
year operating cost $700,000 revenue $750.000. P.O. address Third & Henry Sts., Petersburg. Studio location Third & Henry Sts.
Trans location 4 miles north of Petersburg
on
U.S.
1. Geographic
37°
17' 43" ant.
N,Route
Lat.,
24' 46"counsel
W.coordinates
Long.Chase
Trans.
RCA,
RCA.77° Legal
&
McChesney. Consulting engineer Charles
A.
Runvon,
Principals
include
Louis
H. Peterson (62,94%) and 22 others. Mr.
Peterson is president of Southside Virginia
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSSV Petersburg.
Mr. Peterson also owns Norfolk Bcstg. Corp.,
licensee of WNOR Norfolk, Va., and 12%
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woman with a voice suitable for Juno.
Juno is the name of the life-size transparent plastic model of a woman on
display at the Cleveland Health Museum. She has animated internal organs,
blood vessels and a visible skeleton.
But she has lost a voice — a taped sound
track which has been used so much for
educational purposes it has worn out.
KYW is cooperating with the museum
to cure Juno's laryngitis.

60 East 42nd Street '
MUrray Hill 7-4242: ;
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRonfier 2-7475 WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

owner of WLVA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va. He
is also in outdoor advertising. Ann. Sept.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WFAA-TV Dallas, Tex.— Granted waiver
of Sec.Fort3.652(a)
itself
with
Worth ofas rules
well to
as identify
Dallas. Comr.
Hartley dissented. Ann. Sept. 8.
Translators
ACTION BY FCC
Elephant Mountain Tv Club, Inc. Daggett,
Calif. — Granted cp for a new tv translator
station on ch. 70 to translate programs of
KNXT (TV) (ch. 2), Los Angeles. Ann.
Sept. 8.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Anchorage,
— Sourdough
Granted
590 kc,Alaska
5 kw.
P.O. addressBcstrs.
7764
Torreyson struction
Dr.,cost Los
Angeles.
Estimated
con$24,905, first year
operating
cost
$60,000,
revenue
$75,000. Willis
Harpel, sole
owner,
is announcer,
KNXTK. (TV)
Hollywood. Calif. Ann. Sept. 8.
Perry, Iowa — Perry Bcstg. Co. Granted
1310 kc. 500 w D, DA. P.O. address % G.E.
Whitehead, Perry. Estimated construction
cost $22,625. first year operating cost $36,000,
revenuepaper $48,000.
Willard
D. Archie,
man and Mr.
Whitehead,
printer,newsare
equal partners. Ann. Sept. 8.
McCook, Neb. — Regional Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 1360 kc, 1 kw. D, P.O. address 1440
E. Sixth St..
Estimated
constructionLoveland,
cost $17,118, Colo.
first year
operating
cost $36,000,
revenue
$48,000.
Owners
clude William R. Voegel (80.5%), Jack inR.
Caldwell and William H. Farnham (9.2%
each). Regional owns KLOV Loveland, and
KVRH Salida, both Colorado. Ann. Sept. 8.
Kannapolis, N.C. — Foy T. Hinson. Granted
1460 kc, 500 w-D. P.O. address 203 Oak St.,
Kannapolis. Estimated construction cost
$19,745,
first year
operatingis cost
$36,000,service
revenue $40,000,
Mr. Hinson
in radio
business. Ann. Sept. 8.
Wheatland, Wyo. — Kowboy Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1340 kc, 250 w unl. P.O. address
Box 972, Laramie, Wyo. Estimated construction cost $6,650, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. Owners are John C.
Hunter
and WCMP
others.PineMr.City,
Hunter's
broadcast (607o)
interests:
Minn.
(58%); KOWB Laramie (60%), and KYSN
Colorado Springs, Colo. (331/3%). Ann. Sept.
APPLICATIONS
Cottonwood, Ariz. — Peter Viotti, 1600 kc,
1 kw-D. P.O. address 1 South Sitgreaves,
Flagstaff, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
$27,160, first year operating cost $32,400,
revenue niture
$48,000.
business. Mr.
Ann.Viotti
Sept.is 9.in retail furJoshua Tree, Calif. — Col. Edmund B.
Moore, USA
Ret. Joshua
1420 kc.Tree.
1 kw-D.
P.O.
address
Box 100,
Estimated
construction cost $17,642, first year operating cost $28,000, revenue $31,500. Col.
Moore is in real estate. Ann. Sept. 13. .
Shelton, Conn. — James Stolcz, 1490 kc,
1 kw-D. 250 w-N. P.O. address 19 Van
Buren Ave.,structionNorwalk,
concost $55,010, Conn.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $54,260, revenue $75,000. Sole owner,
Mr. Stolz also owns WNLK Norwalk,
Conn, and has interest in WBUX Doylestown. Pa. Ann. Sept. 9.
Stratford, Conn. — Berkshire Bcstg. Corp.,
1490 kc, 250 w. P.O. address 207 Main St.,
Danbury, Conn. Estimated construction
cost $24,650, first year operating cost $75,000,
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

revenue $80,000. Principals include James
B. Lee (68.25%). John P. Previdi (15.75%)
and others. Both have interest in Frank
H. Lee Co., Danbury hat manufacturer.
Berkshire Bcstg. is licensee of WI^D-AMFM Danbury, Conn. Ann. Sept. 9.
Ft. Myers Beach, Fla. — Cosmopolitan Radio
Co., 1350 kc, 500 w-D. P.O. address 1115
Lynch Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. Estimated
construction cost $25,000, first year operating cost $38,000. revenue $52,000. Principals
include Philip A. Webb III (25%); Roy S.
Carr (45%); C. Donald MacLean, Jr. (25%)
and Gail D. Griner (10%). Mr. Carr is
former city treasurer of Jacksonville; Mr.
Griner is broadcast consulting engineer;
Messrs. Webb and MacLean are attorneys.
Ann. Sept. 9.
Jackson, Minn. — Midwest Bcstg. Corp.,
1190 kc, 250
P.O. addressconstruction
Box 471, Montevideo, w.
Minn. Estimated
cost
$45,689, first year operating cost $53,000,
revenue $55,000. Principals include H. W.
Linder (58%) and H. Willard Linder (19%).
Midwest is licensee of KDMA Montevideo.
Ann. Sept. 9.
Roseau, Minn. — Marlin T. Obie and Henry
G. Tweten,
1410 East
kc, 1Grand
kw-D. Forks.
P.O. address
P.O.
Box 230,
Minn.
Estimated construction cost $13,900, first
year operating cost $40,000, revenue $45,000.
Messrs.ners.Obie
and has
Tweten
are equal
partMr. Obie
interests
in KWAD
Wadena, KRAD East Grand Forks, both
Minnesota; and KXLO Lewistown, Mont.
Ann. Sept. 9.
Kansas City, Mo. — Radiorama Inc., 1190
kc, 5 kw. P.O. address Wirthman Bldg.,
Kansas City 9. Estimated construction cost
$97,000,
year Principals
operating include
cost $180,000,
revenue first
$250,000.
N. E.
Paton Jr. (32.7%); Roy D. Stanley (32.7%)
and others. Mr. Paton is public relations
counsel. Mr. Stanley is owner of KCLU
Rolla, Mo. Ann. Sept. 9.
Asheboro, N.C.— WIDU Bcstg. Inc., 1530
kc, 1 kw-D. P.O. address Box 247, Fayetteville, N.C. Estimated construction cost $18,000, first
yearWIDU
operating
reve-of
nue $48,000.
Bcstg.cost
Inc.,$36,000,
licensee
WIDU Fayetteville, N.C. is owned by
Daniel F. Owen and T. EUis Leeper, 41.2%
each,
and W. B. Belche, 17.6%. Ann. Sept.
9.
Daingerfield, Tex. — Beamon Bcstg. Co.,
1560 kc, 1 kw-D. P.O. address Box 715,
Daingerfield. Estimated construction cost
$36,864, first year operating cost $28,000,
revenue $36,000. Equal partners are Charles
W. Monk (sales manager of KIMP Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.) and Chesley Beaver (grocery distributor). Ann. Sept. 14.
Lynchburg, Va. — Griffith Bcstg. Corp., 930
kc, 1 kw-D. P.O. address Box 960, Buena
Vista, Va. Estimated construction cost $30,373.89, first year operating cost $58,163.85,
revenue $74,553.25. Alfred H. Griffith Sr.,
principal owner, is attorney. Son A. Hundley Griffith Jr., holder of qualifying share
is majority owner of WBCR Christiansburg,
Va. Ann. Sept. 9.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WNEG Toccoa, Ga. — Designated for hearingtimeapplication
change
station fromto 1320
kc, facilities
1 kw. to of630daykc,
500 w. Ann. Sept. 8.
WFMD Frederick, Md. — Granted increase
in daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
change from DA-N to DA-2, continuing
operation on 930 kc with 1 kw-N; engineering conditions. Ann. Sept. 8.
WEZE Boston, Mass. — Granted renewal
of license. Ann. Sept. 9.
WTAOnewal of license
Cambridge,
Mass. —andGranted
refor main
alt. main.
Ann. Sept. 9.
WHIL Medford, Mass. — Granted renewal
of license for main transmitter and auxiliary. By letter, advised American Federation
of Muscians, AFL-CIO. that policy questions
posed in its petition to designate application for hearing
to intervenefurther
as partyin
in interest
will and
be considered
connection
with
commission's
proposed
revision of Sect. IV of its broadcast application
forms
relating
to
programming.
Ann.
Sept. 9.
WIKB Iron River, Mich. — Granted increase in daytime power from 250 w to 1
kw, continuing operation on 1230 kc, 250
w-N,
remote control permitted. Ann. Sept.
8.
KQAL-FM Omaha, Neb.— Granted petition
for waiver of Sec. 3.265 of rules to permit
operation of modified transmitter by restricted permit holder. Ann. Sept. 8.
Peoples Bcstg. Corp., Trenton, N.J.— Designated for hearing application for new
Class B fm station to operate on 94.5 mc;
ERP 20 kw; antenna height 238 ft. made
WIBG-FM, Philadelphia, Pa.: WNTA-FM
Newark, N.J., and WJLK-FM Asbury Park,
N.J.. parties to proceeding. Ann, Sept. 8.
WGGO Salamanca, N.Y.— Granted increase
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

in power from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, continuing operation
1590 8.kc, D; engineering
conditions.
Ann.on Sept.
WBAG-AM-FM Burlington, N.C— Granted mod. of licenses to change stations designation to Burlington-Graham. Comrs. Lee
and Cross dissented. Ann. Sept. 8.
WEED Rocky Moxmt, N.C— Granted
change from DA-2 to DA-N, continuing
operation on 1390 kc, 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS
(no change in nighttime operation) engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 8.
KAJO Grants Pass, Ore. — Granted increase in power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1270 kc, D. Ann.
Sept. 8.
APPLICATIONS
KXRJ Russellville, Ark. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 k and
install new trans. (1490kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
WUST Bethesda, Md.— Cp to increase
power from 250 to 5 kw (except during
critical hours 1 kw) & install new trans.
(Requests waiver of Sec. 1.351(b) of rules).
(1120kc). Ann. Sept. 13.
WAVN Stillwater, Minn. — Cp to increase
power form 1 kw to k and install new
trans. (12220kc). Ann Sept 9.
KXEN Festus-St. Louis, Mo.— Cp to
change hours of operation from daytime
to unlimited, using power of 10 k and
50 ks., change from employing DA-D to
DA-2, install new trns. for nighttime (2
main trans), specify nighttime site (2 sites)
and
changeMo.,station
from (lOlOkc).
FestusSt. Louis,
to St.location
Louis, Mo.
Ann. Sept 8.
KBMW — Wahpeton, N.D. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 to 1 k and install
new tr. Ann. Sept. 9.
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 8.
KGROtime power
Gresham,
Ore.w— Cp
increase
dayfrom 250
to 1to kw,
nighttime
power from 100 w to 250 w and install new
trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
WBBI Abingdon, Va. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc) Ann. Sept. 14.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix,
Ariz. — E. Edward Jacobson.
Granted 103.5 mc, 25 kw. P.O. address 6907
Melrose Ave.. Los Anegles, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $30,000, first year operating
cost $8,400, revenue $9,600. Applicant is liof KJLM-FMAnn.SanSept.
Diego8. and KGLAFM Los censeeAngeles.
Oceanside, Calif. — Dolph-Pettey Bcstg. Co.
Granted 102.1 mc, 20 kw. P.O. address Box
779, Oceanside, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $18,732, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue $5,000. Principals include William
B. Dolph, 47%, Herbert L. Pettey, 45%, and
others. terest
Messrs.
and PetteyCalif.;
have and
inin KUDEDolphOceanside,
WPEO terestPeoria,
111.
Mr.
Dolph
also
has
inin KJBS San Francisco, Calif. Ann.
Sept. 8.
*San Mateo, Calif. — San Mateo Junior College. Granted 90.9 mc, .273 kw. P.O. address
Peninsula and Delaware, San Mateo, Calif.
Estimated construction cost $37,000, first year
operating cational.
costAnn. $5,000.
Sept. 8.Non-commercial, eduFort
Pierce,
Fla.
Jerseyaddress
Bcstg, 2775
Co.
Granted 98.7 mc, —1.3South
kw. P.O.
Mt. Ephriam
Ave.,
Camden
4,
N.J.
Estimated construction cost $2,500, first year
operating cost $5,000, revenue $5,000. Applicant is licensee of WARN Ft. Pierce. Applicant fm will duplicate am programming.
Ann. Sept. 8.
Marietta, Ga. — Kenco Bcstg. Co. Granted
96.1 mc, 6.4 kw. P.O. address 1396 Oak Grove
Drive. Decatur, Ga. Estimated construction
cost $24,936, first year operating cost $28,140, revenue
Principals
include
ald Kennedy,$45,500.
A. Gordon
Swan,
JamesDon-B.
Lathom, 18.458% each, and others. Messrs.
Kennedy and Swan are employes of WSBTV Atlanta. Mr. Lathom is in steel specialties. Conditioned that prior to program tests
Messrs, Swann & Swan divest themselves of
any connections with WSB-TV. Ann. Sept. 8.
Lewiston, Idaho — Lewis Clark Bcstg. Co.
Granted
96.7 mc, 900
P.O.Lewiston,
address %Idaho.
Eugene A, Hamblin,
Boxw. 673.
Estimated construction cost $6,150, first year
operating
$4,800, H.revenue
cipals cost
include John
Matlock,$6,000.
60%, Prinand
Eugene A. Hamblin, 40%, owners of KOZE
Lewiston, and KLER Orofino, both Idaho.
Ann. Sept. 8.
Elkhart, Ind. — Clarence C Moore. Granted
104.7 mc, 8.2 kw P.O. address Box 261, Elkhart, Ind. Estimated construction cost $4,100,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000. Applicant is owner of WCMR Elkhart. Applicant fm will duplicate some am
programming. Ann. Sept. 8.
Se.vmour, Ind. — Dr. Azra Baker. Granted
93.7 mc. 5.6 kw, P.O. address P.O. Box 43,
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WJCD Seymour, Ind. Estimated construction cost $10,405, first year operating cost
$10,000, revenue $25,000. Applicant is owner
of WJCD Seymour. Applicant fm will duplicate am programming. Ann. Sept. 8.
*Pella, Iowa — Central U. of Iowa. Granted
89.1 mc, 10 w. P.O. address 814 Peace. Fella,
Iowa. Estimated construction cost $3,592, first
year
operatingAnn.costSept.
$1,000.
educational.
8. Non-commercial,
Salina, Kan. — Salina FM Inc. Granted 99.9
mc, 3.6 Itw, P.O. address United Building,
Suite tion1012,
Salina, first
Kan. year
Estimated
construccost $10,030.
operating
cost
$32,295, revenue $45,427. Salina FM Inc. is
group headed by Max S. Lake, president,
none of whom hold broadcast interests. Ann.
Sept. 8.
Lynn, Mass. — Harvey Sheldon. Granted
105.3 mc, 1.05 kw. P.O. address 441 Farmington Ave., struction
Hartford,
concost $23,200,Conn.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $18,450, revenue $24,000. Applicant is
employe of WMAS Springfield, Mass. Ann.
Sept. 8.
Crestwood,
— Rudolph
E. Ceries.
Granted
94.7 mc,Mo.7.7
kw. P.O. address
1035
Westglen Dr., Crestwood, St. Louis 26, Mo.
Estimated construction cost $23,758, first year
operating cost $28,010. revenue $31,250. Apemploye
Louis, Mo.plicant isAnn.
Sept. of8. KSD-AM-TV St.
Joplin,
Mo.
—
WilUam
B. Neal.
Granted
92.5 mc; 3.6 kw P.O. address
1621 Main
St.,
Joplin, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$20,913, first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue $22,000. Applicant is in frozen foods,
has applicantion pending for am in Joplin.
Ann. Sept. 8.
Kansas 99.7
City,
Caldwell.
Granted
mc, Mo.
1.95— Walter
kw. P.O.D.address
408
Amarillo Bldg., Amarillo, Tex. Estimated
construction cost $18,739, first year operating
cost $36,000. revenue $45,000. Applicant is
independent gas and oil operator. Ann.
Sept. 8.
Scottsbluff, Neb.— Platte Valley Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 94.1 mc, 5.6 kw. P.O. address
Box 2, Scottsbluff, Neb. Estimated construction cost $13,798, first year operating cost
$10,000, revenue $10,000. Applicant fm will
duplicate programs of KNEB Scottsbluff.
Ann. Sept. 8.
Celina, Ohio — Celina Bcstg. Bcstg. Co.
Granted 94.3 mc, 740 w. P.O. address 126 W.
Fayette St.,
construction costCelina,
$10,210,Ohio.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $6,000. revenue $8,000. Principals inIN HARTFORD
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elude Elmer E. Schwelzer, Frank J. Hawkins
and J.P.
Moore,
Schweizer
owns
retail
music331/3%
store.each.
Mr. Mr.
Hawkins
is in
chemical manufacture. Mr. Moore is teacher.
Ann. Sept. 8.
Columbus-Worthington, Ohio — Peoples
Bcstg. Corp. Granted 97.9 mc, 185 kw. P.O.
address WRFD, Box 26, Worthington, Ohio.
Estimated construction cost $57,330, first
year operating cost $30,633, revenue $15,000.
Applicant fm will duplicate programming
of WRFD Columbus-Worthington. Ann.
Sept.
8.
Laurens-Clinton,
S.C. — Laurens-Clinton
Bcstg, Co. Granted 100.5 mc, 3.5 kw. P.O. address Box 642, Laurens, S.C. Estimated construction cost $7,500, first year operating
cost $5,000, revenue $5,000. Applicant fm
will duplicate some programming of WLBG
Laurens. S.C. Ann. Sept. 8.
Marion, Va. — Mountain Empire Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 93.9 mc, 3.7 kw P.O. address
Park Blvd., Box 470, Marion, Va. Estimated
construction cost $22,661, first year operating cost $6,000, revenue $6,000. Principals
include Pauline Collins, 28.57%, Robert C.
Wolfenden, 18%, Leon D. BeVille, 14.57%,
and others. Applicant is licensee of WMEV
Marion, Va. Ann. Sept. 8.
Shorewood, Wis. — Great Lakes Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 100.1 mc 800 w. P.O. address
3514 N. Oakland Ave.. Milwaukee, Wis. Estimated construction cost $14,170, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $42,000. Principals include Harvey J. Kitz and Harold R.
Murphy,
partners.
Mr. Kitz isinin WIGM
printing. Mr.equal
Murphy
has interests
Medford. consin.andAnn. WDUZ
Green
Bay,
both
WisSept. 18.
APPLICATIONS
*New Concord, Ohio — Muskingum College,
88.1 mc, 7.15 w. Estimated construction cost
$4,665, first year operating cost $1,000. Ann.
Sept. 14. Tex.— Radio Station KBOX, 100.3
mc,Dallas,
7.8 kw. P.O. address H. & E. Balaban
Corp., 190 N. State St., Chicago 1, 111. Estimated construction cost $15,255, first year
operating cost $20,000, revenue $25,000.
Radio Station KBOX is joint venture,
owned by H. & E. Balaban Corp. Balaban
stations are KBOX Dallas: WIL St. Louis,
WRIT Milwaukee. Ann. Sept. 13.
Fort Worth, Tex. — Trinity Bcstg. Co.,
99.9 mc, 2.89 kw. P.O. address Box 7321,
Fort Worth. Estimated construction cost
$10,674, first year operating cost $7,076, revenue $7,500. Principals are William D.
Schueler, Paul E. Taft, F. Kirk Johnson,
James W. Stewart and Houston Bcstg. Corp.
(20%, each). Trinity is licensee of KJIM
Fort Worth. Houston Bcstg. Corp. owns 50%
of KRIG Odessa, Tex. Messrs. Schueler,
Johnson, Taft and Stewart have interests
in KJEM Oklahoma City. Okla. Mr. Stewart
is motion picture actor. Ann. Sept. 14.
Point,
Wis. P.O.
— Stevens
Point
Co.Stevens
97.9 mc;
15 kw.
address
414 Bcstg.
Main
St. Estimated construction cost $23,716.77,
first year operating cost $15,000, revenue
$18,000. Apphcant is hcensee of WSPT
Stevens Point. Ann. Sept. 8.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WYDE Birmingham, Ala. — Granted assignment of license to WYDE, Inc. (Ira Herbert, president): consideration $525,000 inagreement
not to Comr.
compete cluding
within$80,000
50 for
miles
for 5 years.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Sept. 14.
WJRDment of Tuscaloosa,
Ala. — Granted
assignlicense to John
C. Cooper,
Jr.;
consideration $205,000. Ann. Sept. 14.
KEOSment of license
Flagstaff,
Ariz. — Radio
Granted
assignto Clem
Bcstg.
Inc.
(Claud M. Pettit, president): consideration
$45,000. Ann. Sept. 14.
KTVE of(TV)
Dorado,
Ark.—H. Granted
transfer
controlEl from
William
Simons
to Veterans Bcstg. Inc. (now 48.9% owner):
involves issuance of 217 additional shares
to Veterans at $1,000 per share, after which
Veterans will own 80.6%.. Veterans is licensee of WVET-AM-TV
Rochester, N. Y.
Ann. Sept.
8.
KRKS Ridgecrest, Calif .—Granted (1) reof license
(2) transfer
of negativenewalcontrol
by and
Leland
J. Gillettee
and
Kenneth F. Nelson acquiring remaining
20% of stock from Frank L. Carlson for
cancellation of $2,700 indebtedness. Ann.
Sept.
WPCT8.ment of license
Putnam,to Conn.
— Granted
Herbert
C. Rice assign(WILI
Willimantic) ; consideration $100,000. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Sept. 14.
WZFM (FM) Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted
assignment sideration
of $10 plus
licensecancellation
to WZFM, ofInc.;
con$110,000
note to company which Carmen Macri, sole
owner of assignee corporation also owns
Macri operates WZOK, Jacksonville. Ann.
Sept. 8.

WAKE Atlanta, Ga. — Granted assignment
of license and cp to WAKE, Inc. (Ira Herbert, president) ; consideration $500,000 inagreement
not to Comr.
compete cluding
within$80,000
50 for
miles
for 5 years.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Sept. 14.
WQXI Atlanta, Ga. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Esquire Bcstg. Co. of Atlanta,
Inc. tion
(Esquire,
publishers);
considera-at
$1.6 millionInc.,
subject
to adjustments
closing. No officers or directors of Esquire,
Inc., has other broadcast interests. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Ann. Sept 14.
WGML Hinesville, Ga. — Granted transfer
of control from Roscoe Denmark to James
H.
14. Watson; consideration $27,220. Ann. Sept.
Grantedconsideration
assignment
of WSFB
licenseQuitman,
to John Ga.E.— Boyd;
$45,000 Ann. Sept. 14.
transferD.
of WTWA
control Thomson,
from FrankGa.F.— Granted
Hash to Gene
Harden (present 40% owner); consideration
$46,000 for additional 55.2% interest Ann.
Sept.
WVLD8. Valdosta, Ga — Granted assignment
of license to Al H. Evans; consideration
$50,000 Ann. Sept. 8,
WSAB (FM)
Carmel, Inc.
111.—(Leonard
Granted assignment of cp Mt.
to WSAB
M.
Koger Jr., president); consideration $14,678
for expenses; Albert A. Barnhard and wife
to have 38%- interest. Ann. Sept. 8.
WCBC
Anderson,
— Granted
(1) Jenny
transfer of control
fromInd.Paul
E. and
Billheimer through transfer of control of
parent
corporation
Commission
Schools Inc.,
to Alfred Great
B. Smith,
Wendell
Hansen and Loren F. Bridges and (2)
assignment of license to Radio WBOW Inc.
(WBOWdent, hasTerre
Haute:
J.W. O'Connor,
interest
in WPFA
Pensacola, presiFla.„
WCVS Springfield, 111., and KLEE Ottumwa,
Iowa); consideration $185,000. Comr. Bartley dissented; Comr. King not participating.
Ann. Sept. 8.
WACE
Chicopee,
Mass.assignment
— Granted of(1)licenses
transfer of control
and (2)
to Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $250,000. Paul Smullen, transferee president,
10 otherPoughkeepsie,
stockholders N.Y.
haveAnn.
interest and
in WEOK
Sept.
8.
WMAX-AM-FM
Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Granted assignment of am license and fm cp
to Atlas Bcstg. Co. (Theodore J. Peters,
presdent);
stock
Comr. Lee dissented. Ann.
Sept.transaction.
14.
WJXN Jackson, Miss. — Granted transfer
of negative control (50%) from James T.
Ownby to Elva I. Ownby as part of property settlement. Ann. Sept. 8.
KONE Reno, Nev. — Granted assignment of
license to Radio K-One Inc.; Dr. Leland J.
Fuller (75% interest in KPLI-FM Riverside,
Calif.) to buy 50% interest for $10,000 and
other considerations. Ann. Sept. 8.
KTNMment of license
Tucumcari,
— Granted
assign-et
from N.M.
Howard
L. Maudlin
al. to Robert D. and Hoyt Houck, d/b as
Tucumcari Bcstg. Co.; consideration $88,650.
Ann. Sept. 8.
WHVH
Henderson,
N.C. —Corp.
Granted
assignment of licenses
to Radio
(Stanley
H.
Fox, president): consideration $40,000. Ann.
Sept.
North14. Carolina Electronics Inc., Raleigh,
N.C. — Granted relinquishment of positive
control
of permittee
of am station
(cp granted July
13; call letters
unassigned)
by
John P. Gallagher through option purchase
of
50%
interest
by
James
P.
Poston
and
Frank P. Larson, Jr. (latter has interest in
WUTV-TV Charlotte). Ann. Sept. 14.
WNOB of (FM)
Ohio—
Granted
transfer
control Cleveland,
to Phillip M.,
Patricia
A.,
Lawrence J. and Alice C. Kerwin; consideration $20,000 for 54.4% interest. Ann. Sept. 8.
KGGG Forest Grove, Ore. — Granted transfer of control to Percy B. Crawford; consideration $12,000 and notes equal to differenceferorsbetween
and notes
due trans-is
at time $53,000
of closing.
Mr. Crawford
licensee of WMUZ (FM) Detroit; WD AC
(FM) Lancaster,
Pa. andofWYCA
mond, Ind.; permittee
WMFP (FM)
(FM)HamFt.
Lauderdale, Fla., and KDMI (FM) Des
Moines, and president of Young Peoples
Church of the Air Inc.. licensee of WCPAFM-TV Philadelphia.
Lee not participating. Ann. Sept. Comr.
8.
KBUY Amarillo, Tex — Granted assignment
of license to Radio KBUY Inc.; considerationdent,$205,025
Giles inE. KOKE
Miller, Austin.
assignee Comrs.
presihas interest
Bartley and Lee dissented. Ann. Sept. 14.
KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex.— Granted assignment of licenses to Rounsaville of Dallas
Inc.; consideration $301,000 and agreement
not to compete within 50 miles for 5 years;
grant tion
is commission
without prejudice
whatever ac-in
may deem toappropriate
light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance with
Sec. 317 of Communications Act: also conditioned that assignment not be consumBROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 14
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPUCAT10NS
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
new stations
For 869
AM
3,462
55
188
77
142
119
FM
732
32
81
TV
473
60
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 14
VHF
TV
UHF
80
533
Commercial
453
12
49
Non-commercial
37
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through July 31, 1960
AM36
FW!
Licensed (all on air)
TV
714
CPs on air (new stations)
3,455
115
196
76
CPs not on air (new stations)
75
32
942
656
Total authorized stations
3,603
27
108
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
593
102
204
29
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
14
797
72
10
Total applications for new stations
36
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
471^
582
277
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
859
39
38
Total applications for major changes
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
0
0
CPs deleted
520
1 There are, in addition, ten tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

W. Rounsaville has dismated until Robert
posed of his interest in WQXI Atlanta, Ga.
Comr Hartley dissented. In addition to
WCIN-AM-TV
WQXI Rousaville operates
and WTAM-TV LouisWLOU Atlanta;
: WATL-TV
Cincinnati
WTMP Tampa;
villeBarry Hill
WMBM South Miami; WVOLOrleans.
Ann.
iTenn.) and WYLD New
^
, .
Sept. 14.
WODI Vinton, Va. — Granted assignment of
S.L.GoodRadio Inc.
cp to manRoanoke-Vinton
assignor ownL. Williams,
Lester 49%
interest and Stuart W.
ers willand retain
Epperson will acquire 51% for $4,700. Ann.
^^WBOF
Virginia
Beach,
Va.; WYFI
Norfolk, Va.
— Granted
assignment
of (1)(FM)
am
license and (2) fm license and cp from
commonly owned assignor corporations to
Metro-WBOF Inc.; consideration $22,000 for
As$40,000 for fm station.
am facilities and and
sole owner is Temple
signee Washington.
president
W. Seay,
D.C., lawyer. Ann.
Sept. 8.
APPLICATIONS
KVOY Yuma, Ariz.— Seeks assignment of
license from KYMA— Yuma Inc. to Colonial
Bcstg. Corp. Liquidation of subsidiary. No
change in
volved. ownership
Arm. Sept. 13. or consideration inKAFYment of license
Bakersfield,
assign-(a
from Calif.—
Tullis Seeks
& Hearne
partnership) to Tullis & Hearne Inc. No
ownership change or consideration involved.
Ann. Sept. 9.
KROY Sacramento, Calif.— Seeks transfer
of control from John T. Carey Inc. to Sacramento Bcstrs. Inc. for $427,500. Purchasers
are Lincoln and Sylvia Dellar (50% each).
Mr.
DeUar
KXOA-AIM-FIVI
Sacramento. formerly
He and owned
Mrs. Dellar
presently
own 75%; of KACY Port Hueneme, Calif.
Ann. Sept. 13.
WDCF Dade City, Fla. — Seeks assignment
of license from Stuart G. Picard and Thelma R. Picard to Pasco Bcstg. Corp. for
$70,000. Purchasers are B.L. Boring (47.5%,);
Henry(5%).
T. Ogle
(47.5%Boring
) and Golden
M. have
Braden
Messrs.
and Ogle
interest in WKXV Knoxville, Tenn. Mr.
Braden is in wholesale furniture business.
Ann. Sept. 9.
KCJCment of(FM)
Kan.—W.Seeks
assign-to
licenseMerriam,
from Floyd
Hurlbert
Futura Music Inc. in exchange for real
estate. Purchasers include Forest C. Eckhoff
(20%). CP. Junge (10%c), L.A. Demand
(10%), Bud E. Wielt (14%) and others. Mr.
Eckhoff is chief engineer KCJC, Mr. Junge
is lawyer, Mr. Demand is pharmacist and
Mr. Wielt is airline pilot. Ann. Sept. 8.
WYNK Baton Rouge, La.— Seeks transfer
of control of Capital Bcstrs. Inc. to Airco
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

Bcstg. Inc. for $14,166. After transfer, Airco
will own 70.84%, and present Capital stockholders Walter J. Sanches (10.41%), Allien
Cotten (6.25%o) and Robert S. Bolker (12.5%)
will own remainder. Owners of Airco are
Prior A. McCallum (50%o), A. Prince Hernandez (25%) and W. J. Keown, (25%). Mr.
McCallum is in plumbing business, Mr.
Hernandez is in ice business and Mr. Keown
is in real estate. Ann. Sept. 9.
WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss. — Seeks transfer
of control of 26%o of Deep South Radio Inc.
from F.M. Smith to Deep South Radio Inc.
for $24,311.
Mr. Smith's
stock Sept.
will 8.be retired as treasury
stock. Ann.
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo.— Seeks assignment of license from KFEQ Broadcasting Co. to KFEQ Broadcasting Inc. No
change volved.
in Ann.ownership
Sept. 8. or consideration inWBTA Batavia, N.Y.— Seeks involuntary
transfer of 50%, of Batavia Bcstg. Corp from
Joseph M. Ryan, deceased, to Estate of
Joseph M. Ryan. No consideration involved.
Ann. Sept. 13.
WHEYment of license
Millington,
assignfrom Tenn.
WHEY — Seeks
Radio Service
(a partnership) to Shelby County Bcstrs.
Inc. (a corporation). No change in ownership or consideration involved. Owners are
John Latham and Robert C. Whitely Jr.
Ann. Sept. 9.
WBVA (FM) Woodbridge, Va.— Seeks assignment of license from S&W Enterprises
Inc. to WBVA Inc. for $60,000. Buyers are
(25%o each) Howard B. Hayes (has interest
in WPIK Alexandria, Va.); John C. Moran
(sales manager WPIK), and Carl L. Lindberg (majority owner WPIK and WOKO Albany, N.Y.). S&W will retain 24%, interest
in WBVA Inc. Ann. Sept. 8.
KPKW Pasco, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license from Robin Hill to Century Bcstg.
Corp. for $3,000 and assumption of liabilities
of seller of over $25,000. Purchasers are
Angus W. Lehnhoflf, Reuel T. Ramquist
and Thomas P. Brooks (161/3%). Messrs.
Stacey and Lehnhoflf own KAGT Anacortes,
Wash. Remaining stockholders are medical
doctors. Ann. Sept. 13.
Hearing Cases
Commission
Wilson Inc., for 90granted
days request
temporaryof L.B.
authority
to construct a tv station (WLBW-TV) to
operate on ch. 10 in Miami, Fla., with ERP
316 kw vis. and 158 kw aur., ant. height
520 ft., with waiver of Sec. 3.610 to permit
a 9/10 zationmile
Authoriis for separation
constructionshortage.
of station
only;
further authorization will be required before operation may be commenced.
In so doing, commission, by memoran-

63^

reel

good

listening!
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dum opinion and order, denied (1) objection by Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters to mileage separation waiver,
and (2) request by Public Service TeleInc. (nowuntiloperating
ch. 10 invision,Miami
Sept. 30),WPST-TV
to withholdon
action
in
light
of
latter's
pending
motion
in U.S. Court of Appeals and petition
for
stay before commission, both relating to
commission's
July
14
decision
in
Miami
ch. 10 proceeding in Dockets 9321 et al.
Commission deems it essential to public
interest to permit L.B. Wilson Inc., to completemence
it asconstruction
soon asimmediately
possible, soandthatcom-in
event Public Service does not prevail in
its pleadings, continuity of tv services to
Miami area on ch. 10 will not be interrupted.
Comr. Lee dissented; Comr. King not
participating. Ann. Sept. 8.
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order,mediatelyconunission
madedecision,
effective with
imJuly 27 initial
modification, and granted appUcations of
(1) Eastern States Bcstg. Corp. to change
frequency
N.J.,
from 98.9 of
mc WSNJ-FM,
to 107.7 mcBridgeton,
and increase
ERP from 9 kw to 15.2 kw (2) Bulletin
Co. for new fm station to operate on 98.9
mc ERP 4.60 kw and ant. height 840 ft.,
in Philadelphia, Pa., conditioned that program tests program
not be authorized
until mc
WSNJFM begins
tests on 107.7
and
license to Bulletin not be issued until
WSNJ-FM is hcensed on 107.7 mc and (3)
Pillar of Fire Inc., to increase radiated
power of WAWZ-FM, Zarephath, N.J., from
4.8 kw to 20 kw, operating on 99.1 mc, without prejudice to whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any
information developed in pending inquiry
concerning compliance with Sec. 317 of
Communications Act. Comr. Hyde dissented to condition attached to WAWZFM; Comr. King dissented to order, with
statement. Ann. Sept. 14.
■ By decision, commission granted application of KVFC
Inc., Colo.,
to change
tion of KVFC
Cortez,
from opera1 kw,
D,
to
250
w-N.
1
kw-LS,
DA-N,
operation on 740 kc Feb. 1 initialcontinuing
decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Sept. 14.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by United Bcstg.
Co., reconsidered and granted without
hearing its application to change transsite of from
KEEN-FM
Jose,kwCalif.,
increasemitterERP
3 kw San
to 16.23
and
increase ant. height from minus 150 ft. to
2,582 ft. Ann. Sept. 14.
S By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on joint petition by WORD
Inc., and KTM Bcstg. Co.. made effective
immediately July 5 initial decision insofar
as granting application to increase daytime power of station WORD Spartanburg,
S.C., from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, continuing
operation on 910 kc, 1 kw-N, without change
of DA, and application of KTM Bcstg. Co.
for new station in North Charleston, S.C.,
to operate on 910 kc, 500 w, D. conditioned
that KTM accept any objectionable interference which may be caused to its operation if grant is made of application of
WJIV Inc., to increase power of WJIV
Savannah, Ga., from 1 kw to 5 kw. continuing operation on 900 kc. D, which
is still in hearing status. July 5 initial decision looked toward denying WJIV application. Ann. Sept. 14.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission on Sept. 14 directed preparation of document looking toward (1)
granting application of Macon County Bcstg.
Co. for new am station to operate on 1050
America's

kc. 250 w, D, in Montezuma, Ga.. and (2)
retaining
in hearing
status without
action application
of Garden
City Bcstg.,
Inc., to increase power of station WAUG
Augusta,
Ga.. from
1 kwkc,to D.5 kw,
ing operation
on 1050
An continuApril 1
initial decision looked toward granting both
applications
conditioned
that
WAUG
application be retained in hearing status and
held in pending file without final action
pursuant
commission's
notice andof
June 18, to1957,
pending public
ratification
entry into force of agreement between
United States and Mexico with respect to
operation on Mexican clear channels with
5 kw power during daytime hours.
Commission
on Sept.
12 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
applications of Suburbanaire Inc., for new
am station to operate on 1590 kc, 1 kw, D,
DA, dioinInc.,West
Allis, Wis.,
Rato increase
powerandof Watertown
station WTTN
Watertown,
Wis.,
from
250
w
to
1
kw,
continuing operation
on 1580
kc, D.
A March
15 initial
decision
looked
toward
this
action.
Commission
on Sept.
12 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
application of Island Teleradio Service Inc.,
for new am station to operate on 1000 kc,
1 kw, U, in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands, and denying application of
WPRA Inc., to move facilities of station
WPRA (990 kc) from Mayaguez, P.R., to
Guaynabo, P.R.. and change from 10 kw,
DA-1. decision
U, to 1 kw-N,
kw-LS.thisA action.
Feb. 26
initial
looked 10
toward
■ Commission
on
Sept.
7
directed
preparation of document looking toward denying
petition by WJMJ
Corp. forwhich
reconsideration of MayBcstg.
11 decision
granted
Young
People'sB
Church ofappplication
the Air Inc.,of for
new Class
fm stationdelphia,toPa., and
operate
on
104.5
mc
in
Philawhich denied competing
application
of
WJMJ.
Announcement of this preliminary step
does not constitute commission action in
such case, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subsecision. quent adoption and issuance of formal deINITIAL DECISIONS
■ Judge Horace Stern, as special hearing
examiner, issued his initial decision in
Miami ch. 7 television proceeding (Dockets
10854 et al)
reopened
com-3.
mission, on which
its ownwasmotion,
on by
April
1959, to consider certain issues in the
record sight
of hearings
before
Legislative
OverSubcommittee
of House
Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee which
referred
to during
possibletheex course
parte representations made
of original
Miami ch. 7 proceeding.
Specialrevoking
examiner's
toward
and initial
settingdecision
aside looks
commission's
January
18.
1956
grant
of construction permit for ch. 7 to Biscayne
Television Corp. (WCKT), with further
proceedings to be held by commission.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Canandaigua Bcstg. Inc.,
for new am station to operate on 1550 kc.
250
w,
D, in Canandaigua, N.Y. Ann. Sept.
14.
■ Hearing
Examiner
Forest
L. McClenning
issued initial
decision
looking
toward
granting
application
of
South
Florida
Amusement Co. for new tv station to operate
on ch. 6 in Perrine, Fla.. and denying
competing
applications
of PublixCorp.
Television Corp. and
Coral Television
for
similar facilities in Perrine and South Miami, respectively. Ann. Sept. 12.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP,

■ Hearing
Examiner
Annielooking
Neal toward
Huntting
issued initial
decision
(1) granting application of Kentuckiana
Television Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 51 in Louisville, Ky., and (2) dismissing without prejudice competing application of United Electronics Labs. Inc.
Applicants consolidated their interests. Ann.
Sept.
8.
■ Hearing
Examiner
Walther
W. toward
Guenther
issued initial
decision
looking
grantingtions Inc.,
apphcation
of
High
Fidelity
Stato change facilities of KPAP
Redding, Calif., from 1270 kc, 1 kw-D, to
1330 kc, 5 kw-D. Ann. Sept. 9.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Bylineletters,
advising WireRadio Inc.commission
(WITT), isLewisburg.
Pa.,
and Central Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co.
(WKVA) Lewistown, Pa. that their applications for renewal of license indicate necessity of hearings on unresolved issue of relinquishment of control of WITT to Central
Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co., which was subject of 309(b) letter in connection with application for transfer of control (since dismissed) of 8.WITT to Central Pennsylvania.
Ann. Sept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commissionsideration(1)
reconby Fortdenied
Myers petitions
Bcstg. Co.for(WINK),
Fort Myers, Fla., directed against Sept. 23,
1959 action dismissing its application for increase in daytime power; by Indian River
Bcstg. Co. (WIRA), Fort Pierce, Fla., directedquestagainst
July of29 Sections
action denying
its 3.28
refor waiver
3.21(c) and
(b) of rules, and dismissing its application
for increase in daytime power; and by
Tropics Inc. (WTTB), Vero Beach. Fla., directed against Sept. 2 action returning its
application for increase in daytime power;
and
(2)
dismissed as and/or
moot WINK's
petitionof
for reconsideration
modification
March 30 order designating for consolidated
hearing
application
WTTT
and others. Dockets
13448 etof al.
TheseInc.,
applications
conflict with commission rules, NARBA proUnited
ment.visions
Ann. andSept.
8. States-Cuba arrange■
By
memorandum
opinionby and
order,
commission denied petitions
Monocacy
Bcstg. Co., Gettysburg, Pa., and Price Bcstrs.
Inc., Frederick, Md.. for reconsideration of
March 25 decision which granted application of Times and News Publishing Co. to
facilities of WGET Gettysburg, Pa., from
1450 kc, 250 w, U. to 1320 kc, 500 w-N, 1
kw-LS, DA-2, and which denied applications of Monocacy and Price seeking new
stations on 1320 kc in Gettysburg and Frederick, respectively. Comrs. Craven and
Cross dissented and voted to grant Price
petition; Comr. King not participating. Ann.
Sept.
■ By14. order, commission granted petition
by Broadcast Bureau for acceptance of late
filings of exceptions to initial decision on
am applications of Garden City Bcstg. Inc.
(WAUG). Augusta. Ga., and Macon County
Bcstg. Co., Montezuma, Ga. Ann. Sept. 14.
■ By order, commission, on petition by
Donze Enterprises Inc., severed from consolidated proceeding in Dockets 12264 et al.
and retained its application to move
KSGM
(960 Mo.,
kc. 500
w, U, DA-N)
St.
Genevieve.
to Chester,
111., in from
hearing
status on issues applicable to it. Ann. Sept.
14.
■ By memorandum
opinion
and order,
commission
denied motion
by WHDH
Inc.
(WHDH-TV ch. 5). Boston, Mass., for stay
of July 14 decision in Boston ch. 5 proceeding pending disposition of petition
by WHDHsented for
rehearing. Comr.
diswith statement;
Comrs. Lee
Craven
and King
not
participating.
July
14
cision vacated April 24, 1957 grant de-to
WHDH Inc., to operate on that channel,
ordered further comparative evaluation of
all applicants (Greater Boston Television
Corp., Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.,
and Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc., in
addition to WHDH Inc.), with fihng of briefs
and subsequent
beforeallowed
commission en bancoral
and,argument
meanwhile,
WHDH-TV to continue its present ch. 5
operation under special temporary authority.
Ann. Sept. 14.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Public Service Television Inc. (WPST-TV ch. 10), Miami, Fla., for stay of July 14 decision in
Miami ch. 10 proceeding pending action by
Court of Appeals of Public Service motion
to
vacateto commission's
July Comr.
14 action
respect
Public Service.
Lee with
dissented, with statement; Comrs. Craven and
King not qparticipating.
July
14
decision
disualified al applicants except L.B. Wilson
Inc., set aside Feb. 7, 1957 grant to Public
Service and granted Wilson application to
extent of building and operating on that
channel forstructionperiod
of four
monthsService
after con. In addition
to Public
and
Wilson, the Miami ch. 10 proceeding involves applications by WKAT Inc. and North
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wiseoiuin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderol 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

P. MAY
Sheraton BIdg.
REpublic 7-3984
AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D.C
Member

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Oulney St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
82S0 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendalo 2-3073

Service

Directory

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., N.
Washington,
D. C.W.
Executive 3-1 230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
233 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-31 CO

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM fM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lee's S'immit. Mo
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
AMOciate Member
Institute of Radio Engineert

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
engineering
h*me studyTVandElectronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. »ox 248
Saratoga Springs, N, Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington
6,
RE 7-0458 D. C.
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Dade Video Inc. Ann. Sept. 14.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied motion by Sangamon
Valley Television Corp, for stay of Sept. 12
oral argument in Terre Haute, Ind., tv ch.
2 comparative proceeding, until such time
as commission takes final action with respect to ultimate allocation of ch. 2. Comr.
King not participating. Ann. Sept. 8.
■ Commission
ceedings for oral scheduled
arguments following
on Oct. 13. proEntertainment and Amusements of Ohio,
Inc., Solvay. N.Y., and WMBO, Inc. (WMBO),
Auburn, N.Y.: Patterson Shrimp Co., Inc.,
Patterson, La.; Herbert T. Graham and
Triad
Television
CalCoast Bcstrs,
SantaCorp.,
Maria,Lansing,
Calif.; Mich.;
and James
J. Williams. Williamsburg. Va.
Commission scheduled following proceeding for oral argument on Oct. 14:
Springfield, 111., ch. 2 deintermixture rulemaking.
Routine Roundup
INTERIM REPORTS
REQUESTED ON
CLEARANCE OF NETWORK POLITICAL
BROADCAST PROGRAMS
■ Commission has asked national radio
and tv networks for interim reports during
election
campaign
September of
1 — November
8,
1960) on
station ( clearances
individual
network programs on which presidential
and
vice-presidential
candidates
appear.to
These reports will enable commission
compile and analyze information as campaign progresses and to report to Congress
as soon as possible after close of campaign.
Radio and tv stations affiilated with national networks (ABC. CBS, MBS, NBC) are
requested to report promptly to networks
information on their clearances of programs
on which presidential and vice-presidential
candidates appear. This will enable networks to forward requested reports promptly to commission. Ann. Sept. 8.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted petition by Riverside Church
in City of New York. N.Y., and extended to
Sept. 12 time to file responsive pleadings to
petition hfor
reargumenton and
petition
for reearing in proceeding
its fm
application,
et al. Action Sept. 8.
■ Granted petition by Ulster County

Bcstg. Co., Ellenville, N.Y., and extended to
Sept. 15 time to respond to Broadcast Bupetition to setapplications
aside initialin decision
and to reau's
consolidate
hearing
in proceeding on its am application, et al.
Action Sept. 8.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 16 time to file responses to petition to enlarge issues by
Donald M. Donze, Festus, Mo., applicant in
am consolidated proceeding. Action Sept. 8.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
to change
place
of hearing
Washington, D.C., to
Phoenix,
Ariz., from
in proceeding
on am and fm applications of Gila Bcstg.
Co. for renewal of licenses of stations
KCKY
Coolidge,Winslow,
KCLF Clifton,
ford. KVNC
KZOW KGLU
Globe Safand
KWJB-FM Globe, all Arizona. Action
Sept.
8.
■ Scheduled
oral argument for 9 a.m.,
Sept. 13 on petition by Pioneer Bcstg. Co.
(KNOW), Austin, Tex., for reconsideration
of Aug.
action dismissing
its am 8. apphcation
with 5 prejudice.
Action Sept.
■ Denied petition by WENT Bcstg. Corp.
for leave to submit further pleading or supplement in support of its pending petition
for reconsideration and reiteration that applicant's qualifications,
to financial, be ceeding
made
issue ininaddition
proon am anapplication
ofhearing
Martin inKarig,
Johnstown, N.Y. Action Sept. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Issued
memorandum
ruling July
formal-13
izing oral ruling
made onof record
holding Southland Communications Co.,
Anaheim, Calif., in default (page 2, Initial
Decision,
proceeding& on
am
applicationFCCof 60D-106)
Robert inBurdette
Assoc.
Inc., West Covina, Calif. Action Sept. 7.
■ On
own motion,
continued
hearing to Nov.
8, without
prejudiceSept.to 8parties
seeking additional extension if one granted
does not permit commission action on their
petitions for severance and grant in proceeding on am applications of Shenandoah
Life Stations Inc. (WSLS), Roanoke and
Edwin R. Fischer, Winchester, both Virginia.
Action Sept. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Pursuant to Sept. 7 prehearing confer-

FM transmitters are another big seller in the Collins line
of superior broadcast equipment. More than 50% of all
FM transmitters sold in the past year were sold by Collins.
One reason is that Collins transmitters are pre-tuned
and custom-tested on your frequency prior to delivery.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BU RBANK, C ALI FOR N I A

oufpufs: 250; 1,000; 5,000; 7,500; 10,000; 15,000 waffs • self-neufralizing PA stage • pushbuffon operafion • designed for remofe confro/ and mulfiplexing • conservafively rafed for
long tube life • easily accessible components ' very low distortion: .5% at 100-7,500 cps;
1% maximum at 50-15,000 cps. For more information contact your Collins sales engineer, or
write direct.
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ence, scheduled further prehearing conference for Oct. 3 and postponed Sept. 30 hearing to date to be subsequently determined
in proceeding on am applications of William R. Packham, Hendersonville, N.C., and
Radio Station WPCC Inc. (WPCC), Clinton,
S.C. Action Sept. 7.
■ Granted request by WWDC Inc., party
respondent, to correct transcript of hearing
in proceeding on am applications of Alkima
Bcstg. Co., West Chester, Pa., et al. Action
Sept.
7.
■ Pursuant
to agreements reached at Sept.
8 prehearing conference, scheduled certain
procedural dates in Salem, Ore., tv ch. 3
proceeding;
Oct.Sept.
19 hearing
continued to
Dec.
12. Action
8.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted petition by Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp., Wilmington, Del., for leave to amend
its application to supply additional financial
data in Wilmington, Del., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Sept. 6.
■ Granted joint motion by Dixie Bcstg.
Co. (WCCP), Savannah, Ga., and WMFJ
Inc. (WMFJ), Daytona Beach, Fla., and extended from Sept. 9 to Oct. 10 time for
filing proposed findings and conclusions and
from Sept. 21 to Oct. 21 to file replies in
proceeding
Action Sept.on6. their am applications, et al.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A, Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 9 a.m., Sept. 21, in proceeding on am applications of Radio Station
WHCC (WHCC), Waynesville, N.C, and
Aluminum Cities Bcstg. Co. (WGAP), Maryville, Tenn. Action Sept. 7.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Sept. 21 in proceeding on
fm application of Calojay Enterprises Inc.,
Indianapolis, Ind. Action Sept. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 20 to Sept. 26 time
for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions in proceeding on am application of
Martin Karig, Johnstown, N.Y.; replies to
be filed before Oct. 10 in lieu of Oct. 3.
Action Sept. 8.
■ On own motion, continued Sept. 12
hearing to Oct. 10 in proceeding on am applications of Zephyr Bcstg. Corp.. Zephyrhills and Myron A. Reck (WTRR), Sanford,
both Florida. Action Sept. 9.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Denied motion by Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp. togard tocorrect
transcript
of hearing
corrections
suggested
at pagein re149
and granted
in
all
other
respects
in proceeding on fm application of Suburban
Bcstrs., Elizabeth, N.J. Action Sept. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ On own motion, continued without date
Sept. 19 hearing in proceeding on am and
fm applications
Bcstg. KCKY
Co. forCoolrenewal of licensesof ofGilastations
idge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford, KVNC
Winslow,
KZOW Globe
Globe,
all Arizona.
Action and
Sept. KWJB-FM
8.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled
prehearing
conference for Sept. 12further
at 2 p.m.,
in proceeding
on am applications of Wilmer E. Huffman,
Pratt, Kan., et al. Action Sept. 7.
■ Upon request by Hirsch Bcstg. Co.
(KFBS). Cape Girardeau, Mo., and without
objection by other parties, extended from
Sept. 9 to gineering
Oct.exhibits
17 by
dateHirsch
for furnishing
enin proceeding
on its am application, et al.; Sept 19 hearing
continued to Oct. 25. Action Sept. 8.
■ Upon request of applicants and without
objection by other parties, extended from
Sept. 12 to Oct. 12 time for filing initial
proposed findings of fact and conclusions
and from Sept 26 to Oct. 26 for replies in
proceeding on application of WJPB-TV Inc.,
permittee of WJPB-TV, ch. 5, Weston,
W.Va.,trol for
relinquishment
positive
conof WJPB-TV
Inc. byof J.P.
Beacom
through sale of stock to Thomas P. Johnson
and George W. Eby. Action Sept. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at Sept.
6 hearing continued hearing to Oct. 10 in
proceeding on am applications of James E.
Walley, Oroville, Calif., Group 1. Action
Sept. 6. BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Sept. 9
KAKE
Wichita, Kan. — Granted assignment of licenses to KAKE-TV and Radio
Inc. (BAL-3985, BALRE-681).
WCTW New Castle, Ind. — Granted mod.
of
move ant.
-trans, site,
makemount
changes
in cp
ant.to system
(increase
height,
fm
Continued on page 117
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication dale.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<S per word — f2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — f2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads ^20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30© per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
ArrLiCANTs: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, Jl.OO charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bkoadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
California station with terrific advertiser
acceptance needs sales manager to improve
current $185,000 per year billing. Station is
in medium market on low frequency covering dous
vast new
Sanpotential.
Joaquin This
Valley sales
with manager
tremenmust be experienced self-starter with good
sales production and stable record. Must be
creative sales manager able to work well
with staff. Ideal working conditions and top
salary
right first
man.letter.
Interview
required.
Give aU todetails
Write Box
780B,
BROADCASTING.
CaUfornia 5,000 watt station in medium
market needs capable and aggressive sales
minded manager. Take full charge. Must
have proven record of producing and desire
stable situation where enlarged responsibiUties provide larger income. Must be on
the street salesman able to handle salesmen
and staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate, ideal working conditions. InCASTING.terview required. Write Box 781B, BROADOhio single station market daytimer needs
stationtion ofmanager
experienced
in full
small market
station.
Box opera872B,
BROADCASTING.
Single market west Texas station needs experienced commercial manager. Good
chance for further advancement. Some anbut not absolutely necessary. Boxnouncing
149C,helpfulBROADCASTING.
Illinois stations (large and small) looking
for a lent
manager
a salesarrangement
manager. Excelsalary andandbonus
. . .
chance to own stock. Highly desirable jobs
for right men. Box 229C, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager wanted who can really direct
a sales force in midwest city of 200,000. We
want a man who wants to be a general
manager in two years — a man who can sell
also. Salary
and bonus,
plus stock arrangement. Box 230C,
BROADCASTING.
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has
opening — salesman with management potential— 30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O. favored.
Box 197, Send
Jackson.
Miss.
Sales
Newark,
Jersey
Top independent,
money andNewfuture
for— salesman
who loves top
to
sell, multiple chain, send resume Box 929B,
BROADCASTING.
Opportimity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. Texas. Box 178C,
BROADCASTING.
Opportimity for announcer who wishes to
step into sales under aggressive sales management with future. Must have am broadcasting background. Position in sales only.
No
board
CASTING. work. Write Box 179C, BROADSalesman with experience and ideas wanted
for top station in market Florida east coast.
Write Box 199C. BROADCASTING.
Salesman announcer — expanding southern
California am. fm station needs nite fm announcer, with first class radio telephone
license. $300 per month plus 20% all sales.
Send
resume,
BROADCASTING.tape, picture. Box 201C,
Pacific northwest, expanding multi-ownership need: 1 proven salesman, management
potential; 1 production man-announcer; 1
chief engineer-announcer. Wonderful opportunity. Rush complete details. Box 240C,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Top grade professional time salesman
wanted for Texas radio chain. Security and
company benefits. No drifters or drinkers,
family man preferred. Give full details in
letter to Box 866. Dallas.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
ad under
son, Miss. Management. P.O. Box 197, JackHave immediate opening for experienced
salesman in progressive single station west
Texas market. Contact Clint Formby.
KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Wanted fm radio salesman. WGH-FM, going
soon to 100 kw in the Norfolk-Newport
News, Virginia market, has opening for aggressive fm-minded salesman. Good salary
plus commission on all sales. Knowledge of
fm programming
essential.
view desirable. Write
or callPersonal
Ambert interDail,
Sales Manager, WGH Radio, Newport News,
Virginia.
What proposition acceptable? Phone or write
W-RIP, Chattanooga.
FM station man experienced in sales and
some board work, excellent opportunity.
WRVB-FM, Madison 1, Wisconsin.
Growing media brokerage firm needs additional associates/representatives in New
York-Washington and midwest areas. We
will either
a territory orto hire
an as-a
sociatefranchise
(straight commission)
representative on fixed salary, expenses
and bonuses. Requirements are #1. Old
enough for maturity in judgment, young
enough to be an eager learner (generally
early
to early #3.
40's).Working
#2. Faceknowledge
to face
selling 30's
experience.
of one or more media fields. #4. Character
that will stand thorough investigation. Interviews Washington, New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Atlanta. Contact Paul Chapman, 1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
Salesman for dynamic 5 kw in metropolitan
market of 300,000. Excellent earning potential. Send resume to Jay Elson, P.O. Box
511, Port Arthur, Texas.
Step erup!Ernployment
Midwest Service.
jobs waiting.
Write7thWalk83 So.
St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Announcers
Step up! Punch and push personality for
top-rated, 24-hour 5 kw in booming eastern market. 35 hour week. Start $105.00.
First plione preferred, will consider all
others. Send
tape, BROADCASTING.
picture, detail. Permanent. Box 994B,
Now hiring — quality
3 swinging,
dj's for
tight
production,
musicselling
format.
Virginia
fulltimer. Send tape, resume and photo first
letter. Box 107C, BROADCASTING.
Near New York City 4th largest market in
U.S.
Need two
top-notch
dj's. production.
Must have
knowledge
of board
and tight
Adult station, no top 40. Good opportunity
for right man. Box 123C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest radio-tv combination will have
opening for bright, fast dj also capable of
doing quality tv commercials. Send tape,
picture and resume Box 137C, BROADCASTING.
Increasing staff. Mature voice. News and
good music.
Excellent
munity. Our staff
knows New
of thisMexico
ad. Air commail
Box 147C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Need experienced announcer for west Texas
daytimer with news experience. Send tape
and references first letter to Box 150C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. We need and
are prepared to pay for experienced man.
Northwest kilowatt that programs middle of
the road. We move our good men up. If you
qualify
rush tape, resume. Box 172C,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening — metropolitan market,
personality.
Send tape, resume. Box 187C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers, first phone, for new daytimer
under construction. Send tape, photo, complete resume, and expected starting salary.
Box 194C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest station — livewire 24 hours need a
crack newsman, alive, alert, creative, interested in staying in one city, working
for
a good organization. Box 203C. BROADCASTING.
New
— opportunity
to right
man.
Near Mexico
National
Parks, Arizona,
Colorado.
Good starting pay. Increase, 6 months to
one year. Announcing primary. Paid vacation,ticulars
hospitalization
Full parfirst letter. insurance.
Audition tape.
Box
210C, BROADCASTING.
DJ'S
— fast
top ten
and growing
top thirtygroup
markethas foropenings
top flight,in
modern radio talent. Base salary range
.$7000 to $11,000 to start. Your ability sets the
price. Plenty of extra cash available from
hops and appearances. Ideal hours. Send
tape
and resume now to Box 235C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman . . . experienced . . . must know
announcing, copy, and good radio. 1 station
market,
CASTING.Pennsylvania. Box 177C, BROADBoston requires swinging dj. Top 40 personality. Enthusiasm, brilliance, brains.
Tape, resume. Box 255C, BROADCASTING.
Program director and swinging dj. Top 40,
high Pulse rated. N.E. metro market. Immediate opening. Tape and references. Box
256C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening: Experienced, mature
announcer with voice to match, to provide
part
of our
Pleasant
Stable
midwestern
market.
GoodSound.
salary,
benefits,
working conditions. Send tape, resume,
photo to Box 262C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer — dj. Tight production for adult music station. Opening
October 1st. Send tape, picture, resume and
salary requirements to Program Director,
KGFW, Kearney, Nebraska.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM. Showlow. Arizona.
Staff announcer; play-by-play experience
desirable. Middle of road music but tight
operation. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
Announcer-first phone for multiple station
operation with
excellent
chance
advancement and extra
benefits.
Send for
resume
and tape to WALM, Albion, Michigan.
Staff announcer, experienced, tight production, stable. Send tape, resume, salary
requirements and references. WASA, Havre
de Grace, Maryland.
Announcer. Must be experienced for well
established small market station near Philadelphia. General staff and board work in
good music and news operation. Good salary with profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted, experienced morning man for metro
good music-news
operation.
Send York.
tape and
references
to WIBX.
Utica, New
Two announcers needed immediately. Starting salary range from $60 to $85 weekly depending on ability, experience and whether
qualified for morning or afternoon shift.
Opportunity
advancement
at which
this sta-is
tion or otherforcompany
stations,
reason for openings. Send tape, references
and complete experience in first correpondence to William
rector, sWLSV,
Wellsville.Wynn,
N.Y. Program DiAnnouncer-salesman combination. Three
hours daily plus guarantee on commissions.
WNCO. Ashland, Ohio.
FM station, man must have sales experience, real opportunity. WRVB-FM, Madison
1. Wisconsin.
WSMI, Litchfield, Illinois has opening for
experienced, versatile announcer. Growing
stationment. with modern plant and latest equipAnnouncer-dj for good music NBC midwest
affiliate, Must have experience, work days.
Good salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape
and resume to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
opening for qualified radio announcer who
wants to move into television. Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
For deejays original enough to create their
own material. The Deejay AirHumorOlogy
Kit tells you what humor is and how to
create your ownHumorOlogy,patter.
$4.80,
postpaid.
AirP.O. Box 1,
Elkhart,
Indiana.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write
Walker Employment Service. 83 So. 7th
St., Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Technical
Now hiring — Chief - engineer - announcer
combo forVirginia
tight-production,
format.
fulltimer.quality
Send music
tape,
resume, and photo first letter. Box 108C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for Montana 1 kw non-directional. Fine plant, latest equipment, friendly
community, good working conditions.
Health insurance, retirement plan. Give
details, references, experience, snapshot,
tape if combo. Box 112C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer $100.00 plus for experienced
maintenance man — fair announcer. Daytime
40-hour
Colorado
community
life. Mustweeks.
have Ideal
best work
references.
Box
204C. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced in studio work and
familiar with directional. Five kilowatts in
large
southern market. Apply Box 223C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer to take complete charge.
State salar.v expected. Resume of experience. KGFW, Kearney, Nebraska.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Step up! Midwest jobs waiting. Write Walker Employment Service, 83 So. 7th St.,
Mpls. 2, Minn, for free application.
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
fulltime-southeast
New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Program director for well-established classical music station in the Pacific west. Must
be capable of organizing and directing air
personnel, supervising classical music selection, working with station's commercial
staff, and giving fuUy professional action to
program policy and station promotion.
Please do not apply unless you can furnish
proof of classical music broadcasting experience under demanding circumstances. Send
full background, references and salary desired with first letter. Write Box 928B
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Radio newsman: Assist news director, central New York metropolitan station. Newsin-depth
ries, paneloperation:
discussions. editorials,
Cover beat,documentawrite, air
news. Salary open. Box 120C, BROADCASTING.
Leading
in medium sizecentral
market California
needs top station
flight program
director or production man with first class
ticket. We need a man who can write good
production spots and is capable of doing a
two hour afternoon show. If you are now a
board man but think you can hold down
this job. contact us immediately with full
details. Cut tape at 7V2 ips showing us
samples of
work.forIdeal
working
ditions.your
Top salary
right
man. conBox
168C, BROADCASTING.
Northwest network station needs qualified
news director. We expect hard working man
who knows news, man with executive
abilitytion.who
can BROADCASTING.
move up with solid operaBox 173C,
Male copywriter . . . must be good typist
and experienced. Some air and news work
available. Eastern Pennsylvania. Box 176C,
BROADCASTING.
Production minded station wants program
director that can produce a top sounding
station with adult programming. Salary
open.
singleandstation
market. 250-watt
Send full mediiun,
details, picture
tape
in letter. Box 198C, BROADCASTING.
Young man with inquisitive mind for expanding news operation. Some typing experience necessary. Work primarily gathering, editing and announcing local news.
Some dj nouncer
work.considered.
Inexperienced
young tape,
anSend photo,
resume
and
starting
salary.
WADS,
Ansonia, Connecticut.
Immediate opening at WHBL. Sheboygan,
Wisconsin. Good wage, forty hour week
plus overtime, employe benefits, good place
to work. Call collect Paul Skinner,
GL 8-2107.
Have an immediate opening for experienced
radiocal program-production
man to build
loand regional feature program
concept.
Write or phone Program Director, WOOD
Broadcasting, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General manager/sales manager for small
or medium market station. Fifteen years in
sales and management. Heavy on local and
regional. Thorough knowledge all phases of
station ences.
operation.
Highest industry referBox 863B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, qualified station manager
seeks home. New ownership requires
change.
$15-1600
monthly. WantPresent
top 50 earnings
market with
challenging
opportunity.
Write
Box
lOlC,
BROADCASTING for personal interview.
Top qualityagement.announcer
pd ready
for manOne dozen years
of experience.
Handle people well, steady, married. Want
opportunity more than big bank account.
Box 140C, BROADCASTING.
Honest, aggressive young medium market
manager wants to settle in exclusive midwestern
CASTING.small market. Box 174C, BROADLets discuss mutually satisfactory management association to fulfill your stations potential. Hard working manager, 15 years
experience, allmarket
phases.station
Turned into
chain's
small
competitive
profitable
monthly operation as leading sales producer. Creator, executor unusual copy, production commercials, station promotion,
programming ideas, ibesire better location
for
permanency.
Box 190C, BROADCASTING.
Owners! Are you an absentee-owner that
is looking for good, honest management?
Listen: 8 years California radio, all phases.
Excellent references. Proven radio results.
Write Box 195C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Young Pennsylvania broadcasting executive
seeks management
or sales manager's
position. 7years broadcasting.
Presently employed. Box 196C, BROADCASTING.
Background: Ziv television salesman. Commercial manager, radio station. Radio-television director, advertising agency. Syracuse
school. 36,University
married,radio-television
U,S.M.C. WWII,graduate
Korea.
Strong sales ability. Creative copy. Adult
radio only. Want general manager or commanager's
responsibility and income.mercial
Box 214C,
BROADCASTING.
Youngexperienced
in ideas, in
good health,
man
in every
phase ofhere's
broad-a
casting. Several years station management,
promotion and advertising. High type, mixes
well, sober, reliable, levelheaded. Prefer station management where combination management, promotion advertising can pay
off.
Twenty
five years in radio-tv. Box
220c, BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. You needum big
help? Me chief/brave type who gottum lots
experience , . . stuff on ball. Been in present teepee 11 years . . . our big power
station number one position ... all soldum
out. Gottum nice squaw . . . 2V2 papooses
... no touchem firewater. Wantum continue
on big-type
range . your
. . small pasture
nonuminYou wantum
ber oneterest....
all soldum outsmoke
. . . signal
big possible
unit cost . . . you payum big wampum . . . we
gettum
CASTING.together, OK? Box 225C, BROADSales
Executive-performer-writer re-entering tvradio. 49.7 rating in top 25 markets. Extremely successful
salesBROADCASTING.
manager. West preferred.
Write
Box 896B,
"Three ience.
years
salesin experNews, radio-newspaper
copy. Want interest
small
midwest
station. Box 170C, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious hard-driving salesman, top references, and proven sales record, desires position with opportunity for advancement. 24
years
old.
Write Box 175C, BROADCASTING.
3 years experience major market radio,
selling, vision
servicing,
copywriting.
degree, 34, family.
Wishesradio-teleto build
future in radio or television. Box 200C,
BROADCASTING.
I'm employed — manager/sales manager,
profitable
like change
to sta-is
tion whereoperation.
gross andI'd earning
potential
larger. Personal billing 50% of gross. Known
accreditedground. reputation
Lets compare experience
notes. Box back239C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
DJ, strong
steady, Box
relocate news,
anywhere. commercials,
Seeking challenge.
988B, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, sales-minded, serious, audience
appeal.
Versatile, go anywhere. Box 989B,
BROADCASTING.
Gal dj, negro, board, sales, travel. Available
immediately. Box 990B, BROADCASTING.
Top forty jock presently employed by numstationforina nation's
five
marketber onelooking
home in number
Los Angeles,
San Diego or San Francisco areas. Box 128C,
BROADCASTING.
Need a man to reach an adult audience
and sell them? Need a man familiar with aU
kinds of music who features tight production? Then you need me. Presently employed in medium market — ready for the
big time. Box 139C, BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer,
solid experience.
Sincere,
tile. Seeks radio/tv
opportunity.
Box versa165C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for good music operation. 13
years experience all phases. Box 166C,
BROADCASTING.
First phone
experienced
announcer. Virginia, West Box
Virginia,
Pennsylvania.
No
maintenance.
167C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer desires position in adult radio
station. 3V2 years experience as dj-newsman-production
manager
straight
announcing. Mature
voice. and
Clear
delivery.
Box 180C, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding personality looking to break
into major market after 5 years in the
hinterlands. Consistently top rated. RefCASTING.erences tell the story. Box 183C, BROADC&W personality, staff announcer seeks secure situation in New England states. Dependable, married, 1 year experience. Willing
to learn. Employed now, located in west,
ready to travel. Box 185C, BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer-combo man — newscaster, tight
format experience. Married, want to settle
down. No floater, no prima donna. Currently
New
York resident. Box 186C, BROADCASTING.
Exciting modem radio personality. Major
markettion. experience
with flare.
swinging
operaTrue showmanship
Production
gimmickrentlyand
promotions
knowhow.
Curemployed. Top references. Box 189C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer/engineer, 3 months board experience desires to relocate in Florida or
Texas. Engineering experience, constructed
one station, serve as chief engineer of same.
Will send tape. Box 197C, BROADCASTING.
Canadian dj 7 years experience. Presently
employed in Bahamas. Like to locate in
south Florida. Reliable, hard worker, fast,
but not a screamer, tight operation. Box
202c. BROADCASTING.
Carolinas-Virginia; mature announcercontinuity writer; 10 years experience.
Box 207C BROADCASTING.
Announcer, pd, sports-play-by-play, 8 years
experience, 26, family, college graduate,
finest character and references, employed.
Box 211c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, employed combo. Seeks Minnesota-Wisconsin station. $110 minimum.
Dependable. Box 212C, BROADCASTING.
I love radio. Announcer, disc jockey. Three
years experience. Ambitious, dependable,
young. Draft deferred. Just married. Box
217C, BROADCASTING.
The mature approach! Presently employed
at 50.000 watt operation in top northeasternedge,
market.
presentFamiliar
employers
wish toWith
relocate.
with knowlsports
as well as dj and news activities. Excellent
references,
married.
If you're
smooth, positive
touch
in yourlooking
daytimefor ora
evening
programming,
let's
talk
it over!
Salary open. Box 221C, BROADCASTING.
Attention small markets! DJ, 23, single,
draft-free, 4 months experience, absolutely fantastic potential — prefer top 40. but
will
consider all offers. Box 226C, BROADCASTING.
Fulltime sportscaster, 29; mature and exciting. Experienced
all phases Interested
of staffwork. College,
family,inreferences.
in best possible west coast position available. Box 227C, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj — ^Fast moving format in r&b.
Rockin'
personality — seven
experience in metropolitan
area. years
Available
October
'60.
Seeking
post
in
large
city.
Box
231C, BROADCASTING.
Young annoimcer, experienced. Good, fast
board, dependable, will travel, will settle.
Box 232C, BROADCASTING.
Young man looking for start in radio or tv,
graduate of SRT-TV but lack experience.
Prefer New England area. Box 233C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
brighta
sound, wanttwoto years
settle,experience,
married, not
floater. Box 234C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, annoimcer, disc jockey, two
years. Married, veteran, not a prima donna,
will travel. Box 236C, BROADCASTING.
1st phone personality dj. C&W preferred,
or will program pop with strong c&w flavor.
Pleasant, easy delivery. Sober, 41, family
man.
Minimum $125 per week. Box 237C.
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Staff announcer — adaptable — cooperative,
prefer adult program, family man seeking
larger northeast market. Box 245C, BROADCASTING.
Experience, announcer, disc jockey, two
years. Married veteran, not a prima donna,
will travel. Box 251C, BROADCASTING.
College grad, single, 24, experienced future
management
potential, great ad-liber. Box
254C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Mature, experienced
adman. Announcing or continuity. Master's degree. Broadcasting school. AvailING. able immediately! Box 257C, BROADCASTSeeking integrated operation, balance programming, profit sharing in sportsman
"paradise". All first letter. 11 years radiotv all phases. Minimum $150. Settle permanently. Family, vet, 30. 1040 Riverside Avenue, Defiance, Ohio. Phone 2-2701.
Announcer, dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Mature voice. Good personality.
Operate own board. Will travel anywhere.
Tape, St.,
resume,
Larry Beller,
East
55th
Chicagophoto.
15, Illinois.
Phone: 1'745
BUtterfield 8-5404.
DJ — One year experience, prefers evening
or night shift. Larry Dickson, 73 Clifton
Avenue, Mansfield, Ohio. LA 4-9291.
Young negro announcer. Vet. Some board.
Willing to learn. 3rd phone. Have car, will
travel. Bob Lee, 6028 S. Drexel Ave.. Chicago 37, 111.
Announcer, limited tv and radio experience.
Just completed
stint. College
tion, young and Army
hardworking.
Will educalocate
anywhere.
Phone
Esterbrook
8-6173
write
Jack Miller, 4844 W. Arthington, orChicago
44, 111.
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance, $85
no car. Berkshire 7-6721 after 5. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
San Francisco area, have first phone. Desire announcing
or newswork.
4 years
commercial and college
radio. Dick
Schutter,
8720 Whitechuck, Everett, Washington.
Announcer — Have talent, will travel, ambitious, strong on control board, news,
commercials. Swinging dj. 3rd class ticket
Graduate
from broadcasting
ing for opening.
Contact Stanschool.
Tuman,Look961
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn 13, N.Y., phone
PR 8-5609.
Technical
Chief engineer-announcer seeking Gulf
Coast ence.
position.
years chief available
experiTape and Three
recommendations
upon request. Box 129C, BROADCASTING.
Chief sires
engineer-annoimcer-dj;
married, now
derelocation : Minnesota, Wisconsin,
or future. Experienced all phases am. Box
171C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, three years experience control room engineer, no announcing, availaING. ble immediately. Box 191C, BROADCASTEngineer, first phone, 8 years experience am
and fm, transmitter
studio. No announcing. Box 206C, and
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class radio telephone license,
experienced transmitter, studio. Box 213C.
BROADCASTING.
25 years experience with broadcast and
industrial radio equipment. Many years in
supervisory and chief engineer capacity.
Last few years operating own business
dealing in industrial electronic equipment.
Sold business and desire quiet job without
business pressure in large broadcast station
in either supervisory capacity or doing
straight shift work. Prefer southern coastal
area preferably Florida. Would consider
Arizona area. Box 222C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Seven years multi indie chain.
Experienced
allchief
phasesor studio
and director
transmitter. Desire
technical
position. Box 249C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced engineer, 1st phone. 2 years
experience am, desires permanent position.
Excellent references. Box 258C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-dj, knows music, interesting.
No tape. Downie, 919 Midland Avenue, Syracuse, N.Y., Granite 5-8101.
Production-Programming, Others
Former public and station relation executive, 18dustry,
years
indesiresexperience
return to broadcasting
station relation
or public relation position. Excellent
achievement record both in field and as
director. Box 970B, BROADCASTING.
Washington, D.C., newspaperman, 20 years
experience,
radio-tv,
tive work, including
wants write
and/ornowairlegislanews
mornings, evenings, weekends, Washington
areas station, to keep hand in. Solve news
staff scheduling problems! Box 995B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman
reportercourt,
and political,
newscastereducation,
experienced in police,
government
news
and
features
—
straightforward interpretive reporting, professional
delivery — terested
college,
car,news
bestwork.
references
inradio or tv
Box —142C,
BROADCASTING.
Sports minded station: Experienced broadcaster now employed as newsman in major
market has made up his mind. He wants
to become the nation's top sports broadyou're
willing caster.
to Youpaycan a have
good him
salaryfirstby ifwriting.
Box 181C, BROADCASTING.'
News director. Experienced newsman in
major rector
market
seeks station.
position Earnings
as news now
diwith reputable
$8,000.
College
graduate,
married.
Resume.
Box 205C. BROADCASTING.
Skilled booth-man, dj, with 50 kw announcing experience, prefers permanent position on "local"to outlet.
Ohio
area. Qualified
be pd. (Family)
Available inwithin
2 weeks. Box 216C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Advertising agency. I'm looking
for you with eight years of radio-tv production, 31/2 years sales/management. Currently with sales for multi-million dollar
corporation. Am interested in your creative
department,
major market only. Box 218C,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, morning man, idea factory, writer, producer, top station credits
in all, wants to hear from major adult programming station with initiative, daring,
sense of responsibility to audience. I love
radio so if yours is a top 40, frantic or
screamer operation, save your stamps. I
know my business and can prove it.
Twenty-odd
years experience. Write Box
219C. BROADCASTING.
Newsman; now working as broadcaster,
editor, writer in large market. Radiojournalism background. Family man. Will
consider
all areas. Box 228C, BROADCASTING.
News director, excellent, experienced, mature; employed, radio editorialist, one of
first in state; program experience; superior
references, professional personal, and credit;
unmarried; want greater opportunity. Box
243C, BROADCASTING.
News director seeks news position on Columbus or Cincinnati area station. College
graduate. Presently employed. Top references.
CASTING. $150 minimum. Box 246C, BROADAlcoholic, reformed, never fired, wants
chance to make good, newscaster, sports,
radio, tv. Strong local news, made good
in top market. Box 248C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
Sales
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
want a man
Hungry salesman wanted. asWefortune.
If you
hungry for fame as well untapped potential,
of
long for a territory
right
the
for
off
pay
will
that
challenge
with
netEastern plenresume toof us.
your with
sendstation
man work
and
savvy
lots
vhf
more top man.
ty to talk about, needs one
commission. Drifters, and those
Salary plus
devoid of imagination and creative ability,
stay away! Box 263C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
radio announcer who
qualified
openingto for
wants
move
into television. Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
Technical

Go west, young man. Established western
mainteneedsof sharp
vhf-TVnancebroadcast
technician er
progressing to
capable
trammg,
age,
stating
Write
engineer.
chief
and experience. Box 814B, BROADCASTING.
Continuing expansion requires additional
for mainand engineer
r ofengineer
transmittetenance
Both
system.
new microwave
d men.
licensed,andexperience
require
positions
salary
starting
Send resume, references
Engineer, KOAT-TV,
ts toNewChief
requiremenue,
Mexico.
Albuquerq

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
TV transmitter engineer, 2 years experience, first phone, married, veteran. Box
182C. BROADCASTING.
1st phone, 4V2 years electronics, IV2 years
radio,sire tv 8studio,
months
tv, formerPrefer
am west
chief.coast.
Detransmitter.
4021 S. Grand. Spokane, Wash. MA 4-1656.
Graduating
interns,
technicalfully
and equipped
production, trained
in modern
studios by commercial minded instructors
now available. Contact Intern Supervisor,
WTHS-TV, Miami.
Young man looking for a start on tv,
covered all phases of studio operations. Also
have training on commercials, willing to
travel and please, state beginners salary.
Write to Mr. Dimitri Nickas. 226-6 Avenue,
Brooklyn 15, New York. Or call anytime
after 7;00 p.m. at this number NEvins 8-3183.
Production-Programming, Others
News man
director,
three years
newsmedium newsman
southern — station.
Proficient
all facets news. Married. College graduate.
Box 169C, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience, film director, producer-director, switcher-announcer, camCASTING.eraman plus others. Box 184C, BROADNews director, 5 years experience am-tv,
top-rated air-man. Needs a challenge. Box
209C, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others

Newsreel producer — director. An experienced
one-man-operation to format sponsor attracting programs. Find, film, edit the news.
Produce and direct the program. If you
want news (all the news) around the clock;
if you desire local feature films; if you
demand a person who needs no direction,
and whose
and production
exceed yourinitiative
expectations
write Boxwill241C,
BROADCASTING.

Midwest television station needs film director. Photographic experience, including
stills, 35 mm, sof, darkroom, film editing
and makeup
must. toPosition
open immediately. Must bea able
take complete
charge
all phases. Box 188C, BROADCASTING,

Newsman-announcer, specializing in radiotv news writing and presentation, desires
position with growing station. Eight years
of training
experience.
College Way
degree. Don J.and
Horwood.
5723 Harold
5-2748.Hollywood 28, Calif. PH; Hollywood
#14,

Art director: Experienced in tv art and
photography. Must be creative, send resume
and sample of art work to; Ronald Boyles,
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska.

For Sale

Video maintenance coordinator. Minimum
experivideo Florida.
minimum
age 28,
in Miami,
Best tvjobstation
ence 3 years.
NE
1410
WTHS-TV,
Evans,
Herb
Contact
2nd Ave.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
12 years television (7)-radio (5) experience.
All phasesmercialsnews.
that sell. Head
Other department.
capabilities. ComBox
208C, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newscaster. Polished professional
delivers dramatically; still sharply objective.
Writes crisp, interesting copy which reexperience.
Digs markets.
up and into
antflects
stories.
Major
Boximport261C,
BROADCASTING.
On camera news, weather, and commercial
announcer, 16mm film audition available.
CaU NYC, Bayside 9-7241,
Let's make your station's sports coverage
tops in your market. Experience in radio-tv
with
affiliates in major
south independFlorida's
No. 1 network
market. Announced
ents football and basketball, weekly tv
sports shows, series on basketball in area,
half hour tv sports special. All phases production, write, some work shooting and
editing film. Interviews with over 150 sports
personalities and entertainers. College grad.
TV work in Army. Ambitious, desire opportunity to do on-camera work and grow
with station. Top references. Desire position in West, consider others. Bob Darby,
185 N. Wabash, Room 1119, Chicago, 111.
Country and western personality disc jockey
. . . Good ad lib. strong sell. Ten years experience. Also experienced in pop and tv.
Available immediately. Dwight Gordon.
6500 Bond Ave., East St. Louis, Illinois,
phone BRidge 4-0762.
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Equipment
1 kw fm Gates transmitter. Location:
Pennsylvania.
transmitter.
Location: Texas.250
10 watt
kw fmGE Western
Electric.
Location:
Pennsylvania.
Box
224C,
BROADCASTING.
FM antenna, transmission line, Magnecorder, mikes, jack strips, etc. Write Box 250C,
BROADCASTING.
Real bargain for cash buyer, Tapak recorder,
and Viking
cartledges,
instruction manualwith
and twenty
amplifier.
Both machines
for just $200.00. Write KALG, Box 268,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Magnecorder, tvpe PT63-AH mechanism
(3 heads, fast
forward)
and type
amphfier.
$250.00
KHMS(FM),
725 PT7-C
Mills
Bldg., El Paso, Texas.
Complete DuMont flying spot scanner system. Consisting of 2 DuMont 16 mm projectors, 2 pedestals, 2 video amps., 2 power
supplies
and$7000.00
remoteContact
panel. E.Excellent
tion. Price
Newton condiWray,
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Ampex corder
910$95.00;recorder
$195.00;
reViking tape
deckWollensak
$30.00. WIFI,
Box 3022, Philadelphia 50.
Guyed tower — heavy duty Utility type 260
with A-2 lighting. 150' standing — 40' grounded— 190' overall. Available immediately.
Radio Station WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi. Telephone FL 4-4096.
Multiplex Gates generator single sub channel new. never been used. $600 or best
offer. WRVB-FM, Madison 1, Wisconsin.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.

FOR SALE
Equipment
— (circuit
Cont'd )and broadVideo monitors.
Closed
cast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Two used 5 kw am transmitters for sale
at theonepriceRCAof one!
stock — oneyouRCAeither
5D
and
5 DX.In Offering
two individual 5 kw or one transmitter
and practically 100% spare parts. Lot price,
both transmitters as is, used complete
with tubes and crystals, $5,000.00 cash,
f.o.b. Quincy, Illinois. Phone or wire Gates
Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
450 mc link mobile units $200. Also 26+150
mc equipment.
Hoffman,
CRestviewPhone
1-5845, person-to-person
Los Angeles.
Western Electric fm transmitter WE 506 B2
10 kw requires only 10 watt exciter to put
on the air. Price reduced to $3,000 to move
immediately
to makeBoxspace
for newGeorgia,
transmitter. L.E. Latham.
7, Atlanta,
or call DRake 8-8808.
Magnacord model M-90 ACX full track record and playback, portable case including
remote control,
condition. Originaldemonstrator,
cost $1400.00. excellent
Price $650.00
Loomis Distributing Co., Elk Rapids, Michigan. Phone 4-8260.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting atMiratel,
$199.00.Inc.,
30 different
thru
1080 Dionnemodels
St., St.8"
Paul, 24".
Minn.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipmentmonitor, antenna,
FM: Cash for transmitter
etc. ing
Also
interested
In purchase
of operatstations. Box 745B,
BROADCASTING,
5 kw fm transmitter in good condition, not
more than 5 years old, type 335-BR HewlettPackard fm modulation monitor, sidemount fm antenna with 6.3 power gain, acCASTING. ces ories if available. Box 913B, BROADRCA 1-0 used camera head only, any condition, with or without viewfinder, or complete RCA used camera chain. Reply to
ming.
William C. Grove, General Manager, KFBCTV, 2923 E. Lincolnway, Cheyenne, WyoUsed Dumont field sync generator in good
operatingof condition.
E. M. WaterI'lnk,
Director
Engineering,Contact
KWWL-TV,
loo, Iowa.
Wanted to buy immediately. We want to
purchaseturntables,
two goodandusedtapeconsoles
or consolettes.
recorders,
to set
up twothingrecording
studios.
If
you
have
somegood and it is reasonably priced, call,
write neer,
or Radio
wire;Station
Max WDAK,
F. Harper,
Chief EngiColumbus,
Ga.,
telephone: FAirfax 2-5447.
Scullycast
recorder,
microphone,W.E.iackmixing
panelsboard,
and broadcords.
Super Recordings. 369 St. Charles Rd.. Glen
EUyn, 111.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics.
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden, Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,School,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. Licensa
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1130 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

INSTRUCTIONS
The National Academy of Broadcasting
(3338-16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.)
Est. 1934. Trains and places radio-tv announcers dj's.
writers, producers. Enroll
now for fall
term.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
See media broker opportunity under "Radiohelp wanted-sales" this issue.
MISCELLANEOUS
Three experienced am radio broadcasters
desire lease station with option to buy. Box
253C, BROADCASTING.
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00 — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-3), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Production-Programming, Others
v-^- vi>'-

-^^^ '^/y^- y^. -yy-. vj^. -O^. v^*^ t.^"- '^O^-c

§
LEADING
§
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA STATION
y In medium size market needs top flight
^ program director or production man
§wifh first class ticket. We need a man
who can write good production spots
^ and is capable of doing a two hour
§ afternoon show. If you are now a
board man but think you can hold
^ down this job, contact us immediately
§with full details. Cut tape at ZVi ips
showing us samples of your work. Ideal
^ working conditions. Top salary for right
^ man.
y
Box 168C, BROADCASTING
V

I
|

NUMBER ONE
RATED STATION

^
y
^
^
y
^
?
y
\
^
V
^
\

In one of the Top 30 Markets has an
opening for a DJ that can apply an
adult personality to a fast moving format. Send edited air check and complete resume with picture.

PROGRAM

/ CALIFORNIA STATION
•
1 With terrific advertiser acceptance needs
§ sales manager to improve current $185,000
« per year billing. Station is in medium
^ market on low frequency covering vast
J San Joaquin Valley with tremendous new
I^ potential.
sales manager
be
experienced Thisself-starter
with goodmust sales
i production and stable record. Must be
W creative sales manager able to work well
« with staff. Ideal working conditions and
^I Give
top salary
to rightfirstman.
Interview required.
all details
letter.
I
Write Box 780B,
1
BROADCASTING.
« >-^^-« •'^^>«

/
«
1
■
«
^
J
*«
J
V
*
§k
;
i

DIRECTOR
for

Alert, Progressive, Successful ^
major station in the southeast. •
Unusual Opportunity /

Send all particulars to:
Box 260C, BROADCASTING

Announcers

*-^^~* * ■•fc * V

CALIFORNIA
5,000 WATT STATION
In medium market needs capable and
aggressive sales minded manager. Take
full charge. Must have proven record
of producing and desire stable situation
where enlarged responsibilities provide
larger income. Must be on the street
salesman able to handle salesmen and
staff. Salary plus percentage of profit.
Ideal climate. Ideal working conditions.
Interview required.
Write Box 781 B, BROADCASTING.

V/f PAy TOP MONEY
Box 193C, BROADCASTING

I
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
STAFF FOR
NEW STATION
4 Announcers Smooth on music and
news. 1 to } years
experience.
3 Salesmen.
Others.
WPAC, PATCHOGUE, NEW YORK

RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

l\

RADIO
Situation Wanted — Sales

^
1

GUARANTEED SALES
Spot sales of radio or television time.
No gimmicks. All cash. Will train your
sales force fo sell. Write or call R.&T.
Time Co., 539 S. Atlantic Ave., Ormond Beach, Florida. ORange 7-0342.
Announcers

WANTED

PLAY-BY-PLAY
Outstanding sportscaster. Proven reputation. Currently employed in two of

America's number one Baseball Broadcaster to do playby-play for a major league

the East's major markets. Five years experience ... All sports. State Network
and major University affiliation. Consider only top position.
Box 238C, BROADCASTING

team.
Sales
Rush tape ■ — • photo — resuSALESMEN WANTED
With record of aggressive, clean
radio time sales to work in Illinois
second market. Opportunity for
proven man to progress with expanding staff. Interview necessary. Phone
or write John R. Livingston, President, WJRL, Rockford, Illinois. WO
8-5821.
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

me to:
BOX

954B,

BROADCASTING.

CHECK ONE! (*^)
) Excellent sportscaster
) Production man
)) Air
StreetSalesman
Salesman
) 1st rate music M.C.
) P.D. & future Mgr.
) Dependable 12 year pro
!! STOP 1!
) Gene Roberts has them all. Call
FE 11153 Minneapolis or write 524 14
AVE., S.E. Minneapolis, Minn. Video
and Audio tapes available.
Currently employed. Married, family,
etc.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Bill Towre available for dynamic I
news operation in major market. I
Send now for complete presentation, x
V5 Voice,
voice style, experience, references,
collef
college.
Wire, write, phone: Bill
II Towre,
lowr 21 Nassau Ave.. Schenectady.
4, N.Y. Express 3-2534.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
-yv

SALES ENGINEER TELEVISION
Excellent opportunity to manage teleIj vision equipment sales from the home
^ office of a major manufacturing com- jp
pony. Must have heavy technical background with thorough knowledge of
1^ television transmitters and video equipment. A permanent salaried position ji
with liberal company benefits. This is
a once in a life-time opportunity for
right man who wants to advance with
a successful electronics manufacturing "k
company. AAail photo and complete resume to:
Box 125C, BROADCASTING ^
[Ik:
J

SALES ENGINEER
MID-WEST
Major mid-west broadcasting equipment
manufacturer has opening for sales engineer to travel and call on radio
stations in the mid-west area. Technical
background essential. Candidate should
have previous successful sales experience or sales aptitude with a deep desire to make selling his career.
Attractive salary, expenses, and incentive bonus systems provide high earning potential. This is a permanent position with an excellent future with a
growing company. Send complete resume with photo, if available to:
Box 244C, BROADCASTING

Employment Service

JOBS IN RADIO & TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent scouts for the station your looking for— free registration — confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers —
Engineers-Salesmen
Announcers-N ewsmen-D J .' s
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Pcachtrce Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
116

Single
FOR SALE
SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

State licensed sound contracting Business
Stromberg-Carlson franchise
Stromberg time franchise
RCA closed circuit TV franchise
Franchises cover tiiree counties

ST.

FOR

STATIONS
Ga.
Tenn.
La.

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Ga.
Medium
Fla.
Calif.
Medium
Medium
Medium
Texas
Wyo.
La.
Medium
Tenn.
Metro
Metro
Wash.
Metro
Texas
Calif.
Major
Fla.
Calif.
Major
And OthersH.

Box 192C, BROADCASTING

5,000 WATT
FULLTIMER
Located in large market area
on Florida Gold Coast. Station
billing around $15,000 a month
at present, but has unlimited,
undeveloped potential. Price
$500,000 with 29 per cent
down. If you are financially
qualified and sincerely interested, write:
BOX 117C, BROADCASTING

Texas Major market money-maker! $368,500 firm, 9168,000 down, 10 years 6%
on payout. — Southern Major market fulltime regional. In black SC climbing. #1
Pulse,
#1 Hooper.
West
Coast fulltime
regional. $350,000
Making —money.
$367,500 29% — Southern single. In
black. $45,000, $12,500 down — Southwest
full-time regional. Big profits. Real estate
incl. $210,000
29% — Southern
gional. Nice profits.
$92,500 medium
with 29%redown. — Southwest Major market FM. In
the black. Will rush full data. — West
Texas single regional. Making profit. $49,500 29% — PATT McDonald, Box
9266, Austin, Texas, GL. 3-8080, or
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd St. N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU. 2-4813, or Dick Watts, Box 701,
South Houston, Texas. HU. 6-7400.

29%
cash
terms
terms
terms
29%
29%
29%
29%
29%
terms
cash
terms
10 yrs.
29%
terms
terms

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS

Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga,

CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
1519 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.
DEcatur 2-2311

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Contullanti — Appraisert
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcatlert
Confidential
Negoliotiont
Security Bidg.

1,000 WATT DAYTIMER
Located on Florida east coast, billing
around $3,000 a month, with unlimited potential. Station owns studios,
leases land for $L00 per year. Price
only $100,000 with $42,000 down.
Write:
Box 118C, BROADCASTING

Fulltime
Daytimer $175M
10762MM
250w
250w
Daytimer 50M
Regional
185M
5384MM
230M
Daytimer
Regional 125M
225M
Ikw-D
Fulltime
FM
158M
25%
Ikw-D int 12M
85M
49 M
130M
Ikw-D
Fulltime
250w
250M
475M
Ikw-D

PAUL
CHAPMAN

Fastest growing market area in U. S. A.

SALE

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE
CALIFORNIA. Market of over 100,000.
Askingtime.$100,000. Open for negotiation.
Full
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. Full time.
Doing $50,000 per year. Asking $55,000
with 29% down.
NORTHWEST. Daytimer. Excellent frecommunity.
Asking$58,000
$68,000. Term.quency. Fine
This
station billed
last year.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Profitable full time
operation. Billing $200,000 per year.
Asking $300,000 with 29% down.
WEST COAST. Full time. Doing $100,000.
Asking $150,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

FOR SALE
Equipment
Splendid used Raytheon one-watt portable color microwave system with audio
and complete with two pedestal mounts
if used for fixed operation, cables, one
8'
X 12'
reflector,
four-foot
dishes
and passive
feeds one
radome
1000
watt and 500 watt voltage stabilizers.
Current market price $12,500.00. A
steal at $7,500.00 FOB shipping point in
southeast. Subject to prior sale. Reply:
Box 805B, BROADCASTING.
New CATV SYSTEM
City over 30,000 population.
§
Excellent Franchise
Tremendous Potential
Over 600 Homes Ready to Go!
Box 242C, BROADCASTING

No. 1
I In The Tape
■
Cartridge Field
■
Instant Cueing
J
For descriptive material, write
■ BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, Inc.
B 8800 Brookviile Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
■
or
■Saiaiiiiiiii
contact your VISUAL
ELECTRONICS
man
■■■■■■■
■■■■■■■

LENSES
[I "Off-the-Shelf"
for
Image-Orthicandelivery!
Cameras,Lenses
Vidicon
and other requirements. Top Quality. Write for list and catalog.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
321 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 4, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS

Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California

far

you can't beat a
classified ad in getting
top-flight personnel
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, September 19, 1960

Continued from page 110
ant. on tower #2) change type trans, and
studio location (same location as trans.).
KLYN-FM Lynden, Wash.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 1.45 kw, change
type
changesof intrans,
ant. and
system.type ant. and make
KSEA (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 27.5 kw,
increase ant. height to 160 ft., change
trans, location; remote control permitted.
WHRW Bowling Green, Ohio — Granted
mod. tern
of andcpchange
to make
typechanges
trans. in DA patKUGN-FM Eugene, Ore.— Granted authority to remain silent for period of 90
days effective Sept. 11.
WOI
Ames,
Iowa — Remote control permitted.
WIST Charlotte, N.C.— Remote control
permitted. Actions of Sept. 8
KSGV Newport Beach, Calif.— Granted
extension
of authority through Oct. 6 to
remain silent.
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.— Granted extension of completion date to Dec. 22.
Action of Sept. 7
KBMT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.— Granted
mod. of cp to change main studio location.
WMT, KWMT, Cedar Rapids and Fort
Dodge, Iowa — Granted transfer of control
from Helen
Mark voting
Hermann andShaffer
HerberMark,
M. Helena
Bingham,
trustees and Helen Shaffer Mark individually
to Helen Shaffer Mark, Helena Mark Hertees. mann and William B. Quarton, voting trusActions of Sept. 6
WJW-AM-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— Granted
authority
through Oct. 6 to remain
silent.
KONIcense forSpanish
Fork,andUtah—
Granted
am station
specify
trans. liWPBC-FM
Minneapolis,
Minn.
—
Granted
license for fm station.
WWJ-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem appropriate in the light of any
information developed in pending inquiry
concerning compliance with Sec. 317 of
Communications Act.
WSJS-FM Winston-Salem, N.C.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 15 kw, increase ant.
height cation
to and1,440
change inant-trans,
lomakeft.,changes
ant. system
(sidemount fm ant.)
WDET-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted cp
to install new type trans and make changes
in transmitting equipment.
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. — Granted cp
to decrease ERP to 21 kw, increase ant.
height to 920 ft., change frequency to
102.9 mc, trans, location, install new trans.,
new ant. and make changes in ant. system.
WRLBof cp(FM)
Long Branch,
mod.
to change
type ant.;N.J.—
ERPGranted
760 w.
WFCJ
(FM)
Miamisburg,
Ohio
Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 59— kw,
and
change type trans.; condition.
WBBF-FM Rochester, N.Y. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 27.5 kw, increase
ant. height
to 380
change
ant. -trans,
location, change
typeft.;ant.
and make
changes
in ant. system; remote control permitted.
WIAC-FM San Juan, P.R. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, remote control
permitted.
(FM) Seattle,
mod.
of KGMJ
cp to increase
ERP Wash.—
to 71 kw,Granted
ant. height
to 1,100 ft., change ant. -trans, location, type
trans., type ant. and make changes in ant.
system; remote control permitted.
WMAX-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to change frequency to 101.3 mc
and movemitted;
ant.conditions.
location; remote control perWMKE
(FM)
Milwaukee,
mod. of cp to decrease
ant. Wis.—
heightGranted
to 145
ft.; ERP 35 kw; remote control permitted.
WEZB Birmingham, Ala. — Remote control
permitted.
Following
stations dates
were as granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKFRA
Franklin, La. to Nov. 29; WTOS (FM) Wauwatosa. Wis. to Jan. 1, 1961; KSEA (FM)
San Diego, Cahf. to Dec. 18; KUTA Blanding,
hanns.Utah
Tex.totoJan.
Dec.31,20. 1961; KVKM MonaActions of Sept. 8
WJOB
Hammond,control
Ind. — of
Granted
tion of positive
Colby acquisiBcstg.
Corp. by Julian Colby through purchase of
stock from Guy S. Gardner, Leslie Cohodes
and Sy Cole.
WEKR sFayetteville,
Tenn.— Porter
GrantedClark.
asignment of license to James
WCTW-FM New Castle, Ind.— Granted cp
to change ant. -trans, and studio location;
increase ERP to 4.5 kw, decrease ant. height
to 240 ft., and install new ant.
WRIX Grifan, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp to
change motetype
and studio location; recotnroltrans,
permitted.

KBPSand Portland,
Ore.- Waived
Sec. 3.71
rules
granted authority
to operate
fromof
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. for period ending
March 18, 1961.
WMSA Massena, N.Y. — Granted extension
of authority to sign-off at 9 p.m. daily for
period ending Nov. 12.
KDWT Stamford, Tex.— Granted authority
to Jan. 1, 1961 to operate from 6 a.m. to 10
PROPOSED RULEMAKING
By notice
of proposed
mission invites
comments rulemaking,
to proposalcomby
p.m.
California-Oregon Television Inc. (KIEMTV ch. 3), Eureka, Calif., to amend tv
table of assignments by substituting ch. 13
minus for ch. 9 in Alturas and adding ch.
9 to Redding in addition to its present
ch. 7, and conflicting proposal by James
E. McKahan (am station KSUE), Susanville, and Shasta Telecasting Corp. (KVIPTV ch. 7), Redding, to substitute ch. 13
plus tor ch. 9 in Alturas and place ch. 9
m Susanville.
Both proposals
would involve minor offset
Ford absent.
Ann. carrier
Sept. 8.changes, Chrmn.
Proposed Technical fm and tv Changes
Cominission invites comments to notice
of
proposed
rulemaking
amendmg
fm and
tv rules lookmg
(Part 3) toward
to (Ij
clarify specifications for the frequency response in vicinity of the color pass band;
(2) permit fm and tv stations to determine
operating power of aur. trans, by direct
measurement or presently prescribed indirect method; (3) relax requirements relating to operation with reduced power to
extent that corrmiission need only be notified if cannot
required
minimum operatmg
schedule
be maintained
with authorized
power
and
provided
period
of
reduced
power operation is 10 days or less; and
(4) modify wording in Sec. 3.689(a)(1)
which specifies transmitter modulation to
be employed when determining operating
power of visual trans, by abolishing reference to "standard language
black television
picture"
and substituting
which specifies
form and amplitude of the modulating signal. Chrmn. Ford absent. Ann. Sept. 8.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WAYB Waynesboro, Va.; WBOB
Galax, Va.; WCEM Cambridge, Md.; WCLG
Morgantown, W.Va.; WCVA Culpeper, Va.;
WCYB Bristol, Va.; WEBB Baltimore, Md.;
WFAX Falls Church, Va.; WGH Newport
News, Va.; WHAP Hopewell, Va.; WHEE
Martinsville, Va.; WKEY Covington, Va.;
WKLC St. Albans, W. Va.; WKOY Bluefield,
W.Va.; WLOG Logan, W.Va.; WLSD Big
Stone Gap, Va.; WMVA Martinsville, Va.;
WNNT Warsaw, Va.; WNRG Grundv. Va.;
WNRV
Narrows-Pearisburg, Va.: WNVA
Norton, Va.
WOVE Welch, W.Va.; WPRW Manassas,
Va.; WPUV Pulaski, Va.; WPVA Colonial
Heights-Petersburg, Va.; WSVS Crewe, Va.;
WTBO Cumberland, Md.; WTTR Westminster, Md.; WYSR Franklin, Va.; WAFC-FM
Staunton, Va.; WCOD (FM) Richmond, Va.;
WGAY (FM) Washington, D.C.; WMVA-FM
Martinsville, Va.; WTTR-FM Westminster,
Md.; WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; WTVR (TV)
Richmond, Va.; WHP-AM-FM-TV Harrisburg, Pa.; WDEA Ellsworth, Me.
WBNX New York, N.Y.; WPEL Montrose,
Pa.; WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa.; WAGMAM-TV Presque Isle, Me.; WKNE Keene,
N.H.; KFTV Paris, Tex.; WHYN Springfield,
Mass.; KFDA Amarillo, Tex.; WLEM Emporium, Pa.; KDFC (FM) San Francisco,
Calif.; WPRO Providence. R.I.; WSMN Nashua, N.H.; WLOA-FM Braddock, Pa.;
WNAE Warren, Pa.; WCAX Burlington. Vt.;
WINR Binghamton. N.Y.: WGBR Goldsboro,
N.C.; WLBR Lebanon, Pa.: KONE Reno,
Nev.
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.: WCHN
Norwich. N.Y.; WKST New Castle. Pa.;
WGCB Red Lion, Pa.; KOLO Reno, Nev.;
WPME Punxsutawney, Pa.; WVNJ Newark,
N.J.; WNCN (FM) New York, N.Y.; KCUL
Fort Worth, Tex.; WWLP (TV) KC-5139,
Springfield, Mass.; WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass.; WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass.; WGAW
Gardner, Mass.; WJDA Quincy, Mass.;
WHMP Northampton. Mass.: »WERS (FM)
Boston, Mass.; *WHSR-FM Winchester,
Mass.; WABI Bangor, Me.; WABI-TV Bangor, Me.; WPOR
East Orange,
N.J. Portland, Me.; *WFMU
WCBA Corning, N.Y.; WICU-TV Erie, Pa.;
*WQED (TV), *WQEX (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.;
*WDFM (FM) State College, Pa.; K70AT,
K73AH, K75AF, K78AE, K80AI, K83AD, Elv
and McGill. Nev.: K74AL, Gold Beach, Over.
KOFY San Mateo, Calif.; WRIB Providence,
R.I.: K74AU, K77AL, K80AO, Spencer.
Iowa; K72AS, K81AB, LaBarge. Wyo.:
K78Ar. LaBarge and Big Piney, Wvo.:
K72AP. K76AK, K80AM, Window Rock,
Ariz.: K72AG, K77AC, John Day. Ore.;
KIEV Glendale. Calif.
(FOR THE RECORD) 117
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FOR
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Trained Western Union personnel in over 1,625 cities are
ready to spot-check TV or radio audience reaction, make traffic
counts, or conduct detailed surveys. Western Union Survey
Service gets the selling and marketing facts you need . . . when
you need them. Whether it's counting noses or "nuts and
bolts," if you've got the questions, we'll get the answers!
Wire us collect for the complete story. Address: Western Union
Special Service Division, Dept. 9-B, New York, N. Y.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Elton

TO

. . .

Hoerl

Rule

"Television is beyond doubt the most receive the surrender of the Japanese
exciting profession any one could be forces on Korea. "The Japanese were
exposed to," Elton Rule, general man- well armed," he recalled, "and no one
ager of KABC-TV Los Angeles, stated knew whether they were going to fight
last week. "I can't imagine any happier or surrender, so the Army sent in three
lot than to go on working in tv from infantry battalions just in case."
now on and I certainly hope that's what Native Son ■ A third-generation Calilies ahead for me.''
fornian, Elton Hoerl Rule was born
Whatever the future may hold, the June 13, 1917, in Stockton (where his
fact sheets show that Mr. Rule has been maternal grandfather, Joseph F. Hoerl,
in "West Coast television for quite a long will celebrate his 102nd birthday this
time. He was a time salesman (" 'ac- fall). After grammar school, Elton
count executive' was the way my busi- moved to Sacramento, where he went to
ness card put it" ) at KLAC Los Ange- high school and to Sacramento College,
les at the time tv station was added to going to class mornings and working aftthe 'operation, so he began selling tv ernoons in a local clothing store. He
time as well. Then the management sep- had majored in journalism and had
arated radio and tv and Mr. Rule moved planned on an editorial career until the
full time to KLAC -TV (now KCOP). post of business manager of the college
Ten Years of Tv ■ That was in 1950 weekly newspaper and yearbook indiand for the past decade he has been cated that selling might be more remunselling tv station time in Los Angeles, erative than writing.
In 1952. he left KLAC-TV to join After his graduation from the junior
KECA-TV (now KABC-TV), ABC- college in 1938, Elton had expected to
owned Los Angeles tv station, as assist- go on with his journalistic studies at the
ant sales manager. Since then his title U. of California. But a summer job at
has shortened with each move up the KROY soon convinced him that broadexecutive ladder: to general sales man- casting, not newspaperdom, was his
ager in 1953 and, on Sept. 1, 1960, to world and that working at a radio stageneral manager. ("I hope I've come to tion was more educational and enjoythe end of that line," he commented, able than going back to school could
"as the only other word that could be possibly be. so there he stayed until
dropped would be "manager' and I've March 3, 1941.
no wish to go back into uniform, even Home Again ■ Back from the Pacific
as a general.")
Mr. Rule has good reason for feeling
he's had his fill of soldiering. In 1940
he was working as a salesman-announcer for KROY Sacramento, Calif. One
of his duties was covering California
legislative happenings (Sacramento is
the state capital) and one of his contacts was Gen. Middlestaedt, then state
adjutant general.
"I was persuaded to sign up for some
Army extension courses and on March
3, 1941. when the National Guard became part of the Army, I was commissioned asecond lieutenant in the Army.
It seemed like a good idea to do my
year's service then and get it over with,
so in I went," Mr. Rule said wryly.
Five years and 1 1 days later. Major
Rule received his honorable discharge.
In between he'd been a platoon leader,
a battalion adjutant, a company commander who took a machine gun company into Kwajalein and Leyte in the
Philippines, and after an Okinawa battlefield promotion to major, a battalion
KABC-TV's Rule
commander
in charge of one-third
of the city of Seoul, where he helped
The title kept getting shorter
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war theatre, young Rule returned to
Sacramento and to radio as a salesman
for KFBK. He left to become sales
manager for Goodyear Wingfoot
Homes, portable dwellings used chiefly
by construction companies and government agencies to provide temporary
housing for groups of men on locations
remote from cities. "It was a good job,"
he said, "but it wasn't in broadcasting
and it didn't take long for me to realize
that's where I belonged." So he said
goodbye to Goodyear and went south
to Los Angeles where he went to work
for KLAC.
In 1942, he married Betty Louise
Bender, a Detroit girl. They and their
three children — Cindy 13, Christie 5,
and Jimmy 4 — live in Van Nuys, in the
San
Valley,
half-hour's
drive Fernando
from his office
in Easta Hollywood.
His hobbies are tennis and swimming
and "just enjoying the youngsters whenever I get a chance, chiefly weekends,
as the nature of this business gets me
out of the house too early and home
too late to spend much time with them
during
the week."
Tv Grows
Up ■ Despite the demanding "nature of the business," Mr. Rule
is completely enthusiastic about tv as it
is today and as he expects it to be in
the years ahead. "Television is just
coming of age," he declared. "By the
calendar, tv is just entering its teens but
the dollar figures show that it's already
achieved adult stature in the tremendously competitive race for the advertising dollar. The FCC report for 1959,
just issued, shows the total tv revenue
for the year as more than a billion dollars for the second consecutive year.
And 1960 promises to be even better.
"Look at the way money and creative effort is being spent for programming. This season, television has the
most exciting programming ever offered
to the public at any price, at any place
and at any time in history.
"Finally, look at the new technical
developments. Video tape, which has
already revolutionized tv production
practices, is only an elementary step.
Pictures of dogs traveling in a satellite
in outer space transmitted back to earth
via tv are also only rudimentary signs
of what lies ahead for television in science and inter-continental communications as well as in entertainment. The
old timers, who got into radio in its infancy, may sigh for the good old days
of broadcasting, but to the second generation broadcasters, the best is still to
Mr. Rule is a director of the Hollywood Ad Club and of the Los Angeles
County Welfare Board, and a member
ofcome."
the Los Angeles Ad Club, the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences and
the Broadcast Pioneers.
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EDITORIALS
The great uninformed
THE 1960-61 television season is just beginning to get
started and already the critics are beginning to bury it.
"The tragedy of tv that has been going on behind the
scenes this summer is beginning to unfold in public," one
of the most widely read newspaper critics wrote last week
in a review that otherwise was devoted to a single program. The reviewer didn't attempt to explain how one
program could foredoom an entire season to tragedy, but
his comment does show that the ground rules for criticism
didn't improve much during the summer, either.
Despite such outbursts of uninformed omniscience, we
do not hesitate to say that the 1960-61 season will be marked by a maturity and responsibility far beyond anything
that television has undertaken before. To be sure, we are not
talking about the weekly "entertainment" schedule, which,
as a schedule, promises to be amply "entertaining" but
does not seem to offer any startling innovations to excite
us; but we are not forgetting, as so many critics do, that
"entertainment" is what most of the people want most of
the time, and without it there wouldn't be any money for
more stimulating fare.
When we speak of mature and responsible programming
in unmatched dimensions we are thinking of the information
programs scheduled for this fall and winter. As reported
in this journal a week ago. there will be considerably
more than twice as many as there were last year (Broadcasting. Sept. 12), a statistic that becomes even more
meaningful when the actual figures are examined: 190 hours
of prime network time — worth $22 million for the time
alone — against 84 such hours in the year just past. We are
not talking about the "Sunday afternoon intellectual ghetto,"
but about prime evening time; not about politics, but about
other national and international issues and problems and
subjects which need the widest possible public awareness
and understanding.
There will be much of politics on the air this fall, both
free and bought, both partisan speeches and non-partisan
efforts to explore and clarify the issues, and it is entirely
possible that when it is over the next President of the U. S.
will have been elected because of exposure on television.
But forget the campaign and there remains a lineup of
major information shows that is impressive by any measure:
add what used to be "the ghetto" and the other programs in
important but non-prime time and "impressive" becomes
"formidable." No matter what the critics say, this promises
to be television's most informative year.
A matter of standards
As REPORTED in this publication two weeks ago, KYA
San Francisco, a Bartell station, has volunteered as
a laboratory to test whether it can adhere to high commercial standards and still make money. The station announced a trial of a 16-point policy including, among
other features, prohibitions against barter, per inquiry advertising, time brokerage and multiple-spotting.
Several stations have protested that the 16 practices are
already in wide application and have been ever since radio
became an important medium. This, of course, is true.
But it is equally true that in the intense competition
among the growing number of radio stations in recent years
some stations have favored expediency over principle. They
have explained that they would have gone broke by doing
otherwise.
Maybe so.
Yet some of the most successful stations we know of are
also the most highly-principled. In their dealings with advertisers they have adhered to standards that are at least
120

equal to those that KYA has begun to test. For them, the
test has already been conducted in the years of their own
operation. It has proved that adherence to standards can
have its rewards in both money and respect.
But if KYA is serious in its intentions, its application of
commercial standards could well lead to an upgrading of
practices among other stations that heretofore have felt
they could not afford the risk of standing on principle. If
that happens, all radio will benefit, including the stations
that have stuck to standards when some competitors were
selling almost any kind of time under almost any kind of
conditions to almost any kind of advertiser.
What it might have been
THE nation was stunned by the havoc wrought last week
by what the Weather Bureau called the most destructive
hurricane in history. From Florida to Maine there was death
and devastation.
Ghastly as it was. Donna's toll in lives and property
could have been infinitely worse. Radio was there, around
the clock.
No other direct contact was available to the public in the
areas in Donna's path. Newspapers couldn't do it because
of power failures and no means of delivery. Many telephone
lines were out.
It was in Florida, which bore the brunt of the storm, that
emergency radio planning paid off. There was minimal loss
of lives. All had been forewarned by radio and television
through the operations of the new Fm Defense Network
which actually had been set up as a by-product of Conelrad
to alert the populace against attempted air attack.
Fm stations in the Defense Network carried some 150
bulletins each day for relay to the am (and tv) stations of
the state. Stations devoted some 25% to 30% of their time
to bulletins on the approach and progress of the storm,
and to essential information after it struck.
Thus the Fm Defense Network, which had been on a teststandby basis for a year proved its value in the saving of
lives and in minimizing property damage. Stations remained
on the air through use of auxiliary power supplies needed
for the Conelrad installations made at their own expense.
There are Fm Defense Networks established in 30 states.
They are primed to go into action in any emergency,
whether caused by nature or by the enemy attack we hope
will never come. Donna proved the effectiveness and the
indispensability of this service. The saving of a single life
would have made it worthwhile.
And they talk about a dearth of public service.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"You're looking for a tv western star with a brand new
gimmick, right?"
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These are the numbers that really
count: advertisers who invest in the sales
ability of a radio station.
On the left is a list of advertisers using
WDAF RADIO when the new sound from
Signal Hill started two years ago. On
the right are the current accounts.
We think this growth is a result of our
radio- to-be-listened-to policy . . .
programming that delivers active
listeners to our advertisers.
REPRESENTED BY HENRY I. CHRtSTAL CO., INC.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

v cusut*

; :■,

stations individual in operation, cumulative in experience — this is the
unique approach of Transcontinent Television Corporation. Each TTC
station is a recognized leader in its market; ail serve their advertisers
with quality programming tailored to meet the requirements of the individual community. . '
Each station draws upon the individual successes

of the entire group

and constantly improves through the intimacy of this association.
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WROC-TV,

STATIONS

WROC-FM,
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LIVELY

MARKETS

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersf ield, Calif. ^Represented by^__^

WGR-TV, WGR-AM, WGR-FM, Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM, (tdwardYp^try *Yco.. incj
KFMB-FM,San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wi Ikes-Barre, Penn. The Original S ation Representative
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo. Rep. by Harrington, Rigtiter & Parsons Inc. WDAF-AM,
RANSCONTINENT

TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380

MADISON

Rep. by Henry I. Christal Co. Inc.
AVE.,

N. Y. 17
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For

ALL

Good

Sports

PAINESVILLE
LORAIN

CLEVELAND

AKRON

WOOSTER

CANTON

NEW PHILADELPHIA

jJC WGAR is warming up for another great
season of sports coverage. To kick off this
program, WGAR is broadcasting the thrills
and color of every Cleveland Browns game and
each Ohio State gridiron battle to listeners
throughout the Northeastern Ohio area. Sports
fans will also be treated to the on-the-spot
coverage of the Cleveland Barons hockey

STEUBENVILLE

matches plus the play-by-play action of the
Cleveland Pipers, Cleveland's entry in the
pro basketball circuit. Add to this WGAR's
programming of good music, drama, comedy,
news and local events featuring top local and
CBS personalities and you have a complete
entertainment package that is truly . . . Radio
for Grown-Ups ... of All Ages.

CLEVELAND- 50,000 WATTS
PEOPLES

BROADCASTING CORPORATION
WGAR
Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD. .Columbus-Worthington, Ohio
WMMN
Fairmont, West Virginia
KVTV
Sioux City, Iowa
WTTM
Trenton, New Jersey
WNAX
Yankton, South Dakota

Represented by HENRY I. CHRISTAL COMPANY
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NBC
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Pa.

CBS
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Best buy in tlie Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. Tiiis Cliannel 8 station
is far and away tine favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,

Pa.

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative; The M E E K E R Co m p a n y , Inc.
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CLOSED
Sale slow-down ■ Minimum holding period on station sales may be in
broadcasting's future — and that period
may be three years. This was sense of
wholly impromptu discussion last week
at FCC meeting, when commission was
considering various station sale approvals. Subject of "trafficking" has
been informally discussed by individual
commissioners, but this was first discussion of matter in official commission
meeting. Subject was dropped on understanding itwould be reviewed officially soon.
What sparked debate were notations
on two of last week's sale approvals
showing they had changed hands twice
before in past five years: WKTG
Thomasville, Ga., was first sold in 1955
for $62,000, then last year for $60,000
and last week for $90,000: KODY
North Platte, Neb., was sold in 1957
for $210,000, again in 1959 for $197.500. and last week for $200,000.
NAB candidate ■ NAB's presidential selection committee may complete
its work this week. Following session
last Thursday in Washington, entire
eight-man committee, plus three-man
policy committee, concluded it would
carry on its deliberations beginning today (Monday) in New York. Thursday
session, it's learned authoritatively, included luncheon meeting with one of
prospective presidential appointees,
well-known public figure.
At today's .session in New York, it's
expected another prospective appointee
— likewise wetl-known public figure —
will meet the committee. This official
is no stranger to communications hul
his identity also is being kept secret.
Ratings passe? ■ Dr. Sydney Roslow, whose Pulse Inc. sells quarter-hour
radio ratings, may talk himself out of
that phase of business this week. He'll
tell Omaha Advertising Club that program ratings have lost their meaning
in today's market, will suggest instead
that stations sell — and buyers buy —
on basis of cumulative audience measurement.
Dr. Roslow's new tack (although he's
still providing old one) is premised on
reasoning that radio's total share of
audience in given market at given time
runs in 20s. 15s and under so that individual station shares become meaningless. Only by counting in frequency of
impression on cume basis, plus stressing
qualitative factors in audience composition, can buyer justify radio today.
Dr. R OS low will .my.

CIRCUIT*.

Hayes as helper ■ John S. Hayes,
president of Washington Post Broadcast Division (WTOP-AM-FM-T"V
Washington; WJXT [TV] Jacksonville,
Fla.), has been tapped by Democratic vice presidential nominee Lyndon
B. Johnson as policy consultant-coordinator of network tv-radio appearances
for duration of campaign. Mr. Hayes
will be counterpart of J. Leonard
Reinsch, executive director of Cox stations, who is operating at policy level
for Democratic presidential nominee
John F. Kennedy. Mr. Hayes began his
duties last week.
Market is measure ■ There's no
magic in that 85% figure that CBS
Radio historically has used to judge
adequacy of affiliate support for major
changes in its relations with stations.
So when affiliates' convention this
week considers plan to delete daytime serials and expand news coverage
(see any
pagefixed
54), percentage
go-ahead won't
on
of ratedepend
card.
Controlling factor will be whether
enough stations in enough right markets
subscribe to make it worth while for
network to proceed with changes. Officials say that while smaller stations
usually want more programming, not
less, reaction to proposals thus far
has been heavily favorable. But if substantial opposition should develop, outcome will depend less on numbers
than on what markets they represent.
Option background ■ FCC's order
cutting option time from three to twoand-one-half hours in each of four segments (Broadcasting, Sept. 19) was
result of hard fought compromise. First
voted down 5-2 (with Commissioners
Craven and Lee for) was proposal to retain status quo at three hours. When this
failed, 4-3 vote finally was won, with
Commissioner Cross and neophyte
Commissioner King swinging to Craven-Lee position that option time is
reasonably necessary to network
operation.
Fete for Congress ■ Major social
event of 1961 NAB convention (May
7-11 in Washington) may be social
get-together with members of Congress.
Idea proposed to convention committee
would divide affair into state broadcaster-legislator groups, with separate
sessions integrated into joint program.
// extravaganza banquet is agreed
upon, it's expected all networks will be
asked to contribute talent on basis befitting gala occasion, which would mark
introduction of NAB's new president to

membership. Heretofore convention
talent has been provided by BMl and
ASCAP, alternately, with latter producing I960 show.
No test ■ Some highly placed broadcast engineers are glum about decision
of FCC to use channel 31 for $2 million uhf experiment in New York City.
These professional circles feel experiment could be more meaningful if high
end of uhf were used — since that is
where most problems are. Or, they
feel there should be two frequencies
used, one on low end and other on
high end of uhf. Uhf television band
runs from 470 mc to 890 nic. Channel
31 is 572-578 mc.
Slow pay ■ TelePrompTer Corp.,
which had planned to test its system of
pay tv in November (Broadcasting,
Sept. 19), won't meet that target date.
Company has set up scale-model hookup of five houses in its New York headquarters and will test engineering phases
of its system on 24-hour basis. Indications are test of its system in Liberal,
Kan., will not come off until early part
of 1961.
Code revision ■ Major overhaul of
NAB television code may be next step
of code board, slated to meet Oct. 4 in
Washington. Idea of revamping would
be to update document in view of developments since it became effective
more than eight years ago and to reduce
wide assortment of verbal admonitions
("should not," "not recommended,"
etc.) to more uniform language.
Space
in space
■ Withspace
communications satellites
and other
vehicles
soaring overhead, new and urgent problems in outer space spectrum allocations
are rising to haunt space authorities
here and abroad. Conference on space
allocations is scheduled in Geneva in
1963 as aftermath
of last year'ssessions,
International Telecommunications
which concluded it was too early to
consider specific allocations for space.
Preliminary negotiations may be undertaken soon, in hope of expediting action
in light of rapid progress of space developments.
Go west,
young
man ■talent
There's
curring report
that male
for retv
film production on West Coast is becoming critically scarce. So much so. in
fact, that Warner Bros, has been looking over college football films in diligent
search of photogenic players who could
pass screen
test. There's
suchtv problems in finding
femalesno for
film
roles: supply of them is plentiful.
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It's no lovers' dream— it's a fact — Baton Rouge as a market
ranks just below Ft. Worth-Dallas, Houston and New Orleans.
It's the 4th largest market in the Gulf South — an area made up
of the states of Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi. The Baton
Rouge
of

market,

with a population

Si, 285, 000,000.00,

station WBRZ. Baton
looked on any list.
ABC

6

Rouge

of 1,561,000

is served

and

completely

is truly too BIG

retail sales

by television

a market

to be overNBC
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BRIEF

Radio's sales key: the local personality ■ "Since
much of the effective selling in the U.S. is on a personto-person basis, local radio is urged to take advantage
of local personalities," Louis E. Scott, vice president
and general manager of the Los Angeles office of Foote,
Cone & Belding, notes in this week's Monday Memo.
He describes radio as an "intimate medium" whose
message is most effective when "delivered with beMr. Scott
lievability by the right person."' For details about how
strong local personalities are working effectively for
FC&B clients on the West Coast, turn to page 24.
Image of an image maker ■ Television Information Office approaches
its first anniversary with a track record few people know. What is it doing?
What has it done? Broadcasting gives the answers in the first published
depth study of TIO activities, also explores the attitudes of people paying
the bill. Page 27.
Pursuing profits for radio ■ RAB's fall management conferences provide aforum for cross-pollination of the new ideas that can increase a
station's audience and profit standing. Page 34.
K & E's Bill Lewis ■ His change from president to board chairman at
Kenyon & Eckhardt has a tv angle : He'll concentrate more on the medium
now. Page 42.
A solid union front ■ In coming sessions at the bargaining table, networks
will find the major labor groups there in one unified group. Page 48.
New court action on Warner features ■ Application for an injunction
is filed by Triangle Stations against Seven Arts Associated Productions
to halt sales of post-'48 Warner features in Triangle's markets. Page 58.
UN's 'biggest story' ■ More than 600 radio-tv newsmen converge on
the United Nations to provide the most extensive coverage of a UN session. Reason: Khrushchev, Castro and troubled times. Page 62.
Hollywood comes to the FCC ■ Closed meeting takes place between
film makers and FCC staff officials to discuss new identification rules. At
stake are practices long part of Hollywood mores and how they are going
to be treated by FCC in new Sec. 317 regulations. Page 68.
New poop on plugs and freebies ■ FCC calls off its March 16 interpretation of sponsor identification rules and says it's writing new regulations. Meanwhile, broadcasters should follow new law. Page 68.
What is public interest? ■ New FCC Commissioner Charles H. King
concedes there's no definition of "public interest, convenience or necessity." A novitiate's views after one month of bureaucracy. Page 70.
Right to hearing at renewal time contested ■ RKO General and ABC
challenge the long-held FCC interpretation that a hearing is required
when an application is filed at renewal time for an existing facility.
Page 77.
Pay tv procedures ■ FCC is readying hearing an announcement on subscription tv,but the form is all wrapped up in the revision of regulations.
Announcement is due this week. Page 78.
Small political debate ■ Party press heads demand that the networks
put print-media reporters on first Nixon-Kennedy broadcast. It's their
own party, networks reply, and go ahead with plans for a panel featuring
four network newsmen. Page 80.
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LANSING
The

latest

proves

Hooper
that

WILS

is the

markets'

NO.
1
STATION
STATION
TIME

WILS

Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
12;00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
12:00
6:00 noon
pm

63.1

8
19.9
14.2

66.5

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

WATTS

WILS
leads

Station

B in

power
by
2 0 - 1
. . . all of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the
Lansing markets' 313,000
residents
represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
associated with W I L X -TV
NBC • CHANNEL 10
studios in LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
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LATE NEWSBREAKS
Cleveland

—

ON THIS PAGE AND

picked

for next 'debate'
Second Nixon-Kennedy joint appearance on tv-radio, Oct. 7 at 7:30-8:30
p.m. (EDT), is expected to originate at
KYW-TV Cleveland, network sources
said Friday. They were awaiting candidates' approval of Cleveland as site.
NBC drew assignment to produce;
KYW-TV is its Cleveland affiliate.
(See special political report page 80.)
In other political broadcast developments Friday, ABC officials identified
six five-minute ABC-TV periods ordered by Democratic National Committee and nine by GOP National
Committee; said New York State AFLCIO Political Education Committee had
ordered half-hour on New York regional network of eight or nine ABCTV affiliates for Syracuse speech by
Sen. Kennedy Thursday night (Sept.
29), 10:30-11 p.m.; and said International Ladies Garment Workers
Union's campaign committee had
signed with ABC Radio for quarterhour on behalf of Mr. Kennedy on
nationwide network on five consecutive
Wednesdays starting Oct. 5 (10:30-45
p.m.).
Five-minute ABC-TV periods bought
by Democrats are 12:55-1 p.m. Oct.
20 and Nov. 1 and 4; and 2:25-30
p.m. Oct. 25 and 27 and Nov. 3. Those
bought by GOP are 9:55-10 p.m. Nov.
5; 12:55-1 p.m. Oct. 28 and 31 and
Nov. 3 and 7; 2:25-30 p.m. Oct. 24
and 26 and Nov. 1 and 4.
ABC also said it would permit nonaffiliates to pick up its coverage of
Nixon-Kennedy joint appearances by
tying in at nearest telephone company
central office. Other networks already
had taken varying positions: NBC said
it would feed all comers; CBS and
Mutual said they would not feed live
to non-affiliates except where pickups
were not available from any other
source (Broadcasting, Sept. 19.)
Uhf

permittees

failure

explain

to construct

Twenty-eight idle uhf permittees explained to FCC en banc Friday why
they have not started building their
stations and why they should retain
their construction permits.
Permittees argued failure to build
was due to reasons beyond their control, citing commission's
indecision
on
tv channel
allocations and
resultant
confusion over intermixture and/ or deBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

^
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NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

intermixture of vhf and uhf channels
as main reason.
Construction of u's at this time would
place permittees in financial difficulties
due to confused public attitudes concerning FCC policy, many argued. They
felt it would not be in the public interest to build uhf stations while set makers
were still turning out only all-vhf sets.
All said they would either build or surrender cps when commission "firms
up" its channel allocation policy.
Prime objection to intermixture of
uhf and vhf was lack of programming.
All stated they would build in all-uhf
market and if all-channel receivers
were easily available.
FCC began its "get tough" policy
with uhf permittees last February when
it ordered 54 uhf stations to report on
failure to build (Broadcasting, Feb.
22). Of 54 originally queried, 21 have
been deleted and others granted grace
periods.
San Francisco

suit

halted by stay order
San Francisco federal judge has
granted stay of antitrust suit filed last
June by San Francisco Chronicle
(KRON-TV there) against NBC,
KTVU(TV) San Francisco and RKO
General Inc. (Broadcasting, July 4).
Stay is in efl'ect until FCC acts on application by NBC for approval of $7.5
million purchase of KTVU. Order,
however, permits Chronicle to seek preliminary injunction to maintain status
quo — including loss of NBC affiliation.
Suit is one of a number of court
MRA

campaign

Moral Re-Armament. Mackinac Island, Mich., is buying
spot schedules of all New York
radio and tv stations to promote
Oct. 15 world premiere of MRA's
motion picture, "The Crowning
Experience," at Stanley Warner
Theatre on Broadway (Broadcasting, Sept. 12). Heaviest concentration of spots due before
premiere, but schedules will run
through from
movie's
run.
Scenes
film four-week
and tv trailers
filmed with Hollywood stars will
be used. Agency: Monroe Greenthai Inc., N.Y. MRA is worldwide organization promoting free
government and opposing Communism.
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and FCC proceedings instituted by
Chronicle to prevent NBC acquisition
of KTVU. This is part of NBC-RKO
General sales package involving exchanges of network's Philadelphia
stations for RKO General's Boston stations, plus RKO General's $11.5 million
purchase of network's Washington
stations.
Illinois broadcasters
elect

Vernon

Nolte

Vernon Nolte, WJBC Bloomington,
elected president of Illinois Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Bruce Dennis,
WGN Chicago. Other officers elected at
Sept. 23 meeting in Urbana: Gordon
Sherman, WMAY Springfield, vice
president; M.H. Stuckwish, WSOY Decatur, secretary-treasurer. Robert W.
Frudeger, WIRL Peoria, elected to
board.
Rod Mitchell, N.W. Ayer & Son account executive on Illinois Bell and
United Airlines accounts, discussed relations of agencies and radio-tv stations.
Rep. William Springer (R-Ill.), member of House Commerce Committee,
said broadcasters should be permitted
to operate without supervision of Senate "Watchdog Committee" which is
checking on political coverage. He
praised broadcasters for "getting rid of
bad apples" guilty of payola violations.
Pay tv and commercial tv are incompatible. Rep. Springer said. He said if
paid medium takes air, it will "gobble
up" free television.
Station transfers
Two station sales submitted for FCC
approval Friday:
■ WHHM Memphis, Tenn.: Sold by
Thomas W. Shipp to Mercury Broadcasting Inc. for $225,000. Mercury
Broadcasting is 51% owned by William
H. Grumbles, west coast vice president
of RKO General, and 49% by Marie
G. Cobb,
Mr. Grumbles'
Payment is $65,000
cash with sister.
remainder
to be paid out over four-year period.
WHHM is 250 w on 1340 kc with ABC
affiliation.
■ KBLR-TV Goodland, Kan.: Sold
by Max Jones, trustee in bankruptcy, to
Standard Electronics Corp., equipment
manufacturer, for remaining unpaid
equipment debt amounting to about
$200,000 plus $275 monthly for lease
of transmitter building. Standard is subsidiary of Dynamic Corp. of America,
which also is parent company for Radio
Electronics Lab. KBLR-TV operates on
9

AT

DEADLINE

ch. 10 and is affiliated with CBS. It
began operating in 1958. In related application, approval for sale of KBLR
to KFBI Inc. for $50,000 by trustee was
also asked. KFBI Inc. is owned by
Robert E. Schmidt, 40%, and Ross
Beach Sr. and Jr., 30% each. Same
group owns KAYS Hayes, Kan. KBLR
is 1 kw day on 730 kc with MBS affiliation.
Storer

proposes

1 15-mi. separations
Storer Broadcasting Co. asked FCC
to drop in one or two vhf assignments in
25 of top 100 markets — using 115-mile
separations for co-channels and keeping present 60-mile adjacent channel
separations — in comments filed Friday
on FCC's proposed interim vhf policy
on tv assignments, issued last Jan. 7
(Broadcasting, Jan. 11). Deadline for
comments is Sept. 30.
Storer said plan would put 3 vhfs in
86 markets, 2 vhfs in 4 cities, 1 vhf in
4 cities and 6 cities would have 3 or
more uhfs.

WEEK'S

Georgia
asks

tv outlet

Florida

Change of tv station and channel to
Tallahassee, Fla., has been requested of
FCC by ch. 6 WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga. Station submitted request for
reallocation and said if ch. 6 is moved
to neighboring
license should be Tallahassee,
so modified station's
also.
Among other allocation requests:
Milwaukee Board of Vocational and
Adult Education, licensee of educational ch. 10 WMVS (TV) there, asked
that one of two unused uhf commercial channels assigned to Milwaukee be
made educational. Presumably Board
will apply for it.
DeGroot

heads

MAB

Don DeGroot, WWJ-AM-TV Detroit,
elected president of Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters Friday. Others elected:
Gene Ellerman, WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
vice president; Robert S. Greenhoe,
WBCH Hastings, secretary-treasurer.
New directors elected were Edward F.
Vaughn, WPAG
Ann Arbor: John

Mort Bassett, executive vp and partner,
Forjoe, New York, joins Broadcast Time
Sales, as executive vp. Mr. Bassett, who
began his career as salesman and assistant
circulation manager, became media buyer
at Morse International in 1941. He joined
John Blair & Co. in 1947, rising to sales
manager by 1958. Later he was stockholder, director and vp of Robert Eastman,
station representative firm.

Willard Klose, vp of Lennen & Newell, Chicago, for past
two years, to Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, as director of
broadcast creative activities. He succeeds Kensinger Jones,
senior vp, who now directs all C-E creative activities
(Week's Headliners, June 20). Mr. Klose has been in
advertising 30 years, pioneering in radio-tv with several
agencies in New York and Chicago and was copy supervisor

to Retry
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City has appointed Edward Petry & Co. as national representative. WDAF, 5 kw on
610 kc. and WDAF-TV, on ch. 4, are
both NBC affiliates. Stations were acquired last month by Transcontinent
Television Corp., in which Petry company is stockholder. David C. Moore is
president of TTC.
WMGM
'not for sale'
Laurence A. Tisch, board chairman
of Loew's Theatres Inc., owner of
WMGM New York, issued statement
Friday
denying
"rumors"
WMGM
is
for sale.
Mr. Tisch
said that
station
is not
for sale "at any price," claiming outlet's income and profit have grown over
period of several years. He added that
Loew's Inc. will "make every effort to
enlarge its activities in the field of radio
and television station ownership."

of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, before joining Lennen &
Newell.
William Andrews, northeastern division manager for Independent Television
Corp. for past year, named general sales
manager of syndication. He replaces Alvin
E. Unger, who resigned as vp in charge
of syndication to join UPA Pictures as
national sales head (Week's Headliners,
Sept. 19). Mr. Andrews joined ITC in
July
1958 as western division manager
Mr. Andrews
after three and a half years at Ziv Television as spot sales manager. Before his Ziv association, he
was an account executive for KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
Cal J. McCarthy Jr., vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, for
past two years, appointed president of
Wesley Assoc. Inc., New York advertising
agency. He succeeds L.G. Wesley, founder
and president, who becomes chairman of
executive committee. Earlier, Mr. McCarthy had been vice president of MacMr.
Manus, John & Adams, Ruthrauff & Ryan
McCarthy
and Ellington & Co., all New York, and
executive vice president of Kelly, Nason Inc., New York.
Thomas Chauncey, president of KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix,
Ariz., and Arizona Broadcasters Assn., named to represent
President Eisenhower at Sept. 24-Oct. 4 independence ceremonies at Lagos, Nigeria. He has rank of special ambassador.
FOR OTHER NEWS

10

WDAF-AM-TV

HEADLINERS

Robert M. Purcell, director of broadcast division of Crowell-Collier Publishing
Co., elected vp of company. Mr. Purcell is
president and general manager of KFWB
Los Angeles and president of KEWB San
Francisco and KDWB Minneapolis-St.
Paul, C-C stations. He will continue to
headquarter in Los Angeles. Mr. Purcell
joined C-C in 1956 as assistant to presiMr. Purcell dent, broadcast division, assuming general
managership of KFWB; he was elected president ne.xt year.
In 1959 he represented company in negotiations leading to
purchases of KEWB and KDWB. He began his broadcasting
career in early '30s at WHAM Rochester, N.Y.

Mr. Bas£.ett

move

Shepard, WLAV Grand Rapids, and
Les Biederman, WPBN-TV Traverse
City.
Next Valley.
year's meeting will be held
at Hidden

OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Discovered
Market

the NEW

. . . served

Keystone

Keystone

BEST

U's? In the Harrisburg-

Lebanon-Lancaster-York
three

Keystone

more

homes

1000

area the

U's can

at lower

than the VHF

market.*

by the

dehver

cost-per-

station in the

Buy the Keystone

U's,

now available as a group buy with
one billing . . .

THE

NEW

KEYSTONE

MARKET...
V

W HP-TV
i
WLYH-TV

r

WSBA-TV

*ARB, Harrisburg-Lancaster Lebanon-York, March 1960

ABC -CBS -NBC
SERVED

BEST

BY THE KEYSTONE

U"

Check these facts for yourself. Send for fully documented
brochure, "Keystone Market in the Keystone State."

Contact Keystone National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue. New York, ]
oxford 7-9737 or contact any of the following representatives: Boiling Co. for
WHP-TV, Blair-TV Associates for WLYH-TV, Jack Masia & Co. for WSBA-TV.

SELilHIS

THR0U6H
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BIG
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For sales increases, advertisers naturally
look to growing markets. Right now
they're looking to the big Mobile-Pensacola market — where the new census
shows 43% growth just since 1950.
And they're looking to WEAR -TV—
the big value in THR — as the market's
most efficient selUng force.
Tallest Tower, 1251 feet~1225 feet above
average terrain, WEAR -TV's new tower
is the tallest in the area, strategically
located midway between Mobile and
Pensacola. Transmitting on Channel 3
with full 100,000-watt power, WEARTV blankets the 515,000 population in
the metro-area, plus another half-miUion
that other outlets do not fully cover.
Advantage in THR — Outside the metroarea, WEAR-TV encounters far less

REACHED!

duplication of network programs from
adjoining markets. Result: WEAR -TV
thus has a natural advantage in Total
Homes Reached. And a similar advantage in THR per dollar gives the advertiser ahighly efficient sales tool.
For Big Results — In Mobile-Pensacola,
WEAR -TV has the winning combination: tallest tower — lowest band (channels)— least outside network duplication,
a marked advantage in Total Homes
Reached. To put all these factors at work
for you, just call the nearest office of
Blair Television Associates.
A'^. B. Ask especially about the new ARB
report proving sensational audience -gains
by WEAR -TV since inauguration of fullpower telecasting from the 1251 -foot tower.
NEW YORK 22: 717 Fifth Ave.. PLaza 2-0400
BOSTON 16: 118 Newbury St., Kenmore 6-1472
CHICAGO 11: 333 N. Michigan Ave., Franklin 2-3819
DALLAS 1: 3028 Southland Center, Riverside 1-4228
DETROIT 28: 617 Book BIdg.. Woodward 1-6030

TELEVISION
ASSOCIATES
JACKSONVILLE 2: Barnett Bank BIdg., Elgin 6-5770
LOS ANGELES S: 3460 Wilshire Blvd., Dunkirk 1-3811
ST. LOUIS 1: Paul Brown BIdg., Garfield 1-5262
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 155 Sansome St.. Yukon 2-7068
SEATTLE 1: White-Henry-Stuart BIdg.. Main 3-6270

FASTEST

SELLING

SERIES

IN

SYNDICATION

TODAY!

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona- Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day !
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 . PL 5-2100
14

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(*lndicates first or revised listing)
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 26 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Awards made by
Advertising Assn. of the West (BROADCASTING,
July 4) will be presented to Hollywood winners.
'Sept. 26 — AP Radio & Television Assn. board of
City.
directors' annual meeting, AP BIdg., New York
Sept. 26-27 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va.
Sept. 26-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
meeting at Ottawa, Ont., for hearing of station
applications.
Sept. 28 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop
on
advertising management. Ambassador Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 28— ASCAP West Coast membership meeting Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., 4
"Sept. 28 — Radio & Television Executives Sop.m.
ciety Round Table,
"Sports and Broadcasting."
Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.
Sept. 28-29— CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. annual
convention. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y. Dr. Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, will speak at second
day's luncheon.
Sept. 29 —vertisingChicago
Women's
AdClubs annualFederated
workshopandclinics.
Radio-tv
clinics will be held each Thursday for eight weeks
starting this date.
Sept. 29-30 — Assn. of National Advertisers advertising management seminar. Hotel Ambassador
(West), Chicago.
Sept, 29-30 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station
agement. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
annual fall meeting. Stafford Hotel and Harris
Alabama campus, Tuscaloosa. Rep. Oren U. of
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak.
manSept. 30 — Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention. Leamington Hotel, IVlinneapolis.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn. Patrick
Henry Hotel, Roanoke.
Oct. 1-2— Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. Faust Hotel, Rockford. Banquet speaker
(Saturday): Len O'Connor, newsman-commentator
of WNBQ (TV)-WIVIAQ Chicago. Also scheduled:
panel discussions on small news operations; address by Bruce Dennis, program director of WGN
Chicago and president, Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
and appearances by Samuel Witwer, Republican
candidate for U.S. Senator, and Otto Kerner,
Democratic candidate for governor of III. (Sunday).
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-A — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5 — Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium. Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
Oct. A— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel

Statler. Robert Light, president. Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. A— Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in a
hung Jury).
Oct. A— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting, NAB
Headquarters, Washington. Girdle-bra advertising
and theatrical film clips used in tv promotion are
among board problems. Plans wiil be drawn for
integration of code operations among Washington,
New York and Hollywood offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference, Hotel Commodore, N.Y. Speakers
include Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president,
and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter Thompson vice president.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
Annual international convention. The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Among key
speakers: FCC Chairman Frederick Ford, at Thursday (Oct. 6) luncheon, on "FCC and Broadcast
News,"
Pearson, Liberal
Nobel Prize
winner and and
leaderLester
of theB. Canadian
Opposition
Party, Saturday (Oct. 8) awards dinner.
*Oct. 6— WHA Family Dinner. 6:30 p.m. in the
Great Hall of the Memorial Union, U. of Wisconsin, Madison. Charles A. Siepmann, chairman,
Dept. of Communications in Education, New York
U., will be the featured speaker.
Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 9-11 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
fall meeting. Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N.C.
■"Oct. 10 — Federal Communications Bar Assn. anD.C. nual outing. Manor Country Club, Washington,
Oct. 10 — FCC's inquiry into tv network program
selection practices will be resumed in the U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
*0ct. 10 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt. Jack Izard, advertising manager,
Chevrolet Div., General Motors, and Phil McHugh,
John Thornhill and Hugh Lucas of CampbellEwald, will join in the HAC salute to Dinah
Shore, guest of honor.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
better radio
ment. Town
House,on Omaha,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 10-13 — Fourth annual Industrial Film &
Audio-Visual Exhibition. Trade Show BIdg., New
York. Agenda includes closed-circuit presentations;
speech by Robert L. Lawrence, president of New
York production firm bearing his name on "What
Makes Film
a Selling
of
Venice
Festival Commercial?"
commercials andscreening
speech by
producer Hudson Faussett on "Commercial Film
Techniques Here & Abroad," and production workshop-luncheon byRadio & Television Executives
Society onsultant educational
Sol Cornberg, television.
chairman. New York tv conOct. 11 — Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club's
first monthly luncheon meeting of 1960-61 season. Speaker: A. C. Nielsen Sr., board chairman
of audience measurement and research firm bearing his name.
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention. Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
' Oct. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Production
workshop,
"For Prophets and Profits"
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New York.
' Oct. 12 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. monthly dinner meeting at Nikabob Restaurant, Los Angeles. Marvin Cantz of Tilds & Cantz
Adv.,
will be chairman of session on media-agency
relations.
Oct. 13 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television, annual institute for tv-radio chairmen.
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce BIdg, 10 a.m.2 p.m.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
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EVERYTHING'S
Window

COMING

boxes, gardens, flower pots — ■ we

don't know where WBNS listeners plant
these zinnias, but every year for the past

Radio personal-

ities offer free zinnia seeds in exchange for

country. It's a fertile field to plant your seeds, too.
REQUESTS

HOW WBNS ZINNIAS GROW

20,000

19,837

18,000

a post card bearing the listener's name and
address. You can see how the WBNS zinnia

16,000

gardeners are thriving. This year listeners

14,000

in 281 towns, representing 74 of Ohio's 88
counties responded to our flower promotion. We mailed out 19,837 packages of

12,000

seeds — an increase of 7,463 in the past

ZINNIAS!

5 years. From Lake Erie to the Ohio River, "every- ^
thing's coming up zinnias" in WBNS Radio

5 years, they have written for thousands of
them. Each Spring WBNS

UP

10,000
YEAR OF OFFER 1956

18,727
M

^

y

''''
17,684 ''
J

1957

1958

1959

WBNS
RADIO
• Columbus,
Ohio
Prime mover of 1,500.000 Central Ohioans • represented by John Blair and Company
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V

1927

inviting

Radio

us

back

DETROIT. . .WJBK
CLEVELAND... WJW
TOLEDO... WSPD
WHEELING...
Television
PHILADELPHIA.wwvA
. . .WIBG
MIAMI... WGBS
LOS ANGELES . . . KGBS

for

DETROIT WJBKTV
CLEVELAND .. .WJW TV
Milwaukee... witi-tv
ATLANTA
WAGA TV
TOLEDO .. . WSPD-TV

From the Roaring '20's to the Soaring '60's, millions of people* have been inviting Storer Stations back. Such loyalty didn't come on a silver platter. It had
to be earned, over the years.
^

^ —.

f MjU
Y/
1

^

To succeed in broadcasting, we knew that we had to do
two things: First, get invited into as many homes as possit y
. ble. Second, keep getting invited back.

Only through awareness of what its particular community needs and what
most folks want, can a station operate in the best interest of all.
Storer Stations work hard at it. That is why all of them have large, loyal audiences who respond to advertising messages. Why not check into it— today.
•(Covering over 40,000,000 daily)

^JT'^J

1^ E I ^ Broadcasting
33 years of
community service

Company

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES : 625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 / 230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-64981

creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 14 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters. Columbia, S.C.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. annual
fall meeting. Ky.Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
Gilbertsville,
Oct. 18 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
board of directors meeting. Sheraton-Carlton
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Jack Harris, vice president and general manager of KPRC-TV Houston,
will preside.

"South

Your

Bend's

Best

Bet!"

Young man — put the odds in your favor by picking the South
Bend market. This Metro Area alone has a household income of
$7553, highest in Indiana! Include the other 14 counties of the
South Bend market, and it parleys into $1.7 billion in buying
power. South Bend's a winner, going away.
And here's how to pick the daily double. Let WSBT-TV carry
your product colors. This station has the inside track into the
market's TV homes . . . year after year gets over 45% share of
sets in use . . . currently carries 35 of the top 50 locally-favored
programs. Top-rated CBS shows and popular local programs keep
WSBT-TV in the winner's circle!
Want the latest scoop? Call your Raymer man. He'll trot over.

SOUTH
BEND,
TV
T-INDIANA
SB
W
Chaonel 22
ONE

OF

CBS'

HIGH EST- RATED

Ask Paul H. Raymer, Nofiono/ Representative,
18 (DATEBOOK)

STATIONS

Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
''Oct. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
round table, joint affair with American Women in
Radio and Television. Hotel Roosevelt, Mew York.
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& IVIcConnell executives will lead the discussion.
■^'Oct. 20 — Publicity Club of Los Angeles seventh
annual clinic. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
'"Anatomy of Communications" is the clinic theme.
Oct. 23-26— Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 25 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. general
membership meeting in conjunction with NAB Fall
Conference. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section. Central Canada
Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
*Oct. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
newsmaker luncheon. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 27-28 — Council on Wledical Television's
"Teaching with Television: An Institute for IVledical
Educators."
Tv fundamentals
and application
to medical
instruction
will be discussed.
U. of
Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville. Friday
meeting in Jacksonville, Fla.
AWRT Conferences
Sept. 30-Oct. 2— AWRT southern area
Musicson City,
USA conference,
Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn. Andrew JackSept. 30-0ct. 2— AWRT New England conference, Springfield, Mass.
Oct. 7-8 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
*Oct. 15 — AWRT central New York chapter. Sheraton Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.
Theme: "Politics, Plugs & the Woman
Nov. 4-6 — AWRT Pennsylvania conference.
Broadcaster."
Harrisburg, Pa.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Csronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
NAB Fall Conferences
Oct. 13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Oct. 18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
Oct. 20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Oct. 24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
Oct. 27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 14-15 — statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22— Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
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This year more than ever
New York audiences are watching
network quality entertainment
every night on WPIX-11,
the prestige independent.
Advertisers are selling with
minute commercials in this

the

prestige

independent

"network atmosphere"
during prime evening hours!
No other station provides this

with

network

kind of selling opportunity
in New York - Prime Time Minutes
in so many good looking programs.
M SQUAD
AIR POWER
MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
MIKE HAMMER
MEN INTO SPACE
HIGH ROAD
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
SAN FRANCISCO BEAT
THIS MAN DAWSON
TARGET
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
DECOY
MEET McGRAW
INVISIBLE MAN
STATE TROOPER
YOU ARE THERE
TRACKDOWN
SILENT SERVICE
YOU ASKED FOR IT
MR. ADAMS AND EVE
THE HONEYMOONERS
SHOTGUN SLADE
NAVY LOG
BOLD VENTURE
JEFF'S COLLIE
WHIRLYBIRDS
THE CALIFORNIANS
BOLD JOURNEY
AND MANY MORE
where

are

your
BO^second
commercials
tonightF

pr

ogr

am

ming

!
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KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
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serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than
^

4,000,000 people as:
The news and informafion
sfafion
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*
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OPEN
MIKE^
Radio set saturation
editor: Before handing out too many
bouquets to Nielsen and ARB (your editorial 'Innocence by association," Sept.
5), it might be well to point out that
national averages can often obscure
serious inadequacies on state and
regional levels.
The May study by the U.S. Census
Bureau credits the Mountain States
with 83% saturation as against the
81.7% figure developed by ARB and
Nielsen's 78.5% as reported in your
June 20 issue. The difference between
the Nielsen figure and the Census Bureau's findings amounts to 87,600 sets
in a sparsely populated area.
Moreover it is important to consider
to which states these sets should be allocated. In the three larger states of
Arizonia, Colorado and Utah, Nielsen
and ARB agree within 1%. In the remainder of the states, however, including those covered by the Skyline Network, ARB and Nielsen differ to the
tune of 8.6% . In view of the recent
findings of the Census Bureau this error
could actually be as high as 10% in a
five state area. We will not have the
final answer until 1961 but there is
reason to believe that set saturation
figures in the smaller Mountain States
have been seriously underestimated. —
Joseph S. Sample, President, KOOK
Billings, Mont.
'Who's on most'?
editor: a recent article appearing in
your Aug. 29 issue (page 82) stated
that KELP is the only 24-hour station
in the El Paso area.
As a matter of fact, KSET is the only
full-time station in the El Paso area.
KSET maintains two transmitters, two
separate control rooms and has the best
damn engineer in the Southwest to insure 24-hour operation, seven days a
week. KSET is the only 24-hour station
in El Paso, Texas operating seven days
a week, week after week, without interruptions of any kind.
KSET's good music programming
began in 1958. So many listeners exadesire formusic,
more designed
of KSET'sto
carefullypressedselected
entertain and never to irritate, that
KSET inaugurated a 24-hour a day
policy in May 1960. — Jim Riser, Program Director, KSET El Paso, Texas.
[The news release issued by KELP El
Paso claimed KELP "is the only full-time
radio station in the area." — The Editors.]
United Fund boosters
editor: The El Paso radio industry
composed of the following radio stations. KELP, KHEY, KHMS, KINT,
KIZZ, KROD. KSET, KTSM, XEJ,
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

INTER-SYNC
TELEVISION

HOW

SIGNAL

TO

GET

SYNCHRONIZER

MORE

Ampex provides the perfect answer . . .
Inter-Sync ! Now a \'TR with Inter-Sync
becomes a smooth part of yom- production
team. Use it in production as you would
a camera, a film chain ... or any picture
source. Inter-Sync locks the VTR to station sync . . . electronically synchronizes
the recorder with any signal source — live,
film, network or slides. Here's what you
can do —

FROM

YOUR

1 „ -mfr

Dottu'l liMi , Hi.lh atf iHi.^iliun .i| iiu.T->Miiin
the electronics
Television
Recorder. rack of the Videotape*

ONE RECORDER? With a furniture store account, for example, pretape a series right in your
studio showing the new fall line. Loan company: tape a location shot of "customer" borrowing cash. Real estate: tape a
tour through a new, development home. Then, during playback with Inter-Sync, you can wipe from tape to price sfide
— or lap dissolve to live aimouncer. No more dead air! No
roll over !
Inter-Sync lets you "host" the late-late movie — and reruns —
with sm-o-o-th lap-dissolve transitions between the film and
your announcer on tape. No loss of mood — no abrupt changes.
TWO RECORDERS? Mix live or film with tape using
key wipes or dissolves, then record on second unit. Use dissolves or special wipes between playback of two tapes. Take
it from there . . .

AMPEX

VTR

THREE RECORDERS? Comfortable transitions are difficult to anticipate
in production. Add them later — at your
leisure — with Inter-Sync! Record each
production segment on tape; then put one
segment on one VTR . . . another segment
on second VTR. Lap dissolve for smooth
transition and record on No. .3.
But these are just a few ideas . . . drop us

a line and we'll supply complete details
on all the marvels of Inter-Sync. This important optional feature is only one example of the continuing
flow of major new developments you can always expect from
Ampex tape recorders.
FOR ENGINEERS ONLY:
This Ampex Model 1020 synchronizer provides both horizontal and
vertical locking (line-by-line and frame-by-frame). The speed of
the two-way locking process is particularly noteworthy; a total of
approximately
3'/j Vertical
seconds, framing
well within
the 5-second
time
most stations use.
is speeded
up by roll-in
first using
the sync pulses off the tape control track to reference to outside
sync (subsequently switching to the actual vertical sync pulse).
The capstan servo system resolves the inside and outside sync by
smoothly adjusting the tape speed. Horizontal line-by-line locking
is accomplished by precise readjustment of the head drum speed
about every 5 degrees of rotation. Since the head drum rotates at
11.400 rpm, this means speed adjustments are made 945,000 times
a minute. A unique drum servo system with push-pull action acts
through the head drum motor with almost instantaneous results.
Send for a 12-page Engineering Department Bulletin for complete
details.

Ampex tapes are made and
played around the tvorld

VIDEO PRODUCTS

DIVISION - AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934- Charter Street, Redwood City, California

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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XELO, recently have been most cooperative in promoting the public relations program of the El Paso United
Fund.
For the past several years I have had
the opportunity to request many favors
from the local radio industry. As chairman of the local public relations program for the El Paso United Fund, I
thought perhaps you would be interested to learn of the wonderful public
spirit attitude of the El Paso radio station.— F.B. (Henry) Ford, Special
Agent, Bankers Life Co., El Paso, Tex.
Hurricane heroes
editor: Let us hope that all of our
congressmen were fully aware of the
tremendous public service job which
broadcasters on the East and Gulf
Coasts did in the recent hurricane emer-

DIEGO

CALIFORNIA
AUTOMOTIVE

STORE

SALES

in San Diego County totaled $245,266,000^
last year, placing San Diego 15th among
the nation's 200 leading counties.
Sell San Diego through the market's
two dominant dailies:

fhf

San

Jliega Union

Evening Tribune
*COPYRIGHT 1960 SALES MANAGEMENT "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER"
"The Ring of Truth"
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA - GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD,
ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN ILlInOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLE?
WASHINGTON BUREAU AND THE COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLIOAY CO., INC.
ORDER

1735

1960

YEARBOOK,

NOW!

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name
company name
city
address

title I position

state
Send to home address — —
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(OPEN MIKE)

zone

I was traveling in south Alabama
gencies.
calling on broadcasters during the erratic life of Ethel last week, and, although I am accustomed to the unselfish work done by owners, managers
and station personnel, I was again most
impressed as I saw the fulltimers and
daytimers readying their equipment and
personnel for the 24 hour watch so that
they could serve the public with storm
and emergency information.
Certainly it is self-evident that no
other medium could handle the immediacy of this job.
Although these efforts stand out because they were spectacular and dramatic, they are but two of the many,
many occasions in which broadcasters
tirelessly serve their area, and many
times their service is most costly to them.
The American public has come to expect this service and rarely gives any
particular thought to this all-important
contribution by their neighbors who
operate the stations.
Let me suggest to those members of
Congress who think that they ought
to "do something about broadcasting"
the following: When Congress reassembles for their next session they should,
in joint session, rise and give a standing ovation and pay tribute to all broadcasters who daily contribute to their
communities in so many public services.— Jackson Lee, Paul H. Chapman
Co., Atlanta, Ga.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
RegularS4.00issues 35< peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new On
addresses.
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iHna Simone
iammy Davis Jr.
;;1an Kenton
ilila Fitzgerald
:(ylvia Syms
lb March
jpizzy Gillespie
Wick Haymes
jenny Bruce
::arah Vaughan
tnita O'Day
;ob Newhart
^abel Mercer
fProfessor" Irwin Corey
ulie Wilson

'/ . 'A U

vhere

else could

you get all these

jxcept on the fresh, new

hour

jfwe may name-drop for a moment . . . our guest list is impresive. Just check the group assembled here (identified above, if a

:iame should escape you), playboy's penthouse relies on an oldlashioned, but always unbeatable factor: superb entertainment
nade by the show business people everybody is talking about
rem one coast to the other. Add to that an atmosphere of a
'Ophisticated penthouse ... a witty host* who projects a mood

entertaining

people

together. . .

show

of easy informality and graciousness . . . and you have a show
that has great appeal for a vast audience, playboy's penthouse
is available now for syndication— 26 one-hour shows. Arrange
for a screening now. This is the show to
WATCH. *Hosted and produced by Hugh M.
F
Hefner, Editor and Publisher of Playboy
25 WEST 45 STREET
.,
.
NEW
YORK
36.
N. Y.
Magazme. official.
films, inc.
PLaza 7-0100
•■ 1950. Official Films Inc

MONDAY

MEMO

from LOUIS E. SCOTT, vice president and general manager of the Los Angeles office of Foote, Cone & Belding

Radio's
sales
Arthur Godfrey is a man with a
problem.
For many years, on both radio and
television, Godfrey expounded at length
on the virtues of a certain brand of tea.
Today, as one of his sponsors, Godfrey
has a different brand of the same beverage. He not only is obliged to sell the
new product, but he must unsell everyone he sold on the previous one.
Godfrey's predicament serves to
spotlight one of the major reasons advertising agencies utilize local radio.
Whether the advertiser be local or national, all selling essentially is done
locally.
Pre-sell ■ Further, the trend toward
supermarkets and self-service has resulted in an increased need for a strong
basic sale before the consumer enters
the retail outlet. The radio salesman in
essence replaces the grocery or hardware clerk of a few years back.
Local radio's ability to reach a broad
range of potential customers means that
smart timebuying by an agency can
gain the ear of the housewife for food
products, or of her husband for a gasoline. However, the task of selecting the
proper station and personality-salesman
to sell a particular product is among
the hardest in the agency business.
Since much of the effective selling in
the U.S. is on a person-to-person basis,
local radio is used to take advantage of
local personalities. An intimate medium,
its message is most effective when delivered with believability by the right
person. This marks the difference, assuming the copy is essentially professional, between a superb sales job, and
"just another commercial."
What Godfrey has accomplished nationally is being duplicated locally in
practically every program category. It
is upgrading radio against the onslaught
of other media, including radio's own
"noise" stations.
Four Top-Notchers ■ Four outstanding salesmen-personalities in the Los
Angeles area, who immediately come to
mind, illustrate the range of categories
which can be covered for top sales
effectiveness.
Our client, Sunkist Growers, has
sponsored Nelson Mclninch, "The
Farm Reporter," on KNX here for six
years, and on KFI before that. Programmed during the lunch hour, his
farm-oriented program has a surprising
in-city housewife following.
Mclninch adds his value as a sales24

key:
the
local Fewpersonali
eastern sportcasters havety
hit the
man-personality bmaking
y
a large number of personal appearances, which are West with the impact of Vin Scully,
voice of the Los Angeles Dodgers on
very important in the area of grower
KFI. Scully, at 32, possesses 10 years
relations. And, because of his knowledge of his product, as well as his experience in broadcasting major league
baseball. He thoroughly knows his prodfield, he is able to do a largely ad-lib,
uct and is able to commuicate that
informal program, which lends itself
to the person-to-person selling image.
knowledge to his listeners. Since sponsors of the baseball games have their
Breezy Approach ■ An outstanding
salesman-personality
over the entire
disc
of Los Angeles
is KMPC's
Dick jockey
Whittinghill,
whose breezy
but six-month period of a season, they have
convincing sales approach during the the repetition which is a key to successful local radio seUing.
hours of 6 to 10 a. m. has captivated
An example of augmenting this is
early-hour listeners.
Whittinghill's success is based upon
shown by Union Oil Co.'s use of
his ability to come off as a real person.
in an off-season proThus he can effectively sell a variety of Scully'sgram.talents
Union bought into the baseball
products. He uses gimmicks, but does package for 1960, and arranged
not rely on them to gain the listeners' at- Scully's identification with the product
tention. Through his light touch, with- in the three-month period before the
out a tendency to be a smart aleck,
season, using a sports program on KFI.
Whittinghill has mastered an art of
Among the best known regional
communication found in too few d.j.s. newscastei's in the West is Frank Goss
of CBS. As effective and believable
with his selling message as he is with
his reporting, Goss recently was signed
by Foote, Cone & Belding to do newscasts six days per week for Tidewater
Oil on a 20-station Columbia Pacific
Radio Network. The authority of a good
news broadcaster such as Frank Goss
is one of the most potent factors in local
radio seljing power.
Making It Work ■ In conclusion,
there are three steps which should be
taken in the effective utilization of local
radio for selling.
The on-the-air salesman must be
chosen with the same amount of care
as is used in the selection of a salesman
for
for aancompany
agency. or an acount executive

Louis E. Scott (born June 17, 1923,
in Waterbury, Conn.) spent his early
years on a New England farm. His
family moved to Southern California
in 1933. Following two years in the
armed forces during World War II,
Mr. Scott joined McCarty Co., Los
Angeles. In 1950 he joined FC&B and
in 1956 he was elected vp. In July 1959
he was promoted to his current position.

Secondly, the salesman-personality
must be acquainted, whenever possible,
with the product and sales objectives.
Finally, the salesman must be merchandised tothe public and to the trade
just as he himself merchandises the
product. The well-informed, articulate
and friendly local radio personality is
one of the most valuable members of
any sales team.
This is apparent on the national level
in the aforementioned case of Mr.
Godfrey. The new brand of tea is
showing up well in the sales columns,
to the delight of sponsor and agency.
Certainly much of this success can
be attributed to Godfrey's friendly,
intimate approach and person-to-person
himhas convinced
salesself— pitch.
this isGodfrey
the basic
step necessary
to convince his audience.
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Our time is different. First, it is spent in careful programming to the widest practical variety of tastes
and needs of our nearly 700,000 television families.
Second, our accent is on quality. We believe that
that variety and quality make the difference . . . not
only in the superior merit of our programming but in
the size and composition of the audiences which regularly enjoy it.
When an advertiser buys time in the Maryland
Market, this difference will make a positive difference
to him — a difference in the attention his message will
*ALL TIMES ARE NOT ALIKE . . . Cervantes
BROADCASTING, September 26 1960

receive ... a difference in the wide variety of needs of
those who will watch it ... a difference in the buying
power motivated as a result of it.
"All times are not alike ..." the poet philosopher
says. At WBAL-TV 11 in Baltimore, the difference
shows in the positive effect our time has on the
Maryland Market.
NBC Affiliate/Channel 11/Associated with WBAL-AM & FM.
WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
25

WWDC

a clear FIRST

in the Washington, D.C. area.
Only one other radio station polled as
much as 10%. If BELIEVABILITY is important
to your product's sales success, we're your station.

V Washington
wwDe
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."
26

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla. — it's WW DC- owned WM BR
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TIO'S
Tv's

FIRST

YEAR:

image-building

but it's shaping
Someone said, when the Television
Information Office was going through
the process of being born, that its success could be measured by the number
of times it did not get its name in the
papers.
By that standard, TIO today can
look back on its first year as one of
practically unmitigated success. Few
broadcasting organizations of national
stature have managed to operate so
anonymously.
Created to improve television's image
by spreading the truth about tv, TIO
has operated at a low level of visibility
by choice. Its leaders follow the classic
public relations theory that the client,
not the press agent, should get the publicity.
But few people — least of all the people running TIO — will argue that simply keeping quiet is worth half a million
dollars a year, which is approximately
what TIO's annual budget currently
comes to. What, then, have been TIO's
chief accomplishments since it officially
opened the doors of its New York headquarters on Oct. 12, 1959?
■ It has got itself organized. From an
idea it has grown into a going concern,
a 12-man organization headed by Louis
Hausman and supported by all three
networks and approximately 150 tv stations.
■ It helped put the results of the
quiz-scandal storm into perspective by
commissioning one of the nation's foremost independent researchers, Elmo
Roper, to probe public reaction and
then distributing his findings widely in
influential circles.
■ It has been instrumental in getting
stations to work together in promoting
their "'quality" programming to local
opinion leaders. By next month, some
94,000 of these leaders in 17 cities will
be receiving monthly bulletins from
their local stations showing the educational, informational, cultural and special-interest programs scheduled in their
respective communities for the ensuing
30 days. The number will exceed 100,000 when plans currently afoot in three
other cities are completed.
■ Some 60,000 English teachers in
elementary and high schools and colBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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an ambitious information program for tv
across the U.S. will receive early City Board of Education TIO has organized an in-service course designed
winter a 150-page "Resources"
currently being prepared to ac- to teach teachers what television does
and how it does it. The 15-lecture
quaint them with television's operations
and to help them in using commercial
course will be taped and a syllabus prepared so that local stations may adapt
television programs in teaching English.
The project was initiated and financed
it for teachers in their own communities.
by TIO, is being conducted by the television committee of the National Coun■ TIO financed and supervised the
cil of Teachers of English.
creation of 60- and 20-second animated
■ Within the next few days TIO will
spots, currently in process of complepublish what may be the largest publiction, explaining the NAB Television
TIO initiated this project for
affairs idea book ever produced. It's a Code.
the code board, which will distribute
100,000-word collection of case histothe spots to code stations.
ries compiled from 260 stations, de■ TIO keeps a running collection of
scribing 75 public afi'airs programs in
detail and summarizing almost 1,000
what people are saying about television,
others. All U.S. television stations and
good and bad, which it distributes regularly to its members. Thus far there
approximately 10,000 opinion leaders
will get copies.
have been 70-75 mailings of these
■ In cooperation with the New York
"Background Facts," which are de-

New project ■ Louis Hausman, TIO director, shows a visitor a storyboard of
one of a new series of animated spots,
explaining the NAB television code,
that McCann-Erickson has prepared
for TIO. The spots, in minute and 20-

second lengths, are intended to explain
how the tv viewer benefits from the
code. For samples of one spot see page
28. The code spots are only one of sev27
eral activities that TIO is about to set
in motion.

What about TIO's own image?
Among television broadcasters
miliar with TIO's work to judge it.
But of those who offered evaluations,
there is strong support for the purposes and functions of the Television
18 said TIO had done a good or excellent job; seven said fair, and one
Information Office, but a good many
broadcasters think TIO ought to be said poor.
integrated into the NAB.
Among both subscribers and nonThose are the main findings of a subscribers there was strong feeling
survey conducted by Broadcasting.
that the TIO assignment ought to be
Questionnaires were sent to all compart of NAB's, although this feeling
mercial tv station managers. Usable
was especially strong among nonsubscribers.
replies came from 114. They were
Of 49 subscribing stations that
equally divided between stations that
answered the question, 30 thought
do and don't subscribe to TIO.
TIO ought to remain autonomous;
The vast majority of subscribing
19 thought it ought to be integrated
stations that replied approve the oneinto the NAB.
year performance record of the inforOf 46 non-subscribing stations
mation office. Thirty-five said they
answering the question, only eight
thought the job TIO is doing is good
or excellent; nine said it was fair;
favored TIO autonomy, and 38
wanted it integrated into NAB. Many
one said poor. Others withheld comment on the grounds they did not
of the non-subscribers said their reason for not joining TIO was their
know enough about TIO's record to
belief that the information job ought
make a sound appraisal.
Slightly more than half of the nonto be done by the NAB. Others comsubscribers that answered the quesmany" field.
trade associations inplained
theof "too
broadcast
tionnaire said they were too unfasigned to keep TIO subscribers up to
date on ideas and observations about
television and at the same time give
them material which they can use in
programs, speeches, editorials, ads or
just conversation.
■ TIO operates as a service center
for both subscribers and non-broadcasters seeking information about television. Approximately 750 requests for
material, ranging from a broadcaster's
bid for information to use in a debate on whether television is worth
while, down to specific program schedules, have been received and handled.
■ Material which TIO considers especially noteworthy is reprinted and
widely distributed. For instance, a talk
on "Children and Television" by Wilbur Schramm, nationally known com-

munications research expert, was distributed byTIO to 7,500 broadcasters,
opinion leaders, schools, libraries and
government officials last spring, and
another 5,000 copies have been sent to
special groups and individuals on request since then. Approximately 7,500
government and civic officials, educators, universities and associations are on
TIO's opinion-leader mailing list, as
are some 750 libraries which asked to
be included.
■ In speeches and other appearances
Director Hausman and others of the
TIO staff have taken part in televsion
seminars and meeting of such opinionmolding groups as the National Council of Churches, the General Federation
of Women's Clubs and the like.
■ TIO has placed ads in four "high-

Picturing the code ■ Viewers won't have to stretch their
imaginations to understand what that NAB code seal means
when stations start carrying the animated spots that TIO
financed and McCann-Erickson produced for the NAB Code
28

brow" magazines to promote the NixonKennedy television appearances — emphasizing that television's initiative made
them possible — and also has prepared
ads which tv stations may run locally
on the same theme.
This catalog of the principal activities
to date makes clear that TIO's biggest
interest, both nationally and at the local
level, is in reaching the so-called opinion
leaders — the people and organizations
who not only are capable of influencing
the public attitude toward television but
who also, in many cases, are the most
outspoken critics of television programming.
TIO's concept is that much of the
criticism from these groups springs from
misinformation or lack of information,
and that if they are made aware of the
broad range of material that television
does offer they'll have less grounds for
criticism.
Projects like the "Resources" book,
the case histories of public-affairs programming and the in-service course for
teachers have the additional objectives
of promoting television as source material for teaching, creating a more sympathetic understanding of how the
medium works and, in the case of the
program idea book, of stimulating public affairs programming at the local
level. The spots explaining the NAB
code obviously are directed at a mass
audience.
It also appears obvious from TIO's
composition and work to date that, although TIO is financed by broadcasters,
it operates as more than a tool of
broadcasters.
The Organization ■ Structurally TIO
is largely an autonomous unit of NAB.
But operationally it functions under Director Hausman and the NAB Television Information Committee, which is
headed by Clair R. McCoUough of the
Steinman stations, with a generally free
rein from NAB headquarters.
For several reasons it is more than a
press agent handling assignments from

Board. This sequence from a 20-second spot shows how
the films explain one code function and at the same time
shed light on the role of commercials. Narration accompanying the frames pictured above (l-r) goes like this:
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

its employers. To begin with, its "employers" number 150 dues-paying stations and three networks who on many
subjects have different if not conflicting
ideas about what should be done. Obviously TIO would find it impossible to
take orders from 150 sponsors individually. Equally important, in picking
Mr. Hausman for director the Information Committee chose a man whose
widely acknowledged talents do not include a predisposition to be a mere
order-taker.
Under Mr. Hausman, therefore, TIO
is more than a press agent or spokesman. Rather, it tries to reconcile differing viewpoints and provide a stimulus
for leadership by helping networks and
stations to work together in advancing
the television cause; initiating projects
and disseminating information that will
make the public and especially the socalled opinion leaders better acquainted
with television; keeping broadcasters informed of what is being said for and
against television and, in general, furnishing them with materials to help get
television's story across.
TIO's Own Image ■ By and large, the
broadcasters who pay TIO's bills seem
to think it is doing this job well, A
Broadcasting survey (for details see
facing page) found among subscribing
stations that are willing to state their
positions, the greater majority thinks
that TIO is doing a good or excellent
job and has proved to be worth the
money they have put into it. A good
many wonder, however, if TIO's functions ought not to be integrated into the
NAB.
Among non-subscribing stations that
are willing to state their positions, a
majority thinks TIO is doing a good or
excellent job but the sentiment is heavily
in favor of integration into NAB. Also,
understandably, most non-subscribers
say they are too unfamiliar with TIO's
work to make an appraisal of it.
The Staff ■ TIO's management, under
Mr. Hausman, includes Carl Burkland,

Mr. McCollough

Mr. Clipp

Mr. Foster

Mr. Cowden

Mr. Bernstein

Mr. Hayes

Mr. Petersmeyer

Mr. Rogers

Governing board ■ Overall guidance of the Television
Information Office is in the hands of the Television Information Committee. Chairman is Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations, and the members are Michael J. Foster, ABCTV; John P. Cowden, CBS-TV; Lester Bernstein, NBC-TV;
Roger W. Clipp, Triangle stations; John S. Hayes, Washington Post stations; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian
stations; Lawrence H. (Bud) Rogers II, Taft stations, and
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston. The committee
membership is appointed by the NAB president, but occupies aposition of autonomy unlike that of other NAB
committees. The Television Information Committee was
organized during the NAB convention in March 1959.
a veteran of tv-radio station and network operations, who is TIO general
manager; Lawrence Creshkoff, executives and the staff members, TIO retive editor, and Catherine Heinz, librarian. In addition to these executives and
the staff members, TIO retains specialists as needed for specific jobs.
Robert Lewis Shayon, radio-tv critic

Mr. Walbridge

for Saturday Review of Literature,
wrote the chapter backgrounds and all
of the full-scale program descriptions in
"Interaction," the collection of publicservice programming case histories. The
book deals with program formats in 15
categories, from "community affairs
and problems," "government and politics" and "science and technology" to

ASSOClATtONNATIONAtOF BROADCASTERS 4"
\lS
SEAL
I AM A

OF

GOOD

PRACTICE
TELEVISION CODE

1. "What is a television commercial?" 2. "Well, first, it
makes possible all of the things we can watch on tv." 3. "It
brings us news of existing new products and services." 4.
"It also brings us useful homemaking hints." 5. "And this
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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Seal of Good Practice means . . ." 6. "You can always rely
on this station's commercials for accuracy and honesty."29
The spots, in one-minute and 20-second versions, will be
in distribution soon. 40 million viewers will see them.

"health and social problems," "practical
arts and skills" and "general adult education."
The McCann-Erickson advertising
agency prepared the animated spots —
two 60-second spots and two 20-second versions — explaining the tv code.
Dr. Neil Postman, assistant professor of English at the New York U.
School of Education, is writing the
"Resources" book for English teachers. He is working with TIO as a representative of the Study of Television
Committee of the National Council of
Teachers of English, which is conducting the project with TIO financing.
This two-part book first develops the
concept that television is a continuing
source of contemporary literature as
well as a medium which frequently recreates print classics of the past. Tv's
long-range effect, the book notes, will
depend on the kind of viewer who
watches, and on his selectivity and
knowledgeability.

The second part suggests specific
classroom procedures for making use
of television as a literary form; in
complexity these range from bulletinboard notices calling attention to specific programs, to plans for a full-scale
television workshop. The book urges
teachers not to permit students to think
carelessly about television any more
than they permit careless thinking
about novels or poems.
Bulletins in 20 Cities ■ At the local
level, TIO's activity in helping to organize monthly bulletins on outstanding programs already has spread to 20
cities. The procedure is for all the stations in a community to prepare and
distribute a combined schedule showing the educational, informational, cultural and special-interest programs that
will be offered by all stations in that
area in the ensuing month. The first four
cities to initiate the project were Los
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco and
Denver, which have mailing lists total-
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Burnett's

Wright

Spot radio's penetration provides a
formidable competitor to television spot
campaigns, according to research unveiled Sept. 19 by Thomas Wright,
media vice president of Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago. He revealed the research
results at the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters meeting in New Orleans.
The spot radio findings were developed by A. C. Nielsen Co. at the request of the station representative firm
of Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Mr.
Wright explained.
"You've probably seen reach and
frequency studies until they come out
of your ears," he said, "but I'll bet you
haven't seen anything as startling or as
comprehensive or as meaningful to the
agency media strategist as this data."
(See table, this page.)
Here are key findings listed by Mr.
Wright:
■ In the top five U.S. markets you
must buy about 34 spots on one station
only in each market to get 80 gross
rating points at a cost for all five markets of $12,900 per week.
■ The number of spots required to
obtain three gross rating-point levels
(80, 160, 480 weekly) in each market
grouping does not vary radically.
■ Considerable variation appears in
the cost of spots.
■ Spot radio gives about the same
rates of household coverage and fre30

FOR

ADVERTISING

SPOT

unveils

cost

&

RADIO

coverage

quency in each of the four sets of markets (giant to medium-sized markets).
"If we use only one ofNstation, the ex. rating-point
pected net reach of an o80
schedule is in the low 20s regardless
of market size in one week," Mr. Wright
REACH & FREQUENCY OF
Schedule Data
it

ing 25,000 teachers, ministers, local officials and other opinion leaders.
Stations in 13 other cities are slated
to begin similar bulletins this month
or next, with mailing lists totaling
69,000 a month. These are Indianapolis, Columbus, Cincinnati, Washington, Boston, Hartford-New Haven,
Norfolk, Atlanta, Sacramento, Fort
Wayne, Houston, Cleveland and St.
Louis. In addition, similar plans are
now being made in Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Providence.
TIO's current 150-member roster of
sponsors consists of the nucleus represented by the committee, plus additional stations signed up in a neververy-intensive membership campaign.
Dues for any station amount to its
highest quarter-hour one-time rate, per
quarter (in addition, NBC and CBS
pay $75,000 per year for the first year
and ABC $45,000, aside from dues for
their owned stations).

Per Market

ets

BUYING

data

to

LAB

said. "If we use three stations, our net
reach (in home coverage of metro area
radio homes) will be in the mid 30s in
one week. If we double the gross points
to 160 our net reach is in the 40s; if
we go the saturation route we can
SPOT RADIO

CAMPAIGNS
Reach and Frequency
4-Week
Data

Weekly Data
q:OJ

CJi o
< t/1
49

80
80
160
480

Top 5 IVlarkets
3.9
$12,900 21.4
2.4
15,350
33.4
34
4.1
89
26,210 40
8.7
71,000 57
4.0
303
28
7 Markets— 6 through 12
39
1
80
70
S4,420 20,5
160
2.3
3
80
6,970 36.2
480
3
3.8
11,350
42.9
4
241
31,260 59.9
23
8 Markets— 13 through 20 2.3
8.1
1
3.9
80
S6,810
22.6
160
80
33
3
8,240
35.3
480
65
3
193
14,600 43.4
4
37,250 56.9
3.7
80
80 Markets— 21 through 100 2.0
8.6
1
3.6
28
80
65
$23,700 23.6
7.5
160
36
3
35,800
39.1
480
3
208
58,500
47.3
4
155,000 62.5
3.2
■ Gross rating points
'In-Home Only Coverage of letro Area Radio Homes
BROADCASTING,
1
3
3
4

34-38
73-79
56-60
50-57

Stat

ions

9.8
6.4
11.7
10
27

33-37
54-62
78-84
60-64

10.8
6.2
24.9

36-40
53-60
61-65
74-80

9.2

36-42
59-67
66-71
78-84

10.5
26.2
6.1
5.3
9.4
9.2
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SINCE
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INVENTION

TELEVI

Here's how to get a sneak preview
of the new 5-minute "Sidesplitters"
by the world's wackiest inventor . . .
Rube (who else?) Goldberg.
One look at the pilot film now available
for audition and you'll know why this dizzy series
will dazzle, delight — and sell!
National advertisers and their agencies can spend
the most valuable five minutes of a lifetime
catching this preview (custom-shown
at your convenience).
130 of these episodes, each
with a new invention, and
starring Joe Flynn and Dave
Willock with the animated
artistry of Rube Goldberg,
will be available for
TV advertisers in 1961.

TV ADVERTISER (A) READS AD IN PAPER AND JUMPS
BONE (C), OPENING CAGE(D)AND RELEASING MOTHS(E) WHICH
CAUSES LIGHTED CANDLE (G) TO SET FIRE TO WIG SHOWING
RUNS ON TREADMILL (J) WHICH SETS PROJECTION MACHINE (K)

UP AND DOWN WITH GLEE, JACKING UP DOG (B) — DOG GRABS
EAT LARGE WOOLEN SOCK (F) LOSS OF WEIGHT IN SOCK
NEW BEEHIVE HAIRDO (H) FIREMAN (I ), SEEING FLAMES,
IN MOTION SHOWING PILOT OF RUBE GOLDBER&'S NEW TV SHOW!

Audition Screenings by appointment:
Call or Wire: Richard Carlton, Vice President in Charge of Sales
TRANS-LUX
TELEVISION
625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: PLaza 1-3110
Chicago • Los Angeles
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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reach almost 60% of all the radio
homes in the community in a single
Analyzing data for a four-week camweek."
paign, he said: "Spot radio, bought at a
moderate level of advertising weight of
80 gross rating points (GRP) on three
stations per market reaches 50-60% of
the homes in a market; the average
home reached heard six broadcasts.
"Finally, when you pile on the coals
with 480 GRP weekly you step up the
four-week reach to 75% of homes and
an average frequency of 25 broadcasts
per home reached."
Mr. Wright asked, "Doesn't there appear to be a coincident similarity between these reach figures and the reach

tv? Doesn't
spot cost
network
figures
it
seem ofqueer
that orthese
figures
are similar to tv cost data?"
The spot radio study covered all
three-hour day parts of broadcasting,
Sunday through Saturday. Stations with
the highest average weekday ratings
were selected in the four market groups
—top five, 6th to 12th. 13th to 20th;
21st to 100th. A schedule was assigned
to each selected station, fairly distributed among the three-hour day parts,
Sunday through Saturday, and one that
would deliver about the same rating
points on each station in the same market.
Station Co-operation ■ In his New
s speech he discussed a "monOrlean
ster that chews up man hours by the
hundreds and profit dollars by the
bucketfull," referring to careless agency
billing by stations. He said the Burnett
agency has a trouble-shooter team trying to improve efficiency, accuracy and
speed.
"We can't seem to make any progress," he said. "We have 20 timebuyers, 16 broadcast estimators and 28
billers and payers working on spot discrepancies every month. Negotiations
with stations on credit refunds, makegoods and questionable billing appears
length of time."
an abnormal
require
to Mr.
Wright
said he wrote a group of
station managers whose stations had
"contributed to our discrepancy lists"
with a personal plea for suggestions.
"You probably won't believe what happened," he said. "Of 23 letters sent,
only 14 were answered. Of the 14 answering, 13 took the defensive and
itemized how past discrepancies had
been handled. Only one man took the
trouble to think about the problems and
offer specific, constructive suggestions."
He added, "I'd love to get the NAB
interested in a study of the problem.
It's obvious from the lousy response
I got that station management would a
lot rather hear about orders for new
business than think about how to help
themselves and us make a bigger profit
on the business we have in the house."
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

NOW
Cocoa

ITS

Marsh

TALKING

turns

to zoo

Cocoa Marsh's friendly lion has
leaped off the label and onto the television screen, bringing son LeRoy with
him (in picture, LeRoy is stalling curfew with the drink of Cocoa Marsh
dodge). The illustration is taken from
a series of new animated minutes that
represent a sharp departure in selling
style for a company that has had dramatic success with local live pitches
backed by strong promotions.
The new commercials premiered this
month in some 20 markets. If they
work, it could mean Cocoa Marsh business in as many as 30 more.
The switch in strategy was no light
decision for Taylor-Reed Corp., the
Glenbrook, Conn., manufacturer of
Cocoa Marsh, and its agency. Hicks
& Greist, New York. Cocoa Marsh
built its present distribution on a hardhitting live tv technique that paid its
way from market to market, spreading
from the Northeast to cover four-fifths
of the country since 1956. (The company goes back 22 years and also produces E-Z popcorn, Fluffomatic rice,
Q-T frosting Yum-Berry syrup.)
Now the very young audience Cocoa
Marsh addresses is ready for a change,
the advertiser is persuaded. The decision to animate the message grew out
of research on many fronts — cartoon
ratings, commercial testing at agency,
factory and independent researcher
levels — and, of course, in the homes of
the company's board chairman (Malcolm P. Taylor has his own five-member children's panel), his ad manager
and agency account people.
Little LeRoy only lately has sprung

LIONS!

for ad

salesman

to the tv screen, but he's the result of
a gradual evolution. The lion label was
developed
just aprior
company's
tv debut for
new tojarthedesigned
by
President Charles M. D. Reed, cofounder of the company, who handles
production (Mr. Taylor concentrates
on sales). "Name the Cocoa Marsh
lion" was one of many local promotions
to encourage identification in a market
where many of the consumers cannot
yet read. Today's LeRoy did not grow
directly from that promotion but this
is the lion of descent.
LeRoy has a large assignment for
one so young. Client and agency are
ever mindful that children are easily
bored. LeRoy and his papa are expected
to give the little ones a laugh — mothers,
too — while conveying the flavor and
health message. The commercials run
in children's shows where Taylor-Reed
maintains year-round schedules.
Theodore J. Grunewald, senior vice
president of Hicks & Greist, and his
agency colleagues spent six months developing the character. Currently they
have three 60-second situation plots on
the air (schedules vary up to 30 spots
a week in big markets).
Hicks & Greist conceived the campaign and got Pintoff Productions, New
York, to execute animation considered
worthy of battle with the food giants
the company competes with. The agency's Len Glasser did story boards and
Richard Rendely produced.
Mel Blanc was brought from the
West Coast for the voice assignment.
Now it's up to LeRoy to show what a
lion he can be in the marketplace.

Father & Son
Little LeRoy (r.) has a man-sized job
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Tops

in

sports

add

big

to

the

picture

NATIONAL LEAGUE
PRO FOOTBALL
WORLD SERIES
NCAA FOOTBALL
TOP BOWL GAMES
FIRST
IN SPORTS*
With Bill
Snyder
SATURDAY NIGHT
FIGHTS
CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING
ALL-STAR GOLF
MAKE THAT SPARE
THE SPORTSMEN*
INSIDE SPORTS*

Check the line-up. The biggest audience builders
of both NBC and ABC; the strongest local sports shows
in the Carolinas. Here's the brand of programming
that changed things in Charlotte. To sell big in
America's 25th largest tv market your better buy is
Charlotte's big picture. Buy WSOC-TVone of the great area stations of the nation.

T
CHARLOTTE
9-NBC c
and ABC.Represented
byV
H-R
se
w

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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IT'S

IDEAS

Management

confab

Sixty-one broadcasters reported for
work last Monday morning at a Pocono
Mountain resort in eastern Pennsylvania. They were fog-bound for two
days, but it didn't really matter. What
did matter was the number of profitmaking ideas they took home after participating inRadio Advertising Bureau's
Regional Management Conference.
For many of the broadcasters it was
the fifth successive trip to these annual
meetings — testimony in itself to the dollar value to be found when serious
broadcasters get together to compare
notes on what works, and doesn't work,
in today's competitive climate.
The Pocono meeting was preceded
the week before by sessions in Utica,
111., and Columbus, Ohio. It will be followed by five more meetings, running

THAT

COUNT

■ 37.4% of stations report they've
changed programming in the past year;
58.7% say they haven't. (The most frequent change: dropping rock 'n' roll
music. One "program" change: a station which
mercials. ) eliminated 57% of its com■ 37% of stations have increased
their news schedules; another 53%

■ Making all day Thursday and Friday class AA time (two stations have).
■ Hiring new continuity writers to
( 1 ) remedy the "lousy" agency copy
many stations find drives down sales
results and (2) increase output of
"speculative" commercials, which some
stations find have a one-in-three sales
record. (This is not a wide-spread development. Half the stations do not
have even one full time continuity
writer, and almost all the other half has
but one. )

up audience reaction.
■ Instituting a "planned presentation"
approach, which one station found
more than doubles its sales closings
(from 25 to 66%) and almost doubled
its average contract (from $700 to
$1,200).
■ Getting together with a competitor
to make a joint pitch to a reluctant advertiser (a technique which brought in
34
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RAB

discusses both those that do and don't work
compare their operations with others
an 800 spots, 72 newscasts weekly
across the country. This they do against
schedule to two stations).
On top of the ideas, the broadcastthe results of RAB's confidential survey of member stations, which this
ers who attend RAB's management conyear found that:
ferences (about a quarter of the station membership) get the chance to
■ Program costs are 32.9% of the
average station's gross.
■ Median sales costs are 21.1% of
gross, and are going up (they were
18% in 1957).

through Oct. 11, in Williamsburg, 'Va.;
Hollywood-By-The-Sea, Fla.; Austin,
Tex.; Palo Alto, Calif.; and Omaha,
Neb. By the time the fall swing ends
upwards of 240 broadcasters will have
been exposed to at least 120 new ideas
on how to make radio work better in
their markets.
More importantly, at least some of
these ideas will be translated into action. Ideas like these:

■ Preparing a "morgue" of production obituaries, ready for immediate programming upon the death of a famous
personage.
■ Pooling election coverage with
other stations in the market to increase
results and beat competition newspapers and tv.
■ Changing your format for a day
(going station,
popularor iftheyou're
a classical
music
reverse)
to snap

WITH

Success stories ■ Kevin Sweeney (top
photo), president of RAB, ramrods
that organization's Regional Management Conferences. Attending broadcasters can hear condensed tapes of
some of the more successful broadcast
operations. In the bottom photo, Thomas
L. Brown, WTLB Utica, N.Y.. and
Francis H. Brinkley (back to camera)
of Ottaway Stations, Endicott, N.Y.,
are listening to tapes monitored at
KSFO San Francisco, KYW Cleveland.
WHDH Boston. WNEW New York
and WWDC Washington.

■ 48.7% of stations feel rate cards
haven't.
should be simplified. 58% of largemarket stations have done so, against
16% of small-market stations.
■ 55% of stations have lost at least
one salesman in the past year, with
about 30% of departing salesmen going
to other radio stations, 15% going to tv.
■ Managers report their salesmen
average 10 calls per day. Salesmen say
they average 7.
■ 96% of salesmen are high school
graduates, 72% have attended college
and 38% are college graduates.
■ 28.4% of stations have bought custom or open-end transcription services,
and 69% find them satisfactory; 74%
use station promotion jingles, and 73%
like them.
■ 94.7% of stations have a definite
music policy (against 89.4% who said
they did last year).
■ The average station has 3.7 fulltime announcers-personalities.
■ Nearly half the stations use parttime salesmen.
■ 86% of salesmen are under 45
years old; 90% are married; 80% of
sales managers also handle local accounts.
Although RAB furnishes the conferees with a raft of statistical material
which reduces operations and techniques
to averages. President Kevin B. Sweeney, who ramrods the conferences,
makes clear that radio basically is not
interested in the "average" station.
Rather, what RAB hopes to uncover
are the new ideas "just coming over the
hedge," without regard to where they
come from. Successful management, in
RAB's view, is premised not on two or
three major decisions but on many
smaller ones which are "reflected on the
bottom line" — the eventual profit, or
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

H-R presents number 6 in its "Celebrity series," featuring Commander Whitehead and Reginald Denny

Despite all the "Shh'ing" in the new Schweppes
commercials — this product WON'T be shushed
. . . because Commander Whitehead has selected
a most powerful medium for his message . . .
SPOT TELEVISION. Those jolly little bubbles are rising in the special markets the
^^^^

Schweppes folks want to reach. That's the way
it is with Spot Television. No waste. Great impact. Prime time. And it works for big, medium
and small advertisers equally well. Your nearest
H-R man will be happy to joUy well show you
how Spot TV will work for you I Ring him up.
Television, Inc.
Representatives

lack of it.
Accordingly, RAB takes ideas not
only from its radio members but also
from tv stations, print media and even
businesses with no relationship to communications. Wherever the ideas come
from, RAB presents them without endorsement: "We function as the mirror
to management," says Mr. Sweeney.
"We have opinions, but we don't exFor press
thatthem".matter, opinions themselves
are forbidden at the on-duty sections of
the regional management conferences.
Participants are encouraged to contribute factual additions to the topics under
discussion (RAB figures it draws 100
ideas from the floor for every 100 it
presents from the stage), but are
gaveled down if they seek to express an
editorial viewpoint.
Four RAB satff members shared the
floor with Mr. Sweeney at the meeting:
Warren Boorom, members service vice
president; Maurice (Doc) Fidler, district manager, and Regional Managers
Dale Woods and Rave Green.
This is a sampling of the kind of
ideas broadcasters were examining in
depth last week:
Newspaper Critic of the Air ■ One
station programs comments about two
competing newspapers, running them
six times a day, two or three minutes at
a time. Although the papers were offered equal time, they've never taken
the station up on it. Typical items: Reporting on critical letters to the editor;
criticizing one paper for an "expose"
series which the station says told children where and how to buy bootleg firecrackers; applauding the newspaper for
a safety campaign; referring listeners to
such newspaper fare as a story on sex
chromosomes of the fruit fly. Agency
and listener reaction has been "terrific,"
Fanfare

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

to keep up with the afternoon's action,
and puts on the air those scores listeners
ask for. So far it's sold half of the program to four sponsors, each of whom
gets iumthree
rate. minutes per hour at a premStill another station (a Canadian
member) said it gained over $6,000 in
revenue over a 13-week period with an
"alphabet quiz" program. Listeners sent
in
a letter
a "mystery
city," were
and
those
whose for
letters
fit in the name
allowed to compete for a $25 prize.
(If they had a certificate from a participating sponsor the prize went to $50.)
Thirty-six
sponsors signed up at $15
each.
And yet another found money in a
weekly 5-minute show reviewing the
newest magazines and paperbacks. It
sold the show to a distributor (who both
provided the reviews and split the costs

that

If you want proof that all that
glitters isn't, etc., talk to station promotion managers. RAB's Regional
Management Conference last week
heard these examples of promotions
that backfired:
■ One station hid a certificate for
a $500 prize under a mail pickup
box. It happened that the post office
was redecorating and the station had
picked the only box left to be painted. Result: A painter, who hadn't
heard of the promotion, found the
certificate the first day.
■ While a station personality was
going on the air to announce another
prize contest, the manager was out
hiding the certificate on a downtown
signpost. Minutes after the contest
was announced, a passing car went
out of control and demolished the
36

the station reports.
A variation of this theme was reported bya station that reads stories and
editorials in out-of-town newspapers,
comparing them with the local press.
Format Cliange ■ RAB related the
story of one station, a country-andwestern outlet, which wanted to modify
its format to appeal to a wider range of
listeners. It adopted a "music Americana" format, running in songs by Burl
Ives, Harry Bellafonte and others of the
ballad variety. The station moved from
sixth to second in audience position.
Dial-A-Score ■ One high-budget way
of competing in sports coverage was
offered for consideration of the management conferees. That was the example of a western station (daytimer)
which programs a five-hour football
score program on Saturday afternoons.
Although it's prohibited from doing
play-by-plays, it puts seven men to work
monitoring four radios and two tv sets

flopped

signpost — and the promotion.
■ Two pre-teen boys came across
a certificate hidden by another station. The smaller one found it, but
the larger one knocked him down
and took it away, subsequently
claiming the prize. The station
averted a suit by the family of the
smaller boy only by awarding duplicate prizes.
■ And then there was the station
that put $5,892.41 in coins into the
trunk of a Corvair, offering to contestants all the money they could
scoop out with both hands and
count accurately. Trial runs showed
the most the station could lose was
$650. The winner: A big-handed
bank teller who scooped and counted
to the tune of over $2,000, and made
the promotion backfire.

with dealers) and obtained revenue that
has run for two years and is continuing
on a 'til-forbid basis.
Prior Preparatioa ■ The effectiveness
of prepared slide presentations was
demonstrated by one station which,
faced with losing a $4,000 client, not
only held the account but doubled it to
$8,000 $50.
through such a pitch. Total cost:
under
A way to bring in restaurant accounts
was related by a station that ran a placemat sports contest in connection with
participating accounts. It had 200,000
placemats printed (at $5.16 per thousand, and put them in restaurants at the
rate of 1,000 per $100 of advertising).
Twenty-five accounts bought on a 10week basis.

Those Extra Sales ■ Managers heard
several case histories of stations which
had good results with sales incentive
programs. One reported it offered all its
staff members a "night on the town" if
they brought in a 20% increase in sales.
They brought in 47% . It cost the station
$325. Another said it gives its staff a
$50 per man bonus for a 20% increase
in sales — and makes money doing so.
(A less sophisticated sales incentive
method reported: The station which requires its salesmen to wear their hats
desksto— to retheirought
they're
anytime
mind them
where atthey
be.)
RAB's meetings go after ideas that
didn't work as well as those that did
(see box). Mr. Sweeney's observatio
"This isn't the usual liars conventionn:.
We're not here to impress each other."
A new feature has been incorporated
into this year's conferences — 4 condensed tapes of distinctive radio stations
across the country. RAB picked 20 stations which have been successful with
one or another type of operation, had
them taped by a professional monitoring company and then edited and condensed their operations into 30-minute
tapes. Four tape recorders were set up
in the meeting room for conferees' use
during the two-day session.
All the material presented by RAB
during the meetings, plus new material
suggested from the floor, will be incorporated into a report that goes out
about a month after the final conference. Each person there gets a loose-leaf
binder in which he can make notes on
subjects for immediate action. He replaces these notes with the formal material later.
Investment in Profits ■ For this the attending manager pays a $40 registration
fee plus expenses (an average of $150,
including
It'snumber
apparently
it. Said onetravel).
of their
last worth
week:
"I come here on the chance that one
idea alone may be worth an extra $10.000 in annual billing on my station. I
haven't missed a meeting."
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ikughty Miles Standish, brave captain of men, but no wooer of women, sent young John Alden to Priscitia to propose marriage for him. Priscilla,
i' you know, ignored the message and fell for the messenger. Which just goes to show . . . even a message can backfire when you don't use
'p right messenger. In St. Louis, Milwaukee or Dallas, when there's a job to be done, let the Balaban Stations do it. Balaban gets your message
^rough, aiming it straight to the consumer with lively, modern programming, interesting well-liked personalities and superior selling. With
i&laban, the word about your products or service gets through and sells . . . consistently. No wonder Balaban Stations are-couriers par excellence !

More

:

GROWTHMANSHIP
IS

A

SOMETIME
THING...

The figure-filberts at tine census bureau say that after ten years
of grinding by those monster machines they keep on the leash up in
Washington, the golden answer has poured forth:
Columbia, South Carolina, is the
state's biggest metropolitan area
Don't take my word for it, old nose-counter. Ask Lemuel K. Crasswinder,
assistant bureau chief in charge of hobbles for wandering IBM
machines. He'll tell you Columbia's up 257,961 people, an
increase of 38.1%, and that this makes Columbia also the
second biggest metropolitan area
in both the Carolinas, as well
second only to Charlotte, with 270,951. Well, as old Wade Hampton used
to say, people is power— buying power, I say, nearly a billion and a
half dollars in disposable income, all reached by that 1,526-foot
tower— close to the whole state for one easy buy. That's WIS-TV:
the major selling force of South Carolina

NBC/ABC
WIS-TV
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
38
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a siation of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANy OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Channel 10, Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV, Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
WIS, 560, Columbia, S. C.

time

for Higbee

test of radio's power
Radio Advertising Bureau and The
Higbee Co., Cleveland department
store, are extending RAB's department
store challenge study for an additional
six months, it was announced last
Wednesday (Sept. 21). Originally scheduled for one year, the massive test
of radio advertising's ability to sell
department store items began in September 1959. RAB will publish results
of the year-long exploration in late
November, with supplementary reports
to be issued at least three times in the
first half of 1961. Radio results are
being recorded on more than 350 items
advertised on six Cleveland stations.
An increased store budget will permit
departments and items not advertised
in the past year to be radio-tested
during the extension period. A joint
statement by E.K. Hoffman, vice president and general merchandise manager
of The Higbee Co., and Kevin Sweeney,
RAB president, said: "The findings
have been so impressive and thoughtprovoking and have pointed to so many
additional areas that might be studied
profitably that we decided jointly to proceed with the investigation for an additional six months."
Gasoline up 45%
in spot-network tv
National spot and network television
expenditures for three separate categories— tobacco, gasoline and beer — increased significantly in the first six
months of 1960 over the corresponding
period of 1959, the Television Bureau
of Advertising reported last week.
Using TvB/LNA-BAR computations
for network figures and TvB-Rorabaugh
for national spot data, the bureau reported that in the January-June 1960
period, tobacco advertising gross billings
in tv were almost $59 million as against
$52.9 million a year ago. Network tv
billing amounted to almost $39.5 million, as compared with $37.9 million in
the 1959-1960 period, while spot tv rose
to almost $19.6 million from almost
$15 million a year ago.
Leading tobacco advertisers in the
first half of this year were R.J. Reynolds with nework and spot gross time
expenditures of almost $10.5 million,
followed by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., $9.1 million; P. Lorillard
Co., $8.6 million; American Tobacco
Co., $8.6 million; Philip Morris Inc..
$8.2 million; Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co.. $6.8 million; Bayuk Cigars, $4.0
million and Consolidated Cigars, $2.2
million.
Gasoline companies, according to
TvB, spent more than $21.3 miUion for
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

. . . the Board of Trade is the world's greatest speculative grain
market. Here, prices paid for wheat help determine what the
nation's housewives pay for a loaf of bread. And here, too, at
each of its six trading pits, fortunes are won and lost every day.

In

Chicago

RADIO
reaches more homes
than any other
Chicago advertising medium.

I

WGN

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

IN SACRAMENTO

national spot and network advertising
during the first half of 1960, an increase of 45% over the $14.7 million
in the like period of 1959. During this
period, national spot billing rose to
$13.2 million, as compared with $12.4
million in 1959, while network billings
increased to almost $8.1 million from
$2.3 million in the first half of 1959.
The most active advertisers in this category during the first six months of 1960
were Texaco with tv gross time billing
of almost $6.4 million; Esso Standard
Oil, $1.5 million; Mobil Oil, $1.4
million; Shell Oil, $1.4 million and AtHow

A QUALITY AUDIENCE
Surveys consistently show KCRA a
leader in adult audience ... an audience with high spending power, able
to buy anything from cigarettes to
swimming pools.
VOLUME AUDIENCE, TOO!
KCRA shows sound ratings in all
time periods, and an exceptionally
high percentage of unduplicated
homes.
PLUS TOP MERCHANDISING
The only full time merchandising department in the area, with the biggest
in-store chain tie-ins . . . probably
the finest merchandising service in

tv fits into

William B. Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt's board chairman, is back in
television. Not that he ever really
left, but hell have more time now
to dig into the medium and its role
at the agency.
Mr. Lewis in becoming board
chairman and passing the presidential
baton to David C. Stewart, who as
executive vice president already has
(Week's Headliners, Sept. 19),
need not concern himself so much
with energy-taxing administration of
an advertising entity that bills around
$90 million annually (some $40 million in tv).
His associates say that Mr. Lewis
— himself a former top broadcast executive and one of the few agency
leaders with that background — will
be working even more closely than
in the past with James S. Bealle, the
agency's vice president and director
of radio-tv programming.
It was in the Lewis regime that
K&E worked its business upward
from a level of a $34 million a year
billing. Initiated during Mr. Lewis'
administration (1951-1960) was a
concept of totally servicing clients in
marketing and creative areas. Concentration was on a limited client list
which obtained this attention in services.
Mr. Lewis in his new post of board
chairman will devote himself also to
client contact and new business development (an area in which he
has been quite successful in the
past).
Joined in Radio ■ The rise of William Lewis at K & E occurred rapidly and impressively. He joined the
agency in 1944 as vice president in
charge of radio serving in the executive ranks at CBS. Soon afterward he
was made account supervisor and
elected a director, paving the way to
his election in 1951 as president.
In a letter to clients informing
them of the change in K & E's man-
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lantic Refining Co., $1.0 million.
Beer and ale advertising in the period
rose from $24.5 million last year to
$26.3 million. Of the total for the
1960 period, TvB said, $22.9 million
was spent in national spot and $3.4
million in network tv. Anheuser-Busch
Inc. led the brewery advertisers with
network and national spot gross time
billing of $2.3 million, followed by
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., $2.2 million; Falstaff Brewing Corp., $1.8 million; Carling Brewing Co., $1.8 million;
Theo Hamm Brewing Co., $1.4 million,
and Pabst Brewing Co., $1.3 million.
K&E

changes

agement positions, Mr. Lewis explained that it was made by the
board of directors "in accordance
with a long-conceived plan for succession in our management." In the
change-over, Edwin Cox, who was
K & E's board chairman, was elected
chairman of the executive committee, and said Mr. Lewis:
"Each of us, Ed, Dave and myself,
will have a clearly defined area of
responsibility, but the executive leadership, under the executive committee and the board, now passes to
Dave." (David Stewart is a 15-year
veteran of the agency.) That Mr.
Stewart has long been groomed for
the post was indicated also by Mr.
Lewis: "Dave has, in fact, been our
chief administrative officer for some
time," he wrote, "so the change is
in Mr.
no way
a radical
one." knowledge
Lewis'
broadcast
dates back 1935 when he joined CBS
as commercial program director. He
served at CBS successively as program director and as vice president
in charge of programs. He was the
first at CBS to serve in that post
and was the network's youngest vice
president at the time.
He went to Washington in 1941
on a leave of absence to serve as
chief of the radio division of the
Office of Facts & Figures. In
that position, Mr. Lewis coordinated
radio was
activitiestheandgovernment's
when the bureau
merged with others to form the Office of War Information, he was appointed chief of the domestic radio
bureau where he also organized and
operated the radio allocation plan.
In 1942 he was made assistant director of OWI's domestic branch.
After the war at CBS, Mr. Lewis
was on special assignment to survey
the attitudes of public leaders toward
the American system of broadcasting,
a study that has been referred to
often as an outstanding contribution
to radio.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Us

WDAY

sure

get

the

cave

men

WIMMIN!

Every audience survey ever made around Fargo shows that
WDAY Radio has always had far more listeners than any
other station. Now the latest survey — a 55-county Pulse
Area Report made March 1-28, 1960 — repeats the story.
Monday

thru Friday, WDAY

Radio has 166,400 women

listeners — 45% more women than Station B. Also 114,660
men listeners — 67% more men than Station B!
The reasons? Well, it can't be our glamorous youth,
because we are one of the oldest radio stations in the U.S.A.
So maybe it's our cave-man strength and beauty. We dunno.
Why don't you ask PGW?

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.,

MEDIA
Nielson

COMPARISON
study

matches

tv, magazine audience
A.C. Nielsen Co. said last week it
would do what many people have historically claimed cannot be done: compare apples and oranges.
The research firm officially announced its new Nielsen Media Service,
which executives said will measure television and magazine audiences in the
same national panel and report on the
audience reached by the advertiser using
both media.
NMS is designed to help advertisers
and agencies select either a single advertising vehicle (program or magazine)
or a combination of vehicles or of
media, according to their specific needs.
Twelve major magazines and all network tv programs will be covered in the
continuing studies. Subscribers (Maxon,
J. Walter Thompson Co., Westinghouse
Electric, Chrysler and Life magazine
thus far) will receive a yearly report on
total audiences of the 12 magazines,
complete Nielsen Television Index data,
and special reports on audiences reached
by tv and magazine combinations.
Inherent Differences ■ One of the
factors making broadcast and print
media so difficult to compare, from a
n Steubenville,

Ohio

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day of
Rating
the week Sept. 15-21 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Date
Program and Time
Network
27.6
18.1
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
Thur., Sept. 15
ABC-TV
29.3
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Fri., Sept. 16
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke
(10
p.m.)
22.1
Sat., Sept. 17
25.0
Alfred Hitchcock (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sun., Sept. 18
16.9
IVIon., Sept. 19
Father Knows
CBS-TV
Thriller
(9 p.m.)Best (8-30 p.m.)
Tue., Sept. 20
CBS-TV
MBC-TV
U. S. Steel Hour do p.m.)
28.4
Wed., Sept. 21
CBS-TV
phone
calls,
to
provide
what
ARB
calls
a
truly
During the introductory period of the 1960-61
Rating
television season, ARB is conducting fast nanational rating. The "instant nationals" started
tional ratings. These use Arbitron meter de- Sept. 18. Here are the top-rated programs for
each
day
following:
vices in some areas, supplemented by tele27.3
Sun.,
Network
Program and Time
Mon., Dale
25.4
Tue., Sept. 18
Loretta Young do p.m.)
25.5
Barbara Stanwyck (10 p.m.
NBC-TV
Laramie
(7:30
p.m.)
,
Sept.
19
NBC-TV
Wed. Sept. 20
Price Is Right (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
, Sept. 21
28.1
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
research standpoint, is that they have so
few similarities in terms of how they
are used by audiences and in the degree to which they are measured. From
an advertiser's point of view, for example, is opening a magazine as good
as listening to his program? Getting
ratings on all programs is standard procedure in broadcasting, but getting
comparable detail on each article or
page in a magazine can become complicated and expensive. "You can't comwsTv-ry

The Best of CBS and AfiC O
STEUSENViLLE-WHEEUNS
Representeil fay Aveiy-Knodei, Ine.
YOUR

ODUCT'S
PRST
BE

WRGP-TV
The Best of NBC 3
CHATTAN008A, TENNESSEE
Representeii by H-R

FRIEND
IS

WRDW-1[y|

The Best of CBS and ABC 1^
AU8USTA, 6£0RGfA
RepreseBted 1^ Avery-Kiradel, inc.
The FRIENDLY

Group's

TV-TV
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The lowest cost Television bridge
lo
the
Upper
5 Billion
Dollar
retail market. The bestOhio
of CBSValley's
and ABC.
Plus Shopper
Topper Merchandising.
For Rates and Avails
• IN STEUBENVILLE: John J.Laux, AT2-6265
• IN NEW YORK: Lee Gaynor, OX 7-0306
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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The Best of NBC and CBS ^3
CLARKSBURQ, WEST VIRBmtA
Refiresented by Avsry-Xiwdel, inc.
KODE-TV

The B^t Of CBS and ABC
JOPUN, MrSSOURI
ile|tr«t«ated by Avery-tCnsdel, lae.

pare
and against
oranges"such
has efforts.
become a
stock apples
argument
Henry Rahmel, Nielsen executive
vice president and broadcast division
manager, who was credited with originating the NMS idea, recognized "the
so-called apples-and-oranges aspects"
but pointed out that, even so, agencies
and advertisers do compare media.
Watching and -Reading ■ The NMS
panel will consist of 2,500 homes. Tv
tune-in will be measured by a combination of Audilog diaries and Recordimeter devices. Magazine audiences — in
terms of "the number of homes and
adults reporting having read the average issue of the magazine"- — will be
determined by the personal-interviewinterest technique developed by the publishing industry and incorporated in Advertising Research Foundation's proposed magazine research study some
years
ago.
Magazines
to be measured by NMS,
officials said, represented 52% of all
magazine revenues last year. They are:
American Weekly, Better Homes &
Gardens. Good Housekeeping, Ladies
Home Journal, Life, Look, McCalls,
Parade, Reader's Digest, Saturday Evening Post, This Week and True Story.
Franken forms firm
The new organization of the Jerry
Franken Co. for advertising and public
relations is to be announced today
(Sept. 26), with headquarters at 5420
Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif., and
a New York office in the new Time &
Life bldg., 1271 Ave. of the Americas.
Mr. Franken resigned recently as head
of advertising, promotion and publicity
for National Theatres & Television Inc.
and National Telefilms Assoc. Clients
acquired to date by Jerry Franken include programs for Television Inc.; RPF
Enterprises Inc.; Stars International
Inc.; Richard H. UUman Inc.; Del Wood
Assoc. and Omar Music Co.
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IN

FALL,

EVERYONE'S
FANCY
NEW
CARS
AND

Especially at WJR . . . and especially this year,
because in October the National Auto Show comes
to Detroit for the first time.
WJR is set to cover the show backwards and forwards, from top to bottom, and inside out. Mostly
the latter, because we're really close to the car makers
. . . our Automotive Editor has reported the inside
story on styling, engineering and sales for years. At
the show he'll describe exhibits, talk with industrial
leaders, and take listeners behind the scenes.
Our Women's Director will size up things from the

TURNS
TO THOUGHTS
AUTO
SHOWS

OF

feminine angle. Another staffer will cover the
historical and educational aspects of automobiling,
and go after the story of people — everyone from
the hot dog vendor to an antique car enthusiast.
It's a two-week project with nearly two hours of
air time every weekday. A big job, but it's just
another example of WJR's complete-range coverage
of important local and national events. Small
wonder that listeners AND advertisers are loyal
and consistent. Why not get all the facts from WJR
or your Henry I. Christal man?
'DETROIT

V60 KC ^fe
RADIO

WITH

50,000 WATTS
ADULT

APPEAL

In October, WJR goes to the
National Auto Show in Detroit
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Tv

Important

new

development
ALL
TV
• Total

for

NETWORK
USERS
U.S. Sample

• Multiple

Audience

characteristics
• 'Xustomer

mixer

A 13-week spot tv campaign over
WPIX (TV) New York for cocktail
mix products, which began yesterday
(Sept. 25) will serve as a tv test for
expansion into other major markets
of the country, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, agency for Holland
House Sales Co., Woodside, N.Y.,
reported last week.
H. Sumner Sternberg. EWR&R
account executive, noted that the
commercials will demonstrate the
actual mixing of a whiskey sour,
but pointed out that the Holland
House mixes themselves are nonalcoholic. He envisions no serious
opposition from stations if Holland
House and EWR&R decide at the
end of the 13-week cycle to extend
the spot tv effort in other major
markets where the advertiser has distribution. He observed that another
station in the New York market
was desirous of obtaining the Holland House business, which marks
the company's first use of tv. (In
the past, mixes have been adver-

tised on tv, but it is not known
if any showed actual demonstrations, using liquor).
Mr. Sternberg said that $35,000
will be spent on the WPIX (TV)
campaign, using a total of 150
prime time one-minute announcements to advertise
the company's
line of Martini,
Manhattan,
Daiquiri,
Old Fashioned, Gimlet, Tom Collins, Bronx Cocktail, Side Car,
Quinine and Sour mixes. At the end
of the 13 -weeks, he said, sales results will be evaluated and a decision
made on future use of television.
WPIX (TV) officials declined to
comment on the transaction, but
said the copy had been cleared by
the continuity department as "satisHolland House is a major newsfactory."paper advertiser with insertions in
more than 130 papers and also uses
consumer magazines. Its entry into
tv was suggested by Rollo Hunter,
EWR&R vice president in charge of
radio-tv, and Mr. Sternberg.

Count"

For details tvrite or phone
your nearest Pulse office.
LOS ANGELES
6399 Wilshire Blvd.
Olive .3-7733
CHICAGO
Tribune Tower
Superior 7-7140
NEW YORK
730 Fifth Avenue
Judson 6-3816
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
P.O. Box 3442
Telephone 6-3164
LONDON, England
41-42 Dover Street
Hyde Park 0-294

Tv Trial Balloon
Filled with cocktail mixes

730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19
ULSK
PULSE 0,
^
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Inc.

INTERVIEWS
IN
FAMILIES
THEIR
HOMES

■ Business
Time sales

briefly

Chrysler goes fm ■ Chrysler Corp.
(Imperial car), Detroit, last week announced the signing of a contract with
the QXR Network for sponsoring a
five-minute news series, across-theboard, on 27 fm stations throughout
the country, starting Oct. 3. It is said
to be "one of the largest fm commercial
contracts," with the cost to Chrysler of

about $125,000 on 52-week basis.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is the
agency.
'Disney' renewal ■ Canada Dry Corp.,
N.Y., and its participating bottlers have
renewed for a second season their cosponsorship
ABC-TV's
Disney Presents,ofstarting
Sept. Walt
25 (Sun.
6:30-7:30 p.m. in Eastern and Pacific
time zones; 5:30-6:30 p.m. in Mountain and Central zones). Agency: J.M.
Mathes Inc., N.Y.
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THE

UNIONS
Networks,

FORM
broadcasters

Broadcast management is facing a
new type of union relations — cooperation by competitive unions to present
"a united labor front" in negotiations.
The trend appeared last week as (1)
five unions met to decide how they
could work together, and (2) Screen
Actors Guild lined up with American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists in current dealings with networks.
In a precedent-setting move, the
Screen Actors Guild will particpate
with the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists in significant
areas of AFTRA's negotiations with the
television-radio networks, which open
this Wednesday (Sept. 28) at the Berkshire Hotel in New York.
Both AFTRA and management
sources confirmed last week that SAG
will be in attendance at the negotiation
sessions, which seek a new pact for the
network to replace the contract expiring
on Nov. 15. SAG's participation, it
is said, is an outgrowth of a recent
agreement entered into by AFTRA and
SAG under which the two talent unions
pledged to engage in joint negotiation
and administration in the area of tape
and filmed commercials and tape programming.
Though SAG has a limited number
of contracts with networks (primarily
with their film subsidiaries), its participation with AFTRA in negotiations
is viewed as a move by SAG to gain
the same advantages in rates and other
benefits from film producers that
AFTRA will obtain from the networks.
The joint administration-negotiation
agreement was proposed by SAG in
lieu of outright merger, which had been
suggested by AFTRA.
Critical Discussion Points ■ Neither
networks nor AFTRA would discuss
the contract demands, which union
spokesmen said would be presented
for the first time during the meeting
this Wednesday. It is reported that tape
commercials and programming will
constitute the crucial area during the
talks. The presence of SAG at the
negotiations bolsters this view.
Eleven contracts, or "codes" will be
under negotiation with the networks,
including tv network, radio network,
network tv commercials, network transscriptions, sustaining radio, library service transcriptions, and various local
agreements in major cities.
AFTRA, meanwhile, has served
notice on its members not to accept
48
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two

multiple

any engagements from the networks if
the programs or commercials are to
be recorded for use after the termination of the network codes. The intent
is to prevent "stockpiling" of programs
and commercials, which AFTRA believes could place the networks in a
stronger position during negotiations,
particularly if a settlement is delayed.
Meanwhile, AFTRA along with four
other major unions involved in radiotelevision pledged last week to present
"a united labor front in future dealings
with the broadcast industry and in legislation afi'ecting employment" of its
members.
This step toward stronger cooperation was adopted by chief officers of
AFTRA, the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers and the Directors
Guild of America, all of whom will be
negotiating for new contracts with the
networks within the next few months.
A report on the meeting was issued
by a spokesman for NABET, which
was host at the luncheon session on
Wednesday (Sept. 21), but he declined to elaborate on details of the
extent of cooperation. Reports circulated that the union executives had
agreed to keep one another informed
during negotiation periods on the
progress of talks and concessions that
may have been obtained. It is believed
that unions could not promise more
direct assistance to one another because such action would require approval of rank-and-file membership,
and also might violate provisions of
the Taft-Hartley Act and the Landrum-Griffin Act.
In attendance at the meeting, according to NABET, were Donald
C o n a w a y, executive director of
AFTRA; Al Hardy, director of radio-

BLOCS

union

units

tv for IBEW; Richard Walsh, international president of lATSE; Newman
Burnett, executive secretary of the
eastern region of DGA and George
W. Smith, international president of
NABET, and members of the executive council and local presidents of
NABET.
The move for labor unity initially
was suggested at an AFTRA meeting in
Columbus, Ohio, last Spring. At that
time, union heads from various broadcast areas agreed to discuss this undertaking with their local officials. It is assumed that other meetings will be held
from time to time to explore other areas
in which inter-union support can be
mustered.

A

new

rep

firm

Sandeberg Gates & Co., a new radio-tv representative firm, has been
formed by David H. Sandeberg, who
purchased the W.S. Grant Co. a year
ago, and I.C. Gates of the rep firm
bearing his name.
Prior to acquiring Grant, Mr. Sandeberg was a 13-year partner and Pacific
coast manager for Avery-Knodel and
for seven years before that was San
Francisco manager for McClatchey
Broadcasting Co. and Pacific coast
manager of Paul H. Raymer Co.
Mr. Gates has been head of J.C.
Gates Co. for the past five years.
Associated with Mr. Gates is Henry
M. Stanley.
Pacific coast offices of Sandeberg
Gates are at 681 Market St., San
Francisco. Telephone Exbrook 2-6685.
In Hollywood, 5746 Sunset Blvd., telephone Hollywood 2-6989. A new Chicago office has been established at
720 N. Michigan Ave., under the management of William Travis. Telephone
Superior 7-7336.

Cleaning up the town
and gambling joints. In an interview
An expose of local crime condion the Tell All program by newsmen
tions by WSTV-TV Steubenville,
Ohio-Wheeling, W. Va., led to a Bob Glenn and Stan Scott, Mr. Congrand jury appearance Sept. 15 by sol gave specific addresses and
named names.
John J. Laux, vice president and
This led to a Jefferson County
general manager of the Friendly
Group station.
(Ohio) grand jury investigation. The
In an Aug. 1 1 telecast, William
jury subpoenaed Mr. Laux and a
Consol, former police captain, re- video tape recording of the telecast.
vealed information that led to a The program had been recorded two
series of raids on disorderly houses
days before broadcast.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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AWAY

HOME

(TO

ANYTHING!

SAN

DIEGO®

Outstanding' Exclusive
Broadcast
Properties

Wide coverage, daytime facility in medium-sized market. Outstanding living
conditions and climate. Station showing
good earnings. 29% down and liberal
terms.

Outstanding fulltime facility in prosperous area. New on the market. $100,000
cash down and balance over six years.

Tight 5kw, daytime facility with good
potential. Very economical operation.
Low down payment and liberal terms.

SOUTH
'150,000

MIDWEST
1 wl I WW Mm W I
$350,000

MIDWEST
$70,000

& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford 8. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif. Bank BIdg.
William B. Ryan
Jack. V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441
Wilshire llvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
STerling 3-4341

PUT
YOUR
FINOER

SEATTLE

TACOMA

HERE'S A MARKET
BIGGER THAN INDIANAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, AND COLUMBUS
COMBINED
The market served by KTNT-TV
in the Paget Sound area is larger
than the combined populations of
Indianapolis, St. Paul and Columbus. Sotoit'sbe apparent
here'sthea
market not
ignored. And
station with wide listener acceptance in this rich area is KTNT-TV,
a CBS affiliate. Learn from your
WEED TELEVISION man the
full details about this lively station
. . . talk with him before you buy
another
dollar's
worth of time in
the Pacific
Northwest!

kQIDtv,
II
CBS Television forCHRNNEL
Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area
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Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week subject to FCC approval:
■ WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville,
Tenn.: Sold by Taft Broadcasting Co.
to WMRC Inc. for $31/4 million.
WMRC Inc. owns WFBC-AM-FM-TV
Greenville, S.C., and is 48.8% owned
the Greenville News and Piedmont, 9%
by Robert A. JoUey and family and
others. The News-Piedmont Co. also
owns the Asheville [N.C.] CitizenTimes (WWNC Asheville) . Taft Broadcasting Co. one year ago paid $2.1
million for a 70% interest in the WBIR
stations; it owned the other 30% perviously. Hulburt Taft, president of the
company of the same name, stated that
acquisition of broadcast properties in
larger markets was contemplated. Taft
stations are WKRC-AM-FM-T'V Cincinnati: 'WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus,
Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham,
Ala., and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.
WBIR is 250 w on 1240 kc with ABC
affiliation; WBIR-FM operates on 93.3
mc with 3.3 kw. WBIR-TV, which
began operating in 1956, operates on
ch. 10 with CBS affiliation. Broker
was Blackburn & Co.
■ WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W.
Va.: Sold by Storer Broadcasting Co. to
group headed by Ira Herbert for $1.3
million. Sale is contingent on FCC approval of Storer's purchase of WINS
New York for $10 million (Broadcasting, August 1). Associated with
Mr. Herbert, former New York broadcaster (WNEW), are his wife, Bernice
Judis (onetime manager of WNEW),
and New York advertising agency executives Emil Mogul and Milton Biow.
The Herbert group received FCC approval only two weeks ago to purchase
WAKE Adanta, Ga.. and WYDE
Birmingham, Ala. (Broadcasting, Sept.
19). Storer's sale of "WWVA was necessitated by FCC regulations which prohibit any one company from owning
more than seven am radio stations.
Storer owns radio and tv in Detroit,
Cleveland and Toledo, tv in Atlanta
and Milwaukee and radio stations in
Miami, Philadelphia, Los Angeles in
addition to Wheeling. WWVA is 50 kw
on 1170 kc and is affiliated with CBS.
WWVA-FM operates on 98.7 mc with
7.4 kw. Transaction was handled by
Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KOWB Laramie, Wyo.: 80% interest sold by John Hunter to minority
stockholder Charles Bell for $70,000.
This gives Mr. Bell 100% interest. Included with the sale was a cp for 250
w on 1340 kc in Wheadand, Wyo.
KOWB operates on 1290 kc with 5 kw
day and 1 kw night. Sale negotiated by
Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KROY Sacramento, Calif.: Sold
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

by John T. Carey to Lincoln Dellar for tv within 50 mile radius of Rome or
$427,500. Mr. Dellar is the former
Utica, N.Y., for five years. Alert Radio
owner of KXOA Sacramento and of Inc. is headed by Herbert Mendelsohn
KCCC-TV there. He is a broadcast conand includes Edward McMullen, Ernest
sultant inSanta Barbara, Calif., and he Field and Louis Beck, all equal owners.
Messrs. Mendelsohn and McMullen are
and his wife own 75% of KACY Port
Hueneme, Calif. KROY operates on employes of WINS New York.
1240 kc with 250 w, and is affiliated
with CBS. KROY-FM is 18.2 kw on
New management
firm
102.5 mc.
Key
Broadcast
Management
Inc., a
■ KWIP Merced, Calif.: Sold by
new
management
counselling
firm,
has
Yoto
associates
and
Maxwell Hurst
opened offices at 565 Fifth Ave., New
semite Broadcasters for $170,000. PrinYork. KBM offers advisory services to
cipal owner of Yosemite is Ellsworth
broadcasters on all phases of managePeck, former co-owner of KNGS Hansment, sales, sales and audience promoford and of KGYW (now KNBA)
tion, merchandising, program developVallejo, both California. Minority stockment, accounting and organizational
holders are Jerry Pero, sales manager
structure.
of KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., and Brian
Ralph N. Weil is president of the
Loughran, sales manager of KHSL,
organization;
Arnold Hartley was electsame city. KWIP is 500 w daytime on
ed executive vice president and secre1580 kc.
tary and Edward Connolly is treasurer.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
Messrs. Weil and Hartley have been
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for active in broadcasting since the early
'30s. They sold WOV New York (now
other commission activities see For
WADO) in August 1959. They and a
The Record, page 98).
stockholder group acquired KATZ St.
■ KODY North Platte, Neb.: Sold
Louis last March and their purchases of
by KODY Broadcasting Co. to North
KCOR San Antonio, Tex., and
Platte Broadcasting Co. for $200,000
WMMW Meridian, Conn., pend FCC
and agreement not to compete within
75 miles for five years. North Platte approval.
Broadcasting is owned by multiple
Mutual adds 12
broadcaster Stuart Investment Co.
(KFOR Lincoln, KRGI Grand Island,
Twelve radio stations have joined
both Nebraska; KMNS Sioux City, Mutual in the past three weeks, Charles
Iowa, and KSAL Salina, Kan.).
W. Godwin, MBS stations vice president announced. New affiliates include
■ WMMW Meriden, Conn.: Sold by
Silver Crystal Co. to Meriden Radio
five stations belonging to Robert E. IngInc. for $110,000. Meriden Radio is stad (KEYJ Jamestown, N.D., 1440
headed by Ralph N. Weill, and includes
kc; KOVC Valley City, N.D., 1490 kc;
KEYD Oakes, N.D., 1220 kc; KEYL
Arnold Hartley and Edward Connoly.
Same group owns KATZ St. Louis and Long Prairie, Minn., 1440 kc; KBMW
Breckenbridge, Minn., 1450 kc.)
is buying KCOR San Antonio, Tex.
Other additions to the Mutual list
Messrs. Weil and Hartley are former
New York broadcasters. Commissioners
are KMEO Omaha, 660 kc; KWNT
Robert T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee
Davenport, Iowa, 1580 kc; WOMP
dissented.
Bellaire, Ohio, 1290 kc; WGSA Eph■ WRNY Rome, N.Y.: Sold by rata. Pa., 1310 kc; WKTL Sheboygan,
WRNY Inc. to Alert Radio Inc. for Wis., 950 kc; WTIV Titusville, Pa.,
1290 kc and WCMC Wildwood, N.J.,
$90,000 which includes $20,000 for
1230 kc.
agreement not to compete in radio or

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EASTERN
TV-VHF STATION IN SOUTH —
affiliated with top network. Plont investment approximately three quarters of a million dollars. Current cash
throw-off over $300,000.00 annually.
National and local sales growing.
Total price $2,200,000.00 with
terms. On right kind of deal will entertain exchange of stock for listed
stock. Hamilton-Landis & Associates,
Inc. handling this property exclusively, but are limited in our negotiations to qualified buyers only.
Sellers will arrange to meet with authorized officers of other companies
interested in discussing exchange of
stock transaction.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Daytime station in city of over 30,000 grossing $7,000-$8,000 monthly can be purchased for $90,000 all
cash. Valuable real estate goes with
deal.
Fulltimer grossing around $90,000 is
available for $115,000 with $30,000
down payment.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAV/ARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
WEST TEXAS DAYTIMER—
$90,000.00, $30,000.00 down, liberal terms on balance. Single station
market, billing better than $60,000.00 per year. Owner-manager can net
$2,500 per month with this one.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
WEST
Major market West Coast radio station grossing well over $15,000
monthly and making money. Capable
of doing much better under new,
adequately-financed ownership. Total
price $350,000 cash.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS
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You bet!
Daytime,
share
of
KMOX-TV's
St. Louis
women
aviewers
mighty is

What
strength .
all down
the line!

50.4%...
57% more
than the
station,
second
third,
190% more
than the
according
to Nielsen.

And ARB
confirms
KMOX-TV's
leadership.
But there's

The Early
Show and
Late Show on
KMOX-TV
are St. Louis'
two toprated multiweekly
film shows.
Each one
averages
a 10.5
Nielsen;
each
reaches
91% more
homes
than the
nearest
weekly
multimovie
competitor !

Programming
in depth
does it.
film
library
KMOX-TV's
includes
hits from
MGM,
Paramount,
Warner
Brothers,
Columbia.
And thafs
not all.

s V's
OXe'-T
Ther
KM
nighttime
leadership.
Channel 4
nighttime
station
breaks
10:30,
(6:30 to
Sunday
through
Saturday)
average
a 23.2
Nielsen
rating!

CBS Owned
KMOX-TV
has strength
KMOX-TV
delivers
almost
as
many
5 times
nighttime
station
breaks
with
a 25plus rating
as the
3 other
St. Louis
stations
combined.

everywhere:
an over-all
40% Nielsen
share of
audience...
vs. 31 % for
station,
the second
23% for
and
only
the third
6% for
the fourth
station.

In short.

CBS'

NEW

Prominent
of N.Y.

PLANS
on

radio

agenda
meet

A total of 132 CBS Radio affiliates,
representing more than 80% of the network's rate card, had registered by last
Wednesday for the annual affiliates convention, one week before the two-day
convention gets underway.
John S. Hayes of WTOP Washington, chairman of the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors, and
network President Arthur Hull Hayes
noted that registrations were running
ahead of last year's pace and said the
step-up reflected affiliates' "intense interest" in the changes that have been
proposed
CBS 132
Radio's
programming
format. in
The
stations
already
registered for this year's meeting were
compared to 118 which had signed up
for time.
last year's convention a week ahead
of
Under the programming changes, to
be passed upon at the convention opening in New York Wednesday (Sept.
28), daytime serials would be eliminated, other drama programming would
be curtailed, and emphasis would be
put on an expanded news schedule plus
the personality programming currently
carried by the network (Broadcasting,
Aug. 22 et seq).
The changes were first proposed by
the affiliates board's executive committee, then approved by the board and
by network officials. President Hayes
said he was "tremendously pleased" by
both "the large number of early registrants and by the unsolicited opinions
Editorializing

plea

Member stations of the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters will be

KMOX'TV

urged by the association to editorialize on a regular basis, according to Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, president of FAB.
The decision to encourage editorializing was reached at a Sept.
17 meeting of the FAB board
held in Orlando. Members will
receive an editorializing kit containing sample radio and tv editorials to be used as guides.
The board received a letter of
commendation from Gordon
Dunn, chief forecaster of the
Miami Weather Bureau, on the
"wonderful work done by the
Florida Defense Network (Broadcasting, Sept. 19) in keeping
people informed as to whereabouts and progress of Hurricane
Donna." Next FAB board meeting will be held the week of Jan.
20, again in Orlando.

that have offered on the proposed modifications" inprogramming. He said network executives "look forward to a
meaningful meeting with our affiliates."
The 132 early registrants represented
66% of CBS Radio's 200 continental
U.S. affiliates.
The convention will be held at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria, with registration starting at 8 a.m. Wednesday and
the call to order at 10 a.m. by Jay
Wright of KSL Salt Lake City, convention committee chairman, and affiliates
Chairman Hayes. The Wednesday
morning session will be devoted primarily to a presentation of the new
MORE

BLACK

INK

program plans by Mr. Hayes. The
afternoon will be spent in a closed
meeting for affiliates only, unattended
by network representatives.
CBS officials will be on hand to
answer affiliates' questions at the start
of Thursday's 10 a.m. session, which
also is slated to include a report on
"The Washington Scene" by CBS Inc.
Vice President Richard Salant. Windup highlight will be a luncheon address
by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president.
Arthur Godfrey, Rosemary Clooney
and Mitch Miller are among the entertainers slated for the annual banquet,
to be held Wednesday evening.
AT

NBC

RADIO

New sales extend profit forecast into '61
NBC Radio announced last week that do as well locally as we can — international news when and as it happens . . .
it was assured of continuing to operate
at a profit through the first quarter of Monitor, Emphasis, sports, special
1961, as a result of $1.25 million in net events and, in general, a good network
time sales in the last three weeks.
service around which to develop their
"This assures NBC Radio affiliates of local programming personality." He
said NBC Radio had programmed name
a substantially higher level of compensation during the first quarter of 1961
stars "in the way we and the affiliates
than was paid them in the first quarter
think they should be programmed in
the present-day pattern of network raof this year." William K. McDaniel,
vice president in charge of NBC Radio,
dio, short segments in such shows as
Monitor. This was an apparent, though
said in announcing the profits outlook.
His announcement and reference to
unstated, allusion to CBS Radio's formore compensation for the NBC Radio
mat of presenting name stars in a morning block across the board.
affiliates — including the assertion that
Mr. McDaniel said the $1.25 million
"we have given them full compensation
for every minute of network time they in time sales during the last three weeks
included orders from 1AM cigarettes
have
— cameconvention
just a few
before carried"
the annual
of days
CBS
(through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample ) ,
Radio affiliates (story, page 54) — ^who Chesterfield cigarettes (McCann-Erickget no cash compensation for regular son), American Motors (Geyer, Morey,
network programming but are paid in- Madden & Ballard) and Curtis Publications (BBDO).
stead in free programs to sell locally.
Compensation paid to affiliates by NBC
Radio last year reportedly came to $2
million.
■ Rep appointments
NBC Radio had announced earlier ■ KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.: Averythat advance sales had put it in the Knodel, New York.
black for the full year 1960, the first
profitable year for the network since ■ KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.; KOTI-TV
Klamath Falls, and KBES-TV Medford,
the
both Ore.: Young Television.
20). early 1950"s (Broadcasting, June
"We're in the black, revenue is up for
us and the stations, ratings have doubled
in less than a year and advertiser acceptance isat its highest point in the
last eight years," Mr. McDaniel said
last week. He attributed NBC Radio's
current position to several factors,
starting with "a four-year period of
serious study, research, trial and error
and planning with our affiliates" that
culminated in the decision, effective last
January, to cut out entertainment programming and concentrate on news,
public affairs, special events and the
weekend Monitor service.
The Techniques Used ■ "We have
tried to give the stations what they can't
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

(sa pi-ent) adj.
/ WW;
1. _wise
sage;

discerning
2. e.g. time
account

buyers,

executives

and

advertisers

who

acknowledge

■ WACE Chicopee-Springfield, Mass.:
Everett-McKinney as national rep.
Nona Kirby, Boston, continues as
regional rep.

Wmca's

■ WPGC Morningside, Md. (Washington, D.C.): Bob Dore Assoc., N.Y.

the Straus broadcasting group

■ KAMP El Centro, Calif.: Torbet,
Allen & Crane.

wmca
w
NEWb
mJOm.
ny m.. mjs. Sales

■ WHAY New Britain-Hartford, Conn.:
New England Spot Sales as regional
representative. Forjoe & Co., N.Y., as
national rep.

BUFFALO ■ Jack Masia & Co., Inc.

■ WJAB Portland, Me.: New England
Spot Sales as regional representative.

rpi
RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL

superiority

as a sales medium.
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Can you read lips? ■ The name
of the new NAB president, whose
selection may come out of an NAB
presidential committee meeting this
week, may be poised on the lips of
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., committee chairman
(left).
A closed meeting of the selection group was held Sept. 22 at the
Statler Hilton Hotel, Washington.
Another secret session may be held
today (Sept. 26), somewhere in New
York.

The committee has combed a long
list of names of prominent figures
in American life, narrowing the
prospects down to no more than two
or three. This week is likely to bring
swift action, perhaps even the signing of a presidential contract with
approval by the combined NAB
Radio and Tv Boards.
At the Sept. 22 meeting (around
table 1 to r): Chairman Lane; Merrill Lindsay. WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111.; William D. Pabst, KTVU
(TV) San Francisco (only non-NAB

board member); W.D. Rogers.
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Payson
Hall, Meredith Stations; Thomas
W. Bostic, KIMA-AM-TV Yakima,
Wash.; John S. Hayes, Washington
Post stations; Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, who with Mr.
Lindsay participated for NAB Policy Committee; John E. Fetzer,
Fetzer Stations; Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. Absent was G. Richard Shafto, of the
Policy Committee. Mr. McCollough
is Policy Committee chairman.

'61
All good things that exist are the fruits of originality*

NAB

to have

convention
same

pattern

General rules covering the 39th annual NAB convention, to be held May
7-11, 1961 in Washington, were drawn
up Sept. 19 at a meeting of the NAB
Convention Committee. Co-chairmen
are Merrill Lindsay. WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, 111., and Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.

* John"Liberty"
Stuart Mill
In Rochester it's KROC-TV for original programming (80% plus of the viewing audience proves it!)
ROCHESTER AREA RETAIL SALES: $432,41 3,000
CHANNEL
ROCHESTER
MINNESOTA
10
KROC-TV
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnel
G. David Gentling, gen'i. mgr.
NBC
56

(THE MEDIA)

Programming again will be directed to top ownership and management.
As in the last two conventions, attendance isopen to all active and associate members and to anyone not
eligible for membership. However specified radio and tv ownership-management sessions will be open only to accredited station and network delegates.
Committee members besides the cochairmen are Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk. Va.; Thomas C.
Bostic, KIMA-AM-TV Yakima, Wash.;
Henry B. Clay, KTHV (TV) Little
Rock, Ark.; Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio; C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
Corinthian Broadcasting Co.; Odin S.
Ramsland, KDAL Duluth. Minn.;
W.D. Rogers. KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex.; Jack S. Younts, WEEB Southern
Pines. N.C. All attended last week's
meeting except Mr. Mason.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

You can never tell where you'll
run into new business. Some-

ma

times it's even at a child's
birthday party.

ny

ha

One of our HR&P salesmen noticed that his son's
11-year-old guests all wanted to play with the same
new toy. And consumer reaction is consumer reaction
at any age.

pp

y

ret

. . .

urn

s

So he arranged to see the toy
maker's advertising manager
(who hadn't given television
much thought) , and suggested that spot TV was just
the medium for demonstrating this toy to the right age
group in the very markets he wanted to cover.
In the next few months, more
than 50 stations will carry this
new business. The Ust includes
^^^''^IB^'^
all but one HR&P station (no
distribution in its area) . We hope it included your
market, too.

If so, this will be because the HR&P

staff is big enough

— and the stations it sells are few enough — to let each
man operate creatively in the best interests of the

Boh Lamkin
New York office

whole spot TV industry. This same creative imagination carries over into daily sales and service for HR&Prepresented stations — which, of course, are our first
and prime responsibility.
There are TWO

ways to be creative in this business.

And — since we represent no competing media — we can
uniquely afford to practice them both.

&
RIGHTER
HARRINGTON,
ATLANTA
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
DETROIT
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Triangle trys to stop post-'48 sales
in markets covered by its stations

VICTUALS

Here's food for thought: irr
three short years food and grocery advertising has increased
334% on WPAT! There's no
doubt ofabout
it, station
we're the
broth
a radio
... very
the
favorite of butchers, bakers,
greengrocers and gourmets in 31
counties throughout New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Connecticut ... an area where
more than 17,000,000 people
live, work and buy in more than
5,000,000 radio homes. The
proof is in the pudding, but
WPAT's power to move products
off counters and into cupboards
is best illustrated by this list of
the people who make and market
America's leading victuals and
viands: A&P, Arnold Bakers,
The Borden Company, Breyer's
Ice Cream, California Asparagus
Growers Association, Campbell
Soup Company, Chock Full O'
Nuts, Continental Baking Company, Country Club Ice Cream,
Dannon Yogurt, Dorann Foods,
Inc., Eskimo Pie Corporation,
Foremost Dairies, Good Humor
Corporation, A. Goodman &
Sons, Gordon Baking Company,
Grand Union, Gravymaster Company, Louis Sherry Company,
N. B. C. Bread Company, Nestle
Company, River Brand Rice
Mills, Romanoff Caviar Company, Safeway Stores, Sara Lee
Products, Schrafft's (Frank G.
Shattuck Company,) Standard
Brands, Inc., Tea Council of the
U. S. A., Tetley Tea Company,
Wheatena Company, White Rose
Tea. During the first six months
of 1960, all of them advertised on
WPAT, the station where radio
gourmets gather ... the station
with the taste of success.
WPAT
WPAT-FM
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Another stumbling block in the selling of the post-'48 Warner Bros, feature
films to tv appeared last week when
Triangle Stations filed suit in New
York Supreme Court to halt sales of
the films in markets covered by its tv
outlets.
A hearing Wednesday (Sept. 21)
on Triangle's application for an injunction was adjourned until last Friday (Sept. 23) to give Seven Arts an
opportunity to reply to the complaint.
Seven Arts agreed not to license the
features in the Triangle markets until
after the adjourned hearing is held.
This suit follows an earlier action
by the American Federation of Musicians, whose petition to block the sale
of the Warner features was rejected by
a U.S. District Court ruling in New
York (Broadcasting, Sept. 12). Triangle's complaint asserts that in 1957,
when the company bought approximately 50 pre-'48 Warner features from
Associated Artists Productions, an option was secured from AAP for exclusive market rights to all post-'48
Warner products at $4,(X)0 per feature, subject to certain stated escalation.
The suit seeks to restrain AAP, its
successors, P.R.M. and the Seven Arts

What's
These are pictures in Warner's
big package: "About Face" (1952)
with Gordon MacRae; "As Long As
You're Near Me" (1956) Maria
Schell; "Backfire" (1950); "Beast
From 20,000 Fathoms" (1953); "Big
Trees" (1952); "Break Through"
(1950) ; "Blood Alley" (1955) John
Wayne, Lauren Bacall and Anita
Ekberg; "Caged" (1950); "Carson
City" (1952); "Come Fill the Cup"
(1951) James Cagney, "Crimson
Pirate" (1952) Burt Lancaster, Eva
Bartok; "Dam Busters" (1955) Richard Todd; "Damned Don't Cry"
(1950) ; "Eddie Cantor Story" (1954)
Keefe Brasselle; "Flame and the
Arrow"
(1950);
"Fort Worth"
(1951) ; "High and the Mighty"
(1954) John Wayne, Robert Stack;
"Hondo" (1954), John Wayne,
Geraldine Page; "Island in the Sky"
(1953) John Wayne, Lloyd Nolan;
"Land of the Pharaohs" (1955).

Associated Corp., which is now marketing the films. Triangle contends that
Seven Arts was established to "evade
the Triangle option and that, in effect, it took over the operation of
Triangle's original licensor and that
the principal in both companies is Eliot
Hyman." The complaint points out that
Seven Arts Associated Corp's offer of
these films at "a substantially higher
price" ($15,000 per feature, plus 15%
for color rights) violates the option
agreement with the Triangle Stations.
Stations belonging to the Triangle
group are WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WNHC-TV New Haven, KFRE-TV
Fresno, WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.;
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.; and WFBGTV Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.
The Triangle suit was launched as
Seven Arts was in the midst of a
salesnercampaign
for 122 post-'50
Features (Broadcasting,
Sept.War19).
There's

a balance

in radio-tv

news

A survey by the Associated Press
Radio & Television Assn. reveals that
"the great majority of radio-tv stations
give equal prominence to national and
The full APRTA
regional-local
news." report, along with
at stake
"Lullabye of Broadway" (1951),
Doris Day; "Montana" (1950), Errol
Flynn. "Painting the Clouds with
Sunshine" (1951); "Plunder in the
Sun" (1953); "Rebel Without a
Cause" (1955), James Dean; "Prince
and the Show Girl" (1957), Marilyn
Monroe and Laurence Olivier; "Riding Shot Gun" (1954), Randolph
Scott; "Ring of Fear" (1955);
"Searchers" (1956), John Wayne;
"Sincerely Yours" (1955), Liberace;
"Springfield Rifle" (1952), Gary
Cooper; "So This is Love" (1953);
"Star is Born" (1955), Judy Garland and James Mason; "Starlift"
(1951), Doris Day; "Strangers on a
Train" (1951), Farley Granger and
Robert Walker; "Tea for Two"
(1950), Doris Day; "Three Girls and
a Sailor" (1953), Jane Powell; "Tomorrow is Another Day" (1951);
"Track of the Cat" (1954), Robert
Mitchum; "Winning Teams" (1952).
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New

Image

RCA-4401

Orthicon

High sensitivity and high signal output of RCA-4401
make possible quality color pictures at black-andwhite light levels.
Now every TV studio can be made into a color
studio. RCA-4401 eliminates the need for extra lighting and air conditioning. It produces high-qftality
color pictures with a scene illumination of 150 footcandles. Satisfactory color pictures can be obtained
with a lens opening of f/5.6 at scene illumination as
low as 40 footcandles.
A single color camera equipped with RCA-440rs
can put you in business. It can be used in the studio
or taken to remote locations and operated as light
levels change from daylight through dusk to artificial

lighting. These versatile tubes have been successfully
used to colorcast night sports events at light levels,
once adequate for black-and-white pickup only.
Designed to fit color cameras using 3-inch image
orthicons, the 4401 is unilaterally interchangeable
with RCA types 6474 or 7513. RCA-440rs are provided in factory-matched sets of three, including one
tube preselected for the blue channel. Availability is
no problem; the RCA-4401 is in full production.
Get in touch with your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor today for more details on how RCA-4401
can broaden your colorcasting capability— and cut
costs at the same time. RCA Electron Tube Division,
Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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In

service

with

ABC-TV

N.Y.:

\

a study of features and sports, will be
given to the annual meeting of APRTA
board of directors in New York today
(Sept. 23) by F.O. Carver, WSJS Winston-Salem, N.C., chairman of the joint
wire study committee. Also on the
agenda is the election of officers for
the association. Daniel W. Kops of
WAVZ New Haven is the present
APRTA president.
The survey indicates that 65% of
AP member stations responding give
equal play to national news and regional-local news; 31% place "greater emphasis" on regional-local items and 4%
place primary emphasis on national
news. A total of 823 radio and 85 tv
stations of AP's 2,042 broadcast members responded to the questionnaire,
according to William G. Garry, WBBMTV
Chicago,
chairman of APRTA's
general
news subcommittee.
Other data culled from the survey:
28% of the radio and 29% of the tv
stations reported their daily scheduling
does not include a single 15-minute
newscast; on Sunday, the number of
stations with no 15-minute newscasts
jumped to 42% for radio and 51% for
tv; 49% of the radio stations said they
scheduled between 11 and 20 newscasts on weekdays, while 19% scheduled 10 or fewer and 14% reported 21
to 25 daily newscasts.
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).

The

CONRAC

video

CM

Series

monitor

Recognizing monitor performance as one of the most important
factors in any TV control operation, ABC -TV New York
specified the CM series Conrac video monitor exclusively for
their well known facility "Studio TV 1." Why Conrac? Because
only Conrac delivers what everyone else talks about: consistent,
dependable quality. Conrac quality means reliability that you
can always count on; video response and operating characteristics that set the pace for the entire field.
Every Conrac monitor from 8" through
27", BROADCAST and UTILITY, includes
these important features:
* Video response flat to 10 megacycles
* DC restorer with "In -Out" switch
*• Provision for operation from external
sync — with selector switch
* Video line terminating resistor
and switch
Conrac Monitors are distributed by ■
AMPEX
GENERAL ELECTRIC
RCA and
VISUAL ELECTRONICS
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems
Dept. K, Glendora, California
TELEPHONE:
COVINA, CALIFORNIA,
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EDGEWOOD

5-0541

NBC-TV
Sept. 26-30,
Oct. (modern
3-5 (6-6:30
a.m.
Continental
Classroom
chemistry),
sust.
Sept. 26-30,
Oct. 3-5(contemporary
(6:30-7 a.m.)
Continental
Classroom
math), sust.
PlaySept.
Your26-30,
Hunch,Oct.
part.3-5 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Sept.
26-30,
Oct.
3-5 (11-11:30 a.m.)
The Price Is Right, part.
26-30,
It Sept.
Could Be
You, Oct.
part. 3-5 (12:30-1 p.m.)
26-30, Show,
Oct. 3-5
TheSept.
Jan Murray
part. (2-2:30 p.m.)
Sept.
26-29,
Oct.
3-5
a.m.) The Jack Paar Show, (11:15
part. p.m.-l
Sept. Lever
28 (8:30-9
TheBenson
Price Is&
Right,
through p.m.)
Ogilvy,
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Sept. 28 (10-11 p.m.) Astaire Time,
Chrysler through Leo Burnett.
Sept. 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford
Show, Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept.phone30Hour,(9-10
The Edward
Bell Tele-H.
AT&T p.m.)
through
Weiss.
Oct. 1 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 1 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Oct. 1 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 2 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Oct. 2 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young &. Rubicam.
Oct. 2 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. b4arian, sus(10-11
p.m.) Rivak, the Bart.
Oct. 5Hall,
(9-10Kraft
p.m.) through
Perry Como's
Kraft
Music
J. Walter
Thompson.
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Ch

icago

CCA"

Campaign

John C. Gilmore, (left) President, Community Club Awards, and Robert 0.
Miller, (right) President WAIT, view
proclamation
issued declaring
by Chicago's
Mayor
Richard J. Daley,
September
8th, 1960, "Community Club Awards
Day in Chicago."
These 20 National, Regional, and Local advertisers are participating in the Fall, 1960
Community Club Awards Campaign:
American Tobacco Co.
Calder Van Co.
Miller High Life Beer
Jay's Potato Chips
On-Cor Frozen Foods
Kosto Pudding
A & P Super Markets
Coca-Cola
Planters Peanut Butter and Oil
Arrow Petroleum
Division Chevrolet
Leader Cleaners
Polk Brothers
Elam Mills
Liberty
Savings
&
Loan
Borden's Dairy Products
Sun
Oil Co.
Brownberry Ovens
Frigidaire
McDonald's Drive-In
Community
W«A*I«T
Club Awards
Chicago, Illinois
20
East 46th Street
820 Kc. — 5000 Watts
New York City
President — Robert O. Miller
President — John C. Gilmore
General Manager — Boyd W. Lawlor
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TV-RADIO
Broadcasters

NEWSMEN
go all out

The eyes and ears of the world were
directed toward the United Nations in
New York last week and radio and television in the U.S. and abroad responded
with the most extensive coverage of UN
proceedings in the 15-year history of
the organization.
The presence of such news-making
personalities as President Eisenhower,
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro and Yugoslav President Tito and others during
current tensions added up to ""the biggest story" in UN history in terms of
repersentation by the various media. A
harried UN official exlaimed last Thursday (Sept. 22) :
"We have had to process more than
2.000 representatives of the various
news media. This is the biggest news

The three television networks reported last week that their own policy
regarding coverage of Premier Nikita
S. Khrushchev coincided with a State
Dept. view that would deny Mr. K.
a free propaganda platform on tv.
The State Dept. had approached tv
networks and expressed the hope
that Mr. Khrushchev would not be
used on tv interview shows and similar programs. The networks' position
was that they would cover the Soviet
Premier as "legitimate news"- — as
head of his delegation but would not
ask him to appear on interview pro-

blacklist?

to cover

to the program, Mr. Serling said, "but
I felt a principle was involved so I
went to the network and asked how
they could be cleared. The answer I
got was that it was the agency's blacklist, not the network's, so they didn't
62 (PROGRAMMING)

big story

covering
the session."
Roadblocks
■ Hard-worked UN staffers attached to its radio and visual services division were pushed to exhaustion,
handling in person and over the telephone the requests of various newsmen,
press attaches of foreign governments
and radio-tv executives here and abroad.
A tight security policy was instituted to
check the credentials of newsmen not
usually assigned to the UN. A Broadcasting editor had to be cleared by a
member of the New York City Police

of K
grams. Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS
president, said he had not heard
from the State Dept. on the matter,
and pointed out that he had invited
various communist leaders, including
Mr. Khrushchev, to appear on special 25-minute panel-type broadcasts. Mr. Hurleigh said last Wednesday (Sept. 22) that none of these officials had accepted MBS' invitation
and added: "The fact that they would
have to face unintimidated hardhitting MBS newsmen has prompted
communist leaders not to accept an
eight-day-old invitation by Mutual."

Writer

The "blacklist" is very much alive in
Hollywood today, Rod Serling asserted
Tuesday (Sept. 20). Producer of his own
filmed series. Twilight Zone, which is
just starting its second year on CBSTV, as well as one of television's top
writers, Mr. Serling told a meeting
of the Los Angeles chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
that only that day he had been told
that two actors he wanted to engage
should not be hired "because they are
on the agency's blacklist."
The pair was being considered only
for small parts, so whether they or
others were used made little difference

UN

contingent we have ever had. Frankly,
I don't know where we've put them all."
"As far as radio-tv is concerned, this
is the largest turnout. We usually have
about 150 staffers here, including technical personnel, but this week there are
more than 600 radio-tv representatives

Handling

Actor

BLANKET

claims

agencies

Dept. Stationed on First Avenue., 100
yards in front of the UN entrance; a
guard at the UN gate; a guide assigned
to escort him to the accreditation desk:
several accreditation employes and the
chief of this section.
"We regret all this procedure," a UN
radio-tv official said apologetically," but
at times like this we can let in only so
many people, and we have to be sure
they
are authorized
to hevirtually
here."' their
Networks
mobilized
entire newscrews to pitch in for help
on coverage. A CBS News spokesman
said, "Practically everybody here is inin some
with the
He notedvolvedthat
last way
Thursday,
when story."'
President Eisenhower arrived in New York,
CBS News arrranged to set up equipment at five locations in the city (including the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and the
Soviet Embassy), which would permit
instantaneous cut-ins.
Full Treatment ■ Cameramen and
newsmen had a field day with Premier
Khrushchev's arrival on a tug: Premier
Castro's hasty departure from a midtown hotel to one in Harlem; the Khrushchev-Castro tete-a-tete and Mr. K's
various interviews, including the balcony scenes. But the more formal story
at the UN was not neglected. Radio-Tv
networks gave full treatment to opening day ceremonies, plus the speeches
of President Eisenhower, Mr. Khrushchev and President Tito of Yugoslovia:
cut in often during broadcasts and telecasts with bulletins, and devoted special
programs in the evenings to taped excerpts of developments and commentary by network and outside specialists.
On Wednesday 30 seconds of tv film
showing Premier Khrushchev at the
UN was sent over the trans-Atlantic
cable, described by NBC news as the

maintain

know how they could be cleared."
Mr. Serling admitted that he had no
knowledge of why the actors were on
the agency blacklist, but "I do know
that here are two men who are being
denied a chance to make a livelihood
because they stood up and said something." In response to a question as
to whythingthe
academy didn't
do some-to
about blacklists,
he promised
take the matter up with the national
board at its meeting in Phoenix over
last weekend and propose that a committee be established to look into the
whole matter of blacklists and what
might be done about them.
Mr. Serling was careful not to name
the actors nor the agency allegedly
blacklisting them. Spokesmen at the
Hollywood offices of the two agencies
involved with this season's Twilight
Zone (McCann-Erickson for Colgate-

hiring

device

Palmolive and Young & Rubicam for
General Foods) denied any knowledge of any blacklisting activities whatsoever, on this or any other program.
List Un-American ■ The subject
of blacklisting arose during a panel
discussion of the question: "Should
celebrities be seen and not heard?"
Other panel members were Steve Allen,
whose activities on behalf of continuing
the ban on atom bomb testing and other
"liberal" causes have been mentioned
as a possible explanation for the termination of his NBC-TV series for
Plymouth: Dr. Frank Baxter, U. of
Southern California English professor
and tv instructor; Sheldon Leonard,
producer; Bill Stout, whose outspoken
feelings about the execution of Caryl
Chessman preceded his transfer from
the news staff of KNXT (TV), CBSowned tv station in Los Angeles, to the
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Mr. K. listens . . .

. . . While Ike talks

first direct transmission of cablefilni between New York and London. The film
was carried on a BBC program that
night. Previously, cablefilm had been
transmitted between London and Montreal, but the transmission was made
possible by the installation of cablefilm
equipment in NBC's New York office.
Indies ■ The historic UN meeting
attracted extensive coverage from independent broadcasters, including all
the New York area radio-tv stations,
such station groups as Storer Broadcasting Co. and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., and radio news services.
Storer sent a four-man team headed by
Dr. John Dempsey, news director for
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, which originated feeds for its stations designed to
appeal to local interests. For example,
segments were fed about Dr. Castro to
WGBS Miami, which serves a large
Cuban population, and reports about

Slavic and Baltic UN delegations were
beamed to Storer stations in Detroit,
Cleveland and Toledo, where many
listeners belong to those ethnic groups.
Westinghouse's 1 1 radio-tv stations were
fed directly from the UN by a threeman team, consisting of James L. Snyder, chief of WBC's Washington Bureau; Oscar Rose, WBC's UN correspondent, and Vincent Sheean, authorjournalist.
WLIB New York, whose offices are
in the Hotel Theresa in Harlem, where
the Castro entourage moved following
a dispute with the management of a
midtown hotel, pledged to cover Mr.
Castro on a strict "news only" policy.
Harry Novik, WLIB general manager,
reported he had received telegrams
from stations throughout the country
asking for telephone feeds on Mr. Castro. Mr. Novik notified the stations

role of reporter-narrator on CBS-TV's
daytime series. The Verdict Is Yours;
and Raymond Burr, who portrays Perry
Mason in the CBS-TV series of that
title. Del Moore, Los Angeles tv personality, was moderator.
"There are blacklists of many sorts,"
Dr. Baxter commented. "Maybe some
peopletors.shouldn't
be allowed
to be acBut this should
be decided
by

in television aren't like other entertainers," Mr. Leonard stated. "We are
hired to help sell a product and this
means undertaking a certain obligation
to refrain from doing anything that

public hearings. The secrecy of the
blacklists is the evil. Any sort of star
chamber proceeding, where the accused
has no chance to answer his accusers,
is wrong." Mr. Allen added, "It's unAmerican."
The panel members, who unanimously took the word "celebrities" to
mean "performers," agreed that as
individual citizens they have the right
to speak out on any subject. But they
also noted that because of their prominence, they should take precautions
not needed by ordinary people. "We
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

that Mr. Castro's proximity to WLIB's

would hurt he sale of that product."
Mr. Serling pointed out that the
public forms an opinion of an actor
from his professional work, particularly
when the actor portrays the same character in a continuing series, and when
the actor as an individual makes a public statement on a debatable issue he
can easily destroy that public image.
The panel members were in general
agreement that in taking a public stand
on any issue a performer would be wise
to make it clear that he is speaking for
himself alone and to dissociate his beliefs from his character, his program,
its sponsor and its station or network.
Citing what he called "Baxter's law
of transferable authority," Dr. Baxter
pointed out that when a person gains

headquarters would not result in special
treatment, but any legitimate news
emanating from the Cuban premier's
quarters would be covered on WLIB
and fed to stations requesting it.
The UN's television unit provided
kinescopes of UN developments to stations requesting them, both in the
U.S. and abroad. CBC arranged for
lines to pick up the UN's telecast of
events, both in French and English.
Eighteen countries throughout the
world have ordered the kinescope services, according to a UN radio-tv executive.
UN Radio's coverage has been made
available to the Voice of America, the
BBC and to services in other countries
requesting it.
Capsule summaries of UN developments are broadcast daily by UN Radio
via short wave in 36 languages.
prominence in any field of endeavor the
public is apt to look on him as an expert
in all other fields. "If a man goes over
Niagara Falls in a barrel, when he
comes out of the water he'll find a reporter waiting there to ask him what he
thinks
about the
Inevitably,
Mr. farm
Burr problem."
was asked about
William Talman, who had played the
part of the district attorney on Perry
Mason until his arrest as a participant
in a disorderly party. E.xpressing the
opinion that Mr. Talman had been
"completely exonerated by the court,"
Mr. Burr said that after a flare-up of
indignation the first few days after the
news of the arrest had been published,
the public attitude had changed and
"99% of the public would like to see
him back on the show." He reported
that Mr. Talman had recently done a
couple of roles for Have Gun, Will
63
Travel,
commenting
this him.
didn't look
like
a CBS
blacklist that
against

GET

SET
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AHEAD

NTA'S
Termed

FUTURE
promising

in several

fields

National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
which is awaiting Securities & Exchange Commission approval of its
spin-off from National Theatres &
Television, is optimistic about the future, pointing to such developments as
the growing tape syndication field and
the recent FCC ruling reducing on
network option time as helpful factors.
NTA called a news conference in
New York last Monday (Sept. 19) to
discuss the implications of its disassociation from NT&T and the prospects
for its future. Ely A. Landau, NTA
board chairman and Oliver A. Unger,
president, cited the following areas that
held
out promiseof for
future
—
the distribution
tape NTA's
programs,
such
as The Play of The Week, Open End,
Bishop Sheen Show and Mike Wallace
Interviews; the distribution of filmed
programs,
"should
be and
helped"
because of which
the FCC
ruling,
the
distribution of post-'48 features, of
which NTA already has released 61
20th Century-Fox films.

Twelve richly produced custom
jingles,
famous featuring
holidays; America's
Halloween, most
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years,
Valentine, Easter, Fourth of Julyplus School Days, Autumn, Winter,
Spring and Summer ! Lavish
orchestrations accompany C.R.C.'s
happy holiday chorus!
Local accounts will be quick to sponsor
these timely jingles as part of an
institutional or commercial message! '
Celebrate America's great holiday with
America's finest jingles. Send for a demo
tape
today, and add
let profit
C.R.C.'s
musical
merchandisers
to your
promotion !
COMMERCIAL

Mr. Unger called NTA's spin-off
from NT&T "a practical though not a
technical reality," explaining that NTA
has been operating as a separate company for seven weeks, although formal
disassociation does not become effective until the SEC approves the move.
He indicated that "the marriage between NTA and National Theatres"
proved unsatisfactory because NT was
not prepared to "move as rapidly as
we had hoped for in various areas of
expansion." He noted, however, that
NT&T will be the primary stockholder
in NTA, retaining about 32% of the
shares outstanding in the tv film comMr. Unger acknowledged that NTA
pany.
would
lose more than $4 million in the
fiscal year ending Sept. 30. He attributed this to "paying off a large
part of our indebtedness during this
past
year" and
to "a ofveryan tight
market
condition,
because
oversupply

RECORDING
CORPORATION
Box 6726
Dallas 19, Texas
Riverside 8-8004

The nation's
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O 4i

leading creators of quality musical productions

WBAL's advisors
WBAL-AM-FM-TV Baltimore
has established a community advisory council consisting of state
and city leaders to guide its programming in educational, religious, cultural, civic, and instructional activities. The council will
meet several times a year and in
the interim will provide the station with a current picture of the
community's interest and needs.
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KROH

KRON/TV REACHES MORE
HOMES EACH AVERAGE
V4-H0UR THAN ANY OTHER
S. F. AREA STATION
ARB, June, 1960

is

W

in

Sf

•S.F. CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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of films by many stations." But, he
added, a sounder credit position and a
more favorable market outlook this
coming year should improve NTA's
business sharply.
Mr. Unger noted that the company's
owned station, WNTA-TV New York,
is "moving toward the black," and programs developed for initial exposure on
the outlet are "doing very well in tape
syndication."
RURAL
FLAVOR
Country
reach

music

1 8%

found

to

of audience

Country and western radio operators
are playing to 18.2% of the national
audience. Characteristics of a relatively
unresearched market were made known
last week at a New York presentation by
Charles Bernard Co., sales representative of the 50 Country Music Network
stations.
Family income of the country-western
home bulks at the $3,000-4,999 and
$5,000-7,499 levels in the marketing
questionnaire designed by Pulse, research firm handling a survey that Mr.
Bernard said was the first national one
in the field.
But before going on to such refinements as income and brand preferences.
Pulse had to decide what makes a country-western home. The problem was met
with two lists used in all-family interviews, one asking for program-music
preferences, the other a list of singers.
A country-western household would
pick at least three of these from a list
of 12 program types: Country music,
gospel music, western music, folk music
and hymns. The same family would
vote for three of these seven singers
from a total list of 14: Jim Reeves, Red
Foley, Eddie Arnold, Tennessee Ernie
Ford. Gene Autry, Jimmie Rodgers and
Roy Rogers. Only a third of the countrywestern homes like other kinds of programs and singers. Pulse found.
C-W Compass ■ The survey, oudined
by Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of
Pulse, is based on 11,000 interviews in
these 18 markets: Atlanta and Augusta,
Ga.; Baltimore, Charlotte, N.C.; Denver, Colo.; Dallas-Fort Worth. Houston;
Kansas City; Long Beach-Los Angeles;
Memphis, Tenn.; Miami, Fla.; Nashville, Tenn.; Orlando, Fla.; Phoenix,
Ariz.; San Bernardino, Calif.; Salt Lake
City, Utah; Tucson, Ariz., and UticaRome-Remsen, N.Y.
Country-western penetration was
found to range from 8.7% of Atlanta
radio homes to 55.3% in Nashville.
When they had narrowed the national
sample down to 2,000 country-western
homes. Dr. Roslow's researchers went
on to find out income and brand preferences in cigarettes, beer, coffee, tea and
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toilet soap. Smoking homes account for
65.4% of the country-western total,
with filters edging out non-filters in
smoking homes, 1,045 brands to 932.
Winston got the top filter vote, 44%,
and among non-filters. Pall Mall had
23.3%, Camels 22.6%.
Only 27% serve beer or ale and they
choose a wide selection of regional and
national brands, ranging downward
from 15.4% for Schlitz and 12.3%
miscellaneous.
Homes serving regular coffee number
71%. 30.2% of them Maxwell House.
Instant coffee users account for 55%
of homes and Maxwell House again
purveys to 45.5% of these. Tea homes
make up 69% of the sample and Lipton
is the favorite of 63.1%
The toilet soap vote went 26.8% to
Ivory, 19.9% Dial, 17.4% Lux, 14.8%
Zest, 13% Camay and the rest split
among a dozen brands, more than one in
use by many of the homes.
■

Program

notes

Strong backing ■ Lilly Endowment
Inc. has awarded $174,700 to American U., Washington, D.C., to finance a
telecast
and films
of theon university's
Bible course
for credit
television.
American U. will administer the grant
in cooperation with the National Capital Area Council of Churches. The
course enters its third year with Dr.
Edward W. Bauman as teacher. The
course is broadcast on WMAL-TV
Washington.
Most wanted ■ KOCO-TV
The

Oklahoma

City presents a nightly five-minute program giving information about the nation's most wanted criminals. The head
of the local division of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation opens and
closes each show. Viewers are requested
to give any information they have on
the criminals to the FBI. Response has
been better than the bureau had hoped,
according to the station.
Commissioned ■ NBC announces that
composer Gian Carlo Menotti has accepted acommission to write an opera
for possible production by the NBC
Opera Co. during the 1961-62 season.
Mr. Menotti will write both the music
and the libretto of the planned onehour work. NBC-TV's opera season
begins Dec. 25 with the annual production of Mr. Menotti's "Amahl and
the Night Visitors."
Station classes ■ A series of Saturday
seminars, dealing with the theatre and
featuring personalities in the theatrical
world, will be presented by the American Academy of Dramatic Arts over
WNTA-TV New York (Sat. 11-11:30
a.m.). The discussion show, will have
as guests Howard Lindsay and Thelma
Ritter, among others.
Long life ■ Ted Mack and the Original
Amateur Hour, a network tv series since
January 1948, returns next Sunday
(Oct. 2) to CBS-TV (5-5:30 p.m.
EDT). The program has been on ABCTV
this summer.
CBS-TV's
sponsor
the show
will be J.B.
Williams
Co., for
via
Parkson Adv. Agency Inc., New York.

old vs. the

new

Show, Milton Berle's Jackpot Bowling and Great Mysteries on NBC,
and Pete & Gladys on CBS-TV, all
fell behind one or both of the network programs opposing them.
American Research Bureau's overNBC's hour-long Thriller ranked
night national service, which went
into operation Sunday, Sept. 18, ahead of its opposition for the full
showed that of eight shows on the hour, but was edged out by ABC's
Rifleman for the first half-hour. Folair during the first half of the week
lowing are the Arbitron ratings for
only NBC's Shirley Temple and the new shows (shown in boldface)
Barbara Stanwyck Theatre were
insofar as ratings were available last
ahead of their competition all the
Thursday,
together with those of
way. Stanwyck, with a 27.3, led the
competing
programs (shown in light
new entries.
face):
National
Velvet,
Tab Hunter
NBC
16.6
CBS
ABC
Shirley
Temple
7-7;30
15.1
8.1 Lassie
Shirley Temple
Broken Arrow
Sun.
18.4
Sun. 8-8:30
18.0 Dennis the Menace 11.9 National Velvet
Maverick
22.0
24.7
14.1
27.3
Maverick
19.2
Ed
Sullivan
14.8
7:30-8
Tab
Hunter
Sun.
24.2 Riverboat
18.1 Ed Sullivan
Lawman
Sun.
15.1 Barbara Stanwyck
24.0
17.0 Pete & Gladys
Cheyenne
19.0
Mon
12.5 Jackpot Bowling
8:30-9
10-10:30
Mon 7:30-8
Adv. in Paradise
Comedy
Showcase
Presidential
19.8
Thriller
11.3
20.4
Amateur Hour
22.2
11.5
Mon 9-9:30
12.7 Thriller
22.2 UNCountdown
15.7
Rifleman
Special
Tue. 10:30-11
10.4 Comedy Spot
Great
Mysteries
17.0
Tue. 9:30-10
17.1
10-10:30
Colt-45
Alcoa Presents
Diagnosis Unknown 17.4 Great Mysteries
15.4
Diagnosis Unknown
Tue. 10:30-11
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The 1960-61 season's new television shows were lagging behind the
oldtimers in the first national ratings
available last week.

GOVERNMENT
NEW
FCC

POOP
revokes

ON
March

The FCC last week rescinded its
March 16 interpretation of sponsor
identification rules which had caused
more confusion among broadcasters
than any other commission action of
1960.
In withdrawing its March 16 statement, the commission said it was writing new regulations to correspond with
legislation that President Eisenhower
signed Sept. 13 (Broadcasting, Sept.
19). Until its new rules are issued, the
FCC said, broadcasters may be guided
by the new legislation itself and by an
interpretation issued by the House Commerce Committee. (For text of the law
and
low.) the House interpretation, see beIn its March 16 interpretation the
commission jolted broadcasters with an
opinion that the use of free records,
free services or other things of value
were in violation of the Communications Act unless the donors were identified on the air. The interpretation —
which was considered a get-tough reaction to the payola investigation in the
House — was the dominant issue during
the NAB convention the next month
when broadcasters quizzed members of
the FCC during a special question-answer session and, on many points, got
varying answers from different commissioners.
Subsequently, the FCC issued a
notice of inquiry intended to settle the
bewilderment its March 16 statement
had caused. Last week the FCC announced itwas withdrawing its notice

PLUGS
ruling,

refers

AND

FREEBIES

broadcasters

to new

law

of
inquiry and closing the case (Docket
13454).

'Announcement with Respect to Certain
Matter Broadcast

In its statement last week the commission said that its existing rules that
are inconsistent with the new provisions
of the Communications Act will be considered to be superseded.
"The commission is undertaking a
thorough review of the question of
sponsorship identification of the broadcast material," the FCC said last week,
"and as soon as possible will proceed
with appropriate steps including initiation of rule making, for purposes of
affording the maximum possible guidance to the industry."
The amendments to the Communication Act that the President signed two
weeks ago make a number of changes
in the procedural provisions as well as
in sections governing sponsor identification. They also introduce new provisions
controlling deceptive broadcasts, the
consequence of television quiz show investigations oflast winter. They are all
embraced in Public Law 86-752.
The text of the procedural amendments appears in For the Record beginning on page 98.
The Law ■ Here is the text of those
provisions relating to sponsor identification and deceptions:
Provisions Requiring Announcements
and Disclosure of Certain Payments
with Respect to Matter Broadcast

"Sec. 317. (a) (1) All matter broadcast
by any radio station for which any
money, service or other valuable consideration isdirectly or indirectly paid,
or promised to or charged or accepted
by, the station so broadcasting, from
any person, shall, at the time the same
is so broadcast, be announced as paid
for or furnished, as the case may be.

"Sec. 8. (a) Section 317 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
317) is amended to read as follows:

by such person: Provided, that "service
or other valuable consideration" shall
not include any service or property
furnished without charge or at a nominal charge for use on, or in connection
with, a broadcast unless it is so furnished in consideration for an identification in a broadcast of any person, product, service, trademark, or brand name
beyond an identification which is reasonably related to the use of such service or property on the broadcast.
"(2) Nothing in this section shall
preclude the Commission from requiring that an appropriate announcement
shall be made at the time of the broadcast in the case of any political program or any program involving the discussion of any controversial issue for
which any films, records, transcriptions,
talent, scripts, or other material or service of any kind have been furnished,
without charge or at a nominal charge,
directly or indirectly, as an inducement
to the broadcast of such program.
'(b) In any case where a report has
been made to a radio station, as required by section 508 of this Act, of

Does new law apply to film makers?
Hollywood tried to find out last If so, said the film producers, the Gordon Stullberg and Russell Karp,
Screen Gems (Columbia subsidiary);
week how it will be to start living cost of making films would probably
with FCC and the new rules for go up and the length of film credits
Saul Rittenberg, MGM, and Bernard
Donnenfeld, Paramount Pictures.
sponsor identification.
would stretch viewers' patience.
The film representatives got no
Representatives of motion picture
Television film makers were repand television film producers met
clear answers last week. Commisresented by Richard Jencks, president of the Alliance of Television
Sept. 21 in a closed session with FCC
sion representatives suggested that
Film Producers; Harry Plotkin,
Broadcast Bureau executives. They
the producers submit questions and
wanted to learn how the new law
ATFP Washington counsel; Anthony
proposals in written form and added
Frederick, Revue (MCA), and Frank
that they could participate officially
and regulations will affect practices
when the FCC calls for comments
that have been traditional in film
Reel,
The Ziv-UA.
FCC Broadcast Bureau was
in its proposed rule making.
making for half a century. They left
represented
by Harold G. Cowgill,
Motion picture interests were repwith the knowledge that it isn't easy
resented at the conference by Ed
chief; Joseph N. Nelson, renewals
to get fast answers in Washington.
Will films shown on tv have to Cooper, television executive of the
and transfers chief; Louis C.
Motion Picture Assn. of America;
meet the sponsor identification reStephens, rules and standards asHerbert Golden, United Artists;
quirements of the new law and the
sistant chief; H. H. Goldin, ecoregulations that the FCC said last Donn B. Tatum, Disney studios;
nomics chief, and Ashbrook P. BryHarold J. Berkowitz, Warner Bros.;
v/eek it would issue in the future?
ant, network study chief.
68
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TALL TOWER coverage of 53 counties — compared with 46 for
Station Y.and 39 for Station Z — is the most dramatic indication of
WOAI-TV's far-out-front
tial leadership is evident
studied by ARB! For the
Petryman or any member

position in South Texas. And this substanin every one of the seven major subjects
facts of most value to you, contact your
of the Channel 4 Sales Department.

WOAI-TV
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REPORT

FROM

Newest member
The newest member ot the FCC,
Charles H. King, has run afoul the
oldest commission problem — what
is the public interest?
"I haven't found out yet what
public interest, convenience or
necessity' means," he said Sept. 22
in an address to the Michigan Assn.
of Broadcasters meeting at St. Clair.
"There is no question the FCC
can't censor broadcasting and the
commission has no right to interfere with free speech," he said.
"But we do," he added.
Commissioner King is dean of
Detroit U. law school on leave to fill
the remaining period of ex-Chairman John C. Doerfer's term.
He told the Michigan group he
could find two references in regulations topublic interest — in granting
of licenses and renewals. This requires the broadcaster to lay out
proper programming supposed to
meet criteria of public interest, he
said. "The broadcaster must describe
in narrative form what he did the
last three years and what he will do
in the next three years."
"Nothing says what the public
interest is," Commissioner King
said. commission.
"We do an off-the-cuff job on
the
"As a lawyer I don't like it. I
circumstances which would have required an announcement under this section had the consideration been received
by such radio station, an appropriate
announcement shall be made by such
radio station.
'(c) The licensee of each radio station
shall exercise reasonable diligence to
obtain from its employees, and from
other persons with whom it deals directly in connection with any program or
program matter for broadcast, information to enable such licensee to make the
announcement required by this section.
'(d) The Commission may waive the
requirement of an announcement as
provided in this section in any case or
class of cases with respect to which it
determines that the public interest, convenience, or necessity does not require
the broadcasting of such announcement.
'(e) The Commission shall prescribe
appropriate rules and regulations to
carry out the provisions of this section."
"(b) Title V of the Communications
Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C., subchapter V)
70 (GOVERNMENT)

A

tells what

PAPER

JUNGLE

It's like to serve

on

FCC

would much rather have it defined."
But he pointed out that "nothing relieves the broadcaster of the responsibility to program in the public in-

'When are you going to do some-

"Again we don't have any standterest."ards," he observed. He recalled the
commission "got rid of the distinction between sustaining and commercial programs. Before the ruling,
anything sustaining was automatically good; anything commercial was

Windy Wordage ■ He referred
to a "vague area" centering around
the right to regulate in view of the
constitutional guarantees of free
much."
Commissioner King said he had
speech.

Realistic View ■ As he understood
questionable."
it. Commissioner King said, broadcasters must prove their programming serves the public interest.
"Most broadcasters will talk to
civic leaders," he said. "But they're
going to lie to you. Not one will
admit he likes westerns. I doubt if
that will work."
He offered this observation, "You
just put on programs you think will
be looked at or listened to in your
communities."
Commissioner King discussed the
problems faced by government officials. "There is great temptation
in such a position of power as I am
in to enforce our own likes," he
said. "This is a very dangerous
"Everybody I know has asked me,
power.

is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following section;
'Disclosure of Certain Payments
'Sec. 508. (a) Subject to subsection
(d), any employee of a radio station who
accepts or agrees to accept from any
person (other than such station), or any
person (other than such station) who
pays or agrees to pay such employee,
any money, service or other valuable
consideration for the broadcast of any
matter over such station shall, in advance of such broadcast disclose the
fact of such acceptance or agreement
to such station.
'(b) Subject to subsection (d), any
person who. in connection with the production or preparation of any program
or program matter which is intended
for broadcasting over any radio station,
accepts or agrees to accept, or pays or
agrees to pay, any money, service or
other valuable consideration for the inclusion of any matter as a part of such
program or program matter, shall, in
advance of such broadcast, disclose the
fact of such acceptance or payment or

about are
television?'
"So thing
you
going to be regulated. The only question is how

thought of titling his talk, "Around
the FCCbe ininaccurate
80 Days" since
but felt
this
would
he had
served only two weeks plus a
month's vacation. Instead his topic
was "My 30 Days on the FCC."
"I never saw so much paper in
my life," he said. "Nobody on the
FCC knows how to write anything
short.
"Every morning there's a big stack
of paper on my desk. I've been readbut I'm In
not the
so next
sure war
I'm
goinging ittoallcontinue.
we'll overwhelm the enemy with
In any case he's not worried that
he'll become a Washington bureaucrat. "If enough of you vote for
Kennedy, I won't have to worry,"
he quipped, adding, "These are my
problems. Please don't ask me about
paper."

agreement
to the
employer,
to
the person
for payee's
whom such
programor
or program matter is being produced,
or to the licensee of such station over
yours."
which
such program is broadcast.
'(c) Subject to subsection (d), any
person who supplies to any other person any program or program matter
which is intended for broadcasting over
any radio station shall, in advance of
such broadcast, disclose to such other
person any information of which he has
knowledge, or which has been disclosed
to him, as to any money, service or
other valuable consideration which any
person has paid or accepted, or has
agreed to pay or accept, for the inclusion of any matter as a part of such
program or program matter.
'(d) The provisions of this section requiring the disclosure of information
shall not apply in any case where, because of a waiver made by the Commission under section 317(d), an announcement isnot required to be made
under section 3 1 7.
'(e) The inclusion in the program of
the announcement required by section
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

this Act, is further amended by adding
at the end thereof the following section:
'Prohibited Practices in Case of Contests
of Intellectual Knowledge, in
Intellectual Skill, or Chance
'Sec. 509. (a) It shall be unlawful for
any person, with intent to deceive the
listening or viewing public^ —
'(1) To supply to any contestant in a
purportedly bona fide contest of intellectual knowledge or intellectual skill
any special and secret assistance whereby the outcome of such contest will be
in whole or in part prearranged or predetermined.
'(2) By means of persuasion, bribery,
intimidation, or otherwise, to induce or
cause any contestant in a purportedly
bona fide contest of intellectual knowledge or intellectual skill to refrain in
any manner from using or displaying
his knowledge or skill in such contest,
whereby the outcome thereof will be in
whole or in part prearranged or predetermined.

Commissioner King
'As a lawyer, I don't like it'
317 shall constitute the disclosure required by this section.
(f) The term "service or other valuable consideration" as used in this section shall not include any service or
property furnished without charge or
at a nominal charge for use on, or in
connection with, a broadcast, or for use
on a program which is intended for
broadcasting over any radio station, unless it is so furnished in consideration
for an identification in such broadcast
or in such program of any person, product, service, trademark, or brand name
beyond an identification which is reasonably related to the use of such service or property in such broadcast or
such program.
'(g) Any person who violates any
provision of this section shall, for each
such violation, be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both."
"Deceptive Contests
"Sec. 9. Title V of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C., subchapter V), as amended by section 7(b) of
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

'(3) To engage in any artifice or
scheme for the purpose of prearranging
or predetermining in whole or in part
the outcome of a purportedly bona fide
contest of intellectual knowledge, intellectual skill, or chance.
"(4) To produce or participate in the
production for broadcasting of, to
broadcast or participate in the broadcasting of, to ofter to a licensee for
broadcasting, or to sponsor, any radio
program, knowing or having reasonable
ground for believing that, in connection with a purportedly bona fide contest of intellectual knowledge, intellectual skill, or chance constituting any
part of such program, any person has
done or is going to do any act or thing
referred to in paragraph (1), (2), or (3)
of this subsection.
'(5) To conspire with any other person or persons to do any act or thing
prohibited by paragraph (1), (2), (3), or
(4) of this subsection, if one or more
of such persons do any act to effect the
object of such conspiracy.
'(b) For the purposes of this section —
'(1) The term "contest" means any
contest broadcast by a radio station in
connection with which any money or
any other thing of value is offered as a
prize or prizes to be paid or presented
by the program sponsor or by any other
person or persons, as announced in the
course of the broadcast.
'(2) The term "the listening or viewing public" means those members of the
public who, with the aid of radio receiving sets, listen to or view programs
broadcast by radio stations.
•(c) Whoever violates subsection (a)
shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or

The Interpretation ■ In its announceboth"."

ment last week the FCC suggested that
until its new regulations were written to
correspond with the new provisions of
the law regarding sponsor identification
broadcasters would be wise to bone up
on a House Commerce Committee report interpreting the new law.
That report (H Rept 1800, 86th
Congress) contained 27 illustrations of
the effect that the new sponsor identification law was intended to have. The
illustrations were drafted by NAB and
network legal representatives and reviewed by FCC lawyers before the
House Commerce Committee inserted
them in its report.
The examples in the House report,
the FCC said last week, furnish '-useful
indications of Congressional intent,"
and the commission issued them as an
appendix to its statement:
"A. Free records'
"1. A record distributor furnishes
copies of records to a broadcast statio
n
or a disc jockey for broadcast purposes.
No announcement is required unless
the supplier furnished more copies of a
particular recording than are needed
for broadcast purposes. Thus, should
the record supplier furnish 50 or 100
copies of the same release, with an
agreement by the station, express or implied, that the record will be used on a
broadcast, an announcement would be
required because consideration beyond
the matter used on the broadcast was
received.

"2. An announcement would be required for the same reason if the payment to the station or disc jockey were
in the form of cash or other property,
including stock.
"3. Several distributors supply a new
station, or a station which has changed
its program format (e.g. from 'rock and
roll" to 'popular" music), with a substantial number of diflierent releases."
No announcement is required under
section 317 where the records are furnished for broadcast purposes only; nor
should the public interest require an announcement inthese circumstances. The
station would have received the' same
material over a period of time had it
previously been on the air or followed
this program format.
"4. Records are furnished to a station or disc jockey in consideration for
the special plugging of the record sup"1 In view of the attention which has been
given to the problem of free records, they
are treated herein as a special category. It
should be noted, however, that the same
principles
apply tofurnished
records as
erty or services
for touseother
on propor in
connection
with
a
broadcast."
-toA a question
has
been
raised
with
respect
situation where a distributor furnishes
to a station free of charge an entire music
library with the understanding, express or
implied, that only its records would be
playedan onarrangement
the station.mayTo run
the afoul
extentof that
such
the
antitrust laws or may constitute an abdication bybility,
thean announcement
station of its licensee
responsiunder sec. 317
would not cure it."
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MUSIC
all day long to suit every
mood of the day. Freedom from weird sounds
. . . freedom from gimmicks . . . just wonderful
entertainment.

NEWS
More newscasts per day
than any other local station. Local news gaihering as well as reporting.
National and international
coverage all through the
day from NBC's excellent
staff.

PERSONALITIES
that are well-known and
welcome in every home
. . . selected to suit the
program . . . and backed
by vigorous promotion.
NETWORK
Monitor for the week-end,
plus NBC's on the spot
coverage of events when
they happen — where they
happen.
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other pertinent
information are at the
fingertips of your PGW
Colonel. See him today.
Col. B. J. Palmer
VICE-PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evaas
SECRETARY
Wm. D. Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER Pax Shaffer

DAVENPORT
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I FM

plier or performing talent beyond an
identification reasonably related to the
use of the record on the program. If
the disc jockey were to state: 'This is
my favorite new record, and sure to become ahit; so that
don'tsome
overlook
it,' and it
is understood
such statement
will be made in return for the record
and this is not the type of statement
which would have been made absent
such an understanding, and the supplying of the record free of charge, an announcement would be required since it
does not appear that in those circumstances the identification is reasonably
related to the use of the record on that
program. On the other hand, if a disc
jockey, in playing a record, states:
'Listen to this latest release of performer
"X", a new singing sensation,' and such
matter is customarily interpolated in the
disc jockey's program format and would
be included whether or not the particular record had been purchased by the
station or furnished to it free of charge,
it would appear that the identification by
the disc jockey is reasonably related to
the use of the record on that particular
program and there would be no announcement required.
"B. Where payment in any form other
than the matter used on or in connection with the broadcast is made
to the station or to anyone engaged
in the selection of program matter
■'5. A department store owner pays
an employee of a producer to cause to
be mentioned on a program the name
of the department store. An announcement is required.
"6. An airline pays a station to insert in a program a mention of the air
line. An announcement is required.
"7. A perfume manufacturer gives
five dozen bottles to the producer of a
giveaway show, some of which are to be
identified and awarded to winners on
the show, the remainder to be retained
by the producer. An announcement is
required since those bottles of perfume
retained by the producer constitute payment for the identification.
"8. An automobile dealer furnishes
a station with a new car, not for broadcast use, in return for broadcast mentions. An announcement is required:
the car constituting payment for the
mentions.
"9. A Cadillac is given to an announcer for his own use in return for a
mention on the air of a product of the
donor. An announcement is required
since there has been a payment for a
broadcast mention.
•'C. Where service or property is furnished free for use on or in connection with a program, but where
there is neither payment in consideration for broadcast exposure of
the service or property, nor an
agreement for identification of

such service or property beyond
its Free
mere books
use on orthetheater
program.
"10.
tickets* *are*
furnished to a book or dramatic critic
of a station. The books or plays are reviewed on the air. No announcement is
required. On the other hand, if 40 tickets are given to the station with the understanding, express or implied, that the
play would be reviewed on the air, an
announcement would be required because there has been a payment beyond
the furnishing of a property or service
for use on or in connection with a
broadcast.
"11. News releases are furnished to
a station by Government, business,
labor and civic organizations, and private persons, with respect to their activities, and editorial comment therefrom
is used on a program. No announcement
is required.
"12. A government department furnishes air transportation to radio newscasters so they may accompany a foreign dignitary on his travels throughout
the country. No announcement is re"13. A municipality provides street
quired.and disposal containers for use as
signs
props on a program. No announcement
is required.
"14. A hotel permits a program to
originate on its premises. No announcement is required. If, however, in return
for the use of the premises, the producer agrees to mention the hotel in a
manner not reasonably related to the
use made of the hotel on that particular
program, an announcement would be
required.
"15. A refrigerator is furnished for
use as part of the backdrop in a kitchen
scene of a dramatic show. No announcement isrequired.
"16. A Coca-Cola distributor furnishes a Coca-Cola dispenser for use
as a prop in nouancement isrequired.
drugstore scene. No an"17. An automobile manufacturer
furnishes his identifiable current model
car for use in a mystery program, and
it is used by a detective to chase a villain. No announcement is required. If
it is understood, however, that the producer may keep the car for his personal
use, an announcement would be required. Similarly, an announcement
would be required if the car is loaned
in exchange for a mention on the program beyond that reasonably related to
its use, such as the villain saying: 'If
you hadn't had that speedy Chrysler,
never would have caught me.'
you"18.
A private zoo furnishes animals
for use on a children's program. No
announcement is required.
"19. A university makes one of its
professors available to give lectures in
an educational program series. No anBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

nouncement is required.
"20. A well-known performer appears as a guest artist on a program at
union scale because the performer likes
the show, although the performer normally commands a much higher fee. No
announcement is required.
"21. An athletic event promoter permits broadcast coverage of the event.
No announcement is required in absence
of other payment by the promoter or
agreement to identify in a manner not
reasonably related to the broadcast of
the event.
"D. Where service or property is furnished free for use or in connection with a program, with the
agreement, express or implied,
that there will be an identification
beyond mere use of the service or
property on the program.:.
"22. A refrigerator is furnished by
X with the understanding that it will be
used in a kitchen scene on a dramatic
show and that the brand name will be
mentioned. During the course of the
program the actress says: 'Donald go
get the meat from my new X refrigerator.' An announcement is required because the identification by brand name
is not reasonably related to the particular use of such refrigerator in this draOf course, in all these cases, if there is
paymentsonnel into
the station foror the
production
consideration
exposure,peran
announcement is required."
In Roanoke
the

Selling

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
You in
won't
rich selling
bongo
drums
thegetRoanoke
Television
Market, but there are nearly
2,000,000 people who are willing
and able to help you turn a neat
profit on foodstuffs, toiletries,
pharmaceuticals, gasoline, household products and other items.
The magic number for reaching
these heavy-spending, non-Calypso
folks is seven. In Roanoke, seven is
WDBJ-TV . . . which will beat the
drum for your product in over
400,000 television homes of Virginia, N. Carolina and W. Vo.
WDBJ-TV has maximum power,
highest tower, superior service and
programming ... to help you sell
like sixty on seven.
ASK YOUR
PGW COLONEl
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke, Virginia
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matic program.
"23. (a) A refrigerator is furnished
by X for use as a prize on a giveaway
show, with the understanding that a
brand identification will be made at the
time of the award. In the presentation,
the master of ceremonies briefly mentions the brand name of the refrigerator, its cubic content, and such other
features as serve to indicate the magnitude of the prize. No announcement is
required because such identification is
reasonably related to the use of the
refrigerator on a giveaway show in
which the costly or special nature of
the prizes is an important feature of this
type of program.
"(b) In addition to the identification given in (a) above, the master of
ceremonies
'All have
you ladies
there at homesays:
should
one of sitting
these
refrigerators
in your
or 'Ladies, you ought
to go kitchen,'
out and get
one
of these refrigerators." An announcement is required because each of these
statements is a sales "pitch' not reasonably related to the giving away of the
refrigerator on this type of program.
"The significance of the distinction
between the identification in (a) and
that in (b) is, that in (a) it is no more
than the natural identification which a
broadcaster would give to a refrigerator
as a prize if he had purchased the refrigerator himself and had no under-

standing whatever with the manufacturer as to any identification. That is to
say, in situation (a), had the broadcaster purchased the refrigerator he
would have felt it necessary, in view of
the nature of the show, adequately to
describe the magnitude of the prize
which was being given to the winner.
On the other hand, the broadcaster
would not, where he had purchased the
refrigerator, have made the type of
identification in situation (b), thus profacturer.viding afree sales 'pitch' for the manu"24. (a) An airplane manufacturer
furnishes free transportation to a cast
on its new jet model to a remote site,
and the arrival of the cast at the site is
shown as part of the program. The
name of the manufacturer is identifiable
on the fuselage of the plane in the shots
taken. No announcement is required because in this instance such identification
is reasonably related to the use of the
service on the program.
"(b) Same situation as in (a), except
that after the cameraman has made the
foregoing shots he takes an extra closeup
of the identification insignia. An announcement is required because the
closeup is not reasonably related to the
use of the service on the program.
"25. (a) A station produces a public
service documentary showing development of irrigation projects. Brand X
tractors are furnished for use on the
program. The tractors are shown in a
manner not resulting in identification of
the brand of tractors except as may be
recognized from the shape or appearance of the tractors. No announcement
is required since the identification is reasonably related to the use of the tractors
on the program.
"(b) Same situation as in (a), except
that the brand name of the tractor is
visible as it appears normally on the
tractor. No announcement is required
for the same reason.
"(c) Same situation as in (b), except
that a closeup showing the brand name
in a manner not required in the nature
of the program is included in the program, or an actor states: 'This is the
on the market." An antractor
best
nouncement isrequired as this identification is beyond that which is reasonably related to the use of the tractor on
the program.
"26. (a) A bus company prepares a
scenic travel film which it furnishes free
to broadcast stations. No mention is
made in the film of the company or its
buses. No announcement is required
because there is no payment other than
the matter furnished for broadcast and
there is no mention of the bus company.
"(b) Same situation as in (a), except
that a bus, clearly identifiable as that
of the bus company which supplied the
film, is shown fleetingly in highway
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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Rep. Mack plugs for
Congress next year will consider
seriously the question of FCC licensing and regulation of the national
networks.
Rep. .^^^^
Peter F. Mack Jr. ^^mHSw^'
(D-Ill.), who long
^iMft
has favored net- f
work
regulation, L
told the Illinois
W
Broadcasters Assn.
■
meeting in Urbana i
last week.
In an address to
the IBA Thursday, \
member of the House Commerce
Committee and its Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, said Congress
will consider network regulation because he and other congressmen are
convinced that the Communications
Act focuses on stations and does not
reach the networks, which he said
for the "bulk" of
are responsible
programs
seen and heard by the
public.
He charged that the present "overindulgence" inescapist programming,
including westerns, whodunits and
rock 'n' roll, does not meet the
"broad range of listener demands."
Rep. Mack told the broadcasters: "It

network

regulation

is in your own best interests to satisfy all of the diverse listener demands
some of the time instead of meeting
some of the demands all of the time."
Rep. Mack said he opposed elimination of the suspensions provision
from the payola bill (Public Law
86-752) because he felt fear of temporary suspension might keep irresponsible broadcasters in line, while
civil penalties would not deter those
"tempted to revert to some of the
old practices" which have "undermined the standing of the broadcasting industry
as a whole."
Citing
articles
in Broadcasting
dealing with profit and prestige to be
derived from public service and informational programs. Rep. Mack
said many stations which "take the
longer view are coming around to
more and more good programming,"
not because they fear the FCC but
because this means good business.
He said he opposes selection of the
FCC chairman by the President because this "creates the risk of undermining the independence of the commission bya sense of obligation and
thus of subservience to the Executive
Branch."

views in a manner reasonably related
to that travel program. No announcement is required.
"(c) Same situation as in (a), except
that the bus, clearly identifiable as that
of the bus company which supplied the
film, is shown to an extent disproportionate tothe subject matter of the film.
An announcement is required, because
in this case by the use of the film the
broadcaster has impliedly agreed to
broadcast an identification beyond that
reasonably related to the subject matter
of the film.
"27. (a) A manufacturer furnishes a
grand piano for use on a concert program. The manufacturer insists that enlarged insignia of its brand name be
affixed over normal insignia on the
piano. An announcement is required if
an enlarged brand name is shown.
"(b) Conversely, if the piano furnished has normal insignia and during
the course of the televised concert the
broadcast includes occasional closeups
of the pianist's hands, no announcement
is required even though all or part of
the insignia appears in these closeups.
Here the identification of the brand
name is reasonably related to the use of
the piano by the pianist on the program.
However, if undue attention is given the
insignia rather than the pianist's hands,
and announcement would be required."
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Ford

tells FCC

to PTES

plans

newsmakers

FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
said last week he "hopes" the FCC will
have alternative possibilities ready —
by the time Congress reconvenes next
January — to assure every tv broadcaster
of reaching "all receivers in his servThe
FCC must now turn its attenice area."
tion "intensively" to this problem and
to any new technical developments that
may offer expansion of tv service and
saving of spectrum space, he told an
audience of 600 attending the Radio
& Television Executives Society's
"newsmakers"
luncheon Wednesday in
New York.
Mr. Ford's talk — and a news conference afterward — also covered option time, the FCC's planned two-year
test of uhf propagation in New York
City, his belief programming will improve this season, tv allocations and allchannel tv sets, the clear channel problem, pay tv community antenna television and legislation on payola, political broadcasting and vhf boosters.
The FCC chairman, who dissented
from the FCC's option time decision
the week before (Broadcasting, Sept.
19), said he believes there are other in-

centives anetwork can offer to obtain
station clearances.
Cites NAB Code ■ Mr. Ford said he
thinks the FCC will be transmitting
uhf in its New York City test within
a year. He predicted programming this
season would have some fewer crime
and violence shows and said he bases
this belief on NAB's establishment of
a Tv Code Review Board agency-network contact office in New York.
The FCC chairman said that since
defense considerations make it impossible for television to get additional vhf
space, "it is, therefore, inescapable that
the only present possibility of an expanded television system lies in the
spectrum space now allocated to the
television service." He said he hopes
legislation will be reintroduced in the
next Congress to require that only allchannel sets be shipped in interstate
commerce because "a universal, all
channel receiver is the key to any soluthe problem."
Hetion ofsaid
the FCC next year against
will ask Congress for FCC authority to
require catv operators to get permission
from originating stations to pick up
their signals, to carry the programs of
the local tv station and provide the same
quality transmission as it provides for
other pickups and to prohibit duplicatprograms.
ing of the
Mr.
Fordlocal
saidstation's
the FCC has already
started to adopt rules to implement a
new law authorizing the FCC to make
vhf tv boosters legal; the agency has
made and will make reports to Congress on the operation and behavior of
stations under amendment of sec. 315,
he said. He said he didn't believe
either these or the new payola law that
will
"restrict or stifle" the freedom of the
industry, but will assist it to proceed
turity.
in an orderly manner toward its full ma-

Another

delay

for IVIIamI ch.

10

A virtual last minute reprieve was
granted last week to National Airlines
in the Miami ch. 10 case.
The commission, on Wednesday,
voted to postpone the effective date of
its July 14 order requiring the WPSTTV Miami to cease operating until 15
days after the U.S. Circuit Court of
on National Airlines'
rules
Appeals
a stay.
petition for
This was the second postponement
of the order which voided the 1957
grant to the National Airline's tv station— the original cessation date was
Sept. 15, but this was continued to
Sept. 30 by Commissioner Robert E.
stay.
Lee last month pending the outcome of
the airlines' petition to the FCC for a
The FCC denied the stay request two
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

weeks ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
Previously it had granted a request by
L.B. Wilson for temporary authority
to construct the Miami ch. 10 faciUty
immediately fBROADCASxiNG, Sept. 12).
In its July 14 order, the FCC found
all applicants in the Miami ch. 10
original case tainted with the ex parte
brush, except for L.B. Wilson. It
ordered the grant made to L.B. Wilson
at the same time it ordered National
Airlines off the air.
Last week's action was taken by
all the commissioners except Commissioner T.A.M. Craven, who did not
participate.
A request for a stay by Boston ch.
5 grantee, Boston Herald-Traveler, was
also denied by the FCC earlier this
month. The Herald-Traveler has also
asked the court for a stay. The Boston
ch. 5 grant to the newspaper was voided
in the July 14 order, but it was given
permission to continue operating under
temporary authority pending the outcome of a comparative rehearing.
At the same time the commission
announced it had ordered its staff to
prepare a document denying a petition
for reconsideration filed by Elzey Roberts, former St. Louis broadcaster.
Mr. Roberts had asked the commission to open up the Miami ch. 10
case to new applicants. In its July 14
decision the FCC turned this down.
Mr. Roberts asked that the commission reconsider this denial.
Meanwhile, the Justice Dept.'s antitrust division last week asked the appeals court for permission to intervene
as amicus curiae in the appeal to that
court by National Airlines. The antitrust division pointed out it originally
took the position all applicants but L.B.
Wilson should be disqualified and that
the FCC now has adopted this position
and granted the station to L.B. Wilson.
The case involves ex parte contacts and
other activities outside normal administrative processes and the antitrust
division wants to present its views to
the court, the request said.
Processing

line

A new list of standard broadcasting applications will be ready
for processing Nov. 4, the FCC
has announced. First application
on the list, BP-11393, was filed
by KYNG Radio, Coos Bay,
Ore., for a change in frequency
from 1420 kc to 980 kc.
Any application which should
be considered with these must
be filed no later than Nov. 3.
A complete list of the application appears in For The Record,
page 98.
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COUNTER-ATTACK
ABC,

RKO

comparative

oppose

FCC

hearings

A sharp attack has been launched on
a long-standing FCC practice — that of
ordering an application filed for an
existing broadcasting station into a comparative hearing with the renewal application of the station concerned.
Arguments opposing this procedure
were filed last week with the commission by both RKO General Inc. and
ABC.
They applied to competing applications for existing facilities in which
both are interested: Washington's ch.
4 and Philadelphia's ch. 3, on the part
of RKO General; New York's 770 kc
on the part of ABC.
In the last nine months there have
been four such competing applications
filed with the FCC. They include Philco
Corp.'s application for ch. 3 in Philadelphia, now occupied by NBC's
WRCV-TV; the San Francisco Chronicle's application for ch. 4 in Washington, D.C., now occupied by NBC's
WRC-TV; KSTP Inc.'s application for
770 kc in New York, now occupied by
ABC's WABC, and Southside Virginia
Telecasting Corp.'s application for ch.
8 Richmond-Petersburg, now occupied
by WXEX-TV.
The Philco and Chronicle's filings are
part
of theseGeneral
parties' transaction
fight againstwhich
the
NBC-RKO
proposes to exchange NBC's PhiladelGeneral's
RKORKO
for for
stations and
tonphiastations,
GeneralBosto
buy the network's Washington stations
for $11.5 million. Also involved in the
station transfers is NBC's purchase of
KTVU (TV) in San Francisco for
$7.5 million.
Interpretation Wrong ■ The RKO
General argument, filed by the Washington law firm of Pierson, Ball &
Dowd, is that the Chronicle's application for Washington and Philco's application for Philadelphia do not entitle
them to comparative hearing on the
renewal of these NBC television stations, because there is a prior transfer
application pending before the commission.
The law states, RKO General said,
that the commission may not require a
comparative hearing for a transfer or
assignment of a license. This prohibition was contained in the 1952 amendments to the Communications Act, it
pointed out. This is essentially what
the Chronicle and Philco are demanding, it stated.
It asked the FCC to first act on the
transfer applications before considering

LAUNCHED
practice

on license

allowing
renewals

the competing facilities' applications.
The ABC position was stated in response to an FCC McFarland letter
last month involving the renewal of
WABC New York and the competing
application by KSTP Inc. for that 770
kc facility. It was filed by McKenna &
Wilkinson, ABC's Washington counsel.
ABC's point was that the FCC may
be mistaken in its assumption that a
comparative hearing must be held in
such a situation. The section of Communications Act dealing with renewals
(Sec.
307) toit the
said,provisions
makes only
"casual"
reference
of Sec.
308
which deals with applications for new
facilities.
The network also pointed out that
the provision of Sec. 307 dealing with
renewals (this ordered the commission
to consider a renewal application — in
the same light as an original application) was stricken completely from the
amended Act in 1952. This, ABC said,
removed the precedent which took
place in 1947 when Drew Pearson and
Robert A. Allen filed a competing application for the facilities of WBAL
Baltimore, Md., at the same time that
station's license was up for renewal.
This eventuated into a hearing which
resulted in the FCC renewing WBAL's
license and denying the Pearson-Allen
application.
The ABC-KSTP (Stanley Hubbard)
controversy in New York stems from an
application filed earlier this year by
KOB Albuquerque, N.M., for the network's WABC New York 770 kc facility (Broadcasting, Feb. 29). KOB is
owned by the Hubbard group, which
also owns KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul,
Minn., and WGTH Cypress Gardens,
Fla. WABC's renewal application was
filed in May to take care of the license
which ran out in June.
The move in New York is part of a
controversy dating back to 1941 when
KOB was ordered to move to 770 kc.
Since then ABC has fought to expel
KOB from that frequency. This litigation resulted in an order Sept. 3, 1958.
by which the commission ordered both
KOB and WABC to install directional
antennas to protect each other from
interference engendered by the dual
operation on what is a Class 1-A channel. ABC's renewal application for
WABC filed earlier this year, does not
make provision for directional operation. (Also see related story on Frank
Mullen appointment by KSTP Inc. in
Fates & Fortunes, page 84.)
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HOW
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FCC

HANDLE

TV?

Procedural problems cause roadblock
The mechanics of handUng a pay tv
dio Corp. since 1951, was elected president of Teco Inc. Teco holds licenses
application have the FCC nonplussed —
from
Zenith to engage in subscription
but the hope is that by the time it gets
tv operations using the Phonevision systo the question new procedures ordered
tem. It signed its first franchise with
by Congress will enable the commisRKO General for the Hartford test. It
sioners to clarify the problem.
The commission last week gave a was formed in 1949 by the late Eugene
F. McDonald, Zenith president, with a
quick look at a document on the submajority of its owners Zenith shareject, drawn up by its staff, and decided
holders or officers. S. I. Marks, Teco
to look it over more thoroughly this
president until he resigned Sept. 1, was
week.
At stake is the application filed last re-elected treasurer of the company.
"Teco is prepared to contribute to
June by RKO General Inc. It proposes
the success of the test," Mr. van Beek
a $10 million, three-year subscription
television service in Hartford, Conn.,
said, "by providing technical assistance
and advice in many areas, including
over
the
facilities
of
RKO
General's
ch.
1 8 WHCT (TV).
commercial operation, training of perThe discussion at the tail end of last
Tuesday's meeting raised three problems: Can the FCC hold a general inquiry (Sec. 303[b]) hearing and then
grant the RKO General application?
Must a separate and full hearing be
held on the pay tv application? If the
commission grants the application following an en banc hearing, is it liable
to be protested — which surely would require ahearing?
Hearing in October ■ Proposed by
the commission is a general hearing on
the subject of pay tv (Broadcasting,
Sept. 19). An order calling for this to
take place in about 30 days has been
drawn. It contemplates a limited form
of cross examination, but with testimony and examination tightly controlled by the FCC.
The reason for setting the date in
December, it is presumed, is that before
that time the new pre-grant protest
procedure will have been incorporated
in the agency's regulations. This new
procedure was authorized in the 1960
Communications Act amendments.
In that case, according to communications lawyers, the FCC could dispose
of protests before the hearing and grant
the application without a full scale,
routine
hearing. and time-consuming evidentiary
The RKO General application is
being opposed by the Joint Committee
Against Pay Tv and the local Connecticut Committee Against Pay Tv. Both
are sponsored by theatre groups. On a
national scale, the Theatre Owners of
America is conducting a vast write-in
petition canvass, hoping to secure 30
million signatures in opposition to pay
tv on the air. The petitions are addressed
to Congress.
Commission action on the toll tv inquiry isexpected this week.
van Beek Heads Teco ■ Meanwhile,
Pieter E. van Beek, special Phonevision
assistant to the president of Zenith Ra-
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PAY

sonnel, promotional and public relations
activities and the extremely vital area of
programming."
Two consent orders
The Federal Trade Commission said
last week it has agreed to consent orders prohibiting two record distributors
from engaging in payola practices. They
are Robert Field doing business as Pacific Record Distributors, Los Angeles,
and Fiesta Record Co., New York.
The agency adopted initial decisions
of hearing examiners based on agreements between the examiners and the
distributors. Both firms were charged
with making payments to disc jockeys
or other station personnel.

Composite

week

"composite
week" log
for
useA innew
preparing
the program
analyses submitted with the application for license renewal has
been issued by the FCC. It is intended for all stations up for renewal in 1961. The week consists
of the following dates: Sunday —
Aug. 30, 1959; Monday— Oct.
19, 1959; Tuesday — Dec. 1, 1959;
Wednesday — Feb. 10, 1960;
Thursday— April 21, 1960; Friday— June 17, 1960, and Saturday—Sept. 10, 1960.
The commission pointed out
that stations are not limited to the
composite week as a sample of the
station's programming. The application for renewal permits additional program data which the
broadcaster may wish to call to
the commission's attention. The
composite week log analyses will,
however, be submitted with all
such applications.
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With the farm issue up for grabs in the
coming election, and with both the
Democrats and the RepubHcans going
all out for the all-important farm vote,
millions of listeners all over Hometown
and Rural America will be tuned in
with new intensity to Keystone stations.
Never before has this vast radio audience been such a prime market for

Keystone advertisers . . . and never before has this audience had such a powerful purchasing potential.
And here's your tip: No matter who
wins the election — you can win in
Keystone markets. Call Keystone right
now and jump on the band-wagon!
This is THE TIME to sell YOUR campaign to all or part of Hometown and
Rural America. They'll be listening!

CHICAGO
111 W.Washington St.
STate 2-8900
NEW YORK
527 Madison Ave.
ELdorado 5-3720
DETROIT
612PenobscotBuilding
WO 2-4595
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LOS ANGELES
3142WilshireBlv
Dunkirk 3-2910
SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.
SUtter 1-7440
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REPORT:

POLITICS

BRINKMANSHIP

complaint

falls to scuttle

tonight's Kennedy-Nixon tv spectacular
Mr. Mickelson; William R. Mc Andrew,
The two presidential candidates meet
face-to-face tonight (Sept. 26) in NBC news vice president; Joseph F.
a broadcast studio after a series of late- Keating, MBS; John Charles Daly, ABC
hour bickerings by the political parties vice president.
that almost wrecked the show.
Planning Goes On ■ With this newsTwo days of party pouting because
paper nonsense out of the way, the
networks went about the business of
the panel consists only of broadcast
newsmen finally yielded to a network
ultimatum. News secretaries of each bringing the historic Sept. 26 NixonKennedy broadcast to the nation. Production details were being worked out in
party — Pierre Salinger for Sen. John
F. Kennedy and Herbert Klein for Vice Chicago and New York in advance of
President Richard M. Nixon — had comthe WBBM-TV Chicago origination
plained Sept. 19 because there were
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
no print media newsmen on the panel
The first "great debate," like the
of the opening show.
next three, will follow a panel format.
Main point at issue appeared to be After introductions by Howard K.
technical — how far had the Aug. 31 Smith of CBS, the moderator. Sen.
and Sept. 16 inter-party planning ses- Kennedy will be on for eight minutes
sion gone in selection of panel and the Vice President for another
members for the four-program series of eight. After a series of 1 -2 -minute
intervals for questions, each candidate
Nixon-Kennedy joint appearances.
The four networks said bluntly in a will have about three minutes to summarize his position. Mr. Mickelson will
Sept. 20 telegram answering the Sabe referee-timekeeper. The Democratic
linger-Klein protest that they would
throw out the intricate timing of the candidate will be on the right side of
first Nixon-Kennedy program and re- the studio (facing camera), his oppovert to the original network proposal
for a joint debate if the parties became
stubborn.
StiU Unhappy ■ The parties then acquiesced but made plain they were unhappy because "an arbitrary restriction
on panelists deprives the public of the
opportunity to hear questions put to
the candidates by many of the outstanding news reporters of the country."
All four networks stated flatly the
panel composition "does not fall within the jurisdiction of the candidates or
their representatives." They added, "In
all discussions based on the Aug. 31
meeting in Washington, it was clearly
understood that any panels involved in
programs one and four would be comprised of professional network correspondents only." Joint print-broadcast
panels will appear in the second and
third programs, divided evenly between
networks and print media.
Unofficially it was suggested at party
headquarters and networks that Messrs.
Salinger and Klein had been pressured
by print media to make their complaint
about the opening program. The networks insisted there had been an agreement on rules and format for the four
programs. First inkling of trouble grew
out of a phone call made to Sig Mickelson, CBS news vice president, Sept. 19,
by Mr. Salinger.
Signing the joint network reply were
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nent on the left. Cameras will have three
lights — Green, 1 minute; Yellow, Viminute; red, cut.
There were indications the Democrats
are shifting their network strategy to
concentrate on late-campaign features.
A rescheduling of time periods is underway at NBC-TV where Oct. 31 time was
booked by the party. CBS-TV features
are planned Nov. 5 and 7, with chance
of a Nov. 7 NBC-TV broadcast.
The GOP has bought additional periods on NBC-TV, mostly daytime fiveminute shorties to match nighttime endof-program segments. With Democrats
buying all p.m. -midnight hour Nov.
7 on CBS-TV, Republicans were booking 10-11 p.m. (displacing Hennessey
and start of the new Face the Nation).
The Democrats Nov. 5 purchase on
CBS-TV replaces Have Gun Will
Travel. Nine evening and seven daytime
five-minute segments have been bought
by Democrats. GOP's purchase of 8:309 p.m. Oct. 3 on CBS-TV will oust
Bringing Up Buddy.
Sen. Kennedy was to be heard Sept.
23, 8:30-9 p.m. on a 51 -station Intermountain Radio Network hookup in
a speech from Salt Lake City. Lynn L.
Meyer, IMN president, said the time
was bought by the Democratic National
Committee through Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli. Agency for the GOP is CamAssociates. ■ Appearance of Sen.
The paign
Audience
Kennedy Sept.
19 on drew
the a CBS-TV
Presidential
Countdown
national
Arbitron rating of 20.4, according to
American Research Bureau. Opposite

Bi-partisan support ■ The two party
chairmen. Sen. Thruston Morton (RKy.) (!) and Sen. Henry M. Jackson
(D-Wash.), lay down campaign weapons
to cooperate on the Advertising Council's "Contribute-Work-Vote" project
for the American Heritage Foundation.
Shown here on a U.S. Capitol portico
where tv spots were filmed, they are
working with Gordon C. Kinney (r, behind cue card), the Ad Council's director of radio-television. The new spots
should begin to roll on station and network projectors this week in public
service time. Foote, Cone & Belding is
volunteer advertising agency on the
project. Norwood Studios, Washington,
D.C., did the filming.

ratings were 19.0 for Milton Berle's
Jackpot Bowling on NBC-TV and 11.3
for Amateur Hour on ABC-TV.
ARB reported Sept. 20 ratings of
13.5 for the Kennedy address from a
Washington fund-raising dinner broadcast by ABC-TV. Dobie Gillis on CBSTV had a 20.0 rating. United Nations
on NBC-TV 13.6.
NBC estimated it will feed the first
Nixon-Kennedy debate to a handful of
West Coast tv independents and WPIX
(TV) New York plus a dozen independent radio stations. ABC was still
setting its policy for feeds though NBC
had stated a week before it would feed
all comers. CBS and Mutual will feed
independents only if they can get it no
other way. WNTA Radio Newark was
understood to be planning to broadcast the program, presumably from
NBC.
British tv viewers will see the debate
the evening of Sept. 27, getting a filmed
Corp.
version
via the British Broadcasting
Henry Cabot Lodge, GOP vice presidential candidate, dropped several schedBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

"VW

climb

a

BRAND
r
NEW

TOWER

to

bring

more

WRBL-TV
coverage!"

WRBL-TV will soon beam to its prime
Southeastern market from a new tower
more than twice its current height above
average terrain. At the same time
WRBL-TV will switch from channel 4 to
channel 3*. The combination of the new
tower and new channel will boost
WRBL-TV's total Grade B audience to more
than 193,895 television homes in 55
counties of Georgia and Alabama!
And when you consider that the Columbus
Metropolitan Area alone is Georgia's second
largest market with the highest per family
1

income in the state, it's easy to see why
Columbus and WRBL-TV are "sound
buys" in the marketing plans of
more and more top companies!
Call Hollingbery for choice availabilities.
'■'Target date is September 15, 1960
1293' above average

^COLUMBUS,

terrain

GEORGIA

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company
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uled whistle stops lastweek to get more
rest and prepare for tv appearances.
An injury to his hand was not expected
to interfere with his revised schedule
or a Sept. 24 NBC-TV apperance.
Party workers at the two national
headquarters belittled charges that the
candidates were getting too much television time, though they conceded the
logistic problems are severe as candidates fly all over the nation.
■ Political sidelights
■ KTTV (TV) Los Angeles is taping
the first of the Nixon-Kennedy debates
for delayed broadcast tomorrow (Sept.
27) at 7:30-8:30 p.m. (PST). Time
was chosen on feeling that "the majority
of Southern California families, including children of school age, will find our
scheduled time for the telecast more
convenient for family participation."
KTTV, an independent station, is taking
the debate from the network pool.
■ Four debate programs for key Indiana candidates have been scheduled by
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, starting Oct.
16. Candidates will face each other in
one-hour programs moderated by newsmen Bob Gamble, WFBM, and Howard
Caldwell, WFBM-TV.
■ WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., has solved
the problem of air fills when politicans
short out on program time. News and
public affairs personnel developed an ad
lib technique by assigning staff mem-

bers topics for advance thinking. Thus
when politicians short out, they ad lib
on such subjects as importance of the
single voter and voting limitations in a
dictatorship. The idea was described
as a factor in the record voter turnout
in Columbus during the recent state
primary.
■ Statewide radio and tv hookups carried a formal debate between the two
candidates for the Wisconsin governorship. The debate, held Sept. 19 as part
of a dinner meeting of the Milwaukee
Public Affairs Forum, was picked up
by WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee and
fed to three other tv stations and 10
radio stations. Each candidate spoke
about 18 minutes followed by rebuttals.
Speakers were charged with time consumed by applause. Last spring WTMJ
carried Sen. Kennedy and Sen. Hubert
Humphrey at a joint news conference.
■ A series of autumn vote-getting features has been set up by WAAF Chicago. Tom Davis, general manager,
said the lineup includes spot announcements, features based on wives of presidents, sidelights on early presidents,
and a program with actual voices of
Presidents McKinley, Teddy Roosevelt,
Taft, Wilson and Coolidge.
■ A straw vote conducted by KOIL
Omaha showed Kennedy 10,583, Nixon
9,250.
■ Mary Jane Morris, former secretary

of the FCC and currently practicing
law in Grand Rapids, Mich., has been
named national director of radio-tv for
the Nixon-Lodge GOP Voter Registration Drive. Miss Morris will coordinate
broadcast activities of the organization
throughout the nation.
■ George C. Hatch of the A.L. Glassman station group. Salt Lake City, has
been named to the Democratic national
finance committee for the campaign.
■ WMAL Washington began its new
Monday-Friday Political Previews program Sept. 5. Hosted by Joe McCaffrey, Political Previews has interviews
with top election personalities with listeners participating by means of ballots
obtainable at the American Savings &
Loan Assn., that city. Prizes include a
color tv set and transistor radios.
■ Mutual, which will share in the major
networks' airing of the Nixon-Kennedy
discussion series, plans four Focus on
Issues panel programs to be presented
five minutes after each of the candidates' appearances. The 25-minute
Focus programs will be preceded by
five minutes of world-wide news. Panelists George Brown, news director of
WOR New York, Charles Batchelder.
George Hamilton Combs, Taylor Grant
and Fulton Lewis Jr., MBS newsmen,
will be moderated by Steve McCormick,
vice president for news and a regularly
scheduled broadcaster.

INTERNATIONAL
ABC

IN

Guayaquil

ECUADOR

PLANS

ready to start service
and 25% live offerings.
ABC's International Div. and
Primera Television Ecuatoriana, S.A.,
Mr. Coyle said this latest partnerhave joined forces in the development
ship is "a new link in the growing
of Ecuador's first tv station, ch. 4 chain of [ABC International's] activiin Guayaquil, which is expected to
ties in overseas markets." American
begin operations within the next few
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres has
also made agreements with five Central
weeks. ABC International has agreed
American broadcasting companies
to furnish engineering, technical, prowhich comprise the Central American
gramming, sales assistance and finanTelevision Network, and with broadcial aid, it is being announced today
(Sept. 26).
casting companies in Caracas, Venezuela, and Beirut, Lebanon. ABC
Located in Guayaquil's Casa de la also has a minority interest in News
Cultura (House of Culture) art cenLimited of Australia Inc., which parter, the new station will be powered
ticipates inAustralian tv.
by a Dynair transmitter operating on
2 kw. Its 220-foot antenna atop the
station headquarters will be one of Ted Bates in Canada
the higher antennas in Latin America,
Ted Bates & Co., New York, has
according to Donald W. Coyle, vice bought an interest in Spitzer & Mills
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., which at one time
president in charge of ABC International. Jose Rosenbaum is PTE's gen- was the Toronto branch of Lord &
eral manager.
Thomas, New York advertising agency.
The new agency will be known as
The initial 20-hour weekly schedule
will consist of approximately 75% film Spitzer, Mills and Bates Ltd., and will
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v nearly

TV

retain its offices at 790 Bay St., Toronto,
and 3405 Addington Avenue, Montreal.
G. Frank Mills is chairman and director of the new agency. Jack W. Spitzer
is vice-chairman and director, and
W. H. Reid is president and director.
The trio held the same posts with Spitzer
& Mills Ltd. Ted Bates, William H.
Kearns, and James C. Douglass from
the New York company are directors
on the board of the merged agency, and
Toronto lawyer J. L. Lewtas is also on
the board as counsel for the company.
CFCN-TV

on-the-air

CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta.. became
the first competitive station in Canada
when it began telecasting on ch. 4 Sept.
9. It is the first station to go on the air
since second stations were licensed for
Canadian cities earlier this year. The
other station in Calgary is CHCT-TV,
also independently-owned. Calgary is
the only Canadian city where two independent tv stations will compete. In
all other cases one station is owned by
the government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

BBG

to hear

of new

opinions

network

rules

Opinions regarding changes in Canadian network regulations proposed by
the Board of Broadcast Governors will
be heard during the public sessions of
the BBG at Ottawa starting today (Sept.
26.) The BBG has advised all Canadian
broadcasting stations of its proposed
network regulations and is prepared to
hear briefs or verbal arguments regarding the proposals.
Changes in the regulations are designed to permit competitive networks
to be operated, with a television network company to be licensed in the
near future to compete with the network operated by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and its affiliated stations.
Public hearings for the licensing of a
second network company are to take
place in November.
Under the proposed network regulations no Canadian network may have
exclusive contracts to take programs
only from one program supplier or
non-Canadian network. Networks are
limited to five years, after which renewals can be obtained. No transfer of
shares in the network company can be
made without the permission of the
BBG. The network is responsible to the
BBG for all program material carried
by affiliated stations during network
time. Stations can only be affiliated with
one network and affiliation agreements
between stations and networks are sub-

ject to approval by the BBG. Special
permission from the BBG will be required for a station to carry a program
from a network outside Canada if that
program has been carried within one
month by a Canadian network. Stations
cannot identify themselves as part of a
network except when broadcasting network programs.
GiVI's Canadian plans
The largest package purchase of
programs on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. television network was concluded
Sept. 15 between CBC and General
Motors of Canada Ltd., Oshawa, Ont.
The 1960-61 package includes a 52week live drama series General Motors
Presents, 13 U.S. spectaculars, the
Chevy Show imported from the United
States, the World Series baseball games,
and a French-language half-hour weekly show General Motors Vous Invite.
Sponsorship of the World Series will be
shared with Gillette of Canada Ltd.,
Toronto.
All but 13 of the dramas on General
Motors Presents will be produced in
Canada. The others will be produced
elsewhere in the British Commonwealth. Agency for General Motors
of Canada is MacLaren Adv. Ltd.,
■ Abroad in
Monitor ■ McDonald
Toronto, is offering a
to advertisers of all
FATES

Broadcast Advertising
Howard O. Anderson, formerly vp
and account supervisor at Ted Bates,
N.Y., to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Los Angeles, as senior account
executive on Carnation Milk account.

&

brief
Research Ltd.,
monitor service
commercials on

radio and television. This is the first
time such a service has been made
available in Canada. The service will
start with monitoring full programs and
commercials on stations in 10 major
Canadian markets. Tapes will be kept
for four weeks. Advertisers will be able
to obtain tapes or hear auditions of
commercials used on all stations in these
markets, to ascertain what their competitors are doing by way of programming and commercials.
Toronto office ■ Norman, Craig &
Kummel Inc., New York ad agency
has opened an office at Toronto in a
merger with a Canadian ad agency
Henri, Burley & MacDonald Ltd. The
New York agency has bought a minority
interest in the Toronto firm and the
new company is called Burley, Norman,
Craig and Kummel Ltd. J.H. Burley is
president and B. David Kaplan of the
New York company is vice-president.
Exclusive station ■ Caribbean Broadcasting Co., St. Lucia Island, West
Indies, has been granted an exclusive
license by that country's government to
open and operate a radio station there.
The station's target date is Dec. 1. It
will have a power of 20 kw on 840 kc
and will use U.S. transmitting equipment. Michel Ferry, formerly editor in
chief and special events manager of
Radio-Luxembourg, Paris, will be president and general manager. Advertising,
news and commentary will be broadcast in English. French and Spanish.
The station will operate 17 hours a day.

FORTUNES

Dyne Englen and Edmund L. Bigelow named copy supervisors at MacManus, John & Adams, N.Y. Henry
Hager, formerly sales promotion copy
chief at Campbell-Ewald, joins MJ&A
as copywriter and Richard Zayac as
artist.

Henry I. Sherry joins Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Chicago, as account executive on Mogen David wine account.
Albert V. Lowe, formerly account
executive at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N.Y., joins Grant Adv., N.Y.,
as international account supervisor on
General Electric account. Robert
Burnand of Grant's Chicago office,
transfers to N.Y. as international account executive for export advertising
on Pillsbury Mills, Hamilton Watch,
Ex-Lax, and Tidewater Ore account.
John Grau named manager of production and traffic departments in New
York office. Marie Lotz named traffic
supervisor, and Doris Oliver becomes
account executive in Grant's Miami
office.

Gertrude Brooks, Paul Gioni,
Otis Winegar and Stanley Baum,
(1 to r, above), all copy supervisors
at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.,
appointed vps. Miss Brooks was with
Grey until Sept. 1958 when she
joined DFS. Mr. Gioni started with
84

agency as junior copywriter in Chicago office in 1946; Otis Winegar
was vp, creative director of KnoxReeves, Minneapolis, until Dec.
1959, and Mr. Baum started out in
DFS mailroom in 1952, joining copy
staff in 1955.

M.J. (Jeff) Holmes Jr., formerly assistant merchandising manager in
charge of advertising and sales promotion at Richmond Div. of Rheem Manufacturing, joins J.M. Mathes Inc.,
N.Y., as media buyer.
Thomas L. Collins, formerly creative
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

director at Schwab, Beatty & Porter,
N.Y., joins Wunderman, Ricotta &
Kline, that city, as copy chief.
Edward G. Neale Sr., president of
Neale Adv., L.A., elected chairman of
Southern California Council of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Kai Jorgensen, Hixson & Jorgensen,
elected vice chairman and Louis E.
Scott, Foote, Cone & Belding, named
secretary-treasurer. Reginald Twiggs,
Cunningham & Walsh, and Ralph Carson, Carson/ Roberts, elected to board
of governors.
Franklin S. Ferry, vp at Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford & Atherton, N.Y.,
elected senior vp and director of supermarket merchandising.
Henry G. Millett and Robert L.
Richards, account executives at Albert
Frank-Guenther Law, N.Y., elected vps.
Thomas Brogan, manager of SCI,
Detroit, (division of McCann-Erickson), appointed vp.
M.C. (Doc) Borland, vp and service
representative in Los Angeles office of
J. Walter Thompson Co., appointed
acting office manager, suceeding Tom
R. Cooper who resigned.
Hal Davis, vp of Grey Adv., N.Y.,
appointed chairman of advertising division of 1960 New York campaign for

B'nai B'rith youth services.
Bruce P. Andrews and John R.
Coyne join Compton Adv., Chicago, as
account executives. Mr. Andrews formerly had similar position with Kenyon
& Eckhardt. Mr. Coyne was with Foote,
Cone & Belding in creative and account
capacities.
AlvinmerR.associate
Kracht,
fordirector
in media of J.M.
Mathes Inc., N.Y., appointed media director, effective Oct. 1,
and elected vp. Mr.
Kracht succeeds
Mr. Kracht
Douglas R. Hathaway, who is retiring
from active service this month. Other
media department promotions include:
Rudolph C. Wahlig, formerly assistant
director, to associate director, and M.J.
Holmes, media buyer, to assistant director. Mr. Kracht came to Mathes
from Fuller & Smith & Ross five years
ago,
Edward J. Whetter, art and advertising director for Detroit region of
Montgomery Ward Co., named account
executive in commercial products group
of MacManus, lohn & Adams, Detroit.
Rena Nelson, Ralph M. Young,
Richard W. Siebrasse, and Dwight

ADVERTISERS
THE

NUMBER
SO

1 STATION

IN

THE

DES

Randy Grochoske, formerly of
Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, joins
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, as tv art director.
Hank J. Williams, formerly marketing director at Cunningham & Walsh,
joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston, as
account executive on H.P. Hood &
Sons.
Morton S. Sorota, formerly secretary
and comptroller at Sterling Adv., N.Y.,
joins Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline, that
city, as comptroller and personnel manager.
Ken Benham, formerly free lance
writer and advertising consultant, joins
West-Pacific Adv., Seattle, Wash., as
copy director. Previously he was account executive for Bozell & lacobs,
that city.
The

Media

Everett L. Dillard, WASH-FM
Washington, named chairman of NAB
Fm Radio Committee for 1960-61.
Others appointed: Raymond S. Green,
WFLN-FM Philadelphia; Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU-FM Ithaca, N.Y.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.;

TO

KNOW...

MOINES

AREA

MARKET!

• • •

ADVERTISERS
SELECTED

WANTED

S. Reynolds all join Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago, as account executives.

THE

AND

AGENCIES

THE

RESULTS

?

AREA!

IT WAS THE 23 COUNTIES WHICH
ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES
DEFINED AS THE DES MOINES MARKET
PULSE,

INC. MADE
THE SURVEY!
THE PERIOD COVERED MONDAY
TO FRIDAY, JUNE 15-28, 1960
ASAKI

KIOA
KAKC
KBKC
TULSA
KANSAS CITY
OES MOINES
LARRY MONROE, General Manager
JIM DOWEU, V.P. & Dir. of National Sales
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t

CHOICE
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23 COUNTY

MOINES

ADVERTISER

FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

CONTACT

KIOA OR ADAM

YOUNG,

KATCD

AREA

INC. REPRESENTATIVES
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Richard Mason, WPTF-FM Raleigh,
N.C.; Fred Rabell, KITT (FM) San
Diego, and Harold Tanner, WLDMFM Detroit.
Boyd Lawlor appointed general manager of WAIT Chicago. He formerly
served station as sales consultant on
Community Club Awards campaign.
Previously, he was account executive
in rerun division of Ziv-TV Films and
was general manager of WWCA Gary,
Ind.
Mrs. Allan E. Charles, Robert
Lurie and Lowell M. Clucas all elected
to board of directors of KQED San
Francisco, non-profit, communityowned facility. Mrs. Charles is trustee
of Stanford U.; Mr. Lurie is vp of
The Lurie Co.; Mr. Clucas is pr director of Crown Zellerbach Corp.
Ranny Daly, station manager of
WAAA Winston-Salem, N.C., named
vp of Laury Assoc. which owns station
and WSRC Durham, N.C. He will
retain his current responsibilities as station manager of WAAA.
James T. Aubrey Jr., president of
CBS-TV, named chairman of Brand
Names Week Planning Committee for
1961. He also becomes member of board
of directors of foundation for 1960-61
term. As chairman of committee, Mr.
Aubrey will organize and direct promotion of Brand Names Week, scheduled for May 4-14.
Thomas J. Hennessy III, vp in charge
of sales for WJBF
(TV) Augusta, Ga.,
appointed station
manager. Previously
he was operations
manager and sales
manager at WJBF
Mr. Hennessy
and is veteran of 13
years in broadcasting.
Norman (Bud) Messner, sales manager of WCBG
Chambersburg, Pa.,

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

marliet!

.More audience per doflar
than any other leading radio,
station in greater Los Angeles!
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the

Return

of a veteran

Frank E. Mullen, former vice
president and general manager of
NBC, has been
named dent
viceof KSTP
presiInc. (KSTP-AMTV MinneapolisSt. Paul, KOBAM-TV Albuquerque, and
WGTO Cypress
Gardens, Fla.)
new
Mr. association
Mullen's
was reported to
the FCC by KSTP Inc., which has
applied for a radio station in New
York on 770 kc — the frequency
now occupied
by ABC's
ownedto
V/ABC
New York.
According
the KSTP letter to the commission,
Mr. Mullen will be general manager of the New York station — if it is
granted. (See story page 77).
Mr. Mullen

KSTPoutlet
application
ABC's
NewTheYork
was filed for
early
this
year (Broadcasting, Feb. 29) as one
move in a long controversy between
ABC and KOB Albuquerque over
the rights to clear channel operation
on 770 kc. The latest FCC order in
the case, issued Sept. 3, 1958, instructed both WABC and KOB to
install directional antennas to protect each other from interference.
Stanley Hubbard is president and
promoted to president and general
manager. Bill Sullivan, program director, becomes station manager.
Russ Raycroft, formerly of WGN
Chicago, joins KPLR-TV St. Louis, as
station manager.
Doug Manship, general manager of
WBRZ-TV Baton Rouge, elected president of Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters. Other officers: John Screen,

DIAL mo 50.000 WATTS

KRLA
/RAD/O LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

broadcaster

a principal stockholder of KSTP Inc.
Mr. Mullen was with NBC from
1926 to 1948. Since leaving the network he has engaged in a number
of enterprises related to broadcasting. From 1948 to 1951 he owned
10% of KMPC Los Angeles and
from 1948 to 1949 he was president
of WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland
and KMPC — all three of which were
then principally owned by the late
G.A. (Dick) Richards. At the time
Mr. Mullen joined the Richards operation, itwas engaged in a license
revocation procedure before the
FCC. Later, the licenses were renewed. The stations all changed
ownership after the death of Mr.
Richards.
Mr. Mullen has been a consultant
in Los Angeles since 1952. He also
is president and 60% owner of
Scenic Backgrounds Inc., Los Angeles, which builds scenery for movie
and tv productions; president and
80% owner of Mullen-Buckley
Uranium Corp. of Carson City,
Nev., and of Mullen-Buckley Corp.,
Los Angeles, leaseholding and general business; and is a director of
World Wide Information.
The KSTP Inc. letter to the FCC
last week said Mr. Mullen would
move to New York if the FCC
grantedbard the
group. ABC facility to the Hub-

WDSU New Orleans, radio vp; Willard Cobb, KALB-TV Alexandria, tv
vp; John Chauvin, WFPR Hammond,
treasurer. Elected directors: Willie
Bordelon, KAPB Marksville; Louis
Read, WDSU New Orleans; Tom E.
Gibbens, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge;
Chris Duplechain, KVPI Ville Platte,
and Winston B. Linam, KSLA-TV
Shreveport.
Mort Hall, formerly director of
WBBM Chicago's creative department,
joins J. Walter Thompson, that city, in
creative position. He had been with
WBBM for 17 years.
William B. Peavey, senior account
executive at Blair Tv, San Francisco,
joins Young Tv, that city, as West
Coast manager.
Richard Meeker appointed national
sales representative for KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles. Sylvia Wilder named
sales traffic manager and Jack Van
Volkenburg becomes sales service manPat Cranston, assistant professor in
ager.
School of Communications at U. of
Washington, elected president of new
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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Washington chapter of American Women in Radio and Television. Other officers: Edna K. Hana, sales promotion
manager of KOMO-AM-TV Seattle,
vp; Joyce Huston, assistant to operations manager of KING-TV Seattle,
secretary; Wana Dole, tv co-ordinator
of Seattle Public Schools, treasurer.

merly sales manager ^^^?*^^^H

Portland, Ore. Both fe^^^^
W^ B
^'^'^^
of KISN
manager
eral Star
are
stations which
also include KICN fff^^HWrntt
Denver.
Mr. Flesey
Harlyn (Hal) Fisher, sales manager
of WGRD Grand Rapids, promoted
to general manager, succeeding Glenn
LePard who accepts similar position
at WION Ionia, both Michigan.
Fred Beck, formerly account executive at WVIP Mt. Kisco, named station
manager of WGLI Babylon, both New
York.
Tom McCollum, general sales manager at KKAA Honolulu, assumes duties as assistant general manager in
addition to current responsibilities.
Bill Andrews appointed general sales
manager of K T V T
(TV) (formerly
KFJZ-TV) Ft. Worth,
Tex. He formerly was
in local and national
sales with old KFJZTV and before that
was with Independent Mr. Andrews
Television Corp. Bill Johns, formerly
news director at KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M., to KTVT (TV) in similar
capacity.
Richard Purtan, formerly with
WHEN Syracuse, N.Y., to WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla., as air personality.
Earlier story (Broadcasting, Sept. 12)
identified Mr. Purtan with station's news
department of which he is not a part.
Philip H. Roberts, formerly night
news editor at WCOJ Coatesville, Pa.,
to WAAT Trenton, N.J., as director of
news.

Jan Michaels, formerly with Voice
of America, joins news staff of WQMR
Silver Spring, Md. Richard Rael joins
program department.
Dary, formerly news editor at
Dave Wichita
KWFT
Falls, to KTSA San
Antonio, both Texas, as managing news
editor.

Marvin Scott, formerly news editor
at WHTN-TV Charleston, W.Va., to
WCOL Columbus, Ohio, as news editor.

Earl McDaniel, vacation disc jockey
at KFWB Hollywood, named member
of permanent staff.
John Harrington, formerly with
KFBK Sacramento, named news director of KVIP-TV Redding, both California.
Leo
Minton Honolulu.
appointed He
newsformerly
director of KULA
was with news departments of KGMB
and KGU, both that city.

at WBBM-TV
engineer CBS
Ray Norene,
Chicago
and veteran
employe,
granted leave of absence to serve
Democratic Party as audio engineer at
its national headquarters in Washington, D.C. He returns to station Nov. 8.
Norman H. Sloane appointed business manager of KABC-TV Los Angeles.
He had been station's sales service
manager.
Robert
M. Light,
Southern
California Broadcasters
Assn.,
elected radio
media director of Advertising Assn. of
the West.
Bill Friedkin, formerly producer, director and writer at WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial station, joins
WGN-TV, that city, as writer. Jim
McGinn, formerly producer at DePaul
U. and floor director at WGN-TV, to
station's writing staff.
James J. Sieger named continuity
supervisor for KDKA Pittsburgh.
James Riedy, founder and editor of
Fm Guide magazine, to WSBC-FM
Chicago as administrative assistant in
charge of pr and assisting on planning
and creation of programs.
Bob Fuller, formerly newsman with
KTVH (TV) Little Rock, Ark., to
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., succeeding
Floyd Kalber who joins NBC-TV Chicago.
Gale, women's
on Virginia
WGN Chicago,
signs as personality
hostess for
daily feature film series on WGN-TV.
Ed Miller, formerly with WJBW
New Orleans, and John Bradshaw and
Roy McKee, formerly with WBBM
Chicago, all join KOME Tulsa, Okla.
Jack Gregson named news director
of WLBW-TV Miami (new ch. 10 facility scheduled to go on air after Oct.
1 ) . He formerly was announcer and
special events commentator for various
tv shows.
George Baumann joins news department of WBZ-TV Boston.
Jack Brooks, formerly news and
program director at WCCC. to WPOP.
(FATES & FORTUNES) 89

both Hartford, Conn., as news director.

tives: Jack E. Baker, previously of
Grant Webb; Richard L. Branigan,
WMGM New York, and Jerome K.

Jerry Grove, acting news director at
WIBG Philadelphia, named news director.

McCauley, WABC, that city.

John Babcock, formerly with KFWB
Los Angeles, to news staff of KMPC,
that city.
Dr. Edward C. Lambert appointed
consultant on educational programming at KMOX St. Louis. Dr. Lambert is professor of journalism at U.
of Missouri.
Warren (Bud) Williamson III appointed assistant general manager of
WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown, Ohio.
He had been pr director. Richard G.
Newcomer succeeds Mr. Warren.
Jack Hartley named to newly created
post of sales promotion manager.
Bernie Mann, formerly with WAKE
Atlanta, Ga., named sales manager of
WTRY Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.
Donald P. Rupert,
account executive at
WRIT Milwaukee,
promoted to sales
manager. He fills vacancy created by
Parker Daggett who
became general manDallas.agerBothof KBOX
are Balaban
Stations.
John R. Evans, appointed national
sales manager of KMCS-FM Seattle,
Wash. Previously, he was account executive at KIRO and KOMO, both
that city.

LOM'KLL
THOMAS
For the sixth successive year Lowell
Thomas is on CBS Radio for General
Motors. World traveler, explorer, lecturer, author, his first-hand knovi/ledge of people and places gives his
newscasts special color and authority.
And his long-term association with a
single company points up the cumulative advantage of sponsoring an outstanding personality year after year
In all radio Lowell Thomas-and his
colleagues-are the kind of company
you keep
ONLY
ON
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DeWitt C. Mower, appointed sales
manager of WKYR Keyser, W.Va. He
formerly was western sales manager for
MBS.
Joseph A. Reid, account executive
at CBS Radio, appointed merchandising director at WCBS New York.
Donn E. Winther, appointed advertising and sales promotion director of
WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston, succeeding
William B. Colvin who joins TvB. Mr.
Winther had been advertising and promotion director of WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia (Fates & Fortunes,
Sept. 12). Donald W. O'Shea, WBZTV field sales coordinator, promoted to
account executive. Lawrence E. Feeney succeeds Mr. O'Shea.
Jerry Clark, formerly account executive with WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind.,
to KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa, in similar capacity.
Robert W. Allen, formerly of
WEEI Boston, joins WCBS New York
sales staff. Other new account execu-

Tom Morris, formerly with WTIX
New Orleans, to KOME Tulsa, Okla.,
as account executive.
Harry P. Sherinian Jr., assistant
sales promotion director of KTVU
(TV) San Francisco-Oakland, to similar post at KCBS San Francisco.
Phil Johnson appointed promotion
manager
WWLTV Newfor Orleans.
Formerly he was pr
director at Fountainebleau Motor Hotel,
that city, and reporter
with New Orleans
Item.

Mr. Johnson

James Mergen, formerly with KYA
San Francisco, to sales staff of KLAC
Los Angeles as account executive.
Frank Howard, Edward Petry &
Co., elected president of New England
Assn. of Radio & Television Representatives. Other officers: William A.
Creed, Foster & Creed, vp; John King,
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, secretarytreasurer; and Bruce Patterson, Blair
TV, and Bob Reardon, Weed & Co.,
both on board of directors.
Alex Dreier, newscaster at WNBQ
(TV) and WMAQ Chicago, elected
president of Academy of Television
Arts & -Sciences, that city, succeeding
Irv Kupcinet.
Janet Byers, advertising and sales
promotion manager of KYW Cleveland,
on Oct. 3 joins Crowell-Collier Broadcasting (KFWB Los Angeles, KEWB
San Francisco, KDWB MinneapolisSt. Paul) as advertising manager.
Franklin Rohner joins program development staff of CBS-TV, Hollywood,
as program associate. He formerly was
in talent and properties department.
Stan
Lipp, formerly
program
director at WNBH
New Bedford,
Mass.,
to
WJAR Providence, R.I., in similar capacity.
Richard O'Neill, announcer-personality at WCID-TV Danville, 111., promoted to program manager.
Robert E. Parker, formerly farm director and promotion manager at
WBAY-AM-TV Green Bay, Wis., to
Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson,
Chicago, as member of farm stafT.
Allan C. Gordon, formerly account
executive at Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed, that city, also joins
AFM&H.
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New post
Neville Miller, NAB president
from 1938-1944 and communications attorney in the firm of Miller
& Schroeder, was elected chairman of the District of Columbia
Redevelopment Land Agency last
week. As chairman, he will be responsible for carrying out Washington's urban renewal program.
Mr. Miller was mayor of Louisville, Ky., from 1933-1937. He
served as assistant to the president
of Princeton in 1938, and took up
private law practice in 1945. He
has also served as senior deputy
chief of the Balkan Mission of the
United Nations Relief & Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA). Mr.
Miller was sworn in Sept. 12 as a
member of RLA (Broadcasting,
Sept. 19). which is a parttime activity.
John F. Sauer, formerly professional
football player and coach, appointed
sports director of WING Dayton, Ohio.

commercials and industrial films in cooperation with Paramount.
Sidney A. Dimond becomes president of Creative Associates Inc., Boston, new tape specialty packaging firm.
Jim Loomis, formerly with Radio Press
International, named client service supervisor and Dennis Oppenheim, formerly with WHDH, that city, named
production coordinator. Address: 690
Dudley St., Boston, Mass. Phone Columbia 5-5518.
Fred Watkins, formerly of KTHS
Little Rock, joins United Artists Assoc.,
Dallas, as account executive. Frank
LeSeau, UA-TV, also named to Dallas office of UAA, and Paul Weiss joins
Chicago office. He formerly was with
Columbia Pictures.
John B. Oettinger, formerly with
Wilbur Streech Productions, N.Y., joins
editing staff of Elliot, Unger & Elliot,
that city, division of Screen Gems.
Al Wallace, account executive at
Videotape Productions of New York
Inc., granted 8-week leave of absence
to join Nixon-Lodge campaign group.

Ken Parker, formerly entertainment
editor of San Gabriel (Calif.) Valley
Tribune, joins KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as assistant publicity director.

William Kosh, formerly editor of
T.V. Graphics, joins Producing Artists,
N.Y., as executive editor.

Kenneth C. Philo, appointed art director of KYW-TV Cleveland. He
formerly was assistant art director at
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb.
Robert Lawson, formerly with
WHAS Louisville, Ky., to WCKY Cincinnati as staff announcer.

Valentine Davies, first vp of Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences,,
has become president, succeeding the
late B.B. Kahane, who died Sept. 18.
Wendell R. Corey, second vp, automatically stepped up into first vice presidency. New second vp will be elected
by board at future meeting.

Ray Check and Dave Stewart join
WHAY Hartford-New Britain, Conn.,
as air personalities. They formerly held
similar positions at WNAB Bridgeport,
Conn., and WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.,
respectively.
Bob Menefee and Ed Harvey join
WCAU Philadelphia as air personalities.
Ben Wills and Claude Abbott join
WQTY Jacksonville, Fla., as air personalities.
Programming
Pieter E. van Beek elected president
of Teco Inc., Chicago, succeeding S.I.
Marks who resigned. Mr. Marks was
re-elected treasurer. Teco is allied with
Zenith Radio Corp. in Phonevision
and has signed agreement with RKO
General in proposed Phonevision test of
WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
Walter Bien, formerly head of production of tv commercials and industrial films at Warner Bros., has formed
his own organization, SIB Productions,
with headquarters at Paramount Pictures Studio, Hollywood, to produce
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Tim Parker, AP Texas bureau executive, named chief of Charlotte, N.C.,
bureau, succeeding Paul Hansell, appointed chief of Miami bureau. He
succeeds Noland Norgaard, named
chief of Denver bureau, as Sanky
Trimble, former Denver head, becomes
bureau executive in Dallas.
Pinky Vidakovich, news director of
WWL New Orleans, elected president
of United Press International Broadcasters of Louisiana, succeeding Clarence Faulk of KRUS Ruston. Kerry
Nicklas of KMRC Morgan City elected
first vp and Jack Moore of WARB
Covington named second vp.
Herbert Coleman, motion picture
and tv producer, forms own company
in Hollywood and will deal strictly in
movies. He has been producer of Checkmate, new CBS-TV series and before
that was with Alfred Hitchcook.

A legend in his own time. A personality without peer. Philosopher,
story teller, news maker, catalyst,
he brings to each listener an immediate sense of persoTial participation. As if that iveren't enough, he
just happens to be the greatest
salesman in broadcasting history.
In all radio, Godfrey is the kind of
company you keep . . .

Harold D. Cohen, formerly artists
executive and packaging agent at Ashley-Steiner, N.Y., and director of business affairs at ABC, opens own office
for representation and management of
91

literary, theatrical, tv and motion picture producers and talent.
Jack H. Harris, signs with CBS-TV
Network to develop new hour-long
series for early 1961, which will utilize
"Harriscopix," Mr. Harris" copyrighted
system of unusual theatrical effects.
Earle B. Harris, formerly production
manager of NBC Opera Theatre, joins
International Telemeter Co., N.Y., as
production manager.
Carl H. Goldstein, with Screen
Gems syndication sales staff, appointed
SG's
Puertosales
Rico.representative in San Juan,

Nunn

in NASA
post
with
other
countries. Among these
Appointment of Robert G. Nunn
are
such
items
as frequency assignJr. to work on communication satelments, availability of launch vehicles
lite non-military policies was announced last week by Dr. T. Keith
and facilities and international agreements. New assistant served four
Glennan, administrator of the Nayears in Army during World War II
tional Aeronautics & Space Administration. Mr. Nunn was named as and was in private law practice for
eight years in Washington and in
special assistant to Dr. Glennan. Mr.
Nunn will handle matters that in- Terre Haute. He joined office of general counsel of Air Force in 1954
clude coordination of NASA comand
became
NASA assistant general
munications activities with governcounsel in 1958.
ment agencies, with industry and

Frederic Kaplan, formerly in tvradio-motion picture department of
New York U., to Lionel Rogosin Productions, N.Y.

elected president, filling vacancy created by death of his brother Jack M.
Winer, who died last month.

Fred Stover, assistant art director at
ABC-TV, promoted to art director for
scenic services department.
Carlos Franco, formerly chairman
of broadcasting committee of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, appointed director of national sales for
Community Club Awards, N.Y.

Gen. Frederick L. Andersen appointed to board of directors of AstroScience Corp., Los Angeles, which is
parent company of American Concertone Div., producer of magnetic tape
recorders and tape equipment.

Equipment & Eng'ring
Julius D. Winer, vp and director of
Capehart Corp., Richmond Hill, N.Y..

'
MAGNfPHASE
(R)

- UNBAIAMCE
flilMMIIil »
MAG^-i PMASf.

WM5

. MSOKCI

LINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
MAGNIPHASE — protects antenna system
from damage caused by static discharge or
transmission line faults.
MAGNIPHASE — will instantaneously
squelch transmitter output, preventing arc
from being sustained by RF energy.
Immediately self-restoring, transmitter
interruption goes unnoticed on the air.
write for full details today
C.jj-yt.jLL*t^e.jtXMjL €J_e.cJLjLj(rn.Lc^
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. Dallas 27, Texas
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC.
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Dr. Zvi Prihar appointed assistant
director of telecommunications at Page
Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, D.C.
Joseph Novik, formerly with broadcast division of RCA, appointed manager of broadcasting division of Industrial Transmitters & Antennas Inc.,
Lansdowne, Pa.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of RCA, presented with 1960
Personal Achievement Award of Deafness Research Foundation.
Sarkes Tarzian, founder of Sarkes
Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind., manufacturer ofbroadcast equipment, named
one of 1 1 recipients of 1 960 American
Success Story Awards, presented annually to people who rose from humble
beginning to become owners of large
industries.
Oliver Read, formerly publisher of
Electronics World magazine, editor-publisher of Popular Electronics and publisher of HiFi-Stereo Review, joins staff
of instruction department of National
Radio Institute, Washington, D.C.
Robert G. Lynch, sales executive at
Sylvania Electric Products, N.Y..
named equipment sales manager of Sylvania Electronic Tubes.
Ercell B. Harrison appointed general
manager of Peerless Electrical Products
Div. of Altec Lansing Corp., Anaheim,
Calif. Mr. Harrison has been with Peerless for 20 years. Company designs and
manufactures transformers and power
supplies for electronic applications.

Lloyd R. Day, manager of planning

at RCA Electron Tube Div., named
manager of new business development.
Leon H. King appointed to newly
created position of assistant to vp of
Jansky & Bailey, Washington, D.C,
division of Atlantic Research Corp. He
has been with firm for three years.
Herbert H. Rosen, formerly assistant
director for educational programs for
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, appointed corporate director of pr for Hoffman Electronics,
Los Angeles.
John C. Calahan appointed manager of merchadising and sales promotion for radio receiver department of
General Electric Co.
Donald R. Carlson named EMCOR
Ingersoll Products Div. sales manager.
Company is subsidiary of Borg-Warner
Corp., Elgin, III. Edvt^ard P. La Kafe
appointed chief engineer.
William R. Luebke appointed senior
scientist in research division of EitelMcCullough, San Carlos, Calif., manufacturer of electron power tubes. Dr.
Richard Lagerstrom named senior research scientist and Dr. George Caryotakis appointed senior project engineer.
Snternational
Alan Mills appointed vp and general
managerronto
of operation
new Toof
Bonded TV Film
Service ( Canada )
Ltd. He formerly was
presidenttorialofServices
Tv Ltd.,
Edithat city, and before
that was film producer in Toronto office
of McCann-Erickson Ltd.
Harvey C. Freeman, manager of
CFCH North Bay. Ont.. will also manage CKGN-TV North Bay, recently acquired by the Thomson interests, which
own CFCH.

Louise de Broin, formerly with MacBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960
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one

double-track

railroad

(built by private

freight traffic of 20 four-lane

highways

enterprise)

(built with

can

your

carry the

tax money).

In everyone's interest, public policy should give the railroads the opportu-93
nity to compete with other forms of transportation on a fair and equal basis.
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN R Al L R O A DS , WAS H I N GTO (M , D . C.
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Laren Adv., Montreal, to CJMS, that
city, as pr director.
Louis Applebaum, music director of
annual Music Festival at Stratford, Ont.,
named music consultant of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. for English-language
network.
Allied

Fields

Dr. Arthur Kirsch, supervisor of research and quality controls at American
Research Bureau, Beltsville, Md., promoted to research manager.

Dale Remington, formerly NBCTV Monitor correspondent, joins Broadcaster's Aids, N.Y., radio, tv publicity
service of Public Relations Aids Inc., as
executive director.
Armand Ouellette joins staff of
marketing and social research division
of The Psychological Corp., N.Y., research firm dealing with human behavior.
Dr. Alfred C. Horsch joins Institute
for Motivational Research, Croton-onHudson, N.Y., as staff specialist in

marketing methods.
Deaths
James Duncan Webb, 51, president
of C.J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y., died
Sept. 15 following short illness. He
joined agency in 1951 as executive vp
after serving with Young & Rubicam,
that city, as vp and account supervisor.
Harry H. Lockhart, 36, disc jockey
for WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh, died
Sept. 19 following heart surgery. He
had been with station since 1951.

FANFARE

FLYING
Stations

FOR

'BLUE

go to sky

to promote

"See Blue Angels on ch. 7" was the
airborne advice of WABC-TV New
York over the Labor Day weekend.
The message, which was skytyped in
white smoke 65 times and was visible
over a 50-miIe area, sparked the station's promotional effort on behalf of
the new Blue Angels series starting tonight on WABC-TV (Mon. 7-7:30
p.m.). The promotion of the series,
which dramatizes the adventures of the
U.S. Navy's flight demonstration team,
was one of many planned by stations
across the country. California National
Productions had sold Blue Angels in
104 markets as of last week. Other exploitations include Continental Oil Co.'s
posting of 237 billboards to herald the
dates and times of the series throughout
the 68 markets where it sponsors the
tv show; a public demonstration by the
Blue Angels in the skies above Altoona,
Pa., on Sept. 17, just prior to the series' debut over WSBA-TV in that citv,
and an aerial personal appearance next
month -by the same group in Atlanta,
Ga., as part of the dedication ceremonies for new naval reserve installations there, which will draw attention

ANGELS'
new

tv show

to the series premiere on WAGA-TV
Atlanta. Grumman Aircraft Corp.,
manufacturers of the Fl lF-1 Tiger Jets
used by the Blue Angels, also is lending
fanfare support. A Navy training film,
made by Grumman, with Robert Taylor
narrating, is being made available to
tv stations for special local promotions
of the Blue Angels series.
International

audience

Canadian audience of WICU-TV
Erie, Pa., has grown so fast in recent
months that the station brought its
daily program Pappy and His Puppet
Pals to Tillsonburg, Ont., to put on a
paid performance at the Strand Theatre.
In all, 1,275 children filled the theatre
for two performances recently. Children
came from nearby cities of London, St.
Thomas, Simcoe, Port Burwell and
other points to see the show. The Tillsonburg Canadian Legion and the local
Boy Scouts association made presentations to the show's producers for their
aid in Tillsonburg civic events. A return show is scheduled for late in
October.

Funeral march ■ WLEU Erie,
Pa., commemorated the one year
death of rock 'n' roll music on the
station with a reenactment of the
original funeral march to the publicords
dockhad where
7,000 tor "n'
r recbeen tossed
a watery
grave the previous year. Among
the hundreds witnessing the ceremonies were gospel singer Mahalia
Jackson (see photo) and WLEU
announcer Frank Davis. Miss
Jackson, holding records retrieved
by area skin divers, said they were
"all warped
just like rock
"n"
roll."
WLEU — broadcast
the proceedings at 1:35 p.m., identical
time of the original ceremonies
the year before.

.Jf^ore ilian a decade of GomlruclLve Service
to broadcasters and tite broadcastincf ^ndasirij
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Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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CCS

invades

Chicago

Community Club Services Inc.
launched its merchandising awards plan
campaign in Chicago Sept. 7, with support from Mayor Richard J. Daley in
the form of a proclamation of "Community Clubs Day."3.000 women repreApproximately
senting over 500 civic and other organizations attended mass meetings to
hear details of the plan, being conducted in cooperation with WAIT, MBS
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Get
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Production

a "Matched"
Equipment

With an RCA TV Tape System you get equipment that is designed for incorporation into a complete package. You get everything you need from one rehable
source of supply— from cameras to TV tape recorders, including audio, switching,
and special effects. You obtain equipment with a background of experience that
is without equal in the film and television industries. You get the finest pictures—both color and black-and-white . . . Why risk the chance of failure with
unmatched equipment when you can get equipment from RCA that is matched—
both electrically and mechanically— to work in a system.
WHY NOT LET AN
"OLD HAND" ASSEMBLE
YOUR TV TAPE
PRODUCTION PACKAGE ?
Free Brochure on RCA
Ciiswmized TV Tape
System is available. See
your RCA Representative.
Or write to RCA,
Dept. LC-22,
Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J.

Broadcast

and

Television

Equipment

• Camden,

New

Jersey

RCA TV Tape Recorder • RCA Video Equipment • RCA TV Film Equipment •
RCA Audio Equipment • RCA Switching and Special Effects • RCA Film
Recording Equipment (Studio or Mobile — Monochrome
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(K

or Color)

in Electronics
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m

affiliate, in that city. The campaign runs
Sept. 19 through Dec. 18, with clubs
standing to gain $10,000 through purchases of 20 advertisers involved.
The Community Club awards plan
has appeared in over 300 markets
since its inception and is slated for
about 175 for the fall season. The campaign also has been held in Canada
and is expanding to Australia and Japan, according to John Gilmore, CCS
president. Among speakers were Boyd
Lawlor, CCS consultant; Robert O.
Miller, president and general manager,
and Mrs. Gertrude Miller, CCA director, both of WAIT, and several advertising representatives.
Back-to-school drive
Disturbed by the fact that only
11 % of Toronto students finish grade
13. CHUM there launched a crusade
to get youngsters to return to school
and stay in school. The station wrote
back-to-school messages and sent them
to movie studios, recording companies,
networks, etc., with the request that
stars record the messages and return
them to CHUM. Among the many responding were James Mason, Pat
Boone. Sam Levenson and Gordon
MacRae. Sports stars recorded the spots
as did entertainers visiting Toronto.
The request became part of the station's interviews.
SIMPLE-RELIABLE
REMOTE CONTROL
Studio Control Unit

Continental's dependable
Transmitter Remote Control offers simplified logging with single meter; allrelay pushbutton control
of one or two transmitters.
It may be operated over a
single phone line, and is
ideally suited for directional stations. Write for
details today.
.^,Mr.i ..^ ^
-J

,
a ;

Transmitter Control Unit
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Dallas 27, Texas EV 1-1135
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC
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What's in
In an attempt to inject interest
and excitement in station break announcements, WNTA-TV New York,
starting this week will spotlight New
York MetropoUtan area residents
with unusual names in the station
break periods. For example, Rosemary Love of Manhattan and
Charles Kiss Jr. of Jackson Heights,
L.I., will be filmed together and say
in unison: "It's all love and kisses
on ch. 13." Ronald P. Barnum of
Brooklyn and George Bailey of
A contest was held offering $50 to
the student who sent in the best letter
stating why he (or she) was going back
to school. "The high calibre of letters
was enough to restore any cynic's faith
in teenagers," CHUM reports. Hit
parade charts bore the messages; mobile cruisers bore slogans. The station
intends to renew the campaign in November when, it has learned, many
students become discouraged and there
is a danger of their dropping out of
school.
Nothing

on

but

KXOA

'Visitors to the California State Fair
at Sacramento were encouraged to carry
a portable radio tuned to KXOA, that
city, which was broadcasting clues to
the whereabouts of the key to the
treasure chest exhibited there. Each day
of the fair, until the key was found, the
station gave clues relating to the fairground area. The finder received $50 in
cash, wristwatches for a lady and a
man, a color camera and accessories,
accomodations for the whole family at
Lake Tahoe and other prizes. Girls clad
the sign "I'm
bearing
only into barrels
going
the State
Fair with nothing
on but KXOA," paraded the grounds.
A sexy female voice on the air urged
listeners to attend the fair treasure hunt,
using the same tagline.
*P.J. Pattie'
CFCF-TV Montreal, new television
station in Canada's largest city, is looking for a girl to be hostess on its late,
late show. The program, to be sponsored by Dominion Textile Co. Ltd.,
(through McKim Adv. Ltd., Montreal)
will have as its hostess "Pajama Pattie",
an attractive girl just over 18 years of
age and living within the 62-mile
radius of the station. The search for
"Pajama Pattie" will be finalized in a
contest among a dozen girls to be decided by advertising agency executives
at Toronto and Montreal early in November.

a name?
Manhattan will tell viewers that "The
greatest shows on earth are on chanOthers to appear will be Carl F.
Kennedy of Manhattan and David A.
Nixonnel 13."Jr. of the Bronx; John B.
Morning of Manhattan, Dennis Noonan of the Bronx and Ralph A.
Knight of Manhattan. Other teams
will bear the names of Romeo and
Juliet, Napoleon and Josephine, Fine
and Dandy, Scotch and Soda and
Red, White and Blue.

Media

coexistence

In a show of civic pride and peaceful coexistence, all media in Rockford,
111., got together to impress representatives of Chicago's top advertising agencies of the potential in the Rockford
market. In addition to two daily newspapers, WJRL, WROK, WRRR,
WREX-TV and WTVO (TV) all pitched
in to arrange a day where the admen
would be entertained and would become acquainted with the community.
Two months were spent in preparing a
brochurenancial
which
the and
city's
fistructure,described
its facilities
other
information useful to advertisers and
agencies. A chartered plane flew in 50
admen from Chicago, who were greeted
by city officials and taken on a guided
tour of the city by members of the stations and the press. Luncheon and a
dinner were arranged and golf, swimming and bowling activities were organized in the afternoon.
■

Drumbeats

KSON goes chicken ■ KSON San
Diego, Calif., went chicken in a recent
promotion campaign. Results: lots of
laughs and lots of money. The two
week stunt took root at a luncheon
(chicken of course) with Hank Guzik,
KSON station manager, Dick Meads,
former KSON sales manager and partner of Knoth Meads Adv., that city,
and Kick Knoth. partner in Knoth
Meads Adv. Here's what happened:
During all station breaks, clucking
chickens, fowl weather reports and
chicken time checks came across the
air ways. In addition, the station sent
to all clients and agencies boxed chickproclaiming
ratesen lunches
were chicken
feed.that
And KSON's
as an
anti-climax, the station called listeners
every 15 minutes and offered a free
chicken — if he or she happened to be
tuned in to KSON. Station officials described the stunt as successful from
all aspects, noting a single complaint
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SUCCESS

STORIES

One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation . . . and to the

Northwest Schools graduates who have contributed to their success.

The

ANDERSON,
Music for Moderns

Mighty

I 580

CALIFORNIA

on Color Radio for Northern California

KPON went on the air November 7, 1959, to serve the tri-city
area of Redding, Red Bluff and Anderson, California. KPON
programs a modern format featuring smooth popular music and
old standard tunes tastefully mixed with their "Nifty Fifty" top
tunes. KPON has enjoyed tremendous audience acceptance in

BOB MANUEL,

Northwest

manager of KPON

this rapidly growing Northern California area. KPON continuously keeps on top of the expanding market with news, audience
participation shows, special features and broad public service to
the area.

graduates receive plaudits from KPON

"TOMstaff.
RADER
production aired
and the
air
Since handles
all commercials
on
KPON are produced and put on tape to asand His
professional
Tom's
job issurea accuracy
big one.
Northwest sound,
training
has
been a real asset."

"MAX
KPON
air as
fields

management:

SUKO represents Northwest in the
sales department and he fills in on the
needed. Max does a fine job in both
and we are pleased to have him as a

member of the staff."

"SAM BERNHARDT does an
excellent job in servicing accounts and his copy sells merchandise. His ability has contributed much to the success of
KPON and reflects the fine
training he received at North-

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire
west."

NORTHWEST
SCHOOLS
1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 6-4811
737 N. Mkhigon Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollyviirood
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— from the Turkey Growers Assn. who
wanted to know the beef against turkeys.
Love that mother-in-law? ■ WNBC
New York is conducting a "Do You
Love Your Mother-In-Law?" contest
on the all-night Johnny Andrews program (Mon.-Fri., 12:05-6 a.m.). Listeners are asked to write letters to the
station but must reply to this question: do you love her enough to take

her with you on a vacation? The writer
of the winning letter will win a sixday cruise for three — including mamain-law — to Bermuda. Runnerup winner will receive three tickets to dinner
and theater with you-guessed-it along.
The contest closes Sept. 30.
Ahoy! ■ WMAL-TV Washington set
sail with a group of advertisers and
agencymen from the Washington area
on an afternoon's tour of the Potomac
FOR

I960
Text

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

of amendments

Here is the text of amendments to
procedural provisions of the Communications Act signed by President
Eisenhower Sept. 13. All these are
part of Public Law 86-572. The same
law contained changes in other sections of the act pertaining to sponsor
identification and deceptive broadcasts.
Those changes are reported in text
beginning on page 68 of this issue.
AN ACT
To promote the public interest by amending
the Communications Act of 1934. to provide a pre-grant
case of certain
applications; procedure
to impose inlimitations
on
payoffs between applicants; to require
disclosure of payments made for the
broadcasting of certain matter; to grant
authority to impose forfeitures in the
broadcast service; and to prohibit deceptive practices in contests of intellectual
knowledge, skill, or chance; and for other
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Represeritatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SHORT TITLE
Section 1. This Act may be cited as the
"Communications Act Amendments, 1960".
REPEAL OF PROVISION PERMITTING
ACCEPTANCE OF HONORARIUMS
Sec. 2. The third sentence of subsection
(b) of section 4 of the Communications Act
of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 154(b)) is amended by
striking
this shallof
not
applyoutto the
the following:
presentation"; orbutdelivery
publications
or
papers
for
which
a
reason-be
able honorarium or compensation may
accepted." SHORT-TERM GRANTS
Sec. 3. Subsection (d) of section 307 of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 307)

passed

RECORD
ACT

by Congress

is amended by adding at the end thereof a
new
sentence asprovisions
follows; of
"Consistently
with
the foregoing
this subsection,
the Commission may by rule prescribe the
period or periods for which licenses shall
be granted and renewed for particular
classes of stations, but the Commission may
not adopt or follow any rule which would
preclude it, in any case involving a station
of a particular
granting
renewing a licenseclass,
for afrom
sliorter
periodor than
that prescribed for stations of such class if,
in its ence,judgment,
or necessity public
would beinterest,
served conveniby such
PRE-GRANT PROCEDURE
Sec. tions4.Act(a)
of the
action."
of Section
1934 (47 309
U.S.C.
309) Communicais amended
to read as follows:
"ACTION
APPLICATIONS;
OF AND UPON
CONDITIONS
ATTACHED FORM
TO
LICENSES
"Sec. 309. (a) Subject to the provisions of
this section,
the Commission
shall determine, in the case
of each application
filed
with it to which section 308 applies, whether
the public
interest,
convenience,
and
necessity will be served by the granting of such
application, and, if the Commission, upon
examination of such application and upon
consideration of such other matters as the
Commission may officially notice, shall find
that public interest, convenience, and neceswould begrant
served
the granting thereof,sity
it shall
suchby application.
"(b)
Except
as
provided
in subsection
(c)
of this section, no such application
—
"(1)
for
an
instrument
of
authorization
the case of a station in the broadcasting orin
common carrier services, or
"(2) for an instrument of authorization in
the case of a station in any of the following categories;
"(A) fixed point-to-point microwave stationsused(exclusive
of control
relay radio
stations
as integral
parts ofandmobile
systems ) ,
"(B)
industrial
radio are
positioning
for
which
frequencies
assigned stations
on an
exclusive
basis,
"(C) aeronautical en route stations,

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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to watch the finish of the President's
Cup Regatta. Nautical (liquid) refreshment was supplied on the S.S.
WMAL-TV and a "shanghaied" dance
band and tv personalities provided entertainment. Over 300 ad people made
up the cruise list. They watched a bevy
of beauties costumed to suggest the
fall programs scheduled on the ABCTV affiliate. This was the second year
WMAL-TV chartered a Wilson Line
boat for such festivities.

MUrray Hllj 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

"(D) aeronautical advisory stations,
"(E) airdrome control stations,
"(F) aeronautical fixed stations, and
"(G) tions,
such
stations or classes
of stanot inotlrer
the broadcasting
or common
carrier
services,
as
the
Commission
shall
by
rule prescribe,
shall be granted by the Commission earlier
than thirty days following issuance of public ancenotice
by theof Commission
of theor acceptfor filing
such application
of any
substantial amendment thereof.
"(c) Subsection (b) of this section shall
not apply —
"(1) to any minor amendment of an apcable, or plication to which such subsection is appli"(2) to any application for —
a minorstation,
change in the facilities of
an"(A)
authorized
"(B) mentconsent
to
an involuntary
or transfer under
section 310(b)assignor to
an assignment or transfer thereunder which
does not involve a substantial change in
ownership or control,
"(C) a license under section 319(c) or.
pending application for or grant of such
license,
any special
temporary toauthorization to permit
interimor operation
facilitate
completion of authorized construction or to
provide substantially the same service as
would be authorized by such license,
"(D) extension
of timefacilities,
to complete construction of authorized
"(E) an authorization of facilities for repickups,in studio
links and ofsimilar
facilitiesmote
for use
the operation
a broadcast
station,
"(F) authorizations pursuant to section
325(b) mitted
where the programs to be transnature, are special events not of a continuing
"(G) a special
temporary
for
nonbroadcast
operation
not authorization
to exceed thirty
days tionwiiere
no
application
for
regular
operais contemplated to be filed or pending
the filing of an application for such regular
operation, or
"(H) an authorization under any of the
proviso clauses of section 308(a).
"(d)(1)
party ina interest
file
witli the Any
Commission
petition may
to deny
any application (whether as originally filed
or as section
amended)
to which
subsection
"(b) of
this
applies
at any
time prior
to
tire day of Commission grant thereof withouttionhearing
or
the
day
of
formal
designathereof for hearing; except tliat with
respect to any classification of applications,
the Commission from time to time by rule
may specify a shorter period (no less than
thirty days following the issuance of public notice
by theof Commission
of the
acceptance for filing
such application
or of
any
substantial amendment thereof), which
shorter period shall be reasonably related
to the time when the applications would
normally be reached for processing. The
petitioner shall serve a copy of such petition on the applicant. The petition shall
contain specific allegations of fact sufficient
to show that the petitioner is a party in
interest and that a grant of the application
would be prima facie inconsistent with
subsection (a). Such allegations of fact
shall, except for those of which official
notice may be taken, be supported by affidavit of a person or persons with personal
knowledge thereof. The applicant shall be
given the opportunity to file a reply in
which allegations of fact or denials thereof
shall similarly be supported by affidavit.
"(2) If the Commission finds on the basis
of the application, the pleadings filed, or
other matters which it may officially notice
that there are no substantial and material
questions of fact and that a grant of the application would be consistent with subsection (a), and
it shall
the gi'ant,
deny theof
petition,
issuemake
a concise
statement
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

the reasons for denying the petition, which
statement shall dispose of all substantial
issues raised by the petition. If a substantial and material question of fact is
presented or if the Commission for any
reason is unable to find that grant of the
application would be consistent with subsection (a), it shall proceed as provided in
subsection (e).
■■(e)
If,
in the case
any section
application
which subsection
(a) ofof this
applies,to
a substantial and material question of fact
is presented or the Commission for any
reason is unable to make the finding specified in such subsection, it shall formally
designate the application for hearing on
the ground or reasons then obtaining and
shall forthwith notify the applicant and
all other known parties in interest of such
action and the grounds and reasons therefor, specifying with particularity the matters
and tnings in issue but not including issues
or requirements phrased generally. When
the Commission has so designated an application for hearing the parties in interest,
if any, who
are not
notified
the Commission of such
action
may byacquire
the
status of a party to the proceeding thereon
by filing
a
petition
for
intervention
showing the basis for their interest at any time
not less than ten days prior to the date of
hearing. Any hearing subsequently held
upon ingsuch
application
shall beanda full
in which
the applicant
all hearother
parties in interest shall be permitted to
participate.
The
burden
of
proceeding
with
the introduction of evidence and the burden
of proof shall be upon the applicant, exceptsented
thatby with
respect
to anyor issue
prea petition
to deny
a petition
to enlarge
the issues,
b'urdens shall
be
as determined
by thesuch
Commission.
'■(f) When
an
application
subject
to subsection (b) has been filed, the Commission,
notwithstanding the requirements of such
subsection, may, if the grant of such application is otherwise authorized by law
and if it finds that there are extraordinary
circumstances
requiring
emergency
tions m the pubhc
interest
and that operadelay
in the ations
institution
of
such
emergency
operwould seriously prejudice the public
interest, grant a temporary authorization,
accompanied by a statement of its reasons
therefor, to permit such emergency operations for a period not exceeding ninety
days, and upon making like findings may
extend such temporary authorization for
one additional period not to exceed ninety
days. When any such grant of a temporary
authorization is made, the Commission shall
give expeditious treatment to any timely
filed petition to deny such application and
to any petition for rehearing of such grant
filed under section 405.
"(g) The Commission is authorized to
adopt tionsreasonable
classifications
applicaand amendments
in order toofeffectuate
the purposes of this section.
"(h) Such
stationshall
licenses
Commission may grant
be in assuchthegeneral
form as it may prescribe, but each license
shall contain, in addition to other provisions, a statement of the following conditions to which such license shall be subject; (1) The station license shall not vest
in the licensee any right to operate the station nor any right in the use of the frequencies designated in the license beyond
tne term thereof nor in any other manner
than authorized therein; (2) neither the
license nor the right granted thereunder
shall be assigned or otherwise transferred
in violation of this Act; (3) every license
issued under this Act shall be subject in
terms to the right of use or control conferred by section
thisCommunications
Act."
(b) Section
319(c)606 ofof the
Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 319(c)) is amended
by striking out "and (c)" and inserting in
lieu(c)thereof
(e), Communications
(f), and (g)".
Section "(c),
405 (d),
of the

son
Maurice Jack
Organization

I

Sales Program
s
Radio Consultant
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Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 405) is amended—
(1) by striking
"and inparty"
in the
first
and out
inserting
lieu thereof
'■any sentence
party", and
(2) by inserting after the fourth sentence
a newsion sentence
"The aCommisshall enter asan follows:
order, with
concise
statement of the reasons therefor, denying
a petition for rehearing or granting such
petition, in whole or in part, and ordering
such further
appropriate:proceedings
Provided, That in asanymay
case bewhere
such petition relates to an instrument of
authorization granted without a hearing,
the Commission shall take such action within ninety days of the filing of such peti(d)(1) Subsections (a) and (b) of this
section shall take effect ninety days after
the date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) Section 309 of the Communications
tion."of 1934 (as amended by subsection (a)
Act
of this section) shall apply to any application to which section 308 of such Act applies
(A) which is filed on or after the effective
date of subsection (a) of this section, (B)
which is filed before such effective date, but
is substantially amended on or after such
effective date, or (C) which is filed before
such effective date and is not substantially
amended on or after such effective date,
but with respect to which the Corn-mission
by rule provides reasonable opportunity to
file petitions to deny in accordance with
section 309 of such Act (as amended by
subsection (a) of this section).
(3) Section 309 of the Communications Act
of 1934. as in effect immediately before the
effective date of subsection (a) of this section, shall, on and after such effective date,
apply only to applications to which section
3u8 of such Act apply which are filed before
such effective date and not substantially
amended on or after such effective date
and with respect to which the Commission
does not peiTnit petitions to deny to be
filed as provided in clause (C) of paragraph (2) of this subsection.
(4) The amendment made by paragraph
(2) of subsection (c) of this section shall
only apply to petitions for rehearing filed
on or after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
LOCAL NOTICE PAY-OFFS
AND LOCAL HEARINGS;
Sec. 5 (a) Section 311 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 311) is amended
to read as follows:
"SPECIAL SPECTREQUIREMENTS
WITH RETO CERTAIN APPLICATIONS
IN THE BROADCASTING SERVICE
"Sec. 311. (a) When there is filed with the
Commission any application to which section 309(b)(1) applies, for an instrument of
authorization for a station in the broadcasting service, the applicant —
"(1) shallarea
givewhich
noticeis ofserved
such filing
principal
or is into the
be
served by the station; and
"(2) nated
if forthe
application
is
formally
desighearmg in accordance with section 309, shall give notice of such hearing
in such area mencemeat
least hearing.
ten days before comnt of such
The Commission shall by rule prescribe the
form and content of the notices to be given
in compliance with this subsection, and the
manner and frequency with which such
notices shall be given.
"(b) Hearings referred to in subsection
(a) may mission
be shall
helddetermine
at such places
the Comto be asappropriate,
and in making such determination in any
case the Commission shall consider whether
the public interest, convenience, or necesingsityat will
a be
placeserved
in, orby inconducting
the vicinitythe of,hearthe
principal
area
to
be
served
by the station
involved.
"(c)(1) If two
there oraremore
pending
before the
Commission
applications
for
a permit for construction of a broadcasting
station, only one of which can be granted,
it shall be unlawful, without approval of
the Commission, for the applicants or any
of them to effectuate an agreement whereby
one or more of such applicants withdraws
his or their application or applications.
for Commission
in "(2)
any The
suchrequest
case shall
be made in approval
writing
jointly by all the parties to the agreement. Suchcomprequest
shall
contain
or
be acanied by full information with respect
to the agreement, set forth in such detail,
form, and manner as the Conmiission shall
by rule require.
"(3) The only
Commission
shall approve
the
agreement
if it determines
that the
agreement is consistent with the public
interest, convenience, or necessity. If the
agreement does not contemplate a merger,
but contemplates the making of any direct
or indirect payment to any party thereto
in consideration of his withdrawal of his
application, the Commission may determine
the agreement to be consistent with the

TYPE
314D
1 KW AM TRANSMITTER
BUILT-IN CUT-BACK
to 500 or 250 watts

Power cut-back is optional; may be accomIt's one
that sets plishedthisby remote
qualitycontrol.
transmitter
apartfeature
from
all others. 75" high; 32" wicJe; 32" deep;
weight: 1100 lbs.
write for details and competitive pricing

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 South Buckner Blvd. Dallas 27, Texas
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
FOR JO E'T V, iNq^el

public interest, convenience, or necessity
only ifment,the
amount or byvalue
such payas determined
the ofCommission,
is not in excess of the aggregate amount
determined by the Commission to have
been legitimately and prudently expended
and to be expended by such applicant in
connection with preparing, filing, and advocating the granting of his application.
"(4) For the purposes of this subsection
an application shall be deemed to be 'pendbefore the Commission
from Commisthe time
such ing'
application
is filedofwith
sion until an order
the the
Commission
granting or denying it is no longer subject
to rehearing by the Commission or to reby any court."
(b) viewSection
313 of such Act (47 U.S.C.
313) is amended —
inserting
after section
the word
in (1)
the byheading
of such
the "Laws"
following: "; refusal of licenses and permits in
certain cases"; and
by inserting
"(a)"of after
"Sec. 313.''
and(2)adding
at the end
such section
the
following subsection:
"(b)
The
Commission
is
hereby
directed
to refuse a station license and/or the perimit hereinafter
required
the (orcon-to
struction of a station
to any for
person
any person directly or indirectly controlled
by such person) whose license has been
revoked by a court under this section."
REVOCATION AND CEASE AND
DESIST ORDERS
Sec. 6. Subsections (a) and (b) of section
312 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47
U.S.C. 312) are amended to read as follows:
"ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS
"Sec.voke312.
(a) Thelicense
Commission
may reany station
or construction
permit
"(1) —inforthefalse
statementsor inknowingly
made
either
application
any statement
of fact which may be required pursuant to
section 308;
"(2) because
conditions coming
the
attention
of theof Commission
which to
would
warrant it in refusing to grant a license or
permit on an original application;
"(3) for willful or repeated failure to
operate
license; substantially as set forth in the
Station

for willful
or repeated
of,
or"(4)
willful
or repeated
failure violation
to observe
any provision of this Act or any rule or
regulation of the Commission authorized
by this States;
Act or by a treaty ratified by the
United
for cease
violation
or failure
observe
any"(5)final
and ofdesist
order toissued
by
the Commission under this section; or
"(6)
for
violation
of
section
1304.
1343,
or 1464 of title 18 of the United States Code.
"(b) Where
any person
failed
operate
substantially
as (1)
set has
forth
in toa
license,serve (2)
has
violated
or
failed
to
anv of the provisions of this Act, ob-or
section 1304, 1343, or 1464 of title 18 of the
United States Code, or (3) has violated or
failed to observe any rule or regulation
of the Commission authorized by this Act
or by a treaty ratified by the United States,
the Commission may order such person to
cease and desist from such action."
FORFEITURE PROVISIONS RELATING
TO BROADCAST LICENSEES
Sec. tions7.Act (a)
Section
of the
of 1934
(47 503
U.S.C.
503) Communicais amended
(1) by striking out the center heading and
inserting in lieu thereof "Forfeitures"; (2)
by inserting "(a)" after "Sec. 503."; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following subsection:
"(b)(1) Any licensee or permittee of a
broadcast station who —
"(A)
willfully
repeatedly fails
to operate such
station orsubstantially
as set
forth
in his license or pennit.
"(B) servewillfully
repeatedlyof fails
to ob-or
any of the orprovisions
this Act
of any rule or regulation of the Commission prescribed under authority of this
Act or under authority of any treaty ratified by the United States.
"(C) order
fails toissued
observe
any Commission,
final cease and
desist
by the
"(D) violates
509(a)(4)
of this section
Act, or 317(c) or section
"(E)
violates
section
of title 18 of the United 1304,
States1343,
Code,or 1464
shall forfeit to the United States a sum
not to exceed $1,000. Each day during
which such violation occurs shall constitute
a separate offense. Such forfeiture shall be
in addition to any other penalty provided
by this Act.

Authorizations,

Applications

As Compiled by Broadcasting
Sept. 15 through Sept. 21. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
America's

New Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Fort Smith, Ark.— Fort Smith Xelecasters
Inc. Granted uhf ch. 22 (518-524 mc); ERP
8.8 kw vis., 4.89 kw aur.; ant. height above
average terrain 245 ft., above ground 206 ft.
Estimated construction cost $27,000, first year
operating cost $74,000 revenue $92,000. P.O.
address
25thSts.St. Geographic
Studio and coordinates
trans, location 16th901andS. W.
35° 21' 40" N.. Lat., 94° 25' 3" W. Long. Trans.
RCA TTU-IB,
TFU Lloyd
12BL. G.Principals
include James R. ant.
Jorden.
Hobbs, and
Charles E. Laws, 331/3% each, Ft. Smith
businessmen. Ann. Sept. 15.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2>5600
100

(FOR THE RECORD)

JARET
CORP.

"(2) graphNo(1) offorfeiture
liability(b) under
parathis subsection
shall attach
unless a written notice of apparent liabilitymission
shall andhave
by thereceived
Comsuch been
noticeissued
has been
by the licensee
or
permittee
or
the
mission shall have sent such noticeCom-by
registered or certified mail to the last
known address of the licensee or permittee.
A licensee or permittee so notified shall
be granted an opportunity to show in writing, within such reasonable period as the
Commission shall by regulations prescribe,
why he should not be held liable. A notice
issued under this paragraph shall not be
valid unless it sets forth the date, facts,
and nature of the act or omission with
which the licensee or permittee is charged
and specifically identifies the particular
provision or provisions of the law, rule, or
regulation or the license, permit, or cease
and desist order involved.
"(3) graphNo(1) offorfeiture
liability(b) under
parathis subsection
shall attach
for any violation occurring more than one
year prior to the date of issuance of the
notice of apparent liabiUty and in no event
shall the forfeiture imposed for the acts or
omissions set forth in any notice of apparent liability504(a)
exceedof $10,000."
(b) Section
the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 504) is amended
by inserting after "Provided," in the first
sentence
thereof
the following:
"That any
suit for the
recovery
of a forfeiture
imposed pursuant to the provisions of this
Act shall be a trial de novo: Provided
(c) Section 504(b) of such Act is amended
by
striking out "section 507" and inserting
further,".
in (d)
lieu Section
thereof 504
"sections
507".
of such503(b)
Act and
is further
amended by adding a new subsection to
read as follows:
"(c) In any case where the Commission
issues a notice of apparent liability looking toward the imposition of a forfeiture
under this Act, that fact shall not be used,
in any other proceeding before the Commis ion, to the prejudice of the person to
whom such notice was issued,
unless (i) the
forfeiture has been paid, or (ii)
a court of
competent jurisdiction has ordered payment
of such forfeiture, and such order has become final." APPLICATIONS
Allen Park, Mich.— Robert M. Parr, uhf ch
62 (758-764 mc);
18.334 kw
9.840 kw
aur.; ant. height ERP
above averagevis.,
terrain 340
tt., above ground 367 ft. Estimated
construction cost $32,600, first
operating cost
$40,000 revenue $50,000. year
P.O. address 17133
Pmecrest Dr. Studio location
16850 South?x?^?
Trans, Geographi
location cSouthfield
at
Wabash Hwy.
coordinateRd.
s 42°
RCA
h^^?^"
Lat- ant.
83° 13'
05" W. S.Long.
Trans.
TTU-IB,
TFU-23BM
AppUcant
IS Robert M. Parr, sole owner, pastor of
Gilead Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich. Ann
Sept. 20.
Midland, Tex.— Midland Telecasting Co.,
uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc); ERP 66 kw vis.,
33.8 kw aur.; ant. height above average terram 443 ft., above ground 444 ft. Estmiated
constructi
on cost $33,574, first year operating
cost $60,000 revenue $66,000. P.O. address 300
West Wall. Studio and trans, location Marienfield & Wall Sts. Geographic coordinates
31° 59' 54" N. Lat., 102° 4' 30" W. Long
Trans. G.E. TT24A. ant. Alford 1044. Principals include Dalton H. Cobb
Cobb
Mr. Henry
C. Darwin, 49% each, and others.and
Mr.
Darwin
operator.
IS
independe
oil
nt
formerly owned KPAS Banning, Calif,
and
KHCD Clifton, Ariz. Ann. Sept 21.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTVYcation to(TV)
Granted
changeDothan,
trans, Ala.—
site from
aboutappli182
miles from Birmingham to about 2 miles
closer that city, with ERP 20 dbk (100 kw)
vis. and 18.4 dbk (70 kw) aur., ant. height
1,170 ft. Comr. Lee not participating. Ann.
Sept.
WVUE15. (TV) New Orleans, La.— Granted
mod. of STA for 90 days to increase vis. ERP
from 110 kw to 25 dbk (316 kw) with aur.
ERP 22 dbk (158 kw) and operate non-DA;
conditioned (1) that grant not to be construed as approval of proposed merger of
Supreme Bcstg. Co. and Coastal Tv Co.. and
without prejudice to any action which commission may take in dockets involving
comparative
Supremeandand (2)Coastal for ch. 12 hearing
in New onOrleans,
that
operation on ch. 13 in New Orleans shall
cease at such time as regularly authorized
tv service commences on ch. 12 in New
Orleans but in no event to continue beyond
BROADCASTING, September 26,. 1960

time of commencement of operation on ch.
13 in Biloxi, Miss. Ann. Sept. 21.
New Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Fairbury, Neb. — Great Plains Bcstg. Inc.,
granted 1310 kc 500 w D. P.O. address Box
354, York, Neb. Estimated construction cost
$11,565. first year operating cost $31,500, revenueL.$38,600.
Owners
Melville
Gleason
and are
Mr. Mr.
and and
Mrs.Mrs.Tommy
Gleason, both gentlemen with interest in
KAWL York. Ann. Sept. 15.
APPLICATIONS
Warsaw, N.C. — Warsaw-Mount Olive Bcstg.
Co., 550 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address P.O. Box
771, Jacksonville, N.C. Estimated construction cost $24,938, first year operating cost
$24,000, revenue $32,000. Principals include
Robert P. Mendelson, 60% and Eileen E.
Shuebruk,
40%, Sept.
owners16. of WJNC Jacksonville, N.C. Ann.
Herndon, Va. — Coastal Bcstrs. Inc., 1440
kc, 1 kwmatedD. construction
P.O. address
Eldon first
St. Esticost 156
$28,349,
year
operatingcipalscost
$48,000,
revenue
$50,000.
Prininclude Edward H. Sheppard and
Arthur D. Stamler, 22% each., and Billy
Bob Shiflett, 55%. Mr. Sheppard is employe of Dept.
of Army.Mr.Mr.Shiflett
Stamleris ishigh
investment consultant.
school counsellor. Ann. Sept. 16.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WCBL Benton, Ky. — Granted increase of
power on 1290 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued daytime operation. Ann. Sept. 15.
WPRS Paris, 111. — Granted increase of
power on
from 500Ann.
w toSept.
1 kw,15.continued1440
daytime kcoperation.
WTTH Port Huron, Mich. — Granted application to deliver by wire to CFPL London,
Ontario, Canada, football game programs
Sept. 12 and Oct. 12. Ann. Sept. 15.
KEYJ Jamestown, N.D. — Granted cp to
increase daytime power on 1400 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued 250 w nighttime
operation; remote control permitted. Ann.
Sept. 15.
KFIR North Bend. Ore. — Granted increase
of daytime power on 1340 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued 250 w nighttime operation;
remote control permitted. Ann. Sept. 15.
KMUL Muleshoe, Tex. — Designated for
hearing application to increase power on
1380 kc from 500 w to 1 kw, continued day
operation; made KSWO Lawton, Okla.,
party to proceeding. Ann. Sept. 21.
KOYL Odessa, Tex. — Granted increase of
power on 1310 kc from 500 w to 1 kw, continued
daytime
operation;
engineering condition. Ann.
Sept.
15.
KDWT Stamford, Tex.— Granted mod. of
license to change from specified hours to
unl. time
kc, 15.with continued 250operation
w power. on
Ann.1200Sept.
KKSC Othello, Wash.— Granted mod. of
license to change operation on 1400 kc (250
w) from unl. to SH. Ann. Sept. 21.
WDLB Marshfleld, Wis. — Granted increase
of daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued 250 w night operation; engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 15.
WPFP Park Falls, Wis. — Granted increase
of daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued 250 w night operation. Ann.
Sept. 15.
WRCO Richland Center, Wis. — Granted increase of daytime power on 1450 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued 250 w operation
night; engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 15.
APPLICATIONS
KDHL Faribault, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, change
ant.-trans. location, make changes in DA
system (2 additional towers; and install new
trans. (920 kc). Ann. Sept. 19.
KMHL Marshall, Mirm. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400 250
kc). w Ann.
16. inKLIFtime Dallas,
Tex.
—
Cp
to
increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and nightmake
changes ditional
in nighttime
ant. Ann.
system.
towers). (1190 kc).
Sept.(3 21.adWBUC from
Buckhannon,
to increase
power
1 kw to 5W.Va.
kw —andCp install
new
trans. (1460 kc). Arm. Sept. 16.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Montgomery,
— Fine
Music 1469
Inc.,Anngranted 98.9 mc, 10 kw.Ala.P.O.
address
St.,
Montgomery, Ala. Estimated construction
cost $4,300 first year operating cost $6,000,
revenue $7,000. Principals include Isaac E.
Cohen, Ronald A. Martin, and Dwight M.
Cleveland, 33>/3% each. Mr. Cohen is in
vending machines. Messrs. Martin and
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Cleveland are employes of telephone company. Ann. Sept. 15.
Miami, Fla.— Fm Bcstg. Co. of Florida,
granted 99.1 mc, 17.7 kw. P.O. address 215
uuchanan St., Amarillo, Tex. Estimated
construction cost $24,128, first year operating
cost $32,120, revenue $43,800. Principals are
J. Ernest Stroud 50%, B.W. Moore and Jimmie A. Nail, 25% each. Mr. Stroud is in real
estate. Mr. Moore is in engineers services.
Mr. Nail is in land surveys. Ann. Sept. 21.
Tampa, Fla. — Fm Bcstg. Co. of Florida.
Granted 103.3 mc, 8.9 kw. P.O. address 215
Buchanan St., Amarillo, Tex. Estimated construction cost $23,428, first year operating
cost $32,120, revenue $43,800. Principals are
J. Ernest Stroud 50%, B.W. Moore and Jimmie A. Nail, 25% each. Mr. Stroud is in real
estate Mr. Moore is in engineering services.
Mr. Nail is in land surveys. Ann. Sept. 21.
Bangor,97.1Me.mc,— Community
Bcstg. 57Service.
Granted
5 kw, P.O. address
State
St., Bangor, Me. Estimated construction cost
$13,592, first year operating cost $6,077, revenue $6,864. Applicant is licensee of WABI
Bangor. Applicant fm will duplicate am
programming. Ann. Sept. 21.
Brunswick, Me.— Westminster Bcstg. Co.,
granted 98.9 mc, 80 kw. P.O. address Box 179,
Brunswick, Me. Estimated construction cost
$24,900, first year operating cost $2,300,
revenue $6,000. Applicant fm will duplicate
WCME Brunswick, Me. Ann. Sept. 21.
St. Louis,
Mo. —82 Gateway
Corp.
Granted
106.9 mc,
kw. Post Bcstg.
office address
% Robert A. Cedarburg, 11600 Tesson Ferry
Rd. Estimated construction cost $13,296, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000.
Principals include John J. McElwee, 85%,
and others. Mr. McElwee is attorney. Ann.
Sept. 15.
Hillsboro, Ohio — Highland Bcstg. Co.,
granted 98.1 mc. 36.33 kw. P.O. address Box
176, Hillsboro, Ohio. Estimated construction
cost $6,800, first year, operating cost $3,800,
revenue $2,000. Applicant is Thomas Archibald, applicant for am in Hillsboro. Ann.
Sept. 21.
Piqua, Ohio— WPTW Radio Inc. Granted
95.7 mc, 35.6 kw. P.O. address 1625 Covington Ave., Piqua, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $22,500, first year operating cost
$9,125, revenue $12,000. Applicant fm will
duplicate
of WPTW Piqua.
Ann. Sept. programming
15.
Tulsa, Okla.— KAKC Inc. Granted 99.5 mc,
14.2 kw. P.O. address 910 S. Boston St.
Estimated construction cost $21,000, first
year operating cost $25,000, revenue $25,000.
Applicant fm wiU duplicate KAKC Tulsa.
Ann. Sept. 15.
Portland, Ore. — Market-Casters of Oregon,
granted 102.7 mc, 16.9 kw unl. P.O. address
708-5th Ave. S., Seattle, Wash. Estimated
construction cost $17,671, first year operating cost $72,000, revenue $80,000 Market
Casters of Oregon is subsidiary of MarketCaster Inc., Washington corporation, licenseecipal
of KMCS
Seattle,
stockholder(FM)
is James
G. Wash.
Talbot, Prin85%.
Ann. Sept. 21.
SeviervUle, Tenn. — Smokey Mountain
Bcstg. Corp., granted 102.1 mc, 22 kw. P.O.
address mated
Boxconstruction
187, Sevierville,
cost $25,554,Tenn.
first Estiyear
operatingplicantcost
$10,000,
revenue
$15,000.
fm will duplicate programming Ap-of
WSEV Sevierville. Ann. Sept. 15.
Odessa,
F. McCubbin,
grant-F.
ed 96.9 mc,Tex.1.66— James
kw. P.O.
address James
McCubbin,
Box
653,
AmariUo,
Tex.
mated construction cost $15,815, first Estiyear
operatingplicant cost
$24,000,
revenue
$32,000.
Apis wholesale beverage distributor.
Ann. Sept. 15.
APPLICATIONS
Ala. — kw.
Chapman
Tv
Co.Birmingham,
96.5 mc, 55.44
P.O. Radio
address& 725
South 22nd St. Estimated construction cost
$18,695, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue
$24,000.
Applicant Ann.
fm will
cate WCRT
Birmingham.
Sept. dupli20.
Lexington, Ky. — ^Bluegrass Bcstg. Co. 92.9
mc, 5 kw. P.O. address 120 East Main.
Estimated construction cost $22,278, first
year operating cost $7,500, revenue $9,700.
Applicantington.fm
will 21.
duplicate WVL.K LexAnn. Sept.
Midland, Mich. — Midland-Mid-State Bcstg.
Corp. 99.7 mc, 40.9 kw. P.O. address P.O.
Box 289, East
Estimated
construction costLansing,
$52,100, Mich.
first year
operating
cost $40,000, revenue $44,500. Applicants are
Mid-State Bcstg. Corp., 51%, and Delta
College censee49%.
Mid-State
Bcstg. Corp.,
of WSWM
East Lansing,
Mich., li-is
group dent.
headed
by
John
P.
McGoflf,
presiAnn. Sept. 21.
*Winston-Salem, N.C— Wake Forest Col88.1 mc, 10Estimated
w. kw. P.O.
address Reynolda lege.Station.
construction
cost
$1,615, first year
operating
cost
$4,125.
Noncommercial
educational
station.
Ann.
Sept.
16.
Plainview, Tex. — KVOP
Inc. 98.7 mc,

(LxrvLtLtLjeu^LcLL
TYPE
314D
1 KW AM TRANSMITTER
SIMPLIFIED

'j^

TUNING

Easily and positively tuned from front of
cabinet with external tuning and loading
controls. Separate adjustment of out-put
power. Terminal strips in transmitter for
connection of remote control unit,
write for details and competitive pricing

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 South Buckner Blvd. Dallas 27, Texas
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC

Among Major Southern
TV Markets . .
BRISTOL
JOHNSON

CITY

KINGSPORT
is served
"on a platter"
A Tri-City Sales Complex . . . Hub
of a 37-county tv market encompassing:
• Population — 1,257,100
• Income— $1,209,699,000
• Sales— $850,594,000
SRDS Consumer Market Data, July '60
WCYB-TV Offers
Twice as many overage quarter-hour
"homes reached" . . . 59% more net weekly
circulation (ARB, 3/60) than the other competing station. NBC

WCYB-TV
Channel 5
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Represented by: Headley-Reed
101

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

ofainless
TOWERS

Lee Ruwitch, Exec. Vice President
and General Manager

MIAMI,
J
WIV

FLA.
~

/,

Jack Shay, Vice President
in charge of Operations
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

3.096 kw. P.O. address Box 1071. Estimated
construction cost $16,204, first year operating cost $12,000, revene $12,000. Applicant
fm will duplicate KVOP Plainview, Tex.
Ann. Sept. 19.
Tex. P.O.
— Southern
101.3
mc,Sinton,
7.3 kw.
addressBcstg.
P.O. Corp.
Box 1581,
Corpus Christi, Tex. Estimated construction
cost $29,000, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue
$6,000.
Applicants
fm Sept.
will duplicate KTOD
Sinton,
Tex. Ann.
16.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
KDNT-FM Denton, Tex. — Granted cp to
cliange from class A on 106.3 mc, ERP 760
w, ant. heigiit 270 ft., to class B on 106.1
mc; ERP 3 kw, ant. height same. Ann.
Sept. 21.
APPLICATIONS
WMRO-FM Aurora, 111.— Mod. of cp for
new fm broadcast to change frequency
from 107.9 mc, ch. 300 to 95.1 mc, ch.
236. Ann. Sept. 19.
WRUN-FM Utica, N.Y.— Cp to change frequency from 105.7 mc to 104.3 mc, install new ant., make changes in ant. system, change type trans., install new trans.,
increase ERP and increase ant. height above
average terrain.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WMMWment of license
Meriden, toConn.
— Granted
Meriden
RadioassignInc.
(Ralph N. Weil, president, has interest in
KAIZ
St.
Louis,
Mo.);
consideration
$110,000. Comrs. Bartley and Lee dissented. Ann.
Sept.
WKTG20.
assign-to
ment of Thomasville,
license from Ga.—
JamesGranted
S. Rivers
Boiling Branham and Eunice Beaham, d/b
as Thomas County Bcstg. Co.; consideraation $90,000. Comr. Lee dissented. Ann.
Sept.
20. North Platte, Neb.— Granted asKODY,
signment of licenses to North Platte Bcstg.
Inc. (James Stuart, president); consideration $200,000
not Assignee
to compete
within 75and
milesagreement
for 5 years.
is owned by Stuart Investment Co., which
operates
KFOR
KRGI Grand
Rapids, Neb.,
and Lincoln,
KMNS Sioux
City, Iowa,
and KSAL Salina, Kans. Ann. Sept. 20.
WRNY Rome, N.Y.— Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) assignment of license to
Alert Radio Inc. (Herbert Mendelsohn,
president); consideration $90,000 including
$20,000 for agreement not to compete in
radio or tv witliin 50 mile radius of Rome
and Utica for 5 years. Ann. Sept. 20.
APPLICATIONS
KOTN-AM-FM Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seeks
assignment of license from Universal Bcstg.
Corp. to Joellen Bcstg. Corp. for $112,500.
Purchaser is Winston Joe Deane, employe
of WJZ-TV Baltimore, Md. Ann. Sept. 21.
KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks transfer of control of Bakersfield Bcstg. Co.
from Chronicle Publishing Co., 97V3%, to
Reeves Bcstg. & Development Corp. for
approximately
$850,000.
Principals
include
Hazard E. Reeves,
i3A7c,
Christiana
Oil
Corp., 13.3%, and others. Mr. Reeves has
interest in WUSN Charleston, S.C. Christiana Oil Corp. is group headed by Louis W.
Douglas Jr., president. Ann. Sept. 16.
Merced,
ofKWIP
license
from Calif.
HDH— Seeks
Stationsassignment
Inc. to
Yosemite
Bcstg.
Inc.
for
$170,000.
Purcliasers are Ellsworth and Bernlce
E. Peck,
407c each, and others. Mr. Peck formerly

United

Press

had interests in KGYW Vallejo, Calif, and
KNGS Hanford, Calif. Ann. Sept. 21.
KAJS Newport Beach, Calif. — Seek assignment of cp from Westrum Enterprises
Inc. to Newport-Costa Mesa Bcstrs. Inc.
for $3,000. Purchaser is James D. Higson,
former owner of KLOG Kelso, Wash. Ann.
Sept.
21.ment of cp
KATT
Woodland,
Calif.— E.Seeks
from Melvyn
Lucas,assignsole
owner, to Melvyn E. Lucas and George
Kristoff, equal
partners,
$10,000
construction investment
paid for
by Mr.
Kristoff.
Mr. Kristoff is owner of amusement company. Ann. Sept. 21.
KYSN Colorado Springs, Colo.— Seeks assignment of license from General Bcstg.
Co. to KYSN Bcstg. Co. for $135,032 plus
$50,000
for
not toCo.,compete.
cliaser is agreement
WKID Bcstg.
licenseePur-of
WKID Urbana, 111., group headed by Donald T. Harding Jr., president. Ann. Sept.
21.
WSNTment of license
Sandersville,
— Seeks assignfrom Ga.
Washington
Bcstg.
Co. to WSNT Inc. for $o5,000. Purchaser
is WJAT Inc., hcensee of WJAT Swamsboro, Ga., group headed by James R.
Denny, president. Ann. Sept. 16.
WGHN Grand Haven, Mich. — Seeks transfer of control of Grand Haven Bcstg. Co.
from Hilbert F. Wulf, 58%, and Homeport
Co., 42%, to Richard D. Gillespie, 66^,3%,
and Cecil H.ownGillespie,
331/3%
for $110,000.
Purchasers
KXGI Ft.
Madison,
Iowa,
Ann. Sept. 16.
KXOK St. Louis, Mo. — Seeks assignment
of license from KXOK Bcstg. Inc. to Storz
Bcstg. Co. for $1.5 million. Purchasers are
Robert H. Storz, 60%, and Todd Storz,
40%, who have interests in WTIX New
Orleans, La., WHB Kansas City, Mo.. WDGY
Minneapolis, Minn., WQAM Miami, Fla.,
and KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla. Ann.
Sept.
WSOQ19. North
Syracuse,
signment of license
from N.Y.
Sol— Seeks
Panitz as-&
Barry Winton to WSOQ Inc., change to
corporate business form with no financial
consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 16.
WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Seeks assignment of license from Anna Stenger to
P.A.L. Bcstrs. Inc. for $145,000. Purchasers
are Paul H. Phillips, Willard G. Seymour,
Frank M. Henry, and Ernest G. C. Lewis,
25% each. Mr. Phillips is in food processing. Mr. Seymour sells securities. Mr.
Henry is with transit line. Mr. Lewis is
employe
WilkesBarre,
Pa. of
Ann. WBRE-AM-FM-TV
Sept. 21.
R.— Seeks
ofWKYN
controlRioof Piedras,
Quality P.Bcstg.
Corp.transfer
from
Julio Morales Ortiz, 60%, and Clement L.
Littauer, 40%. to Supreme Bcstg. Co. of
Puerto Rico for $220,000. Supreme Bcstg.
Co. owns WORA-TV Mayaguez, P.R. and
is group headed by Alfredo R. de Arellano
Jr., president. Ann. Sept. 21.
WDJD si(FM)
Warwick,
SeeksCo. as-to
gnment of cp from
WarwickR.I.—
Bcstg.
Providence Radio Inc. for $3,000. Providence
Radio Inc. owns WICE Providence, R.I.
WDJD (FM) will duplicate WICE. Ann.
Sept.
21. Morristown, Tenn. — Seeks transWCKK
fer of control
of Cherokee Bcstg. Corp.
from W. E. Hodges and H. S. Walters,
and estate of W.J. Barron, deceased, 33V3%
each to W.E. Hodges and H. S. Walters,
equal partners for $55,000. Ann. Sept. 21.
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Junction Bcstg. Co. to
Harry C. Wisehart Jr., sole owner, for
$30,000. Mr. Wisehart is employe of KMBL.
Ann. Sept. 21.
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Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ Byizedreport
commission
finalrulemakingandandorder,
amended,
substantially
as proposed, its present chain bcstg. rules
with respect to option time in tv networking, effective Jan. 1. 1961.
New rules :
(1) Reduced from 3 to 2\2 number of
hours within each segment of broadcast day which tv station may option
to networks.
(2) Require
that within
"straddle"
(i.e.,
those partly
and programs
partly outside
option time) be treated as entirely
outside option time. (Rule as originally
proposed would have considered such
programs as falling entirely within
option time.)
1 3) Provide more flexibility to required
period workofmayadvance
before netexercise notice
its option.
(4) Give station right to reject network
programsconsiders
alreadythem
contracted
for if
station
unsatisfactory
or unsuitable, and
(5) Give station
right toprogram
substitutewhich
for net-it
work programs,
considers to be of greater (as distinct
from outstanding) local or national importance.
Because of marked difference in economic
conditions and in role of networks in radio
as compared to tv, and in absence of
thorough study of radio field, commission is
not now instituting rulemaking to amend
chain tions,
Bcstg.
regulations
am and infm radio
stabut intends
to keepforsituation
under review.
Comr. Hyde issued dissenting statement,
in which Chrmn. Ford and Comr. Bartley
joined. ment.
Comr.
King 16.issued concurring stateAnn. Sept.
■ By order, commission denied petition by
Franklin James, proposed assignee of tv
station KMYR (ch. 34) Los Angeles, Calif.,
for leave to intervene in Sept 23 oral argument on "idle" uhf tv permits. Ann. Sept.
21.
■ Byizedreport
andoforder,
finalrulemaking
July commission
22 and amended
sec. 3.40(a)(6) of its broadcast rules to
specifyin single
level for allowable
and
hum
am transmitters.
It will noise
minimize
need for complex measuring equipment, provide measurement procedures more in keeping with presently acceptable practices, and
contribute to acceptable trans, performance.
Ann. Sept. 15.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on joint petition by Don M.
Lidenton and Phoenix Co. made effective
immediately July 5 initial decision insofar as
granting applications of Lidenton for new
am station to operate on 1340 kc, 250 w, unl.,
in Popular Bluff, Mo. and Phoenix Co. to
change facilities of station KAAB Hot
Springs, Ark., from 1350 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kwLS, DA-N, to 1340 kc, 250 w-N, 500 w-LS,
using non-DA roof-top ant. at different site
both conditioned to acceptance of any objectionable interference which may be
caused to their operation it grant is made of
application of White River Valley Bcstrs.
Inc., to increase daytime power of station
KBTA Batesville, Ark. White application
and that of Cecil W. Roberts and Jane A.
Roberts for new station on 1340 kc, 250 w.
unl. in Poplar Bluff, Mo., remain in hearing
status. July 5 initial decision looked toward
denying White and Roberts applications.
Ann. Sept. 20.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Skyway
Bcstg.
(WLOS-TV, of
ch.March
13) Asheville,
N.C., forCo.reconsideration
24 action
which set aside previous grant of waiver
of sec. 3.652(a) to permit WLOS-TV to
identify itself with Greenville and Spartanburg, S.C., as well as Asheville. Commission
concluded that there is insufficient comof interests
and WLOS-TV
has
shown nomunity undue
hardship
resulting from
denial of its requested waiver. Comr. King
not participating. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ Commission renewed license of WGAL
WGAL Inc., Lancaster, Pa., and advised
United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America, New York City, that
review
WGAL's
operations
past
license of
period
indicates
that itsduring
treatment
of controversial issues has been consistent
with commission policy. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by San Jose
Bcstg. Co. (KXRXj San Jose. Calif., for
reconsideration
of April
granttoof change
application of Marin
Bcstg.27 Co.
trans, site of station KTIM San Rafael,
Calif., continuing operation on 1510 kc, 1
kw, D. Ann. Sept. 20.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied joint petition by Radio
Muscle Shoals Inc. (WOWL) Florence. Ala.,
Union City Bcstg. Co. (WENK) Union City,
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Tenn., Corinth Bcstg. Co. (WCMA) Corinth,
Miss., WKDA Bcstg. Co. (WKDA) Nashville,
Tenn.,
Co. County
(WEKR) Bcstg.
Fayetteville,Fayetteville
Tenn., andBcstg.
Walker
Co. (WARF) Jasper, Ala., for waiver of
initial decision in proceeding on their am
applications or, in alternative, issuance of
policy statement of Sec. 3.28(c)(3) of rules.
Ann. Sept. 20.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed petition by WATE
Inc.
and WATE-TV)
Tenn., (WATE
for reconsideration
of Aug.Knoxville,
4 action
assigning call letters WROL to WFCT Inc.,
permittee of new am station in Fountain
City, Tenn. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ Commission granted SCA to following
fm stations to engage in multiplex transmission of background music: WEAW-FM
Evanston,
pending
renewal 111.,
application;
WIACfinal
Sanaction
Juan, ofP.R.;
KCBM-FM
Wichita,
Kans.,
and
WKYB-FM
Paducah, Ky. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ Commission on Sept. 8 granted
request
by California
Stateextended
Communication Advisory
Board and
from
Sept. 15 to Oct. 15 time for filing comments
in
rulemaking
proposal
to
amend
Part
10.
Ann. Sept. 10.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Aug. 4 initial decision and
granted application of Douglas G. Oviatt &
Son Inc., for new class B fm station in
Cleveland, Ohio to operate on 95.5 mc; ERP
40 kw; ant. height 249.25 ft.; engineering
conditions. Comr. King dissented. Ann.
Sept.
■ By20. memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed for lack of standing
petition by Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp.
(WKNX-TV. ch. 57). Saginaw, Mich., for
reconsideration of June 29 grant to Fitzer
Bcstg. for change in trans, site of WKZOTV (ch. 3), Kalamazoo, from about 7 miles
north of that city and 32 miles south of
Grandzoo and
Rapids
to 22 south
miles of
north
of Kalama18 miles
Grand
Rapids.
Ann. Sept. 21.
■ Commission granted requests for waiver
of sec. 4.603 of rules to enable KHQ Inc.
(KHQ-TV and KHQ-FM) Spokane, Wash.,
and Mt. Washington Tv Inc., (WMTW-TV
and WMTW-FM Poland Spring, Me., to
multiplex fm program from their respective
studios to trans, on tv studio-link stations;
renewedington intemporary
authority
Mt. 21.
Washthat connection.
Ann. ofSept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted protest and petition for
reconsideration by Rhinelander Tv Cable
Co. to extent
for two
hearing
plications of of
J.R.designating
Karban for
new ap-tv
translator stations on chs. 71 and 76 to serve
Rhinelander, Wis., by translating programs
of stations WFRV (ch. 5) Green Bay, and
WSAU-TV (ch. 7) Wausau, and for mod.
of cps for stations W73AD and W80AC,
Rhinelander, to reduce ERP from 142 w to
reduce ERP from 142 w to 107.52 w, relocate
translators to ^/^ mile south of Rhinelander
and change
transmissionparty
line toandproceeding;
ant. system; made protestant
and did not stay effectiveness of July 27
grants of application. Ann. Sept. 21.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Herman Handloff for new
am station to operate on 1260 kc, 500 w, D,
DA, in Newark, Del., and denying applications of Alkima Bcstg. Co. and Howard
Wasserman seeking same facilities in West
Chester, Pa. Action Sept. 15.
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting
application
of to
American
Theatres Inc.,
increaseBcstg.
ERP -Paramount
of station
KABC-FM Los Angeles, Calif., from 4.3 kw
to 74.7 kw and increase ant. height from
2.800 ft. to 2,915 ft., continuing operation
on 95.5 mc. Ann. Sept. 19.
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Booth Bcstg. Co. to
change facilities of station WTOD Toledo,
Ohio, from non-DA with 1 kw to DA with
5 kw, continuing on 1560 kc, D. Ann. Sept.
19.
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward grantingtionsapplication
of American
StaInc., to increase
power Bcstg.
of station
KWMT Fort Dodge, Iowa, from 1 kw to 5
kw, continuing operation on 540 kc, D, DA;
(engineering conditions). Ann. Sept. 20.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Bytive order,
effecdate for commission
setting asidepostponed
cp of Public
Service Tv, Inc. (WPST-TV, ch. 10) Miami.
Fla.. from Sept. 30 to date 15 days after
U.S. Court of Appeals for District of
Columbia Circuit shall have disposed of
pending motion by Public Service for stay

TYPE
314D
1 KW AM TRANSMITTER
PULL-OUT

CHASSIS

Vacuum Crystals; no ovens. Pull-out chassis
means low-level stages may be easily
tested. No printed circuits. All wiring is
color coded. Complete circuit breaker
protection; no fuses.
write for details and competitive pricing
CLo-yi±LyLje^LcLL
^Le^C-tJUQ-yLLc^
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Selected
Films

added

from

to our

fabulous film
library I
. . . another reason
for choosing

CHATTANOOGA

for modern tv lighting control . .

its the LUMITROH

C-J-R ELECTRONIC
There is none finer!

DIMMER

most advanced,
reliableby power
amplifier
ISlOday's
the all-electronic
C»J»RmostDimmer
LUMITRON
...
the first name in theatrical lighting since 1892. Employing the solid-state silicon controlled rectifier, the
C«J«R is a dramatic step forward in the Art of Lighting
... an advancement you should not overlook.
Whether supplied with the completely automatic
LUMITRON AutO'Punch infinite preset system or a
multi-scene manual preset system, you can depend on
the C»J«R to outperform any other.
FEATURES . . .
• under
Small 10
size-4"
pounds.W x 8" H x 16" D. Light weight• No
warm-up,
no cooling, no tube replacement, no
maintenance required.
•• Only
milliamps
current required.
Uniform control ofof signal
all loads.
• All capacities available up to 12 KW.
• Noiseless operation . . . install anywhere.
• Needs
operation.only telephone-type wiring for remote
• Modular plug-in design for future expansion.
consult LUMITRON
Whatever your TV lighting needs
today. WRITE FOR INFORMATION.
iMfTROPOlJlANj
LUMITRON
Division of METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
2252 STEINWAY SL • L. I. C. 5, N.Y. • AS 8-32001

ADVERTISING IN
Jfy^ BUSINESSPAPERS
VU/ MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
WHIP THE HAZARD
OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 witti our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas Cit^, Mo.
New
Vork. Chicago,
!07Will,am
175 W. San100Francisco,
Bush
St.
■ Jackson St.
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of
decision
ch. commission's
10 proceeding.JulyAnn.14 Sept.
21. in Miami
■ Commission granted SCA to following
fm stations to engage in multiplex transmission of background music, with engineering conditions: KOA-FM Denver, Colo.;
WYAK Sarasota, Fla.; WPEX-FM Pensacola, Fla.; KCPA-FM Dallas, Tex., and
WDBN Barberton, Ohio. Ann. Sept. 15.
WHRW Bowling Green, Ohio — Is being
advised that application for renewal of
license indicates necessity of hearing on
basis ofphonecomplaints
by Northern
Ohio Tele-of
Co. and Bowling
Green Chamber
Commerce. Comr. King dissented. Ann.
Sept.
21. River Bestrs. Inc., Mount VerColumbia
non, Wash., KAYE Puyallup, Wash., KBKW
Aberdeen, Wash., Carl-Dek, Inc., Kirkland,
Wash. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications
Columbia
River
and CarlDek for new ofdaytime
stations
to operate
on
1470 and 1460 kc, respectively (Columbia
River with 500 w and Carl-Dek with 5 kw)
and KAYE and KBKW to increase daytime
power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1 kw with
continued 250 w night operation; made
KBRC Mount Vernon, Wash, a party to hearing witli reference to Columbia River application. By letter, dismissed without prejudice application of Paul R. Heitmeyer for
new station in Seattle to operate on 1440
kc, 1 kw, D. Ann. Sept. 15.
Nansemond Bestrs. Portsmouth, Va. —
Designated
applications for for
new consolidated
am stations hearing
to operate
on
1010 kc, 5 kw, DA-D. Ann. Sept. 15.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on request by Morristown
Bcstg. Corp., severed from consoUdated
hearings and granted without further hearing its application to change facilities of
WMTR Morristown, N.J., from 1250 kc, 1
kw D. to 1250 kc, 5 kw D, DA, engineering condition. Ann. Sept. 20.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
granted
petitionof "bydismissing
Logansport
Bcstg. (1)
Corp.
to extent
its application
for
new
am
station
operate on 1480 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-D,to DA.
in Aurora-Batavia, 111.. (2) granted petition by Fox Valley Bcstg. Co. and made
effective Immediately Feb. 16, 1959 initial
decision
of granting
Fox onapplication fortonewextent
station
to operate
same
facilities in Geneva, 111., and (3) dismissed
as moot
ings. Ann.exceptions
Sept. 20. and associated plead■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on joint petition by applicants, reconsidered and granted applications of Brockway Co. (WMSA) Massena,
N.Y.,
Twin
St.
Johnsbury, State
Vt., "Bestrs.
TrusteesInc.of (WTWN)
Dartmouth
College (WDCR) Hanover, N.H., and
WIRY Inc. (WIRY) Plattsburgh. N.Y., for
increase in daytime power from 250 w to
1 kw. continuing operation on 1340 kc, 250
w-N. WIRY with DA-D. Ann. Sept. 20.
KOMY Inc., Watsonville, Calif., G. Stuart
Nixon, San Jose, Calif., KHIP San Francisco. Calif. — Designated for consolidated
hearing
of KOMY
Inc., andto
Mr. Nixonapplications
for new class
B fm stations
operate on 106.5 mc and KHIP to increase
ERP from 40 kw to 80 kw, continuing operation on 106.9 mc; made KFRC-FM San
Francisco, and KSTN-FM Stockton, parties
to proceeding. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ Commission consolidated 13 additional
applications in hearing involving Four
States Bcstg. Co. concerning interference
considerations on 1400 and 1410 kc. Additions are: WEST Easton. Pa.; WINC Winchester. Va.; WWIN Baltimore, Md.; WOND
Pleasantville, N.J.; WALE Fall River, Mass.;
WRAK Williamsport, Pa.; WHMP Northampton, Mass.; WSTC Stamford, Conn.;
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.; WLSH Lansford,
Pa.;
WILI
WiUimantic,
Conn.; WICK Me.,
Scranton, Pa., and
WIDE Biddleford,
all
requesting power increases; made certain
other stations parties to proceeding. By
letter, commission dismissed application by
Continental
Corp. for
for new
500-wto
on
1410 kc Telecasting
in Philadelphia
failure
prosecute. Ann. Sept. 21.
By order, commission designated for coneight
applications for solidated
new hearing
am following
stations to
operate
on
1550kc:
Western
Bcstg.
Co.
and
R.L.
Alister, Odessa, Tex.; Oklahoma Bcstg. McCo.
and Sapulpa
Bestrs.,
ney Bcstg. Co.
andSalpulpa,
WinfieldOkla.;
BcstgCourtCo.,
Winfield, Kans.; W. J. Harpole, Canyon,
Tex., and Seward County Bcstg. Co., Dodge
City, Kan.; made KOLS Pryor, Okla.,
party to proceeding; denied request of
Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn. Inc., that
"cut-off" rules not be applied to its applifor Tulsa, Okla.
Sept. 21.
Radio cationMillington
Inc., A'nn.
Millington,
Tenn. —
Designated for hearing application for new
am station to operate on 1380 kc. 500 w,
D; made WTJS Jackson, a party to proceeding. Ann. Sept. 21.
Radio Hanover, Hanover, N.H. — Granted
application to increase daytime power on

1400 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
250 w tion.night
operation;
engineering condiAnn. Sept.
21.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted motion by Martinsville Bcstg.
Co. (WMVA) Martinsville, Va., and extended to Sept. 26 time to file exceptions
to, and statements in support of initial
decision in proceeding on am applications
of Old Belt Bcstg. Corp. (WJWS) South
Hill and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Corp.
(WHEE)
both Virginia. Action Sept.Martinsville,
9.
■ Granted petition by Medford Bestrs. Inc,
(KDOV) Medford, Ore., and extended to
Sept. 14 time for seeking review of memorandum opinion and order of hearing examiner denying KDOV petition for leave
to amend
in Sept.
proceeding
tion. Action
12. on its am applica■ Granted petition by Caro Bcstg. Co.,
Caro, Mich., and extended to Sept. 20
time to file exceptions to initial decision
in proceeding on its am application. Action
Sept.
12.
■ Granted
petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 23 time to respond
to petition for consolidation and for clarification of hearing order of Aug. 25 by
Oregon Tv Inc. in Salem, Ore., tv ch 3
proceeding. Action Sept. 12.
■ Granted petition by Wabash Valley
Bcstg. Corp. and extended to Sept. 15 time
to file replies to exceptions of Livesay
Bcstg. Co. in Terre Haute, Ind., ch. 10
proceeding. Action Sept. 12.
■ Granted petition by Rollins Bcstg. Inc.
and extended
to Sept.
to fileissues
oppositions to (1)
motion19 totimeamend
filed by Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. and (2)
petition to enlarge issues filed bv WHYY
Inc. in Wilmington.
ceeding. Action. Sept. Del.,
12. tv ch." 12 pro■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 29 time to respond
to joint petition to enlarge issues filed by
Coastal Tv Co. and Supreme Bcstg. Co.
in New Orleans, La., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Sept. 12.
■ Granted request by Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co., New Orleans, La., and extended
to Oct. 4 time to file its oppositions to two
petitions to enlarge issues filed by Springhill Bcstg. Co., Mobile, Ala., and Northwest
Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Senatobia, Miss., in
am preceding. Action Sept. 13.
■ Granted petition by Booth Bcstg. Co.
(WSGW) Saginaw, Mich., and extended for
period of seven (7) days from release date
of commission's
action
on petition
to reopen record, to file
exceptions
in proceeding on Booth's am application. Action Sept.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 26 time to respond
to petition for severance and grant filed
by Shenandoah Life Stations Inc. (WSIS)
Roanoke, Va. in proceeding on its am application. Action Sept. 13.
■ Granted petition by Gila Bcstg. Co.
and extended to Oct. 15 time to reply to
petition of Broadcast Bureau for enlargement of issues
in proceeding
on Gila's
application for renewal
of licenses
of KCKY
Coolidge, KCLF Chfton, KGLU Safford.
KVNC Winslow, KZOW Globe and KWJBFM Globe, all Arizona. Action Sept. 13.
■ Granted petition by Greater Princeton
Bcstg. Co., Princeton. N.J., and extended
to Oct. 6 time to file opposition to petition
to enlarge issues filed by New Jersey Bcstg.
Co., Princeton, N.J., in am consolidated
proceeding. Action Sept. 13.
■ Granted petition by Central Wisconsin
Tv Inc. and extended to Sept. 20 time to
respond to petition for enlargement of
issues filed by Valley Telecasting Co. in
Wausau, Wis., tv ch. 9 proceeding. Action
Sept.
15.
■ Granted
petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
to Sept. 23 time
file exceptions to supplemental
initialto decision
in proceeding on am applications of Northwest Bestrs. Duff.
Inc., Seattle,
Bellevue,bothandWashington.
Rev. Haldane James
Action Sept. 15.
■ Granted petition by Ulster County
Bcstg. Co.. Ellenville, N.Y., and extended
to Sept. 22 time to respond to petition of
Broadcast
to set aside
initial de-in
cision andBureau
to consolidate
applications
hearing inplication.
proceeding
Action Sept. 16.on Ulster's am ap■ Denied motion by Golden Gate Bcstg.
Corp.
(KSAN)
Francisco,
additional
time San
to Sept.
20 to Calif.,
reply for
to
oppositions of Broadcast Bureau and Jack
L. and Alyce M. Powell, joint tenants
(KVON) toNapa,
Golden
Gate's
petition
enlargeCalif.,
issues,to and
oppositions
filed by KVON and Broadcast Bureau in
proceeding
Golden
tion. ActiononSept.
16. Gate's am applicaBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled following hearings on dates
shown: Nov. 3 — am application of Stephens
County Bcstg. Co. (WNEG) Toccoa, Ga.
Nov. 4— fm application of Peoples Bcstg.
Corp.. Trenton, N.J. Action Sept. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas B. Donahue
■ On own motion, continued Oct. 3 hearing to date to be determined at Oct. 3
prehearing conference in proceeding on am
application
of W.R.Sept.
Frier14. (WBHF, CartersvlUe.
Ga. Action
■
On
joint
petition
of Inter-Clties
Bcstg.
Co. and Peoples Corp.,
and with consent
of Broadcast Bureau, extended from Sept.
5 to Oct. 3 date for Inter-Cities furnishing
rebuttal exhibits to other parties and hearing examiner and Sept. 19 further hearing
extended to Oct. 25 in proceeding on InterCities' amMich.
application
for new
Livonia,
Action Sept.
13. station in
■ Granted joint motion by Pioneer Bcstg.
Corp. (WOPI) Bristol, Tenn., and Central
Bcstg. Co., Valdese, N.C., and continued
Sept. 15 prehearing conference to Oct. 18
in proceeding
tion Sept. 15. on their am applications. AcBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted joint motion by applicants and
postponed from Sept. 12 to Oct. 20 date for
exchange of exhibits; from Oct. 7 to Nov.
16 date for notification of witnesses desired
for cross-examination; and continued Oct.
19 hearing to Nov. 29 in proceeding on am
application of A.S. Riviere, Barnesville
and Radio Georgia, Thomaston. both
Georgia. Action Sept. 12.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Sept. 19 prehearing conference to Sept. 20 in Reno, Nev., tv ch. 4
proceeding. Action Sept. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by WNEB Inc., Worcester, Mass., for leave to amend its application to show change in name to WNEB
Inc. (for New England Bcstg. Co.), certain
legal and financial qualification and proposed programming schedule; application
in group 7 of consolicated proceeding involving Fredericksburg Bcstg. Corp.
(WFVA Fredericksburg, Va. Action Sept.
12.
Bye Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ In accordance with developments at
Sept. 9 prehearing conference scheduled
further prehearing conference for 9:15 a.m.,
Sept. 29 and postponed Sept. 29 hearing to
date to be subsequently determined in proceeding on am applications of Southeastern
Bcstg. System Inc. (WMJM) Cordele and
Washington Bcstg. Co. (WSNT) Sandersville, both Georgia. Action Sept. 9.
■ Granted joint motion by six party applicants to correct transcripts of hearing in
Largo. Pla., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action
Sept. 9.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 2:00 p.m. Sept. 28, in Wilmington, Del., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action
Sept. 13.
School

days

It's back to school for 80 lawyers and engineers who specialize
in communications. That many
persons signed up for the 24-week
course established by Capitol
Radio Engineering Institute,
Washington, D.C., under the
sponsorship of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. (Broadcasting, Aug. 29), with the first
session last Wednesday night.
Among those enrolling were 25
FCC staff employes, almost 20
employes of Washington consulting engineer firms which are
members of the Assn. of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers, and 35 lawyers who practice before the FCC — including
Frank U. Fletcher, president of
the sponsoring FCBA.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 9 to Sept. 15 time
for filing proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and from Sept. 23 to Sept. 29
for filing reply briefs in proceeding on fm
application of Suburban Bcstrs. Elizabeth,
N.J. Action Sept. 9.
■ By order formalized agreements reached
at Sept.
and confined Oct.9 5prehearing
hearing toconference
Nov. 21; scheduled
second prehearing conference for Nov. 7; all
exhibits in support of direct cases or casesin-chief of applicants to be exchanged no
later than Oct. 24 and rebuttal engineering
exhibits to be exchanged by Nov. 17, with
one copy of each such exhibit supplied to
hearing erence
examiner:
incorporated
by reftranscript ofandprehearing
conference
in proceeding on am application of Hennepin Bcstg. Assoc., Minneapolis, Minn. Action
Sept.
9.
■ Granted
petition by Robert E. Smith,
River Falls, Wis., for leave to amend his
am application
to supply financial
application in consolidated
hearing data;
with am
applications of Hennepin Bcstg. Associates,
Minneapolis and Crystal Bcstg. Co., Crystal,
both Minneasota. Action Seprt. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Issued memorandum of rulings formalizing ruling
in Sept.
formal con-to
ference; made
granted motion
by 7interveners
extent of allowing them until Oct. 13 time
for filing of motion to request reopening of
record for purpose of introduction of further
evidence
conference for by
Oct.them;
18 toscheduled
hear oral formal
argument
on
such
motion
as
may
be
filed
by
venors; denied motion by intervenersinterfor
reopening of record: granted motion by
Federal ferralAviation
Agency for scheduled
indefinite deof dates heretofore
for
filing of proposed corrections to record
proposed findings and conclusions and repostponed
heretofore
uledpliesforandfiling
of suchtimes
documents
until schedother
dates to be set by further order of hearing
examiner in proceeding on tv application
of
Bcstg. Co. for mod. of cp of sta12. M&M
tion WLUK-TV Marinette, Wis. Action Sept.

TYPE
314D
1 KW AM TRANSMITTER
FIELD-PROVEN
SCREEN MODULATION

No modulation transformer. Meets latest
FCC regulations on spurious radiation.
Over-size blower cools entire tube compartment. Maximum accessibility with front
and rear doors; vertical chassis,
write for details and competitive pricing
C-jrnjLLyije^LcLL
£LLe.c.tJijrytjL(ij^
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 South Buckner Blvd. Dallas 27, Texas
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Hunttlng
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 15 to Sept. 30 time
to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions and from Sept. 30 to Oct. 17 for replies in proceeding on am applications of
Tri-State Bcstg. Co. (WGTA) Summerville,
Ga. Action Sept. 12, granted motion by
Tri-State
Co. andengineering
reopened exhibit
record \I
for purposeBcstg.
of receiving
marked WGTA exhibit No. 4 and closed
record. Action Sept. 9.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Continued Sept. 13 hearing to Oct. 10
and scheduled additional prehearing conference for 3:00 p.m., Sept. 15 in Medford.
Ore., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Sept. 9
■ On own motion, continued from Sept.
16 toingSept.
date 307(b)
for exchange
engineerexhibits23 and
data inofproceeding
on am applications of York County Bcstg.
Co.
13. (WRHI) Rock Hill, S.C. Action Sept.
■ Granted joint motion by WDSR, Inc.
and WDSR Bcstg. Inc. for leave to amend
its am application to reflect an assignment
of license of station WDSR Lake City, Fla.,
from WDSR Inc. to WDSR Bcstg. Inc. Action Sept. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ On own motion, closed transcript of
IN RADIO
record,uled Oct.
cancelled
Oct.filing
10 hearing
sched3 time for
proposedand findings
of fact and conclusions and Oct. 13 for
Now, every KBIG minute is new...
replies in proceeding on am applications of
and more valuable! The big reason:
Zephyr
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Zephyrhills
and
Myron
A. Reck (WTRR) Sanford, both Florida.
3 talented personalities who are addAction Sept. 16.
ing new freshness, new vitality to raBy Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenntng
■ Denied motion by Crittenden County
dio selling. That's Joe Niagara (6-10
Bcstg. Co., West Memphis, Ark. to quash
a.m.), Jim O'Leary (10 a.m. -2 p.m.),
notice of depositions in proceeding on Critand Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.). KBIG
tenden's am application. Action Sept. 13.
■ Granted Co.,
motion
by South
Floridaof
never sounded better. ..and your
Amusment
to correct
transcript
advertising never had a better sales
hearing in manner and to extent proposed in
said motion in Perrine-South Miami, Fla.,
tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action Sept. 3.
opportunity.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted motion by protestant WSTV
Inc. rect
(WBOY-TV)
W.Va. to cortranscript of Clarksburg,
hearing in proceeding
on
application of WJPB-TV Inc. permittee of
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
WJPB-TV, ch. 5 Weston W. Va. for relin6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.
q
u
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
positive
control
of
WJPB-TV
Hollywood 3-3205
Inc.,
by J.P.P.Beacom
sales W.
of stock
to Thomas
Johnson through
and George
Eby.
National Representative: Weed-Brown Radio Corp. 105
Action Sept. 12.

SUMMARY
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~
Equipping

Radio

a

Station?

BK-6B

1

OF COAAMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept,78 2]
TOTAL APPLICATION
- 120
ON AIR
r Or new stations
Lie.
Cps.
Not on sir
91
870
AlVl
3,467
51
187
FM
722
33
136
TV
475
58
TV
CP
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 21
533
VHF
Commercial
453
80
50
Non-commercial
37
UHF13
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC tlirough Aug. 31, 1960
AM
TV76
43
28
190
Licensed (all on air)
102
39
CPs on air (new stations)
75
3,466
CPs not on air (new stations)
120
655
Total auttiorized stations
85
103
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
31
3,607
942
201
35
45
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
611
812
Total applications for new stations
596
36
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
274
9
14
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
870
Total applications for major changes
0
1
1
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
CPs deleted
479^
^ There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain 57their
licenses.
* There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

Miniature

Microphone
only

This RCA Miniature Dynamic Microphone is as
inconspicuous as modern
microphone design can make
it! Just 2^6" long, it weighs
but 2.3 ounces. And, in
spite of its compactness,
the BK-6B is a durable,
high-quality microphone.
Try it for remotes! You'll
find it excellent for interviews, panel shows and
sports. It's a great value
at $82.50 !
Order your BK-6B now! Write
to RCA, Del>t. LD-22, Buildino;
15-1, Camden, N. J. Whatever
your broadcast equipment needs,
see RCA FIRST!
KADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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■ GrantedInc. motion
Southeastern
Enter-to
(WCLE)ofbyrecord
Cleveland,
Tenn.,
correct prises
transcript
in proceeding
on its am application. Action Sept. 16.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at
Sept. 12 prehearing conference scheduled
certain procedural dates in San Angelo,
Tex., ch. 3 proceeding; exchange of exfurther prehearing
conferencehibits—Nov.
Nov. 21;14; continued
Sept. 27 hearmg
to date to be fixed at further prehearing
conference. Action Sept. 12.
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at Sept.
14 prehearing conference, continued Oct.
3 hearing to Nov. 14 in proceeding on am
applications
of Skyline
Bcstrs.Trabue,
Inc., Klamath
Falls and Earl
McKinley
Myrtle
Creek, both Ore. Action Sept. 14.
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at Sept.
14 hearing for group 2 in proceeding on
am applications of Michigan Bcstg. Co.
(WBCK) Battle Creek, Mich., et al, all
exhibits, not heretofore exchanged, which
constitute part of direct case of any applicant, including
ing exhibits
based supplemental
on 1960 U.S.engineerCensus
figures, vi^ill
be
exchanged
on hearing
Dec. 15; dates
conference for purpose of fixing
will be held on Dec. 22. Action Sept. 14.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
2 p.m., Oct.
3, in Bcstg.
proceeding
on am application of S&S
Co. (WTAQ)
La
Grange, 111. Action Sept. 15.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
■ Commission granted 29 applications for
STA tions
to pursuant
operate
vhfJuly
tv 27repeater
to its
report staand
order. That order enabled existing repeaters (boosters) which were constructed before July 7, 1960, to apply by Oct. 31 for
temporary authorization to continue operation pending their compliance with requirements forInterim
new low-power
vhf translator stations.
authorizations
will
permit
such
operation
until
Oct.
1961.
However, on or before Feb. 1, 19S1, 31.
persons
responsible for such existing repeaters
must apply for mod of existing equipment
and for construction of new station to
meet translator
temporary
authorizations arerules.
made Such
possible
by recent
amendment to sec. 319 of Communications
Act which empowers commission to license
repeater
constructed on or stations
before which
July 7,had1960been
without
prior
authorization from commission.
STA granted Sept. 14;
Ch. Three Boosters, ch. 11. Fort Benton,

Mont, (repeating programs of KRTV. ch.
3. Great Falls); East Glacier Tv Association,
ch.
East Glacier
(KFBB-TV,
eh. 13.
5, Great
Falls); Park,
Loma Mont.
Tv Club,
ch. 7,
Loma, Mont. (KRTV. ch. 3, Great Falls,
Mont.); Plateau Valley Tv Assn., ch. 10,
Plateau Valley area, Colo. {KREX, ch. 5,
Grand Junction); Ridgway Community
T.V. Assn.. ch. 3. Ridgway, Colo. (KREX,
ch. 5. Grand Junction); Scranton Lions
Club. ch. 10, Scranton, N.D. (KFYR, ch. 5,
Bismarck); B&J Tv Service, ch. 10, Tecopa,
area Calif. (KLRJ-TV Henderson, Nev.);
Rattlesnake Free Tv.. ch. 7, Missoula, Mont.
(KXLF-TB, ch. 4, Butte); Town of Hclyoke.
ch. 12, Holyoke,
Colo. 'KNOP, ch. 2, North
Platte.
Neb.).
STA granted Sept. 13:
Star Valley Tv System Inc., ch. 7. Afton,
Wyo.
(KID-TV.
ch. 3,Inc.Idaho
Newcastle
Tv Assn.
chs. Falls,
13, 11.Idaho);
9 and
7, Newcastle, Wyo. (KFBC-TV, ch. 5. Cheyenne. Wvo.; KOTA-TV, ch. 3, Rapid City,
S.D.; KTWO-TV, ch. 2. Casper, Wyo., and
KDUH-TV, ch. 4, Hay Springs, Neb.);
Ouray
4. Ouray, Sierra
Colo. (KREXTV, ch.Tv5. Assn.,
Grand ch.Junction);
Grande
Tv Co., ch. 8, Des Moines, N.M. (KGNC-TV,
ch. 4, Amarillo, Tex. Eagle Butte Community T.V.,
ch. 9, EagleLoma
Butte,Tv S.D.
TV, ch.
6. Reliance);
Club, (KPLOch. 11,
Loma. Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great
Falls); Dubois Community Tv Club. ch. 4,
Dubois. Wyo. (KWRB, ch. 10 Thermopolis) ;
Nelson A. Crawford, ch. 12. Lebanon,
N.H.. and White River Junction, Vt.
(W81AA. ch. 81, White River Junction. Vt.);
Milestown Tv Club Inc., chs. 6, 7, 9. 12,
Miles City Area, Mont. (KGHL-TV. ch. 8;
KOOK-TV,
Billings,
Mont.); Rattlesnake Freech.Tv,2; ch.
9, Missoula,
Mont.
(KMSO-TV,
ch.
13,
Missoula);
Anaconda
Tv Assn. Inc., chs. 8 and 10, Galen, Warm
Springs and Opportunity and Anaconda,
Mont.lem Tv(KMSO-TV.
13, Missoula);
HarClub. ch. 7. ch.
Harlem.
Mont. (KFBB,
ch. 5, Great Falls); Crawford Community
Tv Assn.. ch. 7. Crawford, Colo (KREX,
ch. 5. Grand Junction).
Actions of September 16
KLTF Little Falls, Minn. — Granted assignment of license to Little Falls Bcstg.
Co.WMMH Marshall, N.C. — Granted acquisition of negative
by Cleatus
O. Brazzell and
Andrew control
D. Shields
through
purchase of stock from Vernon C. McCarthy.
WKCTcense Bowling
Green,
Ky.
—
Granted
covering installation of new trans. liWQXQ
Ormondto operate
Beach, trans,
Fla. — Granted
mod. of
license
by remote control.
WSTV-T\'
Steubenville, Ohio. — Granted
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cp to change ERP to vis. 316 kw. aur. 158
kw.
KFAR newFairbanks.
install
trans. Alaska — Granted cp to
WYLD
New
La. — Granted cp to
install alternate Orleans,
main trans.
KTPS (TV) Tacoma, Wash.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 16.2 kw., aur.
8.91 kw.
KARO (FM) Houston, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp. to change type ant. and make changes
in ant.
tion datesystem;
to Oct. and
30. extension of compleActions of September 15
KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La.— Granted involuntary assignment of cp to J. Warren
Berwick,' Harold
Knox,
and
Louisiana
National
BankR.B.ofMcCall
Baton Jr.,
Rouge,
executors
of
estate
of
C.W.
Lamar
Jr.,
deceased.
WMSBcense for(TV)
Onondaga,
Mich.—
Granted
litv station: ERP vis. 309 kw. aur.
174 kw: ant. 970 ft.
WILX-TV
Granted
cense for tv Onondaga,
station: ERPMich.—
vis. 309
kw, aur.li174 kw: ant. 970 ft.
(FM)new Terre
cp WVTS
to install
type Haute,
trans. Ind.— Granted
KFVS-TV
Mo.— Granted
mod.
of cp Cape
to addGirardeau,
50 kw alternate
vis.
trans.. 10 kw alternate aur. driver, and to
modify ant.: ERP vis. 288 kw, aur. 144 kw:
condition.
WAMM Flint, Mich. — Granted extension
of completion date to Oct. 30.
Actions of September 14
KBLR Goodland, Kans. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Max Jones,
trustee in bankruptcy.
KBLR-TV Goodland, Kans.— Granted involuntary assignment of license to Max
Jones, trustee in bankruptcy.
Ind. — Granted
to WAJC
increase(FM)ERPIndianapolis,
to 36 kw. change
trans, andcp
main studio location, install new type trans,
and tvpe ant. and make changes in ant.
system: ant. 360 ft.
Evening Star Bcstg. Co., Washington,
D.C. — Granted cp for low power station.
KSWB (TV) Elk City, Oklahoma.— Granted
mod. tem;
of ERPcp vis.
to change
ant. sys26.3 kw,type
aur.trans,
13.2 kw:
ant.
640 ft.
WIXK New Richmond, Wis.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
*KPFK Los Angeles, Calif .—Granted mod.
of cp to operate trans, by remote control.
WCOW Sparta, Wis.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KELE Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted authority
for period of 90 days to remain silent.
■ Following
stations were
tensions of completion
dates granted
as shownex- :
WGIV Charlotte, N.C. to Dec. 2; KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa to Jan, 2, 1961; WITAFM San Juan, P.R. to Dec. 31; KBOI-FM
Boise,
Nov.16, 1:1961;
WGGM
Taylorville.Idaho
III. to toFeb.
WRUL IFM)
Scituate,
Mass. to Oct. 31; KFRN Forney. Tex. to
Dec. 1.
Actions of September 13
KOFY San
Mateo, Calif.—
Granted assignment of license
to Intercontinental
Radio Inc.; without prejudice to whatever
action commission may deem warranted as
result of any final determinations reached
by commission in connection with its pending inquiry into compliance by broadcast
licensees with sec. 317 of Communications
Act. and related matters.
KXLF-TVreplacement
Butte, Mont.—
Granted license
covering
of trans.
WBBMeringChicago,
lU.
—
Granted
license
installation of new trans,
as covaux.
trans.: without prejudice to such action
as commission
may
deem
warranted
as
result of its final determinations with respect
to: (1) conclusions and recommendations
set forth in report of network study staff;
(2) related studies and inquiries now being
considered or conducted by commission:
and (3) pending anti -trust matters: and
without prejudice
whatever action
mission may deem to warranted
as resultcom-of
any final determinations reached by commission in connection with its pending inquirycensees
into withcompliance
broadcast lisec. 317 ofbyCommunications
Act, and related matters.
WXYZ Detroit, Mich.— Granted licenses
covering changes in ant. -trans, and studio
locations, changes in DA system and ground
system: and installation of new trans, for
aux. purposes only without prejudice to
such action
as commission
deem warranted as result
of its finalmay
determinations
with respect to: (1) conclusions and recom endations set forth
in report
of network study staff;
(2) related
studies
and
inquiries
now
being
considered
or
conducted by commission; and without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning
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compliance with sec. 317 of Communications
Act.
WBZ Boston, Mass. — Granted license covering installation of aux. trans, at studio location: without prejudice to whatever action
commission may deem appropriate in light
of any information developed in pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with sec.
317
of Communications
Act.
WHK-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted license covering increase in ERP and ant.
height;tionwithout
whatever ac-in
commission prejudice
may deemto appropriate
light of any information developed in
pending
inquiry
concerning compliance
with
sec. 317
of Communications
Act.
KZFM
(FM)
Cortez,
Colo.—
Granted
extension of completion date to March 13, 1961.
WDAF-FM Kansas City, Mo.— Granted extension of completion date to Jan. 27, 1961.
WBBS (FM) Crawfordsville, Ind.— Granted
authority to Oct. 15 to broadcast only one
day per week (Sundays).
Action of September 9
KJAM Madison, S.D.— Granted authority
to sign-on Sundays 7 a.m. and sign-off 6
p.m. for period ending Sept. 30. Beginning
Oct. 1 may sign-on 7 a.m., however, signoff
must belicense.
in accordance hours specified
on station
Actions of September 12
KDLA DeRidder, La. — Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
KOLO Reno, Nev. — Granted license covering change from employing DA-ND to
DA-N only: operate remote control while
using
non-DA.
WPAW
Pawtucket, R. I.— Granted license
covering change hours of operation, ant.trans. location; installation DA-N and new
trans., make changes in ground system and
specify trans.
WNCN (FM) New York, N.Y.— Granted license covering installation of aux. trans.;
remote control permitted.
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — Granted license
covering installation of new aux. trans.
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass. — ^Granted licenses
covering in
change
-trans,and
location,
make
changes
ant. ant.
system
installation
new trans.; remote control permitted; and
move of old main trans, to main trans,
location as aux. trans.
■ Granted cp to Blue Water Bcstg. Co.
(WSTU) Stuart, Fla. to make changes in
ant. system (increase height I: condition.
■ Granted
Bcstg.of Co.
(WAND-FMl
Canton.
Ohio Dover
extension
completion
date
to Nov. 20.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING
Delta College, Bay County; WSWM-FM
East tionLansing,
Request
allocaof ch. 19 toboth
Bay Mich.
City, —Mich.,
by making
following proposed changes;
Add Delete
Midland. Mich.
25
19
Bay City, Mich.
19+
East Tawas, Mich. 21
25
Ann. Sept. 16.
Adler Electronic Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.
— Requests amendment of subparts I and J
of rules so as to permit tv transmission in
2110-2200 mc common carrier band by making following changes: (1) in paragraph 21.701(E) — eliminate sentence "Television
transmission
in this21.703(G)
band is— change
not authorized"
(2) in paragraph
table as
set forth to provide 8 mc authorized bandwidth instead of 5 mc authorized bandwidth for frequency band 2110-2200 mc. (3)
in section 21.801(G)— add 2110-2200 mc to
table with footnote "Limited to 8 mc bandwidth". (4) in section 21.804(D)— add to table
frequency band 2110-2200 mc with authorized
bandwidth of 8 mc. Denied by order
adopted Sept 7, 1960, and released Sept. 12,
1960, Ann. Sept. 16.
Radio-EIectronics-Tv Manufacturers Assn.
— Petition
for mod.to tv
of trans.,
commission's
practice with respect
by including
all types of tv trans, which were in use prior
to
June 30. List,
1955, Part
on commission's
"Radio
Equipment
A, Tv Broadcast
Equipment".
Denied
by
memorandum
ion & order
1960, 16.andopinreleased Sept. adopted
13, 1960. Sept.
Ann. 7,Sept.
Staff Instructions
Commission on Sept. 20 directed preparation of document looking toward denying petition
Robertsin for
reconsideration ofby
JulyElzey
14 decision
Miami
ch.
10 proceeding. Ann. Sept. 20.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WAFC Staunton. Va.; WASA
Havre de Grace, Md.; WBLU Salem, Va.;
WBMD Baltimore. Md.: WCFV CUfton
Forge, Va.: WELD Fisher, Va.; WEER War-

CLa-yL.tLyLje-n.LajL
TYPE
314D
1 KW AM TRANSMITTER
COMPLETELY SHIELDED
RF COMPONENTS

Maximum accessibility with front and rear
doors. RF Components are completely
shielded in aluminum enclosure. Built-in
phantom antenna and transmission line
RF ammeter.
write for details and competitive pricing
C-jryLtLyijej^LcLL

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 South Buckner Blvd. Dallas 27, Texas
SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC.

EW!
The Gates Catalog of
Broadcasting, Communications and
Electronic Equipment.

Quality
Collection
of the Best
Equipment for Broadcasters..
The new 236 page Gates Catalog
is a handy reference manual of all
broadcast and communications
that is available from
equipment
Gates.
Free for the asking, let it assist you
in your new equipment planning.
WRITE FOR TOUR CATALOG TODAY ON YOUR lETTERHEAD!
GATES RADIO ffEgPaj
GATES
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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renton, Va.: WELK Charlottesville. Va.;
WHLL Wheeling, W.Va.; WINA Charlottesville, Va.; WKAZ Charleston, W.Va.;
WMEK Chase City, Va.; WWNR Beckley,
W.Va.: WYTI Rocky Mount. Va.; WBVA
(FM) Woodbridge,
Va.; WINA-FM
lottesville, Va.; WNAK
Nanticoke. CharPa.;
KSFR (FM) San Francisco, Calif.; WMARTV Baltimore, Md.; WOAY-TV Oak Hill,
W.Va.; WGBI-AM-FM Scranton, Pa.;
WLDB Atlantic City, N.J.; WXHR (FM)
Boston,
WLYC-AM-FM
Pa.;
WEEUMass.;
Reading.
Pa.; WQDY Williamsport,
Calais, Me.;
WELI New Haven, Conn.; WACB Kittanning. Pa. WGLI-AM-FM Babylon, N.Y.
WEAV Plattsburgh, N.Y.: KCNO Alturas,
Calif.: KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont.; WHYL-FM
Carlisle, Pa.; *WUSV (FM) Scranton, Pa.;
WBNY Buffalo, N.Y.; *WPWT (FM) Philadelphia, Pa.: *WICBN.Y.;(FM)
Ithaca,
N.Y.;
WPAC Patchogue,
WBUZ
Fredonia,
N.Y.; WESO Southridge, Mass.; WSAJ Grove
City. Pa.;
Va.; Va.;
WEEL WFRB
Fairfax, Va.;WBBI
WEZLAbingdon,
Richmond,
Frostburg, Md.; WHJC Matewan. W.Va;
WHLF South Boston. Va.; WJLS Beckley,
W.Va.: WKYR Keyser, W.Va.; WBBF
Rochester, N.Y.; WMEV Marion, Va.: WOL
Washington, D.C.; WQMR Silver Spring,
Md.; WRIS Roanoke, Va.: WSVA Harrisonburg. Va.; WYVE Whytheville, Va.; WBKW
(FM) Beckley. W.Va.: WOL-FM Washington, D.C; WRVA-FM Richmond. Va.;
WSVA-FM Harrisonburg. Va.; WSVS-FM
Crewe. Va.: *WBJC (FM) Baltimore, Md.;
*WCWM (FM) Williamsburg. Va.; *WFOS
(FM) South Norfolk, Va.: *WGTS-FM Takoma Park, Md.; WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.;
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.; WTAP-TV
Parkersburg, W.Va.; WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning Nov. 4, commission has announced. Any new applications orchanges in current applications that may conflict with those that
follow must be filed with FCC by close

of business Nov. 3, in order to be considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-11393— KYNG Coos Bay, Ore., KYNG
Radio. Has; 1420 kc, 1 kw, D. Req: 980 kc,
1 kw, D.
BP-12770— KPOL Los Angeles, CaUf., Coast
Radio Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1540 kc. 10 kw,
DA-N.
DA-2, unl.
unl. Req: 1540 kc. 10 kw, 50 kw-LS,
BP-13435 — New, Conway, Ark., Central
Arkansas Bcstrs. Req: 1330 kc, 500 w, D.
BP-13436— KCLV Clevis, N.M., New-Tex
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS. unl.
BP-13439— WJBB Haleyville, Ala., Haleyville Bcstg. Co. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req:
1230 kc,WBRD
250 w. Bradenton,
1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13440—
Fla., Sunshine State Bcstg. Co., Has: 1420 kc, 1 kw,
DA, D. Req: 1420 kc, 1 kw, DA-2, unl.
BP-13442— WBIW Bedford, Ind., Bedford
Bcstg. Co., Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1340 kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13445 — New, Lompoc, Calif., Aubrey H.
Ison, James A. McCulla and Paul C. Masterson. Req: 1410 kc, 500 w, DA, D.
BP-13447 — New, Big Bear Lake, Calif., Big
Bear Bcstg. Co., Req: 1050 kc, 250 w, D.
BP-13448— New, Johnston, S.C., The Edgefield-Salude
Radio Co. Req: 1570 kc, 250w,
D.
BP-13457— KGEE Bakersfield, Calif., KGEE
Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1230 kc,
250 w, 500 w-LS, unl.
BP-13458— KSLV Monte Vista, Colo., Colorado Radio Corp. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS. unl.
BP-13459— WJOY BurUngton, Vt., Vermont
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1230 kc. 250 w, unl. Req:
1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13460 — New, Marianna, Ark., Lee Bcstg.
Co. Req: 1460 kc. 500 w. DA, D.
D. BP-13464— New, Tulsa, Okla., Oral Roberts
Evangelistic Assoc., Inc. Req: 1550 kc, 1 kw,
BP-13465 — New. Laredo, Tex., Southwestern Operating Co. Req: 1300 kc, 500 w, D.
BP-13467— WKLA Ludington, Mich., Raymond A. Plank. Has: 1450 kc. 250 w, unl.
Req: 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.

You're looking at an AM transmitter that has less
down-time than any other. It's a Collins transmitter,
and its reliability was proven by a survey of 1,024
stations. Remember: Collins transmitters are pre-tested
on your frequency. They're another example of Collins
broadcast superiority — acclaimed throughout the world.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
• CEOAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS

COLLINS
• BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

BP-13469— New, Hamilton, Mont., Inland
Bcstg.
Co. Req:
500 w, D.
BP-13470—
KBMY570 kc,
Billings, Mont., Bilhngs
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1240
kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13476— KWLM Willmar, Minn., Lakeland Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340 kc. 250 w, unl
Req:
1340 kc,New,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13477—
Blauvelt, N.Y., Rockland
Bcstg. Co.; Req: 1300 kc, 500 w, DA, D
BP-13479— WSIC Statesville, N.C., Statesville Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl
Req:
1400 kc,KMBY
250 w, Monterey,
1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-13481—
Calif., John
Burroughs Inc. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w. unl
unl
kw-LS,
1
w,
250
kc,
1240
Req:
BP-13483— WSKY Asheville, N.C., Radio
Asheville Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl
1 kw-LS, unl
250 w,Stockton,
1230 kc,KWG
Req:
BP-13484—
Calif., KMO
Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1230 kc
unl.
w, 1 kw-LS,
250BP-13486—
WGVA Geneva, N.Y., Star
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
DA-D, unl.
w, 1 kw-LS,
250
kc,
1240
BP-13489— WDOT
Burlingt
on, Vt., DOT
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. Req;
1400
kc.
250
w.
1
kw-LS,
unl.
BP-13490— WVLD Valdosta,
O
Protsman. Has: 1450 kc, 250 w,Ga.,SH Norman
Req: 1450
kc,BP-13492
250 w, 1 kw-LS, SH.
— WMAF Madison, Fla., Norman
O.
1230 kc,
1230Protsman
kc, 250 . w,Has:
1 kw-LS,
SH. 250 w, SH Req •
BP-13493— KRIC Beaumont, Tex., Enterprise Co. Has: 1450 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1450
unl.
kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
BP-13494— WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn,
WGNS
kc, 250
1450
kc,Inc.
250 Has:
w, 1 1450
kw-LS,
unl.w, unl Req ■
BP-13496
— WTOL Toledo, Ohio, Community Bcstg. Co. Has. 1230 kc, 250w, unl
1230 —kc. 250 w. 1 kw-LS, unl
Req:
BP-13503
WLDB Atlantic City, N.J.,
lantic City Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250 Atkc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl w,
1490
Req:
unl.
BP-13504— KFAY
Fayetteville, Ark., H
Weldon Stamps. Has: 1250 kc, 500
w D
Req: 1250 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-13505— WHUN Huntingdon, Pa., The
Joseph F. Biddle Publishing Co. Has 1150 kc
1 kw, D. Req: 1150 kc, 5 kw, D
BP-1350ft— KLER Orofino, Idaho, Clear950 kc,water1 Bcstg.
kw,Co.D. Has: 950 kc, 500 w, D. Req •
BP-13507— WOLS Florence, S.C. The Florence Bcstg. Co. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl
Req:
1230 kc,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-I3510
— WHLP
Nashville, Tenn., TransAir
Bcstg.
Corp.
1570 kc, 1 kw, D
(Centerville, Tenn.)Has:
(Nashville, Tenn.) Req: 1570 kc, 1 kw, D
BP-13514 — New, Superior, Wis., Radio Superior Inc. Req: 970 kc, 500 w D
BP-13523— New Madill, Okla., Herbert J
Pate. Req: 1550 kc, 250 w, D.
BP-13524— New, Ogden, Utah, Executive.
Bcstg.
Co. Req: 1250 kc, 1 kw, D
BP-13525
— KPER Gilroy, CaUf.,
KPER. Has: 1290 kc, 1 kw, D. Req: 1290Radio
kc
5 kw, DA. D.
BP-13526— WTCW Whltesburg, Ky., FolkD. Has: 920kc, 1 kw, D. Req ■
kw, Co.,
920kc, ways5 Bcstg.
BP-13528— New DadevUle, Ala., J. C. Henderson, Req: 910kc, 500 w, D.
BP-13530— WADA Shelby, N.C.. Cleveland
County
Bcstg. 500w,
Co., Has:
D. Re: 1390kc,
D. 1390kc, 500w, DA,
BP-13531— New Denver City, Tex., Yoakum
County
Bcstg.NewCo..Abbeville,
Req: 1580 kc, 250 w, D
BP-13533—
Ala., Ralph W.
Hoffman, Req: 1480 kc, 1 kw, D.
Applications on which 309(b) letters
have been issued:
BP-13437— WMYB
Myrtle Beach, S.C,
Coastal Carolina Bcstg. Corp., Has: 1450 kc,
250
unl. Req: 1480 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS,
DA-N,w, unl.
BP-13485— WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.,
WKGN Inc.. Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, unl.. Req:
1340 kc, 250 w. 1 kw-LS. unl.
DB-13508 — New Houston, Mo., Texas
County Bcstg. Co., Req: 1250 kc, 500 w, D.

outputs: 250; 500; J,000; 5,000; 10,000 waits • stable crystals eliminate crystal ovens • easily
accessible, conservaflvely rated components • thermal time delay circuitry • automatic voltage
sequencing ' air filtered directly to components. For information contact your Collins sales
engineer, or write direct.
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Applications Deleted from Public Notice of April 9. 1959:
BP-11680— New
Redwood
City, Calif.
South Bay Bcstg. Co.. Req: 850 kc, 5 kw,
DA-1,
unl.
(In
pending
file
re
revised sec.
1.351 of commission rules).
BP-12056— KWJJ Portland, Ore., Rodney
F. Johnson, Has: 1080 kc, 10 kw, DA-2, unl.
Req: 1080 kc, 10 kw, 50 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
(In pending
sion rules). file re sec. 1.351 of commisBP-12171— WPOR Portland, Me., Hildreth
Bcstg. Co., Has: 1490 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1140 kc, sec.
10 kw,1.351
DA-1of unl.
(In pending
file re
revised
commission
rules).
Continued on page 115
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
p. O. Box 32
CRestvtevir 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Bex 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

ervice

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 13th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLcetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-58S1
Member AFCCE

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendole 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Ataociate Member
Institute of Radio Bngineeri

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Soles Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga
Saratoga Springs,
Springs N.
4300Y.

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LoSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington
6,
RE 7-0458 D. C.

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

Oirectory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
MEASUREMENTS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
AM FM TV
MEASURING SERVICE
COMMERCIAL RADIO
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
MONITORING CO.
445 Concord Ave.,
103 S. Market St.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
lee's Stifnmit. MoPhone TRowbridge 6-2810
Phene Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the cJecision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISE

MEx\TS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<t per word— 52.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25(t per word— ^2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charee for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager for successful operation in single
station midwest market of over 100,000 —
present manager being promoted. Send details and references. Box 608B, BROADCASTING.
Ohio single station market daytimer needs
stationtion ofmanager
experienced
in full
small market
station.
Box opera872B,
BROADCASTING.
Working
manager
wanted
daytimer. Small
market.
Smallmidwest
staff. Good
money. Group station. Should have salesannouncing background. Box 287C, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has
opening — salesman with management potential— 30-40 — ^married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O. favored.
Box 197, Send
Jackson.
Miss.
Sales
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. Texas. Box 178C,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for announcer who wishes to
step into sales under aggressive sales management withbackground.
future. Position
Must have
am broadcasting
in sales
only.
No
board
work.
Write
Box
179C.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with experience and ideas wanted
for top station in market Florida east coast.
Write Box 199C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman announcer — expanding southern
California nouncer,
am, withfmfirst
station
fm anclassneeds
radionitetelephone
license. $300 per month plus 20% all sales.
Send
resume, tape, picture. Box 201C,
BROADCASTING.
Pacific northwest, expanding multi-ownership need : 1 proven salesman, management
potential; 1 production man-announcer; 1
chief engineer-announcer. Wonderful opportunity. Rush complete details. Box 240C,
BROADCASTING.
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen. Newly purchased 5000 watt station in top 50 New England market seeks
two aggressive local salesmen, one of whom
could become sales manager. Start at $85.00
weekly guarantee, against 20% commission.
This opportunity may never arise again.
Replies held in confidence. Box 312C,
BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for experienced
salesman in progressive single station west
Texas market. Contact Clint Formby,
KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Salesman-assistant manager wanted immediately. Good opportunity. KWRT, Boonville, Missouri.
WJSO 5kw #1 Pulse needs top salesmen.
$350
plus 171/2P.O.
to 25%
confidential.
Box commission.
148, JohnsonReplies
City,
Tenn.
Outstanding salesman wanted for Palm
Beach quality station WQXT-AM-FM, with
potential for sales and station managership.
Salary based on background and proven
ability.
This Please
could contact
be your Art
finest
opportunity to date.
Rivera
at the
Waldorf Astoria, Park Avenue, New York,
September
29
thru
October
6.
for
appointment and interview.
110

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
ad under
son, Miss. Management. P.O. Box 197, JackTop grade
professional
salesman
wanted
for Texas
radio chain.time
Security
and
company benefits. No drifters or drinkers,
family
letter toman
Box preferred.
866, Dallas.Give full details in
What proposition acceptable? Phone or write
W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Salesman for dynamic 5 kw in metropolitan
markettial. of
earningP.O.potenSend 300.000.
resume Excellent
to Jay Elson,
Box
511, Port Arthur, Texas.
Representative wanted in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written contacts with your clients! Write for particulars and further details to VKK-office,
Vienna 66, P.O.B. 128, Austria.
Announcers
Step up! Punch and push personaUty for
top-rated.
24-hour
5 kwweek.
in booming
eastern market.
35 hour
Start $105.00.
First phone preferred, will consider all
others. Send
tape, BROADCASTING.
picture, detail. Permanent. Box 994B,
Announcer with first phone. We need and
are prepared to pay for experienced man.
Northwest kilowatt that programs middle of
the road. We move our good men up. If you
qualify rush tape, resume. Box 172C,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman . . . experienced . . . must know
announcing, copy, and good radio. 1 station
market,
CASTING.Pennsylvania. Box 177C, BROADBoston requires swinging dj. Top 40 personality. Enthusiasm, brilliance, brains.
Tape, resume. Box 255C, BROADCASTING.
Program director and swinging dj. Top 40.
high Pulse
N.E. and
metro
market. Box
Immediaterated.
opening. Tape
references.
256C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening: Experienced, mature
announcer with voice to match, to provide
part of our
Pleasant
Stable
midwestern
market.
GoodSound.
salary,
benefits,
working conditions. Send tape, resume,
photo to Box 262C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
combo Box
men 288C.
for midwest
single station market.
BROADCASTING.
Swingin'
ready tomidwest.
move up Chance
to pd number
one
formatdj station,
for tv.
too. Send
short,
expendable
tape
ture. Box 299C. BROADCASTING. and picSouth Florida. Fast paced, format radio,
who istions willing
to workthan
and average
follow instructo make better
money.
ING^
Family man only. Box 315C, BROADCASTOhio, Indiana, Kentucky area city of 30,000
offers extremely pleasant smaller city living plus easy access to metropolitan areas.
Immediate opening for announcer capable
of interesting
recordmusic
showsbacked
and knowledgeable news. Adult
by strong
local news policy featuring ground and air
mobile units, monitor radios, and miniature
recorders. Brand new studios. Present staff
mature, married, and dedicated radio pros.
photo,BROADCASTING.
and job history first letter
toSendBoxtape,327C,
News ernman,
stationmanin urgently.
top eastmarket.major
Needs group
topnotch
Compile,ately.edit
and and
read background.
news. Start immediRush tape
Answer
immediately. No tape returned. Box 338C,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
AM-fm adult-music station has opening for
announcer-salesman with 1st class license.
$500 month plus commission. Send tape,
fornia.
photo, resume to KACE, Riverside, CaliExperienced staff announcer — dj. Tight production for adult music station. Opening
October 1st. Send tape, picture, resume and
salary requirements to Program Director,
KGFW. Kearney, Nebraska.
Annoimcer with first phone ticket. Salary
based on ability. E. H. Whitehead, KTLU,
Rusk, Texas.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Capable announcer wanted immediately for
progressive station. KWRT, Boonville, Missouri.
Announcer. Must be experienced for well
established small market station near Philadelphia. General staff and board work in
good music and news operation. Good salary
with
profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville. Pennsylvania.
Two announcers needed immediately. Starting salary range from $60 to $85 weekly depending on ability, experience and whether
qualified for morning or afternoon shift.
Opportunity
advancement
at which
this sta-is
tion or otherforcompany
stations,
reason for openings. Send tape, references
and complete experience in first correpondence to William
rector, sWLSV,
Wellsville,Wynn,
N.Y. Program DiAnnouncer-salesman combination. Three
hours daily plus guarantee on commissions.
WNCO, Ashland. Ohio.
Top 50 market needs announcer. Contact
Nick Robinson, WREB, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
Home base of 3-station modern radio chain
needs top flight newsroom man strong on
commercials who can double as swinging
dj. Plenty of opportunity for man with real
ability. Experienced only, please. Write:
Operations Manager, WSBA, York, Penna.
WSMI, Litchfield, Illinois has opening for
experienced, versatile announcer. Growing
station
ment. with modern plant and latest equip24 hour Florida station needs experienced
announcer for morning show. Send resume,
WTRL. Bradenton, Florida.
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
opening
radio announcer
who
wants to for
movequalified
into television.
Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
For deejays
enough AlrHumorOlogy
to create their
own
material.original
The Deejay
Kit tells you what humor is and how to
create
your ownP.O.patter.
$4.80,
postpaid.
AirHumorOlogy,
Box 1,
Elkhart,
Indiana.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement,
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical
Chief engineer. Responsible, adult midwesterner step up to successful small city
daytimer
fromequipment,
metropolitan
Maintain away
standard
keepfrenzy.
good
sound, do some announcing. Take your
place in manent
community.
Real
opportunity,
perjob. Send details, salary exoected.
Answer guaranteed. Box 297C. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Techr
Chief engineer to take complete charge.
State ence.
salary
KGFW, expected.
Kearney. Resume
Nebraska. of experiExperienced first class licensed technician
for 5 kw transmitter operation and general
station maintenance. Good starting salary
for qualified vancement.
man Applicants
and opportunity
for and
admust have car
personal phone,interview
will
be
required.
Telewire or write, Mr. Charles Murn.
WOKO. Albany, New York.
Young — "First"
engineer, as— chief,
immedicar —Phone
interview
required.ately.
PastAnnouncing
subjectability
to check.
Mr.
Eyre.
necticut.Manager, WTOR, Torrington, ConChief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
f ulltime-southeasl New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Program
cal musicdirector
station for
in well-estarblished
the Pacific west. classiMust
be capable of organizing and directing air
personnel, supervising classical music selection, giving
working with
station's commercial
staff, and
fully professional
action to
program policy and station promotion.
Plea:se do not apply unless you can furnish
proof of classical music broadcasting experience under demanding circumstances. Send
full background,
and Box
salary928B,
desired with first references
letter. Write
BROADCASTING.
Northwest network station needs qualified
news director. We expect hard working man
who knows news, man with executive
abilitytion.who
can BROADCASTING.
move up with solid operaBox 173C,
Male copywriter . . . must be good typist
and experienced. Some air and news work
available. Eastern Pennsylvania. Box 176C,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman (midwesterner). Gather, write,
and announce. Incentive and opportunity —
do some selling, earn commissions. Permanent job for dependable adult. Exclusive,
well regarded daytimer, small community.
Good business. Congenial staff. Right living.
Send all details. We'll answer. Box 296C.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced program director-announcer for 1-kw daytimer about to go fulltime. Emphasis on good music, news and
sports. Car necessary. Progressive city of
15,000. Salary open. Send tape, photo, full
information and references first letter to
Manager. KSCB, Liberal, Kansas or phone
Main 4-3891.
The powerful five thousand watt voice of
North Dakota is looking for not one but
two top men. News ability desired and good
production sense required. Contact Don
Mactavish, General Manager. KSJB,
Jamestown, N. Dak.
Production man — program director — dj with
ideas aplenty — swinging format station. This
could be a big job and is open for someone who will accept responsibility. Rush reply to Bob Story, Station Manager. WNOR,
Norfolk, 'Virginia.
Young man with inquisitive mind for expanding news operation. Some typing experience necessary. Work primarily gathering, editing and announcing local news.
Some dj nouncer
work.considered.
Inexperienced
young tape,
anSend photo,
resume
and
starting
salary.
WADS,
Ansonia, Connecticut.
Musical director for country and western
station WARL-AM-FM, "The Living Sound
of the American Country and West" in the
nation's
capitalgraduate
searchingof aforcredited
qualifiedmusical
musical director,
institution, such as, Juilliard or Peabody.
Dispatch qualifications to WARL. P.O. Box
7065. Arlington, Virginia.
Gal Friday — Must be real swinger and
right hand to station manager. Typing, radio savvy, personable, go-getter. Some air
work on production announcements. Rush
resume and picture to Bob Story, Station
Manager, WNOR, Norfolk, 'Virginia.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, qualified station manager
seeks home. New ownership requires
change.
$15-1600
monthly. WantPresent
top 50 earnings
market with
challenging
opportunity.
Write
Box
lOlC.
BROADCASTING for personal interview.
Honest, aggressive young medium market
manager wants to settle in exclusive midwestern
CASTING.small market. Box 174C, BROADLets discuss mutually satisfactory management association to fulfill your stations potential. Hard working manager, 15 years
experience,
phases.station
Turned into
chain's
small
competitive allmarket
profitable
monthly operation as leading sales producer. Creator, executor unusual copy, production commercials, station promotion,
programming ideas. Desire better location
for
permanency.
Box 190C, BROADCASTING.
I'm employed — manager/sales manager,
profitable
like change
to sta-is
tion whereoperation.
gross andI'd earning
potential
larger. Personal billing 50% of gross. Known
accreditedground.reputation
Lets compare experience
notes. Box back239C,
BROADCASTING.
Capable manager-engineer wants to lease
station in southeast with option to buy.
Consider part purchase. Family man in midthirties. Excellent references. 9-year management-engineering experience. Write Box
286C. BROADCASTING.
Tiger for sale. If you are hunting for a
manager with a desire to make money for
you on sound basics and top radio operation. Write or wire Box 308C, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic
producer,
manager desires
change. now
Knowemployed
Florida asmarkets
and
southern
coastal.
Here's
$ale$man$hip
Radio
management or tv-sales. Box 290C, !
BROADCASTING.
Make your station swing with my ideas and
imagination. If you need new management
and new objectives write or wire Box
309C, BROADCASTING.
Management.
medium
market Tenn.
Virginia, NorthSmall,
Carolina,
Kentucky,
Three years management. Eleven years
radio. Sales, programming, announcing.
Now sales, large market. 32. family. SucCASTING.
cessful background. Box 301C, BROADSick station?
don't believe
fresh
ideas
and an Iapproach
based it.
on For
objective
experience
write Box 310C, BROADCASTING^
New sound of radio. Experience and agsales programming
ideasstation
plus positive gressive
thinking
can put your
into
profit. Box 311C, BROADCASTING.
What'sloves
yourblack
favorite
color? red?
Want(Ledger
a manager
who
but hates
ink,
this is.) Presently employed as manager
of station soon to be sold. Experienced in
administration, sales, and air work. Option
to invest portant.
preferred.
of market unimBox 318C. Size
BROADCASTING,
Sales
3 years experience major market radio,
selling, vision
servicing,
copywriting,
degree, 34, family.
Wishesradio-teleto build
future in radio or television. Box 200C,
BROADCASTING.
See "Professional
under
television-sales.Sales Representative"
Announcers
DJ, strong
steady, Box
relocate news,
anywhere. commercials,
Seeking challenge.
988B. BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, sales-minded, serious, audience
appeal Versatile, go anywhere. Box 989B.
BROADCASTING.
Gal dj. negro, board, sales, travel. Available
immediately. Box 990B. BROADCASTING.
Outstanding personalitv looking to break
into major market after 5 years in the
hinte-lanHs. Consistentlv top rated. RefCASTING.erence'; tell the story. Box 183C. BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, pd, sports-play-by-play, 8 years
experience, 26, family, college graduate,
finest character and references, employed.
Box 211C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, employed combo. Seeks Minnesota-Wisconsin station. $110 minimum.
Dependable, Box 212C, BROADCASTING.
The mature approach! Presently employed
at 50,000 watt operation in top northeastern market. With present employers knowledge, wish to relocate. Familiar with sports
as well as dj and news activities. Excellent
references,
married.
If you're
smooth, positive
touch
in yourlooking
daytimefor ora
evening
programming,
let's
talk
it over!
Salary open. Box 221C. BROADCASTING.
Attention small markets! DJ. 23, single,
draft-free, 4 months experience, absolutely fantastic potential — prefer top 40, but
will
consider all offers. Box 226C, BROADCASTING.
Young man looking for start in radio or tv,
graduate
of SRT-T'V
lack Box
experience.
Prefer New
Englandbutarea.
233C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, two years experience, bright
sound, want to settle, married, not a
floater. Box 234C, BROADCASTING.
College grad, single, 24, experienced future
mEmagement
potential, great ad-liber. Box
254C,
BROADCASTING.
What do you need to take the lead? Creative
record show, fresh approach to news, authoritative sports, sales concepts that defy
the price cutters, attentive listeners, 1st
ticket. You can have them all in one package in exchange for "program director with
adegree.
voice" Box
position
years experience. A.B.
265C, 10BROADCASTING,
Announcer, mature. Authoritative news.
Smooth dj. Top markets only. Box 272C,
BROADCASTING,
Annoimcer-newscaster seeks New England
position, 2V2 years plus experience. Box
273C, BROADCASTING.
Announcing school graduate, 25, strong on
commercials and news. Reliable, ambitious,
sincere. Locate anywhere for promising opportunity. Liberal Arts masters degree.
Tape available. Box 274C, BROADCASTING.
"E Pluribus Unum". If you need a bright
young
midnight
man, BROADCASTING.
I'm that "One". $95.00
minimum.
Box 279C,
Canadian, nine years experience, sports
play-by-play,
production
promotion,
married
with family.
Send and
replies
to Box
281C, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play
en reputation.outstanding
Currently sportscaster.
employed inProvtwo
of
the
east's
major
markets.
Five years
experience, all sports. State network
and
major university affiliation. Consider only
top position. Box 282C, BROADCASTING,
Announcer, disc jockey, lively, sound, fast
board experience, not a fioater. Box 283C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, salesman, experienced, married,
veteran, tight format, wants to settle. Box
284C, BROADCASTING.
Stop here
you're looking
for aIV2reliable
young
(26) ifversatile
airman with
years
experience. Will locate anywhere. Strong on
news and dj. Box 285C, BROADCASTING.
Attention! Slow-paced stations, light on experience, ticket, no maintenance. Box 289C,
BROADCASTING.
Negro-disc
jockey looking
for work,
could
do news, commercial
and work
own board.
Box 291C, BROADCASTING.
Need sales and listenership? Try me.
■Voices and gimmicks guaranteed to give
competitors
nightmares. Presentlv emDloved,
CASTING.$85 minimum. Box 293C, BROADDJ: 5 college.
years experience.
'Vet, single.
Two
years
Like to settle
in the 25.Pacific
northwest. Tape, photo, resume on request.
Box 294C, BROADCASTING.
Attention west Texas! 1st phone dj. AvailING. able in 4 weeks. Box 303C, BROADCAST111

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd^
Announcers
Young fellow, willing to work and learn.
Little experience plus broadcasting school.
Box 307C, BROADCASTING.
Ebullient announcer — Experienced all phases
radio-tv, terview
production,
etc. Write
Available
inand audition.
Box for316C,
BROADCASTING or call Brooklyn, New
York, DE 6-0539.
Wake ingupnumber
smiling
higher inratings)
one *(At
tv station
New leavYork
City — radio background too! Two man morning radio show — never aired here and ready
to go anywhere. Vets, degree, mature. Prefer medium market but all inquiries answered. Resume and tape on request. Box
317C, BROADCASTING.
Formal sounding news announcer, college.
7 years experience, 29, married, desires
immediate radio or tv opening. Write Box
328C, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer, 5V2 years experience: Tight
production
— presently
employed.
formats. 28, single,
will travel.
TrickAllvoices.
Box 335C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/sales — Top experience in small
and medium markets. Good air personality,
can keep accounts active. Want to join
progressive organization. Offering security,
longevity, creativeness. Plus chance to move
up. Major markets invited to inquire.
Tapes, complete brochure sent in receipt
of your letter. West — S. west preferred, due
to wife's present health. Box 337C, BROADCASTING.
Seeking integrated operation, balance programming, profit sharing in sportsman
"paradise".
first letter.
years permaradiotv all phases.AllMinimum
$150.11 Settle
nently. Family, vet, 30. 1040 Riverside Avenue, Defiance, Ohio. Phone 2-2701.
Personality-dj. Now in 6th market. Tight
production combo, both adult and top 40.
Held highest Hooper and Pulse on station
in all time periods placed. Complete knowledge of music and production. Have done
all types tv commericals including film,
tape and live. Know all phases tv operation and production. Very highly recommended by media managers and presidents.
Seeking metro markets within next two
weeks. Married, children and permanent.
Write or phone Dick Dobbyn, 606 Regal
St., Houston, Texas, HUdson 4-2204.
Announcer, 26, married, draft exempt, 2
years board experience. Have had emphasis
on country music. Presently employed.
June Draper, 576a, Valley Road, Pulaski,
Va.
Staff announcer. First license. Experience.
Single. Have car. Write copy and all staff
duties. Stan Foreman, 816 Perry St., Hoquiam, Washington. GE 8-3916.
Detroit announcer 15 years experience
wishes to relocate in medium to large
market. Network caliber. Strong on radio
news (some tv) also good music. Top references. Call or write Dick French, WJBK,
TR 3-7400 or PR 2-9838.
Announcing school graduate, looking for
start. Announcing-dj, sales. 29, married, vet.
Board experience. Studying for 1st phone.
N.Y., N.J., Conn., L.I. area Austin Young,
152 W. 9th St., Deer Park, N.Y., MOhawk
7-8769.

He's
He's
He's
He's
He's

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
D-Js
experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Technical
First phone, three years experience control room engineer, no announcing, availaING. ble immediately. Box 191C, BROADCASTEngineertenanceexperienced
construction,
a.m., f.m. Presently
employed. mainChief
5 kw d.a. Like locate midwest. Consider
maintenance group small stations. Have test
equipment.
CASTING. References. Box 305C, BROADChief engineer, 5 kw, fair announcer, family man. Wants permanent position, definite
hours. Relocate south, I work for money.
Box 313C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experienced construction,
maintenance, am, fm, directionals and
proofs. Box 320C, BROADCASTING.
Young married man with first phone desires
position in broadcasting with station located somewhere in south. VA 1-7393, KanING. sas City, Missouri. Box 321C, BROADCASTChief engineer, construction maintenance,
remote control, d.a. experience to 5 kw.
Prefer midwest, take active part in progeneral BROADCASTING.
station operation. References.duction,
Box 306C,
First phone beginner, desires immediate
employment. Willing to announce. Fair
voice. Prefer south. Jack Hefflefinger, 412
Delaney. Orlando, Florida.
Production-Programming, Others
Former public and station relation executive, 18dustry,
years
indesiresexperience
return to broadcasting
station relation
or
public
relation
position.
Excellent
achievement record both in field and as
director. Box 970B, BROADCASTING.
Washington, D.C., newspaperman, 20 years
experience,
radio-tv,
tive work, including
wants write
and/ornowairlegislanews
mornings, evenings, weekends, Washington
areas station, to keep hand in. Solve news
staff scheduling problems! Box 995B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman
reportercourt,
and political,
newscastereducation,
experienced in police,
government
news
and
features
—
straightforward interpretive reporting, professional
delivery —terested
college,
car,news
bestwork.
references
— inradio or tv
Box 142C,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Experienced newsman in
major rector
market
seeks station.
position Earnings
as news now
diwith reputable
SS.OOO. College graduate, married. Resume.
Box 205C, BROADCASTING.
News director
seeks news
on Columbus or Cincinnati
area position
station. College
graduate. Presently employed. Top references. $150 minimum. Box 246C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director and announcer in all fields of radio. Presently employed. Salary $7500 annually. Box 266C,
BROADCASTING.

YOU
AIN'T HEERED
NUTTIN'
YETi
one of America's most exciting D-J'S
top rated in one of top 3 markets
unbeatable at play-by-play ... in all sports . . . both live and re-created
an alert hard worker with unlimited ideas
got the best references and security in present position but is seeking a new challenge.
HE

IS AVAILABLE!

Box 332C, BROADCASTING
112

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Need knowledgeable young pd? Good market? Million-market assistant ready! Box
277C, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster; presently employed at large
regional news operation, writing, editing,
airing own copy. Married; mature. Will
weigh
ING. all offers. Box 300C, BROADCASTVersatility plus — Program director-newscaster-announcer. Seeks responsible career
position with adult radio station, preferably
with tv affiliate. 4 years experience, B.A.
Degree in Speech.
married,interview,
vet. Immediately availableMature,
for personal
eastern seaboard states. $100 plus. Box
325C, BROADCASTING.
Well qualified in all phases of radio and
tv production. Excellent announcer. 8 years
station ... 2 years agency experience.
Degree. Married. 29. Seek career position
in or near Charlotte, N.C. Box 331C,
BROADCASTING.
Woman — Religious-music
programmer.
Diversified, extensive background,
training,
experience. Box 336C, BROADCASTING.
15 year radio man desires to relocate as
program manager, 4 years prior experience
in medium market. Past 2Y2 personality
show and staff in Detroit. Top references.
Call or write Dick French, WJBK, Detroit, TR 3-7400 or PR 2-9838.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — -Management
Manager for large television station in
Latin tiveAmerica.
have top-notch
execuability andMust
background
in television
administration, sales and programming.
Family man preferred with references to
withstand closest scrutiny. This is an excellent position with good salary and unlimited potential for the future. Applicant
must be fiuent in Spanish. If you believe
you possess the necessary qualifications,
reply in
immediately.
tions Spanish
100% confidential.
Write AllBoxapplica295C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Hungry salesman wanted. We want a man
hungry for fame as well as fortune. If you
long for a territory of untapped potential,
with challenge that will pay off for the right
man, send your resume to us. Eastern network vhf station with lots of savvy and plenty to talk about, needs one more top man.
Salary plus commission. Drifters, and those
devoid of imagination and creative ability,
stay away! Box 263C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Aimouncer, capable of good news delivery,
able to handle live shows — interview, etc.
Will consider
young man and
with learning.
potential Box
interested in advancement
271C, BROADCASTING.
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
openingto for
qualified
radio announcer
who
wants
move
into television.
Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
Technical
Wanted, transmitter engineer to operate at
hill tv transmitter location. Living quarters,
food allowance, good salary. Should be
familiar with 5 and 20 kilowatt systems.
Write
Idaho. Jim Brady, KIFI-TV, Idaho Falls,
Television transmitter operator for KMVITV,
Wailuku,
Hawaii.
hours
in three
days,Maui.
off four
daysWork
every40 week.
Write or call the station for details.
Transmitter supervisor for PT 25BH. Applicant should be Good
very strong
transmitter maintenance.
pay foron right
man.
Contact Jim Lockerd, Chief Engineer,
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Oklahoma.
First phone with vtr experience to install,
Contact Lafayette,
Bill Fall,
%maintain
WBAA 3 Ampex
Purdue vtr's.
University,
Indiana.
Experienced
studio
with Salary
technical training.
1st technicians
FCC required.
$5,000-$7,700. Chief Engineer, WTTW, 1761
East Museum Drive, Chicago 37.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Art director: Experienced in tv art and
photography. Must be creative, send resume
and sample of art work to: Ronald Boyles,
KHOL-TV, Holdrege. Nebraska.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales manager, small market NBC market
affiliate, interested in moving to larger market in sales or management capacity. Box
322C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv sales manager. Hard worker
as sales figures confirm. Presently employed,
looking for new opportunity with greater
potential than present market affords. Box
323C. BROADCASTING.
Sales
Professional sales representative — Highly
successful and experienced in advertising
and syndicated commercial package sales.
Desires to associate with top quality tv
production
CASTING. company. Box 326C, BROADAnnouncers
Broadcasting thirteen years, five exclusively
television. News, all phases, my specialty. If
yours ested
is in aauthoritative,
"larger" market,
if you're intercomprehensive
news
reports, let me give you full details. Box
268C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Studio engineer, 7 years experience tv studio, transmitter operation and maintenance,
wants permanent position. Prefer southwest.
Box 280C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, mediately,
tv alertbackground,
available
imyoung married
veteran.
Box 298C, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, 4 years experience a.m. all
phases. nance,
4 years
tv studio,
video mainteconstruction,
and remotes.
Prefer
northeast. Box 304C, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, 41,2 years electronics, IV2 years
radio, 8 months tv, former am chief. Desire tv studio, transmitter. Prefer west coast.
4021 S. Grand, Spokane, Wash. MA 4-1656.
Transmitter engineer: 10 years experience,
3 radio, 7 tv. Prefer east coast. Available
October 1st. Harold M. Finch, 426 Washington St., Monroe, Michigan.
Production-Programming, Others
Five years experience, film director, producer-director, switcher-announcer, camCASTING.eraman plus others. Box 184C, BROADTV newsman, college graduate, with six
years reporting, writing and filming experience
for news
position with security. looking
Box 329C,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman heading 3-man department at
large southern station seeks new challenge
as news director or staff member. Experienced legman, photographer, film editor,
script writer, interviewer, and newscaster.
Contact Bob Wesley, Apt. 700-L,, Longview
Road,
8101. Knoxville. Tennessee. 8-3211 or 5For Sale
Equipment
FIM
antenna,
transmission
er, mikes, jack strips, etc. line,
WriteMagnecordBox 250C,
BROADCASTING.
FCC legal General Radio am modulation
monitor $150; Progar limiter $150; two WE
639A cardioid mikes $30 each, all in good
condition; CubCorder— works. $25. FOB,
COD. Box 275C, BROADCASTING.
10,000 watt GE — FM transmitter on air now.
Top condition.
$6500 — going to higher power.
Box
278C, BROADCASTING.
Schafer
automatic program equipment.
r's
year. Manufacture
one $7,500.00.
less than
Used
guaranteee
4 years.
Call Olean,
N.Y. 2-0161.
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
RCA 66-A modulation monitor top condition. Panel newly refinished. New lettering.
Price . . . $250.00. Freight prepaid, KNET,
Palestine, Texas.
Complete DuMont flying spot scanner system.
Consisting of 22 DuMont
16 mm 2 projectors, 2 pedestals,
video amps.,
power
supplies
and
remote
panel.
Excellent
tion. Price $7000.00 Contact E. Newton condiWray,
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Gates remote — Model RDC-10 like new, with
monitors and associated parts — $800.00 cash.
Mr. Martens. C.E., WENN, FA 3-2341, Birmingham, Alabama.
1 30-foot custom-built completely equipped
broadcast studio trailer. Equipment includes draperies, carpeting, 2 two-ton air
conditioners, Western Electric console, outdoor speakers. Currently operating daily.
Sell
DirectNorfolk,
inquiries
bert price
Dail, $5,500.00.
WGH Radio,
Va. to AmTower — immediate deUvery — Utility heavy
duty 185'
with lighting
— dismantled
ready
for shipment.
WOKJ, kitBox
2667, Jack-— •
son, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Gates 1 kw fm transmitter with dual channel multiplex,
new transcr.
exciter. arms
$3,500.
turntables
with RCA
and CB-11
cabinets $100 ea.: Petron tape magazine repeater withHaute,
cartridge
(A-4) $80; D-4605. Box
433, Terre
Indiana.
Nikor 16mm processing equipment $140.00;
Pan-Cinor f/2.8 20-60mm lens with case
$165.00; Moviola 16/16mm synchronizer
$95.00; Pro-Junior tripod with panhead
$100.00. dition.
All Roman
items
used but1238in North
excellent
Averbeck,
12th conSt.,
Quincy, Illinois.
Will buy or trade used tape and disc reequipment —etc.
Ampex,
Magnecord,cordingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment
for sale.
Boynton
Studio,
lOB Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe. N.Y.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Two used 5 kw am transmitters for sale
at theonepriceRCAof one!
stock — oneyouRCAeither
5D
and
5 DX.In Offering
two individual 5 kw or one transmitter
and practically 100% spare parts. Lot price,
l3oth transmitters as is, used complete
with tubes and crystals, $5,000.00 cash,
f.o.b. Quincy, Illinois. Phone or wire Gates
Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois.
WiU buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Western Electric fm transmitter WE 506 B2
10 kw requires only 10 watt exciter to put
on the air. Price reduced to $3,000 to move
immediately
to makeBoxspace
for newGeorgia,
transmitter. L.E. Latham.
7, Atlanta,
or call DRake 8-8808.
Tv Video monitors. 8 Mc, metal cabinets
starting
at $199.00. 30 different models 8"
thru
Paul, 24".
Minn.Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.
Giant 60 inch Hollywood searchlights for
use at grand openings, movie premieres
and of great help in securing radio or
tv accounts. Complete units with 16.5 kw
dc generator, ready to run, $1500. Contact
J. Pile, Box 326 Arlington Heights, 111.,
HEmpstead 7-3500.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Wanted: Construction permit in northeast,
am or fm. Send complete information. ReING.
phes confidential. Box 269C, BROADCASTMichigan station or construction permit. Top
business references. Contact Hudson White
& Company, phone GL 9-4336, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipmentmonitor, antenna,
FM: Cash for transmitter
etc. ing
Also
interested
in purchase
of operatstations. Box 745B,
BROADCASTING.
FM kilowatt
transmitter,
microwave link, racks,
etc. KJAZ, monitor,
2909 Telegraph,
Berkeley, California.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
Haveready
c.p. toforgo.hotPrefer
spot incomplete
southern California
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue. North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,School,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road.
Dallas.
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00 — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-3), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
.
-^iJ^.
'^t^. yy. v5^. '^^^ '^i?".
^ Outstanding Sales opportunity avail^ able with the Number One station
? in Canada's largest market. The man
y we are looking for already has a top
^? job.
confidential,
send informationReplies
and references
to:
^
Box 276C, BROADCASTING.

y
&
?
y
&
?y
§

Production-Programming, Others
CONTEVUITY WRITER
Immediate opening for continuity
writer capable of assuming full responsibility. Rush resume qualifications and requirements to Dale
Moudy, WING. Dayton 2. Ohio
Employment Service
GOT AMBITION?
Salesmen Announcers — Engineers
Combo —GETCopy
ProductionJOB— Mgmt.
A —MIDWEST
Write NOW for free Radio-TV opplication
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Mpls. 2, Minn. 113
FE 9-0961

RADIO

TELEVISION

MISCELLANEOUS

Situations Wanted — Management

Help Wanted — Technical

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
asFinancial
recommended
Groups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000—
$6.95,orcier.
2,000—Delivery
$1 1 .00, within
5,000—3$24.00.
Check with
days.
Send copy for your Imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

MANAGING

SALES

DIRECTOR

MID-WEST
Major mid-west broadcasting equipment
manufacturer has opening for sales engineer to travel and call on radio
stations in the mid-west area. Technical
background essential. Candidate should
have previous successful sales experience or sales aptitude with a deep desire to make selling his career.
Attractive salary, expenses, and incentive bonus systems provide high earningtionpotential.
is a permanent
posi-a
with an This
excellent
future with
growing company. Send complete resume with photo, if available to:
Box 244C, BROADCASTING

of
group ofmarkets
AM stations
and a medium
desires into majoi"
make
a change in association. Have proven
record of establishing top ratings and
income. EXPERIENCED in AM and
TV management control plus actual
station management — Format and
good music programming — Labor negotiating and policies — Overall financial matters — Evaluating markets and
stations.
Would be interested in either group
management or single station operation, AM or TV or combination.
Your reply held confidential.
Box 314C, BROADCASTING

IXiC

zxx:

RADIO

ENGINEER

110 A Palo, Duro, Amarillo, Texas

Production — Programming, Others
Radio RemoteFor Control and
Multiplex Systems

MANAGER

Available

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

13 years top exec, positions with
two of largest multiple operators
— large competitive metropolitan
markets. Excellent industry references. Replies Confidential.

Major educational TV production center
seeks experienced executive producer to
create, plan and oversee educational TV
network program production. Salary
commensurate with capabilities. Permanent, fulltime position. Send full background details.
Box 330C, BROADCASTING
— ^1- -^i-

Box 324C BROADCASTING
L

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
Over 200 station breaks, news cliches,
and promotional material designed to
make your station SPARKLE! 10 pages
of audio radiancel»D»eas
for your radio audience $5 postpaid

ixk:

Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santo Barbara, California
FOR SALE
Stations

FOR SALE

Announcers

Equipment
Splendid used Raytheon one-watt portable color microwave system with audio
and complete with two pedestal mounts
if used for fixed operation, cables, one
8'
X 12'
reflector,
four-foot
dishes
and passive
feeds one
radome
1000
watt and 500 watt voltage stabilizers.
Current market price $12,500.00. A
steal at $7,500.00 FOB shipping point in
southeast. Subject to prior sale. Reply:
Box 805B, BROADCASTING.

ART

ROBERTS
rated D.J. in
major market, turns
sights on Programming.
' nowledge
Kinack
with:
' now-how
I can have your station dominant in its
market.
Call:— FRonfier 9511
Write: — 5390 Lakeshore Road,
Hamburg, N.Y.

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
TELEVISION
WANTED

Situations Wanted — Announcers

To lease station with option to
purchase. If you have a new station, or station in financial trouble
we are interested. Or will purchase station for small down payment. Will consider any area. Also
interested in FM stations. Write
in confidence to:
X
114

Box 267C, BROADCASTING.

13

1,000 WATT DAYTIMER
Located on Florida east coast, billing
around $3,000 a month, with unlimited potentiaL Station owns studios,
leases land for $1.00 per year. Price
only $100,000 with $42,000 down.
Write:
Box 118C, BROADCASTING

STATION

FOR LEASE

Good metropolitan market $7,000.00
cash ment
required
— Good people.
lease arrangefor experienced
Box 319C, BROADCASTING
^^^^^^^^^^^^^
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

FOR SALE
Stations

FOR SALE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
FULLTIME
Only
station
in large county.
Grossing $80,000 asking $100,000
including good real estate. Terms.
Box 333C, BROADCASTING.

To buy or sell a Radio-TV property:
PATT McDonald co.
Box 9266, Austin 17, Texas. GL 3-8080
Or:
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd, N.Y. 17, N.Y.,
MU 2-4813
Dick Watts, Box 701 So., Houston, Texas,
HU 6-7400

Stati(

PACIFIC COAST STATE
Fulltimer grossing $60,000 and showing
good earnings. Absentee owner anxious for quick sale and will accept
$70,000 with $20,000 down and balance
8 over 10 years. Valuable real estate
included.
Box 334C, BROADCASTING.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security BIdg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS

Ariz.
Small
Small
Calif.
Tenn.
Single
Va.
Single
La.
Single
Single
Ga.
Single
Va.
Ala.
Medium
Fla.
Medium
Medium
VJyo.
La.
Medium
Texas
Medium
Wash. Metro
Metro
Texas
Metro
Calif.
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN

Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
Fulltime
250W
Fulltime
Daytimer
250w
Regional
Ikw-D
Fulltime
Ikw-D
Ikw-D
Ikw-D
FM

S73M
68M
62M
57 M
107M
175M
80M
65M
230M
125M
158M
225M
85M
130M
49M

terms
15dn
cash
15dn
30dn
29%
25dn
22dn
terms
29%
terms
29%
30dn
29%
13dn

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS

Please Address:
1182 V^. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

—
GUNZENDORFER '^^^
CALIFORNIA. Big market fulltimer.
$250,000.00 terms.
NEVADA. 529,000 down. Full price
$100,000.00.
IDAHO. $27,500 down. Asking price
$93,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35. Calif.
Licensed Brokers Financial Consultants

FOR SALE

CALIFORNIA, (a) Exclusive. Full time.
$75,000 with 29% down, (b) Fine prosperous community. Daytime. $175,000
with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Grov/ing market. Powerful daytimer. Absentee owned. Asking
$110,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Exclusive.
Doing $50,000 per year. Asking $55,000
with 29°o down.
NORTHWEST. Daytimer. Excellent frequency. Did $58,000 last year. Asking
$68,000 with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Full time. Network. Asking
$75,000 with 29% down.
TOP 100 MARKETS. Southwest. Daytimer.
Asking $120,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar

Dollar
VHF
TELEVISION STATION
Western multi-station market. Long
steady revenue growth. Now on the
threshold of showing profit. Future
revenue growth assured. Substantial
loss carry forward. Boom market.
Handsome facilities. Network. $42 5,000 cash for corporation free and
clear including $200,000 fixed and
$75,000 quick assets.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
Licensed
Tv and Radio
Brokers
Consultants
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

for
beat a
you can't
classified ad

for getting
top-flight
personnel

BROADCASTING
THE EUSINE5SWEE«LY OF 7E^,EV1SI0^^ AND RADIO

Continued from page 108
BP-12314— New Garden City, Mich., Livonia
Co., Req:
kc, 250 sec.
w, DA-1,
unl.
IlnBcstg.
pending
file 1090
re revised
1.351
of commission
rules).
Applications Deleted from Public
Notice of September 24, 1959:
BP-12359— New Redwood City, Calif., Redwood City Radio Inc., Req: 850 kc, 1 kw,
DA-1.
(In pendingrules).
file re revised sec.
1.351 ofuni.commission
BP-12360— New Redwood City. Calif.,
Hometown Bcstrs. Req: 850 kc. 500 w, DA-1.
unl.
(In pendingrules)
file. re revised sec. 1.351
of commission
Application Deleted From Public
Notice of February 18, 1960:
BP-12689— New Tracy, Calif., Joiin Patrick Gallagher. Req: 710 kc. 500 w, unl. (In
pending mission
filerules!.re revised sec. 1.351 of comApplication Deleted from Public
Notice of March 18, 1960:
BP-12837— New North Atlanta, Ga., North
Atlanta Bcstg. Co.. Req: 680 kc. 5 kw. DA-1.
unl.
(In pendingrules).
file re revised sec. 1.351
of commission
Application Deleted from Public
Notice of March 25, 1 960:
BP-12891
New
Redwood
City, Calif..
Western States Bcstg. Co., Req: 850 kc. 500
w,
DA-1,
unl.
(In
pending
file
sec. 1.351 of commission rules). re revised
Application Deleted from Public Notice of April 21. 1960:
BP-13097 New Houston, Tex., Lake Huron
Bcstg.(InCorp.,
Req:file1070
kc. 10 kw. DA-1.
unl.
pending
of
commission
rules). re revised sec. 1.351
Application Deleted from Public Notice of July 8, 1960:
BP-12468— New Tampa, Fla., Tamark
Bcstg. Co., Req: 810 kc, 500 w. DA-1 unl.
(In pending rules).
file re revised sec. 1.351 of
commission
Application Deleted from Public Notice of Aug. 2. 1960:
BP- 13333— New Clovis, N.M., Norman E.
Petty, Req: 680 kc, 500 w. DA-1. unl. (In
pending
file re revised sec. 1.351 of com.mlsslon rules).
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections In assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations attached to Recommendations of
the Nortli American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
730 kc
CKDM unl.Dauphin, Man.— 10 kw D 5 kw N
DA-N
800 kc
CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask. — 10 kw DA-X
unl.
920 kc
CKCY Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.— 10 kw D,
5 kw N DA-2 unl. 950 kc
CKBBunl. Barrie, Ont.— 10 kw D. 2.5 kw N
DA-2
980 kc
CKNW New Westminster, B.C.— 10 kw D.
5 kw N DA-1 unl.
CKGM London,
Montreal, Ont.
P.Q.—
kw DA-1
CFPL
— 1010 kw
D, 5 unl.
kw X
DA-2
unl.
1150 kc
CHSJunl.Saint John, N.B.— 10 k^v D. 5 kw X
DA-2
1260 kc
CFRN Edmonton, Alta.— 10 kw DA-N unl.
1320 kc
CKEC New Glasgow, N.S.— 5 kw D.A.-X
1340 kc
unl.
CFSL Wevburn, Sask.— 1 kw D. 0.25 kw
NR unl.
1330 kc
CBH Halifax. N.S.— 0.10 kw XD unl.
1340 kc
CBH' Halifax, N.S.— 0.10 kw ND unl.
(FOR THE RECORD) 115

NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years. Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national healtii and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements. Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editorsj free use of the ie\t of each advertisement in this series.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase of
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health
and itssafety.
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"What

CABINET ^

in the world
will he get into
(Facts about childhood's greatest enemy — accidents)

To A LITTLE boy or girl, everything in
the world is interesting. But in finding out "the why of things," a great
many youngsters are hurt or crippled
or killed.
It's a mistaken belief, however, that
young children are bound to have accidents— and that it's useless to try to
prevent them. In fact, man v studies have
proved that most childhood accidents
need never happen.
For example, consider the deadly
threat of accidental poisoning. Each
year several hundred thousand youngsters under the age of five swallow some
kind of poison — and as many as 300 to
400 of these children die as a result.
These grim statistics could be drastically cut by observing the following
simple precautions:
Sfore ott drugs — especially flavored
or brightly colored medicines — in a
116

locked closet or cabinet.
Destroy all left-over medicines
prescribed
use.where
Don'ta
throw
them for
into temporary
a wastebasket
child might find them.
Put all household products — disinfectants, insecticides, furniture polishes, bleaches, metal cleaners, lye, ammonia and acids — out of the reach and
out of the sight of children. Replace
covers or stoppers tightly.
Keep all potentially harmful substances in their original containers.

Metropolitan

next?"

Don't transfer them to unlabeled containers, particularly those meant to
hold food or beverages.
Read all labels carefully, and follow warning directions to the letter —
whether it's a label on a bottle of medicine or a container of paint solvent.
Find out if there's a Poison Control
Center near you. These centers are ever
ready to provide your physician with
quick identification of poisonous ingredients and directions for emergency,
life-saving treatment.

Life

INSURANCE COMPANY®
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE., N. Y. 1 0, N. Y.

THE LIGHT
THAT
NEVER FAILS
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Barton
■"Thirty or fony years ago, Wall
Street was the whipping boy. Today it's
Madison Avenue.''
This observation sums up the concern that Barton A. Cummings, president of Compton Adv., holds for "the
disturbing 'image' about the advertising
industry that is being built up and reinforced bythe 'thought leaders" of the
country." In recent months Mr. Cummings" speaking engagements have centered upon the "unfairness" of many
educators, religious leaders and political
officials who constantly take pot shots
at advertising.
Mr. Cummings. who has assumed a
leading role in the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies" project to cope
with this problem, acknowledges there
are "no easy solutions,'" but hopes
AAAA can devise "certain approaches
thatIt can
help clear the air."'
is understandable
that Bart Cummings would be a stalwart figure in a
project to uphold the advertising business. He was born into an advertising
family; his entire business career (except for a strange interlude when he
slit the throats of beef cattle) has been
in advertising, and, finally, he has
reached the pinnacle of success in a
comparatively short span of years.
Barton Arthur Cummings was born
in Rockford, 111., on Feb. 4, 1914. His
father. Earl Cummings, was the founder
and owner of a local advertising agency
who was content to earn a modest living
and spend his life among longtime
friends and relatives in Rockford.
Too Small ■ But Rockford was not
young Bart's oyster. His friends recall
that he was "the leader" in school and
community activities. He was the "takecharge guy," amiable but firm, with a
no-nonsense approach to any activity he
undertook. He was drawn to advertising
because of his admiration for his father,
but old friends say he was determined
to make his mark on a canvas much
broader than Rockford's.
Throughout high school and later at
the U. of Illinois, Bart Cummings was
the "golden boy." He was an ail-American football player at Illinois, but also
was president of his fraternity. Phi
Delta Theta, and a member of two
honor societies. Sachem and Ma Wa
Da. He received his degree from Illinois
in 1935 and worked several months for
his father's agency as a copy writer.
But Mr. Cummings was scanning a
wider horizon. He told his father he
wanted to try his hand at advertising
with a larger organization. He apBROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

Arthur

Cummings

proached afamily friend in Chicago,
who was associated with Swift International, and was told that if he agreed
to work for six months in Argentina at
Swift's plant there "to learn the business from the bottom up," he would be
transferred later into advertising and
sales.
Bart Cummings liked the idea. He
traveled to South America on a freightand wentoftobeef
workcattle.
at Swift's — slitting
the er,throats
Deal's Off ■ When the six-month
period ended, Mr. Cummings became
disconcerted when a transfer to the advertising department did not materialize.
He broached the subject to his superior
but was told that he was scheduled to
remain in the production department.
He protested but was advised that the
executive who made the promise to him
had died.
Mr. Cummings returned shortly afterward to the United States and headed
for New York. During this late fall of
1936, he started making the rounds of
advertising agencies. He was accepted
as an office boy-trainee at Benton &
Bowles.
He progressed rapidly at B&B. He
moved from office boy to traffic clerk to
copy writer and in 1941 was appointed
a copy supervisor.
Shortly after Pearl Harbor, he went
to Washington to work with the Office
of Price Administration and the Office

Compton's Cummings
A bum steer didn't stop him

of War Information, where he did considerable writing for economist Leon
Henderson. It was during this period
that Mr.
skill at administration was Cummings'
noticed.
He joined the Navy in the fall of
1943 as a junior grade lieutenant, attached to the amphibious forces of the
Seventh Fleet in the Pacific. He was
released as a lieutenant commander in
the fall of 1945.
Moving Up ■ The tempo of his career
quickened after the war. He joined
Maxon Adv., New York, as an account
executive on Ford in late 1945 and a
year later was elected a vice president
of the agency. In the fall of 1947, he
moved over to Compton Adv. as an
account executive on Procter & Gamble,
and his upward climb continued.
"You knew almost from the start,"
a veteran Compton executive comments,
"that Bart would end up as president of
the agency. He seemed to take hold
naturally and everybody took to him,
By 1952 he was a vice president and
him." of the agency, participating
aliked
director
in general administration and working
with clients on products and services of
a variety of advertisers. In January
1955. a month short of his 41st birthday, he was elected president of Compton.
Friends and colleagues agree there
is no simple explanation for Mr. Cummings" success. But they point to such
attributes as his physical vigor (he is 6
feet, 5 inches tall, trim and athletic),
sustained drive and ambition, straightforward charm and native intelligence.
In speech and manner, Mr. Cummings is unpretentious and forthright.
A long-time business colleague thinks
Mr. Cummings' forte is "his terrific
feeling for people, his understanding of
their needs and wants."
There is no gainsaying that Mr. Cummings isthe fair-haired boy who made
good. A look at Compton's billing chart
shows that business was at the $43 million level when Mr. Cummings assumed
control in 1955. This year Compton's
billing should be in the neighborhood
of $90 million.
Mr. Cummings married the former
Regina Pugh of Brooklyn in 1941.
They make their home in Scarborough,
N.Y.. with their three children — Ann
19, Peter 17 and Susan 16. Mr. Cummings is active in the AAAA and enjoys hunting and fishing in the Adirondacks area in northern New York where
he has a big log cabin.
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EDITORIALS
The

task

ahead

THE
NAB's long
for aman
president
appearsthetodirectors
be near
conclusion.
Once search
the new
is selected,
and members can turn their attention to another project
that is equally important and perhaps more difficult — a reap raisal of the NAB's structure, function and relationship
to other organizations to which broadcasters subscribe.
The need for reappraisal has been evident for some time,
but the death last March of Harold Fellows required that a
higher priority be given to the task of choosing a successor.
That job is almost done. Now more and more broadcasters
are anxious to get to work on the policy problems.
Their anxiousness is expressed in returns from a Broadcasting survey of television station managers' attitudes toward the Television Information Office, as reported elsewhere in this issue. The vast majority of respondents think
that TIO is doing a good job and that its job is essential,
but many also wonder whether it properly belongs to a separate organization like TIO or to the NAB.
It was many years ago that this publication first advocated
consideration of a federation of trade associations and
groups in radio and television. It is an idea that is even
more attractive today.
The kind of federation we have in mind would not deprive any organization of its individual character, but it
would create coordination for mutual efforts and eliminate
the areas of duplication that now exist.
The mechanics of a federation would take some study to
design, but the broad purpose can be outlined simply. There
would be an umbrella organization — the National Federation of Broadcasters might be its name — that would have
the job of representing all of radio and television before the
public and the government. It would also have the job of
coordinating the activities of specialized organizations when
those activities were in or near the area of public or government relations.
In this arrangement the charters of the specialized organizations would have to be reworked. A Radio Advertising
Bureau or a Television Bureau of Advertising would be
given autonomy in its special field — selling — but would be
required by its own charter to submit to the orders of the
national federation if it chose to function in relations with
the public or the government.
How many of the existing organizations in radio and television would be suited to participate in a federation? That
would be for each of them to say. but RAB and TvB come
immediately to mind. Perhaps others like the Station Representatives Assn. could logically be woven in.
It seems to us that the operations of TIO would become
part of the expanded operations of the national federation
by nature of the primary assignment of the federation itself,
and we say this with no intention to underestimate the job
that has been done by TIO's director, Louis Hausman, and
the Television Information Committee which Clair McCollough heads. It is structure we are talking about, not personalities. Indeed it seems to us that the surest guarantee
of retaining talents like those now associated with TIO is
to give them a sensible framework in which to operate.
Airspace

FAA's interest is the determination of hazards to air commerce, and it has moved under extremely dubious if not
nonexistent authority to assert its jurisdiction over heights
and location of towers.
The problem existed even before the advent of tv. Since
the 1952 final tv allocations, devised to provide at least one
television service to all parts of the country, the controversy
has worsened. But the FCC has had the final word until
now.
On Oct. 10, by presidential order, the decade-old Air Coordinating Committee goes out of existence. The FAA then
takes over. In advance of this, the FAA has issued proposed
regulations challenging the- old procedure. It proposes to
assert final jurisdiction over tower locations and heights and
to conduct separate proceedings, totally apart from those of
the FCC governing issuance of permits. Beyond this, it proposes to establish a system of antenna farms for the entire
country. Conceivably this could displace many existing antenna sites for radio as well as tv, without regard to coverage
patterns, co-channel assignments and other criteria imbedded
in existing FCC rules.
If there is one thing certain in communications legislation, itis that the FCC is the sole and final arbiter in allocations of broadcasting facilities. This embraces approval of
transmitting equipment, power, frequency and antenna
height and location. These are the components that determine efficient coverage for prescribed areas.
The FAA's jurisdictional claim over tower heights and
sites is in contravention of the explicit terms of the Communications Act. Until now, the Civil Aeronautics Authority, predecessor of the FAA, recognized this. In creating the
FAA. authority
Congress certainly
not intend process.
to rescindIt the
FCC's
final
over the didallocations
therefore
follows that the FAA has misinterpreted congressional
intent.
Even under existing procedures, many stations have endured extreme hardships in seeking new locations for tall
towers to enable them to improve service as the public interest requires. WHAS-TV Louisville, for example, has been
trying for a half-dozen years to find a new site suitable to
aviation authorities, but without success.
Dual or split jurisdiction would be untenable. The FCC
should assert itself against FAA usurpation of its clear authority. If it fails in that, congressional or court action
should be sought. The effort of government should be to
simplify and expedite issuance of permits and not to complicate, hinder and delay.

pincers

BROADCASTERS are threatened with an airspace pincers in the licensing process because of a jurisdictional
controversy between the FCC and the new Federal Aviation Agency.
At issue is who controls the airspace used for radio and
television broadcasting. Tall towers for tv antennas are
needed for maximum coverage under FCC criteria. The
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Our client's dropping the bowling show! He's had labor
trouble, and all that talk about strikes upsets him!"
BROADCASTING, September 26, 1960

CRBATivrry.
sales

in

the

This ancient Indian pottery is a product
of someone's innate ability . . , creativity.
Here in the Industrial Piedmont the one
station with the proven
sales is WFMY-TV.

ability to create

.

.

wfmy-tv

nation's

44th

creates
markef"

To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities in all) . . . where 2.3 million
customers have $3.2' billion dollars to spend
. . . call your H-R-P rep today.
♦ Source: Television Magazine, I960 Data Book
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A great team with a great schedule, and
every game will be broadcast exclusively on KIMN—
MACH I
The Falcons' Mascot
which performs during
halftime at every game.

Denver's No. 1 station— with Fred Leo,
outstanding sportscaster, doing the play-by-play for
The
First
IVatioiv^\l
Bank
ofDknver
Hottest Brand Going

Your Highway Host from
Coast to Coast

Our Second
Century of Service

who are proud to join with KIMN in bringing Denver some of the nation's finest football.
THE 1960 FALCONS

Director of Alhletics
950 On Your Dial / 5000 Waits j CECIL HEFTEL. President
m
Represented Nationally by Avery Knodel, Inc. / Key Station Intermountain Network
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